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Meet the Apple'" ImageI
Wl'iter, the newest dot matrix
printer for your Apple Personal
Computer.
And with all that it has
going for it, just maybe the
best dot matrix printer on
the market.
Take legibility, for
instance.
The ImageWl'iter crams
140 x160 dots into each
square inch. So you get text
that's highly readabfe and high
resolution graphics, besides.
And is it fast.
The ImageWl'iter cruises
at an unbelievable
120 characters per
second. And that's
just in the text mode.
It's even faster
printing graphics. 180
characters per second,
to be exact.
What's more, the
graphics dump is up to
60%faster than other
comparably priced dot matrix
printers. And that makes the
Imagewriter fast enough to
handle the Lisa:"
Yet it's just as at home with an
Apple III or Apple lIe.Thanks to Apple
software experts who designed the
control electronics to give the Imagewriter perfect compatibility. Not to
mention some special capabilities

like superscript and subscript, to
name just two.
Now,with all this high-speed
performance,you'd expect the
Imagewriter to make the Devil's
Own Noise. It doesn't. In fact,
the ImageWl'iter is specially
constructed - with overlaid
seams and special sounddeadening materials - to achieve
a remarkable 53 dB. How loud is a
remarkable 53 dB? You'd make
more noise if you read tl1is aloud.
The ImageWl'iter even has quiet
good looks,since we designed it to
look like the rest of the Apple Family.
, - - - -- - - - -- ----"------.
Yet even with all
"PLEPRFSENTS
its improvements,
EIMAGEWRfTER APPLE PH theImagewriterisa
ESENTS THE IMAGEWRlTER APPLE PRESEN1 better deal than any
S THE IftIlUIIRITER PII9lE PRESENTS THE IftllUlIRITER PII9lI other dot matrix print.
erwith comparable
performance. And you can print that.
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Charge!
Go out there and get the Apple
Personal Computer System you
really want. Now.Without laying out
your extra cash.Without tying up
your other lines of credit. With the
Apple Card. The only consumer credit
card reserved exclusively for the
spelled out for you
You'll also receive monthly
purchase of Apple Computers, periat the time your Card
statements that include the latest
pherals and software.
is approved.
purchases, credit available, and the
Like all our products, it works
So stop by a participating
minimum payment due. You'll also
simply:
authorized Apple dealer and get
be happy to know Apple Card credit
Fill out an application (short to
terms are affordable and the payan Apple Card. Just think of it as
the point and annotated in Englis(1)
credit where credit is due.
ments can be spread out. It's all
at an authorized Apple dealer
honoring the Card.Your salesperson
will call in the application and in
most cases get an approval for you
We call it the "floppydisk
Almost anything written for the
right on the sR0t.
Apple III including copy-protected
You can then take your Apple
shuffle:' It hapRens when you have
system home. You don't even have to
two or more software programs on
programs like VisiCalc~ Quick File™
floppies and you need to work with
and Apple Writer III. Or languages like
wait for the Card; we'll mail it out
Pascal, BASIC, or COBOL.
to you.And by the time you get it,
both. What do you do? You put one
And once you've loaded these
you'll probably be well into doing
disk in, boot it, do your work, take it
out, put the other disk in, boot it,
programs into your ProFile, the only
whatever you bought your Apple
do your work - you get the idea.
diSKette you may ever need is the
system to do.
There is no annual fee for the
Well, you can stop shuffling any . Catalyst.
Card, although a couple of restricSo if you have an Apple III and a
time now.
tions do apply. The first purchase
Thanks to a unique new softProFile and more floppies than you
must include an Apple Personal
ware program called Catalyst™ from
care to flip through, get yourself a
Computer and you have to put 10%
QuarK, Inc. Specially designed for
Catalyst. And boot those disks for good.
down. And subsequent purchases
your Apple III and ProFile™ hard disk.
need to be at least $100 if made with
Catalyst allows you to take a
the Card. Oh, yes - you'll also have
wide variety of software programs
a credit limit.
and store them on your ProFile. Once
When you use the Apple Card to
they're on your ProFile, you just
make additional purchases, all you
select the program you want from the
have to do is show the Card and sign . Catalyst menu that appears on your
the invoice.As long as it's within
. monitor - then Catalyst does the
your credit limit, of course. Our
rest. You'll never have to boot those
dealers get a little nervous when
programs again.
someone signs for half their invenWhat kinds of programs will
work with ProFile and Catalyst?
tory.You understand.

Give your floppy disks the boot.

'/

Apple Compuler IIIC., 20525 Mrlrltllli Me., Cuper/il/o, C495014. ['Or//)e au/!Jonzlifl Apple ~/C(/Ier ""ares/you, call (800) 538 -9696. II/ [(lIIaria, c(l1I (800) 268-7796 or (800) 268-7637. © 1983 Apple Colllpll/er Ille
V~iCaic is a trademark ofVisiCorp, Inc. C:1U11)~t

is a trademarkof Quark, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, Quick File and ProFile arc trademarks of Apple Computer Inc.
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Cover Story
30 The Apple Macintosh Computer by Gregg Williams I The firm that brought forth
th e Lisa now offers mouse-window-desktop technology in an under-$2500 system .
58 An Interview: The Macintosh Design Team by Phil Lemmons I The " wizards "
behind the Macintosh discuss the design goals and philosophy that influenced the development of Appl e's new computer.

Columns
88 Build the Circuit Cellar Term-Mite st Smart Terminal, Part 2: Programming
and Use by Steve Ciarcia I The supplied standard control software supports several
character attributes and various configuration options.

113 User's Column: Chaos Manor Gets Its long-Awaited IBM PC by Jerry
Pournelle I Of mice and men, Eagles, Shirley. the 01' mailbag, and much more.
147 BYTE West Coast: A Business Computer, a Business Program, and More
on Voice Recognition by Ezra Shapiro I Recent developments on the computing scene
raise some questions about perceived industry trends.
Page 30

Themes
158 Benchmarks and Performance Evaluation by Bruce Roberts I This month 's
articles discuss benchmarks, their limitations, and alternative methods of product evaluation.
160 Don't Bench Me In by Jerry Houston I Benchmarks are a popular way to compare both hardwa re and softw are. But how meaningful are they?
168 Beyond MIPS: Performance Is Not Quality by John M. Carroll and Mary Beth
·Rosson I Two users observe that there's more to overall system quality than speed of
operation.
175 Software Performance Evaluation by Brian Boyle I This article presents some
helpful guidelines borrowed from a successful hardware model.
193 The Art of Benchmarking Printers by Sergio Mello-Grand I An exhaustive set
of benchmarks helps you determine how fast your printer really is.
218 Benchmarking FORTRAN Compilers by Avram Tetewsky I The author offers
insights into determining which compiler creates the fastest code.
227 Benchmark Confessions by Peter Marvit and Mohandas Nair I Understanding
th e background and intentions of benchmarks is the key to interpreting the results.
235 The Word-Processing Maze by Andrea Lewis I How to find your way through
all those "new" features.
243 Evaluating Word-Processing Programs by Arthur Naiman I A IOO-point
checklist simplifies th e decision-making process.

Reviews
251 Reviewer's Notebook by Rich Malloy I A plotter from Hewlett-Packard, a Mannesmann Tally printer, and two software packages for the IBM PC are featured in this
month's notes.
252 ProDOS by Rob Moore I Apple computer presents a powerful new operating
system for Apple II computers.
267 Knowledgeman by James W . Walker I A new, fully integrated management
system offers full database and spreadsheet capabilities in one package.
278 The IBM CS-9000 Lab Computer by Thomas R. Clune I A closer look at IBM 's
"oth er" microcomputer.
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292 The Rlxon R212A Intelligent Modem by Chuck Weger' This device can
emulate the Hayes Smartmodem and do a few other tricks besides.
303 Savvy by Peter V. Caliamaras , This easy-to-use system actually learns from you.
308 The Micro-Sci Gameport 11/ for the Apple 11/ by William J. Purpura and Paula
K. Purpura' With this card in place, your Apple III can run most Apple II game software.
310 The Vldex Ultraterm by Peter V. Callamaras' Easy to install and use, the
Ultraterm video-display card enables the Apple II to display up to 160 columns or 48 lines.
318 Apple Disk Emulators: Axlon, Legend, Pion, and Synetlx by Michael W .
Gilbert' Four RAM disk emulators for the Apple II allow faster execution times for applica tions requiring numerous disk accesses.

Features
84 Apple Announces the Lisa 2 by Gregg Williams' Macintosh compatibility is
a key feature of the new Lisa.
331 IBM/Apple Communication by Robert Jones' Sending text fil es between Apples and IBM PCs is easy with these simple programs.
342 A LoW-Cost, Low Write-Voltage EEPROM by Joe D. Blagg' Seeq Technology 's
S10 EEPROM can be programmed in your computer w ith simple and inexpensive circuitry.
346 Foot Control by Dennis M. Pfister' Adding a foot-operated Control key to your
keyboard simplifies control sequences.

349 Inside a Complier: Notes on Optimization and Code Generation by Kaare
Christian' A look at Pascal/MT+86 and Pascal-86 show s you how to evaluate these and
other compilers.
370 Writing Device Drivers for MS-DOS 2.0 Using Tandon TM100-4 Drives by
J. Eric Roskos' The increase in flexibility can be w orth the added effort.
383 Deciphering Word Games by Mark C. Worley' Tw o BASIC programs can help
yo u solve cryptograms and anagrams.
388 Five Original Graphics by Robert Sussman and Ted Sussman 'Improving on
the Spirograph .
395 Bubbles on the S-100 Bus, Part 2: The Software by louis Wheeler' Making
Micropolis MOOS and CP/M work on a bubble-memory board.
416 Calculating Overhead Costs by Computer by G. Truman Hunter' A simple,
foolproof arithmetic procedure determines the distribution of indirect costs quickly and
accurately
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The Compatibility Craze
American history is dotted with inventors-from Thomas Edison to the
Wright Brothers-who could not have succeeded without substantial innovation . Indeed, the Wrights had to discard most of the recorded experience
of others who had gone before them in nonpowered flight; they truly had
to pioneer in propulsion, aerodynamics, and aircraft piloting.
Drs, Shockley, Brattain, and Bardeen revolutionized the world of electronics
with their invention of the transistor 36 years ago-an invention that spawned
an era of innovative solid-state design in a range of products from radios
to computers, But the world of personal computers doesn't appear to be
characterized by innovation today Instead, the personal computer market
seems to be shadowed under a cloud of compatibility: the drive to be compatible with the IBM Personal Computer family has assumed near-fetish
proportions.
The compatibility craze was evident everywhere at the recent Comdex show
in Las Vegas, Billboards outside the convention center and booth personnel
inside proclaimed how closely the company's products imitated the IBM PC
family That kind of imitation is inevitable in the light of the phenomenal
market acceptance of the IBM PC
We devoted the theme section of last November's issue to the IBM PC and
its clones because a growing fraction of our readers own or use such
machines, Unavoidably, we took some heat from some of our more vocal
readers who regret IBM's strong emergence in the PC market . Some of those
readers sounded a concern with which we heartily agree: that IBM's burgeoning influence in the PC community is stifling innovation because so many
other companies are simply mimicking Big Blue.
Innovation usually prospers in companies that respect the role of research
and development and which fund R&D appropriately Most large companies recognize that R&D eventually leads to innovative products that will
enhance revenues and profits, but large companies also have a built-in inertia that militates against the risk-taking associated with unproven new
products.
Few companies are in a stronger position to foster innovation than is IBM,
which has long recognized and generously sponsored R&D. We urge the
company, therefore, to encourage the migration downward to its personal
computer families of innovative developments that often find their first practical application in larger computers. Such developments could soon include
flat-screen displays, half-megabit RAMs, and office-by-example (OBE)
software.
We also urge venture-capital organizations to include innovative ness in their
checklist of attributes when they are approached by those with ideas who
need financial backing. Often the' people with such ideas have run into the
no-risk inertia of a large corporation, become frustrated with that environment, and have founded successful new companies with the help of backers
who are willing to take risks.
We believe innovation has kept U. S. industry competitive in world markets
until the recent emergence of keen foreign competition in such basic industries as steel and autos. And we believe it will be innovation that keeps the
U. S. knowledge-based industry competitive in the years to come.
-Lawrence]. Curran, Editor in Chief
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you into the
state of the art.
Cromemco offers you the most
complete line of S-100 boards and
peripherals in the business. These
boards use the new IEEE-696 state-ofthe-art standard . One-stop shopping
can satisfy your design needs the easy
way.
You can build one system, or a
hundred, exactly the way you want,
and upgrade existing systems with a
simple board swap or addition. And
since we design our own boards for
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68000 microprocessor performance.
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wide variety of genera l purpose interfa ce boards. And you can put them ir
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Products Catalog has the latest information . Call today for your copy, or
to get the name of our nearest dealer
or distributor. Or, write Cromemco,
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$1995.
HUYA CHAMELEON.

The Chameleon by Seequa does everything an IBM
PC does. For about $2000 less than an IBM.
The Chameleon lets you run popular IBM software
like Lotus® 1_2_3TMand Wordstar.®lt has a full 83 key
keyboard just like an IBM. Disk drives like an IBM. And
a bright 80 x 25 character screen just like an IBM.
But it's not just the Chameleon's similarities to the
IBM that should interest you. Its advantages should, too.
The Chameleon also has an 8 bit microprocessor that

-

lets you run any of the
thousands of CP/M-80® programs available. It comes
complete with two of the best programs around ,
Perfect Writer ™and Perfect Calc.™It's portable. And
you can plug it in and start computing the moment
you unwrap it.
So if you've been interested in an IBM personal
computer, now you know where you can get one for
$1995. Wherever they sell Chameleons.

The Chameleon by

lj

SEEQUA
COMPUTER

CORPORATION
8305 Telegraph Road
Odenton. MD 21113

For the location of the Seequa dealer nearest you,
call (800) 638-6066 or (301) 672-3600.
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Staff-written highlights of late developments in the microcomputer industry.

COMMODORE PLANS UNIX·LlKE OPERATING SYSTEM FOR Z8000·BASED COMPUTER
Commodore announced that it will include the UNIX-like Coherent operating system in a new series of
Z8000-based computers. Scheduled to be formally announced in May, Commodore's new computer will
be called the Next Generation and will include 256K bytes of RAM and one or two floppy-disk drives at
a price the company says will be much lower than any comparable system.
All of Commodore's previous computers have been based on variations of the 6502 microprocessor
developed by Commodore's MaS Technology division . Commodore has a license to manufacture Zilog's
Z8000 processor.

BOOST IN IBM PRODUCTION COULD SPELL PR BLEMS FOR CLONE MAKERS
In a December speech, IBM senior vice -president Allen Krowe told security analysts that production of
the IBM PC will increase as much in 1984 as it did in 1983. Such a dramatic increase in prpduction of
the PC could create problems for smaller computer companies using the same parts.
Intel Corp., maker of the 8088 central processor used in the IBM PC and most PC-compatibles,
doesn't expect any major problems with that part. although both Intel and Advanced Micro Devices are
pushing back their delivery schedules for companies ordering the 8088 and 8086. Intel was less
positive about production of the B088-compatible 80186 processor, which runs faster than the 8088
and eliminates the need for several peripheral chips. Many computer makers have chosen to use the
80186 because of its speed and economy, but Intel expects to ship only about a million 80186 chips
this year, although it predicts that demand will be between 3 and 4 million.
Advanced Micro Devices, which has a technology exchange agreement with Intel, will also produce
the 80186 later this year. The comp any would not predict how many it will ship, though it plans to
double production of the 8088.

DIGITAL RESEARCH, llLOG, AMI AGREE TO PUT PERSONAL CP/M ROM ON 180 CHIP
Digital Research 's ROM-based Personal CP/M operating system will be included on some versions of
Zilog's Z80 microprocessor, according to an agreement between those two companies and American
Microsystems Inc. , which will be the first to make and sell the chip. Although no pricing has been
announced yet, bundling Personal CP/M on a Z80 chip will probably result in less expensive home
computers . Digital Research plans to collect a smaller royalty for CP/M on each chip than it would
otherwise charge , in consideration of the large number it expects will be sold.

SEAGATE AND VERTEX UNVEIL 100·MEGABYTE HARD DISKS
Seagate Technology introduced its first 8-inch Winchester disk drive, with 102.1 megabytes of
storage . Previously, Seagate made only 5 %-inch Winchester drives, dominating that product market. In
large quantities, the company's 8-inch drives will cost less than $1500 without a controller.
Vertex Peripherals announced a 100-megabyte 5 % -inch Winchester disk drive that will sell to
manufacturers for about $1700 in large quantities . Vertex, which also makes 30-, 50-, and
70-megabyte 5 %-inch Winchesters, plans to announce higher capacity 5 %-inch drives this year.

INTEL INTRODUCES 64K-BYTE CMOS RAMS
Intel is beginning full production of 64K-byte CMOS dynamic RAM chips this month. Because the chips
require less power than conventional memory devices, they will probably be used first in batterypowered portable computers. Intel expects to produce the chips in very large quantities at prices only
slightly higher than conventional NMOS dynamic RAMs.

KEY TRONIC LICENSES NEW MOUSE TECHNOLOGY
Key Tronic Corp. has licensed the solid -state mouse technology developed by Display Interface
Technology. Key Tronic had previously been considering use of the Summagraphics optical mouse but
now says the soUd-state mouse is superior. The company will sell two versions of the mouse to both
manufacturers and end users: an RS -232C version will retail for $226, and a version to add to some
Key Tronic keyboards will sell for $184, beginning in April.
""hruary 1984
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MICROBYTES __________________________________________________

THE MARKETPLACE IS FLOODED WITH NEW PORTABLE COMPUTERS, .•
Several new portable and transportable computers have been introdlJced recently. Visual Technologies
unveiled the Commuter, which includes a single 5 ~ -Inch disk drive, 128K bytes of RAM, and MS-DOS
2 . 1 for $1995 . ... ACT has brought its British-made Apricot compJ er to the U.S. The $3100
computer includes 256K bytes of RAM, two 3 %-inch disk drives, a wo-line LCD on the keyboard, and
a -inch monitor. . .. CompuSource Inc. introduced the Abacus, a $ f 045 portable computer that it
says can run most IBM, Apple , and CP/M software . . . . Morrow annpunced a portable version of its
Micro Decision computer . The Portable MD3 includes 64K , two 5 ~-inch floppy-disk drives, and a built in monitor for $1899 . Morrow also introduced an 8088 coprocessor hoard for the l80-based Micro
Decision computers .... Televideo Systems introduced three new computers that it says are
compatible with the IBM PC . The TPC II , a portable, and the Tele-PC 1605, a desktop computer,
include 128K bytes of RAM , two 5 ~ -inch floppy-disk drives, and a monitor for $2995. The Tele-XT
1605H replaces one floppy -disk drive with a 10-megabyte hard disk nd comes with 256K "for $4995 .

• , • AND WITH NEW DESKTOP MACHINES
Televideo Systems also unveiled a l80-based four-user system that cpsts $6600. With a 10-megabyte
hard disk and one terminal, the basic TS-804 sells for $4495 .... Hatldwell Corp. introduced a
computer that it says is operationally compatible with the IBM PC. With a color display, two serial ports,
one parallel port, and one floppy-disk drive, the Handwell PC will sell 'for $1995 . . . . Logical Business
Machines introduced the L-XT, a $ 5985 computer that includes a 10- Tlegabyte hard disk, 192K bytes of
RAM, and Logical's Natural Language environment . . . . Computer DeSigned Systems Inc. unveiled the
Adviser Micro Plus, which includes a built-in dot-matrix printer, one 5 V. -inch floppy-disk drive, and a
l80 processor for $1995. The computer is also available with 68000 and 8086 processors for
$4995 .... Kaypro brought out the Robie, a desktop version of its Kaypro 4 portable computer that uses
two Drivetec high-density 5 ~ -inch disk drives. With 5.2 megabytes a floppy-disk storage, the Robie
will sell for $2295.

NANOBYTES
Apple Computer Inc. lost a copyright suit against an Australian computer dealer that sold the Taiwan made Wombat computer, an Apple-compatible machine reportedly selling for about one-third of the
Apple's price. Apple was told by an Australian federal court that compl-lter ROM programs are not
literary works and couldn't be protected by Australia's copyright laws. .. Digital Equipment Corp. has
unveiled its DECtaik voice synthesis module, a $4000 system that realds standard ASCII text. DECtaik
attaches to an RS -232C port, generates high-quality speech, and inclupes heuristics that enable it to
guess, for example, whether "St." stands for "Street" or "Saint". . .. q anon U.S.A. has announced an
eight-page-per-minute laser-beam printer. The printer, which will be so only to other manufacturers, is
expected to retail for about $3000 . .. . Bank of America has announc~ d HomeBanking, a service
available to northern California customers using a terminal or home co~ puter, for $8 per
month ... . American Micro Products has introduced a $99.95 MVP FORTH compiler for the TRS -80
Model 100 portable computer.. . . Gold Hill Computers Inc. introduced GCLlSP, a $375 LISP interpreter
for the IBM Personal Computer. ... Micro Software International's PractiCalc II, a $69 spreadsheet
program with some database-management features, is available for the Apple II. . .. National Microware
has introduced the Personal Planner, a home software package allowin9 users to write letters and keep
track of appointments, names and addresses, and expense records. Fa MS -DOS or CP/M, the Personal
Planner will sell for $149 .. .. Atari and Activision announced a joint ve ture to distribute software
electronically to home video-game and computer systems. Following a (narket test, the service is
scheduled to begin later this year. .. . Nelma Data Corp. introduced Bla k Magic, a wireless local-area
network that uses UHF FM "radio modems." Up to 256 computers witfl RS-232C ports can use the
network for about $250 per node.. . . Structured Systems Group Inc. is selling WindowMaster, a $295
multitasking windowing environment that enables CP/M -86 and MS-DOp applications to run
concurrently. WindowPack, which bundles WindowMaster along with SSG's word processor,
spreadsheet, and database manager, sells for $495 .... Computer Associates International has
introduced integrated windowing software linking IBM Personal Computers to mainframes. CA-Executive
includes database-management, word-processing, spreadsheet, graphics, and other software packages,
some of which correspond to CAl mainframe packages. CA-Executive W'II sell for $1295.
8
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PERCOM DATA CORPORATION
11220 Pagemill Road · Dallas, Texas 75243
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Title: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ __ _ _ _ Slale: _ _ _ _ _ _ ZIP: _ _ _ __
__ I'd like you 10 send me more information,
__ I'm very interested, please have your rep call me at _ _ _ __
__ I'd like to know more about your PHD Hard Disk,

Introducing COMPAQ PLUS,
the flrst high-performance portable
personal computer.
T

he makers of the COMPAQ'"
Portable Computer, the industry standard, announce another
breakthrough-the COMPAQ PLUS™
Portable Personal Computer. No other
personal computer can handle so much
information in so many places.
The new COMPAQ PLUS offers the
power of an integrated ten-megabyte
fixed disk drive in a portable. You get
problem-solving power that no other
personal computer can match.

Plus a bigger payload
How much is ten megabytes?
Enough to tackle jobs that can't be
conveniently handled on most personal
computers.

used programs and data can be permanently kept in the COMPAQ PLUS,
ready to call up and run.
With programs permanently stored,
the COMPAQ PLUS becomes a wellinformed traveling companion, a tool
to help you apply your best thinking
anytime, anywhere.
You could store a complete library of
accounting programs on the diskpayables, receivables, general ledger,
and payroll-with the company's
books.
You could store an inventory control
program with your inventory records
and a list management program with
your mailing list and a filing program
with your personnel files.
The COMPAQ PLUS is also
equipped with a 360K byte diskette
drive for entering new programs, copying data files, and making backup

Plus more programs

Information that would
fill your company's ledgers can
be stored on the fixed disk drive of the

COMPAQ PLUS.
A mailing list of 100,000 names,
addresses, cities, states, and Zip codes.
A full year of daily prices for every
stock on the New York exchange.
Inventory records on a quarter million items.
The entire San Francisco phone
book. And room left over for Peoria.
The fixed disk drive keeps all the
information seconds away, ready to
be searched, sorted, retrieved, analyzed or updated.

Plus better use of your time
The integrated fixed disk drive will
store programs. That means your most

10
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More programs means more
versatility. And the COMPAQ
PLUS is impressively versatile
because it runs all the popular
programs written for the IBM"
Personal Computer XT, available in computer stores all over
the country. And they run as is, with
no modification whatsoever.
And the high-capacity portable multiplies the productivity of every program it runs. Your inventory and its

The COMPAQ
PLUS runs all
the popular programs written for the
IBM Personal Computer XT.

control programs can go with you to
the factory. Your books and your
accounting programs can go with you
to a board meeting. Your building specs
and your project management programs can go with you to the construction site.
You're buying a computer to solve
problems. Why not have more
problem-solving programs to choose
from?

Specially
designed shock
isolation system protects the fixed
disk from jolts.

Plus a traveler's toughness
Life can be tough on the road. A true
portable has got to be tougher. The
COMPAQ PLUS is.
Its integrated fixed disk drive is unique,
designed specifically to travel. Rough
roads and hard landings don't bother it
because of a specially designed shock
isolation system that protects the disk
from jolts and vibration.
All the working components are
surrounded by a uniquely crossmembered aluminum frame. This
structure, common in race car
~ID design technology, strengthens it
side-to-side, front-to-back, and topto-bottom.
The outer case is made ofLEXAN",
the same high-impact polycarbonate
plastic used to make bulletproof windows and faceplates for space suit
helmets.
Does a portable personal computer
really have to be this tough? Take
a good look at your briefcase and
then decide.

Plus ease of use
The COMPAQ PLUS is big where it
counts.
The display screen is big. Nine inches
diagonally. Big enough to show a full
25-line-by-80-character page that's easy
to read even if you're leaning back in
your chair.
The keyboard is full-sized and
typewriter-style for easy control.
With its built-in display, the
COMPAQ PLUS makes a smooth,
low profile on your desk, not an obstacle that you have to talk around.

The problem-solving power of a highperformance desktop personal computer can
now go where you need it.

Plus a lot more
The COMPAQ PLUS also works with
optional printers, plotters, and communications devices designed for IBM's
personal computer family.
It has two IBM-compatible slots for
adding optional expansion boards.
With companion programs, they'll let
you share information with a network
of personal computers in your office,
communicate with your headquarters
computer files while you're away, or
add memory capacity if your needs
grow.
The COMPAQ Portable, the industry standard
in portable personal computers. ,

Specifications
Storage
o One integrated lO-megabyte fixed
disk drive
DOne 360K byte diskette drive.
Software

o Runs all the popular programs
written for the IBM XT.

Memory
o 128K bytes RAM, expandable to
640K bytes

Plus an easy way to get started
If you're buying your first personal
computer and you're not sure how
much capacity you need, your choice
is easier now.
Start with the COMPAQ Portable
with single or double 320K byte diskette drives. If you need more capacity
later, upgrade to the COMPAQ PLUS.
A conversion kit is available that
turns the COMPAQ Portable into a
COMPAQ PLUS, complete in every
detail and capability.

COMPAQ PLUS

Display

o 9-inch diagonal monochrome
screen
o 25 lines by 80 characters
o Upper- and lowercase highresolution text characters
o High-resolution graphics
Interfaces

It's got high-resolution graphics and
text on the same screen. A detached
keyboard. Programmable function
keys. Expandable memory. Dozens of
other features that simply make it do a
better job of personal computing.
And when you see all that the
COMPAQ PLUS has to offer, you'll
be pleasantly surprised by the price.
The fact is, it costs hundreds less than
comparably equipped desktop personal
computers.
See the first high-performance portable personal computer. The COMPAQ
PLUS-performance, programs, productivity. Plus problem-solving power.

o Parallel printer interface
o RGB color monitor interface
o Composite video monitor
interface
o RF modulator interface
Expansion board slots

o Two IBM-compatible slots
Physical specifications

o Totally self-contained and
o

portable

20"W

X

81jz"H

X

16"0

For the name of the
Authorized Dealer nearest
you, call 1·800·231·0900.
"' 1983 COMPAQ Computer Corporation

COMPAQ"" and COMPAQ PLUS"" are trademarks of

The new COMPAQ PLUS, the first highperformance portable personal computer. ,

COMPAQ Computer Co rporation .
IBM® is a registered trademark ofImernational Business

Machines Corporation .
LEXANiII is a regi stered trademark of General Electric Company.
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Letters
More on the Morrow
After reading Tom Wadlow's review of
the Morrow Micro Decision (October,
page 306), I feel that a few points need
additional comment. I own an early
single-drive version MMD that I am not
entirely satisfied with.
Mr. Wadlow states that all versions use
Tandon drives. This is not true. Although
double-sided drives may be supplied by
Tandon, the single-sided 2f3-height drives
are Shugart SA 200s.
Mr. Wadlow stated that the system uses
a single-density format. This is also incorrect. The format uses 20 sectors with
256 bytes per sector, giving the disk a total
of 204.8K bytes. The usable space per disk
is 186K bytes or 390K bytes for doublesided drives.
The author also mentions the virtual
drive and menu-driven CP/M features .
These are nice additions to the system;
however, they do not function properly.
The virtual drive will respond with a
prompt to exchange disks, but this
prompt will remain on the screen after
the exchange is compl~te. This is annoying, especially when multiple disk exchanges are required. With programs
such as LogicaIc and Pearl, it makes it
hard to analyze the data that is on the
screen.
The menu-driven front end for CP/M
is equally disappointing. Many of the optional file-manipulation commands such
as PIP and ERA are supported by this
driver. However, these selections will not
work. This doesn't present a problem for
knowledgeable users of CP/M, but for beginners it can present a problem. This obviously makes the entire program useless.
The program could easily be fixed. However, Morrow neglected to provide any
documentation on its Pilot language.
Mr. Wa dlow also mentions that the
system can be used with almost any
popular terminal. Although I have tried
only two terminals, I have found that the
Logicalc program will not adapt to an
ADM-3A. The terminal setup program
provided with the system is also disappointing. To achieve all the features of my
Televideo required setting up Wordstar
and Logicalc with their individual setup
routines. I think Morrow has realized this
problem because it no longer advertises
the system without a terminal.
As for hardware design, the lack of
schematics or cooperation from Morrow
12
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prompted me to analyze the circuits and
draw my own set (a tedious process) .
After analyzing the drawings I am totally amazed that the system even works.
This isn't the worst design I have seen,
but it is close.
In conclusion, I can only say that I
wouldn't recommend this machine to
anybody. There are too many bugs in the
system that should have been fixed long
before the machine was marketed. The
problems are obvious and I can't understand how Mr. Wadlow or Morrow could
have missed them . I must also conclude
that the author did a very poor job on this
review.
Don Hair
6208 Adel Cove
Austin, TX 78749

Tom Wadlow responds:
You are right about the Shugart drives. Indeed, all the Micro Decision drives are manufactured m) Shugart and not by Tandon, as I
mistakenly claimed in the review. The drives
used in the Morrow Decision 1 are manufactured by Tandon . As for the rest of your
comments:
I believe that if you read the second page
of my review, under the paragraph titled "Disk
Storage," you will see that I did not say that
all Micro Decisions use single-density drives.
The virtual drive feature of the Micro Decision is implemented in the operating system
and cannot know ven) much about individual
applications. It would be nice to have the popup display you describe, but let's look at what
would be involved in doing so on the Micro
Decision. To be able to restore the screen to
its previous condition when the message goes
away, you would have to save any text that
might be ovenuritten. Perhaps your terminal
might have a way to do this, probably not.
So you would probably have to cause the terminal to send back the contents of the affected
area over its serial line. This means that the
Micro Decision disk driver wmtld require an
intimate knowledge of the terminal (since the
text must be both saved and restored in the
right place), which implies either yet another
configuration program or a hard-wired dependence on only one specific terminal. Both of
these alternatives are poor choices if you want
to make the system reasonably flexible. I see
virtual drives as an operating-system feature
intended to make a bad situation (not enough
disk drives) more tolerable. Most systems don't
even go this far in trying to help.

I
Your complaints about the men u system and
lack of documentation in both hardware and
software echo what I said in the review. Morrow's major failing, with the Micro Decision
as well as its more powerful Decision line, is
its lack of adequate documentation. Unfortunately for us, Morrow is far from alone in
this. And as I said in the review, you really
need to be somewhat familiar with CP/M to
use the Micro Decision. As for Pilot documentation, a call to Morrow Customer Service
yields the news that a Pilot manual is now
available. Write or call Morrow for information on how to get it.
As for the problem of incompatible terminals, I said that the Micro Decision can be
used with most popular terminals, and I
suspect that statement still holds true. But if
you intend to replace the terminal that Morrow has designed the system around, you
should not be surprised at installation difficulties. Morrow does claim to have successfully configured a Micro Decision to run with
an ADM-3A. Incidentally, Morrmu is now offering the Micro Decision with a Liberty terminal, which has a much nicer keyboard and
display than the ADM-20 shown in the
review.
I hav~ absolutely no complaints about the
hardware., of the Micro Decision, other than
the design omissions (such as separate printer
and modem ports) . The disks were fast and
quiet, the system unit was rugged and never
seemed to have power-up problems. Regardless of what the schematics (or at least you r
version of them) say, a system tha t performs
as this one does is adequately designed . Morrmu designed this system for users who are
unlikely to be concerned over the elegance of
a particular part of the disk controller or the
chip count of the RS-232C circuitry. I agree,
hmuever, that such things should be obtainable
from the manufacturer, and, indeed, thel) are.
The Morrow Micro Decision Service
Manual ($225) provides complete schematics,
test information, and diagnostic software.
Once again, write or call Morrow at 600
McCormick St., San Leandro, CA 94577, or
(800) 521-3493 for more information.
I still stand by my recommendation . Th e
Micro Decision is not a good system for the
computer hobbyist/experimenter. Nor is it a
good system for the novice user. But it is serviceable for the minimally experienced computer user who wants a small, quiet, fairly
fast desktop system to run a few applications.
As for your final comments: I guess you just
can't please everybody. If my mail on this
review is any guide, however, you are in the
minority.

GetAHeadStarf
OnTheOtherGuys.
,

.

.

own easy-carrying handle. Aportable
keyboard option is also available.

How Fast Is Fast?
HeadStart's RAM Disk, an electronic emulation of the typical second
internal drive, responds up to fifty
times faster than conventional
microcomputers.
Depress a key and you get a
response within a split second. Literally before your finger leaves the key.
And HeadStart is incredibly powerful, too. Up to one megabyte of internal
memory can tackle even the most
sophisticated applications.

Some Ideas
Are Bigger Than Others.

HeadStart Features:
Size: IS"wide, 1]" deep. lOW high.
\\eight: 25 Ibs.
Processors: Z80A (8 bit) and 8086 (16 bit).
Memory: 128K to 1MB depending on model. All models
are expandable.
Disk Storage: 500l{ to 1MB (unformatted) on a 3W'
Micro-Disk
Display: 12"ldiagonali P31 phosphor. non-glare screen,
25 lines x 80 or 132 columns.
Keyboard: Detachable with 105 total keys. Also an
optional portable version straps onto the front screen
area for easy transportability.
Disk Operating Software: 'CP/M80 for 8 bit
" ~l S DOS for 16 bit LAN DOS for multi-user 8 or 16
bit operation.
Networking: Up to 255 HeadStart VPUs may be conneeted via coaxial interface into one of2 optional data
storage systems.
Interfaces: One RS449/RS232 compatible serial port
One Centronics compatible parallel printer post External
data bus. Coaxial communications interface. External
disk 1/0 intelface.
Optional Data Storage Systems: 2 models available. A
JO~lB, 5W system is expandable to 20MB. A 50MB. 8"
system (25MB fi xed, 25MB removable) is expandable
to 200MB.
'CP/f\.1 is a regi:;tcrcd trademark of Digital Research.
··~\S 005 is a registC.fed

trademark of f\-licrosoft

Circle 187 on inquiry card .

Intertec's HeadStart is the
smallest, smartest, fastest, most powerful business computer money can buy.
And the most expandable (it's
networkable up to 255 user stations.)

Great Ideas Come In
Small Packages.
Instead of three bulkY components, HeadStart needs only two-the
keyboard and CRT. There's no need
for a cumbersome disk and processor
cabinet With HeadStart, it's all in the
CRT enclosure.
HeadStart's small but powerful
3W' disk drive offers as much storage
as larger 5W' disks. Its 8 and 16 bit
processors make software availability
no problem.
And HeadStart's small size permits easy transportability with no
sacrifice in performance. Each Video
Processing Unit (VPU) comes with its

Because HeadStart is designed to
be both a single and multi-user computer, you buy only as much computer
as you need today.
But as your business grows, it
grows with you.
Each HeadStart Video Processing
Unit comes with its own memory,
processors, disk and multi-user
interfaces.
Just add a 10 or 50 megabyte
Data Storage System and up to 255
users can share a common data base
inan incredibly powerful, multiuser network
HeadStart is available in three
different models. All offer full performance, transportability, and are easily
expandable.
Unlike conventional, single-useronly computers, HeadStart is here
today with the designed-in technology
to be here tomorrow.
So get a HeadStart on the other
guys. For more information, call (803)
798-9100 or write: Intertec, 2300
Broad River Road, Columbia,SC 29210.

intertec~
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lllllK NO FURTHER I
we'll get you low
prices and fast
service, or else I

Ansi, uh, ANSI Standards

ALPHA
OMEGA
COI'1PUTER PRODUCTS
COMPUTERS
CORONA Desktop, 128K, 2-320K Drives ,
Monitor. . .
. .. ..... $2695
CORONA Portable (same as above) .... 2645
RQMAR 64K Apple compatible . ... . ... Call
IBM PC Systems . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... Call
KAYPRO II Portable . .
. ... Call

DISKETTES
SCOTCH 3M SSDD .................... $23
MAXELL MD2 DSDD .............. .. . ... 39

PRINTERS
C.ITOH8510P. 120cps ...
.. 335
EPSON FX80 160 cps ... .
. ... 495
EPSON FX1 00 160 cps . .
. . 695
OKIDATA Microline 92 160 cps . . .
. ... 469
OKIDATA Microline 84 200 cps . .
. . 1035
DELTA 10 160 cps ..... ...... .... ... ... Call
GEMINI 10X 120 cps .. .. ..
.. . Call
NEC 3550 35 cps UQ .
. . . . . . ... Call
JUKI UQ 18 cps .
.. .. . 519
DYNAX DX15 UQ 13 cps .
. . ... .... 475
PRINTER Pal .
. ... 24

MODEMS
HAYES Smartmodem 300
.. $199
HAYES Smartmodem 1200 . . .
. . 482
HAYES Smartmodem 1200B .. ... . . . . . .. 442
HAYES Micromodem II
. 265
ANCHOR A. Mark I.
. .. 81

MONITORS
.. $125
TAXAN 12" Amber .
GORILLA 12" Green
. .. 85
USI P131 2" Amber ...
. 145
AMDEK300G 12" Green .... . . . ... . ... . 135
AMDEK 300A 12" Amber .
. ...... 145
AMDEK Color I 13". . .
. . 269
AMDEK Color 1113" RGB
... . 419
BMC 13" Color
. . . .. .. . . .. . .. 219

APPLE PERIPHERALS & SOFTWARE
VIDEX Videoterm 80C . . .
. $219
VIDEX Ultraterm .
. .. 279
MICROSOFT 16K RAMcard .
. ... 69
MICROSOFT 280 Soitcard .
. ...... 245
MICROSOFT Premium Pack . .
. .. 479
MICROSOFT Premium Softcard liE . .
. 345
KRAFT & TG Joystick
... 45

HAYES Mach II Joystick. . .
. . 33
QUENTIN Applemate Drives
... . 233
LAZER V2 Height Drives . . .
. .... 229
WIZARD BPa 16K Buffer Int. .
. . 139
. . . 149
PROMETHIUS Versacard ..
EPS Keyboard ...
. .. 289
KENSINGTON Systemsaver . . .
. .. . 68
KOALA Pad ...... .
. . 93
PFS Filing System . . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. ..... 81
PFS Report. . .
. 81
DBase II
.. 389
Wordstar .
. .. 249
65
Home Accountant
Multiplan .
. ... 172
DB Master Version 4 . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. 249
. . 95
DB Utility 1 or 2 . .
Magic Window II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109
laxxon . ...
.. . ... .. . . . . .
. ..... . 29
Choplifter . .
. .... 25
lork 1111/111
.. . . ..•..• . . .
. .. 28
Wizardry
.. .. . 39
Sublogic Pinball .
. ....... 27

IBM PERIPHERALS & SOFTWARE
TANDON TM 55-2 Thin Line.
. .... $235
TANDON TM100-2....
..235
. 235
SHUGART 1/2 Height .
MICROSOFT Mouse. . . . . .
. . .. 145
QUADRAM Quadboard w/64K. . .
. . .. 269
QUADRAM Quadli nk. . . .
. .. .. Call
QUADRAM Quadcolor I
.. 215
64K RAM Kit 200 ns . . . .
. . . 55
KRAFT & TG Joysticks . . . . . . .
. .. 46
HAYES Mach II Joystick.
. .... 35
CORONA Int. 5M B Hard Disk
.1 545
Property Management ..........
. ... 335
. . . . 99
Home Accountant + ..
Volkswriter
....... 119
PFS Filing System . . .
. .... . ..... 93
PFS Report . .
. ........ 81
Lotus 1,2,3 ... . ... . . . . .... . . . •... .. ... Call
... . . . . . ......... . 389
DBase II
Friday
. 189
. 279
Word star . . . . .. .. .. . .....
Multiplan .
. .. 169
Flight Simulator
. 33
Deadline ... . ..
. 38
lork 11111111 .. .... ...........
. .....• 28

Hundreds of available items. Call for complete pricing information .

We do not charge for VI SA or MASTERCARD.

(213) 345-4422

I

VISA"

I

4847 La Montana Circle, Tarzana, CA 91356
All products are in factory sealed packages. We guarantee all items lor 30 days. Within this period ! defective merchandise returns must
be accompanied by RMA number. All other returns will be subject to a 10% restocking fee. For prepaid orders there will be a 3%
shipping charge; 5% for UPS Blue Labe l; $5 .00 minimum: all orders outside U.S. at 15% shipping. There will be an additional $4.00
surcharge on C.O.D. orders. Cash or Cashiers Check is required on C.O.D. orders. Calil. residents add 6.5% sales tax. Prices subject to
change without nolice.
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Circ le 16 on inquiry card.

I have just spent a frustrating afternoon
trying to install a piece of software into
my computer system. As usual, the problem is that my terminal is not one of the
ones on the list of choices. What makes
it particularly frustrating is that my terminal conforms to the ANSI "mode" for
terminal.
I would like to plead with software
companies to please include the "standard" as one of the options. I would also
like to plead with terminal companies to
include the ANSI standard as at least one
of the possible emulations that your new
terminals can produce.
I realize that it is an imperfect world,
but surely one might expect the ANSI
specification to have some merit!

J.

A. Koehler
2 Sullivan St.
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
Canada S7H 3GB

Software Swap
I read with great interest the letter "In
Praise of Public-Domain Software" in the
November BYTE (page 14) . We have a
large program-exchange system for
Timex/Sinclair computers that is similar
to public-domain software. The requirements are simple: choose the program
you want from the list of available software, then make a copy of a program that
you or friends have written or supervised
and send it in . Your program will be
added to the list of available software. We
will send you the programs you have requested. Everyone wins! For more information on this service please contact me.
Billy Casebeer
President, Timex/Sinclair Users Group
POB 372
Oologah, OK 74053

An OS for the M68000 ECB
I enjoyed reading 'The M68000 Educational Computer Board" by Robert Floyd
(October, page 324). While I was a
graduate student in computer science at
the University of South Carolina, I was
involved with a project that developed
software for the Educational Computer
Board (ECB). The professor of the operating systems course assigned several
groups to develop operating systems for

YOU'LL LOVE THE VIEW!
With UltraTerm, the revolutionary new card
from Videx, you'll enjoy sweeping panoramas
of spreadsheets that you've never seen
before: 128 columns by 32 lines, 132 columns
by 24 lines and even 160 columns by 24 lines.
You'll revel in the scenics of a whole year of
records stretching out across your screen.
You'll also delight in the new horizon of 80
columns by 48 lines-double the lines
you normally have. So your word processing
will reveal a "depth of character" never
possible before!
Another breath-taking view of UltraTerm-it
delivers absolutely flicker-free, state of the art
display. with 8 x 12 character matrix giving
you preposterously clear. readable characters. Not only will you see more characters
on your screen (a whopping 4096 possible),
but they'll also be larger and more readable
than the characters you read every day in

G

6 366

46
6

6

. .299 Equipment r
.. 599 2nd office
Photo of actua l-s ize
characters on Apple
Monitor III .

your newspaper! And
you can diff'erentiate
those characters in
several modes: normal (white on black),
inverse (black on
white), bright intensity and dim intensity.

UltraTerm. Come on over and e~oy the view.
Suggested retail price: $379

897 NW Grant Ave .• Corvallis. Oregon 97330
(503) 758-0521
UltraTerm features a built- in soft video switch and has complete
firmwa re support for BASIC, Pascal and CP/ M iII. Use it with the Apple ill 11.
App le lie. Apple III and Franklin .
Apple and the App le logo are reg istered trademarks of Apple
Computer. Inc.
CPI M is a reg ister ed trade mark ofDigilaJ Research, Inc.

SCREEN YOUR DESIGNS
BEFORE THEY GET ON PAPER.
Turn your microcomputer* into a
3-D CAD system.
Find your best idea,
faster. Now, there's a
faster, easier way to find the
best answer to your design
problems. In minutes, you
can create, evaluate and
perfect your design
ideas using your
micro and the MCS
3-D CAD system.
Anyone with even minimal computer
experience can master our easy-to-use CAD
system. It's a simple, menu-driven structure
requiring no complicated commands or lengthy
keyboarding. You're free to think design, not
computers.
Let your micro do the busy work. First,
rough sketch your idea using our 3-D Space
T~bletTM cursor, our high-res 2-D digitizer, your
mIcro's keyboard, or any combination of the
three.
Then, use Advanced Space Graphics™ software to make design changes that normally take
hours to do on paper. . . Scale, rotate or move
your 3-D wireframe model about any axis. Duplicate it. Create its mirror image. Section it along
several planes. Join it with other components
stored on file. Study it from 3 simultaneous
orthogonal views, or from an isometric
perspective. Add arcs and

circles. Generate surfaces of revolution. You
do the thinking, your computer does the work.
Dimensions are computed
and changed automatically,
as your model changes.
When you're ready for
hard copy, Advanced
Space Graphics lets
you add text and

l''11~!!!!~~outPut

your finished
design to a plotter
or printer.
The advantages of "true" 3-D. Only our
system offers "true" 3-D hardware/software
capabilities on a micro. You can use our Space
Tablet cursor to actually draw in three dimensions and create, or trace, all kinds of 3-D
shapes, even irregular surfaces. True 3-D lets
you "reach" into your drawing to grab a point, or
figure, and pull it to a new location. It's remarkably easy to translate complex 3-D shapes and
ideas into a usable format. Our 3-D CAD system
is being used in engineering, architectural, medical, chemical, field mapping, educational, art and
many other applications.
A complete 3-D CAD system. The MCS
3-D CAD system includes Advanced Space
Graphics software, the 3-D Space Tablet cursor
(patent pending), a high performance interface
card and a complete user's manual. Our versatile, yet surprisingly affordable system gives you
everything you need to do 3-D on your micro.
Except, of course, ideas.
For more information, call: (203) 647-0220.
Micro Control Systems, Inc., 27 Hartford
Turnpike, Vernon, CT 06066.

MICRO CONTROL
SYSTEMS, INC.
i

I

i

!
'"

*IBM PC and a varie ty of work-alikes are supported. A more basic ve rsion is available for the Apple 11+ and Appl!", lIe. Supp~rt for a varie ty of plotters and 2-D
graphiCS table ts avaIlable now. [he most Wide ly used high-resolution screen displays wIll be supported by the beginning of 1984 .
IBM PC © Int e mational Business Machines Corp. Apple 11 + and Apple li e <D Apple Compute r. Inc.
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Letters ___________________________________________________________________
the ECB. The major goal of each operating
system was to implement concurrency.
The group I was involved with undertook a major task : to create an operating
system in a short six-week summer school
course. We were successful and implemented an operating system that we
named OX (for Overnite Executive). OX
is approximately 8K bytes long. The operating system consisted of a kernel, task
manager, resource manager, and a memory manager. A spooler· and several applications programs to prove concurrency
were also developed. The code was de-

veloped in 68000 assembly language,
Concurrent Euclid, and C, which was
cross-compiled on a Unix system. The
kernel, task manager, and various initialization was written in assembly language
and C, while the larger managers were
developed in Concurrent Euclid. The object code was then downloaded to the
ECB in Motorola "S" record through the
ECB serial I/O port.
As I have stated, the operating system
was successful in demonstrating concurrency. This was done by allowing resident
tasks to be dispatched in round-robin

fashion at specific timer interrupts. A particularly neat feature of the operating system was the memory manager in which
the respective managers cind application
programs allocated memory. Many hooks
exist in the implementation to provide for
additional resident tasks such as terrninalmessage tasks, and perhaps a memoryresident disk.
The project provided a hands-on insight into operating systems, and I must
admit I had a great time hacking away.
I have a complete set of documentation
(57 pages) and the entire source-code
listing . I would be happy to pass along
this information to any hobbyist or educational institution. Please mail a stamped,
self-addressed envelope to me and I w ill
mail the documentation and source code
of OX to you.
Mark Cates
8625 Windjammer Dr.
Raleigh, NC 27609

V/68 OS for All

GANGPRO·8™

See us at Comdex Booth -R8624
PROMPRO·7™

MUI:l1PROGRAMMER .. .... ........ ....

$995.00

GANGPRO·8·· allows user 10 p rogram up 10 8 EEl
EPROMS simullaneously uSing Ihe lalesl slale 0 1 Ihe art
programming algorllhms II can lesl and duplicale a
WIde varie ty 01 deVices Irom 16K 10 256K The re a re no
personalrly modules 10 buy. 8 drgJl alphanumeric
dtsplay prompts user WI th messages This unil is ex Ilemel y eruy 10 operale and IS rdeally surled lor a p ro·
ductlon environment

QUV·T8™series UV EPROM ERASERS
QUV-TS / 2T ($97.50) IS an rnduslnal quahly e raser.
deSigned In a steel enclosure with a 5" wide tray UV Indlc ator lens: anlistalic pad. 60 minute rugged timer and
salely mterlock sWitch are standard Capaci ty IS 24
EPROMS. 15·20 mrnules erase hme lor 15 EPROMS
QUV-T8 I Z ($124.95) S,mrlar 10 QUVT8 /2T (wrrh 40%
laster Erase Time)
QUV·TS/2N ($68.95) Same as Ihe QUV·T8/2T ve rSion
Wllhout the IImer and sa fely mterlock sWi tch
QUV·TS /1 ($49.95) Economy model m a molded Iwo
part plashc case Erases 15 EPROMS in 15 minules.
" MCS48 IS 0 - reglslered Irademark of Intel Co -

cr~

Rupd

t~ ~

SERIAL RS·232 STAND·ALONE ...... $489.00

MCS·48· FAMll.Y PROGRAMMING WITH PROMPRO·7!
PROMPRO·7" is an Inlelligenl sell·conlained uni!. idea lly
sUlled to! engmneenng development. or lor He ld ser·
vice & p roducllon. II can program and verity a wide
variely 01 8K 10 128K EPROMS. This unll has a 32K (4K
BYTES). Inlernal RAM Buller Ihal cou ld be accessed b y
the usef through a computer or termmal ThiS unIt can
also p rogram Ihe micro chips such as Ihe 8478. 8749. 8751.
8741. 8742. 8755 The p nce includes all mod ules up 10 32K
EPROMS & The 8748 & 8749H Micros Upload / download IS
done by either Molorola OJ Inlel Hex tormal

PROMPRO·8™

SERIAL RS·232 STAND· ALONE ... ... $689.00

This extremely versatile programmer has a s much as
128K (l6Kx8) 01 internal RAM dedlcaled 10 Ihe EEl
EPROMs. Thrs RAM bulle r can be accessed eilher
through a compu ter termmal. 0 1 by user ta rget system
(EPROM emulalion) PROMPRO·8 8 digil alphanumeric
dISplay prompts user Wl lh the system messa ges. A
keypa d ophon IS available tor standalone editing An
Impressive range of devices are p rogrammed (as stan dard lealu re)

1161# t~ at ~ Rupd P'lice!

greatly enjoyed the October BYTE
with its Unix theme . Although I am involved with the Unix operating system
(porting Unix System V to the Motorola
MC68000, under contract to Western Elec-·
tric), I had not heard of Usenet before.
I submit the following comment as a
reader, and not as a representative of
Motorola Inc.
Contrary to the statement in David
Fiedler's article ("The Unix Tutorial, Part
3: Unix in the Microcomputer Marketplace;' page 132) that "[Charles River Data
Systems] own Universe 68 computer uses
UNOS, as does Motorola on that firm's
Versabus-based system," Motorola offers
the System V/68 operating system. System V/68 is derived from Unix System V,
MC68000 version, a jointly developed
product of Motorola and Western Electric.
System V/68 is available in configurations
for the Exormacs and VMEIlO computers,
as well as in a generic form for any
68000-based system.
Prior to fully committing to the "genuine Bell" Unix (over a year ago),
Motorola had been seriously considering
several Unix look-alikes, including
UNOS. Perhaps Mr. Fiedler's information
was obtained in that time frame.

- - - - - AvAH.ABLE SOFTWARE DRIVERS
I IBM PC
5. TEKTRONICS 8002

2 APPLE II
6 ATARI

3 MDS· ISIS
7 TRS·80 COLOR

4 CPM
8 FLEX

LOCICAL DEVICES -INC.
1321·E N.W. 651h PLACE FORT LAUDERDALE. FLO! IDA 33309
TEL. (305) 974-0967 . TWX, 510·955·9596
DISTRIBUTORS WELCOME FOil QUALIFICA:rIONS
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Letters _________________________________________________________________
Supersoft Speaks Up
am compelled to respond to your
reviews of the Supersoft C compilers for
CP/M-86 and MS-DOS, which ran in the
August BYTE ("Comparing C Compilers
for CP/M-86" by Jerry Houston, Jim
Brodrick, and Les Kent, and "Nine C
Compilers for the IBM Personal Computer" by Ralph Phraner) . Both reviews
were outdated, misleading, and contained serious inaccuracies and omissions. They did a disservice to your goal
of giving BYTE readers timely information
about available C compilers.
In 1982, Supersoft released the first C
compiler for CP/M-86 and MS-DOS. This
release was preliminary and temporary;
its purpose was to let customers of Supersoft's CP/M-80 C compiler be the first to
transport their applications to CP/M-86
and MS-DOS. At that time, we were
using the compilers in house to transport
our own applications to 16-bit systems;
we knew they would be useful to others
for this purpose. We also knew they
would undergo major enhancements,
both in the documentation and the programs themselves, before being released

as general development compilers under
CP/M-86 and MS-DOS.
In March 1983, after the initial purpose
had been served, our CP/M-86 and MSDOS C compilers were withdrawn from
the market for further development. In
August 1983, just as we were about to
release our new and substantially
enhanced versions of these compilers,
two reviews appeared in BYTE magazine
on our preliminary releases. We were surprised to see these reviews in print
because we had not been notified in advance by BYTE and the products being
reviewed had not been available for five
months.
Though the initial versions of our compilers did have some weaknesses that we
acknowledge, at the time of their release
they served a valuable purpose that easily
outweighed their shortcomings: they
sped C programmers into the rapidly
emerging 16-bit world. This, our main
consideration in releasing the products,
was completely overlooked in the BYTE
reviews. In addition, our new C compiler,
greatly enhanced and uniformly available
under CP/M-86, CP/M-80, and MS-DOS,
has several strong points that make it the

• Fu ll Olivetti
typewriter
warra nty
when
purch ased
compl ete

,
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Complete BYTE WRITER using:
Olivetti Praxis 30 portable ..... .. . ..... . .............. . ......... $495
Olivetti Praxis 35 portable ............................. .... ......... S545
Olivetti Praxis 40 office machine ...... .... . ....... . ............. .. . S645
Interfaceonly·wlredandtested ......... .. . .. . ... .. .. ... ..... . ..... S165
The parallel interface mounts en tirely inte rnally. Interconnecting
c~bles available for most computers.
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125 NORTHVIEW RD .• ITHACA. N.Y. 14850
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most attractive C available. We are providing this new version to all purchasers
of the preliminary CP/M-86 and MS-DOS
C compilers at no charge.
Through our internal experience with
Supersoft C, we consider it to have many
advantages over other C compilers: these
advantages include the widest array of
library functions (all delivered in source
form as well as library form), high
reliability due to extensive testing,
uniform availability under several operating systems, and close adherence to the
Unix standard syntax. These advantages
and others were largely overlooked by the
BYTE reviewers. In addition, technical inaccuracies and omissions that appeared
in the reviews actually gave our initial
releases less credit than they were due.
We were disappointed that these untimely and misleading reviews should appear in a typically fine publication like
BYTE. We.hope that this letter and other
follow-up editorial coverage can help
repair some of the damage that has been
done to these excellent products.
Stephen Hagler
Marketing Director
Supersoft Inc.
POB 1628
Champaign, IL 61820

fern) Houston replies:
I am sorry that Supersoft considers my
review of the CPIM-86 C compiler a disservice
to BYTE readers, because considerable time
and effort went into tnJing to produce the opposite result. If I failed to supply something
useful, I apologize to BYTE's readers and to
Supersoft·
A few words in defense of my review. Supersoft says that the version of the compiler I
reviewed was "preliminan) and temporan)"
and that a greatly improved version was
released in August 1983.
The lead time for submitting articles to
BYTE magazine is months, not weeks, in advance, and the review in question was submitted several months before August 1983.
Lack of timeliness is the penalty for long lead
times. The benefit is generally excellent
editorial content.
We purchased our copy of the Supersoft C
compiler COD in 1982 in response to an ad
in BYTE. Nawhere did the ad or the documentation indicate that the product was in any
way temporary or preiiminanj. In fact, the ad
said of the $500 C compiler: "The optimizer
typically results in 40% code reduction. This
means that compiled object code will run nearly as fast as that which was written in

Your desk-top computer system is only a
beginning - plug a low-cost UDS modem
into the RS-232 port and a whole new world
of communications opens up!
UDS modems add a new dimension to
personal computers. For professional use, a
modem permits two-way, hard-copy communication between home office and branches or
among the branches themselves. Electronic mail becomes
a reality. Sales, cost and inventory updates can be sent
over ordinary telephone lines at economical, after-hours
rates.
When you use your computer for personal applications , the modem allows you to access up-to-date market
information , receive news and weather summaries, check
airline schedules or even electronically scan out-of-town
newspapers. Long-distance game playing and computerage personal correspondence become instant realities.
The wide range of UDS modems includes one that fits
your requirement perfectly. Top of the line is the microprocessor-based 212 AID which communicates at 0 - 300 or
1200 bps, stores and automatically dials up to five 30-digit
numbers and includes a complete prompting menu and full

automatic test capabilities. Yet, with
all these features, it costs only $645.
At the other extreme is the $145
103 LP, offering simultaneous two-way
communications at 0-300 bps without an
AC power cord . This unit siphons operating
energy directly from the telephone line!
In between is a large variety of units- many of them
in the LP no-power-supply design and all fully FCC certified
for direct connection to the telephone system.
Don't be a computer hermit-treat your system to a
UDS modem; then you can reach out and byte someone! For
details, contact your favorite computer dealer or Universal
Data Systems, 5000 Bradford Drive, Huntsville, AL 35805.
Telephone 205/837-8100.

~ Universal Data Systems

®

MOTOROLA INC.
Information Systems Group
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Letten _________________________________________________________________
assembler." The documentation listed the version we received as "Version 1.1."
None of this suggested to us that the compiler was preliminary. In Januan) 1983 we
asked a representative of Supersoft whether a
newer, more functional version of its compiler
was coming out, and we were told that
nothing was planned for about six months.
Since our review was due in one month, we
reviewed what existed, not what was planned.
Supersoft also states that, 'We are providing
this new version to all purchasers of the
preliminary CPIM-86 and MS-DOS C compilers at no charge." On September 7, 1983,
we phoned Supersoft, gave them our serial
number, and asked what was involved in upgrading to the latest version of the compiler.
We were informed that we should send our
original disk plus $50. This is a more than
reasonable charge, but $50 is not free.
Supersoft's claim to offer "close adherence
to the Unix standard syntax" is not justified
in the version reviewed. It fails to support
longs, statics, or initializers. This is comparable to a version of BASIC that has no FOR
statement.
Supersoft has some excellent products. The
product I reviewed is not one of them. If my
review conveyed that idea, then it was not

AZTEC C -

"misleading." If my article tended to lead
potential unhappt) customers away from the
product under review, then I believe it was a
service both to Supersoft and to BYTE's
readership.

Watch the Fine Print
Recently I decided to abandon my
Apple-based system and buy an IBM PC
XT. It's not that I'm unhappy with my Apple. On the contrary, it has been a reliable
tool that has paid for itself many times
over during the last four years. However,
the mining industry (for which I write
software) has developed a case of IBM
myopia that requires that I develop programs for the Pc.
My first step in making the IBM transition involved obtaining information concerning the UCSD p-System (for which
I have developed a large library of software) . Although the sales representative
was unfamiliar with the concept of an
operating system, he was kind enough to
send me IBM's "Software Fact Sheet" and
a price list. This fact sheet contains some
fine print concerning the p-System that

I would like to bring to the attention of
your readers: "Neither the program nor
its data files can be stored on a fixed disk."
Incredible! Here's a big and powerful corporation with a sense of humor. Imagine
if GM had the guts to include some jokes
of this caliber in its sales literature like
"The optional MZD Turbo engine only
works in the neutral gear:' Three cheers
for IBM! Now, I've got to remember
where I stored that literature on the Sage
IV.
James P. Reed
Rockware Inc.
7195 West 30th Ave.
Denver, CO 80215

In Defense of the Model 16
Regarding the letter from Marvin Stone
and Sam Harp (October, page 20) concerning the relative speeds of the
MC68000 and Z80 in the Radio Shack
Model 16 computer : Mr. Hurrell's
response is quite correct about the particular benchmarks used. The Xenix
MBASIC is very slow for floating-point

' C ' PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

PORTABLE SOFTWARE APPLE CP/M IBM

day delivery. add $20. Outside North America . add $20. and for 2nd day add $75.
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CPUs nimble and swift - a card sharp's delight.
When CompuPro introduced the first CPU board
with both 8- and 16-bit capabilities, it was like
handing a royal flush to systems integrators. How
could we top that?
You gave us the answer. "Make a CPU that will
access 16 megabytes at a swipe:' you urged. So we
designed CPU 68K. "Make one for people who need
top speed and 16-bit power:' you pleaded.
CPU 8085/88
is CompuPro's
ploneeri ng dual
processor, running the
vast library of both 8·bit
and t6·bit programs at
clock speeds up to
8 MHz. Maximum
software access. $495,
$595 CSC.

CPU 86/87
uses IntelO> 's wide ly
favored 8086 chip, so
you get the broadest
range of time·tested
16·blt software. Includes
sockets for the 8087
math co· processor and
80130 firmware chip.
5800 10 MHz, 5850 CSC
10 MHz. With 8087 chiP.
$10505 MHz, 51150 esc
5 MHz .

CPU 68K
lets you rummage
arou nd In 16 Mbytes of
memory at a time - not
just the usual 64 Kbytes.
Acoess huge databases,
invert mammoth
matrices , or turn titanic
tables topsy·turvy.
Includes socket lor
memory management
unil. $6958 MHz. $775
10 MHz. $850 esc
10 MHz.

CompuPro responded with CPU 286, the board with
two brains: one to bundle bytes and the other to
scan the conveyor belt ahead and fetch the
necessary tools.
So, by giving you flexibility without sacrificing
performance, quality or reliability, CompuPro has
dealt all players a winning hand: Seven Aces.
They're worth betting on.

CPU Z
brings the Z80
chip's sophisticated
instruction set to bear
on the whole rang e of
8·bit software at clock
speeds of 6 MHz.
Ideal for mult l·user
installations , with 24·bit
addressing that handles
up to 16 Mbytes of
memory. $325.
$425 esc .

For your busjness, industrial and scientific computing
solutions, call (415) 786·0909, ext. 206 today for the location of
the Full Service CompuPro System Center nearest you.

CPU 286
is CompuPro's most far·
sighted processor. It
handles all 8086/8088
software, but many
times faster with the
help of a unique look·
ahead capability. A
memory mangement
unit is buill·in. 515958
MHz. $1750 esc 10 MHz.

CPU 16032
features true 32·blt
Internal architecture that
makes your micro byte
off bigger words, like a
minI. Ideal for Unix and
other large operating
systems. Includes
sockets for floating
point unit and memory
management unit.
Handles clock speeds
up to 10 MHz. 5695. $845
esc. MMU available.

SPU-Z
lets multiple users share
expensive resources
such as disk drives,
printers and modems not to mention data. Let
our slave processor give
individual attention
where it's needed,
freeing the more
expensive CPU for bus
management. 5695.
$795 esc.

CompuPro products are backed by a one-¥ear limited warranty
- two years for boards qualified under the Certified System
Component high-reliability program .

GmpuPro®
Prices and specification s subject
/0 change without notice .
© 1983 eompuPro
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HEI has a light
pen with specs to
suit your need,
whether you're doing text editing,
menu selection, or
more complex graphics system work. Each
pen is built with integral hybrid circuitry.
Each can be made with
custom sensitivity and
-of-view tolerances.
light pens feature:
TTL outputs
L ambient light
:reJE!Ctl () r.l
nsitivity of 7FL
input of only
5VDC @ 125 mao

Adjustable light sensitivity
and coiled cord are standard
on all models. Pens are available with cable connectors.
HEI light pens are rugged
and dependable. Proven in a
number of sophisticated
applications for over ten
years, with more than 24,000
units in the field. Go for the
best in industrial quality CRT
light pens.

HEI
ine.

The Optoelectronic
Specialists
Victoria, MN 55386
612-443-2500

computation. The increased accuracy is
a blessing or a curse, depending on your
needs.
The screen-updating benchmark timing
cited is an unfortunate side effect of the
hardware. The only way in which the
68000 can get to the screen RAM is via
the Z80, and this added overhead can
only slow down accesses, no matter how
fast the 68000 may be.
As far as the SIN benchmark, perhaps
Mr. Harp or Mr. Stone may want to consider switching to FORTRAN. I ran the
published SIN benchmatk·(TRSDOS: 43
seconds; Xenix: 132 seconds) on a Model
16 under Trisoft CP/M-68K and ANSI
FORTRAN-77. The time was 5.2 seconds!
James M. Knox
Trisoft
4102 Avenue G
Austin, TX 78751
The interesting thing to me about the
Harp & Stone Benchmark study of the
TRS-Xenix MBASIC was how slow all the
listed processors were. I ran Benchmark
I on the Z8000-based Olivetti M20, using
Microsoft BASIC, in 8.9 seconds. Going
to double precision by inserting "defdbl
A-B, Z" at the beginning lengthened the
time to 9.5 seconds. I believe the running
time is this low because Olivetti MBASIC
performs only trigonometry and exponential functions in single precision .
Examining Z after running the program
shows a value of 0.998048.
S. Richard Mateosian
Consultant, Computer Systems
2919 Forest Ave.
Berkeley, CA 94705
After reading "TRS-80 Model 16 Problems" (Letters, October, page 20) and the
response from Radio Shack, it is evident
that a simple fact needs to be straightened
out.
Suppose one used a Z80 to handle the
I/O for a CRAY. Would it output characters any faster than a 68000 making
similar requests?
This elementary consideration shows
the absurdity of the Harp/Stone "benchmark." Their negative remarks about the
capabilities of the Model 16 and Xenix are
therefore worthless and should be retracted.
Joel Rice
486 Route 9W
Nyack, NY 10960 •
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And it's happening again with our IBM '
compatible Rana 2000. Thi s 320K double density
drive offers a large centering cone for problemfree diskettes and our exclusive silencing mechanism to make it the quietest disk drive you
can buy.
At Rana we know the key to our success is
providing the highest technology, on the best
possible products, while filling the most possible
user needs. That is why we spend so much time on
research and development. Our world-renowned
engineers were the first to offer increased capacity. The first to design a write protect feature. Th e
first to use a metal band positioner and get 100%

data integrity, and a 3 to 4 times improvement in
access speed. And, the first to bring you all this
performance, quality and dramatic styling.
This is why our Elite One got the #1 rating
from Softalk Magazine. And our Atari " compatible
Rana 1000 Slimline has turned a game computer
into a sophisticated business tool. And soon we'll
have a new Winchester drive and a new series of
very high density minifloppies, for both IBM
and Apple~
So call or write for the nearest Rana retailer
or computer store. We're Rana Systems. And we
know that to keep a step ahead, we have to put
you first.

RanaSystems

2 1300 Superior Street. Chatsworth. CA 913 11 213·709-5484
Call toll free: 1-800·421-2207. tn Californ ia onty call: 1-800-262-1221
Source Nurnber: TCT-654
. Apple Isa registered trademark 01 Apple Compu ter, Inc . Alaflls a registered trademark 01 Alan, Inc 'IBM IS a registered trademark of International BUSiness Machines, Inc.
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VISUAL 1050 Personal Computer System•••
Complete Solution

The VISUAL 1050 is an advanced personal computer system designed especially for managers
and professionals. It comes complete with toprated software and high-performance hardware
... all fully configured for easy set-up and simple
operation. The VISUAL 1050 costs much less
than other full-feature personal computers and
comes with everything you need to tackle important professional jobs, right out of the box.
Words, Numbers and Graphics

The VISUAL 1050 solves more professional
problems than any other computer in its class.
Whether you work with words, num bers, or
graphics, the VISUAL 1050 speaks your language.
You get WordSta( MailMerge," Multiplan" and
Digital Research's DR Graph '~ . . leading software
packages for word processing, spreadsheet and
graphics. And all have been specially adapted
to share data and perform as an integrated
software family.

IBM '· PC

Apple'· lie

Base System Price1.. ... • ....

$2,695

$2,750

$2,390

$3,999

$3,495

Ser'la\ Port {RS232) ..........

STANDARD

$119

$195

2 STANDARD

2 STANDARD

Parallel Port . ... .. . .. . . ....

2 STANDARD

$119

$180

2 STANDARD

STANDARD

Bit-Mapped Graphics ........ .

STANDARD

$240

STANDARD

$499

$845

Word Processing Software .. . .

STANDARD

$200-$500

$200-$500

$399

$200-$500

Spreadsheet Software ..... ...

STANDARD

$200-$300

$200-$300

$299

$200-$300

Business Graphics Software . ..

STANDARD

$200-$400

$200-$400

$200

$200-$400

Communications Software ....

800 KB
Graphics Resolution .........

640 x 300

640 x 200

280 x 192

640 x 240

800 x 240

Keys on Keyboard. . . . . . . . . . .

93

83

63

82

105

Expandable Memory . . . . ... . .

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

Optional Winchester ....... ..

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

Tilt and Swivel Display .. . ... . .

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

1-lncludes CPU, 64K User Memory, Keyboard , Display, Two Disc Drives, and Operating System .
Based on manufacturers' information available August. 1983. VISUAL 1050 includes 128K User Memory standard.

the complete professional solution
at an unbeatable price.
Communications, BASIC and More ...

Unbeatable Value

You get Terminal Emulation software which
turns your VISUAL 1050 into a powerful ASCII
terminal for dial-up access to remote computer
resources. And you get CBASICi!> for custom
programming applications. CP/M Plus,"' a new
and improved release of CP/M, allows your
VISUAL 1050 to support.hundreds of popular
third-party packages.

$2,695 is the total retail price for the VISUAL
1050. You get the best and most popular software packages, ready to run on hardware
which offers the features and quality you
should demand. Two high capacity disc drives.
128K memory standard, expandable to 256K.
Fast, bit-mapped graphics. Full size green
screen. Standard printer and communication
ports. Rugged 93-key keyboard with special
WordStar engravings. You can't buy a more
complete hardware and software solution at
anywhere near the price.

See for yourself
Visual Technology Incorporated
540 Main Street, Tewksbury, MA 01876
Telephone (617) 851-5000. Telex 951-539
Circle 375 on Inquiry card.

The Apple
Macintosh Computer
Mouse-window-desktop technology arrives for under $2500
by Gregg Williams
Apple established itself as one of
the leading innovators in personal
computing technology a year ago by
introducing the Lisa, a synthesis and
extension of human-interface technology that has since been widely
imitated. Now the company has
30
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strengthened that reputation with a
new machine, the Macintosh (above) .
In terms of technological sophistication and probable effect on the marketplace, the Macintosh will outdistance the Lisa as much as the Lisa
has outdistanced its predecessors.

The Macintosh arrives, finally, after
a history of colorful rumors. It will
cost from $1995 to $2495, weighs 22.7
pounds, and improves on the mousewindow-desktop technology started
by the impressive but expensive Lisa
computer. A system with printer and

second disk drive costs about $900
more, but even at that price, the
Macintosh is worth waiting for.

The Macintosh at Work
Before we look at the Macintosh (or
Mac) in more detail, let's look at how
it works. When you turn the Mac on,
its screen tells you to insert a 31f2-inch
Sony floppy disk. When you do that,
the Macintosh puts a disk icon on the
screen along with the disk's name. As
with the Lisa computer, you first
select an object, then choose a menu
item that works on the object. Say, for
example, we choose the disk by moving the cursor to the disk icon and
clicking the mouse button once
(figure la). The disk "opens up;'
showing a window containing icons,
each one of which corresponds to an
item on the disk. To start using the
Mac Paint program, we select the
Mac Paint icon and choose the menu
item "open;' as shown in figure Ib.
(We also could have opened Mac
Paint by double-clicking on the icon.)
What follows is a brief example of
how the Mac Paint program works.
When we open the program, we get
the screen of figure le. The large
blank area is a window onto the
drawing area, the boxes on the left
are tools, the boxes on the bottom
row are patterns, and the lines in the

At a Glance
Name
Macintosh
Manufacturer
Apple Computer
20525 Mariani Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-1010
DImensIons
9.75 by 9.75 by 13.5 inches
WeIght
Main unit, keyboard and mouse-22.7
Ibs.
Power RequIrements
105-130 V AC 60 Hz (US model) ;
85-135 V AC 50/60 Hz (international
model)

corner are selections for the current
line width. By selecting the "open
oval" tool and the thickest line width,
we can draw empty ovals with thick
borders (figure Id). By selecting the
"paint bucket" tool and the "diagonal
bricks" pattern, we can fill the oval
with that texture (figure Ie). The
"eraser" tool lets us erase part of the
image (figure 1£); for finer control, we
can give the FAT BITS command
(figure Ig), which allows us to erase
or paint on a pixel-by-pixel basis.
When we are finished with our image and select the QUIT command,
the program displays an alert box that
asks if we want to save our changes
(figure lh) .

Foundations of Macintosh Design
The Macintosh computer is built on
three cornerstone ideas: second-generation Lisa technology, reliability
and low cost through simplicity, and
maximum synergy between hardware and software. Each of these
ideas contributes significantly to the
uniqueness of the Mac's design.

Second-Generation
Lisa Technology
Without question, the strongest influence on the Mac is that of the
Apple Lisa computer, which proved
the viability of certain concepts in a

Memory
128K bytes of RAM 64K bytes of ROM
Standard ConfIguratIon
Main unit with 128K bytes of RAM. 64K
bytes of ROM. integral Sony 3Y2-inch
disk drive, 9-inch video monitor, two
serial ports; external mechanical mouse;
external keyboard
Mass Storage
One Sony 3 Y2 -inch disk drive; 3 Y2 -in ch
disk holds 400K bytes and is encased in
a rigid plastic housing
VIdeo DIsplay
9-inch monitor, non interlaced 60.15-Hz
image, 512- by 342-pixel resolution
PoIntIng DevIce
Mechanical mou se
Keyboard
Detached keyboard; 58 keys (59 in international version) ; autorepeat; twO-key
rollover

commercial product: the graphics/
mouse orientation, the desktop metaphor, the data-as-concrete-object
metaphor, and the shared user interface between programs. The Mac has
inherited these concepts; for further
details on them, see my article, "The
Lisa Computer System" (February
1983 BYTE, page 33).
Four differences between the Lisa
and the Mac make the latter a
second-generation computer. First,
the Mac runs at a higher clock speed,
7.83 MHz (compared to the Lisa's 5
MHz). Second, the Mac, which has
a smaller amount of memory to work
with than the Lisa, uses its memory
more efficiently because its programs
and subroutines are coded in 68000
assembly language (as opposed to
the Lisa, which uses less efficient
68000 machine-language programs
that are compiled from high-level
Pascal source code) . Third, the
Macintosh eliminates add-on peripheral cards and uses instead a highspeed serial bus that implements
what Apple calls "virtual slots:' (I will
talk about this in greater detail
below.)
The final difference is actually an
important limitation of the Macintosh: it allows only one major application program to be active at a
time (the Mac BASIC and "desk ac-

Hardware OptIons
Second disk drive, keypad , Imagewriter
printer, security kit (for chaining computer to table)
Software OptIons
Mac Paint (drawing program) , Mac Write
(a simple word processor) , Mac BASIC
Mac Pascal, others (see text)
PrIces
Standard system, 51995 -5 2495; Mac Paint
and Mac Write (together), bundled at no
charge for the first 100 days, 5195 (for the
two) therea fter; Macintosh Pascal, BASIC
Logo, Terminal, and Assembler/Debugger,
599 each; Mac Draw and Mac Project,
5125 each; keypad, 599; second disk
drive, 5395; Imagewriter printer, 5495
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Macintosh System Architecture
by Burrell C. Smith
Inside the Macintosh, hardware and
software work together to provide a system
capable of supporting high-performance
graphics, built-in peripherals, and communication channels to the outside world.
From the beginning of the Macintosh project, the product-design goals of small size,
light weight, and moderate end-user cost
encouraged us to create a low-power, low
component-count design . The large number of I/O devices that are built into each
unit, combined with our desire for high
performance, caused us to explore many
alternatives for each aspect of the hardware
implementation . A cooperative spirit
among the people working on the industrial design, analog electronics, digital
electronics, and low-level software resulted
in the synthesis of detailed implementations that combined strengths from each
group, providing an integrated design solution for all aspects of the product.
The heart of the Macintosh digital electronics is the MC68000 processor and its
memonj (both RAM and ROM) . In the
Macintosh, the data-output lines from the
system RAM drive a data bus separate
from that used by the rest of the machine
(see figure 2) . The RAM is triple-ported;
this means that the 68000, screen-displaying hardware, and sound-output hardware
have periodic access to the address and data
buses, so that the video, the sound, and
the current 68000 task appear to execute
concu rrently.
ROM memory connects directly to the
system data bus and is used by only the
68000. Much of the system's time-critical
code, such as the low-level graphics primitives, operating-system routines, and userinterface routines, reside in ROM. Macintosh software calls this code through 68000
"line 1010 unimplemented" instructions,
which get one of approximately 480 addresses from an address table stored in low
memory; this effectively allows the ROM
subroutines to function as extensions of the
68000 instruction set. Since the ROM data
and address buses are used exclusively mj
the 68000, ROM is always accessed at the
full processor speed of 7.83 MHz; consequently, the ROM can perform as a readonly cache memory.
The 512- by 342-pixel video displayap-
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pears in memonj as a linear array of 10,944
16-bit words of data, with the most significant bit representing the pixel farthest left.
Each 512-pixel horizontal line consists of
32 words of data, with bits shifted out at
15.67 MHz (322 .68 J..L s per 512-pixelline)
followed mj 12 words of horiwntal blanking (taking 12.25 p,s) . The last memory bus
C1jcle of each horiwntalline is reserved for
sound DMA, where a mjte of sound data
is fetched from the sound buffer and sent
to the sound PWM (pulse-width modulator) for conversion into an analog level. The
update rate of the sound channel is then
equal to the video horiw ntal rate, or
22,254.55 Hz. In the vertical direction,
342 active scan lines are followed by a vertical retrace and enough inactive horiwntal

The product-design
goals of small size,
light weight, and
moderate end-user cost
encouraged us to
create a low-power,
low component-count
design.
lines to take up the same time as 28 horiwntal lines, providing a vertical retrace
time of 1.258 ms. Although screenmemonj accesses may occur at any time,
a vertical retrace interrupt is generated at
the falling edge of the vertical sync pulse
to allow screen animation to occur completely synchronous to the video beam
movement.
Access to RAM is divided into synchronous time slots, with the 68000 and
video circuits sharing alternate word accesses during the live portion of the horiwntal video-display line and the sound circuits using the video time slot during the
last memonj bus cycle of the horiwntal
line. Although the access to RAM is
divided three ways, the 68000's share is
maximized by giving it access to unused
cycles during horiwntal and vertical blanking. This way, 68000 access to RAM
averages to a speed of about 6 MHz.
For high-performance sound generation,

a tightly coded routine generates 370
samples of sound data and places them into
the sound buffer just after a vertical retrace
interrupt. The 68000's 32-bit registers are
used to control pitch with 24 bits of precision, providing each of four pos~ible voices
with 16,771,216 possible frequencies . For
simpler sounds, a timer in the system's
VIA provides a square wave of programmable pitch . All sounds pass through a
software-controlled volume adjustment
that creates approximately 20 decibels of
total amplitude variation in eight discrete
steps.
The Macintosh disk controller is a single
LSI (large-scale integration) component
referred to as the IWM ("integrated Woz
machine") chip. The device, a one-chip integration of the disk controller originally
designed by Steve Wozniak for the Apple
II, handles data at 500 kilobits per second.
To control the disk drive's motor speed, a
pulse-width modulator located on the
digital board allows the disk to move at one
of 400 possible disk motor speeds; the
PWM is driven from a table in memonj in
a fashion similar to that of the sound system. By varying the motor speed, we
created a more reliable disk drive that puts
significantly 'more data on the same disk.
The Macintosh communications chip,
the Zilog 8530 SCC (serial communications controller), provides synchronous al1d
asynchronous data transmission at up to
230.4K bits per second using a selfclocking data format and up to 1 megabit
per second using an external clock. The
Macintosh's two serial ports are identical;
each provides single-ended or differential
signaling and multidrop (party-line)
capability.
The 6522 VIA (versatile interface
adapter) rounds out the I/O requirements
of the machine by providing system timers,
support for the mouse and keyboard, and
general-purpose I/O lines for selecting
various system functions such as alternate
screen and sound buffers and for communicating with the system's real-time
clock and parameter memory.
Burrell C. Smith is a member of the Apple
Macintosh design team .
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Figures la-lh: Working with Mac Paint on the Macintosh computer. See text for details.
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cessory" programs are two exceptions
that I'll cover later). This limitation is
largely due to the Mac's small memory space and the overall design of
the software, which assumes that the
current program has access to all the
machine's memory. This is not as bad
as it sounds; a single application can
use multiple windows, and material
can be cut and pasted from one document to another by storing the
material to be pasted on a "clipboard"
before loading in the second document (which replaces the first). Still,
the absence of hardware slots and the
inability to run two applications
simultaneously are two important
ways in which the Macintosh is fundamentally different from the Lisa
computer.

(2a)

Reliability and Low Cost
through Simplicity
Although the Macintosh costs approximately one-third the price of a
Lisa, the Mac has much more than
one-third of the Lisa's power. The
idea of reliability through simplicity
not only makes the Macintosh possible at a relatively low price but also
produces a machine that has a reliability normally associated with
much simpler computers.
One component of the Mac's simplicity is its low chip count-it contains about 50 ICs (integrated circuits), which decreases its physical
size and price and increases its reliability. Mac reduces its chip count by
combining the functions of many
standard chips into eight programmable-logic arrays (PALs).
The Macintosh has only two circuit
boards, one that holds all its analog
circuitry and one that holds all its
digital circuitry (see photos 2a and
2b). By partitioning its functions and
reducing the number of connectors
(by decreasing the number of boards
to be connected), the designers have
made the Mac both more reliable and
less expensive. They carried this
philosophy farther by eliminating
hardware slots; you add peripherals
to a Mac through its two high-speed
serial ports.
The Macintosh · was designed to
reduce (or, in the case of the digital
board, eliminate) the number of
34
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Photo 2: The Macintosh circuit boards. Photo 2a shows the analog board, while photo 2b
shows the digital board. These two boards plus the video display, 3 lh -inch disk drive, and

housing make up the main unit; only the keyboard and mouse are needed to make a complete
Macintosh system.

places in which hardware must be
fine-tuned during assembly. In some
cases, the designers eliminated the
need for adjustment through clever
circuit design, which also means
there's one less thing to go wrong
with the computer once it is in the
owner's hands. In other cases, Apple
eliminated fine-tuning by requiring a
vendor of externally manufactured
subassemblies to tune the part before
delivery; for example, the video-display tube and yoke are delivered preadjusted, and the Sony 31f2-inch disk
drive is delivered tested and with
several Apple-specified modifications.

Maximum Synergy between
Hardware and Software
The Macintosh's hardware and
software were optimized for maximum performance. This means that
the hardware and software evolved
over a period of time in a process of

mutual give and take. For example,
the pixels displayed on the Mac's .
video display are square (not rectangular, as in other computers); thjs
greatly simplifies the software that
draws squares and circles, scales text
and graphics, and prints screen
images.

Going for the
World Market
Having learned from past experience,
Apple designed the Macintosh so that it
could easily be modified for all markets outside the United States. The following examples shmv how pervasive nation- or language-specific aspects of a computer design
are and how Apple has minimized the
changes needed.
-Except for the word "App/e" on the rear
panel, the Macintosh has no English text

(2b)

Hardware
The main unit of the Macintosh
consists of eight parts : two circuit
boards, a cable to connect them, a
metal chassis, a 3112-inch disk drive,
a video-display tube with yoke, and
a plastic front bezel and rear housing
(see photos 3a and 3b). An external

mouse and keyboard make for a total
of 10 parts. The main unit takes up
an amazingly small 10-inch by 10inch area (it is 13112 inches high).
True, the keyboard and mouse take
up more area than that, but the footprint of the main unit is considerably
smaller than that of comparable com-

puters. The Mac is also pleasantly
compact and light; an entire Mac system in an optional padded satchel
weighs 25.6 pounds (less than many
transportable computers) and can be
carried onto an airplane.
Figure 2 shows a block diagram of
the Macintosh hardware; for more
details, see the "Macintosh System
Architecture" text box. For now, let's
look at the machine's major subassemblies:
Processor: The Macintosh uses a
Motorola 68000 processor running at
7.83 MHz.
Video display: The Mac has a
9-inch monitor that displays a noninterlaced image at 60.15 Hz. The resolution of the video image is 80 pixels
per inch, so the overall screen is 512
by 342 pixels.
ROM: The Mac uses two 256K-bit
ROMs configured as 64K bytes of
memory. The ROM (read-only
memory) contains most of the Mac's
operating system and a "toolbox" of
optimized 68000 user interface related
routines (see the text box "The User
Interface Toolbox" for more detail) .
The ROM is always accessed at full
speed, 7.83 MHz.
RAM: The Mac has 128K bytes of
memory; at some point (Apple says
by the end of 1984), this will be expandable to 512K bytes (by substituting 256K-bit dynamic RAM
(random-access read/write memory)
chips for the 64K-bit chips currently
being used) . The screen display uses
21,888 bytes and is drawn using this
memory and DMA (direct memory
access) circuitry. Apple has an unText continued on page 39

anywhere on the product or in the ROM.
Each plug is labeled with a picture that
identifies its function .
-The video-display rate of 60.15 Hz is generated internally instead of being derived
from the line current. This allows the Mac
to be used without modification in countries that have 50-Hz line current.
-Macintosh software has been designed so
that all text messages, message layouts,
and icons can be stored in a resource file,
separate from the program itself. A designer can use a resource-editor program
to change text (for example, to another language), icons, message layout, and the for-

mats of time, dates, numbers, and curren-

cy. With this method, the program itself
does not have to be changed and recompiled
to make these changes.
-The keys on the keyboard are defined by
the software, thus allowing Apple to
change the ketJboard easily to accommodate
the special characters needed by some languages. In addition, Apple has designed
the Mac so that two keyboards (differing
in only one key) can be used for all versions of the product; Apple customizes a
ketJboard for a given language l:nJ printing
the necessary legends into the plastic keys.
In addition, any Mac keyboard can produce

the full Macintosh character set; the only
advantage to having the keyboard for a certain language is that the keyboard layout
will be more appropriate for that language.
With these innovations, the most nmeconsuming part of modifying the Macintosh for another country is translating and
printing the documentation. Apple reports
that it will be shipping the Macintosh to
several foreign countries "within several
months of the Mac's introduction." (Companies never seem to meet such deadlines,
so expect foreign versions to be shipped before the end of 1984.)
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The toolbox (which occupies two-thirds
of the high-speed 64K-byte ROM inside the
Macintosh) includes optimized 68000
machine-language routines that handle all
aspects of the Macintosh user interfacethings like windows, text, the mouse, pulldown menus, desk accessories, dialogue
boxes, and fonts. The figure below shows
the relative reLationships among the different units (or packages of routines). Here
is a brief description of each unit, starting
with the Lowest-level unit and working up:
-Resource Manager: These routines
coordinate the use of resources, which are
data structures such as text strings,
menus, and icon and font definitions.
These resources are kept separate from the
actual code of an application, which means
that the resources of an application can be
modified without forcing a recompilation
(or modification) of the appLication program. The Resource Manager is usually
called Illj higher units like the menu and
font managers.
-Font Manager: This unit supports the
use of various text fonts. It calls the
resource manager when it needs to use a
font not already in memon;, and it is usually called by the Quickdraw unit.
-Quickdraw: Quickdraw is a graphics
package that is at the heart of both the Lisa
and Macintosh computers. Bill Atkinson,
its creator, worked for 3 liz years on the
code, rewriting it many times and reducing it from a 160K-llljte compiled Pascal
program to a 24K-llljte package of highly
optimized 68000 code. Atkinson, who was
involved in the early design of the Lisa's
user interface, designed and optimized
Quickdraw for the Lisa computer; he later
joined the Macintosh design team. Quickdraw is venj fast-for exampLe, it can print
to the screen more than 7000 characters per
second. Two of its most interesting
capabilities are its abiLity to fill in any arbitrary shape with a pattern and its ability to "clip" an image to correspond to the
boundaries of an arbitranJ masking shape.

The latter ability is needed to correctly
display window contents when one window overlaps others. The source code for
Quickdraw is identical in both the Lisa and
the Macintosh.
-Event Manager: All system events (e.g.,
kl?ljpresses and mouse button presses) are
received and interpreted through this unit,
which mediates between the application
program and the outside world.
-Toolbox Utilities: These routines handle miscellaneous tasks that include string
operations, fixed-point arithmetic, and bitwise logicaL operations.
-Window Manager: Since all action on
the Macintosh display occurs within windows, this is a venj important unit that
is used a lot. The Windaw Manager allows
the application program to interact with
windmvs on a high level while it takes care
of the lmv-Ievel details automatically. It
allows you to create different kinds of boxes
(document, dialogue, and alert boxes, for
example), delete them, move them, change
their size, and make an inactive window
active and vice versa. The Window
Manager ensures that the computer automatically redraws the necessary screen
areas when some aspect of a window is
changed.
-Control Man~ger: This unit controls
the use of software buttons, check boxes,
and diaLs, all of which can be called on to
show and alter the status of certain
variables.
-Menu Manager: Given a two-dimensional matrix of menu items (each column
is a menu title follmved by its selections),
this unit controls the display and behavior
of that matrix of pull-down menus.
-Text Edit: These routines control elementary text entnj and editing. Text Edit
is designed with Lots of software "hooks"
so that you can modify its behavior but still
use it. An externaL unit called Core Edit,
which must be loaded into RAM, contains
more sophisticated entnj and editing
routines; Core Edit can handle different
fonts, sizes, and text styles.

I

CONTROL MANAGER

I

I

I

MENU MANAGER

WINDOW MANAGER

I

TOOLBOX UTILITIES

I

L..._QU_I_C_KD_R_A_W_--li

I

EVENT MANAGER

FONT MANAGER

I

RESOURCE MANAGER

I

-Dialog Manager: Dialogue boxes are
text baxes with several check boxes; usually,
clicking the mouse button near a box selects
it (and the action or condition associated
with it) and unselects the previously
checked box. An alert box (as in figure lh)
alerts you to a potentially dangerous situation and forces you to click on one of two
buttons, "Cancel" or "OK." The Dialog
Manager handLes the display of and user
response to a dialogue or alert box.
-Desk Manager: This unit allows the
application program to use the desk accessories, which are resources that are
called in from disk if they are not currently in memon;.

Applications can be written in Mac
BASIC, Mac Pascal, or 68000 assembly
language (usually one of the latter two).
Both Mac Pascal and Mac BASIC are
designed so that their keywords directly call
most of the toolbox routines. Most applications that use the routines are essentially
an endlessly repeating Loop that waits for
an event, determines what kind of event
it is, and then processes the event.
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Macintosh System Software Overview
by Andy Hertzfeld
The Macintosh is more than a powerful, inexpensive 68000-based desktop computer. It comes with a built-in personality
provided by 64K bytes of handcrafted system software contained in two ROM chips
on its digital board. Besides perfomling
traditional operating-Sl)stem functions such
as memory and file management, the Macintosh ROM includes the revolutionary
Quickdraw package and a User-Interface
Toolbox to help programmers develop applications that share a consistent, advanced
user interface.
The Macintosh ROM can be thought of
as an extension to the 68000 instruction
set, augmenting its 56 basic instructions
with more than 480 new instructions
designed for implementing fast mousebased applications. It is implemented entirely in 68000 assembly-language code
that has been handcrafted and optimized
over a period of almost three years. We
chose assembly language over a higherlevel language because it was ven) important for the system to be small and fast.
The Macintosh is intended to be a ven)
high-volume product, and we could afford
to lavish time and attention on every rou-

tine, making each one as efficient as possible, knowing that our efforts would be
multiplied bt) the millions of units that we
will eventually ship.
It is somewhat risky to put 64K bt)tes
of intricate system software in ROM on a
disk-based system, but we did it because
we wanted the machine to have a built-in
standard user interface. By using our
ROM-based toolbox, a programmer saves
development time and precious memon)
space; this provides a positive incentive for
doing it our way. Also, the price per bit
of ROM is significantly less than that of
RAM, and not having the operating
system load in from disk saves space on
even) disk you have. Application programs
never reference the ROM directly; instead,
thet) use compact "trap" instructions that
are interpreted by the system dispatcher.
This allows us to intercept any routine to
fix the program bugs that will inevitably
arise.
The Mac's system software design philosophy emphasizes simplicity, flexibility,
and high performance. We chose the singleapplication-at-a-time philosophy to help
keep things relatively simple. The user-

interface software is designed to be flexible
because we are still learning how to make
systems easier and more fun to use.
Another reason for designing the software
this way is that tnjing to live for years
with what we thought was best at any
given time would doom us to eventual
failure. High performance is extremely important in an interactive system; people
won't enjoy using a Sljstem unless it is velY
responsive.
About one-third of the ROM is devoted
to what we call the Macintosh Operating
System, which contains many components
found in more traditional systems. It includes the low-level device drivers and interrupt handlers, an asynchronous I/O
system, a memory manager, a simple, fast
file system, a segment loader, and various
utility routines. The I/O system supports
swappable, RAM-based device rlrivers as
well as its built-in serial, disk, and sou nd
drivers. Most I/O and file-system calls can
be made asynchronously, which allmus an
application to overlap 110 tasks with other
tasks. The memory manager minimizes the
fragmentation of available memon) into
small pieces by supporting relocatable objects that are always accessed indirectly;
the memory manager also provides an
automatic caching scheme bt) optionally

(3a)

Photo 3: Inside the Macintosh computer. From the front (photo 3a), you can see the video display and the 3 'h-inch disk drive. From the
rear (photo 3b), you can see the two main circuit boards (right and bottom), the rear of the video-display tube, the 3 liz-inch disk drive, and

a row of connectors at the bottom of the unit. The connections go, from left to right, to the mouse, a second disk drive, two peripherals (these
are two serial ports), and an external amplifier (for sound output).
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purging objects as m~mon} grows fuller.
The file system ensures against loss of data
by maintaining tags on even} block; these
allow the contents of a disk to be pieced back
together even if the directory is destroyed.
Another third of the ROM is occupied
by Bil! Atkinson's Quickdraw graphics
package. Quickdraw, which is the cornerstone of Apple's "Lisa technology," is
responsible for the Mac's extremely fast
user interaction. It draws practically everything you see on the screen, including text
(in a variety of typefaces and styles) and
both filled and unfilled rectangles, lines,
and ovals. It also is capable of representing
arbitrary areas of the screen called regions
in a ven} compact data structure. All
Quickdraw calls are clipped to the intersection of up to three regions, providing the
fundamental capability necessan} for overlapping windows. Quickdraw also is capable of recording any sequence of procedure
calls and saving them as a picture. Pictures provide an easy, powerful method for
transferring graphics between applications.
The final th ird of the Macintosh ROM
is occupied m} the User-Interface Toolbox,
a collection of various managers and services intended to help a programmer develop
applications that conform to the Macintosh
standard user interface. Its principal com-

ponents are resources, windows, menus,
controls, dialogues, and a text-editing
package. The window, menu, and control
managers contain little information on how
individual windows, menus, or controls
look or behave. Instead, this information
is encapsulated in definition functions,
which are kept as resources and swapped
into memory as necessan} to implement
messages sent m} the various managers.
This provides a very flexible structure
capable of evolving as we learn how to improve the user interface.
A nother important goal of the Macin tosh system software is to facilitate the
passing of data between applications. A
scrap manager is provided to help applications share data . It defines two data
types that even} application is requested to
support (simple ASCII text and Quickdraw
pictures) and lets applications define their
own custom types. It provides routines fo r
transferring data in and out of the scrap.
As stated above, Macintosh supports
only one application running at any given
time. This restriction is mainly due to
limited available memonJ. By making a few
simple calls to the desk manager, an application may allow many useful miniapplications to run concurrently with
itself. These small programs are called

desk accessories and are capable of cutting and pasting data with each other as
well as with the major application. We currently provide five desk accessories (calculator, clock, notepad, control panel for
default systenl parameters, and scrapbook) .
By the spring of 1983, it became apparent
that we would not be able to fit all the
routines that we had hoped to into our
64K-m}te ROM space. We designed a facilih} to allow some system code (in the
system resource file) to be swapped in from
disk to RAM when needed . We now use
five such RAM-based packages, including
a fully IEEE-standard floating-point
numeric package, a standard file dialogue
package, and an international string
package that deals with various formats for
date and time display.
In summary, the 64K mites of ROMbased firmware provide Macintosh with a
unique personality and user interface,
forming the foundation for the development
of communicating applications that share
a common user interface. The Macintosh
firmware is very fast and flexible, and it
will be exciting to see all the applications
that develop from it in the years to come.
Andy Hertzfeld is a member of the Apple
Macintosh design team.

Text continued from page 35:

disclosed proprietary technique for
phase-locking the 68000 to less expensive memory, which lowers the
product cost without sacrificing the
speed of memory access.
When the Mac is drawing a horizontal line of the video display, the
68000 and the video DMA circuitry
alternate (interleave) their accesses to
the RAM address and data lines.
Since these two can never access RAM
simultaneously, the 68000 can never
produce hashing or other glitches in
the video display by accessing RAM
at the wrong time. Because of this
interleaving, the 68000 accesses RAM
at 3.92 MHz, half of the full 7.83 MHz
rate, during the display of a horizontalline of the screen. This is done
in the following way: the DMA circuitry puts a word from RAM into
the video shift register; while the
register is sending out those 16 bits
serially to the screen, the 68000 uses
RAM for its own purposes; then the
cycle begins again with the DMA
circuitry.

When the video display is doing a
horizontal or vertical retrace, however, the 68000 gets exclusive use of
the RAM at its full speed, 7.83 MHz.
This has a significant effect on the
average speed of RAM access. Out of
the 45 JLS (microseconds) for each
horizontal display line, over 12 JLS
(about 27 percent of the time) are occupied by horizontal retrace. Of these
12 JLS, about 0.5 JLS is used to send
data to the sound and disk-speed circuitry, while the rest is available to
the 68000. Furthermore, out of the
16.626 ms (milliseconds) used to draw
each complete screen, 1.258 ms
(about 7.6 percent of the time) are
devoted to vertical retrace. Of this,
about 14 JLS are used for sound and
disk-speed control (representing the
control work done at the end of the
equivalent of 28 unused horizontal
lines of video), ieaving more than
1.244 ms for the 68000 to access RAM
at full speed.
To summarize, the ROM is always
accessed at 7.83 MHz, regardless of

screen display. The RAM is accessed
at 3.92 MHz during screen display
and at 7.83 MHz otherwise. The
average speed of the system is
around 6 MHz.
One memory area of interest is the
sound buffer. Along with associated
hardware, this buffer enables you to
create four channels of arbitrary
sound while using no more than 50
percent of the 68000's computing
power. The 68000 performs look-up
operations every 44 JLS on up to four
256-byte waveform tables; the result
of these lookups is placed in a
370-byte sound buffer, from which
the sound hardware fetches 1 byte
every 44 JLS to deliver to an 8-bit
digital-to-analog circuit (DAC). An internal VIA (versatile interface
adapter) can also be used to generate
a single square-wave tone while
using an insignificant part of the
68000's computing power.
Mass storage: The Macintosh uses
a custom version of the Sony 3th-inch
disk and drive (see photo 4). The
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The Macintosh Memory Map
The Macintosh memory map contains
RAM, ROM, and lIO devices that communicate with the 68000 through specified
memory locations. When the Macintosh is
turned on (i.e., at boot-up), the 64K-lnjte
ROM maps into the first page of memory
and.is used to get the system started. After
boot-up, the positions of RAM and ROM
are changed so .that the 128K-byte block of
RAM occupies the first two pages of
memory (see figure below).
The Phase Read area of memory is used
to determine whether the computer's
timing signals are correctly in phase with
each other; this is usually done by ROM
routines at boot-up.

The .VIA (versatile interface adapter)
locations are used by the Macintosh's 6522
VIA. This chip gives the Macintosh
parallel input, output, and interrupt lines,
shift registers, mouse information, and
clocks.
The IWM locations are used by the
Macintosh's IWM (integrated Woz machine), which controls all access to the internal 3l;2-inch disk drive and the optional
external one.
The see Read and see Write locations
are used for several purposes. They allow
the see (serial communications controller)
chip to handle two serial ports at rates between 30 and 230,400 bits per second. In

addition, they allow the see to detect
mouse motion (in conjunction with the
VIA) and adjust the phase of the Macintosh timing signals.
Most programmers will not need intimate knowledge of the Macin tosh
memory map. The 64K-byte ROM contains
sophisticated routines that take care of lowlevel processes like lIO, memory management, video display, and similar tasks. Apple encourages the use of these routines;
they mean less development time, conformity to the standard Macintosh user interface, Juster programs (ROM always runs
at full speed), and more memory space for
programs and disks.

ADDRESS (IN
HEXADECIMAL)
FF FFFF
FB 0000
PHASE READ
VIA

FO 0000
EB 0000

PHASE READ
VIA

EO 0000
IWM

DO 0000

IWM

ADD RESS (IN
HEX ADECIMAL)
01 FFFF

CO 0000
SCC WRITE

BO 0000

DISK SPEED AND
SOUND. PAGE 1

AO 0000
SCC READ

90 0000

01 FFE3

SCC WRITE

SCC READ

01 FDOO
01 FC7F

(BOTTOM)

VIDEO SCREEN. PAGE 1
62 0000
(TOP)

01 A700

12B K RAM
60 0000
41

0000

DUPLICATE ROM IMAGE

USER SYSTEM
MEMORY (80 K)

64 K ROM
40 0000
02 0000
01

0000

64 K ROM

00 0100
12B K RAM

HARDWARE EXCEPTION
VECTORS

00 0000
. DURING BOOT-UP
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00 0000
AFTER BOOT-UP

QUARKJNTRODUCES

CATALYST™lle.
The Only Hard Disk
Program Selector
for the Apple lIe and
Apple II Plus.

A hard disk makes your Apple lle or 64K Apple
II Plus even more powerful. And makes you even
more productive. But you still have to load a new
floppy and reboot when you need to change programs. And the more programs you have, the more
time you waste.

The convenient menu lists the programs you 've
stored on your hard disk, organized in any way you
wish. You can automatically install virtually any
programs which use Apple's new ProDOS operating
system~ Including software from Quark, Apple
Computer and other leading manufacturers. .

That's why Quark developed CatalysfMII
A unique ProDOS program selector that lets you sitch
between even copy-protected programs. Without
rebooting. A few keystrokes move you from Word
Juggler lle to your spreadsheet, then to your file
management system, and so forth. Just boot Catalyst lle
when you turn on your machine, and you may not
need to touch another floppy all day.

Catalyst lle is an affordable $149. So see your .
favorite dealer today for a complete demonstration.
And while you're there, look into Quark's other office automation tools for the Apple lle and Applem;
Powerful programs that are easy to learn. And use.
At prices that are as intelligent as the software.
*Not compatible with programs written for DOS 3.3, Pascal, CP/M
or any other Apple operating system.
Quark, Catalyst and Word Juggler are trademarks of Quark
Incorporated . Apple, ProDOS and ProFile are registered trade
of Apple Computer, Inc .
_::::;. ..-

-

For the name of the Quark dealer nearest you, call 1 (800) 543-

Office Automation Tools
2525 West Evans, Suite 220
Denver CO 802! 9

© 1983 Quark Incorporated
Circle 309 on inquiry card.

Photo 4: The Sony 3lh.-inch disk is encased in a rigid plastic housing, and the oval window
through which the magnetic medium is accessed is protected by a metal shutter that slides
out of the way when the disk is inserted in the drive. These factors help protect the disk from
casual use.

drive can store 400K bytes on a
single-sided 3Vz-inch disk; the Mac is
designed to be able to use doublesided drives to get 800K bytes per
disk, an option that Apple may pursue at a later date. The standard Sony
3V2-inch disk (used to date by Hewlett-Packard and other vendors) puts

70 tracks of data at 135 tpi (tracks per
inch) onto each disk. At Apple's urging, Sony now makes the drive in
another model that has 80 tracks of
data at 135 tpi. As a comparison, the
Hewlett-Packard HP 150 uses the
70-track version and conventional
sectoring to get 270K bytes per singlesided disk.

Sharing Data among Programs
Macintosh programs, if thelJ are designed in accordance with Apple guidelines, will be able to trade data among
themselves without one program having
to know anything about the nature of the
others. This is done through use of a
shared memory area called the clipboard
and the standardization of the data that can
be stored in it.
The clipboard is a relocatable piece 'of
memory that is not erased when a new program replaces an older one. It is used as
follows: the first program copies data into
the clipboard, the second program replaces
the first with its own code and data, and
the data in the clipboard is added to the
data now in memory. The clipboard can
contain a variable number of data items,
though every item must be of a different
type. Each data item consists of a fourcharacter 'data-type identifier, a 32-bit
length (in bytes), and a stream ofbtJtes that
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makes up the actual contents of the data
item .
Programs are free to implement their
own data types. Apple has defined twotext and Quickdraw pictures-and encourages every program to be able to read
both and write at least one of these data
types. Text is a simple ASCII string of
characters without any information on the
size, font, or position of the text. Quickdraw pictures are defined as a sequence of
commands that can be understood by the
Quickdraw routines. A Quickdraw picture
can contain displayable text (which does
include information on text size, font, and
position on the screen), a sequence of
elementary graphics commands that will
recreate the image, or the image described
as a stream of bits. These two data types
provide a guaranteed means of communication among Macintosh programs.

In addition to the change to 80 tpi,
Apple contracted Sony to modify the
drive in several other ways. Two
changes allow the Sony drive to
mimic the behavior of the Lisa
"twiggy" drives (which were originally chosen for use in the Mac): disk
ejection under software control and
variable disk-rotation speed. The first
change allows the Mac to ensure that
a disk is correctly updated before it
is surrendered to the user (that is,
you can't take a disk out of the drive
until the Mac software permits it).
The second change enables the Mac
to record onto the disk at a constant
linear density (which means you can
put more data on the outermost
tracks), as opposed to the constant
radial density approach most computers use (which puts the same
amount of data on each track regardless of position) .
The Macintosh's drive rotates
under software control between 390
and 600 rpm (revolutions per minute)
and transfers data at the rate of
489.6K bits per second (bits as recorded on the disk, not decoded data
bits). Most computers use a diskcontroller chip instead of the processor to control the drive. The Mac
(like the Apple II) uses its processor
to directly control the drive. Because
the Macintosh can control more diskrelated parameters than the Apple II
(the variable motor speed, for example), Macintosh owners will be
treated to an even greater wealth of
copy-protection schemes than Apple
II owners enjoy. Also, the Macintosh
drive uses modified group code recording to encode data onto the disk. This
technique, invented by Steve Wozniak for use with the Apple II, encodes 6 bits of data into an eighttransition group that is recorded onto
the disk surface.
Keyboard: The keyboard has 58
keys; the left Shift key is split on the
international version of the Macintosh, giving it a total of 59 keys. The
keyboard includes Return, Caps
Lock, and Shift keys in their usual
places, two Option keys, and a
cloverleaf command key (see photo
5). Combinations of the Shift, Caps
Lock, and Option keys give each key
up to six meanings; the command key

acts as a modifier and is often used
with a letter key as the keyboard substitute for a mouse-selected menu
item. The keyboard contains an 8021
microprocessor and is connected to
the main box by a four-wire bidirectional serial connection. The connections on both ends use the same kind
of square modular plug found in
most telephones.
Mouse: The Mac's one-button
mechanical mouse, about the size of
a pack of cigarettes, is essentially the
same as the Lisa's; it differs only in
the shape of the plastic housing. The
mouse is used to position the cursor
on the screen; when you slide the
mouse over a horizontal surface, the
cursor moves in the same direction
on the screen.
Serial bus: The Macintosh's serial
bus is very important because it is the
way that most future peripherals (except the second 3 1h-inch disk drive
and the keypad) will connect to the
computer. The bus can run in two
modes : with an external clock, it can
transfer data at up to 1 megabit per
second; with internal clocking (which
embeds clock bits in the data stream
itself), it can transfer data at up to
230.4K bits per second. The latter

scheme will be used to connect most
peripherals, which need only a low
to medium data-transfer rate, to the
Macintosh in a passive daisy-chained
line. This scheme implements what
the Mac's designers call "virtual
slots."
Virtual slots have several advantages over conventional hardware
peripheral slots. They reduce the
potential problems inherent in any
added mechanical connection (a
serial interface connector has fewer
pins than a typical interface board).
They reduce RFI (radio-frequency interference) by keeping the main box
leakproof and allowing easy, inexpensive shielding of the serial line.
By deciding that peripherals will
supply their own power, the Macintosh designers were able to streamline the power supply of the main
box without worrying about the
power needs of unspecified future
peripherals. Finally, virtual slots
eliminate the need of peripheral
cards to insert themselves somewhere in the computer's memory
map; the unchanging memory map
creates a known, unchanging system
architecture that all software designers can be assured of, regardless of

the peripherals connected.
The virtual-slot scheme is both
practical and elegant; it offers a
simple, standard way to connect unspecified future peripherals. The
230.4K bit-per-second data-transfer
rate is high enough to meet the needs
of most peripherals-printers,
modems, plotters, music synthesizers, and so on. However, one class
of add-on card will not work using
this scheme : processor cards like the
Microsoft Softcard, which allow a
computer to run another processor's
software. Such cards require full access to the data and address lines and
will not work via a serial "virtual
slot:' As a result, despite some
rumors to the contrary, the Macintosh will never use IBM PC- or MSDOS-based software.
Power supply: Apple designed two
power supplies for the Macintosh.
The first one uses a 60-watt switching power supply similar to one used
in the Apple II family; it can operate
on 85 to 135 V AC at either 50 or 60
Hz. For technical reasons, use of this
power supply would have delayed
the introduction of the machine, so
Apple designed and produced a
simpler nonswitching power supply

Photo 5: The Macintosh keyboard .
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(105 to 130 V AC, 60 Hz) for initial use
in the first U.S. models of the Macintosh. The first switching power supply will be used later in the year for
the international model and possibly
for the U.S. model.
The supply was designed to drive
two twiggy disks; when the design
was changed to include two 31f2-inch
disks instead, the supply had a
sizable margin of unused power.

at 7.83 MHz. The ROM contains most
of the Mac operating system and a set
of optimized 68000 routines called
the Macintosh User-Interface Toolbox. The operating-system software
interacts at the lowest level with the
hardware; it includes such things as
device drivers and memory- and filemanagement routines. The toolbox
contains various routines that let you
manipulate windows, text, the
mouse, pull-down menus, desk accessories, dialogue boxes, fonts, and
System Software
As stated before, the Macintosh other aspects of the Mac user intercontains 64K bytes of ROM accessed face. These are high-level routines
---------------------------------,

5EAnLE GNE5 YOU
AN EDGE IN 5-100
SYS I EM DESIGNS
You ca n unlock new system capabilities with hig h-performance S-IOO boards from Seattle Computer. All are
IEEE-696 compatible . But , for innovative systems that
demand performa nc e beyond the limits of conventio nal
S-IOO boards , yo u' ll want to know more about these
Seattle Computer products. Fo r example, with our
8 MHz 8086 CPU, you ' ll be able to build syste ms
that run faster a nd consume less power than be fore .
Take a closer look:

8086 CPU Set: 8 MHz 8086 CPU' CPU Support
board includes a console seri al port, a second serial
port , Centronics parallel port , vectored interrupt
controlle r, four 16·bit timers and EPROM monitor
fo r 8086 ' MS-DOS 2.0 plus development utiliti es
• 8087 numeric coprocessor is optional

• Single Qty: $595.00
64k Static RAM Fully static design makes inte rfac ing easy ' Compatible with a variety of C PU
and DMA dev ices ' High-speed (85 ns) RAM s
operate to 10 MHz with no wait states ' 16k ,
32k , and 48k OEM versions a re available

• Single Qty: $495.00 (64k)
Disk Master© Controls as many as four 8"
and four 5 .25" floppy disk drives simu ltaneously, in any combination' Uses 1793
disk controller chip' Can be used with
10 MHz CPUs • Single Qty: $325.00
Multi -Port Serial Card 2- and 4-port versions are available' These RS-232 ports
operate as either " data sets " or
"data terminals" • 36" cables included

• Single Qty: $280.00 (4-port)
$210.00 (2-port)
For the whole story on high-perform ance
Seattle Computer S-IOO boards , call :

1-800-426-8936
Dealer a nd OEM inquires a re invited .
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Seattl e, WA9818 8
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that perform the details of such complicated operations with minimum
programming on the application designer's part. For example, the
window-management routines take
care of correctly redrawing the display when a window is moved or
changed. For more details, see the
text box "The User-Interface Toolbox:'
The designers intend for you to access all ROM routines indirectly via
the 68000 "line 1010 unimplemented"
instructions, which receive their addresses from a table in RAM; this
table can be changed to point to other
routines, thereby allowing future versions of Mac software to patch the inevitable bugs that will be found in the
Mac ROM. Because the application
drives the ROM routines (instead of
the other way around), the Macintosh is an "open" system whose
behavior is completely determined by
the contents of the disk inserted into
it-that is, software designers can use
the ROM routines to create a "standard" Macintosh application, or they
can write their own code to create an
application that behaves the way they
want it to.
Although the designers of the
Macintosh have a general philosophy
of allowing only one application program to be open at a time, they have
included in the main menu a collection of short, useful programs that
can run without forcing you to end
your current program. Apple calls
these programs desk accessories. Many
of the accessories are simply conveniences-the clock accessory, for
example, shows you the current date
and time-but a very powerful accessory is called the scrapbook. Ordinarily, you can cut and paste data
from one document to another by
cutting the data into the clipboard,
loading in the new document, and
pasting in the data; this process
would be tedious if you had several
items of the same type to cut and
paste. The scrapbook is a sequence
of data items-text or graphics-that
can be stored or recalled together,
thus minimizing the number of
document changes and allowing you
to recall often-used data items easily.
The scrapbook is actually implemented as a disk file; as a result, it
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Master Card . Visa . AMEX (add .3% for
AM EX) and Personal Checks (allow 15
banking days for all personal checks) .
Please include Valid Driver's License #
and Major Credit Card for Identification .
Circle 205 on inquiry card .

tends to be rather large.
System software reacts to all peripherals on an asynchronous basisperipherals compete for the attention
of the 68000 by sending it interrupts,
which the 68000 services according to
the level of the interrupt. This keeps
the 68000 from being tied exclusively
to a peripheral-for example, to the
31f2-inch disk drive waiting to get up
to its full speed-when it could be
doing something more useful. The
Mac's designers have managed to do
this even with high-speed peripherals that usually require the full attention of a processor. For example,
disk and serial-port routines have
been dovetailed to permit the use of
both peripherals at the same time.

Disk Reliability
Reliability was one of the main
reasons that Apple decided to use
the 31f2-inch Sony disk drive instead
of the 5%-inch twiggy drive. (A projected shortage of twiggy drives was
another reason.) Apple is expecting
the Macintosh to be the first real
consumer-oriented computer, and it

sees the magnetic medium as being
more likely to fail than the electronics. The Sony 31f2-inch disk is better suited to the consumer environment. The drive can hold an acceptable amount of storage per disk, and
the small disk, with its rigid shell and
normally closed access window, is
less likely to suffer from bad handling
than a conventional 5%-inch floppy
disk . In addition, the magnetic
medium is connected to a steel hub
that the drive mates with and rotates.
This is an improvement over 51f4-inch
floppy-disk drives, which clamp the
Mylar edge of the center hole. The
31f2-inch disk hub is needed to get accurate enough disk-head placement
to make a data density of 135 tracks
per inch possible.
The data on the disk is encoded in
a way that enables the Macintosh to
recover from some disk medium or
disk file errors . The file directory is
duplicated in a normal disk file
(which can be used if, for some
reason, the directory is damaged).
Also, each block of data on the disk
includes a 12-byte identifier that gives

the file number, sequence-within-file
number, and date/time stamp for the
data in the rest of that block; this can
be used in many situations to recover
most or all of the data on the disk.

Applications and Languages
Neither application software nor a
language is included in the basic
Macintosh package. However, a twoprogram set will be available for $195;
both programs require the recently
introduced Imagewriter printer to
print things out. The first program is
Mac Paint, the drawing program we
looked at earlier. Created in house at
Apple, Mac Paint is limited to drawings that will fit on one 81f2- by
ll-inch page. Mac Paint is unlike the
Lisa drawing program (Lisa Draw) in
that it manipulates the drawing on a
bit-by-bit level (a Lisa Draw drawing
is stored as a collection of elementary
objects-circles, text, boxes, etc.) . This
representation makes some things,
such as arbitrary erasures, easier on
the Mac and other things, such as deleting a single object within the drawing, harder.

GETTHE SAME VIDEO TRAINING
THE PEOPLE AT SONY GET.

Now you can be trained by Sony even if you
aren't employed by Sony.
Because we're making our vast libra ry of training videotapes available to you. The very tapes that
teach our own engineering, service and sales personnel.
The tapes cover the products and concepts of
video and its related technologies. You can learn the
basics of video recording. Color systems.
Digital video and electronics. Television
production. And more.
Plus you can learn how to service
cameras,VTR's, and other video prod ucts. .
As professionally as Sony does.
The tapes are produced entirely by
Sony and contain
up-to-the-minute
information. They
communicate clearly and simply. And
some of them are
even programmed for
interactive learning.
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And learning through video can be done at
your own pace, in the convenience of your home,
shop or school. Reviewing is quick and easy. And
the tapes are always available for reference.
Send for your catalog, which li sts more than
250 titles. In your choice of 3/4" or 112" form ats.
Write Sony Video Products Compa ny, Tape Production Services.
700 W. Artesia Bouleva rd,
Compton, California 90220.
Or call (213) 537-4300.
Of course, there's no
obligation. Except the
obligation you have to
yourself: to find out
about the best training available in
one of the country's
fastest-growing,
most lucrative fields.

SONY;
Video Communications
Sony is a reg. trademark of Sony Corp.

Circle 340 on inquiry card.

DISCOVER THE DYSAN DIFFERENCE

pysan

Software Duplication:
It's your name o n the package label.
And your company's reputation o n
the line. Whether your program retails
for $40.00 or $400.00, or is for company internal d istribution, the cost of
duplicating it on diskettes is just a fractio n of the value of your product.
Doesn't it make sense to protect the
time, mo ney and talent invested in
your software with the fin est and most
comple te software duplicatio n services available?
Quality Software Deserves

the Quality Media.
Dysan 's software duplicatio n services are unsurpassed for fidelity of reproductio n. Not only is your program
copied une rringly onto the fin est media made-the Dysan diskette-but
it's also copied on pro prietary equipme nt manufactured by Dysan, exclusively fo r Dysan. Plus Dysan offers you
the widest variety of suppo rt services
available- from software protection
serializatio n and packaging.
Isn't it time you discove red the
Dysan diffe re nce? For mo re information o n Dysan so ftware duplication, fill
o ut and return this coupon today, or
call (800) 551-9000.

Circle 403 on inquiry card .

r------------------Dysan Software Duplication Division
5201 Patrick Henry Drive
Santa Clara, CA 95050
(800) 551-9000
(408) 988-3472
Please send me mo re details on
Dysan's Software Duplication Services.
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Here are my comments on your p
group meeting next week .
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L Moving Date: Discussing
premature, since there
awhile.

24
36
48
12

Point
Point
Point
Point

ems
Let's wait

2 _ Manufacturing Presentation: I'm concerned about John
giving the technical presentation. I really think Frank has
Figure 3: The Mac Write word-processing program.

The second program in the set is
Mac Write (figure 3), which was
created out of house for Apple and
can handle documents up to 10
single-spaced or 20 double-spaced
pages. Like Lisa Write, Mac Write can
handle multiple fonts and sizes as
well as variations achieved by adding
any combination of five modifiersunderline, bold, italic, outline, and
shadow.
Apple Macintosh Pascal, AssemblerlDebugger, BASIC, and Logo will
cost $99 each; the first two will be
available during the second quarter
of 1984, and the other two will follow
in the third quarter. The Logo is from
LCSI, which developed Apple II
Logo. Both the BASIC and Pascal
compile on a line-by-line basis into an
intermediate pseudocode, which
gives them the speed of compiled
languages while retaining the interactive nature of interpreted languages.
Both languages use separate windows for program source code and
output, and both can be debugged
48
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on a line-by-line basis. Both have
graphics and mouse commands that
call on the toolbox routines in ROM,
and both use floating-point arithmetic routines (in RAM) that meet
the IEEE-754 floating-point standard.
Mac Pascal, which was created out
of house, is interesting in that it is the
only Pascal I know of that can be executed interactively. Another nice
feature is its syntax checker, an item
that can be called from its "Run"
menu. This menu item is often
handy for finding those petty syntax
errors to which Pascal code is prone.
Mac BASIC was created in house
by Donn Denman, who worked on
Apple III Business BASIC. An interactive, multitasking BASIC, it can execute multiple copies of the same
program or multiple programs simultaneously; each program and each
running task has its own window.
Other Apple programs announced
for delivery in 1984 include Mac Terminal (which emulates the DEC
VT-52 and VT-100 and Teletype ASR33

terminals-available first quarter,
$99) . Also planned are Mac Draw (an
object-oriented drawing program)
and Mac Project (a scheduling and
project-management program) .
These are both Macintosh versions of
two Lisa application programs; each
costs $125 and will be available in the
third quarter of 1984.

Third-Party Software
Apple has not spent all its energy
trying to write all the software that
the Macintosh needs. Instead, it has
created two exemplary Macintosh
packages and gone to third-party
software developers to get them to
create the bulk of available Macintosh
software. Apple estimates that by the
time you read this, the Mac will be
in the hands of more than 100 software vendors.
At the time this was written, some
software developers had made commitments to market Macintosh software. Microsoft Multiplan and
BASIC will be available at the Mac's
Circle 352 on inquiry card. - - .

Listing 1: Graphics (listing 1a) and text (listings Ib and le) as printed by the Macintosh and the Imagewriter printer. The text shown
in listings lb and Ic is representative only; some of the fonts shown may not be included with Mac Write or may have different 11ames.
Listi11g Ib is text pri11ted out in high-resolution mode; listi11g Ie shows the same text printed out i11 medium-resolution mode. Th ese
pri11t samples are reproduced at the same size as the originals.
(Ia)

BYTE

(1b)

This is9-pointRosemoot
C)it i. U ..,.iIt .~

Cqlift
1biI illZ-piDt Dtg
This is 12-point Overbrook
This is 12-polot System
This is 12-point Rosemont
This is 12-polnt Ardmore

This is 12-point Merion
This is 12 -point variants:
-- Rosemont bold

--Rosemont italic

Thill: ill: ~poiflt RlK'lsmonl

~~i~ i:f U ..·ptti'llt .lb
11U!J is l2-pcint City

en£H~~

Thi~=: i~=:

12-point. Over·br·ook
This is 12-point System

This

i~;

12-point. Rose.rI1ont..

1YIi:::; is 12-point Ar·cirnorB
Th i sis 12-po i nt ner i on

is 12 -pOint. variants:
-- Rosemont bold

Tl1i~:

- -RUS&lll(.}11 t

ita/ie

--Rosemont underline

--Ro:::emont underline

--I.....oat outUDe
--•••••••, ."ad."
--nlCDII(lJOllCDmtt CDWttnlm. IIlhUtOCD':I
ibID 11 fO

"'~i1

These are sIze variants:
--14-potnt
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(te)

®wtuU!m@

g~t\~
!;iI~\), ~\),!;iI

a~~

~

Tlwse are size
--14-point

variant.~::

--18-point

--18-point.

--24-point

--24-point

-36-pt.

-36-pt.
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By the Way.

• •

-No, we didn't misspell the name. "McIntosh" is the apple, but "Macintbsh" is the
Apple computer. The product's original
code name was misspelled by its first users,
and Apple decided to stay with that
spelling.
-The Mac Write program was originally
named "Macauthor," and the Mac Draw
program was originally named "Mackel-

introduction; Microsoft File, Chart,
and Word will be available by midFebruary. Lotus is working on converting its popular 1-2-3 spreadsheet
program. Software Publishing Corporation will have its PFS File and
PFS Report programs available sometime in April.

angelo." People at Apple decided that the
names were too cute to use; they were
right.
-Apple is one of those exceptional companies that gives its employees credit instead of commanding them to work in anonymity behind the corporate name. The
names of the hundred or so employees who
worked on the Macintosh are molded into

through the keypad, and into the
keyboard itself. Another product, announced but not scheduled, is external hardware that will give the Mac
IBM 3270 emulation capability.

Documentation and Training

In its ads, Apple is stressing the
necessity of going to a Macintosh
Optional Hardware
dealer and trying the computer out.
The Macintosh uses Apple's new Once you have bought it, though,
$495 dot-matrix Imagewriter printer, you will probably be learning how to
the only printer that is supported by use the Mac on your own. Apple will
the current print driver within the help you in this process by providing
Macintosh. To get its level of graphics you with a cassette/disk combination.
and text quality (see listings 1a You boot up the 3 1/2-inch disk tutorial
through 1c), the Imagewriter usually and listen to the interactive lesson
stays in a graphics mode that prints provided on the cassette. (Of course,
a single column of dots for every byte you have to have a cassette player.)
sent to it by the Mac. However, the Although I have not seen the casImagewriter can print text in three sette/disk tutorial program, I think it
modes: a high-resolution mode will work well; text-only tutorial pro(listing 1b), a medium-resolution grams are fine, but many buyers of
mode (listing 1c), and a draft mode the Mac will benefit from the warmth
that uses the printer's built-in char- of a human voice teaching them.
acter set for quick text-only printing.
I saw final-draft copies of only two
(I found I prefer the medium- over Macintosh product documents. Exthe high-resolution text.) Although plore Mac Paint is a booklet (about 25
the Imagewriter could hardly be pages) that teaches you about Mac
called fast, it is not unacceptably Paint by showing you what it does.
slow, and it is considerably faster It is very easy to read because it has
than the Apple Dot-Matrix Printer more pictures in it than text. Mac
running under the Lisa computer's Write is much longer and looks more
parallel port.
like conventional documentation. It
Two other pieces of hardware are is sensibly divided into three secan external disk drive (at $395, . tions: "Learning Mac Write" (a do-byavailable during the first quarter) and example tutorial that shows you most
a numeric keypad ($99, at introduc- of the features of the program),
tion) . The external disk driver con- "Using Mac Write" (a "cookbook"
nects to the main unit via a dedicated showing you how to accomplish
"second disk" connector in back. many common tasks), and "ReferWhen the keypad is connected, the ence." All in all, the documentation
keyboard line runs from the Mac, should be quite good.

the inside face of the plastic rear housing.
Don't try to look for them, though; the
Mac is not supposed to be opened except
mJ repair people.
-The Macintosh is not going to be strictly
a "serious" computer. Some of the software
engineers at Apple are very excited about
the great games that could take advantage
of the Mac's computing power and highresolution graphics. I saw an incredible
game that has Alice (of Wonderland fame)
dodging animated chess pieces in 3D.

Service
The Macintosh has no user-serviceable parts. Unlike the Lisa computer,
the Mac is not meant to be opened by
the user; you are expected to return
your Mac to an authorized Apple service center for repair. The Mac comes
with Apple's standard 90-day partsand-labor warranty. You can also buy
a one-year maintenance contract. According to Apple, other service plans
will be available, induding options
for large-volume purchasers of the
Macintosh .

Caveats
I wrote this article after two days of
meetings with various members of
the Macintosh staff, studying preliminary Mac documentation, making numerous phone calls to Apple,
and working for several days (over a
period of weeks) with a Macintosh
computer. I used several final-draft
versions of Mac Write and Mac Paint,
though I occasionally found operating-system features that "crashed"
the system or weren't yet implemented. Apple was still making
minor changes to both software and
pricing when this was written.

Commentary
There is a lot to like about the
Macintosh; it is a superb example of
what American technology can do
when given the chance. The simple,
compact, economical design, the virtual slots, and the enhanced performance of 128K bytes of memory because of the 64K-byte ROM code are
all important innovations done well.
I'm glad that Apple decided to go
February 1984 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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2720 S. Harbor Blvd ., Suite E, Santa Ana , CA 92704

PRI TER

STORE

SERVICE, COMPUTER AND SOFTWARE
COMPATIBILITY, and LOW PRICE,
are among the ma ny factors to consider when purchasing a
printer. At the PRINTER STORE we specialize in printers, so
our professional staff can help you choose the right printer for
your personal and business needs. Every Printer Purchase
includes:

1) Low Prices
2) Same Day Shipping

3) Free Technical Support
4) Full Service Option
r~~=
I,
"

BROTHER HR-15

IDS 480

• 110 CPS, Bi-Directional, Logic
Seeking
• 24x9DotMatrix, 10, 12, 16.7CPI,
Plus Proportional Spacing
• Paral lel and Serial Port
Standard
395

$

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS
EPSON SERIES
FX 80 . . . ...... . ...... . $ CALL
FX 100 ... .. ... . ... .. .. $ CALL
OKIDATA SERIES
92A . . . . ....... .. .. . ... $ CALL
93A ... . .... . ......... . $ CALL
84 ..... ... .. . .... . .. . $CALL
C. ITOH SERIES
8510 Prowriter .......... . $ 395
Prowriter /I ......... . .. $ CALL
MANNESMANN TALLY SERIES
Spirit 80 . . ... ... ... .. $ CALL
MT 160 . .... .. .. . .. .. $ CALL
MT 180 ....... .. .... . $ CALL
IDS SERIES
Microprism 480 .... . .. . .. $ 395
Prism 80, 132 ...... . $ CALL
GEMINI SERIES
Gemini 1OX ... . . . ...... $ CALL
Gemini 15X . ..... . ..... $ CALL
De lta 10 .. . ......... . .. $ CALL

• 13 CPS - Bi-direc tional - Supe r &
Subscript
• 10, 12 , 15 and Proportional Spacing Pitch
• Optional Tractor, Sheetfeed and
Key bo ard
485

$

LETTER QUALITY PRINTERS
BROTHER SERIES
HR-1 .... . ... . . . ... .. . . $ CALL
HR-15 . . . . .... .. ..... $ 485 .
H R-25 . ............... $ CALL
COM REX SERIES
CR-1 . ..... .. .. .... . . . . $ CALL
CR-2 ..... . . ....... .... $ CALL
CR-25 . . . ....... . . . ... $ CALL
C. ITOH SERIES
F-10 40 CPS . .. .. . . .. . . $ CALL
F-10 55 CPS . . . .. .. . ... $ CALL
NEC SERIES
2010 ....... . . . .. .. ... . $ CALL
2030 .. . ......... .. . . . . $ CALL
2050 ... ........ .. . . ... $ CALL
3510 .... . . . . . . ... .. .. . $ CALL
3530 . . . . . ........ ... .. $ CALL
3550 ..... .. . . . ... . . . . . $ CALL
7710 . . ..... . . . . .. . . . . . $ CALL
7730 .. ....... . . . ...... $ CALL
NEC Accessories . ....... $ CALL

Toshiba P 1350 . .. . . ... . . $ CALL

We carry a full line of Cables and Accessories
PHONE REBATE: Call (714) 241-0701 and ask us about ...
We a re so c o nfid ent o f o ur LOW PRI C ES and S UPP O RT th at we are g Oing to as k you to rna ke the
in ital in ves trn e nt by ca ll ing us. In re tu rn . when you b u y your prin ter fro rn us. we will rebate th e cos t
o f yo ur ca ll an d d edu c t it frorn yo ur i nvoice .
HOW TO ORDER: Our ph o ne li nes are open frorn 8 a rn to 6 p.rn . PST . M o nday - Frid ay . We acce pt
VISA . M AS TER C H A RGE (a t no ex tra c harge) . pe rso nal c hec ks take two weeks to c lear CO D's
accep ted . Sarne-day shi prnent on orde rs placed befo re 1 p .rn . Manuf ac turer' s warranty app li ca bl e
o n al l equ i prn ent. Pri ces subj ec t to chang e .
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Circle 302 on inquiry card .

with a Sony 31fz-inch disk (as compared to the Lisa 1, which needs speciaC expensive, hard-to-get twiggy
floppy disks) . However, I'm disappointed that both Apple and Hewlett-Packard have used nonstandard
formats that are incompatible with
each other. It would have been nice
to start the widespread use of the
Sony microfloppy with a standard
disk format, but the incentive to
sacrifice standardization for performance is one of the drawbacks of a
competitive industry.
I also feel strongly that the basic
Macintosh package should include
two disk drives. With a one-drive system, it will take at least eight disk
swaps to back up a 3V2-inch disk .
How many people (especially novices) will go to this trouble, and how
many will suffer when they don't? (I
am not alone in feeling this way; the
first thing two BYTE editors said
when they first saw the Macintosh
was, "Only one disk drive? You've got
to be kidding!" After numerous disk
swaps when trying to load Mac
Paint from one disk and a drawing
from another, I am convinced that
most users will eventually buy the
second disk drive.)
At the time this was written, Apple
was committed to a totalIy unbundled pricing of the Macintosh-that
is, the basic Macintosh package (at
$1995 to $2495) includes the main
unit, the keyboard, the mouse,
necessary cables, a tutorial disk, and
a disk containing the operating system . Everything else-Mac Write,
Mac Print, alI languages, the 1magewriter printer, and the second disk
drive-is priced separately. Since
manufacturers want to claim the
lowest possible price for their products, unbundling is common (IBM,
for example, introduced the IBM PC
with a low-end model, 16K bytes of
memory, and a cassette port for
$1265). True, the low-end Macintosh
is far more complete than most
manufacturers' low-end products,
but Apple has taken unbundling farther than any other microcomputer
vendor-no one has sold a computer
without BASIC (or some other language) in years.
A usable Macintosh system with

Mac Write, Mac Draw, a programming language, and the Imagewriter
printer costs from $2589 to $3189; a
second disk drive will add another
$395. Apple would be wise to make
this package available at a discounted package price, just as it now
does for the Apple lIe . Apple contends that the Macintosh will become a home machine because office
users w ill take it home a few times
and like it enough to buy themselves
one for their personal use. However,
the Mac is still too expensive to
penetrate the home market significantly; that will be left to less
expensive machines, such as the
Commodore 64, the IBM PCjr, the
Apple II family, and the Coleco
Adam .
Finally, I have to point out that,
although Apple's advertisements call
the Macintosh a 32-bit system, its
MC68000 processor is generally regarded as a 16-bit processor (the
limiting factor is its inability to deal
with multiplicands greater than 16
bits) . This is no different from the

(r TE'K

vendors of some other 68000-based
microcomputers, but I hate to see
Apple hyping a machine that easily
stands on its own merits.

Conclusions
Exactly a year ago, in a product
description of the Apple Lisa computer, I said, "Technology, while expensive to create, is much cheaper to

The Macintosh is still
too expensive to
penetrate the home
market significantly;
that will be left to less
expensive machines.
distribute. Apple knows this machine
is expensive and is also not unaware
that most people would be incredibly
interested in a similar but less expensive machine. We'll see what happens:'
Now we have seen what has happened, and it is rather impressive.
The Lisa computer was important

because it was the first commercial
product to use the mouse-windowdesktop environment. The Macintosh is equally important because it
makes that same environment very
affordable. It is also important
because it is a second-generation
design that, in several areas, improves on the original.
The Macintosh will have three important effects. First, like the Lisa, it
will be imitated but not copied . In the
year since the Lisa was announced,
dozens of hardware and software
companies have announced products
that duplicate part of the Lisa u ser
environment-the mouse, the windows, the integrated software. Some,
like Microsoft's mouse-based series of
packages and Visicorp's Visi On, have
tried to mimic that environment on
a smaller, less expensive machine
(the IBM PC) with only partial
success.
In a similar way, companies will be
out to imitate the Macintosh, but
their attempts will be less successful.
Those companies that try to imitate
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the Mac on other machines will have new system that would be compartrouble matching its price/perform- ably priced. This will probably not be
ance combination. So far, attempts to attempted; only a few corporations
imitate the Lisa by enhancing an ex- have the ability to duplicate Apple's
isting computer (usually an IBM PC) design and manufacturing effort, and
have been given the benefit of the still fewer will make such a large
doubt because they are less expensive financial commitment. (Apple is the
than the Lisa; attempts to imitate the only American company that does
Macintosh will now have a harder not live under the tyranny of next
time because the Mac with software is quarter's profits; if any company tries
about as cheap as the host hardware to duplicate Apple's effort, it will
probably be a Japanese one.) Those
alone.
The only other way to match the that try will find it hard to create
Mac would be to design an entirely similar technology that competes
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--,
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with the Macintosh in size and price;
Apple is confident that a number of
its components and manufacturing
techniques will be difficult to copy.
Even though Apple has suffered
from carbon-copy Apple II machines,
it does not expect to have the same
thing happen with the Macintosh.
Second, the Macintosh will secure
the place of the Sony 31f2-inch disk as
the magnetic medium of choice for
the next generation of personal computers. I was disappointed when I
first saw that the Mac used the
31f2-inch disk----':" Another disk format
to contend with;' I thought, "and you
can't use disks from the Lisa:' (You
will be able to use Mac disks with the
new Lisa 2; see "Apple Announces
the Lisa 2," on page 84.) Once I had
heard Apple's line of reasoning,
though, I had to agree with its choice.
Hewlett-Packard's HP 150 is the only
other major computer to use the
Sony 31f2-inch disk to date; Apple's
use of it will tip the scales in Sony's
favor, and other manufacturers will
follow.
Third, the Macintosh will increase
Apple's reputation in the market; in
fact, to some people Apple will be as
synonymous with the phrase "personal computer" as IBM is synonymous with "computer." The Mac will
compete with IBM's PC, not its
cheaper sibling, the IBM PCjr. Many
business users will stay with the
"safer" IBM Pc. However, people
new to computing and those who are
maverick enough to see the value and
promise of the Mac will favor it. The
Mac will delay IBM's domination of
the personal computer market.
Overall, the Macintosh is a very important machine that, in my opinion,
replaces the Lisa as the most important development in computers in the
last five years. The Macintosh brings
us one step closer to the ideal of computer as appliance. We're not there
yet-at least, not until the next set of
improvements (which, in this industry, we may see fairly soon). Who
knows who the next innovator will
be?
Gregg Williams is a senior editor at BYTE. He
can be reached at POB 372, Hancock, NH 03449.
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Circle 355 on inquiry card.

Circle 19 on inquiry card .
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You've probably got your own
tale of woe.
It goes something like this:
the people who sold you your hardware
and software told you to call them with
the slightest problem. Not to even
hesitate. No matter how trivial.
Day or night.
But that was before you purchased,
while you were still tomorrow's
challenge.
Now you're yesterday's conquest,
and things have changed a little.
It's not that you're being totally
ignored - nothing that damning.
But you've discovered that most
of your questions deal with "after products," an area the manufacturer cares
little about.
He's not exactly a storehouse
of knowledge. His inventories are only
so-so. And he's definitely not price
comI?~titive.

What you need is a supply store.
One that's tailored to the computer age.
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Left to right: Andy Hertzfeld, Chris Espinosa, Joanna Hoffman , Geo rge Crowe, Bill Atkinson, Jern) Manock .

An Interview: The Macintosh
Design Team
The making of Macintosh
On October 14, 1983, the design team for Apple Computer Inc.'s new Macintosh computer met with BYTE Managing Editor
Phil Lemmons at the company's Cupertino, California, headquarters. In the dialogue that followed, Bill Atkinson, Steve Jobs,
Andy Hertzfeld, Larry Kenyon, Joanna Hoffman, Burrell Smith , Dave Egner, Chris Espinosa, Steve Capps, Jerry Manock,
Bruce Horn, and George Crowe discussed the evolution of their brainchild.
BYTE: How did the Macintosh project begin?
Jobs: What turns on Andy and
Burrell and Chris and Bill and Larry
and everyone else here is building
something really inexpensive so that
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everyone can afford it. It's not very
many years ago that most of us in this
room couldn't have afforded a $5000
computer. We realized that we could
build a supercheap computer that
would run Bill Atkinson's amazing

Quickdraw and have a mouse on itin essence, build a really cheap implementation of Lisa's technology
that would use some of that software
technology. That's when the Macintosh as we know it was started.

Hertzfeld: That was around January
of 1981.
Smith: We fooled around with some
other ideas for computer design, but
we realized that the 68000 was a chip
that had a future and had . ..
Jobs: Some decent software!
Smith: And had some horsepower
and enough growth potential so we
could build a machine that would live
and that Apple could rally around for
years to come. So we looked at what
the Lisa group was doing and knew
that the designers were onto some
really hot ideas. They have a lot of
very advanced things they want to do
with Lisa . Mac basically does one
thing at a time as opposed to doing
several things simultaneously. The
memory-management unit that's
critical for a Lisa application, for example, becomes something we can
do without very nicely. Our real goal
was to design a great system with just
a bit map and based on a 68000 but
also a really cheap system . Could we
write incredibly great software that
wouldn't chew up megabytes of
memory? To do what used to take
megabytes in a very tiny machine?
Atkinson: It's not like we didn't want
a memory manager in it or didn't
want lots of memory or didn't want
hard disks. What we wanted was for
lots of people to be able to own these
things. We saw something beautiful
that we built and we said, "How can
we get this out to a lot of people?"
Bill Atkinson .
Espinosa: It doesn't matter how great
the computer is if nobody buys it. trate on making the world's best softXerox proved that. The key thing ware for it .
you've got to remember is that back Espinosa: And you look at this
then, if you told anybody you could board, and every chip on there is
build a computer using a 68000 with pretty expensive. There's not a lot of
anything under a hundred integrated jellybean TTL [transistor-transistor
circuits, they would have said you logic1 running around, not a lot of
were crazy.
little off-the-shelf chips. Everything
Kenyon: Most people have twice as on there costs $4 to $9 apiece, and
many chips just for central process- that's expensive for a chip. But we've
ing unit support on the 68000. So got so few of them; instead of taking
nobody had ever conceived that you up board space with a lot of stuff that
could build a cheap system ... an you just don't need and making it unApple II chip-count system with a reliable because you've got to have
connectors and you've got all these
68000.
Atkinson: We want the most com- problems with soldering. If you just
puter that you can get for the least carefully pick what chips you want to
dollars so that the most people can use and you've got somebody like
have it. . . and then you can concen- Burrell who's genius enough to put

"-=..

the right ones together in the right
way and make them do things
they've never done before, then you
can come out with something that's
small and inexpensive and incredibly
powerful.
Smith: What gets me is that a lot of
programmers will have this long
laundry list of things they must have
before they will sit down and allow
fingers to touch the keyboard. I was
really lucky because these guys are
the best programmers I've ever seen
anywhere, not just with Apple. They
walk around between the Apple divisions, contributing this amazing
graphic stuff to Lisa- and then help
out on the Mac, too. Everybody had
this common goal of making the Mac
February 1984 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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Andy Hertzfeld.

flexible and general-purpose because
we didn't know what we might want
to do five years from now. We knew
the kind of direction we were going,
so instead of building in a graphics
controller that takes 25 chips and
then trying to figure out some way
to soup up the architecture so that it
actually would work with it, we
relied a lot on the processor assembly-language code in ROM [read-only
memory]. And it turns out that we
can make the whole system go faster
by eliminating a lot of the bus traffic
that normally slows the machine
down.
Jobs: We learned a lot on Lisa.
Atkinson: We're still learning a lot!
Jobs: If you read the Apple's first
brochure, the headline was "Simplicity is the Ultimate Sophistication."
What we meant by that was that
when you first attack a problem it
seems really simple because you
don't understand it. Then when you
start to really understand it, you
come up with these very complicated
solutions because it's really hairy.
Most people stop there. But a few
people keep burning the midnight oil
and finally understand the underlying principles of the problem and
come up with an elegantly simple
solution for it. But very few people
60
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go the distance to get there.
One of the things we really learned
with Lisa and from looking at what
Xerox had done at PARC [Palo Alto
Research Center] was that we could
construct elegant, simple systems
based on just a bit map .. . no character generators .. . and save tons of
chips if we had software fast enough
to paint characters on the screen,
given the processor. Apple was the
first company to figure out how to do
that with a microprocessor . .. and
really still is the only company that's
doing it with a microprocessor. That's
what Bill figured out how to do with
Quickdraw.
The real reason that we chose
originally to use the 68000 was so we
could pick up Quickdraw. Macintosh
uses the exact same graphic structure
and package, the exact same code, as
Lisa does. So, by paying a little more
for the microprocessor, not only were
we able to give the customer an infinitely more powerful chip than, say,
an 8-bit chip or one of Intel's baby
micros, but we were able to pick up
this amazing software, and that
allowed us to throw tons of chips out
of this thing. We didn't have to get
special custom text or graphics chips.
We just simplified the system down
to where it's just a bit map on the

screen, just Bill's amazing software
and Burrell's amazing hardware, then
in between that the other amazing
software that we have. We tried to do
that in every single way, with the disk
and with the 110 .. . rather than slots.
When we first started off with
Apple II, the variability-how you
customize your machine-was with
hardware; you plugged in a card .
And because we didn't have any idea
what these computers were going to
be used for, that variability was very
important. But now we have a much
greater understanding of what people
are using these products for. And the
customization really is mostly software now. The way I customize my
machine to do what I want is by sticking in a disk more than anything else.
Atkinson: We've already built in the
hardware that most people want.
Jobs: Right. Most of the options on
other computers are in Mac. So Andy
and Burrell really came up with an
I/O scheme that was serial. We don't
. have slots .. . slots cost a lot of money,
they make the box much bigger, and
you need a much bigger power supply because you never know who's
going to plug in what. Do you realize
that in an IBM PC the video board,
just the black-and-white video plugin card, has got way more chips than
the entire Macintosh? Anyway, so the
Mac's got most of the stuff built in.
. Rather than putting in serial ports
that operate at 9600 or 92,000 bits per
second, we paid more money and we
put in this super chip. We used the
Zilog SCC chip that Burrell picked
out, and Larry Kenyon and Andy
wrote the software to make this chip
sing. And it goes up to, what, 230
kilobits per second?
Smith: It can go up to a megabit per
second with external clock.
Jobs: And it does all the asynchronous and tons of synchronous
protocols all inside the chip. So we've
got superhigh-horsepowered serial
ports.
Smith: The whole idea is that later on
we'll be able to have logical slots instead of physical slots . We'll be able
to have multiple devices per port;
we'll use a port a lot like the way you
have slots in Apple II. But one of the
other advantages that Steve didn't

mention is that you don't have to
change the memory map of the computer. Andy and Larry Kenyon
worked on the system and the driver
software and things like that. They
said, well, gee whiz, on the Apple II
you keep having the rug sort of
changed on you; someone plugs in
a new card or, worse yet, on other
micros people are plugging in different software and different hardware, and it's hard to keep track .
Atkinson: You get into incompatible
combinations; you just can't use this
card with that card.
Jobs: The other thing about the hardware is that when Apple II was designed, a microcomputer system cost
a lot of money to build. I mean, to get
a microprocessor and RAM [randomaccess read/wrIte memory] and ROM
might have cost $50, $60. You obviously wanted to share that among
the peripherals, which is what the
Apple II did, what any slotted system
generally does. Now you can buy a
microprocessor and RAM and ROM
in a single-chip micro for about $4.
So giving each of the off-board
peripherals its own little microprocessor system is adding $5
to the cost of the peripheral. And the
cost for providing them with the
bandwidth that's needed for most of
the peripherals that are not on this
board is very low. Add a $5 bill to the
peripheral, put a single-chip micro in
it, and then talk serially, rather than
have every single user pay an extra
few hundred dollars for the price of
the slots that may never get used .
Atkinson: One way to look at the
bandwidth thing is real simple: if
there are 128K bytes, that's an eighth
of a megabyte . There's 1 megabit in
the machine, so the worst transfer
you could think of, transferring the
entire contents of the machine, takes
one second. You transfer the entire
contents of the Mac through that
serial port in one second.
BYTE: What are the serial connectors?
Jobs: There are two connectors,
DB9s ...

Atkinson: They're tricky. They can
run anything from 300 baud on up;
you can use them as R5-232C or
RS-422A.

Burrell Smith.
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Jeny Manock .

Jobs: Are you familiar with RS-422A?
BYTE: Just that it's a high-speed
serial standard.
Smith: You can do point-to-point
communications at very high speeds
with Mac without having to add, for
example, a fancy transmitter/receiver
thing . We realize RS-232C is an important thing. It's sort of the industry
standard, and a lot of stuff talks that
way, but we wanted to allow something a little more whizzy. It turns
out that RS-232C was created before
the concept of a bidirectional pin was
invented, which hampers it with
things like not knowing the sex of
devices and terminals . . .. It gets confused as to whether they're computers or not. We wanted Mac to talk
to those devices. We wanted to provide for the future so that, for example, if I ever get a spare moment, I
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can go back into the lab and make_
video digitizers and hard-disk interfaces and things like that. When we
want the bandwidth, it will be there
for the applications that we need to
support.
Jobs: Another thing is that you can
run RS-422A twisted pairs, which
means I can run these things for
several hundred meters. I can string
lines if I have a laboratory and a computer on my desk, do whatever I
want to do. They aren't DB-25s. We've
been living with giant connectors
now for years but using only a few
of the pins. So, again, we tried to save
a little bit of space in the back
because the connector space we have
is limited . We tried to cut down the
cost to the customers again, and so,
for connecting to devices like printers
and modems, which we offer and

which are the most prominent, we
just supply the cables . We also will
supply cables from one of these
things to a variety of DB-25s . . . for
the modem version, the printer
version . ..
Atkinson: Lines 2 and 3 are switched
on a modem versus a printer, so you
just use a modem cable or a printer
cable.
BYTE: From a very early time you
knew that you wanted to take advantage of Lisa's software technology,
and you also had the goal of making
that possible at low cost. When did
you have a consensus on exactly
what this hardware would have to be
to achieve that goal?
Smith: In 1981 we started looking at
the Lisa. I came up with a proposal
that said it ends up costing $14 more
to use a 68000 with 64K bytes of
memory than it does with 6809-based
machines, if you count power supply.
It turns out that it's actually easier to
interface memory to a 68000 th an to
a 6809. So in January we started really
loo king at the 68000 and the work
th at Bill was doing.
In June of 1982 we finally decided
on what we thought was enough
video. It turns out that the original
machine had 384 by 256 pixels. We
chose that because we thought we
had a shot at squeezing the machine
down into 64K bytes, and we didn't
want to throwaway a quarter of the
memory just for the screen.
Atkinson: The thing that drove us is
the 80 columns. In a word processor,
we really wanted the lines to break
on the screen at the same place they
break on the printer. There are two
kinds of word processors. There are
the ones where you just have a string
of characters and you see them however they wrap on the screen. Screen
wrap is a function of the screen, and
how characters wrap on the printer
is the printer's doing. Then there are
word processors where what you see
is what you get. You layout a line
and you know it's going to break at
the same place on the printer as the
screen, so you can do columns and
tabs and a couple of columns of numbers. Then you have to have enough
pixels to generate a full printer line
across. ' We thought we could do it

The Wizards behind the Macintosh
new machine called Apple I. His mom wor-

Bill Atkinson nearly had his Ph. D. in
neurochemistry before he admitted to

himself that his real love was computers.
He "got a quick E. E." and started his own
company. He was happily minding his
own business when his friend Jeff Raskin
asked him to come see what was happening at Apple, which was then six months
old. Bill wasn't really interested, but
airplane tickets showed up in themail.so
he took a look. What he saw was "several
years reaching into the future" of anything
he could do where he was. He stayed to
write Apple's Pascal and later became Mr.
User Interface for Lisa before he moved over
to the Mac team.
Andy Herlzfeld says, "The Apple II
changed my life." The computer people at
Berkelelj were a little narrow-minded about
letting a grad student really get into the
computer as Andy wanted to. So he spent
nearly all the money he had in the world
on an Apple II and had a computer he
could con trol completely. He decided the
Apple was more interesting than his classes
and began writing programs for magazines.
Wh en Apple bought one of Andy's programs, Steve Jobs offered him a job, which
he took when he finished school. He
worked on silent-type printers and Apple
III demos until a shake-up in his part of
the company shook him loose. He looked
around and decided to go with Mac.
Larry Kenyon arrived at Apple from
Amdahl with a double degree in psychologt) and computer science. He was working on Apple II1Apple III products when
the same shake-up that shook Andy loose
freed him, too. Andy asked Larry to join
the Mac crew because he was one of the
few people who understood the arcane art
of making the Apple II work with printer
peripherals, and anybody who can do that
has to be good. No one in the company

with 384, and we tried it with real live
documents-and we couldn't do it.
You could do it with 512, but you
couldn't do it with 384.
Smith: The diagonal lines look better,
too; the jaggies are removed somewhat, and things like that . So, with
that, we said, OK, what's that going

really believed that Mac was a product
when Larry joined the Mac team. It was
just a research effort, and there was some
risk involved-would you still have your
job in a few months?

Joanna Hoffman is still on leave from
her Ph . D. program in archaeology at th e
University of Chicago. She has a background in anthropology, physics, and
lingu istics. She came to Apple because of
Mac. After using her computer skills in the
field of archaeology for so long, she was
tired of looking at the past and turned to
the future. She was Mac's entire marketing
department for more ' than a year. She
wants to make Mac a tool that feels natu ral
for international users bt) making it speak
their languages.
Burrell Carver Smith encountered the
Homebrew Computer Club in 1975, got
hooked 011 microprocessors, and moved to
the Bay Area. Just riding around in a borrowed truck one day, he saw Apple and
decided to drop in. Th e only job Apple had
available was in the service department,
repa iring Apple IIs. He took the job and
fixed at least a thousand Apple II boards
and got involved in other projects before Jeff
Raskin and Bill Atkinson recruited him for
Mac. He talked the Lisa engineers out of
some chips and stuff and got a prototype
running over Christmas 1979. He was the
first full-time Mac person after Jeff Raskin.
Chris Espinosa says, "There was no
life before Apple." At 13 years old he could
be fo und cruising up and down the bus line
in his home town, spel1ding a few hours
at each Byte Shop on the line until the
owner threw him out. He discovered the
way to keep from getting thrown out was
to write demo programs for the machines,
so he wrote for whatever was lying
around-Altairs, IMSA ls, 01' this weird

to mean? And we ended up with
128K and . ..
Atkinson: 22K bytes on the screen,
and in a 64K-byte machine you
couldn't h ave afforded it. That drove
us to 16 RAM chips instead of 8.
Hertzfeld: By then, we knew we
were going with 128K bytes anyway,

ried when he was offered a ride to the
Homebrew Computer Club meeting with
two scru ffij cha racters named Jobs and Wozniak, but she gave in, and the rest is
history. Chris spent a Christmas vaca tion
debugging Apple's BASIC in exchange for
a whole row of 4K-byte RAM chips, which
he th ought was a pretty good deal. He
worked part-time during college writing
BASIC programs and reference manuals
and signed on full-time when he graduated. He likes being in on the design
process--!'If the machine is designed right
in the first place, you don't have to write
a lot about it."
Jerrold C. Manock was a freelance
product-design consultant with a Stanford
education who finally joined Apple when
he saw that three-quarters of his billing
was to Apple anyway. He worked 011 the
Apple II, the Disk II, the III, and Lisa
before design ing Mac. In Macintosh , he
says, "Th e outside matches the inside in
elegant simplicity."
Bruce Horn grew up at Xerox PARe,
much the same way Ch ris grew up at
Apple, and later attended Stanford . Bruce
started working at Xerox when he was 14
years old-he was one of the kids Xerox
brought in to test Smalltalk. Turns out he
was brighter than most and became a systems wizard who actually implemented
Smalltalk on a variety of different processors. Bruce is all of 23 years old now,
but he spent seven years at Xerox PARC
and brought Apple that perspective.
George Crowe and David Egner
des igned th e analog board in the
Macintosh.
Steve Capps assisted Andy Hertzfeld
with the systems software.

to run the applications.
Jobs: I just thought I'd show this to
you. This is the IBM video board; it's
only video, nothing else. It's 69 integrated circuits, more chips than an
entire Macintosh, and it basically
does nothing. And it doesn't even do
that very well.
February 1984 © BYrE Publications Inc.
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Espinosa: Forty percent more chips
than the Mac.
.
Jobs: So that sort of gives you a feeling. And again, that just has the
video on it. Macintosh, in addition to
having video that's far higher in resolution and far faster, has a 32-bit
microprocessor, 128K bytes of RAM,
64K bytes of ROM, two serial ports,
the mouse, the serial, keyboard, and
mouse interface, the incredible
sound, the clock calendar, the disk
controller ...
Smith: We rolled the whole disk controller into one chip.
Herlzfeld: And it has Lisa's graphics
and user-interface software built into every board.
Jobs: Andy was sort of the software
technical leader behind the project,
from its inception. As Andy puts it,
software sometimes stands on its
head to get rid of a chip in the hardware. And so, with a system as
powerful as this, we wanted .to take
advantage of all the features, for instance, in the serial chip and the disk
and stuff. We really wanted to be able
to have the serial ports reading while
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the disk is spinning, while the mouse
is moving, while it's making sound.
You know, all with that single board.
BYTE: What were the roots of that
operating system?
Kenyon: When we started, of course,
we were looking at the work Lisa was
doing, and the Lisa group was rolling
its own operating system, and it just
didn't seem appropriate. We took the
graphics software, which was perfect
for our machine.
Capps: The Lisa's operating system
took a lot of the user interface. For the
window manager, even the memory
manager, we started with what Lisa
had.
Herlzfeld: It turns out that Quickdraw is built on top of what Lisa
would call the intrasegment memory
manager. You relocate little objects.
We took that because Quickdraw required that support, and we sort of
turned it into our system-wide memory manager. Even the Lisa group
uses it only for the intra-application
memory .manager. Someone mentioned a neat way to do a file system,
and we thought about it and said,

"Gee, that's a good way of doing it;'
and so we did. A lot of it was experience on the Apple TI, knowing
what was sort of bad there-what we
wanted to do great here. That at least
was the conception of the asynchronous 1/0 . I knew from the Apple
II that when you make a disk request
it waits there for a whole second, a
million microseconds, just waiting for
the disk to come up to speed. We
should be able to do other useful
work while that's happening. On the
Apple II if you want to make a beep,
the whole processor, the entirety of
the machine, is devoted to making a
beep. And when you've got all the
horsepower of the 68000 there, you
don't want to waste it all on making
sounds.
Atkinson: We still make a beep with
the processor.
Herlzfeld: But we time-slice the processor such that you can be doing
other things. It happens on the interrupt level instead of being dedicated .
Macintosh uses the processor for
everything, just like the Apple II
does. In terms of the disk, we have
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The SSC 300 offers you 64K bytes of dual ported
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the same disk-controller architecture
as the Apple II, but we are just a little
more sophisticated in how we use interrupts. We give the time back to the
applications while the I/O is going
on.
BYTE: Can you say more about the
custom disk controller?
Smith: Sure. A long time ago we sort
of figured that everybody who was
doing designs at Apple with disks
loved what Woz [Steve Wozniak] had
done on the Apple II. I'll never forget,
the first time I looked at the Woz controller I said, "OK. Well, this must be
the interface disk controller. Where's
the disk controller?" I never found
the disk controller. And we've just
been in love with the way that that's
done. It's used to modify group code.
One of the things we knew, though,
was that disks would be going faster
in the future. So we initially designed
this chip so the whole company
would be able to have an ultra-Iowcost way of using Wozniak's disk
technology for every product. But we
knew that we weren't just going to be
going at 4 microseconds per bit, that

twice that would become an industry
standard ... at least an Apple internal standard . So we built in a mode,
a high-speed mode, so that it can go
twice as fast .
Atkinson: While you're getting input
from the serial port at 19,200 bps, you
can be writing to the disk and not
missing a beat. It's not the buffer
that's doing that. It's Larry Kenyon.
Every 4 nibbles, you look to see if
there's something on the port,
because in one sector's time, 24 bytes
go by.
Jobs: After we reexamined everything, including the disk format, we
said, "Do we want to go to MFM
[modified frequency modulation]?"
And the more we reexamined it,
what became clear was that the
original idea that we had for a disk
in 1978, which we are still using, is
great.
Atkinson: We get 400K bytes on this
thing, while most people get only
270.
Jobs: As an example, our scheme has
twice the margin of MFM. In other
words, when you're shipping a mil-

lion or two million computers a year,
which we intend to do, when' people
are buying media from 10 different
sources and they expect to take disks
out that were recorded in Alaska in
really cold weather and stick them into machines in Florida in a heat wave
and have them work, that margin is
really important. If you want to
equate that to reliability, we are
significantly more reliable than any
other disk system on the market,
while having higher capacity. So that
was the key decision, to stick with
the same encoding format and the
same scheme that we've used since
1978. So, while everyone else is running at roughly the same rates as Apple II, the IBM PC, and everything
else, we doubled it on Macintosh. We
set a new internal standard with the
31f2-inch disk and this new singlechip controller. And every new 32-bit
product a't Apple will use that new
standard . The media, the sector
format on that media, the disk controller, and the routines and everything to drive them is a new Apple
32-bit standard that you'll see com-

S100 system integrators ...
Integrand solves EMI problems!

/

BEFORE

AFTER

System integrators, do like Ronny Rabbit. Eliminate frustration with Integrand's low-cost
FCC verification service . We offer a one stop service that SPECIALIZES in EMI testing of
S100 computers.
Write or call for our Verification Brochure including
application note: Ronny Rabbit's Radiation Reduction
RepertOire. Be sure to ask for our free 32 page
MAIN/FRAME catalog.
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Because we give you
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.
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With all the necessary features built into
the main unit, the four expansion slots can be
used for your special needs. For example, color
or our optional 10MB hard disk.
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ing out in every future product that
we do in that family.
Smith: There were some voices
within the company that said, "Oh,
you guys ought to go with standard
formats and things like that." We
looked at doing that and it turns out
that it takes more chips to interface
to a standard floppy-disk controller,
and we have ...
Jobs: Well, I can go get the IBM
floppy board. It looks to have about
45 to 50 chips on it ...
Espinosa: I'll come and help you
carry it.
Jobs: ... including an LSI [large-scale
integration] disk controller-far less
performance, far less capacity, far
higher cost.
Atkinson: And less reliability.
Jobs: Oh, far less reliability. Larry's
software senses the disk speed, and
Burrell's hardware can adjust to one
of four hundred speeds. So if it's
written on something that's a little
out of whack, we can just adjust right
down to the necessary speed and
read it. Everything on the Macintosh
board-the serial timing, the disk
timings, the microprocessor timings,
the video timings, the sound timings-comes from one crystal oscillator and is synchronized from one
source. And, again, it';; better, of
course, technically to do it that way.
Everything works much better, but it
also saves parts, and we can offer this
thing cheaper to customers. And
most of this stuff customers will
never ever realize or care about anyway. I mean, who cares how many
crystal oscillators you have? But you
do care about how big your computer
is. You do care about how much it
costs, and you do care about how
well it works.
Atkinson: If you ever drop your computer you find out quickly how many
crystal oscillators you have.
BYTE: So with the variable speed in
the disk drives, I guess there's no
problem having two drives that are
3 percent different in speed.
Jobs: We read it and adjust it so that
the speed is accurate relative to that
crystal. That crystal on the board is
superaccurate. We can adjust the disk
drive relative to that superaccuracy.
Atkinson: You force all the disks to
68
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go at exactly the same speed by having the software constantly monitoring the speed and saying, "Ah, it's
running a little slow; jack it up a little bit;' so that each disk doesn't have
to be adjusted at all. You switch disk
drives, and the new one will run at
exactly the saine speed because you
force them all to.
Smith: It turns out that the speed
variations occur partly because you
plug in a new cassette that loads the
motor down in a different way and
also because of temperature variations that cause very long-term drifts
in the disk speed. Using a little bit of
the processor to fix that doesn't cost
us arty performance at all on the system.
BYTE: What about the display electronics?
Atkinson: Where is the display controller?
Hertzfeld: It's hidden.
Jobs: If you bite into that IBM display
board, it'll totally flicker if you do it
at the wrong time. You've seen that,
right? Woz just came up with this
really brilliant way to do the Apple
II . He realized that memory was
about twice as fast as the microprocessor needed it and twice as fast as
the video needed it. So he put the
microprocessor over here and he put
in essence the video over here, and
he put some multiplexers in the
middle. He shared the exact same
memory between the two in a way
such that this one thought it had all
the memory all the time and this one
thought it had all the memory all the
time, yet they shared the same memory! All this thing had to do was
write into certain memory locations
and, magically, it would appear on
the screen. The microprocessor never
even had to think about the screen.
All it did was look at memory locations.
Atkinson: And there was no way to
glitch the video because accesses
were mutually exclusive.
Jobs: Right. And so it turns out that,
try as we might, we have never been
able to find a better way to do it.
Atkinson: At the same time that the
processors have gotten faster, memory's gotten faster; the memory is still
twice as fast as the processor.

Jobs: And so, again, it gives you
greater performance, because you
don't have to write only at special
times and slow yourself down. It cuts
the chip count way down because
you don't need two banks of RAMs,
so the customer's not paying for these
extra chips, and it just makes a more
elegant product .
BYTE: How far does the similarity
extend between the Apple II video
and the Mac's video?
Smith: We have a three-part memory architecture on Mac. We have a
DMA window for sound, video, and
CPU. .. shared by three devices. Also,
what we do that is a little more
sophisticated than Apple II is return
memory cycles to the processor during horizontal and vertical retrace.
And with the analog design we're
able to lengthen the horizontal
retrace interval, which gives us more
performance for graphics by making
more time available to the processor
from memory and giving the analog
electronics more time to retrace the
beam. On the Apple II, Woz sort of
designed this logic board and the
power supply was kind of added . On
Mac, we really designed the entire
system as a complete system from the
ground up, so we used different constraints. I would say there's not much
similarity. The great thing about Mac
as a product is that it really wasn't
designed as just this piece over there
and this piece over there and this
other piece ... All of it was designed
in parallel, everybody knowing what
everyone else's job was.
BYTE: How did you decide on the
appearance of the machine?
Manock: Our goal in the beginning
was portability. We actually had this
cardboard model that looked amazingly like the Osborne. And that was
way before the Osborne came out. As
I said, portability was primary h ere,
and this version had an attached
keyboard that had a sort of rubber
boot around it that would fold up
and give you protection over the
screen. Steve really changed the emphasis of the product one day w h en
he said that we didn't want portability to be the primary aspect of this,
but we did want .it to take minimal
desk space. With that goal in mind,
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works for yOU!
We can buy any microcomputer product for you from our 288 participating
wholesalers. Here are the net prices on a few of the 7,000 products we can buy for
you, acting as your purchasing agent.
COMPUTERS
4.199
5.650
6.018
8 .270
2,146

Anos 580·1Q
586·10
586·20

586·14140
Basls·108

co~~~g~~A~OdbOUI '
Sys . 816A' ·
5ys. 816A AAM 21'
5ys . 816A RA M 21"
Sys . 816AH"

Sys. alsc RAM 21'

Sys. 816C AAM 21"
Sys. 816CH · ·

SY:3 . 8160 RAM 21'
Sy s. 8160 RAM 21"
81608 RAM 17"

816 16 RAM 21 "
81668KRAM21'

4.000
3.850
4.075
3.925
6,630
6.632
6.470
9,211
10.324
10,052

6.471
10.052
6 .632

• Completely Assembled
• 'Unassembled Components
1,100
M·Orlvl·H
CPU 68K
CPU Z. 6 Mhz

500
234
788
RAM 21. 128K. 14 Mhz
RAM 22 , 256K
1,292
Disk 2. Hard DIsk Contr. 500
Pragmat Ic 20 meg .
2.990
Pragmatic 40 meg.
4,686
Columbia Sys .. 2·320K
2.779

Sys .. 12 meg . 4. 119
Sys .. portable 2.390
Corona desktop, 2·320K 2.487
desktop, hard disk 3.545
por t able.2·320K 2,437
Eagle 1620
3.450
1630
4.699
PC · 2
PC· XL

2.699

Molecular SM 8 10 meg .
Morrow Micro 0, MO·2
Micro D. MO·3
Mi cro 0 , MD·ll
Morrowr lte,
MWI ,MPloo
MW1 ·MP200
MW1 ·MP300
MW2·MP100
MW2·MP200
MW2·MP300
NEC APC·H01
APC·H02
APC·H03

3.448
4,648
1.341
1.585
2.3 19
1.856
2.243

2,44 1
2.321
2.596
2.786
2.088

2,544

APC·H04
APC·HI2
Color GraptHcs
APC·H26, 10 meg .
APC·WPS 1
APC·WPS2
APCWPD4
8801A.64K
8831A. 2·320K
8881A. 28 -

2.999
2.699
618
2. 172

4,534
5.013
5.622
947
868
1.575

COMPUTERS

MONITORS

Northstar Adyantage
w/Dual Floppie s
wl5 meg.
wl!S meg .

Amdok 300 G HI·Aes
300 A HI · Res
310A
AGBII

On8~!~~8f~3e2o.

8MC 12 ~ Green
Klmlron 85 AH

2.107
3.249
4.315
309
256K 10.454
8002 MU 20. 512K 14.338
C5002A . 256K . 14M. 9.022
Pled Pi per
995
PMC Mlcromate 101
CALL
3.470
Saga IV. Low Profl1e
IV. w/DG meg.
5.385
IV. w/12 meg .
6. 123
IV. w/18 meg .
6.275
Sanyo 1250
2.433
4000
2.677

SeaUle Gaze lle. ha rd disk 5.970
Te levldeo TS·802
2.525
TS·803

Vector 4·20
Zenith ZF . IOO·21
ZF · 110·22
ZF·120·22
ZW· 11O·32
ZW·120·32

2.027
3.637
2.245
2.712
2.789
4.261
4.339

NEC 1201
1203
1205
1260
14 10RGB

Prince ton AGB wicable
Ouadram Ouadchrome
Sanyo 12 NG HI·Res
Tuan 12 ~ Amber
RGB3

USI 12 " AfTlber
Anade x 9501
9620
9625A
WP6000

Brother . parallel . daiSY
C. lloh A 10·20
8600

Cameo
Chblsworth 4200
Corvus . 6 meg .. wlo Inll.

CALL
3.340
1.629
1.395
~~c~~l ;O~e~.nlv.
2.172
Pragmatic 10 meg.
2.445
Santa Clara Sys, 10 meg . 1.970

Ta llg ra ss TechnO logy
6meg.
6 meg , wit ape
20 meg . w/lape
35 meg . wIt ape
70 meg . wllape
IBM Inl erl ace
Trantor 10 meg .

\,781
2.322
3.097
4.337

5.112
116
1.737

IBM PERIPHERALS
449
Hayes 1200 8 Modem
Keytron lcs 5 150 Keyboard 189
PlantronlCS Color Plus
CALL
Quadllnk
549

MODEMS
Hayes 1200
US Robot ics Aula 212A
Password

499
479
349

DATABASE
SOFTWARE
Condor 111
DBase II
Personal Pearl

F· 10. 40 cps .
F· l 0. 55 cps.
C 1·300 . 300 Ipm.
Datsywr,l er 2000. 48K
Datasoulh OS ·1eo
Diablo 620. 25
630 AP I

Epson FX·aO
FX · 100
MX· 100

FlOrida Oal a OSP·130
GE(General Electric)
Gemini 10
15

Qantex 6000 P
437
450
199

1.300
1.399

DMP42
H,.Pad

7020
7030
7040

1.395
1.558
569
784
299
1.323
1. 789
799

II /SSw/ml

TlIlly 160l. wl\raclor
IBOl. wllra c\or

Spu t! 80
Texas Instr. TI 810 basIc
Tl810LO
TI855

1,499
1.499

P. 1350. senal
Tra ns ler 130
140

693

1. 199

315 co l01

549

PLOnERS
Amdek . x·y
Houston In slr., OMP 29

592
1.778
771
2.321
763
461
772
573

DM P40

1.515
2.599
695
534
379

Strobe M 100
M 260

Swee t P

1.017

TERMINALS

1.050

Adds ViewpOint Al
445
Viewpoint A3 +
499
Ampex Dialogue 80 amber 720
Ann Arbor Ambas sador
1.355
C. Iloh 80A
1.016
10lE
1,278
Hazeltine Espflt I
478
Esprl111
540
Oume OVT102A
542

1.425
4.295
1. 150

1.150
875

1.710
571
750
657
3.700
CA LL
309
454
199

Go rill a Banana
IDS Pri sm 132 all options 1,395
NEC 2010
3510
7710
8023
Okldol . 80
82A
83A
84P
84S
92P
92S
93P
93S
2350P
23505
2410

Cume 11140 wllnl

ToshIba P·1350. parallel

PRINTERS

8510 Pro I. par .

HARD DISKS

PRINTERS
130
145
165
450
65
CALL
154
536
162
115
780
485
510
181
125
499
155

995
1.365
1.900
499
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CA L L
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CAL L
1.086
1.235

\.548
1.703

OVTl02G

538
555
713
715
905
1.015
932
680
1.020
1.020
635

Televl deo 914
924
925
950
970

Visual 330G
Wyse WY , 100
WY ·200
WY ·300

Zeni th Z·29

ACCOUNTING
SOFTWARE
Altos Accoun t ant
1.899
CYMA. each module
750
Graham Dor ian. ea. mod
420
MBSt . each module
455
MIcro Computer
Consultants. ea. mod ,
450
Ml crotax
CALL
Open Systems , ea . mad.
568
Struc tured Systems ,
each modu le
735
Systems Plu S
345

CALL US FOR YOUR NET PRICE ON ANY OF 7,000 OTHER PRODUCTS
WE CAN BUY FOR YOU .
F.O.s. shipping pOi nt . Prices subject to change withou t notice.
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574 Weddell Drive, Suite 5
Sunnyva le, CA 94089
(408) 744-0646
Open Monday thru Friday, 8·5 PST
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Circle 306 on inquiry card ,

we realized that the keyboard didn't
have to be exactly the width of the
computer,
Jobs: To use the earlier design you
had to have some sort of arrangement to tilt it up, And what we
noticed was, well, fine, what if you
just lift the back up here like this?
Then, because you have all this space
underneath, you could put the
floppy disk underneath . So you
make a unit that's more vertical, has
a smaller footprint.
Atkinson: It has to be up enough so
your eyes can see it anyway; you
need the height.
Manock: Steve thought, too, I
think-in a gut reaction sort of waythat everybody was going low profile
and wide, and we never have wanted
to be a "me, too," I think our vertical
format is correct when you think of
human factors.
Hoffman: Jerry, you might want to
turn the back around , We made it
truly international. I think it's one of
the few products aside from Lisa that
is completely usable anywhere you
care to take it.
Manock: Did you see the icons on
the back?
Hoffman: We started out with the
case and went from the outside in,
trying to make it more and more international the more we thought
about it. And Jerry was just great as
soon as he realized that we really did
want to bring it to the whole world,
He had marvelous ideas on how to
eliminate every word of text, take
everything off the package so that we
don't have to be an American product
anywhere that vye go,
Jobs: In Mac, there's no English on
the outside of the case. Everything's
iconic , And there 'is absolutely no
English in the ROM. It is universal in
nature. When the thing comes on it
puts a few icons on the screen, If
something goes wrong, it can't boot
or something, it puts a frowning Mac
on, If it's booting it puts a happy Mac
on. It loads all the languages, all the
country-specific stuff, off the disk.
So, because the keyboard is detachable and mapped anyway, to localize
Mac all you do is change the keyboard, manuals, and the disks_
Nothing in the box has to change.
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And another real breakthrough is this
thing called Resources that Bruce
Horn invented.
Herlzfeld: The data is factored out
from the code. You know, most programs are a mixture of control logic
and just raw code.
Atkinson: The virtual-memory architecture on the data parts of the program allows us to factor it out 1;)0 that,
without rewriting a program at all,
without recompiling or relinking the
program, I can take a copy of Mac
Paint and in 15 minutes make a German version.
Herlzfeld: Because all the text is kept
in a well-known, well-defined place.
Horn: Until December, people didn't
really know what the resource
manager was, because they really
hadn't had any contact with it,
besides me. I knew what I wanted
from it because I had to do Finder
and all that other stuff. Andy just
looked at it over time and figured out
what you could do with it. And I was
trying to say, well, this can do this
and this ... It was really Andy having
the biggest view of the system saying

''PortaPac™?,,

that this could really be a great thing
for a lot of stuff.
Herlzfeld: Another thing to ask
Bruce about is the Finder, which is
our most important application, the
first thing that comes up on the machine. That's the program with all the
little icons, the desktop manager, I
guess we're calling it. That's Bruce's
conception and communication.

'In Mac, there's no
English on the outside
of the case.
Everything's iconic.'
Hoffman: There are numerous
subtleties with this. Picture a
dialogue box, for example. A
dialogue box, when you put English
text in German, starts overflowing its
limits and starts looking very different. You have a button that says,
"Put this away." In German, that
takes a paragraph and overflows the
box .. . . But Resources lets us change
not only the text but also the physical
PLAIN TALK.

TESTIMONY

Contrary to popular belief, PortaPac'· is not
something you take with you camping. PortaPac
is a portable data container with multiple uses.
Have you ever tried taking 50 pages of notes or
manuscripts with you on the road, on business
calls? Well, that's how much you can put in a
model P2064 PortaPac that measures 4 inches by
9 inches .. That's approximately the size of 2 packs
of cigarettes . Except PortaPac is thinner - it 's
only 1 inch thick. And what about versatility?
PortaPac uses the industry standard RS232C
communication protocol. No more worries or fuss
about single density, double density, soft sector, 10
hard sector, 16 hard sector, and other mumbo
jumbo disk formats. PortaPac can functio~ as
data terminal equipment, i.e., similar to your terminal, or as data communication equipment, i.e.,
similar to your computer or modem . Or, if you
like, it can be put in line between your terminal
and your computer. Totally transparent. Maintenance? There is virtually none . All you do is
change the battery when the low battery light
comes on - every 1 to 5 years depending on the
model! What's more, your PortaPac ,automatically retains its contents when power goes out.

Here's how some of our customers are using their
PortaPac ...
• Transferring manuscripts prepared on Osborne
to IBM and Xerox systems
• As a portable storage device for the Tandy
model 100 computer
• Demonstrate hardware with demonstration
package stored in PortaPac
• Transferring information between NorthStar
Advantage, Morrow Design Micro Decision,
and DEC PDP 11 machines
• As a replacement for floppies on machine tools
control computers
• The list just goes on and on . . .

What can Porta Pac do for you, yo u ask? How
about transferring information (including programs) between computer systems? At 19,200 sustained rate! No more staying up all night just to
get your data reliab ly thru the modem at 1200
baud. How about taking it with you on sales calls?
Display your information on the client's computer
or terminal , turn around and enter orders into
PortaPac for later processing. And what about
your customer engineers? How about putting
your diagnostic program in the PortaPac, and
download it into the computer? The uses just go
on and on ...
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look of those dialogue boxes, or anything, through something called
Resource Editors .
Jobs: Otherwise, you'd have to get into the source listing. You'd have to
change not only the languages, as
Joanna said, but also the geometries
of the dialogue boxes and make them
bigger. It would take you awhile; it's
not something that's impossible, but
it's something that never gets done.
And it's certainly something that you
have to be the originator of the program to do. What we've done by pulling all the language-specific stuff out,
through this beautiful mechanism
called Resources, is write these other
programs called Resource Editors. By
running a Resource Editor, you
could, if you knew German, simply
run a program on the program, get
in there-literally on the screen-and
just stretch the boxes bigger. You
could select a text and retype it in
German and move things around if
you wanted. You can examine every
icon, every dialogue box, every alert
box, every pull-down menu, everything, without being a programmer,

AND HERE'S MORE ...
Our model P2064F is a dedicated version of the
model P2064. Once started, it will always retain
the last 64K characters of information passing
thru it. Put it inline between your computer and
terminal. No more cussing because you just lost
the last 4 hours of work doing data entry when the
power went out or the diskette went bad .

AND AN ADDED BONUS ...
The PortaPac can function as a printer buffer! So
now you can take the PortaPac to a high speed
serial printer and get your reports quick! Again
and again if you wish .
Want to know more? Write or call us and we'll
send you additional information. Pronto!

~I

Cryptronics, Inc.

11711 Coly River Circle, Suite 7
Fountain Valley, CA 92708
Phone: (714) 540-1174
N
PortaPac Is a trademark of Cryptronics , Inc.
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by Brett Kirk
Owner
Poseidon Aquatics

'lOur business is

wholesaling tropical fish to
pet stores. We're not a
large-sized company, but
we have one whopper of an
inventory-control problem.
That's where dBASE II®
comes in."

The one that didn't
get away.
"We needed a fast
program, and dBASE II, the relational
database management system from
Ashton-Tate, gave us the speed we
needed to quickly log in our weekly
live-fish shipment in terms of total
numbers received, the kind and numbers of each different type; the cost per
fish-all critical factors in determining
our pricing and being able to pass along
savings to our customers whenever
possible without hanging us out to dry
profitwise.
"We're sure glad we bought
dBASE II when we did. I think our
customers are glad, too."

Once you try dBASE II,
you'll be hooked.
If you're up to your ears with data
Circle 29 on inquiry card.

that has to be managed quickly and
efficiently, dBASE II can really help
you stay afloat.
For all the particulars, contact
Ashton-Tate, 10150 West Jefferson
Boulevard, Culver City, CA 90230.
(800) 437-4329, Ext. 212. In the U.K.,
call (0908) 568866.

ASHTON .TA1E
Suggested retail price, $700.
dBASE II is a registered trademark of Ashton-Tate.
©As hton-Tate 1983
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without getting the source code, and
very quickly, too, using the user interface of the Macintosh.
Atkinson: Anything that XYZ software company put together, even
though the company didn't think
about Taiwan, will run in Taiwan .
Jobs: But do we want it to run in
Taiwan?
BYTE: Are you going to market it aggressively in Japan?
Jobs: Yes.
Herlzfeld: My favorite thing about
Resources, being selfish, is that the
same facilities that allow us to translate English into 7, 10, 20, a million
different languages are the same
facilities we use to translate technish
to English in the first place.
Hoffman: The other component of
this is that it allows us to not just introduce products that feel to the
native user like a native machine,
natural to them, but also that we can
start coming very close to making
simultaneous product introductions.
The software that is developed in the
U.S. can fly over there for them, for
the fragmented markets in Europe,
for example. Europe does not allow
for the same kind of development of
software houses as the U. S. because
the markets are all so fragmented you
can't amortize development of the
software over as large a user base. But
given that the Europeans now have
the capability of using a localized,
globalized software, if you will, their
market grows because each individual software developer in France
now can view the whole world as a
market. We feel that it will give an impetus to the development of software
developers, third parties, in Europe,
and in more fragmented markets as
well .
Smith: An international power supply, too, so the exact same unit basically can be used anywhere in the
world .
Egner: It doesn't care whether it's
50-Hz input.
Manock: Just one additional thing on
these : the icons on the back are from
the International Electrotechnical
Commission (1EC). We didn't invent
all these ourselves ... wherever possible we used symbols that already
existed-for example, AC line power
74
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-that are world standards. Where
we didn't have symbols that existed,
we used the lEC's closest symbol as
best we could and then added what
we thought made sense. For example,
we needed a symbol for a modem, so
we started with lEC's telephone symbol. We tested them to make sure
there was good recognition. We'll
submit these new icons to the IEC to
have it suggest that they be the standards added to its encyclopedia of
symbols.
BYTE: What is this machine going to
make possible that other comparably
priced machines have not made possible? How will it change the personal computing scene?
Jobs: Right now, as you know, when
you use a word processor, it will do
two or three things. The first thing
Macintosh will do is make the existing types of applications an order of
magnitude easier and more approachable for people. Therefore the
available market for this machine is
going to be giant compared to the
available market for the people who
are willing to invest 40 to 100 hours
learning to use their computers.
That's the first thing.
The second thing is that there are
going to be new types of applications
available that could not be available
on the current generation of personal
computers-it is technically impossible to do. The perfect example is
Paint. Paint is impossible to do on an
Apple II or an IBM PC or any of the
other first-generation products. You
can do a mockery of it, but you can't
really do it. And there are going to
be lots of applications like that.
You've seen Lisa Project. That, of
course, will be running on Mac. And
we don't even know the kinds of applications that are going to come out
in six months to a year. As an example, we'll be able to laser-print output
from this thing by next June, and that
is pretty exciting to us. So, if we sell
these on a university campus, you'll
be able to take your disk into the library and get output off a laser
printer, which will be approaching
typeset quality. That's the kind of
stuff we're doing; you just can't do
that on a current-generation personal
computer.

And then the third thing is what
Burrell and Larry and Andy and the
other software people have done.
When we shipped the· Apple II, we
fundamentally shipped about 2K
bytes of ROM with system code. The
IBM system's got 8K bytes, but it's
really kind of loose as a goose; it's
about 4K bytes by our standards of
code. Mac has 64K bytes of the tightest, most elegant code that this company's ever written. Most of the computers now are basically shipping a
file system and a few drives, but
what's really interesting is that on top
of that, we've layered on memory
management and on top of this is
Quickdraw.
Jobs: Mac's a completely open machine-we've got a book called Inside
Macintosh that tells all the secrets of
it. But we're going to try to get a little uniformity through the carrot
rather than the stick. And the carrot
is that there's a finite amount of RAM
in this machine, and we've done all
these things for you in ROM. Now,
you can do them yourself, there's
nothing that says you can't do them
yourself, but if you do, you've got to
write them, which is going to take
time and means you're going to be
slower to get to market; you've got to
chew up precious RAM space, and
the chances are pretty good that we
did a better job than you'll do. So
we're going to try through the carrot
to get a little bit of uniformity in the
user interface in some of the ways the
things are done.
Hertzfeld: See, we're really a 192Kbyte machine, and if the programmers want to throwaway 64K, then
they're doing a dumb thing.
Jobs: We're a 192K-byte machine that
deep-freezes 64K.
Hertzfeld: Highly tuned, tested, debugged, highly compact, very fast,
very high-quality consistent code.
BYTE: What are all the factors in this
that make it go so fast?
Hertzfeld: Sweat.
Jobs: Burrell, Andy, Larry, Bill-how
long did you work on Quickdraw?
Atkinson: Four years.
Hertzfeld: All of us care a lot about
performance. Surprisingly, that's
unusual. A lot of people don't care if
their system's . ..

Encounter REVELATION
For $950, Revelation Software by
Cosmos will give your PC capabilities that no microcoputer has ever
had before. Through a versatile,
high performance Relational Data
Base Management System
developed by Cosmos, Revelation
will give your microcomputer all
the power and sophistication
of a minicomputer.
Revelation features a data base
with variable-length fields and
records, (up to 64K), and unlimited
files and accounts. File size is

P. O. Box AH, Morton, WA 98356
Circle 93 on Inquiry card .

limited only by disk size.
Also featured : A powerful,
hybrid programming language.
A fourth generation applications and program generator
Our programs write programs!
Communications functions
that give your PC the power to utilize applications, programs, and
data from thousands of existing
mainframe and minicomputers.
8087 math chip support
Revelation co-exists with
MS/ DOSTM or PC/ DOS"f!'1 1.0, 1.1,

COSMOS

2.0 versions, and is compatible
with the IBM PC~ X'fl;M COMPAQ~
Corona~M Columbia Multi- '
Personal®and the Eagle 1600™.
It's also compatible with minicomputers utilizing the PICK
Operating SystemTM Minimum
configuration requires 320K
memory and 8087 math chip.
MS/DDS'· of Microsoft
Corp. IBM PC Registered
TM of Intern ational
Business Machines Corp .
COM PAQ'" of COMPAQ
Computer Corp. PICK
Operating System" of

PICK SYSTEM S. Eagle
1600 " of Eagle
Computers . Corona PC"
of Corona Data Systems .
Columbia MultiPersonal '" of Columbia
Data Products Inc.

Telephone 1-800-422-2511
Inside Washington 206-496-5974.
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Atkinson: Like Quickdraw. I won't tion to figure out what's the most imeven count the first runs in Pascal, portant thing. This little baby, the
but the first runs in assembly lan- 68000, has sixteen 32-bit registers sitguage were running 160K bytes, ting there, and the way you get perbefore I added a lot of the new fea- formance out of that is to keep them
tures. It's now down to 24K bytes full. Keep the registers full of imporwith lots more stuff in it. Character- tant stuff all the time, That's the way
drawing speed is one you look at for you make this processor sing, So you
drawing an arbitrary size character, go down and you do register allocaan arbitrary starting pixel clipped to
'Optimization without
an arbitrary area. We were running,
when it was being developed on Lisa,
measuring is wasted
about 1000 characters per second the
time. Find out where
first time. Well, I got that up to 4000.
the application's really
Mac is running about 7000. That's
spending time and go
seven times 9600 baud. This is typical
of all of our software packages here.
whump on that code:
You go through, get the best algorithms first, get the stuff right. Then , tion, and then you don't stop, Then
crunch it down, make a first pass in you feed it back, you get your people
Pascal, get the algorithms right, find to use it ,
Quickdraw was designed by "pull"
the cleanest algorithms, find all the
corners, and make sure they're from applications rather than "push"
tested. Then I translate it into loose from the design team. You provide a
assembly language to get down into facility, watch the applications group
assembly language and get it work- try to use it, understand where they
ing. Then I'll go through and get all misunderstood something-maybe
the bugs out again, and I'll go you've got a bad model, you want to
through and do fine register alloca- make it simpler and cleaner-or
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code, And any other cases they're
very seldom using, squeeze them
down in size, and stretch the other
ones, There's always a trade-off between size and speed. Stretch out the
common cases, let them be bigger
and much faster, and then keep the
generality by squeezing down the infrequent cases, So play your odds ,
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9S percent of all characters are drawn
in OR mode, Statistical measuring of
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much more performance on your
average throughput than you can if
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r think we all believe that system
software should be done in assembly
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give you the performance and the
code density that you can get out of
assembly language.
BYTE: So far, it has seemed that with
all the systems that have mice, all
those that are on the market, you pay
a great price in terms of performance
to get ease of use.
Atkinson: You make a responsive
system; it isn't just draw some characters out there. It's also, remember
where you put them because if the
guy touches on them you want to
light them up. There's a lot more guts
in that application.
Jobs: It's not just systems that have
mice. What's happening is there are
a whole bunch of things that go with
the mouse. It's not just hanging a
mouse on a first-generation personal
computer and using the same old,
fixed-pitch text and things like that,
just replacing four cursor keys. What
we've done here is take a quantum
leap, where, in addition to having the
mouse be the major pointing device,
we've gone to full proportionally
spaced fonts, totally software-painted
on the screen, any size, any shape ...

totally new architecture for displaying things to the user.
Atkinson: But the responsiveness is
where the code goes.
Jobs: The responsiveness and the fact
that there isn't a mouse-based system
out yet that uses a 68000. We're obviously using the power of the 68000
in addition to this code.
Smith: There are some tricks we
played in the hardware, too. For example, we knew that the ROMs
would have real important things in
them. So we made the ROMs sort of
read-only cache memory, whereas
the RAM has to contend with video
and sound for access, so we cut that
down to the bare bones, but the code
that's in ROM, like Bill's graphics and
the other stuff, can run as fast as you
can run a 68000.
Jobs: If you look at the really great
applications, even on first-generation
personal computers, most of them
are written in assembly languageVisicalc, 1-2-3-it's like if you're going
to sell a million of something, it pays
to handcraft it in assembly. If you're
going to sell 10 of something, it prob-

ably doesn't. If we'd written this in
Pascal, we would have been able to
fit a fourth as much code in the ROM
or would have to have four times the
ROM, and you wouldn't have had
the performance. Because we're going to sell 10 million of these things
in the long run, it pays to superhandcraft it; we only have to do it
once. Every time these ROMs are
burned, it doesn't cost us any more
engineering .. .it's all been done up
front.
Capps: Because we cared enough to
do it as well as we possibly could.
Jobs: We took a 12K-byte Pascal program running on a Lisa and we said
we want to do this in 2K and make
it faster. But we had that extra year
to do that . And we also had the
motivation, of course.
Atkinson: When you're writing assembly, you know each instruction is
going to take 2 microseconds, it's going to take 4 bytes of memory. In
Pascal, you're removed from that, so
you don't concentrate on performance as much. When I'm doing I/O
stuff in assembly language I look at
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Our message to you is simple. If you like
the quality of Dysan, Verbatim, 3M, et ai,
you'll like the quality of Beck soft sector

Why does Beck cost less?
Our philosophy is: Excellent quality and reliability, at a cost
that beats the jackets off other diskettes. We can do it because we (1) put our money into the product, not megamarketing schemes and fancy packaging;
and (2) sell our money-saving 25diskette pack to you direct via a
toll free order line, so you get fast,
door-to-door service efficiently.

Wh~n you buy Beck,

you ve gO! the best. . ..
Beck Quality. Beck Rell~blilty.
And, of course, Beck Price.
10, soft sector 5'/4" diskette $2.19 each
20, soft sector 5'/4" diskette $2.79 each
For IBM, Apple, TRS and 97% of
popular microcomputers.
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5'/4/1 flexible diskettes. The only major
difference is cost. We're less expensive.
In fact, a lot less expensive.

What about quality and reliability?
.

At Beck, our success as a diskette manufacturer depends upon our ability to provide you
with a fully reliable , quality diskette - every
time. For that reason we take no shortcuts.You
get the best because we are committed to
excellence. Every diskette is manufactured to
very strict quality standards. We test and retest
21 times throughout the manufacturing process to insure compliance with no less than 42
rigid specifications. We make sure you get
the very best - a 100% certified,
10001< error free diskette.

Order Now
Toll Free
IIII[!lp r,;..~\

g:;fJ

C'3C) ONLY
Corporate Accounts Welcome

Order Toll Free l-1DJ.232-5614. Available in 25 pack only, plus freight. Complete
with hub reinforcing rings, Tyvek envelopes, color coded user labels, and nonmetallic
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1
write protect tabs. All Beck Diskettes meet or exceed ANSI specifications.
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Our satisfaction money-back
guarantee and full 7year war-

ODor 10 Door
in 48 hrs.
(in New Hompshire
call 924·3821j
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SALVO Shatters
The Information Barrier!
At last. Create your own applicat ions in a fraction of
the time compared to BASIC, COBOL or any data
base language. You know exactly what you want. Now,
let your personal computer generate that information
by using SALVO, the fourth generation infoml ation
manager from Software Automation, Inc. It's Better.
Faster. And Easier to use.
Natural Language Interpreter. Unique ~o SALVO,
this allows you to enter the following type command,
"List my customers and their orders. " Watch as
SALVO generates the application. It truly shatters the
information barrier. In minutes you get what you want,
the way you want it. Inventory, Accounting, Mailing
Lists, Sales Reports and more.
Fourth Generation Language. SALVO is a powerful
nonprogrammer's language combined with a true
relational DBMS. This method increases your
productivity 10 to 20 times nomlal! People in all

professions can benefit from SALVO. Regardless of
their level of expertise.
Applications Development Package. SALVO is a
complete tool for information management. Develop
your own applications. Maintain youi data base.
Retrieve infomlation using natural language . All of
these functions can be pelformed by nonprogrammers.
SALVO is also a complete application generator
for advanced users and professional programmers.
SALVO's secret is simple. Technological innovations
including art ific ial intelligence (expert systems, natural
language processors) combined with relational
data structures.
SALVO runs on most personal computers. Compatible
with MS-DOS, PC-DOS and CP/M. SALVO requires
only 64K memory. SALVO is available at your local
computer store or you may contact us for information
on how to get your own personal preview copy.

•

.sort£;lO'reAutomathn/nc

See SALVO At Softcon Booth L4023
New Orleans Feb. 21-23.

14333 Proton Rood Dallas. "!exas 75234
(214) 392-2802
Circle 334 on inquiry card .
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Circle 382 on inquiry card.

Less

for Your
Money
If you do word processing on
your personal computer, you
probably know that there are
many programs for sale to help
you with your spelling. But the
biggest spelling error you'll ever
make is paying too much for your
spelling correction software. The
Random House ProofReader
gives you less for your money less trouble, that is, and fewer
spelling errors. The Random
House ProofReader is based on
the world famous Random House
Dictionary. It contains up to
80,000 words, depending on
your disk capacity. You can add
new words with the touch of a
key. It shows you the error and
the sentence it's in. It instantly
suggests corrections. It even rechecks your corrections. And it
costs half as much as other
programs with far less power. The
Random House ProofReader is
compatible with all CP/M 2.2®,
MS-DOS® and IBM Personal
Computer® systems.

For o rd e rs or inform a tion, see your
local d e aler or call 505-281-3371.
Master card and VISA accepted. Or write
Random H o use ProofReader, Box 339- B,
Tijeras, NM 87059. Pl ease enclose $50
and specify your computer model,
disk siz e and memory .
Ra nd o m H o u s t: and t h e H o u se d es ig n art: reg is tered
t rad e m a rK s o f Ra ndom H o us e, In c. C P / M is a reg is ter e d tr adem ark o f D ig ita l Res earc h , In c IBM a n d IBM
P erson a l Comput c r a re rCJ;l:i s ttc' red tra d e m a rk s of
Int e rnati o n a l Busi n ess Mac h in es, In c MS -DO S is a
reg is t e red trad e mark o f Mi cro soft, In c
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the theoretical maximum speed you
can run at . Why not do it as fast as
you can possibly do it? Especially
when you're doing disk I/O stuff.
How fast can you get into an interrupt and out?
BYTE: Andy, let's talk about the early days, after it had become
Macintosh.
Hertzfeld: I don't know, there's
something that makes a job a little
more fun to work on when the odds
are against you . And that's sort of
how it was in the early days. I was
maybe the fifth or sixth person to
come work on it. Steve took me over
to this little building separate from
everywhere else, where there were
these incredibly great people working on this little wire-wrap PC board.
All it could do when you turned it on
was write "hello" on the screen about
80 times. And everyone was incredibly excited to see it write "hello"
on the screen because it meant that
the central processing unit was there
and all that potential was there to be
mined. I spent my time mining that
potential.
The very first time we got an early
version of Quickdraw running, and
we got the mouse going-that'S just
an incredible thrill. Or getting back
the first PC board-we all went out
for pizza on Friday night. We got the
boards in about four o'clock Friday
afternoon, and Steve said, "Well, if
you get these done before midnight,
we'll take you for pizza," and we
stayed there ... not because we
wanted the pizza, but because we
wanted to see that board working.
And I think that none of our Mac PC
boards have ever had to have a wire
run to fix something, which is pretty
amazing. That's the attention to detail
that you just can't get people to do
for money. We do it for love . . . this is
the most important thing in our lives
... to make that great computer.
It's fun for me because I like operating on a systems program where I
can operate in an environment where
. there's not that much support. In the
early days when I first started here,
the first thing I did was corne in and
write all kinds of crazy demos,
stretching things around on the
screen and making balls bounce, and

one reason to do it was that I didn't
want to write the system code until
I was good at writing 68000 programs. So I just wanted to learn by
having fun, and the other reason is
that it gets people excited about it.
Just this raw hardware sitting there
doesn't do too much, but once you
start making this fun thing happen
and that fun thing happen, the excitement starts getting generated. You
get to attract other good people, and
one by one we picked up on more
and more people. We were very, very
selective; it was very hard to find
people to work on Mac software,
because on one hand we had the
very high goals of doing this research, Xerox PARC-like stuff with
uncommon, high technical standards. On the other hand, we had a
very inexpensive, limited-memory
machine. So all the Xerox PARC-type
guys who came and interviewed
said, "Oh, you don't have 2 megabytes? Forget it, I don't want to work
on this thing." They're all used to
their Dorados. But gradually we
found great people like Larry and
Bruce who were turned on by the
dream, and they came and joined our
band, and I guess we reached critical
mass.
Atkinson: Most of the early people
were recruited from Apple .. . and we
have a pirate's flag that we sometimes
put on the roof. The idea is we're
pirates and we go around and try to
steal the best we can from anywhere
we can get it, and mostly that's been
from Lisa. A lot of it's been from Lisa,
but it's true in initially putting together the team, too; we try to get the
best people we can from anywhere in
the company.
Hertzfeld: One of the slogans Steve
came up with when we had a retreat
in January was "Let's be pirates;' the
idea being that we were mavericks
out to blow people's minds and overturn standards, create new standards,
not do things like everyone else .
Atkinson: There was always the thrill
that this was going to be the one project that was probably the most amazing thing you were going to be doing in your life.
Herlzfeld: And the other slogan was
"The journey is the reward.".
Circle 398 on inquiry card ." " "

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The U.S. Air ForcelNASA have
developed an experimental spacecraft given the title XTM. Due
to the vague description as to the design or purpose of the XTM,
the press is still in the dark about many aspects of the craft or
its intended mission. It has been discovered , however, that at
least three pilots have been lost' the
of the mysteriou

video display, and can be expanded
to 1 megabyte (the memory capacity
of the Lisa 1); it will cost "und er
$4000;' according to Apple (the exact
price had not been decided when
this was written) . The Lisa 2/10 will
add an internal 10-megabyte Winchester hard disk and will sell for
"under $5500:' All the Lisa application programs will be available
separately for $200 to $400 each.
Apple planned to have the Lisa 2
available by January 24.

Software

The Lisa 2.

Apple Announces
the Lisa 2
by Gregg Williams
When several of us at BYTE saw the
Macintosh, we were seriously concerned about the fate of the Lisa in
the face of the Macintosh, a machine
that is one-third its price and clearly
superior in some areas. Apple has
answered these concerns by announcing two versions of the Lisa 2, along
with the Macintosh, at its annual
stockholders' meeting on January 24.
84
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New Features
The Lisa 2 will use the same modified Sony 31h -inch floppy-disk drives
as the Macintosh. It will be sold with
a new, faster operating system, one
31f2-inch floppy disk, and 512K bytes
of memory (the single drive takes the
place of the two 5V4-inch drives in the
Lisa 1) . The Lisa 2 includes a mouse,
detached keyboard, built-in 12-inch

Aside from the availability of a
larger hard disk, the most welcome
feature of the Lisa 2 family is that it
will be able to run all Macintosh software as supplied on 3 1h -inch disks.
When the Lisa 2 boots a Macintosh
program, the system will look and
behave like a Macintosh, except that
it will automatically take advantage
of all the extra memory in the Lisa 2.
Since literally hundreds of companies are developing Macintosh software, the Lisa 2's ability to run it
greatly increases its software base
and, therefore, its usefulness.
Both the Lisa 2 and the 2/10 come
without an operating system . Lisa 2
owners will need to buy the Macintosh operating system (unpriced at
the time this was written); Lisa 2110
owners can buy that operating system or the multitasking Lisa operating system (for about $300). With the
Lisa operating system only, you will
be able to have multiple windows,
each of which can contain a separate
application.
Apple is planning two new releases
of Lisa software as well. The first
release, available in late January, has
optimized various parts of the operating system to make Lisa programs
run faster and use the 10-megabyte
hard disk . This software release will
be free for anyone who bought the
Lisa before September 12, 1983 (when
the price was reduced and the software was unbundled), and available
at a nominal fee for buyers of unbundled Lisa software.
The second release of Lisa software
will come sometime during the second quarter of 1984. This software
will increase the integration among

Lisa products (for the first time, you
will be able to move graphics from
Lisa Draw to a text document in Lisa
Write, data from Lisa Calc to Lisa
List, and data from Lisa Terminal to
Lisa Calc, for example) . It will also include enhancements in many of the
Lisa application programs. For example, Lisa Write will include a spelling checker and the ability to process
form letters, Lisa Graph will allow
data to be graphed in new ways, all
programs will support a $5000 laser
printer and a 70-megabyte hard disk
to be introduced by Apple, and Lisa
Draw and Lisa Graph will support
color printing. The second release of
Lisa software will be available to
owners of previous versions for a
nominal fee.

PREVENT THE DISASTER
OF HEAD CRASH AND
DROPOUT.

Upgrading
Lisa 1 owners have two upgrading
paths. Apple will let them upgrade
The war against dust and dirt
to a Lisa 2 for free or to a Lisa 2/10
never ends. So before you bootfor $2500 (both upgrades involve re. up your equipment, and
placing parts in the Lisa I, not swapeverytime you replace a
ping the Lisa 1 for a new Lisa 2). In
cassette ,disk or drive
both cases, Lisa 1 owners will keep
filter, be sure to use Dust-Off' II ;
their 5-megabyte Profiles, thus allow- it counteracts dust, grit and lint.
ing them to transfer all their informa- Otherwise you 're flirting with
tion to the new system (by copying costly dropouts, head crashes
and downtime.
all such data from 5V4 -inch floppy
Dust-Off II is most effective
disks to the Profile before converting
w hen used with Stat-Off II. Statto the Lisa 2) .
Conclusions
With the announcement of the Lisa
2 and 2/10, Apple has made the Lisa
computer both more competitive and
part of an innovative, powerful, but
still affordable family of computers.
The reduced price and Macintosh
software compatibility of the Lisa 2
make it far more attractive to potential buyers than the Lisa 1 was. The
features added to the Lisa application
programs make them even more useful than they currently are. Finally,
Apple's upgrading policy is commendable because it does not leave
behind the Lisa 1 owners who supported I the machine in its early
days .•

Gregg Williams is a senior editor at BYTE. He
can be reached at POB 372, Han cock, NH 03449.

Off II neutralizes dust-holding
static electricity while Dust-OffII
blasts loose dust away There 's
also the Dual Extender and MiniVac for vacuuming dust out of
hard-to-reach places.
Photographic professionals
have used Dust-Off brand
products consistently on
their delicate lenses and
expensive cameras for
over ten years. They
know it 's the safe, d ry,
efficient way to contaminant-free cleaning.

Cleaning not provided by liquid
cleaners.
Dust-Off II's remarkable
pinpoint accuracy zeros in on the
precise area being dusted. And
you have total control-everything from a gentle breeze for

Stat-Off II neutralizes dust-holding
static electricity from media and
machines.

delicate computer mechanisms
to a heavy blast for grimy dirt.
Don 't let contamination disrupt your computer operation.
Stock up on Dust-OffII-the advanced dry cleaning system,
at your local computer or
office supply dealer.
Or send $1.00 (for
postage and handling)
for a 3 oz. trial size and
i

DU5rOffII
The safe dry cleaning system

Falcon Safety Products. Inc .. 106b Bristol Road. MountalOslde, NJ 07092

Circle 140 on inquiry card.
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Epson.
For those who need it,
simplicity.
One computer.
Two points of view.
The Epson QX-lO personal computer.
To many, the Epson represents the
ultimate in simplicity.
Just press a single key for the function you require: word processing,
scheduling, business graphics, address
book or file management. One keystroke produces your program. There
are no rigamaroles to remembet: No
disks to change.
The result: you stan to work
immediately. And you stan being productive, immediately. With step-bystep prompts. In plain English, not
computerese.
Simplicity itself.
Or is it?
The plain fact is that the ease of
operation the Epson offers today is
accomplished with a degree of technological sophistication most other
computers can only promise for tomorrow - specifically, fully integrated
software, operating in an interactive
environment.
The few other computers offering
such
cost $5,000
to $15,000
more."simplicity"
And most other
computers
can't
offer it at any price. Which makes
one wonder exactly what they do offer,
in terms of either simplicity, or
performance.

Ot; you can write your own,
utilizing a variety of progranlming
languages such as COBOL 80,
FORTRAN 80; or Microsoft'" BASIC,
which is included, free.
Best of all, you will run the
software of your choice on the
computer of choice. The highperformance Epson. With 256k
random access memory. 128k dedicated video memOty The
breathtakingly sensible
HASCJ'" keyboard.
Dual 380k double
density disk
drives.
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HOW MUCH CAN YOU DO
ON 1HE EPSON? HOW MUCH
ARE YOU READY TO DO?
The Epson's ease of operation
may spoil you, but it certainly won't
limit YOl!o
Case in point: every Epson comes
complete wi th an integrated software system - Valdocs'" - to effortlessly
provide the basic functions for which
most people buy computers. But it
is important to note that the Epson also
comes with CP/ M"'-80 2.2. So you
can choose from hundreds of programs:
dBase II,'" Wordstar,'" Personal Pear4'"
Supercalc,'" Microplan,'" MBA General
Ledger,'" Multiplan,'" Peachtext,'"
Spellwriter,'" and DatavietLi'" just to
name a few.

-

Graphics
capabiliti es unequalled in
its price GU1ge. A high resolution monito!;
640 by 400 pixels, for clarity few computers in any price range can offer. Plus,
an RS-232C interface, a paralJel printer
interface, and internal space for up to
five peripheral cards so you can expand
your Epson as your needs require.
One further point: all these features,
and quite a few more, are included
in the Epson's $2,995 price. Some com-

Epson.
For those who can handle it,
performance.
puter companies ask you to pay extra
for features like these. Most can not offer
them at any price.
That, too, is performance. The kind
of performance that can make choosing a
personal computer very simple, indeed.

EPSON QUALITY OR, WHY
WONDER WHAT TERRIBLE
KLUDGES LURK IN WHICH
SLEEK BOXES.
If you know computers, you
know Epson.
Epson
printers set
the industry
standard
for quality,
reliability
and value.
Rest assured,
the same
can be said
for the Epson
personal
computer.
The satisfying silence of
the slim, Epsondesigned diskdrives is one way
for you to judge or,
for an inside-out
perspective, here is an
excerpt from a review
by Jim Hanson in the
April, 1983 issue of

Microcomputing'"

"The Epson QX-lO is soundly designed
and executed. I looked hard and found
no evidence of kludging or shorting out
anything in the natl1e of economy. All
the connectors have gold on them atld are
of quality manufacture. Th e printed
circuit boards are heavy, with soldermarks
on both sides of double-sided boards.
The circuit boards are completely silkscreened with component labels, atld the
layout is as professional atld clean as
you will find anywhere."
Isn't this what you expect? After all,
it's an Epson.

A WORD TO THE WISE:
GET YOUR HANDS ON
THE EPSON.
Is the Epson a simple, easy-to-use
computer for beginners? Or a sophisticated
high-perforrnance computer for the
experienced? The answer is "yes:' And
when you think about it, aren't those two
computers the one you need now.

For technical specifications, and
the complete, 3-part Microcomputing
review, along with the name of
your nearby Epson dealer, call to11free (800) 421-5426. California residents, call (213) 539-9140.
·Excerpt reprinted hy permission of Mknx:ompucing Magazine.
All rights reserved.
CP/ M is a trademark of Digital Res~art'h , Inc.
Valdot's anci HA)CI are trademark-; of Rising Star Industries.
dBase II is a trademark of A'ihton·Tate.
Wordstar is a trademark of Micropro.

Personal Pearl is a trademark of Pearlsoft.
Spellwriter and SupercaJc afe trademarks ()f S()f(:im.
Mlc:roplan is a trademark of Chang Labs.
MBA General Ledger is a tr~ldt'mark of Mic:ro BlIsiness
AppliGltions.
COBOL 80. FORTRAN 80, Microsoft, and MlIlliplan

art' tradt'l11ark.<; ()f Microsoft.
Pt'<lchtt'xt is ~I trademark of Peachtree Software.

EPSON

STATE-OF-THE-ART. .. SIMPLICITY.
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Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar

Build the Circuit Cellar
Term-Mite ST Smart Terminal
Part 2: Programming and Use
The supplied standard control software supports several character
attributes and various configuration options
by Steve Ciarcia
Last month, in Part I, I introduced
you to the Term-Mite ST intelligent
video-display terminal, shown in
photo 1. It is designed around the
new National Semiconductor NS455
Terminal-Management Processor
(TMP) . This self-contained terminalcontroller chip permits the essential
features (see table 1) to be provided
by only 21 integrated circuits.
This month I'd like to pick up the
story beginning with a discussion of
the firmware, that is, the program
logic inscribed in ROM (read-only
memory) inside the NS455A that
runs on the internal microprocessor
to control all the terminal's functions.
Welllook at the functions of the firmware, the configuration-switch settings, the Escape sequences and control functions, and, finally, demonstrate putting a few characters on the
screen.

Factory-Supplied Control
Program
The control program has four
main sections: the initialization code,
Copy right © 1984 Steven A. Ciarcia .
A ll rights reserved.
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the main keyboard-scanning and ized, the program enters the characwait loop, the display-processing ter-processing loop, which is often reroutine, and the interrupt-processing ferred to as the main wait loop. If a
routines. (Since keyboard scanning scanned keyboard is being used,
may be a new technique to some of scanning occurs every 10 millisecyou, the logic flow of this code sec- onds (ms) during this loop. When the
tion will be described in detail.) The hardware detects a character, a
program is constructed in a modular branching instruction passes control
fashion; a general flowchart is shown to the display-processing routine. (A
in figure I, while a memory map is more definitive explanation of keyshown in figure 2.
board scanning follows.)
The initialization routine is exCharacters typed on a parallelecuted when the terminal is first encoded keyboard are handled
turned on or when it is reset. The somewhat differently, as are characroutine first checks all the display ters received from the host computer
memory and the serial I/O (input/ or another terminal. When a characoutput) circuits; then it reads the con- ter arrives from one of these sources,
figuration switches and loads the the hardware of the Term-Mite ST
NS455A's registers with their initial generates an interrupt, and 'control
values. Many values must be loaded automatically passes into one of the
into registers before the terminal can interrupt-handling routines. In the
work: among them are the timing- case of the parallel keyboard, its datachain constants that specify charac- strobe signal generates an external irIter-cell parameters; values for cursor terrupt (an irIterrupt relyirIg on harddefinition, horizontal, and vertical ware outside the processor); the intiming; values for the character attri- . terrupt handler causes the TMP to
butes and other display controls; read the typed character from the I/O
values to determine character posi- port, queue it for display, transmit it
tions; and values that set the data (if necessary), and return to wait for
rate, parity, full- or half-duplex trans- the next character.
mission mode, etc . .
When the hardware receives data
After everything has been initial- on the serial input line, it generates

an internal interrupt. Control
branches to several routine$ that
determine what type of interrupt occurred and take appropriate action.
The first test checks for received characters in the buffer of the UART (universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter). If a character is found in the
buffer, it is queued for display (i.e.,
placed in the holding area for data to
be shown on the screen) . If no character is found, the register contents
are tested for a match with the special
value that indicates an empty-transmit-buffer condition, in which case
the program tries to fill the transmit
buffer. The final test is for the internaltimer; timer interrupts happen
every 10 ms and are used to trigger
the keyboard scanning. If the TermMite ST is not set up to use a scanned
keyboard, the internal-timer interrupt
produces no activity.
Because of the operating differences between scanned and encoded keyboards, the control program contains two routines for reading a keyboard character. The encoded keyboards are handled by the
external-interrupt routine. Very few
processor instructions are required to
fetch the character, since the data
comes in from the I/O port already
encoded as values in the ubiquitous
ASCII (American National Standard
Code for Information Interchange)
character set established by ANSI
(the American National Standards
Institute). In contrast, getting a
character from the scanned keyboard
takes a fairly lengthy subprogram,
which must examine the switch
matrix of the keyboard for closures
and convert that data into a meaningful ASCII character. The two keyboard routines, however, merge at
the point where the ch~racter has
been identified; a common section of
code is used to display, transmit, and
queue the character.
The display-processing subroutine
is entered from the main wait loop
when the program finds that the
input-character buffer is not empty.
If the character appearing in the buffer is part of an Escape sequence, the
processing routine decides whether
to wait for additional information
(more characters) or to take immedi-

Photo 1: A prototype of the Term-Mite ST circuit board, measuring only 4 Vz bt} 6 Vz inches.
The design incorporates the National Semiconductor NS455A Terminal Management Processor.

1.24 lines of 80 characters each, uppercase and lowercase
2. supports either scanned or parallel-encoded keyboards
3. selectable data rate, parity, cu rsor, and display options
4. attributes: reverse-video, half-intensity, double-height, double-width, underlined , blinking
and/o r blanked character
S.line (block) graphics
6.21 Escape functions
7. 14 co ntrol functions
8. twe nty-filth-line reve rse-video status display
9. self-test
10. separated-sync or composite-video output

Table 1: The features of the Term-Mite ST intelligent video-display terminal.
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ate action. ASCII control codes are
processed immediately. If the received character is an ordinary displayable character, it is simply displayed and possibly transmitted
through the serial port.

Keyboard-Scanning logic
The scanned keyboard is fundamentally a set of push-button
switches arranged in a set of rows
and columns and wired together
with diodes. Every 10 milliseconds,
triggered by the internal-timer interrupt, the Term-Mite ST looks at each
row and column in turn to find out
if any of the switches have been
closed.
The basic scanning algorithm is
shown in figure 3. The first thing the
routine does is check to see if the keyboard is currently enabled (it is possible to turn the keyboard off). The
scanning loop is initialized for 16 columns of key switches. The wire along
the first column is driven to the voltage that represents logic 1 while the
row lines are monitored. If the logic-l
voltage appears on the output of any
row, the terminal knows that the key
at the intersection of that row and column is being pressed. Whenever the
scanning loop detects a hit, program
control momentarily leaves the loop
while the row and column coordinates are used to look up the appropriate ASCII value in a codeconversion table. The lookup routine
also notes the current status of the
Control, Shift, and Caps-Lock functions.
The key value is compared to the
value found during the last scan; if
they are the same, the routine assumes that the key simply has not yet
been released from the previous
stroke and ignores the key-pressed
condition. (When typing, most people hold down each key long enough
for many scans to occur. Except when
the Repeat key is in use, the terminal
assumes that continued closure of
the key switch should not produce
further output.) If the scanning
routine finds that the most recently
read key value is indeed a new character, it stores the value and resumes
scanning. If two key switches are
found simultaneously closed in one
90
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(la)

RESET AND
INITIALIZATION
CODE

MAIN
WAIT LOOP

r-----,
~

NO

I

HAS

- - - I CHARACTER

INTERRUPT
QUEUES CHARACTER
(SEE FIGURE lb)

I

~EE~Q~~~

NO

YES

DISPLAY
PROCESSING
NO

?

i is cHARACTER-'"
-

--l

TO BE

I

I

DISPLAYED
I
L _______
J

PERFORM
DISPLAY
HOUSEKEEPING
AND MANAGEMENT

Figure 1: A flowchart of the control program supplied standard by National Semiconductor
for the NS455A. The main code is shown in la while the interrupt sections are in lb.

column, the two characters are processed in turn before the scan is
restarted.
After all the columns have been
scanned, the routine checks the character-value storage to see if any keys
were pressed. If the number of "hits"
found is greater than four, it exits
with no output. Valid characters, produced by one to four key presses per
scan, are queued in the keyboard
buffer for display and output. The

routine also checks the Repeat key;
if it is being held down, the program
initially delays 1 second and then
begins to queue the same character
again at intervals of 0.1 second. If no
keys were detected during the scan,
the program cleans out the keyboard-buffer storage area, resets the
interrupt mask, does some housekeeping, and returns from the
interrupt.
(Note: The keyboard-scanning rou-

(lb)

INTERNAL INTERRUPTS
TRANSMIT
CHARACTER
INTERRUPT

RECEIVE
CHARACTER
INTERRUPT

YES

QUEUE IT
FOR DISPLAY

RETURN
FROM
INTERRUPT

EXTERNAL INTERRUPTS (ENCODED

tine is somewhat hardwaredependent. A numeric keypad and
separate input lines for Control,
Shift, Repeat, and Caps-Lock keys
may not be available or work the
same way in all keyboards. The standard program is written to operate
with an Oak full-travel membrane
(FTM) keyboard. Other keyboards,
including the one shown in photo 2,
can be made to work with the standard NS455A, but the Oak keyboard
can be used with a minimum of
trouble.)

Configuring for Use
The biggest annoyance of today's
advanced intelligent terminals is that
they can be complicated to use.
When you unpack a new unit you

KEYBOARD ONLY)

can expect to spend at least an hour
trying to set the switches for all the
proper optional modes and functions. At such times I fondly recall
first plugging in my completed TV
Typewriter in late 1973 (see references
2 and 4). There were no confusing
configuration switches or Escape sequences. I just typed.
The Term-Mite ST, though small,
was designed to be powerful, so it
has to include some options that you
set before use. I have tried to keep
them as simple as is compatible with
flexibility. These options are both
hardware- and software-configurable.
In the Term-Mite ST, three eightposition DIP (dual-inline pin)
switches let you set up the unit to

assume certain operating conditions
and parameters when you first turn
it on. Once the terminal has been
turned on, most of the switch-preset
parameters can be changed by online commands received either from
the keyboard or through the RS-232C
port. In this same manner, some additional parameters that don't have
switches can be set up. The commands are sequences of ASCII characters, either single nonprinting control codes or ordinary characters preceded by an Escape character (Escape
sequences) .
Control codes, as in most ASCIIencoded applications, are generated
at the keyboard by simultaneously
holding down the Control key and
one other alphabetic or character key.
The binary value emitted is within
the special low range of ASCII codes
designated for the control of devices.
These codes do not normally cause
any symbol to be printed or displayed, so they are referred to as nonprinting. A list of the control codes as
used by the Term-Mite ST (running
with the standard firmware) is shown
in table 2 on page 96. An ASCII control code is often abbreviated by the
corresponding printing character preceded by a caret or an up-arrow; thus
,,- G" stands for Control-G.
Escape sequences are more complex .
These consist of characters that are
mostly in the range of regular ASCII
values, but the normally printable
codes are transmitted following the
special ASCII Escape character (decimal 27). This Escape character is so
named because the characters that
follow it "escape" from their normal
meanings. (In the context of an
Escape sequence, almost any meaning is possible for any character,
although some Escape sequences are
widely used, and one set has
achieved the status of an ANSI standard equal to ASCII itself-see
reference 1.) In the Term-Mite ST, an
Escape sequence consists of at least
two keystrokes: the Escape key followed by an uppercase letter (in the
set A through Z, with some unused).
The Escape sequences activate various functions of the Term-Mite ST.
Only direct cursor addressing and
the set-attribute-value function reFebruary 1984 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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Keyboard
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Photo 2: The Tenn-Mite ST can be connected to the stack-pole keyboa rd shown here, but the NS455A can be used more easily with an Oak
full-travel membrane (FTM) keyboard from Oak Switch Systems Inc. , POB 517, CnJstal Lake, IL 60014. An enclosure from Pac Tec (Enterprise
and Executive Aves. , Philadelphia, PA 19153) enhances the tenninal's appearance.
HEXADECIMAL
LOCATION

HE XADECIMAL
LOCATION

000
INTERRUPT VECTORS AND SELF -TEST CODE

065
INITIALIZATION
CODE

14D

100

INTERNAL-INTERRUPT ROUTINES

181
SCANNEDKEYBOARD CODE

200

209
MISCELLANEOUS SUBROUTINES

32A

300

EXTERNAL-INTERRUPT ROUTINE

360
CHARACTER AND DISPLAY PROCESSING
3EA

400
CONTROL-CODE
PROCESSING

500

54C
ESCAPECODE
PROCESS I NG
6EO
STATUS-LI NE
HANDLI NG
'7FF

Figure 2: Memory use btJ the NS455A control program .
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quire more than one character following Escape.
When power to the Term-Mite ST
is first turned on, the three groups of
configuration switches are read and
their values stored in appropriate registers in the TMP. The switches appear to the processor as memorymapped I/O devices; logic 1 is considered to be the on or closed position. (National Semiconductor's software refers to the groups as switches
4, 5, and 6, so I have used the same
designations in the Term-Mite schematic.) Their configurations and various settings are shown in tables 4, 5,
and 6 and in figures 4, 5, and 6.

Programming the Term-Mite
70 0
800

Your use of the Term-Mite ST can
be simple or complex, depending on
how you write your host software: to
use the control commands and
Escape sequences extensively or not

WHEN YOU'RE READY
OUR PC PLUS KIT
WILL BE WAITING

10mb Internal Upgrade
When yo u're ready to boost yo ur
storage capacity from 640K to 10mb
without boostin g power and without
eating up desk-top space, o ur intern al
PC PLUS will be just a phone
ca ll away .
Waiting to give yo u all th e capacity of
the *XT at a p rice that saves yo u
hundreds of do llars co mpared to the
cos t of trading up.
The DSS PC PLUS kit uses a halfheight 10mb Winches ter disk drive th at
gives you all the benefits of Winches ter
technology - increased data integrity,

faste r access - without taxing th e
power supply. It also includes a
Winchester disk controller th at is
IBM formatted .
The DSS PC PLUS kit presents
the storage soluti o n yo u need now.
What are your data storage needs? At
DSS , we d o much mo re than sell
compone nts. We create solutio ns.
The DSS PC PLUS kit includes:
- 10mb half-height disk drive
- D SS Co ntro ller
- Full height front bezel
- Mounting hardware
- Cables

Features and Benefits
- IncreaslSd capaciry
- Increased access rime
- Upgradeabiliry
- No.qddirional power requirements
- Enhanced cooling
- O ne board controller solurion
- Operares wi rh 1. 25 MS-DOS
rhrough 2.0 MS-DOS
- Inrernal upgrade
I l omb half- heighr Winchester =
3 r floppy's
- Increased daea inregriry

Retail price: $2250
from the dealer nearest you

.....

~~
~~

. . " WI

WI

2907 N. 55th St., No.5 Boulder, Colorado 80301 303 / 449-7587 Toll Free: 800-851-PLUS

Data Storage Solutions, Inc.
*XT is a regi s tered IBM tra Jcmark

Circle ~ for Dealer Inquiries. Circle ~ for End-User Inquiries.
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Your computer's telephone.
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What will counteract NDC
74-0054-60?

Wouldn't it be great if you could
use your IBM®PC to tap into vast
resource libraries across the country?
To transfer files to your partner,
upstate? Or from your broker, down
the street?
It's possible. All you need is a
modem, to connect your computer
to others. Down the hall. Or thousands of miles

Hayes Smartmodem. Think of it as
your computer's telephone. Hayes
Smartmodem 300;rMand the faster
Smartmodem 1200,TMallow you to communicate over ordinary phone lines.
But any modem will send and
receive data. Smartrnodems also

Gary: The pedigrees for next week's
auction are as follows ...

dial. answer and disconnect calls.
Automatically. And without going
through the telephone receiver.
making them far superior to acoustic
coupler modems.
Choose your speed; choose your
price. The lower-priced Smartmodem
300 is ideal for local data swaps and
communicates at 300 bps. For longer
distance and larger volumes, Smartmodem 1200 operates at baud rates
of 300 or 1200, with a built-in selector
that automatically detects transrnission speeds.
Both work with rotary dials.
Touch-Tone®and key-set
systems: connect to most timesharing systems: and feature
an audio speaker.
Smartrnodem 1200B™is also available as a plug-in board. Developed
specifically for the Pc. it
comes packaged with Hayes'
own communications software, Smartcom n~M
Smartcom II. We spent
a lot of time developing it, so
you can spend less time using it.
Smartcom II prompts you in the

Sold 1000 shares at H for net profit
of 6000. Richard.

simple steps required to create,
send, receive, display. list. name and
re-name files. It even receives data
completely unattended-espedally
helpful when you're sending work
from home to the office, or vice versa .
If you need it. there's always "help:'
This feature explains prompts, messages, etc. to make communicating
extra easy.
With Smartcom II, it is. Case in
pOint: Before you communicate with
another system, you need to "set up"
your computer to match the way the
remote system transmits data. With
Smartcom II. you do this only once.
After that. parameters for 25 different remote systems are stored in
a directory on Smartcom II.
Calling or answering a system li3ted
in the directory requires just a few
qUick keystrokes.
® You can store
lengthy log-on
l~'
sequences the
same way. Press
one key, and Smartcom II automatically connects you to a utility or information service.

(l) H

aUes

Sm.rtmodem 300.1200 .nd 1200B.re FCC .pproved in
the U.S. and DOC approved in Canada. All require an
IBM PC with minimum 96K bytes of memory; IBM DOS
1.10 or IDO; one disk drive; and 80-column display.
Smartmodem 1200B. (Includes telephone cable. No
serial card or separate poweroouree is needed.)

NO
Smartcom II communications software.
NOTE, Smartmodem 1200B may also be installed in the
IBM Personal Computer XT or the Expansion Unit.
In those units. another board installed in the slot to
the immedi.te right of the Smartmodem 1200B may not
clear the modem; also. the brackets may not fit properl y.
If this occurs. the slot to the right of the modem should
be left empty.

And, in addition to the IBM Pc.
Smartcom II is also available for
the DEC Rainbow™ 100, Xerox
820-rr~M and Kaypro IrMpersonal
computers.

Backed by the experience and
reputation of Hayes. A solid
leader in the microcomputer industry, Hayes provides excellent
documentation for all products. A
limited two-year warranty on all
hardware. And full support from
us to your dealer.
So see him today. Break out of
isolation. Get a telephone for your
personal computer. From Hayes.

Hayes Microcomputer Products.
Inc .. 5923 Peachtree Industrial
Blvd., Norcross, GA 30092.
404/441-1617.

Smartmodem 300. Smartmodem 1200. Smartmodem 12008
and Smartcom II are trademarks of Hayes Microcomputer
Products. Inc. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines. Corp. Touch-Tone is a
registered service mark of American Telephone and
Telegraph. Rainbow is a trademark of Digital Equipment
Corporation. Xerox 820-11 is a trademark of Xerox
Corporation. Kaypro II is a registered trademark of

4 OR
MORE KEYS
DETECTED

NO

?

YES
NO
CLEAR KEY
STORAGE
AND FLAGS
YES

Figure 3: A flowchart of the keyboard-scanning routine.

at all. If you just want to write BASIC
programs, youll probably never have
to do more than use the default
switch settings. If, however, you want
to use the terminal as part of a
screen-template inquiry-transaction
system, you'll want to use all the
character attributes and graphics
options.
Some forms of the Escape sequences cannot be generated through
the keyboard (ones with leading-zero
attribute values, for example); these
must be supplied by the host computer. One of the easiest ways to do
this is to use the CHR$ function in
BASIC, giving the decimal values of
the required characters. I used a
Radio Shack TRS-80 Model 100 port-

able computer to generate the displays depicted in the accompanying
photos. With these few simple examples, I'll try to give you a feel for
the use of the control functions. The
communication protocol is peculiar to
the Model 100, but the basic approach and much of the code can be
used on other machines.
The first example is shown in listing 1 on page 102, a demonstration
of displaying blinking characters.
Lines 20 and 25 in this BASIC program
clear the screen with a Control-L, then
position the cursor at the sixteenth
line with a sequence of the type ESC,
M, x, y. An ESC, I, 251 sequence sets
the blinking attribute for the single
word ''BLINKING'' (attribute bit 2 set

Non-Linear Systems. Inc.
© 1983 Hayes Microcomputer products. Inc.

Circle 166 on inquiry card .
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Control Code

Effect

Control-G

Ring the bell. The - G code causes a strobe pulse to be sent out bit 5 of the 1/0 port to trigger a 100-ms one-shot
multivibrator, which can be connected to a piezoelectric transducer.

Control-H

Backspace. The destructive backspace moves the cursor to the left; the new position is blanked. Wrap-around occurs
from line to line, including a screen wrap from the home (upper left) to last position.

Control-I

Horizontal tab-fixed every eight locations. The tab function is handled by the Tab key or by the -I code. Each line is
divided up into fixed eight-character tab zones. Each Tab received causes the cursor to jump from its current position
to the start of the next tab lone, proceeding to the right. Screen scrolling occurs at the bottom of the screen.

Control-J

Linefeed. - J is the standard ASCII Linefeed character.

Control-K

Vertical tab-fixed every eight lines. - K moves the cursor down the screen eight rows. If the cursor is at the bottom of
the screen, the display scrolls by eight lines. Intervening lines are always blanked. The cursor column position always
remains the same after - K; no carriage return is performed.

Control-L

Clear screen and home the cursor.

Control-M

Standard ASCII Return character. - M moves the cursor to the leftmost column .

Control-N

Cursor up. The cursor is moved up one line by the - N code. The movement is nondestructive, and the cursor will
wrap around the screen from top to bottom when the top line is reached.

Control-O

Cursor down. Similarly, the cursor moves down one line, nondestructively, when - 0 is detected. Again, wrap-around
from bottom to top occurs.

I

Table 2: The functions of ASCII control codes in the Term-Mite.

Escape
Sequence

Effect

ESC, A

Auxiliary (printer) port on. An ESC, A sequence will turn on the auxiliary printer port, if it exists (the port hardware is not
implemented in Term-Mite). Everything displayed on the screen wi ll go out the auxiliary port as well. Note that Return
and Linefeed characters are not sent to the display routine unless the terminal is in Control mode. (All control characters
are then put on the display graphically.) The ':AUX ON" message is displayed on the status line when this Control mode
is active.

ESC, B

Display switch-register status in status line. An ESC, B causes the UART configuration switch and data-rate code to be
displayed on the status line.

ESC, C

Control mode on. An ESC, C sequence causes the unit to enter the Control mode. This mode of operation permits you
to see all the normally nondisplayable ASCI I characters (e.g., Return, Linefeed) on the display screen. The control
characters are displayed as reverse-video, half-intensity uppercase letters. ':A" through "Z" plus some punctuation are
used. In addition , the message "CTL MODE" is displayed on the status line.

ESC, 0

Toggle on-line/local mode. You can set the terminal to on-line or to local mode from the keyboard using this Escape sequence. It is a toggle function; i.e., each use causes the terminal to change from the current state to the other one. The
status line also displays the current state.

ESC, E

Toggle full-/ha/f-duplex mode. This is also a toggle function (see ESC, D) except that you can go from full-duplex (FOX)
to half-duplex (HDX) communication and back. The terminal's current state is displayed on the status line.

ESC, F

Control mode off. ESC, F turns the Control mode off. The ASC II control characters now resume their normal operation
and function. The message disappears from the status line.

ESC, G

Set graphics mode on. The ESC, G sequence flips the status line to normal video and enables the graphics attribute for
characters specified in the AL1 register. This is t~e mode to use when doing forms drawing with the supplied terminal software. Thi s state remains in effect until turned off by another Escape sequence (ESC, H) .

ESC, H

Set graphics mode off. To turn off the graphics or line-drawing mode, the ESC, H sequence is used.

ESC, I, v

Set Attribute Value. You can set attributes to any combination by using the ESC, I, v sequence. If internal attributes are
being used, the contents of AL1 are replaced with the 8-bit binary value v. When using external attributes, the value v
is loaded into the current-attribute-value register. Al l subsequent characters wi ll have this value loaded into their external
attribute memory unless it is changed by another ESC, I, v. Bits are added together to obtain v for each combination of
attributes as shown below.
Attribute Bit
bit 7
bit 6
bit 5
bit 4
bit 3
bit 2
bit 1
bit 0

Table 3: The effects of Escape sequences in the Term-Mite ST
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Attribute
graphics
blanked
underlined
double width
double height
blinking
half intensity
reverse video

Control Code

Effect

Control-P

Cursor left. ~ P moves the cursor left one column, nondestructively. Screen wrap-around from right to left will cause the '
cursor to move up a line each time the wrap-around occurs.

Control-Q

Cursor right. The fourth cursor-movement code is ~Q. The cursor moves right by one column, nondestructively, and
screen wrap-around happens as above . Wrap-around moves down a line until the end of the screen is reached , and
then the cursor moves back to the top of the screen. No scrolling is done.

Control-R

Cursor home. The

Control-S

Send a " break" signal on serial line.
line.

Control-T

Change and display data rate. The data rate for the RS-232C lines can be changed via the ~ T code. Each time ~T is
entered, the data rate is displayed (in 00 to 15 code form) after being bumped to the next higher rate. Both receive
and transmit rates are affected. They are as follows:

~

R code moves the cursor to the home (uppermost left) position. Nothing else happens.
~S

00
01
02
03
04
05
06
07

Escape
Sequence

generates a " break" signal (300 ms of " spacing " condition) on the RS-232C

110 bps
134.5 bps
150 bps
300 bps
600 bps
1200 bps
1800 bps
2400 bps

08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15

3600 bps
4800 bps
7200 bps
9600 bps
19,200 bps
19,200 bps
19,200 bps
4800 bps

Effect
A logic 0 in a bit position enables the corresponding attribute.

ESC, K

Keyboard enable (X-on) . The keyboard can be selectively enabled or disabled . ESC, K performs the X-on or enable
function.

ESC, L

Return light-pen value. An ESC, L sequence causes the currently latched values in the horizontal light-pen register
(HPEN) and the vertical light-pen register (VPEN) to be transm itted back to the host system via the main RS-232C port.
HPEN is sent (one binary character) fo llowed by VPEN (also one binary character). Term-Mite does not support the
light-pen hardware.

ESC, M, x, Y

Load cursor position (x,y). Th e cursor position is dynamically alterable by means of this Escape sequence. The two
parameters following the basic Escape code are used to set the x and y (respectively) positions of the cursor. Th e x
value is the column position. Up to 79 columns are allowed. Th e y va lu e specifies the row or line number, 0 through 23
being valid. The origin point is the home position on the screen (upper-left corner) and all the values are calcu lated as
offsets from that point. The actual parameter values begin with the displayable ASCII character set, that is, blank
through lowercase "0." To specify cursor position (5,6), for example, the parameters would be the two characters "%&"
(hexadecimal 25 and 26). The 80 x values would run from blank (hexadecimal 20) through "0" (6F) and 24 y values
from blank (hexadecimal 20) through '7" (37).

ESC, 0

Keyboard disable (X-off). The ESC, 0 sequence disables the keyboard from further operation . This is essentially an X-off
function. It must be reenabled by an ESC, K sent from the host system or entered from the keyboard itself.

ESC, P

Print screen contents. You can dump the entire displayed contents of the screen to the auxiliary or printer port by typing
the ESC, P key sequence.

ESC, Q

Run self-test diagnostic and reset. ESC, Q causes the system to rerun the self-test and initialization routines. All current
machine status conditions will be replaced by the power-on defau lts. The current screen contents are lost.

ESC, R

Block send the current row This is one of the Block Send commands. An ESC, R sequence causes the current line
(from left margin to the cursor position) to be transmitted character by character to the host system. If the cursor is on
the left margi n (i.e. , there's nothing on the line yet), nothing is transmitted .

ESC, S

Block send the current screen. The other Block Send command is ESC, S. This command transmits the data on the
screen, character by cha racter, from the home position to the current cursor location over the RS-232C link to the host
system.

ESC, T

Erase to end of line. An ESC, T erases the current line from the cursor position to the right margin. It includes the cursor position in the erase operation.

ESC, W

Wipe switch-register status from status line. The switch-register and data-rate information can be wiped from the status
line by entering ESC, W.

ESC, X

Auxiliary port (printer) off. Thi s reverses the effect of ESC, A.

ESC, Y

Erase to end of page. You can erase the entire screen from the present cursor location to the end of the screen by typing ESC, Y. Th e present cursor location is included in the erase function.
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SWITCH

4
SWI TCH POSIT! ONS

5

876

50/60Hz

i

I

I LUPMOD

: EXTTST :

I

4

I

J

CURSOR SELECT

3

2

II REVVID
I

I

1

I EXTATT I: SLFTST
I
I

Figure 4: The assignments of the switch positions in configuration switch 4. (Switches 1,
2, and 3 do not exist.)

SWITCH 5
SWITCH POSITIONS

8

AUTLF

6

I

I

I

KEYENC: LlNLOC

:

I

5

4

3

I

I

I

I FDXHDX

: XMTRCV

I

I

I

i

2

I
SPLT BR

: WRDLEN

I

Figure 5: The assignments of the switch positions in configuration switch 5.

SWITCH 6
SWITCH POSITIONS

8

4

6

3

I
t

DATA RATE

: PARITY SELECT

j

I PAR

;

ENA I STP BIT

I

I

Figure 6: The assignments of the switch positions in configuration switch 6.

to 0). An ESC, I, 255 restores the normal character display for the final
word.
Listing 2 functions in a similar
manner to show off the reverse-video
attribute. In this instance, the reversevideo attribute is activated by an ESC,
I, 254 sequence (attribute bit 0 set to
0). The result is shown in photo 3a
on page 108.
Listing 3 on page 104 combines four
attributes. It starts by clearing the
screen, positioning the cursor at column 21, row 6 (21,6), and printing
"WE CAN PRINT THE REGULAR
WAY"; next, the cursor is repositioned to (0,10) and the sequence
ESC, I, 230 is sent. The value of 230
(bits 0, 3, and 4 set to 0) sets the
double-width, double-height, and
reverse-video attributes. Photo 3b on
page 108 shows the appearance of the
screen.
A few peculiarities do apply to the
use of the double-width and doubleheight characters. The ASCII value of
any character to be displayed in
98
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either or both of these attributes must
be written in all the character positions that the expanded character will
occupy. For example, if you wish to
print "TEST" in double width, the
BASIC PRINT statement should actually send the string "TTEESSTT",
since the wide characters will occupy
two regular character positions. In
double height, the duplicate characters should be written one above the
other. The other catch to using double height is that the second row of
characters must also have the blanked
attribute set. In the example of listing
3, with the attributes set for double
height, double width, reverse video,
and (on the second display line)
blanked, the string "OR THIS WAY
FOR SPECIAL EMPHASIS" is
printed in large letters. After the
pyrotechnics, another Control-I is
used to reset the attributes .
One final demonstration program,
shown in listing 4, shows many of the
characteristics already mentioned
with the addition of line graphics.

r IBM
APPLE
86,
8$ Qr CP/M 80 computer features:
• Full screen Interactive edltOI'PfQvldl1ilfl
a complete menu driven program
development environment.
• 11 significant digits In floating point
arithmetic.
• Built-in transcendental functions.
• Dynamic strings with full set of string
handling features.
• Program chaining with common
variables.
~ Random access data files.
• Full support of operating system
facilities.
• And much more.
ORDER YOUR COPY OF TURBO
PASCAL TODAY TO TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF OUR INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL.
For Visa and MasterCard orders call toll free

1-800-227-2400 X 968
IN CA: 1-800-772-2666 X 968

(lines open 24 hrs. a day, 7 days a week)
OHler a Ol.trlbutor Inqulrl.. welcome.

YES

NO

YES

NO

Benchmark dltl bloedon ElghtQueensln
Wirth, run on an IBM PC.
"
'
T.urbo Pa,cal I. a trod.",ark 01 Borland International. MT. I. I
MlcroSysteml. IBM Is a trademark of International Business Machlnss.

--T~;;;P-;;~I~;.;5~;is~OQ~------M;;y~~m is: 8
.hlpplng per copy.
.
Check _ _ Money Or'der --...:....VISA _ _ _ Master Card _ . _" _.:.
Card #: _ _ _ _-:--:----:--:-::::::::
Exp date: _ _ _ Shipped UPS

I

BORlAnD
INTERNATIONAL

Borland International
4807 Scotts Valley Drive
Scotts Valley, Calilornia 95086

16 blt_._
Operating system: CPlM: 8~ .~_ __
CP/M 86_
", MS OOS_
·· PC'qos_
Computer: _ _ Dlsk Formjlt: . ~

.

.

Please be sure model number and;fpnn"t. w;e correct.

NAME:
'
.'.. '
. ADDRESS: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY/STATE;/ZIP:,_ _ _ _ _ __
TELEPHONE: ______
. -~~7.
California residents add 8WlIo sales tax, Outside North America add
$1.5.00. Check. must be on a U,S. bank, and In u .S. dollar•. Sorry, no
C.O.D.
.

Switched Signal

Effect

50/60 Hz

Because the NS455A is designed for worldwide distribution, provision has been made for handling operation at either
50 Hz or 60 Hz. A logic 1 specifies 60 Hz, while a logic 0 sets 50-Hz operation.

LUPMOD

This bit affects the loop-back mode of the serial 1/0 line. When it is 0, the serial output line is logically connected to the
serial input line inside the chip. A logic 1 sets the serial line to normal mode.

EXTTST

The external test flag is used to force a jump to external memory located at hexadecimal address 800. This test is only
made if SLFTST is also selected. The author of the self-test code must take care of either returning to the supplied standard program or handling all processing from that point on .

CURSOR SELECT There are four types of cursors that can be selected on the Term-Mite: a solid underline, a blinking underline, a solid
block, or a blinking block. The binary codes are as follows :
00
01
10
11

solid underline cursor
blinking underline cursor
solid block cursor
blinking block cursor

REVVID

A logic 0 will cause the display to switch to black characters on a white field . The default value of logic 1 specifies normal video, white on black.

EXTATI

A 0 in this position lets you use the external attribute memory, bits 8 through 15. A logic 1 sets the system up for internal attributes.

SLFTST

A logic 1 in this bit causes the self-test routine to be skipped on reset or power up. It must be set to logic 0 in order for
the .self-test to be performed. This does not affect the ESC, Q command to execute a self-test.

Table 4: The functions of the switch positions in configuration switch 4,

Switched Signal

Effect

AUTLF

This is the Auto-Linefeed flag. When set to a logic 0, a Linefeed character is sent whenever a Return character is
detected . This operates for both the transmitted data and the displayed information. A logic 1 causes no Linefeed to be
sent.

KEYENC

The encoded keyboard is selected by a logic O. A logic 1 indicates that the scanned keyboard is to be handled .

LlNLOC

Thi s is the Online/Local default. When this flag is set to logic 0, Local mode is chosen, and no data is sent to the host
machine_ A logic 1 puts the terminal into Online mode and data is then transmitted.

FDXHDX

The full-duplex/half-duplex flag is used to set the communication protocol. When set to logic 0, the communication
through the serial port is half duplex; data is both transmitted to the host and sent to the CRT display. A logic 1 will
select full duplex. Data is then transmitted but not automatically sent to the display.

XMTRCV

The split-data-rate function uses this flag to decide whether the transmitter (logic 0) or the receiver (1) is to operate at the
slower data rate.

SPLT BR

This field sets the split-data-rate divisor to one of four values. The diVisor divides the affected rate by a factor of 1, 4, 16,
or 32. More divisors are allowed, but they are not implemented in the standard program .
00 = divide by 32
01 = divide by 16

WRDLEN

10 = divide by 4
11 = divide by 1 (default)

The word-length flag specifies the number of bits in the serial character, either 7 or 8 bits excluding parity. A default of
1 selects 7 bits, and a logic 0 selects 8 bits.

Table 5: The functions of the switch positions in configuration switch 5_

When attribute bit 7 is set to a 0, the
Term-Mite displays certain control
characters as graphic symbols. These
are shown in table 8 on page 108. The
program draws the display shown in
photo 4.
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In Conclusion
Since building the Term-Mite ST,
I've been finding all kinds of old and
new uses for it. For instance, it makes
a perfect status and command display for a Micromint Z8-BASIC Com-

puter/Controller system (see reference 3). Also, I've been hesitating to
spend $1000 for a regular video terminal that would be dedicated to a
constant display of the time of day
and my appointment schedule, but
Text continued on page 108

VisiCalc: Lotus™ 1-2-3™ and Multiplan® users
endorse Dow Jones Spreadsheet Link~ ..

"The analysis I do with
Spreadsheet Link
would be impossible
any other way.

"The speed of collecting and entering
data is in valuable.

I track more than 200
securities. This software really gives me a
handle on my investments. I can download
stock quotes and fundamental information
from Dow Jones
N ews/ Retrieval ®
directly into my spreadsheets, and analyze it
using my own formulas."

Spreadsheet Link does
exactly what I want it to
do. It's a tremendous
help in manipulating
data. I think anyone
who does spreadsheet
analysis will find this
an important addition
to their software library."
Anne Freilich
Wensley Management
Corporation

Ronald Eldredge
Lockhart Financial Services

"The comprehensive
information I get
from Dow Jones
News/Retrieval
is a real plus.
Without Spreadsheet
Link, I'd have to enter
data keystroke by keystroke into my templates. This software
makes spreadsheet
analysis much easier
and more useful to me.
I'm getting very satisfactory results, and I'm
still exploring the
possibi1ities."
Douglas Gill
Grayson Gill, Inc.

Dow JONES SOFTWARE'''
.. . Plan on it.
Com patible wit h Apple II and IBM personal comp Ul ers.

For a free brochure, call
1-800-345-8500 ext. 165
(Alaska, Hawaii and foreign call 1-215-789-7008 ext. 165)
Copyright © D ow Jones & Co., Inc., 1983. All rig hts rese r ved .

Circle 115 on inquiry card.

Van'Calc ", a ft, lJurtd trademark oj Viu'Corp.
L OlUJ a nd J~ 2·3 art rrodtmar/u 0/ Lotus D""'opmt,,t Corporat ion,
M ultiplan is a re, isured trademark 0/ MicroJo!r Co rporation.
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~
TECHNICAL INFO -

. Communication
Parameter
DATA RATE

16021 842-1133

Call for programs not listed. We will try to
meet or beat any legitimate price for CP/M or
IBM PC Software.

position 8765
0000
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111

DA~Ao~lf~~A~~~~~~~~vs~~~:~~.BUY OF THE YEARI

DBASEII+Everymans data base primer
+Extra diskette with DBase Accounting, Mail
List and Inventory Programs. IBM PC and
CP/ M - Call for our special price.
Fox and Geller Quickcode . . .. . . .. :J1.r5
DB+SORT . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . ... .. . .... $99
Condor III . '" . . . . ... . . .. ........ 'j375
NWA Statpack . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . 349
TIM III .... .... ....... ..... ....... 2B5
Infostar ..... . .. . . .. . . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. 259
PFS File ... . ... . . .. .. ..... . . .. . . .... $95
WORD-PROCESSING PACKAGES
Wordstar, Mail Merge, Spellstar, IndeXj375
Wordstar .. .. . ......... . ...... .. . . . 245
Mail Merge . . . . ....... ............ 135
Spell Star .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... 135
Microsoft Word W/ Mouse .. .. . . . . . . . 299
Lexisoft Spellbinder. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 270
IBM PC Volksw riter . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . 115
Aspen Spellchecker . . ..... .. .. .. . . . . $38
Metasoft Benchmark ....... . ... .. ' j285
Multimate . .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. 295
Peachtext 5000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 285
SPREADSHEETS
Calcstar CP/ M .... . ........ ....... . . $95
Super Special Calcstar IBM PC ...... $85
Supercalc II . . . ...... . . .. . ...... . . 1159
Supercalc 3 ........ . ...... . ...... 235
Microsoft Multiplan . . .. .. . ..... . .. 159
ITK Solver .. .... .. . .. . .. . .... ..... 215
ACCOUNTING
TCS'Equ lvalent of'"Peacfitree'Speclally
Augmented By Warehouse Software Customized For Your IBMITermlnal and PrlnterGL, AR, PA, AP, CP/M, XT, DOS 1.1, 2.0
Each Module '75 . .. For All Four $275
CYMA . . .. . . .. ... . ..-.-.-.......... -. ~ ... Call
Peachtree GL, AR, AP .. . .. .. ..... $285
Home Accountant Howardsoft .... . .. $95
TRANSFER PROGRAMS
Move-It for IBM PC . . .... ... . ....... $95
Hayes Smartcom Program . ........ . $80
Microstuff Crosstalk . ............. $109
Best Price In U.S. for IBM PC or Clones
Seven Function Board-Includes Async
Adapter, Parallel Adapter, Clock with Battery
Back-Up and Software, Game Port, 64K
Memory Expandable to 512K.
1 year warranty .. ..... . .. .. .. .. .. ... $211
Hayes 1200 Modem .... .... . . ..... $485
Hayes 1200B Modem ..... . . .. . . ... $430
Anchor Signalman 1200B Modem .. $285
Disk Controller For IBM PC ...... . $175
Plantronics Color + Board ... .. .. . . $385
CDC 320K D/ S D/ D Drives ....... . $250
Toshiba 1/ 2 height Dri ves ............ Call
256 K Ram Board .. .. .. . . ....... . $299
AST Si x Pac k Board . . .... . ... .... ,$285
TAXAN AGB Color Monitor . . ..... $450
Corona Computer - Por. or Desk Top . Call
The Mercedes Benz of Portable
Computers, IBM compatible - Hyperion
- 2 Disc Drives - Software - List
$3690 ....... .. .. .. . .. . Sale $2995
PCDOS
Versaform .... , . .. . ... .... ... .. . .. $275
Lifeboat C Compiler . . . . . .. , . ..... $295
Microsoft C Comp iler . . . . . , . . . . ... $345
Microsoft Pascal Compiler .. , . , . . . $245
Pro key . .. .......... . .............. '155
Norton Utilities , ... . ... , ..... , . . . . .. 55
Copy II PC Program" .... . ... ,. .... 34
Microsoft BASIC Compiler . , .... .. $285
Howard Tax Preparer 83 . " . _..... $185
Microsoft Flight Simulator ... .. ...... $38
CP/ M 86 for IBM PC .... , ....... . ... $49
CBasic 86 .. , , , . , , ..... .. ... , . . .. '1185
CIS Cobol 86 .. , , , ..... , . , . , ... , . , 595
Pascal MT+86 ......... _........ .. 415
TERMS: Prices include 3% cash discount. Add 3% for
cha rge orders. Shipping on most items $5.00.
AZ orders +6% sa les tax. Pri ces subj ec t to change.

TOLL FREE ORDER 1-800-421 - 3135

WAREHOUSE SOFTWARE
4935 West Glendale Ave., Suite 12
Glendale AZ 85301
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Expla~ation

Four bits select the data rate used by the serial-I/O section, The
available rates are shown below:

PARITY SELECT

110
134,5
150
300
600
1200
1800
2400

position 8765
1000
3600 bps
1001
4800 bps
1010
7200 bps
1011
9600 bps
1100 19,200 bps
1101 19,200 bps
1110 19,200 bps
1111
4800 bps

bps
bps
bps
bps
bps
bps
bps
bps

There are four parity options:
position 43
11 = Parity is
10 = Parity is
01 = Parity is
00 = Parity is

forced to a space level if enabled ,
forced to mark level if enabled.
even if enabled.
off if enabled ,

a

PARENE

The parity-enable flag is used to enable or disable the parity function .
If the switch is a 0, parity is disabled, A value of 1 enables parity.

STPBIT

This flag specifies the number of stop bits to be sent with each
character, A logic 1 will cause one stop bit to be sent; a 0 will send
..
two stop bits.

Table 6: The functions of the switch positions in configuration switch 6.

I

Switch 4
11111100

Switch 5
10100111

Switch 6
00111010

Table 7: For general use, typical settings of all three switches might be as shown here
(most significant ,bits to the left) .

Listing 1: A BASIC program to produce blinking characters on the Term-Mite.

10 OPEN "COM:38NID" FOR OUTPUT AS 1
20 PRINT #1,CHR$(12) :REM CLEAR SCREEN
25 PRINT #1,CHR$(27) ;"MO+"
30 PRINT #1,"THIS IS HOW WE PRINT IN ";
40 PRINT U,CHR$(27);"I";CHR$(251);"BLINKING ";
50 PRINT U,CHR$(27) ;"I";CHR$(255) ; "CHARACTERS"
100 CLOSE U
110 STOP
Listing 2: A program to produce reverse-video characters on the Term-Mite.

10 OPEN "COM:38NID" FOR OUTPUT AS 1
20 PRINT #1,CHR$(12) :REM CLEAR SCREEN
25 PRINT U,CHR$(27) ;"MO+"
30 PRINT #l,"THIS IS HOW WE PRINT IN ";
40 PRINT #1,CHR$(27) ;"I";CHR$(254);"REVERSE VIDEO ";
50 PRINT U,CHR$(27) ;"I";CHR$(255) ; "CHARACTERS"
10·0 CLOSE U
110 STOP

BROTHER has done it again. Not content to ride on the phenomenal
success of the HR·1, Brother now brings you the HR·25. A machine so
improved and technically advanced, with a price/performance ratio that
sets it apart in a class by itself.
Although the HR·25 has been designed to fulfill the demands ofthe high
volume user, its price is affordable for even the smallest business
groups. And the HR·25 will assure you the highest letter·quality printing
at speeds of 23 cps, making it the fastest printer in its price range on the
market today.
The BROTHER HR·25 is unsurpassed in every respect, and is backed by
the DYNAX reputation for quality
andsennceresponse.
Options Available: Tractor Feed,
, .
Auto Cut Sheet Feeder
. 5698 Bandini Blvd., Bell, CA 90201

Dynax Inc

Ci rcle 118 on inquiry card.

brother. HR-25 •

(213) 260·7121

from the manufacturers of "OFFICIAL TYPEWRITER OF THE LOS ANGELES 1984 OLYMPIC GAMES"

Listing 3: A BASIC program to demonstrate reverse-video, double-height, double-width characters on the Term-Mite.

10 OPEN "COM:38NID" FOR OUTPUT AS 1
20 PRINT #1,CHR$(12) :REM CLEAR SCREEN
25 PRINT #l,CHR$(27)~"M5&"~
30 PRINT #l,"WE CAN PRINT THE REGULAR WAY"
40 PRINT #l,CHR$(27) ~"M *"~CHR$(27) ~"I"~CHR$(230) ~
50 PRINT #l, "OORR TTHHIISS WWAAYY FFOORR SSPPEECCIIAALL
60 PRINT #l,CHR$(27) ~"M +"~CHR$(27) ~"I"~CHR$(166) ~
70 PRINT #l,"OORR TTHHIISS WWAAYY FFOORR SSPPEECCIIAALL
80 PRINT #l,CHR$(27) ~"I"~CHR$(255)
90 CLOSE #l
100 STOP

EEMMPPHHAASSIISS"
EEMMPPHHAASSIISS"

Listing 4: A program to demonstrate all internal character attributes and the drawing of borders, with line-graphics characters.

10 OPEN "COM:38NID" FOR OUTPUT AS 1
20 PRINT #1,CHR$(12)
30 PRINT #1,CHR$(27) ~"I"~CHR$(127)
35 PRINT #l ,CHR$ (27) ~ "MU" ~
50 PRINT #1,STRING$(70,23)
60 PRINT #l,CHR$(27)~"M$*"~
70 PRINT #1,STRING${71,23)
80 PRINT #1,CHR$(27)~"M$-"~
90 PRINT #1,STRING${71,23)
100 PRINT #l,CHR$(27)~"M$5"~
110 PRINT #1,STRING${71,23)
120 FOR I% = 3 TO 21
130 PRINT #l,CHR$(27) ~"M$"~CHR${32+I%) ~
140 PRINT #1, "J"
150 PRINT #1,CHR$(27) ~"Mk"~CHR${32+I%) ~
160 PRINT #l,"J"
170 NEXT I%
180 FOR I% = 10 TO 13
190 PRINT #l,CHR$(27) ~"M5"~CHR${32+1%) ~
200 PRINT #l,"J"
210 PRINT #1,CHR$(27) ~"MG"~CHR${32+I%) ~
220 PRINT #l,IIJ"
230 PRINT #1,CHR$(27) ~"MY"~CHR${32+I%) ~
240 PRINT #l,"J"
250 NEXT 1%
251 PRINT #l,CHR$(27) ~"M$#X"~CHR$(27) ~"Mk#L"~
252 PRINT #l,CHR$(27) ~"M$5"~CHR$(21) ~CHR$(27)
253 PRINT #1 ,CHR$ (27) ~ "M$*" ~ CHR$ (28)

~"Mk5"~CHR$(22) ~

Listing 4 continued on page 106

FUTECH 2000 SERIES

ADVANCEDINDUSTRIALGRADE ~~II""""""""""""""~~
S·100 MAIN FRAMES

INTERNATIONAL CORP

The most advanced industrial grade high·tech, high
quality, sleek style S·100 bus. main frame.
• Front panel LED display for TIME/DATE and temperature
of internal system air flow ...
• Heavy duty power supply meeting todays. standards for
multi·user multi·tasking high speed CPU applications ...
• A variety of front panels for floppy and winchester
conf/guratioins ...
• Synthesized warning voice indicator...
2100 N. Hwy. 360 , Suite 1807, Grand Prairie , Te xas 75050, (214) 660·1955, Telex 703033
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Circle 149 on Inquiry card.

,

Most
Local
Area
/

Networks

Can't
PassThis

But Nestar's PLAN
Series ™ of networking
products for microcomputers
will work for your headquarters in
Manhattan, New York, and your local
branch in Manhattan, Kansas-as well as
your regional office in Chicago. Here are some
technical details:
Our PLAN 2000T>' linksIBM PCs. Use our
PLAN 2000 to link as many as 255 IBM PCs or XTs in a token
passing network that can cover several miles. Anyone station can
access up to three printers and eight hard disks at a time.
Our PLAN 3000"1is a bargain for IBM PCs andApples. You can get
a file server, a print server, 3270, 3770 and 3780 emulation, electronic mail, Apple
and IBM PC support, 6 operating systems, multi-level file structures, multi-level password protection, disk capacity as small as 10 Mbytes, high-speed digital tape back-up, and
more! Best of all, a 10 Mbyte file server costs less than $10,000.
Our PLAN 4000T>'grows from 30 to 548 Mbytes. It offers all the features of the PLAN 3000,
and has enough capacity to handle very large organizations.
Don't buy more or less networking than you need. Contact Nestar Systems, 2585 East Bayshore
Road, Palo Alto, CA 94303, (415) 493-2223,
Telex: 171420-NESTAR PLA. In Europe
PLAN Senes model PLAN 2000
PLAN 4000
PLAN 3000
contact Nestar Systems Limited, 122/3 High
Typical number
10-100
. 2-4
3-12
of users
Street, Uxbridge, Middlesex UB81]T,
Maximum number 255
255
United Kingdom, Tel: Uxbridge (0895) 59831,
255
of users
Telex: 896607.
Speed
2.5 Mbits/s
2.5 Mbits/s
2.5 Mbits/s

Simple Test ...

Maximum distance
Minimum file
server cost
@

22,000 ft.

22,000ft.

22,000 ft.

$500

$9,995

$15,995

Nestar 1984

Circle 266 on inquiry card.
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Listing 4 continued:

254
255
256
257
258
259
260
270
280
285
290
295
300
305
310
315
320
325
330
335
340
345
350
355
360
365
370
375
380
385
390
395
400
402
404
406
408
415
425
430
435
440
445
450
455
460
465
470
475
480
600
605
610
615
620
625
630
650

655
660
665
670
106

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
CLOSE
STOP

11,CHR$(27);"Mk*";CHR$(29)
#l , CHR $ (27) ; "M $ -" ; CHR $ (28 )
11,CHR$(27) ;"Mk-";CHR$(29)
#l,CHR$ (27) ; "M5*" ;CHR$ (31) ;CHR$ (27) ; "M5-" ;CHR$ (30)
#l,CHR$ (27); "MG*" ;CHR$ (31) ;CHR$ (27); "MG-" ;CHR$ (30)
#l,CHR$ (27); "MY*" ;CHR$ (31) ;CHR$ (27); "MY-" ;CHR$ (30)
#l,CHR$(27) ;"I";CHR$(255)
#l,CHR$(27) ;"MF%";
11, "THE"
#l,CHR$(27) ;"I";CHR$(231);
11,CHR$(27) ;"M='";
11, "TTEERRMM--MMIITTEE SSTT"
#l,CHR$(27) ;"I";CHR$(167);
#l ,CHR$ (27) ; "M= (";
11, "TTEERRMM--MMIITTEE SSTT"
II ,CHR$ (27) ; "I" ;CHR$ (251) ;
11,CHR$(27);"M*+";
11, "BLINK"
#l,CHR$(27) ;"M(,";
#1, "ATTRIBUTE"
#l,CHR$(27) ;"I";CHR$(223);
11 , CHR $ ( 27) ; "M : +" ;
11,"UNDERLINE"
II ,CHR$ (27) ; "M:,";
11,"ATTRIBUTE"
#l,CHR$(27) ;"I";CHR$(253);
11 , CHR $ (27) ; "MJ + " ;
#l "HALF INTENSITY"
11 , CHR $ ( 27) ; "ML, " ;
11,"ATTRIBUTE"
#l,CHR$(27) ;"I";CHR$(254);
#l,CHR$(27) ;"M";CHR$(92) ;"+";
11,"REVERSE VIDEO"
#l,CHR$(27) ;"M";CHR$(92) ;",";
II," ATTRIBUTE
"
#l,CHR$(27) ;"I";CHR$(255);
#l,CHR$(27) ;"M)/";
#l,CHR$(27) ;"MOO";
U,CHR$(27) ;"I";CHR$(239);
#l ,CHR $ ( 27) ; "M ' 3" ;
#l, "DDOOUUBBLLEE WWIIDDEE, , " ;
#l,CHR$(27) ;"I";CHR$(247);
U,CHR$(27) ;"M@2";
11,"DOUBLE HEIGHT,"
#l,CHR$(27) ;"I";CHR$(183);
#l,CHR$(27) ;"M@3";
11,"DOUBLE HEIGHT,"
#l,CHR$(27) ;"I";CHR$(255);
#l,CHR$(27) ;"M03";
11,"and";
11,CHR$(27) ;"I";CHR$(231);
#l,CHR$(27) ;"MS2";
11 ,"DDOOUUBBLLEE SSIIZZEE"
#l,CHR$(27) ;"I";CHR$(167);
#l,CHR$(27) ;"MS3";
11,"DDOOUUBBLLEE SSIIZZEE"
11,CHR$(27) ;"I";CHR$(231);
U,CHR$(27) ;"I";CHR$(191);
11,CHR$(27);"MB";CHR$(34);"BLANK FAILURE";
11,CHR$(27) ;"MG7";CHR$(27) ;"I";CHR$(255);
1
,

I
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POWERMAKER®
MICRO UPS
A split-second blackout or a sudden voltage
sag can shut down your small business computer,
completely wiping out critical data. Inventories,
payrolls, receivables - whatever is in the memory may be lost instantly.
Although this type of data is just as important
to a small business as it is to a large corporation,
blackout protection has always been far too
costly for small business applications. But now
there is the Powermaker Micro UPS, an inexpensive standby power source specifically designed
for small business computers.
This new rechargeable power system provides up to 35 minutes of steady sine-wave
power, enabling even the most sensitive small
computers to ride through blackouts and voltage
sags completely unaffected.
Why sine-wave power? Because squarewave power impairs the performance of many
pri~ters, viewing screens and timing circuits.
A Powermaker Micro UPS produces a sine
wave that exactly matches the waveshape of

SQURRE

commercial power, ensuring compatibility with
any computer system.
In addition to providing highly reliable
blackout and brownout protection, a Powermaker
system also protects against electrical noise, one
of the major causes of computer errors and
component malfunction. A Powermaker UPS is
portable, completely automatic, maintenance
free and plugs into any standard 120Voutlet.
No matter how small your computer, your
data is worth remem- ______________ _
bering. Protect it
with an affordable
Powermaker
Micro UPS.
For complete
information about
the newPowermaker
Micro UPS from
Topaz, please fill
out this coupon or
call us.

D COMPRNY

Circle 357 on Inquiry card .

TOPAZ; 9192 TOPAZ WAY
SAN DIEGO, CA 92123-1165
PHONE: (619) 279-0831
TWX: (910)335-1526
D Please send me complete

information about
Powermaker®Micro UPS .
D Please have a representative
call me.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State _ __
City
Zip
Phone _ _ _ __
11
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Table 8: In the line-graphics mode, cer-

tain control characters produce visible
displays of corners, lines, and crosses
useful for fanning borders on the screen
display ("' is Control-Caret) .
Text continued from page 100:

Photo 3: The Tenn-Mite can display several character attributes singly or in combination,

such as reverse video (3a) and reverse, double width, double height (3b).

THE

TERM-MITE 5T
BLINK
ATTRIBU TE

D OUB LE

-

UttDERLINE
ATTRIBUTE

W I DE,

DOUBLE HEIGHT 1

and

DOUBLE SIZE

Photo 4: The Tenn-Mite can display certain control characters such as line-graphics symbols

for screen templates and other basic uses. This display was produced by the program of listing 4.
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1 can see using the Term-Mite's
graphics and attributes for this and
other applications. (I already have
eight cathode-ray tubes staring at me
in the Circuit Cellar. What's one
more?)
Perhaps by building the Term-Mite
you can put to good use that bargain
keyboard and old monitor you've had
sitting around for years. Be warned,
however, that the unit's 25-line by
80-column display requires too great
a bandwidth for satisfactory connection to a regular TV set. AU-MHz
monochrome monitor is the better
choice, as shown in photo 5.
Since the Term-Mite's control software is stored in what is actually an
EPROM (an erasable programmable
ROM), it would be possible to add
commands or modify the operation
of its functions. National Semiconductor will eventually have complete
documentation available for the
NS455A TMP, including a listing of
the standard supplied control program and the processor's instruction
set. Within the 6K yet-unused bytes
of program address space, some
pretty fancy terminal software could
be written, perhaps even to emulate
the command protocols of various
commercially sold terminals. The only

Photo 5: The Term-Mite ST circuitry described in these articles is used with a separate keyboard and video monitor to form a complete func-

tional terminal. Here a Jameco JE610 keyboard works with the Term-Mite, a NEC (Nippon Electric Company) green-phosphor monitor, and
the Circuit Cellar MPX-16 computer.

modification would be a simple
Steve Ciarcia (pronounced "see-ARE-see-ah") is
EPROM change.
an electronic engineer and computer consultant with

Next Month:
A new chip from Silicon Systems Inc.
has prompted another project on speech
synthesis. _
Editor's Note: Steve often refers to previous
Circuit Cellar articles as reference material for
each month's current article. Most of these
past articles are available in reprint books from
BYTE Books, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
POB 400, Hightstown, NJ 08250.
Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar, Volume I covers
articles that appeared in BYTE from September
1977 through November 1978. Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar, Volume II contains articles from
December 1978 through June 1980. Ciarcia's
Circuit Cellar, Volume III contains articles
from July 1980 through December 1981. Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar, Volume IV, soon to appear, will contain articles from January 1982
through June 1983.
Special thanks to Bob Harbrecht of National Semiconductor Corporation for his help on this project.

experience in process control, digital design, nuclear
instrumentation, product development, and marketing. In addition to writing for BYTE, he has published several books. He can be contacted at POB
582, Glastonbury, cr 06033.

The following items are available from :
The Micromini Inc.
561 Willow Ave.
Cedarhurst, NY 11516
(800) 645-3479 for orders
(516) 374-6793 for information
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Description." BYTE, January 1984, page 37.
3. Ciarcia, Steve. "Build a Z8-Based Control
Computer with BASIC." Part 1, BYTE, July
1981 , page 38. Part 2, BYTE, August 1981,
page 50.
4. Lancaster, Don . ''TV Typewriter." Radio Electronics, September 1973, page 43.
To receive a complete list of Ciarcia's
Circuit Cellar project kits available from
the Micromint, circle 100 on the reader
service inquiry card at the back of the
magazine.

1. Complete Term-Mite ST video-display terminal kit including NS455A, printed-circuit
board, IC sockets, DB-25S connector, and
all other components but without keyboard
or CRT monitor. Board size is approximately 4Vz inches by 6¥.o inches with a 0.156-inch
44-pin edge connector.
Price . . . . ... ..... .... . . . . . .. . . . $239
2. Assembled and tested Term-Mite ST videodisplay terminal, without keiJboard or CRT
monitor.
Price . ..... .. . . ... ... . .. .. . . . .. $279
Please add $5 for shipping in the continental
United States, $25 elsewhere. New York
residents please include 7 percent sales tax.
Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery.
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With a complete set of tools,
you can build almost anything.
While other companies offer OEMs a few
tools to build with, Cadmus provides the complete set.
For example, the Cadmus 9000 combines
all the power of a mainframe, the speed of a mini,
the price of a micro and the unlimited application
fleXlbilityofUNIX™ System:xl with Berkeley 4.2
enhancements.
All in a distributed environment.
In fact, the system's unique UNISON™
networking softWare provides the full resources

of the entire network to any computational node
through network-wide virtual memory with
demand paging.
A 10~it Ethernet ™or 50 Mbit fiber optic
LAN serves as the interprocessor bus.
And comprehensive graphics, development
and decision support tools faCilitate graphics
applications in a windowed, multiple process
environment.
In addition, we support every Cadmus 9000
with ThunderboltsM service that puts an en~eer
at your door anywhere in the country within 24
hours. Guaranteed.
To get the complete picture on this high
powered graphics-oriented distributed system,
call Cadmus at 617-453-2899.
The Cadmus 9000. Finally, you've got a
complete set of tools.
~AAllb The Distributed
Mainframe.™

CI\D."W

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

600 Suffolk Street, Lowell, MA 01854
USENET: .. !wivax!cadmus TELEX: 948257
UNIXis a trademark of Bell Laboratories. Ethernetis a trademark of Xerox: Corporation.
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TEK

THE ANSWER
BY ANY MEASURE

2213/2215/2235
DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPES

Now 60MHz'or100 MHzTek quality
is just a free phone call away!
New lower price!
100 MHz 2235
now just $1650.

Tek has expanded its
best-selling 2200 scope line
up to 100 MHz. And brought
it all as close as your
phone. Tek's revolutionary,
reduced-component architecture brings unprecedented
quality, reliability and affordability to the 60 MHz 2213
and 2215, and now, the
100 MHz 2235.
All three of these lightweight
(13.5 lb .) scopes feature 2 mV/
div vertical sensitivity and
5 ns/div sweep speeds , plus a
complete trigger system for
stable triggering on digital,
analog or video waveforms .
Scopes with a comprehensive 3-year warranty· ...
probes ... and expert advice.
One free call gets it all! You
can order, or obtain literature ,
through the Tek National

Bandwidth
No. of Channels

2213
60 MHz
2

Alternate Sweep

2215

2235
100 MHz

60 MHz

2

Yes

Yes

VerVTrig B/W Limit
Single Sweep
Accuracy: Vert/ Horz
Delay Jitter
Trigger'g Sensitivity
Input R-C

+ Trigger View

2

Yes-20MHz
Yes
3%
1:5,000

3%
1:10,000

2%
1:20,000

0.4 div at 2 MHz

0.4 div at 2 MHz

1MO -30pf

0.3 div at 10 MHz
1MO- 20pf

Variable HoldoH

4:1

1MO-30pf
4:1

Price

$1200 t

$ 1450t

Marketing Center. Technical
personnel, expert in scope
applications , will answer your
questions and expedite delivery. Direct orders include
operating and service manuals, two 10X probes , 15-day
return policy, and worldwide
service back-up.

10:1

,,$.1.9aG<t Now $1650 t

Call toll-free:
1-800-426-2200,
Extension 129.
In Oregon , call collect:
(503) 627-9000, Ext. 129.
tPrice FOB. Beaverton. OR.
-3-year warranty includes CRT and applies to 2000
family oscilloscopes purchased after 1/1/83 .
Scopes are UL Listed , CSA and VDE approved .

COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE

Copyri ght © 1983, Tektronix . Inc. All right s rese rved. TTA-40 7-1

User's Column

Chaos Manor Gets Its
Long-Awaited IBM PC
Of mice and men, Eagles, Shirley,
the 01' mailbag, and much more
by Jerry Pournelle
Well, the big news is that our IBM
PC arrived two days before Halloween. We had paid for it in June, and
even after IBM notified us that it had
been shipped to the local Computerland there were some, uh, interesting escapades suggesting shuffle and
jive, but we do have it. Alas, within
days we had major problems.
First, the video monitor developed
a high-pitched whine from the flyback transformer. That soon became
intolerable. Computerland in Woodland Hills gave us no difficulty at all;
we returned the monitor, and they
loaned us a replacement and sent
ours off somewhere to be fixed.
We bought a bare-bones PC, one
disk drive, and 64K bytes of memory.
As soon as we got it, we added memory chips, bringing the PC's internal
memory up to a full 256K bytes. The
memory chips are available for about
$7 each. It takes 27 of them (in blocks
of nine; eight 1 by 64K bytes for
memory, and one more for parity
checking), so the upgrade will cost
you $189; IBM charges a lot more.
It turns out there's no trick at all to
adding the chips. You have to take
the PC apart, but that's a simple
matter requiring no tools but a
Phillips screwdriver. (Our fl :end
Noor Singh calls the two kinds of
screwdrivers "plus" and "minus:')
Then you have to adjust a couple of

switches. The IBM system manualthe one you get whether you want it
or not-not only tells you what
sw itches to throw, but shows you a
picture. You'd have to be pretty dense
not to understand.
Indeed, there's a good solid feel to
everything about the IBM Pc. My initial impression is that I still prefer the
Eagle 1600, but I must admit: the IBM
screen is rock steady, the character set
is aesthetically pleaSing, and the keyboard has a pretty good feel even if
the layout is rotten.
However, a day or so after we
added the memory chips, the PC
stopped ' working.
The IBM PC does a memory test
whenever you turn it on. If it finds
a memory error, it tells you "PARITY
ERROR 1" and refuses to do anything
else. There are no programs to tell
you which memory chip is defective.
Since we'd added a lot of memory
chips, we figured chances were good
that one of ours wasn't working.
It's a fair amount of work to swap
out chips one at a time until the bad
one is located; it would be much
easier if we could figure out which
bank the bad chip was in. The IBM
manuals carefully explain how to set
the internal switches to tell the
machine how much memory it has
available, which suggested a simple
solution to our problem. We simply

set those switches to indicate there
was no additional memory, in other
words, that the PC had aboard only
the soldered-in 64K bytes that it came
with .
On power-up we got the same
PARITY 1 error. Since we couldn't
possibly swap out the soldered-in
chips, out to Woodland Hills Computerland went our Pc.
They had it fixed the next day.
Seems it was one of our chips.
"How can that be?" I asked. 'We set
the switches to eliminate that memory." Woodland Hills Computerland
fixed the machine for us, but they
had no answer.
Time to dig, so I called my sane
friend, the one whds an IBM engineering executive. I explained the
problem.
"It just could be that the new
ROMs don't pay much attention to
those switches;' he said with a
chuckle. "When they changed from
16K-byte to 64K-byte memory chips,
they switched motherboards. What
you have is an XT board in a normal
PC."
Which is another undocumented
feature. I wonder how many more I'll
discover in my long-awaited PC?
Meanwhile, the undocumented
feature brought about another problem. As- regular readers of this
column must know, I have no great
February 1984 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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love for the IBM PC keyboard layout
Disk drive: we bought a PC with a
with its silly " \ " key where the Shift single disk drive. It's built by Control
key ought to be and the Return key Data Corporation (CDC) and it's very
way over where I can't reach it. The quiet and nice. Then we went to
IBM Selectric keyboard is the world's Priority One and bought a Tandon
best, bar none; why did they have to . drive, which plugged in and ran with
muck up success? But they did.
. no trouble; butit's much more noisy
Fortunately, there's a remedy. Jim than the one IBM supplied. I'm told
Baen's Magic Keyboard program re- that IBM is no longer using Tandon
assigns those keys, turning the
drives. Ours was cheap and works
(tilde) into fine, though .
.
into Shift, and the
Return and such like. To get the
Software: we bought both DOS 1.1
and the squiggle back, use the Alt and 2.0. Everything that runs on 1.1
key. The result is that I end up with is supposed to run on 2.0; we'll see
a Selectric keyboard layout, which is if that's true. You also get a disk of
what I want. Magic Keyboard is diagnostic programs with DOS 2.0,
nearly invisible and can be made to but alas, ours was defective; it
run on start-up; it takes a lot of the wouldn't copy ("Unrecoverable Read
sting out of the Pc.
Errors"), it wouldn't boot, and it
However, although Magic Key- wouldn't run. Fortunately, my IBM
board works fine on older IBM PCs, engineer friend was able to supply
it wouldn't work with mine!
me with a copy of his diagnostics
In a little-publicized move, IBM disk.
stopped putting 16K-byte chips in the
When I tried to copy my defective
PC and used 64Kers instead, which disk, it reported "8 sectors/track;' but
is why we could get 256K bytes on when I copied his (known working)
the motherboard . What IBM did was diagnostics disk, it reported "9
use a modified PC XT motherboard . sectors/track:' However, it boots and
This means that software (like Magic runs. The first time I ran the diagKeyboard) designed for just the PC nostics, it reported a CRC error on
won't work; you must use XT-specific the main drive and some other error
software (MagicXT). I don't know if on the new Tandon drive. The diaganyone else wrote software that spe- nostic program has an option to let
cific; it was necessary for M.K. The it run forever, stopping only for
good news is that MagicXT works errors; I set it up to do that, and Lo!,
fine, and you get both when you buy it ran for hours without errors, except
Magic Keyboard from Workman.
for one "Error Keyboard 301" that was
never repeated. There were no more
Other First Impressions
drive errors.
There are things to recommend the
I presume there was something
PC and even MS-DOS. There are ma- spurious about those early errors, but
chines that are built as well (Eagle), it's one more thing to annoy us.
My son Alex wants to call our PC
machines with better keyboards
(both Eagle and TI PC), and ma- Lucy Van Pelt because it's a definite
chines that run faster (Eagle and fussbudget. Two major repairs in a
Compupro), but no other with those week! Plus a defective master disk,
magic initials.
spurious errors, and we had to wait
Screen: the black-and-white screen for it for four months after we paid .
is rock steady and the character set
is pleasing.
Alex's Notes
Expansion: we already have three
Alex, a senior in computer science
boards in our PC, and we haven't at UCSD, had a few hours to play
even got started yet. No wonder the with the IBM Pc. Here are his notes.
breadbasket boards sell so well .
"There is no honest-to-Krelden
Getting a 512K-byte board will bring reset switch. You can press three keys
your memory up to its theoretical together (Ctrl, Alt, and Del) and
maximum. I don't know if the PC sometimes get out of situations, but
won't address more, or if the 768K- not always, as for instance with that
byte limit i s artificial.
defective diagnostics . disk . OtherII \ "

II-II

II \
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wise, you must turn off the power,
wait 10 to 20 seconds (there's a timer
or something), turn it back on, wait
through the self-check (up to 90 seconds), reload, etc. This can be a comprehensive drag on large programs.
"Memory checks are nice, but they
can take a long time. With no Reset
button, some way to defeat the memory check, or at least a faster memory
check, would be nice. It'll be even
worse when we have 768K:'

The Logitech Mouse
We've also fired up Concurrent
CP/M, which works, and connected
the Logitech mouse, which also
works; you just plug it in. Alex's
comment is,
liThe Logimouse is neat. I will have
to experiment with it awhile to see
about setting the push keys for different things. You can rerun a
command just by moving the mouse;
through experimentation I discovered
that the arrow keys will do the same
thing, so it must be a MS-DOS function. Anyway, the mouse currently
writes arrow keys as if the keyboard
did them; this is real nice in Lotus
1-2-3 and such. I'll want to scale the
mouse's movement more since it's too
sensitive."
I'm quite pleased with the Logimouse, although, as Alex says, it's
scaled a little too fast . However,
changing that is no problem at all .
Moreover, the three buttons on the
mouse can be set to make any characters you want, such as carriage
returns or spaces or periods (for
games) or any of the user-defined
functions. You can set them so that
more than one character per key is
sent, too. Even better, the MS-DOS
SUBMIT facility-that is, the ability to
set up a chain of programs that run
automatically with a single command-is pretty good, so that you
can include a Logimouse redefinition
in it.
A SUBMIT file (named AUTOEXEC. BAT, for batch) can be run on
start-up. This means we can have the
machine ask who has turned it on,
and adjust the mouse commands to
suit the user! We can also include
mouse redefinitions in a SUBMIT file
to invoke just about any program,

If you own a Commodore VIC 20 or 64, a Texas Instruments
99/ 4A, an IBM or Apple II, we've gotwhatyou've been waiting for!
The biggest arcade hits ever, the classics. DONKEY KONG by Nintendo,
CENTIPEDE;" PAC-MAN, DEFENDER, ROBOTRON: 2084, STARGATEand DIG DUG. (On the
T199/ 4A you can also play Protecto r II, Shamus, Picnic Paranoia and Super Sto rm. )
And the hits wi ll keep on coming. Soon you'll be able to play JOUST;" JUNGLE
HUNT;" MOON PATROL'; POLE POSITION;" MS. PAC-MAN '" plus others on your home
computer. Some games also available
™
Colecovision and Intellevision.
The Arcade Classics from ATARISOFl'"
They could be playing where you live. Today
NOW yo ur computer fi ts
the arcade hits.

on .m

ISOFT

DONKEY KONG and NINTENDO are trademarks and © Ninlenda 1981. 1983 DEFENDER is a Irademark and © Williams 1980, manufaclured under license from Williams Electronics, Inc. R080TRON:
2084, MOON PATROL and JOUST are trademarks and © of Williams 1982, manufaclured under license from Williams Electronics, Inc. DIG DUG is crealed and designed by Namco, lid manufaclured
under license by AlOft, Inc. Trademark and © Namca 1982. PROTECTOR II, SHAMUS and PICNIC PARANOIA are trademarks o f Synapse Software Corporal ion, manufaclured under license by AlOft ,
Inc SUPER STORM ~ engineered and designed by Synapse software Carparalian, manufactured under license by Alari, Inc JUNGLE HUNT IS a trademark and © of Tatla Ameftco Corp. 1982. POLE
POSITION IS engineered and designed by Nomco lid. manufaclured under license by Alart, Inc. Trademark and © Namca. STARGATE is a trademark and © Willicms 1981, manufaclured under
license from wlniams Electronics, Inc. MS. PAC-MAN, PAC-MAN and characlers are trademarks of 8ally Midway Mfg. Co. sublicensed 10 .~Iaft, Inc. by Namco·AmertCa, Inc ATARISOFT'" praducis are
manufaclured by Alart. Inc. for use on Ihe above referenced machines and are nal mode, licensed or approved by Ihe manufaclurers of Ihese machines. COMMODORE 64, VIC 20, TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS 99/4A, IBM, APPLE, COLECOVISION and INTELLIVISION are respectively trademarks of Commodore Electronics Liml led, Texas Instruments, Inlernalianal Business Machines Corp.. Apple
Campuler, Inc .. Caleca Industries, Inc and Mallei, Inc A O warner Cammunlcalians Company. © 1983 Alart, Inc All rtghls reserved .
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DATA EXCHANGE/64K
SPOOLER

aUF
FUll

READY

••

:

COpy

The ADS-8212 DATA EXCHANGE/64K is a computer independent
interface converter and print spooler. It can be installed between
virtua lly any computer and any peripheral.
Data can be input in either serial or parallel, stored in its 64K
bytes of RAM , and output serial or parallel. Serial ports ·su pport baud
rates from 50 to 19200 and both hardware and software hand shaking. The input and output ports are completely independent;
input data with one protoco l and baud rate and output it with a
differe nt protocol and baud rate . Selection s are dip switc h
selectable.
A unique feature is it s ability to make unlimited numbers of
copies . Hitting the copy button will se nd another copy to the
printer. When done making copies , hit the reset button to c lear the
memory.
Included with the DATA EXCHANGE / 64K are two 4 foot
ou tput cables, one paralle l cable with standard
Ce ntron ics type connector and one ser ial
ca ble with standard DB 25 co nnec to r.
RS-232 HANDSHAKING:
Standard plugs are supplied fo r
RDY/ BSY (DTR)
Xon / Xoff
input ports .
ETX / ACK

Sugg ested li st price $339 .00
Dealer inquiries welcome.
DATA EXCHANGE/64K

INPUT
RS-232

..

50 TO 19.2K BAUD

~------~
............
~
......
/

;;;<

//

PARALLEL

OUTPUT
RS-232

50 TO 19.2K BAU D

............~

. / - 64K-BUFFER-

_

PARALLEL

-

Available al your local dealer or conlacl:

...... ANTEX DATA SYSTEMS

A Division of International Antex Inc.
........... 2630 California Street
Mountain View, California 94040 • Phone: (415) 941 -7914

Telex: 704 969
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Circle 244 on inquiry card .

such as Lotus 1-2-3, games, or word
processors, making the mouse buttons do what you'd want them to do
in that particular context. This
deserves a bit more thought; more
next month. The bottom line is I like
the Logimouse quite a lot.
That's a bit of a surprise, because
I didn't think I'd like mice all that
much. There are two generic problems with mice: (1) you need a
clean, flat surface near the keyboard,
and (2) you have to take your hands
off the keys to use the mouse.
Number (1) is a problem in Chaos
Manor; there are no clean, flat surfaces of any size, near the keyboard
or away from it. It's a law of nature:
a flat surface collects papers. As for
(2), taking your hands off the keyboard can be a nuisance, but not
when you've written the text and
merely want to edit.
I do wonder: why hasn't someone
developed a keyboard with a ~mall
thumb ball along one edge? You
could move your hand to the thumb
ball to drive the cursor; and there
could be two or three buttons, of the
mouse kind, where your fingers
naturally rest when you've put your
hand on the thumb ball. I'd sure like
a keyboard like that. .

Coming Attractions
At present our PC is in need of expansion cards and the like, all of
which we intend to add, after which
comes a full report. I've also had a
call from Steve Ciarcia about his wonderful new Quicksilver card and program; he's sending me one Real Soon
Now, as soon as there's one available.
As I said last month, Steve's card is
the first thing one ought to add to an
IBM PC, and I don't say that because
Steve's a friend and colleague; it's a
brilliant idea that makes your IBM PC
into a new-and much faster-machine. More on that when I have a
test model.

The Eagle Flies Again
We love our Eagle 1600. We truly
do. It's faster than the IBM PC, and
the keyboard is laid out better. It has
a nice screen. The microprocessor
chip is an 8086, which gets data 16
bits at a time. Compare this to the

TM

The Complete Application Development System
With Features You Most Desire
Unequaled power with extreme ease of use
Is Easy to Use:

It Provides

A Complete Range of Features:

LAY OUT
THE FORMS

FORMS

ENTER
THE DATA

'ully menu driven to remove the
luesswork.
'ull use of function keys with
he assignments always
IIsplayed. All cursor movement
Ind editing functions on the
:eyboard are supported.
'rovldes full color suppQrt and
Icreen style customlzatlon.

RECORDS

SELECT
REPORT/
TRANSACTION
REQUIREMENTS
REPORT/
TRANSACTION
DEFINITIONS
LAY OUT
REPORT
FORMATS

System Features:

~ list of users can be kept, with
lasswords and security levels.
rhe print style Is customlzable.
)ata can be Interchanged with
nalnframe computers, other
lata bases or spreadsheet proIrams.
)ata base back-up and restore
unctions are Inteprated to
educe errors.

ENTER
OPTIONAL
REPORT!
TRANSACTION
DATA

REPORTS

LAY OUT
MENUS

MENUS

System Requirements:
~vailable on the IBM·PC, DEC

~ainbow,
aoglTl Profession11, Victor 9000, etc. Compatible
with MS· DOS and CPM/86.
)Upports floppy or hard disk
lrlves.
~ny popular printer can be op·
.tonally supported.

Layout forms on the screer:1, Define
data-entry fields anywhere using: 8
field types; table look-ups; calculations; range checks; choice fields;
defaults. Revise your forms simply.
• Easy, fast and accurate data-entry.
View and update your records In the
same simple manner.
• Def.lne reports/transactions using
the unique English-like, optionally
menu driven query language. Access
data from all your flies; select
records any numb.er of ways; group
/sort on any number of levels, per·
form calculations, obtain subtotals,
totals and statistical summaries.
Delete/update selected records.
Post Information between flies.
Use system defined/custom report
formats. Create mailing labels/form
letters. Use pre-printed forms.
To format a rep_ort comple e with text,
data, and graphs; use the optional
WORDEASe™ word·processor or the
GRAPHEASETM graphics facility,
Display or print the report output, or .
take It to your spreadsheet, word pro·
cesslng, or graphics programs.
Organize the access to your forms
and reports by setting up your own
menus.
Large data bases: 64K records
/flle; 255 fields/record; 255 "
c~ar/fleld; any number of In·
deces/file. Relate any number
of files with this multi-user
relational DBMS. Speedy access: B·Tree indices.; cache
memory; delayed writes .

Create your DATAEASE Applications:
Inventory Control
Personnel Management
Job Accounting
Mailing List

Accounting
Order Processing
Market Analysis
,Financial Portfolio

Medical Office Systems
Social Sciences
Real Estate
Bibiography
Library Management
Agriculture
Distr ibution Management School Records

Circle 288 on Inquiry card.

./

I

Software Solutions, Inc.
305 Bic Drive • Milford, CT 06460
(203) 877·9268 • (800) 243-5123 • Telex 703972
Contact your dealer or call directly.

I
I

---

"-

"-

SEE
US AT
SOFTCON
#A761

\
\

"-

\
I
/
/

"-

;/
. ~ . -,..,..

\

I

card.

PUZZLED
ABOUT
EMULATORS?

multiple
"smart" "nffl".,....'
and command
online help screens,
full printer support,
powerful ASCII and
and binary file transfer
an "error-free" mode.
Combined with a complete manual ,
reference card , keytop chart, and
unlimited telephone sup~ort, these
features make SMARTERM unmatchedl
Call NOW for more information .
Av.It.bl. through your loc.I software de. ,.,
or directly from:

====== Persoft
= = Inc.
2740 Ski Lane
Madison . WI 5371 3

(608) 273·6000

Software for Profess/ona/s . . .
by Profess/ona/s
·On your monoc hrome monitor using the new
SuperVision" board! As k about our speci al board prices .
SMARTERM is a trademark 01Persolt. Inc.
VT is a trademark 01 Digital Equipment Corporation
Da sher is a 'radem ark of Dara General Corporation
Supe rVision is a trade mark 01California Computer Systems, Inc.
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IBM PC's 8088, which only gets 8 bits
a shot. When we all go to concurrent
operating systems-as we will-each
of the four tasks and an 8086 system
will run faster than the same job by
itself on the PC's 8088.
The Eagle has on-board sockets for
512K bytes of memory and capability for multiple users. It also has eight
expansion slots, same as the IBM PC
XT. There's an optional built-in
10-megabyte hard disk.
It also has the lousiest documentation this side of the junkyard.
Marty Massoglia is programming
the Inferno game (by Larry Niven
and Jerry Pournelle) in Pascal MT +86
on PC-DOS. There came time to
bring some of his results home.
The Eagle has one Winchester hard
disk and one floppy disk. As everyone knows, floppy disks come in a
number of formats and flavors. The
IBM, for example, has floppy disks
with 40 tracks per side. So does the
Zenith Z-100, which is what I intended to test Marty's game software
with. The Eagle's floppy has 80
tracks. Now 80-track disk drives can
read and write to 40-track disks; thus
we formatted a disk in the Z-100 and
copied the files from the Eagle's hard
disk onto the Zenith 40-track disk.
The Zenith couldn't read the files.
It read the directory, all right, and it
read some of the files, but we kept
getting read errors.
Call Eagle. New discovery.
Sengle has the ability to format
40-track disks in its 80-track drives.
You merely use the /i option when
you give it the FORMAT command.
This is known as an undocumented
feature. It's about the tenth undocumented feature we've discovered for
the Eagle. When we let the Eagle format its own 40-track disks, all worked
fine, and the Zenith and the PC can
read them without difficulty. Sigh.
We're beginning to wonder if
there's anything the Eagle won't do,
if you can just figure out how to do
. it. I mean, surely it's obvious that you
use the /i option to format 40-track
disks? Surely there's no need to document something so obvious?
Flash: I read the above to Eagle's
Product Manager. The /i stands for
IBM; he discovered it by accident one

day when the engineers were out to
lunch and he wanted to format a disk
to get programs off an IBM Pc. It
turns out there are a number of "/"
options in the Eagle. None are documented.
I like the Eagle a lot, and we are collecting notes for the revised manual;
it's a great machine, but wow! does
it have lousy documents. Fortunately, Eagle is working hard to remedy
that. Stuart leVine, senior scientist in
the company's Advanced Technology
Group recently called to say that
Eagle is completely revising its technical manuals. It also has DOS 2.0,
which we haven't yet tried but we're
getting to now. Its documents explain
most of the 1600's hidden features.

Pascal Speed
Gene Allen of Newport Beach,
California, offers the following Pascal
MT + program:
Program WORK;
VAR
N: INTEGER;
BEGIN (*WORK*);
FOR N : = 1 ro 100
DO WRITELN (1.0:3:1);
END (*WORK*)
He says, ''When compiled and run
on the Compupro machine under
CP/M-80 it takes about 3 seconds
to run. When compiled for PC-DOS
using the new compiler from Digital
Research it takes over 45 seconds!
"True, the IBM is a slower processor, but much of the speed difference comes from the fact that DR
uses double-precision reals in its PCDOS version of MT +86.
"The effect of this is that those of
us who used MT + now have programs that run in about 5 minutes
under CP/M and . about an hour
under PC-DOS:'
He concludes that Pascal MT + is
portable, but it is not usable.
I sent a copy of his letter to Digital
Research and got a reply from Rick
Rosenbaum, engineering manager,
who says, ''The program does indeed
run slower when compiled under
PC-DOS. However, the speed difference is not due to use of aoubleprecision reals, as Mr. Allen states,

"VIS VAL 50 is in a class by itself
for visual quality; the character set
is unusually clear and sharp." *
"The VIS VAL 50 is the most promising new tenninal to come out so
far, especially in light of its price." *
"~consider this

tenninal to be
one of today's best products in price/
perjonnance, its incorporation of
ergonomically designed features and
its broad range offunctionality. "**

Feature Comparison Chart *
ADDS
Feature

60

Style

4

VISUAL TeleVid:O Zenith Wyse
50
925
19
100
4
4
3
5

Overall Quality

2

5

3

4

Keyboard

3

2

4

2

Rolloverl Iaise keying

5

5
5

3

4

4

4

4

3

5

2

5

2

4

2

Video Quality

1

No. 01 attributes

5

Attribute method

2

Suitability lor micros
List Price

3

2

5
5
5
5

3

5

3

24

39

26

30

27

$895

695

995

895

995
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Meetthe

55
The VISUAL 50, widely acclaimed
as the best performing low cost
terminal in the industry, is a
tough act to follow. But the
new VISUAL 55 extends
its predecessor's performance even further by adding
12 user-programmable nonvolatile function keys, extended
editing features and selectable
scrolling regions ("split screen").
Both the VISUAL 50 and
VISUAL 55 offer features you
expect only from the high priced
units. For example, the enclosure
is ergonomically designed and
can be easily swiveled and tilted
for maximum operator comfort.
A detached keyboard, smooth
scroll, large 7 x 9 dot matrix
characters and non-glare screen
are only a few of the many human
engineering features.
Another distinctive feature of the
VISUAL 50 and VISUAL 55 is their

emulation capability. Both terminals are
code-for-code compatible with the
Both VISUAL terminals are
Hazeltine Espirit," ADDS ViewUL and CSA listed and exceed
point,'" Lear Siegler ADM3A and
FCC Class A requirements and
DEC VT52.'" In addition, the
U.S. Government standards for
VISUAL 55 offers emulations of the
X-ray
emissions.
Hazeltine 1500/1510 and VISUAL
Call or write for full details.
200/210. Menu-driven set-up modes
in non-volatile memory allow easy
selection of terminal parameters.
And you're not limited to mere
See for yourself
emulation. Unbiased experts
rate the combination of features
Visual Technology Incorporated
offered by the VISUAL 50155 fam- 540 Main Street, Tewksbury, MA 01876
Telephone (617) 851·5000. Telex 951·539
ily significantly more attractive
than competitive terminals.
Circle 376 on Inquiry card.

but is due to real 110 [input/output].
In fact, if the FOR statement is replaced by
R: = 1.0;
FOR N:=l TO 100 DO
R: =R+ 1.0;

WRITELN(R:3:1);
the program runs in less than 3
seconds. Since few people need to do
repeated 110 like the example Mr.
Allen gave, we believe the PC-DOS
implementation of Pascal MT + is a
powerful product that allows the
writing of portable programs:'
Alex, whds very interested in
Pascal, says they're both right-but
Pascal MT + 86 is notoriously slow in
real 110, much slower than it ought
to be. Even with our Eagle, which is
much faster than an ruM Pc, we see
the poor machine slow down and
strain when an MT + program causes
it to write lots of numbers to the
screen.
DR's Rosenbaum says, "We are
committed to Pascal MT + and will
continue development work to pro-

duce faster and more powerful releases of the product:'
I sure hope so. We're writing our
big Inferno game in Pascal MT +
largely for the portability between
PC-DOS and both 8- and 16-bit CP/M
systems; despite MT + 's problems, it
remains our favorite for big programs. We intend to convert the program to Modula when Modula stabilizes a bit; of course at the moment
there's no Modula for CP/M 2.2 systems.

Turbo Pascal
There's a new Pascal out that we
haven't had much time with, but
what we have seen, we like.
Turbo Pascal, by Borland International, comes close to what I think
the computer industry is headed for:
well documented, standard, plenty
of good features, and a reasonable
price.
Well, almost reasonable.
That is: Borland advertises Turbo
Pascal for $49.95, and indeed will
send you the compiler and all the
documents for it; but in the fine print

JUKI6100
LETTER QUALITY PRINTER

of their license agreement it turns out
you don't really own the compiler,
and you cannot either sell or even
give away programs compiled with it
unless you buy an additional license
from Borland.
My first reaction on reading this
was to ignore the product. What
need have we of a compiler that
you're not only supposed to confine
to a single machine, but whose output programs can be run only on the
original machine? Both Microsoft and
Digital Research tried that nonsense.
Digital gave it up completely, and
Microsoft mostly did. A fine product
Turbo Pascal might be, but using it
would be a solitary vice.
I called Borland's president,
Phillipe Kahn. His story is that Turbo Pascal is the eat's whiskers, best
thing to come down the pike in years,
much better than Pascal MT +, which
costs $600. Borland is a small company that needs money and wants to
sell at a low cost, but shouldn't the
company get something for its efforts? Anyway, you can use Turbo
Pascal for yourself for only $49.95, but

Our new Optimizing =C86™ C
Compiler controls
Charlie •••

Like a Puppet

on a String!
Take control of Charile with
our new Optimizing = C86TM
C Compller...now available
for the IBM PC·DOS and the
MS·DOS operating systems.

• .18 cps
• Word pro~essjng .~ndg.raphicfuncti()ns
~ .,'eroportiona.f
.
I '

• Faster/tighter code
• Standard object module format
• Compile time switch for big machine addressing
• Compile time switch to produce in· line 8087 code
• Increased performance for our I/O library
• MS·DOS version 2.00 I/O library
• Expanded manual with numerous examples
• Librarian for maintenance of MS· DOS libraries
• Optional assembly source output

The C86 Complier Diskette and Manual are stili
only $395. See your local dealer or call Computer
Innovations for Information or to order.

.'
II

Prices subject to change without notice.

. •'

,.,
.. ,

Computer Innovations
980 Shrewsbury Avenue
Suite J-504
Tinton Falls. N .J . 07724
(201) 542-5920

"They Say It All ..•
We Do It All!"
Visa and MaslerCard accepled

C86 IS a trademark 01 Compuler Innovallons . Inc CPM -86 and MPM -86 ale
Irademarks 01 Dlgllal Research MS · DOS IS a trademark 01 M,crosolt
PC · DOS IS a trademark 01 International BUSiness Ma chInes
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Circle 75 on inquiry card.

Instant one -button color printing.
COpy

Press here .
It's just that easy! Any time you want to print what's on your
Apple's screen just hit the copy button on your Transtar 315
color printer with our PICS card installed, and it's done! No
special programming, no lengthy code sequences, no need to
exit your program! Just press the button and it prints!
By adding the optional PI CS card ·t o your $599 Transtar 315
color printer, you 've opened up a whole new world of easy color
printing. For the first time ever, our PICS parallel interface card
enables you to screendump virtually any program -- graphics,
charts, games -- even copy-protected software! Specially designed only for the Apple II, 11+, lie, and Franklin computers, the
Transtar 315 PICS card does the work of a parallel card and a
lot more and costs only $119.95.
At the push of a button, Transtar's innovative new 4 -color diagonal ribbon will print up to 7 colors and more than 30 shades
in a single pass.
The 315 is precision-built to exacting standards by Seikosha,
the most experienced company of the famous Seiko group-recognized worldwide for quality and dependability . In fact,
one of the nicest things about Transtar's 6·month warranty
on parts and labor is that you'll probably never use it!
Innovative, inexpensive, dependable, easy : the Transtar 315.
Color printing has never looked so good!

Only $599.

·PIGS cards are current lv available for Apples and Frank lins .
Pies cards for ot he r compute rs wil l be avai lable in the fu ture.

Transtar
Vivitar.
A

Circle 361 on inquiry card .

Computer Product

P.O. Box C-96975, Bellevue, WA 98009
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commercial users should pay more.
"How much more?" I asked. I still
wasn't much enthused.
However, it turns out not to be a lot
more. Borland only wants another
$100 for what amounts to an
unlimited license. Thus the true price
of Turbo Pascal (for those who intend
to sell or give away their programs or
to run programs compiled with it on
any machine other than the one they
bought the compiler for) is $149.95.
My first impression of Turbo is that
it's probably worth $149.95. It looks
to do everything MT + with the Speed
Programming Packtlge does, and maybe
even do it faster and better.
It comes with a built-in editor,
much like the MT + Speed Package
or UCSD Pascal. There are lots of uti!ities. It generates native code, like
Pascal MT +, not p-code like JRT
Pascal and UCSD Pascal; but unlike
Pascal MT +, there are trace debugger capabilities that let you find the
source code that produced a run-time
error.
The document is a printed book
and is quite complete, much more

than adequate provided that you're
not trying to learn Pascal from it. The
book is certainly no tutorial intro to
the language- although Mr. Kahn
promises a tutorial Real Soon Now.
It hardly matters; at that price you
don't expect a tutorial. Get Alex
Pournelle's Pascal Intro and a couple
of good books, and you'll still be
around $100 for a good learning package (unless you intend to sell or give
away your programs) .
Meanwhile, I find myself impaled
on a real dilemma.
First: I want to encourage outfits
like Borland. I think software is
priced far too high. Heck, I'd consider a good Pascal compiler for $150
to be a step in the right direction.
Why, then, am I upset if Borland offers the exact same compiler for
$49.95 on condition that you don't sell
or give away programs developed
with it?
Because it's a tax on honesty. Suppose I buy Turbo Pascal for $49.95,
like it a lot, and write a good utility
program with it. My friends like my
program and want copies.

---~---"-;;--------":"-''-:;;''------'''''';;'------,

-.-orALZ·80ID,CONTROL:
IBM®
FORTH: FOR

8086, 68000, and

PC

Complies with the New 83·Standard

GRAPHICS. GAMES. COMMUNICATIONS. ROBOTICS
DATA ACQUISITION. PROCESS CONTROL
• FORTH programs are instantly FORTH Application Development Systems
portable across the four most popular include interpreter/compiler with vi rtual memory
microprocessors,
management and multi· tasking. assembler, full
screen editor, decompiler, utilities, and 130 +
• FORTH is interactive and conver- page manual. Standard random access files
sa tionaI, but 20 times faster than used for screen storage, extensions provided for
BASIC,
access to all operating system functions,
• FORTH programs are highly struc- Z·80 FORTH for CP/M<!l 2,2 or MP/M II , $50,00;
"
8080 FORTH for CP/M 2,2 or MP/M II , $50,00 ;
tured, modular, easy to maintain,
8088 FORTH for CP/M·86 or MS-DOS, $100 ,00;
• FORTH affords direct control over PCIFORTH for PC-DOS , CP/M -86, or CCPM ,
all interrupts, memory locations, and $ 100,00; 88000 FORTH for CP/M -68K, $250 ,00,
i/o ports.
FORTH + Systems are 32 bit implementations
• FORTH allows full access to DOS that allow creation of programs as large as 1
fi les and functions,
megabyte, The entire memory address space of
the 68000 or 8086/88 is supported directly
• FORTH application programs can pc FORTH +
$250 ,00
be compiled into turnkey COM files 8088 FORTH +for CP/M-86 or MS-DOS $250 ,00
and distributed with no license fee,
88000 FORTH + for CP/M-68K
$400 ,00
• FORTH Cross Compilers are Extension Packages available include: softavailable for ROM'ed or disk based ap- ware floating point, cross compilers, INTEL
plications on most microprocessors, 8087 support . AMD 9511 support . advanced colTrademarks: IBM, International Business Machines
Corp,: CP/M , Digital Research Inc,: PC/Forth + and
PC/GEN , Laboratory Microsystems, Inc,

~
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or graphics, custom character sets . symbolic
debugger. telecommunicat ions. cross reference
utility. S-tree file manager. Write for brochure,

Laboratory Microsystems Incorporated
4147 Beethoven Street, Los Angeles, CA 90066

~• • ~

Phone credit card orders to (213) 306-7412
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I now have two choices:, be a liar,
or pay $100. Maybe I like Turbo Pascal
so much that I'll pay the $100 out of
gratitude; I understand there are
customers who have. On the other
hand, a lot of people are going to say
to hell with it, and how is Borland
going to enforce its "agreement"? I
doubt Borland can, and suspect it
won't try.
Anyway: my original intent was to
see how hard it would be for Marty
Massoglia to translate our Inferno
game from MT + to Turbo Pascal, but
I was scared off by the licensing
agreement. Now that I know a "no
string:;" agreement is only another
$100, I'll reconsider. I'd think that a
fair test of Turbo.
Meanwhile, Phillipe Kahn of Borland promises that upcoming releases of Turbo will include source
code to a bunch of useful programs
including a spreadsheet. Borland intends to get into the Pascal market in
a big way, and I very much like that
attitude. I'd like to see the company
succeed; it's about time compiler
prices came down to something
reasonable.

There's Value for You ...
I have acquired Evolving Technology Company's "Disk Doubler,"
which is advertised as "a real money
saver." For "only $19.95" this gadget
can "reduce the cost of disk storage
by 50 percent by allowing the use of
the back sides of floppy disks for storing programs and data:'
What you get for $19.95 is:
1. a one-hole puncher (Woolworth's, $0.95)
2. a grease pencil that makes white
marks ($0.95 at most)
3. a heavy plastic template ($0.25)
4. a sheet of instructions ($0.10)
5. a "happy face" slip of cardboard
($0.005)

Total value of materials, certainly
less than $2.50. However, that's not
the real problem with this "money
saver:' The real cost will come if you
use it.
So far as I know, all floppy disks
have magnetic media on both sides

of the disk. Many disk manufacturers
test both sides of every disk. If both
sides pass quality-control inspection,
the disk is sold as "double-sided:'
and the code holes are punched in
the jacket accordingly. If one side fails
the tests, the disk is marketed as
single-sided. If both sides fail, the
disk is either scrapped, or marketed
to a discount disk outfit, which puts
it through less stringent tests.
Consequently, there's no guarantee
at all that the "other" side of your
disk is usable-or worse, that it won't
fail catastrophically. By Murphy's
laws, that disk will fail when it contains the only copy of something extremely valuable.
Ezekial, my late friend who happened to .be a Z80 computer, had
only one failure in his first couple of
years. We eventually traced that
failure to cheap disks: one had actually let media rub off on the diskdrive head. That crashed the drive,
but not when the el cheapo disk was
in it. Oh, no. It crashed when I was
saving some original text. Even
Tony's bulletproof software couldn't

save that particular chapter. Moreover, it kept crashing, and it took
some severe scrubbing with alcohol
to get the gubbage off and make the
drive reliable again.
Since that time, I've been pretty
careful about what kind of disks go
into my machines. By staying with
high-quality disks like Dysan, I protect the disk heads from wear. Most
important, though, I protect my data.
All in all, using the back sides of
Single-sided disks seems to me a
good way to invite trouble. It might
work, and save a few tens of dollars,
but mark my words, there'll come a
time when you regret it.

Crashing Shirley
One of the hits of the CP/M East
show last month (October, 1983) was
Bill Godbout's (of Compupro) multiuser machine. It has some kind of official name, but I first heard of it
under the code name "Shirley:' and
that's what I remember it by.
Shirley is a business machine. It
runs CP/M 8/16; that is, there are both
8-bit and 16-bit processors aboard,

and you don't have to tell the system
whether you want to run CP/M 2.2
or CP/M-86; Shirley's smart enough
to figure it out once you invoke the
program.
I'll have more about Shirley after I
get mine; it's more than just possible
that we'll set her up as the master
writing machine here, and no, I
haven't given up my notions about
distributed processing and "one user,
one CPU:' Shirley has a separate
microprocessor ("brain") chip for
every user as well as a master brain
to do traffic management and give all
four users access to the hard disk; but
back to my story.
Godbout had Shirley set up for
CP/M East. It was my first chance to
play with it. Godbout didn't have
Write, my favorite text editor, running yet, but he did have Wordstar,
so that's what I called up to play
with. There was only one trouble :
Wordstar does a lot of disk accesses
(to get all those pesky messages and
translate all those multiple-stroke
commands), and every time there
was a disk access, Shirley crashed.

In Less Than 3 Minutes
Your IBM Model 50,60,65,75, or 85
Electronic Typewriter
can be an RS232C PRINTER or TERMINAL

5J4"DISK CONTROLLER
KEY FEATURES
•
•
•
•

Full sector buffering
Logical sector addressing
Multiple sector, cylinder operation
11 bit burst ECC

• Self- diagnostic capability
• Automatic sector alternation
for the diffective sectors
• Automatic Error Retry
• Industry Standurd SASI II F

•

atzonal Computer Ltd

I\ T
1 VI
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AKEBONO BLDG. 2-6-12 IWAMOTO-OlO
CHIYODA-KU. TOKYO. JA PA N
PHONE: 103)863-6705 TLX:J 27542
FAX:103)864- 45 81
UASONOFFICEIN CALIFORNIA

PHONE :I4(8)734-1006 FAX:I4081744-Q709

Circle 262 on inquiry card.

CALIFORNIA MICRO COMPUTER Models 5060 and
5061 can be installed easily and require NO modifications
to the typewriter.
For additional information contact:
CALIFORNIA MICRO COMPUTER
17791 Jamestown Lane Huntington Beach, CA
92647 (714) 848-3947

More vivid graphics
from your personal computer
with Sakata CRT Monitors.
Your personal computer deserve s a SAKATA
CRT MONITOR.
Truly IBM compatible with resolution of 640
dots x 240 line s and distinguishes 16 c olors.
Exclusive tilt/swivel stand (Mode l STS-l) provides better viewing from variety of angles.
Modern streamlined design, backed by
SAKATA's more than four generations of demanding the utmost in quality. .. . "We Promise
Performance ".
Also available: Model SC- l 00 13" Composite
COLOR CRT MONITOR. Model SC-300 13"
ROB super high resolution COLOR CRT
MONITOR. Model SO- lOOO 12"monochrome
high resolution CRT MONITOR
(green). Model SA-lOOO

monochrome high resolution 12" CRT
MONITOR (amber).
SAKATA CRT MONITORS are available
whe re ver personal computers are sold or
write for technical and illustrated literature
and prices.
SAKATA U. S.A. CORPORATION

651 Bonnie Lane, Elk Grove Village , 11 60007
(3 12) 593-3211 800-323-6647 (outside Illinois)

"Serving industry worldwide . .. since 1896"
Circle 325 on inquiry card .

/llustrated: Model SC-800 13" RGB High Resol ution CRT
COWR DISPLAY MONITOR with STS- I Stand (option).
Compatible with IBM and other fine personal computers

Held Back ...

... by yesterday's decisions?

Concurrent's cBASIC Compiler transports your applications to the newer and more
powerful 16-bit computers.
And the cost is only $495.
Concurrent also specializes in
WICAT 16/ 32-bit computers and
related equipment, a variety of software and consulting services.

~ '"
~

Concu rrent'"cO
,po,al,on
1870 M ad Ison Road

C lnClnnall . O hio 45206

1-800-543-1128 • TELEX 701492
HIGH PERF ORMAN CE MICRO COMPU TE RS FOR SCIENCE AN D IN DUSTRY

HEROISM IN THE

MODERN AGE
THE ROLE-PLAYING GAME OF TODAY
© Copyright

1988 hciftcIntotechCorp.

A sophisticated simulatio n of
modern life and human psychol ogy.
Includes : BASIC MODULE create and guide characters
through their lives ....
PROJECT CONTACT (Scenario #1)
- save the U.S .A . from a mad
scientist and terrori st plot, .. you
have only 60 hours to complete
your mission ...
HEROISM IN THE
MODERN AGE is expandable to
other modules and exciting
scenarios.
At your computer store .

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS,
IBM PC' with one doub le-sided or two singlesided disk drives, an BO-colurn" monitor,
and 64K RAM (96K for DOS 2.0).
Color graphics/adaptor optional.
' IBM PC is a trademark of
International Business Machines Corp .
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1.0850 Wilshire Blvd. ,
Su ite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90024

U.S. A.

Pacific In'otech eorp.
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Compupro tends to have loyal employees; I never will forget how the
staff stayed with the booth in the
106 + degree temperature of the outside tents of last year's NCe. The
overflow tent area quickly became
known as The Inferno; a lot of exhibits shut down because the machines couldn't take it. I got considerable comfort from it, though, because
a duplicate of my Compupro system
continued to work even though I
measured the input temperature at
105 degrees. The staff was wilting
before the machines were.
Anyway, when I made Shirley crash
for about the third time, one of Compuprds young women came running
over in a state of high dudgeon, and
I abandoned my fun; but it was
annoying. As it happened, I was
scheduled to have dinner with Dr.
Godbout and his crew that night, and
we got to discussing what had happened, and somewhere jus't after the
soup it came to Len Ott, Godbout's
software-development manager.
"We mixed up Wordstars;' he said.
After that it was easy enough to see
what happened.
Wordstar comes in both 8-bit and
16-bit versions, and Shirley can run
either. Now CP/M 2.2 (8-bit) command files end with the extension
.COM, while CP/M-86 (16-bit) command files end with the extension
.CMD, so that's no problem. However, Wordstar has overlays, lots of
them, that are called in every time
you use one of the multiple-stroke
commands-and the overlays have
exactly the same names and the extension .OVR whether they're for the
8-bit or the 16-bit version.
Somehow in the mixup of bringing
the exhibits (with new furniture not
tried before), both .COM and .CMD
versions of Wordstar had got onto the
hard disk, with the wrong one first,
so CP/M 8/16 loaded in the 8-bit command file-which promptly called
the 16-bit overlays.
Needless to say, they had that particular problem fixed before I arrived
at the show the next morning, and,
in fact, someone was watching for me
to drag me over and show me they
had it working. They'd simply
eliminated all the 8-bit Wordstar parts

WORK SMARTER-NOT HARDER
WITH THE

SMART-CARD"MANAGEMENT SYSTEM"*
GET MORE DONE IN LESS TIME
FROM EXEC-U-PLAN"
control 20_50-even hundreds of projects at a time
with the smartest, easiest, most flexible method ever
developed for planning and monitoringe activities,
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the first Wordstar documents would
have turned us off.
However, most of the micro community wasn't willing (or perhaps
able) to put in memory-mapped
video systems, and Words tar was for
several years the best text editor available for systems using terminals. The
result was that Wordstar very nearly
became the micro world's standard
Wordstar will never be text editor.. It wasn't necessarily the
my favorite editor, but favorite editor, but it was a pretty
good second best. Everyone knew it,
the company has
and it was available on most systems.
Much Improved . ..
steadily improved it,
Another thing I collected at CP/M
It was smart to learn it, despite the
East was the new manuals for Wordand it's certainly more poor documents.
star 3.3.
Over the years Micropro improved
than adequate.
I recall the first time I ever saw
Words tar and improved the docuWordstar. It was at a show in Los
ments, and I'm pleased to report that
Angeles. Maclean, my late mad
Dan thumbed through the big the new documents for Wordstar 3.3
friend, and I had machines with notebook and said, sadly, "1 can very are not bad. The tutorial is still too
memory-mapped video because Elec- well believe that ."
terse and far too ''busy'' for my taste,
tric Pencil wouldn't run with a terWe stayed with Electric Pencil, part- but it will serve, and the reference
minal; indeed, the only full-screen ly because Wordstar would work only manual is quite complete. Wordstar
editor that would work with ter- with terminals; it certainly couldn't will never be my favorite editor
minals was Wordmaster, and it didn't take advantage of our fast-scrolling (they'll never make changes that
have word-wrap and other features memory-mapped video displays. drastic!), but over the years the comthat I wanted for creative writing.
Even if we'd been tempted, though, pany has steadily improved it, and
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-, it's certainly more than adequate.
Interestingly enough, the keyboard
pictured in the new Wordstar tutorial
manual is very much like mine, except that it's missing most of the
special function keys. Has Wordstar
discovered just how good Archive
keyboards are?
from the system, which took care of
the immediate difficulty.
The long-term solution is to patch
16-bit Wordstar so that it wants overlays with a .16V extension (or some
such). Micropro doesn't tell you how
to do that, although I gather that
some systems consultants have the
secret. Len Ott is working on the
problem for Compupro; meanwhile,
fair warning to anyone using CP/M
8/16. Don't mix Wordstar overlays.

Micropro, the company that
brought out Wordmaster, introduced
Wordstar. It was selling it from
a small, against-the-wall booth, and
the demonstrator/salesman told
Maclean, ''The documents were written by the programmer who wrote the
program:'

•

exce
•
Finally, the reason
ARIS~

to use a computer. And
in one elegant software
system.

EXCEL
EXCEL Systems Corporation' 655 Redwood Highway
Suite 311 . Mill Valley . CA 94941
Ash your Dealel' to demonstrate the entire EXCEL SYSTEMS line for you.
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Love That MPI
I've become involved in publishing.
That is, my friend and long-time associate Jim Baen has talked me into
a line of "Jerry Pournelle Presents"
books. One of the first of these will
be a revised collection of these columns. Others will include books by
Tony Bove and Cheryl Rhodes on
how to use CP/M and word processors and such, an authoritative guide
to the IBM PC, and a tutorial on
Modula-2.
I'm editor of record, so I contract
for these books, and that's greatly increased the paperwork here at Chaos
Manor. Worse, Jim Baen has his standard contracts on his IBM Pc, and
until a few days ago I didn't have a

Pc.

I did have Zorro the Zenith Z-100,
which in many ways is a better

ComB9!2y,
Heathkit Electronic Centers are units 01 Verltechnology Electronics Corporation.
Heath Company and Veritechnology Electronics Corporation are subsidiaries of Zenith Radio Corporation.
CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research Corporation.
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ERG/6aooo
MINI-SYSTEMS
0

Full IEEE 696/S100 Compatibility

HARDWARE OPTIONS

0

8MHz, 10 MHz, or 12 MHz
68000/68010 CPU

0
0
0
0
0

68451 Memory Management
Hardware Floating Point
Multiple Port Intelligent I/O
64K/128K Static RAM (70 nsec)
256K/512K/1MB Dynamic RAM (150
nsec)
Graphics-Digital Graphics
CAT-160.00
DMA Disk Interface
SMD Disk Interface
Tape Streamer Backup
5'1'" or 8" Floppy Disk Drives
5MB-474MB Hard Disk Drives
7/10/20 Slot Back Plane
20 or 30A Power Supply
Desk Top or Rack Mount Encl.

0
0
0

0

0
0
0
0
0

SOFTWARE OPTIONS

o
o
o
o
o

o

68KFORTH ' Systems Language
CP/ M-68K 20/S with C, 68K-BASIC"
68KFORTH', FORTRAN n, Z80
Emulator, Whitesmiths' C, PASCAL
IDRIS3 O/S with C, PASCAL,
FORTRAN n, 68K-BASIC" CIS
COBOL' , INFORM IX' Relational
DBMS
UNIX' SYS III 0/5 with C, PASCAL,
FORTRAN 77, BASIC, RM COBOL7,
ADAB, INFORMIX', Relational DBMS
VED 68K Screen Editor
Motorola's MACSBUG and FFP
Package

Trademark 'ERG. 2Dlgllal Research,
"WhHesmHhs, 'MIcro Focus, 'RDS,
Inc., 'Bell Labs, 'Ryan McFarland,
·U.S. DoD

30 Day Delivery - OEM Discounts

since 1974

Empirical Research Group, Inc.
P.O. Box 1176
Milton, WA 98354
206-631-4855
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machine, and the MPI 150G dotmatrix printer, which is faster than
the letter-quality Diablo and NEC
printers, and plenty good enough
quality for contracts and business
d ocuments.
We set up Zorro out in the auxiliary
office where the whole staff as well
as the kids can get at him, and dem and has picked up a lot-so much
so that people were chafing to get the
printing done so they could get back
to work.
MPI came to the rescue. That's one
great little printer. The MPI ("The
Printer People") troops sent an update board for the 150G. It was simple to install, and it loads the printer
with 68K bytes of memory. Now
when we want to print a contract, we
do just as we always did, but when
Zorro has sent the entire file over to
the MPI 150G, we can start editing
something else while the printer continues its work.
The time saved is quite significant.
It's even more significant when we're
printing Write files; it seems that
Wordstar takes quite a long time to go
through the text files and do all the
necessary formatting . The MPI
printer is so fast that it can nearly
keep up with Wordstar! However, for
Write, program listings, and all the
myriad details that one uses a printer
for, having that memory is little short
of wonderful.
I know there are various boxes of
memory that sit between the computer and the printer, and I've always
been tempted to get one, but I never
have. I suppose one reason is that
early on Maclean set me up with a
"spooler;' which is something a bit
different; the spooler, or at least the
one I had, is a software timesharing
system that let the computer print
during pauses when nothing else
was happening. It almost -drove me
mad.
The printer was in the other room,
but I could hear it. Whenever I'd
pause for thought, the printer would
start; as soon as I hit a key, it would
stop. All pretense of creative thought
went out the window, and I had that
darned spooler erased from all my
disks so I'd never be tempted to use
it again.

That somehow convinced me I
didn't want printing going on when
I was working. Then, later, I got a second machine and hooked it to the
printer, and that became the primary
printout system, and I found I could
work while the printer was going in
the other room, so long as it worked
steadily and didn't depend on what
I was doing at the time. It's only been
recently that I find I wish I had access to the second machine while it's
printing; and our experience with the
. Z-100 and the MPI's magic memory
has been so pleasant that I guess I'll
start looking for a box to connect between the Compupro Dual Processor
and the NEC 7710 Spinwriter.
Meanwhile, if you want a good dotmatrix printer, let me recommend the
MP!. We also have its little brother,
the MPI 99, which is destined to be
attached to the llM PC as soon as we
get either a parallel-output board for
the PC or the serial-interface adapter
cable for the MPI 99.

The Ultimate Language?
Buz Overbeck of Garland, Texas,
has evidently been following my language debate articles and has
decided to solve the problem once
and for all. He sent me the specifications for the new language DeSade,
which he thinks should come out of
the closet.
According to Overbeck, DeSade "is
perfectly suited for brute-force applications, slow and dirty programming, the crunching of numbers, and
hacking in general:' Some of the previously defined functions are STRIP
(X$), which removes everything;
FLOG(X), which returns the floatingpoint logarithm; SLASH(X), which
returns the integer portion of X;
MAIM(X), which returns nothing;
and SIN(X), which restores X to its
original illegal value. Alas, 1 <:an\
really do justice to DeSade and its
library function Libertine-at least
not in a family-type magazine like
BYTE. Perhaps that's just as well.

That Won't Work ...
No one has yet deciphered my
secret message encrypted in Charlie
Merrit's public-key encryption system. I know for a fact that some

A PC for
PEANUTS
Why settle for 0 limited home system when Scottsdole Systems will sell you 0 complete
business system for less? Our PC Plus feotures on 8088 CPU . one 160K drive. 256K RAM
with Romdlsk ond Spooler sofTwore. MS· DOS. Wordstar. ColesTor. Color Grophics Basic. 0
printer port. ond your choice af an omber or green 12" monitor for $1 099 .
The PC Deluxe hos 2 160K drives plus Mollmerge. Spellstor and Infostor.
Both systems run mony programs written forthe IBM·PC ®. ond the computer boords ore
warrantled for a full year by over 70 notionwlde Sonyo Service Centers. Don'Tsettle for
less. give us 0 call.
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--
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__ ._
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pretty bright people using fairly large
machines took a stab at it; so perhaps
it's reasonable to conclude that Merrit's program works as advertised.
For those who came in late, public- .
key encryption systems have two
keys. One is published, and anyone
can use it to encode a message. However, once the message is encrypted,
it can't be decoded except with the
other, secret key. This means that you
can give your friends the means to
send you secret messages that only
you can read.
About a year ago, I encoded my
Vita (whose plain text is known) and
a "secret" message I made up and
published both messages and the encryption key, with the stipulation that
I'd have a reward for the first person
to send me the plain text of the message. I made it available in my files
at MIT Mt and advertised my offer
not only in BYTE but on other large
electronic networks. (MIT MC is one
of the larger machines at the
Massachusetts
Institute
of
Technology. That's where my electronic mailbox is located.)

No one has it yet. There have been
a couple of noble tries; one chap tried
to disassemble Merrit's program in
hopes of figuring out how Charlie
did it. That didn't work, because the
encryption algorithm is no secret: it
involves factoring very large numbers.

Public-key encryption
systems have two keys:
one is published and
anyone can use it, the
other is secret.
Another try is from Mr. Buttery in
Australia, who used psychology: he
figured out that I'd simply encrypted
the original offer of a reward. Alas,
that's not the answer. I've actually
forgotten the plain text of my message (I do have it written down). It
breaks into a grammatical but meaningless English sentence; there's no
point in trying psychoanalysis.
. I'm beginning to believe Charlie
Merrit has actually produced a near-

For years
people have
extended Pascal so they
could pack in more and more
large programs. But that's like
extending a Volkswagen to carry cows.
It might get the job done, but wouldn't
something else work better?
Nicklaus Wirth, the creator of Pascal. has a better
solution. Modula-2. Not another extension, a new language. Modula-2 gives you all the simple elegance that
made Pascal the most popular language of the last
decade. Yet with even more power and flexibility. And
it's easy. If you know Pascal, within hours you can be
writing programs in Modula-2.

LOGITECH
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ly unbreakable code that we can use
on our micro systems. That has some
interesting implications.

More MaiL ..
Alas, another 21 pounds of mail (as
weighed by UPS) arrived today;
that's a week's supply. It's physically
impossible for me to answer it all; I
do read every bit of it (so far), and
much of it is very informative; it's as
if I had my own intelligence service
out there. Thanks.
One of my most informative correspondents is Paul Chisholm of New
Jersey. He says, 'Tm writing this with
Spellbinder, a.k .a. Word/12S. Boy, is
this thing modal! I'm used to input
mode and command mode, but this
'edit' vs. command mode stuff is no
fun at aW'
Coincidentally, there is a furious
debate going in the "Editor People"
mailing list on one of the nets I frequent. It concerns "modal" versus
"modeless" editors.
All the editors I use have "modes:'
Write, for example, has "insert" and
"strikeover" modes; you toggle be-

Only Logitech's Modula-2/86 system [an exact and
complete implementation of Wirth's Modula-2) translates
direclly into high-speed native code for PC·ooS'",
MS·ooS'" and CP/M-86'".
No other system speeds your Modula programs
along faster than this native code compiler. And our
high·level, symbolic debugger ensures your programs
arrive in flawless running condition. Multi·level overlays,
8087 support, RoMable code, and a lull library 01
standard modules make Modula,2/86 the perfect system
for every professional application.
Move up to Modula-2/86. The professional software
development system. After all, you wouldn't carry cows
in a Volkswagen.
PC-DDS is aTM 01 IBM. MS-DOS is aTM 01 Microsoit.
CPfM·B6 is aTM 01 Digital Research.

165 University Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94301
415 ·326·3885
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Your troubles are over!

THERE'S A NEW STAR ~
IN WORD PROCESSING
ANYONE FAMILIAR WITH WordStar® CAN
USE NewWord"! MergePrint IMMEDIATELY, AND
ENJOY SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE AND EASIER
INTERACTION-AT ABOUT ONE-THIRD
THE COST OF WordStar®!MaiIMerg.e®
NewWord makes it easy for you to turn to uncomplicated, efficient word processing . Now you can get letter perfect, professional-looking documents without a
great deal of sacrifice.
The proof of NewWord's superior performance is in the
printout. With dot matrix printers, NewWord is exceptional, supporting every advanced capability including
microjustification, variable line height/character width,
and alternate pitches on the same line.
NewWord's full range of features are what you'd
expect to find only on the most expensive word processors. NewWord also gives you such advanced
features as unerase deleted text, find a specific page in
a document, and multiple-line headers and footers. Its
versatility includes automatically changing ruler lines,
on-screen display of boldfacing and underlining, and
automatic indentation for programming.
Yet, for all its sophistication, NewWord is simple to use.
There are no complicated codes to memorize. On-screen
menus of functions let you work effortlessly.

And if you're familiar with WordStar, you'll be able to
write faster and more effectively immediately. NewWord
is entirely compatible with WordStar-key stroke, command and file compatible. Even third party programs,
video training and books. .
NewWord comes with a complete user manual , including : an Installation guide to personalize NewWord, a DoIt- Yourself tutorial, an Encyclopedia of facts explained
with numerous examples, and a handy Pocket Reference
of commands.
We provide direct telephone support to NewWord
users and dealers. A third party toll-free support service
is also available as an option.
Perhaps the best thing about NewWord is that at
$249.00, NewWord costs less than programs featuring
far fewer capabilities. And with merge print included,
NewWord is an outstanding value.
Let a New Star work for you .
Call us today, toll-free

800-832-2244
(In California, call 800-732-2311)

/

~
.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
'SOFTWARE SYSTEMS

1280-C NEWELL AVE ., SUITE 1001 ; WALNUT CREEK, CA 94596
WordSta r and MailMerge are registered trademarks of MicroPro In ternationa l, Inc.
NewWord and Newstar are trademarks of Newstar Sollware, Inc .

for a great deal on
business software?
Looking
800-S0FTWARE is hard

CHECK OUT ALL OUR INCREDIBLE
BUSINESS SOFTWARE PRICES:

to beat. You see, we became
one of America's la rgest
software marketers by offering great prices - a nd a
lot more.
Here are some of the
reasons to pick up the phone
and pick up a bargain:

WordStar®
$269
$389
WordStar®Pro. Pack.
SuperCalc®2
$169
$279
SuperCalc®3
Lotus 1-2-3'M
CAU
dBase n'M
$399
Quickcode'M
$199
Crosstalk'M
$119
EasyWriter II System'M
$199
I.U.S. Accounting'M
$299/mod
Norton Utilities'M
$59
Perfect Link'M
$119
Multiplan'M
$189
4-Point Graphics'M
$129
Hayes SmartModems'M
CAU
Memorex'M or Maxelr" Diskettes CAU

LOW DISCOUNT PRICES.
Our prices are fabulous!
Generally 40-50 1)1, off suggested list price. How do we
do it? By buying and selling
in enormous volume. (All
our programs are the very
la test versions. And when
" upd a tes" appear, we'll get
them for you, fast!)

FAST DELIVERY.
The key to our quick
delivery is our giant inventory. We have what you
want. Now. And we 'll rush
it to you like our business
depends on it. (Because
it does.)

WE ALSO CARRY SOFTWARE FROM:
Ashton-Tate, Aspen, ATI, CD EX, Digital
Research, Fox & Geller, IMSI, I.U.S.,Lifetree, MicroPro, Microsoft, Peachtree,
Perfect, Software Publishers, Sorcim,
VisiCorp and much,
much more!
',~~,/.,.

FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT
90 HOURS AWEEK!
That's right. We offer full
techni cal support at no charge
whatsoever, seven days a week.
That means if you have a
question on Sunday, at night, or
during any of the 90 hours we're
open each week, you can get
a nswers. Fast. (And remember,
our technical product experts
are not ordertakers. Their only
job is helping you get the most
out of the products we sell.)
D Q uantity di sco unts avail a bl e
through our National
Acco un ts Program.
D Pu rch ase orders accepted . Pl ease
ca ll in advance.
D Pro mpt O.PS. or Federal
Express shipping.
D Ove rni g ht delivery avai labl e.
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CUSTOMERS TEU
OUR STORY BEST.
" I very much appreciate your
helpfulness a nd speed in filling
my order. Rarely today do I have
the opportunity to deal with a
firm which shows such a high

(ioO-SOFTWARE)
3[11

degree of professional ability."
Joe Neil, Lih ue, HA
"Thank you very much for
the very prompt service
you gave me. I would be
delighted to do business
with you anytime in the
future that you have something I need."
William Drescher,
Lansing, M1

RELIABILITY
AND REPUTATION.
When you buy from us,
you're in good company. You
see, some of our best
customers are America's
biggest corporations. Like
IBM, Chevron, HewlettPackard, G.E. , Price
Waterhouse and Honeywell.
They order from us
because they know we're
not running our business
from a phone booth (we
ha ve a million dollar
inventory!). And because
we offer extra discounts
on quantity orders and
other special services for
our National Accounts
customers.
Also, we fully
guarantee every
prod uct we sell
against defects. That's how
we earned our membership
in the respected
~
Direct Mail Mar keting Association.
.
. .

800 SOFTWARE IS READY
TO SERVE YOU.
TO ORDER CALL TOLL-FREE
800-227-4587 or 415-644-3611
D Ca ll for shippin g charges, oth er low
software prices or for a free ca talog.
D Prices m ay c h a nge.
D Intern atio n a l dealers and orders
welcome: TELEX #751743
SOO-SOFTWARE UD.
Write: 800-S0FTWARE
940 Dwight Way. Berkeley. CA 94710
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tween them with a single keystroke. and he's not unhappy with it. But have been unfair to The Final Word .
I happen to like the strikeover mode he's writing programs, not text; he Why, he asks, can't I simply cusas the normal one; text editors based also has the patience of an IBM FOR- tomize its command structure to my
on MIT's Emacs tend to use the op- TRAN programmer. ..
liking? After all, he says, "You clidn't
posit~ philosophy. The important
criticize Wordstar's commands, and it
thing, though, is to get quickly from More on Editors
doesn't even pretend to be mnemonic
one to the other, and to have a way
Doug Hazen Jr. lives in Gainesville, or logical."
to tell which one you're in. (In most Florida, where my mother went to
Taking the latter point first, I've
text editors there's a status line that college many years ago. He started off . written so often about Wordstar's
tells you; in Write the cursor changes asking one or two questions and end- multiple-stroke commands that I
shape.)
ed with a nine-page letter of queries, guess I assumed everyone knows my
Write also has a command mode,
all sensible; but I'd have to write at views on the subject. For the record:
a print mode, and a find/replace least one book to answer all of them. I don't care for most of Wordstar's
mode. In every case there's a
One point he makes is that I may command structure. The part I do
dramatic on-screen change; you're in , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - no doubt about which "mode" you're
in. On the other hand, you don't
have to leave the "text" mode for
most text operations, which are accomplished with single keystrokes.
Thus, although Write has "modes;'
it tends toward the "modeless" end
of the spectrum. By contrast, consider the simple editor built into most
BASICs. You pretty well have to go to
command mode to accomplish
anything with it. Ed, the text editor
that comes free with CP/M, is
another "mode" editor, as is the
UCSD Pascal source editor; in those
you can't even move the cursor without going into command mode.
What irritates Chisholm about
Spellbinder is that he can't kill lines
without changing modes. With Write
that's a one keystroke command that
can be made when you're in text
mode. Obviously I prefer Write's
method; on the other hand, I do pay
for it . Many editors based on Emacs
keep a big file of every bit of text
you've killed and have the ability to
"yank" back (unkill) that text at will.
Multimode editors tend to have that
feature; nonmoded editors tend not
to. I don't happen to miss "unkill" or
"oops" myself, but then Write won't
let me kill anything larger than a line
without asking me whether I'm
serious.
12 INTERFACE INC
I wouldn't reject an "unkill" or
"oops" feature in an editor, but I don't
Dealer Inquiries Invited
12 Interface Inc
think I'd pay much for it, either.
DiskSystems is a COPYright of Interface
7630 Alabama Avenue
Anyway, Chisholm says, "Chalk up
Inc· IBM is a registered trademark of
Canoga Park, CA 91304
IBM Corporation· Prices are suggested
a 'nay' vote for Spellbinder." On the
(213) 341 -7914 Telex: 662949
retail and are subject to change
other hand, Marty Massoglia has
without notice
been doing our Inferno game- in
Pascal using Eaglewriter, which is
Spellbinder under another name,
Circle 452 for Dealer inquiries. Circ le 453 for End-User inquiries.
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PLENTY OF GOOD USES
FOR YOUR

OBSOLETE DISKETTES.
AS LONG AS IT'S NOT FOR STORING DATA.

INTRODUCING THE DISKETTE
THAT MAKES ALL OTHERS
OBSOLETE.
janus. A revolution in diskette
engineering. A new standard. Storing
your critical data on any other diskette
is a risk you no longer have to take.

Janus. Twice as Strong.
We construct our diskettes with
stiffer jacket materials. 25% thicker
than the other leading brands. And that
makes them nearly twice as strong!<
Pick one up . You can actually feel the
difference.

Yet, we've carefully controlled the
edge folds to create a stronger jacket
without creating a thicker diskette.
The fit in your disk drive is the same.

inspection standards are the highest.
Because our diskette standards are the
highest.

Anything less than ajanus diskette
It's a breakthrough that means
is a risk you can't afford to take.
your diskette won't crease as easily. And
Over 5,000 retailers are willing to
won't crimp, fold or warp as easily,
back
us up. For the one nearest you,
either. Even at temperatures exceeding
call
toll-free
(800) 338-0100.
100° F. Ajanus diskette is less likely to
jam in your disk drive.
Of course, there are still plenty
of uses for your obsolete diskettes ...
Except storing data you intend to keep .
.0
.1

~

~
.349 INCHES

~
~~

.2

.3
.4
.5

We're proud of our diskettes. And
every day we earn the respect of more
and more people who tolerate nothing
but the very best.

.6
AJanus 10 mils jacket weighted with 500 mg deflects only .349 inches.

.0
.1
.2

.3
.4
.5
.554 INCHES

.6

Tbe competition's 8 milsjacket weighted identically deflects .554 inches.
In a test o/strength,.lanus (top) bends less than tbe competition (above)
wben weighted the same. A full 3 7% less. ThaI makesJanus nearly twice

as stl·ong.

Janus. The Innovation
You've Been Waiting For.
We took a long, hard look at the
problems with diskettes and set our
sights on solving them. Diskettes
had to be a lot stronger. Over 90% of
all computer disk sub-system errors
are caused by one culprit-physical
damage to the diskette. And no one
should ever have to be afraid of losing
their irreplaceable data.
We set out to re-invent the diskette.
And we succeeded.

The Semi-Floppy Disk.
Our thicker jacket material makes
our diskette stiffer and less flexible.
The "semi-floppy" disk.

Janus. IDtinlate
Protection.
We make a stronger diskette to

protect your data. Other diskettes just
store it. The diskette you use is worth
far more than the money you paid for
it. Failure can cost you your entire
accounts receivable. Or your i~ventory
Or your novel. Thousands of dollars'
worth of work hours.

Janus. For people who
take their work seriously.

I

1860 Barber Lane
Milpitas, Californja 95035 •
(408) 943-1600
(800) 338-0100
.JRnuSTM
':'Ow- jacket material specifications are
10 mils ± 1. The other leading brands' are

8 mils ±1. The Theory ofFlexure for
materials holds that a materialgets stiffer
with thickness according to a cube law.
We test 100% of both sides of each Therefore, by using 1.25 times thicker
diskette. 6% become rejects. Yet 95% of jacket material, we can achieve 1.25 x
these rejects would meet the standards 1.25 x 1.25 or 1.95 times the stiffness.
of most other manufacturers. Our
© 1984 Janus Dysc Company

100% Inspection Equals
User Safety.
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TheVERSABuSINESS™ Series
Each VERSABuSINESS module can be purchased and used independently,
or can be linked in any combination to form a complete, coordinated business system.
VERSARECEIVABLES"

VERSAREcEIVAllLES~

$99.95

is a cOl1lplete menu·driven accounts receiva ble. invoicing. and
monthly statement·generating system. It keeps track of all information related to who
owes you or your company money, and can provide automatic billing for past due ac·

counts. VERSAREcEIVABLF.s" print.s all necessary statements, invoices, and summary

reports and can be linked with VERSAUOGER lr' and VERSAlNvENTORY".

VERSAPAYABLES'·

$99.95

VERSAPAYROLL'·

$99.95

VERSAPA¥ABlES~

is designed to keep track of current and aged payables, keeping you
in louch wit h all information regarding how much money your company owes, and to
whom. VERSAPAYABLES" maintains a complete record on each vendor, prints checks,
check registers, vouchers, transaction reports, aged payables reports, vendor reports,
and more. With VERSAPAYABLES'·. you can even let your computer automatically select
which vouchers are to be paid.
VERSAPAYR01L~

is a powerful and sophisticated, but easy to use payroll system that
keeps track of all government·required payroll information. Comple te employee records
are maintained, and all necessary payroll calculations are performed automatically, with
lotals displayed'on screen for operator appreval. A payroll can be run totally, automati·
cally, or the ol><!,ator can intervene to prevent a check from being printed, or to alter
information on it. If desired, totals may be posted to the VERSAUOGER Jr" system.

VERSAINVENTORY'·

VERSAUOGER II'·

VERSA LEOGER Ir" comes with a professionally· written 160 page manual de·
signed for first·time users. The VERSALEOGER Ir" manual will help you become
quickly familiar with VERSALEOGER Ir", using complete sam ple data files
supplied on diskette and more than 50 pages of sample printouts.

$99.95

VERSA iNVENTORY'" is a complete inventory €ontrol system that gives you instant access
to data on any item. VERSAlNVENToR~ keeps track of all information related to what
items are in stock, out or stock, on backorder, etc., stores sales and priCing data, alerts
you when an item falls below a preset reorder point, and allows you to enter and print
invoices directiyor to link with the VERSA RECEIVABlES" system. VERSAlNVENTORY'" prints
all needed inventory listings , reports of items below reorder point, inventory value re·
ports, period and year·to·date sales reports, price lists, inventory checklists, etc.

$149.95

VERSA LEDGER II'" is a complete accounting system that grows as your business
grows. VERSALEOGER Ir" can be used as a simple personal checkbook register,
expanded to a small business bookkeeping system or developed into a large
corporate general ledger system without a n y a d ditio n a l software.
• VERSA LEDGER II'" gives you almost unlimited storage capacity
(300 to 10,000 entries per month, depending on the system),
• stores all check and general ledger information forever,
• prints tractor·feed checks,
• handles multiple check books and general ledgers,
• prints 17 customized accou nting reports includ ing check registers,
balance s heets, income statements, transaction reports, account
listings, etc .

SATISFACTIO N G UARANTEED!
Every VERSA BUSINESS'· module is guaranteed to outperform all other competit ive systems,

and at a fractio n of their cosl. 1f you a re nol satisfied with any VERSA BUSINESS'· module, you
may return it within 30 days for a refund. Manuals for any VERSA BUSINESS'· module may be

purchased for $25 each, credited toward a later purchase of thai module.

To Ord er:

• add $3 for shipping in UPS areas
. ' add $4 for C.O.D. or non · UPS areas

50 l')J. PASCACK ROAD, ~PRING VALLEY, N.Y. 10977

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

.

..

Write or call Toll-free (800) 431-2818
(N . Y.S. residents call 914-425-1535)

.

• add $5 to CANADA or MEXICO
~

• add proper

,;;:..

postag~

elsev;here

All prices and specifica tions subject to change / Delivery subject to availability .

• TRS.80 is a tTademark of the Radio Shack Division of Tandy Corp .. ·APPLE is a trademark of Apple Corp.· IBM IS a trademark of IBM Corp.· OSBORNE
·CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research · "XEROX is a trademark of Xerox Corp.

IS

~

a trademark of Osborne Corp .

like is the cursor controls, which are
grouped in a logical manner. I find
it much easier to remember that ~ E,
~ 5, - D, and - X move the cursor up,
right, left, down, than to remember
the Emacs "philosophy" of 3 -F for
forward a letter and Escape-F for forward a word, etc.
Obviously, there's no universal
agreement on this. The Final Word is
based firmly on MIT's Emacs editor,
which was written by my friend
Richard M. Stallman; and a lot of
people are not merely fond of Emacs,
they're fanatic supporters. I use
Emacs when I'm connected to my account at MIT, and I manage well
enough. It's true that I prefer Write,
on the grounds of transparency, but
recall that I am a creative writer, and
my requirements are much different
from those of a programmer, or even
of a technical writer.
Second question: "One of The
Final Word's most advertised and
(seemingly) important features is the
ability to recover from power loss,
etc., without losing text or even your
place in the text. Can Write do this?"
No.
I don't think I want it to, either. The
Final Word accomplishes this miracle
with a "swap file"; every now and
then it writes off what you've done
to disk without your asking it to. It's
pro,hably pure prejudice on my part,
but I find that distracting. I don't
want my editor doing things I didn't
tell it to.
On the other hand, I've been well
trained to "save early and often;'
which I do. I have fast disks, and I
save my text whenever I finish a unit.
Still, I concede the point to The Final
Word.
Hazen also asks what I think of
"what you see is what you get"
editors.
I couldn't care less about that feature. Write has a "print to screen"
command that lets me see on screen
precisely what I'd see on paper, and
that's plenty enough for my purposes. On the other hand, the output of my shop is pretty much confined to (1) letters and (2) standard
manuscripts that are formatted as 26
double-spaced lines per page, each
60 characters wide, with page num-

OPEN UP AN ACCOUNTING
DEPARTMENT FOR
$395.00
Why staff up? With the Desktop
Accountant T ": all the accounting help your
office needs can be at your fingertips!
No matter what type o f business yo u're in ,
D esk top Acco untant will let yo u m anag e th e
finan cial end of it more professionally than
ever befo re.
A Complete System with S
Desktop Accou ntant includes
accounts rece ivabl e, accounts payable. payroll and ge neral ledge r
programs, along with comp rehensive user manu a ls and training
aids , includin g an audio cassette
ta pe _ And our telephone " ho tlin e"
means personali zed support.
Produces 42 Reports. "Keeping th e books"
has neve r been so easy! Desktop Accountant
prepares eve ry bookkeeping/accounting
report yo ur growing bu sin ess req uires: from
invo icin g to statements to aged A/R li sting s;
from cash di stribution to A/P checks to vendor
acti vity reports; from complete payro ll checks
and stubs to W-2 form s: from th e chart of
accou nts to balance sheet and in co me statem ent, as we ll as many other v ital to effici ent
management.
D esk top Accountant is available for nearly
eve ry portable, personal and d es ktop computer. Th e system req uires either CP/M'" or
MS-DOS"" (PC-DOS), Microsoft BASIC"'.
64K RAM , two di sk drives or hard di sk , and a
132-column printer (or an 8 '1>" x li" printer
wi th compressed print mode),
Yo u won't find better quality so ftwa re at such
a low price. Just $395.00 for most CP/M'"
formats ($495.00 for IBM'" and some CP/ M
formats) complete. Call {or available {ormals.

Circle 37 on Inquiry card.

Order Desktop
Accountant today!
To order Desktop Accountant
or for comprehensive literature, call toll-free:

U 1-800-832-2244

(In California call 1-800-732-2311)
or se nd orders to:
1280-C N ewe ll Ave nu e, Suite 1201
Walnut Creek , CA 94596

~
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ROCKY MOUNTAIN

"~£~~~O~~",~X~!£~~

• Californ ia residents add 6 !/~ % Sales Tax . Pa yment by VISAI"'aslcr·
C"rdICO D/MO/Cas hier's Check · All Brand Names a re manufacturers'
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screen. When I run The Word Plus, Upgrade? That Compupro
I'm writing this on a Compupro
I can immediately print my text without reformatting, regardless of Z80. I want that clearly understood;
whether words changed length. And maybe I can forestall some of the
angry letters.
so forth.
Bill Godbout's Compupro comI prefer it this way. If I did a lot of
newsletter publishing or intricate pany has sold one whack of a lot of
text layout, I'd probably have a dif- Z80 microprocessor boards. It still
ferent view. I do know that Write is sells them-but he's trying to retire
good enough to produce important them. What Dr. Godbout really and
documents; the report of The truly wants you to get is a dual proCitizen's Advisory Council on Na- cessor, 8085/8088 central processing
tional Space Policy was printed here unit, and while you're at it, get CP/M
at Chaos Manor using Write, and it 8/16 that runs both 8-bit CP/M-80
got a letter of commendation from (2.2x) software and 16-bit CP/M-86
the President, so it must have looked programs.
good enough.
To encourage this, he's making two
Actually, I expect much editor offers:
preference depends on what you're
(1) If you have Compupro CP/M-86,
used to; as long as you have a decent return the original master (you can
text editor, these machines are so keep a copy) to a Compupro Systems
much better than what we had before Center and the company will sell you
we got them that we can loudly count a working CP/M 8/16 complete with
our blessings.
BIOS for $100.
Still, I am making notes about what
(2) If you have a Compupro Z80
I want in my "ideal" editor and, who microprocessor, talk to your Comknows, maybe I'll use parts of it as an pupro Systems Center, or even direct
example when I start writing about to Compupro; you can arrange to
how to program in Modula-2.
trade it in and get a Dual Processor
8085/8088 replacement board at half
price.
Now I know that some people
won't consider this an upgrade,
because the Z80 does have some
pretty efficient instructions not present in the 8085. Phillipe Kahn of
Borland says the reason the com9IIIIIIIIIIr •
pany's Turbo Pascal is so efficient for
CP/M-80 is that it works only with
Z80 systems and makes maximum
use of the Z80 instruction set.
On the other hand, the micro
world is moving toward 16 bits.
There's more 8-bit than 16-bit software right now, and the Z80 will run
more of it than the 8085, so perhaps
this isn't the time to make the change.
Perhaps. I have both systems, and
there's very little I can't run on the
Dual Processor-which also has Jim
Hudson's 8087 piggyback board, thus
enabling me to do even more
wonders.
Anyway, while Dr. Godbout and I
were disclJssing his trade-in offer, he
said he was contemplating calling
EXCEL Systems Corporation· 655 Redwood Highway
Nieman-Marcus to get into its
Suite 311 . Mill Valley· CA 94941
Christmas catalog. He could offer a
$100,000 microcomputer.
Ask yow' Dealer to dernonstmte the enti1'e EXCEL SYSTEMS line for you.

bers and a very short header. I don't
need fancy formatting.
What I do like is automatic onscreen formatting. That is: Wordstar
and most of the "what you see is
what you get" editors insert various
"invisible" formatting commands into
. the text stream. If later you change
anything, such as the length of a
word, you must consciously reformat
the paragraph, otherwise it won't
Call} ' .' ut right.
For example, if you use a good
spelling checker like The Word Plus,
it will tell you that in making corrections it has changed the length of
words and suggest that you REFORMAT your text.
Write, on the other hand, works
from explicit text-formatting commands. They're quite visible because
they start with a dot; for example,
you set the left margin to 10 by doing .lml0 and set the header margin
(space between header and top of
text) by doing .hm3 or whatever.
Having done that, Write does the
rest. When I edit already written text,
Write automatically reformats it on

resu

•

ProTyp~ Develop profes-

sional typing skills. Quick.
Private. Effective. Now.

EXCEL
140
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Circle 137 on inquiry card.

Take one each Shirley machine.
Each of the four users could have his
own CPU and memory. They could
also have their own RAM-disk if
you'd like. You can make the RAMdisk as large as 4 megabytes and the
individual memory area up to 16
megabytes. This requires the new
256K-byte memory chips, which
aren't cheap.
With two floppy disks, a hard disk,
16 megabytes of main memory, 1
megabyte of RAM-disk, five processors, and terminals, you could put
together a Super-Shirley to sell for
$100,000, and he was going to try to
get that in the Nieman-Marcus
catalog.
Of course, Shirley doesn't normally sell for anything like that; with four
terminals it's still well under $20,000
for a four-user system.
I don't know whether Godbout got
his ad in that catalog, but he does
have a point: it's going to be awhile
before those 256K-byte chips make
any practical difference to the ordinary microcomputer user.
Meanwhile, Godbout is developing
a I-megabyte S-100 static memory
board that will take up only one slot.
You can probably order one now; if
you decide you want one, it will be
about $6000, no small sum. Of
course, that price will fall over the
next year or so; memory prices
always come down.
As to why anyone would want such
an expensive board, it will work at
fantastic speeds, far higher than
where the cheaper dynamic memory
boards can work reliably. I already
have a Compupro 8-MHz 8086/8087
microprocessor board-and the company is trying to increase that one's
speed. Moreover, with a board like
that you're tooling up for the real
thing, when the 16032 boards come
out.
My conversation with Godbout got
me to thinking. People are always
asking me, "What should I buy?"
Short of giving a specific machine for
an answer, what should I say? But I
have thought of something.
Buy yourself a state-of-the-art development system-but don't get this
year's model. Get something that between one and one and a half years

ago was the latest state of the art.
That will be advanced enough for
almost any nondevelopmental purpose. People will be writing software
for it . The bugs will be shaken out
and its servicing quirks will be
known.
Example: I'm writing this on a
Compupro Z80, which was state-ofthe-art three years ago, and I'm about
to check spelling and print it on a
Compupro 8085/8088 Dual Processor,
which was state-of-the-art not more
than two years ago. Both are reliable,
quite sophisticated, and easy to use.
Incidentally, I told Bill Godbout
about a new company that's forming
to challenge his supremacy in the development systems market.
He said, "Love competition. I'd like
to have somebody to steal something
from for a change."

Fixing up Adeline
The Otrona company has changed
hands, and no one in it seems ever
to have heard of me. The company
has severed its connection with Fred
Whitney, who used to be the local

manufacturer's rep, and the West
Coast sales people I knew are all
gone.
Thus I hear rumors of new boards
and software for the Otrona, but I've
not seen any.
Meanwhile, Adeline, our Otrona,
developed speech problems: that is,
she worked fine, but the communications port stopped sending, making
it well-nigh impossible to transfer
files out of Adeline and into our main
system. (There's a story that goes
with that, about why my S-inch disk
systems for the big Compupro Dual
Processor aren't up and running, but
it's for another time.)
We also had a problem with the
handle; not fatal, but annoying.
No one at Otrona returned my
calls, so it took a while to find a local
dealer; but eventually we came up
with Omni Unlimited, of Pasadena.
Alex took Adeline over. Within an
hour, John Erdwell of Omni had
Adeline fixed and running. Moreover, it didn't cost a cent; it seems
Otrona had some problems with
early machines and instructed

success:
MNU.©Create menus, use
instructions, tutorials,
demos - with winning
results. Instant success.

EXCEL
EXCEL Systems Corporation' 655 Redwood Highway
Suite 311 . Mill Valley . CA 94941
A sk your Dealer to demonstl'ate the enti1'e EXCEL SYSTEMS linej01'You.
Circle 137 on Inquiry card .
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authorized repair centers to treat the
m achines as if under warranty. I
don't know if the company is still doing that as you read this, but as of
November it is.
We still use the Otrona as the travel
machine. There's a good version of
Write for Adeline, and she fits in an
aircraft overhead rack quite nicely. I
last took her to Austin, Texas, and got
quite a lot of work done in evening
hours. There are said to be better portables, but so far I've not tried one.
Late edition: Otrona has successfully reorganized. Ron Lingeman, the
original designer of the machine, has
become the vice-president of R&D
and is happy as a clam with his
return to the laboratories. The new
president is Jim Linder, who enjoys
sales and marketing. I met both at
COMDEX. Communications have
been reestablished and we are getting
a PC-compatible update for Adeline
Real Soon Now.
They also have a very nice large
amber screen add-on. With the big
screen, PC-compatibility in addition
to the original Z80, and lots of bundled software, the Otrona remains
my favorite portable.

Game of the Month
We've got a ton of computer games
around here. My method of determining which one is most popular is
to watch which ones the kids are
playing when I go back to their end
of the house. It's not quite a random
sampling, but it's reasonable.
This month the favorite seems to be
Avalon Hill's Tactical Armor Command . I'm glad of that, because I
have a soft spot in my heart for AH;
I've been playing its board games for
at least 25 years, beginning with Tactics II .
The following review is by Alex
Pournelle, with assistance from
Richard (13) and Phillip (15):

Tactical Armor Command (Apple version
tested; no joystick used) .
"Dad used to design board war
games. I got interested in them
because of him, but I have had little
spare time and few opponents for a
long time. Because of this, I hoped to
see some good board-type games for
142
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computers, especially from a company whose games I have admired,
Avalon Hill.
"They have done it. Tactical Armor
Command, or TAC for .short, is
definitely an Avalon Hill game right
from its rules through its playability.
It even has the old Avalon Hill rule
gaps-for instance, the game says
"fire suppressed;' though the rule
book doesn't mention what that is.
No matter; Avalon Hill gamers would
be suspicious of anything perfect in
its first release.
"There is one perfect thing: the
marriage of computer and board
game. The last two board games I
used to play were Tobruk (AH) and
Air War (SPI). Both dealt with individual units, tanks in Tobruk and jet
fighters in Air War. Both were incredibly hard to learn and play. Air War
had 100 pages of rules, tables, examples, and notes; it took a friend of
mine two weeks just to learn to fly
straight and level! The computer can
take care of this detail much better
than you or I; TAC does this for a very
Tobruk-like game.
"You choose American, German,
Russian, or British armor and troops
in World War II . Your opponent, who
can be the computer or another sapient being, chooses one of the
others. You select how many "armor
points" (which buy tanks, artillery, or
troops and APCs) each side gets and
then purchase your instruments of
destruction. Then you each take
turns moving on the board, attempting to find each other's units, hiding
in forests, laying smoke, and firing
either directly or indirectly. Though
the moves are entered one after the
other, all moves are processed
simultaneously, making the game
more realistic. Combat resolution, if
any, is shown after all moves are
entered. All views of the playing field
are shown in top view, just like any
other tank board game. The hexagon
paper, though, is gone : units can be
anywhere.
"Good points: the game is fun and
refreshingly different. If your coordination isn't up to 4000 aliens a
minute, try a little strategy. You can
give more units to a lesser player or
play the computer if you're alone.

The computer, by the way, is a pretty
good player-the game calls him
"Major Al Logarithm:' There is no
time limit during planning stages, so
plan on. Moving units is timedependent and you can make
mistakes, but this is so much more
like reality that I am only impressed.
I could wish for optional joystick unit
movement if I were in a wishing
mood .
"Disadvantages: like any other
Avalon Hill game, there are some
endearing foibles as well as just
dumb mistakes. There are not
enough examples in the instructions,
especially of indirect fire, messages
given during combat, how to engage
the enemy, what infantry is good for
(and how to use it), what artillery can
do for you, and what to do with
every tank against every other.
Avalon Hill provides good examples
for its $12 to $20 box games; it certainly ought to for a more expensive computer game. You get to pick the units
for both sides' if you play the computer; I would like to see it do its own
choosing. You have to write down
what units you're tracking and where
they are; the computer could do a lot
more note-taking for you. If you try
to point a gun in a direction it won't
go, the computer just asks you again;
there ought to be help on this. Most
of these are minor nits, though: the
game is very playable and takes only
two or three test plays to pick up. I
would like to see Avalon Hill add
more scenarios and variable terrain
so Tactical Armor Command doesn't
become a bookshelf queen."
(Note by JEP: the biggest disappointment to me was that although
the Germans can have towed artillery, the most famous antitank
weapon of the war, the Flak 88, isn't
in the game! Rommel changed
armored tactics forever by bringing
the 88's forward to fight as integral
units with his tank armies; it would
be interesting to see how that tactic
fares in this game. I wish they'd add
the 88s .... )

Coming Attractions
I'm never very good at predicting
what I'll be doing, but next month is
COMDEX. Meanwhile, I've been

Items Reviewed
Dedicate/32
Merrit Software
POB 1504
Fayetteville, AR 72702
(501) 442-0914
Disk Doubler
Evolving Technology Corporation
3725 Talbot St. , Suite F
San Diego, CA 92106
(6i9) 224-3788
Eagle 1600 Series
Eagle Multiuser PC
Spirit Portable
Eagle Computer Corporation
983 University Ave ., Building C
Los Gatos, CA 95030
(408) 395-5005
Final Word
Mark of the Unicorn
222 Third St.
Cambridge, MA 02142
(617) 576-2760

$175

$19.95

$4495-8995
$1995-4495
$4795

$300

IBM PCs and Other Computers
Computerland of Woodland Hills
28012 Ventura Blvd .
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
(818) 716-7714
Logimouse
Logitech Inc.
165 UniverSity Ave., #105
Palo Alto, CA 94301
(415) 326-3885

$203

Magic Keyboard
Write
Dedicate/32
Workman and Associates
112 Marion Ave.
Pasadena, CA 91106
(818) 796-4401

$32.50
$239
$175

MPI99
MPI150G
Micro Peripherals Inc.
4426 South Century Dr.
Salt Lake City, UT 84107
(801) 263-3081

promised the new Eagle Spirit portable (which I'll take to COMDEX)
and a number of expansion boards
for our IBM PC, including, I hope,
Ciarcia's Quicksilver.
Also on deck is Sweet Pea's plotter,
Mouse Systems' Mouse compared to
Logitech's, Lotus 1-2-3, concurrent
CP/M with Logitech, DR Logo, and

$599
$995-1345

Otrona Attache
Otrona Corporation
4755 Walnut St.
Boulder, CO 80301
(303) 940-3445

$2995

Pascal MT + 80
MT+86
Digital Research, Inc.
POB 579
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
(800) 227-1617

$350
$600

Shirley (Multipro MP-10) (hard drive 40-megabyte)
Compupro Upgrades
Compupro
3339 Arden Rd.
Hayward, CA 94545
(415) 786-0909

$8490

Spellbinder (alias Word/125)
Lexisoft
706 5th St.
Davis, CA 95616
(916) 758-3630

$495

Tactical Armor Command
Avalon Hill Game Corporation
4517 Harford Rd .
Baltimore, MD 21214
(301) 254-5300

$40

Turbo Pascal
Borland International
4807 Scotts Valley Dr.
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
(800) 227-2400

$49.95

Wordstar
Micropro International
33 San Pablo Ave.
San Rafael, CA 94903
(415) 499-1200

$495

Zenith Z-100 Computer
Zenith Data Systems
1000 Milwaukee Ave.
Glenview, IL 60025
(312) 391-8865

Lord knows what else.
There are also 21 pounds of mail to
deal with, and the unreviewed software pile continues to grow. I love
it .•
Jerry Pournelle is a former aerospace engineer and
current science-fiction writer who loves to play with
computers.

$2899

Jern) Poumelle welcomes readers' comments and opinions. Send a self-addressed,
stamped envelope to Jerry Poumelle, clo
BYTE Publications, POB 372, Hancock,
NH 03449. Please put your address on the
letter as well as on the envelope. Due to
the high volume of letters, Jerry cannot
guarantee a personal reply.
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The Texas Instruments
makes the best software

Professional Computer
perform even better.
See the difference the TI Professional Computer
can make with these best--sellers and hundreds
more software packages.
Literally hundreds of third-party
software packages are available
for the TI Professional Computer.
So with the TI Professional
Computer, whether you need
word processing, accounting,
spreadsheets, data base management or advanced integrated
programs, the best - and bestselling - software can help you
meet virtually every business and
professional need. But before you
consider software alone, you
should weigh one other very
important point: the better the
hardware, the more you get out
of your software.
It's no wonder critics have
called it "the optimum
personal computer."

Popular Computing
October, 1983
The TI Professional Computer's
outstanding monitor resolution
and 8-color graphics make bestselling programs like Lotus
1-2-3 ™ sharper, easier to work
with. And the fact that you can
put three times the graphic information on your screen - in
both color and monochrome
- means you'll be able to
take even greater advantage of the best graphics
programs. For best-selling
word processing packages like WordS tar ~M
Tl's comfortable,
typewriter-style
keyboard is a
natural. Anyone

Our sharp, 8-color graphics give your displays
even more visual impact.

familiar with a standard typewriter keyboard can start to work
immediately, without re-Iearning
key positions.
Texas Instruments has developed
forward-looking programs
to bring you innovative,
easy-to-use technology.
One such package is NaturalLink n t, TI's exclusive natural
language interface program.
N aturalLink lets you access
information from subscription
dat~ base inquiry
services, such
as the Dow
Jones News/
Retrieval®

service, in plain English. So you
don't have to memorize special
codes to get the outside information your business depends on.
Tl's revolutionary development
of speech recognition is another
way TI helps you get the most
from your software.
Leading third-party software
suppliers are developing new
programs to take advantage of
TI's speech technology. In early
1984, with Speech Command~M
you'll be able to say things like,
"Inventory analysis, please," and
have a spreadsheet displayed instantly on your monitor. Voiceoperation will make the TI
Professional Computer easier
to use than ever before.
If you're ready for the bestand best-selling-programs, you're
ready for the Texas Instruments
Professional Computer. Now at
participating ComputerLand stores
and independent dealers. For the
location nearest you, and answers
to questions about your
computing needs, call
1-800-527-3500.

Ji:-

-V

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS
Creating useful products
and services for you.

1 ~2·J

is n trademark of LotllS De,:clopmcnc Corp.

Dow Jones NcwsIRetrieval is a regisrered trademark

of Dow Jones & Company. Inc.
WordSrar is a trademark ofMicroPro International Corp.
NaturnlLink and Speech Command are trademarks of
Texas Instruments Incorporated.
Copyright © 19B3 Texas Instnlmem s
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From the Rainbow to the VAX
• . from the PC Jr. to the 370 .

Whitesmiths' C and Pascal Compilers
continue to set the industry standards
Host:

FLEXIBILITY - the same compiler
PORTABILIlY - dozens of systems
PORTABLE C LIBRARY UNIX
compatible
. COMPATIBILIlY - new UNIX-style
library
AFFORDABILIlY - high portability
EASY LICENSING - the
Authorization Seal
RELIABILITY - thousands of
installa tions
COMPLETENESS - thG full language

Cross To:
CP/ M-80

CP/ M-68K

0/
0/
0/
0/
0/
0/

0/
0/
0/
0/
0/

UNIX
IDRIS/ RII
RSX-ll
RT-11
VMS-VAX
UNIX-4 .1 BSD
UNIPLUS
IDRIS/ S6SK

MS/ PC-DOS
CP/ M-86

0/
0/
0/
0/
0/
0/
0/

0/

MS / PC-DOS
CP / M -S6

Host O nly:

0/
0/

0/

IBM 370

DISTRIBUTOR AND
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

P/ OS

0/

CP/ M -SO*

CP / M-6SK

P/ OS-ll VERSAdos

*2.1 Cross Compilers available

BUILD A STRONG FOUNDATION WITH THE COMPILERS OF THE 80's

I~
. I
" ":
..

.

. .'
i

.

Whitesnn·ths Ltd
,

•

~:;c~~~~\~~a~1742

(617) 369-8499
TLX 951708 SOITWARE CNCM

Circle 386 on inquiry cal

.

UNIX is a trade mark of 8ell Laboratories ; Rainbow, PDP- II , P/ OS, RSX- II ,"RT- II , V AX and VMS are trademarks of Digita l Equi pment
Corp. , CP/ M is a trademark of Digital Research Co ., MC68000 and VERSAdos are trademarks of Motorola, Inc., U NIPLUS is a trademark
of Unisoft, Inc. , IBM PC , PC Jr. PC-DOS and IBM 370 are trademarks of Internati onal Business Mac hines Corp., MS-DOS is a trademark of
Microsoft Corp. , Idris is a trademark of Whitesmiths. Ltd .
Distributors: Australia. Fawnra y Pty. Ltd .• Hurs tville. (612) 570-6 100; Japan . Advanced Data Con trols Corp .• Chiyoda -ku . Tokyo
(03) 263-0383; United Kingdom, Real Time Systems, Douglas. Isle' of Man 0624833403 ; Sweden. Unisoft A.B .• Goteborg. 031-13-56-32 .
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A Business Computer, A
Business Program, and More
on Voice Recognition
Recent developments raise some questions
about perceived industry trends
by Ezra Shapiro
North Star Dimension
The announcement this fall, shortly before COMDEX, of the multiuser
IBM-compatible North Star Dimension in many ways validates what industry observers have been preaching as the formula for survival in a
world increasingly dominated by the
IBM Personal Computer (PC) and its
imitators. The North Star Dimension
is not to be confused with the
Dimension 68000 from Micro Craft
Corporation, a single-user system
that claims compatibility with just
about anything via coprocessor
boards. The new machine is a bestlevel PC work-alike (in other words,
it comes as close to being fully compatible as anything to date) that was
designed to appeal to a very specific
segment of the microcomputer marketplace.
The Dimension is a carefully
planned business system consisting
of a central processing unit, a 13-slot
PC-compatible bus, and up to 12
satellite workstations.
The central processing unit is based
around the Intel 80186 microprocessor and 256K bytes of RAM (randomaccess read/write memory) expandable to 512K bytes. In its basic configuration, storage is provided by one
360K-byte floppy-disk drive that can

read all IBM 5V4-inch formats and a no permanent storage. The main
IS-megabyte hard disk, although the board serves only as a memory mansystem will support the floppy-disk ager, handling requests for programs
drive, two 30-megabyte hard-disk or data from workstations on a firstdrives, and a 4S-megabyte tape back- in, first-out basis. The 80186 is proup unit. Output is through a Cen- grammed to use its RAM as a memtronics parallel port, an RS-232C ory cache system, avoiding disk acserial port, and a second serial port cess whenever possible. This design
programmable for a v.ariety of proto- is inherently both faster and safer
cols, including asynchronous and bi- than linking a group pf PC XTs in a
synchronous communication with local area network because the main
board, the workstation boards, and
mainframes.
Each workstation terminal is at- all permanent storage media are
tached to a card that holds an 8088-2 located within the same box, and
running at 7 MHz and 128K bytes of data transfer occurs as quickly as it
RAM. Expansion boards of either would in any single-user computer of
128K or 384K bytes of RAM are similar size, with little chance of
optional. Workstation cards or, signal degradation.
theoretically, any other PC XT expanAt the time this column was writsion cards, slip into the PC bus with ten, North Star was still working out
no hard-wiring. Terminals feature . preproduction details but was planone serial port for a local printer (or ning to ship beta-test systems in
a mouse), a detachable keyboard, December of 1983 and move to full
and a 12-inch green-phosphor tilt- production early in the first quarter
screen monitor with 640- by 200-pixel of 1984. Management seemed conIBM-compatible graphics and a 640- fident that there would be a large
by 400~pixel high-resolution graphics enough supply of 80186s available to
mode. North Star currently has no meet their schedule.
plans to implement color, deeming it
However, while the Dimension is
unnecessary in the business environ- certainly impressive in its own right,
ment at which the Dimension is it is perhaps even more significant as
an indication of the current state of
aimed .
In short, each workstation is essen- industry thinking. North Star has
tially an independent computer with been around since 1976 (when it was
February 1984 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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known as Kentucky Fried Com- an aggressive marketing campaign to
puters) and is certainly no Johnny- sell the Dimension to Fortune 1000
come-lately in the microcomputer rat companies. Gone are the days when
race. The company was a pioneer in a computer manufacturer could supS-100 system design and has been port itself with a product for scientists
noted for the stubbornness with and hackers. With the Dimension,
which it has clung to hard-sectored North Star is attempting to occupy a
51f4 -inch floppy-disk drives since it niche in the market that, so far, has
began using them years ago. Al- been vacant.
One is forced to wonder which
though North Star has been marketcame
first, the computer or the
ing 16-bit coprocessor upgrades for
its Advantage and Horizon com- strategy. It's becoming painfully
puters for well over a year now, it has obvious that the key to survival as a
done so with little of the media major manufacturer is acceptance by
fanfare normally associated with the business community. The IBM
PC has unquestionably opened the
major product introductions.
Thus, it's worth taking notice when door to that market wider than any
Dr. Charles Grant, one of the personal computer before it, but in so
founders of the company, states flatly doing has made compatibility a prithat the IBM PC has become a "stan- mary factor in microcomputer dedard" and that the company intends sign, for better or for worse. Recent
to "ride the wave" of IBM popularity announcements by North Star, Teleto a financially secure future. When video, and a host of smaller firms
asked why it had taken them so long
to embrace this new standard whole- Most thick manuals are
heartedly, Grant commented that
an insult to user
North Star had wanted "to do it
intelligence.
right."
North Star's sales goals for the
Dimension seem modest enough; seem to indicate that the 8088/MSthe company is shooting for 2 to 3 DOS/IBM-compatible bandwagon is
percent of the IBM-compatible mar- becoming something much more like
ket and the same share of the overall a speeding freight train.
multiuser market. Unlike earlier
North Star products, which were The Integrated Microman
moderate- to high-priced machines,
The requirements of the corporate
the Dimension is certainly priced to world have become a driving force in
compete. The suggested list for the software design as well, and a great
basic configuration (256K-byte RAM, deal of effort has been devoted to defloppy-disk drive, IS-megabyte hard vising software schemes that will
disk, and two workstations with help to shoehorn the computer into
128K bytes of RAM) is only $7000. Up- the executive office. The ideal seems
gra ding the hard disk to 30 mega- to be a program that eliminates
bytes costs an additional $1000, and most-if not all-of the need for
extra workstations go for $1500 each . paper, writing implements, and filing
Add-on RAM boards range from $300 cabinets and is (of course) laughably
for 128K bytes to $700 for 384K bytes. easy to learn. Whether such a proThe company's advertising materials gram is practical or even useful (there
highlight graphs that compare sys- has yet to be a reasonable analysis of
tem costs to networked PC XTs the amount of creative thinking that
(North Star claims a 50 percent goes on during the act of shuffling
savings per user in a five-user sys- papers, for example) is the great moot
tem), and representatives of the firm question, but the new products contick off the less obvious advantages: tinue to multiply. In the attempt to
multiuser software licenses as op- produce a computer environment
posed to multiple purchases of the analogous to an executive desktop
same products; no need for either and thereby shorten the amount of
networking hardware or software; time it takes for a novice user to
and so on. North Star is developing develop a "feel" for computer
148
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operations, more and more programs
are appearing that make use of
multiple windows, alternative pointing devices such as mice, graphic
metaphors, and endless layers of
menus.
But is all this really necessary?
Much of what goes on in most offices
is not particularly well organized or
logical. Computers and computer
programs are by their nature
dependent on structures and priorities. If we assume for a moment that
it will be necessary for a new user to
accept a certain level of organization
in order to make use of a computer,
why not make computer operations
a bit easier to grasp, instead of trying
to replace them with an artificial
desktop?
That's roughly the philosophy behind an integrated software package,
code-named "Microman," from
Noumenon Corporation, which will
be introduced this spring at Softcon .
It's difficult to describe-largely because the most accurate phrases have
already been commandeered by
copywriters flogging all sorts of
programs, from the truly integrated
packages all the way down to those
that share similar commands but no
common data structures.
Microman uses no icons, no mouse
(although a pointing device could be
added as a substitute for the cursor
keys), no windows, and very few
screens that could be considered
menus. But it is, in fact, an extremely
tightly-knit environment with wordprocessing, calculator, spreadsheet,
database, business graphics, and
time-management capabilities. It's
one program, not a linked collection
of programs that can swap data files.
Microman is designed to act as its
own operating system, although it
allows for the transfer of files to and
from the operating system supplied
with the computer.
A large part of the program's power
comes from its strongly hierarchical
file structure. The first thing you see
is a directory, which can either be the
titles of subdirectories or the names
of working files. You choose a file (or
move down the tree to another directory) with the up and down cursor
keys. If you wish to create a new file,

Instant networking, independent of computer and peripheral brands.
Creating a micro and mini computer network has been costly
and confusing. Communications
hierarchy has prevented many
types and various kinds of equipment from sharing information.
Until now.
Introducing StationMate.
One unit that joins mini computers, micro computers, terminals, and printers. It's trans. parent. So different brands and
types of computers and peripherals can easily interface. StationMate allows you to construct
a comprehensive communications network. Inexpensively.
Users can select the information they need from the unit
they want. StationMate can

Station Mate provides local
area networking with XLAN ThI ,
the simple communications con-

Station Mate

only $1,450.00. Station Mate
makes communications simple.

Incredibly.

XLAN M icro CommunicatIons System

cept from Complexx. All you
need is StationMate and an
inexpensive shielded-pair cable.
Besides local area net-

Teleprocessing

Station Mate. The link you've
been missing.
See your local dealer or
contact Complexx for the name

Ohlce Neiwori<
StationMale

LANITP Gateway

VDT

GRAPHICS PAD

~--=-=-_..
StatlOnM.I'

0 ,----WOOEM
XLAN™

H..,
SUe

W---'-----'I

oIiiiiii' R--VDT-- - - ----'
RDPRINTE

Local Networking
address any port in the network
either by its assigned digital code
or by its common identifying
name. So everyone has access
to all the local or remote computers, mass storage files, and
peripheral devices connected in
the network. Immediately.

VDT

Station Mate

~

working, Station Mate permits
access to remote workstations
via an internal dial-up modem.
And it serves as a gateway for
teleprocessing access to all LAN
resources. You couldn't get all
of this in one unit. Until now.
And the suggested retail price is
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Circle 64 on inquiry card .
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of the dealer or distributor
nearest you. Complexx Systems,

Inc., 4930 Research Drive, Huntsvi/le,AL 35805 205/ 830-4310.
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you merely move the cursor to the
beginning of a line and begin typing.
Because Microman is self-contained, there is no need to use CP/M
or MS-DOS file-naming conventions.
Microman allows you to name files
with descriptive phrases of up to 67
characters, and blanks and punctuation marks are perfectly acceptable.
The loose equivalent of a filetype
specifies not only the nature of the
information contained in the file but
the part of the program used to
manipulate it. For example, a file
named "Potential Clients" with the
filetype "record" would be a mailing
list, and Microman would bring up
the list facility. A filetype of "table"
would invoke the spreadsheet.
Data can be moved from one portion of the program to another with
remarkable fluidity, and in many
cases manipulated interactively. As
an example, let's take the case of the
multiple business mailing. Traditionally, you prepare two files, a mailing
list (database) and a form-letter
matrix with variable names of some
sort to indicate where the database

items should fall. These files are
independent and ' are brought together at output when the program
inserts list items into the appropriate
holes and adjusts the copy according-

ly.
With Microman, the letter and the
list are prepared as separate files. You
can tag the two files (with one keystroke each) at the directory level and
proceed to output the merged form
letters as previously discussed. However, if you wish, you can tag the
files, enter the matrix file, view the
list items one at a time in position in
the letter, make changes to the items
(updating the list file concurrently),
and selectively print out single letters
(again with one keystroke). You can
also perform search and sort operations on the database from within the
matrix.
Most features of Microman have
been chosen for their applicability to
the average business office. The
author, Martel Firing, began working
on it as a personal project because he
couldn't find a commercial offering
that suited his needs . Noumenon

does not claim that Microman has the
best or most powerful features . The
aim was a program that could perform most of the tasks an executive
or secretary would require to conduct
day-to-day affairs.
The word processor is a two-part
operation, a text editor and a printtime formatter, but it is entirely
adequate for the generation of
memos, correspondence, and clean
business reports. A calculator strip
(yes, a "window;' if you must) can be
brought up for quick numerical computations and as quickly banished
from the screen .
The spreadsheet is powerful and
efficient and is designed to let you
enter formulas for cells, rows,
columns, or areas in simple Englishbased syntax. Procedures for recomputation or individual formulas can
be named, so that instead of typing
"Multiply gross sales x 5 % = Advertising allowance" you can enter
"DO: Ad budget:' Multiple procedures can be nested . Notes and freeform messages can be entered at any
time without having to associate text

with standard spreadsheet units
(e.g., cells).
Database entries can be made
through either user-created input or
output forms (which are all the same
to the program), and file organization
can be changed at will with no
chance of damage to the data. Microman also offers the executive a timeoriented database system for the
chronological entry and sorting of
data-daily expenses, for example.
All Microman databases are fully
interactive with their report forms, as
in the mailing list example just given.
Databases are not in themselves computational (numerical data can be
shifted to a spreadsheet table
smoothly enough), but again,
Noumenon sees Microman as a
multipurpose office aid, not as a
complex data-retrieval system.
Great care has been taken to make
the program as simple to run as
Noumenon feels is appropriate; function keys perform equivalent tasks in
all application areas, and on-screen
Help messages are available at all
times. Both Firing and Noumenon

president Mike Mead regard the thick
manuals that accompany most computer products as an insult to the
intelligence of the user . and a luxury
for which most executives simply do
not have the time. Microman documentation is a succinctly worded
booklet of under 30 pages, and significant passages are either reproduced directly or enhanced as explanation screens.
Both Noumenon officials note that
the computer market has entered a
new phase. In their eyes, the technically sophisticated hobbyist of five
years ago and the adept enthusiast of
last year will make up at most 20 percent of the eventual market; the remaining 80 percent will be composed
of naive business users with neither
the inclination nor the interest to use
computers as much more than tools
and shortcuts. Microman is targeted
at that group. Mead and Firing see
Microman as a program that can remain on line in all but the most
specific office situations, and they
plan additional program modules (in
areas like communications) to further

broaden its usefulness.
A brief product description such as
this does not do Microman justice;
explanations are often more confusing than the actual operations. But
Microman accomplishes what it
claims; it's "easy to use;' "ready to
run;' and "user friendly" without
being either cumbersome or overly
simplistic. Microman is obviously a
neatly tailored program for the intelligent, but busy, adult .
Which brings us back to the
question of the "bells and. whistles"
the ihdustry is hurriedly developing.
If Microman can achieve its goals
using only a moderate amount of
video highlighting, a few well-placed
rules, clearly defined function keys,
and a few simple, largely selfexplanatory screens, why are we getting caught up in the notion that in
order to make the user interface of a
program simpler and less hostile we
must make the program itself even
more complex? Perhaps the problem
lies less in the nature of software than
in the nature of software design . It's
worth considering.

Presenting the No-Risk Disk~M
No matter how many times you play it, the TDK
No-Risk Disk won't drop a letter. A word. Not even a bit.
We guarantee it.
And not for 1 year. Or 5 years. But with a lifetime
replacement warranty for as long as you own the disk.
That's a promise we don't make
lightly. Because it has almQst 50 years'
research and development of TDK
recording products behind it.
So the next time you want to store
important information, put it on TDK.
You've got nothing to lose.
M2D S
'rDK offers a c()IIlplel e lineaf the most popular t1isksi n SV.- and 8-int.:h formal s.

10K. THE NO-RISK DISK:

Circle 351 on inquiry card .
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Circle 323 on inquiry card .

A recent conference in Santa Barbara provided both mildly encouraging and mildly discouraging news on
the state of the art in voice recognition. The problem of translating
human speech into acceptable input
for data processing is one of the
stickiest the computer industry is
facing, as discussed in "Speech
Recognition: An Idea Whose Time Is
Coming," by George M. White, January 1984 BYTE, page 213. The conference, called "Towards Robustness
in' Speech Recognition;' brought
together most of the country's top
researchers in the field. No revolutionary breakthroughs were announced, but it was obvious that
progress is being made, and a majority of the participants were enthusiastic about the future . As with all
such gatherings, discussions in corridors and between sessions, the exchanging of ideas and contacts, were
probably the most productive
moments of the three-day affair.
However, brief intimations of
gloom managed to creep into the proceedings every now and then. Wayne
Lea, conference chairman, managed
to cast the first stone in his opening
address . . "Speech recognizers," he
charged, "are not robust:' And indeed
the cheerfulness of the mood of the
conference could be phrased as
''They've written off voice recognition
as a dead issue, but, see, this event
proves we're alive and well after all."
Speech recognizers of one form or
another have been under development for over twenty years. They're
of particular importance to the
military (for obvious reasons~£reeing
an extra pair of hands in an emergency can be critically important), so
research and development have been
rather intensive. But the vast amount
of information to be processed by
even a simple speech recognizer has
put a limit on expectations. However,
as the ability of computers to crunch
larger volumes of data at higher
speeds increases, there is every
reason to believe that speech-recognition technology will benefit.
Refinements of technique were reported at all levels. Advances in
acoustics, microphone design, and
Circle 373 on inquiry card.
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Whatever program you're interested in, it will always have a happy ending
with Verbatim, the world's best-selling name in flexible disks.
In fact, one out of every four disks sold is made by Verbatim.
And for good reasons. They're certified 100% error-free. And each
is backed by a warranty for your peace of mind: Verex;" for 1 year;
Datalife,@for 5 years; Optima Series,@for 17 years.
l?~ilia1~
For your nearest Verbatim dealer, call toll-free
800-538-1793. In California or outside the U.S., call collect
(408) 737-7771.
.
Because with Verbatim all the data you record always
comes back verbatim.
Nothing's betterthan a ~rbatim response.

Circle 198 on inquiry card.
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Circle 293 on Inquiry card .

digital encoding have made the initial
identification of speech easier ;
spectral analysis of input is achieving
smaller and smaller error rates in
matching input against stored speech
patterns, or templates; and the application of probability theory for de. tecting meaningful words among the
random noise of human speech
(there are over 11,000 discrete
syllables in the English language to
be sorted through) is also improving
recognizer performance.
But the steps forward have been
incremental; even the best recognizers available today ("trained" by
one speaker repeating a small set of
input phrases over and over) are less
accurate than keyboard data entry,
although the gap is dwindling. The
ultimate goal, a speaker-independent
recognizer, capable of understanding
a large vocabulary of nonstop human
speech, is a long way off. Dick Eason,
president of Voice Control Systems,
one of the sponsors of the conference, makes the point by asking,
'What do you do about 'Jeet?' [the
contraction of 'Did you eat?']?"
In his keynote speech, Dennis Klatt
of MIT, observing what he sees as
diminishing returns from all the research, wondered aloud if it might be
time for the industry to begin exploring new directions. Unfortunately,
none of the other speakers addressed
the question that was foremost in the
minds of many in the audience: what
about the correlation between speech
recognition and artificial intelligence?
It D;1ay be that in order to perfect a
truly robust recognizer, we may have
to recapitulate the whole process by
which a baby learns to make, and
use, the collection of sounds we call
language.
The outlook? Commercial speech
recognizers, initially speakerdependent and with limited vocabularies, will become better, cheaper,
and more commonplace for simple
voice control and data entry. Over the
long haul, developments may not
happen as quickly as we would like
to envision .•
Ezra Shapiro is a technical editor at BYTE's West
Coast bureau . He can be reached at McGraw-Hill,
425 Battery St., San Francisco, CA 94111 .
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ANCHOR. SignaJman MKIModem IAS232)
MarHIl
HAYES. IBM·PCSmartmodem 1200B
IBM·PCSmartcom Ii Sollware
SlackChronograp/l(RS·232)
SIaCkSmar1rrodem3OO(R5-232)
Smartmodeml200(RS'232)
MicromodemlOO(S·IOObus)
MiClomodemlle(lorlheApplell)
IBM·PC 10 Modem Cable
NOVATION
IBM·PC Access 1·2·3 Package
ApplecalilMooem.3OOBAUO
212AppleCal, 1200BAUO
PC·CalwHhCroSSlalk
Cal
J·C"
212 AUlOeal

P~(ZE P~~~E
$ 99 S 75

S 399 S 269
S 599 $ 439
$ 119
52,9
5 289
$ 699
S 399
5329
S 39

$ 89
$ 189
S 225
$ 535
$

275

$ 239

S 29

$ 595 $ 445

S 389 $ 269
5 725 $ 559

S 595 $ 419
5 189 S 139

5 149 $ 104
$ 695 $ 579
S 595 $ 415
TRANS£ND,SSM.Transer>:I " or Apple II
5 89 $ 69
ModemCard 10r1he Apple II
S 299 $ 259
Transmodem 1200
S 695 $ 559
SOFTWARE, SEE APPLE OR IBM UTIlITY SOFTWARE SECTlOi .
SmanCall03~ 12

AND
ACCESSORIES
MONITORS TERMINALS
*AMDEK. 12"" Green. #3OOG
*
12' Amber. #3OOA
*
12"Amber.31OAlorIBM·PC
*
13"" Colo' I. Composile
*
13" Co~rll . RGB. HiRes

5 200
S 210
5 230
S 379
S 529
OVM . Co~rllorlliloAppleIlIrF
5199
NEC. I2"" Green.ModeIJBI20IM
S 249
1 2"" Co~,. Compo';". JC I 215M
5 400
12·Co!or.RGB. IBMModeIJC 1203 $ 699
*PRINCETON. RGBHiRes.HX·12
S 795
aUADRAM.OoradchromcI2'" RGBColor S 795
Ouadrscreen 17".968)(512 51995
SANYO.1 2·G'een.ModeIOM8112CX
$ 260
nX.SmartTermmal 3000

$ 135
5 149
$ 159
$ 289
$ 439
S 175
S 159
S 299
$ 569
$ 499
$ 499
$1595

5199

S 599 S 499

ZENITH. 1Z·G,een.ModeIZVMI23 NEW! S 200 5 115

UltraPI." (spec;~ boardll
VisiCorpfPersonal Software.
Visicatc 3.3
Visicalc Enhanced (lie)
VisiFile or VisiDex .each

UTILITY

NEW!

$ 229
5 69
$ 555
5 15
$ 39
5 129

5250 $ 169
5250 5179
5250 5 179

&

SYSTEM
5 30
5 35
5 2()
DOSS Bossor Utility City.each
5 30
Tip Disk #1
5 2()
PfOntoDOSS
S 30
AlphaP~1
S 40
Central Point. Filer. 00S3.3 and Utility
5 2()
Copy II Plus (Mcopier)
S 40
*
Einstein, Compiler, for Appleso~ BASIC
5 129
Epson, Graphics Dump
S 15
Hayes.Terminal Program
5 100
* Insoft. GraFORTH by Paul Lutus
$ 75
Microsoft, A.LO.S.
5 125
Cobol80
5 750
Fonran80
5 195
COMPLETE LINE IN STOCK
Omega,l ocksmith (bi! copier)
5 100
Penguin. Comp. Grphcs. Sys.
NEW!
5 70
Graphics Magician
NEW'
5 60
Phoenix, Zoom Gralix
5 40
Quality. Bag of Tricks
NEW!
5 40
Beagle, AppleMechanic

5 22
5 25
$ IS
$ 22
5 IS
5 20
5 27
5 IS
$ 30

Double·Take
Typelaces (Req.Ap. Meehan<1

S 85
5 9
5 65
5 59
$ 75
$ 559
$149

*

75
53
41
34
29

_:[.l,"I~I=fiIII..,.:.n[·l~B
Beagle Bros., BeagleBag
Broderbund. ChopliNer
Arcade Machine
Lode Runner
Apple Panic
BudgeCo. PinballConstr. Sel
*Conlinental, Home Accountant
Datasoft, Aztec Of Zaxxon, each
Edu·Ware, (Large Inventory)
Einstein, Memory Trainer

Hayden. Sargon II (Chessl
Infocom,Zork 1.11. or III, or Starcross. each
Koala, Ful1line instock. CALL
leaming Co., (Large Inventory)
Lightning . Maslertype
Micro lab, Miner 204ger
SlerrafOn·Une, Ultima II
Slr·Tech , Wizardry
Spinnaker, Kindercomp
Sub Logic. Flight Simulator II
Terrapin,Logo

5 30 $ 22

S 35 $ 26
S
5
5
5
$
5

60
35
30
40
75
40
90
35
40

40
40
60
50
30
50
S 150
OTHER BRANDS AND PROGRAMS IN STOCK. CALl.

PRINTERS

40
25
21
27
49
$ 27
Call
5 70
5 29
$ 27
Call
Call
5 27
$ 27
5 40
$ 39
5 20
$ 37
5 99
5
5
5
5
5

~~gESSORIES

LIST OUR
PRICE PRICE
EPSON. FX60
Call
MXlOOFfT.60CPS.wfGraftrax + 5995 $ 6J9
FXlOO
Call
AppleliGraprncsOumpProgram $ IS $ 9
LEADING EDGE.Gorilla B."."a
$ 250 $ io9
MANNESIoiANTALLY. I80L.80CoI.
CALL
160L.132CoI.
CALL
Spir~ . 60 CPS
CALL
OKIDATA,82A,60cc; .• I2()cps.Para.
$ 349 Call
83A.l3200< .. 12()cps. Para
S 749 call
92.160CPS.60CoI.. Para.
S 599 Call
93. 160CPS. 136CoI..Para. S 999 Call
2350P,Pacemar1<.350cps. Para. $2695 Call
241OP,Pacemark.350cps. Para 52995 Call
ORANGE MICRO. Grapple< +. lorApple S 165 $ 119
PRACTICAL._in{i>e&lK, P.... S 349 $ 259
Mi:JOOJ1IerkHi"e64KSeriaI $ 349 $ 259
*STARMICRO.. Gemi~la·X . I2Ocps . 2. 3K 5499 $ 299
Gemini 15'" X. I2Ocps.2.31< Call
Call
IBM·PC 10 Epson or Slar Micronics Ca~e S 60 $ 35
Apple VFand Cable lor Epson or Gem,nr
$ 95 S 59
LETTER QUALITY - DAISY WHEEL PRINTERS:
JUKI.6100. 17cps.80CoI.. Paraliel
$ 700 $ 539
SlLVERREED,EXP550P.18cps.3plctr 5895 $ 595
EXP550S.18cps.3pilch 5 995 5 650
*ID. I014. 13cps, Para.&Ser.Pir&Fri:Iion 5649 $ 499

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS:

SUPPUES: Tractor Feed Paper, Ribbons. Daisv Wheals.

C~I.US
~Y'

6Meg S2095 $23$1695
11 Meg 52750
50
20 Meg 53750 53250
IBM· PCln lerfaceManual. SN;&Ca~eKil 5300 S 249
*IBM·PCOmniTransporler.4PakSpeclal 51695 $1495
. Ap)je Inlerface. Manual, S'W&Ca~e K~ S 300 $ 249
Other Interlaces. Omni·Nel, Constellation, Minor. CALl.
Ori", Are Wilhoullnterlaces

*

MEANS A BEST BUY
AD

#987

CASH & CARRY OUTLETS:

ORDERING INFORMATION AND TERMS:~jl:t:~~:~~jl~)(s~a':~~~~n&~~s~~2;;e~ofl~:I~.t ~~fu~~nle~C:kaSn:n~Go~~I~~ne:n~l~~:~~~:I~~~~:~IYhonor. PelSOnalOrother

CNer·the-counter sales on~ . Open Monday through Saturday
10:00 unIl15:00.

~t~;sU:: ~::::~~~~~;~.~ :C~~~~?a~~~~eU: ;:;st~.~7 g~:~o~ r~&S~I:~~8~~'~: ~'~ ~~:~uU:l~O~~~~~~~,~:,=;,~~ ~:~:~:~~~~~ ~~HC~~~~.~~~~ ~~=~:~~:~o;:;~~~

PORTLAND, OREGON. 11507·0 SW. Pacific Hwy. Terrace
Shoppong Canter. r~ard . On 99W belWeen 217 and 1·5 Call
245·102().
SEATTLE, WASH., 3540 1261h A". SE. Belle,"e. WA 96006.

Company Checks allOw 20 days 10 clear No C OD Pnces rellecta3°o cashdlscounl so ADD JOo to abovl! prices lor VISA or Me FOf U S Mainland. add3°. IS5mrnlmum) lor SblPPlng. lnsUlanceaf'ldhandling (SI&H)by
and availability so call 10 venfy Allgoods alc new. Include warranty and 3rcguarantccd la work Due tooul lOw pflces and 00/ assurancelhal you Wlllget new untrsed products. Al l SALES ARE FINAL Call before relurnIng goods IOf I~I OIleplacement ()defs recetved WIth I'\SUHICIeflI SI&H charges Wlil be relundcd ORDER DESK HOURS6A M 106 P M PST. Monday waugh Friday and 10 ro4 SalUrday. 6 A M. hefe IS 9 A.M rn New York

REFERENCES: Weha vebeenmcompulel sandeleClrOOlCSSUlCe 1958. acompuicr dealer since 1978 and rncompuler mall order since 1980 BankS: l si Inrersral e Bank. (S03) 643·4678 WebelOO9 10
I OUR
Ihe Chamber of Commerce (503) 644·0123. Bener Busrness Bureau and Ducel Marke1!ng ASSOtJ<lIron. or call Dunn and Bladsuool II you are a subscriber Fastr1lk • and Gencflk • arc uadem1lrks 01 ComX Co/porailOn.
156

S350
S 99
5 995
S 2()
5 50
S 189

Stoneware. 08 Master Version 4.0
DBUtilityJorlJ
System Plus. GL. AlP.&AIR. 3 Pak
Videx. Applewriter II prebooldisk
Visicalc80 col. pl'ebool disk

BYTE February 1984

Tele.: 641·4736. in Loehmann's Plaza neal Factoria Square. SE
of Hwy. 405& 90 and at SE 38th & Richards.

LOW PRICES TO PROFESSIONALS WHO KNOW WHAT THEY WANT AND KNOW HOW TO USE IT!

THE IBM·PC SUPPLY CENTER
LIST OUR
PRICE PRICE

~~~:XI~~IOI

MEMORY CHIP KITS

MICROSOFT ~~~e~~~~J~~6K
SyslemCard 64K
Mouse

mother ,board. 100% tested. Wllh 90 oay warranty.

H4KK,1.200NS.9ch'ps.4164
550 $ 45
16KKi1.200NS.9chips. 41161101PC·l molhertJoald) 550 $ 16

AMDEK.~-:~~l~~ltf!~~~K Color

ASr

ComboPlus.64K5PC
ComboPlu5. 256K, SIP C

Meg,Plus II. 64K. 2·SIP/C
Meg,Plus II. 256K. 2·S/PIC
256K MegaPlu5 II Expander
SixPakPlus. 64K. SIPle
SixPakPlu5, 256K. SIPle

5ixPakPlus. 384K. SIP/C
110 Plus II . 2SIPICIG
PCnel '·.LAN Kit

CCS ~I~s~~~'s=~p~~n
*CornX
IBM IS atrademark ollBMCorporalion.

Vertical CPU 'Sys1em Sland"
Mooochrome Ext. Cable Parr

IBM-PC
System Includes
Two 320K Disk Drives by CDC
90 Day Warranty 8y Us
Call For Details And
Configurations

lorlhe
IBM·PC or XT

DRIVES

5395
5695
5495
S 795
5395
5395
5695
5895
5315
51490

5850 $ 680
5875 $ 695

5 80
5 50
5 25
S 40

65
35
19
30

5499 $ 349

Key Tronic.KB5150,5ld.ke)boald

5269 $ 199

110ala

S 150 $ 109
5 15 $ 12

$ 79
MA YNARD. ~~~~e~I:'~v~a~2;dMFC S 89 Call
SandStar, no RAMcard 5 199 $ 169
SandSlai. 256K COld
5499 $ 395

*

With Detailed InstallatIOn Instructions
60 Day Wananty by FaClory Authorized Distributor
Same as now
installed by IBM.

$229

$239 For One.

$199
HALF HEIGHT

P~fZE

OUR
MA YNARD
PRICE
Floppy Drive ConlrolBrd.lm up 104 drives S 195 $165
same wilh Parallel Port S 275 $205

~ 6 Meg.Removable

QUADISK ~~~F~i~ed

~C~~~~ILlTY

20Meg Fixed

27 Meg. Fixed
72 Meg. Fixed

52295
51995
52250
52650
52895
56500

$1795
$1595
$1750
$2050
$2295
$4950

VISTA.IBM.PCXT6MBBackup
for Hard Disk. V1200

VISA

•

51549 $1049

5 680
5295
5395
5595
Call
5395
5595
5325
5550
5895
5295
S 275
5795
51995
S 189
5319

Tecmar

ISiMATE.64K
lSIMATE.256K
Graphics Masler

TG PRODUCTS Joystick
W)CO. IBM·PC Mouse

Pllces aM avallabilly subJecllo change Call

$45
64K CHIP KIT

9 Each. 4164. 200 ns. MEMORY EXPANSION
90 Day Wananly by us

$256

5389 $ 295
5589 $ 439
Call
5 65
5 100

S239 Two or more.

256K RAM BOARD
Fully Compatible 2 Year Limited Warranty by ComX
With Faslrak RAM Disk Emulatm and SpOOler Sohware
Works01 DOS lIar 2 0

49

ALPHA. Dalabase Manil!Jel II
ASHTON·TATE
dBasell ...quiIeS PC·DOS& 128K
dBaseIlUse(sGUideIBook)

*

*

*

UTILITY & SYSTEM

BUSINESS
LIST OUR
PRICE PRICE
5295 5 195

5 700 S 385
5 30 S 20
Everyman'sDB PrimerrBook!
S 15 512
The Financial Planner
S iOO 5395
Friday
5 295 5 199
APPLIED SOFT. TECH" VelSalolm
5 389 S 265
A5KMICRO.GL. AR. AP. INV"PR.each 5 495 5295
BPI.GL.ARAPOIPR
5595 5395
CONTINENTAL. _e Accounlant 5 150 5 89
FC)'! IFiling. Calaloglng. ),I"'lng)
5 125 5 89
Property Management
S 495 $ 329
OATAM05T. Write-0n IWold PrOoeSSOl) 5 130 5 89
DOW JONES. Markel Analyzer
5350 $279
Market Manager
S 300 5239
Market MrCfOScooe
S 700 5525
EAGLE50FTWARE. Moneyo.oslOIl'l 5 150 S 129
EINSTEIN. Wnter
NEWI 5 300 5 199
Memory TraJnCI
NEW! S 60 5 55
Spel!er
NEW! S 150 595
M~)"
NEW' 5 ao S 55
letter Scenes
NEWI 50 300 5195
FOX & GELLER. OuickcodeIMSOOSi
5 295 $179
dGiaphIMSDOS)
5 295 5179
dU~Jlor IBM PC DOS
5 99 S 59
HAYDEN.IBM PieWril"
5 200 5135
PIC; Speller
S 100 5 69
HOWAROSOFT. RealESlate Analyz" II 5 250 $ 189
Tax Preparer 1984
S 295 S 220
IUS. EasyWli1,. IIIWPI
5 350 5259
Easy5pellel II
5 225 5149
EasyFllel)aDBMSI
5 400 5299
BU51OcssSyslem:Gl - AR . AP
51495 5995
GL.AR.AP.PR.OEOI INV.cach
5595 5 395
* IN50FT. DalaOesignleasYlOuseDBMSI 5225 5169
LlFETREE. Volkswnl"
5 285 5195
LOTUS. 1·2·3
5 495 5329
MICROCRAFT .. Verdictol Bi!!keepet. each S 995 $ 469
MICROLAB.TaxManager
S 250 5 169
MICROPRO.WOIdSI,, '
5 495 S 239
Mall Merge
S 250 5 129
SpeIlSI" '
5 250 S 129
WordSlar ProlesS(>nal. 4Pak S 695 5429
Slarlndex ~
S 195 $ 109
InfoStar '
S 495 5259
ReportSI" ,
5 350 5 199
SlarBursl
S 195 5 115

*

OR landon
320K/360K DS DD DtSK DRIVES

S 475 $ 375

Ouadboard II,64K.expandable to 2S6K
Quadboard II, 256K, 6 funclioo
Quad512 t- . 64K pluS senal pori
Quad 512 " . 256K plus serial port
Ouad512· . 512K plus serialpon
Quadcolor I. board. 16 colors
QuadcolOf II. board.use wilh Quadcolor I
Quadchrome. 12" RGB MOnllor
Quadscreen. 11"".968 x 512 Momtor
Microlazer. WCopy. PIP. SK. NMP8wIP.S.
MrClofazer. w,Copy. PIP. 64K. #MP&4 wIP.S.
Microfazer. w Copy. P·P. 12SK. #MPI28wIP.S. 5465
MlClolazer. Snap-oo.8K, P P. Epsoo, , MEa. wIP.S. 5 179
Microfazer. Snap-oo. 64K, P'P. Epsoo.
.5319 $
#ME64. WIP.S.
All MlClofazCfs are expandable. (wlcopy 10 512K) (Snap-on 10 64K)

BUSINESS

DATA

Q.--~

SOfTWARE for IBM·PC or XT

AND
ACCESSORIES

CONTI\OL

OUR
PRI CE
$ 385
$ 275
S 435
S 145
S 195
$1190
$ 545
Call

QlWJIW1

HERCULES. Monochlome Bo"d

KoaJa Pad "
Programrrer"sGUIde

MOUSE 5Y5TEM5. PC Mousew,sol1vwe
ORCHID. ::g:I:·g:~~I~I~K~1
Moood1IomeGlil!ks Cald

$ 279 PLANTRONICS
$475
ColorPus. 16 color bId. wlPara Port
$ 345
$495
$ 295
$ 295 * Quadlink
NEWE5T VERSION
$ 495
Quadboard, no RAM. expandable to 2S6K
$595
Ouadboard 64K, expandable [0 2S6K
$ 195 * Ouadboard 256K. 6 function
$1290
Quadboard II. no RAM, expand 10 2S6K

256K RAM Card with Faslrak " RAM disk emulalor
and spooler software.
5695 $ 256

CURTIS,~~:,s~~~~:~:

256K

5599 $519

LIST
PRICE
5550
5395
5625
5 195
5295
51490
5695
5499

LIST:
PRICE
5 275
5 375
$ 475
5 100
$ 150
5 165
$ 260

* MICROSOFT. Multiplan
WOld
WOld wilh Mouse
FinancialSlalemenl
Budgel
MONOGRAM,OoIlOls&Sense
NORTH AMERICAN BUS.TheAnswet
*OSBORNElCOMX.IBook& BuSiness.
Slarislics &Math Programs on OSJDD Disks}
Some Oommon BasicPlog. 170 each) 5 100
PlOclicalBasIC Proglams140 eacl1)
S 100
PBLCORPORATION.PCISOIlaiinveslOrl .1 5 145
PEACHTREE, Peach Pal< IGL. AR &AP) 5 395
Peacl1 Te~5000
S 395
PEARLSOFT.P"""'" Pearl IOBMS& MIS) 5 295
*PERFECT, PeriecIWlil,,'·
5389
PerieCi Spelle,· 01 Periect Calc'· .each S 295
Witter· Spellel. 2Pak
5 695
Pei1ecIFrler'"

S 69
$ 69
S 99
$ 239
S 239
S 195
S 149
S 99
$ 199

S 595 $ 199

SOFTWARE ARTS, TK!Solv"
5 299
SOFTWARE PUBLISHING, PFS:F,le
5 140
PF5:Report
S 125
PF5:Wlile
NEW! S 140
PFS:Glaph
NEW! S 140
SORCIM . SopelCa~1I
SoperCa~ III

OUR
PRICE
$ 175
$ 275
$ 339
S 69
$ 109
$ 110
S 169

S 295

5 395
S 495
5 195
S 300
$ 595
SYNAP5E. Fi~ Manag"
$ 100
SYNERGISTIC. Dala Reportel
5 2SO
TIMAKER.TIMake11ll
$ 275
VISICORP. V"iCalc4
S 250
VlsiFlleorVisiSchedule
S 3C()
Des~opPlanl
S 300
VisiWOIdwilhVis)SpeIlI128K) 5 375
S51/SATELLITE. WolliPeriecl
p"sonaI WoldPeriec1
5TCISOFTEC, TheCIealoi
STONEWARE. AdvancedD.B. Masl"

$ 219
$ 94

S 84
S 95
$ 95
$ 195
S 265
$ 375
$ 149
S 195
$ 395
$ 67
$ 169
$ 169
$ 179
$ 219
S 219
$ 269

UTILITY & SYSTEM
1983 CL SOFTWARE AWARD:
"Copy \I PC by Cenlral Point Software is stiHlhe beSI software
buy 011983 and 1984. II will copy more copy projected software
and laster than any ot~er backup system. Unlike other copiers
il make~ an exact duplICate 01 your original and it does 100%
verificatIOn 01 copy. Documentation is excellent."

*CENTRAL POINT.Oopy II PC. Backup
5 40
*COMX. Fas'fak·· . RAM/Disk emulator and prinler

S 35

spooer program. Works on any PC DOS version or RAM
Card MenuDl1ven.
S 100 $ 59

* Means a BEST buy_
AD #987

c·1983 by Conroy-LaPointe, Inc. At! rights reserved .

Circle 86 for IBM Peripherals, Circle 87 for Apple, and Circle 88 for all others.

LIST OUR
PRICE PRICE
DiGITAL RESEARCH
ConcullenICPIM·56"
CBASiC86 '·
CPIM·56 ··
Pascal/MT t (CPIM·86)
Pascal/MT· IMSD05)
Plil (MSDOS)
Access ManageI)MSOOS)
DisplayManagel{M5DOS)
SpeedPlog. Pkg.ICP/M·86)
CIS COBOI.·86
DR LOGO·56
CBASICCompjlell86ol MSDOS,each)
HAYES.Smaricom Il IOalaComm.)
MICROCOM,MicroletminaIIDaIaComm.)
MICR05TUF,CrOSSlaHVI (DaIaComm.)
MICROSOFT. muMalhlmuSimp
Business BASIC Oompile!
PascalCompilei
CCompilel
BASIC Oompilel

S 350
5 200
S 60
5 400

$ 225
S 135
$ 40
$ 269
$ 399
$ 499
$ 179
$ 339
$ 135
$ 525
$ 69
$ 365
$ 89
$ 65
$ 129
$ 225
$ 450
$ 255
$ 225
$ 285
$ 255
$ 559
$ 255
$ 65
$ 49

$ 600

S 750
5 400
S sOo
5200
5 850
5 100
5600
5 119
5 100
$ 195
S 300
S 600
S 350
S 350
5 395
FortlOnCom~I"
5 350
COBOL Com~1er
5 750
BASIC ~lelP.. lei
5 350
NORTON.NOtlonUlirilies.2.014p'oglOms S 80
ROSESOFT, PloI<ey
$ 75

HOME & EDUCATIONAL
EPYXIAUlo.5im., Tempjeol Apshai

S 40 $ 29

QilSarons

* ARMONK
, ExeCtJliveSuile
BLUE CHIP. Millionailo01 Tycoon. each
BPISYSTEMS,PelSOllalAccounling
*COMPREHENSIVE.PCTulol(DOSl.l)
BRODERBUND,AppIe Panic 100101)
CON'TINENTAL.i-IotrI>Accounlanl '
DATAMOST,PigPcnOlSpaceSllike.ea
DAVIOSON. The Speed Raadel II

S 100 $ 75
$ 40 S 27

S 60
S 195
5 30
5 60
S 150
S 30
5 75

$ 39
S 139
$ 19
$ 40
S 89
$ 22
$ 49

IHFOCOM,DeadlrneorSUSPENDED.ea. S 50 $ 33
S'O $ 27
S 35 $ 29

ZOIk IOlZOIkIlOlZoIodll.ea.
*INSOFT, WordTrixorOuolrix.each NEW!
MICRO LAB. Minet 2049
MICROSOFT. FI~hl ~mulalOl
MONOGRAM.OoII",&Sense
PBLCORP.,PelsonallnvesIOl
SPINNAkER. Snoopel TlOops 11 012)
S1oryMacJjneorFaceMake!
STRATEGIC. Ihe WalP FaclOl
SUBLOGIC.MighI Mi"ionPinball

~~~~:~;SK

5 40
5 50
5 165
5 145
5 45
S 35
5 40
5 40

$ 29
$ 33
$ 110
$ 99
$ 35
$ 24
$ 30
$ 27

TOll FREE

(800) 547-1289
Order Desk Hours: 6AM to 6PM PST
Oregon TOLL FREE

Hot Line For Iniormilhon

[800[451 ·5151

On Your Order

Por1land : 245~200

[503[ 245-1030
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Benchmarks and
Performance Evaluation
The art of benchmarking computer languages, programs, and systems
by timing them with a standard test is a popular, but inexact, science. You
find only what you are looking for-speed -and nothing more. Running a
benchmark program will measure the speed of the system you are testing,
but how do you measure how easy an application is to learn and use, how
consistent its commands are, and how well-integrated the new integrated
software packages are? This month's theme articles attempt to answer some
of these questions by looking at the limitations of benchmarks and considering what can replace them.
The new levels of sophistication in software and hardware are difficult
to evaluate. The simple benchmarks of the past, such as the Sieve of
Eratosthenes popularized in BYTE, the Whetstone benchmark for FORTRAN,
and millions of instructions per second (MIPS) ratings, no longer offer relevant information about the new generation of computers.
Speed and reliability alone are not the determining factors in the decision to purchase a particular computer or application. How quickly it can
be learned and put to use effectively are vital factors in the new era of massmarket consumer computers, although these factors can be difficult to test.
The quality of a system must be considered as well. Evaluating computer
systems as a whole is a new alternative to the traditional practice of measuring a system's speed.
Jerry Houston of Gifford Computer Systems offers a humorous and informative look at the uses and abuses of benchmarks from a user's perspective and explains why the winners of benchmark tests are not necessarily
the systems of choice. Jack Carroll and Mary Beth Rosson of IBM take another look at speed versus usability, arguing for quality in computer interfaces and suggesting tests for system quality.
Performance evaluation is becoming a popular term (especially in the minicomputer/mainframe world) for analyzing or simulating the performance of
hardware and/or software. Brian Boyle of Gnostic Concepts presents the
variables necessary for an equation to evaluate software performance.
Sergio Mello-Grand offers an exhaustive set of printer benchmarks to help
you find out how fast your printer really is. Avram Tetewsky of Draper Laboratories discusses some of the tests to validate that software works correctly and reveals the results of some extensive benchmarks for FORTRAN
compilers. Peter Marvit of Yates Ventures and Mohandas Nair of Intel come
clean in the confessions of the misuses of benchmarks.
Finally, Andrea Lewis guides you through the standard features and options available on the 1984 model word processors, while Arthur Naiman
provides a 100-point checklist for evaluating word-processing programs from
his book, Word Processing Buyer's Guide.
- Bruce Roberts
158
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160
168

Don't Bench Me In by Jerry Houston

175

Software Performance Evaluation
by Brian Boyle

193

The Art of Benchmarking Printers
by Sergio Mello-Grand

218

Benchmarking FORTRAN Compilers
by Avram Tetewsky

227

Benchmark Confessions by Peter
Marvit and Mohandas Nair

235

The Word-Processing Maze by
Andrea Lew is

243

Evaluating Word-Processing Programs by Arthur Naiman

Beyond MIPS : Performance Is Not
Quality by John M . Carroll and
Mary Beth Rosson
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Don't Bench Me In
Benchmarks are a popular way to compare both hardware and
software. But how meaningful are they?
by Jerry Houston
Suppose we're playing a game, and
you can select any athlete in the
world to have on your team. The big
problem is which one to pick. But
before you can make a choice, you
have to know what game we're playing. After all, even Babe Ruth in his
prime would not have fared well in
the pole vault.
The point is, you can't find an
answer until you completely specify
the problem. Yet, people still ask
questions such as "Which is the best
compiler?" without specifying what
they mean by "best:'
Asking "Which is the best compiler?" is as misguided as asking
"Which is the best tool in the world?"
A tool derives value from a specific
application, and outside the context
of the application, the comparison of
one tool with another is meaningless.
Unfortunately, many people compare programs without taking into
account the application of the programs. Instead, these people use
benchmarks-programs that test a
computer's speed-to judge the
worth of the software or hardware
under question.
The great lure of benchmarks is
that, in a world of too much choice,
they promise fast, easy answers supported by hard facts. Clearly, bench160
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marks contain no sales hype. They
are impartial. They appear to reduce
volumes of product literature and
manuals to tidy little tables that talk
in numbers, which is very scientific.
They offer to save time, eliminate
error, and take all the risk out of some
of the most important decisions a
business can make. Or do they?
It's dangerous to rely on benchmarks for help in deciding which
computer, which language, or which
implementation of a language to
select. Many of the critical qualities
that make a product suitable for a
given application are not addressed,
and may not even be addressable, by
conventional benchmarks. Qualities
such as reliability, compatibility,
maintainability, and support are impossible to measure with a benchmark, but they spell the difference
between a useful tool and a booby
trap. What is the standard unit of
reliability, of compatibility, of support? How do you look at a table and
determine if a product will be a time
saver or a time vampire?
One of the most popular generalpurpose benchmarks is the Sieve of
Eratosthenes, probably the most
user-unfriendly title in the business.
(I'm not sure how to pronounce
"Sieve;' let alone "Eratosthenes:')

Eratosthenes, head of the Alexandrian library around 200 B.C., was
the most wide-ranging scholar of his
time. He calculated the circumference
of Earth without using an 8087 mathematical coprocessor, and the library
he headed was the very embodiment
of Western civilization. Some
scholars argue that when the library
burned, Western civilization burned
with it. Meanwhile, the gods have
made the fame of Eratosthenes more
enduring than Mylar. His technique
for finding prime numbers has been
adapted to modern computer languages and is now a classic benchmark used to rate languages and
computers.
It seems reasonable to ask just
what prime numbers have to do with
the workaday world where most
computers are used. Accounting
departments tend to be more concerned with the prime rate than with
prime numbers. When your chief
financial officer learns that a software
bug will delay the income statement
the bank had to have yesterday, he
will find little solace in the fact that
your state-of-the-art computer can
quickly generate integers with no
divisors except themselves and 1.
Ironically, the specialists of his day
called Eratosthenes ''Beta;' or second

rate, for his alleged superficiality. In
the computer trade, ''Beta'' has come
to mean "not thoroughly tested;' as
in "a Beta copy of a new C compiler:'
It would be appropriate if "not
thoroughly tested" were stamped on
hardware and software that has been
subjected to the benchmark named
after our Greek who lived 2200 years
ago.

A Case Study
The dubious utility of generalpurpose benchmarks was brought
home to our company after we conducted an extensive series of benchmarks on seven C-language compilers compatible with CP/M-86 (see
"Comparing C Compilers for
CP/M-86;' August 1983 BYTE, page
82). After it took us almost as much
time to measure performance as it
would have taken us to write our
own C compiler, we were struck by
some curious phenomena. The apparent loser in our time and efficiency benchmarks, Computer Innovations' C86, was the compiler that our
staff programmers regularly used
both before and six months after we
conducted the tests.
I am not a programmer; I'm a
civilian. My job is to whine. So when
I complained to our programmers
that they should think about hopping
on the world the next time it came
around, they all explained that they
had each tried the other compilers
and found lots of good and bad
points. But they felt that for the tasks
they were handling, Computer Innovations' compiler was best. The
reason they cited most frequently
was something that became evident
while we were conducting the benchmarks but that was not reflected in
the tabular results. Computer Innovations' C86 was the only compiler
we tested that ran every benchmark
we tried and gave the expected
results, and we were lifting routines
from articles, books, Unix libraries,
and anywhere else we could find
them.
Our staff had chosen to use a compiler whose main benefits were compatibility and reliability. It ran routines taken from a variety of other implementations of C. And it ran them

the first time. These features, not evident from the benchmark results,
were revealed only by long experience with the compiler itself.
My faith in general-purpose benchmarks was undermined further
when I learned that the Mark
DeSmet compiler, which appeared to
have done quite well in the benchmarks, was considered by our staff to
be a lightweight C compiler. A simple case of being misled by a benchmark? Not quite. It turned out that
our staff had nevertheless been taking advantage of a powerful feature
of the DeSmet compiler (an advantage which, of course, was not
brought out by the benchmarks) and
had turned a lightweight C compiler
into a novel and extremely productive
programming tool. I call it the anticompiler.

Data such as "number
of times per week
documentation is
thrown against wall"
might be useful in
evaluating a product.
Because our programmers primarily do system-level work, as opposed
to applications programming, speed
is very important. Speed to us means
assembly language. The DeSmet C
compiler, it turns out, lets you mix
assembly code with C code. This
means that, in the middle of a C program, you can insert #ASM and start
writing in assembly language. This
feature has streamlined the way we
write assembly code.
Before we had the DeSmet compiler, we attacked a major assembly
project head-on. We planned a structure, wrote the program, and resigned ourselves to debugging a
maze of assembly code. The DeSmet
compiler enables us to write a program initially in C. This process is
fast. The program runs relatively
slowly, but we can make sure that it
does everything we want. Once the
C version of the program works, we
convert one C subroutine into in-line
assembly code, compile the new

hybrid C-and-assembly version,
debug it if necessary, and proceed to
convert the next C subroutine into inline assembly language. Eventually,
the entire program is converted to assembly language, piece by piece, producing code that is well structured,
well tested, and usually well ahead
of schedule. The benchmarks give no
indication of this capability of the
DeSmet compiler.
We give a C compiler high points
for compatibility with other versions
of C, for reliability, and for ease of assembly-language interface. But we
are relatively indifferent to its speed.
In fact, the more a project calls for
speed, the less we are concerned
with the speed of the compiler
because we know that the critical
routines will have to be written in
assembly language.
None of the qualities that we consider most important for our applications were addressed in any of our
published benchmarks, and I'm not
sure how to devise a benchmark that
could quantify them. Perhaps data
such as "number of times per week
documentation is thrown against
wall" or "number of support calls
returned per thousand" might be
useful in evaluating a product. In any
case, the point here is not that we
ignored our own benchmarks and
found the C compilers that are really
"the best:' We use the compilers that
are most suited for our particular
jobs. For people who want programs
that they will write from scratch, that
will execute quickly, that will require
minimal assembly code, and that will
take up minimal RAM (randomaccess read/write memory) space, the
compilers we have been using may
quite possibly be "the worst:'

The Ascendancy of Waste
Benchmarks are best at measuring
efficiency and speed. Efficiency, however, is threatening to become a dead
issue. Efficiency means the amount
of memory required to run a program. As technology sprints along,
processors are being produced that
can address huge expanses of memory. Soon, little children will have to
teach their parents what "gigabyte"
means. Meanwhile, the price of semiFebruary 1984 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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conductor as well as mass-storage
memory continues to drop. Both
trends drastically reduce the pressure
to produce and use efficient
programs.
One of the most remarkable indications of computer technology's advances over the past few years is the
dwindling importance attached to
program size. Not so long ago, programmers would spend months paring away a few kilobytes from a piece
of code; but now, the programmer's
time is valued much more highly
than those kilobytes. Apple's Lisa is
a monument to the enormous
amount of RAM now routinely sacrificed to make programs more "user
friendly:' With this new attitude
toward efficiency, a strong point of
benchmarking has been made trivial.

Speed Thrills
With all the vast changes wrought
by the stampede of technology, one
relationship has remained untouched: time is money. This is true
whether it is a programmer's time or
a user's time. Therefore, the faster a
program runs, the more time and
money can be saved. However, there
are limits to the extent that increased
speed can improve a program. For instance, it does no good to have a
word processor wait twice as fast for
you to type your next character. For
many applications, though, faster is
better.
Speed is where benchmarks come
into their own. Measuring overall
speed, however, can be a little tricky.
A compiler may be fast when it runs
tasks out of main memory but slow
when it does file handling. Even in
the unlikely event that all other
factors-compatibility, reliability,
documentation, support-are equal,
you still have to know which operations you are timing and which ones
must be fast when you use speed
benchmarks.

Job-Specific Benchmarks
Probably the best use of a benchmark is to measure the time it takes
a given hardware-software combination to run a program that will actually be run in real life and represents
the dominant use of the proposed
162
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system. If, for example, an engineering firm has an application that involves repeatedly inverting a big
matrix, then the ideal benchmark
would be a matrix inversion with representative sample data. This is, of
course, a far cry from finding out
how fast the same system can generate prime numbers.
The ideal benchmark is not a generalized exercise that can be published in a magazine and distributed
to millions; it's a carefully planned
demonstration in which the specific
application intended for the product
is simulated as closely as possible.
Where I work, it is not unusual to
receive test programs that we are to
run and report on. The Department
of the Army is particularly fond of
this shopping technique. It goes to
the initial trouble of developing a
benchmark that fits its application,
and the rest is up to systems houses.
In effect, the Army is benchmarking
us.
Upon receiving a custom benchmark task, a systems house really
begins to earn its living. The benchmark is run on equipment that offers
different levels of speed, cost, and
versatility. If the job can be done on
a fast but expensive disk emulator,
we offer that option. Because most of
our systems are · based on the
Compupro with a l6-bit, 8-MHz 8088
as well as an 8-bit 8085, we can
sacrifice 8-bit compatibility in order
to increase speed 40 percent by using
a la-MHz, l6-bit-only 8086 central
processor. Another alternative is running the benchmark on an expensive
hard disk that has a fast voice-coilhead actuator rather than a less expensive one with a slower stepper
motor. We present all these trade-offs
to the customer along with realistic
timing data. The customer still has to
make a choice, and in many cases it
is an extremely difficult one; however, he doesn't have to choose blindly, guided only by a meaningless offthe-shelf benchmark.
But, you might say, setting up such
a simulation is hardly a benchmark
at all. It's a demonstration. The whole
beauty of benchmarks is that you
don't have to spend all that time
designing tests and entering repre-

sentative data. Benchmarks are sup- posed to be fast and decisive. They
shouldn't be a lot of work-they
should give you something for
nothing. Right?
Wrong! That idea went the way of
the free lunch. In most cases, you get
out of a benchmark just what you put
into it. The time spent designing a
job-specific benchmark that suits
your needs is insignificant compared
to the time you will spend using the
tool you eventually select.
Do generalized benchmarks have a
place? Of course they do. Benchmarking is the great pastime of the
computer world, the great sporting
event for software hackers and hardware nerds. Benchmarks are the
Olympics. You watch, you marvel,
you enjoy. You root for your favorites
and revile the opposition. You argue
that the results were unfair and that
the rules should be changed. You
forget the results and lose bar bets to
obnoxious friends with better memories. But you don't base major business decisions solely on benchmarks.

How to Make a Selection
If you can't rely on generalized
benchmarks, and you don't have the
time or skill to design a job-specific
benchmark, then how do you select
a computer or a program? Unfortunately, it's not easy. You have to
realize that a major software or hardware purchase is like a marriage. It
is a long-term commitment for better
or for worse. Marry in haste, regret
at leisure.
There are three important ways to
research a product, and you should
use all three :

1. Read the trade magazines for
reviews. You can usually judge the
validity of a product review the
same way you judge a movie
review. If it is in-depth and genuinely enthusiastic, you probably
have a good product. If it is superficial, full of cliches, and apologetic
(the reviewer says the documentation looked good but there was not
enough time to open it), then ignore the review, not the product.
Don't confuse the product with
the review.

DB

l
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•

DBMS, n. , A buzzword for Data Base Management System. A structure in which to collect information on a given subject in one or more files.
A software program enabling you to store, manipulate and retrieve your information contained in those files.

~ Fully relational data base management
~ -Multiple

file and disk access.
Fully menu driven - Presented in
"English"
3 simple and automatic program
generators - A complete package.
Calculates and compares figures
-Quickly generates valuable reports.

Probase®
Fully Relational Data Base Management System (DBMS)
Probase's' Quick Cen "tells" your computer how to enter, find, sort,
calculate, analyze and present information. Easily add, change, delete,
or browse through your data. Probase's ' ability to combine and collect
data on a given subject from many separate files allows you immediate access to all of your information - Bookkeeping, Cost
Accounting, Inventory, Personnel, Portfolio Analysis, Sales, etc. Menu
Cen joins files together in an easy-to-use selection list. Report Cen
compiles virtually any comparative reports you need, including projec·
tions and forecasts. And prints them in any format you choose.

.Try PIObase' Free For 30 Days
Visit your local deafer ·or call
B@0-25B-7(J7Q far y@/Jr copy of
Probase:. If net satisfied, simply
retur.1'l it within 30 days for a
prompt, courteous refund,
, wbateve~ ttJe reasol). ,
: Se'e for /fourself how
usefoul Pro~ase'can be
for you.

Probase@Requires No Training
Press a ' function ' key for help Concise documentation with
samples on-screen assists you with your current task. And returns
where you left off. Complete documentation includes a handy 2-part
tutorial manual.

Easy Enough For Non-Technical Users
Probase's three program generators (Quick, Menu, Report) create data
base management applications according to your direction
-automatically. Enter your requests using simple selections and fill-inthe-blank menus. Inquire, generate a report, create or up-date your
data bases, design entry screens ... Programming and code entry are
completely eliminated, so you don't need to be a programmer, or
even have computer experience, to produce professional automated
business reports.

Available in PC-DOS, MS-DOS and
CP/M86 (all using 128k) and CP/M (64k).
En jo y the newes t, most effecti ve
data base management systems.
Circle 104 on inquiry card.

Powerful Enough For Programmers
Access 3 different files at once and work with as many as you need
within a single program. Combine your files in " one-to-many" or
" many-to-one" relationships. When you program in Probase; all of
your tools are immediately available: Macro Instruction Language,
Subroutine Calls, Programmable Function Keys and more. Program,
test and debug without an outside editor, assembler or compiler.
Make changes and corrections instantly.

Free disk space ... Probase; efficiently compresses screens and program
tables onto your disks. And Probase' need not be present on disk when
you run your applications. Enjoy more disk storage capacity and faster
throughput by eliminating extra program code.
Write or Call Today and Find Out How You Can Put Pro base' To Work For You .

Probase®
Another Solution® from
Data Technology IndustriesTM
701 A Whitney Street San Leandro, CA

94577
800-258- 7077

(475) 638-7206

Circle 260 on inquiry card.

Treat your personal computer to
famous Diablo letter-quality

MTI has the Diablo 620 & 630 API ready for you.
The best letter-quality printers on the market. At MTl's best prices.
Whether you buy, rent or lease our equipment, you'll fi nd MTI is the
one source for all the terminals, peripherals, systems, applications
expertise and service you'll ever need. At good prices. Call us today.
New York: 516/ 621-6200, 2121767-0677, 518/ 449-5959
Outside N.Y.S.: 800/ 645-6530
New Jersey: 2011227-5552
Ohio: 216/ 464-6688

-QED" Discounts
VISA & MasterCard

Distributor
Ol"ablo' Authorized

Applications Specialists & Distributors, New York, New Jersey and Ohio.
DEC, Intel, Texas Instrument s, Altos, Lear Siegler, Dat.products. Diablo,
Esprit, Intecolor, Racal·Vadic, MICOM, Digital Engineering, U.S. Design,
Cipher, Protocol Co mputers, MicroPro, Microsoft, Polygon and Select.

WE ~~E
WON
THE PRICE WAR

I n every battle, we came up the victors . Not on Iy in price ,
but in service and support as well.

Call to order:

1-800-157-5117
(in NJ 609-424-4700)

We ca"y:
Int ert ec Data Sys tem s
Co rvu s Co nce pt
Corvu s Hard Di sk
C Ito h Printers

7nRl ~fiil1R1
Tr iS tar Data Sys tems
2 Keys to ne Ave nu e
Cherry Hill . NJ 08 003
609-42 4-4700
2 15-629- 1289

WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL
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Circle 363 on inquiry card.

2. Talk to friends or colleagues or
fellow members of computer
clubs, and talk a lot. Most people
are reluctant to admit that they
wasted money on a product; it's
stupid to waste money, and people usually want you to think that
they're smart. The same rules
apply as when you ask about
someone's vacation. The first
response is always, "We had the
greatest time ever. Absolutely
fabulous:' Only if you start trading
travel stories do you find that the
paradise in question is a malarial
swamp, the hotel is a convention
center for cockroaches, and the
airport boasts the world's largest
network of sinkholes. Again, keep
them talking. Value the advice of
a user who was not involved in the
decision to buy (and so whose
pride is not at stake) more than the
advice of someone who actually
selected the product .
3. Find a reputable dealer. Good
dealers are well aware that a major purchase is a marriage between
dealer and client. In a good sale,
the client returns and buys more
goods and refers friends who in
turn buy and buy again. This sort
of sale enhances both the selfesteem and the bank account of
the dealer and generally makes
business fun. Good dealers love it
if they sell you the right product,
and they will often do some homework for you to make sure you
make the right choice. They will
certainly do more than look up
some benchmark results. To a
good dealer, selling you the wrong
product is like driving off a cliff:
there are a lot of exciting possibilities, but they're all bad .
These three rules are reliable ways
of selecting software and hardware,
much more reliable than the general
benchmarks you see published so
often . Stay true to these rules, and
you'll be able to look beyond the
numbers and break away from the
bench .•
Jerry Houston is vice-president of marketing
at Gifford Computer Systems (POB 1917, San
Leandro, CA 94577) .
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NEC 2050 .
NEC 3550

. . . ....... . 5569 .00
.... ... .... . ...... 5689 .00
......... 5739 .00
.... 5929 .00
... .. 51039 .00

. ... ........ $999 .00
. .......... 51699 .00

PERCOM/TANOON
ORIVES
5'/, 320K Floppy .
.. .. .. $229.00
5 Meg Hard w / Controller ... S1399 .00
10 Meg Hardw/ Controller ... 51699 .00
15 Meg Hard w / Controller ... 52095 .00
20 Meg Hard w / Controller ... 52399 .00

COMPUTERS
. CALL
..... 51099 .00
... .. ........ 52699.00
.... 51949 .00
....... 54695 .00
....... 54999 .00
...... . . 59199.00
..... . . . . . . ... ... . 53399 .00
......... CALL
Spiril XL Portable ....... .. 53999 .00
IIE · 1.
...... . 51569 .00
IIE· 2 .
.. .. $1899 .00
IIE· 3 .
.. ...... 52399 .00
II E·4 ..
.. ...... 53299 .00
PC· E
..... 51579 .00
PC · l .
. ... . . . 52399.00
PC · 2 .
. ..... 52799 . 00
PC · XL
........ 53599 . 00
1620 .... ........ .
.. .. 53599 .00
1630 . ..................... . 55499 .00
1640 .
.. .. .... 56499 .00

Cyma Software ................ CALL

AMOEK
3l0A Amber Monitor
. 5 1 69 .00
DXY 100 Plotter .
... 5599 .00
Color II . ........ .. .......... . S399 .00
AST RESEARCH, INC .
Si x Pak Plus ... from ......... $279 .00
Combo Plu s II .. from .... . .. 5279 . 00
Mega Plus ... from .......... . $309 .00
I/O Plus II ... from .. .. . .... . .. 5139 .00
GUAORAM
Qu adlink .................... 5519 .00
Qu a d board ... a s l ow as .
. ;:;289 .00
Quad 512 Plus ... as l ow a s ... 5249 .00
Quadcolor ... as low as ...... 5219 .00
Chronograph .
.589 . 00
Pa rall e l Interfa ce Board ..... 589 .00
64K RAM Chips Kit .......... . 559 .00
MICRO PRO
WordStar/ Mail Merge .... . .. 8349 .00
Info Star .
.. ........ 5299 .00
SpeliStar ............ .. ...... 5159 .00
Cal e Star .
. ". 599 .00
MICROSTUF
Crosstalk .
. ...... $105 .00
MICROSOFT
Multiplan .
. ........ 5159 .00
pfs

MBCll00 .
FDD 3200· 320K Drive
MBC 1150 .
MBC 1200
FDD 6400·640K Dri ve
MBC 1250

APPLE

-MOOEMS_

PR 5500 Printer .

MONITORS
AMOEK
300 Green ................ .. . 5149 .00
300 Amber ......... .. ..... .. 5159.00
310 Amber .
.. .. . 5169 .00
Color 1
.... 5279 .00
Color 1 Plus
..... 5299 .00
Color 2 ......... . .. .. . ....... 5399 .00
Color 2 Plus .
., .... S419 .00
Color 3 .. ................ .. .. 5349 .00
Color 4 ........... . .......... $699 .00
BMC
12 " Green ........ ... ........ . $79 .99
12 " Green HI· AES ........ .. 5119 . 99
9191 · 13 " Color ...
.. 5249 . 99
GORILLA
Green .
.. 588 .99
Amber . ... ....... ......... 595 .99
JB
JB
JB
JC
JC

NEC
1260Green .............. 5109 . 99
1201 Green .
. ......... 5149 . 99
1205 Amber
. .. . 5159 . 99
1215 Color .
.. ...... 5299 . 99
1216 AGB
........ 5429 .99
GRAPHICS
.5519 .00
TAXAN

12 " Green .
12 " Amber .
Ta xan 1 RG8 .

. ... 5119 . 00
.. .. 5129 .00
.. 5279 .00

USI
Pi 1 . 9 " Green .
. ......... . 599 . 99
Pi 2 . 12 " Green
... $119 . 99
Pi 3 . 12 " Amber .
.. ... 5149 . 99
Pi 4 . 9 " Amber .
. . ...... . 5139 . 99
1400 Color .
.. .. .. 5269 . 99

ANCHOR
Mark I (AS·232) . . ............. $79 .00
Mark II (Atari) ................. 579 .00
Mark III (TI · 99) .
. ..... 5109 .00
Mark IV (CBM / PET) ......... 5125 .00
Mark V (Osborne) . . . ......... . 595 .00
Mark VI (IBM · PC) . .......... $169 . 00
Mark VII (Auto Ans/ Auto Dial) ... $119 .00
Mark XII (1200 Baud) ....... 5299 .00
TAS -aO Color Computer .... . S99 .00
9 Volt Power Supply .
. 59 .00
HAYES
Smart modem 300 .......... 5219 .00
Smartmodem 1200 .
. 5509 .00
Smartmodem 1200B ....... $459 .00
Micromod e m II .. . .......... 5265 .00
Micromod e m II Plus .
. ... S299 .00
Micromodem liE ....... .... . 5269 .00
Micromodem 100 . .......... S299 . 00
Smart Com II .. .. ............. 589 .00
Chronograph .
. . .......... $199 .00
NOVATION
J·Cat ........ ... ............... 599 . 99
SmartCat 103.
. .......... 5179 .00
SmartCat 103/ 212 . ......... 5399 .00
AutoCat .
.. .......... 5219 .00
212 AutoCat
......... 5549 .00
Apple Cat II ................. $249 . 00
212 Apple Cat ... ... ..... ... . $569 .00
Apple Cat 212 Up9rade .
. 5309 .00
Cat.
... ...... ............. 5139 . 99
D· Cat ........................ 5149 .00
PC·C a t. ..

"ZE'NiTH.... ·5339 .0Cl

ZT· l ........................ $309 .00
ZT · l0 ...... ...... ...... .... .. 5339 .00
ZT-l l .
. .... 5369 .00

APPLE INTERFACE
CAROS & BUFFERS
Choose from PKASO. Ora nge Micro .
MPC . MicroMax . Tymac . Quadram &
Practical Peripherais.
, ... CALL

Writ e:
Gra ph :
Report :
File :
Soluti o ns ' : as low a s

IBM

79 . 00 89 .00
79 . 00 89 .00
79 .00 79 . 00
79 .00 89 . 00
16 . 00 16 .00
'Call On Titl es

Frid a y! ..

. IUS
EasyWriter II .
EasySpelier .
EasyFiler .

... S249 .00
.. .... .... . 5119 .00
. ...... S229 .00

CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE

1 st Class M a il / Form Letter ... 879.00
The Home A c countant Plu s . .. S88 .00
SYNAPSE
File Manager . .. ... . . . ........ 589 .00
LOTUS
1· 2 · 3 .
. .. ......... .... S3 19 .0 0
PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE

PC Plus/ The Boss .
. .. 5349 .00
VISICORP
IBM APPLE

VisiCalc
VisiCalc 4
VisiCalc · Advanced
VisiWord / Spel1
Visitrend / Plot
VisiLink
Vis i File
VisiScheduJ e
Visidex
VisiPlot
Vi siTerm
Desktop Plan
Bu s. Forecast Model
Stretch Calc
Vis i Tutor Calc
Vis; Tutor· Advanced
Vis;Tutor Word
Vision Calc
Vision G raph
Visi o n Mous e
Vision Host

15 9. 00
15 9. 00
269 .00
249 . 00
199. 00 199 .0 0
16 9 .0 0
199 .0 0 169 .0 0
199 .00 199 .00
15 9 .00
135 .0 0
7 5. 00
199 . 00 169 .00
7 5 .0 0
7 5 .00
75 . 00 75 .00
5 9 . 00 59 . 00
7 5. 00 75 .00
5 9 .00 59 .00
249 .00
1 29 .0 0
15 9 . 00
31 9. 00

PRINTERS
AXIOM
AT · l00 Alari Interface ..... . $239 .00
CD·l 00 CBM 64/VIC 20 .... 5239 .00
GP· ' 00 Parallel Interface ... $199 .00
BMC
401 Letter Quality
... 5589 .00
BX ·80 Dot Matrix ............ 5269 .00
CENTRONICS
122 Parallel .
. .. . $399.00
739· 1 Parallel.
.... S299 .00
739 -3 Serial ........ . ........ S349 .00
C.ITOH
Gorill a Banana .
. .... $209 .00
Prowriter8510P ... .. . . ..... $379 .00
Prowriter 1550P .
. $679 .00
Al0(18eps) .
S569 .00
Fl0 -40 .
.. ... 5999 .00
Fl 0 -55 .
. 51499 .00
COMREX
C omWriterl 1LetterQu a lity .. . $499 .00
OIABLO
620 Letter Quality.
. ... . . 5949 .00
630 Letter Quality .. .. ... . . 51749 .00
OAISYWRITER
2000 .
.. 5999 .00
Tractor Feed .
. 5109 .00
EPSON
MX· 80FT. MX - l00 . AX·80 . AX·80FT .
FX -80 . FX- l 00 .................. C ALL
105
Prism BO . .. For Configurations . . . CAL L
Pri sm 32 ... For Configurations ... CALL
MANNESMAN TALLY
160L .
.. .......... $589 .00
180L ..
.. .... 5799.00

NEC
2010 / 2030 .
. ... 5899 .00
8023 Dot Matrix ........ ..... 5379 .00
8025 Dot M atrix .
5669 .00
3510 Serial/ LetterQualily . . 81449 .00
3530 ParallellLetterQuality ,, 51499 .00
7710/ 7730 Serial/Parall e l ,, 51949 .00
OKIOATA
82 . 83 . 84.92 . 93 . 2350 . 2410 .. . CALL
SMITH CORONA
Tp·2 ......................... S439 .00
Tractor Feed ................ 8119 .00
SILVER REEO
500 Letter Quality ........ .. 5469 .00
550 Letter Qu a lity ..... ..... 8699 .00
STAR
Gemini lOX .
. .... $299 .00
Gemini P15 .
. $399 .00
Delta 10 ............. . ....... 5559 .00
Seri a l Board
.. 875 .00
TOSHIBA ...... .. . . . . CALL
TRANSTAR ...... • . . . CALL
PRINTER CABLES
Available for Atari. Commodore . IBM .
Apple. Epson . Kaypro. Televideo . Frank·
lin . Eagle . Sanyo . Osborne . NEC .
Zenith and many others. W e supply a ll
your computer needs!

PAPER SUPPLIES
1000 shls. 8 'hxl1 Tractor Pa per ... 19.9 P
1000shts.14'h xl1 Tractor Paper .. S24 .99
1 or 2 " Address Labels . ....... $9 .99

MICRO-SCI
A2 ........................... 5219 .00
A40 .
. .. 5299.00
A70 ..
.. 53 19 . 00
C2 Controller ................. S79 .00
C47 Co n t ro ll e r .
. ... 589 .00

RANA
Elite 1
Elite 2
Elite 3 .
ACE 1000 Co l o r Computer .... CAL L
ACE Fa mily Pack System ...... CALL
ACE PRO PLUS Sy s tem ........ CA LL
ACE 1 200 Office Mgmt. System ... CA LL
··NOT liE E X PENSIVE ··

. 5279 .00
...... 5389 .00
. 5569 .0C

APPLE lie STARTER PACK
64K Appl e li e . Di sk Drive & Co n t roll er.
80 Column C a rd . Monitor II & DO S 3.3
COMPLETE .
$,,99

(:: commodore
...... 5599.00
CBM 4032 .
.... 5869 .00
CBM 8096 .
. 5999 .00
C BM 9000 .
Bl 2B·8 0 .
. .... 5769 .00
C BM 64K M e mor y Board ... .5269.00
8032 to 9000 Upgr ade .... . 5269 .00
2031 LP Di sk Dri ve
.. 5299 . 00
8050 Di sk Driv e .
. 5949 .00
8250 D isk Dri ve.
. . 5 11 99 .00
4023 Printer ..
..5 379 .00
80 23 Pr inter.
.. 5 569.00
6400 Prinler .
. .... 51 39 9 .00
Z·RAM ..
. . 5499 .00
Silicon Off ice .
. .. 5699.00
Th e Man age r .
. .... 5 1 99 . 00
Solt ROM .
.. 5125 .00
Vi siCalc .
. S 1 59 .00

PROFESSIONAL
SOFTWARE
W ord Pro 2 Plu s ..
.. ...... S159 .00
W o rd Pro 3 Plu s.
. ... S 189 .00
Wo rd Pro 4 Plu sl5 Plu s .. each .. S279 .00
InloPro ..
. ....... 5 17 9 .00
...... 5399 .00
Administrator .
.. 579.00
Power .

MSO
SOl Di sk Dn ve . .

.. 5349 .00

VIC 20 ... . ....... CALL
CBM 8032 ...... $599
C1541 Di sk Drive.
. ...... S249 .00
C1530 Datasette .
. .... 569 .00
C 1 520 Color Printer/ Plotter ... S 169.00
M-BOI Dot M a tri x/ Para ll el ... 52 1 9 . 00
C1526 Dot M at ri x/ Serial .... 5279 .00
C1702 Co l or Monito r ...... 5249 .00
C1311 Joy s t ick.
. ... 54 . 99
C 1 312 Padd l es .
. ..... 511 .99
C1600 VIC M o d e m .
559 .00
C1650 Auto Modem .......... S89.00
Logo 64 .
. ..... 549 . 00
Pil ot 64 .
. ............. ... .. S39 .00
S imo n ' s B asic ................ S19 .00
W ord Pro 64 Plu s . . ......... 559.00
Parallel Pr inter Int erface ..... S49 .00
Ca l c Re sult 64 .
. ... 5129.00
Codew r ite r 64 .
. ...... 575 .00
Quick Brown Fo x ............ S49.00
Word Pr o 64 Plu S.
. .... 559 .00

We s to ck a full inventory of software for Commodore . such as:
Artwor x. Broderbund . Commercial Data. Creative Software .
Epyx . HES . Micro$pec . Nufekop . Romo x. S ir ius . Synapse .
Thorn EMI. Troni x . UMI. Victo ry. Spinnaker. Ra inbow& Timeworks!

CALL FOR DETAILS!
HANDHELD

(h~
41 CX ........ $249.99
41 CV ... .. . . . $199.99
41 C .......... $144. 99
HP 10C .
. .. ... . 551 .99
HP 11 C .
. ... 569 . 99
HP 12C .
. .. 58 8 . 99
HP 1 5C .
.. 58 8.99
HP 16C .
. . 588 . 99
HP 7 5C
......... 5749 .99
HPIL M od ul e .
. ......... $98 .99
HPIL Cass o 0 1 Pr i nter
. S359 . 99
Ca rd Reade r .
.. 5 143 . 99
E xte nded Fun ct i o n M o dule ... S63 . 99
Time Modul e .
. .. S63 .99

NEC
PC·8201 Personal Comp uter .. 5599 .00
PC· 8221 A Thermal Print e r ... 5149 .00
P(.. ·8 28 1 A Data Recor der .... S99 .00
PC·8201·068K RAM Chips ... 5105 .00
PC·82D6A 32K RAM Cart ridge ... S329.00

-

COMPUTERS

S HARP

PC-1500A ... $165.99
PC-1250A .... $88.99
C E· 1 25 Print e r/ Casse tte .... 5128 . 99
CE·l50 ColorPrinter/ Cassene .. $171.99
CE·155 8K RAM .
. .... S93.99
C E 161 1 6K RAM .
. .... 5 1 34.99
C E 500 ROM Library .
. .... 529 .99

TIMEX/SINCLAIR
r imex / Sin c l ai r 1000.
Time x/ Sin c l air 2 068 .
16K M e m o ry ..
2040 Print e r ..
VuC a lc .

)1'-

~O~M~P_U_T_E_R~S

H 0r=M=-E_C_
.

AlARl'
600XL ...... $199
BOOXL ...... $299
1010 Rec order .
. .... . S74 .00
1020 Color Prin t er .
. 5249 .00
1025 001 M a trix Printer. .... 5449 .00
1027 Letter Qu a lit y ......... 5299 . 00
1030 Dire ct Connect Mod e m ... CALL
1050 Disk Dr ive .... ......... $ 3 79 . 00
CX30 Paddl e ................. 512 . 00
CX40 Joys ti c k .
. ... each ... 5B.00
CX77 TOUGh T a bl e t .......... 564 .00
CX80 Trak B a ll ... ........... 548 .00
CX85 Keypad
.. ..... 5105 . 00
4 88 Commu n ica t o r 11 .. ..... S229 . 00
4003 Assorted Education .... S4 7 .00
4011 Star Ra id e rs.
. ..... 533 .00
40 1 2 M issil e Com m and
.. $29. 00
40 1 3 Asteroid s .
. .... $29 .00
50 49 VisiCalc ....... ..... ... 5159.00
7097 Logo .................. 579.00
7 1 0 1 En te r tainer .
. $69 .00
710 2 Arcade C h a mp ........ 5 7 5.00
8026 Dig Dug
.. 533 .00
8030 E .T . Phon e H o m e ..... S33 . 00
8031 D onkey Kong ........... 539.00
8033 Robotron .
. .... S35.00
8034 Pole Position
.... S39 .00
8036 Alari Writer .
.. 579.00
8040 Donk ey Kong . Jr ....... 539 .00
8043 M s. Pa c Man . . ........ 539.00
8044 Joust .
. . . ....... . .. 539.00

DISKETTES
MAXELL

1 200XL .... CALL
1 400XL .... CALL

AT 88· 51
AT 88·A2
.... $259.00
AT 88· 52
..... 5529.00
AT BB- S1PD .
. ... 5429 .00
AT 88- DDA
.... 5119 .00
RFD 40-51 ....... . . ... . ..... S449 .00
RFD 40-Al
.... 5269.00
RFD 40 -52
. 5699.00
RFD 4 4·51 ................. 5539.00
RFD 44·52 .
. ..... S869.00 ·
TEXAS IN ST RUMENTS
T X 99·51
... ..... 5279 . 00

RANA
1000.

TRAK
AT-D2 .

MEMORY BOARDS
... 559 . 00
A x lon 32K .
......... 599.00
A x lo n 48K .
. .. ·.... 5299 .00
Axlon 12 8K.
... 559 .00
Intee 32K .
... 585 .00
Intec 48K ...
..... 599.00
Inlee 64K ._
.. 529 .00
Intee Real Tim e C l ock .

ALIEN VOICE BOX
Alar; .
Apple .

VERBATIM

5'1, . SS / DD ..
5'1• . DSIDD .

.. 526 .99
. ..... 536 . 99

ELEPHANT
5'1• . SS/ SD .
.. $18 . 49

5'1, . SSI DD ..
5 '1. DS / DD .

.. ........ .... 522 . 99
.............. 528 . 99

HEAO
5 1f4" Disk H ead Cleaner . . . . S14 . 99

DISK HdLDERS
INNOVATIVE CONCEPTS

Flip· n · File 10 .
. .. 53.99
Fl ip-n - File 50 ..
. ...... 517 . 99
Fli p-n-File(400/ BOOROM)Holder .. 517 .99

L..JK ENTERPRISES
Alan Letter Perfect-Di sk(40/ 80) .. $79.99
Alan Letter Perfecl· ROM(40 col) .. $79.99
Alan LetterPerfect-ROM(80col) .. 5 7 9 .99
Alan Data Pe rf ec t·ROM(80 col) .. .. 579.99
Atari Spell Perfect -DISK . .. 559 : 99
A·t a d Utility/ M a iIM erg e.
. $21.00 .
App l e Lett er Pe rf ect.
.. $99.00
Appl e D ata Per f ect .
. ..... $75 .00
Apple LJK U.tility .
. .. 52 1 . 00
Apple Lowe rCase Generator ... $19 .00

. .. 51 1 9.00
. 5149 . 00

KOALA PAO

5'1.

MD· l .................... 5 29 .00
5 1/ 4" MD·2 .
. ............ $39 .00
8 ·· FD· l (SS / DD ) .... .... ...... $39 . 00
B·· FD -2 (DS / DD) .
. .. 5 49 .00

. ................. S3B9 .00

Alari.
Apple .
IBM ..
CBM 64 .

.. $75.00
. .. 585.00
. 595 .00
. ........... 575.00

CONTROLLERS &
..JOYSTICKS
WICO

Joystick .
3·way Joy stick.
Fa mous Re d 8 a ll .
Power Grip ..
BOSS Joystick .
ATARI/VIC Trak Ball .
Appl e Trak 8 a ll .
Apple Adapter .
Apple Anal og .

KRAFT
J oystick.
Al ari S i ngl e Fi r e .
Al a ri Swit ch Hi tter ..
Apple Pa ddl es.
IBM Paddle s .
IBM Joys ti c k .
AMIGA

. 3 100 Singl e .
3 101 Pai r ..
J oyboa rd .

TG

.. 52 1 .9 9
. . 522 . 99
. .... 523.99
. ..... 521.99
.. 51 7. 99
. .. 534 .99
. 554 . 99 ·
. 515 .99
...... 537 . 99

Beyond MIPS*: Performance
Is Not Quality
Two users examine the quantifiable aspects of system quality
by John M. Carroll and Mary Beth Rosson
PerfomJance is the most common '
term of measurement used in the
world of computing. Performance
refers to the effective speed of a
device, hardware or software. It refers
to reliability. It refeJs to so many
things that you could easily come to
regard performance as a synonym for
quality. But there is a danger in
this-quality must not simply be
equated with performance. Performance does not take into account
usefulness or usability, which are
critical determinants of the ultimate
quality of a system, particularly a
microcomputer system.
In this article, we consider three
aspects of quality. First, we discuss
the meaning of quality and emphasize the contributions of factors
other than system performance as.
typically measured. Within this
broatler context, we consider how the
quality of a computer interface might
be analyzed. We focus on users'
needs and on how readily those
needs can be accomplished. We
argue that high-quality devices are
those that support the user's fluent
accomplishment of typical tasks.
Finally, we describe how an analysis
of quality might be incorporated into
the design process. Devices can be
designed for high performance; we
* millions of instructions per second
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urge that they be designed for high
quality.

What Is Quality?
Usually, when we ask "Does a
device work?" or "How well does it
work?" we intend the industrialengineering sense. We presuppose
an ideal operator. It is easy, though,
to imagine examples in which this
assumption is overly generous. A
bicycle with pedals positioned so far
from the seat that a typical rider cannot reach them may be a highperformance bike for that ideal
operator, but something is seriously
wrong with it for the typical operator.
Frequently, computer application
systems are like that highperformance bike: neither usable nor
useful. Imagine a new word processor with twice the processing
power of previous systems and a
minuscule probability of hardware
defects. With respect to performance,
it is rated a quality system; but if you
are a novice and want to use the system to type and print a one-page letter, you may not agree with this
rating. Very often, there will be no
simple procedure to accomplish your
goal; despite the "quality" of the
parts, the pedals seem to be designed
for people 'with far longer legs. Thus,
you may need to sort through icons,
negotiating selection and movement,

single and double mouse clicks,
copying dummy documents, and so
forth. Or you may need to traverse a
more rigidly structured, but equally
inscrutable, hierarchy of menus or be
faced with a vacant screen that awaits
commands but gives no hints.
Consider a scene we have observed
often in studying users of commercial word processors. The operator is
presented with a menu of options
immediately prior to seeing the textinput area. Under the menu is the
following prompt: Type ID code to
select CHOICE; press ENTER. The
user need not in fact select any optional CHOICE to move to text input,
but invariably the user does. Having
done so, the user is once again
prompted: Type ID code to select
CHOICE; press ENTER. Again, the
user selects an option (often res electing his prior CHOICE) . Indeed, this
cycle of redundant selection and
reselection can continue for many
minutes. And unfortunately it a,ccomplishes little or nothing. The
default CHOICEs are satisfactory in
most cases; CHOICE-looping only
delays the goal of getting to the typ. ing display (see references 3, 4, 8) .
The issue of quality is not limited
to inexperienced users. For experienced operators, measures of
performance, such as processing
speed, may indeed become more im-

portant determinants of quality;
these users may operate in a mode in
which variations in system capacity
are more apparent (see references 6
and 10 for discussions of the effects
of system response time on users'
productivity). However, even for
routine users, other factors are much
more important. Good system performance may make a tedious procedure more acceptable, but it will
not eliminate the negative impact on
quality. Nor will performance
alleviate the problem of long-term
skill learning-often, experienced
users fail to acquire the most effective
methods for accomplishing their
goals (see reference 9). In a highquality system, these problems
would be addressed not by improving system performance but by making the more effective methods transparent to the user and by making relevant procedures easy to learn and
execute.
Even if the usability of a system is
high, its quality might be severely impaired by its usefulness to its intended audience. For example, if a user is
shy when it comes to writing about
sensitive matters, or if a person cannot type fluently, an electronic mail
system would not be useful. By the
same token, if someone is principally
concerned with filling in forms, then
most word-processing systems would
not be useful. Finally, if someone
works in a highly interactive team environment, a calendar application
without provisions for sharing data
would be of very limited use.
The term "quality" has meaning
only when considered from the perspective of real users performing real
activities on a system. The level of
performance in the context of an ideal
user may contribute to quality considered from this perspective, but
much more important is the extent to
which the system supports users in
the pursuit of their own goals (both
what they want to do and how they
want to accomplish it). How can
quality, in this sense, be measured?

Measuring Quality
In order to measure the quality of
a system, we need to know (a) who
the intended users will be, (b) what

they will want to use the system for,
and (c) how they will want to achieve
those goals. Such a description
would turn the focus on users and
their needs, which is essential to
eva Iuating system quality. The
measurement itself is made through
psychological experimentation: empirical studies of representative users
performing representative tasks.
The representativeness of the users
and their tasks is key. The quality of
a system designed to be used by
secretaries cannot be assessed by
having programmers try it out. Programmers aren't secretaries. The
background knowledge that can be
assumed for one group cannot be
assumed for another. A system that
is just fine for programmers could be

If one system elicits
better performance on
typical tasks by typical
users, then that is the
higher-quality system.
a disaster for secretaries. For example,
it is routine for programmers to invoke an application before using its
function. This is not at all obvious to
non programmers. Secretaries with
no computer experience might attempt to type their first wordprocessor document on the top-level
control menu. (We have observed
this kind of error with non programmers learning to use a variety of
word-processing systems.) Conversely, secretaries routinely specify pitch
and style of type fonts; a system
designed for such users could
address such functions more technically than could a comparable system
designed for use by programmers.
Just as background knowledge
varies among user groups, so do
their typical goals in using the system. Secretaries seldom compose
text. Far more typically, they key in
and revise text that someone else has
composed. This arrangement would
be reversed for typical programmers.
Accordingly, testing the quality of a
word-processing system for secretarial users would place relatively
greater emphasis on keying and revi-

sion tasks than on composition tasks.
And the reverse would be true for a
word-processing system designed for
programmers.

Typical Tasks, Typical Users
Indeed, the characterization of
typical tasks and user groups can and
should be more in-depth than our
simple example. The tasks of legal
secretaries differ from those of correspondence secretaries in many relevant ways. Typical tasks can be
analyzed in greater resolution than
composition versus transcription/
revision: some secretaries may deal
exclusively with one-page memos
and letters; others may often transcribe lengthy technical reports.
Assessing the quality of a system requires us to identify the intended
users and their typical tasks and
measure a representative group of
such users performing such tasks
with the system.
For a system designed for correspondence secretaries who typically type brief memos, a measure of
quality would be the average time required to type an average memo. Two
systems, both designed for this user
group (possibly among other
groups), could be compared on this
basis. If one system elicits better performance on typical tasks by typical
users, then that is the higher-quality
system.
Of course, systems often provide a
variety of functions intended for
diverse groups of users. For these
systems, different user groups must
be demographically represented in
any test and asked to perform the
particular tasks typical of their group.
If the principal group is secretfries
and the secondary group is managers, then both must be proportionally represented in the tested sample
of users. The secretaries might be
asked to transcribe memos and the
managers might be asked to prepare
performance plans.
Our considerations don't stop
there. Users vary not only in their
job-related backgrounds but also in
their computer-related backgrounds.
Systems optimized for correspondence secretaries with no
computer experience might be less
Fe bruary 1984 © BYfE Publications Inc.
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than optimal for members of the
"same" user group who are experienced with word processors.
When we begin to imagine the interactions ' of experience on different
,systems, this issue can become quite
complicated. Nevertheless, we must
'pay attention to distinctions in
system quality for users of different
experience levels. Thus, one measure
of quality for a word-processing
system intended for secretaries might
be the time required for a secretary
without computer experience to
creat~ and print her first letter;
another 'measure might be the time
required for an experienced
,secretarial user to create a table with
a complex format. In a quality
system, basic functions are learned
easily, which aids the initiation of
novices. But just as important, advanced functions should be acquired
naturally -when appropriate, which
supports ' productivity and the
development of expertise in the
longer term.
Current system designs in many

cases do try to accommodate distinctions between different experience
and expertise levels (as well as some
of the other distinctions we have
discussed) . However, in no case has
the quality of a design been seriously ascertained. The IBM Displaywriter provides a menu interface to
make learning easier and a menubypass facility to support fluent and
productive skilled use. The Apple
Lisa system presents an interface
organized by the desktop metaphor
for ease of learning and Apple-key
commands for the convenience of
more experienced users. We would
argue that although both systems are
addressing the right issues and
adopting reasonable approaches to
these issues, their success is
unknown. The quality of both
systems on these grounds (and
others) must be determined empirically.

Analyzing Quality
We have argued that system quality is more than mere performance.

We have tried to show how usability
and usefulness are the final determinants of system quality and h ow
they can be assessed empirically, But
we can do better: we can try to
understand the components of
usability and usefulness; we can try
to understand what quality is.
Our starting point is how users
want to achieve their goals. We want
to expand the framework presented
in the preceding section to include
consideration of the particular approaches, methods, and subskills
that are employed when users try to
address a goal (such as typing a buck
slip) with an application system.
Knowing that 90 percent of correspondence secretaries can key in
and print out a one-page memo in
less than 15 minutes provides an
assessment of quality. But knowing
a larger number of more specific facts
(e.g., 85 percent make the mistake of
miscoordinating coded keypress
commands at least once in the course
of requesting a print job to be
queued) provides a more detailed

•
Picture CRT information

in full color with the new
KODAK INSTAGRAPHICTM
CRT .Imaging JUST.190

Oufflt.

S

LIST PRICE'

This new Kodak imaging outfit makes recording CRT graphic displays
as easy as taking a photograph! Just hold the Instagraphic camera and
cone over a 12- or 13-inch-diagonal CRT screen, and press the button,
That's it!
Get a full-color photographic record-an instant print or a
conventional print or slidet_
without darkening the room,
Without ambient light or parallax concerns, Without focusing.
Without tying up your terminal, color printer, or plotter, All
for an incredibly low $190!

/

"'Subject to change without notice. DeaJcr
prices may vary.

Circle 122 on inquiry card ,

assessment of quality.
Breaking down macro-level tasks,
like keying in and printing out a buck
slip, into subtasks, like queuing a
print job, provides an insight into
quality that is deeper than that provided by simple pass/fail tests. Two
systems might be indistinguishable
with respect to how long comparable
groups of users take to perform comparable tasks, but the systems might
differ substantially in where the users'
tini.e went. Queuing a print job might
present the user with a variety of
specific problems in one system:
awkwardly worded prompts, iconcluttered displays, inconvenient
defaults, multiple-keystroke commands, etc. In another system, the
problems might pertain to the command or menu protocol for selecting
the pitch and style of type fonts.
From the macro-level standpoint, the
quality of the two systems is equal;
we have assumed that in both cases
an identical proportion of representative users can successfully accomplish a representative task. But

from the more detailed level of how After all, if the state of the art is 18
the users accomplish particular minutes, you might realize a producsubgoals, there is a trade-off in tivity savings of about 15 percent in
quality between components of the the system of higher quality. But in
macro-level task.
the longer term, we need to underA trade-off is not a choice between stand better where the 15 minutes (or
equivalents. The relative usefulness the 18 minutes) is going and how it
of the two systems we have imagined affects the usefulness of the system.
might differ considerably. The system Indeed, understanding those details
for which type-font selection was dif- is the key to improving the quality of
ficult might still be more useful than systems.
the system for which queuing a print
job was difficult. After all, being Designing for Quality
forced to accept default pitch and
It will probably come as no surstyle is not as great an obstacle to get- prise when we suggest that an unting real throughput as is being un- derstanding of system quality, along
able to queue a print job. The default the lines indicated earlier, might be
type font may not be exactly right, incorporated into the design of sysbut it will always be better than no tems. After all, if we are not satisfied
printout at all. The relative difficulty with merely benchmarking macroof system subtasks must be collated level user tasks, why stop with
against the goals people bring to the benchmarking subtasks? If we can
situation in order to assess the use- understand the detail of system qualfulness of the system (see reference 2). ity, then we ought to be able to exIn the short term, it may be ploit this understanding by designsatisfactory to know that typical users ing better systems. Addressing the
spend an average of 15 minutes key- finer grain of user subtasks affords us
ing in and printing out a buck slip. a more analytic measurement of sys-

Outfit includes camera, film, cone, more!
Get everything you need to record charts, graphics, fonnulas, etc,
from your CRT in fuU color. ..for reports, documentation, or
presentations. Complete outfit includes: Kodak Instagraphic camera
with +3 close-up glass lens; two packages of new Kodak Instagraphic
color print film with exceUent resolving power (the camera and film
can nOI11JaUy deliver more detail than a 2,000-line CRT can produce); a Kodak Instagraphic CRT cone (the interface between camera
and CRT) designed to fit against the frame around the tube or
against the cabinet; instruction manual; filter, carrying strap, foam
strips, bumpers, spacers, and brackets for adapting your 35 mm
Single-lens-reflex camera to the cone. The Instagraphic camera and
cone are covered by a FuU ThreeYear Warranty!
Ask for a demonstration. (You'U find your dealer listed in the
YeUow Pages under Audiovisual Equipment & Supplies, Photographic
Equipment & Supplies, or X-ray Products.) Or request more infonnation. Check the coupon at right or call toU free for a free instant print
of CRT data, plus a list of dealers who carry this exciting new product.
t if you want conventional
jJrints and slides, use a 35 mm
camera (not supplied in the
outfit) equipped with a 35 mm
lens capable offOCUSing at 11'l2
inches (290 mm), ory01l may
be able to use a +1; +2; or a
+3-diopter close-up lens with
your present lens.
Motion Picture and Audiovisual Markets Division
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, NY 14650
© Eastnll1Jl Kodak Company, 1984
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IF YOU NEED CONVINCING,
PHONE
1-800-445-6325, EXT. 207.
OR FILL OUT
AND MAIL THIS COUPON.
r-------------------------------------Motion Picture and Audiovisual Markets Division
Eastman Kodak Company, Dept. 412L, Rochester, NY 14650

\V7~~ I WANT TO MAKE

V

LS~ HARD COpy EASY

SHOW ME YOUR CAPABILITY.

D Send me an instant print of a CRT display
and more information. A5062

D

Have a representative contact me. A5061

Name_ __ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Title _ _ _ _ __ __ _ Company _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State:_ _ __

Zip, _ _ __ _ __ Phone _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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ACCESS TOMORROW'S
COMPUTER SOWTIONS
TODAY!
We've broken the disk access bottleneck using advanced 3M 1M-patented
technology never before available for
the IBM PC. Now, for the first time, this
advanced storage technology is made
available exclusively to the small-tomid-sized business user by People &
Technology.IM

20 Mb Disk Drive
• IBMIM compatible
• Plug-compatible wi most PC/DOS
and MS/DOS (version 1.1 and 2.0)
• Mainframe data access time &
reliability for your PC ... only 65 ms!
• All installation software, cabling,
and comprehensive operationsl
information manual included
• Look-alike IBM packaging
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tem quality that can contribute directly to the designing of higherquality systems. Although this discussion has focused on the assessment of completed systems, many of
the measurements we have discussed
could be made on mock-ups of interfaces, on simulations of systems, and
on prototypes.
We believe that making such measurements during the early stages of
the system-development process is
the only way to ensure the design of
quality systems (see references 5 and
7). Consider, for example, the implementation of contextual dependency
in a menu-driven word-processing
system. The notion is that only fimctions that make sense in a given context are available to the user. The
payoff is obvious: it protects the user
from the often costly errors associated with inappropriate menu selections (reference 3) .
But the implementation of the principle is not so obvious. We could incorporate the dependency either in
the display of options or in their selection. In the first case, the physical appearance of the menu would vary
from mode to mode and the user
would be faced with possible problems stemming from a failure to
recognize the mode and its inherent
limitations on functions . In the second case, the physical appearance of
the menus is constant, but its
response to the user's action varies:
sometimes certain functions are "not
available," leading to possible user
frustration. The choice of a good
solution to this design issue cannot
be known a priori, nor can it be indicated through macro-level usability
benchmarking. The ultimate choice
will be very much a function of the
details of the application, the menu
content, and the instances of contextual dependency most likely to be encountered by a typical user.
The computer industry will very
likely continue to focus on the goal
of improving system performance.
And it clearly should; performance
factors like reliability and response
time have a variety of obvious, and
not so obvious, effects on user satisfaction and productivity. (The exact
nature of these effects is still a mat-

ter of controversy; see references 1,
6, 9.) But increasingly there is an
awareness that mere performance is
not enough, that it is not the same
thing as quality. As computers become tools and toys for everyone,
their ability to adapt to human needs
and propensities becomes the principal determinant of real system
quality. We have outlined a simple,
yet systematic, empirical approach to
the measurement, anfilysis, and design of system quality. We know of no
scrupulous case studies of this approach, but the momentum of the
entire industry is overwhelmingly
heading in this direction. In the next
few years, the study of system quality should be one of the most active
areas in computer science research .•
John M. Carroll has a Ph.D. in psychologJj from
Columbia University. Mary Beth Rosson has a
Ph . D. in psychology from the University of Texas
at Austin. Both are members of the Research Staff
at IBM's Thomas ]. Watson Research Center (POB
218, Yorktown Heights, NY 10598).
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Software Performance
Evaluation
Some helpful guidelines borrowed from a successful hardware model
by Brian Boyle
On the grand scale that measures
difficulty, relevance, and necessary
skills, the job of software performance evaluation falls somewhere
between the role of test pilot and
drama critic. While obviously subjective, the criteria for evaluation must
be rigorously and narrowly defined:
it is not the reviewer's task to rank the
intrinsic social or intellectual values
of, for example, Lotus 1-2-3 versus
Pac-Man, but rather, to report to prospective consumers the quality of the
rendition of the subject matter.
In this article, I'll try to document
some of the criteria used for software
performance evaluation. Though not
an easy task, there are some straightforward approaches. Also included is
a text box that discusses a surprisingly accurate means of evaluating a processing system's performance. The
knowledge gained in successfully
constructing a hardware performance
measuring tool can be used to guide
reviewers in evaluating software.
The evaluation of software application packages is only one of the categories of analysis performed at
Gnostic Concepts Inc. We regularly
examine computer hardware, operating systems, and support, training,
and distribution schemes, as well as
market data and projections. At
either end of this spectrum are areas
of interest readily amenable to quantitative analysis. At the microcomputer end, a system based on an Intel 8088 processor running at 4.77
MHz (megahertz) can perform a spe-

cific number of 32-bit ADD instructions in a given time. A 5V4-inch Winchester disk with known rotational
speed, head-movement time, and
transfer rate can access a known
number of fixed-length records in a
certain time. At the market end,
statistical analyses can accurately
determine and predict the number of
dentist's offices in the United States
today and during the next decade.
It would thus be tempting to
assume that a software application
package lying somewhere along this
path from microcomputer to market
can be treated objectively and numerically using the same tools. In a nation of numbers, the ultimate goal of
any evaluation is usually to obtain a
number, set of numbers, or semiquantitative indicators.

Quantifying Hardware
Despite the obstacles, there is a
possible software performance-evaluation methodology for arriving not
at a single (scalar) value but a characteristic set (vector) of values, based
principally on experience in hardware evaluation. The accompanying
text box depicts the relatively
"simple" methodology for arriving at
a single Figure of Merit (FOM) for a
given hardware configuration. Clearly, a single value is an oversimplification that overlooks many specific
advantages and disadvantages of the
system within a particular environment: a system ideally suited for
video games is different from a sys-

tem optimized for scientific array
computation or business database
processing. Realistically, however, a
CAD (computer-aided design) system for integrated circuits, for instance, has many of the requirements
of each, so a single scalar value has
some foundation in reality.
Obviously, quantification of something as complex and personal as
personal computer application software is far more difficult than hardware evaluation, but you have to start
somewhere. Lacking any other scale,
potential users still want to know
"what's hot and what's not," even
when the limitations of such an oversimplification are spelled out.

Software Evaluation
Of course, there are aspects of software performance evaluation that
lend themselves to the same kinds of
quantitative techniques that are used
in the hardware-evaluation approach
discussed in the text box. Like testpiloting, quantitative limitations are
tested, wherever feasible, both up to
and beyond their stated limits: up to
validates the claim; beyond evaluates
how user friendly, or user hostile, the
system is when pushed over the
edge. Response times under given
loading conditions can be measured
quite accurately: using a person al
computer's RS-232C port allows it to
simulate both a terminal and a tireless, methodical user/evaluator on
another system. Not only can much
of the process be automated, but
February 1984 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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thousands of measurements accurate
to the millisecond are possible.
Still, there remains the problem of
assigning interpretation to these
quantitative values. What is an acceptable response time? To whom?
When? The problem wanders out of
the realm of measurement and into
the twilight zone of experimental or
industrial psychology, management
science, or opinion sampling-all on
the borderline of applied guesswork.
Yet, despite the obvious difficulties
and differences, the hardware performance-evaluation model provides
useful insights into an approach, or
set of approaches, to software performance evaluation. At the very least,
there is a suggestion of a divide-andconquer approach in which the separate factors and terms of the software are evaluated and w~ighed individually before recombination.
Perhaps the most useful concept
transportable from the hardware
model is the suggestion of the units
of measurement. The units in the
hardware FOM are the square root of
the product of the word width (in
bits) and the (practical) memory address length (also in bits). All of this
is divided by nanoseconds and multiplied by a dimensionless value purportedly relating the "value" of bitsout relative to bits-in.

Intellectual Leverage
The last factor, the "value;' or "information multiplier," characterizing
the intellectual advantage of the machine, is closely analogous to the
mechanical advantage factor of
simple machines like levers and
pulleys, in which you trade increased
motion for increased force. A good
computer system (hardware plus
software) is expected to give us what
Xerox scientist Lynn Conway called
"intellectual leverage:' If the bits/second were liters/second or electrons/
second, then information flow, or
throughput, would be fluid flow or
current in amperes. When multiplied
by the knowledge-enhancing "force"
(pressure or voltage), the resultant
value is work/second or power
(equivalent to watts).
Any software performance measurements should be consistent with

this line of reasoning. Raw performance measurement applies it directly. A typical data-processing program
can be rated by the product of:
1. the number of records processed in
a given time
2. the size of the records in bits (more
often bytes)
3. the complexity of the structures manipulated, usually the order or
binary logarithm of the number of
branches in the graph of the data
structure represented as a binary
tree
4. the transformation factor or ratio of
the information-theoretic complexity of the records output compared
to those input
The concept of the order of an algorithm is frequently used in theoretical analyses that compare different sort, search, merge, and transform techniques. A sequential search,
for example, is said to be of order(n)
because its run time increases linearly with n, the number of items in
the list. A binary search, in which the
search domain is narrowed by onehalf at each step, is said to be of
order(log(n)) because its run time increases by only one step for each
power of two, or doubling, of the
number of items.
Of course, the complexity (and run
time) of each step is typically greater
for the binary search, so the sequential search may actually be faster for
short lists, but for a sufficiently large
n we know that the order will dominate algorithmic performance. SImilar theoretical performance estimates
can be made for frequently used features within an operating system:
context-switching (between processes), interrupt-handling overhead,
and subroutine or procedure calls are
examples that account for a majority
of the instructions executed in typical
general-purpose computer systems.

Theoretical, Experimental, and
Observational Evaluation
When it comes down to it, the
modes of software evaluation are the
same as those of physics. Simple
behavior of small numbers of wellunderstood features can be theoreti-

cally modeled and predicted, such as
the reflection of light, the collision of
billiard balls, and the surprisingly indicative hardware FOM. Then there
are the properties that can be measured experimentally, like the speed
of sound, light, or programs under
specified conditions. Finally, there
are those aspects like astronomy,
cosmology, human psychology, and
other observational sciences, in
which you are unable, or not allowed,
to take apart the mechanism to experiment, and your theories are
never really verifiable. This last aspect
is the most difficult and most challenging.
Another lesson to be learned from
physics is the uncertainty principle
that says (among other things) that to
some degree the act of measuring a
phenomenon affects the outcome
and changes the result. You can see
this in the case of a program-performance monitor running on the same
machine, and competing for the
same resources, as the program it is
attempting to evaluate. Such internal
instrumentation of a program, in
which checkpoint code is inserted into the program source and compiled
with it, can be very revealing, but you
must remember to correct for the effects of the monitor itself, both in timing and, even more subtly, in operation.
An actual relevant side effect of the
uncertainty principle is the unspoken
realization that the whole is greater
than, or sometimes less than, the
sum of its parts. At the trivial end of
the spectrum, a dynamite set of programs-word processor, spreadsheet,
graphics, database, etc. -is a dud if
the components each use mutually
incompatible formats. A little farther
up the scale, if they communicate
only through disk files or, worse yet,
files and conversion programs, they
may add up, but they certainly don't
multiply or enhance one another. A
major feature of the Unix operating
system from Bell Laboratories is not
so much its multiuser as its multiprocessing capabilities; it uses the pipe
mechanism to pass data among concurrently running programs without
passing through a vastly slower disk
file. Finally, there is semantic incomText continued on page 180
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Quantifying Processing System Performance-the MilliVAX
The Figure of Merit
The somewhat formidable Figure of
Merit (FOM) formula in table 1 is based
on some common-sense concepts that
measure "work per time," just like the story
problems of grade-school days: Tom can
chop a cord of wood in three hours, Jerry
in four hours, and Bill in two hours. How
long ... ?
To determine how much wood the woodchoppers could chop if they chopped
together, our math book said to take the
reciprocal of the sum of their rates in
cords/hour, for a combined time of 12/13
hour per cord. We were also taught to
assume independence and ignore the practical facts that Tom and Jerry can't stand
to work together and that "Wild Bill" is
fast but too dangerous to work with.
The hardware FOM is simply a quantitative measure of how much data (in bits)
can be fetched and stored in a given period
of time (in nanoseconds) multiplied by the
amount of value-added work that can be
performed on that chunk of data to transform it into useful information. The FOM
is a surprisingly accurate approach for
predicting processing-system performance.
For evaluation purposes, the processing
system does not include fetch and write
cycles from mechanically dependent memory devices such as floppy disks, hard disks,
and tape. Nor does it consider input (e.g.,
keyboard) or output (e.g., printer) interaction times. On-board memory access, including any cache memory, is included.
You could arrive at the denominator
(time) using raw MIPS (millions of instructions per second) figures, but such
numbers offer a precise yet inaccurate measure of system performance, as misleading
as Wild Bill's performance as a wood
processor.
A more complex but accurate denominator for the FOM formula takes into account the several levels of memory in most
computer systems. The typical processor
clock rate and memory cycle time can be
misleading if used blindly: the memory
may not always be as fast as the processor
or synchronized (in step) with it, resulting
in wait states. Conversely, on many microcoded processors, memory fetches are much
faster than typical instruction execution
time.
Using a technique developed in the days
whell processors were much faster than
memory, many sophisticated systems employ a fast auxiliary cache memory between
the processor and main memory. The effec-
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FOM*
Where:
K
np
nc
Weff
Where:
Wint
Wext
Waddr

=Kx

np2/3 x (1 + nc;l V2 x Weff

X

Winst

X

Waddr I Tavg

= a constant to force the "value" of a VAX-11/780 to 1000.0 milliVAX

= the number of main (general-purpose) processors in the system
= the number of special-purpose coprocessors in the system (if any)
= the effective processor word-width (in bits)
= (Wint X Wext}1l2
= the

internal word-width, usually the register-length
= the external word-width , usually the data-path or bus-width
= the effective processor typical maximum memory address-width (in bits)
= log2 (M addr)

Where:
Maddr
= the effective useful maximum main memory address
= (Mmin x Mmax}1l2
Where:
Mmin
= the useful minimum main memory configuration
Mmax
= the useful maximum main memory configuration
Winst
= the effective processor instruction field-width (in bits)
= log2 (ninst)
Where:
ninst
= the effective number of distinct operable instructions
Where:
nmri

nmod
nnul

nnmr

Tavg

Where:

= the
= the

number of separate memory reference operation codes
number of separate memory address modes
= the number of meaningless combinations of op-codes and a-modes
= the number of separate nonMRI(memory reference instructions)
= the average operation cycle time normally executed by the processor
= Tira X Rreg + (Tira + Tamr) x (1 - Rreg)
= Tira X Rreg + Tira + Tamr - Tira X Rreg - Tamr x Rreg
= Tira + Tamr - Tamr x Rreg

= the inter-register ADD time (in nanoseconds)
= the register access ratio (what fraction of references are to registers)
= 1 - Probability that an instruction references memory (not registers)
= 1 + 2 x P(reference is to main memory) - 2 x P,reference is to register)
= 1 + 2 X (1/10g2 (M addr)) - 2 x (1/1og2 (n reg))

= 1

Where:
nreg
And:
Tamr
Where:
Tmem
Team
Ream

Where:
Meam

+ 2IW addr - 2/10g2 (n reg)

= the

number of general-purpose registers of width Wint

= the average cycle time
= Team x Ream + Tmem X

to reference main or cache memory
(1 - Ream)

= the main memory cycle time (in nanoseconds)
= the cache memory cycle time (in nanoseconds)

= the cache "hit-ratio" (what fraction of memory references are to cache)
= 1 - cache "miss-ratio" (probability a reference to Main not in cache)
= 1 + 2 x P(reference is to Main Memory) - 2 x P(same address in cache)
= 1 + 2 X (1/1og2 (M addr)) - 2 x (1/1og2 (Meam))
= 1 + 2IWaddr - 2/1og2 (Meam)
= the

cache memory size in Kbytes

* © 1983 Gnostic Concepts Inc., A McGraw-Hili Company

Table 1: The processing-system figure of merit (FOM).

tiveness of the cache in minimizing accesses
of a slower main memory depends on the
"hit rate'~the average fraction of memory
references to data or instructions that are
in the cache. The cache's overall utility is
a product of its speed and probable hit rate;
the latter depends on the cache size and
characteristics of the program(s) being run.
Smaller systems generally lack cache

memory but have internal registers with
even faster access times that the FOM
characterizes by the interregister add time.
In assembly-language code and good compilers, these registers are used as a sort of
"minicache" for intermediate results, offsets, bases, pointers, counters, and other
frequently used values, so that the number
of such registers and their flexibility

determine their hit rate.
For simplicity's sake, our FOM does not
include the opposite end of the speed spectrum, mass storage-usually disk. Disk
storage is normally the rate-limiting factor in most small computer systems. This
lawest level of memory is classified as level
5, after registers, cache, main, and optional
level 4 memory (typically bubble memory),
CCD (charge-coupled device), or disk-cache
devices.
The greatly improved throughput of the
hard disk owes less to its greater size than
to its much faster random-access speed.
This is not to be confused with the transfer
rate, the speed of loading data once the
proper track and sector are reached, which
is usually quite fast. Random-access time
is the search-plus-seek time necessary to
reach the data in the first place, usually
measured in tens or hundreds of milliseconds. Admittedly, the chunk of data transferred is usually large, so the vast initial
overhead is spread across the hundreds or
thousands of bytes accessed. Nonetheless,
speed and volume of disk reading and writing utterly dominate most business applications.

Work Per Time Still Works Best
As you might expect from a work-pertime measure, the denominator of the
FOM expression expresses a typical mean
data access time, the average of the access
times for the various memory levels
weighted by their projected, relative frequencies of use. The numerator expresses
"work" and is a function of word size
(width of data manipulated per access) and
memory size (haw much data you can stuff
in memory without special addressing
tricks or faulting to the next level of memory). This raw volume of data is multiplied
by the pawer of the instruction set, a value
indicating how few instruction cycles are
necessary to accomplish a single high-level
operation.
None of these factors can reasonably be
read directly from a product's specification
sheet . Word length, for example, could be
taken either as the internal register length
or the external data path width, which
may be different. As an empirically validated compromise, the FOM uses their
geometric mean (the square root of their
product). This yields the expected 8 and
16 for the symmetric 8085 (8 by 8) and
8086 (16 by 16), respectively, but yields a
"word length" of 11.3 for the 8088 because
of its asymmetrical 8-bit external, 16-bit internal architecture.
The geometric mean is similarly used as

DEC VAX
Parameter

Description

FOM:
np :
ne :

Figure of Merit
Number main processors
Number of coprocessors
Word width, effective
Word width, internal
Word width, external
Width, useful address
Memory, useful configuration
Memory, useful minimum
Memory, useful maximum

W eH

:

W int :
W ext :
W addr :
M addr :
M min :
Mmax :
Winst :
ninsl :

Units

--

mVAX

bits
bits
bits
bits
Kbyte
Kbyte
Kbyte
bits

nnmr:

"Width" instruction set
Number useful operations
Number mem·ref operation
Number addressing modes
Number null combinations
Number non MRI instructions

Tavg :
Tira :
R,eg:
n,eg :
Tam,
Tmem:
Team :
Ream:
Meam:

Time. average operation
Time. inter-register ADD
Register "hit-ratio"
Number full-word GP-registers
Time, average memory-ref
Time, memory cycle
Time, cache access
Cache "hit ratio"
Cache memory size

nsec
nsec
(%)

nmri:

nmod:
nnul :

nsec
nsec
nsec
(%)
Kbyte

11/780
1000.0
1
1
32
32
32
21
2048
512
8192
8.8
445
96
16
1218
127
585
515'
.57
14
165
400
150
94
8

IBM
PC XT

79.2
1
1
11.3
16
8
17.7
202 .3
64
640
7.7
210
64
12
630
72
1928
1677
40
7
420
420
00
00
00

'A combination of integer and long AOo.

Table 2: A sample Figure of Merit computational value for the VAX 11/780 and the
IBM PC XT.

a normalizing and scaling function to compute a reasonable memory-size parameter
from the minimum and maximum memory
configuration for a system. Taking the
binary logarithm of this number converts
its units back to bits, namely the word
width required to address such a memory
configuration. Experimentally, this turns
out to be a much better measure than the
theoretical maximum address range, which
may go as high as 224 or even 2 32 .
The final factor in the formula, the
power of a system, may seem the most
technically obscure, subjective, or simply
arbitrary. All other things being equal, the
processing capability ofa system obviously
increases with the size of its instruction set,
but certainly not in direct proportion.
As important to many compiler designers
as an instruction set's size is its orthogonality, the fraction of potential instructions
that are actually meaningful and useful.
Like words in the English language, the
frequency of instruction use follows (approximately) a logarithmic distribution:
the most common eight instructions (or
words) occur as frequently in common
usage as the remainder of the most common 64.
This is the rationale for applying the log2

function to the total number of meaningful
combinations of instructions, address
modes, etc. The binary logarithm of the full
set of combinations captures the log-normal
frequency of instrudion use and the advantages of symmetrical architectures such as
the National Semiconductor 16000. Table
2 is an example showing the values used
in the FOM computation for two typical
processing systems.

MilliVAX versus the Real World
Does the hardware FOM actually correspond to anything we can relate to in the
real world? In scanning any recent trade
journal it is virtually impossible not to
catch at least a dozen bar charts comparing brand-X supermicrocomputer to the
DEC VAX-11I780, particularly in a Unix
environment. If Helen of Troy possessed
"the face that launched a thousand ships,"
then, to me, a reasonable unit of feminine
beauty would be the milliHelen-the precise amount of beauty required to launch
one ship. Similarly, the FOM constant,
K, can be adjusted so that the ubiquitous
VAX-11/780 has a figure of merit of precisely 1000 to create the semiwhimsical
unit called the milIWAX, in which all
Text box continued on page 180
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small systems can be measured,
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FOM Agrees with Actual
Performance
Not surprisingly, the computed FOMs
for various microprocessor-based systems
agree with the marketing hype only as to
relative performance, yet even the most advanced supermicrocomputers reach only a
few hundred milliVAX, A bit more surprisingly, the FOM value seems to predict
rather accurately the number of users that
can be supp01ted concurrently with reaS011able responsiveness. Each user seems to require about 20 milliVAX CIS ClI1 absolute
minimum, 30 or 40 for comfort, 60 for
high performance, and hundreds for certain computationally intensive programs.
On this scale, a VAX-11I780 would support 50 to 64 users minimally, 32 comfortably, and 16 to 20 with high performance,
At the law end of the scale a Z80-based personal microcomputer rated at 30 milliVAX
is acceptable for one undemanding user; for
comparison, a DEC PDP-8 (the first commercially successful minicomputer, with
4096 12-bit words of memory) has a value
of 30 milllVAX and supports one to three
users, The IBM PC provides 80 milliVAX
(actually sufficient for 2 to 3 users, but not
configured as such for marketing reasons) ,
The Altos 586 enhances this to 130 milliVAX and five users mJ employing the full
16-bit 8086 processor and twice the PC's
typical memory, Finally, most of the
M68000-based, cache-enhanced supermicrocomputers vying with VAXs hit the
charts at 200+ milhVAX, for a realistic 12
to 16 users, The point is that the FOM is
actually a reasonable indicator of system
capabilities.

Text continued from page 176:

patibility, in which the commands/
keystrokes in one program mean different, even conflicting, things in
another.
How do you quantify the benefits
of compatibility? Again, physics has
a model: the RMS (root-meansquare). A hundred violins sound
only 10 times as loud as one, because
they are not "in step" and (like incompatible programs) combine destructively nearly as often as constructively. Rather than adding end
to end, they add "at right angles:'
since any two vectors are randomly
oriented with respect to each other.

+-

Circle 81 on inquiry card ,

THE MOST IMPORTANT
DATA SAVING DEVICE YOU'LL BUY.

,

I
-}GOUlD

It's not a disk drive or a
cassette recorder, and it can't
store a single kilobyte. But it
could save an entire disk full of
data , or a week of work .
Because this is the Personal
Conditioner™ from Gould-an
inexpensive version of the
Gould Line Conditioners big
computer systems use .
By now you probably know
that a noisy AC line can make
your computer lose data, drop
entire files , even shut down
completely.
But did you know that
typical line protection devices
just filter out the highest surges

Circle 155 on inquiry card.

and worst glitches? That means
potentially harmful noise often
passes right through. And none
of them do anything at all
about undervoltages, so a
brownout can put you out of
operation .
So if you ' re serious about
saving data , you need a Gould
Personal Conditioner TM. It's
much more than a surge
suppressor or noise filter. It
actually creates the smooth
power your computer needs.
Even if your AC power drops as
low as 96 volts, the Gould
Personal Conditioner™will keep
supplying 120 volts of clean
power.

You can add a Personal
Conditioner™to your system for
less than $200. Sure , you can
save a few dollars by getting
something less effective . But
which would you rather save-a
little money, or your data?
For the name of your local
computer dealer carrying the
Personal Conditioner™call Toll
Free 800-854-2658. In California,
(619) 291-4211. Gould Inc ., Power
Conversion Division .

-} GOULD
Electronics
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The length of the diagonal so formed
is given by the Pythagorean theorem
as the square root of the sum of the
squares, or RMS. The combined
value of cooperating programs is
directly additive, or even multiplicative, when they actually support each
other. Totally random combinations
of mutually incompatible programs
can be summed using the RMS
value.

Software Evaluation Criteria
Once the errors and effects of measurement are taken into account and
methods for rationally combining individual component values are determined, the basic components of evaluation must be specified. The following three Cs should be tested by any
software performance-evaluation
scheme :
1. Correctness of the operation: does
the program (or system) do all that
it is intended or is claimed to do
with no side effects?
2. Completeness of user support: are
the documentation, on-line aids,

tutorials, training, and other
aspects sufficient for operation?
3. Consistency of the package: is
there a uniform conceptual model
and consistency of actions and
commands
that
minimize
ambiguity?
For correctness, first check all the
specifications you reasonably can to
determine whether the program does
all the things it claims to. Second,
check that the program doesn't do
anything it is not supposed to do
under both ordinary and exceptional
circumstances. Third, check to see
that the program always does the
same things at the same point,
regardless of how that point was
reached. This so-called Markovian
behavior often is the bane of ordinary
testing procedures.
The problem with both the second
and third requirements is that programs tend to be tested by programmers. Programmers do not necessarily think like unskilled users, and
even they gain expertise after some
time.

Short of an endless supply of new
users or an eraser for certain sections
of the brain, the only way to simulate
the bizarre states users may get themselves into is by methodically testing
the progression from state to state,
typically using a personal computerbased user simulator, running a program called a finite state machine
(FSM.) Such a program, or checklist
for human use, assigns a state number to each conceptual state the program occupies, as determined by its
previous inputs or conditions. It then
determines experimentally the (possibly) new state reached for each
possible input . A well-behaved system has only as many states as are
conceptually distinct-when a word
processor is in a command mode, for
example, it should not matter
whether the last command was an
ADD or DELETE, unless the difference is necessary (e.g., for an UNDO
command) .
Completeness of the user support
is a frequently overlooked aspect of
the system-evaluation process .
(Shame on those systems analysts
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Circle 400 on

1

.
,
EVERY NEEO. MICRO-TAX·
offers
.
paokages (fully Integrated .
with the
,so .
the programs that best meet
your needs: .
Level I-Federal Individual Package: fer indlvidllals p(~paring their own taxes.
Level II-Federal Professlenallndjvidual Package: for accountants,
registered agents, tax attorneys, 'and ather tax professionals.
.
Level III-Federal Partnership/CerpGrate Package: for those who prepare Federal Partnership, Corporate,. .and Subchapter S returns .
Level .IV-Overseas Ta~ PacRage.: a9dresses t~e unique f~x sitaations
of United States Expatnates.
.
Levels II , III , and IV have a deprecjation module ahd automatically. compute underpayment penalties and minimum tax. In addition, Levels II and
III automatically compute self-employment taxes , and Levell! computes
income averaging .
.
~
.
FLEXIBLE DATA ENTRY. With MICRO-TAX' you can organize data entrY
in a sequence similar to that of manual tax preparation , or you can
choose another sequence. The
1983 FEDERAL FORMS AND SCHEDULES INCLUDI:D
menu driven system makes data .
J
PRINTS
entry simple.
FUll FEDERAL
MULTIPLE PRINTING OPMICRD·TAX ·
§
PERSONAL
.
TIONS . You can input client tax
~ -V) ~:g"'C ',:
~
COMPUTER
information at the time of interEi~
SYSTEMS
:r
~ g~~.~tn \·
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...
...'" '7 -- ......
~g~~
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"'''''... ... on ~
~ ~~
day and batch print returns at
i
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...
night. MICRO-TAX ' prints your
5195 .
returns on IRS forms, IRS aplevel
II,
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••
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.
. . . ..
proved substitute forms , or
.
Individual
51000 .
with transparent overlays .
level III. Parlnershlpl
TAXNET* - TELETEXT SUP...
Corporale
S1000 .
PORT NETWORK. MICRO-TAX '
customers can now have access
level IV, Overseas
..
.
to an electronic mailbox and
S2000 .
I
instantaneous memoboard
• All forms and schedules subjecllo IinallRS changes for 1983 lax year.
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• 251nlegraled slate relurns available· Orders laken for ye arly update packages
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• Transparencies : levell , S150 ; levels II , III , IV, S250 each .

' C/ PM -Hadernark 01 Oigilal Research.
Inc. DEC Rainbow- Irademar k of Olgilal
Equipmenl Corp . MICRO-TAX and TAXNET
- liademarks 01 Mlcrocompuler Taxsyslems.
Inc,; MS DOS- Irademark 01 Microsoil
Corp.: PC DOS. IBM PC. and IBM XTIrademarks 01 IBM: Apple-trademark 01
Apple Computers: Zenith-trademark 01
Healh Company and Zenith Radio Corp ..
Radio Shack - trademark 01 Tandy Corp.

MICRO·TAX' MICROCOMPUTER TAXSYSTEMS, INC.
6203 Variel Avenue, Suite A Woodland Hills, CA 91367, Dept. 1B Phone (213) 704-7800
(A rea code changes to (818), effeclive January 1984 )
Circle 243 on inquiry card ,

Circle 130 on inquiry card .

'.£

who fail to recognize that the user is
part of the system ;) Support may be
categorized as external or internal
and passive or active.
Manuals and other documentation
are external/passive and should
realistically be divided into three
levels for three audiences:

EPSON RX-SO
275.00
8750 Ribbon Cartridges for Epson
80 Column Printers .
. .... 4.00

EPSON MX-100
$500.00
(15 in. wide carriage)
includes Tractor & Friction
8755 Ribbon Cartridges for Epson
132 Column Printers ,

... 7.00

Cablee for Ep8Dn
PA10A 10 ft . 36/36 pin
standard parallel
...... 25.00
IB-P10 10 ft. 36/25 pin parallel
for 18M ......................... 25.00
PA6T 6 ft . 36/ 16 pin parallel
for TI-99/4A
.. 25.00
RS10A 10 ft. 25 pin
standard RS-232(fullloaded) , . . .. . , 21.00
RS1Y RS-232 Y cable for TI-99/4A .. 35.00
Interface8
Microtech MCC 2064 .
. ... 65.00
GRAPHSTAR .
. ........... 70.00
GRAPPLER PLUS .
. ... . 120.00
GRAPPLER PLUS r32K] BUFFER .. .. 165.00
8148 Ser. (For RX or I=x Models) .... 90.00
8161 IEEE-488 Interface ' .
. . .. 60.00

DUST COVERS
AVAILABLE FOR
ALL MODELS
LETTER QUALITY PRINTERS

$500-$1,550
TTX -

COMREX -

DIABLO

CALL TOLL FREE 800-621-1269
EXCEPT

illinOIS,

Alaska, HawaII

Corp. Acct • . invited. Min Ord .• 15.00 Mastercard or Visa by
mail or phone. Mall Casher's Check, Money Om .. Pars. Check (2 wks
to clr.] Add $4 .00 1st Item . [AK. HI, P.R .• Canada add .10.00
lint item) $1 .00 ea. add'i shpg. & handl. Shipments to IL address
add 6% tax. Pnces subJ . t.o change. WRITE for free catalog .
Return policy for defective on arrival ..epl.cBmenU onlv: 90
day mlr. wty. ALL ELEK·TEK MERCHANDISE IS SRAND
NEW, FIRST QUALITY AND COMPLETE.
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• Levell (why) is a managerial overview describing the purpose of the
program/system, its capabilities, and
its limitations.
• Level 2 (how) is an operational
guide to the use of the program/system, step by step, function by
function.
• Level 3 (what) is the technical reference manual for the programmer or
experienced user, detailing the intricacies of each function, the functions' idiosyncrasies and implementations, as needed .

.

regarcii~ss of where the user is in the
program's operation or how th e
(usually confusing) state was arrived
at.
On-line context-sensitive Help
messages take into,account where the
cursor is (what field of what screen
of what program) 'and possibly how
the user got there.' Ideally, when an
input is disallowed by the system,
these·Help messages reference the offendir;tg portion 'of the input and explain 'What is wrong with it. Better
still, lh,ere is user control over the explanatory verboseness versus cryptic
terseness of 'fhe system,' depending
on ':{h'e user's current level of experi¢h~e • (novice, occasional , or
expert) ~

Such , internal/active on-line user
aids (Help messages, menus, and tutorials) should comply w ith certain
behavioral expectations for easy use;
for instance, is the Help or menu
Such manuals and accompanying transition-graph a hierarchical tree?
materials (such as key caps, tem- Do the Help and menu structures
plates, reference cards, etc.) should have escape mechanisms? Are th e
meet reasonable standards: Is the text context-sensitive Help messages and
clear, complete, and readable in nor- menus accurate?
mal English? Are there clear and useConsistency, the third C in the
ful graphics of proper size and color? software-evaluation checklist, is the
Is there a table of contents, an index, best predictor of how well the user
and a glossary of terms?
will get along with the program /sysTraining (live, video, or audio) is tem . While, as Emerson said, "a foolexternal/active and may occur at mul- ish consistency is the hobgoblin of
tiple levels, depending on user ex- small minds," a uniform conceptual
perie.nce and sophistication:
model smooths the user's interaction
with the system. Unpredictable be• Levell (novice) explains the rou- havior, whether in a human, a protine capabilities and the handling of gram, or a St. Bernard, is an impedithe normally encountered exceptions ment to understanding.
in the normal ' fashion -' (usually
A good program relates to people
"manual" rather than "automatic~' , who sometimes do make mistakes
mode)-those in which operator they would like to recover from and
errors are harmless or easily re- who do not always refer to things in
coverable.
the same way. An "undo" facility,
• Level 2 (occasional) explains the where practical, is far better than
time-saving and powerful shortcuts merely asking five times whether the
that bypass much of the novice-level user is absolutely, positively, sure
error checking.
that all those files should be deleted .
After
a while, such redundancies
• Level 3 (expert) explains everything else about the system.
merely irritate, and the overload of
too many warnings actually reduces
Menus and static Help screens are the attention paid to them.
considered internal/passive because
Aliasing, allowing the same comthey provide support for the user mand or option to be expressed in
from inside the system but are not different ways, is a human touch
generally context-sensitive-they are with real value to the novice and ocMarkovian in that they read the same casional user. If one form is faster or
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Please send me :
0 Free feature-by-feature
comparison
o Forms painter information
0 Graphics information
0 Text processor informat ion
0 Run-time package information
0 Please accept my order for
KnowledgeMan Package
$500 .00
0 Shipping and Handling*
10.00
(Indiana residents must
add 5% sales tax - $25 .00)
Machl·ne..

0 5W' IBM PC SS
0 5'/." Victor/ Sirius
0 5 V.. ' DEC Rainbow (Dig . RX50)
*Add $20.00 if outside U.S ., Canada
or Mexico
0 Check or money order enclosed
(must be drawn from U.S. bank
in U.S. currency)
MasterCard No.
VISA No.

Operating Systems:
0 PC DOS 0 MSDOS 0 CP j M-86
Disk Format:
0 8" I BM-3740 SS j SD

Bank No. (if M.e.)
Signature
VISA and MasterCard orders may be
placed by phone (317) 463-2581.

American Express No.
Expiration Date

Name
Title
Company
Phone ( - - )
Address
City
State
Send To:

V
I

:

Zip

MOBS/Consumer Products
P.O . Box 248
Lafayette , IN 47902
Phone: (317) 463-2581

Or Contact Your Local Dealer.
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHA NGE WITHO UT NOTICE
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Circle 235 on inquiry card.

Multi-function
RS-232

Transfer Switches
MFJ-1240

$79 95
Choice of

8 models
Multi-function RS-232 transfer switches I you
switch your computer among printers, modems,
terminals, any RS-232 peripherals; monitor datal
line failure, protect data lines from surges, and
use as null modem for less costthan a switch alone.
Switches 10 lines (2,3,4,5,6,8,11,15,17,20) .
LED data/line indicators monitor lines 2,3,4,5,6,
8,20. Metal oxide varistors protect data lines 2, 3
from voltage spikes and surges. Push button
reverses transmit-receive lines' (2,3) . PC board
eliminates wiring, crosstalk, line interference.
Connects anyone input to anyone output.
Model Price In Out Model Price In Out

MFJ-1240
MFJ-1241
MFJ-1242
MFJ-1243

$79.95
$99.95
$119.95
$119.95

1
2
2
1

2
2
3
4

MFJ-1244 $139.95
MFJ-1245 $169.95
MFJ-1246 $199.95
-1247 99.95
switches 20 lines

3
3
5
1

3
5
5
2

AC Power Centers
MFJ-11D8

$

MFJ-11D8, $99.95. Add conven-

99 95bounce,ience,equipment
prevent data loss, head
damage. Relay

latches power off during power transients. Multi-filters isolate equipment,
eliminate interaction, noise, hash.
MOVs suppress spikes, surges. 3
isolated, switched socketpairs. One unswitched for clock, etc. Lighted power,
reset switch. Pop-out fuse. 3 wire, 6 ft.
cord . 15A, 125V, 1875 watts. Aluminum
case. Black. 18x2314x2 in. MFJ-1107,
$79.95. Like 1108 less relay. 8 sockets,
2 unswitched. MFJ-1109, $129.95. Like
1107 but intelligent. Switch on device
plugged into control socket and everything else turns on. Others available.

Acoustic I Direct

Coupled Modem

Use with any
phone an ywheTe
MFJ-1233 Acoustic/Direct Coupled 300 baud
modem. Versatile. Use with virtually any phone,
anywhere. Use battery or 110 VAC . Direct connect mode: Plug between handset and base . Use
with single or multi-line phones. Acoustic
coupled mode: Use with phones without modular
plugs. Quality muffs give good acoustic coupling,
isolates external noise for reliable data transfer.
Originate/answer. Self test. Carrier detect, ON
LEOs. RS-232, TTL compatible. Reliable single
chip modem. Crystal controlled. Aluminum cabinet. 9x1V2X4 in . Other models available.
Order from MFJ and try it. If not delighted,
return within 30 days for refund (less shipping).
One year unconditional guarantee.
Order yours today. Call toll free 800-647-1800.
Charge VISA, MC. Or mail check, money order.
Add $4.00 each for shipping and handling.

CAll TOll FREE . .. 800·647·1800
Call 001-323-5869 in MS, outside continental USA.

~. ENTERPRISES

MF.iI

INCORPORATED

921 louisville Road, Starkville, MS 39759
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more efficient than others, it doesn't
hurt to have the system remind the
user once in a while of the shortcut;
in fact, it's an ideal and painless way
to learn because it hands the user a
tool at the precise moment needed.
Context dependence or independence refers to commands meaning
conceptually identical actions in different program contexts. This can be
as simple as having Control-D always
meaning delete in word-processing,
database-management, and spreadsheet programs. It could mean that
Control-D deletes different things
depending on where the user is in
the program-referring to a directory,
file, page, paragraph, sentence,
word, or character. The point is that
the concept remains consistent with
the specifier (command, option, etc.),
independent of the context in which
it occurs.

treatment of various levels of less frequent cases, should be geared to the
overall efficiency of the system but
balanced for user comfort. If exceptions that occur 1 percent of the time
were to 'require 10 times the normal
processing in order to save 10 percent
processing on the other 99 percent,
the trade-off would be wise, because
10 times .01 plus .9 times .99 is less
than one. The following useful questions can be asked to rate exception
handling:

The Human Factor

Evaluation of the package's performance examines ease of interaction
(especially for novice users), speed of
interaction (especially for experienced users), and speed of operation
(both measured and predicted) . Ease
of interaction may be rated by the
following major points:

Evaluation criteria for programs to
serve people include:
1. Routine operation: can the program accept and handle normal
cases?
2. Exception handling: can the program recognize and treat rarer
cases?
3. Basic performance: can the program provide its users with adequate power?
4. Basic integrity: does the program
work coherently and predictably?
Routine operation, the way the
program works in normal cases, can
be rated according to a checklist of
pertinent questions:
1. Does the program have appropriate default conditions?
2. Are commands/keys/menus consistent and reasonably mnemonic?
3. Is system optimization for ruleversus exception-handling appropriate for the actual normal/abnormal mix?
4. Can the system adapt to user
needs and preferences and does it
support "scripting" or execution of
stored commands?
Exception handling, the program's

1. Can the user undo errors?
2. Can the user switch between normal and exception modes of processing-for example, between
"command" and "data" modes?
3. Does the program allow a user to
perform all "seemingly unwise;'
but possibly necessary, operations
(with appropriate warnings)?

1. Is the system command-driven,
menu-driven, or otherwise?
2. Is the level of detail appropriate or
too great for comfort?
3. Do menus have the proper number of options (five to nine entries )?
4. Do commands have a uniform
syntax and reasonable options?
Speed of interaction is sometimes
at odds with ease of interaction, so
it is valuable to have multiple modes
or levels for the various levels of user
sophistication and experience. Speed
is a phantom quality and should fall
behind ease of use in overall ranking;
a system that cannot be used without
a manual has a speed approaching
zero. Therefore, these questions are
pertinent: Are lengthy commands
and sequences readily avoidable? If
Shift and Control characters are
used, are they used reasonably? Can
prompts, menus, and Help messages
be suppressed or avoided?

:

FOR CP/M: TOP QUALITY, BOn-OM PRICE.
Nevada makes it easy and economical to get the software you want and need. Need a better BASIC? We've got it. Is BASIC
not solving your business or engineering problems? Nevada COBOL or FORTRAN will. The media praises Nevada, and
it's priced right: just $39.95-about 1/10 what comparable quality costs. For about half the price of one competitive package, you can own the entire Nevada Software library! So don't wait; order one or two or all of our bargains-today.

~

~

~ P"'''lfoct''iOi09' ",tiog, ,i""""",,

FiMlly, • b,lI" BASIC. Th" ""igh\.
forward language lets beginners write
«''I><,v~,o<' useful programs without limiting them to
'l>o.,e ~v~ ve simple programs. New Nevada BASIC's
'l-'l-<:r~ e?> i"e~ interpreter has Prof. Starkweather's great
-,:,.e~<,e"'.~'~,'ii built-in full-screen text editor. You can define
o,,,,...~->~, ee~'~ single- and multi-line functions. Plus there are
~o~ <'~~
full-matrix operations, Random Access and Sequeno
tial files , program execution with a simple command ,
BCD Math-no round -off errors. With Nevada BASIC, micros can
run like minis costing thousands more.

~

programmed instruction, and word puzzles.
It's the ideal companion language for BASIC,
'l>o.,e ~e
COBOL, and FORTRAN application packages,
'''''"''\.0(8
because it so quickly solves training and
o",e\ 6'~ documentation problems. Nevada PILOT meets all
0''''''' ~o PI LOT-73 standards and has many new features including a built-in full-screen text editor. Prof. Starkweather's
documentation is exceptional;
the manual comes W~
' th 10
'}::\ well-thought-out
free programs. See
",
product with excelMICRO COMPUTING
lent documentation
review, January
vi>- and an astoundingly
1983, and you 'll
e«''I><' ~ low price." MICRObe convinced.
9,~'I>~6~'~ COMPUTING , May 1983,
"e 'I>'Sei-'-e Now, high-quality text editing
o'''''''~ o~ '\! for micros, A character-oriented
full-screen display editor, Nevada
EDIT is great for program editing as it's specifically
designed to create COBOL, BASIC, and FORTRAN
programs. Simple to'configure, you
customize tab stops, default file
type, key board layout, and
CRT by menu selection.
Nevada EDIT may pay
off better than
~
any software
O~v
purchase
~

~

Whether you do business computing or
learn computing for business, COBOL is
the language ; more business application
software is in COBOL than in all other
'I>
<;,<;,
languages combined. Based on ANSI-74
,'O.,'~ \<,e standards, Nevada COBOL offers many
"e'l> 'O->'ii advanced features : Random Access
o,,,,...e ~o~ and Sequential files , debugging capability, COpy statement, character string,
16 bit binary and decimal data types. Colleges use
the fine documentation as class room texts. It's field proven by 10,000 + worldwide business, government
and education users. Join them,
COBOL Application Package-Book I.
Superior user documentation that saves even
experienced programmers many hours.

«''I><,v'l>

you 've
made.

VV

oJ>

G t--~r

":l~.

*\;.

~oo

e/

~v,+-~(8

..,t>'~ ("

\e'l>~ 'i:I- e learning and teaching, for sci-

....,."III...lI"o''''...~~e<'ve entists and engineers, Nevada
~ <;,v' is the perfect FORTRAN. Based on
~o ANSI-66 standards (FORTRAN IV) , its
advanced features include IF. .. THEN ... ELSE
constructs, COPY statement, CHAINing with
COMMON , TRACE style debugging, and 150 verbal
error messages. And you can intermix in-line
FORTRAN and Assembly Language statements for
special micro needs. Requires 48K RAM . If you 're
shopping for FORTRAN , look no further.

------------tJ

NEVADA

BASIC

Ct

EeL.LIS COMPUTING, INC.

~

SIN CE " "

3917 Noriega Street
San Francisco, CA 94122
Phone 415/753-0186
PI ease sen d me: S 0 ft ware Pac kages
0 BASIC 0 COBOL 0 FORTRAN 0 PILOT 0 EDIT

I
I Disk Format
I 0 8" SSSD (Standard CP/M IBM 3740)
I
5'14' Diskette for:
o Access
I 0 Apple CP/M
I 0 DEC VT 180
I 0 Epson a X-10
I 0 Heath Hard Sector (Z-89)
I
IL

.....

.

CLLrs c Ot.'IP\.J 1 ING
-' "~ '''

"

"'~

Money
back guaran'b\.'0~
tee: you must be
~;:...,v
completely satisfied ,
Iv ~~
or return the packO~,o
ages(s)-in good condition
G
with the sealed diskette(s)
unopened-within 30 days, and
we'll gladly refund your money.

'"<l

CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research . Inc . lAS-BO is a regis·
tered trademark of Tandy Corp. Apple II is a trademark 01Apple Compu ter,
Inc. Osborne is a regis tered trademark 01Osborne Com puler Corp. Xerox
820 is a I rademark of Xerox Corp. Kaypro is a Irademark of Non-linear Sys.
Hea l h/Zen Hh is a trademark 01 Hea l h Corp. IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines , Corp. Nevada BASIC. Nevada COBOL . Nevada
FO RTR AN . Nevada PILOT. Nevada EDIT. and Ellis Computing are trademark s 01 Ellis Computing. Inc. i&.I 1983 Ellis Computing . Inc.

-----------------~I

Send my order for __ packages @$39.95 each Total
COBOL Application package (ci $9.95 each Total
CaHlornia residen lS add 6 1i2 % Sales Ta, .
Sales Tax
Ou lside Norlh America, add $6 per package for shipping.
A
.
) Ch k
b
r;,~~~gdeO~:;~ ;~'~j~r~~~'~n ~~r~a';ank.ec s mus l e

Shipping

0 Check enclosed 0 Mastercard 0 VISA
TOTAL
Micropolis Mod II (Vector Graphic)
NEC PC 8001
Card #
Exp. Date
Northstar Double Density
Northstar Single Density
Signature
Osborne (Single Density Disk)
Ship to: Name
Sanyo
Superbrain DD , DOS 3.X (512 byte sec)
Street
o Heath Soft Sector (Z-90)
Televideo
0 IBM-PC (Baby blue or big blue card ) 0 TRS-80 Modell (Relocated to 4200 hex) City/State/Zip
0 Xerox 820 (Single Density)
The CP/M operaling sys lem . an 6060. 6065, or Z-60 microprocessor. and 32K RAM
________________________________________________
K
D bl D 't
0

aypro

au e

ensl Y

Circle 131 on inquiry card.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

are requi red. Nole: Double Densi ty drives can read Single Density diskettes.
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Speed of operation has already
been discussed from the system's
point of view, but what happens
"when the ball is in the user's court"?
The very fact that the system typically
waits while the user thinks, and then
rushes to catch up, is a problem with
many interactive programs that cannot be solved except at the operatingsystem level. Ideally, in menu and
similar lengthy disk-fetch and screenpainting sequences, if a 2-second
wait after 10 seconds of deciding is
unacceptable to the user, all (five to
nine) menus possible at the next
lower level can be prefetched in
preparation for the user's choice.
Thus, response can be improved
when the operating system allows
"interrupt'~type operation.
The following questions help point
up speed traps in a program:
1. Is inter-key response time acceptable in all circumstances?
2. Is the command/menu-selection
processor response acceptable?
3. Is the disk-fetch and process-swap
response time acceptable?

Integrity of the package involves
not only function but self-protection.
With this in mind, use the following
checklist:
1. Does the system incorporate reasonable self-protection mechanisms for stored data and for the
program itself?
2. Does data integrity require perfect
hardware operation? Is the program tolerant of faults in the processor, disk, telecommunication
devices, and operating system?
3. Is "good" data reasonably protected against corruption by unreasonable data?
4. Can questionable data be entered
but marked as "not passing edits"
or other tests?

Conclusions
One final and valuable lesson from
the physical sciences is a recognition
of the legitimacy of an experiment
that reaches no conclusion, that
proves no cherished theory, that uncovers no fundamental truth. It may
be unfortunate that no single univer-

sal software evaluation formula , no
more complex version of the hardware FOM, can be found. Then
again, perhaps that is not such a desirable goal after all .
In the end, software performance
evaluation comes back to human
judgment-to the test pilot, the drama
critic, the gourmet, or any individual.
The complexity and variety of software packages, the individual tastes
and preferences, and the varying
modes and environments all come
into play to work against easy anwers
to the software-evaluation problem .
As in life itself, software and its users
benefit from the rich diversity, the
complex specialization, the adaptability, birth, growth, and death of programs according to the same rules
that have led to the existence of the
programs' creators .•

Brian Boyle is managing analyst for the Software
Info rmation Service of Gnostic Concepts Inc. (951
Mariner's Island Blvd. , Suite 300, San Mateo, CA
94404).

IBM PC-BOB75UPPORTFROM MICROWARE
87FORTRAN/RTOS

N

is a MicroWare
adaptation of the Intel Fortran-86 compiler, a
full ANSI-77 subset with 8087 extensions and
overlays. It generates in line 8087 code
allowing use of all 8087 data types, including
80 bit reals and 64 bit integers. The complete
subset I/O is supported including Internal and
External Files and List Directed I/O.
87FORTRAN/RTOS uses the Intel large
memory model, allowing data/code structures
which utilize the full megabyte. The compiler
provides direct access to 8088 ports and
supports logical operations on 8 and 16 bit
operands normally treated in assembly
language. It is ideal for large applications which
are number intensive or control hardware.
N
87PASCALIRTOS is Intel's ISOStandard Pascal with 8087-8088 exceptions.
These make it possible to use all the 8087 data
types directly, while generating modules in one
of the three Intel Memory Models.
87FORTRAN/RTOS and
87PASCALIRTOS include RTOS and
support for one year.............. each $1350

RTOS

N
-

PC TECH JOURNAL REVIEW:
"The MicroWare package is preferable
. . . it executes the basic operations
more rapidly and MicroWare provides
a free update service."

87BASIC

N

includes patches to the IBM
Basic Compiler and both runtime libraries for
USER TRANSPARENT and COMPLETE 8087
support Provides super fast performance for all
numeric operations including trigonometrics,
transcendentals, addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division ... . .. ... .. . ... $150
87MACRO'· - our complete 8087 software
development package. It contains a "Preprocessor" which converts 8087 instructions
into 8088 escape codes, source code for a set
of 8087 macros, and an object library of 8087
functions which include transcendentals,
trigonometrics, hyperbolics, encoding,
decoding and conversions
...... $150

PLM-86

with RTOS .. . ........ ...... . $1100

Real Time Multi-Tasking Operating System

RTOS is a MicroWare configured version of iRMX-86, Intel's legendary operating system. It includes the Intel Assembler, ASM-86, which supports the 8086, 8087, 8088 and 80186. All modules produced by the compilers or ASM-86 are combined, loaded and managed with the Utilities
LlNK-86, LOC-86 and LlB-86. These products make it possible to load modules anywhere in RAM,
and resolve external references between runtime modules. Overlays with a single root job are
supported by the linker. RTOS/ASM-86/ LlNK-86/ LOC-86/LlB-86
.. . .. $600
iRMX-86, LlNK-86, ASM-86, LOG-86 and LlB-86 are trademarks of Intel Corp. IBM PC is a trademark of IBM Corp.
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MICROWARE BEST SELLERS!
8087-3 CHIP in stock with 180

$199

day warranty and 8088 exchange . . ..
N
includes one runtime
library (87BASIC or 87 MACRO), the 8087 chip,
the 87/88GUIDE, and installation
instructions ........... . ... .... . . . . . .. .... $375
N
MATRIXPAK manages a MEGABYTE!
Written in assembly language, our runtime
package accurately manipulates large
matrices at very fast speeds. Includes matrix
inversion and the solution of simultaneous
linear equations. Callable from MS Fortran
3.13, MS Pascal 3.13, SSS Fortran, and
MicroWare 87 MACRO, 87BASIC, and RTOS
compilers . ... ...... .. . ... .... ... ... each $150
87/88GUIDE - an excellent tutorial on
writing 8087 code and interfacing it with
compilers. Full of code that runs! ........ . $30

FASTPAK +8087

MICROSOFT FORTRAN 3.13
MICROSOFT PASCAL 3_13 These

new IEEE compatible compilers support both
double precision and the 8087 . . . . each $289

MICROSOFT C COMPILER

includes Lattice C and the MS Librarian.. $399
64K RAM Upgrade . .. . . . . . _. ............ . . $59
SuperSoft Fortran ... .. _... .... _.. . . . . . . . . . 340
SSS 8087 Support . . ....... . . . . _. . . _.. .. .. . 50
SuperSoft Voice Drive ..... .. .• .. __ _. _.. .. _895
87BASIC+ . ...... ......... ... ........... ... . 75
TRACE86 Utility. . ...... ... . . . . . ... . .... . 125
Microsoft Business BasiC Compiler ...... _495
Computer Innovations C86 . . ... ......... _345
STSC APL *PLUS/PC ... . . ... ......... .. _545
64K QUAD RAM ... . .. . .. .... .... . . ... . .. . . 319
Sandstar WS2 Hard Disk System . .. . . . . 1355
Novation 21 2 SmartCat . ........ .... ...... 495
HALO Graphics . . . .. .. ... . . .. ............. . call
Energraphics .......... .. . . ... __ .. . • ... .. .. call
Circle 253 on inquiry card .

Printers

Peripherals

Roland DG DM-121 Monitors

C. ITOH

Superior quality & workmanship
characterizes the Roland DG DM-1 21
series. A composite video output
(NTSC) on a 12" diagonal screen, the
DM-121 features 80 co lumns by 25
lin es, 18MHz bandwidth, 640 dots by
200 lines video resolution. Green or
amber screen.
Roland DG DM -121 G (12" green) ... . . ... ........... . . . ... . ......... $174.88
Roland DG DM- 12 1 A (12" amber) ... . .... . ................. ... .. . .. . $179.88

Pro writer

120 cps, 4 fonls (inc ludes praportional), sizes, 1 60 x 144 dpi,
friction & trac lor feed. A worlhy
rival of Epson. The BPI is IBM-PC
co mpatible.
Prowriter ....... ...... . ... S399 .88
Prowriler BPI (IBM PC) . . 459 .88

OKIDATA

Starwriter

Microline Series

a

40 cps, 136 columns 10& 12
pitch. The Prlntmaster is the 55
cps version. The AI 0 Starwrlter
(18 cps) has Ihe sa me specs.
. S609.88
A 10 Starwriter ..
Slarwriter ...
. 1219.88
Printmasler.
. ....... . 1569.88
AI OI Fl 0 Tractor Feed ... 289.88
Al0/Fl0 Sheet Feed. . .. 619.88

DIABLO
620 ... .....
. .. S999.88
620 Traclor Feed .
. .. 189.88
630 .....
.. ........... 1979 .88
630 Trac tor Feed ......... 289 .88
620/630 Sheel Feed ...... 619 .88

EPSON
CALL

RX/FX Epsons .

IDSI DATAPRODUCTS
P-480 (MicroPrism) .. .. $429 .88
P-Series 132
1239.88
w/4-color . ....... ....... 1669.88

INFORUNNER
AUeman .

. . . . ...... '3411 _88

MANNESMANN TALLY

MT-160L
Spirit

The 92/ 93 printers (160 cps) &
the 84 (200 cps) are exceptional.
Tough, reliable , they produce
superi or draft quality, correspondence quality & graphics. Feat ures
include 10, 12 & 17 cp i, a
correspondence font, sub! super
scripts. underlini ng, dot graphics
(120 x 144 dpi) & friclionl pin feed
(adj ustable tractor is optional on
the 92, standard on th e 93).
The PC Plug·n·Play ROMs tu rn
the 92 / 93 / 84 into 100% IBM-PC
co mpatible print e rs. O ur very best
se lling print er line.
The 84 St.p 2 (200 c ps) is a
high-speed matrix printer with 10,
12, 17 cpi, plu s correspondenGe
modes in all sizes. Do t g raphics
are standard (120 x 1 ~ 4 d pi).
Microline Series .
. ... SCALL

QuadJet ..

......... SCALL

SMITH CORONA

Messenger

MEMOTECH

DMX-BO

TIl. DMX-80 printer (80 cps)
features 10, 12 & 17 cpi, subl
super scripts, underline, frictionl
tractor feed & dot graphics. It uses
most Epson code, so it's easily
installed on software. Service
nat ionally by Panasonic.
DMX-80 .
. .......... S389.88

QuadChrome

Gemini lOX .............. $299.88
w/ RS-232 C.
. . .... . 399.88
Gemini 15X..
. ..... . 419.88
Della 10 ..
. 529 .88
Delta 15 .
.. .... 669.88
Radi x 10.
... 719 .88
Rad ix 15 ..
.. 839 .98
Powe rType (18 cps
. 399 .98
Leller Quality) .

HX-12

TOSHIBA

US ROBOTICS

P 1350 ......... ... . , ,. $1759.88

CABLES
Parallel cab les for the Co lumbia
MPC, IBM-PC, Osborne-l, TRS-80
(M odelllll/ ll lllV & 16), Standard
Centronics (Ma le-la-Ma le &
Male-ta-Female) .......... $39.88
VIC-20/Commodore 64
Parallel CardlCable ..... ... 89 .88
Apple IIIII+/ II e
. .. 89 .88
Parallel Cardl Cable .

QUADRAM
The ".mory Correct II I
M .... ng.r (12 cps) feat ures 10,
12 & 15 c pi, variable line spacing,
backsp£'ce, auto-correction and a
dual parall el/RS-232C interface.
Tru e daisy wheel pri nting makes it
an exceptional typewriter &
printer. Ideal for the home or sma ll
office.
Me mory Correct III
Messenger .
. .... 609 .88

Microfazer

A print buffer with pause, copy &
reset controls. It co mes with a 9V
power supply and cable to printer.
There are so many buffer sizes
(from 8K to 512K), & so many
co nfigurations (Parallel/Parallel,
ParalieI/ RS-232C, RS-232C/ Parallel & RS-2 32C/RS-232C) that
you should call (800) 343 ·0726
for prices.

SILVER REED

Monitors

EXP550/500
NEC

The EXP-550 (18 cps) & the EXP·
500 (12 cps) features 10, 12 & 15
cpi, variable line spacing,

For the Apple II...
We also ca rry numerous Apple II!
II+/IIe peripherals, including: TBL
Products Cooling Fan; the Pkaso
Printer Cards; Microsoft's Z80
Cards , RamCards & Premium
Packs; Videx's VideoTerm, UltraTerm & Enhancer II ;
Rana Elite Disk Drives; AMrs
M lcroDrlve ; Saturn Systems
Accelerator II & Memory Board s;
Quadram's eRAM 80 Column
Card; & the N ovation Apple Cat II.
We also ca r ry the Fra nklin Ace
1000 & Ace 1200 OMS personal
comp uter syste ms.
Call (603) 881·9B55 for
information; call (800) 343-072 6
fo r prices & orders.

PRINCETON GRAPHICS

2050
3510 .. ..
3530 .
3550.

VISA

QUADRAM

690 x 240 reso lution, 80 colu mns
x 24 lines, 16 colors & exceptiona l
performa nce. Cable incl uded.
QuadChrome( RGB) ...... $509 .88

2010/2030.

•--

300A (12' amber) ....... $164.88
300G (12" green)
. 149.88
3 1OA (ambe r) ............... CALL

Gemini/Delta
Radix Series

NEC
... 8679 _88
....... 999.88
.. ....... 1549.88
.. 1639.88
. 1899.88
2000/3500 Tractor
.. 239 .88
2000/ 3500 Sheet Feed ... 619 .88
771017730 .. ............ 2159.88

AMDEK

STAR MICRO NICS

QUADRAM

The MT-160 L (160 cps) fealures
8 fonts (including a correspondence fonl) , parallel & RS'232C
interfaces, friction/tractor feed.
The MT-I80 L is a 136 co lumn
version. The Spirit (80 cps)
features 4 fonts, italics, dot
graphics & frictionltractor feed.
MT- 160 l.
. S649 .88
MT-180 L .
.. .. 849 .88
Spirit .
. 329 .88

backspace, & Diablo 1610/20
code emu lati on. Optional trac tor
leed.
EXP-550 (Par.).
. $ 669 .88
EXP-550 (Ser.) .
. ..... 689.88
550 Tra ctor ............... 139.88
EXP500 (Par.) ..
. 439 .88
EXP-500 (Ser.) .
. . 469.88
500 Tractor .............. 129.88

For the 18M-PC ...
We carry a va riety of peripheral s
for the IBM-PC, incl uding: Quadram Quadboards, Quad 512+,
Quadllnk, QuadDlsk, Quad I/ O,
QuadJet & Single-function boards;
AST products; Tandon's TM·l 00-2
double-sided drives; QCS's 12, 20
& 26 MB Ha rd Disk Subsystems ;
a Hard Disk/Tape subsystem;
Tec mar's Graphics Master; the
Paradise Multi-Display Card;
Ti ta n MultiFunction Cards; & th e
Eagle PC and the Columbia
1600-1 personal computer
systems.
Ca ll (603) 8B 1-9855 lor
informatio n; ca ll (800) 343-0726
tor prices & orders.

JB 1205M (amber) ..... . . $179 .88
JB 1201 M (green). .
. .. 159.88

Same spec's & performance as
the QuadChrome.
PGS HX- 12 (RGB) .. ..... S499 .88

Information/Orders:

(603) BB1-9B55
Orders Only:

(BOO) 343-0726

Modems
No Hidden Charges:

Password
PC Modem
0 -300/ 1200 baud direct-connect
modem wit h auto-dial/answer, fu ll!
hall duplex. voice/data. Uses LSI
technology. Cables & power
supply included (speCify type of
co mputer). Th e PC Modem has all
of the above, plus a para ll el port,
real-time c lock & m emory to 256K.
Pa sswo rd .
. ... S379 .88
PC Modem.
. ..... $CALL
·Courie r .
. ....... 479 .88
· Uses Osborne-1 modem port &
includes Telepac co mmunications software for the Osborne.

DC HAYES

Smartmodem

0-300 or 0-300/1200 baud directco nnect modems wit h auto dial!
answer, full/ha lf duplex, power
supp ly & modular cab le (RS-232C
cable optional). 1200B is an inboard modem for th e IBM· PC &
includes Smartcom II
The MlcroModem lie is a 300
baud in-board modem for the
Apple II series. Includes
SmartCom I
300.
. $219.88
1200 . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
.. . 539.88
1200B (IB M PC) .......... 459 .88
Mlcromodem li e.
. $259.88

• You ge t FREE shipping on all
orders wi thin the 48 sta t es.
• We never c harge ext ra for credi t
card purchases.
• Credit cards are nol c harged
until o rd er is ship p ed.
• We accept CO Os up to $1000
(add $10 handling fee per order)
payable with certified check or
money order.
• Easy payment terms: We accept
al l major c redit card s, certified
checks, mo ney orders, company
c hecks or personal checks (allow
21 days for personal checks).
• We have a $50 minimum order.
• Company Purchase Orders are
accepted on a lim ited basis &
upon approval on ly. Sorry, no APO
or foreign orders accepted.
- All our equipmen t is shipped
with full manu fac turer's warran ty.
We are an authorized des/ef for
all produ cts we se ll to insure fu ll
warra n ty s upport, & we're authorized for warra nt y work on a
number of printers. We also offer
extended wa rranty plans fo r many
printers.
• We prepared this ad in Janu ary,
& prices do cha nge, 50 ca ll to
ve rify them .
• Our Computer Showroom is
now open in Amherst, New
Hampshire, five miles west of
Nashua (one hour from Boston).

• For a catalog, send
$ t with your name,
address & the type of
computer you own.

HIGH TECHNOLOGY AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

THE BOTTOM LINE
MILFORD, NH 03055 D TELEPHONE (603) 881-9855
Circle 39 on inquiry card.
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ORYX
SYSTEMS
QUALITY DISCOUNTS
Comple te Graphics/

App le Tab let.

APPLE/
FRANKLIN

SIERRA DESIGN
Homeward.

ASHTON -TATE
d ·Bose II
...... $ 389
ASPEN SOFTWARE
Grommotik .......... $
Proofreader

60
42

BEAGLE BROS .
Apple Mechanic .
DOS Boss .
Utility Gty .

22
17
22

BRODERBUND
Bonk Street Writer ... $
45
Gene ral Ledge r w/AP
305
Payro ll .
275
CDEX
Vis icaic Training ...... $

45

CHARLES MANN
Closs Sche dul ing ..... $ 299
CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE
Home Acc ountant .... $
49
DOW JONES
M arke l Ana lyz er ..
Marke t Manager .

Microscope .

. $ 245
219
529

HOWARD SOFTWARE
Tax Preporer '84 ..... $ Call
LINK SYSTEMS
Dotofox.

. $ Ca ll
79

Datalink.

LOGO CORNER
Krell Logo.

. ... $ 75

MICROPRO
Wordstor (Spec ia l)
wi CP/ M Cord.
7 col. & 64K) . .
.. $ 350
Infostor (Includes
CP/ M. 70 col" 64K) .
350
Pro Pok
(WS/MM/ SS/ lndex) .
399
MICROSOFT
Cobo l·80 ... . ... ..... $ 499
Fortran·BO .

145

rASC Compi ler

119
79
169

A.l.D.S.
Multiplan (DOS).
OMEGA
loc ksm ith

...... $

69

PEACHTREE (CP/ M )
Peochpok 40 G I L +
AI R + Al P (Special ) . $ 215
Sel, es 40
G I L. AIR. Al P eo .
195
Peochcole .
279
Te lecommunlCotions
279
PENGUIN SOFTWARE
Comp le te Graphics . $
Graphics Magician.

190
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50
39

86

. Fortran 4
8asic ·8086
C Cross Assembler
'ScrotchPad .

d-BASE II CORNER
Ashton -Tate

. $ Call

SOFTECH
Bosic Compilers'
Runtime
.... $ 169
Softeach
94
469
UCSD P'system Set .

SOFTWARE PUBLISHING
PFS, File
.. $
79
PFS, Graph
79
PFS , Report .
79
SUPERSOFT
Bosic Tutor
Fo r tran .

$79
299

SYSTEMS PLUS
Landlord. . ........ $ 375
165
195

Quick Code .
DUtil .

95

(

. ......... .. .. .
. ............. •

.. ...... $

175
58

... $

15
20

d·Base II Us ers Gu ide :
wi d -Bose II Purch ase
w lo d -Base Purchase. _

Anderson-Bell
Absto t

.. .... $ 349

d·Bose Window

160

~ ~

-

Call
49
39
39
39
49

299
299

260
225

239

MARK OF THE UNICORN
' Fina l Word ...... " " $ 199
Call
Call
Ca ll
Call
239

199

' AII above avai lable on PC-DOS

m

389
149
85
125
95
375

.$

24Y
330
449
130
189
155
169

PICKLES & TROUT
CPIM for TRS·II ...... $

180

PROlTEM SOFTWARE
' Footno te ............ $

105

REVASCO
l80 Disassembler . . ... $

85

SORCIM
' Supercale III ..... . ... $ Call
Superwri ter
(wlSpe ll er & Moiler)
169

-

~-----------------

PEACHTREE CORNER

• PeochPak 4 (G L. AP, AR).
'" $ 215
~ General ledg er I Accounts Payable I Accounts
Receivable I So les Invoicing I Inventory Cantra l l
Peach Pay Payro ll .
. ...... Each
389
. PeochText ...................... ...... ..
160
.. PeachText wi Rondom House Thesaurus .
195
.. Spe ll ing Proofreader.
_....... .• _ .
95
• PeachCale .
. .. .. . . .. . .. ..
90
• Job Cost System. . .. . .. . . . .. . .. .. ....
399
... Clien t Pos ting & Accoun ti ng ..... _. .. ..
399
• Graphics Language ........... . .
259
". Business Graphic System.
199
MICROSTUF
- Cross ta lk .

'" $

109

NORTHWEST ANALYTICAL
.... $ 365
' Stotpak
OASIS
The Word Plus ....... $
Punctuation and Style

103

99

ORGANIC SOFTWARE
' Dotebook . . ....... $ 229
• Milestone.
229

SELECT
Se lect Ward
Processor ...... , .. .. $ 329
STAR SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
' Legal Time. Billing .
845
Properly Mgml. .
845
. Acc ' t Por tner,
299
SUPERSOFT
- Diagnos tic II ......... $
Disk Doctor

FORMATS AVAILABLE
All prices below are for 8 " standard. O ther formats are
available . Some formats subject to " Download" fee and
require minimum 2 weeks for delivery. Please inquire ,

215

)

IBM/PC

Please see CP/M
listing. All products
with a • in front
are also made for
PC/DOS and are
priced the same
unless otherwise
specified.

Software Bane

130

INFOCOM
' Deadline
.... $
' Starc ross .
·Suspended .
• lark. I. II. III (each)
Planet roll .

MICROSOFT
Basic 80 ............. $

...... $

Fox & Geller

Cobol 80.
Macro 80 .
MuMa th / MuSimp .
Mu l isp/ MuStar.
' Multiplan .

DIGITAL RESEARCH
' Pasca l MT + W IS PP .. $
MAC-PUG .
ZS ID (l80) Debugger .
CPIM 2.2 .
C Basic 2.
PL / I ·80.
C Basic Compi ler
(CB -80).
Access or Display Mgr.
C l ang uage/comp iler
Concurrent CPI M 2.0.
All 8" - 86 Version
of Above.
..$

MICROPRO
' WordStar .
.$
' InfoStar .
. ... $
• Pro-Pock
(WSIMMISS Index ) . $
All others.
. ...... $

T MAKER III

Human Soft
d·Bese Plus ...... .....•.

Bas;c Compiler .
Fortran 80.

CP/M
SOFTWARE

LEXISOFT
' Spellbinder .......... $

.... . $ Call
259
410
189

Tylog Systems

VISICORP
Visicale (II o r li E) ..... $
Visischedule

COMPUVIEW
' V·Edit 8080 Z80.
IBM/ PC .. " ........ $
· V·Edit CPIM 86.
MS DOS.

d·Bose II
Bottom l ine Strategist ..
FPL .
Frid ay

299
225
400
187

89
74

ALPHA SOFTWARE
Doto Bose Mgr. II
·$
Moiling list.
Execu tive Pkg.
Type Foces
Question.
Apple - IBM Connect io n

179

72
105
79
35
189

CENTRAL POINT
Copy II Pc.

·$

34

CONDOR III
w/ Training .

·$

44 5

CONTINENTAL
Home Accountan t . " $

89

DIGITAL RESEARCH
Concurrent CPI M 86 .. $ 225
CPI M·86
39
Cobol 86 .
499
Pascal MT + 86
(MS DOS)
375
SPP 86 .
130
C Basic 86 .
13 5
Pascal MT + (Pc/DOS)
385
DR Logo
109
DOW JONES
Market Analyzer ..
Marke l Manager.

245
219

ECO-SOFT
Micraslol ,

...... $

230

...... , . $

99
119

FINANCIER
Tox Series
Financier II

GRAPHIC SOFTWARE
Super Chart man II . . $ 299
Super Chart man IV .
199
Both (above ) .
350
LEXISOFT
SpellBinder
lIFETREE
Volk swr iter

... $ 239
......... $

135

PEACHTREE
Please see lis ting
under CPIM.
PeochText 5000. . ... $

2 15

SORCIM
Supercale III

....... . SC al i

SUPERSOFT
C Comp,ler - 8086 ... $ 350
Sta r Ed"
180
D,sk Ed,t
75
Bas,c Compiler .
225
Fortran IV PC/DOS
o r 8086
299
8087 Support
4U
Diagnos tics 1/
89
Scratch Pod . . . . .
187
SYSTEMS PLUS
landlord (prop mgmt)

375

Runtime Basic

(req'd lor above)

45

... and many more!

(MONITORS )

IBM/PC
BOARDS
AST RESEARCH
Combo Plus 64K Clock/
Calendar, S-eriol &
Parallel, /I F, Expandable to 256K . . .... . $ 279
MegaP lus 64K, Clock/
Calendar, Seriol Port,
Expandable to 512K
w/ Megapak . . . .
269
Extra ports available
for Megaplus and I/O
Plus II includes Game ,

APPLE/
FRANKLIN
BOARDS

Parallel & Serial .
40
Megapak 256K upgrade
for Megaplus . . . .... $ Ca ll
I/O Plus II Clock/ Calendar and Serial Port _
115
LNW Products ..... ... $ Call

ALS CP/ M Cord . ... .. $ 299
ALS Smarterm
249
ALS l·Card II. .
142
ABT Keyboord .
99
Axlon Romd,sk 128K
299
Bit 3 Dual Camm·plus .
CCS 7710 Asynch Serial
Central Point Alaska .
Ea.t Side Wild Cord . .
MicrOlaft 16K Romcard
Micro.oft Soltcord .
Micro.oft Soltcard + ..
Micro.oft Premium
Saltcard (liE) .
Microtek Pr,nter /IF
Microtek Dumpling ·16
Microtek Dumpling·GX
Mountain A·D/D-A . ..

209
119
119
110
69
219
429
335
75

·195
119
279

Mountain MUlic

System w/ Softwore ..
PCP 4 MHl AppliCord + 88 Cord.
PCP 88 Cord 16 Bit
+ 64K .
Prometheus Versacord
Prometheus G raphitt i
Cord .
SSM ASIO Serial /IF
w/ cable ....
SSM AIO -2 Ser,all
Parallel . .

299
599
475
159
99
129
179

Street Echo" Speech
Synthesizer II F . ..
Tymac Parallel /I F

129

w/ coble .
Videx Display
Enhancer . . . . . . .
Videx D,sploy
Enhancer II .

109

Videx Func. Slrip

59

MAYNARD ELECTRONICS
Floppy Drive
Canlrall er .. . .. .... $ 155
Floppy Drive Control·
ler w/Pa rall e l Port.
209
w/ Seria l Port.
219
Sondstor Mem. Cord
- 3 modules cop .
194

Quadram
Quodchrom e
... $ Ca ll
Taxan 12" Amber ,
149
Tax an IT Green
136

Taxon IT Med . RGB ,.
323
Taxon 12" H,gh RG B .
5 12
Taxon RG B
Co ble fo r PC
17
Sony Pro leel
12119/25"
.... $ Co li

Game Port al lows

Apple Software to
to on IBM/PC , , .. . . $ Call
TECMAR Products ... . $ Call
XEDEXIMICROLOG
Baby Blue.

425

TALL TREE
512K JRAM
Memory Boord ...... $ 699

235
299
69

Tall Grass .
V,sta Solo 143 K.

C" II
.... $ 259

Vista So lo & Cont rol ler

329

40
37
40
35

OS , DO, Bonus Box

(l 2 Diske tt es).

35

( PLGnERS )
Enter PIOO Swee ' P
Appl el Frank Ii n,

IBM/ PC
. ...... S 595
Strobe M 100 Plo tt e r
wi I/ F Apple/ Franklin

499

Strobe M 100 Plotter
(RS 232) .

539

Pla tte ,

..... SCali

-JJ

[,--_M_IS_C_e
Chalk Board .

. .... SCali

Koala Technologies

Graphic Tab let ...... S

95

18M/ PC

( PRINTERS)

Novation

C. Itoh Startw riter FlO . 5 1,149
C. Itoh Prow ri' er B5 1O .
379
C. Itah Prowr,t er 1550 .
6 B9
NEC 3550 ............ $ Call
NEC 8023A.
475
Okidata Micra hn e 82A $ Call
Okidata Micro li ne 83A S Co il
Okidata Micro line 9 2 . S Ca li
IDS Prism 80
(w/ 4 o pf ions),
1,399
IDS Pr,sm 132
(w/ 4 op ti ons),
1,5 47
IDS Micro Prisrr.
399
Silver- Reed
Daisy Wheel
Ca ll

Apple- Co t II

..... S 259
Hayes Micromodem II ,
259
79
Anchor Mark I.
119
Anchor Ma rk VII .
Haye.
Smartmod e m 300
.. $ 205
Hayes
Smor tm odem 1200
Hayes Chronograp h,

Novation 212 Aut o- Cot
. US Robotics
Auto- Dia l (lUll aut o
a nswer 30011200).
US Robot ics

495
lB9
565

459

Auto -Link (auto

answer 30011 200).
US Robotics Possword

USI Display Card (color/ monochro me)
Amdek MAl Cord .

• Wisconsin residents add 5% far sa les ta x.
• Add $3_50 for shipping per software and light
items, For multiple and other items, call.

270
........ $ Ca ll

( MODEMS)

Hercules Graphics Board
Orchid Monochrome Graphic Adopt er ,
Plantronics Colorplus ..

Please:

CDC lBOO.
Corvus

3M 5" DS, DD, Box .. . $
BASF 5" DS, DD, Box
Maxell 5" DS, DD,
MD2 , Box
Verbatim 5"
OS, DO, Box. .
Ultra Magnetics 5"'

Symtec Light Pen

DISPLAY CARD CORNER

Tecmar Graphic Moster .

9

205
Tandon TM·55 ·2 ...... $ 255
Tandon TM ·100· 2 .
239
Davong DSI-50 1 Har d
Coil
Davong DSI -512 Ho rd
Ca ll
Davong DSI·5 19 Ha rd
Co li
Corona 5 MB Ha rd
1,395
Corona 10 MB Hard
1.795

Hayes Sma r tm ode m 12000 I Hayes Smartcom II
Soft wa re AS T 1/0 Pl us II Clock Ca le ndar
a nd Serio I Por t
.. S 689
Above w/S marlrno dem 300 ,
399
Hayes Sma rt mode l1'l 1200 & Sma rtc o m II Softw are,
575

79
99

lApp)
Panasanic Hol/ ,Hg i , '

( DISKETTES)

Panasonic Digita l

93
Cord - 6 modu les cop .
Sands tor Modu les .... $ Call
QUADRAM
Quadboord 64K, Clackl
Calendar, Serial &
Pa ra ll el Ports,
Software
...... $ 279
Microfazer Slack Printer
BuHer (expandab le to 512K)
• Parallel/ Parallel 8K.
132
• Parallel/Parallel 64K
188
• Serial/ Parallel 8K
170
170
• Ser,a l/Ser,a l BK ,
Quadlink 64K Memory,

..... S 259

Teac Ha ll ·Hg t

Superlive Holf-Hgt

TELECOMMUNICATIONS CORNER
*** SPECIAL ***

Sandstor Multifunction

Videx Videoterm
VT·600
Videx Ultra term
We.per 16K Rom Cord

Amdek Video 300A
Ambe r.
... $ 149
Amdek RGB
425
NEC 12" Hi·Res Gree n .
18 7
Sonya IT Hi- Res
199
G reen " " " , " " ' "
USI Hi -Res 12" Am ber.
159
NEC JB -1260 G ree n .
11 9
PGS RG B Colo r ..
.$ Call
NEC JC -1216 RGB .
475
Panasanic Ma nilars ... $ Ca ll

(DISK DRIVES)

...... $ 3 59
360
389
...... $ Ca ll
$ Ca ll
.. $ Ca ll

410
379

Star Micronics
Gemini lOX .
3 19
Star Micronics
G emini 15X .. , ...... , $ Ca ll
GE Print ers , . , , .... , .. $ Call

Epson FX -80
Transtar T·130·P
Transtar T- 315P Co lo r
Transtar T 120P .
Manne.man Tally
MTl 601 .
MTl60 l
Sptri t.
.$

599
699
519
475
475
585
Co li

. . , and much more.

140

Symtec Light Pen

Ap ple/ Fran kl in .
TG Joys ti ck IBM/PC

200
49

TG Joysl ick
Apple/ Fronkllll,
Versa VersoWn ter

46

Ta ble t IBM/ PC.
235

Apple/ Frankie n . .
Wico Analog Joyslick,
Wico App le Ad opt er,

S9
18
Ca ll

W,co IBM/PC II F Co rd
Keytronic Keyboard
18M/ PC
Keytronic Keyboard

209

Appl e/ Fro nklin.
2 49
Curtis PC Products .... $ Call
Electronic Pr otection
Seri es ..
. S Call
CP/M is a registered
trademark of Digital

Resea rch _ IBM and the
IBM logo are registered
trademarks of
International Busi ness

Machines, Apple and the
Apple logo are registered
trademarks of the Apple
Computer Company,
Franklin and the Franklin
logo are trademarks of

the Franklin Computer
Company,

We welcome:
• COD (Add $2.00 per shipment. Cosh or cert tft ed check requtred )
• Visa, MasterCharge & Ame ri can Expre ss, (Add 4%.)
• Checks. (A ll ow 1-2 weeks for c learing,)

• Foreign - add 15% handling & shipping for
prepayment. (Int'l money order_)
• Prices are subject to change without notice,
• All items subject to availability,

Store prices are strictly retail.

ORYX SYSTEMS, INC.
CRAFTSMEN OF THE NEW TECHNOLOGY

425 First Street
P.O. Box 1961
Wausau , WI 54401

Circle 279 on inquiry card ,
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ADDS VIEWPOINT from your point of view

IF YOUR DOIPUTER DAI HANDLE
AIDTHER TERIINAL, HERE'S THE
TERIIIAL IT SHOULD HANDLE.
liLli;{/ ~1 1

[lillK

Now that many desk-top micros are multi-user,
you can add an inexpensive Viewpoint® terminal
to dramatically increase your micro's productivity.
For more powerful computers, the ADDS Viewpoint
puts power on every desk at substantial savings.
Even though the ADDS Viewpoint is very inexpensive, it is still packed with features. The screen tilts
for comfortable viewing . Detachable stepped and
sculptured keyboard . Numeric pad , cursor control
keys and three discrete function keys. Character
highlighting (blinking, underlining , reverse video,
half or zero intensity). Full 24 lines by SO-character
screen with 96 displayable ASCII codes. There
are even optional keycaps for foreign languages.

All this, with EIA RS-232-C or CCITT V.24
communications interfaces.
ADDS has a complete line of Viewpoint term inals,
offering color, IBM compatibility (monochrome or
color) and exceptional intelligence. Ask your
ADDS dealer for details.
Quality, features, functions, competitive price .. .

IT ALL

UP.

AI
'DS
Applied Digital Data Systems Inc.
A Subsidiary of NCR Corporation
Viewpoi nt is a registered trademark of Applied Digital Data Systems Inc.
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100 Marcus Blvd .. H auppauge. NY 11 788 - (516) 23 1·5400.

Circle 26 on inquiry card .

The Art of Benchmarking
Printers .
New tests of speed are needed for dot-matrix and daisywheel units
by Sergio Mello-Grand
Developing good benchmarks for matrix printers and the other to fully
computer systems is not an easy task, formed character (daisywheel) printbut benchmarking computer printers ers. You'll also find a detailed discusis not much simpler. Even if you limit sion of the rationale behind each apthe evaluation to units with list prices proach and, finally, how several dotunder $3000, which excludes the matrix and daisywheel printers permore expensive "page" and "line" formed when subjected to these tests.
printers, the task is still complex The actual benchmark listings and
because of the great variety of dif- test texts are included so you can put
ferent functions available on today's your printer through its paces and
make some comparisons of your
printers.
Benchmarking efforts can be divid- own.
ed into two principal areas because
Two sets of
of the different natures of dot-matrix
benchmarks are
and fully formed character printers.
Dot-matrix types are most popular
required: one for dotamong personal-computer users and
matrix printers and
provide an economical and flexible
one for daisy wheel
output with reasonable quality. Fully
printers.
formed character printers, which
generally include the more costly and
slower units, provide excellent letter- Dot-Matrix Printers
Dot-matrix units employ a printing
quality output and are popular
among companies and professionals technique in use for nearly two decwho require high quality in their ades. The printhead has an array of
business correspondence. The main small pins that are independently
distinction is, however, the printing propelled against an inked ribbon,
technologies employed; two sets of transferring dots onto the paper
behind them. Each pin is activated by
benchmarks are required.
In this article, I'll document the an electromagnetic field controlled by
development of two sets of bench- the printhead's control electronics.
marks, one set applicable to dot- Depending on control codes, one or

more pins of the array can be activated at the same time, producing
a single dot or a pattern of dots
aligned vertically. By moving the
printhead horizontally, it is then possible to print a line of characters
formed by a controlled pattern of dots.
The basic technology of creating
characters through dot patterns is
responsible for both the high flexibility and the limited quality of dotmatrix printers. The flexibility stems
from the fact that the same array of
pins can be used to print any character without waiting for the mechanical rotation of a specific character to
a printing position. The reduction in
printing quality comes from the discrete nature of the dot pattern used
to approximate the shape of each
character.
Flexibility and quality take on different meanings for each dot-matrix
printer. Setting aside each printer's
mechanical tolerances in the printhead positioning system (the shaftto-bearing relation is important
because of potentially disturbing
vibrations during the head motion),
the main element that determines
printer flexibility and quality is the
pin array.
February 1984 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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Older or less expensive dot-matrix
printers use a seven-pin, one-line array to generate characters from a 5 by
7 dot matrix (each character is a pattern of dots in a cell 5 dots wide and
7 dots high). These units are not very
flexible because the combinations of
dot patterns available in such a small
matrix is very limited. For instance,
a 5 by 7 matrix doesn't provide descenders, forcing lowercase letters
such as g, j, p, q, and y into unnatural
shapes. Almost all modem dotmatrix printers use a nine-pin in-line
array and form characters from a
minimum 7 by 9 matrix. This produces true descenders and a closer
approximation of traditional characters. Print quality is improved by the
denser pattern of dots whose individual boundaries are less visible
than those from a 5 by 7 matrix.
The introduction of nine-pin in-line
arrays has been a major improvement
in dot-matrix printers and has resulted in new capabilities that have greatly expanded their flexibility. For instance, selecting an appropriate pattern, in conjunction with appropriate
horizontal stepping, it is now possible to have compressed or emphasized boldface and double-width
characters. In the emphasized mode,
a printer moves in smaller steps,
forming characters out of a horizontally denser matrix (e.g., 18 by 9). In
order to achieve even better print
quality and compete with the more
expensive and slower fully formed
character printers, several modern
dot-matrix printers also use a doublepass approach or adopt special printheads with nine or eighteen "staggered" pins.
The double-pass approach prints a
line in a first pass and, after a tiny
vertical shift, reprints the same
characters over the same line. This
technique provides a near-Ietterquality output at the expense of performance. Double-pass printing
means at least half-speed printing, an
often acceptable compromise when
the basic printing speed is 100 cps
(characters per second) or more, as in
almost every modem dot-matrix
printer. Some units also offer a sort
of combination of emphasized and
double-pass modes that provides a
194
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"correspondence" quality in which
characters are formed from an 18 by
18 or larger matrix.
To achieve both correspondence
quality and high speed, some dotmatrix printers employ printheads
with staggered pins capable of printing overlapping dots. The final effect
is similar to that achieved with a double pass but without any performance penalty.
Although 9-pin staggered heads
have been adopted by some printer
manufacturers, better results often
are obtained with 18-pin staggered
heads. These include two 9-pin
arrays located side by side with a
half-dot vertical shift. With these
heads, the second array's pins hit exactly in the boundary position of the
first array's pins. Besides providing
correspondence-quality capabilities
at full speed, 18-pin staggered heads
offer an even higher flexibility in the
patterns used for characters.
This brief discussion on the different printheads shows that a comparison among printers based exclusively on speed has limited meaning. To have a more accurate picture
of a particular printer's true capabilities, it is necessary to take into consideration some elements of quality.
Because a low-quality seven-pin
printer has the same speed as a nearletter-quality 18-pin staggered unit
doesn't mean that the two printers
are comparable from a user's point of
view. The first unit might be used
only for rough-draft printouts and
the second might be used for business correspondence, two activities
with very different values for the
user.
In designing these benchmarks, I
have tried to account for this inequality by including tests for correspondence printouts. You should put
equal care into evaluating the results.
Remember that any benchmark, no
matter how well designed, is only an
approximate quantitative comparison
that does not take into account very
important subjective elements that
can be of much greater importance.
Furthermore, even the quantitative
results are only an approximation,
with several limits imposed by some
technological restraints.

fur instance, I had to face the problem of printers' buffers. Modem
printers have an internal buffer that
accepts a certain amount of data from
the system at high speed, enabling
functions such as bidirectional and
double-pass printing.
A 128-character buffer may be
enough for these functions, but
several printers offer buffers as large
as 48K bytes. Such buffers let a
printer store an entire document in
its memory, leaving the system free
to start a new job while the printer
outputs the previous document from
its own memory. From the system's
point of view, the printer has done its
work once it has acquired the whole
document in its memory. If you write
a benchmarking program using the
system's clock, the result for a 48Kbyte buffered printer might be
astonishing (something in the order
of thousands of characters per second).
Without underestimating the importance of huge printer buffers, I
have decided to base my measurements on "physical" printing times
rather than on "logical" printing
times. Such a choice might obviously
underrate the real operating performance of a highly buffered printer but
is a necessary step in a realistic
printer benchmark. After all, several
operating systems offer spooling capabilities that provide an almost zero
logical printing time, but this doesn't
mean that users have no interest in
physical printing time.
Another major problem I had to
face in these benchmarks is the software support for each printer's control codes. Activating an advanced
functionality in a modem printer requires the transmission of one or
more control codes to tell the printer's
controller that a certain operating
mode is to be used. Control codes are
needed for underlining, for italics,
and for each of the printing modes
selectable (emphasized, double-pass,
enlarged, compressed, etc.).
Unfortunately, no standard has yet
emerged in the chaotic area of dotmatrix printer controllers; each
manufacturer uses different codes.
With mM's recent support of certain
control codes, a tentative de facto
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standard appeared to be emerging,
but the industry is still plagued by
control-code incompatibilities. From
a user's standpoint, this means that
a certain software p~ckage fully supports some printers and offers only
basic functions on other printers. A
word-processing program, for exampIe, might take advantage of the immediate underlining capabilities of a
popul~r printer (such as the Epson)
and might not take advantage of a
similar capability in a different
printer because its control codes are
incompatible. On the first printer, an
underlined line then might be printed at full speed; on the second
printer, it might require a continuous
output of a character and subsequent
over-strike with the underline
character. If benchmarked in such an
environment, the second printer
might very well show a comparatively poor performance even though its
intrinsic capabilities are equal to the
first one's.
In the absence of a clear industry
standard, I didn't want to penalize
any printer manufacturer choosing a
specific set of control codes, so these
benchmarks had to be executable
with any unit, no matter how exotic
its control codes. As a direct consequence of this choice, I had to give
up my original idea of using a
popular word processor and ' a popular spreadsheet for some of the
tests. Depending on the program
chosen, some printers would have
been directly supported and others
would not, which is an unjust and
discriminatory approach to benchmarking. Word-processing and
spreadsheet printout simulations
therefore have been conducted directly with some simple BASIC programs
that set the appropriate control
characters and then print a series of
lines of text.
Thanks to the nature of dot-matrix
printing, there is no difference in
printing one certain sequence of
characters and then a different sequence of other characters. This fact
lets us use strings of regular characters without having to select a sequence in which the frequency of
each different character approximates
its frequency in typical English. This
196
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is the main issue in benchmarking
fully formed character printers. In
these benchmarks I have chosen the
character A, but any other letter will
provide similar results.
In designing the following 14
benchmarks, I have tried to utilize the
fundamental capabilities of today's
dot-matrix printers to evaluate their
performance. The advertised printing
speeds are generally higher than the
measured ones. This depends on the
different benchmarking procedures
used. Manufacturers measure their
units' performances at full speed,
without taking into account accelerations and decelerations at the beginning and end of a line. I have viewed
performances from the user's perspective, which means that accelerations, decelerations, and even carriage returns and linefeeds have to be
considered for a more realistic estimate of a printer's performance.

Bench 1
The first test, which stresses the acceleration/deceleration and linefeed
capabilities of a printer, is the output
of a single character at the beginning
of a line and the repetition of the process on new lines 50 ·times. Almost
all units, even if intelligent and
capable of printing in a bidirectional,
optimized way, struggle pretty hard
in order to minimize the delays connected with the repetitive starts,
stops, and linefeeds of this test. This
obviously is unfair when measuring
performance in terms of the rate of
characters per second. Nevertheless,
this test shows immediately some
sharp behavioral differences among
apparently similar printers and can
be useful as a first element of comparison.

Bench 2
Extending the Bench 1 test, I print
a string of 10 consecutive As at the
beginning of a line and repeat the
process for 50 lines. In some printers,
the time required to complete this
test is just a little longer than the time
for Bench 1. This shows clearly that,
for short lines, the overhead induced
by accelerations, decelerations, and
linefeeds is much more important
than the theoretical printing speed.

Bench 3
As a further extension of the
previous tests, I print a string of 20
As at the beginning of a line and
repeat the process for 50 lines. This
test, besides providing a logical continuity with the two previous ones,
is useful in estimating throughput in
applications such as label-printing
with a single-label horizontal format.
BASIC-language listings with short
lines are also approximated by this
test. As the printers work at full
speed in the middle of the string, the
cps rating improves, although it is
still far from the "official" rates.
Comparing the times for Bench 2
and Bench 3, it's interesting to note
that the additional 500 characters involved in the second test require only
a few additional seconds to be
printed. Dividing 500 by the result of
the subtraction between Bench 3's
and Bench 2's times, you can obtain
a first estimate of the "full-speed"
theoretical performance of a printer.
In general, this speed is at least equal
to the advertised one, which means
that the manufacturers are not
"cheating:' As I have already said, the
companies are simply measuring the
printing speed in a theoretical way.

Bench 4
I print a string of 40 As and repeat
the process the usual 50 times. This
text can be used as an approximation
for a typical listing. Again, increasing
the number of printed characters per
line, the measured performance
shows a significant improvement,
sometimes reaching 70 percent of the
advertised speed.

Bench 5
By printing a string of 60 As 50
times on consecutive lines, I am able
to approximate a general text printout. The measured performance
shows a further increase, with some
printers hitting 75 to 80 percent of the
rated speed.

Bench 6
Going to 80 characters per line, the
maximum line length for the most
popular dot-matrix printers (operating at the standard 10 pitch), I print
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50 lines of As. Several printers per- Bench 6 and Bench 3. As can be seen
form at 80 to 85 percent of the official in table 1, this abstract "full speed"
speed, which, after all, is not too bad is in most cases even higher than the
when you consider that it includes all one claimed by the manufacturers.
the necessary starts, stops, and linefeeds. Some printers, though, run at Bench 7
a lower performance ratio, often beAfter testing the straight printing
cause their paper-advance motor is speed with different length lines, it's
not very fast or because they do not interesting to see what happens
provide bidirectional printing.
when a printer operates on formatBy comparing the times for Bench ted text, such as the output of a
6 and Bench 3 it's possible to get a word-processing program. To emubetter estimate of the abstract "full late this environment, I print 50 times
speed" of each unit . This is obtained a string composed of 10 blanks folby dividing 3000 (the number of . lowed by 60 As. In this way, I can apadditional characters) by the result of proximate typical letter text with two
the subtraction between the times of 10-character margins on both sides.

A Guide to Tables 1 and 4
The numbers in parentheses beneath the printer model numbers indicate the
advertised printing speed in characters per second (cps). The numbers in the shaded
columns are the times (minutes:seconds) it took the printers to complete specific
tests. The numbers in the adjacent, unshaded columns are the approximate printing speeds in characters per second for each test.
Epson MX-80
(80)
Bench 1-Print

00:18

2.8

Epson AX-80
(100)
00:17

2.9

Epson FX-80
(160)
00:13

Diablo 11
(100)

Intelligent printers, with logicseeking and look-ahead capabilities,
can analyze a buffer's content and optimize the printing path by skipping
the leading blanks. Less intelligent
units can't do so and will "print" 10
consecutive spaces at the beginning
of each line, using a significant (10 to
15 percent) overhead.
As shown in table 1, some intelligent units print the 70-character
strings (with 10 leading spaces) of
this Bench 7 in the same amount of
time required to print the 60-character strings of Bench 5. This confirms
that those units recognize leading
spaces and optimize their printing
paths accordingly.

Bench 8
Stressing even more the logicseeking capabilities of modem dotmatrix printers, I have designed a
benchmark in which a short string of

Okidata 82A
(120)

Okidata 92
(160)

3.8

00:08

6.2

00:11

4.5 00:16

3.1

A on 50 con-

IDS 480
(110)
00:12

4.2

Gemini 10X
(120)
00:13

3.8

secutive lines
Bench 2Print a string of
10 As on 50
lines

00:23 21 .8

00:22 22.7

, 00:16 31 .2

00:13

38.4

00:12

41.7 00:12

41.7

00:16 31 .2

00:17 29.4

Bench 3Print a string of
20 As on 50
lines

00:30 33.3

00:27 37.0

00:21 47.6

00:18

55.6

00:16

62.5 00:15

66.7

00.:20 50.0

00:22 45.5

Bench 4Print a string of
40 As on 50
lines

00:43 46.6

00:39 51 .3

00:29 69.0

00:29

69.0

00:24

83.3 00:21

95.2

00:30 66.7

00:33 60.6

Bench 5Print a string of
60 As on 50
lines

00:55 54.5

00:51 58.8

00:37 81 .1

00:40

75.0

00:32

93.8 00:28 107.1

00:39 76.9

00:42 71.4

Bench 6Print a string of
80 As on 50
lines

01:08 58 .8

00:62 64.5

00:45 88.9

00:51

78.4

00:40 100.0 00:36 111 .1

00:48 83.3

00:52 76.9

Bench 7Print a string of
10 spaces and
60 As on 50
lines

00:55 63.6

00:51 68.6

00:37 94.6

00:41

85.4

00:32 109.4 00:28 125

00:39 89.7

00:43 81.4

Table 1: The results of running the 14 benchmarks for dot-matrix printers on eight members of the dot-matrix family.
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characters (10 As) appears in different
positions on five consecutive lines. In
the first line, the string is printed in
positions 6-15; in the second, in positions 16-25; this continues until the
fifth line, in which the string is
printed in positions 46-55. In each
line, leading and trailing spaces fill
the "free" areas from positions 1-60.
A loop repeats this sequence 10
times.
A clever unit will print the first
string, stopping at position 15, perform a linefeed, and contiriue printing the second string from positions
16-25. The printer will then perform
a new linefeed and start printing the
third string from position 26. A similar technique will be used for the
fourth and fifth lines. A not-so-intelligent unit, not recognizing the optimized "stair-step" pattern, will instead print some of the blanks. A
printer without any lOgic-seeking

capability will print all leading and
trailing blanks, with an execution
time similar to that of Bench 5.

Bench 9
Another interesting printing example is the simulation of a typical
spreadsheet output with a regular
table of numbers evenly spaced in
rows and columns. To evaluate the
printers' behavior in such a case, the
benchmark prints a string with an
alternate sequence of five spaces and
five Is 50 times. This process prints
a table of 50 rows and 10 columns,
each column being 10 characters wide
and composed of a five-digit rightaligned number (11111) preceded by
five spaces. Intelligent printers with
good look-ahead capabilities will
recognize each five-space sequence
and will skip at high speed to the
nearest digit. Intelligent printers
without this capability will optimize

their path more simply, avoiding the
first five spaces of each row. Less intelligent units will print each line just
as if it were a regular 80-character
sequence.

Bench 10
All the benchmarks described in
the preceding pages were conceived
for the basic operating mode of 10
characters per inch (cpi) with the
standard character set. So far, no
compressed, double-width, emphasized, or double-pass operating
modes have been considered in the
benchmarks. Because they are relevant to some users, I have included
five additional benchmarks dealing
with these advanced capabilities.
Although the modes tested are fairly common, some printers don't support them. For these units, the table
of results indicates N/A (not available). In this test, after setting the
Text continued on page 203

Bench 8Print 10 times 5
strings of 50
spaces and 10
As with different
displacement

00:32 93.8

00:32 93.7

00:31 96.8

00:21 142.8

00:26 115.4 00:18 166.7

00:32 93.7

00:36 83.3

Bench 9Print a string of
8 alternate
groups of 5
spaces and 5 1s
on 50 lines

01 :05 61.5

00:60 66 .7

00:43 93.0

00:53

00:39 102.6 00:35 114.3

00:46 87.0

00:51 78.4

Bench 10Same as Bench
5 but with emphasized mode,
i.e., 18 by 9
matri x

01 :36 31.2

01 :30 33.3

01 :01 49.2

N/A

N/A

N/A

01:09 43 .5

Bench 11Same as Bench
5 but in doublepass mode, i.e.,
9 by 18 matrix

02:33 19.6

02:04 24.2

01 :47 28.0

N/A

N/A

01 :13

41 .1

N/A

01 :44 28 .8

Bench 12Same as Bench
5 but in correspondence
mode

03:53 12.9

03:28 14.4

02 :36 19.2

02:35

19.4

N/A

01:52

26.8

00:52 57.7

02:36 19.2

Bench 13Same as Bench
5 but in compressed mode

01 :04 46.9

01 :01 49.2

00:44 68.2

00:41

73.2

00:32 93.8

00:29 103.4

00:39 76.9

00:48 62 .5

Bench 14Same as Bench
4 but in doublewidth mode

01 :07 29.9

01 :02 32.3

00:41 48.8

00:50

40.0

00:41

54.1

00:49 40.8

00:57 35.1

75.5

N/A

73.2 00:37
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Listing 1: Dot-matrix printer benchmarks 1 through 9 in BASIC. The text discusses benchmarks 10 through 14, which use benchmarks
4 and 5 in emphasized, double-pass, correspondence-quality, compressed, and double-width modes. Results of these benchmarks on three
typical dot-matrix printers are shown in table 1.

10 FOR 1=1 TO 50
20 LPR1NT "A"
30 NEXT I
10 FOR 1=1 TO 50
20 LPRINT "AAAAAAAAAA"
::::0 NEXT I
10 FOR 1=1 TO 50
20 LPR1NT "AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA"
30 NEXT I
10 FOR 1=1 1'0 50
20 LF'RINT "AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA"
30 NEXT I
10 FOR 1'.::1 TO 50
20 LF'R1NT "AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA "
30 NEXT I
10 FOR 1=1 TO 50
20 LPR1NT "AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA"
30 NEXT 1
10 FOR 1=1 TO 50
20 LPR1NT
II

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

AAAAAAAAAA"
30 NEXT I
10
20
30
40
50
60
70

FOR 1=1 TO 10
AAAAAAAAAA
LPRINT"
AAAAAAAAAA
LPR1NT"
AAAAAAAAAA
LPR1NT"
LPRINT"
AAAAAAAAAA
LPR1NT"
AAAAAAAAAA
NEXT I

10 FOR I=l TO 50
20 LPR1NT"
11111
11111
11111"
::::0 NEXT I
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11111

11111

lllll

11111

II
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II
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Text continued from page 199:

printer into emphasized mode, I
printed a string of 60 As on 50 consecutive lines, as in Bench 5.
In emphasized mode, the printhead moves in smaller steps, forming
a character from a horizontally
denser matrix. This produces a
better-quality printout but at the expense of speed, as is clearly indicated
by the results. This benchmark,
when compared to the similarly
structured benchmarks that follow
for fully formed character printers,
gives you a good idea of the comparative performance of a dot-matrix
printer operating in "quality" mode
and a fully formed character printer
operating in its native high-quality
mode.

Bench 11
A popular approach used by dotmatrix printers in order to obtain a
better output quality is to print a line
and, after a very small vertical shift,
reprint the same characters on top of
it. In this way, characters are printed
from a denser matrix, which provides
a better quality. In order to test the
performance penalty caused by this
operating mode, after setting it, I
once more printed a string of 60 As
on 50 consecutive lines. The benchmark's results show clearly that the
throughput is, in general, a little less
than half the standard one.

mode but shouldn't generate any additional overhead. Bench 13, based
on the traditional string of 60 As
printed on 50 consecutive lines, confirms that the printing time in compressed mode is often roughly equivalent to the printing time in standard
mode.

Bench 14
In order to test the double-width
mode, I first activated it with the appropriate control codes and then
printed a string of 40 As on 50 consecutive lines, just as I did in Bench
4. As standard double-width characters use a horizontally expanded
matrix (double the standard one), 40
characters cover the entire 8-inch
width of the standard European
paper. The benchmark's results
demonstrate that, as expected, the
printers' performance is almost half
the basic one, estimated by Bench 4.

Other Considerations
Although I have examined and
tested several printing possibilities, I

haven't covered the broad spectrum
of possible applications and operating modes of a modern printer.
Some modes (such as underlining,
italics, slanted, etc.) haven't been considered because, generally, they do
not involve a performance degradation of a printer. Their expected performance should be similar to the
performance measured for the standard operating mode.
Some modes, obtainable through a
combination of basic operating
modes (such as double-width compressed) offer performances that can
be estimated by joining the benchmarks' results for their basic
elements. Other modes, such as
high-resolution graphicS, have not
been considered because only a few
of today's printers provide good
graphics support as standard. Those
that do show a large resolution
variability that might have penalized
the units with densest dot resolution.
Today, quality rather than quantity is
the most relevant factor in graphics
printing. This is probably also true

Epson QX·10™?
Graphics?

Bench 12
Some printers let the user select an
operating mode in which emphasized and double-pass modes are
combined to obtain an even denser
dot matrix and, consequently, a better correspondence quality. After this
mode is set, this benchmark prints
the usual string of 60 As on 50 consecutive lines. Suffering from a double overhead, the printers that use
this sophisticated operating mode
often perform slowly but sometimes
compensate with outstanding print
quality.

Bench 13
Most printers offer a compressed
operating mode that fits 132 characters in an 8-inch line. This operating
mode sacrifices part of the quality
available in the standard printing
...-. Circle 460 on inquiry card.
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for correspondence printing and for
several basic printing applications.
Benchmarking, then, is only a way to
acquire more information, not to
make direct decisions based on quantitative estimates.

Fully Formed Character Printers
To analyze fully formed character
printers, I have to take into account
several new factors. These factors are
not relevant to benchmarking dotmatrix units but are very important
in evaluating the expected throughput of this group of printers.
Nowadays, the most popular type
of printer with fully formed characters is the so-called daisywheel
printer. This technology is based
upon a printhead mechanism in
which a small hammer hits a specific
petal of a daisywheel. Each one of a
typical daisywheel's 96 petals carries
a solid font representation of a different character. The character's image is transferred onto the paper after
the petal is hit by the hammer, pushing the character outline against the
inked ribbon and onto the paper.

When a character is to be printed, the
daisywheel must be rotated so that
the corresponding petal is positioned
in front of the hammer. Only at this
point can the hammer hit the petal.
Rotation of the daisywheel requires
a certain amount of time, correlated
with the necessary angle of the rotation. When printing a sequence of
the same character (e.g., a sequence
of zeros), after an initial setting no
additional rotational time is needed .
In this case, the printer simply moves
the printhead one position horizontally and prints the character without
having to wait for any daisywheel
rotation. When printing a sequence
of different characters, the printer has
to wait for the positioning of the appropriate petal in front of the hammer, an activity that is responsible for
the slower speed of daisywheel
printers.
The need to rotate a mechanical
printing element in order to select the
character to be printed is common to
all the fully formed character printers
based on different technologies.
These include original teleprinter-

type units, the ''ball'' printers (IBM
Selectric types), and the "artichoke"
units, like the NEe Spinwriter. Given
the existence and importance of this
"rotational delay" in all the different
types of solid-font printers, the application of benchmark patterns originally developed for matrix printers
makes yery little sense. Not even an
unscrupulous manufacturer of fully
formed character printers dines to
rate the speed of its units on the basis
of repetitive, single-character benchmarks that would dramatically misrepresent their throughput.
Any benchmark of a fully formed
character printer has to take into account a pattern of different characters, conceived, if possible, in such a
way as to be a good approximation
of the real operating environment of
the user. Unfortunately, the definition of such a benchmark is not a
trivial task. An elementary approach
might be to print the whole character set on the daisywheel in order to
exercise all the different rotations. Of
course, the ordering of the characters
in the sequence would deeply influ-
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Cabinet for dual 8" full sile ....... ... 250
Cabinet for dual 8" slimline .......... 200
Cable . .... . . . .. 50 Manual .. . ...... 25
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CS1D2
DUAL

WICAT

ZSO, 2 floppies .... ... 3747
6S000 CPU, SOMB SMD
hard disk, intelligent 110,
UNIX, Database
1 to 12 users, 68000 CPU ,
256K to 4 .5MB RAM, 10MB
to 474MB hard disk, graphic

PRINTER
110 cps, 84 x 84, graphic . .. 415
RS·232/parallel, pin & friction
FX·80, FX·l00, RX·80 .... CALL
50 cps ................ 205
ML 84 parallel. ......... 960
92 parallel .......... 450
93 parallel .. . ... .... 730
PRISM 132 200 cps, 132 col .. . .... 1,100
TOSHIBA
160 cps max 24·wire head ... .
excellent letter quality .. . 1,550
GEMINI
Delta 10 ....... . ....... 525
Pll 100 cps, 80 col ...... 488
DIABLO
P38 400 cps, 132 c01 . .. 1,795
M .T.
Spirit 80cps .. ... ....... 350
MICRO·
PRISM
EPSON
BANANA
OKIDATA

'Latter Qualitv·
2050 20 cps for IBM ... .. 965
2010 20 cps .... . . . ... .. 855
3550 35 cps for IBM . . . . 1,835
7710 55 cps for serial . . 2,150
HR25 23 cps parallel ..... 799
DYNAX
DX15 13 cps ..... ....... 475
TRANSTAR 315 graphic, 7 colors ..... 479
C.ITOH
F·l0 40 cps Excellent .... 1,150
DIABLO
630 API w/interface . . .. . 1,785
QUME
11 + 40 cps ........ ... 1,350
50 cps . .... . . . . .. 1,550
NEC

Pri ces subject to change. American Express, Visa!
Mastercard add 3% . F.O.B. point of shipment. 20%
restocking fee for returned merchandise. Personal checks
take 3 weeks to clear. COD on certified check only. N.Y.
residents add sales tax . Manufacturers' warranty only.
International customers, please confirm price before
order. Accept P.O. from Fortune 500, schools and gov't .

Computer Channel
21 - 55 44th Road
long Island City, NY 11101

TELEX:
429418
CSTNY

(212) 937-6363
1-800-331-3343

For information CALL
To order CALL

Circle 70 on inquiry card .

ence the results. To make the test a
little more realistic, you might print
the characters in a sequence created
by a random-number generator with
equal probability of occurrence for
each character. Claude Shannon,
called the father of information
science, has termed this approach
zero-order approximation. In The
Mathematical Theory of Communication,
written with Warren Weaver and first
published in 1949, Shannon used the
problem of approximating English as
an example in his analysis of discrete,
noiseless systems.
The problem of optimizing telegraphic transmissions brought Shannon to the more general analysis of
statistical properties of English, with
results of great relevance to fully
formed character printers.
In telegraphy, as well as in printing,
the messages to be transmitted or ·
printed consist of sequences of characters. As Shannon notes, "These sequences are not completely random.
In general they form sentences and
have the statistical structure of, say,
English . The letter e occurs more frequently than q and the sequence th
more frequently than xp, etc:' The
statistical structure of text has been
used to optimize transmission; short
symbols replace frequently occurring
letters (the letter e is a single dot), and
longer ones replace infrequently occurring letters (q, x, and z are
represented by longer sequences of
dots and dashes).
Similar knowledge of the statistical
properties of English text has been
used with fully formed character
printers to optimize the rotational
delays of daisywheels and other units
with rotating printheads. Because the
character e is used most frequently in
English (after the "space"), it has
been placed in a position to result in,
on the average, the lowest rotational
delay. All other characters have been
arranged according to their frequency of use, with a few exceptions related to some physical restraints of
the daisywheel. (It is sometimes difficult to fit big characters in adjacent
petals without potential mechanical
interference.)
With all this in mind, it is apparent
that a more realistic test than the

SZ99
~A2~

,37'>
,2,>0
,300
,300
,300
,39'>
,699
,,>99

szG9
slG9
Sl99
sZO'
szO'
sZG9
Scali
S49 9
S43 9

Shipping/ Handl ing UPS surface
C.O .D . o rders add $4 .00. For

Circle 109 on inquiry card.
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Exclusive six-function card
expands workspace,
increases speed, and boosts
memory up to 576K.
The TITANTMis the only expansion
card that gives your IBM PC or XT
both hard disk SASI interface and a
parallel printer port. This advanced
package also includes a pair of
RS-232C serial ports, real-time clock/
calendar with battery back-up, plus a
choice of memory expansions. And
everything slips into a single slot!

Pick a TITAN with parity-checked
dynamic RAM from 64K to 576K.
Each comes ready to run, complete
with four super software selections.
PSEUDO-DISKT Mmakes the RAM act
like an exceptionally fast disk drive.
PSEUDO-PRINrMprint spooler lets
your computer calculate while the
printer is running. WHATIMpMkeeps
track of date and time so you don't
have to enter them at each system
restart. HARDISKT Mmakes a 10MB
Winchester addition plug-in easy
Yes, it's a lot for one slot. And it's
available now to add new utility to
your IBM system.
Let us help you expand your IBM's
productivity For information on our
multi-function boards and other Titan
microcomputer products, see your
computer dealer or contact: Titan
Technologies, Inc., Po. Box 8050,
Ann Arbor, MI 48107; Telephone
(313) 662-8542 .
Sales and Marketing by The MARKETING
RESOURCE GROUp, Costa Mesa, CA.

~== Titan
.,..iiiiiiiiO...iiiiiiiiiP

TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

FORMERLY SATURN SYSTEMS OF MICHIGAN

IBM PC and XT are registered tradema rks of International
Business Machines Corp.

TITAN. PSEUDO· DISK. PSEUDO·PRINT. WHATIME. and
HARDISK are tra demarks of Titan Technologies, Inc .
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zero-order approximation must take
into consideration the relative frequency of each character in the
English language. In the first-order
approximation of English, each
character has its own probability of
occurrence according to the statistical
analysis of average English text . The
random-text generator that creates
the benchmark sample to be printed
takes into account these different probabilities. With this approach, the
benchmark becomes more realistic
and, if the probabilities are really
representative of average English text,
the benchmark can approximate the
real performance of the fully formed
character printer being tested .
Not satisfied with the first-order
approximation obtained with independent characters "weighted"
with frequencies of appearance in
English text, Shannon decided to
study a second-order approximation
that considers the probabilities of sequences of two letters (digrams) .
From statistical studies of the language, it is known that the digrams
jb or je never occur in English and
that th and ed occur very frequently;
it is possible to achieve a better
statistical approximation, along with
a potentially better optimization.
In the second-order approximation
of English, the random-text generator
considers not only the different frequencies of each character but also
the probabilities of a character following the preceding one. The benchmark text will have a digram structure
the same as in English and will be an
even better approximation of real
text. In the case of my benchmark,
the second-order approximation
reflects the correct character sequences of the English language and
eliminates unrealistic sequences such
as jb, je, and the many others that can
be generated by the first-order approximation random-text generator.
Of course, a similar approach to the
one followed for the second-order approximation can be adopted for a
third-order approximation, based
upon the frequency of three-character sequences (trigrams) . Fourthorder approximations can be obtained for four-character sequences
and so on for fifth- , sixth- , and, gen-

erally, nth-order approximations. In
practice, highly accurate approximation results are almost impossible to
obtain due to the exponential growth
of the frequency matrixes. A fourthorder correlation matrix for a 96-character set would include 96 4
(84,934,656) elements, each a floatingpoint number indicating the frequency of a certain tetragram. Obviously,
then, even a large number-crunching
supercomputer could have trouble
with such a huge matrix. Moreover,
for the purpose of this article, the improvement in the benchmark's approximation of reality obtained by going to third- and fourth-order approximation would be only minimal.
After ali, the main concern here is the
rotational delay from one character to
the following one while maintaining
correct frequencies of character occurrence and correct two-character
sequences.
Rather than face the huge complexities of fourth-order approximations,
Shannon decided to adopt a different
approach, leaving the character level
and passing to the word level. Instead of approximating an English
text with random sequences of characters, he decided to make an approximation with random sequences
of English words. Again, you can
follow a zero-order approximation
approach by choosing random words
from a dictionary as if their frequencies were equal. A better approach, though, is a first-order word
approximation, in which words are
weighed by the random-text generator according to their frequency of occurrence in average English. An even
better approach is a second-order
word approximation that takes into
account the word frequency and the
probability of a word to follow
another word.
As an example of this second-order
approach, Shannon supplies the following nonsense sentence: The head
and in frontal attack on an English
writer that the character of this point
is therefore another method for the
letters that the time of whoever told
the problem for an unexpected.
This sentence, which Shannon
uses as an example of statistical approximation to ordinary English text,

(la)

The head and in frontal attack on an english writer that the character of this
point is therefore another method for the letters that the time of who ever told
the problem for an unexpected. The head and in frontal attack on an english writer
that the character of this point is therefore another 'method for the letters that
the time of who ever told · the problem for an unexpected. The head and in frontal
attack on an english writer that the character of this point is therefore another
method for the letters that the time of who ever told the problem for an unexpected.
(lb)

The head and in frontal attack on an english writer that the
character of this point is therefore another method for the
letters that the tilne of who ever told the problem for an u
nexpected. The head and in frontal attack on an english writ
er that the character of this point is therefore another met
hod for the letters that the time of who ever told the probl
em for an unexpected. The head and in frontal attack on an e
nglish writer that the character of this point is therefore
another method for the letters that the time of who ever tol
d the problem for an unexpected.
Figure 1: The Shannon test (573 characters) at a width of 80 characters in 1a and 60 characters in lb.

has been adopted by almost all manufacturers of fully formed character
printers for evaluating the performance of products. Thus, the universally adopted Shannon test for measuring the expected performance of
a fully formed character printer is not
a test purposefully designed for
benchmarking. It is only an adopted
test, derived from an example in
Shannon's book. When Shannon
wrote his book, he had no intention
of specifying a printer benchmark for
1980s fully formed character printers.
The main problems with the socalled Shannon average-English test
are the incorrect statistical frequencies of characters with respect to
average American-English text, and
the use of a limited subset of characters. How much this distorts the evaluation of a fully formed character
printer's benchmark is hard to say,
but it is obvious that the Shannon
test is not at all the best possible
benchmark for this type of printer.
Before trying to define a better
benchmark, however, it's interesting
to analyze in more detail the two
main limits of the Shannon test. To
do so, I considered the version of the
test used by Diablo Systems Inc. (see
figure 1). By counting the occurrence
of each alphabetical character (plus
"space") in Shannon's test, I obtained
the data shown in table 2, column 3.
This frequency data then can be com-

pared with several other frequency
data computed by linguistic and behavioral researchers.
Among the many efforts to establish a "definitive" frequency count for
words and characters in English, the
most comprehensive work is the re-

Character
space
a
b
c
d
e
f

9

h
i
j
k
I
m

n
0

P
q
r
s
t
u

v
w
x
Y
z

ASCII
Number

Shannon
Test

32
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
11 2
113
114
115
116
1'17
11 8
119
120
121
122

18.421
6.316
0.526
2.105
2.632
12.105
3 .158
0.526
7.895
3.684
0 .000
0.526
2.632
1.579
5.263
6.842
1.579
0 .000
6.842
2.105
12.631
0.526
0.526
1.053
0.526
0 .000
0 .000

search done at Brown University and
published in 1967 by H. Kucera and
W. H . Francis, Computational Analysis.
of Present-Day American English. A
huge amount of English text (approximately 1 million words) from a large
variety of authors and sources

American
English
Average
17.241
6.300
1.279 .
2.574
3.274
10.444
1.939
1.618
4.560
6.079
0 .132
0.540
3.404
2.108
5.889
6.331
1.682
0.089
5.097
5.380
7.725
2.256
0.827
1.565
0 .163
1.424
0.078

First-Order
English
Test

Fourth-Order
Shakespeare
Test

16.500
5.700
1.600
1.600
4.300
9.300
2.000
1.700
5.000
6 .600
0.200
0.700
3.900
1.900
5.500
7.200
1.600
0.100
4.500
5.900
8.600
1.800
0 .800
0 .900
0.200
1.900
0.000

18.205
7.712
2.023
1.517
3.793
9.482
2.528
1.264
3 .666
4.425
0 .253
0 .759
3.41 3
4.425
5.057

6.700
1.138
0 .000
4.172
6.068
6.827
3 .287
0.506
1.138
0.126
1.517
0.000

Table 2: A comparison of character frequencies for the four daisywheel-printer tests discussed

in the text.
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CHARACTER
Figure 2: American English average character frequency compared with the Shannon test.

(literature, newspapers, etc.) was
analyzed and a frequency count
made for each of the approximately
40,000 different words.
In 1976, R. Solo and J. King, from
the University of Idaho and the
University of Chicago, respectively,
published a character-oriented frequency analysis based on the word
list of Kucera and Francis. Here's an
example of the procedure for counting total frequency of characters. The
word note has a frequency of 127 per
million. The frequency totals for the
letters n, 0, t, and e are incremented
by 127. This procedure was used for
each word on the Kucera and Francis
list.
Unfortunately, the analysis by Solo
and King on character, digram, and
trigram frequencies, developed to
analyze the structure of words,
doesn't take into account the "space;'
a very important element in a
printer's benchmark. This unfortunate omission can be corrected in
the table for character frequencies by
inserting a mathematically determined space frequency and by recalculating all the other frequencies
accordingly.
A correct space frequency for the
208· February 1984 © BYfE Publications Inc.

English language can be computed
from the same work by Kucera and
Francis that was used by Solo and
King for their frequency counts.
Dividing the 4,576,585 characters in
the sample by its 953,456 words results in an average word length of 4.8
characters, which can also be used as
a letter-to-space ratio. Recomputing
the Solo and King frequencies and
including spaces results in the data
shown in column 4 of table 2, which
might be considered the best basic
frequency count for the purposes of
this article. Comparing this data with
that calculated from the Shannon test
(see figure 2), it's evident that Shannon's sample is not a particularly
good approximation of character frequencies in average English text.
Since 1948, when Shannon wrote
his book, computers have greatly
simplified the statistical analysis and
simulation of text, and, taking advantage of such resources, it is certainly
possible to define a better benchmark. Following the pattern used by
Shannon, it is possible to construct
first- , second- , and third-order character approximations based on the
work by Solo and King for character,
digram, and trigram frequencies and

first-order word approximations
based on the work on word frequencies by Kucera and Francis.
At this point, with a simple program based on a random generator
that considers the different probabilities of each character, it is possible
to create a first-order character approximation of English text to be used
as an alternative benchmark to Shannon's test. The approximate
1000-charach~r text shown in figure 3
is the result of such a weighted random-text generation and, although it
is certainly not a piece of fine literature, it can be used as a first alternative benchmark. Analyzing its
character frequencies, reported in column 5 of table 2 and in figure 4, it is
apparent that this first-order character text offers a better approximation of average English character frequencies than Shannon's test text.
As previously discussed, second- ,
third- , and fourth-order character
approximations would provide an
even better sample text. Unfortunately, digram and trigram counts
(tetragrams are not available) from
Solo and King do not include spaces
and, in this instance, there is no way
to recompute relative frequencies as
Circle 197 on inquiry card .

---+

ntor hh uoiweutilnopnhe oif rilpnah h elydnuetrueffoaarootci
h hmaebls
oitmkog esthasls wlnosea edl acitf iehnteagtrdh
yteolhose feens omnootcsesh eu oha eb c 0 mfaes ennynttey
ifl hhbvy hotahltllltt dtnmd vnsdutisd aegnfiotrcn a spv iy
ei fethtlngiorrn nept ntk aenaovmhot enilegeariontessptawo
orf raimrug orne itmbadtt lhadutjhttssdltlanmaoaldiotorpemhti
o. s hiiaossseie ri drcey hidttiedsnerytteli osvioks
a eh
peap ogbid iw
treaeeis nuc nlgi ntgt aden h oppttnroret n
rlj pylbnbd ifeesnn ka rnlh rteteivyiyint i arolato te e
a morapsrthennr hoai nntte irscnegrndid d ocopse s tbd dho
esua bcii ia talyb seces efe uit ohuorshssosoemlfie msfddco
odtb he sir i tvhihietuihed fx aseersdec 00 nho ulseosotft
aweybs rt odolif eeuiih 0 ger kma bhyothat rlrrklersg rasgi
rdtrpis dctt a hnheostsbddalyamtp ntnrn ee hs tnwaed thd 1
u oewgedatelytseh ithhindftex dsss luo pet hal itdhofwabl
uq 1 onraes dt t atlon osasa hmrytndntei gas geciooriiia
koomg fn eoicatiavyeewedry tms nedabeido
Figure 3: American English first-order random approximation (1000 characters).

I did for single-character counts.
Thus, it is not possible to create a
second- or third-order character approximation based on their extensive
work. Other researchers, working on
smaller samples, have fortunately
considered spaces in their digram,
trigram, and (also) tetragram counts
and have been able to create second- ,
third- , and fourth-order random approximations of English text. Among
these researchers is W. R. Bennet Jr.,
whose work at Yale University resulted in the 1976 publication of Scientific and Engineering Problem-Solving
with the Computer. In part of this

book, Bennet considers the popular
idea that enough monkeys, given
enough time, could pound away at
typewriters and eventually reproduce
the great works of literature.
Instead of messing with a multitude of monkeys working at typewriters, Bennet developed a series of
simulation programs to do the same
job in a much faster and neater way.
An early program simulated a monkey working on a traditional typewriter with equal probability for each
character (zero-order approximation).
Of course, even with the fastest computer, Bennet probably would still be

waiting for a barely acceptable piece
of literature resulting from this
program.
A second program introduced a
virtual typewriter with a different
probability for each character. For this
simulation, Bennet used frequencies
from Act III of Shakespeare's Hamlet,
a 35,224-character text. Even with this
approach (as you can imagine looking at our own first-order approximation text in figure 3), Bennet had little hope of obtaining a readable piece
of literature, let alone competing with
Shakespeare. Using more advanced
virtual typewriters, capable of producing second-, third-, and fourthorder approximations, Bennet's
"monkeys" showed Significant improvements, producing almost intelligible fourth-order text (90 percent of
the words appear in an English dictionary).
Thanks to Bennet's research, it is
possible to use a fourth-order random (monkey) approximation of
Shakespeare's Hamlet, which, in
turn, is a good example (especially in
literary terms) of English prose. Such
a simulated text, as published by
Bennet, is shown in figure 5. Comparing this text's frequencies with
those of Solo and King (see figure 6)
reveals a closer similarity than in
Shannon's text or in my own first-
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order approximation. Consequently,
I adopted this text as an additional
benchmark for measuring the performance of fully formed character
printers.
So far, I have considered only
lowercase English text with a character set limited to the 26 basic characters of the alphabet plus the space.
But almost any actual text includes
uppercase characters, digits, and
punctuation marks. Periods, commas, and apostrophes generally have
a higher frequency than characters
such as q, j, and x. Moreover, in
almost all business letters and
manuals, for which fully formed
character printers are primarily used,
digits have an appreciable frequency
of appearance.
Unfortunately, even with several
visits to computer science, linguistics,
and English departments at Stanford
and the University of California at
Berkeley, I couldn't find a good
analysis of character frequencies that
included capital letters, punctuation
marks, and digits. A long computerized search through the comprehensive Language and Language Behavior Abstracts DataBank didn't
solve the problem either. I also struck
out with direct inquiries to companies such as Diablo, which probably has this data but considers it
proprietary.

a go this bare and judgement of timedious retch and not lord
whal if the easelves and do and make and base gathem i ay
beatellous we play means holy fool mour work from inmost
bed be confould have may judgement was it massure's to
lady would hat prime that's our thrown and did wife father'st
livength sleep tith i ambition' to thin him and force and law's
may but smell so ' and spursely signor gent much chief mixturn
ecstance of the me to like crafts did too my marne fair your do
himself it perce as makes so but our heart ourself and be
armont i does unsee a sent statio hamlet the is tongs musince
hyperationse and hamlet heave madamnable must as frank on
hecat now by and stings he's borruptis free our els the speak
it soul 0 broad fore you as aught of ment ape a broom modestill
be but is man effence are
Figure 5: Fourth-order approximation of Shakespeare's Hamlet (796 characters).

Because I wanted to have at least
one benchmark text with an extended character set, I decided to calculate my own frequencies through
a computerized analysis of an English
text. For a change, I decided not to
use Shakespeare or other classical
literature but opted for a different
kind of text: the on-line Unix
manuals. This choice means that the
sample benchmark I eventually obtained is not an approximation of
average English but an approximation of some technical computer
literature; frequencies are skewed
due to computer-jargon characters.
Speaking of Unix, the frequencies of
slashes and backslashes are much
higher than in an average English
text. Nevertheless, because a lot of

fully formed character printers are
used to print computer-related
manuals, reports, and articles, a
benchmark approximating this environment might be appropriate and
interesting.
In order to build a representative
frequency table for the potential 256
ASCII (American National Standard
Code for Information Interchange)
characters, I have analyzed (using a
PDP-11/70) a sequence of over 1%
million characters from the Unix online manuals. The results from this
analysis are shown in table 3, which
lists the frequencies for the 96 ASCII
characters (codes 32 to 127) relevant
for fully formed character printers.
These frequencies have been recalculated from the raw Unix analysis
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Figure 6: American English average character frequency compared with fourth-order Shakespeare approximation.
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Character

ASCII Number

Frequency

Approximation

space

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

29.694
0.011
0.104
0.016
0.019
0.032
0.007
0.243
0.441
0.445

28.300
0.000
0.100
0.000
0.000
0.000
0 .000
0.400
0.800
0.100

#

$
%

&

+

o
2

3
4

5
6
7

8
9

<

>
?
@

A
B

C
D

E
F
G

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

0.069
0.092
0.038
0.048
0.109
0.027
0.073
0.110
0.025
0.033

0.100
0.100
0.000
0.000
0.100
0.000
0.000
0.100
0.000
0.000

62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

0.028
0.014
0.006
0.233
0.075
0.197
0.146
0.315
0.080
0.061

0.000
0.100
0.000
0.300
0.000
0.100
0.100
0.000
0.100
0.200

0 .046
0.452
0.011
0.023
0.127
0.199
0.284
0.229

0.100
0.500
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.100
0.100
0.100

L
M

77

N

78
79

I

J
K

o

0.100
0.000
0.800
0.500
1.300
0.600
0.200
0.400
0.300
0.000

52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

72
73
74
75
76

H

0.065
0.026
0.554
0.463
0.975
0.463
0.191
0.490
0.211
0.082

Character

P
Q

R
S
T
U

V

W
X

Y
Z

[

\
J

a
b

c
d

e

9
h
j
k
m

n
o
p

q

s
u

v
w
x
y

z

DEL

ASCII Number

Frequency

Approximation

80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91

0.313
0.007
0.151
0.448
0.397
0 .156
0.022
0.041
0.092
0.055
0.016
0.073

0.100
0.000
0.200
0.300
1.000
0.100
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0 .000
0.000

92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101

0.017
0.072
0.008
2.164
0.126
4.350
0.916
2.067
2.238
7.681

0.000
0.000
0.000
2.200
0.100
4.500
0.900
2.200
1.800
9.400

102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109.
110
111

1.587
1.061
2.198
4.251
0.044
0.290
2.589
1.817
4.153
3 .935

1.000
1.500
2.000
4.100
0.000
0.200
2.800
2.000
4.600
3.200

112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121

1.496
0.071
4.006
4.057
5.286
1.742
0.439
0.661
0.272
0.823

2.200
0.000
3 .700
4.300
5.700
1.100
0.300
0.800
0.600
0.900

122
123
124
125
126
127

0.073
0.009
0 .024
0.009
0.009
0.000

0.100
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Table 3: The frequencies and approximations of characters in on-line Unix manuals. Nearly 1 ~ megabytes were analyzed to compute

this extended frequency table that includes numbers, punctuation marks, and other symbols.
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& plon in g speed up 10 4 .8"/seco ntl .
9 " pa pe r siz e. s tanda rd para ll el o r
serial int e rface . In rra spccial S595

SOFTWARE FOR IBM PC

L1J

Bo tto m Line Strategist . . . . .5 295
dBase II
. . . . . . .5 395
Financial Planner . . . . . . . . $489

Flight Simul ato r .
$49
Fr iday .. . . . . . .. .. . . . 51 99
Home Accou nta nt Plus . . . . . S99
Infona r. .
. .$ 299

R o land DXV -8 0 0 P lotte r

M ai lmo rge . .. . . . • . . . . .5 149
Mul t ipl an.
.5 175

Ne w! Le it e r Quality da isywhe(!1
pr in te r w it h 2-co lo r flr inti ng . Lo g ic
seek ing, b i-d irec tio na l, p ro porti ona l
spaci ng, g raph ic & bolr! pri ntin g,
d irec t prin t ing, su perfsu b scrip t,
a ut o do ubl e st rike & u nd(! rl ine. 3 K
. .. SCA LL
bu ffe r . Pa rallel.
SCA LL

' -2 ·3 . . . . . . . . .. . .. $ CA Ll
Pavl 9Ss Tax 2 . . . . . . •. •.51 35

PC Tutor . . . . . . .. . . . . . S59
Peac h Pak IG l . A R, AP ) . .
$239
Pea ch Text 5000 . .. .. .. $23 7
PF S : File

. . . . . . . . . . $95

PF S ; Re port . . . . . . . . . . . 5 8 5
Pro perty Management . . . . .5359
Rea l Estate Ana lyse r .
.S189
Report Manage r . , . . . . , , .$399
Spe ll Gua rd
. . .. . ,$ 11 9
S p e llstar .
. . . . . . .$ 149
S u perC a lc I
. . .. . . . . . .:$99
S upe rCa lc II . . . . . . . . . . .5 169
S upe r Write r . . . . . .. . . . .$ 185
Tax Ma nager . . . . . .. .. • .5 1 79
T KI Soillo r . . . • . . . . .. . .5219
Ve rsa fo r m .
. .5249
VisiCalc .
.51 69
Vis iCil lc / Cdex.
. . . .$239
V isi F ile .
. . . .5219
Vis iDex.
. . .5179
VisiSc hed ule .
. .5 225
V isiWo rd . .
. .. .. . . ..$295
Vi siS p ell .
.
Vis iWord & VisiSpe ll .
Wor ds ta r .
Word star & 5pells ta r . . . . .
Wo rds ta r P rofessipnill .
Wo rdsta r & Ma il me rge .
.

.51 95
.$350
5269
5399
.5469
.5 3 69

5199
. .$ 11 9

$179
. . . .. .. 5 4 9

---~
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'.!.§hj"1 hhi4i·Jmu•
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T he intelligent le tte r-qua lity p rinter
w/ 4 8 K built-in bu ffer m emory , 17

~ . .,• ••••• ,. . . . . ., . . ,. . . . . .,•• ,••••••,: CPS, b i·directiona l, auto ma rg in jus ·

tific a tio n, un ive rsal in te rlaces S 1 ,05 9
Tracto r
.5 1 19
COM AE X CA·'
17 C PS d aisywhee l pri n ter, bi ·direc.
tio nal , Pa rall e l
. $ C AL L

!~ Ir.!!~~~~

....
~
.:

I

A su pe r daisywh e(!1 prin t(! r w/ul tra
fas t 8 0 CPS prin tin g speed, pl us
milny Ou tsta nd ing fe a tures 52,095

.-.
COLUMB IA COM PUT ERS
(I BM ·PC COMP ATI B LE SYSTE MS)
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• 128K ,nT·mory '."11 Th narl Ty
• Hl ·h,t Ill lel 8088 processor
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. . . .S 1 7~
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.S 149
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Multi· Functi o n
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IBM PC a nd XT
New Low Prices!

___

wI,

.
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mj§13jr1mJlfJPfJ

£&ft1QrtlII.",.,

-'-:LE"
ea
COmpUTER
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NE C SPIN WR ITER 3550
NEC's new le t !Cr-qua l,t y printer
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................................................
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row is divided into eight columns of
10 characters each (including spaces).
Each cell of the hypothetical spreadsheet output includes a randomly
generated integer number in the
0-100,000 range. This benchmark
gives us a good idea of numerical
output performance and of a printer's
space-skipping capabilities. A sample
run is shown in figure 8. Table 4
shows the results of running these
fully formed character printer benchmarks on two daisywheel printers.

Cr

Conclusion

Figure 7: First-order Unix on-line manual approximation (1000 characters).

after removing all control characters
and marks below ASCII code 32.
From this new frequency table I implemented a random-text generator
to produce a 1000-character benchmark text that is a first-order approximation of the Unix-English language
in the on-line Unix manuals (see
figure 7). The main distortion of the
sample is shown by the very high frequency of spaces, due to the extensive formatting structure used in the
manuals. Except for a few special
Unix characters, the relative frequencies of the other characters are
generally similar to those from the

65186
95051
56442
73627
66186
99011
32307
71593
17698
16765
10248
84916
22848
51437
93389
16720
84761
6154
84855
70130

86886
70387
67122
54288
23145
29015
41284
93397
32866
71262
34220
11437
6673
87751
36555
99033
35193
69109
38915
46809

Solo and King analysis (once the
higher frequency of spaces is accounted for). On the whole, the approximated Unix-English text, which
includes digits, punctuation marks,
and uppercase characters, is a different and interesting benchmark,
capable of testing the whole rotational spectrum of a fully formed
character printhead.
The final benchmark sample that I
felt should be included in this
analysis is a spreadsheet-like output.
As in the benchmark used for matrix
printers, I have used a table of 20
rows of eight numbers each. Each

72976
53186
70257
42597
46426
65778
42499
26246
24490
52515
83417
98103
35294
41523
21137
86292
6961
60926
83783
18940

79885
97116
74077
5545
12856
93911
73174
51668
56984
93270
91239
58168
27894
10817
43900
40669
41211
62177
46780
14795

7370
32093
66688
76827
48497
37997
21938
47245
81152
61210
45280
61535
58461
54858
89837
72822
33548
72066
8735
34231

Printer benchmarking first must be
divided according to the printing
technology employed. Then, appropriate tests must be developed to
simulate the activities for which the
printer was designed. For dot-matrix
types, printing speed, intelligence,
and printing modes should be ex- ,
amined. Character sequence has little or no effect on speed in this type
of printer. Daisywheel printers need
carefully designed benchmarks that
approximate the occurrence frequency of nati",e (in this case, English) language characters because printwheel
rotation limits performance .•
Sergio Mello-Grand (1143 Quince Ave. , Sunnyvale, CA 94087) is the U.S. editor for the Italian
technical magazines Informatica Oggi and Bit.

49031
95613
45394
51354
5532
89034
22025
13732
12449
55527
19383
69495
10405
35716
78093
59267
40026
70226
38782
23672

45452
93451
33414
56405
36300
79789
76374
48370
903
71912
82151
85183
17385
47947
28871
44970
63873
86018
94658
5856

10725
53494
15685
74106
57126
94676
68251
60907
7263
43501
57365
38162
26760
65592
48652
71495
81243
26575
7736
26533

Figure 8: A spreadsheet simulation featuring eight columns of five-digit random numbers with filling blanks (1600 characters).
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Diablo 630
(31.8)

NEC 7710
(55)

NEC 3510
(35)

Transtar 140
(40)

Brother HR-25
(13)

Brother HR-15
(23)

Olivetti
Praxis 41

Shannon Test (80 characters
wide), 573 characters plus
CR/LF

00:15 38.2

00:13 44.1

00:20 28.6

00:17 33.7

00:28 20.5

00:44 13.0

01 :24 6.8

Shannon Test (60 characters
wide), 573 characters plus
CR/LF

00:16 35 .8

00:13 44.1

00:20 28.6

00:18 31.8

00:29 19.8

00:45 12.7

01 :25 6.7

First·Order English Random
Approximation (60 characters
wide), 1000 characters plus
CR/LF

00:28 35.7

00:24 41.7

00:35 28.6

00:31 32.3

00:50 20.0

01:18 12.8

02:30 6 ..7

Fourth-Order Shakespeare
Random Approximation (60
characters wide), 796
characters plus CR/LF

00:23 34.6

00:19 41 .9

00:29 27.4

00:25 31.8

00:41 19.4

01 :03 12.6

01 :58 6.7

First·Order Unix On· Line
Manual Random Approximation
(60 characters wide), 1000 plus
CR/LF

00:31 32.3

00:24 41 .7

00:37 27.0

00:31 32.3

00:52 19.2

01:16 13.2

02:28 6.8

Spreadsheet Simulation (20
rows of eight 10-character col·
umns with five-digit random
numbers and spaces) , 1600
characters plus CR/LF

00:29 55.2

00 :27 59.3

00 :38 42 .1

00:39 41.0

01 :30 17.8

01 :33 17.2

03:22 7.9

Table 4: A comparison of seven daisywheel printers using the benchmark tests discussed in the text. CRILF, in the first column, means
"carriage return and linefeed."

,PORTABLE

68QQO

DECADES OF SERVICE
FROM THE NATION'S LARGEST NEe DEALER

...rI7r' THE PERFECT
" I:J '-t SOLUTION

..IIIIh.. Advanced Personal
AIL Computer

PC-8800

~

ASSEMBLER
MOTOROLA SYNTAX
MACROS
LI NKER
CONDITIONALS
OBJECT LIBRARIAN
CROSS REFERENCE
STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING FEATURES
OBJECT CODE OPTIMIZED
FOR CP/M-ao, CP/M-6aK, CP/M-a6
OR IBM-PC DOS

$300

Quelo

(206) 784·8018

843 NW 54th
Seattle, WA 98107

mornings
Dick Curtiss

CPIM is a trademark of Digital Research
IBM·PC is a trademark of IBM

Circle 311 on inquiry card.

PC-8200
portable computer

qijli\

-Low Prices
-Support
-Service
-Leasing
-Exporting

NEe, IMS, MORROW ON GSA
& N.Y.S. OGS CONTRACTS

-.

Washington Computer Services
I $750

PORTABLE C SOURCE

INCLUDED:
-Comprehensive
Business Software
-High Resolution
Graphics
-8 & 16 BH Power
-Built-in Reliability
-User Friendly

97 Spring Street
N.Y. , N.Y. 10012

(212) 226-2121

HOURS : 9AM · 5 PM / Monday ' Friday

PLEAS E' Do

TELEX : 12· 5606

..

({{~~~~»)
.. ...,
CABLE: WASHCOMP NYK

not confuse us with mail order dealers. We are a full
• service distributor serving the data processing & installa·
tion needs of business and industry from micros to mainframes. System houses,
educational institutions & governmental agencies given special co nsideration.
Dealer and international inquiries welcome.

Circle 384 on inquiry card.
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with SpredSt.trt "

SuperCa/c~

with SpeedSt"rr

MicroPlan

with Spe edS,..rt "

GraphPlan'u
with Spe cdSt.frt "

I ARGET
I lf1iHlC IClI

Mode ling "
,~;th

Sp eedS,..rl'"

: ",: S ELECT
'ff
,,

,,

with SpeedSt"rt "

personal ~~~rr
with SpeedSMrt ·
MO VE-IT
with Spe edS,..rt "
DR Graph

Concurrent CP/M'"

U

~

Introducin
software for the BM®PC
with a $350 bonus!
Now's the time to invest in the business
software you've wanted for your IBM Pc.
Because for a limited time, if you buy any two
of the famous business programs in the CP/M
Applications Library!'" we'll give you the
highly-acclaimed Concurrent CP/MTM operating
system for your IBM PC-absolutely free.
That's a bonus worth $350:"

can be by-passed to run software under
the IBM PC operating system of the futurethe remarkable, multi-tasking Concurrent
CP/M.

The operating system of the future can be
yours-free!

There's a good reason why Concurrent CP/M
is receiving rave reviews by industry experts.
Introducing SpeedStart'"'-the exclusive It enables your IBM PC to run up to four
separate jobs at the same time .
load-&-go software system.
You can load all of your applications at once,
The CP/M Applications Library offers more
and instantly switch from one program to
than just the best name-brand IBM PC software
the next with the touch of a key!
in the business. Each of our applications
For example, by using WordStar" and
delivers the unmatched convenience of our
SuperCalc"2 simultaneously, you can print
exclusive SpeedStart single disk system.
documents
while working on your budget. You
SpeedStart is a special version of the powerful
.
can
even
exchange
data from one application
CP/M-86" operating system that's built
to another. The time-saving possibilities
into each of our software disks.
are
endless.
When you're ready to work, just load the disk,
Best of all, this $350 operating system is
turn on your IBM PC and go!
yours for the asking when you buy any two
SpeedStart eliminates the time-consuming task
IBM PC business software packages from
of loading a separate operating disk and
the CP/M Applications Library at your
then "installing" the software.
computer store.
In fact, the SpeedStart system gets you to
But hurry, this special offer ends March I,
work faster and easier than any other
1984! For the name of the nearest parsoftware available today.
[Q]
ticipating dealer call toll free:
Best of all, it's yours at no
800-227-1617, ext. 404
extra cost.
(in California, 800-772-3545,
ext. 404).
What's more, SpeedStart

DIGITAL

RESEARCH™

Buy any two applications
and get Concurrent CP/M
FREE!
Circle 454 on inquiry card .
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Benchmarking
FORTRAN Compilers
Insights into comparing FORTRAN compilers
by Avram Tetewsky
FORTRAN, or FORmula TRANslation, is a high-level programming language. This means it is "easy to use"
or "designed for people;' in contrast
with low-level machine language,
which is difficult to use. Unfortunately, computers don't understand FORTRAN-they understand only machine language. To convert FORTRAN to machine language, we use
a FORTRAN compiler.
FORTRAN was designed to be
easier to use than machine language,
but it was also designed to make
scientific formulas easy to program.
However, because scientific formulas
can be long, FORTRAN programs
also need to be fast . Otherwise, a
weather-forecasting program might
take 20 hours to come up with a forecast you need in 10 hours.
This is where benchmark testing of
FORTRAN compilers can be useful,
because a benchmark can tell you
which compiler creates the fastest

Compiler
Microsoft FORTRAN and LlNK·80
Supersoft FORTRAN-66 and LlNK-V2
Microsoft FORTRAN-?? and LlNK-V2
DEC FORTRAN -?? for VAX 11/780
IBM VS FORTRAN -?? for MVS 370
operating system and LlNKEDIT

code. In a compiler benchmark test,
you present the same FORTRAN
program-the benchmark-to several
compilers, compile the program, and
run the resulting machine code from
each compiler. The compiler that
generates the fastest-running machine-code version of the benchmark
is the winner. Some classic benchmark programs are the Sieve of
Eratosthenes (a method of finding
prime numbers) and Whetstone (a
mix of different arithmetic computations originally done in the ALGOL
computer language) .
However, these benchmarks have
a shortcoming in that they use only
local data, that is, small amounts of
data located in one area of memory.
I believe that, to be fair, a benchmark
should also test how efficiently a
compiled program deals with large
amounts of data located in all areas
of memory. After all, compilers may
have different ways of managing

Disk
Space
(bytes)

Library Space
on Disk
(bytes)

RAM
Space*
(bytes)

40K
89K
240K
208K

30K
117K
124K
1460K

48K
128K
128K
V 500K

818K

924K

V 2048K

*Not including operating-system space; V indicates virtual

Table 1: Disk and RAM requirements for FORTRAN compilers. For the mainframe systems,
specifying RAM size is difficult because of the virtual-memory capabilities of the mainframe. (Virtual-memory capability allows a computer to run programs larger than its physical
memory can hold.)
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large amounts of memory; some
ways may be more efficient than
others. Finding out which way is
better can be very important if you
intend to use your FORTRAN compiler on programs that use a lot of
data.
Another shortcoming of the classic
benchmarks is that they do not test
the compile and link times of a compiler. In other words, while the
classic benchmarks do tell you how
fast the compiled program runs, they
do not tell you how long it took the
compiler to generate the compiled
program. Without this information,
you may discover that your superfast
code takes a superlong time to
compile.
Finally, the classic benchmarks do
not measure how well compilers
handle I/O (input/output) and arraysubscript operations. If they performed this measurement, you
would know how well a compiler
handles programs that have many
I/O statements and matrix operations.
To test how well a FORTRAN compiler manages large amounts of data
from all over memory (called global
data), how fast it compiles, and how
fast the compiled code runs, I decided to write my own benchmarks,
the results of which are presented in
this article. I would have included the
listings of the benchmark programs,
too, but they are longer than this article and there is no room for them.
Also, I could not benchmark complete I/O and matrix operations

Compiler

Setting

Microsoft FORTRAN
Microsoft FORTRAN·77

None

Comments and
Setting Definitions

$STORAGE :4
$NODEBUG
$NOFLOATCALLS
CALL MBPROO
Supersoft FORTRAN·66

DEC VAX FORTRAN·77
IBM VS FORTRAN·77

CALL SUBOF%
FORTRAN/nodebug/
optimize/no check
Optimization = 2

Table 2: Compiler option settings.

INTEGER'2 defaults
Always optimizes
INTEGER '4 by default
No subscript checking
This gives fastest 8087 support
Treat W4 and W8 as declared
Defaults to INTEGEW2
There is no INTEGEW4
No subsc ript checking

Choose this setting for reliability

mark comparisons and be sure that
I'm comparing oranges to oranges,
I've tried to set as many variables as
possible the same way from compiler
to compiler. For instance, each compiler has a variety of switch settings
that disable or enable options such as
optimization, subscript checking,
and default storage. I used the settings shown in table 2.
When I measured execution times,
I was careful to separate operating, system and IIO-dependent overhead
from the results. For example, most
mainframe systems are multitasking,
so that the computer sandwiches in
yO~lr program with several others. If
you used a stopwatch to measure the
time it took the mainframe computer
to run your program, you would actually be measuring the time the
computer took to run your program,
several other programs, and the
operating-system program that keeps
the whole mess straight.
To accurately measure the execution time of my mainframe benchmarks, I used job-step time, which
includes only a small amount of
operating-system time. In addition, I
performed the tests at 6:00 a.m. to increase the likelihood that no other
tasks would be running on the computer. I also set up the measurements
so that 110 to the terminal was excluded. For example, it took my DEC

because of a lack of time.
will run most existing standard FORYou'll notice that I benchmarked TRAN code. None of the microcommainframe as well as microcomputer puter compilers I benchmarked have
compilers. I did this to give you an been tested by the National Bureau
idea of how closely microcomputer- of Standards, but they have been
compiler systems are approaching tested by the marketplace, so you can
mainframe-compiler systems in be reasonably sure that they are all
terms of execution speed.
pretty much standard FORTRAN.
Besides benchmarking, another
way to compare compilers is by the To Be Fair ...
amount of disk and RAM (randomSo many variables are in the typical
access read/write memory) space that hardware-compiler system that it's
they need . For your convenience, difficult to make a fair comparison.
table 1 lists the amount of disk and For instance, when you compare a
RAM storage space that each com- compiler that runs on the IBM Perpiler needs. This is essential informa- sonal Computer with one that runs
tion to have when you read the on an Otrona Attache, you are combenchmarks because you may find paring more than the compilers-you
that the compiler that did so well in . are comparing the computers, too. To
the benchmarks won't fit in your be as fair as possible in my benchcomputer.
All the benchmarks in the world
Computation Time in Microseconds
won't mean a thing if your compiler
Type
Type
Microsoft FORTRAN
does not compile standard FOR4,77 MHz
of
of
8.0 MHz DEC VAX IBM 30810
Data
Computation
8088 & 8087
8086 & 8087 FORTRAN FORTRAN
TRAN. The two standard versions
are FORTRAN-66 and FORTRAN-77.
local
addition
28.5
17.0
0.3
0 .18
The numbers stand for 1966 and 1977,
addition
44.5
26.5
global
0.57
1.3
local
subtracti on
30.2
18.0
0.26
0.8
the years in which FORTRAN was
global
subtraction
45 .3
27.0
1.8
0.58
standardized by ANSI (American
local
31.9
19.0
multiplication
0.5
0.36
National Standards Institute). For a
global
multiplication
46.1'
27 .5
2.8
0.66
division
local
32.0
5.1
53 .7
0.84
sizable fee, the National Bureau of
division
global
68.0
40.5
5.9
1.04
Standards Software Test Center (5203
cosine
local
721
430.0
96.3 1
6.51
Leesburg Pike, Suite 1100, Falls
global
cosine
758
452.0
103. 8
6.83
local
arc cosine
551
329 .0
94 .6
11 .01
Church, VA 22041) will test a comglobal
arc cosine
351 .0
98.31
11.40
588
piler to ensure that it meets ANSI
local
arc tangent
31 .4
4.99
278
166.5
specifications. Among microcomglobal
arc tangent
317
189.0
33.5
5.48
local
exponential
499
298.0
48.9
8.98
puter software companies, only
global
exponential
536
320 .0
52.9
9.31
Digital Research has decided to brave
local
natural log.
467
279 .0
45 .7
7.77
this test; most mainframe compilers
global
natural log .
49.4
506
302 .5
8 .36
138
local
square root
82 .5
36.7
6.34
are already certified. If Digital Reglobal
square root
176
105.5
49.6
7.09
search's compiler (which is not yet
Table 3: Single-precision computation speed with local and global data (global data is labeled
available) passes the test, it will be a
COMMON in FORTRAN) .
virtual guarantee that its compiler
February 1984 © BYTE P ublica tions Inc.
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Listing 1: The Timer routine for Microsoft FORTRAN version 3.1.

EXTERNAL
INTEGER*4

TICKERS
ITIMEl, ITIME2, CENTI

CALL TICKER(ITIMEl)
CALL TICKER(ITIME2)
CENTI = ITIME2 - ITIMEI
TICKER BY W. CLAFF FOR MICROSOFT FORTRAN V3.1
CONTACT THE BOSTON COMPUTER SOCIETY
ONE CENTER PLAZA BOSTON MASS 02108
IBM-SCIENCE SUBGROUP FOR MORE INFORMATION
EXTRACT TIME FROM DOS
CONVERT BCD TIME FROM DOS TO CENTISECONDS
SEGMENT
'CODE'
TICKERS
PUBLIC
TICKER
TICKER
PROC
FAR
PUSH
BP
MOV
BP,SP
AX
PUSH
PUSH
BX
PUSH
CX
PUSH
OX
MOV
AH, 02CH
INT
021H
CX,DX
XCHG
MOV
AL, CH
MOV
BL, 100
MUL
BL
CH, 0
MOV
CX, AX
ADD
AL, DH
MOV
MOV
BL, 60
MUL
BL
MOV
DH, 0
AX, OX
ADD
MOV
OX, 0
MOV
BX, 6000
MUL
BX
CX, AX
ADD
OX, 0
ADC
BX, DWORD PTR 6[BP]
LES
MOV
ES: [BX] , CX
ES: [BX+2] ,OX
MOV
POP
OX
CX
POP
BX
POP
POP
AX
BP
POP
4
RET
ENDP
TIC!-<ER
TICKERS
ENDS
END
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,

(Digital Equipment Corporation) VAX.
computer 3 seconds to perform a
benchmark and an additional 3 seconds to update the terminal with the
results. If I hadn't taken steps to
separate the terminal 110 time from
the true results, I would have come
up with a misleading benchmark
time of 6 seconds.
With microcomputer benchmarks,
most of the results can be obtained
with a stopwatch. You can also check
the time automatically with the
Supersoft compiler's timer call if you
are using the Supersoft compiler or
with the Timer routine in listing 1 if
you are using the Microsoft compiler.
(W. Claff, the author of Timer, notes
that some systems are more accurate
than others. For example, an IBM PC
with or without a Quadboard is accurate to only 0.05 second, while a
Seattle Gazelle is accurate to 0.01 second .) The only benchmark that is
best timed with a software timer is
the global- versus local-data benchmark. This is because of the short
times involved.
I usually did not include the time
to load information from the microcomputer's disks when I measured
compiling and linking time. Even
when I did include the loading time,
it made little difference because
microcomputer compile and link
times are relatively long compared to
disk~load times. I attempted to have
scratch files on one drive and the
source on the other to minimize diskdrive head-movement times.
You may notice in the benchmark
results that I mention an 8-MHz 8087
arithmetic processor chip. Although
this item is not yet available, it soon
will be. To calculate the effect of an
arithmetic coprocessor, I took the factual increase in compiler speeds that
such a coprocessor affords at 4- and
6-MHz clock speeds and extrapolated
the increase to 8 MHz .

Benchmark Results
Tables 3 and 4 show the differences
in computation speed when data is
local or global. To get a good feel for
the difference, I used many different
types of algebraic and trigonometric
computations with both single- and
double-precision numbers.
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Type
of
Data

Type
of
Computati on

local
global
local
global
local
global
local
global
local
global
local
global
local
global
local
global
local
global
local
global

addition
addition
subtraction
subtraction
multiplication
multiplication
division
division
cosine
cosine
arc cosine
arc cosine
arc tangent
arc tangent
exponential
exponential
natural log .
natural log .
square root
square root

Computation Time in Microseconds
Microsoft FORTRAN
8.0 MHz DEC VAX IBM 30810
4.77 MHz
8086 & 8087 FORTRAN FORTRAN
8088 & 8087

average increase
in time due to
use of global data

31 .0
46.2
31 .9
46 .1
33.5
47 .8
55.3
69.6
736
766
581
612
303
332
525
555
494
523
152
183

18.5
27.5
19.0
27 .5
20.0
28.5
33 .0
41 .5
439
457
347
365
181
198
313
331
295
312
91
109

2.4
4.7
2.5
5.0
5.5
6.6
8.9
11 .3
231
234
148
150
52.7
55.7
90 .9
94 .1
86.4
98.3
49.0
54.0

0.16
0.47
0.28
0.34
0.53
0.70
1.20
1.49
9.26
9.90
16.90
17.37
5.91
6.32
10.63
11 .26
11.45
11.90
8.70
9.23

22.6

13.5

3.7

0.38

Table 4: Double-precision computation speed with local and global data .

Notice that the microcomputer
compiler is much slower than the
mainframe compilers. Also, on all
machines global data does indeed
take longer to process. But the most
important point of this table is how
much longer one compiler takes to
process global data than another
compiler. The average increase in
computing time due to global data is
shown at the bottom of the table.
There, you see that the IBM 30810
computer and its FORTRAN compiler take the least additional time to
handle global data.
Table 5 shows the results of the
compile- and link-timing tests. I also
listed the sizes of the compiled code
for the smallest FORTRAN benchmark program that I could write. The
benchmark program I used just adds
two floating-point numbers together
and uses a formatted WRITE statement to send the output to the
screen.

What Your Benchmark Will Never Tell You
You can't depend on benchmarks to make
your mind up for you because some things
can't be benchmarked, such as ease of use
and suitability. During my testing of FORTRAN compilers, I formed some opinions
and made some observations.

Microsoft FORTRAN, Version
3.44 for CP/M-SO Systems
Despite an error in format-repetition factors, lack of complex variables, and no backspacing on sequential data files, this is a
solid product. While it does have INTEGER"4 variables, it does not allaw for
INTEGER"4 do-loop control. In addition,
you must follaw a rigid ordering of statements, the worst being that all declarations
must appear before the COMMON statements. Finally, you are limited to 64K bytes
minus the CP/M operating-system data
plus code. Unfortunately, LINK-80 steals
13K bytes of this space.
On the plus side, it has a fast compile
and link time, requires only a small
amount of disk space, and, with the addition of Phoenix's PLINK-II, an overlay
linker, you can build some extremely sophisticated programs. Alas, Microsoft no .
longer updates FORTRAN.
Microsoft FORTRAN-77 ANSI
Subset, Version 3.1 for MS-DOS
This compiler, after several miserable
222

releases, works well. The manual is of high
quality, the code it produces is very fast,
and the price is right at $350.
The major shortcoming is that this twopass compiler produces scratch files that
are about two to three times larger than
the input source file. Besides taking a long
time to compile, dual 350K-byte floppy-disk
. drives are inadequate for large programs.
High-performance machines such as the
IBM PC XI; Seattle Gazelle (hard-disk or
8-inch drives), or an Otrona 8:16 with
96-TPI drives might be a better choice. For
PC awners, a 320K-btjte drive C: (RAM)
disk would also work (power supply
permitting).
Finally, the restriction that no array can
be larger than 64K bytes, and that multiple large arrays must be in separate labeled
COMMON blocks, still prevents one from
running some mainframe programs .
Microsoft is working on new versions that
will ease this restriction and also support
the COMPLEX variable type.

Supersoft FORTRAN-66, Version
1.07 for MS-DOS
The main virtue of this compiler is that
it can be used on a dual 350K-byte floppydisk system. While it has many nice extensions to the FORTRAN-66 language,
too many of them are nonstandard. Supersoft has fixed many of the problems in ver-
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sion 2.1, now in beta test. In addition, IBM
PC graphics will be supported, and a
rewrite of the manual is promised.
Supersoft FORTRAN limits progmms to
64K bytes of data and 64K bytes of code.
Although this compiler has COMPLEX
variables, it lacks INTEGER"4 variables.
In an attempt to ensure that only the subroutines used by a program would be included in the executable file, Supersoft
made the poor design decision to automatically break up object modules into separate
files for each subroutine. This creates a
mess at link time.

Digital Research FORTRAN-77,
for CP/M-86 and MS-DOS
This will be available early in 1984.
While I have received the manuals (they
are excellent), I can only relay the company
answers to my questions at this time.
This is a full ANSI-77 FORTRAN with
8087 support. Large memory models are
included. The total number of elements in
anyone array can't exceed 64K bytes. In
addition, DRI claims that the scratch files
are V3 to Ji2 of the input source file size,
so a dual 350K-byte system should be adequate. DRI FORTRAN programs can also
call routines written in DRI C or 8086
assembly language.

A flawless future is in sight with 3M diskettes.
When it comes to keeping track of precious data, predictable
means reliable. Being able to count on every diskette, every time.
At 3M, reliability is built into every diskette. We've been in the
computer media business for over 30 years. And we've never settled
in. We're constantly improving and perfecting our product line,
from computer tape and data cartridges to floppy disks.
3M diskettes are made at 3M. That way, we have complete control
over the entire manufacturing process. And you can have complete
confidence in the reliability of every 3M diskette you buy.
Look in the Yellow Pages under Computer Supplies and Parts for
the 3M distributor nearest you. In Canada, write 3M Canada, Inc.,
London, Ontario. If it's worth remembering, it's worth 3M diskettes.
3M hears you ...
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Compiler

Source
Pass 1
Rei
Pass 2
Object
COM/EXE
File
Compile
File
Compile
File
Link
File
Time
Size
Time
Size
Time
Size
Size
(K bytes) (seconds) (K bytes) (seconds) (K bytes) (seconds) (K bytes)

Microsoft FORTRAN
and
Microsoft Linker
for CP/M-80
(with floppy disk)
2'
Microsoft FORTRAN -??
and
Microsoft Linker
for MS-DOS
(with hard disk)
0.25
Supersoft FORTRAN -66
and
Microsoft Linker
for MS-DOS
(with hard disk)
0.25

7

2

8

1.38

13

5

0.5

5

13

8

0.84 ' ,

40

31

0.75

43

20

'This size is due to the operating system rather than the compiler
, 'A 15K-byte scratch file was also used

Table 5: The compile and link times for three compilers, as well as the size of the output
files for the smallest program I could write.

Execution Time

Compiler

Hardware

Microsoft
FORTRAN

4-MHz Z80A
4-MHz Z80A with 9511
and 9512 coprocessors
4.7-MHz 8088 without 8087
4.7-MHz 8086 without 8087
4.7-MHz 8088 with 8087
4.7-MHz 8086 with 8087
4.7-MHz 8088 with in-line 8087
4.7-MHz 8086 with in-line 8087
8-MHz 8086 without 8087
8-MHz 8086 with 8087
8-MHz 8086 with in-line 8087
4.7-MHz 8088 without 8087
4.7-MHz 8086 without 8087
4.7-MHz 8088 with 8087
4.7-MHz 8086 with 8087
8-MHz 8086 without 8087
8-MHz 8086 with 8087
10-MHz 68000 software
DEC VAX 11/780 with floating point
IBM 4341 Model I with floating point
IBM 30810 with floating point

Microsoft
FORTRAN-??

Supersoft
FORTRAN-66

Unix FORTRAN-??
DEC VAX FORTRAN-??
IBM FORTRAN-66
IBM FORTRAN-??

40 min
o

8 min, 38.0
10
6 min, 44 .0
57.0
40.7
33.0
26.7
4 min, 1.3
24.3
15.7
7 min, 40.0
6 min, 50.0
2 min , 1.0
1 min, 32 .0
3 min, 29.0
55.1
2 min, 14.0
3 .0
2.3
0 .3

sec
min
sec
sec
sec
sec
sec
sec
sec
sec
sec
sec
sec
sec
sec
sec
sec
sec
sec
sec

Table 6: Compiled IEEE program execution times. "In-line 8087" means that the compiler has been set to assume that an 8087 coprocessor is available.

The clear winner in compile and
link time is Microsoft's FORTRAN
compiler for CP/M-80 computers. It
is also a single-pass compiler, which
means it takes less total time to compile code.
Table 6 shows the results of a
traditional execution-speed test. I
used the IEEE (Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers) digitalsignal-processing Remez exchange
program as a representative number224
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crunching program rather than one
of the classic benchmark programs.
Because the IEEE program can be run
in 64K bytes, I was able to use the
program on all the computers.
No clear software winner emerges
because the hardware makes so
much of a difference. But, in terms
of FORTRAN execution speed, the
best microcomputer software-andhardware combination is Microsoft's
FORTRAN-77 for MS-DOS and the

Otrona Attache or Seattle Gazelle
computers. This combination completed the IEEE program in 15.66
seconds.
In a final benchmark, I tested
video-screen 110. The test consisted
of writing 100 lines to the screen .
CP/M-80 version 2.2 scored 5 seconds
on the Otrona Attache 8:16; MS-DOS
version 2.0 scored 17 seconds on the
IBM Pc. Both computers used 110mapped video via the operatingsystem console calls.
It's important to remember that the
benchmark results are not the only
thing to consider. You also have to
consider price versus performance,
price versus product support, price
versus legacy, and what your application of the compiler will be. Perhaps
in your application of the compiler,
fast compile times mean nothing but
price means everything. Remember
to give benchmark results their
proper rank in the hierarchy of compiler features that are important to
you .•
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HyperGraphid' is the unique new authoring
system that allows you to create custom color
graphic screens and animation in minutes.
This unique communications language was
written to provide the easiest to use graphic
software available for the IBM pc, xt, pc jr.
and compatibles. Only software application
programs written in HyperGraphics"'allow the
user to store up to 1,000 color graphic screens
in 320 kb. and to create any graphic symbol
and even animation using only the 10 function
keys and two key strokes! Two application

programs are available at your local computer
retailer. The Authoring System is a complete,
easy to use graphic editor for creating diskette
based tutorials, help facilities and marketing
presentations. The Presentation System is a
menu driven tool featuring easy to construct
business graphics. These fine products retail
for only $395.00 and $349.00 respectively.
You won't believe how easy it is to create
sophisticated color graphic presentations and
CAl programs ... absolutely no previous
programming experience is necessary!
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75080 (214) 783-9900
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software and make sure it gets to you promptly.
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Call ITM. Because when you're in the market for software, you deserve more than
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Benchmark Confessions
A close look at sometimes subjective tests
by Peter Marvit and Mohandas Nair
Everyone has OpInIOnS on three
subjects-sex, religion, and benchmarks. While the first two are influenced by cultural and personal
tastes, benchmark results often masquerade as objective fact cloaked in
scientific methodology and absolute
numbers. Figures don't lie, but liars
figure, as the saying goes, and benchmarks are prime targets for selective
interpretation and general confusion.
In presenting our philosophy of
benchmarks in this article, we will
focus on complete computer systems,
but the principles involved are general and can be adapted to cover
specific peripherals. We have not
tried to encompass the entire field of
benchmark methodology, but rather,
provide guidelines and considerations for all who read and perform
benchmarks-computer users, salesmen, and designers. Benchmarking
is, at best, problematic, and at worst,
a gross distortion of reality, but you
can make the best of an impossible
situation if you enter this fray armed
with specific directions.
When we look at the role of benchmarks we need to ask questions,
such as: What are they? Who uses
them? How are they used? Understanding the background and intentions of benchmarks is the key to in-

terpreting the results. How those
results are reported is also crucial. .
Complete information must be given
if the results are to be meaningful. We
recommend a point-to-point list of
what may be included in a good
benchmark write-up. The delicate
issue of benchmark design and
validity requires a great deal of
thought. This article skims over
many parts of the problem and
points toward several avenues of
investigation.

The Role of Benchmarks
A benchmark is an objective,
reproducible measure of performance (e.g., execution-speed comparisons, object size, or device interrupt
latency measures). It assists us in
placing system performance within a
continuum, be it a list of times measuring I/O (input/output) performance, or the like. Thus, from an individual standpoint, benchmarks are
a means of comparing one system to
others. Benchmarks form a strong
feedback mechanism to manufacturers and software designers so that
they can gauge how their creations
will rate in the marketplace. However, the inherent attractiveness of
using benchmark reports in advertisements demands of the buyer the

skill of differentiating the sales pitch
from the benchmark information.
But even if we have this skill, what's
so important about benchmarks?
A computer purchase is roughly
analogous to buying a car. Obviously, the decision-making process
varies but very few people only think
about performance and nothing else.
Clearly, many other factors may be
brought into the decision-making
process. Benchmarks are but a part
of the selection, decision, or evaluation process. Some individuals take
benchmarks very seriously while
others are unaffected or not highly
influenced by them. All in all, benchmarks have a place in the comparison/evaluation process.

The Audience
We classify the audiences for
benchmarks into engineers (makers),
marketers (sellers), and users
(buyers). Each has its own needs and
methods of evaluating benchmarks.
The engineer wants to optimize the
system's design. The benchmark is a
test that analyzes parts of a computer
system and displays bottleneck areas
or poorly performing components
that can be improved. By varying
a single element in the system, an
engineer can improve the system perFebruary 1984 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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formance, using a benchmark pro- tion, but the results of a simple
gram as the measuring instrument benchmark provided by the manuto compare one system configuration facturer tend to support claims of fast
processing:'
against another.
But results don't tell the story. The
Marketing people want to sell a
product. They would love nothing story requires much more informabetter than a single number that tion such as details of configurations
conclusively shows that their com- used, the methodology used in tests,
puter outperforms the competition. etc. A comment on performance
Benchmarks also provide some in- serves no purpose to the true benchdication about who the competition marker, but feeds incomplete inforreally is and what market niche the mation to readers who enjoy sweepcomputer should target. Unfortu- ing, unsupported ideas, even if true.
nately, benchmark results serve as litIronically, we received a copy of a
tle more than advertisements.
benchmark report, generated by Teus
Finally, the user wants objective Hagen and Andrew Tenenbaum from
comparisons between the different Amsterdam, entitled "Two Programs,
computer systems he might pur- Many Unix Systems" (see reference
chase. Benchmarks appeal to his 4) that highlighted the same proneed for (theoretically) unbiased reporting of a system's performance.
Benchmarks indicate
However, each user's needs vary
who the competition
depending on experience. Of course,
really is and what
the ideal solution to benchmarking is
to take the final applications that the
market niche a
users perform and run them on the
should
computer
various computers. This usually
target.
proves impossible, especially for
complex applications. To further the
problem, future needs can rarely be cessor-bound benchmark program.
anticipated and so any testing will be They ran this program on a multitude
speculative. Again, this leaves us of competitive systems. With amazlooking at existing benchmarks, ing coincidence, the results they
armed with the ability to discern fact derived on the systems were identical
from advertising hype. Hence, let's to those published in the EON articonsider how benchmarks are mis- cle. However, Hagen and Tenenbaum
used, in our attempt to isolate a drew the following conclusion:
solution.
"None. You should take these measurements with a grain of salt, or betMisuses of Benchmarks
ter yet, an imperial gallon of salt:' In
In benchmark reporting, we have two reports with the same results, we
discovered a very narrow but distinct encounter two different messages.
path between truths and lies. Devel- Such situations are common but this
oping the skill of telling not-really- does not negate their contradicting
the-truth and not-downright-lies is effect on a fast-reading, often overimportant for successful benchmark- looking audience. Possibly, further
ing. Many people look upon bench- detailed information could clear up
marks as marketing hogwash, only any confusion about how these conclusions were derived.
coincidental with facts.
But the lack of detailed information
Ironically, incomplete information
is as dangerous as lying in the bench- is not the only stumbling block in
mark world. Consider an article pub- benchmark reporting. For example,
lished in EON magazine highlighting consider person M who endeavors to
a Unix-based benchmark with perfor- buy a used car. M visits a reputable
mance numbers for various com- dealership, isolates a few choices,
petitive systems (see reference 1). and finally decides on a beautiful car
Under the subheading "Test Results that has been kept indoors, under
Tell the Story" we read, "System beautiful lighting. The car is dry,
capabilities are subject to interpreta- clean, and reasonably priced. M pur228
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chases the car, drives it off the lot,
and discovers, on a rainy day, that the
car leaks. Benchmarks can provide a
showroom atmosphere to flawed
products in a similar manner. By
highlighting the good and overshadowing flaws, a benchmark report can deceive an audience until
that terrible rainy day.

Picking Valid Benchmark Reports
As we discussed before, benchmark reports can deceive more than
inform by giving incomplete data.
However, the effect that benchmarks
have on us can be approached rationally-as rationally as one approaches
any form of advertising without discounting everything. The following
considerations may assist in developing this rational approach toward
reading and writing benchmarks by
being less caught up in the results
and more involved with how the information is presented. Look at any
benchmark report and consider the
following:
• Who originated/authored the
report? Obviously a report on the
XYZ computer done by the company
that created the product will show
the XYZ to be successful. Unbiased
reports are hard to obtain but one
technique would be to get benchmarks from other companies that include the XYZ computer in their
reports as a competitive measure.
Thus, if you want to benchmark XYZ,
don't obtain benchmark reports from
them, ask other companies for their
reports that involve XYZ. Chances
are they would report on the XYZ
rationally.
• Determine the objective of the
report. Here emerges the need for
abstracts, detailed introductions, and
summaries. Readers usually tend to
read the introduction, the graph, and
run to the conclusions of a benchmark report; thus, the need to identify and establish the message in any
report. If you don't get the message
clearly, drop the report-it will do
more harm than good. Examples of
clearly directed reports/articles are
references 5 and 13.
• Descriptions are needed of the
methodology used. Without a suc-

cinct description of how the benchmarks were performed, there is no
use describing the results. The reader
wants to reproduce these results to
completely trust them, and comments on the technique used would
be helpful. Descriptions of the programs or benchmarks used and further descriptions of the environments
where testing took place are crucial
to a successful benchmark report.
e Are source listings provided?
Documented source code or listings
of the actual benchmark program will
give the readers a clearer understanding of what was performed .
From this, we can reproduce the
benchmark and criticize or applaud
the technique. There's something
about actual code that makes it all
seem so technical and accurate.
e Detail the systems used in the
benchmark . The report should give
exact detail about the systems on
which the benchmark was run. This
would guard against readers who
assume too much about the results
obtained or the use of systems that
are unmarketed, souped-up versions
used only for the benchmark . Still
sticking to our concern for reproducibility, we need details of the system
configuration. The system configuration should be included in any
benchmark report.
eResults are never forgotten . Benchmark reports always display results,
results, and results. "We beat them by
SX (times) performance difference" is
all we hear. The public seems to crave
a single, definite X value that, to
them, describes complete system
performance in comparison to other
competitive systems. We realize that
an average number like 1.SX or 2X is
nothing but an average estimation of
comparative system performance.
Comparative X values are useless
unless the results are linked with
what is being compared; e.g. , 2X
(times) better than system Y in 110
capability.
Benchmark results are usually represented graphically as well as in raw
number form. We suggest that results
be displayed in absolute raw numbers in combination with either a
relative graph or an absolute graph.

The main aim of benchmark reports is to inform, display results, and
discuss findings . As in any scientific
experiment, raw numbers or graphs
are irrelevant scribblings without
careful analysis and interpretation. In
other words, when you hold a benchmark report in your hand next, look
for a position or conclusions taken by
the author. If the author has not
made one, don't make one yourself.

Benchmark Design
Questions about benchmark programs and their design still remain .
A look at benchmark programs today
is a study in dichotomies: simple
single-task processes vs. complex
multitask global programs. Current
taste favors the former.

If the author of a
benchmark report has
not made a conclusion,
don't make one
yourself.
First and foremost, small singletask programs are easier to use and
understand. People can usually comprehend their purpose and method
without difficulty. They seem to test
a single element in a computer system (e.g., processor speed, disk access, etc.). Like minimalist art,
streamlined programs have an elegant aesthetic. Because they are (presumably) easy to run, reproducing
results presents few problems. These
small programs often suffer from
their simplicity, however. As mentioned before, the well-placed spotlight of a single benchmark focuses
attention on one aspect of system
performance, ignoring the rest. The
question of exactly what the one program actually measures rears its formidable head again.
The gargantuan global benchmarks
provide a stark contrast. Usually
transported via many reels of magnetic tape and the child of laborious
years of effort, these complex tasks
require considerable expertise and
time to set up and run. They produce
voluminous statistics on many aspects of a system's performance.

Since their design supposedly reflects the requirements of typical
computer loads, the results should
predict real-life situations. Unfortunately, the global benchmark design is frequently not independently
verified and the results are often
cryptic-hardly the stuff for managerial decisions. Completeness can
also be a problem. One missing software utility used at the beginning of
the benchmark stymies the rest of the
run since subsequent tests rely on
previous results. To compound the
problem, standardization from system to system is difficult due to differences in language and operating
system versions, enhancements, and
omissions.
One approach to system benchmarks is to use the following
paradigm. To admittedly oversimplify the matter, a system benchmark
could consist of an 110 loop and a
central processing unit loop. You introduce parameters that determine
how many times the individual loops
are iterated. That way, you can have
a program that is as IIO-bound or
processor-bound as desired. To test
different application conditions, you
merely vary those parameters and
the number of programs running
concurrently. This conceptual model
offers four advantages: (1) basic
modules can be easily coded; (2) each
module can test a discrete function;
(3) individual modules are easily run
and understood; (4) programs can be
combined to produce complex tasks
that simulate real-world applications.
Many problems and considerations
are inherent in benchmark implementation. The actual coding is nontrivial. For example, each language
has certain strengths and weaknesses, but a programmer must be
careful that the benchmark measures
system performance and not his or
her own cleverness. Certain languages
(and hardware, for that matter) tempt
the programmer to use tricks that
bias the test. For example, a microprocessor might decrement faster
than add and so appear faster with
an addition-only program. Code
transportability must be considered.
Benchmark programs should be docFebruary 1984 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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Figure 1: Estimates of the job functions perfanned by a typical microcomputer system.

umented and conform to commonly
accepted language standards.
Compiler efficiency also has a tremendous impact on system speed .
. Assembly-code can circumvent this
problem but introduces computerspecific dependencies. How a higherlevel language is implemented might
provide hidden optimizations; two
different compilers operating on the
same source code can produce
dramatic differences. In this light,
and considering language structures,
benchmarking using two different languages is ludicrous.
Determining the importance of
each portion of a benchmark requires
a good understanding of a computer
system's actual use. Many operating
systems can provide empirical data
about what tasks are performed how
often using what resources. Figure 1
shows one possible job mix on a
medium-sized computer.
To design even an individual
benchmark module, you must clearly define its purpose. An ill-conceived program can measure many
aspects of a system-none of them
properly. A well-constructed and targeted program can effectively focus
on a single performance element and
form a valid building block for a
benchmark. For example, an I/O loop
might exercise moving data within
pages in memory, from disk to disk,
from memory to disk, etc. You must
isolate individual performance factors, without getting caught up in
little details, until you form an adequate model on a computer system.
230
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Benchmark designers and discerning readers must remember that different types of users need different
benchmarks. Special consideration is
necessary to fulfill the needs of office
automation, word processing, scientific, multiuser, or database applications. Indeed, system performance in
each area depends on the proper
match of hardware and software as
well as basic computing speed. For
example, the public is acutely interested in benchmarking multiuser
environments, although they are
especially difficult to measure accurately. The entire topic of benchmarking requirements covers a wide
and barely touched area . Given the
confusing variety of factors involved
in benchmarking, it's a wonder that
anyone even attempts such an onerous task.

Conclusion
In this article, we have attempted
to explain a formalism that creates a
framework for credibility in the development and reporting of benchmarks.
There is still much more to investigate and discuss. We hope that
areas such as detailed benchmark design for specific applications, actual
mechanics of benchmark execution,
benchmark evaluation, and the possibility of standardized benchmarks
will be attacked and covered in the
future. Unfortunately, in the benchmark world, it's not who knows but
who shows that counts. We have no
lemon laws for benchmarking that
guard against misrepresentation. But
we do have methodologies and general techniques that assist us in our
understanding or development of
benchmarks.
The role of reader is seldom confronted but demands mention. The
audience, if polite, will permit misrepresentation in benchmarking and .
if aggressively critical, will nurture
clear and honest benchmark reporting.
In short, this article is not a
thorough treatment of the deep subject of benchmarking. Consider this
as a starting point for discussion and
ammunition against credible reports.
We encourage you to read the refer-

ences for more insight. We are also
anxious for your opinions and involvement in this controversial subject .•
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The Word-Processing Maze
How to find your way through all those "new" features
by Andrea Lewis
If you're in the market for a word
processor, you might feel safer buying some land in Florida. Wild claims
seem more prevalent than usual as
more and more companies square off
on the already-scarred word-processing battlefield. Only certain species
of rabbit are known to produce more
"generations" than the word-processing industry.
If you trust the comparison charts,
you buy the program with the most
red dots next to it. But is it that
simple? What's really going on? What
is a "style sheet"? Do you need horizontal scrolling? Do you need the features of a "dedicated" word processor? What if you're "dedicated" to
your old word processor?
It's true, word-processing software
is getting better all the time. With
16-bit computers and more sophisticated screens to run on, word-processing programs are adding features, dropping prices, and trying
every gimmick to get attention. This
article describes some new features
you'll be hearing about and will help
you create a mental checklist of what
you want in your next word processor. (Also see "Evaluating Word-Processing Programs" on page 243.)

If you're in a store where you can
test one of the new dazzlers, start by
typing in some text. This is a little like
kicking tires, but it does tell you some
things. Watch for word wrap at the
right margin of the line you're typing.
If a word won't fit on the line, it
should automatically move down to
the next one. (Reverse word wrapgood buzzword-occurs when you
delete something and words from
below move up.) Not only is this
quick and handy while you're typing,
but it indicates the much broader
design concept of automatic reformatting.
Most of your text entry is in insert
mode, but make sure you can switch
to overtype mode-replacing existing
characters as you type. It should be
available as a simple toggle and
comes in handy for some editing
operations.

Be Selective about Selecting
Next, most people tryout one of
the Big Three: Delete, Copy, or Move.
To perform one of these operations,
you must first choose the exact text
you want to work on. Stop for a
minute, take your attention away
from the commands themselves, and

consider the process of selecting text.
This single process will, in time,
cause you immeasurable grief if it is
the tiniest bit awkward, slow, or difficult.
The system should provide many
options for selecting the text you
want. Imagine the agony of selecting
every word character by character or
every sentence one word at a time.
Look for fast, flexible text selection:
by character, word, sentence, and
paragraph-with options to extend to
multiples of each item. The use of a
mouse makes text selection much
easier.
Before you can select text, you must
position the cursor in the right vicinity, involving some combination of
scrolling and cursor movements. A
mouse is handy because you can
scroll by variable amounts using the
scroll bars. If you are going to scroll
with the keyboard, the system
should implement Page-up and Pagedown keys to move you up or down
by one screen. To scroll longer distances, look for Home and End keys,
a jump to page n command, and the
ability to mark text and jump to
marker x.
Horizontal scrolling is a necessity
February 1984 © BYTE Publica tions Inc.
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now that most word processors per- mands with lots of options, but you
mit very wide documents. Find out don't want them to obstruct what you
which keys move the document left do 99 percent of the time.
and right and in what increments.

The Formatting Jungle
No Big Deal
You were about to carry out a command before text selection, cursor
movement, and scrolling sidetracked
you, so now turn your attention back
to the command interface. You
should be able to see the main command menu on the screen while you
are entering text. Find out how easy
it is to choose a command, by pointing at it (using keys or a mouse) or
by typing its first letter. Look for ease
in moving back and forth between insert mode and the commands; it
shouldn't be a big deal. Try some
simple editing commands like Delete
and Copy to see how easy or difficult
it is to choose commands.
Reserve judgment on the command interface as a whole until you
look at the more intricate commands,
those with a submenu or more than
one field to fill in. The important
thing here is that, as much as possible, the commands be task-oriented, so that all the information you
need is in one place. For example, the
Replace command should prompt
you for all the information it needs :
the search text, the replace text, the
direction of the search (forward or
backward), and if it is case-sensitive
and whole-word-sensitive. (Wholeword-sensitive means don't find occurrences of the search word within
other words. Case-sensitive means
search only for text in which the uppercase and lowercase letters match
the search string. Some new systems
do case-sensitive replacements automatically, that is, if the replacement
word begins a sentence, its first letter is automatically capitalized.) You
should also be able to specify confirming or nonconfirming, that is,
whether you want to individually approve each replacement or globally
replace all occurrences at once.
It is important to notice how
logically and efficiently the command
interface is organized. Check to see
if the command fields are filled in
automatically with defaults or likely
responses. It is desirable to have com236
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The term "formatting" covers a lot
of ground in word proc~ssing . How
do you get from screens full of freeform text to the printed page with
running headers, page numbers, centered titles, paragraphs, sections,
tables, footnotes, and bold or italic
characters? And how much of this
can you see on your screen during
editing? Functionally and visually,
formatting features on microcomputers are finally meeting-or surpassing-those on dedicated word
processors.
You'll keep hearing the phrase
"what you see is what you get." It
means that the word processor automatically reformats all the text while
you are working, so you always see
a reasonable facsimile of the formatted document on the screen. If
there really is a next generation on
the way, automatic reformatting is its
single most distinguishing feature.
The screen looks just as it's supposed
to, without gaps after a deletion,
without unjustified margins when
they should be justified, and without
Reformat keys or commands. Instead
of control codes indicating bold or
underlined letters, the letters appear
bold or underlined . Centered text
stays centered, even if you change its
length. You get the idea.
In short, the formatting actions are
not only automatic, but, once assigned, they become implied in the
text. Special formatting commands
assign the formatting properties that
are not visible within the text itself.
It's a subtle concept, but one that
judges the effectiveness and elegance
of a system's formatting repertoire.
A few formatting techniques require special mention:

Formatting tabs: tabular material was
a problem in the past because word
processors simply expanded tabs into spaces. If you changed the number
of characters between tabs, you threw
the alignment off. Today, real tab
stops exist, which are a lifesaver for
anyone working with columns. Look

for a specific tab-setting command
and the ability to see tabs on a ruler
on the screen. Also look for alignment selection-left, right, center, or
decimal-for the text at any tab stop.
And, if you're really serious about
tables, look for column operations,
such as deleting an entire column or
adding the figures in a column .
Formatting running headers: usually,
word processors keep text for running headers in one place and then
print it on each page. Look for the
following options for formatting running headers: positioning at the top
or bottom, different text for even and
odd page numbers, expanding page
numbers within the headers, and
changing or eliminating the header
on the first page. The package should
allow any number of lines in the running header.
Formatting footnotes : at last, some
microcomputer word-processing systems include specific commands for
footnote management. If your work
includes any documents requiring
footnotes, don't settle for a system
that doesn't handle them. Your word
processor should number the footnotes and automatically put footnotes and their references on the
same page during printing. There
should also be an option to print all
the footnotes at the end, if you prefer.
Since the footnotes are usually stored
at the end of the document during
editing, some systems provide a footnote window that you can open to
edit the footnotes without losing
sight of the main text.
Format definitions: the ability to create
format definitions rather than the formatting macros of yesteryear is in the
works. Format definitions (or style
sheets) are powerful tools, especially if you want a standard format for
a certain type of document. The format definition is an entity, separate
from the text, that the user creates to
describe certain format properties. It
includes such formatting information
as indents, justification, running
headers, font names, double-spacing,
and tabs. If you store the formats
separately and apply them to the
documents later, you can establish
standards for company documents or
for your own use.

RS-232C interface and power

The computer card provided

A CdS cell at the focus of the

co rd enter a 12-pin connector

with SCORPION is assembled
and tested in the fa c tory prior
to shipment to ensure ease of
assembly and trouble-free

optical scanner gives the

to serve SCORPION's
communication and power

needs.

system the ability to recognize
up to 127 different brightnesses
in its environment.

operation upon receipt.

Controller can be easily
expanded to run 2 additional
motors (6 total) and provide 18
more 1/0 lines

A polished, chrome-plated
parabolic optical antenna
provides the gain necessary to
give the optical scanner its

viable sensitivity.

2 small stepper motors allow
movement of the optical
scanner in horizontal and

vertical modes. Instructions
provide the capability of
reselling and moving each
a xis and making a scan along
each axis.

A 2" diameter speaker. whose
frequency and duration of

tone can be controlled from
the host computer, is provided
at the front. The speaker can
be used to make robot noises
generate complicated sounds
and play tunes

A bumper is provided on either
side of SCORPION. Eac h
bumper has 2 microswitches

that are actuated upon
collision. These 8 microswitches
give the on-board computer

detailed intarmatio n about
which section ot SCORPION
has e ncountered an
obstruction. thus allowing
intelligent recovery to take
place.

aluminum. Entire system is
punched out on CNC punches
ta insure accuracy and q uality.

Large 4.5" d iameter molded
wheels driven by size 28
stepper moto rs. provide

powerful traction tor
SCORPION. Each wheel can be
run at any of 70 speeds in
either direction.

2 1amps and 2 photolransistors
centered on the wheels and
mounted on the PC board
below SCORPION, provide the
ability to detect floor
brightness and allow the

system to be programmed to
read codes and fOllow
complicated paths

SCORPION's 2 eyes c an be
programmed to go on and off
in any seque nce to indicate
intelligence, surprise or other
expressions.

Getting What You Saw
Be sure the word processor you
buy works with your printer and
takes full advantage of it, that is, be
sure it has the correct printer description file. If your printer has proportional fonts, m.ake sure your system
supports them. The word processor
must know the width of every character in the proportional fonts you
use to calculate line breaks and justify
the text. Find out if the printer
description file has all the information you need. To justify with proportional fonts, most systems microspace
between words, making the space between words on a line equal. Your
output looks even better if the system
microspaces between the letters of
the words.
Other print options to look for include choice of continuous or sheetfed paper, background printing, and
prompts for font (print wheel)
changes during printing. Most new
systems also offer direct print (or hot
print), which lets you type directly
from the keyboard to the printerhandy for addressing a quick
envelope.
Currently, no microcomputer word
processors display text in two or
more columns on the screen and reformat them as you type. [Editor's
Note: There is now at least one: Jack II
for the IBM PC from Business Solutions.]
A few let you enter text as usual (in
a single column) and then specify
more than one column for printing.
The system wraps and justifies the
columns before printing, and you get
multicolumn output. This is a good
feature, especially if you print a
newsletter or brochure with your
word processor.

I Take It All Back
For the "what have I done" and the
"oh no;' an Undo command is a
must, and most word processors today implement one. The Undo command takes back your last action, as
if you never did it. The Undo command responds in two possible ways
if you execute several in a row. It may
undo only the most recent action
(even if that action was an undo), or
it may work successively backward
through your actions, undoing each
238
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one in turn. Both are useful. You can
experiment with formatting by undoing your most recent action. Change
some formatting, look at it, undo it
to compare it to the original, and so
forth. How much text can the Undo
command handle? The worst errors
are usually the ones involving the
most text, so it defeats the purpose
of this command if there is much of
a limit.

zontally. You want the ability to see
different parts of a document, or different documents, through the windows. It should be easy to cross window borders and to copy or move text
from one window to another-sometimes called cut and paste. Multiple
windows allow you to see what is
happening when you merge documents. Make sure you can merge at
any location in a document, not just
at the end.

Chunky
Spelling and Hyphenation

All good word processors have a
way to expand user-assigned abbreviations into their longer definitions.
A glossary (or boilerplate) is a real
time-saver for anyone doing business
or legal documents. First, you assign
abbreviations to chunks of text, such
as the paragraph that describes your
warranty or a phrase like "the party
of the first part." When it's time to insert the text into the document, you
simply type the abbreviation and expand it. The important questions are
how many abbreviations can you
have, how long can the chunks be,
and how easy is it to do the expansion? It's supposed to be a time-saver,
so a single keystroke should expand
the abbreviation .

To cut down on overhead, most
systems don't build in spelling or
hyphenation utilities but rather provide them as separate utilities.
Hyphenation can exist with varying
degrees of accuracy. Some programs
hyphenate according to a set of rules
about where it is safe to insert a
hyphen (before "ing" or between
double consonants, etc.). If an on-line
dictionary already exists for spelling,
the hyphenator should use it to look
up proper hyphenation. This is
slower but more accurate. Some
spelling checkers also provide minor
syntax checking, such as alerting you
when you type the same word twice
in a row.

Mouse Pointers

Still Waiting

The initial reaction to using a
mouse with a word processor is
usually: "I don't want to keep moving my hands on and off the keyboard:' Well, that's true, you don't.
Depending on how well the program
differentiates between text entry and
editing and formatting, the mouse
can really shine at selecting text and
commands. It allows easy scrolling
and text selection. To carry out a command on the selected text, point the
mouse at it and push a button . If the
system is designed for this device,
lots of operations can be performed
only with the mouse. Of course, any
system that works with a mouse
should also have a keyboard equivalent for every function.

So far, generating an index or a
table of contents automatically is still
the exclusive property of dedicated
word processors or mainframe programs. Look for these features on
microcomputers 12 to 18 months
from now.

Window Shopping
A good system allows two, maybe
more, windows open at once. Look
for a Window command with the option of opening it vertically or hori-

Summary
I hope this list of new word-processing features helps you weave
your way through the ads, brochures,
and demonstrations. Plan ahead for
the features you want and need so
your word processor will be viable for
years to come. In addition, don't lose
sight of such design qualities as automatic reformatting, easy text selection, and a logical command interface. They make a real difference in
efficiency and ease of use in the long
run .•
Andrea Lewis (1034 N .E. 90th St., Seattle, W4.
98115) is a freelance writer.

The Multifunction Cards
that let you get the most
out of your IBM PC
AST Research Number One Add-Ons let you
realize the full potential of your IBM PC or PCXT without wasting valuable slot space. By
combining your memory and input/output
requirements on a single card, you can take
advantage of more of the capabilities IBM
designed into the PC, while leaving space for
future enhancements as they are introduced.
AST Research multifunction boards can add
user memory from 64K to 512K to your PC
bringing your PC memory to its maximum of
640K. You also receive the added features of
serial ports, parallel ports, a clock calendar,
game adapter port, and SuperPak'· - the
utility diskette with the most powerful disk
emulator and print spooler software available.
SixPakPlus'· - Up to 384K memory, serial
port, printer port, optional game port, and
clock calendar on a single card.
I/O Plus II'" - Up to 2 serial ports, optional
printer port, optional game port, clock calendar on a single card. No memory.
MegaPlus II'" - Up to 512K memory, upt02
serial ports, optional printer port, optional
game port, and clock calendar on a single
card.
ComboPlus
Up to 256Kmemory, serial
port, printer port, and clock calendar on a
single card.
Communication Products- Other AST Research NumberOne products include system
enhancements and mainframe communications products such as 3270 SNA and 5251
terminal emulation, 3780 RJE support and
AST-PCnet'" - the Local Area Network specifically designed for the IBM PC.
N

-

ASrQuality
All AST Research multifunction boards come
with the AST "Plus" - our unsurpassed reputation for quality, reliability, after-the-sales
support, and overall design excellence which give our products the best price/performance ratio in the industry.
AST Research Number One Add-On Products
are available at Computerland, Entre, Businessland and other computer stores worldwide. Contact AST Research, Inc. for the
dealer nearest you. (714) 540-1333/8631333 TELEX: 295370ASTR UR
penet is a registered trademark of Orchid Technology, Inc.

Circle 6 on inquiry card .

ED'S
HICSTECH

You'll never see Infocom's graphics
on any computer screen. Because
there's never been a computer built
by man that could handle the images
we produce. And, there never will be.
We draw our graphics from the
limitless imagery of your imagination-a technology so powerful, it makes any picture
that's ever come out of a
screen look like graffiti
by comparison. And
nobody knows how
to unleash your
imagination like
Infocom.
Through our
prose, your
imagination
makes you part
of our stories,
in control of
what you do
and where you
go-yet unable
to predict or control the course of
events. You're confronted with situations and logical puzzles the like of which you won't
find elsewhere. And you're immersed
in rich environments alive with personalities as real as any you'll meet
in the flesh-yet all the more vivid
because they're perceived directly by
your mind's eye, not through your
external senses. The method to this
magic? We've found the way to plug
our prose right into your psyche, and
catapult you into a whole new
dimension.
Take some tough critics' words
about our words. SOFTALK, for
example, called ZORK®Ill's prose
"far more graphic than any depiction
yet achieved by an adventure with
graphics." And the NEW YORK

TIMES saw fit to print that our
DEADLINETMis "an amazing feat
of programming." Even a journal as
video-oriented as ELECTRONIC
GAMES found Infocom prose to be
such an eye-opener, they named one
of our games their Best Adventure
of 1983.
Better still, bring an Infocom game
home with you. Discover firsthand
why thousands upon thousands of
discriminating game players keep
turning everything we write into
instantaneous bestsellers.
Step up to Infocom. All words. No
graffiti. The secret reaches of your
mind are beckoning. A whole new
dimension is in there waiting for you.
(For more information on Infocom
games contact: Infocom, Inc., P.O.
Box 855, Garden City, NY 11530.)
~
.
.,( ' .
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. ~

InPlOCO1ft
The next dimension.

For your: Apple II. Atari. Commodore 64. CPIM 8: DEC Rainbow.
DEC RT·l1. IBM. MS· DOS 2.0, NEe APC. NEC PC·8000, Osborne,
Tl Professional, T199/4A, TRS·80 Modell, TRS·80 Model III.

Circle 182 on inquiry card.

Every software ad you read seems to be talking about
'integrated software: But it was 1-2_3 H 1 from Lotus®
that actually gave the phrase real meaning, because we
combined spreadsheet, information management and
graphic functions in one simple, powerful program.
A program that is faster and easier to use than any
other software available today.
In short, the tasks it can perform are really impressive,
but why it can perform them is even more important.
Because we feel the real criterion for any management
tool is its ability to let the human mind flourish and

accomplish more than it ever has before.
That's why with 1-2-3 the thought process is not interrupted, so your mind no longer has to wait for your
hands. To the novice, it makes everything plausible.
To the expert, it makes anything possible.
The results: Business decisions come faster and easier.
1-2-3 from Lotus is truly compatible with the most
, important personal computer of all-the human mind.
And isn't that what integration really should mean?
Call 1-800-343-5414 (In Massachusetts call 617-4927870) and find out more about 1-2-3 from Lotus.

8 ' olus

The hardest working software in the world.
Circle 220 on inquiry card.

1·2-3 and Loms are trademarks of Loms Develo pment Corpo rati on. All ri g/li S reserved .

Evaluating Word-Processing
Programs
A lOO-point checklist simplifies the decision-making process
by Arthur Naiman
How to Keep Score
In the case of all yes/no questions,
yes is the answer that earns the
points.
When keystrokes are being
counted, control characters count as
a stroke and a half. So do shifted
characters. Shifted control characters-or any other combination of
three keys you have to hold down at
once-count as two keystrokes. If a
program can't do the function at all,
it gets a five-keystroke penalty.
Count cursor arrows with autorepeat for a minimum of 3 (it takes
a while to get started) and a maximum of 10 (to move from the top to
the bottom of the page or from one
end of a line to the other).
If a question asks, "Is there a onestroke command to ... ;' count control characters (but not shifted control characters or other three-key
commands) as one stroke.
This article is reprinted by permission of McGmwHill Book Company from Word Processing Buyer's
Guide by Arthur Naiman (New York: McGrawHill, 1983).

Since some microcomputer keyboards have special function keys like
those on dedicated word processors,
and since certain word-processing
programs have been designed to
work with them, such programs may
get different scores, depending on
the system they're used on. But for
dedicated word processors (which
always use the same hardware), and
for word-processing programs that
can't take advantage of special function keys, the score won't vary.
If a file name is required, assume
it consists of eight characters. Be sure
to include every keystroke-Return,
Enter, etc. Remember that you can
give partial points (for partial performance) on any item.
Since the checklist is so long, I've
boldfaced certain key words throughout, to help you find particular items
more quickly and easily.

Safety and error handling10 points
How hard is it to lose text? (4)
Are there hard-to-avoid fatal error(s)
that are likely to occur:

about 1% of the time? (-25)
about 2% of the time? (- 50)
about 3% of the time? (- 75)
How well are errors documented? (2)
How clear are the error messages? (1)
Is verification of saves automatic? (1)
Are backup copies automatic? (1)
Can you save to either disk, or switch
disks without exiting the program? (1)

Subtotal for safety and error handling:

Documentation-IS points
Is the training manual:
well-organized? (3)
readable? (3)
complete? (1)
Is the reference manual:
complete? (3)
well-organized? (2)
understandable? (2)
Is there a good, complete index? (1)
Are the manuals typeset? (1)
If not, is the text proportionally
spaced? (112)
Is the layout intelligent and the
design graceful? (1)
Are there special kinds of documentation, other than manuals (like a
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reference card, on-screen tutorial,
training tape, etc.), that you find
useful? (1)

Subtotal for documentation :

Ease of use and human engineering-IS points
Is the workfile held in memory or
on-and-off disk?
(no score, but an important
consideration)
How many keystrokes does it take to
go through the following sequence of
23 commands? _ _ __
I) open a new text file (don't count
the characters in the file name itself);
2-4) center, boldface, arid underline
a title;
5) skip a line;
6) indent the next line of text 5
spaces;
7) indicate the end of that paragraph;
8) skip a line;
9) indent the next paragraph 5
spaces;
10) put a page break at the bottom of
that paragraph;
11-14) reset the top, bottom, left, and
right margins (just count the commands, not the numerical values);
15) order the file to be double-spaced
(if single-spaced is the default), or
vice versa (again, not counting the
numerical values);
16) save the file;
17*) print it out;
18*) stop in the middle of printing
out;
19) return to the text;
20) delete a word (5 characters and
a space);
21) delete a line (60 characters or
more);
22) save this new version of the file,
keeping the old version for backup;
and
23) begin printing out again at the
top of the page.
[*Systems with virtual representation can skip these two steps (1718), since it's just as likely that a
mistake will get caught on the
screen as in a printouL]
Fewer than 55 strokes-5 points
56-60 strokes-4% points
61-65 strokes-4 points
66-70 strokes-31f2 points
71-75 strokes-3 points
244
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76-80 strokes-2% points
81-85 strokes-2 points
86-90 strokes-l % points
91-95 strokes-l point
96-100 strokes-% point
more than 100 strokes-no points
How easy is it to remember commands (thanks to mnemonics, cursor
diamond, and other logical key placement, menus, logical command
structure, reference card, key tops,
dedicated keys, reconfigurable commands, etc.)? (3)
Is the main editing menu suppressible, or not normally on the screen
with the text? (%)
Is there a way to know:
what page of the printout you're
on? (112)
your location with respect to the
entire file (what percentage of it is
behind you, for example)? (%)
Can you find out the total size of the
file you're editing without exiting the
program? (%)
Can you do that and return to where
you were in the file in less than 3 keystrokes (or two control characters)?
(1f4 additional)
Can you copy the program as often
as you need to? (2)
Total program size:
Less than 25K? (1) 25-35K? (112)
Or-on dedicated word processors,
and other systems where the software and hardware are integratedWorkspace more than 30K? (1)
Workspace more than 20K? (112)
Are the editor and formatter loaded
together? (1)
If not, can you keep the workfile in
RAM while switching from the
editor to the formatter? (%)
How often does the program have to
go to the disk to access overlays?
. (never, because whole program
resides in memory-I; only goes to
overlays occasionally, for special
jobs- l12; overlays are essential part of
program-O)
Can you :
rename the file you're working on
without abandoning the edit? (%)
rename a file other than the one
you're working on without leaving
the program? (1f4)
delete a file other than the one
you're working on without leaving
the program? (1f4)

Can you get a directory of files on the
disk without exiting the wordprocessing program? (-1 if not)
Does this directory also give you
the size of each file? (%)
Can you ask for just part of the
directory? (1/4 )
Is there a type-ahead buffer (keystroke storage)? (1)
Will this program run memorymapped? (112 )

Subtotal for ease of use:

Editing power-25 points
What is the total number of commands this program offers you (for
editing, formatting-everything)?
[Count every possible option.]
more than 170-4 points
150-170-31f2 points

130-149-3 points
110-129-2% points
90-109-2 points
70-89-1112 points
50-69-1 point
30-49- 112 point
fewer than 30-no points
Is there wordwrap? (1)
Ease and power of basic cursor movement, insertion and deletion commands (6)
[The next 16 questions will give you
a reasonable score for this item for
programs that use conventional
techniques. For other programs,
you have to make this judgment
subjectively.]
Is there a one-stroke (or one-controlcharacter) command to move the
cursor:
right one character? (-1 if not)
left one character? (-1 if not)
up one line? (-1 if not)
down one line? (-1 if not)
(two-stroke or two-control-character commands count half for the
next 11 questions)
forward one word? (%)
backward one word? (%)
to the end of the line? (112 )
to the beginning of the line? (112 )
to the top of the screen? (112)
to the bottom of the screen? (112)
to the beginning of the file? (112 )
to the end of the file? (112 )
Is there a one-stroke (or one-controlcharacter) command to:

U)
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"Very similar program called Easywriter Professional available for the Apple II

Table 1: Composite scores of some word processors.

delete a whole word? (lh)
delete a whole line? (V2)
switch between insert and writeover mode? (1)
either mode missing (-5)
Is there continuous and unlimited:
forward scrolling? (lh)
backward scrolling? (V2)
Can the scrolling speed be altered?
(V4)
Can you call up any page in the text
by number? (1114)
Can you move the cursor where there
is no text? (V2)
Can you:
copy blocks of text? (%)
move blocks of text? (114)
delete blocks of text? (1)
make a new file out of a block of
text without having to stop editing

the file you're working on? (lh)
insert another file into the one
you're editing (V2)
Can you:
find a string anywhere in a file? (1)
replace a string anywhere in a file?
(1)
search backward as well as forward? (114)
do many substitutions all at once,
without having to approve each
one? (1)
Can you see each change for approval if you want? (-2 if not)
In doing finds or substitutions, can
you tell this program to ignore
caps/lowercase? (lh)
Look for whole words only? (lh)
Can you :
make substitutions that affect more

than one file at a time? (V2)
store stock phrases in memory and
insert them with a coded command while typing? (V2)
Are there other special global capabilities? (114)
Is there a command that moves the
cursor to where it was before the last
command was executed? (114)
Is there a split-screen feature? (1)
Can you edit one file while printing
out another? (1)
Are there other special editing features that appeal to you? (Ph )

Subtotal for editing power:

Formatting power-25* points
[*With virtual representation, possible total of 30]
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Can you vary:
the top and bottom margins? (-1
if you can't)
the side margins? (-1 if you can't)
character spacing? (1)
line spacing? (1)
the tabs? (1/2)
each tab setting individually? (1Jz)
Are there decimal tabs? (1/2)
Are there automatic indents? (1Jz)
outdents? (lJ4)
Automatic page numbering? (1)
Can you choose:
where on the page the page numbers go? (1/2)
what text (if any) accompanies
them? (1f4)
Can you get headers and footers
printed automatically on each page?

(1)
Are there special features like horizontal scrolling to help with formatting extra-wide text or tables? (1f2)
Will the program allow you to boldface on printers that are capable of it?
(%)
Is there overstriking? (1)
Are there subscripts? (lJ4) superscripts? (lJ4)
Can you underline continuously, i.e.,
under spaces and punctuation as
well as letters and numbers? (1f2) (-1
if program can't underline at all)
Can you automatically center lines?
(%)
Is there automatic two-column printout? (1Jz)
Do you have a choice of single-page
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or continuous printout? (1)
Can you link files during printout,
either by embedding a line at the end
of each file or by specifying the files
to be linked when you give the print
command?
Either (1) Both (11f2)
Can you have multiple copies of the
same file printed out with one command? (1Jz)
Can you embed a command that
makes the printout stop and wait for
your instructions? (1f4)
Can you stop printout from the keyboard? (-2 if you can't)
Can you print from the middle of a
file? (1)
Can you justify the right margin? (1)
Is there true proportional spacing on
printers that allow for it? (2)
Is there on-screen formatting? (2)
(line breaks-1f2; page breaks-1Jz;
. centering-1f2; other formatting information displayed-1f2)
[An extra 5 points is given for virtual
representation (which is machine
dependent) . To qualify, the screen
must display all of the following (partial points as indicated):
full page (at least 54 lines) of text (1)
underlining (1f2)
double underlining (1f2)
boldface (1)
justified right margins (1)
proportional spacing (1) 1
Is there automatic hyphenation? (1)
If not, are there conditional
hyphens? (1f2)

Is there a conditional page break feature? (1)
Can you ask for a no-break space?
(1f4 )

Is there an instant print feature? (1f2)
Are there other special formatting
features that appeal to you? (Ph)

Subtotal for formatting power:

Responsiveness and support4 points
(Based on reputation, users' comments, what the vendor says, etc.)

Program Name:
Version #:
Operating system(s) it runs under
and/or machine(s) it runs on:
Price: $
Publisher:
Vendor(s):
Overall score:
Scores in specific areas:
Safety and error handling (10):
Documentation (18):
Ease of use (18):
Editing power (25):
Formatting power (25*):
(*With virtual representation, a
total of 30 is possible)
Publisher support (4):
Special notes:
•
Arthur Naiman is the author of several books 011
computers a11d is currently worki11g on more. Tim)
include Introduction to WordStar and Computer
Dictionary for Beginners.

Circle 41 on inquiry card .

TSK Electronics Corporation
18005 Cortney Court
City of Industry, CA 91748
(213) 810·1291
Circle 364 on inquiry card .

·

.. .

•

•

X100
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Automatic or manual dialing and answering for all voice and data calls .
Voice and data transmission during the same call - ends the 3 separate
calls (" I'm going to send," "I'm sending," "Did you get what I sent?")
Smart modem compatible - works with widely available communications
software.
Flexibility - compatible with 103, 113, and 212A dial-up modems; connects
to all standard single and mUlti-line equipment.
Fast, easy setup - 'tune' te lls when the three cables are properly connected.
Adjustment-tree operation - no manual switches to contend with. The
X100 automatically takes its instructions from your PC or terminal.
Automatic computer briefing - reports to your PC all call-progress tones .. .
dial tone, busy signal, remote ringing , talk, even line disconnect - so your
computer can do more.
"In-Use" light on multi-line phones - protects against inadvertent interruption .
Smart Interface - automatically adapts itself to various RS232 cabl es.
Versatile Installation - fits conveniently on wall, desk or floor.
Circle 295 on inquiry card.

I See your dealer or write for more information . Make the connection
I between yourself and the challenging world of information .

I

I o Please send me literature on POPCOM products.
I o Please call me immediately.
I
I

I NAME
I
I
I COMPANY
I
I
I ADDRESS

TITLE

TEL:

STATE
ZIP
I
I PRENTICE CORPORATION, 266 Caspian Dr. , P.O. Box 3544,
I Sunnyvale, CA 94088-3544, (408) 734-9855
0102

Reviewer's Notebook
by Rich Malloy
Last month I mentioned a few of
the new printers we had received.
This month I'll mention one more,
plus another type of output device-a
plotter. And we'll even cover some
software for a change.

The HP 7475A
The arrival of the Hewlett-Packard
HP 7475A plotter ties in nicely with
all the attention that is being placed
on the graphics capabilities of personal computers, especially in television commercials. In these commercials, all you have to do is press two
keys and your complete financial picture appears in four or more colors.
Nice, even if the number of keystrokes is vastly underestimated. But
if you want to take your financial portrait around to your associates, you're
going to need either a very good
camera or a plotter. And you can't
beat a plotter for resolution and
speed .
The HP 7475A is the enhanced version of the popular HP 7470A plotter.
The earlier version had only two
pens and could handle only 81f2- by
11-inch paper. But it was fast, accurate, and sold for the moderately
inexpensive price of $1795. The new
plotter sells for about the same price
as the older one, but it has several
superior features-six pens instead of
two, the ability to handle larger paper
(11 by 17 inches), a better character
font (the letter "0" is actually curved
rather than octagonal), and even
automatic pen capping, which keeps
pens from drying out.
Of course, these features would be
useless if there weren't any software
to take advantage of them. Fortunately, the people at Hewlett-Packard
have been very successul at getting
the major graphics software houses
to write driver programs for the HP
7475A. At last count we had received
more than 10 packages, including
+--

Circle 207 on inquiry card .

Lotus's 1-2-3, Supercalc3, and Graphtalk .
In typical HP tradition, the HP
7475A has more control keys than you
could ever hope to become even
vaguely familiar with, but it is an impressive little graphics machine
nonetheless. We'll have a more detailed article on it in the future.

The MT-160 Printer
Getting back to printers, we should
mention another of the printers being offered by Mannesmann Tally.
The MT-160 is a real workhorse,
though it may be one of the smallest
office printers around. Priced at $795
($695 without a near-letter-quality
mode), the MT-160 is a fairly reasonable value considering its capabilities.
It can print at 160 cps (characters per
second) in draft mode and 80 cps in
near-letter-quality mode. As for
pitch, it can print at 10, 12, and 16.5
cpi (characters per inch), and it is the
only printer I have seen lately that
can also print at 20 cpi. For graphics
it is compatible with the Epson. And
it has both a serial and parallel port.
To top things off, the MT-160 offers a
unique and simple way to set its various parameters: you merely press a
"yes" or "no" button in response to
a series of questions it prints out.
And it remembers this configuration
even after you turn the machine off.
Friday! and Peachtext 5000
After all this talk about hardware,
I should mention two software packages we've received for the IBM PCone a database manager, the other a
collection of practically everything.
The database manager, called simply Friday!, was announced last April
by Ashton-Tate amidst tremendous
hoopla . This easy-to-use application
program written in dBase II was supposed to revolutionize offices. Practically anyone could use it to do prac-

tic ally any office task.
Now that Friday! has been out for
a while, we must agree with some of
the hype. Friday! is a good product.
And while it is true that practically
anyone can use it, there is a definite
limit to what you can do with it. Two
things are particularly objectionable.
First, each field of data is limited to
32 characters. And although 98 percent of your data will fit in 32 characters, the 2 percent that doesn't will
sure keep you from saying T.G .I.E
Second, although our IBM PC has
500K bytes of memory, Friday! acts as
if it still has only 64. In order to use
all of its 200K bytes of code, Friday!
must constantly load small program
modules from the disk drive and
overlay them onto a 64K-byte memory space. Practically every other
time we hit a key, Friday! goes out to
the disk and pulls in another overlay.
A nice product, but I'll wait for
Saturday!
Another event that happened last
April was that the folks at Peachtree
Software decided to knock Words tar
off the Softsel software Hot List by offering Peachtext 5000, available for the
IBM Pc, the Compaq, the Texas Instruments Professional Computer,
and the Zenith Z-100. It didn't knock
Wordstar out of the Top Ten, but it's
a real contender. It combines a good
word processor with a thesaurus, a
no-frills spelling checker, a no-frills
spreadsheet, and a no-frills database
manager, all for $395. Only the word
processor and the thesaurus are real
leaders in their field, and I have
minor complaints about all of these
programs. Also, these packages are
not exactly "integrated" with each
other. But you can't beat the price.
If you can afford to buy only five
software packages for your MS-DOS
machine, try just this one. If it doesn't
meet all your needs, it will give you
a good idea of what will..
February 1984 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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Software Review

ProDOS
by Rob Moore
Although Apple Computer's DOS 3.3 operating system has more software available for it than any other personal computer operating system, it does have some
minor problems. Originally designed as an operating
system for small floppy disks, DOS 3.3 doesn't easily
support 8-inch floppy disks or the increasingly popular
Winchester-technology hard-disk drives. Typically,
vendors of larger disk drives have resorted to supplying DOS patches or special modified versions of DOS
3.3. Due to its heritage, DOS 3.3 also doesn't support very
. large files, or interrupts, which are necessary for local
networking and other more advanced applications.
To remove these limitations, Apple is releasing ProDOS, a totally new operating system for Apple II and
lIe computers. According to Bill Schjelderup, product
marketing manager at Apple Computer Inc., ProDOS
is "designed to overcome the limitations inherent in DOS

IMYDISKI
IMYDISK I LETTERSI
PRODOS
BASIC. SYSTEM
STARTUP
LETTERS
GAMES
UTILITIES

SYS
SYS
BAS
DIR
DIR
DIR

LE TTERSI
TOM. J
MARY. S
MOM

-

TXT
TXT
TXT

IMYD I SK/UTI L ITI ES I
UTILITIES I
SUPERZAP
DEBUGGER
APA
HEXDEC

BIN
BIN
BIN
BAS

-

IMYDISK/GAMESI

'--

GAMES I
ARCADE
DIR
ADVENTURES DIR

t---

-

IMYDI SK IGAMESI ADVENTURES
ADVENTURESI
ZURK
CAVE
QUEST

BAS
BIN
BAS

IMYDISK I GAM ESI ARCADE
ARCADEI
BIN
VI DEOBALL
APPLE. WARS BIN
GERBIL. WARS BAS

Figure 1: A typical ProDOS directonJ structure. The path name,
shawn abaue each directory listing, describes the path follawed to reach
a particular directory from the volume name on down. If the volume
specified is mounted anywhere in the system, ProDOS will find it
regardless of which drive it's in .
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3.3 and provide a significantly improved base for applications software development:' Although ProDOS doesn't
make DOS 3.3 obsolete, Apple expects that most new
applications will be written under ProDOS because of
the numerous advantages it offers.

New Features
ProDOS provides a variety of new features and greatly
enhanced performance over DOS 3.3. Some of the new
ProDOS features include
esupport for Apple's Profile 5-megabyte Winchester
hard-disk drive on an Apple II or lIe
eautomatic time and date stamping through built-in
drivers for the Thunderclock clock/calendar card (available from Thunderware Inc., 44 Hermosa Ave., Oakland,
CA 94618, (415) 652-1737) or through user-installed drivers
for other clock/calendar cards
e Unix-like nested directory structures and file types that
are compatible with the Apple III SOS operating system
so that disks can be interchanged between the two
machines
efile sizes that can range from 1 byte to 16 megabytes,
and the ability to randomly access any type of file
eup to 256 different types of files, including a number
of reserved user-defined types
esupport for up to four interrupting devices through
user-installed interrupt handlers
e a uniform machine-language interface that lets
assembly-language programs easily access and use all
the ProDOS features
euse of Apple's 64K-byte extended 80-column text card
as a high-speed pseudodisk for ultrafast file accesses
For the average user who programs primarily in
BASIC, ProDOS adds a number of new commands and
increases the flexibility of many existing DOS 3.3-type
commands. In fact, the DOS command structure is
extensible-ProDOS includes provisions for additional
user-added commands to provide special features or
allow customization for a particular application.
ProDOS is also much friendlier to outside peripheral
vendors than DOS 3.3. ProDOS will automatically
recognize and use other disk devices of all sizes, providing they are designed to follow the interface-protocol
guidelines described in the ProDOS Technical Reference
Manual.
For software developers, it will now be possible to

create one disk that will load on either the Apple II or
Apple III. The boot loader, common to both ProDOS and
SOS, recognizes the type of machine it boots on and attempts to load SOS into an Apple III or ProDOS into
an Apple II or lIe. All you have to do is include both
operating systems and the necessary files on the same
disk .

At a Glance
Name
ProDOS

"TYpe
Disk operating system softwa re

Volumes, Directories, and Pathnames
A number of differences are found between ProDOS
and existing operating systems like Apple's DOS 3.3 or
Digital Research's CP/M. Where DOS 3.3 or CP/M specify
disks by their physical drive location (e.g. , S6,Dl for DOS
3.3 or B: for CP/M), ProDOS uses volume names to
specify disks rather than the drive locations. Under DOS
3.3 or CP/M it's easy, for example, to delete the wrong
file or initialize the wrong disk by inadvertently inserting the disk in the wrong drive. With ProDOS, errors
like these don't occur. If ProDOS can't find the specified
volume in a particular drive, it searches through all the
drives attached to the system until the volume is found
or the last drive is searched .
To help keep disk storage organized, ProDOS uses a
Unix-like system of nested directories known as a hierarchical directory structure. In addition to having a main
directory on each disk (or volume), ProDOS also allows
subdirectory files within the main directory. Each subdirectory can hold files of any type, including further
subdirectories. This nested directory structure makes it
easy to keep large amounts of disk storage organized.
(Figure 1 shows an example of a typical ProDOS user's
disk directory structure.)
To specify which directory is accessed at any given
time, ProDOS uses pathnames. A pathname describes
the path to follow through the various levels of directories until you reach the directory where your program
resides. For example, if you wanted to run a program
called Videowars in a subdirectory called Games, which
was in the main directory of a volume called Mydisk,
you could type
RUN /M ydisk/ GamesIVideowars
To avoid having to retype the entire pathname every
time you access a particular directory, ProDOS lets you
set up a pathname prefix, which specifies a default directory. If you enter a pathname without a leading slash,
it is automatically appended to the path stored in the
pathname prefix, and the result is used as the actual
pathname. Using the previous example, we could set the
path name prefix to /Mydisk/Games/ and then simply
type RUN Videowars.
ProDOS's nested directories and pathname facility add
some unique capabilities to your software. Programs can
now keep their own directories and file types, avoiding
some of the confusion encountered when all the programs on a disk are lumped into a single large directory.
On a large hard disk, you can easily partition the disk
into logical areas for various types of programs and data

Manufacturer
Apple Computer Inc.
205 25 Mariani Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-1010

Hardware Required
Apple II or lie computer with a minimum of 64K bytes of
memory for operation w ith Applesoft BASIC; supports 128K-byte
memory configuration with Apple 's extended 80-column text
ca rd

Description
Single-user, single-task operating system w ith significa nt performance improvements over Apple's DOS 3.3; in cludes hierarchical directory structures, numerous predefined and user-definable
file types, directory time and date stamping, support for up to
four interrupts, file sizes up to 16 megabytes, and block-oriented
disk 110 ; ProDOS disks are compatible w ith Apple III SOS disks
to allow easy file sharing between th e two machines

Special Features
A 64K-byte column adapter ca rd in the Apple lie auxiliary slot
ca n be used as a pseudodisk to provide significa ntly faster file
accesses; Pro DOS provides support for Apple's Profile 5-megaby te ha rd disk w ith the A pple lie interface ca rd

Software
Software utilities available for ProDOS include Filer, a program to
initialize and copy w hole disks or individual files; Convert, used
to transfer files to or from DOS 3.3 disks; Exerciser, to access
ProDOS maChine-language ca lls and functions; BASIC.SYSTEM,
a DOS command interpreter and user interface for Applesoft
BASIC; and Help, w hich adds a series of help screens to the
BASIC user interface; a BASIC Programming Examples disk can
be used along w ith the ProDOS tutorial material in the
documentation

Documentation
ProDOS User's Manual provides a tutorial on the Filer and
Convert programs; ProDOS Technical Reference Manual
describes intern al organiza tion, machine-language ca lls, organization of BASIC.SYSTEM, and how to interface additional device
drivers and interrupt routines to the ProDOS system; BASIC
Programming with ProD OS provides tutorial material and
describes how to use ProDOS features and files from programs
w ritten in Applesoft BASIC

ProDOS Packages
ProDOS User's Manual w ith /Utilities disk including Filer and
Convert
BASIC Programming with ProDOS w ith BASIC/Examples disk
ProDOS Technical Reference Manual w ith the Exerciser program on disk
ProDOS Tool Kit package includes 6502 macro assembler. text
editor, and debugger with 6502 AssemblerlProDOS Tools
Manual
(The above packages were tenta tive at the time this article was
w ritten.)

Price and Availability
The price was not ava ilable at the time of writing; it is due to
be released in early 1984 and shipped w ith new Disk II systems
after that
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Figure 3: A memory map of a 64K-byte Apple II or IIe with Pro-

16M BYTES

DIRECTORY
ENTR Y

DOS and SYSTEM. BASIC installed. ProDOS is stored primarily in
the language-card area of memory, and BASIC.SYSTEM resides in
the area formerly occupied by DOS 3.3. Coincidentally, a ProDOS
system provides about the same amount of free BASIC user space as
a DOS 3.3 system .

"KEY W
BLOCK

UP TO 32768
512 BY TE
DATA BLOCKS

Figure 2: ProDOS file-storage methods. ProDOS uses a growing
"tree" structure to pravide efficient storage of files that can range from
1 byte to 16 megabytes. Files smaller than 513 bytes are stored in a
single data block and are referred to as "seedling" files. "Sapling"
files have an index block that holds block numbers of up to 256 data
blocks, thus providing storage for up to 64K bytes. The largest files,
stored as "tree" files, use a master index block to designate up to 128
index blocks, each of which can point to 256 data blocks.
As files grow or shrink during system operation, the file-storage
method is automatically changed as the file size crosses the boundaries
between "seedling," "sapling," and "tree" sizes.

files without having to resort to such tricks as making
the hard disk look like a number of separate, fixed-size
floppy disks.

Blocks and Files
Rather than dealing with physical disk tracks and
sectors like DOS 3.3 does, ProDOS reads and writes
512-byte blocks. The conversion from disk sectors to
blocks is handled by each disk's driver routines. For example, if ProDOS were reading a block from a disk that
stored data in 128-byte sectors, the disk driver would
read four sectors and supply the data to ProDOS as a
single 512-byte block. Since ProDOS simply supplies a
block number to the disk driver, it is completely independent of the physical disk-s'ector sizes or the number of
sectors per disk track.
254
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To efficiently accommodate files that can range from
1 byte to 16 megabytes, ProDOS stores files in three different ways (shown in figure 2). Depending on a file's
size, it will be stored as either a "seedling" file, a "sapling" file, or a "tree" file. Files with sizes between 1 byte
and 512 bytes are stored as seedling files-the data is
stored in a single disk block. A sapling file can range
in size from 513 bytes to 64K bytes. ProDOS creates an
index block that holds the block numbers of up to 256
data blocks, each of which can store 512 bytes of data .
Files larger than 64K bytes are stored as tree files that
can consist of up to 32,768 data blocks or 16 megabytes
of data. To store a tree file, ProDOS uses a master index
block that holds the block numbers of up to 128 index
blocks, each of which can specify 256 data blocks. As
files grow or shrink during disk operations, ProDOS
changes the storage method automatically-the entire
process is completely transparent to the user.

Inside ProDOS
From the BASIC user's point of view, many ProDOS
commands are virtually identical to existing DOS 3.3
commands. However, ProDOS is a completely new
design internally. It is normally located in the languagecard area of memory and prevents the use of Apple's Integer BASIC that is loaded there, under DOS 3.3. (Figure
3 shows a memory map of a 64K-byte Apple II or lIe with
ProDOS installed.) When used with assembly-language
programs, ProDOS uses only the memory above hexadecimal BFOO, leaving 45.75K bytes of free memory space
in a 64K-byte machine.
Also unlike DOS 3.3, ProDOS doesn't include any user
interface. All commands are passed to ProDOS through
a set of 24 machine-language calls to the ProDOS MLI
(machine-language interface), which are similar to the

FEATURES
INCLUDE:
16 Bit CPU
With 128K RAM Memory
Expandable to 2S6K,
Two 320KB SlimJine
Disk Drives,
Floppy Disk Controller,
Monochrome Monitor and
Adapter, Parallel and
Serial I/O 's.
BEST OF ALL!
TEN DAYS FREE TRIAL!
ALL YOU PAY IS
SHIPPING!

FOR MORE DE11\ILS
CALL OR WRITE
TO: TAVA CORPORATION
16861 Armstrong ,
Irvine, Califo rnia 927 14
714/261-0200
Headquartersrrelex: 181667
Answer Back COMPDSHACK IRIN

IBM® COMPATIBILITY
AFFORDABLE PRICE

TAVAPC

THE SMART COMPUTER USER
WANTS REAL VALUE WITH
IBM COMPATIBILITY!
Circle 348 on inquiry card .
THE TAVA Pc. The ultimate Personal Computer. It gives you
IBM PC® Compatibilit y at a fraction of the cost. Choosing a
person al computer is a difficult decision . But , w hen your decisio n is a TAVA PC, it 's not hard at all! The TAVA PC runs under
DOS 1.1 , 2 .0 , CP/M86®, and p-System®. You can choose from a
large librar y of all the most popular IBM PC software products
such as dBaseIlOO, Lotus 1-2-3 00 , Visicalc® and thousands more.

@ DVA CORPORATION 1983
Ir.ldcm:u k of AS HTON-TATE. Inc.

tCalifomia residenrs add 6 % sales

[aX .
d BASE II is ;.I l"CgiSlerc:d
LOT US 1-2-3 Is a registered u ..,tdcmark of lotus Dcvt'l opmcm

C P/M86 is a registered tradcn1;,.rk of Digital Research , Inc.
UCSDp is a rcgiSlcrcd Ir.ldemark of Softcch Mlc:rosystc:ms

IBM PC Is a registered trademark of IBM Corp.
Visiolc is a reSiSlcrtd trademark of Visicorp
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Figure 4: A detailed block diagram of an Apple II or lIe with Pro-

DOS and BASIC.SYSTEM installed. Arrows indicate the flow of
control through the system. ProDOS includes device-driver routines
for Apple's Disk II floppy-disk and Profile hard-disk drives . Also included are drivers to handle the /RAM pseudodisk and a Thunderclock
clocklcalendar card. Any other disk or clocklcalendar devices require
additional routines installed.. Other interface cards with on-board
ROM drivers will be recognized and operate properly, providing that
they follow Apple's various interface guidelines.

set of calls used by the Apple Ill's SOS operating system.
No provision for user-entered commands exists within
ProDOS itself. Instead, ProDOS is designed to work
with various .sYSTEM programs, which translate userentered commands into the appropriate ProDOS calls.
(Figure 4 shows a block diagram of a typical BASIC user's
ProDOS system.)
To maintain a consistent DOS interface while allowing Apple to alter the internal code in the future, ProDOS uses a 256-byte page of memory as a ProDOS
globals page. The globals page is used to hold the addresses of all disk-driver routines, interrupt handlers, the
clock-calendar routine (if installed), and the call address
of ProDOS itself. It also holds a memory bit map that
is used to indicate which pages of memory are currently
used so ProDOS won't overwrite them during a load.
The globals page is the only part of ProDOS that Apple
guarantees will be consistent when future versions are
released. No matter where ProDOS itself is loaded
(depending on memory size), the globals page will
always be in the same place and contain the same data.
To allow programs to deal with future versions of ProDOS, the globals page also includes data to indicate the
version of ProDOS currently installed in the machine
and data to indicate the type of machine it's installed on.
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Currently, the system recognizes the Apple II series of
computers or Apple Ills running in Apple II emulation
mode. However, room is available for future expansion.
Curiously, ProDOS won't work on most of the Apple
II work-alikes. On a Frahklin, for example, it hangs up
during the boot process and coincidentally leaves Apple's copyright message on the screen. This is unfortunate for the owners of these machines, but you can't
really expect the people at Apple to spend much time
getting new software to work on unauthorized copies
of its hardware.

BASIC. SYSTEM
Most users will talk to ProDOS through the .sYSTEM
program called BASIC SYSTEM, which provides an extended set of DOS 3.3-like commands to Applesoft
BASIC When BASIC SYSTEM is loaded, it resides just
beneath ProDOS in memory. Coincidentally, it leaves
about the same amount of free memory as DOS 3.3.
Most BASIC SYSTEM commands are compatible with
the equivalent DOS 3.3 commands to allow existing
BASIC programs to run with minimum alterations. A
few seldom-used commands have been removed, however, and a number of new commands have been added
and existing commands extended. You can now, for example, use OPEN, READ, WRITE, and CWSE to access
any type of file (including directories), and you can use
BLOAD or BSAVE on any part of any type of file.
One of the most interesting new commands is simply
a dash, a "run anything if possible" command. By typing
" - filename", you can run a BASIC program, run a
binary program, execute a text file of commands, or load
and run a new .sYSTEM program.
To help you deal with ProDOS's nested directories,
BASIC SYSTEM provides a PREFIX command. You can
use it to either set the pathname prefix to specify a
default directory or to read back the current pathname
prefix onto the screen or into a program variable.
BASIC SYSTEM also provides 110 (input/output) commands that are much more flexible than those found in
DOS 3.3. Instead of just using PR# or IN# to specify an
110 slot for input or output, BASIC SYSTEM provides
extensions to these commands that allow you to specify
a particular address in memory to call for input or output or even to assign new addresses to given 110 slots.
For instance, if your printer-interface card is in slot 1 and
you have a special printer-driver routine loaded into
hexadecimal address 300, you could type PR#l,A$300.
From then on, any output normally sent to slot 1 would
be sent to your routine at hexadecimal 300 instead. Another way to accomplish the same result would be to
type PR# A$300 when you want to turn the printer on
and PR#O when you want to turn it off.

Adding Commands to BASIC.SYSTEM
In addition to providing a variety of flexible DOS
commands, the BASIC SYSTEM command structure is
also extensible-you can add your own commands for
special applications. By changing a pointer location in

For users of Apple, IBM, TRS/SO, Atarl, Commodore, Texas Instruments, and other brand name computers:

Here's the easiest way to buy quality
diskettes a1; d.iscoun1; prices
Now you can get error-free double density diskettes by
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You save because we ship huge volumes of magnetic
media in boxes of 10.
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Listing 1: A listing of the two benchmark programs used to perform
the disk Ilccess-time tests for the SOD-record file. The programs used
for the Apple III and the IBM PC were similar. A SOD-record file is
created by the program in listing 1a and is read by the program in
listing 1b (see "The Apple III and Its New Profile," September 1982
BYTE, page 92) .
(1a)

zo

DS ~
CHRS (4): REM
CNTRL-D
90 NR " 500
PRINT DS;"OPEN TEST"
100
PRINT DS ; "READ TEST"
110
FOR I : 1 TO NR
140
INPUT BS
160
190
NEXT I
PRINT DS ; "CLOSE TEST"
ZOO
PRINT "DONE"
2Z0
(1b)

ZO D$
40 AS

CHR$ (4) : REM
CNTRL-D
"123456781234567912345678112345678 "
AS + AS + AS + AS
60 BS
30 NR
500
PRINT DS;"OPEN TEST"
100
PRINT DS ; "WRITE TEST"
110
FOR I ~ 1 TO NR
140
PRINT BS
160
NEXT I
180
ZOO
PRINT DS ; "CLOSE TEST"
220
PRINT " DONE"

Write
Read
Write
Read

500 records
500 records
32K-byte file
32K-byte file

Apple lie
ProDOS

Apple lie
DOS 3 .3

Apple III
SOS

IBM PC
PC-DOS

36
35
19
5.5

175
221

37
33

32
23

44
31

Table 1: A comparison of the relative floppy-disk access times of

ProDOS and DOS 3.3 with times indicated in seconds. Times for
the IBM PC and the Apple III are included for reference purposes.
The SOD-record file consisted of sequential 128-character records
terminated with carriage returns, giving a total file size of just
less than 64K bytes. (Benchmark programs used are shown in
listing 1.) ProDOS appears to operate effectively six or seven times
faster than DOS 3.3.

the BASIC SYSTEM globals page, you can specify the
address of an external command routine, which will be
called if BASIC SYSTEM gets an unrecognized
command .
Apple's Help and APA (Applesoft Programmer's Assistant) programs are two interesting examples of added
BASICSYSTEM commands. Running the Help program
on the /Examples disk adds a special HELP command
to the system. You can then type HELP followed by any
DOS command, and a screen of information describing
that particular command will be quickly loaded from the
Helpscreens file on the disk and displayed. .
When you run APA, it adds a series of pro~am editing
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and debugging commands. Some of the commands
added by APA let you renumber your pr<?gram lines,
merge two BASIC programs, use automatic line numbering, hold a program in a special memory area, compress
a program to remove all REM statements, and obtain an
XREF (cross-reference) listing of variables versus line
numbers.

Performance
According to Apple, DOS 3.3 transfers data to or from
an Apple Disk II at about 1K bytes/sec while ProDOS
transfers data at 8K bytes/sec. These figures are the raw
transfer rates and do not include overhead time to access directories, open file buffers, or pass the data to Applesoft BASIC
To evaluate the actual effective speed improvement, I
used the same disk-access speed benchmaFks used to
evaluate the Appl.e III (see "The Apple III and Its New
Profile;' September 1982 BYTE, page 92). The evaluation
included additional tests to write and read a 32K-byte
file of binary data, simulating a large program store or
load. (The benchmark programs used are shown in
listing 1, and the test results are summarized in table 1.)
The performance increase with ProDOS was impressive. ProDOS ran five to six times as fast as DOS
3.3 when accessing text-file records or reading the 32Kbyte binary file and about twice as fast when first storing
the binary file. In fact, the times for ProDOS were almost
the same as the times recorded for the Apple III running SOS, the progenitor of ProDOS.
It wasn't possible to use the same benchmark
programs to measure the access times to the /RAM
pseudodisk because IRAM provides 62K bytes of space
while the benchmark program writes a 63.75K-byte file.
However, the times to save and load the 32K-byte binary
file were roughly 1.2 and 0.4 seconds respectively.
BYTE did not receive an Apple lIe Profile hard-disk
drive for evaluation. However, based on the test results
with the Apple III Profile, you should expect an additional improvement in overall disk speed of a factor of
three to four.
Utility Software
Along with ProDOS itself and BASIC SYSTEM, Apple
provides three utility programs: Filer, to manipulate disk
files and volumes; Convert, to transfer files between ProDOS and DOS 3.3 format disks; and Exerciser, to access
the ProDOS MLI commands.
Filer is used primarily to copy files or whole disks or
to initialize new ProDOS disks, but it also provides
options that let you delete or rename files, rename
volumes, alter file write-protection, and list ProDOS
directories. To help the novice user, Filer provides a series
of built-in tutor screens that explain the various Filer
commands and options. Filer is also useful when you're
moving files from one directory to another on the same
disk. You could, for example, create a new subdirectory
called Games and then use Filer to copy all your game
programs from the main directory to Games. If the name

THE IDEA PROCESSOR ™
A NEW CONCEPT IN THE MANAGEMENT ,OF TEXT AND GRAPHICS
Much more than just the finest text editor-much more than just the most Rowerful cardfile system-much
more than just a comwehensive document formatter-it' s an integrated system that provides incredible power
in the manipulation of text, graphics (from any source!), spreadsheets, programs, or ju st about any kind of
information you can store in a file on your IBM Personal Computer. Index your source material-spreadsheets,
graphs, excerpts from letters, memos, contracts, books-then build your document, using the marvelous
Idea Processor editor in conjunction with the instant text database access afforded by the Cardfile . Or copy
sections of your document into your own cross-indexed archive: legal boiler-plate, literary quotations, subroutine
libraries-you design it. Cross-index each citation up to 10 ways. Print your document with auto-footnoting,
auto-indexing, and imbedded graphs and spreadsheets. The Idea Processor thinks along with you ... to multiply
your productivity.
Not ...
Ezcerpt. from boob

TEXT SOURCE MATERIAL
Ifrom ANY standard ASCII file]

Spre..d.heet.
Contract Boiler-Plate
Subroutine Library

GRAPHICS SOURCE MATERIAL
[from ANY Graphics Program]

The Idea Processor

Your Document

The Idea Processor is more than just a program. It's even more than a software system . It's a new way of
looking at the management of text, graphics, and documents . Use it to build your next contract, program,
memo, letter, or article. You'll see what we mean.
• The finest Editor available
• The most powerful Cardfile program available
• Editor and Cardfile are completely integrated
and operate simultaneously
• Fastest data base access
• Move all or any part of a card to the document, or vice versa
• Manages up to 64,000 cards in a data base
• All commands entered via function keys or
labelled keys for ease of use
• Constantly available function key information
• Eighteen fu II screens of HELP messages at a
keystroke

• Keyboard MACRO commands replace 100
keystrokes with a single keystroke
• On screen underline and Boldface
• Edits files up to 160K
• Saves and indexes spreadsheets and graphics
generated by any program
• Incorporates spreadsheets and graphs in
printed text
• Auto Footnoting and Auto Indexing
• Bi-directional continuous lin e and page
scrolling
• Uses full power of IBM keyboard and printer
• Complete novices use it comfortably in an
hour; full proficiency in four hours
$295

The Idea Processor
Integrated editor and cardfile program , text formatter, graphics management to
integrate graphics from other program s into document and cards
Requires an IBM-compatible personal computer with 192K of memory

From your dealer or:

Jv~

~O~

/ )l(c;J;~~~:'-5~e
Visa and MasterCard

New York, NY 10012
212-334-8043
1-800-221-7798
Circle 177 on inquiry card.

Idea Pro cesso r is a trad e mark of

Id c .]Warl~

In c.

IBM is a trademark of International

Business Ma c hin es In c.

$75*

$99*

RIGHT FACE.

RRTPRlCE.

At $75 and $99 respectively, PRlNTERFACE™
and GRAPHICARD™are the right parallel interface
products for your Apple II, II +, lIe or Apple"
.
compatible system.
But don't be fooled by those low prices.
High performance features and high reliability
make them the right choice for serious printing
requirements.
PRlNTERF ACE, for example, offers 27 easy
commands that let you format text, send controls to the printer. You can even dump
30-column text screen from your Apple lIe.
GRAPHICARD gives you all that, plus graphics
capabilities for 37 of the most popular printers.
Eight additional commands permit a variety of
graphics, screen dumps, including side-by-side,
top-to-bottom, double size, inverse, emphasized,
rotated and mixed text and graphics. For Apple
II owners, the GRAPHICARD will give 30-column
screen dumps from the Videx™30-column board.
By the way, if you buy PRlNTERFACE and
decide later that graphics would be nice, there's
an easy-to-install upgrade kit that'll do the trick
just fine.
Both cards clearly give you more for your
money. And both are warrantied for five years.
That's right, five years.
So drop into your local dealer and ask about
PRlNTERFACE and GRAPHICARD today. Two more
practical products from Practical Peripherals.
PRACTICAL

==='P£RIPH£RALS

31245 La Baya Drive, Westlake Village, CA 91362
(213) 991-8200 • TWX 910-336-5431
• Suggested retail price.
•• Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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Circle 296 on inquiry card.

of each game program ended with the same suffix, the
Filer wild-card character ( = ) could be used to accomplish
the copy with a single Filer command.
Convert can be used to copy files in either direction
between ProDOS and DOS 3.3. Since ProDOS uses different file naming conventions than DOS 3.3 (filenames
can be 15 characters long and cannot contain spaces),
Convert modifies DOS 3.3 filenames by truncating them
to 15 characters and changing any spaces to periods.
Both Filer and Convert appear to be well written and
user-friendly. The prompting is clear and unambiguous-it will be difficult to make an error using either
program.
Exerciser is primarily a tool for system program
developers. It can be used to manually execute each of
the ProDOS MLI calls and to modify areas of memory.
Exerciser should be used with caution. It will be very
easy for an unwary user to damage the data on a disk
because Exerciser lets you read or write data onto any
disk block . However, it should be invaluable for debugging systems or for patching a damaged disk.

Documentation
Although the manuals I received for review were early
draft copies, th~ ProDOS documentation looks excellent.
All three manuals are well written, containing numerous
examples and special cautionary messages when describing areas where problems might occur.
The ProDOS User's Manual explains how to use the
Filer and Convert utilities. Written at a level suitable for
rank beginners, it takes you step by step through each
Filer and Convert function, explaining any new term encountered along the way. I found the ProDOS User's
Manual to be the least needed of the manuals supplied
because both Filer and Convert are menu-driven and virtually bulletproof. You simply progress from menu to
menu, selecting the options you want-it's almost impossible to make any serious mistakes.
BASIC Programming with ProDOS will probably be the
most read of the ProDOS manuals. Even though much
of the material included will already be familiar to DOS
3.3 users, it explains all the new ProDOS commands and
options and includes descriptions of ProDOS directories,
pathnames, and file types. For the beginner, BASIC Programming with ProD OS includes all the information
necessary to learn to use ProDOS effectively. A large' percentage of the manual is spent explaining text files . It
includes chapters that describe how text files are created
and accessed, how to use random-access files, and how
to create files of commands as Exec files. The appendixes
include descriptions of the differences between DOS 3.3
and ProDOS when using Applesoft BASIC, a summary
of ProDOS commands and features, descriptions of all
error messages, and a complete glossary of all terms
used.
.
The ProDOS Technical Reference Manual provides a complete description of ProDOS's inner workings. It will be
invaluable to anyone who wants to write a system program, install his or her own device drivers, or deal with
Circle 102 on inquiry card. ---.
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ProDOS from assembly language. It includes chapters
that describe files and pathnames, calls to the ·ProDOS
MLI, writing system programs, and adding routines to
ProDOS. Appendixes provide descriptions of the filestorage methods and directory formats, disk organization, the relationship between ProDOS and SOS, and
how to use the Exerciser program.
I

ProDOS Packages
At the time this was written, Apple had tentative plans
to market four different ProDOS packages. For assemblylanguage programmers, there will be a ProDOS Tool Kit
with a new version of Apple's EDASM editor/assembler,
a debugger program, and the 6502 AssemblerlProDOS
Tools Manual. The new version of EDASM includes
macros and supports the various ProDOS file types and
pathnames. Apple will also market a package that consists of the ProDOS Technical Reference Manual and the
Exerciser program-useful if you want to write additional
device drivers or .sYSTEM programs that interface
directly to the ProDOS MLI. A BASIC users package will
include BASIC Programming with ProDOS along with the
BASIC /Examples disk. A utilities package will combine
the ProDOS User's Manual with a fUtilities disk holding
Filer and Convert.
Pricing hadn't been set when this article was written.
Most previous Apple software packages of this type have
cost less than $100.

De Smet

C

PC DOS - CP/M-86 - MPM-86 - CCP/M-86

$109
• OUTSTANDING PRICE/PERFORMANCE
"SI EVE" Benchmark
135 bytes compiled - 6144 bytes linked
65 sec. compile (disk) -11.5 sec. run (10 iterations)

• FULL DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE
C Compiler, Assembler, Linker, Librarian and
Full Screen Editor- Native 2.0 Support

• COMPLETE IMPLEMENTATION
FULL K & R - plus - STDIO LIBRARY

, Both 8087 and Software Floating Point
To order specify OS & DISK SIZE/ FORMA T.
Calif. residents add 6% sales tax.

CWARE
PO Box 710097

ProDOS provides a significantly improved operating
system for Apple II and IIe computers. With disk accesses about six times faster than DOS 3.3, files up to
16 megabytes long, and support for Apple's Profile
5-megabyte hard-disk drive, ProDOS provides an environment that will make it easier for applications
developers to write the increasingly sophisticated software required by the business community. Using disk
and file formats that are compatible with the Apple III's
SOS operating system, ProDOS allows development of
software that will boot up and run properly on either
machine-loading ProDOS on Apple lIs or IIes and
loading SOS on Apple Ills.
For the more casual user! ProDOS may initially seem
more complex to learn than DOS 3.3 due to its nested
directory structure and increased command options.
However, it will be easier to keep your programs organized under ProDOS, and the volume names and pathnames will prevent errors that could occur under DOS
3.3 if the wrong slot # or drive were specified. You should
note that ProDOS does not make DOS 3.3 obsolete.
There is no need to convert existing software to ProDOS
unless you need the increased performance or new
features .
For hardware developers, ProDOS provides a uniform
protocol that lets you interface virtually any type of disklike storage device without resorting to the now common
DOS patches. If Apple's interface guidelines are followed, foreign disks will be recognized and used properly without requiring any alterations to the operating
system. (This will also make life a little easier for users.)
On the minus side, neither Apple's UCSD Pascal nor
Apple CP/M is compatible with ProDOS, and this may
prolong some existing problems. Current suppliers of
hard disks for the Apple II generally provide software
that lets you partition your disk into areas for DOS 3.3,
Pascal, and CP/M, because the three operating systems
are not compatible. On the Apple III, Pascal resides on
the SOS operating system and shares the nested directory/pathname facilities to manage disk storage. I hope
to see a new Pascal for the Apple II with the same features. In the interim, Apple will supply software that
will let you partition your Apple lIe Profile hard disk into
separate areas for ProDOS and Apple's Pascal 1.1 operating system.
To summarize, Apple's new ProDOS represents a
significant improvement over the existing DOS 3.3 operating system and includes features that are unavailable
with most other personal computer operating systems.
Although it may not be worth the effort to convert your
existing DOS 3.3-based software to ProDOS, its capabilities give it some strong advantages for development of
new programs .•

San Jose, CA 95171-0097
(408) 736·6905

PC DOS Tradema rk IBM - CP/M Tradema rk Di gita l Resea rch
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The Professional's Editor for Program Developmen" Word Processing} Source Code Translations

EXPECt' A :J(omVEDIT
Reviewers' Comments

Newest Features:

'The performance of this product is nothing
short of outstanding!'
'VEDIT is a 'virtual' text editor. The amount
of memory in your computer does not limit
the size of the file you can edit.'

• Horizontal Scrolling
• Single Key and Conditional Search and
Replace with Pattern Matching
• Easier to Use than Ever

Tim DaneJiu/z, Info World - May '83
'At present there are three major entrants into
Widely acclaimed as an editor, VEDIT has evolved to
the screen editor category for the pc. ..VEDIT
be much more. VEDIT is not only a versatile full screen
is the front-runner for the definitive quality
editor, its command mode has become a powerful
screen editor.'
text-oriented programming language based on TECO.
Todd Katz, PC Magazine - October, '83
For the first time you'll be able to perform complex text
manipulations that are impossible for I.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;===:::::::---=:-:::----j
any word processor. Just a few
examples of VEDIT'S command
macro power are:
• Hundreds of tedious search/replace
operations, once performed by hand,
can now be made automatically on
dozens of files without your
intervention.
• VEDIT macros are indispensible
with source code translations. (Example ZILOG to/from INTEL translator macros are included). A complete line of translators will be available soon.
• An on-line tutorial and mail merge
program, completely written with
VEDIT macros, (source included) is
available as an inexpensive option
--imagine what you can write for your
own applications.
Word processing is a snap with
paragraph formatting, word wrap,
print functiOns, and VEDIT's unmatched 'cut and paste' capability.
VEDIT cuts programming time in
half - with multiple file handling and
VEDIT is available for virtually every 8080, Z80 or
special features for Pascal, Pljl, 'C',
8086 microcomputer made. To order please specify
Assembler and other languages.
your computer, operating system and disk format.
VEDIT is completely customizable
-- you configure your own keyboanj
VEDIT - Disk and Manual
layout. Use any function or cursor
8080, Z80 or IBM PC .$150
key you wish. Plus our total" comCP/ M-86 or MSDOS .$195
mitment to hardware support ensures
Manual only . . . . . .$18
that VEDIT will be perfectly matched
On-Line Tutorial .. .$15
to any microcomputer you are ever
Mail Merge . . . ... .$15
likely to own.
CP/ M is ~ regis:lere.i u:dcrrwk of DigiUI Re:\eitch Irk:. ~IS[X)S i! a It:Idenutk of .\IlcrwJft. IBM ls!l trJdcnwk of
[nternaliolu[ l\usineii ~Uch ine:s. Q.Ioli5from Infoll'orU miewCir)flliglll 1983 by Popu!arComruUng. Ill:. asuhsidi3J)' of
CW Cooununic1tlons, loc., FrAminglwn, M~ · Reprintw from IrnQ\1i'orld. Qu~e; &'Om !J)"1t rt">iew COJI)Tiglu 19S.i h)· B)"1t
l'ub\icallofI5, loc. ~tS from Sextant rl'Vit....·Cor'!TigJU 1983 by SexUlit Publishing Co. ~0IeS fro m PC Mag;ilmc rt">; l...·
Copyright 1983 by PC May,:u.!ne.

1955 Pauline Blvd. , Suite 200
Circle 84 on inquiry card .

'VEDITs 'visual' mode, where you will spend
most of your time, has a multiplicity of
valuable one-or-two-keystroke commands
which make it very easy to enter and modify
text.'
Prederick Zimmerman, Sextant
- Pall, '83
'VEDITs by all odds the most flexible
programming editor I've ever seen. '
'One of its best features is multiple buffers;
that is, you can store chunks of programs in
various places and pull them out into your
main file when needed.'
Jerry Pourne/Je, Byte - September, '83

CompuView

PRODUCTS, INC.
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48103 (31 3) 996-1299 Telex - 701821
Orders: P.O. Box 1349, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106
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At first, all spreadsheets seem
to give you about the same things.
Until you put them to work. Then
you 'll find out if they do everything
you expected. Or make you do
everything the hard way.
You know what makes the difference? It's not just having the newest, whizziest features, but what
those features actually do for you
in the real world . And that's the
whole idea behind SuperCalc and
SuperCalc2 . Because they've
been designed to work with you in
a natural , intuitive way.

Even the size of the spreadsheet
is important. Some programs
promise you a huge area to work
with. Unfortunately, they can use
so much of the computer's.available memory just keeping track
of all the blank cells that you 're left
with only a handful. But we've
designed SuperCalc to give you
the largest useable spreadsheet.
If you look at the printout below,
you'll see a lot more examples of
what we mean. And we think you 'll
realize why this is the most useable spreadsheet in the world.

What we're really talking about
here is useability. When you get
right down to it, it's not anyone big
thing , but a combination of little
things. Like the number of keystrokes it takes to get a job done.
Or the effort it takes to switch from
one function to another. Maybe a
few keystrokes here and there
doesn't seem like much of a difference. Or having to change disks
to plot a graph . Butwhen you multiply those little things by the thousands of times you do them , they
make all the difference in the world.
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Now we're introducing our newest version, SuperCalc3, which
comes complete with the kind of
graphics you'd expectto find in a
program that does everything else
sowell.We give you full color. And
presentation quality. Plus eight
different type styles to choose
from. And new financial features
like internal rate of return. We've
even integrated all these functions
onto one single disk. Which means
you don't have to change disks
all the time. Or settle for a weak
spreadsheet and low-resolution
graphics justfor the sake of getting

both in the same package.
As you might expect, we've
made SuperCalc3100% compatible with SuperCalc and
SuperCalc2. So you can move
up to it whenever you 're ready.
You can even convertyourVisiCalc
files.The SuperCalc family is
available for CP/M, CP/M-86, ConcurrentCP/M-86, MP/M, MS-DOS
and PC-DOS operating systems:
Right now, SuperCalc3 is available
forthe IBM PC, PCXTand IBM PC
compatibles. It's only $395. And
soon it'll be available for a lot more
personal computers.

Integrated
presentationquality graphics
Prints up to four
charls on the
same page

Printsall
available ploHer
colors

Components of
graph resize 10
match size of text

SuperCalc3. When you're really
serious about spreadsheets, this
is the one you'll wind up using. But
don't take our word for it. Go try
SuperCalc3 at your computer store
today. And draw your own
conclusions.
CP/ M ~ CP/ M-86\" ConcurrentCP/ M-86,and

MP/ M* aretrademarksof

Digital Research. MSe..OOS Is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
IBMII> is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
VisiCalcCl> is a trademark of Visicorp. ~ 1983 Sorcim Corporation .

SUpers:c!!f.
2310 Lundy Avenue San Jose, CA 95131
(408) 9~2-1727

Powerful Yet
Simple To Use

And with our newest product, the Team Manager report writer, a user can select
from over 800 predefined data
dictionary elements to create
an unlimited number of
simple or complex reports.
If you're looking for ontrack accounting solutions to
increase your profits . .. look
to the Software Fitness Pro.. gram Accounts Receivable,
Accounts Payable, General Ledger,
Payroll, Job Cost, Inventory, Sales
Order ProceSSing, PLUS the Team
Manager report writer. Our competition can't even come close.

We've got the most advanced and
comprehensive accounting software
you can buy-yet our products with
training disks and owner's manuals
will put the computer novice at ease.

If your bottom line is your top
priority, today and tomorrow, we've
got solutions. Ask for a demonstration from your local computer
dealer.

Accounting For The
Serious Business User
The IBM PC and XT, the Apple
LISA and Apple III, the DEC
Rainbow, the Victor 9000, the
Wang Personal, the TI Professional, the Zenith Z-1 00 .. .
What do these top-selling
business computers have in
common? All of these popular
products plus over 30 other microcomputers run the Software Fitness
Program accounting applications
plus the Team Manager report
writer.
You can choose Open Systems '
accounting applications in COBOL or
BASIC on single- or mUlti-user computers running on every popular operating system including CP/M, CPIM86, MPIM, MPIM-86, MS-DOS, PCDOS, OASIS, RMICOS or XENIX. Over
T

"

T

"

200,000 of our applications have
already been installed in over 200
different types of businesses.

.~~~~~~
(612) 870-3515
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Software Review

KnolVledgeman
A close look at a new, fully integrated management system with
complete database and spreadsheet capabilities all in one
by James W. Walker
Multifunction integrated programs are a recent popular
trend in personal computer software. These programs
include such functions as database management, spreadsheet analysis, graphics generation, and word processing. Knowledgeman: The Knowledge Manager is a recent entry into this market.
This new information-management system from Micro
Data Base Systems combines in one package a superior
relational database-management system (DBMS), an advanced third-generation spreadsheet, a forms generator,
the means for full statistical 'analysis, extensive operating
functions, and a complete structured-programming language for writing command procedures. Both color and
monochrome displays are supported. The program lists
for $500 and requires a minimum of 192K bytes of RAM
(random-access read/write memory) . Recommended
mass storage is 500K bytes. Knowledgeman takes full advantage of the new generation of 16-bit microcomputers
with releases for the IBM PC, Victor/Sirius, and Altos
microcomputers. Unlike most other relational database
management systems, such as dBASE II or Condor,
Knowledgeman has few design limitations. For example,
with Knowledgeman you may have up to 255 fields per
record and an unlimited number of tables open at once
(assuming enough RAM and disk space are available),
thus allowing multiple table processing with a single
command.
My work involves determining the evolutionary rela-

tionships between groups of flowering plants. I use
Knowledgeman to analyze the distribution of characteristics among flowering-plant groups. For example, if the
pollen of certain flowering plants indicates that two
groups of plants may be related, Knowledgeman looks
for other traits, such as flower, fruit, and seed type, that
these groups may have in common. In this short review
I can scarcely do justice to this comprehensive program,
but I will attempt to outline its major features.

Database Management
As a database manager, Knowledgeman allows you to
set up a file, define the various fields of each record,
enter data, modify data, and access data in a number
of different ways.

Table Formation
Knowledgeman creates each database as a table, consisting of rows, or records, and columns, or fields. The
DEFINE command forms the table. You enter DEFINE
and a table name, and the system prompts you for a filename and then for the fields. Each field must have a
name and a type (string, numeric, or logical) and, if it's
a string field, a maximum length.
You can have up to 65,535 records per table and up
to 255 fields per record as long as you have enough disk
space and RAM to handle it. Essentially, the software
places no limit on record or field length since each may
February 1984 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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Data Input

At a Glance
Name
Knowledgeman

"TYpe
Integrated relational database-management system and
spreadsheet

Manufacturer
Micro Data Base Systems Inc.
POB 248
Lafayette. IN 47902
(317) 463-2581

Price
5500

Language
Assembly language and C

Format
Floppy disk

Software Required
PC-DOS 1.1 and 20. MS-DOS I x. or CP/M -86

Computer System
I92K bytes of RAM. 500K bytes of mass storage

Documentation
One reference manual. beginner tutoria l guide. fold-out
command guide

Audience
"Second-time" users. BASIC programmers

be up to 65,535 characters long. You can define "pictures"
to provide field-integrity checking (e.g., use placeholders
to restrict data input to alphabetic, alphanumeric, or
numeric characters) or specific kinds of editing (e.g., use
placeholders to automatically convert alphabetic characters to uppercase or lowercase). Fields can also have
fixed characters, e.g., the dashes in social security numbers can automatically occupy the proper positions on
input. You can create virtual fields (defined by a formula)
that occupy no storage in the table. The system updates
virtual-field values as data changes occur in the fields
or expressions that define them .
You can check table definitions with the SHOW command . SHOW with a specific table name gives you a display of the following: field names, field types, field "pictures;' virtual-field definitions, index-key expressions,
date of last modification, and current number of records.
When SHOW is entered by itself, Knowledgeman gives
you all tables in use and their complete filenames, as
well as the default table.
The USE and FINISH commands respectively open
and close the tables. If the RAM and disk space are available, there is no limit to the number of tables that can
be used simultaneously. FINISH followed by a specific
table name closes that table, while FINISH ALL closes
all tables in use. A new default table can be declared
using the DEFAULT command followed by the table
name.
268
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After defining a table, you begin data entry with the
CREATE command. Knowledgeman responds with
"Record Number xxx" and provides field prompts. Fixed
characters declared in field "pictures" appear automatically, and each field's length is indicated by dashes. The
system supports full use of the IBM PC's arrow and special-function keys for editing data items (field variables) .
Field values of the previous record can be repeated. Furthermore, you can insert, delete, or overwrite a previous
field-value display.
Knowledgeman doesn't provide virtual~field prompts
because those values are automatically computed. If you
create subsequent records after a table's initial record
creation, you can place them in the file anywhere you
choose.

Table Modification
You can easily modify tables with the REDEFINE command, adding new fields, deleting existing fields, or
changing the type, size, or name of a field. You can
redefine or add field "pictures" and virtual fields and
rename or erase tables with the RENAME and DESTROY
commands, respectively. Data items (field variables)
themselves may be updated in one of two ways. Using
the BROWSE command you can look at one record at
a time and edit the data items in it or you can set the
browsing scope to look only at records 134-256, for example. You can rapidly browse forward or backward
through the records with the function keys. You can also
set conditions, such as certain field values, for the
records to be browsed . Knowledgeman has the added
feature of selective field browsing so you can BROWSE
(or CREATE) only some of a table's fields if you wish.
The CHANGE command changes data items globally. For example, the command CHANGE NAME TO
'AUDREY" would change all field values for the field
"Name" to 'Audrey:' However, if you want you can limit
the scope of data item changes to certain record numbers
or to certain conditions, e.g., you can CHANGE FNAME
TO 'AUDREY" FOR LNAME = "WALKER" to change
only those records whose lname (last name) is "Walker:'
Knowledgeman deletes records using a logical switch.
When the system creates a record, it automatically sets
up the first field as #MARK. You cannot delete or rename
this field, and it has an initial logical value of "false."
If you want to delete records, change the #MARK field
of the selected records to "true" (with the MARK command). An UNMARK command is available to change
records marked "true" back to "false." If you want to
delete the records permanently, the COMPRESS command destroys all records marked "true:' You can create
new tables from existing tables using the IMPRESS,
CONVERT, and ATTACH commands. The IMPRESS
command allows you to "impress" an existing table
definition onto a empty new table. Field names, types,
sizes, and "pictures" are all carried over to the new table.
The CONVERT command changes the field values from
packed binary to a special file format-ASCII, BASIC-

compatible, and DIF (Data Interchange Format). If you
only want the values from certain fields, Knowledgeman
supports selective attaching. Although you can use the
CONVERT and ATTACH commands in several ways,
they are especially useful when you want to construct
a new table out of existing tables.

How a

Table Sorting and Indexing

and a

The SORT and INDEX commands appropriately sort
and index records. You can sort records in ascending (AZ) or descending (Z-A) order or in some combination
thereof. Sorting is based on the contents of a field or on
relationships between fields (e.g., records could be
sorted A-Z on three times the salary) . You can also create
indexes in ascending or descending order or in some
combination of sequences using the INDEX command.

Data Retrieval
You can retrieve data a record at a time or generate an
entire output table. There are two ways to get an individual record, OBTAIN and PLUCK. Use OBTAIN to
get a particular record number, first, last, prior, or next

Perform files can keep the system
busy for hours with just one entry.
record, as well as record number xxx, and to get a record
conditionally, for example:
OBTAIN FOR FNAME

=

'AUDREY"

Use the PLUCK command for rapid retrieval of
indexed records. This is the fastest way to retrieve a
record conditionally, but before you can use the PLUCK
command, you must create one or more index files for
the table.
Knowledgeman uses B + tree indexing for rapid record
retrieval. You can use an unlimited number of index keys
per table. Each index can have as many as 65,535 fields
and be up to 65,535 characters long. If you want to conditionally retrieve records often, use index files; the
PLUCK commands are much faster than the conditional
OBTAIN commands.
The system can automatically update indexes as you
make changes with the BROWSE and CHANGE commands. However, this slows down the CHANGE command significantly, so you may decide to override this
feature and create new indexes after major table changes.
You must recreate index files after using REDEFINE,
COMPRESS, or SORT commands.
The SELECT (LIST) command creates a new output
table from one or more existing tables. It is one of the
most powerful Knowledgeman commands. You can pick
any number of fields for data generation, and the order
in which you list the fields determines the arrangement
of the output table. You can SELECT to include, for example, all records, the next 100 records, or records in a

ftRman

broken

leg

made
software

simple.
W

hat does a fireman know
about designing software?
Nothing. Usually.
Meet Dennis Jarvis, a firefighter from
Southern California . About five years ago he
broke his leg in a fire-related accident and was
confined to the house for about six months. To
keep him occupied, Delmis ' wife bought him a
computer.
Dennis had never used a computer before.
But he proved to be a natural.
Dennis was soon writing his own programs.
And Basic Accounting from Firefighter was
born.
It was brilliant.
And so simple, you don't have to know
anything about accounting theory to use it.
But don't get the wrong idea. Just because it's
simple, doesn't mean it's not smart, too .
Basic Accounting from Firefighter has so many
more features and capabilities than the best selling accounting package, there 's no room to list
them in this ad. You'll just have to ask your
dealer to show you.
Dennis? He returned to the Fire Department
soon after his leg healed , but remains the
spearhead of Firefighter Software.
In fact, in his never-ending efforts to make
Firefighter the most personal, most supported
software, Dennis has set up a telephone hotlil1e
to answer your questions and provide consultation. That's just Dennis' way of insuring
Firefighter remains superior, always simpler yet
smalier.
Hotline: 1·800·641 -0814
California Hotline : (213) 991·8200
FIREFIGHTER.
SIMPLER, SMARTER SOFTWARE.
PRACTICAL
PCRIPHCRALS
- 31245 La Baya Drive, Westlake Village, CA 91362
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EXPOTEK
1-800-528-8960

\ BORDER
\ BYE

Guaranteed Low Prices

\ COLUMN , \ ROW
\ COMBI NE

IBM CALL SAVE$

\ COMPUTE

AST, Herc ules, Mic rosof t, Maynard, Persyst , Profit system s, Ouadram, STB , Talltree

TERMINALS

MODEMS

ADDS
A· l Green . . . . . .. . . .. . . ... . $485
A·2 Green .
. ..... 490
Viewpoint 60 ......•. • ....... 619

Hazeltine
Esprit I
. . . . . . • . . • . . ... . 485
Esprit II .
. .... 540
Esprit III .............•...... 735

Qume
OVT 102 Green.
. . 535
OVT 102 Amber . . . . • . . . . . . .. 550
OVT 103 Green.
. .. . 840
OVT 103')lo,mber .
. ... . 850

Televideo
910+
549
925
...... . 699
950 ... . ......... ..
· . 899
970 ......... .... .... . .. . 975

Wyse
Wyse 100
..... .. 680
Wyse300
.... 1020
Esprit III . . .... .... . ........ 735

Visual
· . 599

Visual 50 Green .
Visual 55 Green .

720

Zenith
.. .. 635

Z·29 .

Altos

I

HAYES

U.S. Robotics
212A Auto Dial
469
Password ................. .. 375

PRINTERS
Dai sywriter 2000
Daisywriter Cable .... . • . . ...

Columbia . . .. . .. . . .... Call
Eagle . .
. . .. . . . . . . Call
Franklin. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Call
Pied Piper
..... Call
NEC Portable . .
. Call
Northstar
Adva nt age . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 2160
Advan tage w/5MB . . . . .. . . . 3345
Advantagew/15MB .
. ... . 4315
Televideo Systems
802 H
..... 4210
603 .
. . .. 1815
1603 .
2150
606/20 .
. ... ... . . .. . 4775
600 A (user sta tion) . .
. ... 999
Teleport .
. .. ... Call
Zenith
..... Call

.. 999
. 40

Datasouth
.... 595
... 1155
.. 1590

DS120 .
DS180 .
DS220 .

DIABLO
620(25CPS/Serial.
875
630(40CPS/Multi· IF) . . ....... 1710

C,ITOH
Pro·writer I (8510A) Par.
. . 340
Pro·writer(8510A)Serial .
. 499
1550P .
. .... 599
1550 BCD .
. . 655
F·lO 40CPS .
.. ......... 1090
F·lO 55CPS .. . ..... . . ...... 1395
All models ........... Call

. .. .. 3550
. ... 6598
. .. . 7680
. ... 8399

- Save $

OKI-DATA

. .. .. Call- Save $

All models .

JUKI
. ....... ... . .. . . 569

6100·18..

MAN N ESMAN-T ALLY
. . . . .. . ............ 589
. .. . ........ 829

160L .
160L .

NEC
1705
...... 1365
. 1890

3550 (For IBM PC)
3510
77 10 .

STAR MICRONICS
Gemini 10X .
Gemini 15X .
Gemin i 15 . . . . . . . . . . . . • .

. . CALL

CAll
370

SILVER REED
. 575

EXP 550P .

TOSHIBA
120P .
315 Color Print er .

.. ........ 499
. ....... 499

Sheet Feeders & Tractors . CALL

5 'f. 9409·DS/00 ... . ......... 379

· . 155
.. 219

NEC
..... 155
..... 115

JB 1201
JB 1260 ...... . ... • .

Taxan
12" Amber .......... . .

.... 125

Zenith
12" Green Screen .
12" Amber Screen ..

270

. ........ 95
. 120
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\ EDIT
\ PROTECT, \ UNPROTECT

\ STYLE , \ ACTIVATE ,
\ DE ACTIVATE
\ UNDEFINE
\ USING
\ WIDTH

\=

Table 1: The Knowledgeman spreadsheet commands.

certain range. You can specify "pictures" for output data
values to edit the data or set up any number of conditions for data retrieval. A full set of logical operators is
available, including =, < >, >, <, > = , and < = .
Knowledgeman allows an unlimited number of tables
to be open at once (dependent only on available RAM
and disk space), so you can use the SELECT command
to query multiple tables. The system supports wild-card
string, character-match symbols, and a "unique" qualifier
to suppress the display of an item's next value if it equals
the preceding one. You can SELEG dynamic, multifield,
multisequence sorting of the output table with the
qualifier

.... 1499

P·1350

TRANSTAR

TAN DON

12" Green .
12"Color .

\ COPY
\ DISP LAY
\ DUMP

\ SAVE , \ LOAD
\ STOP

DAISYWRITER

EPSON

COMPUTERS

580· 10 .
586·10 .
586· 14 .
8600· 12 .

Micro·Modem II .
. .. 250
Micro·Modem II w/term . pkg ..... 279
Smart Com II ................. 89
Smart 300
... 199
Smart 1200 .
. . 499

\ CONCEAL, \ REVEAL

turn the spreadsheet's borders on
or off
leave spreadsheet mode while
maintaining all spreadsheet def.i nitions and variables
add or delete columns or rows
combine portions of different
spreadsheets
compute up-to-date values for all of
a spreadsheet 's cells
conceal cell's definitions from view
(or reveal to view)
copy cell definitions
print desired cell values
print formu las serving as basis for
cell values
edit the active ' cell's definition
protect or unprotect cell defi nitions
from alterations
save or load a file
leave spreadsheet mode without
maintaining spreadsheet cell values
declare and conditionally
activate-deactivate reve rse video,
blinking , etc.
undefine a cell or block of cells
assign a "picture" to a cell for integ rity checking and editing
specify the column width
reposition the spreadsheet display

5'f' TM 100·1 SS/00160K . . ... 150
5'f' TM100·2ADSIDD(320K) ... 225
TM101·4 (96 TPI Quad Den).
. 339
8" TM848·2 (DSIDD) 1.2 M.G . . .. 400

PERTEC
5'f, ' FD200·5( 160 K SS/DD 40TR)
5 'f, FD250·5 (320 K DS/DD 40TR)

139
195

MICRO-SCI
A·2 (35TR) ....... . ......
. . 225
A·40 (40TR) . . . . . .. .. . .
. 269
A·70(Quad) . . . . . .. .. .. .. ... 329

RANA

"ORDER BY direction fieldname ..."
This enables you to obtain sorted data from only the
records retrieved without having to physically sort all the
table's records. Finally, you can have an unlimited number of changes in an output field's value triggering control breaks by using the qualifier
"GROUP BY fieldname ...

/I

This computes full statistics for all the fields in each control break and displays them if you wish.

Spreadsheet
To use the Knowledgeman spreadsheet within the
database program, enter the CALC command. Spreadsheets can have up to 255 rows or columns. Special effects include up to eight foreground or background colCircle 138 on inquiry card .

ors, reverse video, blinking, half-intensity, and sounding
the bell (provided your hardware can handle it). The
spreadsheet has entry, edit, and message lines and
variable column widths, and you can execute regular
database commands within it. Some of the spreadsheet
commands are listed in table 1. Notice that \BYE database commands can be executed within the spreadsheet
mode. Equally important, spreadsheet cells can extract
data from independent tables and can also be defined
as programs.

A Software Implementation

within Your Product Hardware
If you manufacture a computer system or a computer based product,
allow it to EMULATE /COMMUNICATE by installing one or more of
Systems Strategies "C" Language based communication packages.
•
•
•
•

3270 SNA/SDLC Emulation
3270 SSC Emulation
2780/3780/HASP Emulation
X.25 Levels 1, 2, 3 Communication

You can purchase these "C" Language packages with source code
and license to distribute in your hardware product . Each package is
available either "Port it Yourself" with inslruction manual and Iraining or
ported to your hardware by Systems Stralegies' communications staff.

Systems Strategies/Advanced Technology Division
Specialists in Data Communications Software

@

Systems Strategies Inc.
225 West 34th Street

New York, New York 10001
(212) 279 -8400

"We bought and evaluated over $1500.00 worth of
'C' compilers ... C180 is the one we use."
Dr. Bruce E. Wampler, Aspen Software
author of "Grammatik ®
Full featured C Compiler for CP/M®w
..~ith. . . . .~/
redirection, command expansion,
....
execution trace and profile, initializers,
Macro-SO compatibility, ROMa?le code.
C/80 FLOATS & LONGS Adds 32 bit ta",...~_~
types to C/SO 3.0 compiler. Includes
I/O and transcendental function libra
FREE CATALOG
Call or write for 16 page booklet
detailing our programming languages LISP/SO ,
RATFOR, Assemblers, and 25 other CP/M products .

Forms Generation .
You can design forms for data entry or output with
the FORM command, declaring any number of
elements. Use an AT command to position labels or data
values at the desired row-column. Display forms with
the PUTFORM command and print or write them to disk
(with or without data) with the PRINT command. The
TALLY command uses a screen form for "what if"
analyses comparable to spreadsheet analyses. Screen
forms may have up to eight foreground or background
colors, reverse video, blinking, half-intensity, and bell
sounds. The CLEAR command followed by a form name
clears the form from the screen; when used alone, it
clears the entire screen.

Statistical Analysis
You can generate a full statistical analysis of the output table with the SELECT command or you can obtain
the desired statistics without displaying field values
using the STAT command. The following statistics are
available for numeric fields: count, sum, mean, minimum, maximum, variance, and standard deviation. Numerical accuracy depends on the operating system and
the central processor. C;ount and minimum-maximum
statistics are available for string fields as well.

Operating Functions
Knowledgeman supports many operating functions,
numeric, string, and logical. Numeric operating functions inclu!ie absolute value, arcsine, current record
number, exponentiation, string length, natural and base
10 logarithms, position of matching string values, maximum and minimum comparisons, random number generation, root computation, sine, and square root. String
operating functions include uppercase and lowercase
conversion, substring extraction, trailing blanks elimination, and type determination. You can use logical functions to determine if you have reached the end of a table,
if a file is on line, or if a string's first character is alphabetic or numeric. These operating functions are particularly useful in command procedures.

Command Procedures
When the same list of commands must be performed
two or more times, Knowledgeman allows creation of
command procedures (one or more commands in a perform file). A perform file is basically a batch file that you
can evoke within the Knowledgeman program. You can
272
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create perform files with a word-processing program or
by using the COpy CON: command at the PC-DOS system level. Perform files can contain an unlimited number
of commands. This way, you can initiate enough commands to keep the computer busy for several hours
while only having to enter one of them .
You can call a perform file from within Knowledgeman
with the PERFORM command or by including the perform filename with the KMAN command at the system
level. The lengths of Knowledgeman commands and
command procedures are unlimited .
You can include comments within commands and
command procedures, using "\*" before and" *\" after
the comment. A single command procedure can contain
up to 26 different parameters and an unlimited number
of working variables that are entirely unrelated to table
fields or spreadsheet cells. Working variables, macros,
and forms can all be declared local to a given procedure.
There is also a complete structured-programming language to construct command procedures.

AS GOOD AS

WHOLESALE

PRICES
64K DRAMS
/200 NSI

S4.99 ea.
IQuantity Price

ISO NS A lso
ava ilable)

DISK DRIVE FOR IBM PC

$179 ea.

/1 0 UnitS and LCp)

Program Design
Knowledgeman comes with a memory-resident 56Kbyte main program and 16 overlay files that are called
as needed . The overlay files run from about 8K bytes
to nearly 17K bytes each (most are between 12K and 15K
bytes). A1116 overlays together total slightly more than
210K bytes. For those with tight disk space it is possible
to load the 56K-byte KMAN.EXE file that stays in memory and then use one drive for overlays and the other
for data files. In addition, those with limited disk space
can use several disks with different overlay programs on
them. For example, if you are not using the spreadsheet
mode you can leave out two overlays devoted exclusively to the spreadsheet, saving more than 30K bytes. Since
the SORT, INDEX, CONVERT, and SELECT With Dynamic Sort commands generate temporary files on the
default drive, it is useful to have one disk containing only
the overlay files for default work space.
To enter Knowledgeman from the system level, key in
KMAN. You can enter a perform filename to implement
a particular set of environment variable definitions,
macro and/or form declarations, and/or commands. For
example, I call a perform file on eAtering Knowledgeman
to set environment variables E.DMIN and E.DMAX to
false (so the minimum and maximum statistics dont display with the SELECT command) and E.PAUS to true
(so the system pauses after each screenful of data
output).
Knowledgeman doesn't provide any menus, but you
can easily create them with a word-processing program.
Using Knowledgemans structured-programming language and command perform files or a program like Prokey, it is not difficult to develop a menu-driven system.
I started to do this but soon discovered that Knowledgeman's command structure is so easy that a menu-driven
system is hardly necessary. I did use Prokey to define
40 special-function keys (FI-FlO unshifted, shifted, plus
Control key, and plus Alternate key). I also used com-

Complete TAVA PC System includes
FD e. Two D S/DD Di sk Dri ves. J 28K
M emory, M o ni to r & M onito r Ad apter
$1995
«i)

IBM PC XT Compatible System
IBM PC w it h J 28K o f M emory, FD e. O ne
D S/D D Di sk D rive, M on itor, Monito r
Ada pte r, DOS 2.0, 10MB Hard Disk Su b
Sys t em in clu des Ca bl es, Co ntro ller,
So ftware
S3995
10 MB Hard Disk Sub System for TAVA
PC or IBM PC includes 10 M B W inch este r
Formatted, Contro ller Card, So ftware and
Cabl es.
Internal $1295
External$1495

Color Graphics Card

S199
lin Qua n tity)

Apple lie . . . . . . . . . . . Slow Price

Monitors. Printers. Cables
and Software also available.

ANI
17752 Sky Park Circle, Suite 210,
Irvine, CA 92714

714/261-6226162271
Circle 15 on inquiry c ard .
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Function
Nonconditional single·record retrieval
Indexed single'record retrieval
Conditional middle· record (No. 672) retrieval
Conditional last· record (No. 1345) retrieval

Command

Time

OBTAIN
PLUCK
OBTAIN
OBTAIN

< :02
< :02
1:24
2:48

Table 2: The OBTAIN and PLUCK command perfonnance test

results. Times are shown in minutes:seconds.

ments embedded in commands. This kind of commanddriven system is much faster than a menu-driven one
and still has many of its advantages.
Knowledgeman allows unlimited macro nesting and
macros can be of any length. It also has a series of userdefinable variables-environment variables and utility
variables. Environment variables all begin with "E."
followed by up to four letters; they have string, numeric,
or logical (true or false) values. All environment variables
have default values and are easily changed in Knowledgeman or a command-procedure file .
The environment variables do such things as control
whether the bell sounds on input of invalid data, define
which statistics are displayed with SELECT or STAT commands, and suppress error messages.
Utility variables are preceded by a "#" and can also
be modified. They contain such things as the average,
count, maximum, minimum, and standard deviation .
The SAVE command stores environment and utility
variables, global working variables, global macro and
form definitions, and current spreadsheet definitions.
You can leave Knowledgeman, do something else, and
then resume work where you left off. The LOAD command, which reloads this information, can operate in
whole (loading everything) or in part (loading only
macros, working variables, or forms, for example).
Knowledgeman provides extensive data security to be
used or not at your discretion. A file named
USRMAN.EXE creates a global user file called
KPASS.IGU containing passwords and security levels.
You can use USRMAN.EXE (62K bytes long) to authorize
new users, delete users, alter a password, or change a
security level. You can specify read/write authorization
down to the individual field or cell level. There are 65,535
possible security-code combinations, data files are encrypted, and a 49K-byte scramble utility is provided to
List data values for five fields
Nonconditional SELECT
Conditional SELECT (single condition)
Including dynamic sorting:
Nonconditional SELECT
Sorted on one field
Sorted on fi ve fields
Conditional SELECT (single condition)
Sorted on one field
Sorted on five fields

Time
< :03
3:13

4:03
7:41
3:01
3:19

encrypt perform files so they cannot be read at the
system level.

Performance
Written in assembly language and C with data files
in condensed binary code (convertible to ASCII), Knowledge man's performance is very pleasing. Limitations on
the program's speed appear to be more the result of
hardware restrictions than software restrictions. I ran
command tests using two different data tables with the
following results (both on an IBM PC with 320K bytes
of RAM and two 320K-byte double-sided, double-density
floppy-disk drives, using PC-DOS 1.10 and Knowledgeman tOO) .
The first series of commands were tested on a 154Kbyte data table with 19 fields and 1345 100-character
records (see table 2) . The results suggest that you should
prepare indexes for fields you intend to retrieve often
while you use the conditional OBTAIN command only
when you want a field seldom used as a key.
I also performed various tests of the SELECT (LIST)
command for this first data table. The results are shown
in table 3.
A second data table, 152K bytes long, with 47 fields,
and consisting of 592 20B-character records, was also
tested. Results are shown in table 4.
The small difference between the time for a conditional
SELECT on four conditions with a dynamic sort (3:36)
and the time for the same command without the
dynamic sort (3:32) proves how fast the sorting process
is and suggests that the response time is largely disk
dependent.
.
I am pleased with Knowledgeman's speed, especially
the SELECT command. Hardware seems to be the greatest limiting factor in this program's performance. The
following suggestions may help overcome some of these
limitations. First, try a hard disk rather than a floppy
disk. Knowledgeman is not copy-protected, so you can
put it on a hard disk or a RAM disk. Getting enough
RAM to hold frequently accessed files should also improve performance because the system spends so much
time searching the current database table.

Documentation
The 300-page reference manual (including appendixes)
contains 12 chapters, 7 appendixes, a glossary, an index
List data values for seven fields
Nonconditional SELECT
Conditional SELECT (single condition)
Conditional SELECT (four conditions)
Including dynamic sorting :
Nonconditional SELECT
Sorted on one field
Sorted on five fields
Conditional SELECT (four conditions)
Sorted on five fields

Time
< :03
2:50
3:32

3:07
4:32
3:36

Table 3: Th e first SELECT (LIST) command performance test

Table 4: The second SELECT (LIST) command performance test

results. Times are shown in minutes:seconds.

results . Times are shown in minutes:seconds.
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of commands, and a general index. The manual is written for three levels of comprehension: introductory, intermediate, and advanced, and sections are marked accordingly so you can reference it at the appropriate level
of knowledge.

User Support
Micro Data Base Systems provides a customer-support
number for end users. The people I spoke to were
knowledgeable and courteous, returned my phone calls
promptly, and answered all questions to my satisfaction.
They will send one free update of Knowledgeman to
everyone who sends in the program registration card, if
a new update exists at the time the registration card is
sent. A complete copy of the revised reference manual
comes with the update.

Defects and Suggested Improvements
I found only one major problem in version 1.00 of
Knowledgeman after using the database part of the program extensively. Micro Data Base ?ystems promised to
fix the bug in the next release, and, sure enough, when
I received it, the problem was gone. Considering the size
and complexity of the programs involved and that this
was version 1.00, I find Knowledgeman remarkably error free.
Although the list of Knowledgeman's features is impressive, there is always a "wish list" of useful additions :
for instance, it would be nice if you could display or print

for

Board
S-l 00 Bus

256K/l MEG Byte
Dynamic Ram
Model 256KM
.features : 256K using 64K chips $759 .00
• 256K/ l mega Byte using 64K or 256K DRAMS. 8/ 16b Data. 24b Address •
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blocks. • 2 or4Kbyte EPROM I not supplied) with Phantom generation . • Jump on Reset.
• Provision to run two different CPU's on the sam e bus, such model 80186 CPU .

80186 CPU BOARD

Model 80186 CPU
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features: • Intel 80186 Ba sed. • Executes 8086 codes plus 10 additional. •
Built in DMA channel s, timers, interrupt controller. • Interface to Numeric Data Processor,
8087 . • 8 or 16 bit data lransfer, with 4 or8 mhz clock . • Provision to run 2 different
CPU's on the bus, such as our M:Z80 CPU.

Board Sets: Z80 CPU. 256KM. FDC1. and CP/M 3.0
plus manual $1390 .
'CP/ M is a registered trademark 01 Digital Research, Inc.
Delivery is within 3 10 5 working days. MC, Visa or COD orders accepted. IAdd 6% lor COD
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using field names (i.e., labels could be longer than the
length of their field variables), if the SHOW command
were separate from the ATTACH-IMPRESS overlay file
(why should you need a 17K-byte overlay file to call the
table directory command?), and if you could use wildcard characters in any expression (even if that limits their
use), instead of having to use the IN operator.

Conclusion
Knowledgeman is an integrated information-management system combining a superb relational database
with a fine spreadsheet for the price of one. You get a
printed forms generator, screen-form management,
statistical analysis, many operating functions, and a
structured-programming language for building command procedures. More Knowledgeman modules are
coming, including a graphics generator, an integrated
full-screen text editor, and a forms "painting" feature.
Knowledgeman activities and materials, including training seminars, videocassettes, a pocket-sized command
guide, and a beginners' tutorial manual, are being
developed rapidly. QUE is publishing an applications
book, Using Knowledgeman, in the near future.
It is my opinion that Knowledgeman may be the most
powerful relational DBMS currently available for microcomputers. For example, dBASE II allows only 32 fields
per record, a maximum of two tables open at once, and
no dynamic output sorting. Knowledgeman, on the
other hand, allows up to 255 fields per record, an unlimited number of tables open at once, and dynamic output sorting. In addition, Knowledgeman is an integrated
program, combining spreadsheet capabilities with database management.
Unlike Lotus 1-2-3, basically a spreadsheet-graphics
generator with limited database capabilities, Knowledgeman is a full-fledged, powerful DBMS fully integrated
with a full-fledged spreadsheet (with graphics coming) .
Lotus 1-2-3's limited "spreadsheet-used-as-a-database"
has a maximum of 2048 records per table with only one
table open at a time (hence no multiple table query) .
Knowledgeman allows 65,535 records per table and an
unlimited number of tables open Simultaneously. Moreover, Lotus 1-2-3's spreadsheet doesn't let cells access independent database tables or contain entire programs
as Knowledgeman does. After several months use, I have
learned to appreciate a statement made in the reference
manual introduction: Knowledgeman has been "carefully designed to dominate all of the leading file handlers,
'application generators' and 'relational' systems existing
in the micro world:' Micro Data Base Systems can be
proud of this package, its creation, and its continuing
development .•

James W Walker (Department of Botany, Un iversity of Massachu setts,
Amherst, MA 01003) is a professor of botany researching pol/en ultrastructure and the evoilitionary relationships of flowe ring plants. He co nsiders his
computer an indispensable tool in his research, (Work supported btJ NSF grants
DEB 80-10893 and BSR 82-09195,)
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Hardware Review

The IBM CS-9000 Lab
Cotnputer
A closer look at IBM's "other" microcomputer
by Thomas R. Clune
At the Brandeis University Chemistry Department, we
have been trying to use the IBM Personal Computer (PC)
for all our microcomputer applications. Most of the time,
we have been able to meet our needs with the Pc. But
not always.
Here's a case in point. One of our researchers wanted
to have a microcomputer pulse a laser, trigger date) collection on a Biomation 8100 waveform digitizer, then
download the 2K bytes of data from the Biomation into
the computer. This process would be repeated up to 1000
times at a rate of 30 times per second. The result of each
run would be summed with the results of the previous
runs. Next, a stepper motor controlling a monochrometer would be incremented, and all of the above
would be repeated again for up to 200 monochrometer
settings.
There was one more requirement-the computer
should cost no more than $10,000. That's a lot to ask. Surprisingly, though, it can be done, and done well, with
the IBM CS-9000.
At the time I encountered this problem, the IBM Instruments Division in Danbury, Connecticut, had just
announced its 68000-based laboratory computer, the
CS-9000 (see photo 1) . Usually, I prefer to wait until a
p roduct has been on the market for a year or so before
using it. This gives time for the new-product hoopla to
subside, the groundswell of early-user complaints to
crest, and the manufacturer to show its level of good faith
in correcting bugs. But we were faced with a Hobson's
choice: either the CS-9000 would be adequate for our
needs or nothing in our price range was. So, after a trip
to Danbury to see the operation of a prototype, we took
the plunge. For those who can't wait for an ending, we
found two things : (1) being the first on your block is
even more painful than we had expected, and (2) the
CS-9000 is an incredibly powerful computer.
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A System Description
The IBM CS-9000 is so versatile that it would take years
for one person to test all of its features (see the January
1983 BYTE, page 100, for a product description) . I am
most familiar with a subset of the system's capabilities.
In this review, then, I will describe the CS-9000's major
features in broad strokes and give in-depth coverage of
those aspects with which I have personal experience.
If you want additional information on the rest of the
system, talk to IBM . In my experience, the people there
are very helpful and scrupulously accurate in their discussion of the CS-9000. Indeed, the single strongest
point of this generally excellent system is the unbelievable level of customer support . In particular, Dr. John
Tesch of the customer-service department has provided
us with expert technical assistance, the cash value of
which has probably exceeded the purchase price of the
system.
Now, for the computer itself. The basic processor unit
features include
• an 8-MHz Motorola MC68000 16/32-bit microprocessor
• three cascadable, 16-bit timers for up to 2-MHz clocking
• 128K bytes of on-board RAM (random-access read/
write memory)
• 128K bytes of ROM (read-only memory), for a real-time
operating system
• SYSBUS (a superset of Versabus) bus structure
• five expansion slots
• four DMA (direct memory access) channels with 1MHz maximum throughput
• seven levels of interrupt
• one IEEE-488 parallel bus (see photo 2)
• three RS-232C serial ports (see photo 2)
• one bidirectional, 8-bit parallel port (see photo 2),

(la)

(lb)

Photo I: At left (la) is a front view of a typically configured IBM CS-9000 with the built-in dot-matrix printer. The rectangular plate covers
a mount for a single 51f: -inch floppy disk. Notice the paper tray under the keyboard. The handle below the video display connects to the
mounting yoke (see text). Photo lb shows a front view of the business configuration of the CS-9000. Note that the built-in printer and softkeys
have been removed.

which is not a true Centronics-type port because it lacks
some lines (e.g., BUSY and DONE); however, any device
supporting a Centronics-compatible interface can be connected to it
• 57 pressure-sensitive keys for dedicated systems control (see photo 3)
The monochrome display (see photo 4) shows 80 characters by 30 lines of text and has fairly good graphics
resolution (768 by 480 pixels). This seems a bit thin for
computer-aided design (CAD), but IBM has sold a number of the CS-9000s for preliminary design work-ups.
The display has its own separate memory and 10 programmable softkeys. It also includes space for a single
5V4-inch floppy-disk drive.
The minimal configuration just described is used with
the ROM-based operating system. Disk-based software
is available for data acquisition and process control of
the IBM Instruments Division's line of chemical instruments. These include FTIR (Fourier transform infrared
spectrophotometry), NMR (nuclear magnetic resonance), and HPLC (high-performance liquid chromatography) analyzers. In connection with the HPLC, IBM offers a four-channel, 13-bit, 30-Hz ADC (analog-to-digital
converter) card called the sensor board. The card provides autoranging with a dynamic range of 10 6. Also included on the sensor board are four more RS-232C ports,
32 bits of parallel 1/0 (input /output), eight LED (lightemitting diode) drivers with eight debounced-switch in-

puts, and two 16-bit counters. IBM does not currently
offer a high-speed ADC; however, the company tells me
that it considers this a requirement for the near future.
To make the unit a usable computer, you will need to
add a system bus card with five expansion slots and at
least another 256K bytes of RAM on the expansion card.
Each memory-expansion card can hold up to 1 megabyte
of RAM, for an on-board system maximum of 5 megabytes. You will also need floppy-disk drives; the system
supports up to four 8-inch and 5V4-inch drives in any
combination. A hard disk, requiring a separate controller
card, is also available. Next, you will need a keyboard;
the keyboard offered with the system is the same one
as on the IBM Pc.
Additionally, you will need an extended, disk-based
operating system. Two are available: Xenix and OS 1.1,
a multitasking operating system with a full-screen editor
that is similar to PC-DOS 2.0. The available languages
include a BASIC interpreter, an assembler (included with
OS 1.1), a FORTRAN compiler, and a Pascal compiler.
A C compiler and a COBOL compiler (Xenix only) are
reportedly in the works.
IBM also offers a dot-matrix printer that sits in the main
processor housing and features
• software-selectable character density of 10 characters
per inch (cpi), 80 characters per line (cpl); 12 cpi, 96 cpI;
or 16.8 cpi, 132 cpl
• 24- by 9-dots/character matrix
February 1984 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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At a Glance
Name
The IBM CS-9000 Lab Computer
Manufacturer
International Business Machines
IBM Instruments Division
Orchard Park
POB 332
Danbury. CT 06810
(203) 796-2500
Dimensions

System unit: 22 by 17 by 6.6 inches. 27 .3
pounds; with CRT. printer. and keyboard.
68.2 pounds

Processor

16/32-bit Motorola MC68000 with an
8-MHz clock speed and four I-MHz DMA
channels

Processor Board
Interfaces

One IEEE-488; one general-purpose.
bidirectional 8-bit parallel; three RS-232C

Memory

128K bytes RAM minimum. expandable to
5 megabytes

Display

80 characters by 30 rows; green phosphor

Keyboard

Optional 83 keys with number pad and
10 programmable function keys (the IBM
PC keyboard) ; additional keypad has 57
user-programmable keys

Mass Storage

Optional. 5 V. -inch floppy-disk drives (327K
storage); 8-inch drives (985K storage);
5 V. -inch Winchester hard disks (5 to 10
megabytes of storage)

Expansion

Optional. five slots with a system bus card

Operating System OS version 1.1; Xenix available soon
Languages

BASIC interpreter. 68000 assembler. FORTRAN compiler. Pascal compiler. and C
compiler available (COBOL available with
Xenix)

Software Options
Chromatography application program. math/stat library. IBM
3101 (and 3270 soon) emulator programs
Other Hardware Options
Analog/sensor card with four-channel. differential input;
autoranging ADCs giving 12-bit plus sign resolution at 30 Hz;
sensor board also has eight debounced switch inputs; eight
output drivers to 5-V supply; 32 bits of parallel I/O assignable
in 8-bit groups as input or output or as two 8-bit bidirectional
ports; two cascadable 2-MHz clock counters providing two
pulse trigger output points and pulse-counting input points;
four asynchronous terminal or modem RS-232C ports with
maximum speed of 19.2 bps; an adaptor to Multibus is available from Hal-Versa Engineering Inc.. 18597 Paseo Tierra.
Saratoga. CA 95070. (408) 374-2953
Documentation
8\12- by II-inch loose-leaf binder format; Operator's Manual.
108 pages; OS 1.1,400 pages; Problem Isolation Manual, 114
pages; BASIC Manual. 500 pages
Price
Base system. S5695; printer. S2095; keyboard. S270; 256K-byte
RAM expansion. S1095; I-megabyte RAM expansion. S4080;
dual 5 \I, -inch floppy disks. S1445; dual 8-inch floppy disks.
S2470; hard-diSk controller. S1295; single 5-megabyte hard disk.
S2495; single IO-megabyte hard disk. S2695; expansion feature
with five slots. S95: analog sensor board. S850; BASIC interpreter. S195; OS 1.1 extensions. S155; Pascal compiler. S595;
FORTRAN compiler. S595; chromatography application program. S495
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Photo 2: A rear view of the CS-9000, showing the 1EEE-488 interface with the extender in place (far right), the disk-drive connector
(next to the 1EEE-488), the Centronics port (middle), and the three
RS-232C ports. The connector on the top goes to the video display.

• graphics resolution of 200 horizontal dots/inch by 336
dots/inch
• four-color printing
• graphics and text screen dumps with the familiar shiftPrtSc keystrokes of the PC
The compact packaging of the CS-9000 is designed to
save valuable laboratory bench space. We have set the
unit on a four-wheel cart to roll it into position when
it is being used and wheel it out of the way when it is
not. The compact design is a mixed blessing, though.
Because it is mounted on top of the computer and has
to have adequate clearance for the printer beneath it, the
screen is above normal eye level. Although the tilt of the
screen is adjustable, the height is not. As a result, the
operator tends to sit slumped in a chair with the keyboard on his lap and his feet on a desk, staring up at
the screen. In short, the ergonomics of the package
design are not state of the art. In a laboratory, however,
you do not usually spend a lot of time at the keyboard.
The working conditions of a researcher are not those of
a secretary. For our applications, there have been no complaints regarding the display'S human engineering.
If your applications are more keyboard-intensive, relief
is at hand. The National Accounts Division and National
Marketing Division of IBM have developed an interest
in the CS-9000 for business applications. The system is
being repackaged for them, sans integral printer, and
given a quieter fan. The current fan sounds like a
household vacuum cleaner. The business package is
shown in photo lb. The ergonomics, as you can see, are
much improved. Because of the newfound business interest and the resultant expanded user base, a greater
variety of canned programs should become available for
this system. Indeed, the decision to offer Xenix and
COBOL appears to be the first fruit of that interest.

Documentation
The documentation for the system is hardly a masterpiece. In fairness, it has been improved tremendously

Infoscope ...
Its magic
happens
right before
your eyes
Thirty minutes with your new
computer ond Infoscope, and
you can be showing off - entering information, sorting it,
displaying it, putting it to worl~ in
ways you never dreamed
possible .

with demonstration "scripts"
and sample data so you can
sit bacl~ and watch it do its
stuff without doing a lot of
tedious data entry.
Infoscope helps you create
"Scopes" to display data - windows on the screen that grow,
shrinl~ , move around , and
overlap, while showing you just
the information you want to see .
As you worl~ with it, Infoscope
adopts to your level of ex pertise .
Its "choice-driven" approach
mal~es it easy for a new user to
get up to speed, but it doesn't

entangle an expert in a maze of
menus he doesn't want to see.
In short, Infoscope is as simple or
as complex as you want it to be,
and it does virtually any information management chore you
wont it to do.
[3ut you have to see it for yourself.
Infoscope is available for most
popular 16 bit microcomputer
systems. AsI~ for a demonstration
at your local computer store, or
write us for details.
Microstuf, Inc.
1845 The Exchange, Suite 140
Atlanta, Georgia 30339
(404) 952-0267

Infoscope, a revolutionary new
program for dynamic information
management, opens up the
potential Of the personal computer. It's usable and useful now
even for a beginner, but it'll
never get in the way in the
long run .

®

From the first minute you
use it, you'll discover
some very interesting
applications. It comes

Infoscope is a Trademark
of Userview Corp.
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Photo 3: The CS-9000 kel)boards. At the top, on the front of the main
processor box, are the 57 programmable, pressure-sensitive kel)s.

Photo 4: A sample screen display that shows text and graphics, taken
from an IBM demonstration program.

since its earlier incarnations, but it is still less than ideal.
The writing style is the usual turgid documentation
prose. If you are a systems programmer it should present no great problems, but for a scientist-hacker it is
formidable.
The manual lacks tutorials and, except for the highlevel language sections, lacks indexes. Most surprising,
the documentation does not contain schematics ora
memory map. IBM has answered all questions promptly, but better documentation would lessen the number
of questions users would have to ask.

and will soon flip the IEEE-488 port upside down so that
the cord does not interfere with the other plugs. You may
not have to contend with this problem, but I was beginning to think I had made a very serious mistake.
It got worse. When the extension to the IEEE-488 plug
was installed, I tried to write a BASIC program to transfer
data from the DMM. Nothing. A call to IBM identified
the problem: the software driver for the IEEE-488 was
not yet written. After the driver arrived, I appended it
to the BASIC program and tried again. Nothing. Another
call to IBM. Dr. Tesch made the first of three trips to
Brandeis. The problem was that we had a prerelease version of the operating system, but the software driver was
for version 1 of it. He took the computer back to Danbury with him, had the new ROM BIOS (basic I/O system) installed, and sent the system back with the new
1.0 DOS (disk operating system) extensions disk.
Nothing. More telephone calls. It turned out that we had
the prerelease version of BASIC. After we got the right
BASIC, the interface worked perfectly. By the way, the
resistor in question was 56K ohms.
Next, all we had to do was get the Biomation, with
a two-line handshake, to transfer data over the IEEE-488,
which has a three-line handshake. I had an idea on how
to achieve this and it looked fairly simple on paper. A
few months later, it worked.
The next problem was writing an assembly-language
program to do the data-acquisition routine. I am a complete patzer when it comes to assembly language. I usually write the program in BASIC, compile it, and then optimize the program by keeping intermediate values in
registers instead of shuffling them back and forth in
storage. But there is no BASIC compiler for the CS-9000.
So Tesch (God love him!) agreed to write an assemblylanguage routine from my BASIC program. These people take "customer support" literally.

The Voice of Experience
My experience with the CS-9000 began with setting
it up. The bridge over the main processor housing, used
to support the video display, is a pain to install. But
it needs to be done only once, so what the heck . The
video display mounts on a plastic yoke with a ball joint
that enables the screen to be positioned for user comfort. Unfortunately, the yoke is made of very cheap plastic. When I went to tighten the yoke, I broke it, even
though I followed the instructions to tighten gently. That
yoke is cheap. I would have written this off to my
superior strength, but another research group at
Brandeis has a CS-9000 and the same thing happened
to them. I have been informed that the yoke has been
redesigned to eliminate this problem.
Once the system was assembled, I started to plug a
digital multimeter (DMM) into the IEEE-488 port. It
wouldn't plug in. Amazingly, the IEEE-488 port is positioned too close to the plug for the disk drive. There is
no room for the IEEE-488 cord, which exits the plug from
the side of the p lug head. In order to use the IEEE-488
while the disk drive was attached to the system, I had
to install an extender to the IEEE-488 interface (see photo
2). IBM now supplies the extender with the computer
282
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Tesch wrote the program. Nothing. He didn't have a
Biomation in Danbury to test the program, so he came
back up to Brandeis to see what the problem was (this
was the third time; I've shortened the story a bit) . He
managed to identify the errant line of code, and we were
finally squared away. While he was at Brandeis, he provided us with three different versions of the dataacquisition routine for three different modes of operation. I'm not sure whether he did this out of generosity
or in hopes that he would not have to deal with us again,
but either way it was appreciated . Finally, we were up
and running with our application .
Or, rather, we are up and running most of the time.
IBM is feverishly trying to track down an odd little glitch
in OS 1.1. Once every few hundred times we try to write
a file to disk, the computer tries to write the file into
system space and an error results. We must then reboot
the system with a consequent loss of data. The error happens so rarely and (apparently) randomly that IBM has
been having a hard time tracking it down. Because we
write data to disk every few seconds, the amount of information lost in rebooting is not substantial. And the
missing data is easily reproduced in our application . If
your application is not so fault-tolerant, however, you
should make sure this problem has been overcome
before buying the CS-9000. The problem has occurred
at other installations, so it isn't our hardware that's causing it. In any case, be sure to back up your work on disk
frequently.
I have only one continuing source of irritation with the
system: the printer. It is awkward to load with paper,
frequently jams when operating, and either holds very
little paper (if you use the paper holder under the keyboard) or lets the paper drape in front of the operator's
feet (if you set a box of paper under the desk and feed
the printer from there). I understand that IBM has redesigned the paper bailer to minimize the jamming problem, but the other problems seem endemic to the builtin printer.

Back to BASICs
As I mentioned earlier, I have used the CS-9000
primarily with the BASIC interpreter. The rest of my
remarks will center on using this very substantial BASIC.
Those readers accustomed to one of the many incarnations of Microsoft BASIC are in for a treat. Unlike most
BASICs, you are not limited to 64K bytes of programming space. The interpreter can address as much memory as you have on your system. It also includes the MAT
(matrix) functions. Further, it features a broad range of
statement modifiers, such as FOR J= 1 to 11 (see listing
1, line 80) . You can use 8-bit, 16-bit, or 32-bit words. The
range of floating-point numbers is approximately 1.0E
+ / - 308 with approximately 1S-digit precision. Because
the MC68000 uses memory-mapped 110, all devices (including the printer, screen, IEEE-488 port, etc.) use the
OPEN statement (like files), which makes programming
110 routines quite painless.
There are, of course, a couple of usual features of in-

SECURE
TELESOFTWARE
DELIVERY
The only inexpensive, powerful, disk-based, user-invisible
telecommunications protection system is here!
If your state-of-the-art software is still arriving by mule train, call us!

+

Vault Corporation
Communications security in an uncertain world

2649 Townsgate Rd ., Suite 500, We stl ake Vill age, California 91361 USA
(805) 496 - 6602 , ext. 111 • TELE X: 499-5396 VAULT US
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Listing 1: The program listing for the data-acquisition and analysis routine using the Biomation 8100. Because the bus-management lines
of the IEEE-488 are not used by the Biomation, the REN line is used to trigger the laser and the Biomation, and the IFe line is used to
trigger the monochrometer stepper-motor (lines 240-250 and line 370, respectively).

1 REM PROGRAM FOR COLLECTING DATA FROM BIOMATION 8100
10 REM INITIALIZE CALL . LOCATIO~S
20 B=SEOOO:SREAD=B+$2948:SYSFUNC=B+S2CB8
30 REM DIMENSION ARRAYS.
40 DIM A~(2000),B%(1025),F%(II)
50 LENG=2048
60 REM INITIALIZE IEEE4&8 ROUTINES
70 DATA 286,10,290,10,0,17,0,12,0,10,0
SO READ F%(J) FOR J=1 TO 11
90 RESTORE
100 REM SET EXPERIMENT PARAMETERS
110 INPUT "BIOMATION SAMPLE INTERVAL SETTING (MICROSEC) "iBIOM
120 INPUT "NUMBER OF SCANS PER MONOCHROMETER SETTING "iREP
130 INPUT "NUMBER OF MONOCHROMETER SETTINGS "iNOSTEP
140 INPUT "DURATION OF PAUSE BEFORE TRANSFER "iZZZ
150 INPUT "NOISE LEVEL OF SIGNAL "iNOISE
160 INPUT "NAME OF FILE TO SAVE RUN DATA IN ";FILE$
170 OPEN FILES AS FILE #1
180 PRINT #I,BIOM
190 PRINT #I,NOSTEP
200 OPEN "#8USD?" AS FILE #6
210 REM DATA AGQUISITION ROUTINE
220 FOR. MON=l TO NOSTEP
230 FOR SCAN=l TO REP
240 CALL SYSFUNC(6,F%(6»
ISET REN TO TRIGGER LASER, BIOMATION
250 CALL SYSFUNC(6,F%(S»
IRESET REN
260 WAIT (ZZZ)
2 7 0 CAL L S YS FUN C (6, F"fa ( 1) )
!COLLECT DATA
280 CALL SREAD(6.,8%(1),LENG,SOD,SOD,0)
!UNPACK DATA, ADD COUNT TO MEMORY A%
290 FOR 1=1 TO 1000
300 C%=SWAP%(B%(I»
AND 255
310 IF C%)NOISE THEN A%(2~I-l)=A%(2~I-l)+1
320 C"Io=8 an.(I) AND 255
330 IF C"Io)NOISE THEN A%(2~I)=A%(2~I)+1
340 NEXT I
350 NEXT SCAN
360 REM TRIGGER MONOCHROMETER MOVE AND WAIT FOR IT TO STOP
370 T=TIME:CALL SYSFUNC(6,F%(10»
!IFC TRIGGERS MONOCHROMETER
3 8 0 FOR I = 1 TO 2 0 0 0 : P R I NT # 1, A% ( I ) : A% ( I ) = 0 : NEXT I
390 IF TIME-T<3 THEN 390
400 NEXT MaN
410 CLOSE #1
420 CLOSE #6
430 END

terpreted BASIC that I miss. Arrays cannot be dynamically dimensioned because the interpreter translates each
line of BASIC code into a tokenized pseudocode as it
is entered, not as it is executed. This feature makes the
BASIC run rather fast for an interpreter. For example,
lines 230-340 of listing 1 trigger a laser and the Biomation, collect 2K bytes of data from the Biomation, compare each byte to a noise level, and, if appropriate, add
1 to an element of a 2K data array. Interpreted BASIC
.does all of this in one second! For that level of speed,
I'm willing to live without dynamically-dimensioned ar286
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rays. By the way, a compiled FORTRAN version of this
program did the same process 12 times in one second.
Another consequence of translating each statement as
it is entered is that the BASIC comes with a line editor
rather than a full-screen editor. And the editor is a little
tricky to use. For example, if you have a variable type
error in a program line and edit the line, you may still
get a type error prompt. I've found it's best to delete the
offending line and retype it correctly.
Line 300 of listing 1 illustrates a couple of interesting
points about the BASIC. First, 2 bytes may be stored in
Text continued

011

page 290

BASF QUALIMETRIC™ FLEXYDISKS:
A GUARANTEED LIFETIMEOF
OUTSTAN 01 NG PERFORMANCE.
BASF Oualimetric FlexyDisks feature a unique lifetime warranty,* firm
assurance that the vital information you enteron BASF FlexyDisks today
will be secure and unchanged tomorrow. Key to this extraordinary
warranted performance is the BASF Oualimetric standard...
a totally new set of criteria against which all ,other
magnetic media will be judged.
You can counton BASF FlexyDisks because the Oualimetric
standard reflects a continuing BASF commitment to
perfection in magnetic media. One example is the
unique two-piece liner in our FlexyDisk jacket. This
BASF feature traps damaging debris away from
the disk's surface and creates extra space in the
head access area for optimum media-head
alignment. The result is a guaranteed
lifetime of outstanding performance.
For information security that
bridges the gap between today
and tomorrow, look for the
distinctive BASF package with
the Oualimetric seal. Call
800-343-4600 for the name
of your nearest supplier.
Circle 459 on Inquiry card .

*Contact BASF for warranty details.

Listing 2: The program listing for plotting the data from listing 1 on the screen, one monochrometer setting at a time.

1 REM PROGRAM TO PLOT DATA COLLECTED FROM PROGRAM 1
10 CLS
20 INPUT "FILE NAME "iFILE$
30 OPEN FILES AS FILE 11
40 INPUT 11,BIOM
50 INPUT i1,NOSTEP
60 DIM DAT(10,2000)
70 FOR 1=1 TO NOSTEP
80 FOR J=l TO 2000
90 INPUT 11,DAT(I,J)
100 NEXT J
110 NEXT I
120 CLOSE 11
130 FOR K=l TO NOSTEP
140 MAX=-128 : MIN=127
150 CLS
160 LOCJilTE 10,0
Listing 2 continued on page 289

FIRST CHAMMEL TO PLOT? 250
LAST CHANHEL TO PLOT? 1786
SeRrEH INCREMENTS? .5

.1 MICROSEC/SAMPLE
AHOTHER PLOT WITH THE SAME FILE?

MOHOCHROMETER SETTING

3

Figure 1: A screen dump of a plot of a single scan of the Biomation, showing the luminescence decay curoe of Benzil excited by a pulsed
nitrogen laser. Data was collected from a modified version of listing 1 and plotted using listing 2.
288
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Listing 2 continued:

170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
27 0
280
290
300
310
320
330

INPUT "FIRST CHANNEL TO PLOT",A
INPUT "LAST CHANNEL TO PLOT",B
INPUT "SCREEN INCREMENTS", C
FOR I=A TO B
IF DAT(K,I)(MIN THEN MIN=DAT(K,I)
IF DAT(K,I»MAX THEN MAX=DAT(K,I)
NEXT I
FACTOR=450/(MAX-MIN)
LINE (1, 470 - ( (DAT ( K, A) -M I N+ 1 ) * FACTOR) , 1 , 470 - ( (DAT ( K, A) -M I N+ 1 ) 11 FACTOR) )
FOR I=A+1 TO B
LIN E (- 1 , - 1 , ( I - A ) 11 C , 4 7 0 - ( ( DAT ( K, I ) - MIN + 1 ) 11 FA CTO R) )
NEXT I
LOCATE 24,O:PRINT BIOMi" MICROSEC/SAMPLE" ,"MONOCHROMETER SETTING "iK
INPUT "ANOTHER PLOT WITH THE SAME FILE",Q$
IF Q$="Y" THEN 140
NEXT K
END

.1 MICROSEC/SAMPLE
A"OTHER PLOT WITH THE SAME FILE?

MOHOCHROMETER SETTING

3

II
iI

',!
·i

'.
Figure 2: A screen dump that demonstrates the fine structure of the plot.
February 1984 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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Text continued from page 286:

one 16-bit memory location to save space. The SWAP%
function lets you reverse the high and low bytes in a
memory location. Of course, performing an AND 255
with the value masks out the high byte. The second
point has to do with why line 300 is there at all. It seems
that the interpreter cannot perform B%(I) AND 255 and
compare it with noise all in one line; apparently, there
is a bug in the interpreter. If you do the operations
separately, there is no problem. This is the only bug I
have encountered in the interpreter.
Lines 80 and 240 in listing 1 illustrate the use of the
IEEE-488 port. The operating parameters of the port are
entered into a data array and passed to the interface
driver by calling SYSFUNe:. Line 70 lists the parameters
this program uses. The parameter 286 sets the maximum
timeout for a transfer to the succeeding argument (which
is 10) times 50 milliseconds; the parameter 290 sets the
maximum transfer size without using DMA to whatever
follows (10 again); the 0 ends a sequence of instructions,
so F%(6) begins a new sequence; the 17 sets the REN
line high and the 0 ends that sequence; the 12 resets the
REN line, and again 0 ends the sequence; then, 10 sets
the IFC line, with the 0 ending the sequence. Thus, the
F% array actually contains four different sets of
parameters, each invoked by CALL SYSFUNC(dev #,
F%(N)), which reads F%(N) to F%(N + I), where
F%(N +1)=0.
Let's look at line 20 in listing 1. This line initializes the
system calls used in the program. In the new version

3M Scotch®Diskettes
are boxed in LIFETIME WARRANTYI
10 's with labels, envelopes and reinforced hubs on
5 Y4" diskettes.

$1 95
$270
ea. 51,4" SSDD
(744)

Qty.20

,WDSDD
(745)

Qty. 20

5 %" SSQD-96TPI (746) $2.89 ea.
5 Y4" DSQD-96TPI (747) $3.95 ea.
8" SSSD (740) $2.07 ea.
8" SSDD (741) $2.54 ea . .
8" DSDD (743) $3.30 ea.

-290

5 Y4"

SPECIAL!
Save even morel
Order 50 or more 3M
dIskettes before
March 15. 1984 and
save an e xtra ten
cents per dIskette.
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ea.

--

~
$1
---

,L ,
...... .

of BASIC, version 1.1, you do not need to add the call
locations.
Listing 1 collects data from the Biomation. Listing 2
displays that data, one monochrometer setting at a time.
Lines 250 and 270 of listing 2 do the actual screen plot.
Line 250 draws a line from the first data point (scaled
for the screen) to itself. That is, it sets the first point of
the line. Line 270 draws a line from each subsequent
point to the preceding point. The - 1, - 1 argument says,
"Connect this point to the last point." Figures 1 and 2
show screen dumps of sample outputs from listing 2,
using data collected from a modified version of listing
2 in which the raw voltages from a single scan of the
Biomation were collected.

Summary
The CS-9000 is a very fast and powerful laboratory
computer. It has enough I/O ports to please the most
jaded palate. The options let you configure the system
for most conceivable laboratory applications. The range
of numbers it can work with makes it unnecessary to
constantly use log values to avoid overflows. The
CS-9000 is very affordable. And, above all, the level of
customer support sets new standards of excellence for
the microcomputer industry.•
Thomas R. Clune (55 Central St., Ashburnham, MA 01430) is physical
chemistry laboratory coordinator for the Chemistnj Department of Brandeis
University in Waltham, Massachusetts.

DISK CADDIES DISKETTEThe70bestSTORAGE
buy we 've seen!

'

65 ea.

..

.

.

. .. the onglnal flip-up disk
holder for 10 diskettes .
Beige or grey only.

+.50 Shpng .

~
.'

.. ,
/' ;'
.

Dust-free storage for 70
5 W' diskettes with six
dividers.
95

$2 29
ea.
8"
+.50 Shpng . FLIP 'N FILE.

SYNCOM Diskettes
are a great bar- LIFETIME WARRANTYI
gain. Packed in
polybags of 10 with envelopes, labels and
reinforced hubs.

51/4" SSDD $1.39 ea.
5 V4" DSDD $1.85 ea.
WE WILL BEAT ANY NATIONALLY AOVERTISED PRICE!

Nationwide: 1-800-621-6827
Illinois: 1-312-944-2788

$14

+ $3 .00 Shpng .

Redesigned for better appearance and
greater ease of use . FLIP 'N FILE 25 holds
25 51,4" diskettes ; FLIP 'N FILE 50 holds 50
51/4" diskettes .
FLlP ' N FILE 25
Retail $29.95
.. . OW Price

FLlP 'N FILE 50
Retail $39 .95
. .. OWPrice

+ $4 .00 Shpng .

+ $5 .00

$19 50

$26 95

Shipping: 5 V,' Diskettes Only: $1 .75 Handling +
.20 per 10 diskettes ordered . 8" Diskettes Only:
$2.00 Handling + .30 per 10 diskettes ordered .
Other Items: As shown in addition to diskette shipping charges . Payment: VISA . MASTERCARD .
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Fujitsu,Japans largest computer company, sends
you their best. The new Micro 16s personal
business computer. A combination of thoughtful
planning, innovative thinking and quality
craftsmanship.Just what you'd expect from a
Japanese company that's been making computers
for three decades.
The Micro 16s is a complete computer
system.The options of other computers are our
standards. For example, its price includes
the CP/M~86®operating system, SuperCalc2™elec~
tronic spreadsheet, WordS tal word processing,
a high resolution color graphics monitor, and two
A 8~bit and 808616~bit.
microprocessors, the Z80®
The Micro 16s will run any of the more
than 3,000 CP/M®software programs on
the market today. Optional operating systems
for the Micro 16s include MS~DOS and the

multi~tasking Concurrent CP!1v1~86~

The Micro 16s also comes with a detachable
keyboard, dual built~in 5}-4" floppy disk drives,
128 kilobytes of internal memory expandable
to over one megabyte, and expansion slots for
future growth.
The unique and flexible design of the
Micro 16s makes it easy to add advanced micro~
processors of tomorrow, hard disks, mainframe
communications or local area networking when
the time is right.
Put a Japanese leader to work for you.
Fujitsu's Micro 16s. For more information or the
name of your nearest dealer call toll free 1~800~
MICRO 16. Or write Fujitsu Microelectronics, Inc.,
Professional Microsystems
Division, 3320 Scott Blvd., FUJITSU
Santa Clara, CA 95051.

Fujitsu's Micro 16s:
SuperCalc' ''' is a trademark of Sorcim Corp. Wo rdSla r~J is a trademark of MicroPro International. CP/M ·86· and Concurrent CP/M · 86!~ are trademarks of Digital Research , Inc . MS'" is a trademark 01M ic roso fl ~ Z80~ is a trademark of Zitog , Inc.
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Hardware Review

The Rixon R212A Intelligent
Modetn
A modem that can emulate the Hayes Smartmodem
and do a few other tricks besides
by Chuck Weger
Remember when you could tell the difference between
a computer and a peripheral? In the old days, computers
had front panels full of lights and switches, printers were
large, clattering beasts, and modems were big, ugly boxes
that connected to special, and expensive, phone circuits.
In those times a modem knew its place. But now, here
comes a modem with a full-blown Z80 microprocessor
in it-the same chip that's in lots of home computers.
All of a sudden, the distinction between computers and
their peripherals is getting hazy. What do you call a
modem that has memory like a computer? In this case,
you call it a Rixon R212A Intelligent Modem.
The folks at Rixon have been in the modem business
a long time, but they have manufactured primarily industrial products. The R212A and its IBM PC-compatible cousin, the PC-212, are among the company's few
ventures into the consumer world. If Rixon keeps producing products like this, the company might have to
discontinue some of its industrial business to keep up
with the demand of consumer and commercial markets.
Not only is the R212A the most sophisticated modem
in its class I have seen, it is also easy to use. I'll describe
some of the R212Xs features in this review.

Setting Up
Photo 1 shows the R212A as it comes packaged with
an AC (alternating current) adapter and a modular
telephone cable; an instruction manual (not pictured) is
also included. It does not come with the RS-232C cable
you'll need to connect it to your computer or terminal,
but this is a stock item in most computer stores. The
modem is packaged in a beige molded case with a black
front panel.
292
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The first thing that I noticed about this modem was
its front panel, which really wasn't a front panel-or not
what I would call one. There is a piece of black anodized
aluminum with the Rixon logo, but there are no LEOs
(light-emitting diodes), lights, or switches on the panel.
In fact, there are no controls or indicators anywhere on
the case. And if you're the kind of person who opens
the case to see the insides, you'll see that there are no
DIP (dual-inline package) switches on the circuit board,
either. All the options-and there are plenty in this
modem-are set by software commands.
The back panel contains two RJ-ll modular telephone
jacks as well as a connector for the power supply. It also
contains a standard 25-pin female RS-232C connector
labeled DTE (data terminal equipment) for connection
to the terminal or computer. Once again, there are no
switches or indicators.
Installing the R212A is extremely simple. Run a cable
from a serial I/O (input/output) port on your computer
or terminal to the DTE connector. The phone line goes
in one of the modular jacks with the cable supplied.
Finally, plug in the AC adapter. The other modular jack
is a real convenience; if you want a telephone connected
to the same line, it can be plugged into this jack, saving
the cost of a phone-line Y adapter. Note that the whole
telephone-not just the handset, as on some other
modems-plugs into this jack. Of course, you don't need
to plug a phone into this jack. The modem will work
fine without one.
To communicate with the R212A, you will need 'a communications program that allows your computer to send
and receive ASCII (American National Standard Code
for Information Interchange) characters over its serial I/O

Photo 1: The Rixon R212A package includes the modem, a modular telephone cable, an AC line adapter, and a manual (not pictured).

port. This could be a program that makes your computer
into a dumb terminal, or it could be a more sophisticated
modem program. Both kinds will work with the R212A.
Of course, if you are using a terminal instead of a computer, you don't need a program.
As the lack of switches implies, the R212A is controlled
entirely from your computer or terminal. Once the
modem is connected to the computer, you can type two
carriage returns to wake it up. It responds with a signon message, shown in the first four lines of photo 2. It
also determines automatically the transmission speed of
your system, either 300 or 1200 bps (bits per second),
and the type of parity, based on the carriage returns you
send it. From then on, it accepts ASCII commands.
These commands can be entered manually from the
keyboard, or you can use a program to send them. In
my experience, a fancy modem control program is not
needed, since the R212A can do just about everything
by itself. The commands are all one or two letters long,
so it takes little effort to type them. Table 1 briefly summarizes the R212A's command set.
Features
One of the nicest features of the R212A is its help display. Most user-friendly software packages now have
some sort of help facility. It's rare, though, to find a piece

of peripheral equipment with one. The R212A's help display, shown in photo 2 as it appears on the screen of
my Zenith Z-89 computer, gives a brief description of
each command. While the help goes no deeper than this
(e.g., you can't ask the R212A to further explain the
keyboard dial command), it is sufficient to jog your
memory after you've read the instruction manual.
Any intelligent modem should be able to automatically
dial a phone number. The R212A can do that easily with
the K (keyboard dial) command. Merely type a K, and
the modem prompts for the phone number. Entering the
number followed by a carriage return causes the R212A
to dial the number. The R212A ignores spaces and
hyphens, so the number can be entered in the usual
manner. Don't try to use parentheses to enclose an area
code, though; these have special meanings to the R212A.
In addition to plain old auto-dialing, the R212A has
the S (store) command for built-in number storage. The
modem can store up to 10 phone numbers; each can be
up to 60 characters long. When you want to dial a stored
number, you need to enter only its index number (a digit
from zero to nine). The numbers are saved in the
modem's internal RAM (random-access read/write memory), which has a battery backup in case there's no AC
power. Rixon says the battery will last at least two years.
In addition to the S command, the R212A has the D (disFebruary 1984 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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Command

K

S#

0-9

R
M
D
SC

T
C

Photo 2: The help display generated by the R212A. Note the signon message at the top of the screen. The dollar sign is the modem's
prompt character. Each of the commands shawn is accessed by its one-

G

or two-character mnemonic.

a

x
A

At a Glance
Name
Rixon R212A Intelligent Modem
Use
Communication over voice-grade telephone lines at 300 or 1200
bits per second (bps)
Manufacturer
Rixon Inc.
2120 Industrial Parkway
Silver Spring. MD 20904
(301) 622-2121

NU
Q

PARITY

Definition
Keyboard dial; any telephone number may
be entered directly from the computer or
terminal keyboard , rather than using a
number stored in the modem's memory.
Store a telephone number in location #,
where # is a number from zero to nine. The
number may be up to 60 characters long ,
including comments.
Dial a number stored in the modem's
memory (memory locations are numbered
zero through nine) .
Redial the last number dialed .
Multiple redial; redials the last number dialed
up to 10 times before giving up.
Display the phone number directory.
Set the "log-on" control characters; once set,
the characters can be used within a log-on
sequence to send stored text to the remote
system and wait for a response.
Test mode. The R212A goes into a local
loop back self-test, or a remote self-test if on
line.
Clear all stored numbers. The R212A
prompts to be sure this is really what is
wanted.
Go back on line if previously disconnected
with special "programmed disconnect"
character.
Option select (see table 3).
Hang up the phone line.
Forces the modem into "answer" mode when
dialing a call (i.e., high-frequency modem
tones).
Forces the modem into "originate" mode
when dialing a call (i.e., low-frequency
modem tones).
Select Hayes mode. The R212A will
recognize Hayes Smartmodem commands.
Quit; causes the modem to "sign oft" and
return to noninteracti ve state. (Calls will still be
auto-answered, though .)
Typing the word PARITY in uppercase
causes the R212A to detect the parity your
system is using.

Table 1: R212A command summary.

Size
1.5 by 6.25 by 9.7 inches
Weight
2.5 pounds
Features
Direct-connect. 0 to 300 bps pius 1200 bps; accepts ASCII
commands from computer or terminal; holds 10 phone numbers
pius identifying information in battery backed-up memory
Hardware Needed
Computer or terminal with RS-232C port. al ong w ith RS-232C
interconnecting cable
Software Needed
Any communications program capable of sending and receiving
over the computer's RS-232C port
Documentation
78-page manual in a 5V2- by 8V2-inch format
Options
None
List Price
$499
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play) command for displaying the directory. A sample
directory is shown in photo 3.
You'll notice in this picture that the phone numbers
have text associated with them. This is a handy feature;
I use it to save the name and/or description of the system
associated with each phone number. You have to use a
slash (/) following the phone number to indicate text.
Everything after the slash is interpreted by the R212A
as text.
Also shown in photo 3 is an example of the S command . At the bottom of the screen I typed S7, which
means store a number in slot 7. The modem responded
with the existing contents of slot 7, and with a message
questioning whether I really wanted to change what was
in that slot. I did, so the modem then prompted me for
the new phone number-a simple, logical procedure.
The R212A is well matched to modern telephone systems. For example, it can detect the presence or absence
of dial tones, and it will inform you if it can't get a dial

THE BUFFER DID IT.
Who Stole The 1S00 Letters
From The Computer?
Let's just say you've got to
send a letter to 1500 different
people. Would you like to
spend 22.5 hours* or
60 seconds of
computer
time?
With
a gardenvariety
buffer, the
computer has
to mix, merge
and send 1500
addresses and 1500
letters to the
buffer. Trouble is, most buffers
only store about 32 letters. So after
32 letters, the computer's down
until the printer's done. Altogether,
you're talking 22.5 hours.
In the case of our new (not to
mention amazing)
But there s ...
ShuffleBuffer,
that's turned .
computer time
mailings
donu4 .... ,
is 60
, manuscr'
d
belieVe 't
Jpts, report secon s
I. YOU'd 1
fl
alan't ('10 ,~
OVe my IV
at.
" '" 0 . .
Just give
ShuffleBuffer one form letter and
your address list, and it takes care
of the mixing, the merging, and the
printing. But that's not all
ShuffleBuffer's stolen from the
computer. Oh, no.

Who Changed and
Rearranged The Facts?
Again, ShuffleBuffer's
the culprit. You want
to move paragraph #1
down
>'1
where
#3 is?
Want
rJ"e.,'ir
to add a
:-l .,-S
<{\
chart or
picture? No
problem. No mystery, either. Any
buffer can give you FIFO, basic
first-in, first-out printing. And some
Circle 184 on Inquiry card .

buffers offer By-Pass; the ability to
interrupt long jobs for short ones.
But only ShuffleBuffer has what we
call Random Access Printing - the
brains to move stored information
around on its way to the printer.
Something only a computer could
do before. Comes in especially
handy if you do lots of printing.
Or lengthy manuscripts.
Or voluminous green
1'\.e ;.'0."10
and white spread
sheets. And by the
way, ShuffleBuffer '1.'1.0("
does store up to
128K of information
and gives you a
By-Pass mode, too.

And Who Spilled The
Beans 239 Times?

Who Wants You To Catch
A ShuffieBuffer In Action?
You guessed it. We do. Just go to
your local computer dealer and ask
him to show you a ShuffleBuffer at
~
work. Or, you can call us
6 ;.-1),
at (215) 667-1713, and
eJ
Cj\'01..
we'll clue you in.o.n
all the facts directly.
,
ovo

Y

c

, '\. <-,-",'

• Based
on an average
4000 character letter
& l28K buffer.

Most buffers can't
tell the printer to
duplicate. If they can,
they only offer a
start/ stop switch,
which means you're
the one who has to
count to 239. Turn
your back on your
buffer, and your
printer might shoot out
a room full of copies.
ShuffleBuffer, however,
does control quantity.
Tell it the amount, and
it counts the copies.
By itself.

So, What's The Catch?
There isn't any.
Sleuth
.,1 around.
You won't
find another
buffer that's as slick a
"
character as this one.
You also won't find one that's
friendly with any parallel or serial
computer/ printer combination.
This is the world' s only universal
buffer.
With a brain.

l OVe •

Gli!JO)'i

n,ShuffleBuffer
The Buffer with a Brain

;S

Interactive Structures Inc.
146 Montgomery Avenue
Bala Cynwyd , PA 19004
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Photo 3: The R212A's directory display. The notations next to the

phone numbers are stored as ASCII text by the modem. "BATCH"
is a way to run a set of commands. The bottom of this display contains an example of storing a new phone number.

tone by telling you "dead line:' It can also interpret most
busy signals and will inform you if the line is busy or
if there is no answer. If you wish, you can use the R
(redial) command to automatically redial the most
recently dialed number. If you're really desperate to get
through, you can use the M (multiple redial) command.
This automatically redials the last number up to 10 times,
with a brief pause between each attempt.
In case redialing the same number isn't impressive
enough, the R212A has something called linking. Any
stored number can be linked to any other number. Then,
if the first number is busy or does not answer, the
modem automatically tries the linked number. So if your
favorite bulletin-board system is busy, you can
automatically try another one. It's possible to link
numbers to each other, so the modem goes back and
forth between them until it finally gets one to answer.
You can also link several numbers, causing the R212A
to try them all. If you link the last to the first, you get
the modem's equivalent of an endless loop. Your phone
line will be busy forever unless one of the numbers on
the linked list answers or you manually abort the dialing operation.
The R212A is capable of both tone and pulse dialing.
If you don't instruct it otherwise, it tries to dial the first
digit with a tone. If sending a tone fails to interrupt the
dial tone, it assumes that the phone line works only with
pulse dialing, and it dials the whole number with pulses.
If the dial tone goes away after tone dialing the first digit,
the modem dials the rest of the number with tones. You
can, of course, put the modem into a tone-only or pulseonly mode, so it doesn't have to go through this detective work each time it dials. Finally, the letters T and P
can be embedded in phone numbers to manually switch
296
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Definition
Wait for intermediate dial tone; generally used
with PBX (private branch exchange) systems
where an access number must be used to
get an outside line.
Pause 5 seconds; can be used to wait for
access tone on long-distance services such
as Sprint and MCI .
Forces pulse-dial mode for subsequent digits.
Forces tone-dial mode for subsequent digits.
Link to another stored number if this number
is busy.
Comments. Everything following a slash
character is treated as a comment. Comment
characters are displayed in the directory but
not dialed .
Ignored. A space can be used within
telephone numbers to improve readability.

Table 2: Special characters in telephone numbers.

between tone and pulse dialing. This is useful if you're
on a PBX (private branch exchange) that understands
only pulses, but you dial an access code to get an outside line, which can use tones. The R212A can handle
the whole dialing operation, including waiting for secondary dial tones. You can also use the percent (%) character to cause a 5-second pause anywhere in a dialing
sequence. Table 2 summarizes the special characters
allowed within telephone numbers.

Advanced Features
In addition to storing phone numbers, text, and link
codes, the R212A can store log-on sequences. A log-on
sequence is a series of ASCII characters that the R212A
sends down the phone line once it has detected a
modem on the other end. This can be an account
number, a password, or whatever. In effect, the log-on
sequence lets you automatically log on to a remote system without lifting a finger. The log-on sequence is
stored by enclosing it in square brackets ([ ]) when you
store the phone number.
The log-on sequence feature is very versatile. It can,
for example, contain any ASCII control characters, not
just printable ones. It can contain a special character that
causes the R212A to wait for a specific response from
the remote system before proceeding with the rest of the
sequence. It can also contain secure characters, which
are never displayed in the R212'xs phone number directory. Secure characters are enclosed in parentheses when
you first store the log-on sequence. This is a useful feature if you set up your modem to be used by others who
should not know things like remote system passwords.
Another advanced feature is the batch facility. Sequences of commands can be enclosed in angle brackets
« » . The R212A buffers everything received after an
open bracket and executes it (without echoing or
prompting) after it sees the closed bracket. Therefore you
can write a program that sends a series of commands
to the modem all in one batch, without cluttering up
your screen display. The contents of the batch buffer

printer™
Portable
A new generation printer that
combines portability, dependability and quality. Sprinter is
travel convenience - lightweight
and rugged with an easily
removable travel cover and plenty
of space for storage.

Personal
A friendly printer that is easy to
operate. Ease of operation is top
priority for this printer. A
SoftSwitch ™ Control Pad allows
the user to control forms' length,
print density, tabulations, baud
rate and character sets.

Professional
A fast printer, the 160 CPS
Sprinter comes standard With a
41< buffer expandable to 681< with
MPl's MemoryMate™ option. It
comes equipped with an
EasyLoad™ front paper feed for
quick paper insertion and handles
everything from letterhead to
mUlti - part forms.
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Travel with the Bestl
See the Sprinter at your locaicomputer store or call us for the
dealer nearest you .• (800) 82. -8848
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Number
1

Name
DISC

2

AUTO Q

3

ECHO

4

DSR ON

5

CTS ON

6

lNGTH

7

BLIND

8

ENQ

9

OIAl

A

ONLINE
MSG

Photo 4: The options menu displayed by the R212A in response to
the 0 command. Option 9 (dialing mode) has been selected.

Definition
Stores a special disconnect
character. The character selected
with this option, if typed 3 times in
quick succession, will cause the
modem to return to keyboard
mode without disconnecting the
telephone line.
Determines whether or not modem
automatically exits keyboard mode
2 minutes after last keyboard entry.
Determines whether or not modem
echoes back characters when in
keyboard mode.
Causes the Data Set Ready (DSR)
lead to be either permanently on
or on only in data mode.
Causes the Clear To Send (CTS)
lead to be either permanently on
or on only when the modem is
ready to transmit.
Selects 9- or 10-bit character length
in 1200 bps mode.
Determines whether modem tries
to detect dial tone automatically or
merely dials blind after a 5-second
wait.
Determines whether modem sends
the ASCII character ENQ to a
remote modem for handshaking
purposes.
Selects tone, pulse, or automatic
dialing.
Determines whether or not the
modem issues an ONLINE
message when it detects a remote
modem's carrier.

always appear on the directory display (photo 3), so you
can see what your computer has been sending.
In case you aren't satisfied with the way the R212A
works, the designers give you a chance to change it with
the 0 (options) command. This command calls up the
menu shown in photo 4. There are 10 user-selectable options shown in the menu. Some of these deal with such
details as how the modem controls certain RS-232C lines,
while some deal with more mundane issues, such as
whether the modem sends the message ONLINE to you
when it detects a carrier. Table 3 gives a brief summary
of the options. Most people, however, should find that
the default options are sufficient; I didn't even look at
the other options until I had thoroughly played with the
auto-dialing and other features.
If your telephone system is old and uses dial tones
with unusual sounds, which the modem might not be
able to detect, you1l find that you need the 0 command
and option number 7. Option 7, BLIND, causes the
R212A to begin dialing a number after five seconds have
elapsed, even if it doesn't detect a dial tone.

Finally, in keeping with its industrial origirls, Rixon has
a version of this modem available without the case, for
use in a card cage. If you have many modems at one site,'
this would be a good way to keep your modems
organized.

Other Nice Touches

Documentation

The R212A has some other nice features, too. For example, the C (clear) command clears out all the stored
phone numbers. Fortunately, the R212A gives you an
"are you sure?" prompt before doing this. There is also
a built-in self-test mode that loops back (connects the
modem to itself) to make sure signals are being transmitted and received correctly.
The R212A can also emulate a Hayes Smartmodem.
This means that the Rixon modem can operate like a
Hayes Smartmodem so that people who have invested
in software that understands the Hayes modem can use
the R212A with their old software. The Hayes modem
is much more limited than the Rixon modem, however;
it doesn't have number storage, linking, or log-on sequences, and it doesn't detect dial tones. Also, it doesn't
provide a help menu. I like all the Rixon features, so I
haven't really used the Hayes-emulation mode except to
test it.

The R212A comes with a very comprehensive 87-page
manual. The manual is well designed, full of figures and
examples, but was obviously written with the industrial
market in mind, It's a bit dry, and the organization is
occasionally puzzling. For example, on page 4, it tells
you how to disassemble the modem. I think I would
rather see some setup information first. An index would
also be useful. There is, however, a nice foldout summary of all Rixon and Hayes commands and options.
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Table 3: R212A options (set by the 0 command).

Complaints
The lack of external adjustments makes the modem
extremely simple to use; it cannot accidentally be set for
the wrong speed, parity, or operating mode. The absence
of controls also means that the modem can be located
anywhere that's convenient; it doesn't have to be within
. easy reach of the operator. The absence of indicator lights
or LEOs is another matter. Some people find it comfortCircle 203 on Inquiry card.

--+

ing to watch the "transmit data" light on a modem wink
at you as the bits are swallowed by the telephone network. You don't get that with the R212A. People who
are accustomed to the Hayes Smartmodem may notice
that the Rixon lacks the Hayes's monitor speaker. Personally, I don't care to eavesdrop on modem conversations, so I don't mind the lack of a speaker.
These features aren't missed if everything is working,
but if you're trying to track down a problem, like a
broken wire in your RS-232C cable, you begin to see the
need for them. For example, my one-year-old daughter
got her hands onto the computer keyboard when I was
experimenting with the modem. I returned to find that
the modem would not respond to the computer; nothing
I could type or do would make it respond . Finally, I
discovered that she had somehow entered the command
to put it into Hayes mode, so none of the Rixon commands I was trying had any effect. I suppose this is an
argument in favor of child-proof computers.
Since the R212A is a new product, Rixon is bound to
have its share of shakedown problems with it . I have experienced two such problems. One was an undocumented "feature;' while the other was actually a hardware failure.
The feature problem arose because Rixon designed this
modem to be compatible with a wide variety of terminals
and computers. Some of these terminals apparently
don't understand that normal modem handshaking requires one RS-232C signal (called DTR, or data terminal
ready) to be active when talking to the modem. To get
around this, Rixon installed a pull-up resistor on this line
so that DTR is always active. That's fine most of the time,
but it means that, unless the modem is turned off, it
answers the phone-even when the computer is turned
off. Not a very useful situation. The people at Rixon were
very helpful when I complained about this and they told
me how to disable it. The solution required cutting that
pull-up resistor on the DTR line (R79 on the circuit
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Chuck Weger (cia Oldenberg, 331 6th St . NE, Washington, DC 20003) is
an independent consultant specializing in computer graphics. He was fo rmerly
on the technical staff of Con;puter Sciences Corporation.
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Conclusions
The Rixon R212A is an extremely intelligent modem
that has auto-dialing features more powerful than many
modem programs. It supports stored numbers, identification text, log-on sequences, and several forms of autoredial. It communicates with the user through a series
of ASCII character commands that are documented in
a self-contained help facility. The R212A is extremely easy
to set up and use, yet offers many powerful options for
sophisticated users.
Some people may find the total lack of switches and
indicators difficult to accept; in normal operation,
however, they are not missed .
Anyone who is in the market for a 300/1200 bps
modem would do well to consider the R212A . At $499,
it is definitely an "intelligent" choice .•

• ROBOTS

,111111/11

CP/",...

board) . This is no big deal, but people with no hardware experience might feel better asking a friend to do
it. It's easier just to unplug the modem when it's not in
use.
The second problem was a fluke. During a thunderstorm, the phone line apparently took a lightninginduced jolt. It was not enough to knock out the phones,
but it did cause the modem to behave peculiarly. For example, the modem kept the phone line off the hook
when it was not supposed to. It turned out the lightning had zapped a protective device. (Better than zapping the whole modem, I thought.) Since my modem
was only a few weeks old at the time, the people at Rixon replaced it with a new one, no questions asked. We
have had more storms, but the replacement modem has
not had any problems.

5e your computer with
th e
R con trol ler to command speed and direction of two
in dependent motors from a single output port
For robot drive motors o r any two functions
req uiring proportional bipolar control of 15 Vdc
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ins talls between the computer , a 12 Vdc battery .
and two DC PM molors mounted right and
le ft on a robot. Simple software commands set
speed and direction latches in the CO FR thus
freeing your computer for other tasks . Two
CDFR 's cont ro l fou r motors with a si ng le port.
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Computing is dull in black and white . But it doesn't have to be.
PC PEACOCK brings the excitement of color to your IBM computer. Pictures, charts and graphs
" come alive" in multicolor brilliance. PC PEACOCK works with all color and composite monochrome displays to produce crisp, detailed images.
You'll see your favorite programs in the splendor of color. PC PEACOCK is fully compatible
with all software for your IBM PC - including the wide variety of graphics programs. The medium
multicolor mode and high resolution monochrome mode enhance your display capabilities for
business, home and education.
And PC PEACOCK is convenient. Its parallel port allows you to connect a printer to your computer without wasting an additional expansion slot. Connections for all displays (RGB , composite,
monochrome and televisions) are included.
PC PEACOCK is designed to provide years of worry free performance and is backed with an
outstanding TWO YEAR warranty
So bring living color to your IBM PC, with the PC PEACOCK Color Graphics Adapter. PC PEACOCK
is available now at your local IBM dealer.
For more info rmation o n all o f MA System·s IBM a nd App l e products , p lease c all or write

mA SYSTEmS
NCO R P O , R ATE 0

2015 O' Toole Ave , San Jose, CA 95 131 ( 408 ) 943 -0596
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IBM PC 15 a trademark of
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Introducing the TI 855 microprinter.
No other printer says better
so many ways.
Feature for feature, no other microprinter
can match the versatility, compatibility,
reliability and prOOuctivity of the
OMNI 800· MOOel855 microprinter.
Heres why.
Two Printers In One. With the TI 855
you get the speed of dot matrix draft
copy. Plus the precise clarity of the most
advanced matrix technology for letterquality print. It's two printers in one - at
one low price.
A Great Family Name. Texas Instruments is known for providing the world
with the industry standard for printers the TI 810. TI builds the same reliability
into every 800 series microprinter. Both
the 855 and the data processing MOOel
850 are part of the expanding TI line of
high-performance, low-cost microprinters.
Copyright !D 1983 Texas Instruments
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Hardware Compatible. The TI 855
microprinter is compatible with all major
PC hardware. And it provides both serial
RS232C subset and "Centronics-type"
parallel as standard interfaces.
Software Compatible. The TI 855 uses
industry standard escape sequences for
compatibility with virtually all third-party
software. And for those with proprietary
software needs, a model is available with
ANSI standard escape sequences.

Tough Font Modules For Quick Char·
acter Change. Three font modules can
be inserted into the front of the printer at
one time, and are accessed individually.
Each contains both draft- and letterquality character sets. They're easier to
use, more reliable and more durable than
traditional metal or plastic daisy wheels.

• Trade mark of Texas InstnJrnents

More Productivity Than Any Other
Microprinter. The 855 offers both friction and tractor paper feed, to handle all
types of word and data processing applications. A quick-change snap-in cartridge
ribbon. Raster and mosaic graphics. And
intelligent printing which maximizes document throughput - regardless of format.
Get the printer that makes for better
information systems. For more information
visit your nearest TI authorized dealer or
write Texas Instruments Incorporated, P.o.
Box 402430, Dept. DPF-082BY, •
Dallas, TX 75240. Or call
toll-free: 1-800-527-3500.
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TEXAS

INSTRUMENTS
Creating useful products
and services for you.
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Software Review

SAVVY
This easy-to-use system actually learns from you
by Peter V. Callamaras
Imagine finding one package that combines the elements of hardware, software, and firmware with some
general-purpose business applications and doesn't require a master's degree in computer science to understand or to use. In addition, the package understands
plain ordinary English. What would you call it? Incredible? A lifesaver? Well, Excalibur Technologies Corporation calls it Savvy:
Savvy is a system that runs on an Apple or an IBM
PC (Personal Computer) and is unique in the personal
computer arena. The Apple hardware consists of a plugin card for slot 7 of the motherboard. Much like the CP/M
cards available for the Apple, the Savvy card contains
a Z80 processor and support chips plus the necessary
Savvy ROM chips. The Apple's 6502 processor becomes
a subordinate controller for the microprocessor. The IBM
PC, on the other hand, requires no unique hardware additions. The Savvy software consists of four disks containing a set of business-type applications, a set of demonstration programs, and a robot programmer.

Ease of Use
The intent of Savvy is to make it easy for the noncomputer-oriented Apple or IBM PC owner to perform business and professional tasks. Actually, easy is an understatement. Savvy usually knows what you want to do,
even if you misspell the command. The operating system
is oriented toward human or natural language.
Usually, if you want to perform a particular set of operations, you must follow a very precise, unforgiving set
of instructions. For instance, if you want to scan a data-

base for any BYTE articles on AI (artificial intelligence),
you would follow this scenario:
1. Call the search-retrieve module.
2. Input the correct information in the key search fields.
Example: first search field = BYTE
second search field = Article
third search field = Artificial Intelligence
3. Initiate the database manager that retrieves the
records matching your search criteria.
To perform the same operation with Savvy, all you need
to enter is: "get me all the BYTE atricles on artificial intelligence:' The system then retrieves the articles. Note
the misspelling of the word articles. Normally, if a misspelling occurs, you get an error message and must
reenter the data. This system can usually figure out what
you mean. The process Savvy uses is called adaptive pattern recognition, or learning.
The learning comes from you. The more you use the
system, the more it learns. The Savvy system builds up
patterns to compare with your input. If it finds one or
more exact match, Savvy returns those items. If there
is no match, however, Savvy makes a guess by finding
a pattern that comes close to your input. For example,
if you ask people to identify a city from a skyline picture, they mentally match the picture to skylines they
have seen before. Most people can easily tell the difference between New York and Paris, for instance. If you
show them pictures of 10 different skylines, they should
be able to identify them easily. This is what Savvy does.
February 1984 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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At a Glance
Name

Savvy
Manufacturer
Excalibur Technologies Corp.
BOO Rio Grande Blvd. NW
21 Mercado Plaza
Albuquerque, NM B7104
1505) 242-3333
Hardware
ZBO-based plug-in card on Apple; four applications disks
Computer
Apple (II, 11+, lie), 4BK- or 64K-byte IBM PC; two 5 V. -inch
floppy-disk drives; optional BO-column display, monitor, and
printer
Features
Integrated operating system, pattern recognition, virtual memory.
natural-language programming, 63-place decimal arithmetic
Compatibility
IBM Pc. IBM PC XT, other PC-compatibles
Documentation
146-page programming manual and 330-page loose-leaf reference
manual
Warranty
Limited one-year
Price
5950
Audience
Nontechnical computer users; business and professional computer
users desiring an easy-to-use set of programs; those interested in a
pattern-recognition system

It gives you the best answer based on patterns it has

observed previously.
To continue the skyline analogy, if you ask people to
identify a city and then show them an evening picture
of the skyline from a slightly different angle, they can
probably connect the two. Savvy does this also; in fact,
the more you use the system, the better it discriminates
between patterns. Excalibur Technologies claims to have
a proprietary method of ensuring the integrity of Savvy's pattern-recognition system so you can't overload it
with too many patterns.
There is no need for the user of Savvy to have any particular computer skills or background. The system does
everything possible to make it easy for the noncomputeroriented user. For example, if you want to temporarily
lock the value of an item or a variable, you tell Savvy
to "freeze" the item. When you want to change the value,
you simply "thaw" the item. The developers of Savvy
have gone out of their way to eliminate as much computer jargon as possible.
This leads us to a strong point in the Savvy system:
the ability to program without any programming background. You use your own words to describe what Savvy is supposed to do. It is very close to programming
in your natural language. As an example, instead of coming up with some algorithm to add two numbers, multiply the sum by a third number, and print the result,
you simply tell Savvy to "take number one, add it to
304
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number two, then multiply the sum by a third number
and display the result:' using almost those exact words.
The robot programmer that comes with the Savvy system, one of the more highly touted parts of the system,
is designed to help you establish your own databases.
You can use it only to write databases, For instance, if
you want to create a database for birthdays, you can use
the robot programmer to write it. You follow the manual
and prompts to configure the input formats, relations,
search criteria, and output. Then the robot programmer
writes the code while you watch.
When the robot finishes, you can input the names,
dates, addresses, and whatever else you want in your
database. Once it is established, you can search for, update, and output information from it. Typically, you
might ask it to list all family members who have birthdays in March or all the members of the local church who
were born on the 15th 6f any month. The relationships
can be as simple or as complex as you wish, and you
ask for the information in plain English,

Applications
The Savvy applications programs include a text processor with a mailing-list feature and a set of standard
business accounting applir"tions, with accounts receivable, accounts payable, inventory management, payroll,
and general ledger.
The text processor is not designed for heavy wordprocessing applications but works fine for writing short
letters. The mailing-list feature enables Savvy to generate
your printed letters. File size is not the problem here;
the software just isn't available yet.
In the payroll module, you set up a payroll file, subtract any individual deductions and taxes, record time
data, and print out both checks and a payroll summary
report.
The accounts-payable/receivable packages track
receipts and expenditures by client or supplier as well
as service charges, past-due accounts, payment due
dates, and all the other standard AP/AR data.
The general ledger tracks your accounts, prints checks
for expenditures, runs trial balances and prints income
statements.
Finally, the inventory-management program establishes your inventory and tracks changes in stock levels.
You can set up the inventory to include parts numbers,
descriptions, stock levels, costs and prices, reorder
points, and storage-location information.
As you can see, Savvy is primarily designed for small
business or professional use, and in that context it does
an adequate job. If you find that the applications don't
meet your needs as written, you can enhance or modify
them as you wish. The package includes the source code,
and you can use the programming facilities of the Savvy
system to make any changes.

Documentation
The accompanying documentation is an important
part of the Savvy system. I received a large loose-leaf
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Now you can buy flexible
disks with a five year
warranty from Control Data.
A lot of companies make
diskettes. But Control Data
also makes disk drives. In fact,
we're the leading independent supplier of disk drives
to computer manufacturers.
Now we've put our expertise into a truly superior line:
StorageMaster diskettes from
Control Data.
You can choose from a comCircle 90 on inquiry card .

plete line of premium 8" and
5.25" diskettes in single or
double densities, single or
double-sided. And each diskette is 100% certified and
backed by a 5 year warranty.
So you can depend on them
to perform for years to come.
Look for StorageMaster
diskettes at your local computer store or ask for them
from your computer supplies
distributor.
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binder and a separate Savvy programming manual. The
manual is fairly straightforward, and you are led through
the various Savvy functions with extensive use of the
tutorial approach and actual screen images of the dialog
between the user and Savvy. Almost no technical jargon
is included. My only complaint is that Excalibur Technologies used a rather small typeface and packed every
page full of information. Consequently, it takes a long
time to go through the documentation.

Conclusion
Savvy is a combination of hardware, software, firmware, and applications programs designed for small
business or professional use. The actual system consists
of a plug-in board (for Apple users) and four disks. The
package also includes two sets of support documentation.
Communicating with the Savvy system through
English-like conversations makes it very quick and easy
for the noncomputer-oriented user to get up to speed.
The more you use the Savvy system, the more it recognizes your commands. You can use the system's robotprogramming capabilities to write all sorts of databases
using English-like instructions. Savvy requires no
specific programming skills and after using it for a while,
you can become quite adept at writing your own Savvy
programs.
The applications are pretty much no-frills business
programs, consisting of a document- or letter-writing
module with mailing-label capabilities, payroll, accountspayable/receivable modules, general ledger and inventory management. You can modify or enhance any of
these modules.
The documentation is voluminous, but complete, and
does a good job of leading the user through the various
functions and capabilities of the Savvy system.
Savvy costs $950; a fairly large investment. You also
need at least a 48K-byte Apple system (Apple II, II Plus,
or lIe) or a 64K-byte (currently it won't use more) IBM
pc, two disk drives, a monitor with an 80-column display, and finally a printer. To make a choice, you must
balance the unique operating and programming capabilities Savvy offers against a set of specific application
programs for your word processing and business needs.
Overall, Savvy is a very easy-to-use, friendly system
that requires almost no background in computers. I enjoyed using the Savvy system, but reviewing it was not
easy, as I could have spent many pages on anyone of
its capabilities. I look forward to seeing how Savvy's
unique abilities affect the way people interact with computers in the future._

Peter V Callamaras (HQ AFCCIEPPB, Scott AFB, IL 62225) is an officer
in the Air Force. He has degrees in computer technologl) and biological sciences,
and a master's degree in systems management. He has been interested in computers since 1966 and was formerly the service department manager of a computer store.
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We will be there when you need us.
Knowledgeable people te aJlIIWer your
questions before and after you buy.
Warranty repairs are performed
within 48 hou,rs or We replace your
board. All products are guaranteed
for one year on parts and labor. If
not completely sati~fjed within 30
days of purchase, return your.
board for a complete refund
including the post.age. Join our
list of impressive custom~rs,
, - )(ou'll be glad you did.
TO ORDER BY PHONE:
In CA (80Si 987-9741
Outside CA (800) 821-4479
1:0 ORDER BY MAIL:

\

Software Review

The Micro-Sci Gameport III for the
Apple III
How to upgrade your Apple III to an Apple II and recapture the
fun of computing
by William

J. Purpura and Paula K. Purpura

The Apple III is a high-powered, sophisticated computer, but you can't use it to play Space Raiders, Choplifter, or any Apple II games that require a joystick or
paddles.
The Apple III was designed to utilize more than 64K
bytes of RAM, and this design did away with the permanent memory locations used by the Apple II paddles.
The new joystick input designed for the Apple III,
although it has a much better AID (analog to digital) converter than the Apple II's, is not much help. Most Apple
II games were written to use the Apple II paddles or joysticks, and we couldn't find any game software designed
specifically for the Apple III. Until now, Apple III owners
have had to sit back and let the fun slip by.
Now, Micro-Sci (2150 South Hathaway St., Santa Ana,
CA 92705, (714) 662-2801) has come to the rescue with

Photo 1: The Gameport III board.
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the Gameport III. Gameport III is an inexpensive ($74.95)
card that plugs into an Apple III slot to emulate the
Apple II's normal game 110 (input/output) port. With
this slick little board in place, most Apple II game software will run on the Apple III.
Micro-Sci has assured us that it has found only one
Apple II game, Frogger, that does not work with the
Gameport III. Frogger uses a unique joystick reading
routine, which is sensitive to the individual joystick used
and causes problems on both the Apple II and the Apple
III .
Installation of the Gameport III is extremely easy (just
insert it in a slot), and the instructions provided by
Micro-Sci are simple. One caution: the 16-pin connector from the joystick or paddle must be aligned properly in the socket on Gameport III's board. If, for example, the game won't recognize the joystick button or
the position of the joystick, the cable is probably not
plugged in correctly, so double-check the installation
before powering up your computer.
Once the hardware is installed, the Apple II emulation disk supplied with the Apple III must be modified
to handle the Gameport III. Micro-Sci provides a disk
that will simplify this chore. You boot Micro-Sci's disk,
which will then ask for the Apple II emulation disk and
will modify it without further action on your part. The
whole process takes a few minutes.
A few older versions of this board may require a minor
hardware modification to run correctly. This is due to
a problem discovered after the first units had been in
the field awhile. When the Gameport III is activated in
something other than Apple II emulation mode, it causes
problems with the normal Apple III SOS (super oper-

ating system) operation. For this reason, the Gameport
III is disabled automatically on power-up or CONTROLRESET.
To make the Gameport III operational, the user must
press button one on the joystick or paddles. (Remember
to do this while the game is loading, or you might end
up with certain incorrectly initialized inputs.)
It seems that a significant amount of EMI (electromagnetic interference) noise is generated inside the Apple
III card-slot area. This high level of noise, particularly
during disk operation, occasionally caused the Gameport III to turn on, leading to all sorts of system failures .
This happened to us during a disk-copy operation,
which failed with a "Stack Overflow" message.
The solution to the problem turned out to be simple.

In Apple II emulation mode, the
Apple III can only output the
high-resolution color signal on the
NTSC pin.
A 0.1 micro-farad capacitor (ceramic type, nonpolarized)
must be soldered between pins 2 and 8 of the 16-pin
game connector on the trace side of the old version of
the Gameport board. Micro-Sci assures us that all new
boards have this modification, and anyone who has experienced such system failures with their board should
contact the Micro-Sci Customer Service Group at (714)
662-280l.
Anyone who is using an RGB (red, green, blue)
monitor with the Apple III should be aware that in Apple
II emulation mode, the Apple III can only output the
high-resolution color signal on the NTSC (National Television System Committee) pin. This means that such
monitors can only display color games in black and
white. The problem is in the design of the Apple III and
is not a fault of Gameport III. The exception is the Elec-

At a Glance
Name
Gameport III
Use
Permits the use of Apple II paddleljoystick game software on
the Apple III

Manufacturer
Micro·Sci Corporation
2150 South Hathaway St.
.Santa Ana. CA 92705
(714) 662-2801
Price
S74 .95
Components
Card. disk

Name

Manufacturer

A2FS.1
ABM
Alien Rain
Alien Typhoon
Bug Attack
Cannon Ball Blitz
Castle Wolfenstein
Choplifter
David's Midnight Magic
Dog Fi ght
Falcons
Fire Organ
Jaw Breaker
Lunar Leeper
Olympic Decathlon
Pest Patrol
Planetoids
Pool 1.5
Raiders of the Lost Ring
Raster Blaster
Snack Attack
Sneakers
Space Invaders
Space Raiders
Space War
Star Blazer
Star Cruiser
Suicide
Super Invader
Thunderbirds-GX
Zenith

Sublogic
Muse
Broderbund
Broderbund
Cavalier
Sierra On-Line
Muse
Broderbund
Broderbund
Microlabs
Picadill y
Vagabond
Sierra On-Line
Sierra On-Line
Microsoft
Sierra On-Line
Adventure International
IDSI
Cavalier
Budgeco
Data Most
Sirius
Apple
United Software of America
Apple
Broderbund
Sirius
Picadilly
California Pacific
Urban Soft
Gebelli

The above list is by no means comprehensive.

Table 1: The following are games we tested with the

Gameport III that require either paddles or joysticks.

trohome RGB monitor, since Electrohome has an adapter
board to convert the NTSC signal back to RGB. Unfortunately, this board will work only with Electrohome
monitors.
An annoying aspect of using the Gameport III is that
each time the user wants to run a new game or use the
computer in normal Apple II emulation mode, the system must be rebooted. One of the game manufacturers'
piracy-prevention strategies is to set up disks so that the
user cannot exit to the operating system while running
a game. The rebooting procedure can be frustrating (particularly when you're reviewing lots of games), but it
does not detract much from the joy of turning the serious
and dull Apple III into a fun-loving Apple II.

Summary
The Gameport III is a must for anyone with an Apple
III who would like to run Apple II game software. The
price is not out of line for the fun provided. Check to
be sure that the unit you buy already has the capacitor
modification for reliability.•
William J. Purpura holds master's degrees in mechanical engineering and
business administration and works as a project engineer for Rockwell
International.
Paula K. Purpura is a senior systems engineer at Thermco Products Corporation and has a B.S. in computer science and an M.B.A.
The authors can be reached at 5810 Paseo Ferrelo, Anaheim, CA 92807.
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The Videx Ultraterlll
A video-display card that enables the
Apple to display up to 160 columns or 48 lines
by Peter V. Callamaras
The Videx Ultraterm is a new video-display card designed to plug into any Apple II (II, II Plus, or lIe) to
enable the Apple to display more than its standard 40
columns.
Before the introduction of this display card, Apple
owners had only two choices concerning the number of
columns they could display: they could accept the standard 40 columns or add a peripheral card to give the
Apple 80 columns. In either case the number of rows, or
lines displayed, was limited to 24. The Ultraterm offers
Apple owners a greater choice of displays (see table 1).
In addition to adding to the amount of information you
can display on the screen (see photo 1), the Ultraterm
actually enhances the visual display with these features:
ea standard high-resolution character set (7- by 9-dot
font)
ea high-quaiity character set (9- by 16-dot font)
ethe ability to choose between normal or inverse-video
display
ethe ability to display the characters in either a highlight, normal, or lowlight mode (this refers to the relative
brightness of the characters on the screen)
ea 15-character line-drawing set as part of the standard
character set
eseven block graphics characters as part of the standard
character set
e96 ASCII (American National Standard Code for Information Interchange) characters with true descenders
The Ultraterm also gives you the ability to "program"
310
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your video display using any or all of the available modes
(highlight, lowlight, inverse, etc.), a built-in soft switch
that will automatically give you the 80-column mode
when you boot either Pascal or CP/M, and a well-written
users manual.
The features are impressive, yet the Ultraterm is also
easy to install and use. After you open the top of the
Apple and ground yourself to the power supply (by
touching the large gold unit in the left-rear corner of the
computer), simply plug the Ultraterm board into one of
the Apple's expansion slots and plug a two-wire molex

Photo 1: An example of one of the text formats possible with the Videx

Uitraterm card for the Apple II. In this mode, the Apple can display
an incredible 48 lines of 80-column text.

At A Glance
Columns

Name
Ultraterm V ideo-Display Card
Manufacturer
V idex Inc.
S97 NW Grant Ave.
Corvallis, OR 97330
1503) 75S-052 1
Price
5379

40
SO
SO
SO
SO
96
12S
132
160

Rows
24
24
24
32
4S
24
32
24
24

Display type
Normal Apple display
Standard SO-column dis play
High-quality aO-column
Extended SO·column
Extended SO-column
Extended-column display
Exte ndedlVisicalc display
Super-extended display
Ultra·extended display

Table 1: The Videx Ultraterm offers Apple awners a choice of
Software
Demonstration disk
Hardware Required
Apple II, II Plus, or lie
Capabilities
40- 160 columns, 24-4S lines, two chara cter sets, four intensity
levels, added graphics and line-draw ing character sets
Documentation
Well-written 7S-page manual
warranty
90 days, workmanship and material
Audience
A ny Apple owner desiring more than 40-column display; all
business or professional A pple users

The Preboots
Name
Ultraterm A ppl ewriter II/lle Preboot
Price
529
Audience
Apple users w ho w ant A pplew riter II in more than 40 columns
and 24 lines
Name
Ultra term Vis icalc Preboot
Price
569
Audience
Anyone w ho uses Visicalc

connector into the Ultraterm board (one end of the connector into the normal Apple video-output port and the
other to your monitor). Put the top back on your Apple,
turn it on, and begin.
With the Ultraterm, you must use a monitor for a
video-display terminal because a standard television set
cannot handle an 80-column display. The monitor must
have at least a 15-MHz bandwidth to handle up to the
132-column mode or a 20-MHz bandwidth for the 160column mode (extended bandwidth is required because
of the Ultraterm's 28-MHz clock). It must also have a
high-persistence phosphor because the Ultraterm uses
an interlaced display mode to give more than 24 lines
in the 32-/48-line modes. Potential Ultraterm owners

displays,

should examine their current monitors or any potential
monitor purchase to insure that they meet these criteria,
Tests conducted by Videx have shown that the following monitors can be used successfully with the Ultraterm:
eThe Apple Monitor III is suitable for all displays except 160-column. It is the Videx monitor of choice for
use with the Ultraterm.
e A NEC JB-902M will display all video modes, including 160-column, but the short-persistence phosphor
causes the display to flicker. The 9-inch screen makes
anything over 80 columns hard to read.
eThe NEC JB-120lM will perform the same as the NEe
JB-902M, but the 12-inch screen makes it easier to see
80 + columns.
eThe Ledex/Amdek 100 was the monitor I first used
with the Ultraterm. It worked well in 80 columns, but
is unsuitable if you wish to take advantage of the
extended-column modes.
eAmdek 300A is the monitor I now use. It is superb;
not only does it have an amber screen (easier on the
eyes), but it can take advantage of all the Ultraterm features. It has both the necessary bandwidth and phosphor persistence needed to go to 160 columns and 48
rows.
If you are not now using or contemplating buying one
of these monitors, I would encourage you to check with
your local computer dealer about the compatibility of
other specific monitors. If your dealer is unable to help
you, check with the Videx technical services department,
The folks at Videx are happy to answer conSumer
questions.
The only problem I had while using the Ultraterm was
with some of the popular Pascal programs that normally display in the Apple 40-column mode. Specifically,
PFS, Wizardry, and Visischedule will "fool" the Ultraterm into thinking it is supposed to be in the 80-column
mode, and you end up with no display! The solution
is to plug your monitor directly into the Apple's videooutput port. Or, if you use any of these software packages often, you can install a Videx switch plate for a
simpler switchover.
February 1984 © BYTE P ublications Inc.
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Besides the obvious advantages of the expanded-display area, there are some other handy features available
with the illtraterm. Using the programmable ."alternative
attributes;' you can display either standard or highquality character sets in inverse or normal video with
highlight or lowlight brightness. You can also get other
character sets from Videx on EPROMs (erasable programmable read-only memories) featuring some common
foreign characters.
Special Features
The high-quality character set uses a 9- by 16-dot
matrix instead of the standard 7- by 9-dot matrix. It is
easier to read, although I found the standard set satisfactory. The relative brightness of the display can be controlled with the highlight/lowlight feature. This means
that you can have a screen display with some characters
brighter (or dimmer) than others. (This can be useful for
emphasis.) You can also combine the highlight/lowlight
feature with the normal/inverse screen capability to extend the emphasis capabilities of the screen display. For
instance, you could show an important caution or warning message in an inverse highlight, while the normal
text would be in a lowlight, normal-video mode. The
uses are limited only by your imagination.
Again, both Pascal and CP/M will come up automatically in 80-column mode; there is no need to buy additional hardware or make any modifications. I found this
feature handy because I often switch back and forth between programs. With the standprd Videx Videoterm I
sometimes forgot to throw the switch to the right output. The built-in soft switch makes the illtraterm easier
to use.
The illtraterm's capabilities are also programmable, so
you can customize your screen displays if you wish. A
chapter in the manual addresses the various methods
and techniques for programming your screen displays
to take advantage of the illtraterm's wide capabilities.

BASIC, Pascal, and assembly-language information is included. One note: there are changes in how some video
displays work with the illtraterm installed, such as the
loss of the FLASH command capability, but this is all
documented in the manual.
The Videx Preboots
Videx sells a set of preboot disks that allow you to
enhance some of the more popular software in conjunction with the illtraterm.
The pre boots are separate disk-based programs that
you have to load into the Apple before you load an application program. The preboot then configures the
Apple and illtraterm to give you some special features.
The preboot will first ask you to select one of several options and it sets up the illtraterm accordingly. You then
load the application program as you would normally.
The preboots do not make changes to the application
program, so there is no need to worry about voiding warranties or writing things to your application disks. Let's
take a look at two currently available pre boots.
Applewriter lIllIe Preboot
The Applewriter pre boot program gives you the ability to display more than 40 columns and 24 lines. Your
choices are: 80 columns by 24 lines, 80 columns by 32
lines, or 80 columns by 48 lines.
As mentioned before, you need a good monitor to use
the 80-column feature. The extended displays make a big
difference in how you process words. I found that the
80 by 48 display gives me a better "feel" for how my final
documents will look because it is so close to the actual
size of a physical page (80 by 55). Most first-time users
will probably prefer the 24-line mode until they get used
to the slightly smaller characters that are used with the
32- and 48-line modes.
This pre boot works with either Applewriter II or lIe.
Just follow the instructions on the instruction sheet.

HOW TO MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR MICRO
Introducing Scott Foresma n's new line of m icrocomputer books.

AT YOUR FINGERTIPS:

dBASE II

FOR THE P ROGRAMMER

A HOW-TO-DO-ITBOOK
ABeJ)[f'GliI JKlMNOPQRST

.. ~~:~~~u~w~~~~~' ~~~ i ~< t:~~=~~ I

MAKING THE MOST OF THE MICRO
by Jet! Berner. Based on the popular
BBC television show currently seen on
PBS stations around the country. A
lively, ful ly illustrated introduction to
microcomputers and their applications.

ABCDEfGHIJ UVWXYl

dBASE II FOR THE PRO·
GRAMMER: A HOW·TO·DO·IT BOOK

Nelson T. D inerstein

by Nelson T Dinerstein. This book helps
professional programmers develop
quality application systems in dBase II
Includes numerous programs, subroutines. and advice on overcoming
common programming p roblems

A LIBRARY OF SUBROUTINES
FOR THE IBM PERSONAL
COMPUTER by David S. Waloruck.

Packed with tested subroutines for a
wide range of personal and business
. applications, including subroutines on
time, math, soriing. printing, and
keyboarding This book can help you
cu t your programming time in hal/l
To order, contact your local
bookstore or computer store, or
write to

ScoH, Foresman and Company
Professional PubUshing Group,
Dept. BY·l
1900 East Lake Avenue
Glenview, IL 60025
3 12-729-3000
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Circle 326 on Inquiry card .

Monochrome
,
And, for price/performance in
a monochrome monftor, we're
introducing the MAX- , 2: our
new amber monitor that's as
easy on the eyes as it is on
your budget.
The monitor to meet
your needs
All three PGS monitors are
engineered for no-compromise
performance to provide you
with a cleaner, sharper image
than any other monitor in the
same price class. The HX-I 2
and the SR- , 2 both feature
uncompromising color convergence for crisp whites without
color bleed. The MAX- , 2 offers
impressive clarity in a monochrome monitor withea~-on
the-eyes amber phosphor.
And all three monitors come
with a non-glare screen a-nd a
shielded cable that plugs
directly into the IBM PC or XT.

•

The new MAX- 12 offers you
easy-on-the -eyes amber with
720x3S0 resolution at a suggested retail price ($249) that is
actually lower than the leading
green-on -b/ack competitor. And
the MAX- , 2 runs off the IBM PC
monochrome card-no special
card is required .
Clarity of the Max 12 is en hanced by dynamiC focusing
circuitry which ensures sharpness not only in the center but
also in the edges and corners .

Suggested retail price: $249.
Whatever your needs, from
word processing to super resolution graphiCS, there's now a
no-compromise PGS monitor
that sets the standard. Ask your
dealer for a demonstration and
let your eyes decide . Or call for
more information and the name
of your nearest dealer.

You can look to PGS for the
Image your eyes deserve.
Circle 301 on inquiry card .

800-221-1490

Princeton
Graphic systems
1 ) 0 I -IState Road
Princeton, New Jersey 08540
609683-1660 TLX 6857009 PGS Prin

Nat ionwide se rvice provided by Bell & Howell Service Company and MAl Sorbu s Service Company.

liere's just a taste
of our great prices.

There is one thing you need to about this preboot:
Applewriter normally rewrites the entire screen each
time you type something in. This works fine with a 40column display, but with the Ultraterm there are many
more characters, and the program really can't keep up.
To resolve this, the preboot program shows the characters
as they are typed. The rest of the screen is updated
whenever you pause.

The Visicalc Preboot
TRS·80

MODEMS

DOS PLUS 3.5 ........ .... ...... ... S89 .00
HOME ACCDUNTANT mod III ............ ..59 .50
LNW EXPANSION w/ 32K ..
.. .... 345 .00
PICKELS & TROUT CP/M mod 2.16 .... 195.00

HAYES Micromodem II /e Apple 212e.. .$ 256.00
HAYES SMART MODEM (300 Baud) .... 208.50
HAYES SMART MODEM (1200 Baud) .. .528 .50
HAYES 1200B IBM Inlernal .............. 459 .00
NOVATION IBM w/Crosslalk 1.2.3... ... 496 .50
PROMETHEUS 1200 Baud IBM inlernal. .. CALL

SUPPLIES
FLIP·SORT holds 50 . . . . ..... ...... ..$ 19.95
FLlP·SORT PLUS holds 100 .............. 24.50
BIB 5'1, DISK CLEAN ER ... .. ...... ........ 8.95
PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE .................. 2.50
IBM TO PARALLEL CABLE .... ........ ..... 30 .00
ISO II SIX SOCKET ISOLATOR ... ......... 49.95

3M
S.S.D .DEN 40 TRACK ..................... 22.00
D.S.O.DEN 40 TRACK ..
.. ......... ..... 34 .50

VERBATIM DATALIFE
S.S.D.DEN 525·01 ....................... 24 .50
D.S.O.DEN 550·01 ................ ......... 42 .50

RIBBONS
DIABLO HY TY PE II FILM ......... .. ....... 5.95
NEC or C.ITOH DOT MATRIX ..
.. .. 8.50
EPSON MX ·80-RX·80 .................... 8.95

PRINTERS
EPSON GRAFTRAX PLUS ................ .$60 .00
EPSON RX ·80 ........ ................. 299 .0a
EPSON FX·80 .... .. .... ........... ........... CALL
FINGER PRINT lor EPSON ...... ........ 54.95
GEMINI 10 X .......... .. ...... .. ....... 318 .00
GRAPHICARD PRINTER INTERFACE ...... 99.00
JUKI 6100 LETTER QUALITy ........ ... 509 .00
MICROBUFFER II 32K ........ ......... 209 .00
OKIDATA 92A PARALLEL ..
. .. 450 .00
PRINTEHFACE lor APPLE .. .. .. ...... .. .. .. .75.00
TTX LETTER QUALITY w/Traclor ....... 529 .00

APPLE
128K ALPHA BYTE RAM BOARD ...... .. $ 299.00
EPS KEYBOARD Programmable .......... 299 .00
HAYES MACH III JOYSTICK ....... .. ..... 37 .50
IN DUS OISK DRIVE ...... ..... ............ 287 .00
MICROSOFT Z·80 SOFTCARO .... ...... .. 229 .00
QUENTIN APP LE MATE .......... .. .. 230.00
RANA ELITE 1. . . .................. 259 .00
SUPERFAN II w/ Zener Proleclion ....... .79 .00
SUPER 5 V, HEIGHT TEAC .... ... ...... 249 .00
VIDEX 80clm w/Sol! Swil ch ............. 229 .00
ASCII EXPRESS PRO .................... 94 .50
BANK STREET WRITER ................... .48 .00
DISKQU ICK ........... .............. .. ... .... CALL
LEGACY OF LLYGAMYN
......... 29 .50
LODE RUNNER .................... ....... 17.35
MERLIN ......... . . . ... .............. 49 .50
NEW FLIGHT SIM ULATOR . . ........... .34 .16
PFS.WRITE APPL E lie ........... ........ .. 105.00
OUENTIN APPLEMATE ...
.. .. 230 .00
SILI CON SALAD ... .... ....... .............. CALL
STI CKY BEAR in slack ........ .............. CALL

ALPHA BYTE COMPUTER PRODUCTS
256K w/ RS·232 90 day warranly ....... $ 256.00
512K w/RS·232 90 day warranly .......... 459.00
CP/M 86 DIGITAL RESEARCH ............ . 54 .00
HERCULES GRAPHICS CARD .... .. ... 399 .00
HOME ACCOUNTANT PLUS ..
.. ...... 99 .00
KEYTRONICS KE yBOARD ................. 215.00
MICROSOFT LATTICE C Compiler ........ 369. 00
MICROSOFT WORD w/ Mou se.. . ...... .387 .50
MICROSOFT 64K ..
.. 278 .00
MOVE· IT Communications Pkg ............ 98 .00
MS ·DOS FORTRAN ...... ............. ...... 260 .00
MULTIMATE Word Processor ........ .... 324 .00
PFS :File ..
.. ................... 97 .50
PFS :Graph .. ............... ..... ........ ....... 97 .50
PFS :Reporl .................................. 97 .50
PLANTRONICS COLOR + w/ Drafisman .... .475. 00
PROKEY ..
. ......... 58.50
OUADBOARD w/64K .. .~ ........... ....... 298 .00
OUADLINK ..
. .. .... 515 .00
Tandon TM100·2 Double side 40 Irk .... 235.00
WORD PLUS Spelling Checker ............ 11 5.00

APPLE & IBM®
DEADLINE ............................... . $ 35 .00
ENCHANTER
............. 35 .00
KOALA PAD .. ............ ..
.. . .. .. ..99.00
MASTERTYPE ............ . .................. CALL
MICRO COOKBOOK .. ..................... 35.00
PINBALL CONSTRUCTION SET... . . . .29 .50
WI TNESS .. .
.. 35. 00
WIZARDRY ..
. ...... CALL
ZORK I, II, III
............. 28 .00

To order or for
information call
In Los Angeles:
(213) 706-0333 *

31304 VIA COLINAS
WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CA 91362

Satisfaction Assurance - Your sa tisfaction IS assured by our 30 cay guarantee on all hardware
products we sell. All manufacture rs' wa rranties are honored by manufacturers Oead-on-arnval soft·
ware will be replaced tree during the firsf 20 days, however , no refunds or exc hanges on sof tware
Proof of purchase required . All returns must be authorized in advance.
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The Ultraterm manual deserves mention as one of the
best I have seen. It includes a table of contents, glossary,
index, overview, and installation guide, as well as separate chapters on each relevant subject area. It contains
the Ultraterm's theory of operation, schematics, and
firmware listings. There is even a section that lets Wordstar users configure their disks to come up automatically in the 80-column by 48-line format . I wish all manuals
were as complete as this one.

Overall, the Ultraterm display card is one of the best
peripheral devices I have seen to enhance the display
capabilities of the Apple. It can be used in any Apple
II, including the lIe with extended memory. This display
card will without a doubt make the Apple II display the
new standard against which all microcomputer video
displays will be measured .•

• For all your computer needs, come visit us at our new California store.
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Conclusion

MONITORS
AMDEK COLOR I PLUS ............ . .... $ 325.00
AMDEK 310A .. . . ..................... 179.00
BMC 9191 Color wi Sound
............. 235.00
GORILLA GREEN ..
"" ................... 99.00
PANASONIC DUAL·MODE COLOR ..... .. .. 325.00
aUADCOLOR II .. .
.. .. ... ..... ........ 246.00
TAXAN AMBER ..
. .............. 125.00
USI PI3 12 '
............. ......... 155.00
ZENITH AMBER .................... ... ....... 119.00

This preboot will probably be the answer to the prayers
of Visicalc users everywhere! As with the other pre boot
programs, you load the Visicalc preboot first, but the first
time you use it, it will automatically configure itself to
match your version of Visicalc (version 193, 202, 208, or
218). If you change versions the preboot can be reconfigured. This program has the following display size options: 80 columns by 24 lines, 80 columns by 48 lines,
128 columns by 32 lines, or 160 columns by 24 lines . .with
the 160-column option, however, you have to have a
monitor that can handle the full 160 columns.
The first time I went from 40 to 80 columns and tried
different line lengths I was amazed at the difference this
preboot made in using Visicalc. When I went to the 128and 160-column modes I was astounded. The added
window width and height gives you a realistic idea of
how your spreadsheet will look when done; it also
"feels" better.
It's worth adding the Ultraterm display card to your
Apple just to have access to this pre boot-expanded Visicalc. It was difficult to go back to normal Visicalc after
using the preboot.

Circle 298 on Inquiry card .

Peter V. Callamaras, an officer in the Air Force, can be reached at AFCC/
EPPB, Scott AFB, IL 62225, The recipient of degrees in computer technology
and biological sciences, he recently received his master's degree in systems management, He has been interested in computers since 1966 and used to be the
service department manager of a computer store.
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DOW JONES INVESTMENT EVALUATOR™the computer software that serves your personal
investment needs at home , accurately and
efficiently.

A Personalized System
With the INVESTMENT EVALUATOR, your
home computer and a telephone modem, you
have a personalized system for managing your
portfolio. A system that automatically updates
and tracks only those stocks you want to follow allowing you to evaluate your position at a glance.

Easy Access to News/Retrieval®
This software automatically dials and connects
you with Dow Jones News/Retrieval®, the
world's leading supplier of computerized information on demand. It allows you and your family
access to current quotes, financial and business
news, general news, movie reviews, sports,
weather and even the Academic American
Encyclopedia.

The Right Amount of Software
for thejob
The INVESTMENT EVALUATOR gives you
the capabilities you need without making you
pay for a lot of complex functions you may
never use. Menu screens lead you to what you
want with one-touch commands. The program
is completely reliable, comes with an easy-tofollow manual and is fully supported by the
Dow Jones Customer Service hotline .

From Dow jones, Publishers of
The Wall Street journal
Dow Jones has been
serving the business and
financial communities for
over 100 years.-Now
Dow Jones Software™
serves you at home.
For a free b ro chure ca ll:
1-800-345- 8500 ext _ 262
(Alas ka . Ua wa ii a nd ro reig n
C'a ll l ·2 15 · 789 ·700H U I. 262)

Dow Jones InvestInent Evaluator™
... Bankan it.

Ava il able for Apple II . Appl e lie ,
IBM PC and TI Pro fe ss io na l.
Co mp atibilit y with Atari and
Commodore to fo ll o w.

Copyright

Circle 116 on inquiry card .

©

1983 Dow Jones & Co ., Inc. All rights reserved .
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• Multiple drivers onboerd In EPROM
(Interchangeable 2K RAM).
• Appleaott. Pascal. & CP/ M compatible

• 2 handshake nnes tACK· and strobe-),
4 status lines (select·, Busy, Paper
ou~ and Prime')
• Centronics data bit 8 may be
)umpared low

• Conveniently located ribbOn
connector
Part No. 220tO $59.95
• With cable Included
Part No. 22011 $79.95

HI-RES GRAPHIC
PRINTER INTERFACE
for App)e J[ and lie
• Keyboard controlled screen dumps
• 23 different commands for text
•
•
•
•
•

and graphiCS

Color graphic screen dumps
Interfaces to any dot matrlx printer
On-board printer selection
Two page side by side printout
Cable Included

Part No. 22080 S149.95

PARAL.L.EL.I/O INTERFACE
for Apple J[ and /Ie
• Multiple drivers onbOard In EPROM
(Interchangeable 2K RAM)
• APpleaott. Pascal, & CP/M Compatible
• Dual B-blt bl-directlonal parallel ports
• Four handshake IIn8e
• • Conveniently located ribbOn

connector
Part No. 22020 $89.95

Hardware Review

Apple Disk Emulators:
Axlon, Legend, Pion, and Synetix
Four RAM disk emulators for the Apple II allow
faster execution times for certain applications
by Michael W. Gilbert
Applications that require a lot of file manipulation and
disk access are often slowed considerably by the relatively slow disk-access speeds afforded by the Apple's
SIf4 -inch disk system. These applications, of course,
would be greatly enhanced if the disk information transfer rate were brought up to the transfer rate of data in
RAM (random-access read/write memory).. Some user
systems could also benefit from the addition of storage
space in the form of more disk drives.
For most applications, a RAM disk emulator (DE) performs exactly like a mechanical drive, but considerably
faster. This speed advantage can be put to good use in
many applications, including compilations, assemblies,
database manipulations, sorting, word processing, data
acquisition, and graphics. The current basic building
block of the DE is the 64K-bit RAM chip. As RAM technology is developed, we will see RAM chips with greater
storage capacity and lower prices, and DE units will
become even more competitive with mechanical storage
methods.
I compared four RAM DE devices for the Apple IIIII
PluslIIe family: the Axlon Ramdisk 320, the Legend 128K
DE Softdisk, the Pion Interstellar Drive, and the Synetix
Flashcard (formerly the Synetix 2202 Solid-State Disk
Emulator) (see photo I). All four DE devices support the
three most popular operating systems for the Apple :
Apple DOS 3.3, Pascal, and CP/M. Prices range from
$529 for the Synetix Flashcard to $1095 for the Pion Interstellar Drive. Each system includes a manual, software
to interface it wIth the operating systems, various
utilities, and a diagnostic program for the RAM chips.
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Disk Emulators and DOS
Each of the four units I reviewed has a program that
alters Apple DOS 3.3 to allow it to use RAM as an
emulated disk drive. Unlike CP/M, Pascal, and the Apple Ill's 50S, Apple's DOS 3.3 was not designed to allow
for alternate drivers . Unfortunately, RAM DEs will not
work with most copy-protected or modified software that
does not use all the standard DOS conventions, commands, or entry points, or with software that must be
booted to run. The Synetix and Legend emulation software places the DOS patches right under DOS and
moves the file buffers down to protect them. The Axlon
and Pion interface cards both have their own RAM
space; the patches are located on the interface card and
not in the Apple II main memory.
The Axlon DOS patch has an excellent feature: it can
toggle (by means of a $300 routine) between Axlon DOS
and normal unpatched DOS. This routine also preserves
all DOS data in the lower pages (0-3) of memory. The
four systems patch a routine called the RWTS (read/write
track/sector) to route calls through their own access routines. (Note: a DE could be set up to look exactly like
a standard disk controller to the bus, but without the
DOS modifications-involving timing loops-it would
be no faster than a disk.)
In a sense, the Axlon and Pion DEs will be compatible with a few more programs than the others (for
example, Magic Window II), but because they all change
DOS by at least 2 bytes (a Jump--JMP--operand), any program that overwrites DOS with its own operating system
will obliterate the patch no matter how small it is. The

PION
Photo 1: RAM disk emulators for the Apple. The

units shown are, top to bottom, the Axlon Ramdisk 320, the Synetix 2202 Solid State Disk
Emulator, and the Pion Interstellar Drive. Not
shown is the Legend 128K DE Softdisk, which
somewhat resembles the Synetix card.

INTERSTELLAR DRIVE

POWER

READ

WRITE
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Task

RAM Disk Emulator
(seconds)

Disk
(seconds)

BLOAD (34 sectors)
with Fastload

2.5
0.4

10
3

BSAVE (34 sectors)

3

15

LOAD (84 sectors)
with Fastload

6
0.7

21
7

SAVE (84 sectors)

7

34

Table 1: A comparison showing how quickly a RAM disk emulator
can access data compared with a normal floppy disk under Apple
DOS 3.3. Performance was also tested with a DOS speed-up program called FastioadlDOS.

Axlon DOS can, however, be reconnected easily (using
the toggle) once you are back in normal DOS. This
method may lend itself well to future interface developments.
In all cases, the systems are less than ideal for the
canned-software user. They are more suited to specific
user-written or user-modified applications or for use in
development systems.

How Much Faster?
The access speed increases offered by all four units are
almost exactly the same. All but the Legend are compatible with.Microseeds' Fastload/DOS, a commercially
available utility that speeds up DOS 3.3. The Legend has
a feature that is functionally equivalent to Fastload/DOS
built into its software. The units all work approximately
the same way; the RAM is paged and accessed through
a peripheral "window" address(es). The factors that limit
speed are the operating system's file-handling overheads
and the clock speed of the microprocessor. The file-handling overheads can be reduced by using a DOS speedup program (such as FastloadlDOS) or by bypassing the
file handler entirely. The 34-sector BLOAD routine takes
0.4 second and can be executed directly, using RWTS
in a machine-language program, in under 0.2 second.
The use of a speed-up card such as the Number Nine
Booster card (a 6502C processor with a 3.6-MHz clock)
can further increase the speed of data transfer. Table 1
shows a sample of the speed-ups under DOS 3.3. Speedups under all three operating systems range from 200
percent to over 5000 percent, depending on the application and on how you choose to compare things. Most
operations, other than those involving DOS 3.3 text files,
will be considerably (approximately 1000 percent) faster.
For DOS 3.3 text files, none of the four units offers a
spectacular speed advantage over 5%-inch disk drives.
This is because of the DOS overheads used when handling text files. The Axlon software enhances text-file
speed by loading groups of records into memory and
accessing them there. However, this nongeneral solution
to the problem requires rewriting user programs, and
it will not work in many cases.
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Pascal access times increased similarly with all four
units. Synetix and Axlon configure the emulators as the
root volume, allowing faster system access (filer, etc.) and
compilations. Neither the Pion nor the Legend card can
act as the root volume-a limitation. Pascal more readily allows for the attachment of nonstandard device
drivers: all the systems will probably be more compatible with software and hardware under Pascal than with
DOS 3.3. The Synetix Pascal software comes with an excellent utility (U.code) to transfer files to and from the
Flashcard.
CP/M access times are also virtually identical. None
of the units can use the emulator as the A: drive, so
SUBMIT files cannot be tested for speed-up. In addition,
the ATTACH programs associated with the systems cannot be used in SUBMIT files. When SUBMIT.COM is in
effect, it changes vector table locations needed by the
attach routines. The·emulated drives cannot be formatted
with FORMAT.COM, but they usually don't need explicit
formatting (if they do, a quick utility is supplied). You
should PIP your files to the DEs rather than using
COPY.COM.
Despite these minor limitations, the CP/M user probably stands to gain the most from the DEs; they can be
used with most commercial CP/M software with little
or no incompatibility. For example, if you run a spelling-checker program on a large text file first with the
5%-inch disk and then with a DE, the DE's usefulness
is apparent. The ease with which CP/M can be reconfigured to accept I/O (input/output) code changes and
new drivers to support custom I/O devices serves to
highlight a weak point of the Apple DOS.
All four DEs can be accessed directly with the RWTS
routine under DOS 3.3 in assembly/machine language
for high-speed applications. This makes them especially useful and extremely fast for applications programmed
directly in 6502 assembly code.

System Configurations
The Synetix system can emulate up to 12 drives (using
six cards) under DOS 3.3, two large (560-block) drives
(two cards) under Pascal, and four drives (two cards)
under CP/M, with a suggested maximum of three to four
cards with the Apple II Plus standard power supply.
New CP/M software allows two cards to be configured
as one large 576K-byte drive. In addition, utilities are included to segment and reconstruct large files for backup
on the Apple 126K-byte floppy disks. The Synetix system
also includes a routine to use its 294K-byte card under
DOS 3.3 as one large 32-sector drive. This is the only
system offering a large drive option under DOS 3.3.
The Axlon system can emulate up to 12 drives (six
units) under DOS 3.3, six drives (three units) under
Pascal, and one drive (one unit) under CP/M, with no
limit to how many systems can be used. Each Axlon unit
has its own power supply. The Axlon allows for using
its extra (within the 320K-byte) RAM as an expansion
from 35-track to 40-track emulation, with appropriate
software patches.

CLEO
makes the mainframe connection.

answer to your
interfacing problems.
The communications features
of the CLEO-3270 Software
package allow your microprocessor
to emulate a cluster of ISM terminal
devices.
You don't even need to change software
on your mainframe computer, because
for all it knows, it's
---,
communicating with a
3271 -12,3275-12, or
3276-XX cluster. And the
CLEO program will
support multiple devices.
If your IBM mainframe doesn 't support
remote 3270 clusters, you need remote
batch communications. CLEO-3780
Software is your answer.
For full details contact Phone 1, Inc., 461 North Mulford
Road, Rockford, IL 611 07; phone (815) 397-8110.
Telex 703639

Standard Features... CLEO 3270
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bisynchronous 3276-2 protocol to 9600 baud
SDLC 3271 -12 and 3275- 12 protocol
Up to eight line cluster activity
Selectable control unit address
User install program for various CRTs
3278 emulation for ASCI I CRTs
Avai lable for CP IMTM, MP IMTM, MsDOSTM, TurboDOSTM, Uni x™ ,
and Xenix™
• 3276-12 protocol. com ing soon

Standard Features ... CLEO 3780
• Point-to-point and multipoint communications
• Available for CP/MTM, MP / MTM, MsDOSTM, TurboDOSTM. Uni xTM,
and Xe ni x'M.
• Supports transparent mode
• Coded in C language
CP / M IS a Trademark of Digital Research . Inc .
MP / M is a Trademark of Digital Research. Inc.
MsDOS IS a Trademark of Microsoft. Inc.

Circle 294 on inquiry card .

TurboDOS is a Trademark of Software 2000. Inc .
Unix is a Trad emark of Bell Labs
Xenix is a Trademark of Microsoft. Inc.

At a Glance
Name
Axlon Ramdisk 320
Type
External RAM disk emulator
Manufacturer
Axlon Inc.
1287 Lawrence Station Rd.
Sunnyvale. CA 94089
[4081 747-1900
Size
8 1, by 6 Ys by 3% inches

Features
320K bytes of memory. own power supply and battery backup.
comes with two database-manager programs
Hardware Needed
Apple II or III
Documentation
75-page manual
Options
UCSD Pascal driver: 515
Price
5999

The Legend unit can emulate four drives (four cards)
under DOS 3.3, four drives (four cards) under CP/M, and
six drives (six cards) under Pascal. Legend Industries Ltd.
is currently working on emulations of larger drives under
Pascal and CP/M.
The Pion system can emulate two drives (one unit)
under DOS 3.3, two drives (one unit) under Pascal, and
one drive (one unit) under CP/M. The Pion system, however, can be physically expanded up to 1 megabyte of
RAM (extra available in 256K-byte increments) enabling
emulation of up to eight drives (one unit) under DOS
3.3 (using optional mapping software) and very large
drives under Pascal (up to 1768 blocks) and CP/M.
The four units include software for initializing the
emulator system (installing the patches). The Pion system requires the DE to be formatted for each operating
system; this is usually done only once, after the unit has
been powered down, or for a change of operating system. The Axlon system uses a configuration utility that
creates a boot program to carry out particular copy operations. The Synetix system has an installation utility that
is user friendly, including a prompted copy routine. The
Legend system has an installation utility that assigns an
emulated drive number that can be other than the slot/
drive numbers, to be used by DOS enhancement copy
commands. The Legend DOS enhancements add two
new commands directly to DOS 3.3: MOUNT and UPD.tXTE. The command .M1,S6,D1 copies the contents of
S6,D1 5%-inch disks onto emulated drive 1; .U1,S6,D1
copies the contents of emulated drive 1 onto a disk in
S6,D1. Under CP/M, all the systems use similar ATTACH.COM files. Note that, because of SUBMIT's use
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of the vector table under CP/M, some of the ATTACH.COM files cannot be used in SUBMIT files for
turnkey use. Under Pascal, all systems use similar drives
that are appropriately configured and attached by the
Pascal system after booting from the disk.
All of the units include software for configuring turnkey systems for initial loading and start-up.

Installation
The Axlon DE is an attractive, freestanding unit, the
size, shape, and color of an Apple II Disk Drive, with
a power cord and cable/interface card that installs in any
Apple slot (1 through 7).
The Pion unit is also well packaged in a slightly larger
metal case (to allow for RAM expansion), with an interface card that must be installed in slot 4. I have one criticism of the Pion: the power supply is a calculator type,
on the plug end of the power cord, and it cannot be
switched on and off. Because both the Axlon and the
Pion RAM are external to the Apple, heat is not a
problem.
The Legend is a compact card that installs inside the
Apple in any slot. My Legend card required the removal
of an Apple motherboard RAM chip and the installation of a refresh strap from card to motherboard, which
may make the current version of this card incompatible
with the lIe. Legend Industries Ltd. has now updated
the product: the new version has its own refresh (no
strap) and will work with both the IIe and the III in II
emulation mode.
The Synetix is a large, tightly packed, cleanly laid out
card that also installs in any Apple slot.' Despite the fact
that the RAM is inside the Apple, the low power con-

At a Glance
Name
Legend 128K DE Softdisk
lYpe
Memory card with disk-emulation softwa re
Manufacturer
Legend Industries Ltd.
2220 Scott Lake Rd.
Pontiac. MI 48054
(313) 674-0953
Size
7 X-inch Apple expansion card
Features
128K bytes of memory. comes with several utility programs
Hardware Needed
Apple II or III
Documentation
98-page operating manual
Options
64K-byte version [S327)
Price
5599

~
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If your j
personal c911!puter
doesn't be Into
office-tautomation
d
'I
ma b e I - oesn
b e o~ In your
"
. 0 ffice.
.

,

UnfortunatelY,with
most personal com puters,the information you
get is limited tothe information you put in.
But if your personal
compurertiesinmoffice
automation, there's no limitto how far you
can go.
AndquitesimpIY,that'sthedifference
between the Wang Professional Computer
and almost every other personal computer
on the market.
The Wang Professional Computer offers
you excellent communications. It is so compatible it can work with the entire family of
Wang office computers, as well as most
mainframes.
There are other advantages, of course.
Like the best selling word processing in the
world. And the fastest data processing of any
personal computer we've tested .
But the way we look at it, your office is
filled with important information.
If you don't take advantage of it, you
might as well leave our computer home with
the rest.
For a demonstration of the Wang Professional Com puter, call 1-800-225-9264. Or
write to Wang Laboratories, Inc., Business
Executive Center, One Industrial Avenue,
Lowell, MA 01851.

WANG
The Office Automation
Computer People.

BY4
© 1983 Wang lllboratories. lnc,
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At a Glance
Name
Pion Interstellar Drive
Type
External RAM disk emulator
Manufacturer
Pion Inc.
10lR Walnut St.
Watertown. MA 02172
(617) 923-8009
Size
9 by 8Y, by 4 inches
Features
256K bytes of memory. own power supply and battery backup
Hardware Needed
Interfaces available for several computers. including Apple II.
S-IOO-based systems. TRS-80 Models II. III. and 4. Morrow. and
IBM PC
Documentation
IS-page manual
Options
Extra 256K-byte memory cards (5595). uP .to I megabyte
Price
SI095

sumption (approximately 150 rnA) ensures that very little heat is generated.
All four DEs are compatible with a wide range of peripherals including language cards, printer cards, serial
I/O cards, Z80 cards, 80-column cards, etc. Problems will
arise with alternative storage devices that use the same
parts of DOS for patching and with a peripheral card
that has a routine in ROM (read-only memory) that
makes an absolute reference to a DOS point that has
been patched or changed.
The Axlon and Pion units are self-powered; each has
its own power supply and battery backup. Without this
backup system, any loss of power will mean loss of
stored information. The drives can be left on all the time
and will retain data. In addition, in case of power failure
or brownout, the drives are battery backed-up for approximately three hours (Axlon) and one-half hour
(Pion), with the battery under continual trickle charge
when the power is on. I tested the feature and the
claimed backup times are accurate.
The self-power feature accounts, in part, for price differences between the units. The potential DE user must
assess his needs with regard to the importance of data
retention after power down. The feature is not needed
for every DE application; the devices can be reloaded
easily with data on power-up. An ideal situation would
be to have the entire computer system backed up; currently, if a power outage lasts longer than the batteries,
the data is lost because it can't be backed up onto a disk.
The Axlon is the only unit to store the DOS image:
it can be warm booted with the command PRIx, where
324
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x is the slot number of the Axlon's interface. Because it
is always powered independently from the Apple II, it
can also be used as a cold-boot drive if placed in a slot
numbered higher than the disk controller's slot. The ability to warm and cold boot from the Axlon gives it an
advantage for certain uses. Most designers opt not to
designate tracks on the emulated disks as system tracks
for saving space or using it for data; in almost every case,
the operating system tracks are already on the disk in
the system.

Documentation and Software
The Synetix and Pion software are sparsely documented; a listing for direct access of the RAM in assembly code is included but is only briefly commented on.
The package could be improved with source-code listings for the DOS patches.
The Axlon unit has well-annotated assembly-code listings of its programs, and its manual is well presented
and relatively clear.
The Legend software is well documented and the software can be modified fairly easily (by a skilled assembly-language programmer).
In all cases, however, the manuals are not always clear
enough, and they fail to cover aspects of use as well as
problems due to software interactions with existing system conventions. All of the units come with hardware
diagnostic routines that were tested by substituting
known-defective RAM chips for good ones. The Synetix
program is the easiest to use, but the card must be in
a particular slot, an inconvenience in multicard systems.

At a Glance
Name
Flashcard (formerly Synetix 2202 SSD)
Type
RAM disk-emulator card for Apple II
Manufacturer
Synetix Micro Products
15050 N.E. 95th St.
Redmond. WA 98052
(800) 426-7412
Size
II Y,-inch Apple expansion card
Features
294K bytes of memory
Hardware Needed
Apple II
Documentation
30-page user's manual
Options
147K-byte card (Synetix 2201). Softech Microsystems' p-System
operating system. Magicalc spreadsheet program from Artsci (S 70)
Price
With 294K bytes: S529
With 147K bytes: S349

PC NETWORK

Buy Hardware/Software at Wholesale,
And Save On Software Rentals,
As A NETWORK™Member Only!
Save hundreds of dollars when you
buy DIRECT from America's Number 1 Computer Buying Service
at just 8% above DEALER WHOLESALE PRICES, plus shipping.
Members receive The Personal
Computer NETWORK's Giant
Catalog featuring thousands of
products and the lowest prices
on the widest selection of computer software and hardware in
the nation!
R E NT BEFORE YOU BUY - Members are eligible to join The NETWORK ' s Business and Game
Software Rental Libraries for a
much smaller fee than other software rental services. And The
NETWORK's rental charges are
far less just 20%-25% of the
Member WHOLESALE PRICE!
Join The NETWORK today for as
low as $8 for one year (or $15 for
two years) and receive all these
exclusive, money-saving benefits:

1.

REAL BUYING CLOUT -Buy at just 8%
above DEALER WHOLESALE PRICES, plus shipping. (On credit card orders there is a 3% service
charge.)

2.

CONVENIENT
CATALOG

3.

KNOWLEDG EABLE
CONSULTANTS

4.

FULLY INSURED FAST HOME
DELIVERY

5.

OPTIONA L BUSINESS SOFTWARE
RENTAL LIBRARY - Members join for just
$30 per year in addition to the basic membership
fee. Rent business software at Just 20%-25% of
The NETWORK's low prices for a 7-day period
(plus a 3-day grace period for return shipping). 100%
of your rental fee applies towards purchase.

6.

SHOP-AT-HOME
SERVICE

OPTIONAL GAME SOFTWARE
RENTA L LIBR A RY - Members join for /·ust
$10 per year in addition to the basic membership ee.
All the same conditions apply as for benefit five .

7.

SPECIAL SAVINGS BULLETINS -

8.

DISCOUNT

9.

Save even more on limited-quantity merchandise!

COMPUTER

BOOK

LIBRARY-save up to 50%1
MEMBERSHIP SATISFACTION
GUARANTEE-If you are not satisfied, notify
us Within 30 days to receive a 100% money-back
refund .

10. PRO D U C T
SAT I S F ACT ION
GUARANTEE-"
"'"."
" ""
hardware return It W
ithin 15 ,,'
days....
for ,~
a 100%

any b k ' I d
money- 8C re un .
All 'Iems sublecllo ava,lab,hly proces sublecllo change w,lhoul notoce
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Low prices, fast home delivery and
two software rental libraries are only the beginning! The NETWORK
is your source for everything from
memory chips to mainframes-and
it's all just 8% above wholesale,
plus _shipping.
HARDWARE
Monitors (color and monochrome)
Printers
Complete Systems
Disk Drives (full/half height, add·on/add-in)
Multl·Function Boards
Graphics Boards
Modems
Local Area Networks
Memory Chips (all speeds available)
S-100 Components
SOFTWARE (rent or buy!)
Business
Scientific
Data Bases
Recreational
Compilers
Educational
Word Processors
Graphics
Utilities
CP/M-MS/DOS
SUPPLIES & ACCESSORIES
Blank Diskettes (all formats)
Paper Stock
Ribbons
Print Wheels
Cables
And More!

Retail

$574!
pair

EXTENDED 10-DAY SOFTWARE RENTAL
• PRIVILEGES (plus 3 days for return shipping).
ADVANCE NOTIFICATION OF SPECIAL
• SAVINGS BULLETINS.
CALL TOLL FREE

(1 1•
800
621 S A•V• E
• • •

,~
- -I

MicroPro
Microsoft
Morrow
Motorola

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NEC
Northstar
Okidata
Peach Tree
Princeton
Quadram
Sanyo
Sierra On-Line
Software
Publishing

•
•
•
•

Softword
Tandon
Tecmar
Texas
Instruments

• Toshiba
• Visicorp
• Zenith

YES ! Please enroll me as a member in The
N ETWO R K ' ~ and rush my r:atalog featuring thousands of
computer hardware and software products, all at just 8%
above DE ALER WHOLESA LE PRICES. I will also receive
all the other exc lu sive, money-saving s~rv i r.es <tvailable
to Members.
I am under no obligation to buy anything . My complete
satisfact ion is guaranteed.

pair*

1

~
",-,.

Eagle
Epson
Franklin
Hayes
IBM
IUS
Lotus

$3501

SPECIAL V.I.P. MEMBERSHIPS

"

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

THE NETWORK' MEMBERSHIP APPLIC ATION

Available at $15 per year or $25 for two years.
V.I.P. Members receive additional benefits:
BOTH SOFTWARE RENTAL LIBRARIES
• FOR $35 in addition to theV.I.P. membership fee .

I.

Altos
Amdek
Apparat
AST
Ashton-Tate
Atari
CDC
Coleco
Columbia
Commodore
Corona
Cromemco
DEC
Digital
Research

Wholesale

Retail
Wholesale
$11 each $5.10 ea.*
64K Chips
*NETWORK Members pay just 8% over th e
wholesale price, plus shipping .
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Call now ... Join the PC NETWORK
and start saving today!
PC Network
180 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, IL 60601

Please check (.... ) all boxes that apply:
Basic Membership
o One-year membership for $8
o Two-year membership for $15 (SAVE $1)
o Business SoHware Rental Library for $30 add"!,
per year- members only
o Games SoHware Rental Library for $10 add"!,
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o One-year membership for $15
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As for applications software, both the Synetix and Pion
systems come without any. The Axlon unit, however,
comes with two database systems, both documented,
listed, and modifiable; a utility to enable the extra 40K
bytes of memory the unit has; and a utility to manipulate
certain text files faster. The Legend unit is a generalpurpose RAM card; as such, the disk emulation itself
is, in a sense, a utility. The Legend unit comes with a
complete documented set of additional utilities: Ampercard-software that enables the user to easily use the card
to store and access 128K bytes of strings, arrays, and variables under BASIC; Memory Master-software that
relocates DOS onto the card and out of Apple II memory and simultaneously makes available 3.2 and 3.3;
Slide Select-software for rapid access of image files;
Firmware Selector-software allowing the user to move a
firmware Integer or Applesoft card out of slot 0; and
Visicalc-Expand-to enable Visicalc users to manipulate
larger (up to 176K-byte) models.

be expanded to cover North Star, Victor 9000, and Dec
Q bus as well. Operating systems supported include Apple (DOS 3.3, CP/M, and Pascal), CPIM 2.2 (5100),
TRSDOS, LDOS, FLEX, OS-9, RT-ll, and North Star
DOS, soon to include CP/M 3.X, CP/M-86, concurrent
CP/M, MS-DOS, TURBODOS, MP/M, and COOS.
Because of its extensive range and its capacity to expand
to 1 megabyte, this device will be of interest to many
users outside the Apple market. Minuses: it takes up
physical space outs,ide of Apple, its power supply is unwieldy, and it is expensive.
Synetix pluses: the Flashcard performs functionally as
well as any system on the market, but at a much lower
cost. It is well developed in all operating system environments. It has well-developed CP/M software and
32-sector operation in DOS 3.3. It takes up the least
amount of space and is the easiest unit to install or move
around. Minuses: it has inadequate documentation and
not enough utility and applications software.

A Balance Sheet

Conclusions

Axlon pluses: the unit is always powered and backed
up by battery, and it does not need reloading. The operating-system image is stored for cold and warm booting.
It has the least amount of in-Apple memory patching
due to RAM space on interface. It can toggle between
Axlon DOS and normal DOS. It has good documentation (currently being revised and expanded) and a complete software package (also being expanded to include
more CP/M and Pascal utilities). Minuses: it takes up
physical space outside of the Apple and is expensive.
Legend pluses: the Legend is a general-purpose RAM
card that can be used in many applications other than
disk emulation, including use with Visicalc. It has DOS
enhancements with new commands, MOUNT and
UPDATE. It has excellent commented listings of software
to allow for modifications and an excellent package of
memory-management utilities. Minuses: it has the smallest disk-emulation capacity per card and total drives, and
it has one technical problem-if a system Reset occurs
during disk (emulator) access, the system will hang up,
requiring a cold boot (and causing the loss of RAM-card
data) . [Editor's Note: Legend Industries has recently released
another version of its memory card, called S-Card. This card
can hold from 64K bytes to 256K bytes of memory. And, when
256K-bit chips become available, the upper limit will be 1 megabyte. The price for the 64K-byte version is $399; 128K-byte,
$524; and 256K-byte, $724 . ... R. M.]
Pion pluses: the unit is always powered and battery
backed-up, and it does not need reloading. It has the
least amount of in-Apple memory patching due to RAM
space on its interface. Its RAM is expandable to 1 megabyte. It has good documentation, and hardware error
detection is provided to prevent faulty data. The Pion
drive is the only system I evaluated that is not designed
exclusively for the Apple; it can run (using different host
interfaces) on Apple, SlOO/IEEE 696, TRS-80 IIII11, roM,
SS50, Motorola, and with a universal Z80-interface
Osborne, Intertec, Superbrain, Morrow, etc. It will soon

All these units perform well and are reliable. Not once
during many weeks of moderate-to-heavy use did any
of the units (once debugged) fail to operate correctly.
They all offer about the same speed advantages and the
same software incompatibility disadvantages. Axlon and
Pion have a power/backup hardware advantage, but at
a price. Synetix offers equivalent performance with fewer
features at a lower price. Legend offers a general-purpose
RAM board whose features and uses extend well beyond
disk emulation.
The RAM disk emulators that I reviewed will give
users a definite speed advantage over mechanical drives.
Another advantage is the possibility of using DEs in environments hostile to the moving parts of mechanical
drives. (One manufacturer cited systems used at a grain
elevator as an example. The grain dust in the air would
hopelessly jam up a disk drive after prolonged use.) I
have found the DEs useful; in fact, I wrote this article
with the help of one. My programs can be edited and
compiled faster than they were without the DEs, my
database runs and sorts much faster, and I have developed full-frame graphics animation programs that run
at about seven full frames per second-no easy task on
an Apple.
I use CP/M on my Apple almost exclusively these days.
It is under CP/M that all the DEs are most compatible
and, therefore, most useful.
There is no one "best" DE: each has features that make
it suitable for different applications. There are differences
in software, documentation, and ease of use that will
be important when you evaluate a potential purchase .•
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Michael W. Gilbert (73 Spaulding St. , Amherst, MA OlD02) is an independent microcomputer consultant, eledronic music composer, and technical writer.
His first contact with RAM disk emulation was as a consultant to Synetix
Micro Products writing graphics demo software. His current area of computing interest is graphic art.

HELPWARE'·

HELPWARE™ Helps You Put It All
Together.

Read about the product you want to purchase
and then decide if it's right for you. Then,
What makes HELPWARE™ different than other after you've made your purchase, choose the
computer-related books' Clear, concise writing. HELPWARE user guide, programming or
technical reference and assembly language
Careful editing. And our commitment to
publishing only those books that help you get guide that will help you get the most out of
the job done. Faster. Easier. More productively. your computer.

Buy Your Micro A Page At ATime.
Before you invest your hard-earned money in
hardware or software, invest in I-IELPWARE.

If You Love The Book, Wait Till You
See The Screenplay.
Each book we publish, including oUl' handy
DiskGuide™ Series of compact computer

reference guides, clearly explains its subject
matter so that you'll be able to solve your
problem quickly and easily, regardless of your
level of experience.

re- tested to make sure that it meets our high
standards. After all , if they were just hooks, they
wouldn't he HELPWARE.

Before You Sign On The Dotted Line,
Cut Ours.
To get your copy of our full line catalog, just
cut out the coupon and send it to us, or call us
roLL-FREE at: 800 -227-2895 , in California,
800-772-4077. You'll see page after page
of worthwhile titles. Each one tested and

TURN TO US FOR HELPWARE.
TM - IIELI'WARE and DISKG UI DE are 'fi'adcmarks
of O sborne/ ~IcGrall'· Hill ,
Circle 281 on inquiry card.

,-----------,

I 0 I'd like a HELPWARE catalog.
I
Name
I
I Street
. _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __
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I
I State
Zip
I
Dept H1

II

Mail to: Osborne/ McGraw-Hill ~'JII
2600 Tenth Street
~ I
L _ ~erkeley, CA 94 71~ _ ~ _.~

line

LAST NIGHT, 39 MUSICIANS HAD A
COMPUSERVE CONFERENCE, So DID 31 M.D.S,
49 SPORTS FANS AND 640 APPLE POLISHERS,
AND NO ONE HAD TO LEAVE HOME.
The Electronic Forum,
Cheaper than Long Distance
and Much More Rewarding.

And besides electronic forums,
they leave messages for each other
on our national bulletin board,
"talk" informally on our CB simulator,
Every night on the CompuServe and communicate via CompuServe's
Information SerVice, professional
electronic mail.
But best of all, in most cases,
and social groups discuss a wide
range of subjects. From what's new CompuServe subscribers get all of
in medical technology to what's
these state of the art communications
options, plus a world of on-line
nouvelle in continental cuisine.
And every day more computer information and entertainment for
the cost of a local phone call plus
owners who share a common
interest are discovering this exciting connect time.
new way to exchange ideas and
To become part of this flexible
communications network, all you
even transfer hard copy data.

need is a computer, a modem and
CompuServe. CompuServe connects
with almost any personal computer,
terminal, or communicating word
processor.
To receive an illustrated
guide to CompuServe and learn how
you can subscribe, contact or call:

ColllpuServe
Consumer Inlormalion Service. P.O Box 20212
5000 Arlinglon Cenl re Blvd .. Columbus. OH 43220

800·848·8199

In Ohio call 614-457-0802
An H&R Block Company
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IBM/Apple Communication
Sending text files between Apples and IBM PCs is easy with these
simple programs
by Robert Jones
Perhaps there are some BASIC programs or files on an Apple II Plus or
lIe computer that you would like to
use on an mM PC or XT without having to type them in all over again. Or
maybe there is an IBM file that you
would like to massage with some
Apple software. The mM PC and Apple versions of BASIC are similar
enough that, with only minor modification, many programs written for
the Apple II will run on the IBM PC
and vice versa. In this article I will
outline a method and list programs
that will allow you to transfer BASIC
programs or data files between IBMs
and Apples quickly and easily.
These programs assume that each
machine has a serial I/O (input/output) board and that a "cross-over
cable" (sometimes called a "modem
eliminator") links the serial boards
together. A cross-over cable has connectors on each end that join pin #2
of one serial connector with pin #3 of
the other machine's serial connector.
This crossover of the data lines
enables the data output from one
machine to become the input to the
other. Cross-over cables are available
from computer dealers at a nomimal
price.
These programs also assume that
disk drives (as opposed to cassette
recorders) are used on each machine
and that a reasonably standard DOS
(disk operating system) is being used
on each system. The programs run
on the mM PC and Apple II Plus and

will probably run on the IBM XT and
Apple lIe as well, because no unique
features of these models are used.

them for the PC's communications
buffer.

Apple-to-IBM Example
A Brief Overview of the Method
The user controls the operation of
this data transfer from the keyboard
of the receiving machine. This control is assumed once the sending machine's program begins to run. The
user runs the receiving program,
supplying, when asked, the name of
the file to be sent from the sending

Their versions of BASIC
are similar enough
that, with minor
modifications, many
programs written for
the Apple II will run on
the IBM PC and vice
versa.
machine and the name of the file
under which to save it on the receiving machine. The requested file is
loaded into a string array on the
sending machine, sent line by line to
the receiving machine's comparable
string array, then the string array is
saved to a file on the receiving machine's disk drive. These programs
use a 4800-bps (bits per second) rate
and a format of 7 data bits, 1 stop bit,
and even parity. Set the parameters
on the Apple serial card and use the
IBM program's OPEN statement to fix

Suppose that you have a text file on
your Apple but your IBM PC has
some software that plots data for you.
The following instructions will send
your text file from the Apple II to the
IBM Pc. Listing 1 is the APTOmM
sending program. Listing 2 is the
APTOIBM receiving program. Before running these programs, be sure
that the serial-card slot number for
the Apple is correctly noted in the
Apple II program (that is, set SLOT
equal to the slot number if iUs other
than slot #5). Check that your IBM
PC serial board is configured as
COM1: as specified in the OPEN
statement. COM2: can be used in the
program by modifying the OPEN
statement. Make sure that there is
sufficient disk space in the receiving
machine.
Run the program on the (sender)
Apple II first. The message "Waiting
for instructions from the mM ..."
should appear. Be sure that the file
to be transmitted is on the disk in one
of the Apple drives. Now run the
mM (receiver) program. When asked
for the Apple filename, enter the
name as it appears in the catalog of
that disk, including the drive specification, if needed (e.g., "MYFILE,D2").
You will also be asked for the filename under which to save this file on
the IBM Pc. Be sure to give it a valid
February 1984 © BYfE Publications Inc.
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filename
specification (e.g.,
"B:MYFILE.DAT"). After pressing the
Return key, you should see the
Apple's drive light go on as it
searches for the requested file. As the
file is being transferred, it will be
listed on the Apple's screen. When
transmission is completed, the
lengths of the string arrays (containing the "lines" of the files) in both
machines will be compared. If the
lengths match, then the ffiM will save
the file. If the lengths do not match,
then you will be asked to either save
the file or abort it. Over 90 percent
of the time, the lengths will match.
If they do not, there may have been
a leading or trailing blank space in
one or more of the lines or control
characters within the text. I would
suggest saving the transferred file
anyway, then later searching for the
cause of the problem. I have not yet
had a discrepancy with a Visicalc file
nor with a text file containing only
alphanumeric characters (such as
those written with an Applesoft
WRITE statement). The files created
by word-processing programs are
another story, however. These are
best saved (despite any length discrepancies) and edited later.
If the file to be transferred is not
found on the sending machine, then
the user is informed and asked to
enter the correct filename . The program may be halted by pressing the
Return key instead of specifying a
filename. If the requested file can't be
found, check the drive specification
and the spelling of the filename and
run both programs again .
If the file contains more than the
2000 lines for which )($0 is dimensioned in all programs, then dimension the )($0 arrays in both programs
to a larger size. A dimensioned size
of 2000 "lines" is probably more than
adequate for a file that fits into 25 to
35K bytes of available memory. If the
file is too large to fit into the memory
available, you will receive an OUT OF
MEMORY message on the sending
machine, and some major modification of both programs may be
needed. Alternatively, you could
break the file into smaller segments,
transmit the segments separately,
then rejoin them.

Listing 1: The Apple to IBM sender program .
100
1 10
120
130
14 0
150
160
170
18 0
190
200

REM
REM

APTOI BM
SENDING PROGRAM FOR APPLE
BY ROBERT JONES
AUGUST 3, 1983

-- LISTING III

HOME
REM
SOME DEFINITIONS
DIM X$ (2000)
SLOT = 5: REM SERIAL PORT SLOT
0$ = CHR$ (4)
EF$ = "XX"
DE

2 10

220
2 30 LI
7 68: REM LINE INPUT ROUTINE
2 4 0 FOR I = 768 TO 81 2 : READ X: POKE I,X: NEXT I
250

26 0
270
28 0
29 0
300
3 10
320
330
3 40
350

REM GET NAME FROM IBM
GOSUB 800
PRINT 0$; "INlI";SLOT: INPUT FA$: PRINT D$; " INlIO"
PRINT
IF FA$ = " " THEN 760
REM READ APPLE FILE FROM DISK
PRINT 0$; " OPEN " ;FA$
PRINT D$;"READ ";FA$
ON ERR GOTO 3 80

.3 60 I = 0

370 I = I + DE: CALL LI , X$ ( I) : GOTO 370
3 8 0 PRINT D$;"CLOSE " : POKE 2 16,0:ER = PEEK (222)
390
4 00 IF PEEK (22 2) = 5 THEN .490 : REM END OF FILE FOUND
41 0
4 20 REM ERROR REPORT
4 30 PRINT D$; " PRlI " ;SLOT: PRINT "ERROR": PRINT 0$; "PRlIO "
440 IF ER = 10 7 THEN PRINT " X$() IS TOO SMALL FOR FILE."
4 50 IF ER = 7 7 THEN PRINT "FILE TOO LARGE FOR AVAILABLE MEMORY."
460 I F ERR = 176 THEN ONERR GOTO 3 80: GOTO 370: REM LINE TOO LONG
4 70 GO TO 770
480
490 N = I - 1
5 00

510
520
530
540
550
560
570

REM
N< 1 MEANS FILE NOT FOUND .
I F N > 0 THEN 5 40
PRINT D$;"PRfI";SLOT: PR INT " NF": PRINT 0$; "PRflO " : GOTO 270 : REM

NF

REM SEND FILE TO IBM
PRINT D$; "PRfI " ;SLOT
PR INT " FOUND "

580 AC = 0

590 FOR I = 1 TO N
600 PRINT X$(I)
6 10 AC = AC + LEN (X $ ( I» : REM APPLE CHECKSUM
6 20 NE XT I
6 30
6 4 0 REM SEND END OF F ILE FLAG TO IBM
650 PRINT EF$
660
6 70 REM SEND CHECKSUM F ROM APPLE
6 8 0 PRINT AC
690 PRINT D$;"PRflO"
700
7 10 PRINT: PRINT "WAITING FOR ANSWER FROM IBM • •
720 PRINT D$;"INII";SLOT: INPUT ANS$: PRINT D$;"INIIO"
730 IF ANS$ = "MORE" THEN 2 7 0
740
750 REM FINISH UP
7 6 0 PRINT: PRINT "NORMAL COMPLETION."
770 END
780
79 0 REM SU8ROUTINE FOR HEADING
8 00 HOME: HTAB 10: PRINT " APPLE TO IBM SENDING PROGRAM " : PRINT
81 0 PR INT "WAITING FOR FILE NAME FROM IBM • . • • PRINT
8 20 RETURN
830
840 REM LINE INPUT AT 768 - 812 (CALL 768, ANY$)
850 DATA
32,190,222,32,227,22 3 ,162,O,32,117,2~3,134,253,32,57,213,165
860 DATA
253 , 32,82, 228,162 ,0,160,2,32,226,229,160,0,165,253,145
870 DATA
131,200,165 , 111 , 145,1 3 1, 2 00,165,112,145,131,96

The FILE NOT FOUND, SUBSCRIPT OUT OF RANGE, and OUT
OF MEMORY errors are the only
major problems I have encountered
in the six months I have been using
these programs. However, I am sure
that other errors could be encountered-there is always at least
one more bug.

IBM-to-Apple Example
To send a file from an IBM PC to
an Apple, see listings 3 and 4. Listing
3 is the ffiMTOAP sending program.
Listing 4 is the ffiMIDAP receiving
program. Run (first) the sending program on the ffiM PC; then run the
receiving program on the Apple. The
operation is analogous to that of
Text continued on page 338
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CALL TOLL FREE

1·800·528·1054

QUADRAM

I

Ouad link .
. .. .. . .. . .. . .•.
.. 5449
Ouadboard 64K
5249
Ouadboard 256K
...... . 5389
Ouadboard I164K ......... • .. . ... 5249
Ouadboard II 256K . .
. ... 5389
Microlazer(ME16) 16K
.. .. 5129
Mic rolaler (ME32) 32K ..
.5149
Microl aze r (MSS16).16 K . .
. ... 5149
Microl al er (MSS32) 32K
.... 5179

PRINTERS
C-Itoh
F·Io.Parali el or Seri al
.... . 5935
55 CPS Serial or Parall el ... . .. . .. . 51319
8510 Para llel (Prowrite r) .
. ... .. 5339
8510S P(Prowriter SP) ........... .. .. 5559

Computer International
Oaisywriler 2000 w/ 48K ........... . 5999

Comrex
.. ... . ... . 5449

CR·2 .

Datasouth
0 5 180 .

..

.51155

Diablo
620 .
.. .... 5850
630 API ..
.... ... .... ...
51699
630 ECS/ IBM .. .
. ... . 52075
S· t t .
5559
P·tl .
5559

Inforunner
. ..

AU sman .

5329

IDS
...... 5480
.... 51310
.. . 51500

Microprism 480 .
Prism 132
Prism 132 Color

Juki
6100 .......... . .

.. . .. .......... ... Call

Epson
. Call

A ll models

NEC
. .. 5385
.... 5669
· .51365
..... . 51710
...... 51900
5785
· . . 5785
· . .. 5910

PC· 8023A .
PC·B025
35'0 .
3550
7710 .... . ... ... .
20 '0 .
20'5 .
2050

Okidata
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call

82A ........... . . . .
83A .
84P

845 .
92 .
93 ................. ..
2350P ...... .. ........ ..
2410P .

Olivetti

SPECIAL OF THE MONTH
SANYO*EPSON SYSTEMS

DUAL DRIVE
SYSTEM

$1495

ADDS
Altos
..... Call

Smart ll .

Hazeltine
. 5485
... . .. 5540
.. .. 5735

Esprit I . . . ....... • ...•• •
Esprit 11 .
Espri t III .

Qume
QVT 102 Gree n .
QVT 102 Amber .

OVT 103 Gree n
OVT 103 Amber .

Televideo
9'0 + .
9'4 . .
924 .
925
950 . .... ....... ..
970 . .

5539
....... 5539
.. .. 5669
.. . . 5689
...... . 5889
....... 5969

Wyse
Wyse 50
Wyse 100
Wyse300 ............ .. .... .

... 5489
..... 5680
... 51020

Visual
Visual 50 Green . .
Vis ual 55 Green .

... 5619
5709

Zenith
Z· 29 . ..

....... 5629

BMC
~r. ~~~~~
G
Princeton raphic

.'

.... . 585
.5210

............. .. ..... .. $499

Taxan
... $125

'2" Am ber .

Zenith

' 2" Green Screen .
$95
' 2" Amber Scree n ............... . . $120

DISK DRIVES
Rana
Eli te 1 , .
Elite 2
Elite3 ..
Controlle r (w/ Drive only) .
1000 (For AlarO ..

.. $245
5380
.. . .. $490
.... . $75
. .. $269

TRAK
.. 5199
.$375

PI·' .............. .
ATD·2 .

DISKETTES
Maxell

MODEMS

. .... $230

MD· ' (Oly. '00)

Hayes
Smartmodem .
Smartmodem 1200 .
Smartmodem 12008 .
Micromodem li e .

Altos

Vide0300 ..... ..... .. .. .. .. ..
5130
Video 300A .
.. .... 5145
3,OA .
5160
Co lor I .
. . . . . . . . • .. .. . .. 5270
Color I Plus .
. $275

HX· , 2 .

.. .. ... 5535
....... 5550
.. ... . . $840
5850

.. ..... . 5199
.. .... 5485
. . . .. 5430
.... 5235

1175

SANYO MBC-550 e SANYO
CRT-3S HI-RES GREEN
MONITOR e EPSON RX-80
WordStareCalcStareEasywriter
eMS-DOS e Sanyo Basic
Above with Sanyo CRT-70
Color Monitor
$1629
COMPUTERS

Amdek

A·' Gree n .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. ..
. $480
A·2 Gree n .
. ...... 5490
View point 60 .
. .... .. $619

Scotch
744-{) (Oly. ' 00) ............ .

5200

Elephant
SIS SID (O ly. '00) ..

.. ... $155

$1949
. .... ... $3525
.. Call
Columbia .... ... .. .. " ..
.. Call
Corona ..... ......... ..
.... Call
Se ries 5-80-2 .

5-80.10 W/ MPM
5-86·'0 .

Eagle
PC·E .

pc·"

.. .... ... .... ....

PC·2 ..
PC·X L
' 620
' 630 . .. .. .... ....
'640 .. ....

Hyperion
Single Drive System .
Dual Drive System

Northstar
Adva ntage .
Adva ntage w/SMB .
Advantage w/ 15MB .

SilverReed
EXP550P ..... . ........... "
EXP550S .
EXP500 ..

Star Micronics
Gemini·lOX .
Gem ini·15X .

Delta 10 .................• • .

Tally
.

Toshiba
P1 350 Serial or Parallel ..

'20P
'205 .

'30P .
' 305
' 405 .
T3 ' 5 .

. ..... . . 52160
. . ..... . $3345
. ... . $4315

MBC·550 System ........ .. ...... $1175
MBC-555 System ... . ... ..... . . . . 51495

Televideo Systems
802 H ..

806/20 .

.. ..... $4210

.. ..

$1795
$2150

.. .. .. .... ..... $4775

BOO A (user stalion) .
.. .. $ 999
Teleport ....................
.. . .. Call

Order Line: 1-800-528-1054
Order Processing & Other Information: 602-954-6109
2222 E. Indian School Rd.
Phoenix, Arizona 85016

. . .. . Call
.... Call
. .Call

.... 51445

· .. $449
..... . 5489
.. $669
5709
.............. 51179
.. 5449

5589
$289
$129
589
515

Sanyo

. . . .. 5389

Transtar

.. . 52325
.. $2665

Pied Piper System

. Call
..... . Call
.. .. . . .. Call

MT l 60L wlTractors
MT l BOl w/Tractors

Spi rit eo

~f;~g

... 57225

Communicator I Portable. Z..ao.o4K Ram, Full sized
keybo.a rd. Slim line 5}{ Di sk Drive with 1M Byte of
storage. Monitor output. Perfect Wo rd. Perfec t Ca lc.
Perfect Spe ll er, Perfec t Fi ler. CPM. 90·day nation·
wide warran ty. BMC Gree n Monitor. Tilt & Swivel
Stand. Ca rryi ng Case .
. .... 5919

' 603

5299
51369
..... 51569

52645

PC-820 ' AC PU .
PC·820SA 32K Ra m .
PC·822 1A Th ermal Printer .
PC·8281 A Recorde r
PC·820' A·90 Battery Pack .

Qume
11/ 40 w/ interface
U / 55 w/ inl erface .

.. .. 51775
.. .... 53075
.... 53955
.... 53955
.. .. $5625

NEC

803 .

Panasonic
t090 .

SINGLE DRIVE
SYSTEM
$

SANYO MBC-555 e SANYO CRT-3S
HI-RES GREEN MONITOR
EPSON RX-80 WordStar e CalcStar
e Mailmerge e InfoStar e Spell Star
e Easywrite,reMS-DOSeSanyo Basic
Above With Sanyo CRT-70
Color Monitor
$1939
VIDEO TERMINALS
MONITORS

. .. 5539
. . 5319

PRAX IS 41 (w/ interface)
2300 INK JET ..

L

Store Hours: Tue-Fri 10-5:30 Saturday 9-1
Order Line Hours: Mon-Fri 10-5:30 Saturday 9-1
Prices reflect 3% to 5% cash discount. Pro duct shipped in factory cartons with manufacturer's warran ty. Please add
$ 8 .0 0 per order for shi ppin g. Pri ces & avail ability subjec t to Change w ithout notic e. Se nd cashier's check or

money o rd er... all otn er checks Will deiay shipping two weeks.

Circle 46 on Inquiry card.

Listing 2: The Apple to IBM receiver program.
10 0
110
120
13 0
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
3 20
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
5 00
51 0
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610
6 20
630
640
650
660
6 70
680
6 90
700
71 0
72 0
730
740

REM APTOIBM
RECEIVING PROGRAM FOR IBM
REM BY ROBERT JONES
AUGUST 3, 1983

-- LISTING *2

REM SOME DEFINITIONS
DIM X$(2000)
EF$
"XX": REM END-OF- FILE FLAG
ONE = 1
WIDTH 40
ON ERROR GOTO 710
OPEN " COM1:4800,E,7,1" AS *1 : REM SERIAL PORT
CLS: LOCATE 1,7: PRINT "APPLE TO IBM TRANSFER PROGRAM": PRINT: PRINT
PRINT "BE SURE THAT THE APPLE PROGRAM"
PRINT "IS RUNNING BEFORE YOU CONTINUE!": PRINT
INPUT "APPLE FILE NAME ";FA$
IF FA$ = "" THEN PRINT IH, FA$ : GOTO 660
INPUT "IBM FILE NAME
" ; Fl$
PRINT
IF FI$ = ,," THEN FI$ = FA$
PRINT IIl,FA$: REM TELL APPLE THE FILE TO FIND
FOR J = 1 TO 750:NEXT J
INPUT *1, NF$: REM SEE IF APPLE HAS FOUND IT
IF NF$= " NF" THEN PRINT "FILE NOT FOUND ••• REENTER NAME": GOTO 250
IF NF$ = "FOUND" THEN GOTO 390
GOTO 660: REM ANY OTHER RESPONSE FROM APPLE
REM READ FILE FROM APPLE
PRINT: PRINT "READING FILE FROM APPLE • • . ":PRINT
I = 0: REM INITIALIZE COUNTER
I = I + ONE: LINE INPUT *ONE, X$ (Il : IF X$(I) <> EF$ THEN 410
INPUT * ONE, AC: REM APPLE ' S CHECKSUM
N = I - 1: REM DROP THE END-OF-FILE SIGNAL FROM THE LIST
REM COMPUTE LENGTH FOR CHECKSUM COMPARISON
PRINT "NUMBER OF LINES: "; N
PRINT
PRINT "APPLE LENGTH: ",AC
PRINT "IBM LENGTH . ,
IC = 0 : FOR I = 1 TO N: IC = IC + LEN(X$(I»: NEXT I
PRINT IC
IF IC= AC THEN 560 : REM IF CHECKSUMS MATCH
INPUT "CHECKSUM ERROR , CONTINUE? ";CN$:IF CN$ < "Y" THEN 650
REM SAVE FILE TO I.B.M. DISK
OPEN FI$ FOR OUTPUT AS 112
FOR I = 1 TO N: PRINT *2, X$(I): NEXT I: CLOSE *2
REM ANOTHER FILE?
PRINT: PRINT " DO YOU WANT ANOTHER FILE
IF ANS$ < "Y" THEN GO TO 650
PRINT ' 111, "MORE": GO TO 220

INPUT ANS$

REM FINISH UP
PRINT 111, "NO"
CLOSE III
PRINT: PRINT "NORMAL COMPLETION"
END
REM ERROR HANDLER
IF ERR = 2 4 THEN RESUME: REM AVOID TIMEOUT
PR I NT "STOPPED BY ERROR NUMBER" ; ERR.; "
IN LI NE "; ERL
CLOSE III
STOP

Listing 3: The IBM to Apple sender program .
100
11 0
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
2 00
2 10
220
230
240
250
260
2 70
280
290
300
3 10

REM IBMTOAP
SENDING PROGRAM FOR IBM
REM BY Robert Jones
AUGUST 3 ,1983

-- LISTING # 3

REM SOME DEFINITIONS
DIM X$( 2000 )
EF$
"X X": REM END OF FILE FLAG
DLY
500: SHDLY = 5 0 : REM DELAY BETWEEN LINES AND AFTER 40 CHARS.
ONE = 1
WIDTH 40 : GOSUB 760
ON ERROR GOTO 8 0 0
OPEN "COMI:4800 ,E , 7,1" AS #1: REM SERIAL PORT
REM GET FILE NAME FROM APPLE
INPUT #1,FI $
IF FI$ = "" THEN GOTO 680
OPEN FI$ FOR INPUT AS #2
REM SEND FILE TO APPLE
PRINT #1, "FOUND"
REM READ FILE FROM I . B.M. DISK

Listing 3 continued on page 336
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HIGH PERF
NOW AVAILABLE IN ATHREE~SPEED

Class
INTRODUCING THE NEW DS 220 MULTI-MODE MATRIX PRINTER
First there was the Datasouth
DS180. The original high-performance printer. The printer that raised
the standards of on-the-job performance to new heights. A tough act
to follow.
And now, following in the same
tradition, is the new Datasouth
DS220. State-of-the-art performance,
taken to higher levels. In a new
3-speed multimodeform. Ready to
run data, near letter quality and
graphics output- in a single printer.
At data speed, the Datasouth
DS220 leaves competitors in the dust.
By using high speed tabbing tozip
over blank spaces and true logic
seeking to print the next available

AVAILABLE NATIONWIDE
THROUGH OUR NETWORK OF
SALES AND SERVICE DISTRIBUTORS
Circle 106 on inquiry card.

character, the Datasouth DS220
charges through printed copy
at speeds rivaling more expensive
line printers.
At 40 CPS NLQ speed, the Datasouth DS220 creates near letter quality
output with the ki nd of class that
might make you wonder if it was produced by a daisy wheel printer. With
its fine tuned 18 x 48 dot matrix,
multiple fonts are produced
with the precise clarity required for
word processing applications.
And for graphics, the Datasouth
DS220 adds high performance style to
popular microcomputer applications
programs through high resolution dot

addressable output. Sharp new
details emerge from business charts
and graphs, and engineering
drawings.
And those are just its printing
capabilities. Its fully instrumented
dashboard allows push button programming of up to fifty features for
forms control, communications and
pri nt style selection .
Best of all, the Datasouth DS220
costs much less than you might expect for a high performance three
speed . Go to your nearest showroom
and run a Datasouth DS220 through
the gears. See how little it costs to
own three high performance printers
in one high performance package.

Dataso uth Computer Corporation
Box 240947 . Charlotte, NC 28224
704/523 -8500· Telex 6843018 DASOU UW
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. Circle 3 on Inquiry card.

Listing 3 continued:

CALL FREE
1-800-841-2748

ALTOS 580·10 . . . . . .
ALTOS 586·10 . . . . . .
ATARI . . . . . . . . . . .
APPLE LOOK·A·LlKE. .
PIED/PIER (PORTABLE)
SANYO 550·555 . . . . .

.
.
.
.
.
.

. . . . . $2945
"
. $4600
.
$CALL
. . . $CALL
..
. $CALL
.
$CALL

TELEVIDEO
803 . . . . . $1769
1603.
.$2019
PORTABLE . . . . . . . . . . . . $CALL

NORTHSTAR
ADVANTAGE . . . . . .. . .. .. $2150

320
330
340
3 50
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
4 30
440
450
460
4 70
480
490
500
510
520
530

I = 0
IF EOF( 2 ) THEN 3 50
I = I +ONE: LINE INPUT #2, X$(I): GOTO 330
CLOSE #2
N = I
REM SEND FILE TO APPLE
PRINT
PRINT "SENDING"; N; "LINES TO APPLE _ •
CL = CSRLIN
IC = 0
FOR I = 1 TO N
LOCATE CL + 1,1: PRINT "LINE BEING SENT:"; I: REM LINE COUNT TO SCREEN
L = LEN(X$(I»: IC = IC + L : REM SUM NO. OF CHARACTERS
FOR J = 1 TO DLY : NEXT J: REM DELAY BETWEEN LINES
FOR K = 1 TO L STEP 40: REM 40 CHARACTERS AT A BURST MAXIMUM
FOR J = 1 TO SHDLY: NEXT J: REM DELAY BEFORE EVERY 40 CHAR. BURST
PRINT #1, MID$(X$(I),K,40);
NEXT K
PRINT #1,: REM CARRIAGE RETURN TO END LINE
NEXT I

540

550 REM SEND END OF FILE FLAG
560 FOR J = 1 TO DLY: NEXT J
570 PRINT #1, "XX"
580

BROTHER HRI . . . . . . .
DAISYWRITER 48K .. . .
DATASOUTH 180 . . . . .
GEMNI lOX .
· .......
JUKI . . . . .
· ........
OKIDATA ..
· (all models)

· .$699
· .$975
.. $1095
. .. $280
· .$499
. $CALL

CITOH
8510 . . . .. $345
Fl0-40C PS$1050

1550 .
Fl055

· .$599
. $1399

DIABLO
620.

. . $860

630.

. $1699

NEC
. $1699
. $1849

3550
7710

.$659
.$799

8025
2030

ERMINALS
ALTOS II .
. $759
TELEVIDEO 914.
. .$540
TELEVIDEO 924 . . . . .. . . . . . . $670
TELEVIDEO 950 . . . . . . . . . . . . $869
TELEVIDEO 970 .. . . .. . . . . . .$975

MONI
AMDEK 300G . . . . .
AMDEK 300A . . . .
AMDEK COLOR 1+ .
AMDEK COLOR 11+ .
B.M.C. GREEN
B.M.C. COLOR . . . .

.$130
.$145
.$275
.$429
$85
.$230

MICRO SCI A2
RANA 1000 ..
RANA E LITE I
ATARll050 .

.$229
.$375
.$255
.$365

... .
.
.
.
. .. . .

HAYS SMART MODEM. . .
.$199
SMARTMODEM 1200 . . . .
.$485
SMARTMODEM 1200 B. . .
.$429
MICROMODEM liE . . . : .
.$240
U.S. ROBOT
PASSWO.RiiD• .• • • "

1st
PLACE
COMPUTER SYSTEMS
13422 N- CAVECREEK RD.
PHOENIX, AZ. 85022
OTHER INFORMATION : 602-867-9897

Iffi]

F", """'''''' "

Send (; .. sh,t~I·~
PrICt'~
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590
600
610
620
630
640
650
6 60
670
680
690
700
710
720
730
740
750
760
770
78 0
790
800
810
8 20
830
840
850
860
870

REM SEND CHECKSUM TO APPLE
FOR J = 1 TO DLY:NEXT J
PRINT #1,IC
REM ANOTHER FILE
INPUT #1, MORE$
IF MORE$ < "Y" THEN GOTO 680
GOSUB 760 : GOTO 240 : REM GET NEXT FILE NAME
PRINT: PRINT "NORMAL COMPLETION" : PRINT
REM FINISH UP
CLOSE #1
ON ERROR GOTO 0 : REM TURN THE ERROR TRAPPING OFF
END
REM SUBROUTI NE FOR HEAD I NG
CLS:LOCATE 1,1 3 : PRINT "IBM TO APPLE" : PRINT: PRINT
PRINT "WAITING FOR FILE NAME FROM APPLE
RETURN
REM ERROR HANDLER
IF ERR = 24 THEN RESUME : REM TIME-OUT ON COMl:
IF ERR = 53 THEN PRINT #1,"NF " : RESUME 240 : REM FILE NOT FOUND
REM OTHER ERRORS
PR INT "ERROR " ; ERR; "
IN LINE "; ERL
PRI NT #1, " ERROR ";ERR : REM LET APPLE KNOW
GOTO 710

Listing 4: The IBM to Apple receiver program.
100
11 0
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
2 10
220
230
2 40
250
260
270
280
2 90
300
3 10
320
330
340
350
3 60
370
380
3 90
400
410
420

REM
REM

IBMTOAP
APPLE RECEIVING PROGRAM
BY ROBERT JONES
AUGUST 3, 1983

LISTING #4

REM 'SOME DEFINITIONS
DIM X$(2000)
SLOT = 5: REM SERIAL PORT SLOT
0$ = CHR$ (4)
EF$ = " XX ": REM END-FILE FLAG
DE = 1
LI = 768: REM
LINE INPUT ROUTINE
FOR I = 768 TO 81 2 : READ X: POKE I,X: NEXT I
HOME: PRINT " IBM TO APPLE RECEIVING PROGRAM": PRINT
REM
SEND F~LE NAME TO I.B.M.
PRINT "NAME OF I.B.M. FILE > ";
CALL LI,FI$
IF FI$ = "" THEN 330
PRINT "APPLE FILE NAME ,
CALL LI , FA$
IF FA$ = "" THEN FA$ = FI$
PRINT
PRINT 0$; "PR#"; SLOT: PRINT FU
IF FU = "" THEN PRINT FU: PRINT D$; "PR#O" : GO TO 780
PRINT 0$; "PR#O"
REM
GET RESPONSE FROM IBM
PRINT D$;"IN#";SLOT
INPUT ER$: IF ER$ = " FOUND" THEN 470
PRINT 0$; "IN#O"
PRINT
IF ER$ = "NF" THEN PRINT "FILE NOT FOUND.": GOTO 260

Listing 4 continued on page 338

V,OU NEED MORE THAN
MAIL
ORDER
PRICES
MICROCHARGE
MICROHOUSE will finance
your purchases. Buy your computers, peripherals, or software now-and PAY LATER.

CORPORATE PLAN
Volume purchasers need
SPECIAL AnENTION . We offer research , technical support,
and special pricing . Call for
your account representative.

SELECTION
We have one of the largest
selections in the industry. We
carry peripherals, software,
and supplies for all major
computers.

\:\ - - - - - - - - '\
SALESMAN
Don't be shocked when you
call and hear a friendly voice.
Our salesmen enjoy working
with you . They also answer
compatibility and information
requests.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT
We support all products we
sell . During our4 years we have
developed one of the best
staffs in the indu stry ,
(215) 868-4133,

I . - - -- - - - - - - - ' l\

MICROLINE
The first dedicated computer
shopping center. Use your modem to look at descriptions,
prices, order or see what 's
available,
(215)868-1230

\

'

INSTANT SOFTWARE
We can immediately send instock software to you over the
phone.

\~----------------~,
PAYMENT
Talk about flexible, We accept
VISA, MasterCard , American
Express , cash , COD's and purchase orders. And , of course
MICROCHARGE,

FORMAT CONVERSION
We have the capability to copy
files and programs between
many of the most popular computers .

LANGUAGES

DATA/GRAPHICS

MISCELLANEOUS

FORTRAN, . , . .. ... , ...... $289
C Complier . .... . . . .. .. , . . .. 329
BASIC Compiler . , .. " . .. .. , . 285
BASIC Interpreter ... _' .. , .. . 249
COBOL. .................. , 539
muLlSP/muSTAR . .. . . , .. ' .. 144
muMATH/muSIMP . . , . , .. , .. 189
PASCAL . . , ... ... .. , . , . . . .. 249
CBASIC ...... , . , . . , . , , . . ... 95
CBASIC Compiler .. . ... . . , .. 329
PLI-80 . , .. , .. , , , ... , .... , .. 489
DR-LOGO . ' ... . .. . .......... 89
Access Manager .. . . , . , .... . 199
Display Manager, .... . ...... 269

PFS : File , ... , , .. , ... . , . , . , $95
PFS : Report, .. , . , . . . , . , , . . .. 79
PFS: Graph . ' , . , . , , , , .. , . . .. 95
dBasell .... ,.,., ... , .. , .. , 429
Visifile . , .. . . , . , , .. . ' ... .. . 179
Quickcode, . . ....... .. , .. , . 179
Infostar ... , ' . , .... . , . , .. , , 279

Crosstalk, .. , .. , , . , . . . ... . $109
Word & Mouse ... ... .. . . , . . . 339
Norton Utilities .. .. .. , .. , .. .. 59
Password 1200 . , . , . .. . .. ... 379
Apple Cat II . . .... , . : ... .. . . 279
D-Cat Modem . , . . .. . .. .. , .. 159
Maxell MD-1 , . , ... . . . .. . .. .. . 29
Maxell MD-2, ....... . , . .... .. 40
Quadboard 64K .. . ... ... , . , . 279
CCS 132 col for IBM ... . ... . . 599
Visiword .................. . 259
CDEX Training. , ... ... . , . . . .. 59
BMC 12" green ... .. , .. ...... 89
Cables . . . . , . , . , .. , . , . . . .. , Call

(800)

523-9511
215 • 868 • 8219
BOX 499 , DEPT. 100
BETHLEHEM, PA 18016
Circle 246 on inquiry card ,

\

FINANCIAL
Home Acc!' , . , , . , , ... , , . , .. $94
Visicalc , .. . . . , .. , . , . . , . , .. 164
Visitrend/Plot . , . , , . , . , , . . , . 199
TR Solver! , , ' , , ... . , .. , .. , . 205

ICROHOUSE
Prices subject to change without notice
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Listing 4 continued:
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610
620
630
640
650
660
670
680
690
700
710
720
730
740
750
760
770
780
790
800
810
820
830
840

PRINT "CHECK IBM FOR ERROR MESSAGE."
STOP
:

REM
READ FILE INTO X$() UNTIL END FLAG
PRINT
I

= 0

I = I + OE: CALL LI,X$(I): IF X$(I) < > EF$ THEN 490
INPUT IC: REM CHECKSUM FROM IBM
PRINT D$;"INIIO"
N = I - 1: REM ELIMINATE END OF FILE FLAG
PRINT
:

AC = 0
REM COMPUTE NUMBER OF CHARACTERS RECEIVED
FOR 1=1 TO N:AC = AC + LEN (X$(I»: NEXT I
PRINT "IBM CHECKSUM =
";IC
PRINT "APPLE CHECKSUM = ";AC
PRINT
IF IC = AC THEN 680
PRINT "CHECKSUMS DO NOT MATCH."
INPUT "CONTINUE ANYWAY ?";CA$
IF CA$ = > "Y" THEN 670
PRINT: GO TO 720
REM SAVE FILE TO APPLE DISK
PRINT D$;"OPEN ";FA$
PRINT D$; "WRITE ";FA$
FOR I = 1 TO N: PRINT X$(I): NEXT I
PRINT D$;"CLOSE"
PRINT "ANOTHER FILE ";
INPUT ANS$
PRINT D$;"PRII";SLOT: PRINT ANS$: PRINT D$;"PRIIO "
IF ANS$ = > "Y" THEN 230
PRINT
PRINT "NORMAL COMPLETION"
END
REM LINE INPUT AT 768 - 812 (CALL 768, ANY$)
DATA
32,190,222,32,227,223,162,0,32,117,253,134,253,32,57,213,165
DATA
253,32,82,228,162,0,160,2,32,226,229,160,0,165,253,145
DATA
131,200,165,111,145,131,200,165,112,145,131,96

Text continued from page 332 :

sending files in the opposite direction
(outlined previously) except that the
transmission tune is about one-third
as fast because of the delays Applesoft needs to process each string
before receiving the next one. In fact,
if a line contains more than 40 characters, a slight delay is needed while
the Apple's cursor returns to the left
side of its 40-column screen. Delay
loops (e.g. , FORI = lID DLY: NEXT
J) are inserted in the appropriate
places in the IBM sending prograqt.
I have tried to keep these prog:rams
short and straightforward so that you
can easily tailor them to your own
needs. Presumably, similar programs
could be written to transmit files between different microcomputers with
similar serial connections.

Notes on Using the Programs
1. Sending an Applesoft program
to the IBM PC requires that the program first be converted into a text file.
The following is a one-line routine,
entered as line number 0 (zero), to
save the Applesoft program in memory as a text file suitable for transmitting to the IBM Pc. Type it in,
then type RUN. You will be asked to
338
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name the text file for your Applesoft
program.

o D$

= CHR$(4): INPUT
'TEXTFILE NAME J";F$:
POKE 33,33: PRINT D$;"OPEN";
F$:PRINT D$; "WRITE";F$:
LIST 1 - :PRINT D$;"CLOSE":
POKE 33,40: END

Similarly, an IBM PC BASIC program can be saved with the ''/'{' option so that it is stored in ASCII format instead of the tokenized form,
e.g., use SAVE "MYFlLE",A.
2. If you are transmitting the Visicalc file from the Apple to the IBM
Pc, the direction indicator needed for
the Apple II Plus version of Visicalc
will cause a problem (i.e. , horizontal
or vertical movement on the arrow
keys). This information is stored near
the end of the Visicalc file as either
"IX!" or "/X -". It must be deleted
before you attempt to load it into the
IBM version of Visicalc. Failure to
delete this command could cause a
loss of data in the cell in which the
cursor is positioned when the file is
loaded by IBM PC Visicalc.
3. To transfer a random-access file,

I suggest first converting the data in
the random-access file to a sequential file, transmitting the sequential
file, then converting the data back into random-access form.
4. The monitor routine used by the
Apple II Plus converts lowercase letters to uppercase letters. This conversion presents a problem if maintaining lowercase is desired. One way
around this is to write your own input routine in machine language. A
simpler way, if you have a language
card, is to move the monitor (and
Applesoft) to the RAM (randomaccess readlwrite memory) card,
eliminate the conversion switching,
then run the program. On an Apple
II Plus with a 16K-byte RAM card in
slot 0, these changes are accomplished as follows:
CALL - 151 to enter the
monitor
C081 C081 read ROM (readonly memory) and
write to RAM
DOOO[DOOO.
FFFFM
copy Applesoft
and monitor to
RAM card
C083 C083 select the RAM
card
FD82: EA
delete the lowerEA
case conversion
3DOG
warmstart DOS
Users who are familiar with EXEC
files may want to create one with
these commands in it. If you press
Reset on the Apple, then ROM Applesoft (with the lowercase to uppercase conversion reinstalled) again
takes over. To return to the modified
RAM monitor, just type PRINT PEEK
( -16256) .
5. Interested persons may want to
add routines to handle other errors
or long files. A large file, for example,
could be read and transmitted in
blocks of 1000 lines, with appropriate
delays for loading and saving to disk
between blocks.
6. More memory for holding a file
can be obtained on the Apple by
using one of the DOS moving programs to relocate DOS to the RAM
card (as long as you are not using the

Want to hook IBM?
Thrminals. Personal Computers.
ASCII devices. Hook them all into the
IBM world with the new AVATARTM
PAlOOO Protocol Converter.
The PAlOOO provides low-cost
IBM 3278/2 terminal emulation and
coaxial connection to an IBM 32741
3276 cluster controller. Then, a single
keystroke switches you back into the
asynchronous world through an auxiliary RS-232-C port to access other
computer systems, public information
services or copy a screen to a printer.
Our microprocessor-based unit
provides user-selectable rates up to
9600 baud, terminal keyboard configu-

rations, screen management and local
or remote print functions. And, 'you can
hook the PA1000 to a modem for
remote dial-in access.
Simple, economical access to the
world of IBM, just when you thought
there was no answer. At $995, getting
hooked has never been so affordable.
For more information on our AVATAR
PAlOOO Protocol Converter, contact
Avatar Technologies
99 South Street
Hopkinton, MA 01748
Or call us at
(617) 435-6872.

Making IBM smarter since 1983.
IBM ill • registered trademark of I ntemational Business Machines Corp.

cu

,

TX
DAT•

• • •
• •
~x

DATA

PASs

T~~lJ

POWell

Circle 4 on inquiry card .
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mrnlcro-

lY§dPROLOG
The Fifth Generation
language for your IBM PC

age
65
years worked
40
retirement benelilS 0
The U.S. Department of Labor has a free
booklet that will help you answer these
questions and a lot more. Send for it today.
Write: Pensions, Consumer Information
Center, Pueblo, Colorado 81009

U.S. Department of Labor

Micro-PROLOG, the first PROLOG System for
microcomputers, is now available for the 8088
micros under PC DOS/MS DOS or CP/M86 as
well as Z80 micros under CP/M80.
PROLOG is the Artificial Intelligence language
chosen by Japan as the core language for their
Fifth Generation computers.
Micro-PROLOG is currently being used for desk
top expert systems intelligent databases. It is a
fully tried and tested system, being the most
developed and complete implementation of
PROLOG available for microcomputers.
Single computer license - Dlrs 275.00
• A Logic Programming Associates Ltd .
IJ 10 Bumtwood Close ,

~

London SW18 3JU.
01-8740350(24 hours)
England.
mo(:,(/"PROtOG rMlPAUd

Circle 389 on Inquiry card.

~BASF

Daisy Wheel Printer

DISKETTES

BASF Diskettes at competitive price. Call TOLL FREE
(800) 235-4137 for prices and
information. Visa and Master
Card accepted.

• 12/ 14 CPS
.10/ 12/ 15 Pitch
• Parallel Interlace

$395
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dynax DX· 15 Daisy Wheel 13cps . . $CALL
Silver Reed EXP 550 Daisy Wheel . .... $595
Broth er HR'1 Daisy Wheel 16 cps . .. $64 5
Daisywriter 2000 w/ 48K .......... $1095
C. Itoh H 0 40 cps .
.. $11 95
Qume Sprint l' Daisy Wh eel 40 cps .. $1395

.Z

MICRO MART

8764 Cornplex Dr ., San Diego. CA 92 123

Circle 284 on Inqu iry card.

(619) 268-0169.

Circle 241 on Inquiry card.

wabasli
Flexible Diskettes

6 Year Warranty -100% Certified

DELIVERED PRICES

51/4"

LC NETWORK
LINE FILTER
Model C-519-Ll EMI/RFI filter protects
against high energy transients . . .varistor
cl amps h i gher v ol tages to safe
level s... M ax Rating: 15 A, 125 VAC,
187 5 Watts continu ous duty .. .$97.50 .

J. W. MILLER
DIVISION/Bell Industries
/9070 Reyes Ave. , Rancho
Dominguez, CA 90224
(2/3) 537-5200
Circle 255 on Inquiry card .

$1 ' aQh

SINOLESIDE
SI N GL E OENSITY
018 TPI W/HUB RING
P. c~lId 10 pllr 5011 Pile:.

~Gy.~'

$1

$11aQh

Wh' I "En~lIloolI

WIHUB RING

'a~h

DO UBLE DEN SIT Y
461PIWIHUBRING
P,ehdIOpe,SolIPIlc;k

BULK
SSDD

lOO/Csse

$11aQh

WMlle,walope
W/HUB RING

2Y,~:: $21a~h
DOUB LE DENSIT Y
4A TPI WlfiUB R ING
Pec:hd IOp"ISo trPllck

BULK
SSSD

lOO/C ue

BULK
DSDD

IOO/Cas e

$2*!h

WMeE'lVelope
W/HUB RING

Free shipping in continen tal USA Call fo r
quant ity discoun ts. We accept money orders,
certified checks, VISA and Mas terCard. Personal
checks accep ted, but take two weeks to clear
bank N. D. add 4%.

~N

RAM card for the monitor modification mentioned in #4). A file as long
as 35K bytes may be transmitted in
this manner. Ordinarily, 50K bytes of
memory are available to IBM PC
BASIC with this program in memory
if 96K bytes or more are installed in
the IBM. So the Apple's memory size
is the limiting factor on the maximum
file (or segment) size that can be
transmitted. Remember that a 35Kbyte Apple file shows up as a 142sector file on a catalog of an Apple
disk .
7. Although a bps rate of 4800 is
used in the programs listed here, the
Apple-to-IBM transfer could run at
9600. The 4800 limit is imposed by
the rate at which the Apple II can
receive data using these programs. If
the few minutes of speed gain from
the Apple to the IBM is worth the
time spent setting up the Apple serial
card for the faster bps rate, then the
IBM receiving program could use a
9600 (instead of a 4800) bps rate in the
OPEN statement. However, you
would have to reset the Apple serial
card to 4800 again if you were going
to pass programs from the IBM to the
Apple. The constant switching of bps
rates is probably not worth the effort
unless it can be done within the Apple programs themselves. The
manual for the serial card that I use
does not explain how to do this on
the Apple.
8. Because Applesoft does not have
a LINE INPUT statement (which
allows commas and semicolons to be
included in a string being read), both
Applesoft programs use a short machine-language routine (located at
768 decimal) to simulate LINE INPUT. The routine used here is slightly modified from "The Penultimate
Input Anything Routine" by Peter
Meyer, published in Call-A.PPL.E .
In Depth 1: All About Applesoft, a
publication of Apple Pugetsound
Library Exchange, 2124.6 68th Ave. S.,
Kent, WA 98032 .•

Software Services
1326 - 25 th SI. S.. Suite H
Fargo. ND 58 103

1-800-634-2248

Circle 336 on Inquiry card .

N

Robert Jones (7 Lexington Rd. , Saratoga Springs,
NY) has been using an Apple II Plus since 1979 and
an IBM PC since early 1983 for statistical analysis,

financial modeling, and development of simulation
models of economic and social systems in BASIC and
FORTRAN.

COMPUTER HUT'M
SPECIAL
OFTHE
MONTH

MODEMS

IBM-PC & XT
CALL FOR I=~====~d,
PRICE

MOUNTAIN - External Syst.
5MB . . . . $1539
10MB . ... $1839
15MB . . .. $2309
20MB . . .. $2549
MA YNARD . ... . . . .. ... . . . . . CALL
TALLGRASS . ... . . .... . . .. . CALL

PRINTERS
HARDWARE FOR IBM·PC
DISK DRIVES

landon
TM100-2DSIDD
PANASONIC JA 551
SHUGART SA-455 half-high
TEAC FD-55B Slim line

$229
$199
$219
$229

MA YNARD ELECTRONICS
Floppy Disk Controller
FDC wl Par. Port
F DC wiSer Port
SANDSTAR SERIES

$169
$219
$239
CALL

QUADRAM

Quadboard-PP,SP,CIC,Mem + slw
64K . ... .. $279
384K . .. ... $549
OK . ... .... .. . . ..... ..... . . . $235
Quad 512+SP,Mem with slw
64K . . . ... $249
512K . .. .. . $639
Quadboard 1/-2SP, CIC, Mem + slw
64K ..... . $279
256K . . . . . . $429
Quadcolor . . . .... .... .. ... . CALL

~ RESEARCH

brother<'t

DYNAX
DX-15 Par . . .. $469 Ser ... . . . $499

IL

CALL
A-10
F-10PorS
$1149
8510 P
$399
8510 SP 180 CPS $649
1550 P
$690

1.1.

~f@Jf' MICRONICS
Gemini 10X ... $299
15X . . . $399
Delta 10 . ... .... . . .. . . .... .. $499
83A . . . . . . CALL

84P
92P
93P

84S
92S
93S

I

2000 Series .. ...
TOSHIBA

HERCULES
Hi Res Graphics 720 x 384,
PP, + slw . .... . . . . . . . ....... $359
FREDRICKS ELECTRONICS
COLORPLUS 640 x 200,
16-Color + slw . .. . . . .... . .... $399

eaGle
• :.

CALL

CORONA

CALL
CALL

eTAVAPC

CALL

3515 . . ... $1479
3530 . .. . . $1575
3550 , . , . . $1799

DEC RAINBOW . .. . .... . ... . CALL

MONITORS
AMDEK
Video 300G . . . $139 300A .. . . . $149
Video 310A
$179
Color" .. , .. . $429 Color II + CALL
PGS
HX12 Hi Res RGB monitor . . .. . $499

/

[~15~ ]....
=

IP

I

NEe
3510 . .. . . $1485

Graphics 720 x 40016 colors

CALL

COMPUTERS

e>

OI{IDATA
82A .. . ... CALL
,

I

DATA PRODUCTS, INC .

HR1 A Par . .. . $599 Ser . . . . .. $699
HR·15 Par . . . . $489 Ser ... . . . $529
HR-25 . . . . . . .. . . . .... . .. . .. CALL

C-ITOH
STARWRITER
STARWRITER
PROWRITER
PROWRITER
PROWRITER2

HAYES
Smartmodem 1200
$499
Smartmodem 1200B
wlSmartcom II . . .... ... . , .. $4?9
NOVATION,
CALL
IBM Compatible

EPSON
FX80 . .... . . CALL FX100 . .. CALL

MegaPlus 1/4-Funct 64K + slw $279
$279
6-Pack 5-Funct 64K + slw
I/O Plus . . . .... .... . . .. . ... . $135
TECMAR
___

AMDEK
MAl Graphics 640 x 400

COMPARE
OUR
SERVICE & PRICE!

7710 . .... $1995
7715 . .. .. $2039
7720 . . ... $2495
7730 . . .. . $1995
.. , . . . . . . . . CALL

P1350 . .............. . ..... $1549
IDS, DAISYWRITER . . ....... , CALL
SILVER·REED
EXP 500 Par . . $429 Ser ., .. . . $459
EXP 550 Par . . $639 Ser . . . . .. $679
EXP 770 . .. .. CALL

..

SOFTWARE FOR IBM· PC
LOTUS 1~3 .. . .......... , . . . $339
Word Perfect$329 WordStar
CALL
DBase" . ... $399 VisCalc . , ... $189
Multiplan . . . $195 Multimate . .. $329
MICROSOFT WORD , .... .. .. . $279
AND MORE

I ACCESSORIES . . . ... CALL I
COMPUTER HUT
CANADIAN
AUTHORIZED DEALER

MICROCONTEXT INC.

$479

5253 AVE DU PARe
MONTREAL
QUE H2V4P2.

MICROLOG
Baby Blue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CALL
Baby Talk . . ..... . .. . . . .... . CALL
USI
Multidisplay ... ... .......... $395

(514) 279·5114

ANY PRODUCT NOT LISTED? CALL
ONL Y
COMPUTER HUT ORDERS & INFORMATION ORDER·LINE
PLEASE
OF NEW ENGLAND INC.
101 Elm St., Nashua , NH 03060
(800) 525·5012

(603}889-0666

All prod ucts usually In stock for immediate shipment and carry full manufact urers' warranty. Price subject to c hange - thi s ad prepared t wo months In advance. You
get th e lowest price. We honor personal checks - allow 10 'days to clear. COD up to $200 add 3% . Vi sa. MasterCard add 3% . For shipp ing & insurance add 3% or
$5.00 min. for small items and $8 min for monitors, printers. etc. APO & FPO o rd ers ad d 12%. Inc lude phone number. Call (603) 889-0666 for a return autHorization
number prior to returning any material.
.
Circle 74 on In ulry card ,
Apple Is a trademark of Apple Com puters Inc . IBM IS a trademark o f IBM Corp.
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A Low-Cost, Low WriteVoltage EEPROM
Seeq Technology's $10 EEPROM can be programmed in your
computer with simple and inexpensive circuitry
by Joe D. Blagg
If you need nonvolatile memory, a
PROM (programmable read-only
memory) gives you what you need at
low cost. Unfortunately, you can program a PROM chip only once. It is
possible to reprogram EPROMs (erasable PROMs), but first they need to
be erased with expensive ultravioletlight devices. EEPROMs (electrically
erasable PROMs) do not need ultraviolet light. Instead, they are erased
and reprogrammed with high voltages (usually between 20 and 30
volts) . But another problem arises
here-if you want to reprogram the
EEPROM, you have to remove it from
your circuit and put it in a special
EEPROM "burner" that has the
proper voltages. This happens
because most personal computers
don't have power supplies with 20to 30-volt (V) ranges. You can, of
course, build a burner into your computer, as Louis Wheeler did in "The
Practical EEPROM" (July 1983 BYTE,
page 460).
But what a chore. It would be
much easier if you could program the
EEPROM without such high writevoltages and without taking the
EEPROM out of your computer. With
that capability, you could easily store
programs or data in your computer
indefinitely.
Fortunately, Seeq Technology of
San Jose, California, has created such
an EEPROM-the 52B13, part of the
52BXX family of EEPROMs (or
PROMs, as Seeq calls them). The
52B13 is programmed with a TTLlevel voltage and, on top of that, costs
only about $10. I paid $6 for a
preproduction sample chip, which is

a tenth of the cost of the Intel 2817
EEPROM.

Simple Interfacing
The 52B13 is a 2K by 8-bit EEPROM
that is pin for pin compatible with the
popular 2716 EPROM as well as the
6116 static RAM (random-access read/
write memory).
Since my Z80-based'personal computer uses 6116 static memory, I was
able to plug the 52B13 into one of the
24-pin memory sockets. I needed to
make only one small circuit change
to create a 10-millisecond (ms) writeenable (WE) input to the 52B13. To
create the WE signal, I "stretched
out" the write signal from the processor with a monostable multivibrator or "one-shot," as it is commonly
called.
The read cycle of the 52B13 does
not require any special circuitry. Even
with a 4-MHz clock rate, the 52B13
needs no wait states, because it
boasts a 250-nanosecond (ns) maximum read access time (some versions are rated for 350 ns). The
number of read cycles is unlimited,
but the number of write cycles is
limited to 10,000 per byte. As you
might expect, a write cycle is much
slower than a read cycle. The limitations for writing to the 52B13 are a
small price to pay, though, for the advantage of nonvolatile memory.

The Circuit
The 52B13 needs proper address
decoding, as any memory chip does.
My computer decodes addresses
with a 74LS138 decoder/demultiplexer, as figure 1 shows. Each of the

eight output lines of the decoder goes
to the different chip-enable inputs of
the separate 2K memory devices.
The 74LS123 one-shot stretches out
the WR signal from the Z80 microprocessor to 10 ms because the WE
input of the 52B13 must remain low
during the 10-ms write cycle. (By the
way, the 10-ms time is a nominal
period that may actually be anywhere
from 9 ms to as long as 70 ms. If you
need a faster write time, Seeq has a
higher-performance version, the
52B13H, that can be programmed in
1 ms.) The resistor-capacitor combination causes the one-shot to stay
on for 10 ms. The entire chip could
be cleared in a single step, but with
the 52B13 this requires a + 15- to
+ 22-V pulse. I did not experiment
with this feature of the device.
Switch SW1 lets you protect the
EEPROM from accidental writing.
The switch should be closed when
you're programming the device and .
open after you have finished writing
to it.

Programming the 52B13
Programming the 521313 is simple.
After constructing the circuit shown
in figure 1, I used BASIC commands
to put data into the 52B13 and then
checked to see if I was successful. It
was a pleasure to see the EEPROM
and its support circuitry work the
first time. But why not, since the interface is so simple? Turning the
power on and off did not change the
contents of the EEPROM. All seemed
to be well.
Then I tried to change one of the
memory locations that I had previFebruary 1984 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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Figure 1: A schematic of the 52B13 EEPROM circuit. The EEPROM is decoded the same as the other 2K by 8-bit memory blocks. A one-shot

provides the 10-ms write-enable pulse needed for the EEPROM to be programmed.
Listing 1: This BASIC routine moves data
from RAM to the EEPROM.

100
11 0
120
130
140
·150
160
17 0
180

190
200
210
220
230
240

250
260
270
280
290
300

REM ** E2ROM PROGRAMMER **
R E~

REM D = STARTING ADDRE SS OF
REM
DATA TO PROGRAM .
REM N = NUMBER OF BYTES - 1.
REM P = E2ROM STARTING ADDR S.
REM
LET f) = 0
LET N = 2047
LET P = 14 336
REM
FOR I = D TO D+N
IF PEEK (P) = 255 THEN GO TO 260
P8 KE P, 255
f OR J = 1 TO 2
NE XT J
POK E P, PEE K (I)
NEXT I
REM
PRINT "DONE"
STOP

memory address in the 52B13 until it
is first erased, which you do by
writing all logical highs to the address. When you first get the 52B13,
you'll notice that all bits have already
been set to a logical high state.
I wanted to try programming the
full 2K bytes, so I wrote the program
in listing 1. The routine first checks
to see if the byte is cleared before attempting to write the data. The
FOR ... NEXT loop at lines 240 and
250 provides a time delay before the
next POKE statement is executed;
this delay permits the WE signal to
time out before another byte is written. The entire 2K-byte transfer takes
about 150 seconds to execute.

Conclusion
ously put data in using POKE. To my
dismay, the memory-byte contents
did not change. That is when I
learned that, unlike with the 2817
EEPROM, you cannot write to a
344
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My original reason for using the
52B13 was to store a text-editing routine in my personal computer as a
resident program. Now that I have
some experience with the 52B13, I am

looking forward to adding a host of
resident utility programs to my
system.
The age of the EEPROM seems to
be upon us. Major advances in the
last year have made them a costeffective alternative to EPROMs in
many areas. We can expect to see
more and more of them in the
future .•
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Peopl~ are oing fOr

Friday! like t ere's no
tolllorrOw.
Friday! is the new electronic
file handling system that has become
an instant best-seller because it's
so revolutionary.
Within two weeks, it broke into
the Top 20 on the sales chart of Softsel,
one of the country's leading computer
software distributors.
And it's now well on its way to
the top.

The Friday! phenomenon
is simple.
Friday! uses simple menus and talks
to you in plain English, so almost anybody
can use it.
It's great for sales and commissions,
clients and portfolios, mailing lists and
labels, invoices, inventories, paychecks,
reports and more. And it works with other
microcomputer software like 1_2_3™ and
dBASE II® (our own advanced database
management system).
It comes with a complete, step-by-step
tutorial, but you can set up an "electronic
file" without even looking at the manual,
then use it at the touch of a few keys.
Friday! finds any filed information in
. seconds. Computes totals, subtotals, commissions, etc. Prints form letters and
mailing labels. Gives you quick reports
from all or part of a file with a few keystrokes. Or if you need a special report for

CIrcle 30 on Inquiry card.

your bank or board of directors, just "paint"
the format on your screen, then have
Friday! do all the work.
And while Friday! does more than file
handling systems selling for as much as
$495, it's yours for just $295 (suggested
retail price)!
For more information, contact
Ashton-Tate, 10150 West Jefferson Boulevard, Culver City, CA 90230. (800) 437-4329
ext. 202. In Colorado, (303) 799-4900. In the
U.K., call (0908) 568866.
Or for the name of your nearest
dealer, just call1-800-4-FRIDAY, ext. 202.

ASHTON .TA1E
C'Ashlon-Tate 1983. Friday! is a trademark and dBASE II is a registered
trademark of Ashton-Ta te. 1-2-3 is a trademark of Lolus Development Corp.
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Foot "Control
Adding a foot-operated Control key
to your keyboard simplifies control sequences
by Dennis M. Pfister
Wordstar is a nice piece of software,
These methods work, but they all
but its nifty editing features are ham- have one serious deficiency: they repered because you must use too , quire you to move your hands from
many simultaneous key strokes or the standard typing position. This is
control characters to implement the inefficient and provides you with
features. You generate them either by more opportunity for error.
I thought that there must be a
simultaneously pressing the Control
key and a particular alphabetic better way. I had done a considerable
character, by selecting from a group amount of commercial sewing, where
of additional keys with dedicated a foot switch is used to free the
editing functions, or by using a operator's hands, so I decided that
mouse.
this approach might be just the

KEYBOARD MATRIX

CONTROL~~~__~__~+-__~~__~-+__
KEY-----;------~

FOOT SWITCH
CONTROL KEY
Figure 1: A s~hematic of a typical keyboard matrix shawing a foot switch Control key addition.
346
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thing. This idea developed into what
I have termed Foot - Control, which
is an inexpensive (less than $40) solution for relief from all those control
characters.

What Does It Do?
Foot -Control gives you an additional Control key that is located on
the floor and operated by foot. This
allows your hands to remain in the
standard typing position. You generate a control character by pressing the
foot switch and then typing the
desired character key. It can also be
used as a duplicate ESCape key for
software requiring large numbers of
ESC sequences.

What You Need
The only parts required are a reasonable quality foot switch with a set
of normally open contacts, a phone
jack and plug, and a length of twoconductor wire. The length of wire is
determined by where you intend to
locate the foot switch. The plug and
jack are necessary only if you want
to be able to remove the foot switch.
I have used many types of foot
switches and found that the heavier
commercial-grade units tend to stay
in place on the floor better than the
cheaper ones. Second-hand switches
from old office equipment work
especially well. They also provide a
better feel and will allow you to rest
your foot on them without accidental

ATTACH FOOT SWITCH HERE
(TEST FOR SWITCH SUITABILITY
AT THESE POINTS)
Figure 2: A diagram of a foot switch Control key.

closure. I think that the ability to rest
your foot on the switch is a must for
anyone engaged in long word-processing sessions.
Wire can be anywhere between 18
and 24 gauge and should be stranded
to ensure flexibility when routing the
cable underneath your workstation.
Stranded wire also provides greater
resistance to breakage due to flexing.
If you decide that you want to have
the capability of plugging and unplugging your foot switch from the
keyboard, choosing the right plug
and jack is almost purely a matter of
aesthetics. Voltage and current levels
associated with keyboards generally
are so low that they can be discounted in the selection criteria. Just
choose the plug and jack combination that provides the easiest mechanical installation.

The Installation
Keyboards are usually nothing
more than switches grouped in
matrix fashion (see figure 1). Your installation goal is to provide yourself
with a duplicate Control-key switch
wired in parallel with the existing
keyboard Control-key switch. This

allows you to use either the normal
keyboard Control key or the foot
switch as the Control key. Adding
"pedal power" to your system requires only that your keyboard be of
the mechanical-contact type and not,
for instance, the capacitance type.
There are ways to add the footcontrol feature to capacitance-type
keyboards, but the solutions are system-dependent. You will find that
most systems are of the mechanical
type. Write me if you have a capacitance or other type; I'll try to help.
The easiest way to check whether
your system or terminal is suitable for
conversion is to turn off the power,
open the keyboard enclosure, and
find where the Control-key terminals
are soldered into the keyboard
printed-circuit board (see figure 2).
Using an ohmmeter, connect the
probes across the two contacts associated with the Control-key switch,
press the Control key, and see if there
is a meter deflection with each pressing of the key. If so, your keyboard
is suitable.
The only thing that remains to be
done is the soldering of a wire from
each contact of the Control key to the

jack contacts. If you decide not to use
a plug and jack, wire directly from
the keyboard Control-key switch contacts to the foot switch. Be careful not
to apply too much heat to your keyboard because it is easy to damage
the keyboard printed-circuit board.
Mount the jack on the keyboard case
and reassemble the keyboard enclosure if required. Wire up the foot
switch to the plug and insert the plug
in the jack.
Plug in your foot switch, invoke
Wordstar or whatever word processor you are using, and get ready
for a new adventure in word processing. Now, whenever you need a
Control key, just press the foot switch
and the appropriate key. If you are
like me, you will never go back to
hunting for that keyboard Control
key again. I also can guarantee that
the addition of this foot switch will
generate considerable comment and
speculation from the uninitiated .•
Dennis M. Pfi~ter (POB 1248, San Luis Obispo,
CA 93406) is MIS manager at TRW Inc. He holds
a B. S. degree in mathematics/computer science and
is interested in motion control, electronics, computers, and music.
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The most comr,rehensive
statistics ana grap,hics
ever developeCl for
Years of research, development, and
fi~ld testing have resulted in the
most extensive statistics and graphics database/program specifically
designed for the personal computing
environment. STATPRO ,. provides
the data analysis capabilities and
flexibility previously available only
on a large computer. Researchers,
business professionals, and other
data analysts will welcome the
breadth yet simplicity of this program! STATPRO requires no previous computer experience, no
special command language. Single
keystrokes access all of the data manipulation, statistics, and graphics
power of STATPRO .
STATPRO allows easy access to its
extensive numerical data
capabilities.
The strength of STATPRO is found
in the functions of its user friendly,
menu-driven database. You can
easily learn to enter and edit,
manipulate, transform, and print
out data. STATPRO's searchmg
capabilities allow these functions to
be performed on all your data or a
user defined subset of your data .
Statistics Modules Menu
A)
8)
C)
D)
E)

DESCRIPTION
REGRESSION
ANOVA
TIME SERIES
MULTIVAR

(ESC») Exit to Master Menu
Choice- )r

1

Transformations and over 400
conversions are available. You can
place the results of these transformations into the same field or any
other field in STATPRO's database.

sophisticated
database workstation
personal computer.
RVAR

STATPRO offers a comprehensive
collection of statistical procedures:
The statistics component of
STATPRO contains a multitude of
procedures, grouped into the following modules:
Descriptive: Contingency analysis,
cross tabulation, normality tests;
descriptive, comparative, range and
non-parametric statistics.
Regression: Linear, non-linear,
stepwise, and multiple regressions;
reSIdual analysis and statistical
matrices.
Analysis of Variance: Single and
nested classifications, two and three
way equal and unequal sample size
and non-parametric ANOVA.
Time Series: Moving averages,
multi-stage least squares, titted
polynomIals and trig functions,
additive and multiply forecasting.
Multivariate: Principal components,
factor, orthogonal factor, oblique
factor, pair-weighted cluster, discriminant functIon, multiple contingency, and canonical correlation
analysis.
STATPRO provides graphic
representatIon of your data in
minutes.
STATPRO graphics plot all the
results of ypur STATPRO statistical
analyses including scatter, triangle
regression, and box plots; pie-

charts, histograms, and dendograms. Further, with STATPRO you
can custom edit with any of four
character sets from the keyboard.
You can also edit using paddles,
joystick or special grapnics commands. Mix text wIth data fields .
Place multiple plots on each screen .
Define your aXIs limits.
You can save your graphics on a
disk for a multiple color " slide
show" presentation, or print them
out through a variety of compatible
printers.
STATPRO documentation wraps
up the package.
Although STATPRO software is
essentially self-documenting, complete print documentation is providea. This includes a walk-tnrough
Introductory Tutorial, a Menu
Chart, and a comprehensive
User's Guide for each STATPRO
component.
STATPRO currently runs on all
versions of the Apple®II, Apple I I I,
and IBM®Personal Computers .
To find out more about StatRro:
The Statistics and GraRhics Database Workstation, contact your
local dealer, or
Call us toll-free at

800-322-2208
In Massachusetts call (617) 423-0420 .
You can also call us toll-free for
information on corporate purchase
through our National Account
Program.

W

Wadsworth Electronic
Publishing Company
Statler Office Building
20 Park Plaza, Boston, MA 02116

STATPRO is a trade mark of Wadsworth Electronic Publishing Compa ny. Apple is a registered trad emark of Apple Computer, Inc. IBM is a registe red trad emark
ofInte rnational Bu siness Machines, Corp .
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Inside a Compiler
Notes on Optimization and Code Generation
A look at Pascal/MY+86 and Pascal-86 shows you
how to evaluate these and other compilers
by Kaare Christian
As compilers for microcomputers
proliferate, an understanding of how
those programs work can prove valuable to high-level-language programmers. Examining compiled code, for
example, can help you pinpoint subtle programming errors, and it opens
the door to speed improvements in
time-critical program sections. An examination of two compilers-Digital
Research's Pascal/MT + 86 and Intel's
Pascal-86-illustrates how compiler
optimization and code-generation
schemes affect compiler performance, but first let's consider compilers in generaL
Compilers are relatively new to
microcomputers. Early microprocessors, such as the 6502, were programmed mostly in assembly language or BASIC. The advantage of assembly language is performance-assembly-language mavens have
managed to make even rudimentary
processors such as the 6502 perform
impressive tasks. Of course, the disadvantage is that it is very difficult to
write new assembly-language programs, and it's even more difficult to

rewrite or reuse existing programs. COBOL, and PUI, which originated
Programming in BASIC is the other on larger computers.
extreme. BASIC is easy to learn and
easy to use for simple tasks because Compilers
First, let's note some of the
it is interactive. However, interactive
languages are very slow because each strengths of compiled languages.
statement in the language must be Compiled languages are easier to
evaluated and interpreted on the fly learn and more universal than are assembly languages. These features are
as the program runs.
important because there are too few
programmers today. Programmers
should learn generally useful tools,
Programs written in
compiled languages are such as compiled languages, rather
than special-case tools, such as
easier to understand
machine-dependent assembly lanand modify than those guages. In addition, programs writin assembly language. ten in the better compiled languages
are easier to understand and modify
than are programs written in assemMore and more people are using bly language. These factors are imcompiled languages for program- portant because many programs are
ming microcomputers because such maintained by a number of people
languages avoid the difficulties of as- over a long period of time.
Another compiler advantage is that
sembly and interpretive languages.
Numerous compilers are available for programs written in compiled lanmicrocomputers. There are compiled guages execute much faster than do
versions of BASIC and Pascal for those written in interpretive lanmicrocomputers as well as compilers guages, and speed is one of the major
for languages such as C, FORTRAN, factors that determine what problems
February 1984 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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a computer can solve. Numerous
problems cannot be solved effectively in interpretive BASIC because it is
hundreds of times slower than are
the better compiled languages
(reference 2).
If compilers offer so many advantages over assemblers and interpreters, then why aren't compiled
languages more common in the
microcomputer world? Unfortunately, many of the early microprocessors, such as the 6502, are unsuitable
for use with compiled languages. In
particular, the limited stack and lack
of 16-bit arithmetic on the 6502 make
it hard to write a good compiler for
that machine. Just five distinct highlevel languages for the Apple 11Pascal, FORTH, BASIC, Sweet 16,
and FORTRAN-are available, according to a BYTE article by Jim
Gilbreath and Gary Gilbreath (reference 2). It is not known how many
of these languages are compiled, but
from the fact that these languages are
between 10 and 200 times slower than
6502 assembly language, it is apparent that the 6502 is not the
machine of choice for high-level languages.
On machines such as the Z80, it is
possible but difficult to write compilers. A dozen high-level languages
for the Z80 were cataloged in the
Gilbreath article: Coral, FORTRAN,
PLlI, C, BASIC, ZSPL, Pascal, PLMX,
Ada, FORTH, APL, and COBOL.
The fastest of these are just twice as
slow as Z80 assembly language, and
an astonishing 35 high-level-language
implementations on the Z80 are within a factor of 10 of Z80 assembly-language speed. The newer
microprocessors are · much more
promising. The 8086, the 68000, and
the NSC16032 all offer features that
make compilers relatively easy to
write.
Compilers on the 8080 produce
code that is, at best, about twice as
slow as code written in assembly language. In articles by Jim and Gary
Gilbreath, BYTE recently benchmarked a wide variety of systems and
languages by comparing their performances in the Sieve of Eratosthenes,
a method for finding prime numbers
(see references 1 and 2). The advan350
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tage of the Sieve of Eratosthenes
method over more obvious approaches is that the Sieve can find
prime numbers without using multiplication or division. The results of
the Gilbreath benchmarks indicated
that the assembly-language version
of the Sieve running on the Z80 was
twice as fast as the fastest compiled
language and about four to eight
times as fast as the more typical compilers. The bottom line for compiled
languages on the rudimentary microprocessors is that they are much
easier to use than assembly language,
but they produce code that is
significantly slower than handwritten assembly code.
On machines that more efficiently
support compiled languages, there is
a much smaller performance penalty for using a compiled language instead of assembly language. But just
how much of a penalty? Several
methods exist for discovering just
how much performance is sacrificed

Compilers avoid the
difficulties of assembly
and interpretive
languages.
when you use a compiler rather than
an assembler. One technique is the
benchmark.

considered when choosing a programming language and implementation. Among them are the features
of the language, the documentation
for the language, and the avallability
of programmers already skilled in the
language. Add to that the available
tools for the language, the availability of the language for the target computer system, and any extensions to
the language that might be useful in
your application.
In the Gilbreath benchmark
results, the enormous range of performance of the various languages
and computers is striking. One might
expect that a version of the Sieve
written in assembly language for the
IBM 3033 would be 400,000 times
faster than a version written in BASIC
for the PET. But why is an assemblylanguage version on the Z80 twice as
fast as a CB80 version on the Z80,
which in turn is twice as fast as an
Aztec C version on the Z80, which in
turn is twice as fast as White smiths'
Pascal on the Z80?
Benchmarks tell us which languages are fast and which are slow
at performing the benchmark task.
From a pragmatic point of view, a
user cares only about performance,
not about how that performance is attained. But from an inquisitive point
of view, it's interesting to see what
compilers do to achieve their level of
performance.

Examining Code
Benchmarks
The Gilbreath benchmark measured the speed of a large assortment
of high-level programming languages
running on a variety of machines,
from microcomputers to mainframes.
The results of this and other benchmarks provide useful information for
people who are evaluating compilers.
Many of the more popular languages,
such as Pascal, are available from
several different companies, and the
Gilbreath benchmark results provide
a direct comparison of competing
products.
Most benchmark authors are very
careful to point out that the results of
a single benchmark, or of benchmarks in general, should not be overstated. Numerous factors should be

Most compilers provide a feature
that enables programmers to examine
the code they are producing. Typically, these compilers enable you to
create a listing file that contains the
original source code interspersed
with the assembly-language code
that the compiler produced. On
systems that lack an explicit codeexamination feature, you can examine
the code by using a program debugger or a separate disassembler program, but in that case even more
sleuthing is necessary. If you plan to
rely upon a compiler, it is certainly
best to use one that shows you its
code so that you can tune performance when necessary, verify correct
operation, etc. Convenient access to
generated code is one of the most imCircle 173 on Inquiry card .......

OUAL GPIB-4BB INTERFACE
BOARO

12-BIT A-O-A CONVERTER
BOARO

A Stand-Alona, Independently Controlled
Dual Channel IEEE-4BB I/O Processor. In terfac e Acti v ity Modes for Controllar-inCharga, Controllar Assignad or Tarnninal
Bus Slav e , and all Interface Functions are
handled transparent to Host S y stenn CPU
through an on-board CPU and DMA controller . User Friendly operation.

B Channal A-D: 12 nnicr ose c. C o n version,
50KHz Sannple Ra t e , P r og r annnnabl e
G ains, O f fset and Diff.lS ingle Modes.
B Channel D-A: 2 nnicrosec . Settling ,
B ipolar V or Unipolar I Output. Prog rannnnable Re f e r enc e le v els , Dual- Port ed Chann e l Re f re s h RAM . 1S/B-Bit Data
Tranafers vi a lI D or Mennory Mapped

A&T. PIN 15274B-BOO-102 187915.00

A&T. PIN 5274B-900-101 18455.00

T wo S e r ial S YNC / A SYNC Ports with
RS- 232, TTL o r Curren t L oop Output s .
, three B-Bit Para llel Ports , thr ee Tinners ,
Real T inne ClocklCalendar a nd R esponse
Prog rannnnable Inter rupt C on t roller. Snnall
Proto A rea with + 5 a nd ± 12v.
A&T. PIN 5274B-150-101 $395.00

MULTI-FUNCTION 1/0 BOARO
A&T. PIN 52749-100-10118325.00

SMART PROTOTYPING KIT
PIN 52749-400 $SO.OO

12BK x B/64K X 16 CMOS
STATIC RAM MOOULE

ROB VIDEO-!51E! COLOR
ORAPHICB BOARO

MULTI-PURPOSE
PRDTDTYPING KIT

P rogrammable resolution up to 5 12 x 512
pixels with 4 local video planes and on-Ooard
graphics processor. Color mapper allows 1 S

Industrial Qualit y with Plated-Thru holes for
Wire-Wrap or Solder projects. Connplete
with + 5, ± 12v R egulators, Bus Bar , Filter
Capacitors, and Manual.

colors from a palette of 4096. Light pen
input. Plus more .. .

A&T. PIN 152749-300-101189915.00
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SWITCHING TERMINALS
A PROBLEM?
WTI has a lineup of low cost
solutions .. . RS232 Switching Devices!

AB MlnlSwltch

$89

End the hassle of plugging and unplugging data cables.
MlniSwitch lets you manually switch between two RS232
devices and a common device such as a Modem and a Printer
sharing a Minicomputer.

TM-41 4 Port Push Bullon Switch

$295

Switch ports electronically from the Terminal by pressing a
button instead of flipping switches on a common AS Switch
box. Selectable operating modes include-equal priority
lockout. multiple and single port select.

CAS-41 4 Port ASCII Code Activated Switch

$395

Your Computer may select one or any combination of up to 4
RS232 ports by a user selectable code sequence.

CAS-161 16to 64 Port Code Activated Switch $795
Your Computer may select between anyone of 16 ports by a
two character ASCII code sequence. The unit is field
expandable to 32. 48. or 64 ports.

SMRT-1 8 Port "Smart Switch"

$895

This flexible microprocessor controlled 8 port switch allows a
user on any port to communicate with an llS232 device on any
other port. Up to 4 pairs of users can communicate simultan e·
ously. "User Friendly" commands aid in port selection. port
status and sign off. The unit's so smart. it even signals you
when the port you wanted is no longer busy! Each port can be
configured for OTE or DCE by pressing a button .

PSU-41 Printer Port Sharing Unit

$395

Allows up to 4 CRTs to share one Printer automatically without
software changes! The PSU-41 scans each CRT and locks on
until the screen has been sent to the Printer. then resumes
scanning .

[1DD [S Bwestern telematic inc.
2435 S. Anne St., Santa Ana. CA 92704· (714) 979-0363
Outside California call toillree (800) 854-7226

JOIN NOW AND SAVE!
dBase IFM

WORDSTAR™

5359

$259

(For SYSTEM members only)

(For SYSTEM members only)

liTHE SYSTEM" HAS THE NEW IBM PC JR.
S®FTWARE NOW! CALL FOR OUR LOW PRICE
DO YOU QUALIFY to be a member of "the SYSTEM"?
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Circle 110 on inquiry card .

portant features of any compiler.
Compilation usually consists of
two separate parts: analysis (often
called syntax analysis) and code generation. The analysis section
deciphers (understands) your original program; the code-generation
section actually creates the machinelanguage output. Syntax analysis is
one of the better-understood techniques in computer science, whereas
code generation remains a black art.
Because each computer has a unique
instruction set, it is necessary to
rework (and rethink) the code-generation part of a compiler each time
the compiler is transported from one
machine to another. Why does one
compiler produce faster code than
another? Although there are no
simple answers, two basic reasons
emerge: (1) compilers use different
schemata for code generation, and (2)
compilers perform varying amounts
of optimization on their code.
A compiler's schema is its basic
philosophy of code generation. The
schema dictates what code is generated for each feature in the highlevel languages.
Assembly-language programs are
usually faster than high-level-language programs because the assembly-language programmer can adjust
the code to fit the circumstances
more flexibly than can a compiler.
Human coders can understand programs, whereas compilers merely
translate programs. E)(perienced programmers usually can tell what's important in a program, which often
enables them to apply shortcuts that
improve performance at the expense
of generality.
To improve their code, compilers
usually perform optimizations. By
optimizing, compilers can produce
code that approaches the speed of
code produced by an assembly-language programmer.
In order to actually examine these
two aspects of code generation
(schemas and optimization), I wrote
the Sieve of Eratosthenes algorithm
in "pure" Pascal. I chose Pascal
because several Pascal compilers are
available in the Rockefeller University
laboratory, w here I work, and
because it is one of the most popular

CAN YOU NAME THE WORLD'S
THIRD LARGEST SUPPLIER
OF PERSONAL COMPUTERS?

Naming the two largest
Our Advanced
suppliers of personal
Personal Computer
computers is easy .
is graphically better.
The third one is a
The main reason we
little harder. It's
sell so many personal
NEe.
computers is that we
That's right.
offer so much.
NEe is the
Take, for
world's third
example, our
largest pe
APe.
supplier. *
The APe is
We're not
faster than both
talking about
the IBM pe
video game THER E ARE H UN D REDS and Apple.
players that PA8~~~Fl('1~~UN ' It has more .
ON NEC'S ADVANCED
storage capaCIty.
double as
computers. PERSO NAL CO MPUTER. And it offers the
We're talking about
sharpest color graphics
serious business
of any pe at any price.
computers that cost
The APe also has
advanced communibetween $1,000 and
$5 ,000. Like our APe
cations capabilities
Advanced Personal
that let it work with
all major mainframes.
All in all, the
APe is simply
your best buy.
Every NEC APC .
personal computer
comes with a $6.1
billion company.
Buying an APe
means you'll get
the full support of
NEC'S ADVANCED PERSONAL
a $6.1 billion
COMPUTE RS HAVE THE SHARPEST
company•
NEe
COLOR GRAPHICS IN THE IN DUSTR Y
•
'Source: Dataquest
Massachuse tts. 6 17-264 -8635

··'n
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And that means
you get the service,
technology and reliability that NEe is
famous for.

decision, call NEe
Information Systems
at 1-800-343-4419.**

NEC'S PERSONAL CO MPUTERS
AR E BEIN G USED B Y TEN S OF
THOUSA NDS O F B USINESSES
WORLDWIDE.

You'll find out why
The kind of
more
and more
service and support
personal
computer
that's made our
users
are
saying
Spinwriter family the
"NEe
and
me."
world's best selling
letter quality printers
for personal
computers.
Is NEe on your bid
list?
If we're pot on your
bid list, we should be.
But ask your Data
Processing Manager
to be sure. If you'd
like more information
to make your
NEe Information Systems, Inc.

® The Apple Logo is a regi stere d trademark of App le Com put er. Inc .

1414 Massachusetts Ave.
Boxborough , MA 01719

microcomputer languages.

Listing 1: The Sieve of Eratosthenes in Pascal.

A Tale of Two Compilers
Listing 1 shows my version of the
Sieve in Pascal. It is an almost direct
copy from the Gilbreath benchmark.
I compiled my version on two compilers for the Intel 8086 microprocessor. The first compiler is Digital
Research's Pascal/MT +86 version 3.1
running under the CP/M-86 operating system, also from Digital Research. The second compiler is Intel's
Pascal-86 version 2.0 running under
the Intel iRMX/86 operating system.
Both compilers accepted the listing 1
version of the Sieve without complaint, and both compilers produced
working programs. I have used both
compilers in the past and I have
found that both are trustworthy
products.
All of the measurements were performed on an Intel SBC 86/14 singleboard computer running the iRMX
operating system. The board is configured to run at 8 MHz. Where necessary, assembly-language code produced by Pascal/MT + 86 was trans-

program sieve (input,output) ;
(* the sieve in p a scal *)
const size

= 8190;

var flags : a rray [O .. size J of boolean;
i,prime,k : integer ;
coun t: integer ;
b egin
count: = 0;
(' init fla g s array')
for i : = 0 to si ze d o
f1ags [i) : = true;
(' look for p r imes ')
for i : = 0 to size d o
if f1ag s[i) then b e gin
(* found one! ')
p r ime : = i + i + 3;
k : = i + prime;
while k < = size do begin
(' rule o ut multiple s ')
f1ags[kJ : = false;
k : = k + p ri me
e nd;
coun t : = count + 1
end;
end.
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ported to the 86/14 and assembled
using Intel's ASM86. Reference data
for the 8086 microprocessor was
taken from The 8086 Family User's
Manual (reference 6).
All of the timings presented in this
article were produced by running the
code and measuring the time for a
certain number of iterations. The
times are slightly slower than ''book''
times for two reasons: (1) the 8086 I
used was suffering wait states due to
slow memory-access times, and (2)
the repetition loop introduced some
overhead. (Executing the code a large
number of times made it possible to
measure the time w ith a stopwatch
rather than with a logic analyzer or
scope.)
It would be impossible to detail the
code for all the features of Pascal in
a single article. Instead, I have chosen
to focus on two examples of code
generation: one that illustates the effect of optimizations and one that
shows the different FOR loop
schemata used by the two compilers.
You should perform your own investigation if you are interested in

WOW!

P- R-O- P-O- R-T -1-0- N-A- L
Spacing on WordStar
You are reading text printed by WordS tar in
proportional spacing, providing a professional, easy to read, typeset appearance.
Complete details
between words, are
for printing in
provided. The techproportional spaniques will work on
cing directly from
all versions of
WordStar, setting
WordStar, and will
two or more fully
d r i ve D i a b 10 ,
justified columns
Xerox, Qume, NEC,
on a page, and
and other daisyunderlining spaces
wheel printers.
Above lext printed on a daisywheel printer direc t from WordSlar.

Now you can have the professional appearance of typeset
text. Using PS is as easy as turning on bold or underline and is
done right in your document, then printed by WordStar
automatically! No technical knowledge needed.
PS an WordStar-$20 (plus $2.50 shipping)
Please send me _ _ copies. Enclosed is my check (or Visa/MC# and expodate)
for $
, made out 10: (NYS residents add 7% sales tax)
WRITING CONSULTANTS

Suite 167 I 11 Creek Bend Drive
Fairport, New York 14450
Visa/MC orders only 1·800·227·3800 Ext 7018
Deal er Inquiries invited .
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FRANKLIN
ACE 1000 w/Cofor . . . .
$799
ACE PRO PLUS System (ACE 1000
w/color, ACE 10 Drive, BO-Column Card,
12" Monitor, ACE Writer II, ACE Calc,
Data Perfect, Personal Financer) .. $Ca ll
ACE FAMILY PAK (ACE 1000, ACE 10
Drive , Time is Money, Snack Attack,
Checkers, Window, Welcome, BASIC
Manual, Joystick) .
$Call

THIS MONTH'S

SPECIALS
LOTUS 1-2-3 .... ............. .... $359
MICROSOFT Multiplan (Apple II) .... .. . $169
EPSON FX-BO Printer ............ . .. $535
C-ITOH Prowriter 1B510AP . . . . . . .. ... $369
C-ITDH Prowriter 2 1550P . . . . . . . . . . . $659
NEC Spinwriter 2030 (Centronics) . . . . .. $869
U.S. ROBOTICS Password
Modem (1200 Baud) ..... . . . ...... $359
64K RAM set for IBM-PC . . .. . .. . ..... $55
CABLES Parallel to Paralle l .... . . . . .... $35
Serial to Serial. .... ... ........... $40
OTRONA Attache ............. . ... $2495
BASIS lOB (12BK, 2 Drives, CP/M 3.0) .. $1795
TAN DON Drive (IBM Compatible, 320K) . . $239
FOURTH DIMENSION Super Drive (Apple) . $219
RANA ELITE I (Apple Compatible, 163K) .. $245
RANA ELITE II (Apple Compatible, 326K) . $380
RANA 1000 (For ATARI) ... .. . . .. . . . . $319
HERCULES Graphics Board For IBM-PC . . $369
MICROLOG Baby Blue (CP/M For IBM). $489
TECMAR
1st Mate Board For IBM (No RAM) .. $239
1st Mate Board For IBM (w/256K) . ... $439
2nd Mate Board (2 Seriall2 Parallel) .. $229
CALIFORNIA COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Super Vision (132 Column For IBM) ... $Call
ORANGE MICRO Buffered Grappler+
16K ....... $179
64K.
$239

CUSTOMER SERVICE & TECH. SUPPORT

401-273-2420
800-843-4302
150 Broadway, Suite 2212, N.Y. NY 1003B
Money Order. Cashier's Ck. Personal Ck (2 Weeks To Clear).
Add 3%MC/VISA, 5%AMEX Charge. Add 2% On COD Orders.
APO Orders Add 10%. Add 3%For Net Terms.
All Returned Non-Defective Merchandise Are Subiect To
20%Restocking Charge .
GenTech Reserves the Right to Change Advertised Prices _
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ACE 1200 (65021 ZBOB, 12BK, ACE 10
Drive, BO Column Card, CBASIC,
CPI M 2.2) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$Call
ACE Office Management System
(ACE 1200 w/2 ACE 10 Drives, Parallel!
Serial Card, WordStar, MailMerge,
ACE Calc) .
$Call
COLUMBIA
Fully IBM Compatibte, 12BK, Paralletl
Serial Ports, Color Board , Super Pak
(Over $2000 Software)
w/2 DSDD Drives ....... . .... ~call
wilD MB Hard Disk & I DSDD Drive . Call
Portable VP w/Super Pak .
Call

MORROW DESIGNS
MD2 (64K, 2 SSDD Drives, WordStar,
Correct -It, LogiCalc, Personal Pearl,
MBASIC, BaZic)
$Call
MD3 (Same as Above exce pt w/2
OSDO Drives & QUEST Accting
Software) . . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. $Call
MOll (12SK, III MB Hard Disk & 1DSDD
Drive , Same Software as MD3) .
$2050
MOil w/Zenith Terminal
$2395
Multi-U ser DECISION Se ri es .
$Call
IBM-Comp atible Expansion Board. $Call
CORONA
PC-I, PC-2, PC-HD .
Portable PC-l & PC-2 .
EAGLE
PC-2 (12BK RAM, 2 Drives (640K)) .
PC·XL,(12BK, 10 MB Hard,
I FIOP~) . . .. . ......
Spirit L (Portable Version
of POL) .
SANYO
MBC 550 (IBM-Compatible, SOSS,
12SK, I SSDD Drive , WordStar,
CalcStar, EasyWriter)
MBC 555 (550 Plus I Add . Drive,
MailMerge, Spe llStar, InfoSlar .
TOSHIBA
T300 (SOBB, 192K, t DSDD
640K Drive)
SWP Micro Computer Products
For Kaypro
Co-Power·SS Soard For Kaypro II &
IV (SOSS wl12BK DR 256K, MS· DDS
& CP/M B6).

AST RESEARCH INC .
MEGA PLUS II (64K, Se ri al
& Clock/Cal) .
MEGA PLUS II (64K, Se rial!Par,
CMloEcGkA)p-AK' '25' 6'K 'M'0'du' le' .' .' . -

$Call
$Call
$Ca ll
$Ca ll

QUADRAM
aUARDBDARD (SeriaI/Parallel, Clock/Cal)
64K .. .. $279
256K . .. .. $419
aUAD 512+ (Serial Port,
Upgradable to 512K)
64K _ . . . $239
12BK..
$299
256K . .. .. $399
512K .
$619
aUADCOLOR I (Video Board) _
$239
aUADLINK (6502 w/64K) .
$4B9
MICROFAZER
Parallel! Parallel
BK .. $125 16K .. $139 64K. $199
12BK. $2B9 256K. $5B9 512K. $B99
Serial!Seria l, Serial! Pari, ParI! Serial
BK. $145 16K . $159 64K. $219
•• SPECIAL PRICES ON HERCULES, ••
•• TECMAR & MICROLOG (BABY BLUE) ••
PRODUCTS
••
••

FOR APPLE lillie, Franklin Ace

COMREX Com Filer
(FOR QX-IO, tOMB) .
$1995
CORVUS
DAVONG
10 MB. _
6MB
~1695
II MB.
2350
15 MB ..
20 MB .
3150
21 MB.
PEGASUS
10 MB Internal For IBM . . . . ..
$1075
23 MB External (wi Controller) .
$IB45
CALL FOR PRICES ON QCS, TALLGRASS
& XCOMP

$B99
$1199

$Call

$295
$3 40
$299

l

AMDEK DXY·l00, Amplot f/ .
Call
COMREX ComScriber ....... .
Call
ENTER COMPUTERS Sweel-P .
el l1
HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS
(Bausch & Lomb)
DMP 40 ..... .
. $831
DMP 29 (B COLOR IIx17 PAPER)
$1945
DMP 41 (SINGLE PEN 22x17 INCH) $2495
MANNESMANN TALLY Pixy- 3 .
$645
STROBE . .
$Call

~

ALS CPI M Card. . . . . . . . . . .
$299
Smarterm II (BO Column Card) .
$145
Printer Mate (Printer Card) .
. $59
EPD Surge Prote ctors ......... $Call
FOURTH DIMENSION 16K RAM Card .. $49
BO Column Card w/64K (lie Only) ... $tB9
INTERACT. STRU. PKASD Universal. $125
KOALA TECH. Koala Pad.
. ..... $95
MICROTEK Dumpling·16 . . .
$159
ORANGE MICRO Grappler+ . . . . . $II 9
PROMETHEUS Graphitti .
. ..... $S9

$Call

$Caf/

DIABLO 630 ECSIIBM .... _ .... call
JUKI 6100 (17 CPS, Diablo Compal.). 525
NEC Spinwriter 2050 (IBM) ..... . Call
QUME Sprint 1140 .
$1345
Sprint 1155.
$1495
SILVER-REED
EXP 550(P). $639
EXP 550(S) $679
EXP 500(P). $439
EXP 500 (S) $469
TRANSTAR Tt20, T130 & T140 .
$Call

EPSON
RX-BO.
FX-BO _ .
MX-tOO .

~269
535
559

OKIDATA
ML 92 .
~449
ML S4(P) .
979
MANNESMANN TALLV
MT 160L.
$599
Spi ril-BO.
$339

RX-BO FIT.
FX-100 ..
LQ- 1500
(NEW!) .

~399
725
$Call

ML 93.
. $729
ML 84(S) . $I 079
MT lBOL.
1602 .

$B45
$Call

STAR MICRONICS
Gemini·IOX. $309
Gemini-15X _ ~399
R d 10 (NEwr) 240 CPS
659
a ex
..
INFO RUNNER Riteman.
. . . $349
TOSHIBA P1350 . . . . . . . . . .
$1579
~~
TR.A~
NS.Tiii
AR..T..3.
15~c~
010iiiJrrf!pr.in.te.I.""...~$.
46r-9
.
"iII"'lrIIrIirIrI~"'IIrIIIrrIrIr"'WrrIii.

SIX PACK PLUS (64K, Serial/Par,
Clock) .... .. . . .. . ____ .
$295
COMBO PLUS (64K, Serial/Par,
Clock) _
$295 po
1/ 0 PLUS II (Serial Port,
COMREX
Clockl Cal)
$ 129
ComRiter I (17 CPS) .
i649
ComRiter II (12 CPS, 5K Buffer, P) .
479
•• OPTIONS··
ComRiter II (Same As Above, Serial)
509
Each 64K In crement For Expandable AST
ComRiter III .
$Call
Boards Are $65. (Price Includes Installation)
Serial _ .
$45
Parallel ___ . $45
DAISVWRITER
Game .. .. _ $45
2000 EXP (25 CPS, 4BK Buffer).
$10t9

AMDEK
Video 300.
$149
Video 300A . $159
Color I+. _. $Call
Color 11+ . $449
COM REX Color, Green, Amber .
$Call
PRINCETON GRAPHICS HX-12 .
$509
RGB Interface For Apple lie.
$159
QUADRAM Quadscreen
(17", 96Sx512) .
$1595
TAXAN
KG-12N/UY (12" Amber).
135
RGBvision·1 (3BO Horiz) .....
275
RGB Interface For Apple lie ..
140
RGBvision-tll (630 Horiz) ..
519

1

9/
· ~. 55'
B791

1m

699
7291 749
· . .. Call
· . .. Call

ANCHOR
MARK VI (IBM) . _
Mark XII.
HAYES
Micromodem lie (w/SmartCom I).
Smartmodem 300 .
Smartmodem 1200 .. ...... .
Smartmodem 1200B (IBM) . _ .
NOVATION
Access 1-2·3.
Cat (Acoustic Coupler). . . . . . . . .
J-Cat (Auto Drigl Answer, 300 Baud) .
Apple Cat II (300 Baud) . . . . .
212 Apple Cat II (1200 Baud) .
103 Smart Cat (300 Baud) . . . . . .
103/2t2 Smart Cat(1 200 Baud) .
TRANSEND (Formerly SSM)
Modemcard wi So urce (For Apple) .
PC Modem Card 300 (For tBM). . .
PC Modem Card 1200 (For IBM) .
U.S. ROBOTICS Password
(1200 Baud) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VEN-TEL M0212·2E (1200 Baud) .

$199
$Call
249
Call
519
439

1

Icall
144
109
269
575
179
41 9
~239

2B9
Caf/

$359
$399

h____ ..-- - - - - LlFETREE Volkswriter Deluxe.
LOTUS 1-2-3 . . ' ....... _ .
MICROPRO WordStar (IBM, CP/M)
WordStar Pro-Pack. .
WordStar wi Applicard (For Apple).
MICROSOFT Word ...... _ .
SOFTWORD SYSTEMS Mullimate
VtS1CORP Visi On Series

Call
359
309
459
349
Call
329
Call

some other feature of code generatjon .

An Example of Optimizing
The primary responsibility of a
compiler is to produce correct code.
This doesn't mean that the program
is correct, merely that the operations
written in the high-level version of
the program are correctly performed
in the machine-language version produced by the compiler. The program
may be wrong, but it isn't the compiler's fault.
Most compilers strive for more
than correct codes; they want to produce fast code. Fast code usually requires optimizations. I envision optimjzations as modifications to a compiler's bask code-generation sc.h emata o For instance, the following 8086
assembly code would initialize the
variable named TFLAG to the value
0:

Listing 2: The 8086 assembly-language code generated by the PascaIlMT+86 and Pascal-86
compilers for the following two statements from the listing 1 program:

prime :=i + i + 3;
k := i + prime
PascallMT+86 Code
;PRIME : = I + I +
1 MOV AX,I
2 ADD AX,I
3 ADD AX,3
4 MOV PRIME ,AX
; K : = I + PRIME
5 MOV AX,I
6 ADD AX,PRIME
7 MOV K,AX

3
;Place the value of I into AX register
;Add the value of I to AX register
;Add 3 to the AX register
;Store the AX register in PRIME
;Place the value of I into AX register
;Add the value of Prime to AX register
; Store the AX register in K

Pascal-86 Code
; PRIME : = I + I +
8 ADD AX,AX
9 ADD AX, 3
10 MOV PRIME ,AX
; K : = I + PRIME
11 ADD AX,SI
12 MOV K,AX

3
;Add AX register to itself yielding I + I
;Add 3 to the AX register
;Store the AX register in PRIME
;Add AX register to SI register yielding I + PRIME
;Store the AX register in K

MOV TFLAG,O
On the 8086 this instruction is 6
bytes long and takes 16 basic clock
cycles to execute. This code could
serve as a compiler's schema for initializing variables. How could we improve upon this schema? Suppose
that the operation occurring just
before the MOV TFLAG,O operation
left the value in the accumulator.
Given that the AX (accumulator) register already contains a 0, the following 8086 assembly-language instruction can initialize the variable named
TFLAG:

°

Pascal/MT+ 86

AX

Statement
Number

1
2
3
4

Pascal-86

Register

I

5

1+1
PRIME
PRIME

6
7

I
K

AX

Statement
Number

8
9

Register

SI
Register

I

10

1+1
PRIME

11
12

K

PRIME

Table 1: Register contents during execution of the listing 2 code. Note that the value in-

dicated in this table exists in the register at the start of the instruction cycle.

MOV TFLAG,AX
Although this instruction doesn't
look very different from MOV
TFLAG,O, the improvement is
dramatic. The 8086 MOV TFLAG,AX
instruction is just 3 bytes long and
takes only 10 basic clock cycles to execute, yielding nearly a 50 percent
improvement. This second version
could not serve as a basic schema for
initializing variables because it relies
upon the previous contents of the accumulator. However, if a compiler
recognized those cases where the accumulator contained the required
value, then it could perform this
optimization.
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I examined the assembly-language
code produced by the PascallMT +86
and Pascal-86 compilers for the Sieve
program in order to find a good example of optimizations. I chose the
following example because it is relatively simple and because it clearly illustrates how optimization can improve performance.
Whenever a new prime is located,
the listing 1 Sieve program computes
two values, PRIME and K. Two
Pascal statements compute PRIME
and K:
prime : = i + i + 3;
k : = i + prime;

The PascallMT + 86 code and the
Pascal-86 code produced by these
two statements are shown in listing
2. The assembly-language code in all
the figures in this article uses the
mnemonics and assembly-language
directives supported by the ASM86
assembly language. Note that listing
2 is an excerpt from listing 3, which
shows the complete code generated
by both compilers for the Sieve.
The PascallMT + 86 code can be
understood simply by reading
through it and noting the sequence.
of operations. The Pascal-86 code is
much harder to understand because
it is hea~ily optimjzed. In order to
Text continued on page 360

$ $

"LOWEST PRICES"
ADVANCED DIGITAL

GRAPHICS & COLOR GRAPHICS

ADVANCED DIGITAL 6MHz Cor·IPUTER

SINGLE BOARD Z80B RS232 S-100 128K
with DISK CONTROLLER for 5 "oc8 "
SWPER SIX (Includes PSNET/I)
$ 555
SUPER SLAVE=Z80B+PSNET/I+128K
491
SUPER STAR has 5Hb removableHD 4460

ePN 3
TURBOOOS '{uLTI USER

350
518

SMITH CORONA TPII
TPI STOCK SALE
TELETEX TTX-l 0 14 S & P
STARWRITER 40 cps S or P
PRINTt1ASTER 55 cps S or P
NEC 3510 33 cps SERIAL

$ 444
246
506
1112
1436
1409

ALTOS COMPUTERS
ALTOS S- 100 COMPUTERS
560-2 3-Uscr 2 5 1/4 "
,2111
580-10 3-User Hard Disk
3806
580-20 3-User 20Nb
4562
8000-14 wi th 208K RA.~
8340
586-10 16-bit 121'lb Hard Disk 5 807
586-30 16-bit 30Mb Hard Disk 7176

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS
GORILLA BANANA Graphics
PANASONIC KX-Pl090 Fr&Tr

221

Emul ate s FX -80

321

STAR NICRONICS GENINI
lOX 120cps dot graphics

307

15X 120 cps like MJ( -100
484
OKIDATA
a2A Serial & Paral l e l 120cps CALL

TRAXX 5 1/4" ADD ON DRIVES
TRAXX 5 1/4" ADD ON DRIVES
Bare drive SSDD
SSDD w/cabinet & power supply

222
322

674
890

COMPUTERS

Micro Decision II

COMPUPRO

MICRO DECISION

Compupro co mputers co me as mainframe, boards, and drives, and you must
set th e switches.
816A Computer 8085/8088 128K
816B Computer 8085/8088 256K
816C 8085/8088 512K 3 users
8160 10 MHz 8086 512K
816-08 CPUZ 208K Oasis
816-016 10 MHz 8086 512K
816-68K 8 MHz 68000 256K

$4106
5180
6613
10194
CALL
CALL
6471

& 1 parallel ports.

8600 Near Letter Qua lity Par 1031

I DS MICROPRISM
EPSON FX- 80

MICROANGELO

S-100,
128K Static Ram,
MHz
8086 l8-slot Mainframe , 3 serial

404

Gazelle II Avail . Nov/Dec
Hard Disk Gaze lle II

510
595

Morrow
Terminal

$1795
3595
1221

VX 128 8 colors 322x560 Pix.
VX 384 16.8 million colors
VXH
Hi Res. 13" RGB Monitor

SEATTLE Pure 16 bit computer is th e
fastest microcomputer by actual test'

84 Parallel 15" Fr&T r 200cps CALL
92 Parallel lO "Fr&Pin 160cps CALL

C. ITOH
PRO'flUTER 8510 10"Par 120cps

VECTRIX

MA 512 512x480 Monochrome
MA 520 512x480 + Screen Pak2

SMITH CORONA

LETTER QUALITY PRINTERS

$ $

CALL
CALL

':4 DEAL YOU CA N'T REFUSE"
64K RAM Z80 4MHz 2 s eria l ports
1 paral l el port
2 5 1/4" drives .
Free Soft ....are:
CPM 2 . 2, MicroSoft
Basic . BaZic,
WordStar. LogiCC'tic
spreadsheet,
Correct-i t
spelling
checker. Personal Pearl dat.l basQ
ONLY
MD2 2 Single sided drives
$ 938
MD2 + MDT50 Terminal
1272
MD2 + MDT50 + MP100 Printer
1705
MD3 Business Computer:
Featuring
Free Software above + Free QUEST
BOOKKEEPER SYSTEM FANTASTIC 8UYl
HD3 2 Double sided drives
$1165
MD3 + MDT50 Te rmin a l
1499
MD3 + MDT50 + MPI00 Printer
1932
MOll has 10Mb HARD OISK+1DSDO flpy
and 12BK RAM and CPM 3 + MDT 60 $2328
ABOVE PACKAGES INCLUDE ALL CABLES

TARBELL with 2-8" disk drives
TARBELL REBEL S-100 64K Z80B 6Mhz
REBEL 2 2 5 1/4 " Fl py=800K
$2479
REBEL 5 1/411 Floppy + 5Mb HD
3009
REBEL 5 1/4" Floppy + 1 OMb HD
3139
REBEL 5 1/4 11 Fl OPPY +16Mb HD
3268
TARBELL EMPIRE S-100 64K 2 8 "Drvs
EMPIRE I Single sided
$3304
EMPIRE II Double sided
3775

TELEVIDEO

TERMINALS

SUPERBRAIN
SUPERBRAIN II
DOUBLE DENSITY
$1970
2376
QUAD DENSITY
SUPER DENSITY
2684
COMPUSTARS FOR NETWORKING
CALL
Prices too low to advertise
SYSTEMS GROUP Multi-User
SYSTEM 2966 w/17Hb Tape Backup
B"Floppy+19Mb Hard Disk $7434
RADIO SHACK

TRS-80

SAVE !

CALL

AHERICAN SQUARE CONPUTERS is
o rga nizing a Hor l d Hide Associatio n of Compute r Dealers . Open a
Store o r Start Work Out of Yo ur
Home ! He Charge NO FRANCHISE FEE !
(Our Competito rs charge a FRANCHISE
FEE
of
$15,000.00
to
$45 . 000.00 . ) Be a Hinner !
Let US
he lp YOU get started MAKING MONEY
by HELPING PEOPLE to put COMPUTERS
to 1>1ORK . Hr i te Or Pho ne To da y .
Which Computers are Best

FREE

MEDICAL SOFTWARE

TELEVIDEO 910 Emulates
TELEVIDEO 910+ Smart
TELEVIDEO 914 NEH Detach Kbd
TELEVIDEO 924 NEH Non - volatile
TELEVIDEO 925 Detach keybrd
TELEVIDEO 950 Prog funct keys
TELEVIDEO 970 VT-I00 compat
ADDS Viewpoint 3A+ Emulates
ADDS Viewpoint G Graphics
ADDS Viewpoint 60G Graphics
ADDS Color Terminal
NEH !
Zenith Z-29 ZI9&VTI00 compat
Zenith ZT-l Terminal+modem
Visual 50 Ergonomic
Visual 55 New! Enhanced #50
Visual 102 80/132 colUmns
VI02 Graphics option for 102
Visual 300 ANSI&VTI0Q compat.
Visual 330 VT52&Haz1500 camp.
Visual 500 Graphics 14 "screen
Visual 550 Graphics, Buffered

419
538
506
614
674
863
935
442
1371
1511
998
655
483
653
734
890
653
842
842
1970
2138

$1656
350

MORROW DISK DRIVES

NORTH STAR ADVANTAGE

MONITORS
ZENITH
ZVM-122 Amber Phosphor
ZYM-123 Green Phosphor
ZVM-131 Composite Color
ZVM-RGB-135 Color Honitor
USI 12" Amber 20 HHz

117
134
322
491
149

NEC

NORTH STAR ADVANTAGE 8 BIT
\'lork Station
$ 1996
2 Floppies 360K ea.
2298
5 Mb Hard + 360K Floppy 3432
15 Mb Hard+ 360K Fl oppy 4566

190
312

AMDEK
257

Insured Shipping at Low Rates .

A

8/ 16
$2329
2631
3765
4899

NORTH STAR HORIZON

1 User
JB 1 205M 1 2 " Amber Phosphor
JC121S 12 " Color w/Audio

AMDEK 13 " COLOR I Demo, 1 le ft

~

MICRONEO or HICRODENT
STAR DOC for OASIS SYSTEMS

DECISION 1
SingleUser=FREE CPM,MicroSoftBasic.
S- 100, IEEE 696, 14 - slot , 4 MHz Z80
Realtime clock . Interrupts, 3 Se rial
&1 parallel port.64K RAM expandable
to 1 Mega byte
0100
$1712
0120 = 0100 + DSDD 5 1/4" + 10Mb HD
+Wordstar, Co r rect- I t, LogiCalc,
BaZic, Personal Pearl. and Quest
Bookkeeper Software
3538
MultiUser = Hardware & Software as
D1 20 w/256K RAM & Memory Protect
+ Micronix Operating System runs
16 programs simu l taneously !
0200 w/l0 Nb DNA Hard Disk
3889
0210 w/16 Nb DNA Hard Oisk
4240
0220 = 0210 w/512K RA.M & 6 Se r ia l &
2 Pa r al l e l ports . A 6-user system,
can be upgraded for 15 users. 5293

Multi

2 Floppies 360K e a
$2775
NIA
5 Mb Hard & Floppy
3833 $6948
7147
15 ~1b Ha rd +Floppy
4595
8647
18 ~{b Hard +FlOppy
6101
CALIFORNIA CONPUTER SYSTEMS
$2295
CALSTAR 2 8" Orvs 2.5Mb 128K
615
2210-01 ONLY 4 LEFT IN STOCK

Complete systems includ e S-100 co ntroller. powe r suppl y, cabin et. & fan.
CPM & Basic 80.
Add Drives include power supply. cabinet & fan .
.~dd

System
Drive
10Mb $1572
$1081
5 1/4 " Win.
15Mb
1713
1362
5 1/4 " Win.
2134
2625
8 "Winchester 10Mb
27&&
3187
8"Winchester 20Mb
MORROW 8 11 FLOPPY DISK DRIVES w/ONA
$ 576
One 1 sided
$ 870
1081
800
One 2 sided
1011
Two 1 sided
1418
1432
Two 2 sided
1839

APPLE, IBM OR MORROW, WHICH IS BEST? FREE BROCHURE!
Call tor latest prices & availability

Factory Guarantees

~

We Beat Prices

AMERICAN
COMPUTERS
Dr.~amestown
SQUARE

91 9-889-4577

Circle 21 on inquiry card .

4167 Kive«

N.C. 27282

919-883-1105
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Listing 3: The complete code produced by two compilers for the listing 1 program .

Pascal/MT +86

Pa sca l
count : = 0;

MOV

COUNT,O

for i : = 0 to
size do

MOV
MOV
INC
DEC
JGE
JMP

LOFFFFH
DS :WORD PTR 202CH , IFFFH
I
DS :WORD PTR 202CH
M2
M3

NOP
MOV
ADD
XCHG
MOV
JMP

AX,OFFSET FLAGS
AX,I
AX,OI
BYTE PTR [OILOI
M4

MOV
MOV
INC
DEC
JGE
JMP

I,OFFFFH
DS :WORD PTR 202EH ,IFFFH
I
DS:WORD PTR 202EH
M5
M6

NOP
MOV
ADD
XCHG
TEST
JNZ
JMP

AX,OFFSET FLAGS
AX,!
AX,OI
BYTE PTR [OILOI
M7
M8

MOV
ADD
ADD
MOV

M4:

flags[ i ] : = true;

for i : = 0 to
size do

M2 :

M3 :
M12 :

if flags[iJ then
begin

M5:

prime : =
i + i + 3;

M7 :

k : = i + prime;

Pascal-86
MOV

COUNT,O

MOV
MOV

CX,O
I,CX

MOV
MOV
INC
CMP
JLE

SI,CX
FLAGS[SI],l
CX
CX,IFFEH
P5

MOV
MOV

AX, O
I,AX

MOV
TEST
JE

SI ,AX
FLAGS[SILI H
P7

AX,I
AX ,I
AX,3
PRIME,AX

ADD
ADD
MOV

AX,AX
AX,3
PRIME,A X

MOV
ADD
MOV

AX,I
AX,PRIME
K,AX

ADD
MOV

AX,SI
K,AX

CMP
JNLE

K, IFFEH
P9

MOV
MOV

SI,K
FLAGS[SI] ,O

P5 :

P6:

while k < = size
do begin

MIl:

CMP
JLE
JMP

K,IFFEH
M9
MlO

fiags[kJ : =
false;

M9:

NOP
MOV
ADD
XCHG
MOV

AX,OFFSET FLAGS
AX,K
AX,OI
BYTE PTR [OILO

k : = k + prime

MOV
ADD
MOV

AX,K
AX,PRIME
K,AX

MOV
ADD
MOV

AX,PRIME
AX,SI
K,AX

end;

JMP

Mil

JMP

P8

P8:

count : =
count +

MlO :

MOV
INC
MOV

AX,COUNT
AX
COUNT,AX

P9 :

INC

COUNT

end;

M8:

JMP

M12

P7:

MOV
INC
CMP
JLE

AX,I
I
AX,IFFEH
P6
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Circle 305 on inquiry card.

--+

Time
(microseconds)

CompHer

Pascal/MT + 86
Pascal-86

Size
(bytes)

23

31
18

13

Table 2: Summary of results of the listing

2 code.
Text continued from page 356:

understand the Pascal-86 code, examine table 1, which details the
register usage. I deduced the first line
in table 1 by backtracking through the
code. Given that the accumulator
contains the value of I, it makes
perfect sense to compute I + I by adding the accumulator to itself. This
step is an optimization because doubling the accumulator won't normally double I; this particular optimization can therefore take place only
when the accumulator contains 1.
This optimization gives the Pascal-86
code a one-instruction advantage
over PascaliMT + 86 code.
Similarly, the code for computing
K was optimized in Pascal-86 by tak-

ing advantage of the fact that registers
happened to contain all of the nec~
essary values. As the Pascal-86 instruction 11 in listing 2 starts to execute, the SI register contains the
value of PRIME. Pascal-86 simply
adds the two registers together to
form K and then stores the result in
K, saving one instruction over the
more obvious approach taken by
PascaliMT + 86. The total code size
and execution times for Pascali
MT + 86 and Pascal-86 are shown in
table 2.
Could these examples be improved
by an assembly-language programmer? A programmer might be able to
produce a Sieve program that was
faster overall than the Pascal-86 code,
but it would certainly be impossible
to improve on the code that Pascal-86
generated for the computations of K
and PRIME. The Pascal/MT +86 computation of K could easily be improved. As Pascal/MT + 86 starts to
compute K, the value of PRIME is already in the AX register. All that is required is to add in the value of I and
store the result in K as shown below:

Computer problems?

THE SOFTWARE!
•
•
•
•

Pal. # 4, 259.705

This code saves one instruction and
would make the Pascal/MT + 86 code
more competitive with the Pascal-86
code.
The Pascal-86 code for computing
K and PRIME is devious. It uses an
approach that is not recommended
for human programmers because the
code is hard to understand and hard
to modify. Pascal-86 uses results of
many previous steps as a starting
point for computing K and PRIME.
However, I believe that devious (but
correct) code generated by an
automaton (the Pascal-86 compiler) is
acceptable. Programmers strive to
create readable programs because
programs that can be easily read can
be used and maintained by others. In
this case, the goal is to create readable
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SAGETM TECHNICAL BRIEFING

It's Fast In Any'Language.

When it comes to software
development, the difference between
a Sage IV computer and other micros
is like day and night.
With the Sage Computer it'll take
you fewer days and nights to finish
your program .
Speed is the reason . Speed resulting
from the fast MC68000 microprocessor,
fast architecture, fast operating
systems, and blinding transfer rates .
The fact is, even we are surprised by
the amount of software that's developed
on Sage Computers .
So if you're a programmer.
maybe you should
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much time you
could save using a
Sage IV.
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And Operating Systems.
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languages can be written on the Sage
computer.
Included in the price is the p-SYSTEM
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Other operating systems are optional.
For UNIX fans there's lORIS, which
run s up to twice as fast (even without
a Sage computer) . lORIS conforms to
/usr /Group Standards Committee
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standards and programs written under
it are highly portable to other micros.
CP/M advocates please note that
Digital Research has developed CP/M6BK for Sage hardwa re, providing a
truly complete software development
environment. Versions of Pascal,
BASIC, C-BASIC, C, and FORTRAN
77, as well as a very fast APl, may
be used under this operating system.
The Sage IV is also blindingly fast when

running hyperFORTH with its extended
programmer and user interfaces.
Besides lORIS, other Multi-User
operating systems that run on the Sage
Computer are PDOS, MBOS, and

If you found your language here,
you just found your computer. The
16-bit. 2-million operation/sec Sage IV
micro with up to one MByte RAM and
18-MByte internal hard disk.
For more information and the name
of your nearest SAGE dealer, call us
today. And be sure to ask about our
new soft ware catalog describing over
200 application programs for Sage
computers.
.
Sage Computer Corporate Office ,
4905 Energy Way, Reno, Nevada
89502. Phone (702) 322-6868
TWX: 910-395-6073/SAGE RNO
Eastern United States
Sage Computer
15 New England
Executive Park
Suite 120, Burlington , MA
01803 (617) 229-6868
© 1983 Sage Computer Technology all rIghts
reserved Sage & Sage IV are trademarks of
Sage Computer Technology

MIRAGE,
A lot of excitement has
been brewing in the Pasca l ·
World over Niklaus
Wirth 's new
MODUlA 2-and
it's available for Sage
computers. So is ADA,
for the record .
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Listing 4: The 8086 assembly code generated by the PascaUMT+86 and Pascal-86 compilers
jar the jail awing listing 1 FOR loop:

for i := 0 to size do
flagsl iJ : = true;
The code has been reformatted to make it more legible, and it has been slightly revised to conform to Intel op-code standards. Both routines have been assembled and tested.
Pascal/MT+86
MOV
MOV

I,OFFFFH
DS:WORD PTR 202CH,
lFFFH

INC
DEC
IGE
IMP
M2: NOP
MOV

I
DS:WORD PTR 202CH
M2
M3

1
2

;Initialize I to - 1
;Initialize anonymous
loop counter to 8191
;Increment I
;Decrement anonymous loop counter
;Jump to M2 if loop should continue
;J ump out of loop
;Do nothing
;Place base address of FLAGS
; array into AX register
;Add I to the base address
; in AX register
;Put address of an element of
; FLAGS array into DI register
;Put a 1 (true) into element
; of FLAGS array
;Iump back to loop increment
; section

;

3
4
5
6
7
8

M4:

AX,OFFSET FLAGS

ADD

AX,!

10

XCHG

AX,DI

11

MOV

BYTE PTR [DI],OlH

12

IMP

M4

9

M3:

Pascal-86
13
14
15

MOV
MOV
MOV

CX,OH
DS:I,CX
SI,CX

16

MOV

DS:FLAGS[SI],lH

17
18

INC
CMP

CX
CX,lFFEH

19

ILE

P5

P5:

Coding
Method
Pascal/MT + 86
Pascal-86
Author's Assembly Loop
Author's Assembly String

;Put a zero into CX register
;Place value in CX register into I
;Copy CX register into
; SI index register
;Put a 1 (true) into an
; element of FLAGS array
;Increment CX register
;Compare value in CX register
; with Terminal Value
;Jump back to P5 if loop should continue

Time
(milliseconds)

Size
(bytes)

265
155
120
17

39
21
15

13

Table 3: Summary of the performance of four routines used to initialize the FLAGS array.

and maintainable Pascal source code.
The object code generated by the
compiler doesn't need to be
readable-it should be correct and
efficient .

The FOR Loop Schemata
The Sieve benchmark program includes two FOR loops: one loop to
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initialize the array of flags that form
the basis of the Eratosthenes method
and one loop to actually search for
primes. The FOR loop is obviously a
very important part of Pascal and it
also happens to be one of the areas
where the two compilers in this
study use very different strategies.
We will examine the initialization

FOR loop because it is the simplest
FOR loop in the Sieve. Another
reason for studying the initialization
FOR loop is more subtle-this particular loop can be dramatically optimized. Listing 4 shows the code for
the initialization FOR loop produced
by the two compilers.
The coding schema for a FOR loop
can be separated into three logical
sections: the initialization of the loop,
the test-and-increment section, and
the body of the loop. A glance at
listing 4 reveals that PascallMT + 86
and Pascal-86 use different FOR loop
structures.
In PascaIlMT + 86 the initialization
section is at the top of the code (lines
1 and 2), the test-and-increment section is in the middle (lines 3 through
6), and the body of the loop is at the
end of the code. The PascallMT +86
FOR loop is completely coded in
twelve 8086 assembly-language statements containing 39 bytes of code.
The execution time of the initialization FOR loop (8191 iterations) is 265
milliseconds (see table 3).
The PascallMT + 86 FOR loop
schema uses two loop counters, the
visible loop counter named I and an
anonymous loop counter created by
the compiler. In the listing 4 code the
anonymous loop counter is stored at
location 202C hexadecimal and is
referenced only twice, once in line 2
and once in line 4. The visible loop
counter is incremented once each
pass through the loop, whereas the
anonymous loop counter is decremented each time through. The visible loop counter is initialized (in line
1) to be 1 less than the starting value,
while the anonymous loop counter is
initialized (in line 2) to be the number
of passes through the loop plus 1.
During each execution of the loop the
anonymous loop counter actually
determines whether the loop should
continue. The visible loop counter (I)
is just along for the ride and for use
in the body of the loop.
Dual loop counters are the most
striking feature of the Pascal/MT + 86
.FOR loop schema. What is to be
gained from dual loop counters? Actually there is an advantage. Pascal is
intended to be a very "safe" language. Pascal uses strong type check-

LY

NeEMENT
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USERS:
C

ongratulations! You not only
have a powerful new operating
system in Apple 's* ProDOS, you can
now get an incredibly versatile
Clock/Calendar card to use with it.
PROCLOCI('"M.

PROCLOCK is the first
Clock/Calendar designed for
ProDOS-based systems as well as
other Apples running DOS 3.3,
CP/M* *, Pascal, Applesoft *, and
BASIC.
What's more, PROCLOCK fully
emulates Superclock II,
Thunderclock Plus and Apple
Clock*. So programs written for
these products can be used without
any modification.
Of course, PROCLOCK will timeand date-coding files. And consider
how much money you could save
by timing your modem to transmit
when the phone rates are cheapest.
You can even use PROCLOCK as
part of an automatic appliance
control system.
Plus, PROCLOCK's powerful interrupt capabilities are invaluable to
programmers working with timesensitive routines and multi-tasking.
It can generate interrupts at intervals of 1 millisecond, 1 second, 1
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minute, 1 hour, or any combination
of those. And all interrupts are
software-controlled and handled
through PROCLOCK's on-board PIA.
Speaking of software, you also get
a diskette full of sample programs,
utilities and applications like our
Time-Clock II job/time logging
program.
PROCLOCK even includes one
feature we don't expect anyone to
take advantage of-a lO-year lithium
battery that keeps the clock running
even if your computer is left off for
long periods of time.
But just try to keep away from
your Apple long enough to put that
to the test! With PROCLOCK, you'll
have a whole new world of applications to explore . And plenty of time
to explore it. Because PROCLOCK is
a reliable, well-built piece of hardware. So well-built, it's backed by a
five-year warranty.
Ask your dealer about PROCLOCK. It's perfect timing for ProDOS users!
Another practical product from
Practical Peripherals-makers of
MICROBUFFERT,\~ PRINTERFACET \ \
and GRAPHICARD T.".

PRACTICAL
peRIPHeRALS
31245 La Baya Drive, Westlake Village, CA 91362
(213) 99 1-8200 • TWX 910-336-5431
·ProDOS. Apple. Applesoft and Apple C lock are registered
trademarks of App le Computers. In c .• -CP/M is a registered
trad ~ mark o f Digital Research. In c.
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ing, strict syntax, explicit declarations, etc., to safeguard against programmers' mistakes or laziness. One
of the safeguards built into Pascal is
the inviolability of the FOR loop. It
is supposed to be impossible to prematurely exit from a FOR loop in
Pascal. The initial conditions of the
loop are evaluated once (when you
enter the loop), and the loop counter
itself should not be modified during
the course of the loop. The dual loop
counters of Pascal/MT + 86 make it
impossible for a programmer to prematurely exit the loop since the actualloop counter is inaccessible to a
Pascal programmer. We will come
back to this point shortly.
The next striking feature of the
Pascal/MT + 86 FOR loop schema is
the presence of a pair of Jump statements on lines 5 and 6 of listing 4.
One statement clearly would have
been adequate. The conditional jump
on line 5 is a "jump if result is greater
than or equal" around the second
jump. It would have been simpler
and shorter to simply insert a "jump
if result is less than" to M3. Another

interesting feature is line 7, the "nooperation" line. Occasionally a compiler is forced to insert NOP codes in
a program in order to fill reserved
space. However, why should a NOP
be the target of a Jump instruction?
With miniscule effort the jump on
line 5 could have used line 8 as the
target instead of line 7.
One final comment must be made
regarding the Pascal/MT + 86 listing 4
code. The 8086 microprocessor has
addressing modes specifically
designed for accessing arrays of bytes
or words. These addressing modes
are ignored in the Pascal/MT + 86
code shown in listing 4, and the address calculations are done explicitly
in statements 8 through 11.
The FOR loop schema used by
Pascal-86 is much leaner than the
Pascal/MT +86 schema. The basic
organization of the Pascal-86 FOR
loop is different. In Pascal-86 the loop
initialization is at the top (line 13), the
body of the loop is in the middle
(lines 14 through 16), and the
test-and-increment portion is at the
end. The Pascal-86 version doesn't

use dual loop counters; it effectively
uses the array addressing mode of
the 8086 microprocessor, and it
avoids back-to-back Jump statements.
The advantage of the Pascal-86 loop
schema over the Pascal/MT + 86
schema is obvious. The Pascal-86
code is 18 bytes shorter and executes
110 milliseconds faster. (The results
are summarized in table 3.)
Could an assembly-language programmer produce a better initialization FOR loop than Pascal-86? Although I'm not a veteran 8086 assembly-language coder, I decided to
attempt to improve on the Pascal-86
code. The easiest way to program in
assembly language is to use a highlevel language (Pascal, perhaps) as a
crutch. Write the problem initially in
the high-level language. Once the
high-level language version is working, it is relatively easy to examine the
compiler's code and then write an
optimized version.
I was able to improve the Pascal-86
initialization loop very slightly (see
listing 5). Pascal-86 used the CX
register as the loop counter and the
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Listing 5: Two routines written by the author in 8086 assembly language. The first version
is essentially an optimization of the Pascal-86 FOR loop; the second version uses 8086 string
operations to achieve an enormous speed advantage. (Compilers cannot easily detect loops that
could be recoded using string operations; programmers have a definite advantage in such situations.) Both routines were coded and tested using an Intel development system.
8086 Assembly-Language Loop
;Initiajize FLAGS array so that each element = 1
;Use SI to index FLAGS array and also as a loop counter

1
2

3
4

5

Ll :

MOV
MOV

SI,OH
FLAGS[SI],lH

INC
CMP
JLE

SI
SUFFEH
Ll

;Put a zero into SI index register
;Put a I (true) into an element
; of FLAGS array
;Increment SI register
;Compare SI register with final value
;Jump back to Ll to continue

Listing 6: A program that investigates
premature exits from a FOR loop.
program premature(input,output);
var i,count : integer;
begin
count: = 0;
for i : = 1 to 10 do begin
count: = count + I;
i : = 10;
end;
writeln{count: iterations')
end.

Listing 7: Pascal code containing a subroutine
(named "shortcircuit") designed to circumvent
Pascal-86 compilation safeguards.
8086 Assembly-Language String Operation
;Initialize FLAGS array using string operations
6
7
B
9
10

PUSH
POP
CLD
MOV
MOV

CX,IFFFH
Dr,OFFSET FLAGS

II

MOV
REP

AL,OI
STOSB

12

DS
ES

;Move contents of DS segment register
into ES segment register
;Clear the direction flag
;Place iteration count into CX register
;Place address of FLAGS array
; into DI index register
;Place a I in the AX byte register
;,Repeat the string operation
;

sr register as the array index. r combined these two functions in the sr
register and saved one instruction. r
also saved an instruction by keeping
the loop count in thE;! SI register; the
Pascal-86 version copied the value to
memory once per iteration. (I could
have saved one more instruction by
looping from 8190 down to 0 instead
of looping from 0 up to 8190.)
This first assembly-language
tweaking produced a modest improvement-the code shrank from 21
to 15 bytes and the time shrank from
155 to 120 milliseconds. The 35-millisecond improvement represented approximately a 20 percent increase in
speed.
Can the initialization FOR loop be
tuned even more? The 8086 microprocessor includes string instructions
for performing operations on arrays
or bytes or words. My second assembly-language coding effort produced
a much faster version by using the
8086 string instructions. Notice that
the string version in listing 5 doesn't
even use an explicit loop; the actual
iterations occur in statement 12

program premature(input,output);
var i,count : integer;
procedure shortcircuit;
begin
i : = 10
end;
begin
count: = 0;
for i : = 1 to 10 do begin
count: = count + 1;
shortcircuit
end;
writeln{count: iterations')
end.

where the "store byte string" operation is repeated 8191 times. The
assembly-language string version is
2 bytes shorter than the assembly- and of Pascal-86 is MT + 86's anonylanguage loop version, and it is over mous loop counter. We saw previoussix times faster.
ly that the PascallMT + 86 approach
Many observers have cautioned was used to make it impossible to exit
that tweaking code produces only a FOR loop prematurely by modifymodest improvements; dramatic im- ing the control variable. I decided to
provements require changing the investigate how the Pascal-86 comwhole approach. In this example, piler protected the FOR loop because
tweaking produced a 20 percent im- safe programming is so important to
provement, whereas changing the Pascal.
whole approach by using the string . I coded the test shown in listing 6
instructions produced a sixfold im- in order to investigate the safety of
provement.
the two Pascal compilers' FOR loops.
You should also note that the ini- The program attempts to short-circuit
tialization code using the 8086 string the loop by setting the loop counter
instructions shown in listing 5 is not variable I to 10 each time through the
a general substitute for a FOR loop loop. The variable COUNT actua\\y
schema. The particularly simple FOR keeps track of how many times the
loop studied in this article happens loop operates. When I compiled the
to be expressible as a string opera- program in listing 6 using Pascali
tion-most FOR loops cannot.
MT + 86, it compiled without complaint; when I executed the program
Ramifications of the
I saw the message "10 iterations:'
FO R Loop Schemata
When I compiled the program using
The biggest difference between the . Pascal-86, I received an error message
FOR loop schema of PascallMT + 86 informing me that it was not acceptFebruary 1984 © BYrE Publications Inc.
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body of the loop dominate the execution time. Fine-tuning your programs
for today's language implementations
may allow marginal improvements,
but your program wil be harder to
understand and possibly harder to
transport.
Similarly, I hope that all of you
avoid the FOR loop short-circuit technique shown above. Clever programming can occasionally add a new
feature to a language, such as the
ability to prematurely exit a FOR
loop. However, such programming is
non portable and hard to understand,
and it may not even work when the
next version of your compiler is released. Code generation enables us
to understand why the PascalI
MT + 86 loop is inviolable while the
Pascal-86 loop is not, but if you program in Pascal, you should use FOR
loops only when you really know in
advance how many times you want
to iterate.
For the most part you should strive
for correct, clear programs. Speed is
a secondary concern. People who
write programs with a compiler's
quirks in mind are trying to serve two
masters . Programming is hard
enough when you are serving a
single master-correctness.
When is it appropriate to examine
your compiler's code? Sometimes a
program that appears to be correct is
not working as you think it should.
Examining the relevant code might
reveal a bug in the compiler, although
it is more likely to reveal a subtle error
in your programming. Simply examining the code in a different
form-assembly language-often re-

able to change the value of 1 in midloop. Pascal-86 protects FOR loops
during compilation by detecting assignments to the control variable,
while PascaliMT +86 protects FOR
loops during execution by using dual
loop counters.
Could either technique be fooled?
After several false starts, I produced
the program shown in listing 7. The
coding techniques shown in the listing are definitely not recommended,
although they appear to be legal in
Pascal. Since 1 couldn't explicitly alter
the loop index variable (I), 1 decided
to use a subroutine to do the dirty
work. The subroutine named Shortcircuit is designed to circumvent the
compilation safeguards of Pascal-86.
The program in listing 7 compiled
without complaint using Pascali
MT + 86 and Pascal-86. The loop executed 10 times in the MT + 86 version and only once in the Pascal-86
version.
The Pascal-86 compiler does its best
to protect the FOR loop at compile
time, but the compiler can be fooled.
The PascaliMT + 86 compiler protects
its FOR loop during execution by
using an inaccessible loop counter. I
wasn't able to short-circuit the
MT + 86 method, but I was dismayed
by the lack of warnings when I compiled the program in listing 6. It's up
to you to decide which compiler's
operation you prefer.

Conclusions
I hope that you don't decide to
forgo the FOR loop in Pascal because
of its overhead. In the great majority
of FOR loops, calculations in the

veals errors in your high-level-language programming.
Another reason to examine code is
to speed up the time-critical section
of a program. We've all heard that 10
percent of the code executes 90 percent of the time. If a small section of
code must be rewritten by hand in assembly language, it is easiest if the
code is programmed first in the highlevel language and then optimized
based upon the generated code. An
added benefit of this technique is that
the high-level version can serve as
documentation, a much better form
of explanation than the usual assembly-language documentation.
A final excuse for examining code
is curiosity. Compilers perform a vital
service, but we don't normally get to
see the results. Poking around in the
compiler's attic can be good clean
fun .•
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Never before has anyone put so much
into something so small. The WY-50 gives
you big terminal features without occupying your entire work-space. This took
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audience every advertiser wants .

T~E

3. Do BYTE readers like all those
ads? They'll send over 6 million
"more-information" inquiries to
our advertisers this year. No
other magazine comes close.
Whether in the front, m idd Ie or
back of the magazine, ad pages
in BYTE average over 1,000
inquiries . Some back-of-book
advertisers have pu lied over
2,000 with a single ad!
That's why there are so many
ads in BYTE.

If you're an advertiser, or are
thinking about becoming one,
talk to us-we're the people
who wrote the book on m icrocomputer marketing. JList call
Pete Huestis, Advertising Sales
Manager, at (603) 924-9281.

lNTERNATJG'JAL STANDARD

Writing Device Drivers for
MS-DOS 2.0
Using Tandon TMIOO-4 Drives
The increase in flexibility can be worth the added effort
by
One of the many new features of
MS-DOS 2.0 is its ability to allow you
to write your own device. drivers to
be included in the operating system
at start-up time. This feature lets you
add new peripherals, such as disk
drives, that are not supported by the
standard software.
The IBM PC will support, without
hardware modification, the Tandon
TM100-4 disk drive. This drive looks
exactly like a standard IBM doublesided drive except for the IBM insignia on the newer drive. In fact,
Tandon is one of two IBM suppliers.
The TM100-4, however, will hold
twice as much data as the standard
IBM double-sided disk. Unfortunately, MS-DOS 2.0, as configured for the
IBM PC, cannot recognize this drive
without some modification . Thus,
MS-DOS 2.0 is a natural candidate
for a user-written device driver.
Though it is possible to patch DOS
to make it work with this drive using
existing device drivers, writing a new
routine allows you to make optimal
use of the TMl00-4's features, such as
the faster head-stepping rate that is
possible with this drive.
In this article, I will describe the development of a device driver for the
TM100-4, explain device drivers in
general, and look in some detail at
problems I encountered in developing this particular driver. These problems reflect some pitfalls that are
characteristic of the IBM PC and DOS
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2.0, so they are useful when writing
other kinds of drivers as well.

Device Drivers
An MS-DOS 2.0 device driver consists of two separate procedures,
called at separate times by DOS.
These procedures are patterned
closely after the device drivers in the
Unix operating system produced by
Bell Laboratories, although the DOS
drivers' structure reflects an orientation toward assembly-language programming, whereas this part of Unix
is written entirely in the C language.
The first of the two procedures that
make up a device driver is the
"strategy" procedure. It is called by
DOS to request an operation from
the device, such as a read or a write.
The procedure stores the request and
then returns to the caller.
The strategy procedure does not
perform the requested operation;
that is done by the second procedure,
the "interrupt" procedure. It is important to understand the reason for
this. In a well-designed operating
system, I/O (input/output) operations
should occur asynchronously. It may
be possible to make the peripheral
function more efficiently if you are
allowed to make requests to it and it
is then allowed to process them,
without an unreasonably tight connection between the two events. For
instance, it may help to let the device
handler sort a set of requests in some

strategic order that minimizes the
amount of movement required by the
disk heads. Likewise, it may help to
allow the device driver to anticipate
a future I/O request based on past
ones and to prepare for it before the
user requests it. Such advanced reasons are usually found only in multiuser (or multiprocess) operating
systems and, in fact, DOS 2 .0 does
not make much use of them; but we
can design better device drivers if we
realize this underlying principle.
The interrupt procedure, the second of the two making up the device
driver, is responsible for performing
the operation requested by the
strategy procedure. The interrupt
procedure is called when the device
is ready to handle another request.
It looks for a request stored by the
strategy procedure, and if it finds
one, it executes the requested operation and signals DOS that it has done
so by turning on a "DONE" indicator
associated with the request.
In large operating systems, the interrupt procedure is called by the peripheral, which sends a hardware
signal, or interrupt, to the microprocessor when it has finished a previously requested operation. This
signal causes the processor to issue
a subroutine call to the interrupt procedure, which starts the peripheral
working on another request. In DOS
2.0, the interrupt procedure is instead
always called by DOS immediately

after the strategy procedure is called, ory) if the disk is not used for a few
probably because this is an early ver- seconds; this provides a good guess
sion of the operating system that as to whether the user might have
does not seem to use the fully asyn- changed the disk. If the user has
chronous structure just described. In changed the disk, the motor will be
fact, the sample driver given in the off (unless he is incredibly fast).
DOS manual assumes that DOS will Thus, if the motor is on, you can
always call the interrupt procedure assume the user hasn't changed
immediately after the strategy pro- disks; in such a case, DOS would not
cedure, which would be incorrect in reread the disk if the block being aca truly asynchronous system. But cessed was in memory, speeding up
even when asynchronous interrupts multiple accesses to the same block.
are used, the .first time a device is The DOS manual doesn't tell exactly
used after it has been sitting idle, what the three alternatives (has
DOS will have to call the interrupt changed, hasn't changed, don't
procedure to get things going, know) do, so you are probably safer
because an interrupt is generated with the "don't know" alternative.
only when a device first finishes an BUILD BPB-Tell DOS where in
operation.
memory you have stored a table,
This means we don't have to worry called the BPB, describing the size of
about setting up the processor to pro- the directory and the number of
duce interrupts (or about asking DOS . blocks on the disk.
to do it for us), but we can still pro- INPUT-Read from the disk into
gram a device handler that has a memory. DOS gives you the starting
structure much like those used in block number on the disk, the startsophisticated operating systems. ing address in memory where you
Thus, we can learn a lot about how are to put the data, and how mar.y
device drivers work by constructing blocks you are supposed to read in.
OUTPUT-Write from memory to
this relatively simple driver.
disk. DOS gives you the same information as for the INPUT function.
Disk Drivers
The kinds of requests that can be OUTPUT WITH VERIFY-Write from
given to a device driver by DOS are memory to disk, then verify that the
listed in Chapter 14 of the DOS 2.0 data was written correctly. For our
manual. For a disk driver, the pos- disk driver, we treat this request the
same as a plain OUTPUT, although
sible requests are as follows :
it would be fairly easy to add a funcINIT-Initialize the disk hardware tion to check that the data was writwhen the system is first started up. ten correctly, since the ROM BIOS
This procedure is always called exact- provides a VERIFY function.
ly once, when DOS is started at
The exact form in which a request
power on or by pressing CtrllAltlDel.
MEDIA CHECK-Check whether the is given to the driver is explained in
user has changed disks since the last Chapter 14 of the DOS manual. This
time the disk drive was used. For my data is called a "request header" and
device driver, I always tell DOS I tells exactly what DOS wants the
"don't know" whether it was changed device driver to do. It always contains
because for a floppy disk this is prob- a "command code;' a number idenably more efficient than reading the tifying the functions to be performed;
disk to see if it has been changed. An a "status word," in which we store ininteresting alternative to this ap- formation telling DOS whether we
proach might be to tell DOS the disk successfully performed the operation
hasn't changed if the disk motor is it asked for; and some other informastill on and tell it it has changed if the tion that I won't go into here, telling
motor is off. The motor is turned off the size of the request area in memby the clock-handling routine in the ory and the unit number when more
ROM BIOS (the portion of the basic than one device is to be handled by
input/output system that is per- the same driver. The request header
manently stored in read-only mem- usually has other information foIlow-

ing it in memory, such as the address
and block numbers to be used for an
INPUT or OUTPUT operation.
The two main things that a device
driver for a disk must accomplish are
the INPUT and OUTPUT operations.
The other functions are fairly simple
and may be based, with appropriate
modifications, on the listing supplied
in the DOS manual. I'll concentrate
on the INPUT and OUTPUT operations in the remainder of this article.

Accessing the Disk
When DOS asks the driver to perform either an INPUT or OUTPUT
function, it supplies three numbers
that tell exactly what is to be done.
The first is the "transfer address,"
consisting of two words. These words
are the address in memory where the
. disk transfer is to take place. For an
INPUT, this is where the data from
the disk is to be stored as it is read
from the disk. For an OUTPUT, this
is where the data to be written onto
the disk is found in memory.
To understand this, let's consider
how a user's program would access
the disk; for simplicity, let's say you
want to read an integer from the disk
in a BASIC program. You can't read
just an integer, which is 2 bytes long,
from the disk; the disk is read in
blocks of 512-bytes. One of the functions of DOS (and the BASIC interpreter) is to figure out where on the
disk the integer is stored; it will be
in some 512-byte block of the disk,
and this whole block has to be read
into memory all at once, because
that's how the disk works. So DOS
sets aside an area in memory, called
a buffer, into which the block is to be
read. This area is entirely separate
from your basic program and is invisible to you. It then asks the driver
to read the block into the buffer, and
after the driver has done so, it extracts the integer from the block and
puts it into your BASIC variable.
It is the address of this buffer in
memory that is the first of the numbers given to the driver with an INPUT or OUTPUT request. The driver
does not have to set up the buffer or
determine where data is on the disk;
that is done by the higher-level parts
of DOS. It only has to read one or
February 1984 © BYrE Publications Inc.
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more 512-byte blocks from the disk
into memory when requested. The
second number given to the driver is
the number of these 512-byte blocks
that are to be read in. Often, only one
block will be read at a time; but when
a lot of data is to be transferred at
once, such as when copying a file or
saving the text from a word processor, many blocks may be read or
written at the same time. The third
number given to the driver is the
"starting-block number" telling
where on the disk this data is to be
read or written. Because disks always
work in terms of 512-byte blocks, the
disk is divided up into a series of
these consecutively numbered
blocks; the block number is a "disk
address" analogous to the memory
address of a variable in memory, but
the size of the object being addressed
is much greater (5;12 bytes versus 1
byte).

Operating the Hardware
I've just explained that when DOS
asks the driver to perform an INPUT
or OUTPUT, you'll be given information on where in memory and on
disk the data is to be found or put.
But you have to make the disk drive
actually read or write the data. Fortunately, the program in the IBM PC's
ROM (read-only memory), called the
ROM BIOS, makes this easier. This
program has subroutines for almost
every hardware device available for
the machine, including, fortunately,
the TMI00-4 disk, which is just
another floppy-disk drive to the IBM
Pc. To use this subroutine, move information concerning what you want
done into the 8088's registers and
then call the subroutine via the 8088's
INT instruction. However, there are
two problems. First, the ROM BIOS
doesn't know about DOS's block
numbers; second, in anyone call to
the ROM BIOS subroutine, you can't
transfer more than nine sectors at a
time. (Depending on where the starting sector is on the disk, you may
only be able to transfer less than
nine.) The information you have to
give DOS is listed in table 1.
Of the available functions, a DOS
disk drive needs to use only functions 0, 2, and 3; these are the RESET,
372
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AH = Function to be performed:
= RESET the disk drive
1 = get status information
2 = READ from disk into memory
3 = WRITE from memory to disk
4 = VERIFY a write operation
5 = FORMAT a track of the disk

o

AL
CH
CL
DH
DL

= Number of sectors to transfer
= Track on disk to be used
= Sector within track to use
= Head on disk drive to use
= Disk drive to use

ES :BX

=

Address of buffer in memory

Table 1: Before calling the ROM BIOS
subroutine, you must load the appropriate
information (shawn above) into the BIOS
registers.

and use head 1. In other words, the
first 9 sectors are on head 0; the second 9 are on head 1. This is also how
head, sector, and track numbers are
calculated by the DOS disk drivers.
For an introductory description of the
ideas of head, sector, and track, see
pages 1-10 of the DOS 2.0 manual;
it provides more information on the
basic concepts involved.
After you've translated the block
number to the numbers required by
the ROM BIOS, you have to break up
requests for transfers bigger than can
be handled at one time into consecutive requests to the ROM BIOS.
The reason you have to do this is that
the ROM BIOS doesn't know how
DOS numbers sectors. It doesn't
assume after it has transferred the
last sector on track n that it 'can go to
some other track and sector, say track
n+ 1 sector 1. You have to tell it explicitly. So whenever the track or side
(head) numbers change, you have to
give the ROM BIOS another request.
Although this is somewhat complicated, if you sit down with pencil and
paper you can probably write out a
simple procedure, in the programming language of your choice, to
solve the problems just described.
This is not too difficult and is a good
practice whenever you are programming a complicated procedure in assembly language. Unfortunately,
there are some interesting and
frustrating aspects of this problem
that aren't documented in any
manual-and this made my project
much harder.

READ, and WRITE functions. Notice
that locations on the disk are given
in terms of the track, head, and sector. The track number identifies
which of the concentric rings of data
on the disk is to be used; the TMI00-4
can store twice as much data as a
standard double-sided drive because
it has 80 tracks instead of 40. The
head number on a double-sided disk
drive such as the TMI00-4 identifies
the side of the disk you should use.
And finally, the sector number tells
which of the nine available sectors on
a given track and side is to be used.
(This sector number can be anything
between 0 and 255; although Microsoft and I use numbers 1 through
9, any numbers can be used. This
is how most copy-protection schemes
work.)
To compute the track, head, and
sector number from the DOS block
number, we use the following Unexpected Problems
When I wrote the original device
formulas:
driver, I used the example in the DOS
track = block / 18
manual as a guide. Within a reasonTS = block mod 18
able amount of time, I had what
head = TS / 9
should have been a working driver.
sector = TS - (head x 9) + 1
But it wasn't that simple.
First, I had put some calls to DOS
Because each track holds 18 blocks
(9 blocks per side, 2 sides), the track into my driver to display information
number is the block number divided so I could trace the activity of the
by 18 (using integer division). The driver for debugging. But the driver
value TS is the sector number within didn't work at all. It hung the system.
I tried using the debugger supplied
the track, a number between 0 and
17. If this number is less than 9, use with DOS. I traced the execution of
head 0 and sector TS + 1 (because sec- the driver, using breakpoints at aptor numbers start at I, not O). If it's propriate places. Strangely, the re9 or greater, subtract 9 from TS + 1 quests to the driver seemed to be get-

ting destroyed; and more strangely,
no matter where I put the breakpoint, this would always happen
sometime after the first breakpoint
was hit. Finally, by more tracing, I
discovered the first difficulty with
writing device drivers for DOS 2.0:
you can't use the debugger because
the debugger uses DOS's I/O routines rather than having its own, as
is desirable in a good debugger (a
debugger should generally be as independent of anything else in the
system as possible); and DOS's I/O
routines are not "reentrant;' meaning
you can't call them from within a
previous call on the I/O routines, or
the former's data will be destroyed.
This was a disappointing setback.
You can't use the debugger to debug
the operating system because the
debugger tampers with the data
you're trying to examine. It's hard to
understand why Microsoft designed
it this way. It would be helpful if
someone would develop a debugger
independent of anything (except
perhaps the ROM BIOS) to plug into the extra socket on the 5150 central processor (there'S not a free
socket on the 5160, so it wouldn't
work there).
The second problem I had concerned the DOS I/O routines. They
aren't reentrant. This is mostly
because DOS seems to have been
written in assembly language. Many
of the idiosyncrasies of DOS could
have been avoided if, when making
a Unix-like single-user operating system, they had also followed the lead
of Unix and written it in C, which
uses a stack for local variables, thus
tending to minimize problems such
as those that occurred with the
debugger and I/O routines.
After filling out one of the complaint forms in the back of the DOS
manual to send to Microsoft, I proceeded to write my own routines to
use the ROM BIOS to display debugging information on the screen. They
are illustrated in listing 1. After
replacing the original calls to DOS
with calls on my new routines, I
tested it again. A third problem
emerged. No matter what I did, DOS
would give the message Sector size too
large in file Tm4.com. This message

Listing 1: The ROM BIOS debugging routines.
debugging macros

pr· treg - print ~ontents of register rg in hex, followed by message
string in msg, e.g.,
prtreg ax,"-ax register"
prtreg

macro

push
mov
ca 11
t~to

pop
endm

rg,msg
ax
ax ,rg
prta:'.
msg
ax

wto - write mesg to display.
t~to

macro
I oca I

mesg
msgstr,around

ifdef
push
push
push
mov
call
pop
pop
pop
j mp

debug
ax
bx
si
si ,offset msgstr
putc
si
bx
ax
around

db
db

mesg
ODH,OAH, ' $ '

E.g.,

wto "I/O Error"

msgstr:

around:
endif
endm
Local Procedures for debugging macros

putc - equivalent of DOS function 9
putc

proc
mov

mov

near
bl ,7
bh,O

pute 1:
mo"
cmp
je
mav
int
inc
jmp

ai, [si J
al,'$'
putc2
ah,14
lOH

si
putc 1

pu te2:
pute

ret
endp

; prtnum - print low-order 4 bits of al register in hex
pr tnum

proe
push
push
pop
push
mov
xlatb
mov
mov
in t
pop

near
ds
cs
ds
bx
bx, offset xl tab
ah,14
bh,O
10h
bx

Listing 1 continued

011
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Listing 1 continued:
.poP
ret
db
endp

x I tab
prtnum

ds
' 0 123456789ABCDEF '

j
j

prtax - pr i n t ax register ' s contents in hex

prtax

proc
push
push
mov
mo"
shr
call
pop
push
mov
and
call
pop
push
mov
shr
call
pop
push
and
call
pop
pop
ret
endp

pr ta ):

near
ex
ax
al,ah
c 1,'1
al ,c I
prtnum
ax
ax
al,ah
al,OFh
prtnum
ax
ax
c 1,'1
al ,e I

prtnum
ax
ax
al,OFh
prtnum
ax
CX

Listing 2: The device driver local stack routine.
Code used to set up a private

stac~(

for the dev ice driver

• • • The fol lowing is in the code segment for t he dri ver: beca use
f-H the code, stac~(, and data segments are set up 10 al I start at
the same addre s s .

.1.

Pri v ate stack - because DOS doesn ' t provide enough
room for us to do our debugging l i D
stkbol

102 dup ( "TM4 Stack

db
equ

$

dl~

'J

diN

'J

j

it )

,

1020 Dv te··,. stack ar-ea

a lit tie e x tr a spa c e .,i ust to be safe

Stac k painter 5ave area
'; psav

DOS ' s stack po inter
DOS- s stac k segment

'Sssav

entr y to /

saved here
s.3.\/ed here

spsav,sp
sssav ,ss
ax ,C S
ss,a x
sp,affset stkbol

save DOS ' s stack pointer
and its stack segment
5 t ac k i s in the code segmen t , so I"e
set stack segment = c ode s egment
j and point slack pointer to bottom
of the s tack

Code for strategy routine goes here
j

374

15

ex it from dev ice str .:\tegy : e x ample of stac k S\I.r itc h lng

mo"
mov
mav
mov
mov
f. • •

IS

switch back to DOS' s s tack

ml:lV

sS,sssav

mov
ret

sp~spsa v
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restore DOS ' s stack s eg we saved
liKewise its st ack pointer
and return to DOS, who cal led us.

meant that my driver was telling
DOS that the disk's sector size was
something other than the intended
512 bytes. After careful examination,
I found that this was false- the sector size was correct. At this point,
only guessing and intuition led to a
solution. I guessed that what was
happening was that the system stack,
a small stack local to DOS that is used
in place of the user's stack whenever
a DOS function is called, was overflowing and destroying some of
DOS's data. This seemed possible
because my debugging I/O routines
saved all the system's registers, using
a lot of space on the stack, and called
ROM BIOS procedures, using even
more. So I resorted to the unorthodox method of having the 'device
driver set up and use its own local
stack (this method remains in the
finished driver). This eliminated the
error message, although I have no
concrete evidence that this was the
cause of the error. This is not a
satisfactory solution, because it
means the driver takes up more
space than it should and the method
used to switch stacks is complicated,
much like a context-switching operation used in a multitasking operating
system to switch between several programs running at the same time. But
this solution does assure that the
driver will have a known amount of
stack space, and it eliminates the error message. The method used to
switch to a local stack is illustrated in
listing 2.

Hardware Limitations
Following this improvement and
the addition of some macros to print
the contents of the registers on the
screen, debugging proceeded about
as expected for a while. The driver
seemed to be working at last. But
then, while copying a large file, an
I/O error occurred. The error code
returned by the BIOS was code "09";
according to the ROM BIOS listing in
the Technical Reference manual, this
means "attempt to DMA across 64K
boundary:' This was the first reference I had seen to what turned out
to be a difficult, and largely undocumented, hardware restriction on the
IBM Pc. When doing I/O to the disk
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using the conventional hardware approaches (those used by the ROM
BIOS), you can't read or write a block
that lies across a 64K-byte boundary.
This has nothing to do with the segmentation registers, which are the
usual cause of 64K-byte restrictions.
Instead, it has to do with the way the
circuit is built (as seen on sheet 4 of
the 64/256K-byte System Board diagrams). Although it isn't documented
clearly, memory on the IBM PC is
partitioned into 64K-byte blocks for
purposes of DMA (direct-memory access) 110. Chip U19 on the central
processor board is a "DMA page
register" that must be given the upper 4 bits of the address of the buffer
to be read or written before the 110
operation starts. This will determine
the upper 4 bits of the address in
memory at which the 110 will occur.
Since this can't be changed while the
110 is going on, you can't do 110 to
a buffer lying on a 64K-byte boundary. For instance, you can't have a
buffer that starts at hexadecimal address OFFOO and goes through address 10100, because that lies on a

page boundary; note that the upper
4 bits of the starting and ending address differ.
This wouldn't be so bad except that
DOS regularly tries to do 110 operations using buffers that lie on page
boundaries. This ·happens, for instance, when the COPY command is
used to copy a large file if your
machine has more than 64K bytes of
RAM (random-access read/write
memory).
Again, it's hard to understand why
this was done. Certainly the new 110
functions provided in DOS 2.0 that
use a pool of buffers maintained by
the operating system shouldn't have
to do this, and probably don't; the
buffer pool almost certainly can be
allocated to avoid these 64K-byte
boundaries. It would also have
seemed reasonable for functions such
as COpy to check and not attempt
such 110. It's true that user programs
would have to be restricted not to attempt such 110 either, if they were
using the "raw" 110 functions provided by DOS. Perhaps this was an
attempt to allow DOS to smooth over
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SHUGART 801 R ...... .. . . . . . . . . $150.00
18" Single Sided , Double Density)

irregularities in the hardware, as a
good operating system should . As
such, it was not a bad design decision, but it does make writing device
drivers more difficult, especially
since documentation of this restriction is so sparse. The only case in
which such a restriction is necessary,
raw 110 by the user, is not desirable
in any operating system because it
minimizes protection by the system
against the user accidentally destroying valuable data in memory.
I solved this problem in my driver
by checking whether a requested 110
operation crossed a 64K-byte boundary. If it did, I transferred up to the
block that crosses the boundary.
Then, I copied the offending block to
a local buffer within the driver and
transferred it; then I transferred all
the data following the boundaryviolating block. This requires three
transfers where one would have sufficed, but it solves the problem. This
may not be the best method-there
may be some hardware trick to solve
the problem, but if there is, it's not
documented. The method I used

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
SALES & SERVICE
SPECIALIZING IN FOO'S
H & M Disk Drive Services is a leader in the repairl refurbishment of 8~ n ch
flexible disk drives. We service and repair 5'/.0 inch flexible disk drives from all
manufacturers. Work is guaranteed!
• all 8 inch si ngle-sided = $45 plus parts
• all 8 inch dual-sided = $55 plus parts
• all 5 \I. inch single-sided = $30 plus parts
• all 5'1. inch dual-sided =$40 plus parts
(prices include bench and system tests plus alignments; all testing performed
with state-of-the-art equipment)

NEW FOO'S FOR SALE
• 5\1. inch-Apple'· compatible 'I,..height. Enclosure & cable included.
Controller not provided . High-performance. direct-drive motor MTBF in
$229
excess of 50K hrs.

• 5'1. in ch-Panasonic'· 'I,..height DIS DID Direct Drive. Compatible with

WARRANTY ON ALL DRIVES
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
VISA & MASTER CHARGE ACCEPTED
(Add 3% for Credit Card Charges)
Shipping & Handling, Additional Charge

$219

Shugart'· SA-455

• 5';" inch-HiTech '· '1,..height. 8" emulator. This 5'/.0" half-height drive
replaces STD 8" drive. Software compatible. Will operate from existing
hardware. Requires only +5v and +12v DC power. No AC. DI S DID (1 .6 M
byte)
$335

$179
$229

• 8 inch Seimens FDD100-8 SIS DID

~~,

Selmens FDD2OG-S DIS DID

• Other FDD's available. Call for prices & availability. All drives include
OO-day warranty; extended, 2-year warranty at a nominal fee.

WESTERN AUTOMATION LABORATORIES,INC.
Call toll free: (800) 227-4637
Inside Colorado (303) 449-6400
5595 Arapahoe Road, Suite C, Boulder, Colorado 80303
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~~
Mall Order
Add $7 Shipping
California residents
add 6% sales tax

-~=

Oisk Orive Services

689 L South State College Blvd .
Fullerton , CA 92631
, (714) 526-1992.
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WITH THE PASSWORDT>'MODEM AND
TELPACT>' PAUL REVERE COULD HAVE
WARNED 14 VILLAGES IN 40 WINKS.

~e Password" modem and

Telpac '" software can distribute an
urgent message to 14 points-automatically. By saving time, work, and
money, they are just as valuable for
longer, less urgent messages. Another revolutionary example: They
can transmit a text the length of the
Declaration of Independence in
a little more than a minute,
while you sleep, when long
distance rates are lowest.

And when you work with Telpac,
you will find it typically USR
friendly.
To do all this, team Telpac with
your computer and with Password,
the USR modem so advanced you
just turn it on. Auto dial /answer,
30011200 baud, and a two-year limited warranty for $449.* Write or
call for complete descriptionsboth Telpac and Password do
far more than this!

l\il"
lS=I

U.S. ROBOTICS INC.
1123 WEST WASHINGTON· CH ICAGO, ILLINOIS 60607
(312) 733-0497
Circle 365 on inquiry card .

complicates the code (and, in fact, my
solution does an unnecessary copy in
the case of an INPUT operation
because of the way the program is
structured), but it works, and there
is no visible degradation in performance.

The Finished Program

Circle 404 on InquirY card.

MEMOREX
rLUlBLE DISCS
WE WIll NOT BE UNDERSOlDfl Call Free (800)235-4137
for prices and information. Dealer
inquiries invited and C.O.D.'s
accepted
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dBASE
. II

1-----..
In

ENGLISH I

NEW BOOK SENSATION

SIMPLE· LOGICAL· EASY TO UNDERSTAND

PERHAPS THE FINEST COMPUTER BOOK
EVER WRITTEN. WILL TEACH ANY NOVICE

TO PROGRAM IN dBASE II.
238 pages fuB of great examples which are easy
to follow on your computer.
Written by a Father and Son team who have
bridged the generation gap in dBASE literacy.

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY.
Send $29.95 or Me/ VISA to:
ENGLISH

I

COMPUTER

1617 N Troy St.
Chicago, IL. 60647
(312) 489-1588

TUTORIALS

Dealers Inquiry Invited
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The finished device driver is a fully
functioning driver for a TM100-4 disk
configured as device 1 (the drive normally called B: by DOS). It assumes
that the device 0 (or A:) drive is a
standard IBM disk drive compatible
with either the TM100-1 (single-sided)
or TM100-2 (double-sided) disk drive.
This is probably the best approach to
use, unless you have an expansion
chassis supporting more than two
disk drives, because IBM and the
other software suppliers all distribute
their programs on the standard
40-track disks, and these do not appear to be readable on the TM100-4
with IBM's disk controller.
A major feature of this disk driver
is that it changes the head-stepping
rates for both the standard TM100-2
drive and the TM100-4 to rates that
seem to work much better. Specifically, the TM100-2 is operated at 4 ms
(milliseconds) per step and the
TM100-4 is operated at 2 ms per step.
This is slightly faster than the
specified optimal stepping rate for
the drives (the optimal rates are not
possible because the fast clock rate on
the IBM PC causes the controller's
stepping rate to be settable only in increments of 2 ms, and the optimal
rates are 5 and 3 ms, respectively) .
Using these rates causes the heads to
move smoothly and quietly, eliminating the loud and irritating buzzing
noise usually produced by the drives.
If you find that your drives will not
work at these rates, you can change
them to slower values, but it is important not to operate the TM100-4 at
a 4-ms step rate, because it is claimed
by at least one vendor (Network Consulting, Inc.; see the warning on page
3 of chapter CONFIG.IBM(Utl) in
the UCSD p-System programmer's
guide dated 16 March 1983) that a
"serious vibration problem" exists
that can damage the drive if a 4-ms
stepping rate is used. I have used my

disk drives at the rates set by this
driver for the past eight months with
no adverse effects or increased 1/0 error rate; in fact, it would seem that
the reduced vibration levels produced by operating the heads close
to their specified optimal rates would
reduce wear on the head supports
and other parts in the drive.

Future Enhancements
One advantage of having your own
disk driver is that you can devise .
ways to further increase the storage
capacity of your drives. One of the
easiest ways to do this is to go to 10
sectors/track instead of 9. This feature
is currently available under some implementations of the UCSD p-Systern, where it app~ars successful.
However, it requires changing various timing parameters provided to
the disk controller, and thus it is not
as easy as going from 8 to 9 sectors
per track.

Retrospective
In looking back on this project,
several things are apparent. The first
and most important is that, if I were
writing the driver over, I would do it
in C. I used assembly language
primarily because I did not have a C
compiler. I have subsequently purchased a C compiler that would be
well suited for this application; I have
used it to write several stand-alone
device-handling programs. I would
guess that it would have taken me a
third of the time it took me to implement the program in assembly language if I had used C, because the
majority of bugs, other than the problems described in this article, were
related to register and addressing
complications and structural flaws in
the code that would have been
avoided or easily detected if a blockstructured language had been used.
I favor C for this project because it
is not strongly typed but has powerful control structures, unlike either
Pascal, which is strongly typed and
has weaker control strUctures, or systems-programming languages such
as BLISS, which essentially has no
typing at all and relatively weak control structures.
It is also apparent that DOS 2.0

computers
wholesale

315-472-3066
Box 150 Brewerton, N.Y. 13029
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CITOH
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would have benefited from the use of
C. This version of DOS is obviously

patterned after Unix; even the names
of the system calls are the same as in
Unix (more exactly, it is a subset of
Xenix, which was patterned after
Unix). Unix began as an assemblylanguage system but was quickly
revised to be written in C. Some of
the benefits of this approach would
have been a more uniform calling sequence for the DOS system calls
(presently they tend to be irregular)
and a much greater likelihood that
the operating system's routines
would be reentrant, because C and
similar programming languages store
most variables on the stack. If all
"static" variables are properly used,
implementation of multitasking is
much simpler and does not involve
the previously described problems.
Finally, debugging this device
. driver was enormously difficult
because of the absence of adequate
debugging facilities. A large software
house probably would have an Intel
Development System or a similar

facility to provide hardware tracing
for debugging, but the average user
does not have such equipment. Anyone attempting to implement a
device driver for this system would
do well to first obtain or write a good
stand-alone debugger. Unless you
have considerable patience, experience, and intuition, locating bugs
in such a program is difficult.

Conclusions
It is feasible to write device drivers
for MS-DOS 2.0, although debugging
can be difficult. This is a good feature
of the operating system, as is its
structure. Some problems, as explained previously, exist; with luck
these can be ironed out.
A project such as this can give you
a better feel for what goes on within
a given operating system than does
user-level programming. At present,
MS-DOS is rather complicated. The
original system, developed outside
Microsoft, was written quickly and
lacked many necessary features.
Considerably more expertise (as well

as an understanding of Unix) was involved in developing version 2.
Yet MS-DOS still seems to be subject to two opposing forces . One
steers it toward a fairly good structure, perhaps because of the upwardcompatibility with Xenix that it is
supposed to have. The opposing
force, fostered largely by the continued use of assembly-language
coding, is steering it towards the oldfashioned disarray and patchwork
familiar to anyone who has done systems programming for one of the
older operating systems on mainframe machines. Hopefully, with
new features such as the ones
discussed in this article, the former
will prevail in the end .•
J. Eric Roskos (Box 120562, Nashville, TN 37212)
is a graduate student at Vanderbilt University whose
dissertation is on a new architecture for multiprocessor shared-memory systems and related theories
of communication and synchronization.
For more information on the source code used
to construct this device driver, please contact the
author.
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Deciphering Word Games
Two BASIC programs that will help you
solve cryptograms and anagrams
by Mark C. Worley
Puzzles fascinate me. As a youngster, I loved encrypted codes, secret
languages, decoder rings, and similar
puzzles. I still enjoy decoding word
puzzles; all the more so when they're
as close at hand as cryptograms or
anagrams in the local newspaper.
The cryptograms in newspapers
are short messages, often only a few
sentences long, in which each letter
of the original text has been replaced
by some other letter of the alphabet.
Usually the substitutions are random
choices without a pattern. For example, the latter a may replace all the ts,
while b replaces all the os. One particular letter is never used for more
than one coded letter. Sometimes a
few letters will not be encoded at all;
they remain the same in the encoded message as in the decoded plain
text.
Anagrams are words whose letters
have been rearranged into a meaningless jumble. The trick is to put
them back into their proper order to
spell a word. For example, SIBAC is
an anagram for BASIC. The longer a
word, the more possible combinations it has. For instance, a threeletter word has six possible combinations: 1 x 2 x 3 = 6. A four-letter
word has 24 possible combinations:
1 x 2 x 3 x 4 = 24. A five-letter
word has 120 combinations, six letters
have 720 combinations, and so on.
You can spend a lot of time trying to
find the hidden word in a six-letter

anagram unless, of course, you are
inherently intuitive or prone to
logical analysis. (Some people just go
on to the comics page.)
Cryptograms are a particular challenge to decode because of the continuing search for the correct letter
substitutions, or keys, to the cryptogram. Prior to computers, this search
would consume a lot of paper, pencillead, erasers, and patience as each
new key was tried out in the text.
With computers, the monitor provides a constantly fresh worksheet
and the keyboard becomes a pencil
that never dulls with an eraser that
always wipes cleanly. Perhaps you
will be interested by the following
programs written in Microsoft Extended BASIC that can help you enjoy solving word games.

To Solve a Cryptogram
Crypto. bas is a program ideally
suited for solving the short- to
medium-length crytograms frequently found in the corners of newspaper
pages. Using a 24-line by 80-character
display monitor, Crypto.bas displays
almost 400 workspace characters.
This means that five lines of code and
workspace, 79 characters long, can be
displayed. Those of you with smaller
screens will have iess available workspace, but the program can be modified for your screen size by changing
the 79 in line 50 to 1 less than your
screen width. For instance, if your

screen is limited to 40 characters,
then change the 79 to a 39.
To decode a cryptogram, load and
run Crypto.bas (see listing 1). The
screen will clear and the command
TYPE THE CRYPTOGRAM:
will appear on the screen, along with
an on-screen ruler showing 79
dashes. The input command LINE
INPUT allows punctuation to be included in the string. The ruler is
printed to help eliminate entering an
80-character line, which usually
results in an automatic carriage
return and line feed (CR LF) on the
screen. These unexpected CR LFs use
up ~xtra space in the display and
generally make the display unmanageable. If the cryptogram occupies
more than one displayable line, type
what you can, then enter new lines
by hitting the Enter or Return keys.
When you have finished entering the
entire cryptogram, hit Enter or Return on a blank line.
Line 80 in listing 1 checks for a
a-length line. When a a-length line is
encountered, variable A is set to
equal the number of lines entered,
then a subroutine counts the frequency of each character. The MID$
and ASC commands count the characters quickly.
The next subroutine, beginning on
line 480, starts with ASCII character
65 (capital a) and continues through
February 1984 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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Ascn character 90 (capital z), searching for the largest value of AMT(X).
AMT(X) is the variable that contains
the frequency of occurrence of the letter whose decimal ASCII value is the
X in AMT(X). Line 500 searches and
compares each value of AMT(X) to
find the highest value (or last-found
highest value) if more than one character has an equal number of occurrences in the text. To ease decoding
and the character-frequency count,
you should enter the anagram in
capital letters. The program can be
modified to include in the characterfrequency count coded messages that
use numbers and other printable
characters for letter substitutions.
After the five most frequent characters are found, the subroutine
returns to line 110 where the cryptogram and workspace lines are
printed. A line of the encoded text is
printed, then a workspace line below
that, followed by a blank line. This
continues until the entire message is
displayed. Below the text, the five
most frequently used letters in the
English language-e, t, 0, a, n-are
shown. Immediately below those letters the five most commonly used letters in the message are displayed.
This provides as easy way for you to
choose the first few letters for possible substitution into the encoded
text. Also shown is a count of the
total number of characters in the text,
which is helpful to know. (There is
some argument about what the most
commonly used letters really are. According to various sources, they include the following combinations:
etlan, ethsi, etaoi, or etona. The most
commonly used character is actually
not e, but the space betWeen words.
The frequency of spaces is important
to recognize in many encoded texts
and in text-compression storage
methods.)
After the code is entered and displayed, you are prompted to begin
substituting letters. Choose a letter in
the coded text to be changed and,
enter it. Then choose a letter that
should substitute for that letter and
enter that. The program will now
search for every occurrence of the
first letter in the coded text and substitute the corresponding letter in the
384
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Listing 1: Crypto.bas is a program in BASIC used to solve and create your own cryptograms.
HI REM CRYPTO.BAS PGM TO EASILY WORK CRYPTOGRAMS
12/31/82
2111 F'R I NT CHR$ ( 12)
'CLEAR THE SCREEN (CLS)
30 DIM , GN(95),AMT(95)
Terminate with a bl~nk line ( CR ) "
40 PRINT"TYPE THE CRYPTOGRAM.
50 PRINT STRING$(79,95)
'LINE INPUT ALLOWS PUCTUATIONS
60 LINE INPUT Z$(A)
'LL(A)=LINE LENGTH
70 LET LL(A)=LEN(Z$(A»
'BLANK LINE TERMINATES INPUT
80 IF LL(A)(>0 THEN A=A+l,GOTO 50
'A=* OF LINES IN CRYPTOGRAM
90 A=A-l
'COUNT LETTER FREQUENCY
11110 GOSUB 390
'MAKES CRYPTO ~ WORKSPACE EQUAL
110 FOR X=0 TO A,X$(X)=Z$(X).NEXT X
'CLEAR SCREEN (CLS)
120 PRINT CHR$(f2)
'A=* OF LINES IN CRYPTOGRAM
13111 FOR Y=0 TO A
'PRINT CRYPTO ~ WORKSPACE
140 PRINT Z$(Y),PRINT X$(Y)
150
IF PF=1 THEN LPRINT Z$(y).LPRINT X$(Y)
'AND A SPACE BEFORE NEXT LINES
160 PRINT.IF PF=1 THEN LPRINT
'PRINT NEXT CRYPTO/WORKSPACE LINES
170 NEXT Y
'CLEAR PRINT FLAG
180 PF=0
190
PRINT THE FIVE MOST FREQUENTLY USED CHARACTERS
21110 PR I NT "CRYF'TOGRAM, ",
21111 FOR Y=1 TO 5
220 IF G(Y) ( >0 THEN PRINT CHR$(GN(Y»,"
",
23111 NEXT Y
240 PRINT"
TEXT LENGTH. ",TEXT
25111 PRINT "PLAIN TEXT, E T LAN"
26kl PRINT: INPUT"ENTER THE LETTER TO BE CHANGED (or QUIT or PRINT> ",A$
270 IF A$="F'RINT" THEN F'F=I, GO TO 120
'PF=PRINT FLAG
28111 IF A$="QUIT" THEN END
290 INPUT"ENTER THE LETTER IT IS TO BE CHANGED TO",B$
31110
SEARCH FOR A$ IN Z$, THEN REPLACE IT IN X$ WITH B$
310
Z$ IS THE CRYPTOGRAM, X$ IS THE WORKSPACE
320 FOR Y=0 TO A
'A=* OF' LINES OF TEXT
330 FOR 1=1 TO LL(Y)
'LL(Y)=LENGTH OF THAT LINE
340
IF MID$(Z$(Y),I,I)=A$ THEN MID$(X$(Y),I,l)=B$
350 NEXT I
360 NEXT Y
37111 GOTO 12111
'PRINT CRYPTO ~ WORKSPACE W/CHANGES
380
SUB-ROUTINE TO COUNT FREQUENCY OF EACH LETTER
39111 PRINT CHR$ (12) STRING$ (12,1-111) TAB (25) "COUNTING LETTERS"
400 FOR Y=0 TO A
'A=* OF LINES OF TEXT
410 FOR X=1 TO LL(Y)
'LL(Y)=LENGTH OF THAT LINE
420
Q$=MID$(Z$(Y),X,I),Q=ASC(Q$),AMT(Q)=AMT(Q)+l
430 NEXT ,X
440 NEXT Y
450 FOR X=0 TO A,TEXT=TEXT+LEN(Z$(X) ),NEXT X
'TOTAL-UP TEXT LENGTH.
460 TEXT=TEXT-AMT(32)
'g, SUBTRACT SPACES FROM COUNT '
47111
SELECT THE FIVE MOST FREQUENT LETTERS
480 FOR Y=1 TO 5
49111 FOR X=65 TO 9111
5121,,1
IF AMT(X) >=G(Y) THEN G(Y)=AMT(X),GN(Y)=X 'FIND HIGHEST COUNT,
510
NEXT X
'~ STORE IT AS GN(Y)
520
AMT(GN(Y»=0
'IGNORE THIS ONE NEXT, TIME AROUND !,
530 NEXT Y
' LOOK FOR NEXT MOST FREQUENT LETTER.
54111 RETURN

***

***

***
***

***
***

***

***

***

workspace with the second letter. The
alternating lines of coded text and
workspace will be reprinted on the
screen with the coded text remaining
unchanged and the workspace showing the supstitutions. Now, a ready
comparison can be made between
the two versions to see if the substitution choice was a good one, and to
see which is the best letter to try next.
If the choice was a bad one, you can
change the letters in the workspace
back to the original or to some other
letter, The top line of each pair of
lines (the original cryptogram) always
remains unchanged. Only the bottom line of the pair (the workspace)
changes.
The program won't save the cryptogram on disk. However, if you've
decoded it or are interrupted and
want to save your work, enter PRINT

***

in answer to the prompt from program line 260. PRINT will save the
cryptogram and workspace on paper
via yo'u r printer, then it will return to
the program and reprompt you for an
input. When you enter QUIT as an
answer to the prompt, the program
will exit.
Crypto. bas is not intended for
rigorous code-breaking other than
simple letter substitution, but it can
be used to create cryptograms. By following the instructions on decoding
a cryptogram, you enter the plain text
in place of the coded text, then use
the letter-substitution capabilities of
this program to generate the desired
cryptogram. (Use the program to decode your cryptogram and check that
you haven't assigned the same letter
for two letters or made some other
error.)

WELCOMEID
THE DISlRICT OF
COLUMBIA.
--

It could be Wall Street tracking
th e ten most traded ... Detroit fo recasting a utomo ti ve sales tre nds . . .
the boardroom analyzing cash flow
req uirements.
The District of Columbia could
be a nywhere from th e productio n
line to th e bottom line, because
Columbia is the personal computer
designed fo r res ults.
In business and professio nal
applications, compatibility is c ritical.
That's why Columbia computers
are the mos t com pa ti ble on th e market today. Truly compatible with
th e softwa re designed by IBM or
fo r IBM . Compa tibl e with IBM
PC's and compatibl e with eac h
o th e r. And Columbia uses bo th th e
MS-DOS'" and C P/ M-86Q<> opera ting systems to give you access to
th e widest possible ra nge o f applicati o ns software.
Business needs fle xibility. That's
why Columbia offers three models:
the VP Po rtable fo r wh en yo u're on
th e move. o r th e MPC Deskto ps for
when you 're not. in your c ho ice o f
dual fl o ppy disk o r hard disk d rive.
Business apprecia tes value. That's
why Colum bia pe rso nal computers
are aggressively priced . and every
o ne comes comple te with an ex tensive library o f software. No ex tra cost.
Th e District o f Columbia. It's th e
place to be if your place is in business. See th e Authorized Columbia
Deale r who's right in yo ur distri c t
o r write us at. 9150 Rumsey Road ,
Colum bia. MD 21045.

IBM and IBM PC are registe red trad ema rk s of
Intern a tiona l Bu si ness M ac hin es CP/ M -8 6 IS a
registe red trade mark of Di gital Research , Inc.
MS - DOS is a regIstered tra demar k of M lcrosoH.

Circle 59 on inquiry card .

To Solve an Anagram
Anagram.bas (listing 2) will accept
a word that is three- to six-letters
long, display all the possible combinations on the screen, or print
them at your command. A two-letter
word has two combinations that are
easily visualized without the aid of
a computer. But a seven-letter word
has 5040 possible combinations, far
too many to scan on paper or on your
monitor. Thus, the SWAP command
is used extensively' to simplify the
program and increase its speed.
Without SWAP, the process of swapping A$ and B$ requires these three
steps:
1. T$=A$
2. A$=B$
3. B$=T$

SWAP requires only one command
SWAP A$,B$
to accomplish the same thing.
It works like this: when a word is
entered, . its length is checked and
each letter is assigned to the string
variables A through F. If the entered
word is less than three characters or
more than six, you're reprompted to
make another input.
A three-letter input will generate
six combinations. A three-count
FOR .. . NEXT loop with two internal swaps provides the six possible
"words:'
A four-letter input has 24 possible
combinations. By running through
the three-letter swap four times, you
produce 24 combinations. This is accomplished by the routine beginning
on line 300. It runs through the threeletter routine once, swaps A$ and D$,
runs through again, does another
swap, and repeats the process until
we have all the combinations printed
on the screen.
A five-letter combination produces
five times the combinations that a
four-letter combination does, so we
run through the four-letter swap five
times. A repeated swap of B$ and E$
each time produces the proper circular shifting of each letter in the
group.
As you might have guessed, a sixletter combination can be accom386
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Listing 2: Anagram.bas is a BASIC program to decipher and create anagrams.

***

lW 'ANAGRAM6.BAS
ACCEPTS 3,4,5, ~< 6 CHARACTER GROUPS
2111 '
~ PRINTS ALL POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS.
3W PRINT,PRINT,PF=0
'PF=PRINT FLAG
4111 INPUT"ENTER A WORD (X to eXit prollram) ",101.
5W IF W.="X" THEN END
"X' EXITS FROM PROGRAM
6111 INPUT"PRINTED COPY (YIN), ",P.
70 IF P.="Y" THEN PF=I,LPRINT W.
'ANYTHING BUT 'Y'aNO
BI1I IF LEN(W.)<3 THEN 30
'LEBS THAN 3 IS TOO FEW
9W IF LEN(W.) >6 THEN 30
'MORE THAN 6 IS TOO MANY
100'
ASSIGN A.-F. FOR THE UP-TO-SIX CHARACTERS OF W.
110 A.=MID$ (101$,1,1), B$=MID$ (101$, 2,1) ,C.=MID$ (101$, 3,1)
120 D.=MID$(W$,4,1),E.=MID$(W',5, 1),F.=MID$(W',6,1)
13~' I F LEN (101.) =3 THEN GOSUB 400, GOTO 30
' FIGURE LENGTH OF 101$,
140 IF LEN(W.)=4 THEN GOSUB 300,GOTO 30
'THEN GOSUB AND SWAP.
150 I F LEN (101') =5 THEN GOSUB 20~" GOTO 30
16111 GOSUB 500,GOTO 30
'LEN(W')=6
200 FOR J=1 TO 5
'5-VARIABLE SWAP
210 SWAP B., E.,'GOSUB 300
220 NEXT J
230 RETURN
300 GOSUB 400
'4-VARIBALE SWAP
310 SWAP A.,D$,GOSUB 400
320 SWAP B$,D',GOSUB 400
330 SWAP C',D$,GOSUB 400
340 RETURN
40111 FOR X=1 TO 3
'3-VARIABLE SWAP
410 SWAP B$,Ct,PRINT A$,B.,C$,D$,E$,F$,"
",
42111
IF PF=1 THEN LPRINT A$,B$,C$,D$,E$,F',"
430 SWAP A$,Ct,PRINT A.,B.,C$,D$,E.,F',"
",
44111
IF PF=1 THEN LPRINT A$,B.,C$,D$,E.,F$,"
450 NEXT X
460 IF PF=1 THEN LPRINT
47111 PRINT,RETURN
500 GOSUB 2111111,GOSUB 620
'I.-VARIABLE SWAP
510 SWAP At,F$.GOSUB 200,GOSUB 62111
52111 SWAP B$,Ft.GOSUB 2111111,GOSUB 62111
53111 SWAP Ct,F$,GOSUB 21110,GOSUB 62111
540 SWAP D$,F$,GOSUB 2111111,GOSUB 620
55111 SWAP E$,F$,GOSUB 2111111,GOSUB 62111
560 RETURN
600'
FREEZE DISPLAY FOR I.-LETTER COMBINATION.
61111'
DISPLAYS 120 COMBINATIONS AT A TIME.
620 PRINT, PRINT"PRESS <SP > TO CONTINUE."
' <SP >zSPACE BAR.
630 IN$=INKEY$
'LOOKS FOR A PRESSED
640 IF IN$=CHR$(32) THEN PRINT CHR$(12) ,RETURN 'SPACE BAR BEFORE
650 GOTO 63111
'CLS AND RETURN.

***

***

***

",
",

***
***

plished by going through the fiveletter swap six times, with the necessary swap between each runthrough of the subroutines. Since 720
six-letter words cannot be displayed
simultaneously, they are printed in
six groups of 120 words each. After
each group of 120 words is printed,
the subroutine starting on line 620
freezes the display. This gives you the
time to scan the screen for the desired word(s), and only by pressing
the space bar can you go on to the
next 120 combinations. The program
lets you print the letter combinations
on your printer by answering the
prompt
PRINTED COpy (YIN):
with a Y. Any other response is accepted as a no. And as with Crypto. bas, Anagram. bas can also be used
to create encoded words.
With these two programs, Anagram. bas and Crypto. bas, I hope
you'll find that your decoding tasks

***

***

are easier. Understandably, there will
be a few purists who dislike using a
computer to decipher anagrams, and
I won't argue with them. It depends
on your purposes for attempting to
solve puzzles. Using a computer to
solve a cryptogram, however, doesn't.
prevent the human intellect from participating in the process; it only
removes the drudgery.
As a final word, 111 leave you with
a cryptogram to test both the program and your decoding skills.
YJMQ CJDYANQR AS ZJJEAYW SJ
HJRK SWQYQ TIOOEQY, HWAEQ
JSWQRY TRQZQR BDBGRBMY
BDN CR]YYHJRNY. A EAKQ SWQM
BEE BDN WJ1Q SWBS PJI WBN
YJMQ zm HASW SWAY QBYP JDQ.
(Answer on page 468) .•
Mark C. Worley (POB 7225, Dallas, TX 75209)
is an electronics-design engineer of meteorological
equipment and its interfaces at Texas Electronics Inc.
in Dallas, Texas. He has published several articles
on a variety of analog and digital projects.
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Powerbase
for the powerhouse
At last: a completely new relational
data base management system that
fully utilizes and enhances the power of
the best micro on the market today.
And makes it available to those whose
expertise is business, not computers.
We call it POWERBASE.TM Software
clever enough to meet your information needs, easy enough to be
mastered in half an hour. No fancy
programming. No unnecessary computer jargon. You simply paint your
screens and define the information you
need. PowerBase does the rest.
Pleasurably.
POWEIlBASE and DATAZOOM a re trademarks of G.M.S. Sy.;lems. Inc.

PowerBase introduces DATAZOOMTM
and the exclusive Zoom Key which, at
the touch of your fingertip, explodes
data to deeper and deeper levels of
revealing detail. Other features include
ultra-fast b-tree access, multiple files,
powerful editing and table look-up
functions, flexible report writer, the ability
to search, sort, and scan other files ...
and many more.
Master data without having to master
computers. The power of the 'm icro
is now fully yours with PowerBase, the
new breed of software that makes
data management basically simple.
Circle 154 Dn inquiry card .

~awer·~
Call or write for
our free informative
brochure.

(JJ)

.

gmS@)':7@~®CiUi)®lnc.

12 w. 37th Street N.Y., N.Y.1001 8
(212) 947-3590
Dealer inquiries invited.

Five Original
Graphics
Improving on the Spirograph
by Robert Sussman and Ted Sussman

Aesthetically pleasing graphic designs can be produced using mathematical curves-specifically, those
called hypocycloid and epicycloid.
One way to construct them is to use
(by hand) physical templates to form
combinations of these curves. This
approach formed the basis for the
popular toy Spirograph . A second
method is to plot them, point by
point, and, using a ruler, connect adjacent points to approach the true
mathematical shape. We used a third
method-computer graphics. This ar388
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ticle outlines the computer-graphics
method and illustrates some of its
results.
The epicycloid is a curve described
by a point on the circumference of a
circle as the circle rolls, without slipping, on the outside of a fixed circle.
The hypocycloid is a curve described
by a point on the circumference of a
circle as the circle rolls, without slipping, on the inside of a fixed circle.
Their equations are given in parametric form in the text box on page
390. They are abstracted from Mur-

ray R. Spiegel's Mathematical Handbook of Formulas and Tables, McGrawHill Schaum's Outline Series, 1968,
page 42.
To best appreciate and understand
the computer method, it is instructive to simulate it by hand using the
second method. The independent
parameter-O-is assigned succesSively larger values, at a fixed step size,
and the x and y coordinates of the
cycloid are calculated and plotted .
The adjacent points are then connected by straight lines, thereby ob-

taining an approximation to the true
mathematical curve.
As an example, figure 1 shows the
construction of a hypocycloid using
circles in the ratio of 5 to 14. Because
this figure was drawn by hand, a
large parametric step size of 10
degrees was used in the construction.
The points on this figure are numbered to show the development of
the curve.
Notice that if 0 is allowed to increase past a certain value, denoted
by 0max, the cusps will coincide. For
February 1984 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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Parametric Equations
Epicycloid
x
y

=
=

(a+b)cos(8) - b cos(g8)
(a+b)sin(8) - b sin(g8)

Hypocycloid
x
y

=
=

(a-b)cos(8) + b cos(h8)
(a-b)sin(8) - b sin(h8)

g = (a+b)1b
h = (a-b)1b
8 = parameter
= angle between the x axis and the
line connecting the two circles'
centers
a = radius of fixed circle
b = radius of rolling circle

390
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Figure 1: An example of a handmade hypocycloid using the point-to-point technique described

in the text.

figure I, Omax equals 1,800 degrees. In
general, Oma x is easily calculated
given the radii of the circles; this permits you to predict the total number
of points needed to draw the hypocycloid.
Additional properties of these
curves can be developed to aid the
designer in the choice of the values
of the radii.
The computer permits the use of
extremely small parametric step sizes
resulting in points on the cycloids
that are very close together. The computer connects these points by
straight lines, but the illusion of a fully developed mathematical curve is
created. In addition, many curves can
be drawn quickly, giving the user
many options for new designs.
But the most interesting aspects of
using a computer to create these
curves are those that extend the concept beyond what is possible with the
first two methods. These extensions
of the concept can be realized only
using a computer. In general, these
designs are sets of overlapping patterns. An example of this is shown in
the first illustration on page 388. The
program creates an initial pattern
with and from initial parameters and
linearly changes these parameters for
successive patterns:
1. The location of the point on the
rolling circle moves toward the circle's center as a function of the pattern number.
2. Each successive pattern is rotated
a fixed number of degrees from
the preceding one.
3. Each successive pattern is scaled
to produce a zoom effect.
The five designs shown here are a
small subset of all those possible
using this technique. It requires your
creative ability and artistic insight to
use the computer to reveal them .•
Robert Sussman is a fourth-year student in the
school of engineering and applied science at the
University of Virginia. Ted Sussman is a graduate
student at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
They can be reached at 11022 Saffold Way, Reston,
VA 22090.
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Order Part Number

BBPDBSYOl150LQl

VIS(

PRIORITY
\

ONE

ELECTRONICo/

9l6l Deering Ave" Chatsworth, CA 9l31l-5887

/

Terms: This sale prices is for prepaid orders only (VISA. MC, BAC, Check or Money Order - U.s. Funds). CA residents odd 6'12% Sales Tox and include $15.00 for
shipping. Credit cord orders will be charged appropriate freight. Please Include your phone number, just in case.

\

/

'-

-' . • Sanyo PR5000 12 cps letter Quality Printer ___ • 6 MicroPro Software Programs
With Cable
• WordStar • MailMerge • SpeliStar
• Sanyo MBC1150 Cre,ative Computer
• CalcStar • DataStar
• ReportStar
• Z-80A CPU with 64K Memory
• Sanyo Enhanced BASIC with Graphics and CP/M®
---- • Two Double-Sided/Double-Density
--_____
51/4" Disk Drives
(620KBytes Total Formatted Capacity)
• 12" Green Screen Display (80 characters by 25 lines)
/
• Detachable Keyboard
• One Centronics Printer Port • One RS-232C Serial Port
• CP/M 2.2® Operating System _______
(Complete with Interpreter, editor and all utilities)
• Exclusive Priority One Software Enhancements
To Make Getting Started Even Easier!

DON'T DELA YI - ACT TODA YI
AND SAVE OVER $900.00!!

______

Sound too good to be true? Believe iH Only Priority One Electronics, with our unequalled purch- __
asing power could acquire a "boat-load" of product from Sanyo, and pass along the savings.
~ This deal is so good we even surprised ourselves! Don't be left out - these won't last long!
~
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ORDER TOLL FREE (BOO) 423-5922 - CA, AK, HI CALL (B1 BJ 709-5111

~

"WIrat a feeling!" That's
just how you'D feellmow-

iug you've purchased an
IBM-compatihle Personal Computer with full color graphics
capability at a price far, far below anyone else_
Not only does the Handwell PC outperform everyone in
price, but it comes loaded with standard features that some
competitors don't even offer as options.
Due to its eight expansion slots, you'D be able to upgrade
your Handwell PC with many add-ons and options today
and tomorrow, thus making it obsolescenceproof. When buying the HandweD PC, you
will be able to take advantage of the enormous, off-the-shelf software library written
for the IBM PC - thus accessing some of
the finest user-friendly software available.
AII-in-aII, the HandweD can, by combining
quality, performance and unbelievable price,
offer you a truly high-performance PC at substantial savings. So, stop and smeD the roses
along the way and see how sweet it is!

Mon itor not
i ncluded i n
pr i ce sh own

Simu lat ed
Disp l ay

'Ril1
"----''-''
IAIIIL ___._

~ __

. . . a new breed of personal computer
STANDARD FEATURES: • Full Graphics capabilities (640 dots x 200 lines)
• 128K Ram (expandable to 256K) .1\vo RS232 Serial Ports. One paraDel printer port
• Color Display Card • Fully detachable, IBM-compatible Keyboard. 8 Expansion Slots
• One 5 1A-inch Floppy Drive (327Kb-formatted) • MS-DOS Operating System
(MS-DOS 2 _0 and CP/M compatible) • 8088 Processor. Spooler (part of system
memory, can be used as a printer buffer) • Real Time Clock and Calendar

I, , "

Handwellcorp.

4962 EI Camino Real
Los Altos. CA 94022
415962-9265
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· IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines
· C P/M is a registered trademark 01 Digital Resea rch, Inc.
·MS-DOS Is a registered trademark 01MicroSoft, Inc.

Dealer and OEM inquiries invited

For further information call

800·821·3628
Circle 163 on inquiry card.

Bubbles on the 5-100 Bus
Part 2: The Software
Making Micropolis MDOS and CP/M work
with last month's project
by Louis Wheeler
Author's Note: Since this article was
completed, Intel has revised the BPK 72
Bubble Memory Prototype Kit discussed
if! the Editor's Note at the end of part 1
of this article (BYTE, January 1984, page
380). As mentioned there, Intel is now
dffering the revisea for for $199 as a promotional item. The new kit is completely
~ssembled and tested at the factory and
incorporates the latest version of the 7110
bubble-memory chip, which has been repackaged. The new chip is thinner,
leaded, soldered directly to the printedcircuit board (permitting standard board
spacing), requires a smaller board area,
and
is more reliable. Because the BPK 72
\
if already assembled and tested, those
portions of part 1 relating to its testing
dpn be skipped unless problems occur. The
new kit is also equipped with an on-board
d ock oscillator that eliminates the need
fpr the clock circuit, IC1, IC3, the 8-MHz
qrystal, and associated components,
~hown in the schematic diagram (figure
~). The BPK 72 Bubble Memory
Prototype Kit User's Manual also has
been revised to incorporate the information previously found in application
note AP-119. A new application note,
AP-150, containing a set of subroutines
written in 8085 assembly language that
demonstrates the basics of bubble-memory
software design, is supplied with the kit.
Although no longer needed, the much
revised user's manual has eight pages of
qssembly instructions similar to those
that come with a Heathkit. The new
manual is a great improvement over the
earlier documentation.

Last month, we built and completed preliminary testing on the
bubble-memory board. In this concluding part, we'll dive into the software and discuss the details of making the magnetic bubbles act like a
floppy-disk drive or cache memory.
Before you proceed with the upcoming software, be sure all previous
tests have been successful. Then discard the BASIC test routines.

Bubble-Memory-Driver Package
The application note supplied with
the kit contains a set of subroutines
to drive the BPK 72 bubble memory.
These subroutines demonstrate the
basics of bubble-memdry software
design. The bubble-memory-driver
package (see listing 1) is based on the
principles derived from this set of
subroutines and the user's manual.
I have been using it for some time
now without any problems.
Before I get into the details of the
driver package, I will give a brief
description of the environment for
which it was written. My system consists of an IMSAI (S-100 type) computer with a Z80 microprocessor, 56K
bytes of RAM (random-access read/
write memory), 2K bytes of EEPROM
(electrically erasable programmable
read-only memory), a Micropolis
Mod IT dual-disk-drive system (77
tracks, 16 sectors per track, 256 bytes
per sector), a Z-19 terminal, and a
printer. I have two operating systems:
the Micropolis disk operating system

(MOOS), which came with the
floppy-disk system, and a recently acquired CP/M system.
Most of my applications software is
written in Micropolis BASIC, which
uses the MOOS resident 110 (input/
output) package called Res. Res is
something like CP/M BOOS (basic
disk operating system) and BIOS
(basic input/output system) combined. MOOS is a more sophisticated
operating system than CP/M, but it
cannot be modified as easily as the
CP/M system with its BIOS module.
The bubble-memory-driver package
I am about to discuss functions with
either of these operating systems.
Given the proper linkage routine, it
can probably be used with any operating system running an 8080, 8085,
or Z80. Linkage routines and installation procedures for both MOOS
and CP/M will be covered later.
The bubble-memory-driver package in listing 1 can be located anywhere in memory. Since it is only 220
bytes long, I placed it in EEPROM
along with my system monitor and
other peripheral drivers. The package
provides six bubble-memory functions: (1) initialization, (2) general
control operations, (3) reading of
data, (4) writing of data, (5) reading
the FIFO (first-in/first-out) buffer, and
(6) writing 42 bytes to the FIFO buffer. Functions 2, 5, and 6 are normally not required and can be deleted if
you are short of space. (They were included for use in an as yet unwritten
February 1984 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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diagnostic program; they might also
prove useful for special applications.)
All functions (except number 2) use
the same calling sequence. The control function requires the additional
step of loading the C register with a
7220 Bubble-Memory-Controller
(BMC) command code (see table 1).
Normally, you just have to load the
Hlrregister pair with the address of
the parameter block (discussed
below) and then call the desired
function . On return, if an error has
occurred, the Carry flag will be set.
If needed, the BMC status code can
always be found in the Status byte of
the parameter block. I have yet to encounter an error during normal operation. For testing purposes, errors
can easily be forced by first writing
data without the automatic errordetection/correction bit being set and
then reading the same data back with
the bit set. The error-detection/correction option is selected with bit 6
in the Enable byte.
The parameter block includes the
data necessary to set up the parametric registers in the 7220 BMC, the address of a user buffer long enough to
store the data to be transferred
to/from the bubble memory, and 1
byte to store the BMC status. This is
a total of 10 bytes. The parameter
block can be located anywhere in
RAM. Also, because its address is
provided with every call to the
bubble-memory-driver package, it
can be moved about. You can even
have more than one block if circumstances dictate. For example, if two
separate files are being accessed at
the same time, it might be desirable
to set up two parameter blocks, one
for each file. In any case, once a
parameter block has been initialized,
only two of the parameters are normally updated: the starting page
number, BEGADR, and the user buffer address, BUFADR.
The number of FSA (formatter/
sense amplifier) channels, CANALS,
will always be 1 (indicating two FSA
channels); 0 specifies one FSA channel and is used only for testing. The
bank-select parameter, MBMSEL,
should always be 0 (anything else
would indicate a multibank system) .
BLKLEN specifies the number of 64-

Listing 1: The bubble-memory-driver package contains 808018085 assembly-language'subroutines that can be set in ROM and linked with a disk operating system to enable the bubble
memory to function as a disk-emulator or cache-memory system. The package requires 220
bytes of storage and can be located anywhere in memory.

Text continued on page 402
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ADDR Bl B2 B3 E LItlE LAIlEL
10,0,0, :~

0e0B
ee00
0eoo
0eoo
01300
0e0e
13000
131300
013013
0000
eeoo
0000
012100
01300
01300
012100
00eB
131300
012100
00013
0000
0000
131300
01313S
1210013
121000
012100
121000
01300
1211300
13121013
1313\313
0121130
£1eoo
0eoo
1301313
012100
1313130
1313013
13131210
012100
£11300
00130
eeoo
e01lB
013013
eGee
e13013
01300
G130tl
00\l13
01300

1010 ,.
102121 ,.
1030 *

10,413
10613
1070
1080
1090
1100
1120
113121
1140
1150
1160
1170
1180
1130
1200
1210
1220
12313
1240
1250
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300
13 10
1320
133tl
1340
13513
13613
137tl
1380
1330
141'10
1410
1420
143121
1440
1451'1
1460
14713
1480
14'30
1~00

1511'1
1521'1
1530
1540

~113e(3

13013\3
FE.23
F623
F623
F623
F623
F623
F623
F623
F623
F623
F623
F623
F623
F623
F623
F623
F623
F623
F623
F623
F623
F623
FE,23

1550

0011
0012
0013
0019
00ID
001E

0001
0040

eeee

:;;**************************************************************
It.TEL BPK72 BUBBLE

~IEMORY

DRIIJER PACKAGE

,.

*
CoP'_righl (C) 1983 Loui s E. Wheeler
*
** ***************************************************************
The s ubr·oulines contained in lhis packa!!e pro'Jide lhe user· wilh
* the bas ic funclions needed lo cOI~,"unicate ,.ilh the nna BPK-72

,.
,.

*
*,.
..

*
*
*
,.
,.
,.

*
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,.
,.

*

,.
,.
,.
'.
,.

*

*
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*
:+:
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*

*
*

*
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*
*
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,.

*

bubble memor" s"slE1ll. Before call in!! an" of lhese funclions
the user must eslablish a PARAMETER BLOCK with lhe following
parameters st.ored in the order shown :
Harne
( Byles)
Fundion
BLKLEH ( 0-1)

Bloc~,

lenSlh. The number of 64 or 68 bYle PageS
to be transfered. B implies a 2048 page lransfer.
The nUlAber of FSA channe Is. 13 or 1. florll.all·_
1, indicatinS 2 FSA c:hannels.
Defines 'Jarious. IAodes of operation fur· USf::'
7220. cont.roller·.
Slarling page nUlflber (address) for· " tr·ansfer
bloc:~...
Bar'\<' nUlI,ber of mul tibar,1>, s"",lellls . Alwa"s 0
for sin:=Ue bank syst.ems.
Addr·ess of user defined buffer. thnimur. s ize
64 b"les (depends on BLKLEH and EHABl£ ) .
Slatus b"le retur·ned after all ca lls.

CAHALS (2)
EHABLE (3)
BEGADR ( 4-5)
tlBtlSEL (6)
BUFADR

(7-8)

STATUS '; 9 )

The fir·sl fi'Je parameters are defined in the IHTEL doc:urloentaUon.
BUFADR poi nts to a user supplied buffer· "i H, a .. inilllUll', size of 64
b"le... The adual size depends on lhe bloc~. lerulH, in pages and
whet.her or flOt. aulomalic error correct.ion he.":.. been se-Iect.ed in the
ENABLE b"te . On relurn., the STATUS b"le ",ill c:onlain lhe lasl
BI'1 s latus input frolfl the ~IC. If an er-ror· condilion eXl sted ..
the C-flag ",ill be sel.
FlINCT I 01<5 PROIJ I DED:
BlHtHT
BtlCtHL
B~IREAD
BN~IRIT

RDFIFO
WRFIFO

-

Inilialize" lhe bubble mel.or" s"sleln
Perfor-ms non-dala transf"r· c:orlt.roi OP"r·at.io... ,
Re"d" one bloc" ( r·ec:ord ) fr·olll bubbl" lloelOory
\,Irile" one bloc:~, <rec:or·d ) te, bubble ",ell,or·"
Reads c:ontenl of FIFO buf fer
1,lrites 42-b'_tes of dala into FIFO buffe r·

CALLI tlG SEQUENCE:
Ri:'~ui r€'d

LiU H, PARAI'lBLK

CALL [funcl ion]
JC ERROR

fo r· non-ddt-a lr·dflsfer·
cont r·ol of.'er-dtiofls ofll ';J .
HL = FWA of the ..bo'Je PARRNETER BLOCK
Any of t.he aLcl',}€- f unc:"Li ons
Tr·Csosf€-r· 1..0 u=·~r De-finea error· r·oulin€'

*
:i*< ************************i<****i<:fI:i<***************************f!***
ORG
; A pldcE' lo ftut i t. .
*

1560
1510 * *************~*************:"'*lf!*:+:***:f!********:i<***********y,*:t.:~*:f!*
15B0
1590.. COMMAND CODES
16013 ,.
EQU
1610 CIZ
llH
IHITIALIZE
EQU
1620 CRD
12H
READ
EQU
1630 CI.IR
13H
IatRITE
EQU
1640 CAB
; ABORT
19H
EQU
1650 CFR
1DH
; FIFO RESET
EQU
1660 CPlIRG
; MBI1 PURGE COP1t1AHD
lEH
1670 ..
1680.. STATUS I.IORD BITS
1690 ..
EQU
1700 FIFOBT
01H
; FIFO STATUS
EQU
171tl OPDOHE
4\3H
; OPERATIOH COt1PLETE
EQU
1720 BUSYBT
; BUSY BIT
OOH
1730 ..
1740
OTHER EQUATES
175tl ..
EQU
; FIRST B/'1C REG TO SET ( BU<LEH)
1760 REGB
0BH
EQU
1770 PTYtlSK
; MASK FOR PAR IT'! BIT
\lFDH
EQU
1730 STATER
; STATUS 1oJR[I, ERR MSK IG-lORE PTY
3CH
1790 ..
1308
1i0 PORT ADDRESS ASSIGNtlEHTS
1318 ..
EQU
; STATUS PORT
132tl BMSTAT
0E1H
EQU
1830 BMCOI'ID
; COI't!1AHD PORT
\'IE1H
EQU
1841'1 BI'IDATA
\'IE0H
; DATA PORT
13513 ,.

*

0eoo
OOFD
003C

*

F623
F623
H.23
F623
F623
F623
F623
F62;>
F623

OPERAND

*

F623

F6 2~.

OPCD

OOEI
00E1
130Etl

1860 *
1870 ..
1830 ..
18'30 ,.

***:4t********f!*********-'+*******************IIc********************
BmHIT - Init.ializes Hie 1'\Btl s"",telO f or oper ..lion as specified
in the PARAtlETER BLOCK supplied b" Hoe user.

Your Apple's telephone.
'fj111l111/fJu.

1////////1.1
~~
~i ~,
tlllllll,

'-//II1II ~////////I

"Thanks for the prompt reply. Sure
was a lot faster than waiting for
the mail'"

"Gary: The pedigrees for next
weeK's auction are as follows .. :'

A complete plug-in communications
system for Appfe®computers. From
Hayes. the established telecomputing
leader: the simple but sophisticated
Micromodem lIe ®plug-in board
modem and its companion software.
Smartcom F MEverything you need to
expand the world of your Apple II. lIe.
II Plus and Apple III. In one. convenient
communications package.
With Micromodem lIe and Smartcom I.
you can access data bases. bulletin
boards. and the varied resources of information services. plan your travel itinerary
via computer. including flight numbers,
hotel and rental car reservations. Retrieve
and analyze daily stock and options prices.
Work at home and send reports to your
office. You can even do your gift shopping
by computer!
Micromodem lIe. Think of it as your
Apple's telephone. It allows your computer to communicate with any Bell-lO 3
type modem over ordinary telephone
lines, at 110 or 300 bits per secono.
Micromodem lIe installs easily in an
expansion slot. and requires no outside
power source. It connects directly to
either a single or multiline modular
phone j·ack. to perform both Touch-Tone®
and pu se dialing.
Micromodem lIe dials, answers and disconnects calls automatically. And. unlike
some modems. it operates in full or half
duplex, for compatibility with most timesharing systems.
A bui! t-in speaker lets you monitor your

you eaSily make a call. end a call, or answer
a call. When you're on the receiving end,
your Micromodem lIe answers automatically. even if you're not there!
::::::=:--r....
Convenient! And so is the Smartcom I memory for phone numbers.
Smartcom I stores three of your most
frequently called telephone numbers
and one prefix. Plus, it also remembers the last number dialed.
Smartcom I also proVides a directory of the files stored on your disk.
Ana lets you create, list. name. send,
receive. print or erase files right from
calls when dialing. That way, you'll
know if a line is busy. With Smartcom I.
its menu.
Smartcom I is as versatile as you need it
Micromodem lIe automatically redials
your last number.
to be. It accepts DOS 3.3, Pascal. CP/MTM
Discover how Micromodem lIe can
3.0 or CP/M Plus™ operating systems,
help maximize the capabilities of your
And accommodates up to six aisk drives
Apple. While Smartcom I software will
and several printer interface cards.
minimize your efforts.
Like all our products, Smartcom I and
Smartcom I companion software.
Micromodem lIe are backed
For effortless communications.
by excellent documentation
Whether you're a newcomer
I~
and full support. Including a
to personal computing or a seatwo-year limited warranty
soned profeSSional, you 'll appreciate
on Micromodem lIe and a 90-day warranty
the ease and speed with wnich you can
on Smartcom I!
perform any communications function.
See your dealer today. Then plug into
Thanks to Smartcom I!
the exciting world of telecomputing.
Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.,
Let Smartcom I gUide you through a few
5923 Peachtree Industrial Blvd .. Norcross,
easy-to-answer questions to tailor the
Georgia 30092. 404/441-1617.
program to your particular needs. Then
you 're ready to go!
Mal,e a selection from the Smartcom I
~~~e~P~~~~~;o~~~~~~P,~~;~;f~~ms~e,~~:o',;g!~;e;~~'~~~~';'k~~or
menu to manage your communications,
Hayes Microcomputer Products. Inc . Apple isa registered trademark of
Apple Co mputer. Inc. Touch·Tone is a registered service mark of
files or printer. Program prompts guide you AmedeanTelephone 'nd Teleg"sh. CP/M ;s , I",demMk of Digital
along tne way. And menu selections let
~~~~~r~I~'y~ns\ti?;~~~I~~;~: ~:~d~~:~~n~~ Advanced Logic Systems.

Circle 167 on inquiry card .

"Attn. Prod., Sales, Purch.: Recommend 50% blue, 30% red screen for
closest match:'

Micromodem lIe
Smartcom I

(!) Haues®
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The essential
new catalog of the
business computer
forms and supplies
you need most!
It's quick • convenient •
easy-to-use.

And we can ship them all to
you in as few as 3 working
days!
Deluxe delivers your order in record
time because we know how much you
depend on it to make your office run
smoothly. And we deliver it to your precise specifications . That means customization for your unique program
needs, or personalization of any of our
200 standard forms for popular software programs . And you order only
what you need-as few as 500 forms.
See what we 've got to offer your
business. Then see just how fast we
can deliver it.

Send for your FREE
catalog today!

-------------

I ~ OEl.UXE
I 1'!!t!'!'!t!!tttn'. 'IRI.Tt :T~P~~~.~~~:ESOTA 5516Hl046
I 0 YES. Rush me your complete, new
I catalog of computer forms and essentials.
I
I My Name
Title
I
I Company Name
530N. WHEELEAST

Address
City

State

*

CD
3E
D3
C3

2[> F6
11
EI
58 F6

2050

3E \3B
[>3 El

lE
D3 EI3

Zip

I ~hone
I
Clip out and mail or call TOLL FREE:
I
1-800-328-5727 ~~~t
:L.
(In7'Minnesota,
call 1-800-742-5685 Dept. #86.)
:9____________
__I

F636 23
F637 7E
F638 17
F639 17
F63A 17
F63B 17
F63C B8
F63D D3
F63F
F63F
F63F
F63F 23
F640 7E
F641 D3
F643
F643
F643 ·
F643 23
F644 7E
F645 [>3
F647 23
F648 46
F649 23
F64A ?E
F64B 17
FMC 17
FMD 17
F64E B8
FE-4F D3
F651 23
FE.52
F652 5E
FE.53 23
F654 56
F65~1 23
F656 EB
FE-57
F657 C9
F658
FE-58
F658
F658
F658
FE.58
FE-58
FE.58
Ft.58
F658
F658

E8

E8

HI

E0

FE.:,8
F65B
F6~18

FE-58
FE,5B
FE-58
F65D
F65F
F66B
F663
F664
F665
F666
F669
F66C
F66C
F66E
F671
F672
F673
F6l3
F675

1300 .,
1310
CALLS: SEHDREG .. B~1EJ:lT
1920
1'330 ..
1'340 B~mHT:
CALL
SHDREG
LOAD BMC REG I STEPS
1350
mil
A.. CIZ
GET IIHTIAlZlE CO~1f'1AHD
1%0
OUT
BI'lCmlD
SEND IT.
1'370
J~lP
Bt'1EJ:IT
WA IT FOR COI'lPLETl OH
1'380 .,
1'3'30 :tc **:tI*********:f·*****+'**:ic*tI**ic:.:+:***ic****:ic********************:iI****
2000 .,
2010·' SHDREG - For·If,.ls .no send,. lnt...rn.I corM'ol r·e"i s1.er·s 1.0 I.h.. B~lC .
2020 ..
Hol.e: Hl. If,lIS1. P01Co\. 01. I.h.. u,·er· su.· .. 1 i .. d PARAI'lETER BLOCK.
2\330 ..
20413" CALLS: 1·10"..

*

FE:.34 2:2·
F635 46

Now Deluxe Computer
Forms, a division of Deluxe Check
Printers, gives you the softwarecompatible checks, invoices, statements and word processing stationery
you've been searching for. And accessories too.

I
I
I

F623
F623
F623
F623
FE.23
FE-26
F628
F62A
F62D
F t.2D
FE-2D
F62D
F62D
F621l
F·62D
F621l
F E.2D
FE-2D
F62F
F631
Ft.31
F631
Ft.31
F632

\31 I'F FF
D8 El
tEo FD
12
1'2 6C FE.
0B
78
Bl
C2 5B F6
C3 73 F6

E6 3C
C2 73 F6

AF
C9
3E 19
D3 El

*

213613 .,
20713 SHDREG:
1'1 ,11
H.. REG8
; GET I ST REG ADDRESS
'
21380
OUT
81'lCO~lD
; RIID SEHD IT.
213'3'3 ..
2113\3" COHSTRUCT AHD SEl-1D BLOcr: LEI·1 GTH. [BLRl
211\3 ..
~101J
212'3
R.. I·l
GET 8LKLEII '; L~.8 )
2 130
81'1[,ATA
OUT
::BID IT. (BI'le 8-REG)
214\3
mi·:
H
8U~lP ADDR
1156
1'101.1
8=BL,:LEl i 0'158)
21613
IHX
H
21713
MOIJ
~ A=J.lUM OF FSA CHAHliEL5
2180
RAL
2190
RAL
SHIFT LEFT 4-PLACES
2200
RAL
2210
RAL
2220
ORA
B
MELD WITH BLKLEN (158)
2230
OUT
B/'lOATA
SEND IT. (BnC C-REG)
2240 '"
2250 '" ENABLE BYTE. (ERl
2260 '"
2270
H
INX
~ BUMP ADDR
MOIJ
2280
A.•M
~ GET ENABLE BYTE
2290
OUT
BI'IDATA
; SEND IT. (BI1C IH<EG)
2300 '"
23113 " CONSTRUCT RHD SEND ADDRESS REGISTER. (ARl
23213 "
2330
IH~:
H
~ BUMP ADDR
2340
MOIJ
; A=ADDR REG (LSB)
A."1
2350
OUT
B~1DATA
~ SEND IT.
(B~1C E- REG )
23613
IN~:
H
2378
MOIJ
B.• M
B=ADDR REG (~B)
2388
IN~:
H
MOl)
2390
A., M
A=BUBBLE NUMBER
2480
RAL
2410
RAL
SH I FT IT 3-PLACES
2420
RAL
2430
ORA
B
MELD WITH PAGE NU~1BER ( l'lSB)
2440
OUT
BMOATA
SEND IT. (BI'IC F-P.£G)
2450
H1X
H
BU~lP ADDR
2460
2470 SWAPREG:
MO'J
GET USER BUFFER ADDR
2480
IHX
TO DE-REG
24913
~101J
FOR LRTER USE.
2500
II1~:
BUMP PHTR TO STATUS ADDR.
2510
~:CHG
HL=POl'HTER TO USER BUFFER.
2520 ..
; DE=POIIHER TO RETUPJ~ STATUS
2530
RET
2540 ..
255ld
**************************ic:+'***:+***************:iI***************
25613 ..
2578
B~lEXIT - 1,I"i I., for C-OrtIP lel.ion of I.he curr·enl. BMC (oper·"l.ion .nd
2580
lhe-n ched<:~ for an':=' er'ror' conditions. 1f.:sr1 e-rror' is
25'30
indic-.ted . the C-fl.g is set Prlc'r· to ex iting. Thi s
2600 .,
routine ser'IJes as a common exi i for all func:tiorls.
2610
14oi...e : H bus.y conditlon that.. per-:·1 st,:. t.oo lor~ is corr:.ider'ed
2620
an error. Thi-:. might. occur if the F"ar'amE-ier bloch
26313 ,.
is. ilflPr'operl':J constructed.
26413 .,
265\3 :+ CflLLS: I~one
26613 ...
26",'13 .,
2680 SME:': IT:
B.. BFFFFH
U<I
SET UP THIER.
2690 :+-.
2"10\3 B~lE1: 1 :
III
BMSTAT
GET STATUS
2710
All!
PTW1SK
l·lA~.K OUT PT',' ERR
:2720
STAi·:
D
SA'JE IT.
2",'3\3
JP
IlI'lEi::2
110 .. GO CK FOP. ERRORS.
27413
ELSE., FOR JUST
DCX
B
MOIJ
A.. 8
27513
SO MANY
2760
ORA
C
~ TIMES
2770
JI1Z
BMEXI
~ LOOP AND TRY AGA IN.
2780
J~lP
B~1ERRX
TOOK TOO LOHG IF BC=0
2"790 ..
2808 BMEX2:
ANI
STATER
WAS THERE AN'ERROR?
2810
B/'lERR,.:
JI~Z
YES, TAKE ERROR 8<: IT •
2820
XRA
A
NO, CLEAR FLAG
2830
RET
AND EXIT.
2840
2850 BMERRX:
A,CAB
MlJI
CLEAR THE RECKAGE
2860
OUT
BMCOMO
BY ABORTHIG

*

*'
*
*
*
*
*

*

Listing 1 continued on page 400
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Gifford
has a lock on
multiuser CP/M®8-16.
It's 11:00 P.M. Do you
know where your files are?

Unleash productivity with
Gifford's Virtual Terminals.

It's great when multiple local and off
site users can run any 8- or 16-bit CP/M
or MP/ M™ program. It's even better when
they can share expensive resources like
printers, hard disks, and tape drives. Best
of all is when they can share your most
precious resource-data. Gifford has been
delivering systems with all these features
for over two years.
But sometimes data is sensitive. How
do you keep people from taking more
than their fair share?

With our Virtual Term inals, each
terminal on your sys tem can monitor up
to four different programs running concurrently. And at the touch of a key you can
swi tch screens instan tly from one
program to another.
You could look up an address in
dBASE II;" jump over to SuperCalc™ to
make some projections, then switch
instan tly to WordStar® to use this informati on to update a letter. If you forget
what's on a screen, just touch a key to
refresh your memory. You won' t need to
go through th e distractin g process o f
load ing and unloading programs.
And since your Virtual Terminal can
run any 8- or 16-bit CP/M or MP/ M program, you can choose the best programs
for your job from the biggest software
library in the world. It's eas ier than 1, 2, 3!

Gifford adds a new dimension
to CP/M security.
With our new security features, you
can control what resources and data
are shared.
Gifford's proprietary security
enhancements include user login with
encrypted passwords, control over
access rights of modem users, secure
electroni c mail, and the ability to restrict
users to specified terminals, programs,
and directory areas. Plus, an audit log
utility that keeps a permanent record of
system activity. And you also get all the
standard security features of Digital
Research 's MP/ M- 86~
You select the level o f security
needed to get the best balance between
file sharing and file safety.

The Gifford Security Blanket:
Total Solutions.
Gi fford delivers solutions. This
means professional pre-sale consultation,
expert sys tem integration wi th 200 hour
sys tem burn-in, com plete training, and full
after sale support.
For example, our three user
CompuPro® based system with a 21megabyte hard disk cos ts just $9,990, and
can be easily expanded for $500 per

user. This includes MP/ M 8-16, SuperCalc,
and dBASE II.
Other Gifford solutions include
systems with hard disks that range from
5 to 300 megabytes, 4 and 9 track tape
backup, printers, plotters, and modems.
Single- and multiuser 8086,68000, and
Z-80 based systems are available for
immediate delivery, with 80286 and 16032
systems on the way.

Two year warranty protection.
In the unlikely event that you encounter a hardware related problem, we'll
replace any defective S-100 part within
24 hours FREE for two full years. But
chances are, it can be solved on the Gifford
service hotline or diagnosed via modem.
All at no cost to you.

Lock in on Gifford Security
today.
If total support, training, on site
service, obsolescence-proof upgradeabIe
S-100 bus architecture, and complete
system security sound appealing, cut the
coupon or give us a call. We'll send you
a free brochure that tells the whole story.
Once you get it you'll see why Gifford
has a lock on multiuser CP/ M 8-16.

Gifford Computer Systems is a Full
Service CompuPro®Systems Center.

The powerful Gifford System 321 shown
with optional GCS-80 Virtual Terminals.
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2446 Verna Court, San Leandro, CA 94577
( 415) 895-0798
A division of G&G Engineering
I'D LIKE THE WHOLE STORY.
Please send me your brochure.
Name
Title _ _ __
Organization
WS _ _ __
" A?dress _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

t;;;;;=:;;;;====~;;;;;;J'

CIty
State _ _ _ Zip _ __
Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

:L ________________________________________
0 Please have a representative call me.
BY-S _

GIFFORD COMPUfERSYSTEMS 0 San Leandro, CA (4 15) 895-07980 Los Angeles, CA ( 213) 477-39210 Houston, TX (7 13) 680-1944
Amherst, NY (7 16) 833-4758 0 Telex: 70452 1
Circle 151 on inquiry card .
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Listing 1 continued:

ANADEX
CITOH
DAISYWRITERS
DIABLO
DYNAX
EPSON
GEMINI
GE
IDS
NEC
OANTEX
OUME
SILVER REED
TALLY
TOSHIBA

ADDS
AMPEX
COMREX
ESPRIT
LEAR SIEGLER
All equipment is in factory carlon s with manufac
turers' warranty , Pr ices subjeci to change wilhou
nolice. Most item s in slock or shipped as recei vec

-----

J

NATIONWIDE SERVICE. MOST PRODUCTS

SUPER WAREHOUSE

PO BOX 373

WALLINGFORD , CONNECTICUT 06492

ORDER liNE

203-265-1223

ORDER HOURS

9.00 AM · 500 PM-E:
MONDA Y·FRIDA Y

PHONE ORDERS FREE
(ONE DOLLAR CREDIT FOR PHONE ORDERS)
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F677 3E IE
F679 D3 El
F67B 37
F67C C',
F67D
F67D
F67D
FE-7D
F67D
FE-7D
F67D
FE,lD
F67D
F67D CD 2D FEF680 79
FE-81 D3 El
F6a3 C3 58 FEF6B€.
F68EF686
FE-BE.
FE.SEFE-8E.
FE-8EFE-B6
FE-86
FE-86
FE·86 3E 10
F688 D:, El
FE-SA CD 2D FEFE-® :,E 12
FE-8F Dc. El
1''6'31
fE,'31 DB EI
F6':l3 87
F6'34 F2 91 FEFE-97'
FE..,? DB E1
FE,9'3 8'
Ft.9A 1'2 :;8 1'6
1'E-9D E6 131
F6',!' CA '3l F6
F6A2 DB E0
FE.A4 /7
1'6A5 23
FE-A6 C3 97 F6
F6A9
F6A9
F6A9
F6A9
F6A9
FE-A9
FE-A9
F6A9
FE-A9
F6A9
F6A9
F6A9 3E lD
F6flB D3 EI
F6AD CD 2D F6
FE.B0 3E 13
F6B2 D3 El
F6B4
F6B4 DB El
F6B6 E6 81
F688 FE 81
F6BA C2 B4 F6
FE-SO
F6BD DB El
F6BF E6 F[J
F6CI 12
F6C2 F2 Dl F6
F6C::; E6 01
F6C7 CA 8D F6
F6CA 7E
F6CB D3 Ee
F6CD 23
F6CE C3 SD F6
F6DI
F6DI IA
FEW FE 41
FEN CA 58 F6
FE·D7 C3 l3 FE,
FE-DR
F6DR
F6DA
F60A
H:.DA
H:,DR
F6DA
F-\sDH
FE-DR II 13l 00
F6DD I',
FWE CD 52 F6
F6El
FE-EI D8 EI
FED E6 01

28713
2880
28'313
2900
29 10 ..

t1l.II
OUT
STC
RET

A..CFURG
BMCOt1D

AHO PURGING
EIJERYTH I NG.
SET CARRY FLAG
AND EXIT.

2920 * **********:¥****************ic**********************:ojI************
29313 ..
2940 ,. BMCHTL - Faci I i t.at.es di rect. user c·ont.roJ of t.he HBI'I ",,,st.elfl t.hr·ou!!h
comfrland oper·at.ions. No dat.a is transferTed. The y·outine
2950 ..
2960 ,~
",xp",c-t.s. t.o f ind t.he CmlHAND CODE in t.he C r",gi st.ey·.
2970 ..
29813.. CALLS: SHDREG ,. B~1E~:IT
2990 ..
30130 B~ICtHL:
SI~DREG
CALL
LOAD BMC REGISTERS
~IO,)
A,.C
30113
GET Cml~IAND
3020
Bl'ICO~ID
UUT
INITIATE IT .
3030
J~IP
BNEXIT
WAIT TILL DONE
3040 ..
3850
30613

*,~ *************:iI**************:ojI:ojI:ojI********************************

~0·70"

8~IRERD - Reads on", r'ecord as spec'ified in t.h", PARA~IETER BLOCK.
30813 *
I~(lt.e: Failur·e t.o pr·c,',dde sufficient.. buffer area can
30'313 *
pr·o'Je disast.rous..
311313 ..
3110,. CALLS: SI'1DREG .. B~IE~: IT
:>1213 ,.
3130 ,.
~II.)I
31413 B~IREAD:
A.•CFR
RESET FIFO
31513
OUT
mICO~ID
31613
CALL
SI1DREG
SEND REG " S TO B~IC
:.1i'\3
I-\l,/l
A.. CR!)
II-HTIATE READ
3180
OUT
B~ICOiID
OPE RAT ION.
31',13 *
32130 B~IRD I :
IN
8~IS TAT
GET STATUS
32 113
L1RA
fl
1,IA IT FOR BU~""
32213
; LOOP UHTI L SET.
JP
8~IRDI
32313 "
32413 8~IRD2:
IN
81'15TAT
GET STt1TlI~.
:·2513
liRA
fl
BUSV ?
32613
JP
81'IE)<: IT
I·KlPE ., ALL DOIJE.
32113
RIB
FIFOBT
FIFO El-IPT'I"
,. '-.'EP ., GO CK BUS\,
3280
JZ
8~IRD2
31'313
IN
BI'IDATH
HOPE .. GET THE DATH
33130
~101,1
1-1.. A
STORE IT
3:,113
111)<:
H
BUI'IP STURE ADDR
33113
J~IP
8~IRD2
AND LOOP FOR ~IORE.
33313 *
3340 *" ***************************iI***********************************
33513 "
33613 .. BM1JRIT - Wr·i t.",,,, one record t.o t.he B~I. Hot.e: records ,hort.er
33713 ,.
t.han t.he bloch , ize specified in t.he rARA~IETER BLOCK
33813 :+;
,hou I d be padded I' i th a su i t.ab I e ch"r' act.",r·, '" I s'" the
33913 ..
record will be filled out. "it.h "hat. eV"'r 'is dvailbable.
34013
3410" CALLS: SHClREG ,. B~1EXIT .. B~IERR X
34213 ..
34313 "
34413 BM1JR IT:
~IIJI
R..CFR
GET FIFO RESET
34513
OUT
13I'1CmlO
SEHD IT.
34613
CALL
SHDREG
SEHD RElJ "S
347111
iI'JI
A.· C1JR
GET WR ITE COMl'IRHD
348111
B~ICot-lO
OI,IT
SEHD IT.
3490 *
35\3111 BMIJR 1:
m
BMSTflT
GET STATlI~
35 113
AHI
BU5\,BT+F I FOBT
WA IT FOR BUSI'
35:£13
CPI
BUSI'8T+F I FuBT
AHD FIFU BIT:,.
3531e1
Jf1Z
B~RJRl
LOOP UIHIL • • •
3548 *
355il BI'IIJR2:
IN
B~1STflT
GET STHTU::,
3560
ANI
PT'-.'NSK
t-IA5K OLIT PT'-.' ERR
35713
STH~:
D
SAIJE IN E~ElJ
35813
JP
8~RJR3
OP CO~IPLETE/FHILED ?
35',0
AHI
FIFUBT
FIFu REHDY?
3600
JZ
B~IIJR2
I~OPE .. LOOP A'RY RGfL
~IOIJ
36 113
A..~1
'IES LOAD SmlE DATR
36213
OUT
BI'IOATH
GIVE IT TO BI'IC
363~
IHX H
BU~IP ADDR
36413
JtlP
mUJR2
AI~D LOOP FuR I'IORE.
3650 :ic
:,':,60 Bl-lh1R3:
LDA~:
D
GET STATUS
3 6l ~
CPI
OPDONE+F IFUBT
ALL DOllE AND GUOD?
36813
JZ
B~IE~:n
; IlOR~lAL EXI T •
36913
J~IP
Bt'lERR)<
; ERROR EXIT
371313 "

*

37 1e

*' ***************************iI***********************************

3720 "
3731e1" RDF IFU - Reads t.he contents, of t.he FIFO buffer.
37413 ..
3150
CALLS: 51,IAPREG .. BI'IE,\JT
3760 *
3771.1 *"
3'80 ROF IFu:
LXI
D,130e7H
POSIT 101·j PARR~IBLK PHTR
()
37', 0
DAD
TO USER BUFFER ADDR.
38130
CRLL
SIJRPRElJ
SET UP HLi DE POINTERS.
38113
*
3820 RDF I F02:
H1
BtlSTHT
GET STHTUS
383\3
Ril l
FIFOBT
AH'I OATH THERE'!

.

Listing 1 continued on page 402

CompuPro's System 816.
The fastest, most cooperative computer you can buy.
More Versatile.

OEMs and systems integrators are busy
people. Too busy to waste time with an
uncooperative computer system.
That's why every System 816 from
CompuPro is built to work long
and hard without a whine or
a whimpe[

All family members share a common
modular architecture. So it's a
simple matter to upgrade or
reconfigure any of them to keep
up with your needs. All the while
maintaining complete software
compatibility up and down the line.

More Dependable.
With ten years of pioneering
successes built into it. the
System 816 is backed by the
industry's longest warranty
coverage. Depending on your
needs, our warranties range from
12 to 36 months. Most other
computer manufacturers expect
you to pe satisfied with 90 days,
which typically covers parts only.
You can also depend on
complete hardware and software
support, flexible configurations and upgrades, and
system training.

More Powerful.
The System 816 squeezes more performance out of the
1EEE-696/S-100 bus than any other system you can buy.
A chOice of CPUs-and up to 4 I1bytes of our exclusive
M-Drive/ Hm RAM disk-give multiple workstations all
the speed and power they can ask fO[ Standard RAM
memory is expandable to one megabyte or more.
Disk storage capacity ranges up to 4.8 Mbytes on
floppy drives and as much as 320 Mbytes per controller
on hard disk.

(~meuPro.
A GODBOUT COMPANY

3506 Breakwater Court, Hayward , CA 94545
CP/M and CP/M·86 are registered trademarks and CP/M·oaK. MP/M·86. Concun'ent
CP/M·86 and fORTRAN 77 are trademarks of Digital Research Inc. CP/M 8·16 and
MP/M 8-16 are compound trademarks of D igital Research Inc. and CompuPro.

For dealer locations, see page 439.

And the 5-100 bus allows you
the flexibility to plug in any
compatible board to add graphics
capabilities or boards for your
own unique applications.
You also get your choice of
operating environments, including
CPIM.~ CP/I1-86~ Concurrent
CP/M-86m, I1PIM.-86 m and
CP/M-68Km, and our own
CP/I1®8-16m and MP/I1m8-16m
At the programming level. the
System 816 family supports PascaL C. fORTH, BASK, '
COBOL, PLit fORTRAN 77fM and more.

More Information.
Your customer's satisfaction is important to both of us,
so don't get stuck with a system that's more of a
hindrance than a help. Send in the coupon and find out
what peace of mind is all about.
for business, scientific and industrial computing
solutions, call (415) 786-0909 ext. 506 for the location of
our dealers worldwide, or the full Service CompuPro
System Center nearest you.
o Send me your free System 816 brochure.
Send me the name of my nearest Full Service
CompuPro System Center or dealer.

o

NAME ___________________________________

TITLE __________________________________
ADDRESS ______________________________
CITY_____________________ STATE____ ZIp·_____
Mail to: CompuPro. Attn: Sales Dept.
3506 Breakwater Coun. Hayward, CA 94545
Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.

System 816 front panel design shown is available from full Service CompuPro
System Centers only.
© 1983 COMPUPRO

Circle 67 on inquiry card.
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Text continued from page 396:

byte blocks to be transferred in one
operation. For the U8-byte records
used by CP/M, BLKLEN is set to 2.
For MDOS, which uses 256-byte
records, BLKLEN is set to 4. A
BLKLEN of 0 implies a block length
of 2048. The Status byte need not be
initialized.
Using the driver package with an
assembly-language program is not
difficult. Just set up the parameter
block, load the address of the parameter block into the HL-register pair,
and call the desired function. Although linking the bubble-memorydriver package with an operating system is also fairly straightforward, it
does require some knowledge of the
interworkings of the operating system involved.

Listing 1 continued:
F-6E5 CA
F6E8 D8
FE.EH 77
F6 EB 13
f' 6EC C3
F6EF
F6EF
F6EF
F6EF
F6EF
F6EF
F6EF
F6EF
F6EF ' CO
F6F2 0E
F6F4 7E
F6F5 03
F6F7 23
, F6FB eo
F6F9 C2
F6FC C3
F6FF

58 F6
E0
El FE.

Text continued on page 406
402
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JZ

B~lE ,:IT

1<0., EXIT.

385~

I1~

B~1DfnH

3860
33lu.
3880
38',0 "

1'1 0'.1

~l, H

IN)<:

H
RDF IF02

VES, GET DATH
STuRE IT
BUMP STURE ADOR
LOOP FOR ~lORE.

JI'lP

*******************"'**"'*************..**..***...........*************

391313 "
39113 ..
3920" WRFIFO - Sends 42 b\ltes to the FIFO buffer.
3930
3940" CALLS: SNOREl;, BMEXlT
39513 ..
39613
3970 WRF 1FO:
CALL
SHDREG
; SENO REG' S
t\l,JI
; SET CNT FOR 42 BYTE~
39813
C.' 42
3990 I.IRF 1Fl)2:
A..tl
; GET SOME OATH
OOJ
; SEND IT
40013
OUT
BMDATA
413113
INX
; BUMP LOAD ADDR
H
4020
; COUNT IT AND
OCR
C
41331;
JNZ
WRF1Fll2
; LOOP IF HOT DONE.
40413
; EXIT.
JMP
BttEXlT
41351l

*

20 F6

2A
E0

F4 F6
58 F6

ERRORS THIS ASSEMBLI'

Command Code
(hexadecimal)
10

MDOS Linkage
Linking the driver package to the
Micropolis operating system was
somewhat simpler than it was with
CP/M. This is partly true because the
MDOS linkage (see listing 2) is not a
complete disk emulation; it functions
more like a cache memory than a
disk. Although it lets you access the
bubble memory with BASIC disk
commands (OPEN, CLOSE, GET,
PUT, etc.), it has no directory, and,
if more than one file is to be maintained, it is your responsibility to
keep track of where the files are
located. I chose this approach for two
reasons : (1) MOOS does not readily
lend itself to this type of modification, and (2) it is more in keeping
with my intended application-to
provide my text editor with a large,
fast, yet nonvolatile storage medium.
The editor uses the bubble memory
as though it were disk 3 with a capacity of more than 30 typewritten
pages. It treats the bubble memory
like a temporary working file, using
a floppy-disk file for permanent storage. I intend to use it for other large
files where rapid access is a factor,
such as a checkbook file .
The preceding approach simplifies
the modification of MOOS and still
produces the desired results. There
is room in the Res module to accommodate the added code. The only
patch necessary is at the point where
Res determines if the disk number is

3340

11

12

13

14

15
16

17

18
19

1A

1B

1C

1D
1E

1F

*

*

0000

Command/Explanation
WRITE BOOT LOOP REGISTER MASKED. Can be used in place of
the WRITE BOOT LOOP REGISTER command. Masks out any trailing
1s.
INITIALIZE. Reads and decodes the boot loop lrom the MBM and stores
the result in the FSA's boot· loop register. Does not alter any data stored
in the MBM .
READ BUBBLE DATA. Causes data to be read from the MBM into the
BMC FIFO buffer. All parametric registers must be set up prior to issu·
ing this command .
WRITE BUBBLE DATA. Causes data to be translerred lrom the BMC
FIFO buffer to the MBM . All parametric registers must be set up prior
to issuing this command .
READ SEEK. Rotates the MBM to an address designated in the
parametric register. Can be used to reduce access time. After this com·
mand, the parametric registers must be reset.
READ BOOT LOOP REGISTER. Causes the BMC to read the boot·loop
register 01 the selected FSA channels into the BMC FIFO buffer.
WRITE BOOT LOOP REGISTER. Causes the BMC to write the contents
01 the BMC FIFO buffer into the selected FSA channels. The data must
have been previously written into the FIFO buffer.
WRITE BOOT LOOP . Causes the existing contents 01 the MBM's boot
loop to be replaced with 40 bytes taken lrom the BMC FIFO buffer.
Caution-execution of this command destroys the boot loop written in·
to the MBM at the factory. This command cannot be executed until the
Write Boot Loop Enable bit has been set in the Enable register.
READ FSA STATUS. Causes the BMC to read the 8·bit status register
01 all FSAs and stores it in the BMC FIFO buffer.
ABORT. Terminates any command currently being executed. 11 the BMC
is busy when executed, this command must be 101l0wed by an IN·
ITIALIZE or MBM PURGE command.
WRITE SEEK. Rotates the MBM to a designated address location . After
a WRITE SEEK command is executed, the parametric registers must
be reset. Can be used to reduce access time.
READ BOOT LOOP. Causes the BMC to read the boot loop lrom the
MBM into the BMC FIFO buffer, Must be preceded by a FIFO RESET
command.
READ CORRECTED DATA. Causes the BMC to read into the FIFO buf·
fer a 64·byte block of data after the FSA has attempted to correct the
data. The FSA informs the BMC whether the error was correctable or
not. The command is used only when the system is in the error·correction
mode enabled in the Enable register.
RESET FIFO. Clears the BMC FIFO buffer and all I/O latches.
MBM PURGE . Clears all BMC registers, counters, and the MBM ad·
dress. Does not clear the block·length register, FSA counter, or the 4
high·level bits of the address register.
SOFTWARE RESET. Clears the BMC FIFO and all registers except
parameters. No INITIALIZATION command is required after this
command.

Table 1: A list of 7220 Bubble-Memory-Controller command codes , Each code is further
explained in the BPK 72 Bubble Memory Prototype Kit User's Manual supplied with

the kit.

• DOT MATRIX PRINTERS •
Okldata
Ml-80 .......... $279
Ml-82A .......... 319
Ml-83A .. . ....... 619
Ml-84Par . . . . .. . 1039
Ml-92 Par ... . .... 469
Ml-93 Par . .. .. ... 749

• TERMINALS •
TeleVideo

Epson
RX-80 . . . . ..... .
RX-80FIT . ......
MX-l00 .........
FX-80 . ... ... . ..
FX-l00 .. . .. . ...

Call
Call
Call
Call
Call

Star Micronlcs

NEW! Rlteman

Gemini lOX .. . . .$299
Info runner . . .... $319 Gemini 15X .. ... .499
NEW! Panasonlc Delta 10 .. . . . . ... Call
KX-Pl090 . .... . .$339 Radix 10 . .... . . . .Call

Anadex

Mannesman Tally

DP9620B ..... . $1195
DP9625B . ..... . 1295
WP6000 .... .... 2195
DP6500 . ... .... 2495

1601 .. ... .. .. .. $579
160l .. ... ... . .. . 639
180l ... ... .. . .. . 849
Spirit ... .. ... ... 339

CITOH

IDS

8510AP ........ $399 Prism 80 ..... . .. $999
1550P .. . ........ 719 Prism 80 (color) . . 1439
CX-4800(color) ... 579 Prism 132 . . . .. . . 1239

910
914
924
925
950
970

Esprit Systems

. . .. ...... .. S499
.. ... ........ 619
........ .. ... 739
...•. . .. ..... 749
.. ... . . ..... .945
...... .. .... 1099

Esprit .... .. .. .. $499
Esprit II ....... . .. 549
Esprit III .. . ... .. . 669
Esprit III (color) .. .Call
Exec 10/ 102 . .... . Call
Exec 10/ 25 . .. . . .. Call

TeleVideo Personal Terminal
Personal Terminal. . ................ . .. $439
Personal Terminal
w/300 baud Modem .. . .. . . ...... .. .... 559
Personal Terminal
w/1200 baud Modem .. . . ..... . ....... 899

Z e nith
Z-29 ... ... . .. .. . . .... . . .. . ......... .$699
ZTX -l0 . . .. . . . .. $339 ZTX-l1 . ... .. ... $399

Lear Seagler

Wyse

ADM3A .. . .. . ... $535
ADMll . .. ...... .589
ADM12 ... . . .. ... Call
ADM36 . ......... 999

WY-50 ... . ... . .. $579
WY-l00 . . . . . ... .. 845
WY-200 ...... . .. 1095
WY-300 . . . . .. . . . Call

• DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS •
NEC

Diablo

2010 (Ser) ....... S879
2030 (Par) .. .. .... 879
2050 (IBM-PC) .... 999
3510 (Ser) ....... 1499
3550 (IBM-PC) ... 1899
7710 (Ser) ....... 2159

620 . . . . .. . ..... S998
630 R-155 ....... 1899
630 ECSIIBM .. . .2195

C ITOH

Sliver Reed

Qume
11/40 .... . . . .. $1399
11 / 55 . . . .. .. ... 1599

Starwriter . .... .$1219 Exp 500 . . ... . .. $669
Printmaster . .... 1569 Exp 550 ... ...... 439
We have cables , printwheels,' ribbons , paper
surge protectors , and other accessories for
your printer in stock at outstanding prices.

• MONITORS •
Amdek

Zenith

300G 12 " Gr. .... $139
300A 12" Amber .. 159
310A 12" Amber .. 169
Color I. . . ........ 299
Color II + ... . . .. .449
Color III. ........ .385

12312" Gr....... $118
122 12 " Amber .... 145
131 Med . Res.RGB 319
135 High Res . RGB 549

Panasonlc

Nec

BMC
12AU 12 " Gr.. .. . .S85

12 " Green .. . . .. $169 JB1201 .. . ... . .. $159
12 " Amber ... . ... 189 JB1205 ... . . . .. . . 169
13 " RGB . . ...... .399 JC1216 . ... . .. . .. 469

Taxan

Sanyo

KG12 " Green . ... S169 CRT-3612 " Green 169
RGBvision 1 Color 315 CRT -7 RGB Color Call

• MODEMS·
D.C. Hayes
Smartmodems

Novation

D-Cat . . ... . .... $155
300 Baud ....... $219 J-Cat .... ..... 110.00
1200 Baud .. ..... 529 Apple Cat II ...... 279
1200B (IBM-PC) ... 499 212 Smartcat .. . . .429
Micromoden II ... . 269 Access 1-2-3 .. ... Call

Signalman

U.S. Robotics

MK VII . . .... ... . .Call Password . . ..... $359
Volksmodem . . . 59.95 AutoLink 212A .. .. 465

• CROMEMCO·
Introducing the C-l0MP Package . This new system couples the popula r C-l0 hardware and
software developed by Cromemco with the
most popular software offered by MicroPro.

Word Star - Info Star - Calc Star Mall Merge
List Price $2195

Our low Price $1975

- Other Cromemco Systems from
Mini Micro Mart C-l 0 Super Pack . . .. . ..... . .......... $1599
CS-l with Z-80A , 64KZ , 2DS/DD 5 114 Drives 3389
CS-l with DPU , 256KZ, 2DS/DD 51/4 Drives 4239
CS-1HD with DPU , 256KZ, 21MB hard disc 6789
We also carry the entire Cromemco line of S-100
board level products and software
Cromix .. . . ... S499
COOS ....... $79

• EAGLE PC •
Simply, a better PC! 128k RAM (expandab'l e to
512 on the main CPU board) , DSIDD 320k disc
drives, serial ports , 1 parallel port , MS-DOS,
Eagle Calc and Eagle writer included .
The EAGLE SPIRIT portable w/ 10 MB hard disk
is now available.

• COLUMBIA VP PORTABLE •
Featuring IBM-PC compatability teamed with
the most comprehensive software package in
the industry. Includes 128k RAM , 2 5 1/4, 320k
drives, and a 9 inch 80x25 display.

• SANYO MBC550 •
Not only is the Sanyo MBC550 priced less than
one-third that of a comparably equipped IBMPC.. It is also less expensive than most 8 bit
computer packages . Includes a 160k drive ,
128k RAM , M5-DOS , Word Star and Calc Star.

• IBM·PC BOARDS •
Amdek MAl Graphics Board .. . ... . . ..... $499
AST Research Six Pak Plus 64k .. ... • . . ... 299
AST Research Mega Plus II 256k . . . ... . . . . 599
AST Research Extender Card ... ... . . .. . . .55
CCS 132 Column Super Vision Board ..... .680
Hercules Graphics Card ................. 369
Microsoft 256k RAM Board ............. .445
Microsoft 64k System Board .......... . . . 275
Microsoft 256k System Board ....... • ... .429
Plantronics Color Plus .. . .. . ..... .. . .... Call
Quad Ram Quadlink ....... .. . . .. ... . . . .Call
Quad Ram Quad board . . . . .......... ... .285
Tecmar 1st MATE Board ... . ... . . .. . ..... 295
Tecmar Graphics Master .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . . .589

• S·100BOARDS •
Advanced Digital Super 6/6mhz Board $759.00
Advanced Digital CPIM 3.0 .... . ....... 350 .00
CompuPro CPU-Z 6mhz 2-80 . .... . .... 249.00
CompuPro CPU -8085/88 . .. . ... .. . .. . . 359 .00
We also carry S-100 boards from California
Computers Systems, Dual Systems, Memory
Merchants, North Star, Scion, Systems Group
and many more.

• DISC DRIVES •
Rana Elite I wlcontroller (Apple II) . .. ... . .$359
Rana Elite II wlcontroller (Apple II) .. ... . . . 529
Rana Elite III wlcontroller (Apple II) . . . ... .. 649
Rana 1000 (for Atari) . ... ... . . .. . . .. . . . . .359
Rana 2000 (internal fodBM) ... . . .. . . . . ... 249
Tandon TM-l 00-25.25 DSDD ..... . . . .... .Call
Tandon TM-55-21/2 Height Drives . ... . . . .Call

• HARD DISC SYSTEMS •
Tallgrass Technologies
GMB Hardfile Disk for IBM-PC .. . .. . .. . .$1895
20MB Hardfile Disk for IBM-PC . . . .... . .. 2795
70MB Hardfile Disk and Tape Backup . .. . .. Call

Corvus Omnlnet
An easy, low cost way to make personal computers part of a powerful information management network.
Corvus Omninet Disc Server . . ... . . ..... $829
Corvus GMB Hard Disc . .. . .. . .. . . . . . ... 1695
Mirror Card Backup for IBM-PCXT . . . . . . . .. 412
Corvus Print Server . . .. .... . . . .. . .... .. 839
The Bank 200MB Tape Drive . . . . ..... . .. . 1895

I
I

IIJS,{

I
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Circle 124 on inquiry card.

We make C easy ...

Listing 2: The MOOS bubble-memory-driver linkage modifies the MOOS Res module to
allow Micropolis BASIC to access the bubble memory as a cache memory. The modification
can be installed using the MOOS LOAO command,
ADDR BI B2 B3 E Ll HE lABEL
1301313

80

foE 02
D2 1'.10 87
AF
C9

1'.1'700
137013
~l00

el1313

and work!
Eco-C compiler ... we've
got it all.
Whether you're a seasoned professional or
just getting started 'in C, the Ecosoft C com~Her -has everrt/:tin..K you'll ever need .

COMPLETENESS:

Our Eco-C compHer is a complete implementation of C and sUl'ports all operators
and data types (including long, float and
double) .

EFFICIENCY:

The compHer generates extremely efficient
ZSO code using ZHog's mnemonics. On the
benchmarks tested, typically we finished
either first or second using substantially less
generated code.

PORTABILITY:

The Eco-C library contains over 100 functions that are UNIX V7 compatible, and includes a complete transcendental package.
Programs developed with the Eco-C coml'i1er
can De moved to virtually any system with
little or no cha~e .

EASE OF USE:

The Eco-C compHer includes Microsoft's
MACRO SO assembler, linker, library
manager and supporting documentation. The
assembler (MSO) generates industry-standard
REL fIle output. The linker (LBO) is fast and
uses only the functions you request in the
program. Program development is a snap.
The user's manual is clear, concise and full
of useful information. For those of you just
getting started with C, we also include a
copy of the C Programming Guide (Que).
This B. Dalton Best Seller has been adopted
by a number of leading universities around
the country and is incruded with each compHer. The book is designed to help you learn
C from the ground ul'. We ought to
know ... we wrote the book.
We've made the compiler easy to work
with for the professional and beginner alike.
Most error messages, for exam pre, tell you in
English (not just a number) the line number
and character position of the error, what was
expected and a page reference to the Guide
to consult for help if you need it.

PRICE:

We saved the best for last; we've cut the
price by $100.00. Now you can buy the Eco-C
compiler for only $250.00 (MACRO 80 and
the book alone are worth $218.00!). Shop
around and we think you agree that the EcoC compiler is the best value available.
The Eco-C compiler requires a Z80 CPU,
CP/M, 541< of free memory and about 240K of
disk space (one or two drives). An mM-PC
version wHi be avaHable in the first quarter of
84. To order your Eco-C compiler, call or

j" s· ~~:";;""

~

Indianapolis, IN 46268 _

.co.on

INC.

(317) 255-6476

TRADEMARKS:
Eco-C (Ecosoft), MACRO 80 (Microsoft), CP/M (Digital Research)
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el00

*****************************"'********_******************"''''*'''
~1DOS RES - BUBBLE DRIVER LINKAGE
'"
*
'"
*
Cop.",..i!lht (0 1983 louis E. Wheeler
'"
* ***************************************************************
ORG
2BB0H
DUMMY ORG FOR lOADER

11340
11370
1080
10913
1100
1110
1120
1130
1140
1150
1168
1170
1180
1190
1288
12 113

~l00

Fe18
FelB
F13IE

0,(0e

13100
0 '('013

0lee

00134
131381
0820
00013
0131313

el130

13100
1'.1',"00
el00

B'i'OO
Ble0
(f le0 3A
\3'i'e3 Bl
01134 CA
\3l\37 FE
Ole9 CA
Illec FE
"f,0E CA
elll C3
0/14
\J?14 IE
~\lI6 3A
~\lI'3 FE
Ol lB CA
\3l1E FE
\3/213 CA
B'!'23 (:3

21 12
14
04
26
08
32
F4

07

07'
07
BF

03
22 12

06
4'3 III

13'3
:::3 III
F4 IlF

\3'?26
'J '?2E. ~2 38 0l
1:1/29 CD 'i'E 136
onc ell 18 Fl1
1)',2F 123 FC \3',
\;)'.... 32 ~·2 3~ ~l
13735 C3 FC 139

ens

08

CD
CD
D2
ID
C2
C3

59 07
IB Fe
FC 139
3C 07
FA 0F

CD 59
CD IE
D2 FC
ID
C2 4C
C3 FH
3A
FE
CA
EI
C3
2A
29
29
22
2A
22
21
C9

137
Fe
139
07
0F

38 07
04
65 07
80 10
27 12
A0
23
A3
9C

06
12
06
06

1230
12413
1250
12613
12'713
1280
1290
13813
1310
1320
1330
1340
13513
1360

NOP

*
*

ORG

'"
'"

*

e2H
BUBRES

; CHECK lEGAL DR I \IE
: NO , ITS A BUBBLE,

ORG
XRA
RET

86FEH

: FIX FOR PRINTER IHIT,

A

RESIDEt<T INTERFACE FOR BUBBLE MEMORY DRIVERS

'"

SYSTE~l

EQUATES:

( BN function addr 's equate to EEPRml

JlnllP

table )

'"
I~B~lIIHT

'~BMREAD
'~B~nIRIT

EQU
EQU

EQU

BF018H
0F81BH
BF131EH

I1UTIALIZE BUBBLE ~lE~l11RV
READ BUBBLE MEMORY REcORD
llRITE BUBBLE ~1E~luRY RECORD

0004H
01H

BLOCK lEHGTH=4 PAGES
HUMBER OF FSA CHHlS=2
ENABLE BYTE=RCD & HI -SPD
BEGIH ADDR=PAGE 0
BUBBLE NU~l SELECT=FIR5T

'"

SBlKlEI~

SCAHAlS
SENABlE
SBEGADR
SME~lSEl

'"
"
BUBRES:

137e

13\30
13'30
14013
141\3
1420
1430
14413
14513
14613
14113
1480
14',13
151313
15113
15213
15313
15413
155\3
1560
1571:1
1588
1590
161313
1618
1620
16313
16413
165\:!
1660
1670
16813
1690
171313
1711'.1
1720
1730
1740
17513
1760
17713
1780
17913
18130
18113
1820
183\:!
1840
185\:!
1860
18713
ISB0
1890
1900
19113

UHIT HUMBER CK PATCH

CPI
JHC

'"

1 220'~

8le0

e n8
13739
0739
el39
enc
e73F
0'742
0',43
0'746
13'749
13'749
e74C
e74F
e'7S'l
0753
13756
1375':)
13759
13'759
0751,;
e7SE
0761
0'762
13765
0768
0769
el6A
13760
13770
13773
13776
13777

OPERAND

1001'.1 '"
10113 ,..
11320
10313

13000
13eoo
eeoo
eeoo
131300
2800
28131
28131
13968
0968
e96A
896D
0960
e6FE
e6FF

OPCD

EQU
EQU
EQIJ
EQU
EQU
lDA
ORA
JZ
CPI
JZ
CPI

JZ
J~lP

'"
BmOUT:

~11J1

LDA
CPI
JZ
CPI

JZ
,.
BOPEI-l:

J~lP

STt1
L~All

CALL
J~lP

21lH
Be00H
00H
1221H

A
BmOUT
i34H
BOPEt<
\38H
BClOSE
\3FF4H
E., 3
1222H
136H
BPUT
139H
BGET
IlFF4H
llCFlAG
IHlTPB
@1'1lIHT
1l'3FcH

GET 1ST CODE
IF CODE =
; 00 - GO CK 21~D CODE
: \34 - IT ' S AH OPEH
; 138 - IT' S A CLOSE
"PARM ERROR" E~: IT,
; ERR RETRY CHT
; GET 2HD CODE
136 - IT "S A PUT
\3'3 - IT ' S A GET
,. PARM ERROR" EXIT ,
SET OPEl, FLAG
IIH TI ALI ZE PARA~l BLOCK
GO I1iI T1 AL I ZE BUB ~lE~l
E ~:lT

:to:

8ClOSE:

*

OCFlAG:

*

*

BGET:
BRDRPT:

*

BPUr:
Bt.lRRPT:

*

J~lP

OCFlAlj
B9FCH

DB

08H

STt1

CALL

BSETUP

CALL

e1REf'D

JNC
DCR
JNZ
JMP

e9FCH

CAll
CALL
JHC
OCR
JNZ
JMP

BSETUP
I@BM(dRIT
89FCH

E
BRDRPT
0FFAH

E

BWRRPT
0FFAH

~.ET

CLOSE FLAG

EXIT
OPEN/CLOSE FLAG
04 = OPEH 0B = CLOSED
GO SET UP CNTl BlK
; GO REHD REc
; GOOD READ , EXIT,
; BUMP RETRY CNT
TRY OHCE AGA I H.
"PERM ERROR" EX IT ,
GO SET UP CNTl BlK
GO WRITE REc
GOOD PUT , EXIT,
BUMP RETRY CHT
TRY OHCE AGAIN,
"PERM ERROR" EX IT •

,~

BSETUP:

LOA
CPI
JZ
POP
J~lP

SETREC:

lHLD
DAD
DAD
SHlD

LHLD
SHlD
lXI
RET

OCFLAG
04H
SETREC

H
1000H
1227H
H
H
BEGf'DR
1223H

BUFHDR
H.• PARAMBLK

CK FILE OPEH
YES, GO ON.
CLEAR STACK
"F IlE HOT OPEH" EXIT,
SET UP REC •
MULTIPLY BY 4
(64 X 4 = 256 BYTES)
PLACE IN PARAM BLOCK
GET BUF ADDR
PLACE I H PARAtl BLOCK
Hl=PARAMETER BLOCK FWH

>I<

Listing 2 continued on page 406

"I just eliminated eye
fatigue by replacing
the CRT Display Tube
on my computer"
Now you can eliminate th
strobe, flicker and fatigue
from your computer
terminal with a new
Soft. Vlew™
replacement CRT from
Langley-Sf. Clair.

• Available In slow decay green or medium decay
"European Amber" (the standard In Europe).
• Made with lead/Strontium impregnated glass that
stops X-ray emission.
•
•
•
•

High-contrast face glass that also cuts U. V. radiation.
Frosted glass with extra Anti-Glare benefits.
Easily Installed ... comes with pre-mounted hardware.
Warranted for one full year against manufacturing
defects or tube failure.

• Ideal for word processing and programming, yet fast
enough for games and graphics.
Phil DeLaney.

KAYPRO user.

Now you can upgrade your
monitor with a new European
amber phosphor tUbe.
Available for the mS-BO,·
TeleVideo, Kaypro, Heath,
DEC, Zenith and a wide
variety of other monitors,
these new replacement display tubes use amber or green
phosphors which exceed the
European standards for persistence
and color.
And the "decay" or fade-out rate
of the phosphor is the same as
the "refresh" or scanning rate of
the computer screen, so the display glows gently, rather than
flickering like a strobe light - an
annoying problem with black &
white or Inexpensive green
phosphor tubes.
Now, you can upgrade your
terminal or computer to worldclass performance with the
installation of a Langley-St. Clair
Soft-View'" CRT I
Call our tolHree number to determine which
tube will fit your computer or monitor.
N

LSIS SoftVlew eRrS

o
o

o
o
o
o
o

#DK34G Amber Phosphor wI Ant~G lare
#HZ3AG Amber Phosphor wI AntI-Glore
*KP3~G Amber Phosphor w/Antl-Glore
*GN31 G Green Phosphor wI AntI-Glare
#GN42 Green Phosphor
#GN42G Green Phosphor wI AntI-Glare
#OR3A Amber Phosphor
#OR3AG Amber Phosphor wI Anti-G lare

o
o

Also OIIOllable:
#R22GRedPhosphorw/AntI-Glare
*B22GBluePhosphor w/AntI-Glare

o

59'1.95
59'1.95
59'1.95
589.95
$79.95
589.95
$89.95
$9'1.95

5139.95
5139.95

Plus: $ 7.00 for packing and UPS shipping
$17.00 far Overseas. Parcel Post or UPS Blue Label
Add Soles Tax where applicable.

Inquire about tne eRrs we have available for many o ther
computer model~

To order or for more information, call:

800 221·7070
In New York call 212 989-6876

.~.Langley-St.Clair
•

Instrumentation Systems, Inc.
132

w. 24th St. New York. NY

10011

·Soft-Vlew Is a Trademark of Langley-st. C lair Instrumenta t ion Systems. inc.
ms-so. TeleVideo. Kaypro. Heath. DEC and Zen~h are Registered Trademarks Of Tandy Corp .. TeleVldea Corp.. Non Linear 5ystems. Inc .. Heath Co.. Digital Equipment Co. Corp. and Zen~h.
N
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Text continued from page 402:

Listing 2 continued:

legal. The jump-to-error routine was
changed to jump to the bubble-linkage code. Thus, the Res module now
assumes that a disk number greater
than 2 is not an error but a bubblememory request.
The linkage itself is straightforward. Similar to BOOS calls in CPIM,
MOOS uses a code to determine the
intended disk function. However, it
is a 2-byte code stored in hexadecimal
locations 1221 and 1222. Only the
codes for OPEN, CLOSE, PUT, and
GET have been decoded. Any other
code is interpreted as a Parm Error,
and the appropriate error exit is
taken. OPEN causes the parameter
block to be initialized, then calls the
BMINIT driver routine to initialize
the bubble memory. GET and PUT
call the appropriate driver routines.
If the Carry flag is set on return from
either the BMREAO or BMWRITE
routines, indicating that an error did
occur, three attempts are made to
perform the I/O function correctly
before taking a Perm-Error exit.
Actual installation of the linkage is
quite simple. With the bubble-memory-driver package already in PROM
(programmable read-only memory)
or elsewhere in memory, it is
necessary only to assemble the linkage and then use the system's LOAO
command to overlay the Res module.
The bubble-memory exerciser program in listing 3 can then be used to
test the installation and the bubble
memory. Written in Micropolis
BASIC, it reads and writes single
records or blocks of records. It also
incorporates a test routine that writes
a predefined record, then reads it
back and compares it with the data
that was written. It also checks the
bubble-memory status. Testing the
whole bubble memory of 511 records
takes about 114 seconds (using a Z80
with a 4-MHz clock). For comparison, I ran the same program
(slightly modified) using the floppydisk memory; it took 368 seconds, or
roughly three times as long.
One other note. Because there is no
directory, it is not necessary to format
or initialize the bubble memory before writing to it. The BMINIT subroutine does not change any data
stored in the bubble memory. It

0777
0???
067E
067E
067E 21
0681 22
0684
0684 3E
0686 3:L
0689
0689 3E
0688 3:2
06BE
068E 21
0691 21
0694
0694 AF
13695 32
0698
0698 21
069B C9
063C
063C
0E,'3(;
069C
1363C
069C 01'1
0E,9E 130
069F 00
06Re 00
e6A2 130
136A3
136A3 00
eE,A5 I'll'
e6AE.
136AE,

Text continued on page 412
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1920 ,.
1931i1
1940
19513 '.
1960 IHITPB'
197\;

*

04 130
9C 06
01
9E 136
213
3F 06
1313 130
A13 06

A2 136
9C 06

ORG

067EH

J AH EMPTY AREH •

L>:J
SHLD

H,.SBLKLEH
BLKLEH

J SET BLOCK

f\.,SCAHALS

J SET NUMBER FSA CHAflHELS

1980 '.
tIl) I
1990
5TA
2000
21i1Hl"
tllJI
21320
2030
STA
2040 ,.
205\;
LXI
2060
SHLD
213713
2080
XRA
21330
STH
2100 ,.
2110
LXI
2120
RET
213\1
2140 ,. PARAMETER BLOCK
21513 ,.
EQU
2160 PARAtIBLK'
11713 ..
D~I
21813 BLKlEH
11'30 CAflALS
DB
2201'1 EHHBLE
DB
2210 BEllADR
OW
2220 tlBtlSEl
D8
2231it ,.
m,1
22413 BUFI1DR
225\1 STHTUS
013
1260 ,.
22'(10
END

*

LEH~TH

CANALS
f\.,SENABLE
EHHBLE

J SET ENHBLE BYTE

H"SBEllADR
BEGroR

; SET BEllIl-INIHG PAGE NO.

A
tlBttsEL

; SET BM BANK SELECT

H.•PARAtlBlK

J SET Hl=FWft PARAttETER BlK

*

06'3C
00

130

013

\0 RRORS TH I S ASSEt-IBL'1

'$

01'1013H
e0H
13I3H
0000H
00H

;
J
;
J
;

BLOCK LEHllTH (PAGES)
NUtlBER OF FSA CHAHNElS
ENHBLE/CNTRL BYTE
BEllIHIHHG PAGE IUIBER
BUBBLE BAHK

130013H
130H

; USER BUFFER ADDRE:oS
J RETURH STATU,>

000\3

Listing 3: A BASIC program to exercise/test the BPK 72 bubble-memory kit, software drivers,
and operating system linkage. The program, written for Micropolis BASIC, must be modified
for use with other BASIC interpreters.
101313 REt'1 ================.= BUBBLE t'IENOR'/ Ei<ERCISER ==================~

lew

RE~I

1020
1030
1040
1 1350
1060
1070
10813
11390
11013
11113
1120
1130
1140
1150
1160
11713
11813
1190
12013
1210
1220
12313
12413
12513
1260
12713
1280
12913
1300
13113
1320
13313
1340
1350
1360
13713
13813
13913
14013
14113
14213
1430
14413
14513
1460
1470
1480
14913
151313

RE~l
REI). A 8313413
RHI
DHI A$<2513L B$(250), D$(250)
Q$=CHAR$ ( 34) 'RE~I 34 = Quot.e ~Iad<.
P=225 . 'RE~I St.at.us POy,t, addy'es~,
OPEt4 1 "3' BUBTST" ERROR 1 790
REM ------------------------------------------------------------PRINT'PRINT: GOSUB 1710: PRINT
C$="", PRINT "Read/ Wri t.e / Read File/ l~y',i t.e Fi le/ Test. f'i le/ Quit.
INPUT C$
IF C$="R" GOTO 1190
IF C$="o.l" GOTO 1240
IF C$="RF" GOTO 131313
IF C$="loF" GOTO 1390
IF C$="T" GOTO 14813
IF C$="Q" THEN CLOSE 1 : STOP: END
GOTO 113',13
REt-I -------------- REA[) A RECORD -------------------------------INPUT "RECORD II ";R
GET 1 RECORD R A$
PRHlT A$
GOTO 10913
REt'l -------------- WRITE A RECORD ------------------------------INPUT "RECORD II ";R
IHPUT "EtHER DATA TO WRITE ", D$
D$=LEFT$(D$,248)
PUT 1 RECORD R D$
GOT
10'313
RE~I -------------- READ A BLOCK OF RECORDS ---------------------IHPUT "BEGUlHING RECORD 1I ";R
UlPUT "Ef.lDUjG RECORD 1I
";R9
FOR R=R TO R9
GET 1 RECORD R A$
PRINT A$
PRINT "---";R
NE~: T R
GOTO 113'313
RHI -------------- WR ITE A BLOCK OF RECORDS --------- -----------UlPUT "BEGIHHUjG RECOF:D 1I "JR
INPUT "Et'IDIHG RECORD II
";R9
IHPUT "EIHER TEST DATA" , D$
D$=Q$+LEFH.;o$" 248) +0$
FOR R=R TO R9
PUT 1 RECORD R D$
HEi':T R
GOT a 10'313
RHI -------------- TEST R BLOCt< OF RECORDS --------------------IHPUT "BEGUII-UHG RECOF:D 1I ";R
I14PUT "EHDUlG RECORD 1I
"JR'3

a

Listing 3 continued on page 408

The Small Computer Connection:
Telecommunications lor the
Home and OHice
by Neil L. Shapiro . Full details for
all micro owners. "If you 're interested in learning all abo ut the
co nstantly growin g range of information services , th is is the book to
read" - Today.
#056412-4

The BYTE Guide to CP/M-86
by Mark Oahmke. Explains each
part of the operating syste m developed for the 8086 and 8088 microprocessors, and the use of its
programs and uti lities.
#015072-9
320 pp.

Top-Down Assembly Language
Programming lor Your VIC-20 '"
and Commodore 64 '"
by Ken Skier. How assemb ly language works and how to make it
work for yo u - from basic concepts thro ugh useful subro utines
and programming tools.
#057864 -8
320 pp.
Word Processing Buyer's Guide
by Arthur Naiman. Reviews curre ntly available dedicated word
processors, wp software , and peripherals - shows yo u how to
eval uate the capabilities and limitations of each system.
#045869 -3
320 pp.

Guide to the IBM Personal Computer
by Walter Sikonowiz. Goes beyo nd
the manuals to help you exp loit the
full power of yo ur IBM PC. Fea tures
DOS 2.0 and BAS IC 2.0, andin clud es
details on the new syste m architecture and expansio n capabilities.
#057484-7
352 pp.
$19.95

The C Primer
by Les Hancock and Morris
Kreiger. Provides hand s-on experience that enables even a co mplete
novice to write programs in the
language of UNIX. "Clear and succinct ... a book that real ly works "
- Personal Computing .
#025981-x
256 pp.
Introducing the UNIX System
by Henry McGilton and Rachel
Morgan. A logical guide that gets
you over the initial hurdles in usi ng
this powerful tool , and gives a
practical understanding of the system and its someti mes cryptic
documentation .
#045001-3
480 pp.
$19.95

OHice Automation & Word
Processing Buyer's Guide
by Tony Webster. Direct co mpariso ns of features and potentials , to
hel p you choose the right system
for every size business or special
need - fro m electronic typewrite rs
to comm uni cations networks .
#068962-8
320 pp.
$19 .95

Available wherever computer
books and products are sold.
Or use this convenient coupon .
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Please send me th e foll owing books for 15 days on app roval .
o Bill me . Afte r 15 days I will pay fo r the book(s) I keep plus
postage, handling , and local tax. I may return any unwanted
books postpaid .
0 Enclosed is my check/money order (in cl udin g tax). McGraw-Hili
pays postage and handling. Full 15-d ay refund privilege .

ary

CO DE #

AUTHOR

Name
Address
City

PRIC E

Apt. _ _ _ __
State

Zip

How to Buy (and Survive!)
Your First Computer
by Carolee Nance Kolve. Everythi ng yo u need to know before yo u
set foot in a sto re! Hel ps yo u
identify your requirements, com pare costs and benefits, select the
rig ht computer and vendo r, and more.
#035130 -9

216 pp.

. .. for hands-on help
when the chips are down
Using your micro for business? For
pleasure? In your profession? Whatever
your computer connection , get handson help from the most trusted name in
the field - BYTE BOOKS .
BYTE BOOKS are designed to make
the most of your computer power. How?
By giving you guidance from dedicated,
expert authors - with names you
recognize . By providing practical ,
usable information written for people,
not machines . By offering problemsolving techniques, not dry theory. And
all in handy, high-quality formats .. . at
prices you can afford,

$14. 95

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

For dealer info rmation , cal l E. Crawfo rd 2121512-4043.
,
I
. _ _23-0226-4440-3--1
_ _ ____

The IBM PC Connection:
Telecommunications lor the Home
and OHice
by Neil L. Shapiro . Yo ur passport
to a universe of com munications,
convenience , and pleasure r This
easy-to-follow guide helps you link
up your IBM PC to today 's information services .
# 056419-1
224 pp.
$16.95

User-friendly microcomputer information
1221 Avenue ofthe Americas, Suite 26-1, New Yo rk, NY 10020
BYTE February 1984
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Listing 3 continued:

TEXAS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Heart of

TRS-80
Model IV Portable: CALL
Model 12 & 16 at discount: CALL
TCS Model 12 with 2 drives: $2995
Model 12/16 Accessories/discount.
TCS Model IV, 64K, 2 Drive w/RS-232
$1499 (40 tra ck) $1699 (80 track)
The New TRS-2000: CALL
(IBM Compatable)
We carry the full TRS-80 line. Call for our discount prices.

15113
1 5213
15313
15413
1550
1560
15713
15813
15'313
161313
16113
1 620
1,:.30
1 6 413
1650
1660
1670
1E.80
1 E..:<\3
1 70\3
1 7 1(1
1 7213

Df=" ABCDEFGH I J K U·1t·jClPQR5TUl)lJ~:'/Z 123456 78''313abcde-f'sh i J\<. 1 mnOF'qr's t-UV'"X':lZ"
Df=D$+[)$+D$+D'$
A$=Q$+[>$+Q$
FOR R=R TO R9
PUT 1 RECORD R A$
5=IH':P:; AHO 253: IF 5 <>65 THEI·j G05UB 1640
GET 1 RECORD R B$
5=HVP :; AHO 253 : IF 5 C'EA THEI·j G05UB 1640
IF B$< >D$ THEI·j G0511B 164<3
IF Rd0
Hn':R / 1 ~1) THEI·j PRIIH "RECORD jj" ;p;" CmlPLETED_"
HE;':T R
PRItH: PR1IH "1·jUt·1BER OF ERRORS = " ;E
GOTO 10',,0
PE~l --PRIt'~T "ERROR Et ·K: OUI ·rrEF~ED It" RECORD # II ;R
E=E+l
GOSUB 1730: GOSUE: 1710
PRIHT 8$
PR Itn
RE T URI·!
REt-1 -------------- DISPLA'/ STATUS Hi HE >< -----------------------1I.j ': P :; AI·jD 253

=

::.=

1730 S l=I N'r ( S / 16) +48

, DISK EXPANSION
1 Controller. Pwr.Sup. Hdwr ..lnstruct.
2 Kit 1. plus 1I40-trk.Tandon Dr.
3 Kit 1. plus 2/40-trk . Tandon Dr.
3a Kit 3 w/2 80 trk .drives
(dual sided 40s)

M-ltl
$249
$429
$598
$698

M-IV
$329
$479
$649
$729

Model IV needs 64K to operate. For 64K Kit. CALL.

IF S1>57 THEI·j 51=::.1+7
52=(5 AHD 15 ) +4:?'
IF 52 .;' 57 THEt·( 52=52+ 7
PRI tH "ST ATUS = " ; CHAF.:.HS1 . ; CHfiF:.HS2)
RET URI·!
1 79~3 REt'1 --------- ---- - ERi';.:OR PROC ES:=,Ct~~ -----------------------------18'30 PRIHT: PF: l iH EF.:P.. ; "
18113 GOSU8
1 :32 ~1 GOTO 1 (j '~~ 0
1 :?30 EH[,

171.,'

Listing 4: The CP/M bubble-memory-driver linkage. This program illustrates how the CP/M

Quality disk drives--O.E. brand on IBM
Available bare and in cabinets.

TM50-1 SS Slim line: $145
TM50-2 OS Slimline (IBM): $209
TM100-1: $159
CALL US IF YOU
TM100-2: CALL
LOWER PRICES'

1740
17 50
1760
17713
1 78\3

BIOS can be altered to use the bubble-memory-driver package. Modification specifics are dependent on the CP/M implementation in question.
FIND

ADD!< B1 B:2 83 E LI HE LABEL
01300
13000

25% OFF LIST PRICE!
OMNINET - A high speed multi-user network that

connects several computers for instant communication up
to 4.000 feet away.

Save over $1,000 on a 20 mg. Corvus Hard Disk
syslem for IBM PC and other computers.

Smg. $1649 10mg. $2279 20mg. $3049

DAVONG

Systems, Inc.
Single user or networking hard disk system for IBM &
Apple . Lowest prices anywhere. Priced from $1375.
10.15.21.32 mg . & ca rtridg e tape backup--CALL.

~~@If~~ PRINTERS

0eee

0000
01300

121 e ..
12213

eeoo

1230 ..
'"
1240

13000

€Ieee
€Ieee

0eoo
131300
13000

eeee

eeoo
€Ieee

CALLI

TEXAS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Heart of

P.o. Box 1327 Arlington. TX 76004
Toll Free 1-800-433-5184
Texas 1-817-274-5625
VISA,MC.cashier's check, money order. No ta x out of state.
Texans add 5%. Prices subject to change.

*

01300

eees
7500

C3 2B 813

C3 34 se
C3 5F 813
C3 7 1 813

7530 C3 3D S0

7533
?533
7533

7533
7533
7533
7533
'1533

LOlli s E. 'Iheeler

*'

ThE< I~odific' at-ions prE<sented hE<rE< arE< intE<nded as an example onlY.
They demonstr·at.e hOI" a typical CP /~1 BIOS can be IIIOdi fied t-o use
the BUBBLE ~1El'10RY DR I IJER PACKAGE (sep ar atE< listing ,) .
To i ncorpc.r·ate these changes, the B IDS jump tab 1e ,.ust- be
l ocat-ed .. along with fre e space to store the added c·ode. Then ..
the modified BIOS sholild be installed in the s.ystem following
the instrudions ,;Ii'Jen in the app ropriate CP/~l IIlanual.
This li st ing i s divided into 1,... 0 sedions : (1) Patches.
(2) AddE<d Code. All patch addresses <;,ho~\n are for' a 321< CP / M
configur ed by Centa for a ~1icropolis disk S"s.t.elf, .

*' **************************************************************-Ic
PATCHES
..

0000

01300
131300
€Ieee
13000
13000
0 1300
7518
7 518
7518
751B
'?524
7524
7'527
l5lA
7520
75 20
7530

..
Copyri,;lht (C) 1383

* ***************************************************************

eeae

131300
01300
01300

CompuDlsk, top quality mini floppy diskettes from $1.50
complete With hub rings . protective envelopes. wri te
protect tabs. and adhesive labels. SSDD. DSDD, boxed or in
bulk . Money back guarantee. 100% Certified Error Free.

11<1213 ..
10313 ..

13000
131300
€Ieee

Gemini lOX 9in .. 120cps. FrictionlTractor
Gemini 15X 15in.. 120cps. Friction / Tractor
Delta 10 lOin .. 160cps. Friction Tractor
Delta 15
PowerType Daisywheel

Call for our low, low prices!

lIlIe ..:it ***********************************:.41.***************************
CP / ~1 BIOS - BUBBLE DRl'.JER LIHKAGE
,.

1040
lese ..
1060 ..
H17e"
10813..
1090 ..
11013 ..
111 13..
11213"
11313 "
1140"
11513 ..
11613 "
11713"
11813 "
1190
121313 ..

0eee

OPERAND

1000

eeae
eeee
eeae
eeae

Fast , dependable , versa tile, low price.

OPCD

782l
7813 1
7852
78FD
77E9

1253
12613
1270
1230
1290
13013
13 113
13213
1330
13413
13513
13613
B70
1330
1330
14130
14113
14213
1430
1440
1450
14613
141 13
143 0
14313
151313
15113
15213
15313
15413
1550

****************************'11**********************************

.. Thi s sedion re'Jises t-he existins BIOS jump t able to gO to
" the added code routines li sted below. The act-ual location of
.. the j u.,P table and address of the patches is dependent on
" the existin,;l BIOS. Each s',st-e" is different. The ORG "s
.. shown in this assembl" are for a CP / M configured by CE<nt .. S',stelns
.. for ~1icropoli s di<;\-, <;,ystems .
..
BIOS
EQU
7500H
C P / ~1 BIOS Ba,.e Address
..
"
L1RG
BIOS+14
Loc-ati c." c.f Jump Table + 24
'.
J~1P
BHO~tE
P ate-h for H O~tE
"
ORG
BI05+36
Jump table, + 36
"
J~1P
BSETDMA
Patch for' SETD~IA
BREAD
J~1P
Patch for READ
J~1P
BldRITE
"
ORG
BI05+48
JUIJIP t.ble + 48
"
J~tP
BSECTRAH
Patch for 5ECTRAN
..
" The fo ll m"i ng eqUates tal\en from e x i s tins BIOS j u.,P t able .
"
Hm1E
EQU
BIOS+327H
Depend'S. on €>dst.in9 BIOS
SETD~1 A
EQIJ
BrOS+3e1 H
'.,." Depends. on existi ng BIOS
READ
EQIJ
BIOS+352H
Depends on exi,:.t. ins 810S
I~RITE
EQU
BIOS+3FDH
Depends on ex i ,:.t.i M BIOS
SECTRAI!
EQU
BIOS+2E9H
Depend,. on e"istirt9 BIOS :,.**

***
***
***

""*

***
*,.*
***
***

Listing 4 continued on page 410
408
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SUBMARINE ENGINEERING
FOR TOMORROW'S DEFENSE
The Nava l Underwater
Systems C enter is the Navy's
principal research, development, test and evaluation center
for submarine warfare and submarine weapon systems. We
prov ide high technology vital to
the N avy's tactical and strategic
edge in combat systems (sonar,
combat contro l, e1ectromagnetics, underwater weapons and
targets, weapon launch and
handling), surface ship sonar
and undersea ranges.
Working at major laboratories in Newport, Rhode Island
and New London, C onnecticut,
our engineers and scientists
des ign , develop and evaluate
prototypes of these systems and
interface with private industry
for production of the final product.

To maintain our lead in
submarine warfare and weapon
systems, we must continue to
deve lop new technological systems fo r the future, and at our
center, the future depends on
our work today.
We are looking for electroni c engineers and computer
scientists to join our highly
talen ted team of professionals.
A ssignments will be as di verse as
taking you on board submarines ,
to fi eld detachments and other
N avy activities. And your work
may vary from desk to deck,
software design to hardware test .
We seek graduating and experienced elec tronic and computer engineers, with degrees from
accredited colleges and universities. We also need computer

scientists with degrees from
colleges and universities affiliated with a school of engineering
and specializing in scientific
or technical applications.
We offer you challenge,
freedom to be innovative and
creative, and the opportunity to
contribute your skills to our national defense.
And the li ving is good too !
Newport and N ew London areas
are popular for their excellent
beaches, fi shing and sailing.
We believe we have both
the challenge and the opportunity for you. For further information, contact Naval
Underwater Systems Center,
Personnel Staffing Division, B
Newport, Rhode Island 02840
or call (401) 841-3585.
A n Equa l Oppor tuni ty Employer
U .S. C itizenshi p Requ ired

Circle 263 on inquiry card.

Circle 254 on Inquiry card.

Listing 4 continued:

GET ORGANIZED
With Our New Line Of Quality Products

PR#1
pictured

PR#1
PR#2

16 x 13 x 4
24 x 13 x 4

.. $29.95
.$39.95

Both made of 1/4 inch smoked
acrylic, featuring a bottom feed
slot and non-skid feet.

Sturdy
Bronze
Acrylic
Copy
Holder

7714

C300 80

132
133

3C

Office
Quality
Gas Operated
Ergonomic
Computer
Chair
Available in
blue
red
camel
brown
It grey
charcoal

Retails for $179.95

MIDAMERICA Priced At
only

$99.95

add $45.95 for arms

MIDAMERICA
WH~LESALERS, INC.
COMPUTER ACCESSORIES
~

8135 215th St.
I~I
~ Lakeville, MN 55044 '0J

MN residents add 6% sales
tax . Dealer inquiries invited.
Add $2 .50 shipping for each
item. CALL FOR COMPETI·

TIVE DISKETTE PRICES.
TD PLACE ORDERS CALL ANYTIME

1-800-328-2977
res~~nts 612-469-4666
February 1984 © BYTE Publications Inc.

1560 "
1570 GOCP~1

1580
1590
1600
1610
1620
1630
16413
1650
1660
1670
16813
16913
171313
17113
17213
17313
17413
1750
17613
17713
17813
17913
181313
1810
18213
18313

7~D9

$19.95

410

7533
7533
7533
7533
7714
7714
7717
7717
7717
7717
7717
7538
7S38
7539
7531'1
753A
753A
753A
7531'1
7531'1
7531'1
7508
7S08
7509
7S09
7509
7SD9
7509
75D9
75D9
7S09
7509
7S09
7509
7SD9
7509
7SD9
7509
7509
7SD9
?SO',
7SO',
7509
7509
'15D',
7509
7SD9
7SD9
7509
7509
7509
lS09
7509
7509
7509
"('509

130133
131320
0080
7A49
7A4A
7A4D
0002
0001
0020
00130
1313013

F018
FIlIB
F13IE

75D9
7509
'(' 509

7509
75E1
75£2
75E2
75E1
75E2 00 00

,(SE4 00
75E'J 00
75E6 00 00
7SE8 00
75E9 00 00
75EB 00
7 SEC
75EC
75EC
75EC
75EC
?5EC
?5EC
75EC.
,(5EC
?5EC
?SEc
?SEC
?SEC

18413
1850
1860
18713
1880
18913
1900
1910
1920
1',313
1940
1950
1960
19'713
1', 80
1',30
21300
20113
21320
2030
2040
21350
2060
21370
213813
2090
21013
21 113
2120
21313
21413
21513
21613
21713
21813
2190
2200
22113
2220
223\l
2240
22S0
2260
22713

'{SEC

22813
22913
231313
23113
23213
2330
2340
2350
23613
2370
23t:!13
239ft
24013

l5EC
?SEC
?SEC
?SEC
8000
8000
80\!3
813136
81308
8000
813130
813 113

24113
2420
243'"
24413
2450
24613
2470
2480
24913
25\!113
25113
2520

8000
00013

0000
13000
0000
1313013

21
22
3E
32
3E
32
21

02
E2
131
E4
213
E5
00

013
75
75
75
00

*

*
'"
'"

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
'"
*

EQU

BIOS+214H

ORG

GOCP\'I

J~1P

BGOCPM

The follOloJing chansles t.he mailer of s'.....t.elll disks from 2 t.o 4.
Ex.ct.!\1 ho~' this pat.ch is n>ade h dep!ndent. on the sp~cific s\lst.e,••
ORG

BIOS+38H

DB
DB

133H

02H

; **~ bepends

on exist.ins BIOS

***

; Increa,e DISK ' s t.o 3.
; Increase DISK' s t.o 4.

The followin!i chanses t.he disk size p..,..~t.er in DPBLK2.
Hote: This chan!ie roa\l onl\l be applicooble t.o MicrOf'olis dis!<. S\lst.eIDs.
The Cent.a S\lstems version of t.he BIOS has two DPIlLK' s , on~ each for
t.he t.wo roodels of Micropolis disk drives ( Mod I and Mod II),
ORG

BIOS+OO8H

; **'"

DB

3CH

; Change ( OMS ) disk size ( DPBLK2)
; t.o reflect. bubble ~Ihor\l c apac:it.\I.

"'
"'

*

Deper~s

on ex ist.ing BIOS

***

*

** ****"''''**'''*****************'''************************************
fIDO£I) CODE
*
"
'"

***************"',,*********"'***,,****,,******"'*"'****"'*************

*

NDISKS
SECTRK
SECSZE

EQU
EQU
EOO

3
32
128

DISKNO
TRACK

EQU

D~lAAD

EOO

BIOs+549H
BIOS+54AH
BIOS+S4DH

"'
SBLKLEN
SCA14ALS
SENHBLE
SBEGADR
SI'IEl1SEL

**'"
***
***

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

1313132H
131H

BLOCK LENliHT = 2 PAGE~ = 128 BYTb
NUMBER OF FSA CHA1~L5 = 2
ENABLE BYTE = RCD & HI -SPD
BEGIN ADDR
PAGE
BUBBLE HUM SELECT = FIRST

*

*

*
'"
'.

*

*

B~IREAD

BM(,IR IT
'"

*
*
*

20H

Depends on ex istin!i BIOS
Depends on ex ist.ins BIOS
Depends on exi st.ins BIOS

=

131300H
00H

"'**
**'"
***

a

The follc,,,ing equat.es lin\<. t.hese ",odificat.ion~. t.o t.he BUBBLE
MH10R'l DRIIJER rOllt.ines. The addres~.es sho~'n equat.e t.o a ,iUII,P
table in an EEPRiJJ'1 pointing to the dri'Jers , also locat.ed in
EEPRO~I.
The actual location "'ill depend on t.he ~.\lst.ell'.

"
BMI1HT

*
'*

EQU

; NUMBER OF DISKS (0, L 2 & BUBBLE)
; CP/M 128-BI'TE SECTORS/TRACK
; CP/M SECTOR SIZE

EQU
EQU
EOO

13F1318H
13F131BH
I3FI<l1EH

BUBBLE ~IE~lLlRI' IN ITHL I 2£
BUBBLE ~lE~10RI' READ
BUBBLE ME~10RI' WR ITE

The followin!i PARf't1ETER BLOCK can be ORG ' d io an" convem"ni
area In r'e"d/ wri ie II,elllOr·". I f t.he BIOS are not. i n PROl'I .. t.he
PARA~IETER BLOCK can be loc'aced "i t.hin t.he BIOS.

*
PARAMBLK
*

BLKLEH:
CANALS:
EHHBLE:
BEGADR:
MBMSEL:
BUFADR:
STHTUS:

ORG

BIOs+13E2H

***

EOO

$

BUBBLE MEMORI' PARAMETER BLOCK

OW

0000H

DB
DB
DW
DB
DW

00H
00H
13I300H
0aH

0000H

DB

00H

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

BIOS+13Be13H

Depends on ex i st.ing BIOS

;
;
;
;
;
;
;

BLOCK LENliTH ( PAGES)
NUMBER OF FSA CHANloIELS
ENABLE/ CHTRL BYTE
BEGINNING PAGE NU~lBER
BUBBLE BAHK
USER BUFFER ADDRESS
RETURN STHTUS

;
;
;
;

Wher&
Where
Where
Where

***

*
** **********"'***************"'************************************
The followins equat.es d60t.erllline where the below patches are
'" t.o be st.ored in t.he BIOS area of CP /~I. The actual locations
* are dependent. on t.he specific BIOS .
..
AREAl
AREA2
AREA3
AREH4
AREH5
AREH6

*

o

13
13

e

o

to
t.o
t.o
t.o
l~here t.o
; Where t.o

put.
put
put.
put.
put.
put.

GOCPM patch •.
HOME pat.ch.
SETD~IA pat.ch.
SECTRAH pat.ch.
1<Ef1D patch .
WRl , E pat.ch.

oj<

"'
'.
..

********************"'***"'****,,*"',,**"'*"'*************************
GOCPM - S\lst.em hard\~are init.ialization.

"
BGOCPM:

ORG

AREAl

LXI
SHLD
\'1IJI
5TH

H.. SBLKLEN
BLKLEN
A..SCAHALS
CANALS
A..SENABLE
ENABLE
H.. SBEGADR

~1'.) I

STA
LXI

; ***

Depends on ex ist.ing BIOS

***

SET BLOCK LE14GTH
SET

NU~lBER

F5A CHA1,NELS

SET E14HBLE BYTE
SET BELJIHNING PAGE NO.

Listing 4 continued on page 412

THIS IS
BOEING
TOOl

PRODUCT SYSTEMS ENGINEER - Systems
analysis and development of system
requirements; hardware and software
functional requirements and system integration
tasks; interface requirements life cycle cost
analysis.
SOFTWARE/COMPUTING SYSTEMS AND
ANAL Ys/S - Analyze system functional and
performance requirements, prepare functional
Ilow or logic diagrams, prepare system block
diagrams, and perform system level analysis
and trade studies to support selected design.
REAL TIME SYSTEMS AND SIMULATION
SOFTWARE ENGINEER - Design , develop,
integrate and test real-time software. Develop
operational software requirements. Experience
in ASSEMBLY and other high-order languages
requi(ed.

Boeing Military Airplane Company offers a
stimulating career in the pleasant
environment of four-season recreation, good
schools, fine cultural activities and moderate
Midwest living costs_ You can become a vital
part in developing the most advanced
avionics systems for military airplanes if you
qualify in one of the following disciplines:

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT - Advanced concept
development using innovative design and
fabrication techniques such as robotic winding,
pultrusion, and roli-trusion. Develop load paths ,
cost and weight trade studies, and prepare
drawings using Computer Aided Design.
Related aerospace experience required .

STRESS/DURABIUTY /DAMAGE
TOLERANCE - Define design load conditions,
determine internal loads and accomplish stress,
durability and damage tolerance analyses of
primary aircraft structure. Familiarization with
finite element analysis and related aerospace
experience required .

FUGHT CONTROLS ANALYSIS ENGINEER Conduct linear analysis using root locus,
frequency response, and power spectral
density methods. Develop hardware and
software requirements for sensors, actuators,
digital filtering, and computations for
microprocessor based digital autopilots.
Develop real time and non-real time, flight
simulations using structured fortran
programming.

RADAR SYSTEMS ANALYSIS - Conduct
analysis of radar performance, prepare and
coordinate specifications and develop
evaluation criteria for radar subsystems.

"Where y'ou design the future."

Send resume to: Jim Snelling
Boeing Military Airplane Company
Oept.B2
P.O. Box 7730
Wichita, KS 67277-7730

BOEING

.....'L'TA.r A'.PLANE cD..... PANr

WICHITA. KANSAG

An Equal Opportunity Employer M / F

Circle 38 on inquiry card .
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Text continued from page 406:

simply loads the boot-loop registers
and readies the BMC for operation.
When everything checks out, all
that remains is to save the modified
Res module.

CP/M Linkage
The modifications required for
CP/M are more extensive and complicated than those for MDOS, and the
installation isn't as simple. However,
the CP/M modification provides complete disk emulation (see listing 4).
Programs, including transient commands, as well as data can be stored
in bubble memory. It is a real
pleasure to enter Stat and get an immediate response without the usual
"clank, whirrr" of the floppy disk.
The assembler and other programs
that require disk access also run
much faster and quieter. However,
since no changes to the "warm-boot"
sequence have been made, a ControlC still boots the CCP (console command processor) and BDOS from
floppy disk. There is, of course, no
reason why a warm boot or, for that
matter, a cold start cannot be made
directly from bubble memory if the
necessary revisions are made to the
boot loader. I have not done so yet,
but it appears to be a simple task for
the experienced assembly-language
programmer.
Explaining the modification to
CP/M would be much easier if the
CCP at: BDOS portions of the operating system were being altered . These
two CP/M modules are standard for
all CP/M systems. But the BIOS or
CBIOS (customized BIOS) module is
hardware dependent, and we must
modify this module to enable CP/M
to communicate with the bubblememory-driver package.
Altering the CP/M operating system for bubble memory is quite
similar to the modification described
in ''Building a Hard-Disk Interface for
an S-100 System, Part 3: Software" in
the May 1983 BYTE (page 368). The
approach I have taken is slightly different . Instead of creating a new
BIOS, listing 4 shows how an existing
mos can be patched to accomplish
the same end. I chose to patch rather
than revise because I didn't have a
complete source listing for the disk

Listing 4 continued :
8131 3
8G 1E.
80 17
801 A
81310
813213
8132:.
8132:,
8\325

22
AF
32
21
CD
DA

E6 75
E8
E2
18
20

75
75
Fta
80

3E C3
32 00 00

8028 C3 17 77
8028
2,02B

25413
255<1
2560
2570
25::s0 ERROR:
2590 ,.
26013
26l\l
2620
2631j
26413 '.

*

2t.5~

2,1328
8028
t'.u28
<JU2B

BEGADR
A

SHLD
)IRA
STA

~lBNSEL

L ~: I

H.•PARAI'lBLK

CALL
JC

ERROR

MI.Il
5TH

A.,0C:,H
013\30

J ~lP

GOCP~1 + 3

B~\II~ IT

; SET B~l BANK SELECT
; FWH PARA~lBLK TO HL
; GO INlT IALl ZE B~l
HANG OR DO SmlETHH1G IF ERR

,.*,. Rest ore " " isti ng BIOS code *,.'.
*"'' ' replaced b" J~lP i nstru ction
RET URI! TU E X 1STlI~G BI OS+3

*
*
*

2660
:r.:tctc **:t.*:f.********-*********:tc*********tc *:tc :tc************************
2670
HOr'lE - r'10~U2 t.o t.r ac~ 00 posi t.ion of cur r'ent. dr' i',lEo
2680 *"
$
ORG
26'310
RREHl
2'11'113 '"
GET DI SK IUIBER
[>ISKHtJ
LDR
:2'11 \3 BHOI'lE :
CHEL:K FOR BUBBLE l'lHIURV
27:L\3
CPI
HD ISKS
RETURH
I F BUBBLE (1,10 RCT J(l1~ )
RZ
27311
2740
JMP
2750 ,.
2760 ,.
- ) Cont inue l< i t h ex i sting BIOS code.
27713
2780,
***************************************************************
27'30 '" SELD5K - Select di •.k · gi'Jen b" register C
2800
28 10 ..
-> Ho ",odificat i on r·e9uired.
2820 ..

**.

'~028
:::~2B

':'l12B JR 43 7A
8(12E FE 03
<J()3~ (:8
8031 C3 27 78
8034
8034
81334
8 0.34
8034
8034
8034
8 \334
8 034
8 034
8\334
8e:!4
8034
8 \334
8\3:4
8\334
8034
2034
81334
8\334
81334
8 034
80.34

'2.0.34
8\334
81334 69
8035 60
8133.:, 22 4D
8133~ 22 E':i
8133C
8133C
8\33C
803C
803C C9
803D
8030
80:.0
8030
8030
8030
8030 3R 49
81348 FE \33
8\34 2 C2 EO;

*

*
*

283~

*' *******:iI*******************************************************
SETTRK - Set track gi'Jen b" regi ster C

2840,.
28513 ..
2860 ..
2870 ,.
28813
2890 ,.

*

2900 :+:
2910"
2'32\3 '.
293<1 '.
2940 ...

- ) Ho lI,odifi c at.i on re9Uired unless " our BIOS actuall"
- ) pos i tions t he di sk head to ' t he selected t r ack . I f thi s
- ) is t.h" C' ase, perf orlO t.h" test shown f or HOl'\E.

**********************************41****************************
SETSEC - 5 ,,1. s" c:t.or gi',Ien b" r "gi ster C
- ) I~o ",odi fi cat i on re9Uired.

2'35~ * :iI********************************.*****************************

296\3.. SETD~lR - Set D~lA addr'ess gi'Jen b'. regi st"r'; Band C
2'171l "
2980
$
ORG
; RREH3
2990 ..
NOI,J
3\30\3 B5ET DI'lR:
L., C
; LOI~ ORDER HOORE:,S
30113
MOl)
H., B
; HIGH ORDER HODRE:oS
3020
SHLD
D~\l1HO
: 5AIJE THE HOORE:,S
3133<1
SHLD
BUFHDR
; FuR BUBBLE TOO.
31140
305~
- ,> Include a n,=, addi t. i onal c ode ';lour s ':Js:leuJ "lay re9Ulre }
3060 '.
- > ..robabb non".
3871j '.
RET
; I~o add ' i code r"q "'d for- HicrOPoli s .
3080
3090 ,.

***

7R
75

*
*

**' ****:41********************+***********.*************************

7R

77

80045
8 045
8046
8\349
<J04C
8040
8134E
80510
8\j51
8052
8053
8056

2 53 ~

C5
11 013 \30
2R 4R 7H

62

EB
3E 20
87
1'3
3D
C2 51 80
7'3
8057 87
8\JS8 ~ F
8 \J59 09
8 0SH 22 E6 75
8 05D E1
8\35E C9
8051'
8\351'
81351'
8 \351'
8\351'
8\351'
8\35F 3A 49 7R
81362 FE 03
8064 C2 5:L 78
81367
8\367 F3
81368 2 1 E2 75
8\36B CD 1B FIj
8136E C3 813 80

3 100
3 11 13
SEcTRAH - Transl at " t he sect.or nUlf,ber gi'Jen b" Band C
3 120 ,.
3 13\3
'$
ORG
RREH4
3140
315<1 BSECTRAH:
LOR
DISKHll
GET DI5K NUmlER
31 60
CPI
HOI5KS
CHEL:K FUR BUBBLE ~l~\uR V
3 17IJ
JHZ
SELTRAH
IF NOT , GO DO DISK.
3 180 '.
31'30
PUSH
8
SAI,IE 5EL:TUR
3200
L,\I
D., \3000H
CLEHR DE
3210
LHLD
TRACK
TRACK I TO HI..
3220
NOIJ
H.• D
CLEAR H, L=TRACK
32313
r;CHG
3140
~RJJ
; GET SEL:TL1R5 PER TRACK
A.. SECTRK
3:L 5~
ADD
A
; ~lULT I PLV BI' 1
3260 B~lP'l :
DAD
D
BEll TRK HOR =
32'7<1
DCR
R
TRK
SEL:TRK ,. 2
3230
JHZ
B~\P'I
LOOP TU ~IUl T! PL \' •
3~'30
~lOIJ
R.,C
GET SEl ·TlIR HU~\BER
33,,!\l
RDD
A
NP\J BV 1
33H3
, PUT IT BACK
C., A
NO'.I
33:2G
DAD
; ADD IT Tu BEG TRK HOR
B
333<1
SHLD
BEGADR
SAUE JN BEGHDR.
; PUT 5ECTUR IH HL
3341'3
POP
H
33 5~
RET
; BUBBLE E>:1T •
3360 "

,.**

*

*

** *******************************tI*******************************
REHD - REHD SELEcTED CP / M SECTUR

337\1
3380
3390 ...
3400

ORG

341 0 ..
3420 BREHD:
343~

34413
345\1

34613
34'(1:1
34313
34913

*

LDA
CPI
JHZ
DI
U '; I
CALL
Jt'lP

; AREH5

oISKHu
NDISKS
REHD
H., PARA~lBLK
8~lREHD
BRI~E :<:

***

GET DI SK NU~lBER
CHECK FuR BUBBLE
NO .• GO REHD DI SK
KILL JlHERRUPb.
FWH PARA~lBL K Tu HL
GO REHD BUBBLE DATH
GO TIiKE CO~\~lUN E>:n .

Listing 4 continued on page 414
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Whds sold more printers
to American business?

E
Actually, we've not only sold more printers to American business, we've sold more printers to America.
Which brings up some very important reasons why Epson
is the printer for your business.

Standard equipment.
Virtually every microcomputer made is Epson-compatible.
Which means manufacturers make their computers to work
with our printers, because Epson printers are not only the
world leaders, they're the world standard .

n.
places than any other brand. Which means if you ever have a
problem-and you probably won't-we'll be there .

Your next printer.
It can be very confusing buying a printer nowadays. But it
needn't be. If you want the features, the reliability, the quality, t/:1e value, just remember one thing.
Epson.

The reason why.
We sell more printers, because we make better printers. Our
features are consistently one step ahead of the competition.
Our quality and value have never been equalled. And our
reliability rates are second to none.

Another reason.
Epson printers are stocked by more computer stores in more

Number one.
And built like it.

EPSON

EPSON AMERICA , INC.
3415 Kashiwa Street
Torrance, California 90505

The Epson FX-lOO'" can print spreadsheets in correspondence-quality type at 160 characters per second . To see it and the entire line of
Epson high-performance printers, call (800) 421-5426 for the dealer in your area. In California, call (213) 539-9140.
Epson is a reg is tered trad e mark and FX-100 is a trademark o f Epson America, [nco

Circle 135 on inqu iry card .
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Listing 4 continued:
8 071
8071

35\l0 '"
3510 '"

8071
8071
8071
8 071
8071
8 071 31'1 4':1 7H
8074 FE 03
81376 C2 FD 7~

3520 '"
3531l
3540 '"

807~
80'7~

F3
807H 21 E:l 75
8070 CD 1E F~
8030
8080 FB
8081
8081
81331 3E 00
8083 D0
8 084 3C
8 085 C9
8086
8086

* *"'**"'*"'***"'*"'''''''*'''*'''******''''''*''''''''''''*''''''***'''''''''***'''********'''*"'*"'*"'''''''*
lAIR I TE - I~R I TE SELEcTED CP /~1 SECTUR

355~

3560
357~

*

BIJR ITE:

3580
35~0

*

36130
3610
36213
363\1
3640
365\1 BRI,IEX:
3660 '"
367~ '.
3680
3690
37\l0
3710
3710 '"
37311

ERRORS THIS ASSEMBL I'

*

$

; AREH6

LOA
CPI
.INZ

DISKNU
NDISKS
IJRITE

; GET DISK NUI1SER
; CHECK FuR BUBBLE
; NO , GO WRITE DISK

01
LXI
CALL

H.•PARAMBLK
BMlJRIT

; KILL INTERRUPTS.
; FWH PARA~IBLK Tli HI.
; GO WR I TE BUBBLE OATH

EI
~IUI

11..13

RflC
INR
RET

;
;
;
;
;

OMIT THIS INSTRUCT ION
I F YOUR SY::- TE~1 DOE::NOT USE INTERRUPT~ .
CLEHR A-REb
NO PROBLEM EXiT.

A
; ERROR EXlT .

*

001313

portion of my BIOS, which was written by Centa Systems for Micropolis.
If you are fortunate.enough to have
a complete listing of your BIOS, or
you are using a Micropolis disk system and CP/M with BIOS written by
Centa Systems, the modification
should not be too difficult. If not, you
will probably have to unleash your
disass~mbler to uncover a few hidden locations. You need to know the
location of the current selected disk
number, the selected track, and the
DMA (direct memory access) address
(user buffer address). You must also
find out where and how your BIOS
determines whether a selected disk
number is legal or not and fix it so
that the number that you select for
the bubble memory is acceptable.
Another thing you \\Till need is an
unused area large enough to hold the
added code. About 130 locations will
be required, but they need not be
contiguous. The source code shown
in listing 4 is designed to be segmented and scattered around memory wherever space is available. The
version of CP/M that I am using is
quite tight on space. Therefore, as a
temporary measure for testing, I assembled the added code to start at
hexadecimal location 8000, which is
above my 32K-byte CP/M. This lets
me use the DDT (dynamic debugging
tool) to load the added code and
make the rest of the patches by hand.
In the future, I plan to revise the
"stream I/O handler" so that the peripheral drivers I have stored in
EEPROM are used instead of the I/O
routines located within the BIOS
414
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module. This will free up sufficient
storage for the bubble-memory-driver
linkage. The listing is intended primarily as an example. Exactly how
you incorporate the added code and
changes depends on the specifics of
your system BIOS.
Installing a new operating system
is covered in the CP/M manual and
also in the May 1983 BYTE article (see
figure 6 on page 378) . The method I
used differs only in that I used DDT
to make the patches to the BIOS
jump table and the jump instruction
patched at the beginning of GOCPM.
After completing the installation, a
BASIC program like the one shown
in listing 3 can be used for testing.
Some modifications to the disk instructions (OPEN, CLOSE, GET,
PUT) and the INP instruction probably will be required; otherwise, the
program should function as written.
Since the CP/M alteration is a true
disk emulation complete with directory, initialization of ' the bubble
memory is required before it can be
used. My CP/M system came with a
program called VOLPREP.COM; however, it did not work with the bubble
memory. Fortunately, an assembly-language file (VOLPREP.ASM)
was provided, and I quickly discovered that the program directly accessed the disk drivers rather than
the BIOS jump table. Consequently,
it was not getting to the bubblememory drivers. A simple cha:rge in
the address table in the beginning of
the VOLPREP program plus a few
other minor changes were all that
wa,s required to make it work.

I am very pleased with the performance of the bubble-memory project; with it, I no longer fear the flickering lights. I used it to write this article, which was much too long to fit
in my system's RAM. Yet with the
bubble-memory addition, my text
editor performed as though it had
adequate space.
With even larger-capacity bubblememory chips on the way (Intel recently announced a 4-megabit version), I would not be surprised to see
bubble memories beginning to replace hard disks in small or portable
computer systems. Using the newer
chips, it should be relatively easy to
put 4 megabytes of reliable bubble
storage inside the cabinet of an S-100
computer. I believe that bubble memories will replace floppy disks in
some . systems, particularly in the
portables .•
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The newp-acesetter in p-rofessional p-rinters.
The economical dual-speed Radix-15 multi-function printer.
With a fast and furious work pace, a highly
flexible printer is crucial. That printer is the new
Radix-15. Watch it take your work and run with it.
It's dual speed! At 200 cps Radix fires
out a superbly refined dot matrix printout. At 50
cps it prints professional near-letter quality. So now
you can go from spreadsheets to memos at the fl ip
of a switch or at your computer's command .
It's multi-functional! In either mode Radix15 quickly adapts to your needs. There's serial and
parallel interface. Memory storage with a 16K
buffer. Responsive throughput to help you use

IL

time more efficiently. Bi -directional performance.
Friction and tractor feed. An automatic sheet
feeder for letterheads and a short form tear-off
for preprinted forms. Plus,.the freedom to underline, set vertical and horizontal tabs and print a
huge variety of type faces.
It's ec~nomical! And not only does Radix
give you 2 printers in 1, it also gives you a price performance as outstanding as its working performance.
The professional Radix-15. Using the everchanging beat of business to your advantage. And
that's what being a pacesetter is all about!

~
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THE POWER BEHIND THE PRINTED WORD.
Computer Peripherals Division
P.O.' Box 612186, Dallas/Ft. Worth Airport, TX 75261 (214) 456-0052
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Calculating Overhead Costs
by Computer
A simple, foolproof arithmetic procedure determines the distribution
of indirect costs quickly and accurately
by G. Truman Hunter
This article demonstrates how an curacy, many people believed that
accounting application that can be precise solutions were unobtainable
used by all types of businesses eases and therefore unimportant. Consethe distribution of indirect, or over- quently, emphasis was on speedy aphead, costs. Specifically, it shows proximations rather than exact
how to calculate those costs using an answers.
Cost-accounting textbooks took the
arithmetic procedure that provides
information that is more accurate same approach, telling their readers
than that obtainable using, approxi- that if more than four or five departmation procedures. In addition, the ments were involved, solving simulmethod described here does not re- taneous equations would not be pracquire the long, tedious work the ap- . tical. Instead, they proposed using
proximation approach demands. The such methods as the Christmas Tree
accounting procedure can be used on or the Waterfall approach. Their
a large computer as well as a small names come from the geometry of
one, and it can also provide results the solution, where a decreasing
number of departments provides a
on a hand-held calculator.
triangular picture of data as costs
An Accounting Problem
flow from one level to the next. The
The procedure solves a common first department examined has its
accounting problem by permitting a costs distributed to all other departcomputer user to calculate costs that ments, and no.costs are returned to
are transferred among departments it. That department is then no longer
of a company. Determining such involved in the calculations. The next
costs is known as indirect cost ac- department then has its costs districounting, overhead cost distribution, buted, with none returned to it, and
burden distribution, or burden cost the procedure thus continues. Data
accounting. Cost accountants have on the less important departments is
been calculating these transfer costs collected first, and the final product
for decades, relying on estimates and departments are done last; the prodapproximation procedures to mini- uct departments cannot distribute
mize the cost of the calculations in charges among themselves.
time, money, and effort.
This process did not tell the user
In fact, it's well known that solving where the indirect costs, or burdens,
the problem of calculating the cost of originated. Since the source was not
reciprocal transfers among depart- known, there was no way to attack
ments requires the solution of a set the problem of reducing specific disof simultaneous equations. Before tribution costs. Moreover, no trail
computers were widely available, showed the actual transfer of dollars
these results took many hours to cal- from each department to every other
culate by hand. And because the department under this old scheme.
starting point for the procedure was
With the simultaneous-equation
often a set of estimates of dubious ac- solution, on the other hand, an ex416
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act number of dollars for every 'distribution factor is known. This
method easily leads to reductions in
overhead costs.

History of a Faster Solution
I was first introduced to the problem of indirect cost accounting in
1951, when a steel company asked
IBM to tackle such a problem. It was
taking the firm about 300 man-hours
to calculate those costs by hand .
After I studied the problem and
read an accounting handbook, I
found a practical solution: the GaussSeidel iterative procedure. This procedure provides easy error detection
and is simple, foolproof, and fairly
fast. The nature of its· equations and
values guarantees a solution.
The steel-company case required a
set of 51 equations for 51 departments
and a possible 51 x 50 transfers.
Only about 600 of 2550 possible
transfers actually occurred, however.
This ratio-about l:4-of the number
of actual to theoretical transfer relations has held for several similar business applications.
Once the procedure was worked
out, the calculations took only 35
minutes on an IBM card-programmed calculator. The calculation
procedure is iterative: each interm.ediate set of answers gets closer
to the final set. When no further
changes take place, the solution has
been reached.
This procedure actually converged
at a rate of almost one decimal column for each iteration, so that figures
involving values to $999,999 can converge to the final answer in about six

Ever,J.body!s making money
senin~ microcomputers.
Some.b!"lY 5 going to make money
servIcing them.
Now NRI Trains You At Home To
Make Money Servicing, Repair!ng,
and Programming Personal
and Small Business Computers
Seems like every time you rum around, somebody
comes along with a new computer for home or business
use. And what's made it all po>.>ible is the amazing microprocessor, the tiny little chip that's a computer in itself.
Using this new teclmology, the industry is offering
compact, affordable computers that handle things like
payrolls, billing, inventory, and other jobs for busine>.>
of every size ... perform household functions including
budgeting, environmental systems control, indexing
recipes. And thousands of hobbyists are already owners,
experimenting and developing their own programs.

Growing Demand
for Computer Technicians
'l1lis is only one of the growth factors influencing
the increasing opportunities for qualified computer
teclmicians. The u.s. Department of Labor projects over
a 600%increase in job openings for the decade. Most
of them are new jobs created by the expanding world
of tile computer.

Learn At Home
to Service Any Computer
NRI can train you for this exciting, rewarding
field. lhlin you at home to service not only microcomputers, but word processors and data terminals, too.
'Irain you at your convenience, with clearly written
"bite-size" lessons that you do evenings or weekends,
\vithout going to classes or quitting your present job.
Your training is built around the latest model of
tile world's most popular computer. It's the amazing
TRS-80™ Model 4, now with disk drive and the capabilities and features to perform a host of personal and
business functions. No other small computer has so
much software available for it, no other is used and
relied on by so many people. And it's yours to keep for
personal and business use.
You get plenty of practical experience. Under NRJ's
carefully planned training, you even install a disk dniJe
verifying at each step its operation. Using the NRI Discovery
Lab® dlat also comes as part of your course, you build
~U1d srudy circuits ranging from the simplest to dle most
(,fRS-SO is a trademark
of the R:ujio Shack
division of T,mdy Corp.)

Become the Complete
Computer Person
advanced. You analyze
and troubleshoot using
the professional4-function
LCD digital multi meter
you keep to use later in your work.. Then you use the
lab and meter to acnmlly access the interior of your
computer... build special circuits and write programs
to control them. You "see" your computer at work and
demonstrate its power.

Same Training Available With
Color Computer
NRI offers you the opportunity to train with the
TRS-80 Color Computer as an alternative to the Model 4.
TIle same technique for getting inside is enhanced by
using the new NRI-developed Computer
Access Card. Only NRI offers you
a choice to fit your specific
training needs.

addition to training in BASIC and advanced
language, you gain hands-on experience in
the operation and application of the latest computers
for both business and personal jobs. You're trained to
become the fully rounded, new breed of technician who
can interface widl the operational, progranlming, ~U1d
service facets of all of today's computers. You're ready to
take your place in the new elecuonic age.

Other Opportunities
NRI has been giving ambitious people new electronic skills since 1914. Today's offerings also include
TV/AudiO/ Video Systems serviCing \viUl training on our
exclusive Heath/ Zenidl computer-programmable 25"
diagonal color TV.. . Industrial ElectroniCS, Design
Thchnology... and other state-of-Ule-art courses.

The Catalo~ Is Free.
The 'fraining IS Priceless.
Send dle postage-paid card for our I04-page catalog
showing all courses widl equipment and complete lesson
plans. 11lere's no obligation other than to yourself. See
how NRI can help you take advantage of the exciting job
and earnings opportunities in the exploding field of microcomputers. If card has been removed, please write to us.

N
.J 'JHI

NRI Schools

McGraw-Hili Continuing
Education Center
t:.l e TT,'TI'- 3939 Wisconsin Ave.
I .. • Washington, DC 20016
~

n

We'U give you tomorrow.
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F(8,A) x T(8) + F(C,A) x T(C) + F(O,A) x T(O)
F(C,8) x T(C) + F(0,8) x T(O)
F(A,8) x T(A) +
+ F(O,C) x T(O)
F(A,C) x T(A) + F(8,C) x T(8) +
F(A ,O) x T(A) + F(8,0) x T(8) + F(C,O) x T(C) +

+ OC(A) = T(A)

+ 0C(8)

= T(8)

+ OC(C) = T(C)
+ OC(O) = T(O)

Figure 1: Equation layout for 4-department indirect cost calculations.

or seven iterations. In other words,
the accuracy of the estimates of the
final answers increases about one
decimal place per iteration.
When I originally tried to convince
several accountants to try this procedure, I heard many excuses as to
why they thought it had no value.
After one accountant had told me repeatedly that his starting data was
approximate and that he therefore
didn't need the precision I could provide, I told him that this procedure
could give him any level of inaccuracy he desired. Needless to say,
he didn't appreciate sarcasm any
more than the truth .
In 1953, this procedure was used
on an IBM 701 computer to solve an
indirect-cost-accounting problem for
156 departments of a large New York
City bank . Calculating and printing
the answers took about 10 minutes,
considerably less than the 1000 manhours required for hand-calculation
procedures. When the procedure was
followed for a 91-department bank,
an IBM 650 calculator did the job in
7.5 minutes, replacing a 300 manhour hand calculation. Similar savings were realized for a pharmaceutical company's 45-department distribution. A state hospital then used
the procedure to reduce a severalmonth task to a 4-day job on
punched-card machines. A lot of card
handling was required because the
institution had no computer.

A Sample Problem
The current availability of microcomputer-spreadsheet programs
makes the solution even easier.
Here's a sample procedure for analyzing costs for four departments. It
is not a real case and takes more iterations to solve than an actual problem
would, but it uses the procedure that
actual cases follow.
418
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First, this simple four-department
distribution demonstrates how to set
up the necessary equations and use
the procedure to obtain a solution.
Then the sample is worked out using
the usual spreadsheet notation of
rows and columns.
The total cost of each department
is made up of the charges transferred
to it from all other departments, plus
its own direct charges. The total cost
for department A is best stated with
this equation:
Cost (B to A) + Cost (C to A)
+ Cost (0 to A) + Direct cost (A)
= Total cost (A)
To simplify subsequent calculations,
the equation can be expressed as:
F(B,A) x T(B) + F(C,A) x T(C)
+ F(O,A) x T(O) + OqA) = T(A)
where T represents the total cost of
a department named by the letter in
the parentheses following it, F represents the distribution factor between two departments (the first department mentioned is the source of
the costs and the second is the
receiver), and DC represents the
direct charges of a specific department.
The equations in figure 1 are used
to calculate indirect costs for a fourdepartment distribution. Because no
department distributes costs to itself,
a gap is left in each line. Note the
symmetry to the equations; they are
set up to fit nicely into a spreadsheet
arrangement of rows and columns,
organized py departments. The calculations along a row correspond to
the costs absorbed by a particular
department, and those down a column correspond to transfer of costs
from one department to others.

After the equations are set up, the
factors for making distributions between departments are needed. Calculation of the distribution factors is
done separately and is not part of the
distribution-calculation procedure.
The information for developing the
factors for a company should be available from the firrn's accounting
department and, indeed, the factors
themselves may already be available.
One way a department might measure its distribution of the costs for
services, for example, is based on the
number of persons in each department. If a department has one percent of the company's personnel, for
instance, and it is assumed that all
personnel share the use of the
cafeteria, then one percent of
cafeteria expenses would be distributed to that department. Figures
then would be calculated in a similar
manner for other departments.
Telephone expenses, however, might
best be distributed based on the
number of phones rather than people in each department, although
long-distance costs can be charged
directly to the department that made
them. The distribution factors can
also be based on relative amounts of
floor space or on any items that can
(and must) be quantified. Each factor is a number between zero and one
inclusive.
Once all the factors are known,
they can be substituted in the equations. For this example, a set of factors
and initial expense values is used .
Note that the gaps have been filled
with a zero factor, which can ease
some computer procedures.
.00xT(A) + .10xT(B) + .15 x T(C)
+ .15xT(0) + 8000 = T(A)
.15xT(A) + .00xT(B) + .20 x T(C)
+ .10xT(0) + 7000 = T(B)
.00 x T(A) + .1O x T(B) + .00 x T(C)
+ .30 x T(0) + 9000 = T(C)
.15xT(A) + .15xT(B) + .10 x T(C)
+ .00 x T(D) + 12000 = T(O)
Now the only unknown quantities
in these equations are the depart-

Computer's
Choice.

Primage I
Sooner or later, you'll probably want to use your
business computer for word processing or data
communications applications. And if you let your
computer choose ~he best printer to provide
letter quality printing at high production speeds,
its first choice would be Primage I.
That's because when all the facts are entered,
the Primage I with PageMate I sheet feeder,
gives you more for your money than any other
daisy system-45 cps, heavy duty, letter quality
printing, with automatic sheet feeder, for hundreds of dollars less than its closest competitor.
The lower cost and higher performance are
all made possible by a totally new control technology that allows simple, inherently more
reliable stepping motors to run at much higher
speeds. The design eliminates lots of parts that

Circle 300 on inquiry card.

you find in other serial printers. Parts ~IOU don't
have to pay for and, just as important, parts you
don't have to maintain. Primage I features
simplified controls, easy paper feeding and a
wide choice of fonts. It also comes with a
unique 100-spoke daisy wheel that provides
switch selectable multiple languages, and an
easy access, easy set-up interface that connects
to popular PC's without special cable fittings.
When you compare Primage I with top quality
daisy printers and sheet feeders that cost up to
50% more, we're confident you'll make the
same choice your computer would. So come
into your computer dealer today for a first hand
demonstration. Or contact us for detailed
product literature. Primages Inc., 620 Johnson
Ave., Bohemia, NY 11716 (516) 567-8200.
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ment's total expenses. The paradox, the accuracy of the calculations and
however, is that you can't calcul<;lte the procedures.)
the total expenses unless you already
know them. Here the powerful itera- Spreadsheet Procedures
The setup for this sample data
tive proced-qre is useful.
For the first equation, assume that using a typical electronic spreadsheet
the total expenses are the direct ex- procedure is shown in table 1. Row
penses. Then the first equation 3 has spaces for the total expenses of
becomes:
each department and the sum of all
departments. Rows 6 through 9 are
designed to hold the calculations for
a + .10 x 7000 + .15 x 9000 +
the distributed amounts to each de.15 x 12000 + 8000 = T(A)
partment as well as each department's direct (initial) charges and
a + 700 + 1350 + 1800 + 8000
T(A) = 11850
total costs.
Row 11 will hold the net expenses
The estimate for total expenses of for each department and the sum for
department A gets more accurate, go- all the departments. Net amounts are
ing from a value of 8000 to 11,850.
calculated by subtracting the disU sing that new vaIue in the second tributed amounts in each column
equation and other values assumed from the total in row 3.
Because no department can distribto represent total expenses provides
a new figure for T(B) of 11,775, which ute more than 100 percent of its total
is considerably better than the first expense, net expense can never be
estimate of 7000. Similar substitutions negative. The net expense can be a
and calculations that cycle through few cents or a dollar under, however,
the four departments lead to the final as a result of accumulated roundedanswers. When no further changes off values in the calculation prooccur, the final totals are
cedures. Rows 14 through 17 contain
the factors for calculating the costs to
T(A) = 14,455
be transferred between each pair of
T(B) = 14,108
departments.
T(C)
15,769
The usual spreadsheet program is
T(O) = 17,861
set up to detect the type of circular
relationships that exist between the
Now that the total costs for each department totals. It prevents the use
department are known, we can cal- of an analysis that incorporates such
culate the net, or true, final cost by relationships by substituting the
subtracting the amounts distributed values comprising them with the
from each department to others. word "error;' thus indicating errors.
They can be fOlJ.nd with the same Therefore, to avoid the problem of
general equations, because the having the screen filled with error
amount going to a ~epartment has to signs, the row of totals-B3 through
come from some other department. E3-has the total 'for each department
In this example, department A dis- set to zero. Once this precaution has
tributes $2168 to department Band been taken, you can manipulate the
$2168 to department 0, leaving a net figures on the terminal screen, but
cost of $10,118. The net costs for the you must be sure that no circular relaother departments are calculated tionships are stated when you store
similarly.
your data, or you will get error
When the distributions both to and signals when you reload the sheet.
from all departments are calculated,
Before you can begin solving a parthe sum of the costs must equal the ticular problem, the row of totals
initial costs of tl1e four departments, must be copied from the column of
because we can neither gain nor lose totals at the right (G6 through G9) to
any dollars. Because the original sum row 3 (B3 through E3). Table 2 shows
was $36,000, the sum of the net costs the reslJ.lting data at this point. The
must also be $36,000. (Verifying that sum of the net expenses does not
these sums match is a way to check equal the total of the initial expenses
420
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To find otJI wh~re we're showing
off the P1350 printer, call one of
these Toshiba distributorS:
EASTERN
R & D /CA MELOT ASSOC IATES, INC
Northam plon, MA
(4 13) 253·7378
DIG ITA L ENTRY SYSTEM S
Waltham , MA

(617) 899·611 1

MICROA MER ICA
Wellesley, MA

(800) 343·44 11

CY BER ISO URC E
(3 13) 353·8660
Southfield, MI
GENERAL BUSINESS COMPUTERS, INC .
(609) 424·6500
Ch erry Hill , NJ
MONROE DISTRIBUTI NG COMPANY
Cleveland,OH
(2 16) 781·4600
RO BEC DISTRIBUTORS
Li ne Lexington, PA

(2 15) 822·0700

SOUTHERN
MI CROA MERICA
Tam pa, FL
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Rockville, MD
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or (800) 638·6621
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(312) 870·7400
A rl ing ton Heights, IL
or (800) 323-4 138
KA LTRONICS DISTRIBUTORS, INC
N orthbrook, Ii..
(3 12) 291· 1220
MIC ROAMERICA
Schaumburg. IL
(800) 323·6827
GENERAL MICROCOMPUTER
(219) 277-4972
South Bend, IN
MIDTEC ASSOC IATES d ba CRYSTAL COMPUTERS
Leflexa, KS
(913) 54,., 71 1
B & W DISTRIBUTORS
SI. Louis, MO
(3 14) 569·2450
SMC INTEC H SYSTEMS CORP.
Carrollton, TX
(214) 446·9055
COMPU SHOP
Richardson, TX
(214) 783· 1252
MICROA MER ICA
Richardson, TX
SYS PR INl: INC.
Richardson, TX

(800) 527·326 1
(2 14) 669·3666
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P G. 1. CORPORATION
Tempe, AZ
MICROAMER ICA
Carson, CA
BYTE INDU STRIES, INC
Hayward , CA

(602) 968·3 168

(800)
(415)
or (800)
outside CA (800)
PREMIER SOURCE DISTR IB UTI NG
Irvine, CA
(7 14)
CYPRESS DISTRIB UTING COMPANY. INC .
(408)
San Jose, CA
PARAGON SALES. INC.
San Jose, CA
(408)
MICROWARE DISTR IBUTORS, INC
(503)
Aloha, OR
(206)
ANACO MP, INC.
Redmond , WA
or (800)

42 1·1485
783·8272
972·5948
227·2070
261 ·2011
297 ·9800
263·7955
642·7679
88 1· 111 3
426·6244

CANADA
PWT COMPUTER G ROU P
Mississauga, Ontario

(4 16) 624·7583

OR THESE TOSHIBA AMERICA, INC.
REGIONAL OFFICES:
177 Mad ison Avenue, Post Office Box 233 1R
(201) 326 ·9777
Mo rri stown, NJ 07960
662 Office Parkway, The Colonnade Bui ld ing
SI. Louis, MO 63 14 1
(314) 991 ·0751
2555 C umberland Parkway, Suite 285
(404) 434 ·389 1
Atla nta, GA 30339
18017 Sky Park Ci rc le, Suites P and 0
Irvine, CA 927 14
(7 14) 250 ·0151
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Nothing shows off
our IBM PC'·
like oshiba's P1350
Printer.
::.:--:::'................ .

:: ::::,:"::'it:. ': :.:..... ::;'.:...:.::;:::;

~~3?~~~;~;;

Now there's one three-way n",n't"»"
that fully equals the word processing,
data and graphics capacity of your
IBM PC: Toshiba's P1350.
But the P1350 is more than compatible with PC hardware. It will
print programs like Lotus 1-2-3 data
processing and graphics output with
remarkable character definition ~
For even more flexibility, the
Toshiba P1350 with Qume SPRINT 5
emulation handles all popular word
processing programs. Under software
command, the P1350 will print highspeed drafts or switch to letter-quality
text and graphics.
The innovation behind this three in-one flexibility is Toshiba's print
head. Pin diameter has been reduced
to just eight mils. And the number of

Then, if that's not
to pique your
pins in the print head
1n1",<>>,,0,,+ the P1350 also
has been increased to 24.
differentfonts.Variable
The result is a superior 360 by 180
pitch.
Subscripts,
superscripts and
dot-per -inch density pattern in the
underlining without the need of a
text mode. Instead of spinning your
wheels at 40 cps, the P1350 produces second pass. Asuper-reliable,optional
sheet feeder. And more.
letter-quality printing at 100 cps. In
So show off your IBM. OR ANY
its draft mode, Toshiba's P1350 can
OTHER
PERSONAL COMPUTER.
accelerate up to 192 cps.
~ith
the
superior quality and
When it comes to graphics, the
P1350 really shows its stuff. Whatever flexibility of Toshiba's spectacular
your computer displays, Toshiba's
. P1350 printer.
Distributors on the adjacent list
P1350 prints. With astonishingly
make
it easy to find the P1350. Or
clear definition. And extra -fine reproget
more
information by calling,
duction that can only come from a
toll-free, 1-800-457-7777.
print head capable of 200 million
,;c IBM PC to P1350 gra ph ics ut ili zes Pape r'Sc reen and color!
phics adapter. IBM PC is a l 'rade mark of Inte rn atio na l
impressions and exclusive 180 by 180 gra
Busi ness Machi nes. Lot lls a nd 1-2 -3 a rc Tl'ade ma rk sofLo lLI S
dot-per-inch graphics density pattern. Develop me nt Cor pora t io n. <9 1983 Tos hiba Ame ri ca. Inc.
"'''"VU.~U

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA
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Inform a tio n Syst e ms Di vis io n. TOSHIBA AMERICA , INC.
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EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIE,S

1

ABC
D
E
F
INDIRECT COST DISTRIBUTION----ACCOUNTING PROCEDURE

G

2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~~~~~~~~~~~~=~~~~~~

3

0
0
0 0 0
4
TOTAL EXPENSES ARE ABOVE TH'IS LINE
5TOIIIFROM
DEPT--A
DEPT--B
DEPT--C
DEPT--D
INITIAL
6DEPT--A
0
0
8000
0
0
7DEPT--B
0
0
0
0
7000
8DEPT--C
0
0
0
0
9000
9DEPT--D
0
0
0
0
12000
10
NET EXPENSES ARE BELOW THIS LINE
36000
11
0
0
0
0
0

TOTAL
8000
7000
9000
12000
36000

12-------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------Discover Litton Data
Command Systems , and find
the success you 've been looking fOL Our
continued involvement in one of the
most extensive defense contracts ever
awarded has created an 'outstanding opportunity for a:

M ICR O PROCESSOR
SPECIALIST
This position requires 5-10 years experience in systems level firmware design
and development. Will participate in
ground floor design and development of
microprocessor firmware for our C' Systems. You'll review and analyze top-level
system and subsystem requirements, validate design and monitor subcontractor
progress relating to the development and
testing of end-item products.
Requires familiarity with Air Defense
Command and Control Systems and
strong hands-on hardware experience.
Hardware and/or software experience
with INTEL 8085, 8086, RCA 1802 or
Zilog Z8000 using a microcomputer development system is preferred, BSEE,
BSCS or equivalent also required,
In addition to highly competitive salaries
and an ideal location , we'll offer you a
complete benefits program which includes stock purchase and retirement
plans,
To discover how to be part of our suc cess, send resume with salary history to:

13
14

. 15

.. 15

0

.2

.. 1

16
17

0.1
.15
. 15

0

.J

.1

0

18=~~~~~~~~~=~~~~~~~~=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

19TO MAKE THIS EXAMPLE WORK, ENTER THE FOLLOWING:
20AT B3, +G6
AT C3 , +G7
AT D3, +G8
AT E3,
+G9
21THEN FORCE RECALCULATIONS UNTIL TOTALS AT F3 AND GI0 ARE EQUAL.

Table 1: The data for analysis for a hypothetical four-department company is set up here
as it would be for use with an electronic spreadsheet program , Row 3 provides spaces for
the total expenses of each department, and row 11 will display their net expenses,

A

BCD
E
F
INDIRECT COST DISTRIBUTION----ACCOUNTING PROCEDURE

2======================================================================

10293
10287
9820
15535
45935
TOTAL EXPENSES ARE ABOVE THIS LINE
5TOIIIFROM
DEPT--A
DEPT--B
DEPT--C
DEPT--D
INITIAL
TOTAL
6DEPT--A
0
1029
1473
2330
8000
12832
7DEPT--B
1544
1554
7000
0
1964
1 2061
8DEPT--C
0
1029
4661
9000
0
14689
9DEPT- -D
1544
1543
12 000
16069
982
0
10
NET EXPENSES ARE BE LOW THIS LINE
36000
55652
11
7205
6687
5401
6991
26283
12--------- - -------------------------------------------------- - --------13
DISTRIBUTION FACTORS
14
0.1
.15
.15
15

16
17

.. 15

0

.. 2

.. 1

0.1

0
.1

.3
0

. 15

.15

18~~~~~~~~~~~=~~=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~~~====~~===~==~==~=~=~~~=~=~~ ~ =~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~

19TO MAKE THIS EXAMPLE WORK, ENTER THE FOLLOWING:
20AT B3, +G6
AT C3, +G7
AT D3, +G8
AT E3,
+G9
21THEN FORCE RECALCULATIONS UNTIL TOTALS AT F3 AND GI 0 ARE EQUAL.

Table 2: This data appeared during the calculation procedure. Note that the calculations

for determining F3 are always one cycle behind those used to find GIG. When the values
for the two spaces are equal and cease changing, the solution has been reached.

1

ABC
D
E
F
INDIRECT COST DISTRIBUTION----ACCOUNTING PROCEDURE

G

2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~~~=====~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~~~~=~~=~~======~~~~~~~~~~

DATA COMMAND SYSTEMS

litton

For only , __

3
14455
14108
15769
17861
4
TOTAL EXPENSES ARE ABOVE THIS LINE
5TOIIIFROM
DEPT--A
DEPT--B
DEPT--C
DEPT--D
6DEPT--A
0
1411
2365
2679
7DEPT--B
2168
0
3154
178 6
8DEPT-- C
0
1411
0
5358
9DEPT--D
2168
2116
1577
0
10
NET EXPENSES ARE BELOW THIS LINE
11
10119
9170
8673
8038
13
14

o

• 1

.15

.15

15

.15

0

.2

. 1

You r recru itment ad in t his 2" space
wi ll reac h over 400 ,000 qualifi ed
readers just like you rself.
To place you r ad call 212-51 2-25 56,
or send your copy to the address
bel ow.

16
17

0
.15

.1
.15

0
.1

BYTE
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62194
INITIAL
8000
7000
9000

12000
36000

TOTAL
14455
14108
15769
17861
62194

36000

12------------------------- ---------------------------------------------

$712
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Casey Clemence
PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Department 615-K5 , PO, Box 5000
Agoura Hills , California 91301-0500
Equal Opportunity Employer M/ F/ H

rn

DISTRIBUTION FACTORS
0.1
.15

15

DISTRIBUTION FACTORS

. J

0

18~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~==~~=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~==~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~~~~~~~

19TO MAKE THIS EXAMPLE WORK, ENTER THE FOLLOWING :
20AT B3, +G6
AT C3, +G7
AT D3, +G8
AT E3,
+G9
21THEN FORCE RECALCULATIONS UNTIL TOTALS AT F3 AND GI0 ARE EQUAL.

Table 3: The final results of the four-department analysis , The totals in G6 through GIG

correspond respectively to those in B3 through F3.

Circle 9 on inquiry card.

at this time because of the lag in the
computation procedure. At the end
of the several iterations, however, the
total net expenses and total initial expenses will be the same.
The total of all departments in F3
is always one cycle behind the total
in C10. Both totals increase as each
cycle is performed. Eventually, when
the two totals agree and stop increasing, the solution is reached . This example takes 11 iterations to obtain a
solution . To carry results to the
nearest penny takes 21 iterations; the
results, however, are not worth the
extra effort.
The problem is now ready for the
iteration procedure, which is signaled
via the Recalculate key of the system
that will perform the calculations.
Each time the key is touched, one
complete iteration takes place.
Remember that all totals must increase with each calculation. Any
decrease indicates an error in values,
calculations, or formulas. Table 3
presents the final result. It contains
all the factors, all the initial expenses,
all the dollars related to each factor,
and all the dollars transferred in and
out of every department. Now the
total expenses of each department
can be analyzed to determine what
can be done to reduce expenses.

Modifying the Data
After reviewing the results of a set
of calculations, you might want to
change one or several factors. It is
possible to make such changes and
then use the Recalculate key to obtain
new results. In this case, some
amounts will decrease to the new
values (contrary to what was said
above). However, changes must keep
going in the same direction and not
oscillate up and down. And because
the calculations are easy to make, you
can also go back to the beginning
with a new set of figures and complete the whole procedure again.

Using BASIC or APL
A similar program can be written
to do the same calculations, loop
back, and repeat them until the totals
do not change. I have written such
programs in BASIC and APL.
Listing 1 contains a BASIC program

for the sample problem. It will print
all intermediate values to the screen
and then give final answers in a
format similar to that of table 3.
To bypass the printing of intermediate totals, you can delete the
PRINT statements in lines 390 and
480. You can also expand with
remarks to make it more understandable. Or you can shorten it by putting
multiple statements on a line; however, this makes it less understandable.
To include more departments,
more data statements must be added
and the dimension statements (lines
10-110) must be enlarged to cover the
maximum number of departments.
The output printing statements must
also be changed to accommodate
such an increase.
If 100 departments were used, for
instance, 10,000 spaces would have to
be allocated for the factors and 10,000
for the distributed amounts. At a rate
of 2 bytes per space, this analysis
would require at least 40,000 bytes of
storage. Again, this requirement
could be reduced significantly by
limiting storage to only the actual
factors needed and giving up the
symmetry of the tables. Note, however, that large values could require
double-precision calculations and a
corresponding increase in storage
requirements.
In APL, the procedure is even
simpler, since the final result to the
equations can be found in just one
step. You get the inverse of the factor
table using the quad-divide function
and then multiply the inverse by the
initial expense vector. Then you print
out the appropriate items of initial,
final, net costs, and transferred
amounts using appropriate array
functions . Mathematicians and
APLers will love this trivial
procedure.

Hand or Desk Calculator
Procedure
With a hand or desk calculator and
a large piece of paper, you simply
simulate the procedure done by a
computer by starting with table 1.
Use a soft pencil to write down the
distribution amounts and the department total (column C), then replace
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Listing 1: A BASIC program for determining how indirect costs are distributed among the
four departments of a hypothetical company.
10 REM program for reciprocal cost distribution among four d e p artments .

20 N=4
, 30 'DATA 0, . 1, . 1 5,

~ , l~

40 DATA . 15,(/, . 2,' .1
~O DATA O, . 1,O~ . 3
60 DATA .1.5, . 15, . 1,0
70 DATA 8(1(IO,7(IQO,90(IO,12(1(1(1

~'ve been selling these
industrial-quality assemblers to
the development system market since 1978. They are now
available for the CP/M market.

FEATURES:
• Fully relocatable
• Separate code, data, stack,
memory segments
• Linker included
• Generates appropriate HEX
formatted object files
• Macro capability
• Conditional assembly
• Cross reference
• Supports manufacturer's
mnemonics
• Expanded list of directives
• 7 year free update

80 DI~I 1 ( 4 )
90 01 1'1 ~ I (4)
100 DI I'l T (4)
110 DHl 1"(4 , 4)
120 REM set up factor table from data
130 FOR R=1 TO I'J
140 FOR C=1 TO N
15 0 READ V
160 LET P (R,C) =V
170 NE XT C
1130 NE XT R
190 REM set up initial e ~ pen s e table from data
200 FOR Z=1 TO I~
210 READ I ( l )
220 NE XT Z
230 REM set up tempor'ar y total e >: pense ta b } e
2 40 I=OR 2= 1 TO N
"250 LET ~(Z)-I (Z )
2 60 N I~XT Z
~,~7(i RE t"1 set up tot a l e >: pen se tabl e '
2 8 0 FOF: Z= 1 TO ~ I
290 LET TeZI -I IZ)
3(,0

NEXT Z
3 1 0 REM be g i~ ca l c ul a t ion i te r at ion

320
3:30
:;4 0
350
360
370
38 0

390
40 (1
41(1
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Assemblers now available
include:
Chip

P,icfI
1802/ 1805 $495
8051
495
6500/01 / 02 495
6800/ 01 / 02 495
6805
495
6809
495
8085
495

P,icfI
$495
495
Z8
495
395
Z80
9900/ 9995 595
695
Z8000
68000
695
Chip

NSC800
F8,3870

Take advantage of leading-edge
technology. Get your own Relms
assembler today. Use your Mastercharge, Visa or American Express,
and order by phone:
(408) 729-3077
Relational Memory Systems, Inc.
7650-B Berryessa Road,
San Jose, CA 95733

All softw.,. ship".cl on • 8 " single density floppy
disk. A signed object Code License Ag,..",.nt
reqU;,H ",;0' to shipping. P,ices subject to ch.ngfl

without notice.

4 ::';,)

4 4,)
'~ 50

46(,
470
480

F OR R=1 TO N
LET G-,)
FOR C-l TO N
LE T D-M IC)* P IR,C)
LET G=G+D
I"JE XT C
LET MI R) =G+ I (R)
PRINT R,M ( R )
r,IEXT P
REI1 calcLllate old arId n e w tota :l e>:penses
LET E= O
LET F=(>
For~ Z=1 TO N
LET E=E +I'I (z)
LET F=F +T lz)
NE XT Z
PRI NT E, F, E- F

5(h) FOF: Z= 1 T O 1"1
5 1 0 LET T(Z)=11 (Z)

5.2(1 I\IE XT

Z

5 3() RE M test for c ompl et i o n o f

54 0 IF

c= 1

550

FIJr-~:

560
5 70
58 0
:.90
6 00
61 0
620
630
640
650
66 0
670
6 80
690

LET N(C)=T(C)
FOR R=1 TO N
LET N(C)=N ( C) - T ( C) 'P (R , C)
NE XT R
NE XT C
FOR Z=1 TO N
PRINT INTII ( Zi 1, INT <T(Z» , IIH ( N(z»

700
7 10

PF~

I~E X T

TO 1\1

Z

PFUNT "F I NI S HED"
REM print res ult s
PR I NT "TOT AL EXPENS ES AR E;"
FO R Z~l TO I'J
PR INT INTIT(Z»,
I~E X T

Z

1 1\IT
F'F.:INT

II

II

"720 PI" : IHT"DI S n , IBUTION AI'IOUN TS ARE:
TOT AI_"
"730 F OP P= l TO N
7 4 () F OF( C-j TO N
"750 PPIN T INT (PI R, C)ITIC» ,
760 NE XT C
77 0 PRHJT HIT (I IF:) ) , I~IT IT iH) )
780 NEX T F<
7';>(1 PfHNT "NET EXPENSES ARE:"
80'' ) LE T

C!= (i

810 FOR C=

1

TO

N

820 LET Q=O+ N (C) '

830 PRI NT IN TI N IC)I;
B4 0 NEXT [.
850 PRI NT I Nf IQ)
B60 El"m
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iteration c y cles

(E - F»=1 THEN 320

MicroAge franchisee Lonny Warshaw shown with Televideo & Altos products -

Circle 236 on inquiry card .

case, only 620 factors of the possible
8281 (91 x 91) existed. Thus only 7.5
percent of the possible number of
transfers occurred.
The bank's problem was analyzed
using DOS 2.0 and Lotus's 1-2-3 in a
327,680-byte IBM Personal Computer
Computer Capacity Required
(PC). Initially 211,340 bytes were free.
From a practical standpoint, the Data on the 91 departments would
size of the problem that can be solved not fit in this space, however, and I
using the procedure outlined here estimate that the task would have
depends on the maximum number of ' taken an additional 64K bytes, or a
columns the spreadsheet program total of 280K bytes, of problem space.
Compare these requirements to
can handle and/or the computer's
total storage capacity. For example, if those for completing the same job in
you use an electronic spreadsheet BASIC, coding only the nonzero
program or a program that stores the factors. That approach required only
full table of distributed amounts and 11,500 bytes of space for data,
the full table of factors, you will need program, and stored initial, final, and
much more storage than if you use net expenses. And even with full
only the required nonzero elements. table space stored, the problem might
Because in actual cases about 75 still have fit into the available 61K
percent of the factors equal zero, you bytes of free space in an IBM Pc. It
can rearrange and condense the data took only eight iterations to arrive at
layout if you're willing to give up the the solution-a total-expense figure
convenience of having all the items of over $20 million. That figure is acline up neatly in their own rows and curate to the nearest dollar. In other
columns by department. For ex- words, accuracy improved at a rate of
amp~e, in the 91-department bank just one iteration per column. And
them when better figures are calculated. The totals are also copied to
the top of each column (in row 3) to
make it easier to find the pair of
numbers involved in each calculation
of distribution amount. .

coding for only the nonzero factors
speeded program execution.

Conclusion
The data for determining indirectcost distribution throughout a company can be found in the firm's accounting records. The arithmetical
procedure is simple, and the report
forms can be custom formatted to suit
various user needs. Current accounting books still ignore the use of small
computers for business calculations.
The availability of small computers
and spreadsheet software eases this
standard accounting task and provides far more information than has
been available under previous approximation methods .•
G. Truman Hunter (31 Overlook Dr. , Greenwich,
CT 06830) holds a Ph .D. in experimental nuclear
physics from the University of Wisconsin and an
honoranj doctor of science degree from the University of Tampa. He retired from IBM in 1975, at
which time he held the position of Manager of APL
in the Systems Development Division. Since his
retirement he has had more time for Scouting and
has taught courses on the use of the IBM PC and
other systems.

NewInmac Catalog

jam-packed ,
with computerl
wp supplIes.

~

Yours free!
Accurolely called ' Ihe bible oflhe ind'uslry,- irs
loaded wifh greol producls and ideas for your
personal compuler. minicompuler arword·
processing syslem. You'lIenjoy:
• One-stop shopping. Over 2.000 producls
10 choose from.
• ElIoy ordering. Mail. phone. or TWX.
Verbal P.O,'s welcome.

• Fast delivery. 24-hourshipment Overnighl emergency shipmenls available.
• 45-day trial. Full refund if nol complelely
solislied.
• Guaranteed quality. All producls fieldlesled 10 highesl slondords.
• Lo.ershlpplng costs. 8 fully slacked
distribution centers serving the U.S.

o Lowest prices, immediate quotations,
prompt delivery.

o Access to all major hardware and
software manufacturers.

For fastest delillery of your free 100·page Inmac catalog,
call 1(800J547·5444. 1 (800 J547·5447 in California.

r-----------..

'''ml~''
I ...
I
J

Colalog Dept . 2465 Augusline Dri~e. Sanlo Clora. CA 95051

. . . . PI.8S.b.'U"'t.inc/Ud~'fOUrph).n.nUmb.r.
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o All professional services provided:
licensing, Export Documentation, and
Follow-through.
24-Hour Response as Close as Your Telex

TELEX 470851
American Buying and Export Services
1036 Country Club Drive, Moraga, CA 94556
(415) 376-7600

Circle 20 on inquiry card.

e're

~'Customer

Friendly'l
We're Sun Software. We're new and we're ready to
start treating you like a valued customer-notjust a voice on
the telephone.
And we're convenient, too. Just call our toll-free number to
order anyone of over 2000 titles and
more than 90 formats. Plus we guarantee that our prices are absolutely the
lowest you'll find anywhere.
We'll take your order and get
it to you in 5 days or less
-virtually anywhere in the
world. And if you're in the U.S.,
you'll never pay for shipping.
So call us to access the most in
service, the best in selection. We're
going to make "customer-friendly"
state-of-the-art.

Call '·800·222·7393 .
lin California call: 1-800-722-62841
TELEX: 215604 PCS UR ATTN: Sunmicro

By modem: /2131458-9209

Sun Software
1344 Fourth Street.
Santa Monica, CA 90401
TE RMS : Shipping by UPS Surface, U S Mail. Call for UPS Slue or next day delivery.
C.OD" Check. Master Card and Vise?'! accepted. C.?lliforn ia residents add 6% ta x
Los Angel es County resi dents add 6 .5% tax.

Circle 344 on inquiry card.

A division of Sunmicro El ecrronics. Inc.

© 1983

Sunmicra Electronics , Inc.
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Programming Quiclcie

Bullet-Proof Pascal Input
This valid-number program holds data-input errors at bay
by David F. Hinnant and Michael B. Smith
One of the major problems with Pascal as implemented on microcomputers and some large mainframes
is that data-input errors in running programs can often
have catastrophic results. Not only can the program terminate abnormally, but on many microcomputers the entire operating system is often forced to reinitialize; data
can be lost or corrupted when disk files are not properly closed or buffers are not flushed before program
termination.
When reading in character input there is no problem;
a character variable can hold practically any key combination available on the terminal keyboard . The datainput error problem surfaces when data of an unexpected
type is entered. This is most likely to happen when the
running program is expecting a number but finds an
alphabetic character in its input stream. On most UCSD
Pascal systems, a message of the form
10 error: bad input format
S# 1, P# 1, 1# 10

Type < space> to continue
informs the user of such an error, and the operating system must then be reinitialized.
Reasonably, then, you would like to input numbers
as character strings because the possibility of input errors is remote-but you cannot do arithmetic with

strings. Fortunately, Pascal provides a relatively simple
way of circumventing this dilemma by providing: (1) a
capability to input data as an alphanumeric character
string, and (2) the ORD( ) function, which lets the input character string be used to construct a valid number.
The ORD( ) function returns the integer decimal
ASCII (American National Standard Code for Information Interchange) code of the character argument passed
to it. Because the ASCII values of the numeric characters are in continuous ascending order (see table 1), each
character of the input string can be easily tested to see
if its ordinal value minus the ordinal value of the first
ordered numeric character (0) is a valid counting number
(0 through 9) . If it is, then the input character is a valid
digit. The central algorithm of listing 1 is really quite
simple.
str.len : = Length(buffer);
position : = 1;
number: = 0.0;
WHILE (buffer[position] IN ['0'. .'9'] AND (position
< = str.len)
DO BEGIN
number: = number * 10 + ORD(buffer[position])
- ORDCO');
position : = position + 1;
END;

Character
(decim al)

ORO(character)
(decimal ASCII integer code)

ORD( character)-OR 0('0')
(integer value)

o

48

o

1
2

49

1

50

2

3

51

4

52
53
54
55

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

5
6
7
8
9

56

57

Table 1: The ascending values of the decimal ASCII integer codes correspond to the ascending decimal character integers. By subtracting
ORD ('0'), which is decimal 48, from the decimal ASCII integer of the input character, the result must fall in the 0-9 range if the input

character is to be considered valid.
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Our New B-Version Printers:
User Friendly Controls. 20% Faster.
9 % Lower Cost.

Strong. Silent. Types.
Perhaps the highest quality matrix-impact
printer ever built , and certainly one of the
quietest , the Silent/Scribe'" A-Version printers
have earned a reputation for reliability since
their introduction in 1982 .
Now from that design, the BVersions have
evolved. Packed with even more performance
- 20 % faster - and with interface flexibility
featuring plug-in Logi/Cards T'" for an exact
match to your computer.
The new B-Versions can simplify your life,
regardless of your computer applications .
Running Word Processing? They give you
high speed drafts and Letter Quality. DOing
Spread Sheets? You can print 16 Characters-perInch to put the whole year on standard
8 Yz -inch wide paper. Or you can go up to
13 Y2 -inch paper width if you wish .
Want to mix Word Processing , Math
calculations, and Graphics? No problem. The
new B-Versions handle text, math symbols
(including super- and sub-script), complex

graphics, mid-line font changes, and
underlining . . . the simplified programming and
buffer memory is almost like getting a second
compu ter free.
But with all that's new, some things
haven't changed. The Anadex commitment to
service and support. For example, any Anadex
customer can call our toll-free numbers and get
technical help. For as long as he owns the
printer.
The new, B-Version Silent/Scribes. Now the
highest quality matrix printers just got even
better. Callus to arrange a demonstration.

Call (800) 4 ANADEX
In California 800 -792-9992

JlRnac:lexu.®

.

© Cop)'rogh. 19H3. Anadcx . Inc.

The more you know printers,
the more you 'II like Anadex.

M A ~~

.

~

FOR THE WORLD

ANADEX, INC. • 1001 Flynn Road • Camarillo, California 93010 • Telephone: (805) 987-9660 • TWX 910-494-2761
U.S. Sales Offices: Irvine, California (714) 557-0457 • Schiller Park , Illinois (312) 671 -1717 • Wakefield , Massachusetts (617) 245-9160
Hauppauge, New York, Phone: (516) 435-0222 • Atlanta, Georgia, Phone (404) 255-8006 • Austin , Texas, Phone: (512) 327-5250
ANADEX, LTD .• Weaver House, Station Road • Hook, Basingstoke, Hants RG27 9JY, England • Tel : Hook (025672) 3401 • Telex : 858762 ANADEX G
ANADEX GmbH. Behringstrasse 5 • 8752 Mainaschaff • W. Germany· Tel : 011 -49-06021-7225 • Telex : 4188347
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Listing 1: The numbertest program verifies that input characters are valid numbers.

*)

(*$r-*)
(*
Turn range checKing off since we Know what we ' re doing.
PROGRAM numbertest(INPUT, OUTPUT);
David F. Hinnant
Michael B. SlTli th
5 -- J'ln - 83

TYPE
typechoices -

(realnumber,

intnumber, nonumber);
We either have a real, an integer, or garbage

(*

*)

result : REAL;
inputKind : typechoices;
buff : SHiING;

PROCEDURE numberize(VAR number : REAL; VAR numtype
buffer: STRING);

typechoices;

This procedure accepts an input string, and parses it to produce a
number.
The number can be either a real or an integer.
The returned
boolean variable 'input' contains the type of the number.
If the input
string contains doesn't contain a decimal point, it is assumed to be an
integer.
The variable 'buffer' contains the input s tring. The variable
'number' contains the valid par s ed number, if any.
CONST
r'ld b: == 10;
decinllll='.' ;

(*

We are worKing with base 10 numbers hopefully *)

VAR
sign, power, position, len, scale
negpower : BOOLEAN;
expset, opset : SET OF CHAR;
BEGIN
expset

:= ['e','E'J;
numtype := nonumber;
nUlTtber := 0.0;
power := 0;

(*

0PSf?t:= ['+', '--'J;

se'll e : = 0;
position := 1;
sign := 1;
negpower := false;

INTEGER;

valid identifiers for scientific notation
(* valid sign operators
(* initially assume input is invalid

*)
*)

*)

(* Start with the first character *)
Initially assume that the number is positiv~
(* Initially assume pow~r (if any) is positive *)

(*

*)

len := length(buffer);
(* Get the length of the input string *)
if len :> 0 then
(* If we have something, then parse it *)
BEGIN
IF . buffer[positionJ IN opset THEN
BEGIN
First character is a sign operator *)
IF buffer[positionJ = ' - ' THEN sign := -1;
Number may be negative
position := position +1;
(* Go to the next position in the input *)
END;
IF buffer[positionJ IN ['0' •• '9 ' J THEN
BEGIN
(*
First character is a valid digit *)

(*

(*

*)

Listing 1 continued
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~OFTWARE OEVELOPER~

~PRINO INTO ACTIONI

L/~T YOUR ~OFTWARE

IN THE KAVPRO ~OFTWARE OIRECTORV

FREE

A great opportunity to increase your marketing channels by listing in The
Directory distributed throughout the International Kaypro Dealer Networkat no cost to yo u!
Fill out the attached coupon, or just send your company name and mailing
address to: Kaypro Software Directory/533 Stevens Ave.!Solana Beach, CA
92075, and we will send you a directory application description form .

...........................................................................................................................•.
Please se nd me a n Application Description Form for m y free li sting in th e Kaypro (portable and desk-top microcomputer) Software Directory.
Company Name : _______________________________________________________
Street:
City:
State:
Zip: ________
Phone: (
)
Attention : ___________________________
Soft ware Specialty: ___________________________________________________
Operating Sys terns Fea t ured: _____________________________________________
Software Author D Distributor D Systems House D
Includ e Kaypro Systems Specifications with form D
Send to: Kaypro Software Directory / 533 Stevens Ave./Solana Beach, CA 92075
Circle 199 on inquiry card .
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Listing 1 continued:
(* Number could be an integer *)
numtype := intnumber;
REPEAT
number := radix
number + Ord(buffer[positionJ) - Ord( ' O' );
(* Translate the character into a number using 'Ord() ' *)
position : = po s ition + 1;
UNTIL (position) len) OR (NOT(buffer[position] IN ['0' •• '9 ' ]»;
(* Keep translating until we run out of character s or input i s invalid *)
END;
IF position <= len THEN
BEGIN
(* We have something left to worK with *)
IF buffer[positionJ = de c imal THEN
BEGIN
(* We have encountered a decimal point *)
numtype := realnumber;
Number isn't an integ e r, but may be real
position : = position + 1;
WHILE
(position <= len) AND (buffer[po s itionJ IN [ ' 0' •• ' 9']) DO
BEGIN
number := radi x
numbe r + ord(buff e r[posit i onJ) - ord('O ') ;
position := position + 1;
scale := s c alet1;
(* Count digit s pa s t the decimal point *)
END;
END;
IF buffer[positionJ IN e xpset THEN
BEGIN
We have encountered a s cienti f ic notation marKer *)
position ! = position t 1;
numtype ! = realnumber;
(* All s c ientific notation is real *)
IF buffer[positionJ = ' t ' THEN pos ition : = position + 1;
IF buffer[positionJ = ' - ' THEN
BEGIN
(* S c ientific notation ha s a negative power of 1 0 *)
position := posit i on t 1;
negpower : = true;
END;
WHILE
(po s ition <= len) AND (buff e r[p os ition] IN [ ' 0 ' • • '9 ' J) DO
BEGIN
power : = radix
power + ord(buff e r[p os iti o nJ) - ord( ' O' );
position := po s ition + 1;
END;
END;
END;
WHILE s cale > 0 DO
BEGIN
(* Move the de c imal point to th e correct po s ition *)
number != number / radi x ;
scale := scale - 1;

*

(*

*)

*

(*

*

END;
IF negpower THEN
WHILE power ) 0 DO
BEGIN
Divid e b y radi x to compute the correct p o we r
number ! = number / radix;
power != power - 1;
END
ELSE WHILE power ) 0 DO
BEGIN
(* Multipl y by r a di x to c ompute the cor r e ct pow er
number := number
radi x ;
power != power - 1;

(*

*

*)
*)

END;
END;
( * Now give the number t he corr ec t
number ! = number
si gn;
IF (position <= len) OR (len - 0) TH EN numtyp e ! = nonumber;
END;
(* numberize *)

*

BEGIN
WHILE TRUE DO
BEGIN
Write('input? )' );
432
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Shakespeare had every gift for writing.
Except one.

The FinalWord.
As the Bard himself would have said, "that which we call word processing will never be
the same."
Because The FinalWord turns tough writing jobs into play. With an arsenal of word processing
commands so powerful, you're free at last to concentrate
solely on having great ideas. While The FinalWord'
concentrates on making them look good on paper.
You never format. You only think.
In fact, one reviewer called The FinalWord
"the thinking person's word processor."
Here~ something else to think
about. With The FinalWord, you
never have to worry about losing
your deathless prose to a system
crash or power failure. Because
The FinalWord continuously
saves it.
See The FinalWord in
action at your local computer
store. Who knows? It could
even determine whether your
next masterpiece is to be or
not to be.

The FinalWord

Finally, word process~
becomes thouglit proceSSIng. .
Circle 402 an Inquiry card.

Mark of the Unicorn
222 Third Street
Cambridge. MA 02142
(617) 576-2760

Listing 1 continued:

F:;e'ldln(buff) ;
numberize(result, inputKind, buff);
CASE inputKind OF
realnumber
Writeln('The number is ',result, , and is real.');
intnumber
Writeln('The number is " trunc(result),' and is an integer. '
n ()n IJlTlb e r
Writeln("
" buff,
• is not a nlJmber. ' );

END
END;
END.
The length of the string is obtained, and the index
pointer to individual characters within the string is set
to point to the first character. The WHILE-DO loop does
the work and operates as follows. First, the character is
tested to see if it is a counting number. Then the value
of the index is tested to see if it is less than the length
of the character string. If both tests are passed, the first
digit is computed by subtracting the ordinal value of '0'
from the ordinal value of ,the first character. The index
is incremented and the tests are performed again; the
process repeats until either an invalid character is found
or the entire string has been processed .
This parsing algorithm can be extended to accept a
decimal point, optional plus and minus signs, and data
input in the form of scientific notation as shown by the
numberize procedure in the numbertest program of listing 1. Listing 2 shows sample input and output from the
program.
We have found only one problem with this program:
in any operating system, underflow and overflow conditions are possible, and we have not guarded against
them here. You should either take care not to exceed the
limits of your implementation, or modify this algorithm
to protect against overflow and underflow. We have successfully used variations of this program for several years
in places where error-free data input is critical..

FT·"XTBLB DISCS

NEC8200

WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD" Call Free (800)235-4137
for prices and information. Dealer
in quiries invited and C .O .D's
accepted.

SAVE 26%

Listing 2: Trial input characters and the numbertest program
responses.
in put? >4.5
The num ber is
4.50000 and is r ea l.
in put ? >4567
The number is 4567 and is an in tege r.
in p ut ? >3.4
Tne numb er is
3.4000 0 and is real.
i n put '? >3 • 4 (1 0 0
The numb er is
3 .40 000 and is real.
in p ut ? >hi there
" hi th e r e " is not a numb e r.
input? >3 .4 e -HJ
The num ber is
3.40000E- 1 0 a nd is real.
in p ut ? >1 . 2345E +1 2
Tne numb e r i s
1.2 3 450E12 and i s r eal .
in p ut ? >34 . 34e -03
The num be r is
3 .4 3 4 00E - 2 and i s real.
input ? >+45
The numb e r is 45 a nd is a n int e~er .
i 11 p ut '? >- 3 4 e - 0 1
The num ber is - 3 .4000 0 a nd is real.
in p ut ? >
David F. Hinnant (2300 Avent Fern) Rd. , Apt. G5, Raleigh, NC 27606)
holds a B,S, degree in physics and is a Unix systems analyst with lIT Telecommunications, Michael B, Smith (2504-A East 3rd St" Greenville, NC 27834),
a systems programmer at East Carolina University Computing and Info rmation Systems, is a senior in applied physics at fCU,

THE 15 MINUTE
MICROPROCESSOR
TROUBLESHOOTER

Portable Computer .

--=-

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES

-.;.;:;..;.:.:.-_.;.;.;.;~

100 Foothill Blvd.
San Luis Obispo, CA
9340 l. In Cal. call
(800)592-5935 or
(805)543- 1037

List $799

OUR PRICE

$591 • 26

Shipped From Stock

OKIDATA 92A SAVE 40%
LIST $699
OUR PRICE

$419 • 40

All orders shipped immediately. Add 3%
for shipping & insurance (Foreign orders
add 10%). Add 4% for VISAI Mel American Expr_es_s_
, _ _ _ _ __

NEVADA COMPUTER

(702) 451-9275
Box 50030, Henderson NV 89015

Circle 284 on Inquiry card.
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The N.W.S. Diangostic Driver and S/A
You don ', need t o be a highly skill ed technician to u sc
th e N.W.S. Jl11000 Signature Analyzer and cus tom
Diagn ostic Drive rs to troubl eshoot your micropr oces sorbased equlpmenl to the tailing component . Typically tail ·
jng devices can be located within 15 minu tes .
DiagnosU-: Drivers are available lor many computers
currently on the markel.
The ",TlOOO Signature Analyz er 15 extremely acc urate!

and can deleel a laully data strea m 99.99M'II 0 1 the time .
Call or write lor morc In form ation on the ",Tl000
Signature Analvzer and custom Diagnostic Orlvers .

NWS
P.O. Box 62 Wes lmint s ter . M£J211 57
(301) 848-4828
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The IBM Personal ComputerWork Station.
It's optional. (But essential.)
Now, we could hard-sell you on its features. Or
we could soft-sell you on its virtues. Instead,
we're going to level with you.
You don't have to buy it.
But we have a hunch that the more you know
about the IBM Synergetix® PC
Work Station the more you'll
wonder how your business ever
managed without it.
Necessity was
surely the iT----'"===>-!'="""'"~
mother of
this invention.
For as
more and mo
businesses come to rely on the personal computer, new and extraordinary dem'a nds are being
placed on the work environment itself.
The IBM PC Work Station was specifically
developed to meet the challenges of today's technology. And scientifically designed to satisfy the
various needs of the people who use it.
It's not just another pretty desk.
First and foremost, the IBM PC Work Station
provides a convenient and compact work space
that instantly opens up to expand your work
area.
In addition , the IBM PC Work Station offers
added mobility for your personal computer. So
you get more mileage out of your investment as it moves from office to
office, person to person, solving problem after problem.
And since your personal
computers are as vulnerable as they are valuable,
the IBM PC Work Station also functions as a
security device.
It deters pilferage by
providing a self-contained lockable storage
compartment for your
CPU, software, keyboard, printer, program books and diskettes.
It also protects valuable information, prohibiting unauthorized access to confidential computer
data by keeping it all secure under lock and key.

~-- .,\
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Last but not least, the IBM
PC Work Station is
human-factor engineered to meet IBM's
strict ergonomic
standards for
operator
comfort.
For as you
know, the
more comfortable
people are, the more productive they can be.
There's one more important feature to our PC
Work Station. It comes equipped with the added
assurance of IBM quality. But then, that comes
standard on all IBM products.
If all this hasn't convinced you that our PC
Work Station is as
essential as it is exceptional , we're sure the
price tag will. And
IBM's quantity discounts make it absolutely irresistible.
The IBM Personal
Computer Work Station - business people are
fmding it's one of those luxuries they just can't
live without.
You can onier from IBM
Product Centers and
Compute,"Land®stores . Or
call/8M Direct toll free at

1800 IBM-2468 Ext. 40.
New mod el available for
larger printe rs .

-
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r---------------,
IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER WORK STATION
For more informalion, mail 10:
IBM Corporalion, Aun: IBM Direct,
One Culvcr Road, Daylon, New J crsey 08810
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Technical Forum

Favorite Benchtnarks
Discrete Fourier transforms test your computer's number-crunching
ability
by Jeffrey L. Star
One of my favorite benchmarks is based on the calculations loop from a OFT (discrete Fourier transform)
program .
The OFT algorithm is one of many in the arsenal of
time-series analysis techniques. In my work, I sometimes
need the OFT, and I have versions of this algorithm running on everything from 5-100 bus machines to a DEC
(Digital Equipment Corporation) VAX 11-7S0.
The code in listing 1 is a good test of the mathematics
functions of a computer, particularly transcendental
functions. The routine is basically two nested loops, with
a final calculation of the square root of the sum of
squares of trigonometric functions . Depending on the
nature of the data you might feed to this calculation, the
processing time can be decreased dramatically. Of
course, for the purposes of a benchmark, this misses the
point entirely.
Table 1 shows timings for this routine on two machines : an IMS International IMS5000 (a 4-MHz ZSOA
5-100 machine, running CP/M 2.2) and a HewlettPackard HP 9S45A desktop computer. The code on the
IMS5000 was written in CBASIC, CB-SO, and in singleprecision Microsoft FORTRAN-SO. It's amusing to note
that the $30,000 HP desktop computer (which is
marvelous for a variety of tasks, but not suited for plain
number-crunching because of its BASIC-in-ROM interpreter) is faster than the $5000 IMS5000's pseudointerpretive CBASIC (version 2) but slower when compared
with compiler Microsoft FORTRAN-SO. (A word of caution : both CBASIC and CB-SO use double-precision realarithmetic, which explains their slow speeds.)
As table 1 illustrates, the time the routine takes increases roughly at the same rate as the square of the
number of points. For some of the tasks I have to do
around the lab, I need to calculate a 400-point OFT,
which would take more than 12 hours using CBASIC!.
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Number of
Data Points HP 9845A

IMS5000
CBASIC FORTRAN-80

CB-80

10

< 4

24

< 3

15

20
40

15
74

100

11

67

443

44

285

Table 1: Timing measurements taken when running the bench-

mark shown in listing 1. Times are in seconds.

Listing 1: The benchmark algorithm expressed in CBASIC 2. Th e
algorithm for this benchmark is actually the calculation loop from
a OFT program and is especially useful when you're testing the
mathematical fun ctions employed blJ a system.
REM
REM
REM
REM

.
*
.
*

PROGRAM [1FT - CBasic 2
TIMING BENCHMARK FOR DISCRETE FOURIER TRANS FOR M
J.L . STAR
APR I L 1981
I NPUT " What is tho? ORDER o f tho? TEST?
.. ;NJ
DIM D(N:.t) ,F ( N:.t)

Xl

=

O.

!

X2

= 1.

I
= 1 . : N = FLOAT<Nl)
'; D = ( X2 - Xl)/(N-1 . 0 ) : W1 = O. : W2 = 3 .1 4 1 592 6 /( D.I )
W3 = W2/ (N-1.0) : B = O. : T = O .
P R INT "** CREATING DATA VECTOR .* "
FOR I X = 1 TO Nt
[I (U ) .= SIN(I :U + RND /3.
NE XT IX
INPUT " HIT ( RETU RN ) TO BEGIN CALCULAT I ONS .. .. . ... ;L1NE [l UMM YS
F'RINT CHR$ (7 )
FOR I t " 1 TO Nt
W = W3*FLOAT ( U- !) : Cl = O. : 5 1 = O.
FOR MX = 1 TO NX
G = W*(X 1 + FLOAT ( MX-1 ) *D )
Cl = C1 + [I(MI) *COS (G )
5 1 = 51 + D( MI) *SIN ( G)
NE XT MI
F(I t) = SQR(Sl*SI + Cl*Cl ) *D
NE XT l ~.
PRINT CHR$ (7) : F'R INT .. .. * CALCULATIONS FINI S HED . ....
PRINT ..
TRANSFORM " : PRINT
FOR IX = 1 TO NI
PRINT US ING
auu
•• u • • • • • • • • • ··; I %, F(IX)
NE XT n
EN D
A)

Dr. Jeffrey L. Star is a development engineer in remote-sensing research at
tile University of California (Santa Barbara, CA 93106).

Do You RUN YOUR BUSIIESS
OR DOES IT RUN YoU?
The biggest headache you may be facing
these days is getting better control of
your business. Tracking unpaid bills,
sending out second billings, monitoring
which salesman sold how much and to
whom, keeping track of inventories,
and on and on.
There's a remedy. It's
called Versa Form .. . the
business database.
VersaForm is a powerful
database designed
specifically for business, but based on the
si mplicity and
conven ience of your
familiar business
forms.
ff you can fill out
a business form,
you can create
a database.
VersaForm starts with
your existing forms
and procedures. As
yo u copy your forms
onto the screen, VersaForm automatically
creates a database for you. It records and
saves information from Purchase Orders,
Invoices,Job Estimates, Disbursement
Ledgers ... maybe even a few things
you're not recording that you should be.
VersaForm is an electronic fil e cabinet
that wi ll store all this information, yet
have it at yo ur fingertips when you need
it! It's design ed with a non-technical
user in mind , so you can concentrate on
stream lining your business with none
of the usuai database headaches.

receivable, and accounts payable.
• A computer supplies company in
Mountain VieUj California, writes
payables checks and does expense
distribution with
VersaForm.

Pull information
together fast.
Pulling information
together from paper
files can be timeconsuming and
frustrating. Why make
it tough? VersaForm
puts vital reports like
sales analyses, overdue payables, open
purchase orders, and
alphabetical employee
lists at yo ur fingertips. Minimum effort,
maximum results.

• A roofing company in Green Bay,
Wisconsin, computes job estimates,
contracts. invoicing, and tracks actual
costs with VersaForm.
• A manufacturer in Beaver Falls.
Pennsylvania, uses VersaForm to build
his companys parts records, and
generates "where-used"lists.

All in one
easy-lo-use,
integrated package.
Versa Form provides a screen
formatter, a data entry program, a database, a report generator and a forms
printer. And yo u can purchase predesigned Templates for standard jobs like
Purchasing, I nvoicing, and Expense
Journals. VersaForm is the all-in-one
business productivity tool. Ask for a
demonstration at your computer dealer.
Or con tact us directly.

If yo u want to know more, send in this
cou pon. We've got a lot to tell you abo ut.

Adapts to your business ... your way.
With VersaForm yo u don't have to
completely re-orieht yo ur staff. It fits
ri ght into the way you're doing busin ess
now. Only now yo ur operations will be
completed more efficiently and with
electronic speed.

• A doctor in Moulton, Texas. posts
his patient billing and completes his
medical insurance forms with
VersaForm.
• A small college in Wheaton. Maryland, uses VersaForm to create tuition
invoices. class lists. accounts

VersaForm has the power to do these
jobs and more because it's designed
especially for business. It can also
calcu late taxes and prices, and can
look up discounts, so yo u don't
have to. VersaForm will even
print on your own pre-printed
forms.

Name
Company
Address
City

1IIiIIII______IIIiIIII_L

State

Zip

Type of Business
Mail to: Applied Software Technology
170 Knowles Drive
Los Gatos. Cali fornia 95030
(408) 370-2662
142-E
___________
---'

For use with the Apple II, lIe and III, and the IBM PC and compatibles.
Circle 27 on inquiry card .
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Asic BYTE
Conducted by Steve Ciarcia

Apple Robotics
Dear Steve,
I am a 16-year-old
Norwegian computer enthusiast who wishes to express his gratitude for your
continuous inspiration. Living on the outskirts of computerdom, it often takes
months for the latest news to
get here .
I am presently planning a
robot language and simulation on, and for, the Apple II
Plus as a study project. My
ambitious goal is to incorporate
the
Motorola
MC68000. 1 also hope to have
a dual operating systemvoice/keyboard-as a part of
the program.
1 would like to have a few
questions answered. How
can the 68000 be incorporated in the Apple, and
which high-level languages
are available or can be applied? (I hope to write part of
the program in Pascal.) With
the chips now available,
which is the best speechrecognition and speechoutput setup for the Apple?
Thank you for any information you might have on
these topics and for keeping
the rest of the world in touch .
Erik Edward Syring
Sandvika, Norway

Digital Acoustics has a series
of products and boards that interface the Motorola MC68000
to the Apple II. Various utility
programs are available to interface some high-level languages.
For further information, write
the company at 1415 East
McFadden, Ste. F, Santa Ana,
CA 92705, (714) 835-4884.
There is no "best" speechoutput system for the Apple. It
depends on the intended application. If a large vocabulary is
desired and speech quality is of
secondary importance, a
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phoneme-type speech synthesizer
is best. If extreme clarity of a
limited number of words is
desired, LPC (linear predictive
coding) is the choice. If accents
and music are required, an adaptive differential pulse code
modulation system is worth considering . .. . Steve

New Zealand TV
Standards
Dear Steve,
I have a homebrew computer with hexadecimal keypad entry and LED output.
I want to convert it into a simple and inexpensive terminal
by connecting it to a TV
receiver. It would be easy to
get a TV display using a 6847
display generator chip and
an RF modulator except that
the 6847 uses NTSC timing,
and I don't want to modify
the timing on my PAL-system
TV set.
I am sure that a solution to
this problem is available
because the Radio Shack Color Computer, which uses the
6847, has a New Zealand version. I would appreciate your
help.
Michael Stubbs
Auckland, New Zealand

The NTSC timing in the 6847
display generator chip can be
modified for use with the PAL
TV system . An article in the
November 20, 1980 issue of
EON magazine shows what is
required. "Display Generator
Chips Implement Smart Terminals" btJ Bissmire, Farrell,
and Fletcher (pages 161-173)
describes a complete smart terminal built around the Motorola
MC6808 microprocessor and a
6847 display generator. Modifications for the PAL system are
also presented . ... Steve

Dvorak Terminals?
Dear Steve,
As you are probably aware,
many people are interested in
the Dvorak keyboard layout
because it is more efficient
than the Qwerty design.
Many people are converting
to typewriters with the new
layout, and some people
want it on their computer
systems. I have heard that
some terminal manufacturers
offer it as an option. Do you
know of any such manufacturers? Thank you for your
assistance.
Norman S. Frye
Grants Pass, OR

The Spring 1983 Peripherals
Digest issue of Mini-Micro
Systems featured a product
guide on alphanumeric terminals, listing some of their pertinent specifications. A column
entitled "Special Features" was
patently lacking in any reference
to a Dvorak simplified keyboard
(OSK) option. Manufacturers
that boast an "ergonomic" design
apparently do not consider bSK
as ergonomic. Hawever, this layout is gaining in popularity, and
many typewriter manufacturers,
such as Remington, SmithCorona, Royal, and IBM, offer
such an option. It will not be
long before the major terminal
manufacturers join the crowd.
Write to some of the terminal
manufacturers, requesting this
option. TheIJ may offer it upon
request but do not want to appear "revolutionary" btJ advertising it . . . . Steve

Apple Chips
Dear Steve,
r have an Apple II and an
Amdek Video 300 monitor.
The top five lines of the dis-

play don't line up with the
other lines to form a straight
column. By Using the horizontal hold, r can get them to
come close, the top line being Ph characters off and the
fifth line off only a little.
r tried a friend's Amdek
Video 300, and the display
was the same. r then tried my
monitor on his Apple II Plus
and the display was perfect.
Also, when I hook up the
color TV I formerly used, I
have a hard time getting the
color to come in satisfactorily. The color TV works okay
on a normal TV station.
Do you have any suggestions On chips I can try
replacing before I take my
Apple in to be fixed?
Dave Partyka
lorain, OR

The video problem with your
Apple II is caused by a problem
in the horiwntal-synchronizing
circuitn;. The Apple uses a
14.318-MHz cnJstal oscillator as
its master clock and divides the
output dawn to generate, among
others, the color subcarrier (3.58
MHz) and the horizontal line
rate (15.734 kHz). This is accomplished btJ four 74LS161
counters labeled D11 through
014 on the motherboard. Refer
to page 89 of the Apple II Reference Manual for chip locations using this index. In addition, the output signals from the
counters are processed through
chips B14, B13, A12 (74LS02),
and many others.
First, check the 74LS161
counters by substitutiOl) and
note any difference. Swapping
with other chips of tile same type
on the board is a convenient
way. Note any changes, and the
defective chip perhaps can be
isolated. Without the use of an
oscilloscope, additional suggestions are not practical. If these
tests are not fruitful , the best
recourse is an authorized Apple

Anyone can sell you a box full of hardware. Bu t is it too much comp uter? Too little? Will it run the
appropriate software? What about service? If you need the rig ht answers before and after the sale,
call your nearest Full Service CompuPro System Center. For product information, see pgs. 25 & 401 .

ALABAMA
Birmingham
Cost Plus Computers
(205) 879·5976

Scottsdale
S-100
(800) 528-3138

CALIFORNIA
Creative Computing Serv.
(805) 835-11 18
Berkeley
American Computers
& Engineers
(415) 849-0177
TraCK Computer Center
(415) 845·6366
Burlingame
Mentzer Computer
Systems
(415) 340·9363
Canyon Country
Creative Computing Serv .
(805) 251·9877
Carmichael
Logic Systems
(916) 971·3133
Chatsworth
Priority One Electronics
(213) 709·6789
Hayward
Best Computers Hayward
(415) 886·4732
Irvine
Priority One Electronics
(714) 660·1411
los Angeles
American Computers
& Engineers
(213) 477·6751
Gifford Computer
Systems
(213) 477-3921
Mountain View
ACC
(415) 969·4969
Oakland
Track COr.1puter Center
(415) 444-8725
Pacific Palisades
System Interface
Consultants
(213) 454-2100

Pasadena
Dmni Unlimited
(213) 795·6664
Petaluma
Advanced Information
Management
(707) 763-7283
Pleasanton
Best Computers
Stonerid ge
(415) 463-2233
Sacramento
Logic Systems
(916) 922-3377
San Francisco
Gifford Computer
Systems
(415) 391-4570
San leandro
Gifford Computer
Systems
(415) 895'0798
San Rafael
Computer House
(415) 453·0865
Santa Barbara
Data Bank
(805) 962-8489
Santa Maria
Data Bank
(805) 922·1333
Santa Rosa
Matrix Computers
(707) 542-0571
Sunnyvale
Pragmatic Designs tnc .
(408) 736·8670

COLORADO
lakewood
Rocky Mountain
Microsystems
(303) 232-4545

FLORIDA
Brand on /Tampa
Micro Computer
Technology
(813) 685-7659

Orlando
Dala/Dlfice
(305) 629·6776
Satellite Beach
Binary Magic. Inc.
(305) 777-7080

HAWAII
Kah ului Maui
Capacity Plus
Computers
(808) 877-3496

ILLINOIS
Athens
Computers Plus
(217) 636·8491
la Grange Park
Small Business
Systems Inc.
(312) 579·3311
Skokie
Lillipute Computer
Mart Inc.
(312) 674·1383

MARYLAND
Bethesda
JR Systems
(301) 657-3598

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston
New England
Electronic Exchange
(617) 491-3000
Chestnut Hill
Key Micro Systems
(617) 738-7306

New York
Park Plaza Computer
Center. Inc.
(212) 759-5820
Park Plaza Computer
Center, Inc.
(212) 505-8200
Park Plaza Computer
Center, Inc.
(212) 344-5151
Park Plaza Computer
Center. Inc.
(212) 595-5353
Staten Island
John D. Owens Assoc .
(212) 448-6283

NORTH CAROLINA
Greensboro
General Semantics
Computers
(919) 378·1500

OREGON
Portland
Microwest Computer
Products
(503) 238-6274

PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia
Information Network
Systems
(215) 364·8220

RHODE ISLAND
Coventry
Key Micro Systems
(401) 828-7270

MISSISSIPPI

TEXAS

Pascagoula
Automated Accountants
(601) 769-2937

Austin
CPA Systems, Inc.
(512) 458-9281
Informa , Inc .
(512) 459-4216
Dallas
D?tor Systems
(214) 521-0915
Ft. Worth
Dataworth Computer
Systems
(817) 877-4041

NEW YORK
Amherst
Gifford Computer
Systems
(716) 833-4758
Deer Park
Datapro Systems. Inc.
(516) 595-1311

GmeUPro.
A GODBOUT COMPANY

3506 Breakwater Court, Hayward, CA 94545

Houston
Gifford Computer
Systems
(713) 680-1944
Informa, Inc .
(713) 861-7612
Seguin
CPA Systems, Inc.
(512) 379-0660

VIRGINIA
Woodbridge
Office Networks Corp .
(703) 690·3312

WASHINGTON
Belleview
North Ridge
Computer Systems
(206) 453-0596
Seattle
American Computers
& Engineers
(206) 583·0130

WISCONSIN
Greenfield
Byte Shop
of Milwaukee
(4 14) 28t-7004
Madison
Beam International
(608) 255-2325

AUSTRALIA
Bankstown
Automation Statham
Ply., Ltd .
(02) 709-4144

CANADA
Coquitlam, B.C.
csc System Center Ltd .
(604) 941-0622
Vancouver, B.C.
Dynacomp BUSiness
Computers Ltd .
(604) 872-7737

THE PHILIPPINES
Quezon City
Corona International Inc .
78'34-71

UNITED KINGDOM
Swansea
Comcen Tech nology ltd .
(0792) 796000

AskBYTE _______________________________________________________
dealer. Sync problems can be
nasty! . .. Steve

S-100 Advice
Dear Steve,
I want to gradually upgrade my present Exidy
Sorcerer system. The first
thing I need is an 5-100
enclosure. I've looked at a lot
of them, but I'm not sure
w hich is best. Can yo u offer
some advice? Thanks.
Walter Jeffries
Hanover, NH

S-100 mainframes consist of a
motherboard, pawer supply, and
cabinet. The better mainframes
pay careful attention to each of
these components. The motherboard should be made from highquality fiberglass-epoxy material
and have heaV1;-gauge copper
traces. The trace areas for the
pawer conductors should be wide
enough for the anticipated current requirements. Sh ielded
boards are preferred because they
reduce RF radiation and cross
talk. There shou ld be either an
active or passive termination of
the bus lines to minimize noise
and sufficient sockets for all anticipated additions. Extra sockets
allow increased spacing of those
ca rds that generate excessive
heat or interact with adjacent
boards.
The pawer supply should have
sufficient capacity (usually 20
amps or greater) and be well
filtered to reduce ripple. It
should be properly fused and incorporate a line filter to eliminate
transients and RFI. Premium
mainframes inc/ude constant
voltage transformers to improve
regulation.
The cabinet itself should be of
sturdy construction, include a
fan to remove heat, and have a
sufficient mlmber of cutouts on
the rear panel to accommodate
serial and parallel con nectors.
AC convenience outlets are an
added feature.
In general, you get what you
pay for . ... Steve
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Secondhand Arcade
Gear
Dear Steve,
At the local video arcades,
I've noticed that some older
machines are for sale. Would
it be worthwhile to purchase
one of these with the intent
of improving or modifying
the existing game? Is this
possible for someone who is
not an electrical engineer?
Also, are these machines
generally too dedicated to
gaming for easy modification
to serve a m ore ge neral
purpose?
David Young
Springfield, MO

Picking up used electronic
equipment at balgain prices and
investigating the mysteries of the
machine can be a rewarding or
a frustrating experience, depending on your pu rpose.
It can be rewarding from the
standpoin t that a lot can be
leamed by studying the designs
of these pieces of equipment and
what makes thel1l work. It can
also be frustrating because schematic diagrams are uSllally not
available and any software built
into the system canl10t easily be
decoded.
It may not be an impossible
task to perform some simple
modifications to a particular
video game, but it will certa inly
be time-consuming, and you
may wind up being a self-taught
electrical engineer before you
finish.
With the recent drop in prices
of computers and home video
games, it may cost more to
modify an older video game than
to pu rchase one new, depending
on the type of game. ... Steve

Apple + Heath
Dear Steve,
I recently completed a
Heath H-89 and want to run
Apple software on it. Is there
a commercially available 6502
board that will work in my

H-89? If not, is there an easy
way of modifyi ng the commonly available 6502 boards?
Aris Espejo
Ft. McMurray,
Alberta, Canada
I am not aware of a commercial product that will enable Apple II programs to nm on your
Hea th H-89 computer. Adding
a 6502 microprocessor board to
the H-89 may allow programming in 6502 language, bu t the
memory map would not be correct for Apple programs. Th e
Apple makes extensive use of its
monitor ROM programs and bitmapped graphics. Yo ur H-89 is
configured as a terminal with
character-mapped rather than
bit-mapped graphics, so they
would not be compatible.
Because rl1uch of the Apple
operation is software controlled,
it is easy to convert the Apple to
run other processors by plugging
in cards. The Apple fun ction s,
in effect, as a bit-mapped
graphics terl1linal for the plugin ca rd. Going th e other way is
lI1uch more difficult . ... Steve

an overvoltage situation is low
if the input voltage re1llains
within .nominal tolerances. A
commercial surge suppressor 017
the input to your supply should
add sufficient protection from
voltage swges ill the AC lille. A
heavy-currellt supply like this
one should also be properly fused
on the primary side of the supply
and on each DC supply.
Surge suppressors are sold by
several advertisers in BYTE,
such as Advanced Computer
Products and Priority One
Electronics.
111 an S-100 bus system, some
protection is also offered by the
distributed voltage regulators all
each card . The three-termillal
regulators usually used for this
application have built-in current
limiting and can operate over a
lalge input-voltage range. If you
are concel'l1ed about a partiCIIlar
board, you could add an overvoltage sensor on board for extra protection. These devices
1I10nitor the supply voltage and
fire a crowbar SCR (silicon controlled rectifier) in the evellt
of an overvoltage situation. You
cal1 find an overvoltage sensor at
Radio Shack stores . ... Steve

Power Supply
Considerations
Dear Steve,
I am trying to put together
a system based on the 5-100
bus. I have a commercial
power supply that puts out
+8 V at 25 A, + 16 V at 3 A,
and -16 Vat 3 A. The power
supply has no overvoltage or
overcurrent protection. How
important are these protective circuits? Is there a company that supplies them?
Can yo u g ive me a simple
design? Thanks.
Don Carlton
Hanahan, SC

Overvoltage and overcurrent
protection in any system are
always trade-offs between the
price you want to pay for protection devices and the price you
will pay if a failure occurs.
In an unregulated supply like
the one you describe, the risk of

A German
Commodore
Dear Steve,
I would like to buy a Commodore 64 with a disk drive.
Next summer, however, I will
be returning to Germany
where electrical and TV standards are different. I know
Commodore sells an appropriate version of this computer in Germany, but I don't
want to wait that long.
Is there any way to modify
the computer or get an
adapter so that the American
version will run in Germany?
It should be no problem to
make 110 volts out of 220, but
what about 50 Hz out of 60?
And is it possible to adapt
the TV signal? Thank you
very much for your help.
Bernhard Dick
Philadelphia, PA

Are salaries for computer
professionals going up?
Find out in our new, free Salary Survey.
No doubt during 1983, you knew
that many organizations took a
hard line on awarding liberal
salary increases.

installation greatly affects compensation levels.
The new Survey is based on
contacts with more than 44,000
computer professionals and
35,000 organizations. Not only
are salary averages for fifty-eight
positions reviewed (including ten
new ones which we never before
covered), but high and low compensation ranges are also
covered.

Yet, on the other hand, did you
know that salaries for some computer professionals soared right
on through the uncertain business outlook?
Our 1984 Computer Salary Survey and Career Planning Guide
will explain why many computer
professionals are able to advance their careers more successfully than others :

Included are positions in programming, software, systems
design, data base/data communications, Edp auditing , operations,
computer sales, marketing, marketing support and manayement.

• How some professionalsperforming the same work and
having a similar amount of experience-are earning significantly more than their peers.

You owe it to yourself-especially if most of your career lies
ahead-to call or write for your
free copy today.

• Why some professionals now
earn as much as 25% more
than they did last year.

~~,<::edP

• What emerging skills are most
in demand and which positions
command high salaries now
and in the future .

The world's largest recruiting firm devoted
exclusively to the computer profession.

• How size of firm and computer

Call Source™ today
for your free copy
Is your salary still frozen?
Call the Source Edp office
nearest you for a free copy of
our new 32-page report. We 'll
mail a copy to you in strict confidence, without obligation.
If unable to call, write :
Source Edp
Department B1
P.O. Box 7100
Mountain View, CA 94039
When writing , please include
your title.
United States:
Atabama
Birmingham
Arizona
Phoenix
Tucson
California
Northern
Mountain View
Sacramento
San Francisco
Walnut Creek
Southern
Fullerton
irvine
Los Angelesl
Downtown
Los Angelesl
South Bay
Los AngeleslWest
San Diego
San Fernando Valley
Colorado
Denver

205/322-8745
6021279-1010
6021792 -0375

415/969-4910
916/446-3470
415/434-24 10
415/945- 1910
714 /738 -1313
714 /833-1730
213/688-0041
213/540-7500
213/203-8 111
619/231-1 900
818n 81-4800
303n 73-3700

Circle 341 on inquiry card.

Connecticut
Danbury
Hartford
New Haven
Stamford
Straliord
District of Columbia
Washington D.C .
Florida
Fort Lauderdale
Jacksonville
Miami

203n 97 -0590
203/522-6590
203 /787-4595
203 /329-8411
203 /375-7240
202/293-9255
305/491-0145
904/356-1820
305/624-3536

Georgia
Atlanla
Downtown
North

404/588-9350
404/953-0200

Illinois
Chicago/E. Loop
ChicagoiW. Loop
Oak Brook
Rolling Meadows

31 21861-0770
312/346-1280
312/986-0422
312/392-0244

Indiana
Fort Wayne
Indianapolis

219/432-7333
317/631-2900

Iowa
Des Moines

515/243-0191

Kansas
Overland Park
Wichita

913/888-8885
316/688-1621

Kentucky
Louisville

5021581-9900

Louisiana
Baton Rouge
New Orleans

504 /924-7183
504 /561-6000

Maryland
Baltimore
Greenbelt
Towson

301 n 27-4050
3011441-8700
30 1/321-7044

Massachusetts
Boston
Burlington
Wellesley

617/482-7613
6171273-5160
617/237-3120

Michigan
Detroit
Grand Rapids

313/259-7607
616/459-6539

Lansing
Southfield
Troy

517/484-4561
313/352-6520
313/362-0070

Minnesota
Minneapolis
West
Downtown
SI. Paul

6121544-3600
612/332-6460
6121227-6100

Missouri
Kansas City
SI. Louis

816/474-3393
314/862-3800

Nebraska
Omaha

402/346-0709

New Hampshire
Nashua

603/880-4047

New Jersey
Cherry Hill
Edison
Morristown
Paramus
Prin ceton

609/482-2600
201 /494-2800
2011267-3222
201 /845-3900
609 /452-7277

New Mexico
Albuquerque

505/247-4270

New York
Albany
Buffalo
New York City
Grand Central
Penn Stalion
Wall Street
Rochester
Syosset, l.I .
Syracuse
While Pl ains

212/557-8611
212 /736-7445
212 /962-8000
7 16/263-2670
516/364-0900
315/422-2411
914/683-9300

North Carolina
Charlotte
Greensboro
Raleigh
Winston-Salem

704 /552-6577
919/379-1155
9t9/847-7605
919/724-0630

Ohio
Akron
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Columbus
Dayton
Toledo

216/535-1150
513/769-5080
216/771-2070
614 /224-0660
513/461-4660
419/242-2601

518/482-2035
716/835-9630

Oklahoma
Oklahoma City
Tulsa

405/722-7410
918/599-7700

Oregon
Portland

503/223-6160

Pennsylvania
King of Prussia
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

215/265-7250
215/665-1717
412/261-6540

Rhode Island
Providence

401 n 51-0065

South Carolina
Columbia
Greenville

803/256-7446
803/271-7044

Tennessee
Nashville

615/256-0625

Texas
Austin
Dallas
Central
North
Fort Worth
Houston
Downtown
Galleria/Post Oak
San Antonio

713/75 1-0100
713/439-0550
5121342-9898

Utah
Salt Lake City

801 /966-3900

Virginia
McLean

703n 90-561 0

Washington
Seattle
Spokane

206/454-6400
509/838-7877

Wisconsin
Green Bay
Madison
Milwaukee

414/432-1184
608/251-01 04
414/277-0345

512/479-0720
214/954-1100
214 /387 -1600
817/338-9300

Canada:
Ontario
Toronto
Don Mills
Downtown
Mississauga

416/425-5730
416/865-1125
416/848-3344
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A unique solution to this
problem was described in the
January 1983 Ask BYTE column
("Uninterruptible Power Supplies Problem Solved," page 481).
The author of the solution,
Richard T. Nicholls, used a
Tripp Lite power inverter manufactured m) Tripp Manufacturing
Company to convert a 12-V batten) voltage to 110 V, 60 Hz.
Using this method, he was able
to operate a TRS-80 Model I
with no problems. The method
also ensures uninterrupted
powe r since it is battery
powered . .. . Steve

Centronics Standard
Revisited
Dear Steve,
Would you please tell me
what the specifications for a
Centronics parallel interface
are? There seem to be an in-

finite number of devices and
computers that use it. My
computer doesn't have one,
and I would like to put one
together. Thank you .
John G. Lussmyer
Lowell, MI

The Cent ronics parallel interface is a de facto standard for a
parallel printer port. In its
simplest configuration, it consists of eight DATA lines, a
STROBE line, an ACK (for
acknowledge)
lin e,
and
GROUND. There are several
other signals, such as BUSY,
PAPER EMPTY, and SELECT,
but thel) are normally not
required.
For the pu rposes of driving
many of the parallel input
printers on the market, it is
necessary only to wire the lines
as indicated below:
Pin

Signal
STROBE

Manufacturing licences for the popular
Australian designed Micro Bee computer
have recently been granted to many com·
panies throughout the world.
MYTEK Computing is the largest and
most respected producer of software for
the Micro Bee Computer.
MYTEK Computing invites dealers to
sample its large and extensive range of
Micro Bee Software.
Micro Bee users are also invited to reo
quest to be included on MYTEK Com·
puting's free mailing list. Catalogues are
air·mailed regularly to all parts of the
world.

iii !~Jp~!;i:<

1 Kent Street, Bieton , 6157, Perth, Western Australia
Telephone, (09) 330 7336
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Circle 261 on inquiry card .

2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
16

DATA 0
DA'I/\ 1
DATA 2
DA'I/\ 3
DATA 4
DA'I/\ 5
DATA 6
DATA 7
ACK
GROUND

Th e STROBE and ACK lines are
usually active low, but either or
both can be active high, in which
case an inverter circuit is necessan). ... Steve

Affordable
Tape Backup
Dear Steve,
We converted our office
microcomputer (an Altos
8000-15) from fl oppy-disk to
hard-disk storage about nine
months ago. We have been
using floppy disks for backup, but this has become
rather cumbersome. Altos
markets a stand-alone tape
backup unit, but the price is
$3500.
Does anybody manufacture a reliable after-market
tape backup system for $1000
or less? Thank you.
e. D. Walker
Germantown, TN

Pegasus makes a 25-megam)te
tape backup system for hard
disks that is advertised for $695.
Yo u can contact the company at
Pegasus, 2200 West Higgins
Rd. , Ste. 245, Hoffman Estates,
lL 60195, (312) 843 -1090.
... Steve

High-Resolution
S-100 Graphics
Dear Steve,
A large number of color
monitors are available for the

IBM PC and its clones but
few for 5-100 lovers, save
some expensive units normally used for basiC CADI
CAM applications. Numerous 5-100 boards are offered
for composite video, but I
have been unable to find a
suitable 5-100 board that will
drive an RGB monitor. And
inasmuch as I want to configure an 5-100 bus machine
with an RGB monitor and
IBM or Keytronic keyboard,
I have a few questions.
First, do you know of an
5-100 RGB board that provides, say, 680- by 480-pixel
resolution with 16 full-attribute colors? 5econd, I have
considered buying an IBM
PC color board with the
proper characteristics and
kludging it to the 5-100 bu s,
in view of the fact that they
both are 8088-based . Do you
think that I would face insurmountable problems in doing this, or would a careful
mapping of the IBM systemboard lines to the 5-100 lines
suffice?
Justin Farnsworth
Neuilly, France

Canibridge Development Laboratory (100 Fifth Ave.,
Waltham , MA 02154, (617)
890-8076) markets a board and
software that will create highresolution graphics on an S-100
system. An article describing
this system appeared in the
November 1982 BYTE. "Cambridge Development Lab's HighResolution Video Graphics System" m) James R. DeKock (pages
148-160) describes the system in
detail.
If the rather high price of that
system concerns you, you might
consider the Microangelo board
fA) Scion . It features 512- mj 480pixel graphics as well as 40-line
by 8S-character text. It sells for
$795 in single quantities. For
fu rther information , write
Scion, 12310 Pinecrest Rd .,
Reston, VA 22091 , (703)
476-6100 . . .. Steve
P.S. I don't recommel1d kludges.

WHY DEC AND INtEL
CHOSE THE MARK WILLIAMS
C-COMPILER.
DEC and INTEL wanted the best C technology available, with excellent code density, supporting the full C
language and their specific operating environmentsall at a competitive price.
They found it all at Mark Williams.

WHY YOU SHOULD
CHOOSE THE MARKWILLIAMS
C-COMPILER.
Our C-compiler supports the dominant 16-bit microcomputers-68000, PDP-II, Z8000, 8086-with a proven
reliable, high-technology product. We are shipping
versions of C for a large number of environments including CP1M and PC DOS. Both cross and native compilers
are available.
Call us for the distributor nearest you. OEM's should
contact us directly about their specific requirements.
Mark Williams Company,
1430 West Wrightwood, Chicago, Illinois 60614,
312/ 472-6659.

III1I

_

Circle 387 on inquiry card .

Mark
Williams
Company
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European Modem
Frequencies
Dear Steve,
I have built your ECM-103
modem (March 1983 BYTE,
page 26), and it works fine.
The only problem is that it
operates only on U.S. frequencies. Is it possible to
change it so that it can work
on European frequencies?
Bjq,rn Haaland
Tomter, Norway

Texas Instruments has a
modem chip designed to work on
the European frequencies. The
chip number is TMS99S34, and
it can be obtained from Texas Instruments or its distributors. It
uses the same frequenClJ cnJstal.
Write to the company at Texas
Instruments, Semiconductor
Group, POB 202129, Dallas,
TX 7S220 . ... Steve

Floppy Disk Use Sans
Computer
Dear Steve,
Is there any way to write a
Teletype (TTY) signal (110bps, 20-mA current loop) or
an RS-232C signal (300 bps)
to a 5V4 -inch · floppy disk
without going through a
computer? We have several
gamma and liquid scintillation counters that currently
ou tput information to TTYs
with punch-paper tape. In
addition, one gamma
counter is a microprocessorbased system that must com~
municate with the output
device.
Because paper tape is an
obsolete medium and a
paper-tape reader is almost
as expensive as the mainframe of our new microcomputer system, we would
prefer to use floppy disks to
transfer information. One
option would be to interface
the counters directly into the
computer (go on line). How444
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ever, we have six such instruments and would have to
buy six micros or a minicomputer system with a multiuser operating system.
If we must go through a
computer to write a disk,
what is the least expensive
computer one could use to
write in a common disk format (Apple DOS 3.3,
CP/M-80, etc.)? This may
seem like a trivial question .
However, a simple way to
write a 5V4-inch floppy disk
without going through a
computer would have broad
application in science and
industry.
H. Edward Grot jan Jr.
Houston, TX
It is not necessanJ to interface
your equipment through a computer system to store data on
Sif4-inch floppy disks, although
this certainly can be accomplished with most microcomputers available.
A system called the FDS-100
Minifile can be interfaced to an
RS-232C serial port and will
store data directly to Sif4 -inch
floppy disks . The FDS-100 is an
intelligent mil1ifloppy-disk system with built-in pawer supplies
and can store up to 179K bytes
per disk. The address of the
manufacturer of the FDS-100 is
Atek NC Corporation, 887 Main
St., POB E, Monroe, CT06468,

(203) 268-1839.

Information on the type of disk
format used in the FDS-100
should be available from the
manufacturer. ... Steve

RS-232C/RS-422A
Interface
Dear Steve,
I have a used IBM 3101
video display that includes
only an RS-422A interface.
Could you please direct me
to a source that shows how
I can build an RS-422A-toRS-232C converter so that I

I

O.Ql/"F

I

I

I

~~
I
I
RS-422A
INTERFACE

I
I
I
I

+ 5V

RS-232 C
INTERFACE

lkSl.

I
I

gx;
I

I

058830

MC1489

Figure 1: A method for interfacing between the RS-422A and
RS-232C standards.
can use the 3101 with my OSI
equipment? I also have some
mM boards that output eight
RS-422A lines that I would
like to use with my RS-232C
devices . Any help you can
provide will be appreciated .
Keith Brigode
Holland,OH

Your problem of communicating between pieces of equipment
that contain different interfaces
is not uncommon because of the
numerous communication standards in use today.
The Electronic Industries
Association (EIA) standard
RS-422A is ali upgraded version
of the electrical specifications for
the RS-232C interface. The main
difference to note for your application is that the RS-422A
uses balanced transmission
while the RS-232C uses unbalanced transmission.

One method for interfacing
between the two standards is
shown in figure 1. The balanced
transmission output from the
RS-422A interface is converted
to a TTL signal by a National
Semiconductor DS8820 line
receiver and then converted to an
RS-232C-compatible signal by
the MC1488 line driver. In the
reverse direction, the RS-232C
signals are converted to TTL
levels by an MC1489 line driver
. and then converted to balancedtransmission signals by the
DS8830 differential line driver.
Proper signal polarity can be obtained by reversing leads at the
RS-422A interface.
An excellent description of the
differences between the RS-232C
and RS-422A interfaces can be
found in the article "Welcome to
the Standards Jungle" (FebnlanJ
1983 BYTE, page 146).
... Steve.

In " Asl< BYTE, " Steve Ciarcia answers questions on any area of
microcomputing. The most representative questions received
each month will be answered ilnd published . Do you have a
nagging problem? Send your inquir y to ;
Asl< BYTE
c/o Steve Ciarcia
POB 582
Glastonbury, CT 06033
Due to the high volume of inquiries, personal replies cannot
be given . Ali letters and photogrilphs become the property of
Steve Ciarcia and cannot be returned . Be sure to include " Asl<
BYTE " in the address .

Before Johann Sebastian Bach developed
a new method of tuning, you had to
change Instruments practically every time
you wanted to change keys .Very difficult.
Before Avocet Introduced Its family of
cross-assemblers, developing micro-processor software was much the same . You
needed a separate development system
for practically every type of processor.
Very difficult and very expensive .
But with Avocet's cross-assemblers, a
single computer can develop software for
Virtually any microprocessor! Does that
put us in a league with Bach? You decide .

The Well-Tempered Cross-Assembler
Development Tools That Work

Avocet
Cross-assembler

Avocet cross-assemblers are fast, reliable
and user-proven in over 3 years of actual
use . Ask NASA, IBM, XEROX or the hundreds of other organizations that use them.
Every time you see a new microprocessorbased product, there's a good chance it
was developed with Avocet crossassemblers.
Avocet cross-assemblers are easy to use .
They run on any computer with CP/ M"
and process assembly language for the
most popular microprocessor families .
51!4" disk formats available at no extra
cost include Osborne, Xerox, H-P, IBM
PC, Kaypro, North Star, Zenith,
Televldeo, Otrona, DEC.

·XASMZ80
Z-80
·XASM85
8085
XASM05
6805
XASM09
6809
XASM18
1802
8048/ 8041
XASM48
XASM51
8051
XASM65
6502
6800/01
XASM68
XASMZ8
Z8
XASMF8
F8/3870
XASM400
COP400
XASM75
NEC 7500
Coming soon: XASM68K ... 680oo

Tum Your Computer Into A
Complete Development System
Of course, there's more . Avocet has the

tools you need from start to finish to enter,
assemble and test your software and finally
cast it in EPROM:

(Upgrade kits will be available for new
PROM types as they are introduced.)

Text Editor VEDIT •• full -screen text editor by CompuView. Makes source code
entry a snap . Full-screen text editing, plus
TECO-like macro facility for repetitive
tasks. Pre-configured for over 40 terminals
and personal computers as well as in userconfigurable form .

Programmer ....... . . . .. . . .. $389
Options include:
• Software Driver Package -• enhanced features, no installation
• required.
• CP/ M-80 Version ........ .. . $ 75
• IBM PC Version . . . . . . . . . . . $ 95
RS 232 Cable ........ . .. ... $ 30
8748 family socket adaptor . . . $ 98
8751 family socket adaptor ... $174
.8755 family socket adaptor ... $135

CP / M-80 version .. .......... .... .... $150
CP /M-86 or MDOS version .... ... $195
(when ordered with any Avocet product)
EPROM Programmer -- Model 7128
EPROM Programmer by GTek programs
most EPROMS without the need for personality modules . Self-contained power
supply ... accepts ASCII commands and
data from any computer through RS 232
serial interface. Cross-assembler hex object files can be down -loaded directly .
Commands include verify and read , as
well as partial programming .
PROM types supported : 2508, 2758,
2516 , 2716, 2532, 2732, 2732A ,
27C32, MCM8766 , 2564, 2764 , 27C64,
27128,8748,8741,8749 , 8742,8751,
8755, plus Seeq and Xicor EEPROMS .
Circle 32 on inquiry card.

Target
Microprocessor

CP/M-80
Version

·CP/ M-86
IBM PC , MSDOS· •
Versions.

$250.00
each
$200.00
each

$300.00
each
$500.00

Call Us
If you're thinking about development systems, call us for some straight talk . If we
don't have what you need, we'll help you
find out who does . If you like, we'll even
talk about Bach .

CALL TOLL FREE 1·800-448·8500
(In the U.S. except Alaska and Hawaii)
VISA and Mastercard accepted . All popular disc formals now
available .. please specify. Prices do not include shipping and
handling -- can lor exact quotes . OEM INQUIRIES INVITED :
'Trademark 01 Digital Research

•
•
•
•
•

G7228 Programmer by GTek -- baud
to 2400 ... superfast, adaptive programming algorithms ... programs 2764 in one
minute.
Programmer . ............ . .. $499

•
•
•
•
•
•

Ask us about Gangand PAL programmers.
HEXTRAN Universal HEX File Con·
verter -- Converts to and from Intel,
Motorola, MOS Technology, Mostek,
RCA, Fair chi ld, Tektronix, Texas
Instruments and Binary formats.

• Converter, each version .. ..... $250

"Trademork of Microsoft

AVOCET .,,SYSTEMS

_Ne.

DEPT. 284·8
804 SOUTH STATE STREET
DOVER, DELAWARE 19901
302-734-0151 TELEX 467210
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Software Received
Apple
Algebra Arcade, an arcadetype educational game.
Design graphs to outwit the
Graph Gobbler and Algebroids and simultaneously
learn basic and advanced
algebra. Choose your own
level of play with equations
ranging from straight lines to
quadratic formulas. For II, II
Plus, and lIe; floppy disk,
$49.95. Wadsworth Electronic
Publishing Co., 8 Davis Dr.,
Belmont, CA 94002.

tion graphics. Buy and sell
stocks to make as much
money as you can . Business
tips from the computer's
news service help you analyze market trends. Be prepared for capital-gains tax,
splits, rises and declines in
stocks. For II, II Plus, and lIe;
floppy disk, $59.95. Kelcom
Management Ltd., 30 Southampton Dr. SW, Calgary,
Alberta T2W ar5, Canada .

Argos, an arcade-type game.
To save Earth, you must
destroy Argonians both in
space and on land . Fight off
waves of their missiles,
spaceships, and parachutists.
Requires a joystick. For II and
II Plus; floppy disk, $34.95.
Datamost Inc. , 8943 Fullbright Ave., Chatsworth, CA
91311-2750.

Enchanter, an interactiveprose fantasy game. Learn
the wisdom of the medieval
guilds from cartographers,
orators, scriveners, physicians, and fletchers . These
magical powers enable you to
destroy the evil warlock,
restore peace to the kingdom, and become an enchanter. For the II; floppy
disk, $49.95. Infocom Inc. , 55
Wheeler St., Cambridge, MA
02138.

Amphel's Simple Tenant
Billing System, a tenantbilling procedure. Up to 500
accounts can be handled
enabling rental-property
owners and managers to
keep track of rents, past-due
payments, late charges, utility fees, and miscellaneous
charges. For II and lIe; floppy disk, $99.95. Amphel Industries Inc., Suite 353, 2888
Bluff St., Boulder, CO 80301.

Gnosis VII, a role-playing,
educational adventure game.
Mental horizons expand as
you try to discover seven
secret names in a mythical
land called Gnosis. You must
perform hierarchical, secular
tasks that enhance cultural
values. No two scenarios are
the same. For II Plus and IIe;
floppy disk, $19.95. Magnetic
Harvest, POB 255, Hopkins,
SC 29061.

Bats in the Belfry, a strategic
extermination game. Your job
is to catch and dispose of bats
that have infested an old
schoolhouse before they
reach its belfry. Avoid the
fuzzballs and trapdoors that
slow you down. If your score
is high enough, you can
become a Bat Master. For II,
II Plus, and lIe; floppy disk,
$29.95. Phoenix Software
Inc. , 64 lake Zurich Dr. , lake
Zurich, IL 60047.

Hypertyper, an educational
typing program. Learn or improve typing skills at a pace
and level that you select.
Words per minute and accuracy percentage are displayed
when you complete each exercise. For the II; floppy disk,
$29.95. Summit Software
Corp. , Suite 2, 880 Second
St., Santa Rosa, CA 95404.

The Exchange, a stock-market game with high-resolu446
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Masquerade, a high-resolution graphics adventure
game. You are a detective trying to break a tough case. All
but one clue is a dead end .

Use your expertise to decipher this game of logic. For II,
II Plus, and lIe; floppy disk,
$34.95. Phoenix Software Inc.
(see address above) .
Matrix II, a machine-language matrix package that
speeds up Applesoft. Solve
mathematical problems in
scientific, engineering, statistical, and computer-graphics applications efficiently. A
36-page tutorial assists beginning and advanced users in
matrix manipulations. For II
Plus and IIe; floppy disk,
$19.95. LRS Systems, 810
North Seventh, St. Charles,
MO 63301.
The Money Manager: A Personal Finance Simulation.
Teachers of high school
personal-finance and consumer-education classes can
use this program that simulates budgeting, banking, use
of credit, insurance planning,
consumer purchases, and income tax preparation. This
teacher's guide includes a
student workbook. For II, II
Plus, and IIe; floppy disks,
$74.95. Sterling Swift Publishing Co., 7901 South IH-35,
Austin, TX 78744.
Personal Tax Planner 1983/84,
a personal federal income tax
planning program. Reduce
your tax based on informed
decisions about second jobs,
investments, and the advantages or disadvantages of
long- or short-term capital
gains and losses. For the lIe;
floppy disk, $99. Aardvark!
McGraw-Hill, 1020 North
Broadway, Milwaukee, WI
53202.
Plato's Cave, an educational
program that compares
evidence with inference.
Players must confront the
problem of trying to understand reality by seeking and
analyzing information. This
program requires active data

probing within limited information-gathering ablht1es .
For the II Plus; floppy disk,
$49.95. Krell Software Corp.,
1320 Stony Brook Rd ., Stony
Brook, NY 11790.
Portfolio Minder, a stock and
bond portfolio-tracking program for brokers and household uses. Up to 50 portfolios
with 200 transactions p er account can be manipulated
using cross-referencing and
an editor. Printouts include
realized and unrealized gains
and losses, portfolio income,
status, and other transactions. For II Plus and lIe;
floppy disk, $125. Softcell, 13
Webster Ave. , Hanover, NH
03755.
Round About, an arcadetype game. As the captain of
the starship Roul1dabout, you
must shoot down alien invaders to make outer space
as safe as possible. The
enemy travels in large packs
and can assume various
threatening shapes. For the II
Plus; floppy disk, $29.95.
Datamost Inc. (see address
above) .
Short Cuts, an applicationswriting program. Add extra
commands to Applesoft
BASIC programming to sort
data such as strings, real
numbers, or integer arrays.
Other features include error
checking during input, print
formatting, help screens, and
user-defined error messages.
For the II, II Plus, lIe, and III;
floppy disk, $39.95. Penguin
Software, 830 Fourth Ave.,
POB 311, Geneva, IL 60134.
Spare Change, a humorous
arcade-type game in which
you are the owner of a busy
arcade. Unfortunately, your
two best customers are trying
to pilfer enough tokens to
retire. Try to distract them by
playing their favorite tunes,
ringing pay phones, and

PRICES AND AVAILABIlITY SUBJECT TO CHANGE W ITHOUT NOTICE
ALL RETURNED MERCHANDISE SUBJECT TO A 20% RESTOCKING FEE.

ADD 10 % FOR NET TERMS

PRICES GOOD IN U.S. ONLY.
PRICES REFLECTED IN THIS
SECTION ARE LOWER THAN FRANCHISE STORES.

WE TEST EVERY COMPUTER SYSTEM BEFORE WE SHIP IT!

SPECIAL OF

PRINTERS

THE MONTH!
TAVA PC
Desk Top IBM PC®Compatible Computer, 128K
RAM Tw o 320KB Disk Drives, Floppy Disk Controller. Video Adapter and Monitor, One Parallel
Port, Two Serial Ports. System runs DOS 1.1,2 .0,
and CP/M86'lJ . .
...

$1995

•

TM

Suggested List

----- ------_ . PERSONAL
COMPUTER

-- - ---

Special
of the
Month!
IBM PC @COMPLETE LINE

IBM PC
64K, Two 320KB Disk Drives, Floppy Disk
Controller, Video Card and High Res
Monitor .
$2599.00
HARD DISK SYSTEM FOR IBM PC
256K IBM PC® 360KB Disk Drive, FDe
10MB Hard Disk WIControlle r, Cabinet Controller & Softwa re, Video Card and Monitor
$3999.00
Hard Disk Sub-System for IBM PC By
TAVA CORP . . ....... . ... $1275.00
LOTUS 1·2-3 SOFTWARE ..... .. $ 399

Dalsywrlter Daisywheel
Printer .

$1175.00

NEC
SPINWRITER

77 10-1
77 15-1
7730-1
7720-1
7725-1

SHARP PORTABLE
A Portable IBM PC Compatible Light Weight
Computer With 12BK CPu. Liquid Crystal
Display 8 linesx 80, Keyboa rd, 128K Bubble
$1995.00
With BUllt·ln 80 Column Thermal Printer
$2395.00
INTRODUCING APPRICOT
A handsome Computer and almost totally
compatible wi th IBM Pc. Includes 256K
Memory, Two Disk Drives and Monitor. A
Complete System with $1250 worth of
Software
$2999.00
AST RESEARCH
10 Plus-Paralle l & Serial Port, Clock
Calendar W/Bat. back-up. Superdrive.
$199.00
Superspool
Combo Plus-256K, Parallel & Serial Port, Clock
Calendar W/Bat. back-up. Superd ri ve ,
Superspool
$450.00
Mega Plu s-512K, Parallel & Serial Port, Clock
$999.00
Calendar W/BaL back-up .
QUADRAM
Oua d Board - 256K, Parallel Port, Serial
I/O Clock Calendar w ith battery backup
$450.00
512K Ram w ith Serial I/O
$ 799.00
CONOGRAPHIC
Color Card

FLOPPY DISK .DRIVES For IBM PC
ADD-ON DRIVE FOR PC Jr.® .. CALL

SLiMLINE 320KB

$429.00
$699.00
$999.00
$1099.00
$525.00
$899.00

$2395.00

Low Price High Ouality TAVA Personal Computer Uses The Industry Standard Operating
Systems CP/M86~ MS DOS~ UCSD p-system®
On e yea r wa rranty on all parts. Runs most of
th e Software for IBM Pc. ego Lotu s 1-2 -3~
dBasell~ Words Sta~ Multiplan~ PFS® and
Thousands more

TANDON
TM -100-2 DSIDD

OKIDATA
82A
83A
84AP parallel
84AS serial
92A .. .. ..... . ". , .
93A

. CAll
$229.00

$995.00

HERCULES GRAPHICS CARD
This card gives you 720 x3 50
graphics
$499.00
BIG BLUE .
$479.00
MAYNARD SANDSTAR SERIES
Multifunction Card .
$95.00
Floppy Disk Controller
$225.00
Memory Card
$189.00
HAYES MICROCOMPUTER
PRODUCTS
$299.95
Micromodem 300 baud .
$529.95
Smartmodem 1200 baud

(714) 261·1000
FRANCHISE INOUIRIES WELCOME
16861 ARMSTRONG. IRVINE. CA 9:n14
HEAOQUARTERS/TELEX : 181667-AN$WER BACK : COMPDSHACK IRIN

$2095
$2295
$2095
$2695
$2695

MONITORS
AMDEK
300A
$199.00
300G
5169.00
310A .
$199.00
IV .

~
-

----

3510 .
35 15
3530
3550
PC8023A .

I .
II .
III

$1495
$1495
$1695
$1995
$ 595

$349.00
$699.00
$399.00
. .$1199.00

PRINCETON GRAPHICS SYSTEMS
High Res. Color .
5499

applc! ®

APPLE lie
Computer System Controller, Two Disk Drives,
Monitor
$1699
ROMAR II Appl e compatible Computer
W/Z-Ca rd Controller, Two Disk Drives and a
Monitor for
$1195.00
BROTHER, TAVA, NEC, TAN DON,
SHUGART, AND OTHER MFGR. PRODUCTS AVAILABLE!!

COMPUSHACK
HIGH TECHNOLOGY • LOW PRICES
CALL FOR STORE
LOCATION

THE UNIOUE FRANCHISING
CONCEPT WITH THE
FOLLOWING FEATURES:
PRIVATE LABEL PRODUCTS
WITH NO ROYALTIES,
DISCOUNT PRICES, FULL
SERVICE & SUPPORT,
COURTESY AND MORE.

Circle 69 on inquiry card,

' IBM PC IS cl registered I/cldemclrk o f IBM COIP
"dBASE II is cl registered i!cldemclfk o f ASH TO N -TATE. Inc
LOTUS 1·2-3 IS a reglSterea I/<ld~mark o f lOlus Oevelopmem
VJt:m:lstcl/. Spellst<H. M <lllmerge <lre regiStered lI ademcl rk s o f M1cropro IntelnCltloncl l
VISlC(llc IS a registered U.lClemark of V lsrco rp
PRODUCTS AND PRICES NOT AVAILABLE
AT All STORES

NEe

M ultIplan IS cl reglsc('re·j Irademclfk of Microsoft Co rp
PFS IS a registered trademark o f Soflware PubliShing Co

CP/M86 IS clreglstered t(cldema rk o f Olgllcll Research, Inc
MS-DOS IS CI regist ered trademark of Microsoft Co rp
UCSDp IS a registered trademclrk of So/tech MrcrosyMems

A LL FLOPPIES REPAIRED QUICKLY AT LOW COST

So'hwareRecelved----------------------------------------------------popping popcorn. You're
often treated to slapstick cartoons. For II, II Plus, and lIe;
floppy disk, $34.95. Broderbund Software Inc., 1938
Fourth St., San Rafael, CA
94901.
Spell Perfect, a spelling-correction program that detects
misspelled words. Reduce
proofreading to a one-step
process with easy prompts, a
word count, a dictionary you
create, and displays of words
that are spelled similarly. For
II, II Plus, and lIe; floppy
disk, $89.95. LJK Enterprises
Inc., 7852 Big Bend Blvd., St.
Louis, MO 63119.
Unit Professional, a library
unit to be used with programming in Pascal. You can
solve some of the simpler
problems of formatting and
error checking on input and
output before you code it.
Screens and their fields are

user-defined. For II Plus and
lIe; floppy disk, $39. D & L
Professional Micro-computing, 1201 Lincoln Ave., New
Castle, IN 47362.
Wizardry-Legacy of Llylgamyn, a three-dimensional
fantasy and adventure game.
This is the third scenario in
the Wizardry series in which
you are one of the descendants of the heroes of the
Knight of Diamonds. As
such, you are to seek the
dragon Lkbreth and regain
the mystical orb to balance
nature's upheavals. For II, II
Plus, lIe, and III; floppy disk,
$39.95. Sir-Tech Software Inc.,
6 Main St., Ogdensburg, NY
13669.
Wordworx, two educational
word games for all ages.
Myspellery is a vocabulary
builder in which you decode
mystery words using as few
clues as you can. Sentence

Maker challenges your ability to invent grammatically
correct sentences given a
string of five letters. You can
add your own myspelleries to
challenge other players. For II
Plus and lIe; floppy disk,
$34.95. Reston Publishing
Co., 11480 Sunset Hills Rd .,
Reston, VA 22090.

Atari
Capture The Flag, a twoplayer game for all ages. In a
split-screen display, the invader must exit the three-dimensionallabyrinth through
one of two doors to reach the
flag. If the defender touches
you it will prevent you from
capturing the flag. Adjusted
tempo in music reflects action. For 800/1200; floppy
disk, $39.95. Sirius Software

Inc., 10364 Rockingham Dr.,
Sacramento, CA 95827.
Moviemaker, an interactive
sequential-animation package in which you are a movie
director. You devise the action, set the scene, and create
actors, and the program plays
back the completed computer-generated movie. For
800/1200; floppy disk, $60.
Reston Publishing Co., 11480
Sunset Hills Rd. , Reston, VA
22090.
Nightraiders, a space-war
game. You have joined the
Nightraiders corps to rescue
Earth from tyranny. Destroy
the enemy's military strength
and cross the battlefield to
attack the base. As you fly
over enemy territory you encounter targets such as a '
tank, bridge, radar tower,
missile, train cars, and more.
For 800/1200; floppy disk,
$29.95. Datamost Inc., 8943

The best career
It's free. It's confidential.
Today's technical career market changes fast.
But now there's a way to keep up with it. This
new key to career opportunity is your personal
computer. And the cost is nothing but a phone call.
Just call CLEO . That stands for Computer Listings
448
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of Employment Opportunities.
CLEO responds to your commands. You specify
what job categories, companies, or geographic locations interest you . CLEO calls up the appropriate ads
right on your screen. At every step, you ' re guided by
explicit online instructions.
Daily updates keep CLEO job listings current.

Fullbright Ave. , Chatsworth,
CA 91311-2750.
Popeye, an arcade-type
game. As Popeye, you must
catch all of Olive's hearts,
notes, and cries for help
before they hit the water and
sink. Eat spinach for strength
but beware of Brutus, the Sea
Hag, and vultures. Levels of
difficulty increase. For 4001
800 /1200; cartridge, $40.
Parker Brothers, 50 Dunham
Rd., Beverly, MA 01915.
The Return of Heracles, a
Greek mythology adventure
game. When you become a
Greek hero or heroine, Zeus
will assign 12 tasks but will
not offer any clues as to how
to do them . The Oracle of
Delphi has the advice you
seek, but it's not free . For
80011200; floppy disk, $32.95.
Quality Software, Suite 105,
6660 Reseda Blvd. , Reseda,
CA 91335.

CP/M
Co-Sort, a sort-and-merge
utility program. With this
program you can sort small
data sets using a fast algorithm without transferring
files . It allows for fixed- or
variable-length records, all
data types, and provides
many keys in any direction .
Floppy disk, $200. Information Resources, Box W, Manhasset, NY 11030.

Magikey, a keyboard-enhancement program for version 2.2-based systems. This
program lets you define and
assign a string of characters
to any key. Features include
built-in batch-processing
capabilities, console and
printer I/O redirection, and
extensive string-editing options. Floppy disk, $100. Pro
Microsystems, 16609 Sagewoo d Lane, Poway, CA
92064.

List-master, an informationmanagement utility program
for CPIM 2.2-based systems.
You can keep track of lists including 30,000 data items,
each with 252 characters. It
includes a full-screen editor
for data entry, sort and
criteria-select procedures,
and integrates with BASIC
programs. Floppy disk,
$149.95. Palace Software, RD
#1, Box 331, Moundsville,
WV 26041.

Plotpro, a set of three Microsoft BASIC programs that
make scientific applications
graphs on any 80- or 132-column printer. Protemp creates
templates of the physical appearance of any graph . Proquick controls plotting and
printing of infinite-length
graphs. Plotpro creates linear
and logarithmic plots and
can plot multiple functions
on the same graph. Floppy
disk, $49.95. BV Engineering,

POB 3351, Riverside, CA
92519.

Commodore
Music Tutor, a set of six programs that teach beginning
music students the basic
elements of music. Programs
include bass- and treble-clef
notes, rhythms, symbols,
music terms, and a review
game. For the 64; cassette,
$30. MKI Software, 15295
Oceana, Allen Park, MI
48101.
Portfolio Manager, a stockmarket analysis program to
assist in personal investments and financial management. Files let you create and
update as many as 70 stocks
based on current market
quotes. You can thus spot

r.
You ca n even apply for positions right from your
own terminal. For a detailed job search , or just an
idea of what's available, CLEO is waiting for your
ca ll today. With today's opportunities.
CLEO access: (415) 482-1550 (408) 294-2000
(213) 618-8800 (714) 476-8800 (619) 224-8800
Circle 55 on inquiry card.

300 BAUD, full duplex, standard ASCII code.
Access assistance : (213) 618-1525

Recruitment advertiserscall. (213) 618-0200 collect
to find o ut how yo u ca n
Computer USting8 01 Employment Opportunilies
place your ad o n CLEO.
An elec tronic publishing activity of The Copley Press, Inc.
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So'hWareRece.ved----------------------------------------------------trends for buying and selling.
For 64 and VIC-20; floppy
disk and cassette, $29.95.
Basic Byte Inc. , POB 924,
Southfield, MI 48037-0924.
Spectrum-64, a fast Fourier
transform-analysis program
for use in college junior to
graduate-level calculus
classes. This program finds
the frequency spectrum or
inverse for waveform or data
analysis when you enter a
signal or data sample. Applications include signalspectral content, filter design
and response, antenna-radiation patterns, convolution integrals, and a variety of other
technical uses. For the 64;
floppy disk and cassette,
$79.95; $59.95 with proof of
student or teacher status.
Red-Shift Software, POB
45488, Seattle, WA 981450488.
Zeppelin Rescue, an arcadetype game. Your mission as
the pilot of a blimp is to
rescue hundreds of people
stranded in a hazardous environment while keeping
watch on your gas gauge and
avoiding obstacles. Choose
from five cityscapes and four
levels of difficulty. Requires a
joystick. For the 64; floppy
disk, $24.95. Computer Software Associates Inc., The
Silk Mill, 44 Oak St., Newton
Upper Falls, MA 02164.

Heath/Zenith
Disarm.Com, an artificial-intelligence puzzle program.
Using extensive graphics, a
robot that learns additional
command words through
analysis is told how to disarm
a bomb by remote control.
For the H!Z-89; floppy disk,
$35. Friendliware, POB 21206,
Lansing, MI 48909.
Slabs.Com, a graphic adaptation of Towers of Hanoi. Try
to rearrange the slabs in a
minimum number of moves.
450
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For the H!Z-89; floppy disk,
$15. Friendliware (see address above).
FLJ Soft, a graphics and
printing program that helps
you modify Zenith's interactive business graphics package to provide printing of
graphs and pie charts. It's
written in assembly language
with a source code for customized modification. For the
H !Z-100; floppy disk, $19.95.
FLJ Software Co., POB 3293,
Hialeah, FL 33013.

IBM
Personal Computer
Acme Linear Optimization,
a mathematical-formulation
program that allocates
limited amounts of resources
to different projects to minimize costs and maximize
profits. Only a basic knowledge of algebra is needed to
operate for planning in business, marketing, engineering, and the environment.
Floppy disk, $150. Acme
Computer Co., 532 Northeast
83rd St. , Seattle, WA 98115.
Enchanter, . an interactiveprose fantasy game (see description under Apple). Floppy disk, $49.95. Infocom Inc.,
55 Wheeler St., Cambridge,
MA 02138.

variables, and allows access
to data from up to 12 files
simultaneously. Floppy disk,
$200. Gryphon Microproducts, POB 6543, Silver
Spring, MD 20906.

colorful kaleidoscopic-type
patterns as they grow and
die. Floppy disk, $24.95. PCWare, Department BMSl,
POB 3174, Gaithersburg, MD
20878.

Harvard Project Manager, a
project-planning and management program. This program aids in analysis, planning, and scheduling projects by determining which
parts of the project are critical
to the total project time . It
also helps to efficiently
schedule tasks at minimum
cost while still meeting deadlines. Floppy disk, $395. Harvard Software Inc. , Software
Park, Harvard, MA 01451.

Planfin, an accounting program designed to forecast,
budget, and figure discounted cash-flow for your
business needs. It is menu
driven and allows you to
change values in areas such
as production and sales, pricing, financing, inflation,
foreign-exchange movements, and more. Floppy
disk, $195. Business Software
Pty. Ltd ., 10 Help St., Chatswood, New South Wales
2067, Australia .

Investment Tax Analyst, a
user-friendly series of Visicalc templates for accountants, stockbrokers, financial
planners, and individual investors to analyze the tax implications of different investment strategies. This program can determine the total
tax cost and effects of investments up to six years, both
before and after investments
have been made. Floppy
disk, $150. John Wiley &
Sons, 605 Third Ave., New
York, NY 10158.

The Exterminator, a BASICprogramming tool. This program uses labels instead of
line numbers and lets you
write a type of control statement. You can write programs in several different
files and combine them in
any order you select. Floppy
disk, $49. Micromedia, POB
33071, Northglenn, CO
80233.

Least Squares Curve Fitter
(LSF), a curve-fitting method
package. This program is
used to derive a relationship
between sets of variables by
collecting, storing, and retrieving large amounts of
data for applications that include such fields as politiCS,
mathematics, engineering,
and finance . The three types
of curves generated are
linear, quadratic, and cubic.
Floppy disk, $39.95. PrenticeHall Inc., Rt. 9W, Englewood
Cliffs, NJ 07632 .

dB!RA, a dBASE II utility
package. This array program
permits the creation of a
group of related data with a
similar format, provides storage of over 65,000 memory

PC Life, a game centered on
a simulation of a cell's lifecycle. Create a world with a
life pattern for all single-cell
beings to follow on the grid
of your screen. Cells produce

Plotpro, a set of three Microsoft BASIC programs (see description under CP!M) . Floppy disk, $49.95. BV Engineering, POB 3351, Riverside, CA
92519.
Professional Tax Plan, a taxplanning program for such
professionals as accountants,
attorneys, trust officers, and
insurance agents. This program lets you index tax years
for 1985 and after. It offers
ten-year averaging, capitalgain deduction, self-employment tax, taxable unemployment compensation, medical
expenses, credit limitations,
and other features. Floppy
disks, $350. Aardvark !
McGraw-Hill, 1020 North
Broadway, Milwaukee, WI
53202.
Profin, a financial-analysis
program. You can financially
evaluate your investments including irreversible capitalgain projects. This menudriven program lets you ask
"What if ..." questions. You
can produce businessoriented forecasts, budgets,
discounted cash flows, and
returns on investments. Floppy disk, $295. Business Software Pty. Ltd. (see address
above) .

ever need
r:, '.~ nation.authorized service centers
.ready Tor speedy repair on your sixmonth end-user warra nty.
Just think of it: everything you want in a
letter-quality printer ... anywhere you want it.
Only $599.

Transtar

P.O. Box C-96975, Bellevue, Washington 98009

Circle 362 on inquiry card .

SofhwareRecelved----------------------------------------------------Mr. Quartermaster, a menudriven inventory-control system for businesses and institutions. This program lets
you print reports for inventory, reordering, and usage
listings. You can update stock
and inventory items plus
maintain comprehensive files
with add, change, or delete.
Floppy disk, $120. RJL Systems, 106 New Haven Ave.,
Milford, CT 06460.
1983 Tax Preparer, a program
for professional, computerautomated preparation and
filing of 1983 tax returns. It
also keeps individual tax
records throughout the year.
Features include preprinted
1040 forms, instant access, a
disk library, client-billing letter for professionals, and
foolproof error recovery.
Floppy disk, $250. Howard
Software Services, Suite 310,
8008 Girard Ave., La Jolla,
CA 92037.

Real Analyzer, a real estate
program. You can analyze
both income and home property over 5 years. This program will help you decide
when it's best to buy, sell, exchange, or refinance any
property by projecting cash
flow and profitability before
and after taxes. Floppy disk,
$195. Real-Comp Inc., POB
1263, Cupertino, CA 95015.
RIP, a real estate investment
package. This set of 12
Visica1c templates helps in
time-consuming calcula tions. The analysis template
will perform a detailed 8-year
analysis on property by comparison of investment alternatives. Floppy disk, $29.95.
Tom Ciulik, 3011 Bunker Hill
Circle, Marietta, GA 30062.
Sailing, a sailing-adventure
simulation game. You must
sail your boat through the
Caribbean Sea in a race

Youcan
now order
article
•
repnnts
fromthis
·publication
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against time to rescue swimmers trapped in the Bermuda
Triangle. Beware of the creeping mist, gravitational vortices, storms, and other obstacles. Floppy disk, $34.95.
Accupipe Corp., 222 West
Lancaster Ave., Paoli, PA
19301.
Supercalc 3, an electronic
spreadsheet with integrated
graphics and data- and textmanagement capabilities. It
is geared toward professional
managers who need to solve
financial and numerical analyses. You can create line and
bar graphs and pie and
exploded-pie charts. Floppy
disk, $395. Sorcim Corp.,
2310 Lundy Ave. , San Jose,
CA 95131.
Triple Brain Trust, a question-and-answer game for all
ages. After a question is correctly answered, the player
places an X or an 0 on a tic-

tac-toe grid. Categories include word recognition, basic
reading, geography, movies,
and general sports trivia.
Floppy disk, $39.95. Reston
Publishing Co. , 11480 Sunset
Hills Rd ., Reston, VA 22090.

TRS-80
The BASIC Answer, a textprocessing utility program .
BASIC programm ers can
construct code in a structured
manner. It uses labels instead
of line numbers and supports
variable names of up to 14
significant alphanumeric
characters. For the Model 4;
floppy disk, $69. Logical Systems Inc., 8970 North 55th
St., POB 23956, Milwaukee,
WI 53223.
Games for the II (vol. 2),
three arcade-type games. In
Palestine, yo u pilot your
fighter to destroy the enemy.

University Microfilms International,
in cooperation with publishers
of this journal, offers a highly convenient Article Reprint Service.
Single articles or complete issues
can now be obtained in their
original size (upto 8112 x 11 inches).
For more information please complete and mail the coupon below.

ARTICLE REPRINT
SERVICE
University Microfilms International

I
I
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I
Institution/Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I
Department _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I
Address, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ __
I
Mail to: University Microfilms International
I
Article Reprint Service
I
300 North Zeeb Road
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106
I
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An Analog and Digital I/O board for your IBM peTM at just $295!*
Who does Molinari think he is?
Ho hoho.
Don't laugh. We're not kidding. Data Translation is practically giving away a new single board
plug-in that brings complete analog and digital VO
capabilities to your IBM Personal Computer.
Ordered in lots of 500 or more, you can enjoy
full data acquisition capability for as little as $295.
And smaller unit orders also qualify for considerable
savings ... one unit is only $495.
But what would you expect from an innovator
like Data Translation? Whether you're working in
laboratory research or industrial process control,
our latest board can give you measurement and control capabilities at tremendous savings.
The DT2808 includes 16-channeI1O-bit AID,
2-channeI8-bit D/A, 16 lines of digital va, a programmable clock and direct memory access capability.
And all of these fimctions are supported by PCLAB, 'M
our BASIC callable subroutine library running under
PC DOS. 'M

A comprehensive user manual with many
programming examples will get your application up
and running fast.

DiRlt~-.,

An a rog

'/0

.nput s

This easy to use, easy to program board is highly reliable,
and of course, fully backed by Data Translation's service and
support team.
The new DT2808. The lowest cost
data acquisition for your IBM Pc. And
just one in a long line of software
compatible analog vo boards offered
by the industry leader.
Data Translation.
Yes Virginia, there is a Santa
Claus. He's president of Data
Translation.
For more information,
call one of our elves.

An a log

Outputs

The DT2808 is the lowest cost data acquisition board
for the IBM PC. It includes AID, D/A, digital 110, clock
and DMA on a single board for $295 in OEM quantity.

(617) 481-3700.
*500 pes., $495: quan tity one

DATA
Worl~

Headquarters: Data Trans lation , In c ., 100 Locke Dr., Ma rlboro, MA 01752 (617 ) 48 1-3700 Tlx 951646.
European Headquarters: Data Transla tion, Ltd., 430 Bat ll Rd., Slough, Be rks hire SLl 6BB England (06286) 34 12 Tlx849 862 .
In Canada: (4 16) 625-1907.
IBM PC , IBM Personal Compute r and PC DOS are registered tradema rks of IBM. PC LAB is a trad emark of Data Tran slation, Inc.
Circle 105 on inquiry card .

Data Translation provides a full
family of analog and digital 110
boards with software support
for the IBM PC.

Software Recelved _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

IT'S SI MPLE ...... .
CALL & SAVE MONEY!
,

::~~

1-800-841-0860

: :.~

DIRECT MARKETING COMPUTERS AND
EQUIPMENT TO SAVE YOU MONEY!

SINCE 1978

In Ape Escape, you climb
through the jungle to save
Alvin Ape. And in Saucers,
you help Andorians exterminate eight types of pests.
For Models II, 12, and 16;
floppy disk, $29.95. Maryland Model II Games, 3304
Carlton Ave., Temple Hills,
MD 20748.

LS-LDOS Help, a screenoriented utility program that
displays information about
LDOS. Simply type HELP
and a keyword to obtain information on LDOS or
LBASIC commands. For
Models I, III, and 4: floppy
disk, $29. Logical Systems
Inc. (see address above) .

Kaleidophone, a programmable color-organ/videomusic system. Create an unlimited variety of color displays that change in time
with the music. You can play
this like a video instrument
or operate it from built-in displays. For the Color Computer; cassette, $20. New
Salem Research, West Main
St., New Salem, MA 01355.

LS-Help Text Source, ASCII
text files covering LDOS and
LBASIC commands. The files
may be incorporated into the
LDOS Help utility or appended to create your own
help files. For Models I, III,
and 4; floppy disk, $29. logical Systems Inc. (see address
above).

• PURE RADIO SHACK EQUIPMENT •

~
20
DISCOUNT

UP
TO

MORE

* * * CALL

FOR PRICES * * *
ON COMPLETE LINE

PRINTERS AND EQUIPMENT

EPSON

C
OI(ID\TA A
Ifl§.
L
L
RB ROBOT
li/J;IMI

SMITH
CORONA

IL

~

~@Irv.,er .... Clo' .. e

C.ltoh
(DHayes*
IINovationl1l

WE SELL IBM
P.C. COMPATIBLES

1978

• PIONEER IN DIRECT TO
CONSUMER SALES OF MICRO
COMPUTERS AND ELECTRONICS
• NAME BRAND PRODUCTS
• LARGE INVENTORIES
• NEXT DAY SHIPMENT ON
MOST PRODUCTS

FREE UPON REQUEST
• DISCOUNT PRICE LIST AND
INFORMATION KIT
• COPY OF MFR'S WARRANTY
• PRICES AND PRODUCTS ARE
SUBJECT TO CHANGE
NOTICE
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Micro Management
Systems, Inc.
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2803 Thomasville Road East
Cairo. Georgia 31728
1912) 377-7120
Circle 240 on inquiry card.

LS-FED II (File Editor), an
all-purpose file and disk
editor. This utility program
displays a 256-byte sector of
a file in both ASCII and hexadecimal notation . Any byte of
a displayed sector can be
modified and you have
several options for movement
through the sectors. For the
Model 4: floppy disk, $49.
Logical Systems Inc. (see
address above) .
LS-FM (File Manager), a utility program for file management. It lets you display, kill,
move, remove, and copy
files. Wildcard characters can
be used to purge a disk, and
files can be copied to more
than one disk drive simultaneously. For the Model 4:
floppy disk, $49. Logical Systems Inc. (see address
above) .
LS-Help Generator, a utility
program for use with LDOS
Help that lets you create your
own help files for use with
LDOS. The Help Generator
takes a text file and changes
it into a data file that can be
accessed with LDOS Help.
For the Model 4: floppy disk,
$49. Logical Systems Inc. (see
address above) .

LS-Technical Help, ASCII
text files covering assemblylanguage programming with
LDOS. The four files contain
a description of the Z80 mnemonic functions, flag setl
reset information, and op
codes. For use with two disk
drives and LDOS Help. For
the Model 4; floppy disk,
$39. Logical Systems Inc. (see
address above) .
Plotpro, a set of three Microsoft BASIC programs (see description under CP/M) . For
Models I, III, and 4; floppy
disk, $49.95. BV Engineering,
POB 3351, Riverside, CA
92519.
Pro-Cess, a menu-driven,
machine-language program
that provides maintenance
for CMD- or CIM-type loadmodule files . It allows file appending, mapping, sorting,
packing, offsetting, and partitioned data-set member extraction. You can reorganize
large, inefficiently generated
load modules. For the Model
4; floppy disk, $40. Misosys,
POB 4848, Alexandria, VA
22303.
Smal-LDOS 5.1.3, a disk
operating system based on a
subset of LDOS. It features
many of the filters and utili-

The Micromint

Collection

Micromint. Supporting the varied projects that appear in Steve Ciarcia 's .
monthly article in BYTE Magazine , "Ciarcia 's Circuit Cellar." Offering a Wide
range of computers and peripherals designed to meet the exacting demands of
the hobbyist as well as worldWide corporate clients.

As leatured in Ciarcia's Circuit Cel/ar
am Magazine, January & February 1984
All you need to buitd a Smart Video Terminal equivalent to the types advertised for $1 ,000 .00 or more is a
Term-Mite ST circuit board , scanned or parallel keyboard , video monitor and power suppty.
• Uses brand new Nat'! Semi NS455A Terminal
Processor.
• 24 lines by SO characters, 25th reverse-video
status.
• Upper & lowercase. Line (block) graphics .
• Selectable dala rate, parity & display options.
• Aeverse video, half intensity. double height &
width. underlined, blinking and/or blank character.
• Separate sync or composite video output. Self Test.
Tenn-Mite ST Video Display Tennlnal Boan!
BCC22 Assembled & Tested
. $284.
BCC23 Complele Kil . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .
244.

MPX-16 MICROCOMPUTER
IBM PC COMPATIBLE

As leatured on the cover 01 BYTf Magazine . Also
lea/ured in Ciarcia's Circuil Cel/ar November.
December 1982 & January 1983
The Computer With A Split Personality.
-Use it as an IBM PC look alike that directly boots
PC DOS t.t and accepts all expansion boards
designed tor the IBM PC.
-Use it as a powertulSOSS single board computer
for all your OEM applications. Just add serial terminal, disk drive and power supply. Directly boots
CP/M-S6.
Buy the MPX-16 in the form that best meets your
needs or budget. As a bare board , as a wave soldered
board that con tains all components less ICs, as an
assembled and tested circuit board or as a complete
·system .
• Directly boots PC DOS 1.I and CP/M-S6.
• Most IBM PC software executes with no
modifications . •
• IBM PC bus compatible + 9 expansion slots.
• Intel SOSS t6·bit microprocessor.
• Optional intelSOS7 math coprocessor.
• 256K bytes on board memory.
• Up to one megabyte of system memory.
• Up to 64K bytes of system ADM/EPAOM .
• 2 AS·232C Serial & 3 Paralfel l/O ports.
• Disk controller for 5W' or S" drives.
• Sixteen levels of vectored interrupts.
MPX·16 Clltuit Board Assembled
w!64K RAM.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . $1 ,200.
OEM 100 quantity price . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
900 .
MPX·16 Clrtult Board Asembled
wt.!56K RAM . .
1,400.
MPX·16 Semi·KII (wave soldered ciltuit
boan! w/all components) Less ICs . . . . .
595.
Complete Kit ollCs wt.!56K RAM. . .
595.
MPX·16 Unpopulated (bare) PC Boan! . . . .
300.
CP/M·S6 Operating System + Manuals. . .
SO.
MPX·16 Switching Power Supply . . . . . . . .
300.
MPX·16 Technical Relerence Manual . . . . .
50.
MPX·16 Metal Enclosure with Fan . . . . .. .
300 .
Tandon TM 100·2 Double Sided/Density
Drive .. . . . ... . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
300.
IBM PC Keyboard Intertace Adapter . . . . . .
100.
Shipping & handling additional on aI/
"'PX·160"'eTS.
IBM PC IS a trademark at International Busmess Machmes Inc.
CP/M-86ls a trademark of Digital Research Inc.
Z8 IS 3 trademark 01 Zilog Inc

Circle 242 on inquiry card ,

With the new ZS with on board 4K FORTH you can
program high speed controllunction s in a lew simple
high level language commands. Pertect lor data
reduction. process control and high speed control
applications.
BCC20 ZSF FORTH Microprocessor chip . . .. S150.
BCC21 ZSF FORTH System Controller
IThis boan! is a BCC11 with a BCC20
Installed)
Assembled & Tested .
2S0.

As fealured in Ciarcia 's Circuit Cel/ar.
Bm Magazine, July & Augusl19/l1
The ZS Basic System Controller is an updated version
01 our popular BCCOl . The price has been reduced
and features added . The entire computer is 4" by 41''''
and includes a tiny BASIC interpreter, up to 6K bytes
01 RAM and EPROM, one RS·232C serial port with
switchable baud rates and two parallel ports . BASIC
or machine language programming is accomplished
simply by connecting a CRT terminal. Programs can
be translerred to 2732 EPRDMs with an optional
EPAOM programmer lor auto start applications . Addi·
tional ZS peripheral boards indude memory expan·
sian , serial and parallel 110, real time clock. an AID
Converter and an EPROM programmer
• Uses Zilog Z8 single chip microprocessor.
• Data and address buses available for 124K memory.
• Can be battery operated.
• Cross assemblers for various computers.
aCC11 Assembled & Tested ... .. .... .

Z8 CROSS ASSEMBLERS
From Micro Resources
tBM PC, APPLE, 6502 Systems 5v.-;
CP/M 2.2 8" .
From AI/en Ashtey
TRS·aO Modell , III , Northstar 5W' .
CP/M 2.2 S".

S 75.'
75.
150.

As fealured in Ciarcia's Circuit Cel/ar
BYTf Magazine, Seplember & October 1983
GIVE YOUA COMPUTER THE DIMENSION OF SIGHT
• Interprets. enhances and stores images.
. 256 x 128 digital image sensor
• Plug· in boards for the IBM·PC. APPLE II + or e.
• Software includes utilities for aula exposure,
multi-level greyscale. screen dump and image
enhancement.
• Includes intertace card. 4 foot extension cable .
camera assembly, manual, and software on
diskette
DCf)t IBM PC Assembled & Tested
DC021BM PC Complete Kit ...... .
OC03 APPLE II Assembled & Tested
DC04 APPLE II Complete Kit .

As feaiured in.Ciarcia 's Circuil Cel/ar
BYTf Magazine, March 1983
MicrominI's latest 300 Baud Modem Kit is crystal
conirolled . uses the TI TMS99532 IC. contains just
25 parts and requires no calibration or adjustments .
Use with acoustic coupler or in direct connect mode .
MD04 Complete Kit as shown . . .
. S60.
, M005 Translonner for Direct Connect Mode
9.
ACf)t Acoustic Coupler Kif . .
20.

• SK bytes of additional RAM pr EPROM .
• Three additionalS bit parallel ports .
• Cassette intertace-300 baud K.C. Standard .
• Soltware real tim e clock.
BCC03 w/4K RAM Assembled & Tested .
BCC04 wlBK RAM Assembled &Tested ..

Z8 EPROM PROGRAMMER
• Transler BASICor Assembly language application
programs from RAM to 2716 or 2732 EPROM .
• Comes with programming & utility routines on
EPROM .
• Requires BCC03 Z8 Expansion Board for operation .
BCC07 Assembled & Tested .
. ....... . S145.

Z8 ANALOG TO DIGITAL
CONVERTER
• Uses Analog Devices 7581 IC , S·channeIS-bit.
• Adds process control capability to the Z8 syslem
• Over 1,000 conversions per channel per second .
• Monitors Sanalog signals in one of two 10v ranges.
BCC13 Assembted & Tested .
. ....... S140.

Z8 SERIAL EXPANSION BOARD
• Adds additional RS·232C and opto·isolated 20 rna .
current loop serial port to the Z8 System .
• Runs at 75 to 19,200 baud in all protocols.
• Comes with listings of sample serial 1/0 routmes.
BCCOa Assembled & Tested .
. .... ... S160.

Z816K MEMORY EXPANSION
BOARD
• Add up to 16K of additional memory, RAM or
EPROM, to your Z8 System Controller in any
multiple .
• Accepts 2016. 6116,2716, or 2732 memory types.
• Four 16K cards may be installed on the ZS System
bringing the total memory to 64K.
BCC14 Assembl~d & Tested w/SK RAM
.. S120.
BCC16 Assembled & Tesled wn6K RAM .
155.

APPU 1/ f·Z Color plug·in boa'" wilh Graphics
fdito; 3.3 disk
Elf)t Assembled & Tested. .
. . $150.
El02 Comptete Kit . . .....
125.
APPU 1/ f·Z Cotor Plus
• Allows the use of a single monitor or TV set.
EZ11 Assembled & Tested w/Graphics Edilor . S200.
KRELl. WGO lor f ·Z Color and f ·Z Color Plus
Supports Sprite Graphics.
EZ21 Krell LOGO wilull documentation ....... $S9.
Animation Soltware lor E·Z Color Plus
. • Oraw with Sprites using Joystick or Koala Pad .
• Animate Sprites from your own BASIC program .
EZ21 Animation Software .. ... .. ... . ...... 549.

on

As fealured in Ciarcia's Circuit Cel/ar
BYTf Magazine Seplember. Oclober 1982.
Microvox is a second generation prolessional voice
quality text·to-speech synthesizer that is easily inter·
faced to any computer, modern , RS{!32C serial
or parallel output device and provides speech of
unbelievable clarity.
• Unlimited vocabulary.
• 64 programmable inltection levels.
• 6K text·to·speech algorithm.
• Full ASCII character set recognition and echo .
• RS232C and parallel output.
. 1000 character buHer, 3000 optional.
• Adjustable baud rates 175·9600).
• Spelling outpul mode .
. 7 oclave music and sound eHects .
• On board audio amplifier & power supply.
• X·OnlX-OH handshaking .
MVf)t Assembled with 1K buffer
.... S299.
MV02 Complete Kit with 1K buHer .....
219.
Add $15.00 lor 3K buffer option.

VOTRAX SC-01A PHONETIC
SPEECH SYNTHESIZER IC
The SC·OtA Speech Synthesizer is a complelely sel,·
contained solid state device that phonetically synthesizes continuous speech 01 unlimited vocabulary.
Used in our Microvox and Sweet· Talker.
SCOlA Ouantily 1-99
. . S44. ea.
100 +
32. ea.
1000 +
24. ea.

5100 f·Z Color Graphics Boa'"
• With sound generator & joystick intertace.
• MBASIC Graphics Editor on S" diskette.
El04 Assembted & Tested ..... .. ...
. . S289.

MICROMINT INC, 561 Willow Avenue,
Cedarhurst, NY 11516
To Order: Call Toll Free 1-800-645-3479
For Information Call: 1-516-374-6793
Call: Monday-Friday, 9-5 PM

SofhwareRecelved----------------------------------------------------ties of the original system.
For Models I and III; floppy
disk, $59. Logical Systems
Inc. (see address above).
Student Grade System, a student-average teacher's aid
program. Teachers can keep
track of students using numbers or letter grades, easily
add or delete names, and
print a student's progress
during a term. For the Model
III; floppy disk, $75. Tinker
Techniques, 435 Greenway
Ave., Trenton, NJ 08618.
Z Graph, a graphics-editor
package in machine-language . Construct screen
images using the computer's
block-graphics capabilities.
You can automatically generate lines, circles, and rectangles, or save any image
generated from other programs. For Models I and III;
floppy disk, $50. Misosys
(see address above) .

Timex/Sinclair 1000
AC and DC Circuit Analysis,
two electronic-analysis pro- '
grams. You can compute
general numerical solutions
to electrical circuits containing 12 nodes and 25 branches
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of resistors or controlled
sources. The program also
displays node and branch
voltages, currents, and
powers. Cassette, $15.95.
Computer Heroes, 1961
Dunn Rd ., East Liverpool,
OH 43920.
1983 Tax Return Helper, a
1983 income tax calculation
program. A set of five programs automatically correlates, updates lines, and
checks errors when you enter
information for Form 1040
and Schedules A, B, C, D,
and E. Cassette, $14. K Soft,
845 Wellner Rd ., Naperville,
IL 60540.
RPNZL Programming System, a set of four programs
that provides the speed and
control needed in BASIC programming. It includes a 3000bit-per-second tape system, a
full-screen text editor, compiler, sampler, linker, and
other features. Cassettes,
$29.95. The Golden Stair,
141A Dore St., San Francisco,
CA 94103.

Other Computers

the swing and make shots
with a joystick on a 9-hole
golf course. Try to par the
course while avoiding trees,
sand traps, and water
hazards . Ideal for both avid
golfers and nongolfers. For
the Texas Instruments 99/4A;
cassette, $14.95. Harry P.
Richard, 18 Fruitwood Dr. ,
Burnt Hills, NY 12027.
Plotpro, a set of three Microsoft BASIC programs (see description under. CP/M). For
Victor computers using MSDOS; floppy disk, $49.95. BV
Engineering, POB 3351,
Riverside, CA 92519.

Supercomp-Twenty, an electronic spreadsheet for financial modeling and decisionsupport applications. This
program is designed to be
used in a distributed network
so that models can b e moved
between different computers.
You can also import data to
a graphics or word-processing package. For the Digital
Equipment Corporation
(DEC) Professional 350; floppy disk, $395. Access Technology Inc. , 6 Pleasant St. ,
South Natick, MA 01760 .•

This is a list of software pacl<ages that have been received by
BYTE Publications during the past month. The list is correct to
the best of our I<nowledge. but it is not meant to be a full description of the product or the forms in which the product is
available. In particular. some pacl<ages may be sold for several
machines or in both cassette and floppy-disl< format; the product listed here is the version received by BYTE Publications.
This is an all-inclusive list that mal<es no comment on the
quality or usefulness of the software listed. We regret that we
cannot review every software pacl<age we receive. Instead.
this list is meant to be a monthly acl<nowledgment of these
pacl<ages and the companies that sent them. All software received is considered to be on loan to BYTE and is returned to
the manufacturer after a set period of time. Companies sending software pacl<ages should be sure to include the list price
of the pacl<ages and /where appropriatel the alternate forms
in which they are available.

Cape Cod Golf, a graphicssimulation game. You control

Circle 181 on inquiry card .

Event Queue
February 1984
Febmary-April

Courses from Integrated
Computer Systems, various
sites throughout the U.S.
"Implementing Local Area
Networks" and "Computer
Network Design and Protocols" are two of the courses
to be presented. For course
information, contact Ruth
Dordick, Integrated Computer Systems, 6305 Arizona
Place, POB 45405, Los
Angeles, CA 90045, (213)
417-8888.
FebnlQry-April

Courses in C Language and
Unix, various sites throughout the U.S. Three five-day
courses are offered: "C Programming Workshop," "Ad_
vanced C Topics Seminar,"
and "Unix Workshop:' For
complete details, contact Joan
Hall, Plum Hall Inc., 1
Spruce Ave., Cardiff, NJ
08232, (609) 927-3770.
Febmary-July

Reliability and Maintainability Engineering Insti-

Relations Department, Society of Manufacturing Engineers, One SME Dr. , POB
930, Dearborn, MI 48121,
(313) 271-0777.
Febmary 13-16

Kuwait Info '84, International Exhibition Center, Kuwait
City, Kuwait. Exhibits in this
third annual event will encompass a broad range of information businesses, including data and word processing, communications, office
automation, micrographics,
security systems, and environmental control systems.
Information is available from
Carol Purdey, Intermarket
Network Corp., Suite 203,
1110 Vermont Ave. NW,
Washington, DC 20005, (202)
822-9127.
February 14-15

The First Annual Automated
Manufacturing Systems
Conference: A Market Assessment, Inn of Westchester,
White Plains, NY. For information, contact Carol Sapchin, Frost & Sullivan Inc.,
106 Fulton St., New York, NY
10038, (212) 233-1080.

tutes and Short Courses,
various sites throughout the
U.S. A few of the programs
to be offered are "Reliability
Engineering, Testing, and
Maintainability Engineering"
and "The Tenth Annual Reliability Testing Institute:' For
a complete schedule, contact
Dr. Dimitri Kececioglu, College of Engineering, Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering Department, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ
85721, (602) 621-2495.
Febmary-AlIgllst

Conferences and Expositions
from the Society of Manufacturing Engineers, various
sites throughout the U.S. and
around the world . More than
25 conferences and expositions are scheduled. For a
calendar, contact the Public

February 14-16

The Twelfth Annual ACM
Computer Science Conference, Franklin Plaza Hote\,
Philadelphia, PA . Papers,
panel sessions, and abstracts
will address the central
themes of · "Factory of the
Future;' "Coping with Small
Computers," and "Social and
Ethical Implications of Computers." Exhibits will feature
over 50 computer and instructional materials. Particulars are available from the
Association for Computing
Machinery, 1133 Avenue of
the Americas, New York, NY
10036, (212) 265-6300.
Febmary 15-16

Intermountain Telecommunications Show, Expomart,
Salt Lake City, UT. This

show, cosponsored by Jon
Taylor & Company and the
Utah Telecommunications
Management Association,
will focus on the latest developments in voice- and datacommunications equipment
and services. For information, contact Jon Taylor &
Co., POB 356, Salt Lake City,
UT 84110, (801) 298-3100.
February 17

Computer-aided Manufacture for Semiconductor Fabrication Applications, Palo
Alto, CA. this intensive
short course, sponsored by
Continuing Education in
Engineering and the College
of Engineering of the University of California in Berkeley,
will survey CAM trends. Advanced registration is required due to limited enrollment. The fee is $215. For information, contact Continuing Education in Engineering, University of California
Extension, 2223 Fulton St.,
Berkeley, CA 94720, (415)

For information on travel and
arrangements, contact the
Housing Division at (800)
221-3302; in New York, (212)
974-1934.
Febmary 20-22

The 1984 Office Automation
Conference (OAC '84), Convention Center, Los Angeles,
CA. The theme of this conference is "Office Automation and You:' For the first
time, an executive-only program will be offered. Further
information is available from
the American Federation of
Information Processing Societies Inc., 1899 Preston White
Dr. , Reston, VA 22091, (703)
620-8926. For details on the
Executive Program, contact
John J. Connell, Office Technology Research Group, POB
65, Pasadena, CA 91102 .
February 20-23

Computer Expo '84, Expo
Centre, Orlando, FL. This
show will feature more than
100 demonstrations of microcomputer hardware and software. Attendees can participate in a wide range of seminars and hands-on workshops. For details, contact
Laurel Netzer, POB 3435,
Longwood, FL 32750, (305)

Arabian Productivity Advancement Using Computers/Graphics, APAC '84,
Inter-Continental Hotel,
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. This is
the first international conference and exposition on
computer graphics to be held
in Saudi Arabia. Industry
and government representatives from Middle Eastern
and Western nations will attend . For information, contact APAC '84 Conference
Director, World Computer
Graphics Association Inc.,
Suite 399, 2033 M St. NW,
Washington, DC 20036, (202)

862-6917.

775-9556.

642-4151.
February 17-19

February 18-22

Febnlary 21

Euroshop 84, Fairgrounds,
Dusseldorf, West Germany.
This international trade fair
will feature more than 600 exhibitors from 20 countries
and will be supplemented by
workshops exploring various
facets of the merchandiSing
business. For show details,
contact Dusseldorf Trade
Shows, 500 Fifth Ave., New
York, NY 10110, (212) 840-7744.

High-resolution lithography, Palo Alto, CA. This
intensive short course, sponsored by Continuing Education in Engineering and the
College of Engineering of the
University of California in
Berkeley, will focus on advances in electron-beam
lithography, optical lithography tools, and more. Advanced registration is reFebruary 1984 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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Eventtlueue------------------------------------------------------------quired due to limited enrollment. The fee is $215. For information, contact Continuing Education in Engineering, University of California
Extension, 2223 Fulton St.,
Berkeley, CA 94720, (415)
642-4151.
February 21-23

Softcon, Superdome, New
Orleans, LA . This international software conference
and trade fair is designed for
retailers, independent sales
organizations, consultants,
government agencies, educational institutions, and professional software developers. Registration is $15. For information, contact Northeast
Expositions, 822 Boylston St.,
Chestnut Hill, MA 02167,
(800) 841-7000; in Massachusetts, (617) 739-2000.
February 22-24

Fundamentals of Finance
and Accounting Using a Microcomputer, New York City.
This three-day seminar is
sponsored by the Data Processing Institute of the New
York University School of
Continuing Education. It will
cover microcomputer applications for effective decision
making and controlling business requirements. Previous
computer knowledge is not
required. The fee for the
course is $695. For details,
contact the NYU School of
Continuing Education Seminar Center, 575 Madison
Ave., New York, NY 10022,
(212) 748-5094.

$350. To register, contact International Database Management Association Inc.,
Suite 210, 9740 Appaloosa
Rd., San Diego, CA 92131,
(619) 578-3152.
Februanj 22-28

Imprinta 84, Fairgrounds,
Dusseldorf, West Germany.
This international congress
and exhibition will feature
techniques and services in
print communication and its
alternatives. For details, contact Dusseldorf Trade Shows,
500 Fifth Ave., New York, NY
10110, (212) 840-7744.

Februanj 23-26

February 22-24

Pick Spectrum '84, MGM
Grand Hotel, Reno, NY. This
business-computer forum,
designed for people in computer education and the technical or manufacturing paths,
will feature a wide array of
demonstrations and exhibits.
Seminars will be available on
Pick implementations, networking, magnetic tape
media, and voice response
and recognition. The fee is

Computers & Reading/Learning Difficulties, Hilton, San
Francisco, CA. This second
annual conference is designed for those people who
use computers in the reading
and language arts, and for
overcoming learning disabilities. Interested persons may
request brochures from Educational Computer Confer-

February 1984 © BYrE Publications Inc.

Februanj 25-26

The Computer Supermarket
Personal Computer Show,
County Fairgrounds, San
Mateo, CA . Retailers, manufacturers, and distributors
will offer savings on a wide
variety of personal computers, software, and accessories for hobby, business,
and home uses. For exhibitor
and show information, contact Microshows, POB 4323,
Foster City, CA 94404, (415)
571-8041.

Februanj 23-24

Computers in Construction,
Orlando, FL. This seminar is
designed to assist construction contractors and construction management firms
in acquiring computer systems. The fee is $425 per
registrant . More details are
available from CIP Information Services Inc., 1105-F
Spring St., Silver Spring,
MD 20910, (301) 589-7933.

Technology, Entertainment,
Design Communications
Conference, Conference Center, Monterey, CA. Audio and
visual presentations documenting technological advances and their usage in
communications processes
will be presented at this conference . Registration fees are
$475. Contact Judi Skalsky,
T. E. D. Communications
Conference, 635 Westbourne
Dr., Los Angeles, CA 90069,
(213) 854-6307.
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ences, Department N, 1070
Crows Nest Way, Richmond,
CA 94803.

Februanj 25-26

February 27-28

Software Tools for Distributed Support Systems,
Westin Hotel at Copley Place,
Boston, MA. This conference, targeted at managers
and professionals, will feature in-depth demonstrations
and discussions by leading
software vendors. For details,
contact Dr. Warren Briggs,
The ' Software Tools Conference, Suffolk University,
Beacon Hill, Boston, MA
02114, (617) 723-4700.
February 27-29

Fundamentals of Finance
and Accounting Using a
Microcomputer, Chicago, IL.
For details, see February
22-24.

February 27'-March 2

MICAD '84, Paris, France.
An exhibition associated with
the MICAD biennial conference will be held for the first
time. This event also marks
the tenth anniversary of
MICADO, the French Computer Graphics Association.
MICAD will provide an opportunity for manufacturers
of computer graphics hardware and software to make
contact with the rapidly
growing French computergraphics market. For information, contact Caby Smith,
World Computer GraphiCS
Association Inc., Suite 399,
2033 M St. NW, Washington,
DC 20036, (202) 775-9556. In
Europe, contact MICADO,
ZIRST, Chemin de Pre Carre,
38240 Meylan, France; tel:
(76) 90-31-90; Telex: 980882 F.
Februanj 27-Marcl! 2

Welcome to the World of Personal Computing, Fort lauderdale, FL. This workshop
serves as a comprehensive
introduction to the uses of
microcomputer technology
in business, industry, and
government. Six modules,
ranging from user productivity to software reliability, are
on the agenda. For further information, contact Keston
Associates, 11317 Old Club
Rd ., Rockville, MD 20852,
(301) 881-7666.

February 27-29

Micro Technology & Auditing, Westin Peachtree Plaza,
Atlanta, GA. This intensive
conference provides an update on state-of-the-art technology, controls, security,
and auditability of microcomputer systems. Topics to be
presented include a Unix system tutorial, recovery management for microcomputers,
encryption, the Pick operating system, and the portable
audit office. For details, contact MIS Training Institute
Inc., 4 Brewster Rd, Framingham, MA 01701, (617)
879-7999.

Februanj 28-29

The Twelfth Annual Midwest Digital Equipment Exhibit and Seminar, Thunderbird Motel, Minneapolis,
MN. More than 100 manufacturers of computer terminals,
data-communications equipment, peripherals, data-acquisition systems, and digital
test instruments will display
their products. Admission to
both the exhibits and seminars is free of charge. For
more details, contact Countryman Associates Co., 1821
University Ave., St. Paul,
MN 55104, (612) 645-9151.

Care Sciences, Sheppard Air
Force Base, TX. This conference will explore technology
in aerospace applications,
technical training, and education, with emphasis on
current developments in the
Department of Defense. Topics of discussion include
computer-generated simulations and training aids and
innovative uses of interactive
videodiscs. For information,
contact Captain Jim Campbell, SHCS/USAF/MSSA,
SAFB Wichita Falls, TX 76311,
(817) 851-6461.

Febnwry 28-March 1

The Annual Computer Fair
of the Computer Society of
Bermuda, Princess Hotel,
Southampton, Bermuda.
The theme for this event is
"Bermuda-The International
Offshore Software Mart."
Seminars, demonstrations,
presentations, and vendor
exhibits will highlight this
show. For full details, contact
James H. Young Jr., Computer Society of Bermuda,
POB 1479, Hamilton 5, Bermuda, (809) 295-7111.
Febnwry 28-March 1

COMPCON Spring '84, San
Francisco, CA. For details,
contact the IEEE Computer
Society, POB 639, Silver
Spring, MD 20901, (301)
589-8142.

March 1984
March 1-2

The Microcomputer Jungle:
Impact on Health Care, Kansas City, KS. This course is
designed to broaden the
knowledge base for novice,
intermediate, and advanced

Febmary 28-March 2

The Air Force Conference on
Technology in Training and
Education, School of Health

small system users who work
in health-care fields. The fee
is $90 for phYSicians, nurses,
therapists, and administrators; $45 for student/residents. For details, contact Jan
Johnston, Office of Continuing Education, University of
Kansas Medical Center, 39th
and Rainbow, Kansas City,
KS 66103, (913) 588-4480.
March 6-8

Professional Development
Week '84 (p.D.W. '84), Holiday Inn, Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada . The theme of this
event sponsored by the Data
Processing Institute is "Technology-Solution or Problem:' Held in conjunction
with Interchange '84, both
events will cover various
government electronic data
processing applications and
systems. For information,
contact the Data Processing
Institute, Box 2458, Station 0 ,
Ottawa, Ontario KlP 5W6,

Canada, or call Carol Halikas
at (613) 992-3333.
March 8-9

Computers in Construction,
San Diego, CA. For details,
see February 23-24.
March 8-10

The Role of the Microcomputer in Education IV, Arlington Park Hilton, Arlington Heights, IL. In-depth
seminars and sessions covering a wide range of educational topics make up this
conference. Further information is available from Rick
Nelson, Micro-Ideas, 1335
North Waukegan Rd., Glenview, IL 60025, (312) 998-5065.
March 12-14

Auditing and Controlling
Microcomputers, Houston,
TX. This seminar reviews the
technology behind microcomputers and shows how
they can be used by an audi-

From Computer Plus to YOU . ..

NRZ DIGITAL DATA RECORDER
r----------,

FEATURES:
.4800 BAUD data rate (3" per
second) 1 ERROR in 10. BITS·
RS-232 or TIL interface - NO
EXTERNAL INTERFACE REQUIRED
• ASYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATIONS STANDARD "HANDSHAKING" • SPEED STABILITY - LONG
TERM ±.1% • COMPATIBLE with
DC-3 • Works with CERTIFIED DATA
or high quality FeO AUDIO TAPES·
OPTIONS: 115v ac, 220v ac, 12v ac;
Stand alone; Rack-mountable; 9600
BAUD; BuHered Version

The PD-1 SERIES DIGITAL DATA RECORDER continues to set new
NRZ INDUSTRY STANDARDS. Its tachometer feedback LC stabilized motor circuit and heavy duty drive mechanism provide STABILITY, ACCURACY and RELIABILITY. You get LESS BIT DROP-OUT
when capturing crucial information at HIGHER DATA TRANSFER
RATES . . .. at a MUCH LOWER COST. $335.00

USED IN:
• PROCESS CONTROL. POINT-OF-SALE • TELEPHONE SWITCH
LOGGING (Call Activity and Station Message Detail) • DIAGNOSTIC
SUPPORT (local/remote) • HARD DISC BACKUP (for personal or
small computer systems) • Many Other Applications
• An intelligent, buffered version of this device is also available.

TO ORDER, DIAL:
(201) 356-9200

PLUS aHer PLUS aHerPLUS

~Eeqg~qJ

r

136
Lackland Drive
Middlesex, N.J . 08846

Model 100 8K $679
Model 100 24K 5835

OMP120 $395
DMP200 $520

BIC SAVINCS ON A FULL COMPLEMENT OF RADIO SHACK COMPUTER PRODUCTS
COMPUTERS
Co lor Computer
64K ed. bo~ r c
Model 4 Portable
6dK 2 Drl .. es
Po cket Compu ter 2
Pockel Computor 3
Pockel Compu ter 4
Model 12 64K 1 DrI .. e
Mode l 12 64K 2 Drl .. e
Mode l 16B lOr 256K
Mo d e l 168 2DR 256K
MODEMS
Hoye s Smarlmodem B
Hayes Smarlmode m 1200
No ..atian Smarlcal 1200
Novation J,COI
RS. AC·3
R S. Modem I
RS Modem II

$305
1525

165

89
59
2699
3375
4249
4915

2J5
565
459
125
129
89

160

PRINTERS
511.. e r Reed EXP500 OW.
SiI .. e r Reed EXP550 OW.
DaiSy Whe el II
DWP410
OWP210
CGP 115
CGP220 Ink Jet
OM P1QO
DMP420
DMPSOO
DMP2100
Ge mini l OX
Della ·l 0
Gemin i 15X
Prowrller
Pr ow riie r II
Qkidolo
Epson
DISK DRIVES
Model 11114 Drive 0
Model 11114 Drive 1

1745
11 59

62'1
159
545
315
7J5
1219
1689

315
515
399
375
649
CAlt
CALL

515
195

M odel III II! Dri .. e 2
Model 11114 Olive 3
Primary Hord Disk M12
Primary fiord Di~k Mill

289
259
2689

1799

ETC .
CCR·81 Re corder
Cassene lopes (10 Pk)
16K Ram Chips
6dK Ram Chips
Model I! bilK Upgrade Kit
M 100 Bar Code Re ader
8K Prinle r Buller
Prrnler Stand
Printer Cables
Printer Ribbon s
Plln ter Pape r
Dust Co ..ers
Com pule r 800k~

52
9.95

25
75
140
B9
135
25

11.5. sollware 10% olf lisl
Se nd lor c o mple te tislln g
01 brand name sol1 war e

CALL TOLL FREE
'-800-343-8124

..

• LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES
• BEST POSSIBL E WARRANTY
• KNOWLEDGEABLE SALES STAFF

P.O: Box 1094

• TIMELY DELIVERY

480 King Street
littleton, MA 01460

• SHOPPING CONVENIENCE

~

lRS·1I011 a loglltorod Iradomark 01Tan dy Corp.
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Event G u e u e - - - - - - - - - - - tor for practice management
or as a tool in an audit engagement. For a course outline, contact Miriam Hoyt,
MIS Training Institute Inc. , 4
Brewster Rd., Framingham,
MA 01701, (617) 879-7999.
March 12-15

YOU CAN'T
FIGHT STATIC
SITTING DOWN.
Static electricity exists eve·iywhere in an office
environment-it's not just confined to a few square
feet around a CRT. And when you consider that someone casually walking past a terminal can generate
enough charges to trigger a major malfunction,
it's clear that a small anti-static mat is hopelessly
ineffective in protecting sensitive computers.
The solution is Staticide®. Unlike bulky mats,
which can be unwelcome in a smartly-decorated
office setting, Staticide provides an invisible barrier
against static-a shield that remains in effect for up to
six months with a single application. And while mats
can cost hundreds, a quart of Staticide is only a few
dollars. What's more, now you could wipe out static
and dust attraction on CRT screens and keyboards
with new Staticide®Wi pes TM.
Staticide from ACL. When
you compare it against antistatic mats, the results will
,
.
floor you .

h.

!tatll:Tde
by ACL Incorporated

4

1960 East Devon Ave.
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
(312) 981-9212 , TELEX: 4330251

We offer no static ,
to our customers.
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Interface '84, Convention
Center, Las Vegas, NY. For
details on this twelfth annual
data communications/information-processing conference and exposition, contact
the Interface Group Inc., 300
First Ave ., Needham, MA
02194, (BOO) 325-3330; in Massachusetts, (617) 449-6600.
March 13

NorWesCon-84, Red Lion Inn
Convention Center, Bellevue,
WA. The theme of this ninth
annual Pacific Northwest industrial electronics trade
show is "Discover Solutions
in Technology:' Almost 50
manufacturers will present
exhibits, demonstrations,
and seminars of original
equipment manufacturing
and end-user products for
the industrial electronics
marketplace. Admission is
free for all members of the industry. For information, call
the sponsor, Almac Electronics Corp., 14360 Southeast Eastgate Way, Bellevue,
WA 98007, (206) 643-9992.

Dearborn, MI 48121, (313)
271-1500, ext. 521.
March 13-15

Micro/SET 84: Microcomputer Expo for Scientific,
Engineering, and Technology, Engineering Society of
Detroit, MI. Papers emphasizing microcomputer applications in research, design,
engineering, and manufacturing will be presented.
Complementing the conference program will be displays of scientific, engineering, and technical microcomputer hardware and software. For more information,
write to the Conference Manager, Engineering Society of
Detroit, 100 Farnsworth,
Detroit, MI 48202 .
Ma rch 13-15

Optical Storage of Documents and Images, Biltmore
Hotel, Los Angeles, CA. Topics to be covered are readwrite and read-only storage
of analog and digital information including office documents, engineering drawings, and parts catalogs. The
fee is $695 for the first person
from an organization and
$595 for each additional attendee. For more information, contact Technology Opportunity Conference, POB
14817, San Francisco, CA
94114-0817, (415) 626-1133.

Ma rch 13-15

March 15-16

CIMCOM, Convention Center, Washington, DC. The
Computer-integrated Manufacturing and Communications (CIMCOM) conference
and exposition is sponsored
by the Computer and Automated Systems Association
of the Society of Manufacturing Engineers (CASA/SME).
It will focus on software development and applications,
beginning with manufacturing planning and continuing
through the manufacturingcontrol processes. For informaiton, contact CASA/SME,
One SME Dr., POB 930,

Technology Outlook, the
Wisconsin Center, Madison,
WI. This seminar, conducted
by the University of Wisconsin-Extension Engineering
and Applied Science Program, is for industrial executives seeking an understanding of telecommunications, automation, computer
advances, and genetics. The
fee is $475. For information,
contact the University of Wisconsin-Extension, Department of Engineering and Applied Science, 432 North
Lake St., Madison, WI 53706,
(608) 262-3748.

March 18-22

Saudicomputer JB4-The
Business Computer Show,
al-Dhiafa Exhibition Centre,
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. For information, contact Philip Jenkinson, Saudicomputer '84,
Overseas Exhibition Services
Ltd. , 11 Manchester Square,
London WlM 5AB, England;
tel: 01-486 1951; Telex: 24591
Montex G.
March 19-21

Material Characterization
Techniques for Integrated
Circuit Processing, San
Mateo, CA. This three-day
course is designed to acquaint participants with current techniques for integrated-circuit development,
process monitoring, and
failure analysis. The course
fee is $450 for lectures only or
$695 for the third-day lab session. For information, contact
Continuing Education in
Engineering, University of
California Extension, 2223
Fulton St. , Berkeley, CA
94720, (415) 642-4151.
March 19-22

Automated Manufacturing
Conference and Exhibition
(AM84l., Textile Hall, Greenville, Sc. The latest automated manufacturing technologies will be the focus of
this combiration exhibition
and seminar. Representatives
from more than 200 firms are
expected . Complete details
about the conference can be
obtained from the AM84
Registration Control Center,
POB 5616, Station B, Greenville, SC 29606, (803) 242-3170,
ext. 260. Details ab!Jut the exhibition are available from
AM84, POB 5823, Greenville,
SC 29606, (803) 233-2562.
March 19-22

The Eigllth Annual Federal
Office Systems Expo (FOSE
'84), Convention Center,
Washington, DC. The theme
for this year's expo is "Realities of Integration: Technologies, Applications, Human

Resources." More than 60
conference sessions and 1200
exhibits are planned. Address inquiries to Jacqueline
Voigt, National Trade Productions, 9418 Annapolis
Rd., Lanham, MD 20706,
(800) 638-8510; in Maryland,
(301) 459-8383.
Ma rch 22-23

Computers in Construction,
New York, NY. For details,
see February 23-24.
March 22-25

The Ninth West Coast Computer Faire, Civic Auditorium
and Brooks Hall, San Francisco, CA . This is one of the
year's largest computer
shows. For information, contact the Computer Faire Inc. ,
Suite 201, 181 Wells Ave .,
Newton, MA 02159, (617)
965-8350.
March 23

The 1984 Computer Law Institute, Cleveland, OH. This
event, sponsored by the Bar
Assocjation of Gr~ater Cleveland, will cover current legal
and tax issues that affect the
computer industry. For details, contact Carole Falcone,
Mall Building, Cleveland,
OH 44114, (216) 696-3525.
March 26-28

The Seventh International
Conference on Software Engineering, Orlando, FL. This
conference seeks to evaluate
what has been learned from
the past and to provide directions for future investigations
in software engineering. Its
theme is "Fifteen Years of
Software Engineering: Results and Futures." A software tools fair will be held
concurrently. Contact the
IEEE Computer Society, POB
639, Silver Spring, MD 20901,
(301) 589-3386.
March 26-29

Personal Computer Interfacing and Scientific Instrument Automation, Blacksburg, VA. These hands-on
Circle 268 on inquiry card.
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Ev.ntClu.u. ________________________________
workshops, sponsored by
the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University,
provide' participants with experience in wiring and testing interfaces on popular
personal computers. For information, contact Dr. Linda
Leffel, C.E.C., Virginia Tech,
Blacksburg, VA 24061, (703)
961-4848.
March 26-30

The Sixth NC Industrial
Automation and Robot Conference and Exhibition,
Milan Fair, Milan, Italy. Controls for automated material
handling, variable mission
manufacturing systems, and
quality control will be featured . A concurrent conference consisting of 20 sessions
will be presented. For more
information, contact the Society of Manufacturing Engineers, One SME Dr., POB
930, Dearborn, MI 48121,
(313) 271-0023.

March 27-29

Southwest Computer Conference (SWCC), Myriad
Convention Center, Oklahoma City, OK. This seventh
annual business and industry conference is aimed at
management and technical
personnel. It will feature more
than 50 seminar presentations and 250 exhibits. For
details, contact E. Z. Million,
SWCc, POB 950, Norman,
OK 73070, (405) 329-3660.
March 28-30

The Sixth Annual Computer
Graphics Conference, Doral
Hotel On-the-Ocean, Miami
Beach, FL. The theme for this
conference is "Forecasts and
Assessments:' Further details
are available from Carol Sapchin, Frost & Sullivan Inc.,
106 Fulton St., New York, NY
10038, (212) 233-1080.
March 30-31

Third Annual Conference on

~---------------------------

Communication Technology, Joseph Stokes Auditorium, Children's Hospital of
Philadelphia, PA. This program presents advances in
technology and treatment alternatives for phYSically handicapped and speech-impaired persons. Speakers,
equipment demonstrations,
and workshops are planned .
The two-day registration fee
is $95, which includes all
course materials. If your registration request is postmarked before March 10, the
fee is $85. Group rates are offered. For full particulars,
contact Joan Bruno, Children's Seashore House, 4100
Atlantic Ave., POB 4111,
Atlantic City, NJ 08404, (609)
345-5191, ext. 278.
March 30-April 1

The NY Personal Computer
Show, Exposition Rotunda,
Madison Square Garden,
New York City. Formerly

called the Eighty/Apple/PC
Computer Show, this event
will feature products and services for all small computer
systems. Complete show details can be obtained from the
Kengore Corp., POB 13,
Franklin Park, NJ 08823, (201)
297-2526.
April 1984 .
April 1-4

The 1984 EFT Expo, Hyatt
Regency, Grand Cypress Resort, Orlando, FL. This annual convention and exposition, sponsored by the Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT)
Association, provides the opportunity to meet with
leaders and experts in the
field of automated payments
systems and services. The fee
is $495 for EFT members and
$625 for nonmembers . For
details, contact the EFT
Association , Convention

IN PROFESSIONAL VOICE QUALITY
The new INTEX-TALKER features professionall.Oice quality. unlimited
vocabulary and automatic inflection control. The built-in text-tophoneme algorithm is highly accurate. INTEX-TALKER can speak or
spell any ASCII text - including punOuation. 8 K bytes of user
programmable memory are included. A 2.7 K character buffer is
available for text storage or downloading user pragrams. Other
features include:
• 64 innection levels (automatic or
manual control)
• RS232C and Parallel conneOors
• Spelling and phoneme access modes
• Adjustable baud rates (75-9600)
• 5 octaves of music

• 6502 Microprocessor
• Completely self-contained
(requires no overhead)
• 8uilt in speaker option
• Available at board level
in OEM quantities

For More Information
Write or call us at (313) 540-7601 to order or request our product
brochure. Visa/Master Charge accepted. 5345.00 (plus shipping).
Intex Micro Systems Corporation
725 S. Adams Rd. - Suite L-8
.Birmingham. MiChigan 48011
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Coordinator, Suite 800, 1029
Vermont Ave. NW, Washington, DC 20005.
April 2-4

Speech Tech-84, St. Moritz
Hotel, New York City. This
voice-synthesis and recognition applications show covers
voice input/output as applied
to computers, telecommunications, defense electronics,
robotics, education, and aids
for the handicapped. For information, contact Stanley
Goldstein, Media Dimensions Inc., 525 East 82nd St.,
New York, NY 10028, (212)
680-6451.

equipment, computers, communications, telephone systems and equipment, word
processors, business systems
and forms, and software and
computer peripherals. For information, contact Weber and
Associates Inc. , 10608 Millington Court, Cincinnati,
OH 45242, (513) 791-6303.
April 3-6

The 1984 Test & Measurement World Expo, Brooks
Hall, San Francisco, CA. This
is the third annual expo
sponsored by Text and Measurement World, a magazine
from Interfield Publishing.
For details, contact Meg
Bowen, Test & Measurement
World Expo, 215 Brighton
Ave., Boston, MA 02134, (617)
254-1445.

DEXPO East 84, Bayside Exposition Center, Boston, MA.
This cqnference, dedicated to
professionals who use Digital
Equipment Corporation
(DEC) equipment, is sponsored by the national independent DEC user group
of Warwick, Rhode Island .
Topics to be covered are office
automation, personal computers, communications, security and disaster planning,
education, graphics, technology trends, and other areas
of interest. For information,
contact Expoconsul International Inc. , 55 PrincetonHightstown Rd. , Princeton
Junction, NJ 08550, (609)
799-1661.

April 3-5

April 4-11

Cincinnati Business Show,
Convention-Exposition Center, Cincinnati, OH. Exhibits
include automated office

CeBIT, Hannover, West Germany. This office-equipment
and data-processing technology exhibition will bring to-

April 2-5

gether exhibitors from more
than 25 countries. For information, contact Hannover
Fairs Information Center,
POB 338, Route 22 E, Whitehouse, NJ 08888, (800)
526-5978; in New Jersey, (201)
534-9044.
April 5-7

COMDEX/Winter, Convention Center, Los Angeles,
CA. This conference and exhibition will feature separate
hardware and software sections on the same exhibit
floor. For information, contact The Interface Group Inc.,
300 First Ave., Needham,
MA 02194, (800) 325-3330; in
Massachusetts, (617) 4496600.
April 8-11

World Retailers Business &
Equipment Exposition,
Palais des Congres, Paris,
France. This exposition is
sponsored by the National
Retail Merchants Association
(NRMA) and runs concurrently with NRMNs Ninth
World Conference of Retailers. The exposition is deSigned to introduce store
merchants to new developments, equipment, and procedures. Admission is free,
although retail store mer-

chants must show ticket. For
complimentary tickets and
details, write to Dan Soskin,
NRMA Enterprises, 100 West
31st St., New York, NY 10001.
April 9-12

Intergraphics '84, Sasakawa
Memorial Hall, Tokyo, Japan.
This conference and exposition is cosponsored by the
Society of Manufacturing
Engineers (SME) and the
World Computer Graphics
Association (WCGA). It will
focus on the growing importance of computer graphics
in business and manufacturing industries. For information, contact James
McLaughlin , Society of
Manufacturing Engineers,
One SME Dr., POB 930,
Dearborn, MI 48121, (313)
271-0023.
April 13-14

The Fourteenth Annual Virginia Computer User's Conference, Sheraton Hotel,
Blacksburg, VA. This conference is sponsored by the
Virginia Tech Student Chapter of the ACM (Association
for Computing Machinery)
and the computer science
department of Virginia Tech .
Topics include modeling and
simulation, STARS and

a lI1essage to our subscribers
From time to time we make the BYTE subscriber list available to other companies who wish to send our subscribers material about their products. We take great care to screen these companies, choosing only those
who are reputable, and whose products, services, or information we feel would be of interest to you. Direct
mail is an efficient medium for presenting the latest personal computer goods and services to our subscribers.
Many BYTE subscribers appreciate this controlled use of our mailing list and look forward to finding information of interest to them in the mail. Used are our subscribers' names and addresses only (no other information we may have is ever given).
While we believe the distribution of this information is of benefit to our subscribers, we firmly respect the
wishes of any subscriber who does not want to receive such promotional literature. Should you wish to
restrict the use of your name, simply send your request to the following address.

BYTE Publications Inc
Attn: Circulation Department
70 Main St
Peterborough NH

03458
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BEST IN
PRICE & QUALITY

Event Queue - - - - - - - - - - -

Call Now TOLL FREE

800·368·3404
(In VA, Call Collect 703-237-8695)
AMPEX-INTERTEC-TEXAS INSTRUMENTS-GENERAL DATA
COMM.-ANDERSON JACOBSON-C.ITOH-aUME - BEEHIVEDATASOUTH-DIABLO-CENTRONICS - NEC - PRENTICE

't"3;(';"
INTERTEC SUPERBRAIN II
64K DD'
. $1798
64K aD'
......... . $2143
64K SD' (96TPI) .... . .. $2689
'(Includes MI Solt BASIC)

DYNABYTE 8/ 16 BIT ..... Call
CALLAN 16/32 BIT . ... .. Call

lJ;!I:R'!iFJI
NEC
7710 Ser. . .
. ... $1899
7715
... $1949
. . . $1899
7730 Par. . . . .
7720
.. . .. . . .. . $2449
7725
.. . .. .... . $2496
Std. Tractor 77xx ..... . . $ 199
3510 ................ $1364
3515 ........• " . " . .. . $1394
.... $1390
3530
3550 (IBM) .......... . $1709
DATASOUTH DS180 . .. . . Call
DATASOUTH DS220 . .. .. Call
DIABLO
.. . $ 849
620·SPI
630·R·102/147
. . . . $1949
630ECS .
. .... ... $2389
630·R155' .... . ....... $1694
"(for IBM PC, Apple II , TRS-80)

630K104 (KSR) .. . ... . . $2265
QUME
Sprint 11 /40-PLUS
. $1288
Interface
...... $ 76
Sprint 11 /55
.... . Call
Sprint 9145 FP ......... $1794
Sprint 9/55 FP ......... $2080
Bi-Dir Forms Tractor '" $ 219
CENTRONICS: 122 Par. $ 689
351 ................. $1673
BarCode ............ $ 98

,nJ.',II:"!'"

AMPEX
. $ 689
D80
PHAZE (3270 Ex. Mem) . $1589
BEEHIVE (SMART DISPLAY)
DM5 ............. . .... Call
DM5A
............. Call
DM83 (Burroughs)
..... Call
DM3270 (3270 Emulator) _. Call
Protocol Converter . . .. .. Call
QUME
. ..... $ 549
aVT-102
aVT-108 ...... " ...
. Call
C. ITOH
CIT101 ...
. .$1289
CIT 161 (64 Colors)
.. Call
CIT 201 (Graphics for
TEK4010/ 4014)
.Call

CIT 414 (Graphics
640 x 480 Res .) .
. .. Call
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
745 Standard ......... $1172
745 Std . (Reconditioned) . Call
765 Bbl M'my
... . . Call
785/787 . .
. . .. .. Call
810 Basic ...... . . .... $1249
810 Package ....... ... $1439
820 Package RO ...... . $1610
820 KSR Package .. . . . ... Call
703 Std .. . .. . .... . .. . . $ 459
.. $ 549
707 KSR
850 Tractor Feed ... . . . . $ 549

l't']']2'h1
Prentice Star 300 Bd . $
U.S. Rob
Password AD (212A) .. $
US Rob Tel Pack ....... $
Stat Muxes .............
Ve"te1212 + 3E ... . ......
Prentice 24/9600 bd . . ...

124
347
69
Call
Call
Call

QUME
Data Trak 5 $ 289 or 2 for $ 549
Data Trak 8 $ 5190r2for$ 999
SOFTWARE
BISYNC-3780
... . $ 569
WordStar ............. $ 279
DataStar ...... .. . ... . $ 218
Mail Merge
.. $ 144
SpeliStar ............. $ 144
Plan 80 ....
. $ 249
....... $ 489
d Base II
CalcStar
... $ 119
SuperSort ... .... . .... $ 144
SuperCalc ....... . .... $ 144
InfoStar .............. $ 279
InfoStar (8") .... Special $ 249
CIS Cobol
. $ 689
Forms II . ... . .. . . . . . .. $ 159
MACR080 ...... ..... $ 183
"C" Compiler .
. . $ 239
WordStar Professional
(WS , SS, MM, S1) .... $ 399
ReportStar ........... $ 199
Starlndex ...... ...... $ 129
..... Call
PlanStar
StarBurst ...... .. . .. .... Call
... Call
InfoStar Plus
II:I~II:Z"

256K RAM Bd . . ....... $
256K RAM Bd Full Parity. $
. .. $
BabyBlue .
BabyTex .... ......... $
BabyTalk 3270 BISYNC $
8" Disk Controller ...... $

256
305
600
600
895
395

We also make EIA RS 232 or RS 449 cables to your order, can supply you with
ribbons, printer stands, print wheels, thimbles for all printers listed. Plus
many, many more items. Most items In stock. CALL NOW.
All items shipped Ireight collect either motor Ireight or UPS unless oth erwise specified . All prices already include 3% cash discount. Purchas e with credit card does not
include discount. Virginia residents , add 4% Sales Tax. For fastest delivery send
ce rtifi ed check, money order or bank-wire tra nsfer. Sorry. no C.O.D. orders. All
equipment is in factory cartons wit h manufacturers
_
'
_
warranty (honored at our depot) . Prices subject to
~ r~l
change without notice.
I
_ ~C9

T£BfIlI1l8L51&1I1Ii' lll :

Terminals Terrific, Inc. , PO Box 216 , Merrifield , VA 22116
Phone 800-368-3404 (In VA, Call Collect 703-237-8695)
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Japanese fifth-generation
computers, and microcomputers. For information, contact Suzanne Nagy or Roger
Goff, VCUC-14, 562 McBryde
Hall, Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA 24061.
April 13-15

The International Personal
Robotics Congress and Exposition, Convention Center,
Albuquerque, NM . International corporations and
high-technology executives
can view the latest in robots
designed to serve personal
needs. For details, contact Albuquerqlle Convention and
Visitors Bureau Inc., POB
26866, Albuquerque, NM
87125-6866, (505) 243-3696.
April 16-18

Videotex '84, Chicago, IL.
The focus of this international conference and exhibition is commercial applications and activities of videotex . For details, contact Sally
Summers, London Online
Inc. , Suite 1190, 2 Penn Plaza,
New York, NY 10121, (212)
279-8890.
April 17-19

IPAD II, Marriott Hotel,
Denver, CO. This is the second national symposium to
promote a wider awareness
of the technology surrounding the Integrated Program
for Aerospace-vehicle Design
(IPAD). The focus will be on
advances in distributed database management technology to support integrated
CAD/CAM requirements. It
is sponsored by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, the Department
of the Navy, and the Industry Technical Advisory Board
for IPAD. Information is
available from the IPAD Project Office, Mail Stop 246,
NASA Langley Research
Center, Hampton, VA 23665,
(804) 865-2888.
April 18-20

The 1984 Rocky Mountain
Data Processing Expo &

Conference, Denver, CO.
This is the seventh annual
expo sponsored by the Mile
High Chapter of the Data
Processing Management Association . Displays will include mini- and microcomputers, word processors,
software, educational services, and network systems.
It is being held in conjunction with the DPMAs Region
4 conference. For information, contact Industrial Presentations West Inc ., Suite
304, 3090 South Jamaica
Court, Aurora, CO 80014,
(303) 696-6100.
April 24-25

Workspace 84, Mo scone
Center, San Francisco, CA.
This second annual conference and exposition,
sponsored by National Fairs
Inc. , will be devoted to the
concerns of the automated
office. For details, contact
Charley Yourd, National Fairs
Inc., 1902 Van Ness Ave., San
Francisco, CA 94109.
April 26-28

Science Park '84, New
Haven, CT. This microcomputer conference and exposition is designed for smallbusiness executives . For
details, contact Science Park
'84, Five Science Park, New
Haven , CT 06511, (203)
436-3089 .•
fn order to gain optimal
coverage of your organization's computer conferences, seminars. worl(shops. courses. etc.. notice
should reach our office at
least three months in advance of the date of the
event. Entries should be
sent to : Event Queue.
BYTE Pubfications. POB
372. Hancock, NH 03449.
Each month we publish
the current contents of
the queue for the month
of the cover date and the
two following calendar
months. Thus a given
event may appear as many
as three times in this section if it is sent to us far
enough in advance.

Take this
giant 879.50

Handbook for
,

.

'

. .. .

.

.

.

only S3.00 ...

when you join the Byte Book Club

M

You simply agree to buy 3 more books - at handsome
discounts - within the next 12 months,

THE McGRAW-HILL COMPUTER HANDBOOK

Editor in Chief, Harry Helms
.30 big sections give you in-depth answers
• 992-page !llammoth sourcebook includes
nearly 500 helpful illustrations
• a staff of well-known contributors share
the expertise that helped launch the
computer revolution

It puts the whole spectrum of computer science at your fingertips!
4 more reasons to join today!
1. Best and newest books from ALL publishers!

hether you're a micro owner or a data processing
professional, whether you use a computer for
W
your business or in your home, here is the ideal single -

1
f
ume re erence.
Organized for fast, easy access, it offers thorough
2. Big savings! Build your library and save money too!
coverage of every aspect of computer science and
Savings range up to 30% or more off publishers' list
engineering. Unlike other books which offer brief
prices - usually 20% to 25%.
overviews, The McGraw-Hill Computer Handbook
3. Bonus books! You will immediately begin to particigives full-length, signed chapters to really fill you in
pate.in our Bonus Book Plan that allows you savings up
b'
.d
.
to 70% off the publishers' prices of many professional
on su ~ects as WI e-rangIng as:
and general interest books!
- circuitry
- software
- languages
4. Convenience! 14-16times a year (about once every
- peripherals
- networking
- robotics
3-4 weeks) you receive the Club Bulletin FREE. It fully
It's the one-stop "answer book" that covers everydescribes the Main Selection and alternate selections.
h ' l' d
A dated Reply Card is included. If you want the Main
thing from basic computer t eory to specla Ize areas
Selection , you simply do nothing - it will be shipped
like voice recognition and artificial intelligence.
automatically. If you want an alternate selection - or no
Computerworld praises it for having "the depth and
book at all- you simply indicate it on the Reply Card and
return it by the date specified . You will have at least 10
usefulness typical of a McGraw-Hill reference:' It's
days to decide. If, because of late delivery of the Bulletin
"very readable;' says Compuserve. And Stock Market
you receive a Main Selection you do not want, you may
magazine calls it "an invaluable reference tool for both
return it for credit at the Club's expense.
the professional and the beginner."
As a Club member you agree only to the purchase of
three additional books during your first year of memberTake ad van tage of this incredible limited time offer
ship. Membership may be discontinued by either you or
-join the Byte Book Club today and get your Handthe Club at any time after you have purchased the three
additional books.
book for only $3!
Fill out the card and mail today! If the card is missing, write to:
Books are selected from a wide range of publishers by
expert editors and consultants to give you continuing
access to the best and latest books in your field.

VO

BYTE BOOK CLUBTM

P.O. Box 582,
Hightstown, New Jersey 08520
BYrE February 1984
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Books Received
The Academic Apple, Richard·.
Mowe. Reston, VA: Reston
Publishing, 1983; 176 pages,
15.3 by 23 em, softcover, ISBN
0-8359-0033-9, $10. 95.
Advanced Database Machine
Architecture, David K. Hsiao,
ed. Englewood Cliffs, . NJ:
Prentice-Hall, 1983; 416
pages, 18.5 by 24.3 em, hardcover, ISBN 0-13-011262-3,
$35.
Apple II DiskGuide, Zelda
Gifford . Berkeley, CA:
Osborne/McGraw-Hill, 1983;
46 pages, 13.5 by 13.5 em,
spiral-bound, ISBN 0-93198896-9, $7. 95.
Atari 400/800 DiskGuide,
John Taylor. Berkeley, CA:
Osborne/McGraw-Hill, 1983;
64 pages, 13.5 by 13.5 em,
spiral-bound, ISBN 0-93198895-0, $7.95.
Automating Your Financial
Portfolio, Donald Woodwell .
Homewood, IL: Dow JonesIrwin, 1983; 272 pages, 15.5
by 23.5 em, hardcover, ISBN
0-87094-399-5, $19.95.
Automation, John Diebold.
New York: American Management Associations Book
Division, 1983; 224 pages,
14.5 by 21.3 em, hardcover,
ISBN 0-8144-5756-8, $14.95.
BASIC Subroutines for Commodore Computers, Eddie
Adamis. New York: John
Wiley & SOT).S, 1983; 320
pages, 17 by 25.3 em, softcover, ISBN 0-471-86541-9,
$12.95.
C-Bims: Cassette-Based Information Management System for
the PET, Gary Greenberg.
Blue Ridge Summit, PA: Tab
Books, 1983; 224 pages, 13 by
21 em, softcover, ISBN 08306-1489-3, $10.95.
The COBOL Programmer's
Book of Rules, G. Ledin Jr., M.
Kudlick, and V. Ledin. Belmont, CA: Lifetime Learning
Publications, 1983; 240 pages,
15 by 23 em, softcover, ISBN
0-534-97923-8, $14.95.
CP/M DiskGuide, Curtis A.
Ingraham. Berkeley, CA :
Osborne/McGraw-Hill, 1983;
466
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40 pages, 13.5 by 13.5 em,
spiral-bound, ISBN 0-93198897-7, $8.95.
CP/M for the IBM Using
CP/M-86, Judi N . Fernandez
and Ruth Ashley. New York:
John Wiley & Sons, 1983; 272
pages, 17 by 25 em, softcover,
ISBN 0-471-89719-1, $14.95.
Commodore 64 User's Handbook, the WSI staff. Cleveland, OH: Weber Systems
Inc., 1983; 312 pages, 13.5 by
21.5 em, softcover, ISBN 0938862-50-2, $14.95.
Computer Graphics for the
IBM Personal Computer,
Donald Hearn and M .
Pauline Baker. Englewood
Cliffs, NJ : Prentice-Hall,
1983; 352 pages, 18 by 24.5
em, hardcover, ISBN 0-13164335-5, $24.95.
Computers for Profit, David
C. Dykstra. Reston, VA: Reston Publishing Co., 1983; 272
pages, 17.5 by 23.5 em, softcover, ISBN 0-8359-0867-4,
$14.95.
CONLAN Report, R. Piloty,
M. Barbacci, D. Borrione, D.
Dietmeyer, F. Hill, and P.
Skelly. Lecture Notes in
Computer Science, #151.
New York: Springer-Verlag,
1983; 192 pages, 16.5 by 24.5
em, softcover, ISBN 0-38712275-3, $10.
Controlling Financial Performance, An APPLE Business
User's Guide, D. P. Curtin,
J. R. Alves, and A. K. Briggs.
Somerville, MA: Curtin &
London, 1983; 176 pages, 21.5
by 28 em, softcover, ISBN 0930764-58-7, $15.50.
Controlling Financial Performance, An IBM PC Business
User's Guide, D. P. Curtin,
J. R. Alves, and A. K. Briggs.
Somerville, MA : Curtin &
London, 1983; 176 pages, 21.5
by 28 em, softcover, ISBN 0930764-57-9, $15.50.
Cryptography, Thomas
Beth, ed. Lecture Notes in
Computer Science, #149.
New York: Springer-Verlag,
1983; 416 pages, 16.5 by 24
em, softcover, ISBN 0-387~

11993-0, $18.50.
DBMS For Distributed Computers and Networks, Dimitris
N. Chorafas. Princeton, NJ :
Petrocelli Books, 1983; 272
pages, 16 by 24 em, hardcover, ISBN 0-89433-184-1,
$24.95.
The Design of Dynamic Data
Structures, Mark H. Overmars. Lecture Notes in Computer Science, #156. New
York: Springer-verlag, 1983;
192 pages, 16.5 by 24 em, softcover, ISBN 0-387-12330-X,
$10.
The Design of Well-Structured
and Correct Programs, Suad
Alagic and Michael A. Arbib.
New York: Springer-Verlag,
1978; 304 pages, 16.5 by 24
em, hardcover, ISBN 0-38790299-6, $17.
Direct Methods for Sparse
Matrices, Ole Osterby and
Zahari Zlatev. Lecture Notes
in Computer Science, #157.
New York: Springer-Verlag,
1983; 136 pages, 16.5 by 24.3
em, softcover, ISBN 0-38712676-7, $8.50.
Easy Add-On Projects for
Spectrum, ZX81 & ACE,
Owen Bishop. London, England : Bernard Babani Ltd.,
1983; 192 pages, 11 by 17.8 em,
softcover, ISBN 0-85934-0996, £2.75.
Effective Structured Programming, Lem O. Ejiogu. New
York: Petrocelli Books, 1983;
192 pages, 16 by 24 em, hardcover, ISBN 089433-205-8,
$24.95.
Electro-Optical Communications Dictionary, Dennis Bodson and Dan Botez, eds.
Rochelle Park, NJ: Hayden
Book Co., 1983; 176 pages,
15.5 by 23.5 em, hardcover,
ISBN 0-8104-0961-5, $16.95.
Electronics Handbook, Matthew Mandl. Reston, VA:
Reston Publishing Co., 1983;
376 pages, 16 by 24 em, hardcover, ISBN 0-8359-1603-0,
$29.95.
40 Easy Steps to Programming in BASIC & Logo,
James 1. Poirot and R. Clark

Adams. Austin, TX: Sterling
Swift Publishing Co., 1983;
64 pages, 21.5 by 28 em, softcover, ISBN 0-88408-275-X,
$3.95.
44 Dynamic ZX-81 Games
and Recreations, Ian Davies.
Englewood Cliffs, NJ : Prentice-Hall, 1983; 174 pages, 15.3
by 22.8 em, softcover, ISBN 013-329144-8, $19.95.
Foundations of Computation
Theory, Marek Karpin ski, ed .
Lecture Notes in Computer
Science, #158. New York:
Springer-Verlag, 1983; 532
pages, 16.5 by 24.3 em, softcover, ISBN 0-387-12689-9,
$22.
Getting Started on the Sharp
1500 & Radio Shack PC-2,
H . C. Pennington , Gary
Camp, and Ralph Burns. Upland, CA : IJG Inc. , 1983; 280
pages, 21 by 27.5 em, ISBN 0936200-11-1, $16.95.
Getting the Most Out of Your
Word Processor, Arnold Rosen.
Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1983; 222 pages,
17.3 by 23.5 em, softcover,
ISBN 0-13-354548-2, $9.95.
Graph-Gramma rs and Th eir
Application to Computer Science, Hartmut Ehrig, Manfred Nag!, and Grzegorz
Rcizenberg, eds. Lecture
Notes in Computer Science,
#153. New York: SpringerVerlag, 1983; 464 pages, 16.6
by 24.3 em, softcover, ISBN 0387-12310-5, $20.50.
Guide to the IBM Personal
Computer, Walter Sikonowiz.
New York: BYTE Books/
McGraw-Hill, 1983; 312
pages, 15.3 by 22.9 em, softcover, ISBN 0-07-057484-7,
$19.95.
Hardware Interfacing with the
Apple II Plus, John E. Uffenbeck. Englewood Cliffs, NJ :
Prentice-Hall, 1983; 256
pages, 18 by 24 em, hardcover, ISBN 0-13-383851-)(,
$19.95.
How to Win at Video Games,
the editors of Consumer
Guide. New York : Crown
Publishers, 1983; 64 pages, 21

Books Received _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
by 27.5 cm, spiral-bound,
ISBN 0-517-42470-3, $3.98.
I Speak BASIC to My VIC,
(Teacher's Manual), Aubrey
B. Jones Jr. Rochelle Park, NJ:
Hayden Book Co., 1983; 272
pages, 21 by 28 cm, softcover,
ISBN 0-8104-6169-2, $18.75.
IBM and the U.S. Data Processing Industry : An Economic
History, Franklin M. Fisher,
James w. McKie, and Richard
B. Mancke . New York:
Praeger Publishers, 1983; 544
pages, 16 by 24.3 cm, hardcover, ISBN 0-03-063059-2,
$37.95.
IBM Data Files, David
Miller. Reston, VA : Reston
Publishing Co. , 1983; 272
pages, 15.3 by 22.8 cm, softcover, ISBN 0-8359-3026-2,
$15.
IBM PC DiskGuide, David
A. Wilson. Berkeley, CA:
Osborne/McGraw-Hill, 1983;
48 pages, 13.5 by 13.5 cm,
spiral-bound, ISBN 0-931988~
94-2, $8.95.

The IBM/PC & Business Software, James E. Kelley Jr.
Wayne, PA: Banbury Books,
1983; 354 pages, 18 by 23.5
cm, spiral-bound, ISBN 088693-000-6, $39.95. Includes
two 51f4-inch floppy disks.
The IBM Personal Computer,
Robert J. Traister. Blue Ridge
Summit, PA: Tab Books,
1983; 202 pages, 19.5 by 23.5
cm, softcover, ISBN 0-83061496-6, $10.95.
IC Timer Cookbook, 2nd ed.
Walter G. Jung. Indianapolis,
IN: Howard W. Sams & Co.,
1983; 384 pages, 13 by 21 cm,
softcover, ISBN 0-672-21932-8,
$17.95.
KP.ypro User's Handbook, the
WSI staff. Cleveland, OH:
Weber Systems Inc., 1983;
312 pages, 13.5 by 21.5 cm,
softcover, ISBN 0-938862-12X, $14.95.
The Master Memory Map for
the Commodore 64, Paul
Pavelko and Tim Kelly. Reston, VA: Reston Publishing

IBM PC KIT
INCLUDES:
•
•
•
•
•
•

FULL HEIGHT

LMS JOYSTICK
Apple II & E Compatible

35 Trac

Heavy duly case.

TEAC F055B
The Highest Quality!
Apple II & E Compatible

• 5 EXPANSION SLO TS

ONLY

$995 00

Slim line - 40 Irae capabi lit y
Doubl e sided, double denSity

Slim lin e · 40 Irae w/patch
Single sided 163 K capacity

Compatible

$189 95

ASSEMBLE IN 1 HOUR

Commodore® Compatible Drive $299 95
Dana's Discount Computer
Buyers Club
•
•
:
•

RAM CHIPS

TRAC FD 55F (DSOD·96TP I) .. ... .. ........... 5239.95.
12 " Amber Monitor Low Res ..
89.95
89.95
12 " Green M onitor Low Res
249.95
$ 12.00 AN NUAL MEMBERSHIP (REFUNDABLl=)
H i Res .
109.95
$10.00 CR EDIT TOWARD FIR ST PURCHASE.
12" Atrona Green Monitor Hi Res ............ .
109.95
S ONLY
80 Col. BMC Printer.. .
.. ..... .. .. .
SPECIAL ADDED DIS CO UNTS.
249.95
CALL
1.0. CARD.
3'1. Apple Compalib le .. . ..
CALL
PERSONAL CH ECKS ACCEPTABLE FROM CLUB MEMBERS. 3'1. IBM PC Compat ible ..
5 'I. (SSDD) Floppy Di scs (Box 01 (0)..
16.95
44.95
Coo ling Fan s lor Appl e.

****

•

Operating System, Ruth
Ashley and Judi N . fernandez . New York: John
Wiley and Sons, 1983; 240
pages, 17 by 25 cm, softcover,
ISBN 0-471-89718-3, $14.95.
Personal Computers &
Games, the editors of Consumer Guide. New York:
Crown Publishers, 1983; 64
pages, 21 by 27.5 cm, spiralbound, ISBN 0-517-41595-X,
$3.98.
Pictorial Data Analysis,
R. M . Haralick, ed. New
York: Springe~-Verlag, 1983;
480 pages, 17 by 25 cm, hardcover, ISBN 0-387-12288-5,
$49.70.
Planning and Budgeting, An
APPLE Business User's Guide,
J. R. Alves, D. P. Curtin, and
A. K. Briggs. Somerville,
MA: Curtin & London, 1983;
144 pages, 21.5 by 28 cm, softcover, ISBN 0-930764-62-5,
$15.50.
Planning and Budgeting, An
IBM PC Business User's Guide,

Apple II & E Compatible

DELUXE CASE
POWER SUPPLY WI FAN
DETACHABLE LOW PROFILE KEYBOARD
MOTHER BOARD FULLY SOCKETED
ALL COMPONENTS INCLUDED
FULL DOCUMENTATIONS

• 128 K RAM

Co., 1983; 192 pages, 15.3 by
22.5 cm, softcover, ISBN 08359-4243-6, $14.95.
Mastering Micros, Hannah
I. Blank. New York: Petrocelli
Books, 1983; 368 pages, 16 by
24 cm, hardcover, ISBN 089433-207-4, $24.95.
Microcomputer Graphics and
Prog ramming Techniques,
Harry Katzan Jr. New York:
Van Nostrand Reinhold,
1982; 244 pages, 16 by 23.3
cm, hardcover, ISBN 0-44228419-5, $22.50.
Minute Manual for Apple
Writer II, Jim Pirisino. Columbia, MD : Minuteware, 1983;
85 pages, 13.5 by 21.5 cm,
softcover, ISBN 0-913131-00-8,
$7.95.
Office Automation and Word
Processing Fundamentals,
Shirley A . Waterhouse. New
York: Harper & Row, 1983;
368 pages, 18.7 by 23.4 cm,
softcover, ISBN 0-06-046954- .
4, $14.50.
PC DOS Using the IBM PC

;~ : ~~~n~~~b~~~~:it'or

4164
4164

150NS
200NS

APPLE II & E
Di SC Dri ve Controller Ca rd
Print er Int erl ace Ca rd
Ep son Compa tibl e
64 K Upper Lowe r
247 Functions on Keyboa rd
Num eric Keypad
H.D. Case

~~E~~~C:~~EBC~~;~~pO:C~;~~~:ND

IC's Available & More
74LS323 ................. . ... .
.. 52.25
6116 .. .... .. .. .. .. ............ ........... 4.90
2114 .... ..... ... ....................... . .. 1.49
6502 . .... . .. . .... . ... .. .. ... .. . ... ... ..... 4.95
ORDER DESK 8:00 A.M. TO 5:00 P.M.
PST MON . THRU FRI.
Orders norm all y shippe d within 48 hours.

$5.95 ea. Limit 64 Pc
$5.50 ea. per customer

$499~5

Dana's Computer Discount

~~~~unc;:i~~~~n~~a~:ucr~i~
warranty. Prices & availability
P .O. Box 15485 , Santa Ana, California ~~~i~~t to c hange without
Orders: 1-800-262-DANA
In California: (714) 953-9105
Join Our
Club
And Save!

International ord ers accep ted wit h a $5.00 surcharge for handling, plus shi pping c harg es . We accept Visa, MasterCard, Money Orders .
and Certified c hecks . Che c ks requi re bank c lea ran ce . California residen ts add 6% sa les t ax · A ll subject to availabili ty, acceptan ce, and
verifica ti on . All sales are final· Sa ti s faction guaranteed or lull re fu nd .

• Eagle , IBM , Apple, Apple liE, and Commodo re are all registered trade mark s of Eagle, IBM , Apple and Commodore corporations .

Circle 208 on inquiry car-d.
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Books Received _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
J. R. Alves, D. P. Curtin, and
A . K. Briggs. Somerville,
MA: Curtin & London, 1983;
144 pages, 21.5 by 28 em, softcover, ISBN 0-930764-61-7,
$15.50.
Polishing Your Apple, vol. 2,
Herbert M. Honig. Indianapolis, IN: Howard W. Sams
& Co., 1983; 112 pages, 14 by
21.5 em, softcover, ISBN 0672-22160-8, $4.95.

Problem Solving and Structured Programming with Fortran 77, Martin O. Holoien
and Ali Behforooz. Monterey,
CA: Brooks/Cole Publishing
Co., 1983; 528 pages, 18.5 by
23.5 em, softcover, ISBN 0534-01275-2, $21.95.

The Programmer's CP/M
Handbook, Andy Johnson-

sign and Implementation , 2nd
ed. Terrence W. Pratt. Englewood Cliffs, NJ : PrenticeHall, 1984; 624 pages, 18.5 by
24 em, hardcover, ISBN 0-13730580-X, $24.95.
Programming the Apple II in
BASIC, Paul Tebbe. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: PrenticeHall, 1983; 192 pages, 15.3 by
22.8 em, softcover, ISBN 0-13729749-1, $16.95.

Quadpack, A Subroutine Package for Automatic Integration, R.
Piessens, E: de DonckerKapenga, C. W. Uberhuber,
and D. K. Kahaner. New
York: Springer-Verlag, 1983;
312 pages, 15.5 by 23 em, softcover, ISBN 0-387-12553-1,
$22.

Laird. Berkeley; CA: Osborne/
McGraw-Hill, 1983; 512
pages, 18.5 by 23.5 em, softcover, ISBN 0-88134-103-7,
$21.95.

The Programmer's Craft,
Richard J. Weiland. Reston,
VA : Reston Publishing Co.,
1983; 176 pages, 18 by 24 em,
hardcover, ISBN 0-8359-56458, $18.95.

Programmer Productivity,
Myths, Methods, and Murphology, Lowell Jay Arthur. New
York: John Wiley & Sons,
1983; 314 pages, 16 by 24 em,
hardcover, ISBN 0-471-86434X, $22.95.

Programming a Personal
Computer, Per Brinch Hansen.
Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1983; 440 pages, 18
by 24.5 em, hardcover, ISBN
0-13-730267-3, $25.

The Programming umguages,
C. H . Smedema, P. Medema,
and M. Boasson. Englewood
Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall International, 1983; 160 pages, 15
by 23 em, softcover, ISBN 013-729756-4, $16.95.

The Programming Language
Ada Reference Manual, ANSI!
MIL-STD-181S-1983. Lecture
Notes in Computer Science,
#155. New York: SpringerVerlag, 1983; 344 pages, 16.5
by 24 em, softcover, ISBN 0387-12328-8, $14.50.

Programming Languages, De468
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Semiconductor Device Technology, Malcolm E. Goodge.
Indianapolis, IN : Howard W.
Sams & Co., 1983; 512 pages,
16.3 by 24.3 em, hardcover,
ISBN 0-672-22074-1, $34.95.

Simulation of Computer Communication Systems, Charles
H. Sauer and Edward A.
MacNair. Englewood Cliffs,
NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1983; 174
pages, 18.3 by 24.3 em, hardcover, ISBN 0-13-811125-1, $25.

Software Design and Development, Philip Gilbert. Chicago,
IL: Science Research Associates, 1983; 704 pages, 19 by
24.5 em, hardcover, ISBN 0574-21430-5, $32.
Software Directonj, 7th ed.
Fairfax, VA: PC Clearinghouse, 1983; 840 pages, 21.5
by 27.5 em, softcover, ISBN 088674-000-2, $29.95.

The Structured Altemative:
Program Design, Style, and Debugging, Don Cassel. Reston,
VA: Reston Publishing Co.,
1983;· 256 pages, 16 by 23.5
em, hardcover, ISBN 0-83597084-1, $24.95.

Structured Cobol Report
Writer, David Schechter and
George Yvkoff. Reston, VA:
Reston Publishing Co., 1982;
320 pages, 18.3 by 24.3 em,
hardcover, ISBN 0-8359-70973, $24.95.

25 Advanced Games for the
PETICBM, Larry Hatch.
Reston, VA: Reston Publish-

ing Co. , 1983; 224 pages, 15
by 23 em, softcover, ISBN 08359-7894-X, $12.95.

Th e User's Guide to Commodore 64 & VIC 20 Computers,
Software & Peripherals, the
editors of Consumer Guide.
New York: Crown Publishers,
1983; 80 pages, 21 by 27.5 em,
spiral-bound, ISBN 0-51741447-3, $4.98.

User's Hal1dbook to the Atari
4001800 Computers, Jeffrey R.
Weber and Stephen J.
Szczecinski. Cleveland, OH:
Weber Systems Inc., 1983;
322 pages, 13 by 21.5 em, softcover, ISBN 0-938862-15-4,
$13.95.

User's Hal1dbook to the IBM
Persol1al Computer, Jeffrey R.
Weber. Cleveland, OH :
Weber Systems Inc. , 1982;
300 . pages, 21.5 by 13.8 em,
softcover, ISBN 0-938862-13-8,
$13.95.

User's Handbook to the
TRS-80 Model II Computer, Jeffrey R. Weber. Cleveland,
OH: Weber Systems Inc. ,
1983; 304 pages, 13 by 21.5
em, softcover, ISBN 0-93886201-4, $13.95.

User's Handbook to the
VIC-20 Computer, Jeffrey R.
Weber and Stephen J.
Szczecinski. Cleveland, OH:
Weber Systems Inc., 1983;
280 pages, 13.3 by 21.5 em,
softcover, ISBN 0-938862-480, $13.95.
Using VisiCalc, Carol Klitzner and Matthew J. Plociak Jr.
New York: John Wiley &
Sons, 1983; 277 pages, 17 by
25 em, softcover, ISBN 0-47189852-X, $16.95.

VIC BASIC, A User-Friendly
Guide, Ramon Zamora, Don
Inman, Bob Albrecht, and
Dymax. Reston, VA : Reston
Publishing Co., 1983; 360
pages, 15 by 23 em, softcover,
ISBN 0-8359-8377-3, $14.95.
Visicalc DiskGuide, David
A. Wilson, Berkeley, CA:
Osborne/McGraw-Hill, 1983;
16 pages, 13.5 by 13.5 em,
spiral-bound, ISBN 0-93198898-5, $6.95.

A 280 Workshop Manual,
E. A. Parr. London, England:

Bernard Babani Ltd., 1983;
192 pages, 11 by 18 em, softcover, ISBN 0-85934-087-2,
£2.75 .•
This is a list of books
received at BYTE Publications during this past
month. Although the list
is not meant to be exhaustive, its pu,rpose is to acquaint BYTE readers with
recently published titles in
computer science and related fields. We regret
that we cannot review or
comment on all the bool<s
we receive; instead, this
list is meant to be a
monthly acknowledgment
of these bool<s and the
publishers who sent them.

The answer to the C/yptogram 011 page 386 reads:
SOME CONSIDER IT
FOOLISH TO WORK
THESE
PUZZLES,
WHILE OTHERS PREFER
ANAGRAMS
AND
CROSSWORDS. I LIKE
THEM ALL AND HOPE
THAT YOU HAD SOME
FUN WITH THIS EASY
ONE.

BYTE's Bugs
Gremlins Tiptoed Here
Author Raymond A.
Diedrichs wrote in to say
that Gremlins had tiptoed
through the version of his
Font program ("A Character
Editor for the IBM PC,"
November, page 467). The
following patches should be
made in the indicated program lines:
line 2090 "I + 1" instead of "I"
line 2175 "CROW + 1" instead of
"CROW "
line 2280 "1 TO 8" instead of
"0 TO 7"
line 2325 "1 TO 8" instead of
"0 TO 7".

Clubs and Ne""sletters
Scope for Scholars

Scope (Scholarly Communications: Online Publishing and
Education) is a newsletter that
is produced bimonthly at
Queens College in Flushing,
New York, and contains information on networks, publishing opportunities, calls
for papers, a calendar, and
annotated bibliographies. An
annual subscription is $47.
For details, write to Scope,
Queens College, City University of New York, Flushing,
NY 11367-0904.

A Word for
IBM PC Users
The Washtenaw IBM Personal Computer User Society
(WlPCUS) meets on the third
Thursday of every month in
Ann Arbor, Michigan. The
monthly publication, WIPCUS Word, contains minutes
of meetings, information of
sources for the IBM Personal
Computer, and a list of recent
acquisitions in the WIPCUS
disk library. The club also
maintains a hotline and an
electronic bulletin board system, the WIPCUS Wire, that
operates 24 hours a day on
the three commonly used
modem protocols. Membership is $18 a year; $12 for
students and senior citizens.
Address all correspondence
to Sue Wooley, WIPCUS,
2647 Yost, Ann Arbor, MI
48104.

Innovations In
Education

Hands On is a quarterly
newsletter produced by Technical Education Research
Centers (TERC), a nonprofit,
public service corporation
dedicated to improving edu- .
cation by encouraging the appropriate use of microcomputers in labs and class-

rooms. Each issue includes
articles, book and software
reviews, a bulletin board,
news, and an idea exchange.
A $10 contribution is requested to receive the
quarterly newsletter. For information, contact Technical
Education Research Centers
Inc., 8 Eliot St., Cambridge,
MA 02138.

Computer Assistance
for the Disabled
The Center for Computer
Assistance to the Disabled
(C-CAD) is a nonprofit corporation that meets regularly
to discuss how the discovery
of computers has contributed
to the quadriplegic businessperson. Meetings also include demonstrations of
Logo, adaptive software,
voice recognition, and more.
For details, write to C-CAD,
POB 314, Hurst, TX 76053.

A Students' Scroll

Scroll, a newsletter prepared by students in the
technical-writing program at
Middlesex Community College in Massachusetts, contains information about
career objectives and skills
that potential technical
writers will need to develop.
For further details, write to
the Technical Writing Program, Middlesex Community College, Springs Rd .,
Bedford, MA 01730, or call
Caryl Dundorf at (617)
275-8910, ext. 278.

month at 1 p.m. in the University of Kentucky Computing Center's Micro Lab
(Room 107, McVey Hall) .
Membership is $5 a year and
includes a monthly newsletter and access to a software
library. For further information, write to Diane Skoll,
Room 72, McVey Hall, University of Kentucky, lexington, KY 40506-0045.

issue contains a directory of
recent articles from more
than 50 periodical publications . References are annotated to include relevant
source information. One subscription is $17.50 for all ten
issues; when subscribing, include the name and model of
your computer. Contact
MHN Services Inc., Department M3, POB 952, Cleveland, OH 44120.

For Genealogical
Researchers

Compupro
Across the Board

The Quinsept User Group
produces a newsletter that
covers such topics as genealogical-book reviews, problem solutions, and articles of
interest to genealogical researchers. The newsletter will
begin as a quarterly and progress into a bimonthly publication. Membership is $15
annually and includes a subscription to the newsletter. To
apply for membership, write
to Quinsept User Group,
5855 Santa Teresa Blvd., San
Jose, CA 95123.

A national nonprofit users
group for owners of Godbout's Compupro provides a
forum in which to share technical information, solutions,
and special-purpose applications. A monthly newsletter,
a bulletin board system, and
a member-list publication are
planned. An optional charter
membership is available for
$10. To inquire or join, send
your name, address, and
equipment information to
CPro Users Group, POB 1474,
Woodbridge, VA 22193.

Oregonian
Commodorlans

Newsletter for
Productive Lawyers

The Automated Law Office
Consultant is a newsletter that
provides lawyers with information and analyses about
automated-office products
and how to select equipment
that will improve productivity in the law office. A subscription is $65 a year from
Roadrunner Publications
Inc., POB 13548, Austin, TX
78711.

A Capital Idea

Guide to Periodicals

The Computer Newsletter, a
guide to microcomputer information, is produced ten
times a year in six editions
for various brands of computers available today. Each

The Southern Oregon
Users Group meets twice a
month to discuss the best
uses for the Commodore 64
and VIC-20 computers. A
newsletter is planned and
anyone with ideas or suggestions is encouraged to send
them to Jim Powell, 3600
Madrona Lane, Medford, OR
97501, (503) 779-7631.

IBM Users In
Bluegrass Country
The Bluegrass IBM PC
Users Group meets on the
fourth Saturday of every

The Capital Osborne Users
Group (CAPOUG) meets
once a month at the library in
Bethesda, Maryland, to serve
users from Maryland, northern Virginia, and the District
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views, resources, and a
calendar. Members can benefit from the group's Computer Book Center, in which
more than a dozen participating publishers of computer
books provide reduced rates.
Membership in ACMST is
$15 a year and includes a subscription to the quarterly
JCMST. Author's guidelines
and advertising rates are
available upon request. For
further details, write to The
Journal of Computers in Mathematics and Science, POB 4455,
Austin, TX 78765.

of Columbia. A $12 membership fee includes access to
the software library maintained by the club and a
subscription to the newsletter that contains articles,
tutorials, and advertisements. For details, write to
Merrill Hessel, 6200 Winnebago Rd., Bethesda, MD
20816.

Math and Science
Education Journal
The Association of Computers in Mathematics and
Science Teaching (ACMST), a
nonprofit organization, produces a substantive quarterly
publication called The Journal
of Computers in Mathematics
and Science Teaching (fCMST) .
It is applicable to elementary,
secondary, and college educators who would benefit
from extensive features, re-

Atarls are
OK in Duncan
The Duncan Area Atari
Computer Users Group
(DAACUG) welcomes everyone interested in computing
with Ataris to attend their
monthly meetings in south-

western Oklahoma. Separate
sessions for novice and experienced users are held after
each general meeting. Annual membership dues are
$10 and include access to the
club's disk library and discounts on hardware and software purchases. For further
details, contact John Borchardt, DAACUG, 911 Primrose St., Duncan, OK 73533.

A Band of Colors
The Vancouver Color Computer Club meets at 7:30 p.m.
on the third Tuesday of every
month in Burnaby, British
Columbia. To develop as
broad a base as pOSSible,
everyone interested in the
TRS-80 Color Computer is
welcome to join. The $15 annual membership entitles
you to participate in group
purchases, the software library, hardware lending, and
voting in the club. For details,
contact the Vancouver Color
Computer Club, 333 Boyne
St., New Westminster, British
Columbia V3M 5J9, Canada.

views, an editorial, and a
program of the month. A $4
annual membership includes
a subscription to the newsletter. For details, contact
ABACOS, 90-A Partition St.,
Saugerties, NY 12477, (914)
246-7193.

News for Epson
Users

QHX, an independent
newsletter for users of the
Epson QX-10 and HX-20 computers, is produced every
month by the Epson Computing Group. Readers are
welcome to submit questions, hints, or articles about
new products to QHX for
publication. The number of
the free, club-maintained, active electronic bulletin board
is (618) 997-3220. A one-year
subscription to the newsletter is $25. For further details,
contact the Epson Computing Group, 400-2 East
DeYoung, Marion, IL '62959,
(618) 993-3600.

Forum for Data
The DS120 Terminal Controller makes your LA36 perform
like a DECwrlter® III.
The Oatasouth OS120 gives your OECwriter® II the high speed
printing and versatile performance features of the OECwriter®
III at only a fraction of the cost. The OS120 is a plug compatible
replacement for your LA36 logic board which can be installed
in minutes. Standard features include:
e165 cps bidirectional printing
eHorizontal & Vertical Tabs
ePage Length Selection
ell0-4800 baud operation
el000 character print buffer
e X-on, X-off protocol
e SeJf Test

e RS232 interface
e20 mA Current Loop interface
eTop 01 Form
e Adjustable Margins
e Double wide characters
e Parity selection
e Optional APL character set

Over g,OOO OS120 units are now being used by customers
ranging from the Fortune 500 to personal computing enthusiasts. In numerous installations, entire networks of terminals
have been upgraded to take advantage of today's higher speed
data communications services. LSI microprocessor electronics
and strict quality control ensure dependable performance for
years to come. When service is required, we will respond
promptly and effectively. Best of all, we can deliver immediately
through our nationwide network of distributors. Just give us a
call for all the details.

data®@M{t[fu

computer corporation

P.o. Box 240947
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• Charlotte, North Carolina 28224
704 / 523-8500
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Circle 107 on inquiry card.

ABACOS
By the Bunch
A Bunch of Atari Computer Owners (ABACOS)
has formed in the Saugerties
area of New York state to
serve the users who live between Albany and New York
City. A newsletter, Refresh, is
produced every two months
and contains software re-

The Data Forum is a useroriented and -operated information exchange free to users
who apply via the communications line. The database
has plans to expand with
user input. For information,
contact Stephan Anderson,
Suite 718, 20993 Foothill
Blvd., Hayward, CA 94541,
or call (415) 276-6322 .•

If you would lil<e BYTE readers to I<now about your club or
newsletter send the details accompanied by no more than one
newsletter to Clubs and Newsletters. BYTE Publications. POB
372 . Hancocl<. NH 03449 . Overseas groups are encouraged to
participate . Please allow at least three months for your
announcement to appear .

ANNOUNCING
THE INSIDE STORY ON
DATA SPEC CABLES.
2mm pvc cover _ __

Aluminex _ _- - shield

Strain

roll,c"c>r_~

underhood shield

Take a look at the pictu re
above. The shielding under
the RS232 connector hood
of DATA SPEC'" cables is
different from anything
you've seen before. No
flimsy foil. Or painted hood.
Instead, DATASPEC"' gives
you an extra heavy gauge
shield underthe normal
hood which ensures that the
cables exceeds the FCC
requirements on emission
standards.

And , if you look fu rther
inside, undertheshield,
you 'll see the advent of PDT'"*
Technology. DATA SPEC'"
cables are the first to employ
this technique outside of
aerospace applications.
PDT Technology ensures
that you will never have to
solder a broken joint or even
open the hood .
However, the biggest
news is actually the littlest
part of the story.The price.

You can fi nd out about it at
you r dealer who carries
DATA SPEC'" products.
Modern manufacturing
techniques have made
DATA SPEC'" cables priced
lower than lesser quality
shielded cables.
DATA SPEC'" cables.
There's more to it than
meets the eye.
' PDT (Poly-vinyl doping technique) invo lves the
injection of poly-vinyl under the shield to fuse the
co nductors and pins tog ether. thus ensuring reliability
under the most adverse conditions. PDT is a registered trademark of Advanced Tool Technology Inc .

THE FAMILY OF HIGH INTEGRITY COMPUTER SUPPORT PRODUCTS.
18215 Parthenia Street, Northridge, 91326 CA (213) 701-5848 g~i: ~~~ ~~; ~~~~~rs~~qi~i~i~i~ies.

BYTE's User to User
Conducted by Jerry Pournelle
tried and True
Dear Jerry,
You stated in "Epson QX-10, Zenith
Z-29, CP/M-68K, and More" (August,
page 434) that you are interested in the
UCSD p-System, especially under the
CP/M operating system. A number of
years ago, North Star had such a package
available. It was purchased with the
North Star Horizon I am using (1979 vintage) and runs fairly smoothly. I am quite
intrigued by the concepts it presents in
program development; however, I have
had so much difficulty in getting its text
editors to work properly that I abandoned
the project.
On another subject, I don't believe I can
write you without including my fair share
of cracks at your User's Column, which
I read faithfully. I still use the North Star
1979-vintage Horizon with CP/M. This
machine, and several workhors e
machines that friends of mine own, serve
us well year after year. I think you don't
mention enough the path of the tried and
true. Certainly I don't recommend the
same hardware that I have to newcomers
in the computer field. However, I also
would not recommend the Sage, Compupro 68000 processor, or a host of other
products you speak of quite fondly. For
those of us who are not hardware/software experts and cannot afford the frequent services of an expert (I am not saying that you can, by the way), a
somewhat less exotic, but time-tested,
machine is the better buy.
Lastly, r will make these off-the-cuff
comments. You don't seem to give adequate press to North Star, Qume, and a
host of other equipment. Also, the S-100
bus seems to have fallen out of favor with
you. Need I cite the Epson, Otrona, Sage,
and pOSSibly more? I don't know about
you, but as I look for a computer to supplement the services of my North Star, I
am glad that I have a bus ready to plug
new boards into. Any computer that I
purchase in the next few years will certainly be an S-100 machine.
Paul Kile
Appleton, WI

My late mad friend also gave up on the
UCSD Pascal editors, which caused him to
scrap public-domain UCSD Pascal. I gather
that Softech has made considerable im472
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provements, but I haven't seen its UCSD
Pascal for S-100 machines.
I don't know where you get the impression
that S-100 systems have fallen out of my favor.
I'm writing this on a Compupro Z80, our
workhorse machine is a Compupro 8085/8088
Dual Processor, and our major experimental
machine is a Compupro that we use to test
8086 and 68000 boards. I remain ven) much
an S-100 bus enthusiast.
The only problem with S-100 systems is that
thel) do take a bit of knowledge to get them
set up and running. I'd never advise a casual
user to order an S-100 system by mail from
a discount house. On the other hand, Compupro Systems Centers sell working systems
properly configured for anyone's needs at
advertised prices. I have no hesitation in
recommending a Compupro from a Systems
Center to any user, no matter how naive.
I can also recommend Sage machines to
those willing to learn UCSD Pascal or
CP/M-68K.
The Otrona is my favorite portable, largely
because Workman has got Write running on
it; I use the Otrona when I travel.
If I seem to ignore Qume and North Star,
it's only because I don't have any of their
equipment, and efforts to make contact with
those companies haven't been successful. I'm
not a theorist: I must write about machines
I know and use. I try to look at a lot of them,
but there's no way I can keep up with
everything! ... Jerry

Fawning Sci-Fi Writers
Dear Jerry,
I enclose an article whose headline
reads: Osborne Ceases Production:
Furloughs Most Workers . It makes your
pro-Osborne article ("The Next Five Years
in Microcomputers," September, page
233) a bit less fawning.
Having read your gushing article, I
have only one observation. Where is
Texas Instruments? When Apple and IBM
finish their latest round of court cases
against Franklin, its copycat-clone ACE,
and the Taiwan/Japanese stolen-technology copycats, all the unlucky owners
of those clones of Apple and IBM will be
orphans without any company support!
A corollary is that very little will be left
in the professional market except TI PC
(Pegasus)-very carefully ignored by
BYTE-IBM pc, Apple, TI-99/4A, TI-99/8,

and Commodore 64. Certainly MatteI will
fold, then Apple and Commodore will
founder. What we are watching is the
sinking of the first wave of innovators and
the survival of the fittest, regardless of
fawning by science-fiction writers who
should know better. Who sold the first
mass-market 16-bit microprocessor with
speech? Who has more complete systems
(i .e., disk drives and peripheral-expansion boxes) in homes, and who has cornered the market on assembly-language
ROMs to plug in for those who don't wish
to program or who wish to greatly expand
the rather unexciting (to Jerry Pournelle)
TI-99/4A? I run mine with the PE Box, an
Epson printer, a 128K-byte 4-bank RAM
card, a 64K-byte CP/M card, and two
double-sided Tandon drives-all sold for
the 99/4A. When everyone on the
medium and low end of the market finally goes under, will BYTE finally have any
recognition of the 99/4A, TI PC, and the
improved 99/4A called the TI-99/8?
I doubt it. We TI owners call it "Apple
on the Brain Syndrome;' with submanias
about IBM and assorted high-priced
dinosaurs that only a lucky few will ever
purchase, unless they own an oil well or
two.
Balance your BYTE articles! r know my
personal subscription will not survive
unless I perceive reality as opposed to
personal fantasy and Quasi-Religious
Fawning over ISOLATED low-retail-flow
computer events/products!
R. Castleton
Richardson, TX

Gee, I never knew what my problem was.
Castleton reads different versions of both
BYTE and the daily papers than I do; I
thought we'd done a fair job of talking about
TI equipment; also that there was some problem with the TI-99/4A:s profitability.
No one more eagerly awaited the TI-99 than
I did, and no one was more disappointed when
we discovered that TI wasn't interested in
publishing anything about its internal details .
When you deliberately cut yourself off from the
hobbyist world, you forfeit very little potential market-but you do forfeit an important
source of software.
I think Adam Osborne did a lot for this field,
and his low-cost all-up machine complete with
software and documents was one of the crucial
events in micro history. If that be fawning,
make the most of it . ... Jerry

BYTE's User to User ____________________________________________________
Magazines and
Advertisements
Dear Jerry,
Screenwriter II can be copied. I used
Locksmith 4.0 on my copy and can usually load the copy. Sometimes the program
load fails, but the failure is not totally
catastrophic, that is, it returns to the
menu after considerable disk grinding.
Then it loads the program on the second
try. Slightly less than totally satisfactory,
but it does preserve the original disk for
future use. These days, with Wordstar on
another machine, the 40-column Apple
screen usually drives me away.
In October's User to User (page 540),
Mr. Henkin may be having trouble with
an added feature of Screenwriter. After
trying it on sev~ral Apples at my local
dealer, I have come to the conclusion that
trying to use the joystick option causes
the total failure to boot. I don't know what
the problem is, but I have never been able
to boot the optioned Screenwriter with
the joystick option enabled. Leave out
that one option, and it does work.
The function of character search within
a displayed line was deleted between
Superscribe and Screenwriter. I missed
that feature when I made the change.
And Screenwriter uses the disks in an
odd manner that is not quite convenient
and I think would be bothersome for
anyone not fully oriented to making
obstinate hardware work like your "late
mad friend" and me.
I was attracted to Calcstar by its sirrtilarity in command structure to Wordstar. last
week I placed an order with a BYTE
advertiser; last evening the brown truck
delivered the box (not COD as ordered) .
I went through the instruction manual,
installing a copy of CaIcstar, doing the
exercises, and then tried to set up a time
card for my work.
While I found that I could set up some
sort of a time card to take in hours' and
minutes' beginning and ending times and
to compute total elapsed time, I have
been unable to accomplish anything that
resembles proper numerical computation . Like IBM FORTRAN, CaIcstar u ses
binary floating point that even with 14
Significant digits shows some approximation errors. Then Calcstar column formats
only truncate the display, not the stored
data . So I took a column of start and end
times, computed elapsed times, totaled
elapsed times, and then tried to round to
the nearest 0.1 hour (a fetish of mine on

customers' bills), and multiplied the
result by my hourly rate. The result? The
charge shown in the next cell did not
match the calculator multiplication of the
displayed data. That's not a good way to
give the clients confidence in your
arithmetic prowess when dealing in
e ngineering services! Conclusion:
Calc star is inherently too badly constructed to be called a spreadsheet.
So, the next step is to send it back to
the store and hope that some other
spreadsheet functions better (as some of
the reviews and books on spreadsheet
programs do declare), right? Nope,
wrong. The advertiser said, "It does like
the book says, then it is not defective and
we won't take it back . You should have
spent full retail if you wanted to try the
product first." And, "Since we failed to
send it COD, it hasn't been paid for; we
will be sending you an invoice ."
I use CP/M partly not to have to worry
about protection schemes that promise to
prevent using programs for gainful purposes, and to have access to good programs. Now I have wasted a half day or
more and have spent money without
gaining a useful program, and the seller
of the product refuses to take it back
under any conditions. Is this the way
BYTE magazine wishes to treat its
readers?
Gerald N. Johnson, P.E.
Ames, Iowa

Few cOpi}-protection schemes work for long;
what one can do, another can undo. The real
trouble is that the copy-protection attempt
makes the software fragile. After all, the idea
of copy protection is to make it difficult for the
machine to read the disk-which may be a
good idea for the vendor, but it's hardly what
the user wants!
Many spreadsheet programs have limited
precision; it's a feature one must check very
carefully.
I'd like it if every mail-order house had a
money-back guarantee, but some of the discount outfits operate at sllch a low markup
that thl!1j simply can't do it. In general: the
lower the price, the less support you can expect from the dealer.
Alas, you have the wrong 'idea about
magazines and advertisements. The advertising department doesn't tell me what to write,
and I don't tell them what ads to accept. Indeed, as long as advertisers pay their bills, it's
legally venj difficult to reject an ad, even if
the magazine doesn't want to take it. We had
one item that generated lots of angry letters,

but legal advisors said we couldn't reject the
outfit's ad! Fortunately, thl!1j got in a snit about
one of my reviews and cancelled, causing joy
among those who had to open and file all the
hate mail . ... Jerry

Assembly-Language
No-Man's Land
Dear Jerry,
I greatly enjoy your User's Column in
BYTE . Keep up the struggle for better
documentation! It is partly in that regard
that I am writing to you. Perhaps you can
recommend some books or articles that
deal with an area that is not often
addressed.
Texts on assembly-language programming invariably assume either that the
reader knows all about it and only wants
the details of some new processor (including hardware considerations that the
programmer doesn't necessarily need) or
that the reader knows nothing and must
be told about number bases, etc. They
then lead into the writing of whole programs, systems, monitors, etc. Texts on
high-level languages work in much the
same way. Two sorts are available:
references that define syntax with railroad
diagrams and introductory texts that have
to explain about the meaning of
arithmetic assignment statements and
such.
A no-man's land exists between these
two extremes that interests me. Specifically, how do I use assembly language to
write the critical subroutine that determines program efficiency and link it into
the main program that is ' written in
FORTRAN-80, compiled MBASIC, or
whatever? I have purchased Microsoft
F-80 (subset FORTRAN-N), L-80 (Linker),
M-80 (Macro-assembler), and MBASIC
compiler in order to do such things. A recent article in BYTE ("Chisel Your Code
with a Profiler," August, page 286)
described ways to conduct activity
analysis to identify the 10 percent of the
code that does 90 percent of the wm:k. But
it (as with most books and documentation) says only to use assembly code to
optimize that 10 percent.
I know how to identify the critical
subroutine. In a recent research project
(a new numerical neutron-transport
scheme), most of the code is input of the
problem parameters, initialization of arrays, analysis ' of results, and printout.
This all executes once per run. But one
February 1984 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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subroutine is called 294,912 times in a
typical run. The program runs four hours
on a 5-MHz 8088/8087 system.
The documentation (and the advertising) indicates that F-80, L-80, Lib-80, M-80,
and MBASIC compiler constitute a "software development system" and that FORTRAN and assembly-language routines
can be called from BASIC programs, etc.
However, all the manuals point to each
other as containing the details, and I have
not successfully managed to use this software for its intended purpose. (When I
called Microsoft Tech Support for details,
the response was "Just try it. It all works:'
I found this less than helpful, but I tried
it. The result : error messages. In particular, it seems that the FORTRAN
subroutine requires that the Forlib library
be linked to define various global symbols. The main program similarly requires
that Obslib be linked or the run-time
system used. I prefer stand-alone code.
However, linking both libraries results in
"multiply defined global symbol" errors,
and the programs don't·run . If you fail to
link either library, you get "undefined
global symbol" errors.
These tools were expensive, and it
burns me not to be able to use them . So
my question is: where do I find a text that
will walk through some examples of actually using assembly code to optimize a
routine for a program written in a highlevel language?
Kirk Mathews
Springboro, OR

Good question . I wish I had such a book
myself. There are Z80-code cookbooks and
plenty of books on how to write the assemblylanguage programs, but darned little showing
you precisely how to link in assembly programs to previously written stuff.
I've found the same kind of problem with
CB-80 and Digital Research's RMAC
assembler; it ought to be easy to do that kind
of thing, but there are insufficient examples
to let me puzzle it out.
Maybe one or another of the readers can
help? ... Jerry

code that is then interpreted and is thus
directly comparable to CBASIC in that
respect.
Benchmark
Variation

Time
(min:sec)

Integer Arrays,
Integer Loop Indexes

00:31

Real Arrays,
Real Loop Indexes

01:11

Real Arrays,
Integer Loop Indexes

00:45

In comparison with your published
figures (October 1982 BYTE, page 262) for
other processor/language combinations
the times would seem to be extremely
good, especially when you consider that
the 6809 is running at the Apple's
nominal clock speed of 1.023 MHz . I don't
think you've published figures for this
particular combination. Please notice that
a 68000 processor runs p-code almost as
fast as an 8086 runs its machine language.
If it weren't so popular, the 8086 and its
8088 cousin would be good jokes. I've
never been able to understand why
anybody would transplant 8-bit architecture to a 16-bit processor.
Frank C. Kuechmann
Vancouver, WA

You and my son agree on the 68000 as a better way to go, but a number of people I respect
prefer the 8086 (followed by the 286, etc.). As
for me, I'm not so interested in chip architecture or in assembly languages. As the
machines get fast enough and memory falls
in price, most real programming will be done
in higher-level languages.
We at Chaos Manor are doing most of our
work in Pascal just now, with the intention
of switching to Modula-2 as soon as we have
stable Modula compilers. Our programs are
portable between the Sage and the Godbout
8086, and we expect to be able to recompile
them and run on more advanced systems as
thl?lJ come out . ... Jerry

Transmitting Pages
Benchmark Marks
Dear Jerry,
Below are listed three variations of your
20 by 20 array benchmark, adapted to run
in BASIC09 under the OS9 operating
system on a 6809 card in an Apple II.
BASIC09 compiles to an intermediate
474
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Dear Jerry,
As a fellow H /Z-19 terminal owner, can
you tell me who knows the special
routine to make the "Transmit Page" (ESC
#) function work? See enclosure. Two letters to Heath have drawn blanks.
Peter Engh
La Jolla, CA

As your enclosure shows, the Heath
documentation (page 23) discusses "Transmit
Page" but refers to the possibility of special
routines in the host computer. In big
machines, you can edit material on the terminal and, when the screen is set up the way
you want, send the whole page at once. This
is useful for time-sharing systems because
you're not using central-computer time while
editing.
I know of few microcomputers that operate
in the transmit-page mode. If you want to save
stuff from the Z-19 screen, you'll have to write
a special routine. The 2-19 manual describes
what the terminal pitches; you have to write
the catcher. ... Jerry

Copyrighting and
Personalizing
Dear Jerry,
In the August 1983 issue of PC Magazine
(page 58) under the Letters banner "Legal
Matter," the secretary of Cincinnati's IBM
PC User's group requests clarification of
the legality of distribution of software
copied from the pages of PC Magazine. I
can't believe PC's response, which I quote:
"The contents of each issue of PC
Magazine are copyrighted by the
publisher, and all rights of reproduction
in all forms and media are strictly reserved. The original purchaser/subscriber
only is authorized to make copies solely
for his /her own use. Distribution,
transmission, or transfer of copies to any
other person is an infringement of the
copyright. -Ed ." To your knowledge, is
this an industry standard?
On to other things. Seems to me that
a partial solution of the software-piracy
conflict is to personalize each product.
That is, include in each screen the name
of the purchaser. Pirates would be easier
to spot and would have to suffer at least
some embarrassment to be blatantly
using a product that was licensed to
someone else. Sure it complicates manufacture and it could be defeated on a caseby-case basis by clever counterprogramming, but it is a thought . (If the
retail vendor had to run a purchaserspecific customization procedure at the
store, then at least it would guarantee the
machine readability of the disks you purchase.) It would be irritating to be constantly reminded that a program you
were using often was illicitly copied from
another user whose name you are frequently reminded of.

BYTE's User to User ____________________________________________________
I use Compuview's Vedit on an
Osborne 1 and am pleased with it. (This
machine can perform string searches so
much faster than any larger machine I've
ever used that I'm continually amazed.)
I'm glad to hear that the customization
process will be simplified. I like Compuview's software-update subscription
option ($50 per year for Vedit).
Larry Weiss
Garland, TX

Actually, pes statement is just an explanation of the copyright laws. Only the copyright
holder has the right to sell or distribute copies
of copyrighted matter. There is no restriction
on resale of the original material; it's legal for
me to sell or lend used books. However, I may
not make copies of them (except as provided
under the "fair use" provisions of the
Copyright Act). Specifically, I can't make a
copt), then sell the original.
Magazines traditionally buy various
packages of rights (the right to publish in
magazines, the exclusive or nonexclusive right
to include the article in anthologies, am;( so
on); what's bought varies from magazine to
magazine and often from author to author
within the magazine.
Personalizing software is costly; imagine
what it UJould cost to imprint the purchaser's
name on each book sold by B. Dalton!
We're also pleased with Vedit for programming, although the number of commands can
be overwhelming when you first try
it . ... Jerry

Wordstar Spelling Checker
Dear Jerry,
I recently discovered a useful way of
using The Word Plus spelling checker
with Words tar. Instead of having The
Word Plus mark the words you choose
with asterisks or similar characters, I use
a null character, CfRL @, as the marking
character. There are several advantages to
this.
First, if you forget to remove a mark
before printing, at least you don't call attention to the mistake-useful if you only have time to print one copy of whatever
you are working on.
Second, you can use some of the
Spellstar options of Wordstar, e.g., you
can find the marks that you have placed
by typing CfRL-QL. This has the advantage that it doesn't destroy any other
searches you have previously set up by
using CTRL-QA or CTRL-QF, and it

remembers changes that you have already
made . So if you tell it to ignore a mark
you placed, when it "sees" the same word
again, it removes the mark from that and
continues automatically.
Third, any words you tell Wordstar to
put in dictionaries or ignore are recorded in a file called filename. ADD, which
you can later edit and turn into a special
dictionary for The Word. (You must edit
the file first-Words tar adds I,D, ' or S to
the front of the word.)
By the way, I just read the book you
wrote with Larry Niven, Oath of Fealty. I
particularly chuckled over the part where
the police have asked MILLIE for all the
files in Rand's directory and MILLIE is
told to print them at 300 baud. I trust that
this was your idea.
Miles Thomas
Franklin Lakes, NJ

Thanks for the kind words, and also for the
tip. We tried it on the 2-100 Wordstar and it
worked fine.
Larry and I usually won't ansu;er questions
about who wrote what in our books, but given
his public disclaimer on computer knowledge,
I suppose I can admit that MILLIE was mostly
my idea . ... Jerry

Z-DOS and MS-DOS
Dear Jerry,
Your brief note in "Eagles, Text Editors,
New Compilers, and Much More"
(September, page 307) about the incompatibility problem between IBM PC programs and the 2enith 2-100 was
moderately helpful. It could have been
more so if Victor Wright's address in
Louisville, Kentucky, had been included.
Your mention earlier in the column of
your own 2-100 prompts me to ask you
for any assistance and/or advice you can
give in regard to "standard" program
availability for the 2-DOS implementation of MS-DOS.
Gerald Erskine
New Brunswick, Canada

It's been my general policy not to include
people's private addresses. Alas, I don't keep
answered mail (much to the relief of my wife,
housekeeper, and-assistants; where would thet)
put it?), so I can't look it up for you.
BUSS ("The Independent Newsletter of
Heath Co. Computers," 716 E Sf. SE,
Washington , DC 20003, (202) 544-0900) is
usually the first to list new 2-DOS software

and is well worth the $20 annual subscription fee. (Single issues are $2.) I generally
don't comment on anything I haven't used,
and lately I haven't received much 2-DOS
stuff· Of course, as soon as I write this, it will
flood in. I hope so; the 2-100 is a good
machine. . .. Jerry

No Problems with Valdocs
Dear Jerry,
As an almost first-time computer user
I feel compelled to defend the Epson
QX-10 computer and its Valdocs system.
You were too harsh in your judgment of
it and missed the point of who the system
was really designed for. I purchased one
of the first systems released and-have had
next to no difficulties with it.
As a way of introduction, I'm a physician with only a peripheral interest in
computers up to now. I am a charter
subscriber to BYTE and bought a Radio
Shack TRS-80 Model I computer when
it first carne out. I learned a lot about
computers from the Model I and how to
program in BASIC, but I could never get
the damn thing to save programs on
cassette tapes and I didn't want to add the
expenSe of :a disk drive to a diabolical
machine that drove me crazy.
So I went back to reading computer
magazines and waiting. Then I saw an
article in BYTE ("An Introduction to the
Human Applications and Standard Computer Interface;' Parts 1 and 2, October
and November 1982, pages 291 and 379,
respectively) by Chris Rutkowski about a
I1ew computer system that he was working on; it looked too good to be true. I
then found out that a computer store in
my town would be carrying it, and I
became a permanent fixture in that store.
Rumors were rampant-it will be out next
month, next week, any day now, by
Christmas. I was such a persistent
customer (pest?) that when the store received the first QX-10 I took it horne even
without instructions.
I can honestly say that I have never
taken a complex piece of machinery out
of the box, plugged it in, and had it work
as I thought it should with fewer problems. It has changed my life. I have a
problem with poor handwriting (typical
physician?) and spelling. To use a
typewriter involves a high frustration
leveL much time, and reams of paper. My
use of a computer involves letters, short
papers, and minutes of meetings. The EpFebruary 1984 © BYTE Publications Inc_
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son QX-10 has done this with no problems whatsoever.
My three daughters watched over my
shoulders and wanted to use it for school
work and letters to their friends. I let
them try and, again, no problems. In fact,
I h ad to give them each their own data
disk so I could find my own material.
. The clincher happened when I tried
another word processor. I wanted to try
a spreadsheet and a dictionary; I got a
deal on a package of four programs from
Peachtree Software. As this package included Peachtext, I decided to try it. It includes some features not found on the
Val docs program. I spent most of one
weekend on the self-instruction book
and got about halfway through it. A week
later when I got back to it I had to start
at the beginning. I'm sure that I could
learn it, but unless I used it every day I
would have the same problem each time
I went back to it. I just returned from a
two-week vacation, and using my QX-10
with the Valdocs program was like finding
an old friend .
I haven't had any problems with lost
data . I use Control-M to change data disks
and periodically press Menu and then
Undo to save material as I write it. This
takes about 10 seconds of my time. I guess
if I got used to a faster program than
Valdocs, I might enjoy it, but as it is, I can
live with it!
I will say that computers seem to be like
a virulent virus. I now am making a pest
of myself at the computer store again,
waiting for the TPM primer and the
Valdocs technical manual . I'm anxious to
find out more about what goes...on in my
computer and how to make it do all sorts
of wonderful things. I have bought books
on BASIC assembly-language programming, CP/M, Supercalc, etc. In a year or

two, I might agree with your criticism.
Who knows? But for now, don't take my
QX-lO and Valdocs away from me.
By the way, I agree with you about the
Epson FX-80 printer. It is quiet and seems
to print well but is not at all easy to load :
It does work fine with form-feed paper
but not with individual sheets. My haunt
of the computer store paid off yesterday,
however. I now have a Comrex CR-II
printer ($600), and it seems to correct all
of the above-mentioned problems.
Herbert Thompson
Decatur, IL

I'm glad you like your machine. Heaven
knows, the QX-10 has got to be a lot better than
no computer at all, and it certainly is easy
enough to get running. (The only one I know
of that's easier to get going right out of the
box is the Eagle 1600). Moreover, if you intend to print only on continuous paper,
without using stationen) or letterhead, Valdocs
isn't so bad (except that it takes too long to
address the envelope) .
One question: why was your letter to me
done on a Selectric typewriter instead of on
your machine? .. . Jerry

separate programs and jump back and
forth between them by pressing function
keys. The programs continue to run and
update their own virtual-terminal screen
even if they are not currently being
displayed on the "real" terminal. When
I jump back to a program, its current
screen (including all character attributes)
is displayed from memory in the customserial board. The board can also be used
to allow two terminals to a,?,?ear as two
virtual terminals each . The multiprocessor consists of a main Z80 with 64K,
three satellite Z80s with 64K, an 8088 with
256K, and a 68B09E with 128K. All run
under Micromation's M /NEI; a derivative
of Digital Research's MP/M .
Frank Korzeniewski
Berkeley, CA
It sounds like a wonderful system. Not long
after I wrote "The Next Five }ears. . ." I found
out some other outfits, including Compupro,
had some pretty neat tricks up their sleeves .
In my defense, two things : "The Next Five
Years. . . " was written as a speech to be
delivered in early spring, and I only said these
things would happen in the next half decade,
not what part of it! Some of what I predicted
hasn't happened yet . ... Jerry.

And the Next Five Years
Dear Jerry,
The next time you unlock your crystal
ball to look into the future, you might
want to have it checked out first. When
you used it to write "The Next Five Years
in Microcomputers" (September, page
233), it seems to have been looking into
my window rather than the future .
I am using a multiuser, multiprocessor
system with a custom-designed serial
board that enables me to appear to be five
"virtual terminals:' I can run up to five

Jerry Poumelle welcomes readers' comments and opinions. Send a self-addressed,
stamped envelope to Jerry Poumelle, c/o
BYTE Publications, POB 372, Hancock,
NH 03449. Please put your address on the
letter as well as on the envelope. Due to
the high volume of letters, Jern) cannot
guarantee a personal reply.

ULTRA-RES™ GRAPHICS
IEEE-696 8-100
- 1 X 512 X 512
$495
- 3 X 512 X 512 $1250
- 1 X 1024 X 1024 $995

IBM-PC
- 1 X 512 X 512
$495
- 1 X 1024 X 1024 $995
- CONSOLE EMULATOR $50
- PLOT 10 $150

FEATl.IES

Software drivers, Hardware zoom, Programmabl~ Display
Resolution, Windowing, Multi-Controller Capability,
NEC UPD7220 Graphic Controller
.

Starting Prices
ULTRA-RES Trademark CSD Inc .
IBM-PC Trademark IBM
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C.S.D. Incorporated
P.O. BOX 253 Sudbury, MA 01776
(617) 443-2750

Circle 43 on inquiry card .

(OmpuPro

!!ill DIGITAL RESEARCH

A GOOAOUT (O MPANY

SYSTEM 816 / A
$3899
SYSTEM 816 / B
$4899
SYSTEM 816 / CH "
w / 40 Mb HARD DISK
$8749
SYSTEM 816 / 68K "
$8749
SYSTEM 816 / 10"
CALL
THE ABOVE FULLY ASM .,
TESTED, & BURNED-IN
" INCLUDES ON -SITE XEROX SERVICE
CPU 8086 A& T
$529
CPU 8086 / 87 A&T
$739
CPU 68K W / CP/ M 68K & map
FORTH
$732
CPU 286 A& T
$1119
CPU 16032 A& T
$489
RAM 16 64K STATIC, 8 OR 16, A&T $389
RAM 22 256K STATIC, 8 or 16, A&T $1229
DISK I A&T
$349
INTER FACER 3 -8 SERIAL A&T
$489
SIX SLOT MOTHERBOARD W / TERM $99

Qume

TERMINAL

QVT 102G

$469

MORROW.
MD2 w / MDT50 TERMINAL
& TALLY SPIRIT PRINTER
MD3 SYSTEM AS EOU IP A BOVE

$1599
$1899

MDllSYSTEM AS EOUIP ABOVE $2745
W/ CP/ M 3 O. 128K RAM . DSDD FLPY
& 11Mb H D
MDP-3 PORTABLE Sam e as
MD -3 w / 5x7 Sc ree n And
Deta chable K.B.
CA LL

$800
$595
$45 0
$350
$600

I~FLUKEI

FLUKE 77
$119
~.~~~~~~. ® 0.3%
DVO METER
DC Accuracy
S-100's DUAL EXTENDER BD .
$39
16K EPROM BD .
$9 9

=

l j1_

L __

JI.f)(IUUA-

Persona l Speec h
System

SPECTRONICS

$285

CORPORATION

PE -'4 Erases 6 Eproms
PE-'4T Sam e as PE - 14 w / Timer

$3 15
$455
$245

CP / M PLUS
" C " COMPILER
PASCAL MT+86
SPEED PROG PKG
ACCESS MNGR -86
DISPLAY MNGR -86
PL / 1-86

$24 5
$420
420
$175
$2 80
$3 50
$525

COMPUTER INNOVATIONS
'C ' COMPILER / PC-DOS

$297

III MlcraPra.

PROFESSIONAL PACK
W ordstar, Spellstar,
Mail Merge, Star Index
DATA STAR 8 CP / M
CALC STAR 8 CP/ M
SUPER SORT 8 CP / M
MAILMERGE OR SPELlSTAR

$379

$199
$99
$175
$150

SDSVSTEMS
SBC 300 6 MHz
EXPANDORAM IV
W / EDC 256K
VERSAFlOPPY 11 / 696
W / CP/ M 3.0
VFW-III 3x5 %" H.D. +
4x5%" & 8 " DRVS .
PROM'OO 2708, 2758, 2716 '5
. RAM Disc 256K
Disk Dr ive Emulator
ROMDisc 128K
SO 300 CHASIS
6 Slot " Folded " Bus

$65
$89

DAISYWRITER 2000 W / 48K
TAllEY SPIRIT 80CPS
EPSON MX 100
OKIDATA 93

PRACTICAL
PCRIPHeRALS
MICROBUFFER / EPSON 'M CARD
MBS -16 / 32K SERIAL
MBS -32K SERIAL
MBP-64K PARALLEL
MICROBUFFER IN -UNE 'M STAND ALONE
MBIS SERIAL 64K
MBIP PARALLEL 64K
MICROBUFFER II +TM
16K, APPLE II , 11 + lie
PC MATE by

$619
$1,499
$419
$679
$234
$700
$280
$535

PRINTERS

i
SUPERSIX 128K RA M
SUPERS LAVE 6MHz. '128K
HDC -l001 - 5" H .D. CONTROLLER
CP / M 3 .0
TURBODOS MULTI -USER

MP / MII
MP / M -86
CONCURRENT CP / M

DEALER INQUIRIES
WELCOME

S1095
$299
$569
$959

.i~~~I:~ I BMF~~

CAPTAIN w / 384K,
Clock/ CAL w / Battery,
Serial, Para , Ram Disk, Spooler
IEEE 488 BD . W/ Software

5Mb CART WINCH IN PC
GRAPHICS MASTER
HI -RE S RGB CO LOR GRA PHI CS
256K DYNAMIC MEMORY
TIME MASTER
W / BATIER Y BACK- UP

.7'''I'N I data
systems
llSol)

u.s.

ROBOTICS

TELPAC SOFTWARE
S- 100 BD . MODEM
300/ 1200 BAUD
PASSWORD 300/ 1200 BAUD
AUTO DIAl212A
PERSONAL MODEM
For IBM -PC BUS
PERSONAL w / 64K, Serial , Para,
Clock/ Cal -Battery, Software

FLOPPY DISK DRiVES
ADD -ON DRIVES W / INDUSTRIAl
QUALITY CABINETS
W / 2 QUME 142 5 '/4' DSDD
W / 2 QUME 242 8" DSDD
W / 2 QUME 842 8" DSDD
BARE DRIVES

"ume
~.

lando"

100-25';.. .. DSDD

SCION MICRO ANGELO 512
SCION MICRO ANGELO 520

(DHayeS
IBM -PC 1200B MODEM BOARD

$447
$999
$1259

842 8 " DSDD STD . $460
242 8 " DSDD Thin
$416
1425%" DSDD Thin $186
$229
$695

$368

1 st MATE 256K . CL/ CAL
W / BATIER Y.SE RIAL. PAR A.
RAM DISK . SPOOLER

PBl Eprom Programmer
VBl C Memory Mapped Video Bd.

NOVATION
J-CAT 300 Baud
D-CAT 300 Baud
SMART CAT 212A/ l03

Book Reviews
Legal Care for
Your Software
Daniel Remer
Nolo Press
Berkeley, CA: 1982
23.2 pages, softcover,
S19.95
Reviewed by
Ed Bernstein

Legal Care for Your Software
by Daniel Remer is a step-bystep, simply written, and
thorough guide for anyone
who writes or publishes
commercial computer software or who wonders if it
would be worth the trouble
to do so. The book is full of
examples, explanations, and
even do-it-yourself legal
forms that are basic to anyone trying to untangle the
web of software law. R~mer's
point is that you may be the
most talented programmer
alive-and may deserve to be
the richest-but if you aren't
just as smart when it comes
to the law, you could be in
trouble.
Remer, an attorney who
serves as legal counsel to
several software companies,
never forgets what many programmers learn the hard
way: although the law may
try to keep pace with technology, the fact is that it is
often left "from months to

computer created by the
source code) .
Trade-secret law applies to
both source and object code,
Remer explains, and it is the
industry's favorite way to
protect software. But, as
Remer notes, there are weaknesses inherent in trying to
protect code-the programmer's ability, for example, to
"keep a zipped lip:' He also
outlines a variety of other
procedures that ensure that
trade-secret status remains in
place, including several
nondisclosure agreements.
Copyright protection is
among the easiest to obtain;
your software is, in fact,
''born'' with a copyright that
makes it illegal for anyone
else to copy it. But you have
no protection against a fellow
programmer who independently produces a program
that just happens to operate
exactly like yours. A copyright offers protection of an
expression of an idea, not an
idea itself. Two programs can
produce identical results, but
both can be copyrighted if
they accomplish that task in
unique ways.
Patent protection sounds '
like the perfect solution because it protects not only the
expression of the idea but the
idea itself. Unfortunately,
software is almost never

centuries behind:' Software
can, of course, be legally protected, but the programmer's
challenge is figuring out
which legal methods apply
and how to go about putting
them in place.
Because no one law applies
to every situation, Remer explains carefully, and with
humor, the relative merits of
trade secrets, copyright and
patent protection, trademarks, contracts, licensing
agreements, and so on.
Plenty of specific examples
serve to illustrate each case.
But his book isn't designed
to replace lawyers, Remer
says. In many complex cases,
or in cases where mistakes
have already been made, a
lawyer may indeed be
needed . But a knowledgeable author or publisher can
save time and money by understanding that '1£ you want
full legal protection for your
software, you are going to
have to do much of the work
yourself."
Protecting code is a case in
point. The ways to protect
source code (the actual language the programmer uses,
frequently in a high-level language such as BASIC, FORTRAN, or FORTH) may be
far different from those used
to protect object code (the
low-level instruction to the

patentable, Remer says, and
even if it were, the time and
legal trouble involved in obtaining a patent could easily
exceed the lifespan and value
of the program itself.
Trademarks serve only one
purpose : protecting the
name of a program.
Remer warns, at some
length, about protecting
yourself as well as your software. He discusses a variety
of ways to limit personal
liability in the event of unhappy customers, an inevitability in the real world .
Finally, the book provides
copies of various contracts,
agreements, and disclaimers
that you can customize for
your own applications. The
sample forms and contractsnearly 100 pages of themmay be the most useful part
of the book. A careful reading of these forms can be as
educational as the chapters
that explain them.
Remer writes clearly and
with plenty of common
sense. It's hard to imagine a
more useful or less intimidating guide to . the legal complexities of protecting software .•
Ed Bernstein (30 Belle Ave., Fair-

fax, CA 94930) is diredor of editorial
development for Broderbund Software Inc. of San Rafael, Californ ia.

BYTE.COVERS
The prilits shown at left are b(!iutiful C9nector Edition Byte Covers,
strictly Umited to 750 prints each, .and signed and numbered by the
artist, Robert Tinney. Each print is 18 in. x. 22 in., and is accompanied
by Its own Certificate of Authentidty. To order, use the coupon below.
Visa and MasterCard orders may call1-5()4.;272"7266.
r-----------------

I

I
I
I
I

0 Visa
0 MasterCard
Card No. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Expires:
prints ($35),or _ _ sets ofbothprints Name:
($55) . I have included $3 per order shipping Address:
and handling ($8 ove~eas) .
City:
0 I have enclosed check or money order State: -=--=--=--=--_-_-_-_-_-_-Zi-p:-=--_-_-_-_-_
Please send - - Through the
Trap Door prints ($35),_ _
Breaking the Sound Barrier

I
I

I

I

I

Through the T~ Do9r
Breaking the Sound.Barrier
I
I
March 1979-$35
Sep/ember 1977-'-$35
Robert Tinney Graphics. 1864 N. Pamela Dr. • Balon Rouge, LA 70815 I
1.--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....1- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ---.J
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He's facing an uphill battle unless you help.
This year, the U.S. Ski Team has given
They need yours. Our Alpine and Nordic teams
Americans a great deal to be proud of
are not subsidized by the government. Members of the teani dedicate years of their lives
Phil Mahre posted his second consecutive
overall World Cup title while Bill Koch pre- Ll/S training to win. And they depend on you
sented the U.S. with its first ever Nordic §KITEAM for support.
Please send your tax-deductible donations to
World Cup crown. The U.S. Women's team
the U.S. Ski Educational Foundation, Box
finished the season number one in the world.
It's hard to believe that these magnificent
100M, Park City, Utah 84060. Thanks.
athletes should need anyone's help, but they do.

'/111

FEBRUARY SPECIALS
"SAVE THIS An· SPACE LIMITATIONS PREVENT
FROM LISTING ALL PRODUCTS."
mM PC SYSTEM - PRICES START AT $2650
PC ACCESSORIES

Us
SOF1WARE

CAtL TilE EXPERT
(213) 344·6063 (800) 528·9537
OTIIER COMPUTERS

LOTUS 1·2·3 ........•. . .. .. ... ..•....... $335
DBASE II .. ..... . .... .. ....... .. . ..... $425
FI.IGHT SIMULATOR ... .... .. ... . ... ... .. .. . $40
MEGAWRITEU (WORD PIWCESSOR FOIl PCIA!'I'I.E) . . . $90
MEGASPELLER ........ . ................... $90
MAIL MERGE . .. .. ........... . ........ . . . $95
FRIDAYS .........................•..... $260
CATALIST (UNIVERSAL "MAIL MERGE") . ... ..... . $170
CALL THE EXPERT
(213) 344·6063 (800) 528·9537
EXTRAS FOR OTHER COMPUTERS

CALL THE EXPERT
(213) 344·6063 (800) 528·9537
VIDEO MONITORS
•• .. MONTHLY SpECIAL .... JCS·RGB 13" FOR PC. $370
PRI NCETON GRAplIICS HX·12 ........ ......... $475
BMC RGB ................•.. .• .... . ... $420
AMDEK AMBER 300A .........•... . ........ $160
A~IDEK GREEN 300 ........••...... . ... . . . $140
DYNAX ~IB ER 20MHz .................... . $140
DYNAX GnEEN . . ...... ...... . . ... ...... . . $129
MBI22G GREEN 12" (PC MONOCHROME) ..... ... $200
MBI22A AMBEn 12" - By ROLAND ....... . .... $210

EXPERT COMPUTERS
21804 ROSCOE BI.VD., SUITE 18
CANOGA PAIlK, CA 91304

(213) 344·6063
(800) 528·9537
ADD 2% FOR VIWM.\STERCARD. 20%PREPAID DEPOSIT HEQUJRED O~ COil
ORDERS. CAJ.JFORNIARESIDEm ADIl SALES T,~X. pRICI] MAY CII.~~Gf. - CM,1.
TO VERIIl' I' R I C~I ;\~D DEJ.IVERY.

ALS CPIM CARD ........................ $285
ALS S~IARTERM " (80 COLUMN CARD) .... ..... $145
RANA ELITE I .... . ....... . ... .. .....•... $265
RANA ELITE" . . ............. .. ... ...... $435
RANA ELITE III . ........... ... . . . ........ $555
RANA 2.5 (2.5MBYTE FOR PC) ... • .••. .. ... SCALL
MICROTEK DUMPLING' 16K .......•......... . $160
GIlAPpLEH + . ............. . .. .. ... .. ... $125
PUOMETIIEUS 16K RAM CAlm ... ... • .... . . ... . $60
SEKON 16K RAM CARD . ............ • . . . .... $55
SEKON 80 COLUMN CAUD . . .. .... . ... . . ... . . . $95
SEKON HUNTER (LIKE Wn,DCAllO) . ... . ...•. ... $100
SEKON Z·80 CAIlO ..... . ........ . . .• .. .. . . $115
VIDEO CABLE FOR TI 99/4 .... . ... .. .. .... ... $15

CALL TilE EXPERT
(213) 344·6063 (800) 528·9537

CALL TilE EXPERT
(213) 344·6063 (800) 528·9537

DAISYWIIEEL PRINTERS

NEW ABRIVALS

DYNAX DX·15 (15 CPS) .. ... . . .... ...... . . $495
BROTHEn HR·1 (19 CPS) ..... .. ....• . . .... $630
BROTHER HR·25 (25 CPS) .......•..••...... $795
F·10 STAnwRITEn (40 CPS) ............ • ... $1050
F·IO PRINTMASTER (55 CPS) .. .... .••,. . • .. $1400

S,\NYO MEC550 - 1 DRIVE, 3 SOITWARES ........ $995
INYO MBC555 - 2 DRIVES, 6 SomVARES . ..... $1395
••• • FEBRUARY SPECLAL - ORDERS FOR SANYO
EARN $100 DISCOUNT ON A VIDEO MONITOR
OR PRINTER····
WE'VE SIGNED Up 4 MORE BRANDS OF IBM COMPATIBLE
CO~II'UTEnS ....... .. ... ....... . . . ..... $CALL
INDUS GT DRIVE FOR ApPLE wi 3 SomvAREs .. . .. $250
KRAFT JOYSTICK ...... . . . . . .... .. . .. . ..... $39
Dow JONES CONNECTOR .............. . .•.. . . $45
PEAIII. SOIT (DATA BASE) - 6 FonMATs ... .... .. $200

CALL THE EXPER
(213) 344·6063 (800) 528·9537
DOT MATRIX PRINTERS
EpSON FX·80 ... . ... . ............... . ... $550
92 ... .•.. .. •.... . . . ... ........ $440
OKIDATA 93 ... ...... . . ... .. .. . . .... . ... $720
OKIDATA 84 .. . .... .. ...•.... . . ...• • ... $1050
PROWIUTEn 8510 ... ....•.. .. . ...•. ... .... $370
PROWRITER·lI 1550 .. ..• ... •.. ..... ..• • ... $650
GEMINI 10 X . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • • . . . • • •.• . $305
GEMINI 15 X . . . . . . . . ... .•• • ..•.•. .• .. • . $450
MANN~;S MANN·TALLY 160L .. .. ... . •... . •... . $699
IDS PRISM·80 COLOR . ........•...•....... $1150
RITEMAN PORTABLE PRINTER ......•....•... .. $385
MOST PRINTER CABLES . . .... . . . .. . . . .. •• . .. . $35
OKmiIT.~

FRANKLIN

a~IF Gemini lOX

(l)Hayes®
rr='iN=O'l=at====io=nir.iiiiiI.;;;;I
,.

CALL TilE EXPERT
(213) 344·6063 (800) 528·9537
DISKETTES
VEIIBATIM VEIlEX SSDD .. .. . . . .. .• .. ........ $17
DATALIFE SSDD . . .. . . . ......••. . ..... ... . $25
DATALIFE DSDD . . . .. ........ • • ........... $33
HEAD CLEANER KJT .......... . .. . •.. . .•..... $9
FLIPIT (USE BACK SIDE OF DISKS) ......... . ... $17
DISKETTE HAMPER . . . .. ... .. . ............ . . $24
LIBRARY CASE - HOLDS 10 DISKS....• • . ...... $2.25

EXPERT COMPUTERS
"When you know enough to buy mail order, you're wise enough to buy from an expert."

~------------------------
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Circle 78 on inquiry card .

Whal's New?
TAXING
SOFTWARE
Tax Package Handles
More Than 30 Forms
The Micro-Tax taxpreparation system can
compute and print more
than 30 IRS schedules and
forms for multiple clients,
partnerships, and corporate
returns. Depreciation is
computed by individual
items or groups of items.
Other tax-computation
abilities include underpayment penalties, self-employment taxes, minimum and
alternative minimum tax,
and income averaging.
Micro-Tax is said to be easy
to use because it calls for
simple
prompts
and
organizes data entry in a sequence that's similar to that
of manual tax preparation.
Micro-Tax is available for
the DEC Rainbow 100 and
MS-DOS- and CP/M 8080- ,
Z80- , 8085- , and 8086based systems. Three
versions are offered: persona/. commercial accountant and partnership and
corporate. The home computer Micro-Tax costs 5195.
The other versions are
51000 each. Annual updates and state taxpreparation programs are
available. For more information, contact Microcomputer Taxsystems Inc., Suite
A, 6203 Variel Ave,
Woodland Hills, CA 91367,
(818) 704-7800.
Circle 550 on inquiry card.

Individual Tax Planner
The Individual Tax Planner calculates alternative
taxes for individuals and
fiduciaries for 1983 and

.. . . . . ...

beyond. Projections for
multiple years and cases are
displayed on screen, and instant recalculations in a
worksheet format allow
rapid examination of the
consequences of alternative tax plans. Computations include income
averaging tax, alternative
minimum tax, and automatic indexing of post-1984
years. Client information
can be saved to disk for
printing out comprehensive
reports. Full help screens are
provided.
The Individual Tax Plan-

ner for 1983 is available for
a first-year subscription
price of 5595, which includes documentation and
toll-free assistance. An IBM
or IBM-compatible computer with 128K bytes of
memory. two disk drives, a
monitor, and a printer are
required. For further information , contact
Tax
Management Inc., 123 I
25th St. NW, Washington,
DC 20037, (800) 372-1033;
in Maryland, (800)
3521400; the District of Columbia, 258-9401.
Circle 557 on inquiry card.

Professional and Personal Tax Programs
Aardvark/McGraw-Hili
markets tax-preparation
programs for professional
and personal use. In addition to standard tax calculations, Professional Tax Plan
Version 3.0 can compute
self-employment taxes
under the regular method,
taxable unemployment
compensation , taxable
Social Security benefits for

1984 and after, and limitations for most credits. It can
generate an investment
report that summarizes the
after-tax effect of investment assumptions; additional reports, such as income averaging, are possible. Other features include
income
inputs,
help
screens, a file-information
screen, and a calculator

function. It runs on Apple,
Hewlett-Packard, IBM and
CP/M systems. The suggested retail price is 5350.
For home use, Aardvark/McGraw-Hili offers the
Personal Tax Planner. This
599 program, which runs
on Apple and IBM Personal
Computers, can handle
returns for homeowners
and renters and one- or
two-income households.
Personal Tax Planner will
cipher short- and long-term
capital gains and losses, the
purchase or sale of real
estate, and business. It's
available at bookstores and
computer retailers nationwide. For more information,
contact Aardvark/McGrawHill, 783 North Water St.,
Milwaukee, WI 53202,
(414) 289-9988.
Circle 552 on inquiry card.

Accountant's 1040
Preparation System
G & G 1040 is designed
for accountants using
CP/M-80 and CP/M-86
computers. This professional-level program features input screens that match IRS
forms and the ability to provide choices for the least tax
consequences, such as
whether Schedule A is preferable to the standard
schedule. Additional calculations include optional
state sales tax, excess FICA,
earned-income credit income averaging, and minimum tax. The program processes 39 IRS schedules and
comes with a batch compute/print mode and a
depreciation module. It's
claimed that the program
calculates an entire return in
10 to 15 seconds.
February 1984 © BYTE Publications Inc.
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The suggested list price
for the G & G 1040 Professional Series is 5750. Annual updates are available.
A Starter Series that processes 15 forms but does
not include batch opera-

tions or a depreciation
module costs 5195. Contact
G & G Software Inc.. 610
Park Blvd.. Austin, TX
78751. (512) 458-5760.
Circle 553 on inquiry card .

•

Lettered Schedules, 20 Forms in One Package
Th e Series 1040 ta xpreparation program contains all lettered ta x schedules and 20 numbered
forms. With Series 1040,
you have to enter informatio n only once, which
saves time and minimizes
errors. All figures and new
entries are 'automatically
ca rried over to applicable
forms and schedules. Ta x
results are calculated and
displayed instantly. The
display screens replicate
1040
forms . Further
482

highlights are that it asks
questions, traps mistakes,
and prompts you from item
to item. Series 1040 works
on such machines as the
IBM Personal Computer.
Series 1040 costs 51150.
Selected state modules are
available. Complete information can be obtained
from Calcu-Ta x Computer
Software Inc.. 19-21 West
Mount Plea sant Ave, Livingston, NJ 07039, (201)
992-2274.
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Circle 556 on inquiry card .

Personal Tax System
for Multiplan
EZ Ware's Tax-Prep personal tax system works
w ith Microsoft 's Multiplan
electronic spreadsheet Provided with 19 tax forms and
schedules, Ta x-Prep uses
display
screens
that
simulate IRS forms as working templates. A data-entry
procedure interrelates templates for a complete series
of federal ta x forms and
automatically
applies
entered data to appropriate
forms and schedules. TaxPrep w ill print directly on IRS
1040 forms and sc hedules,
co ntinuo us 1040 forms,
and computer paper used
w ith an overlay. In addition,
it can be used w ith
Multiplan'S
advanced
features to perform ta x
planning, budgeting, and
analysis.
Ta x-Prep works w ith the
Apple, Compaq, TI Professional, IBM PC and Zenith
Z-IOO. Complete w ith a
manual and tutorial, it costs
589.95. Annual updating is
avai lab le. TaX-Prep is
ava ilable factory-direct from
EZ Ware Inc.. 17 Bryn M awr
Ave, Bala Cynwyd, PA
19004, (215) 667-4833 .
Circle 551 on inquiry card.

Tax Relief for IBM PC
Tax Relief I and II for the
IBM PC have been announced by Micro Vision.
Tax Relief II, a professional
package, ha s such features
as income averaging, alternate
minimum
and
minimum ta x, data and
calculation carryover to relevan t places, client summaries, and a client directory. Entrie s can be

changed and deleted at
any time, and on-line helps
aid data entry. Several print
options and 25 federal
schedules and form s are
supported. An IBM PC or
PC XT with a minimum of
128K bytes of memory
DOS 2.0, two disk drives,
monochrome or color display and a parallel printer
are required . Tax Relief II
costs 5299. Annual updates are available.
Tax Relief I is designed for
individual use. It supports
15 form s and has most of
the features of Relief /I . Th e
suggested price is 5149. For
more details, contact Micro
Vis io n , 145 Wick s Rd ,
Commack, NY 11 725, (51 6)
499-4010.
Circle 554 on inquiry card .

Commodore Tax
Program
Northland Accounting 's
Ta xa id was developed by
experienced tax accounta nts for use on Commodore 64 and VIC-20
computers. It co:Tlputes 3
line-by-line readout o f Form
1040 and related schedules.
A manual with step-by-step
instructions for data entry is
supplied .
Three versions of the program are available: Ta xaid I,
II, and III. Taxaid I, 519.95
tape or 524 .95 floppy disk,
is designed for the basic
VIC-20. It outputs information to your monitor only.
Taxaid II is tailored for 16Kbyte VIC-20s. Output is to
the monitor or a printer. An
expanded version for the
Commodore 64, Taxa id III
w ill also output to either
the monitor or printer. Ta xaid /I and III are available on
floppy disk or cassette for

Whal's New?
529.95 or 524.95. Contact
Northland Accounting Inc..
Software Department 606
Second Ave., Two Harbors,
MN 556J6, (2J8) 834-50J2.
Circle 555 on inquiry card.

SOFTWARE
Templates Extend
1-2-3
Professional Software
Technology has introduced
two templates that expand
the versatility of Lotus
Development Corporation's
J-2-3: Personal Tax Preparer
and Time and Billing.
The Personal Tax Preparer
condenses 1-2-3 to seven
single-letter commands.
Save, Print and Destroy are
the only fundamentals you
need to prepare Form J040
and a variety of lettered
schedules. Once entered,
numbers are automatically
ca rried to the appropriate
locations on supporting
forms and schedules. Standard features include internal tax tables, screen displays of all forms in use, and
the ability to print directly
on federal forms.
For its single-letter commands, Time and Billing
uses simple associations,
such as Z for zapping an account. It accommodates
more than 20 people per
disk. A total of JO,OOO
clients can be maintained,
each with up to 2000 billing entries. It shows numbers as they are entered,
calculations as they are
made, and the interrelationships between entries or
the bottom line. Any system of keeping time slips
can be used. Time and Billing lets you customize up

to 30 abbreviated service
codes, which minimizes billing-entry descriptions. Receivables are monitored,
and the aging of accounts
is displayed.
Both programs work
with J-2-3 Release JA and
any computer with 256K
bytes of memory and a
hard-disk or two floppy-disk
drives. Previous knowledge
of J-2-3 is not necessary.
Each program retails for
5175. For full details, contact
Professional Software Technology POB 269, Rockport,
MA 01966, (617) 546-3494.

tings, variable form and
character sizes, automatic
pagination with widow
line elimination, and
automatic user-selectable
page numbering . Sixteen
color sets are available
when you use Qwerty
with an RGB color graphics
monitor.
This program is designed
to run on the IBM Pc. PC
XT, Chameleon, Compaq,

and other computers using
PC-DOS. With DOS 20,
96K bytes of memory are
required. Complete with a
tutorial workbook, Qwerty
costs 5325 : For 525 , you
can try a full-function
Qwerty.
Qwerty
is
available Factory-direct from
HFK Software Inc. Old
Danbury Rd., Danbury, NH
03230, (617) 259-0059.
Circle 559 on inquiry card.

Circle 567 on inquiry card.

Fast Word Processor
The Qwerty word processor from HFK Software
can keep pace with you
even if you can type 140
words per minute. Qwerty
provides variable margin
settings ranging from I to
150 columns, tab stops,
paragraph indentations, up
and down scrolling, forward/backward search and
search and replace operations, and block moves.
Dynamic insertion and
typeover with automatic
word and back wrap is
supported. Text can be
dynamically centered, and
such character attributes as
underscore,
boldface ,
subscript superscript double underscore, and strikethrough can be applied
during or aFter text entry.
LeFt. right. and delete
operations can be performed by character, word,
or line . On-line helps aid
operation.
Qwerty supports a wide
range of printers. Print options include a number of
pitch and line-spacing set-

Printer-Control Program
Set-FX, a machine-language printer-control program for Epson FX-80/l00
printers and the IBM PC or
the Compaq portable, has
been introduced by Softstyle Inc. With Set-FX, Epson printers can produce
the full IBM PC character
set line graphics, foreign
language characters, and
math and science symbols
exactly as they appear on
screen. Menus are provided for setting condensed ,
emphasized, proportional.
and italic characters. Set-FX
includes a custom font
generator. According to
the manuFacturer, special
fonts can be printed at 160

cps.
Set-FX requires one disk
drive and a monitor.
Memory requirements are
64K bytes when running
under PC-DOS J. J or 96K
bytes with DOS 2.0. It's
compatible with any hard
disk operated under PCDOS and with all Epson
print modes . Complete
with a manual, qUiCK
reference card, and a
demonstration program,
Set-FX costs 559 .95 , plus
52 handling . Contact Softstyle Inc. , Suite 200, 7192
Kalanianaole High way,
Honolulu, HI 96825, (808)
396-6368 .
Circle 558 on inquiry card .
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Communications
Software and
Controller Emulator
for Lisa
Apple Computer has introduced a pair of datacommunications products,
Lisaterminal and the Apple
Cluster Controller, that
enable Lisa to interact with
mainframe systems. Available at a'uthorized Lisa
dealers and through Apple 's national account executives, Lisaterminal costs
5295, and the Cluster Controller ranges from 54500
to 57000.
Lisaterminal provides Lisa
with TTY and DEC
VT I 00/52 terminal emulation and the ability to exchange information via a
modem with computers
supporting asynchronous
protocols . It permits access
to remote mainframes and
information services such
as Compuserve and Dow
Jones. Also provided are
icons, cut and paste integration between application programs, and multiple
windows.
A protocol converter, the
Cluster Controller works
like an IBM 3270-type
cluster controller. When
used with Lisaterminal, Lisa
can communicate with IBM
mainframe networks by
mimicking IBM 3278 Model
2 terminal functions. It converts SNAlSDLC or BSC
protocols to asynChronous
protocols and monitors the
flow of information in both
directions, ensuring accurate transmissions. Both
the Lisa and an attached
printer
communicate through a single Cluster
port. The Cluster Controller
can be accessed via a
modem , making remote
484

communications with a
mainframe possible The
Cluster Controller comes
with three or seven serial
RS-232C ports for mixing
and matching Lisas and
printers.
Apple has also announced
that RyanMcFarland Corporation 's
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RM/COBOL and RM/FORTRAN language compilers
are available for the Lisa. For
more information, contact
Apple Computer Inc.,
20525 Mariani Ave, Cupertino, CA 95014, (800)
538-9696; in California ,
(408) 996-1010.
Circle 560 on inquiry card .

screen windows. Window
dimensions can be expanded or contracted.
Jane runs on most 8- or
16-bit personal computers,
such as the Apple, Atari,
Commodore 64, and IBM
PC with 64K bytes of RAM.
It comes with the mou se,
mouse controller card, and
users guide. The suggested
retail price is 5295. Graphics
and communications programs will be available. For
complete details, contact
Arktronics Corp., I 13 South
Fourth Ave., Ann Arbor, MI
48104, (800) 225-5275; in
Michigan, (313) 769-7253 .
Circle 56J on inquiry card .

Software Targeted
at Business

Music Synthesizer for Commodore 64
Musicalc converts the
Commodore 64's Sound Interface chip into a threevoice music synthesizer
Musicalc lets you play along
with preprogrammed melodies, create and store
melodies for later playback,
and compose music in a
variety of styles. Standard
features include real-time sequencing, slide controls,
modulators, and trans-

posers. Musical creations
ca n be played back through
television sets, stereo
systems, or professional
amplifiers by means of standard RCA patch cords.
The suggested retail price
is 574.95. For details, contact Waveform Inc., 1912
Bonita Way, Berkeley, CA
94704, (415) 841-9866.
Circle 563 on inquiry card.

Mouse Commands Integrated Software
Jane is an integrated
software package consisting of a word processor,
spreadsheet. and a file/list
manager A mouse-driven
system employing easily
understood pictures and
symbols rather than programming instructions is at
the heart of Jane 's user in-

terface. Access to various
applications and the entering of data is performed by
pointing the mouse to the
appropriate symbol on
screen. Each application interacts with the others, and
you can work with any or
all of the applications
through up to four on-

Superex International
Marketing recently released
15 programs targeted at
businesses. Applications
focus on wholesalers,
retailers, importer/exporters,
financial analysts, mailorder houses, and pharmacists. An integrated accounting package with accounts receivable/payable,
general ledger, and payroll
modules is also available.
Most Superex program s
are designed for use on
floppyor
hard-di sk
systems, and many are
offered in a special network
configuration A few programs, such as the Pharmacist Assistant. require
hard disks. Superex programs support Apple, Columbia, Compaq, Corona,
DEC Rainbow, Eagle ,
Franklin, IBM PC Texas Instruments Professional, and
Toshiba computers. BASICA
or GW BASIC is necessary
Under MS-DOS,
the
minimum memory require-

What's Ne",,?
ment is 128K bytes. Versions for Apple and Franklin
need 64K bytes of RAM
Prices range from 5300 to
52000. For full particulars,
contact Superex International Marketing , 151
Ludlow St. POB 248,
Yonkers, NY 10705, (800)
862-8800; in New York,
(914) 964-5200.
Circle 562 on inquiry card.

the C language. It requires
a minimum memory of
256K bytes. The company
intends to transport it to
other computers and
enhance its emulation
capabilities. The suggested
retail price for Integrated-6
is 5495. Contact Mosaic
Software, 1972 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, MA
02140, (617) 491-2434 .
Circle 566 on inquiry card.

Ovation for Integrated Softvvare
O va tion software lets
you create, access, move,
extract and manipulate
data in various forms
without reentering data,
preparing different files , or
swapp ing applications
modes. This program provides built-in formats for letters, spreadshe ets, and
notes, customizing capabilities, single-keystroke
macro instructions, and advanced macros via text files.
Five applications capabilities
are provided: spreadsheet
graphics, information management. word processing,
and data communications.
Different applications can
be entered at any time, and
data that is entered into a
spreadsheet can be turned
into a graph or inserted into
a report on the same
screen . A linking process
automatically reflects any
changes in associated
forms .
Thirty English-language
commands, entirely summarized on a single card,
are all that yo u have to
learn to run Ovation. The
co mmands are common
across applications. Other
features include contextsensitive helps, automatic
backup and disk number-

TERMINALS
ing , and contin uou s
promp ts. Ovation runs
on the Tandy 2000 and
IBM PC and PC-compatible
8086/8088-based systems
using MS-DOS. It requires
256K bytes of memory A
PC XT with a hard disk is
recommended, but O vation w ill run w ith two flop-

py disks. Color and most
printers are supported. Th e
suggested retail price is
5795 . For additional information, contact Ovation
Technologies In c.. 770
Dedham Sr.. Canton, MA
02021. (617) 821-1420.
Circle 564 on inquiry card.

Hi-Res Terminal
Comes vvith DIN
Keyboard

Multifunction Package Offers
Six Modules
Integrated-6, a multifunction software package for
the IBM Personal Computer, is manufactured by
Mosaic Software. Its basic
ingredients are a relational
database, presentationquality business graphics, a
word processor, a spreadsheet. IBM PC-to-PC communications capabilities,
and DEC VT100/52 or IBM
3101 terminal emulation.
Standard operating features
include menu-driven commands, fill-in-the-blank input formats, and built-in
help screens. Integrated-6
lets you create, store,
analyze, graphically display
combine, and condense information and transfer it
between modules and

computers. The sa me information ca n be output in a
variety of formats for
presentations.
The database module
features disk access with a
capacity of up to 100,000
reco rds per file. The
graphics module, based on
the Superchartman II program , offers nearly 20
graphic styles, ranging from
pie and text cha rts to
pie/bar chart combinations.
Able to handle as many as
256 co lumns and 2000
rows, Integrated-6's spreadsheet can use information
crea ted and stored in the
database for graphic
displays or merge it with
text to produce reports.
Integrated-6 is written in

Liberty
Electronics'
Freedom 200 is a highresolution, nonglare 12-inch
video-display terminal with
a 106-key DIN-standard
keyboard. This tilt-andswivel unit features eight
foreign character sets, 7 by
9 character cells in a 9 by 12
matrix, a 24-line by 80character display format.
and a user-accessible 25th
status line. A software setup mode and 10 programmable function keys offer
operator convenience.
Th e Freedom 200 has
nonvolatile memory fo r
storing function keys and
set-up modes during powerdown. Nonembedded character attributes for both
the visua l display and data
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entry as well as doubleheight and double-width
characters and 86 graphics
characters are provided .
Miscellaneous highlights include programmable handshaking protocol, a bidirectional buffered auxiliary port
with expandable buffers,
programmable answer
back, smooth scrolling, adjustable screen. time-out,
split-screen capabilities with

definable scroll regions, and
Televideo 950 and LearSeigler ADM 31 emulation.
The single-unit price for
the Freedom 200 is 5745.
Quantity discounts are
available. For more information, contact Liberty Electronics, 625 Third St, San
Francisco, CA 94107, (41-5)
543-7000.
Circle 569 on inquiry card.

provides a flicker-free viewing window of 640 by 480
pixels. The IBM PC's highand medium-resolution and
alphanumeric modes are
supported .
The XL-1 3lists for 53495 .
A 19-inch monitor version,
the XL-19, costs 53995 .
Volume discounts are
offered. For additional information , contact Colorgraphic Communications
Corp., 2379 John Glenn
Dr., POB 80448, Atlanta ,
GA 30366, (404) 455-3921.
Circle 570 on inquiry card .

Touch-Sensitive
Monitor for IBM

CAD/CAM Graphics Monitor
Colorgraphic
Communications Corporation
believes that its XL-13
monitor is a cost-effective
solution for CAD/CAM
graphics requirements.
Plug-compatible with the
IBM Personal Computer,
the XL-13 consists of a bitmapped graphics board,
graphics primitives, a highperformance 13-inch color
video display, and a power
supply. Its standard screen
format is 80 columns by 24
or 48 lines, and character
sizes can be 7 by 9 dots in
an 8- by 10-dot grid or bitmap programmable. Both
text and graphic cursor
types are supported, with
visible, invisible, blinking, or
486
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nonblinking attributes .
Graphics features include
an escape sequence interpreter for such graphic
functions as vectors, arcs,
circles, polygons, and
parallelograms; draw over
and behind; independent
draw and erase between
graphics and text; geometric and complex fills;
128 fill patterns; zoom, pan,
scro ll, and sca ling; and
prefill or post-bounded fill
with solid color or pattern .
The graphics board provides a 1024 by 512 by 4
resolution. Th e 40-MHz
bandwidth monitor is
swept at 32 kHz horizontally and 60 Hz noninterlace
vertically. This combination

Microtouch Systems has
unveiled the Point I touchsensitive monitor for the
IBM Personal Computer.
Point I lets you position the
cursor, select from menus,
and manipulate graphiCS
with the touch of a finger
on the video display. An
on-board 8-bit 65Fll
microprocessor controls
data formats and calibrations and comes with a
FORTH interpreter, 2K bytes
of RAM for user programs,
and 4K bytes of ROM for
MTS firmware. Switch settings include 110 to 9600
bps data rates; none, even,
odd parity; I or 2 stop bits;
and software-adj ustable
parameters. The monitor is
available w ith TTL or composite outputs and amber
or green- phosphor screens.
Resolution is 1024 by 1024
points at 75 points per second; the data rate is 200
points per second. Output
is asynchronous RS-232C.
Five commands are used to
configure the screen, set
parameters, and perform
self-tests. Additionai pro-

gramming can be done
using a proprietary Touch
Commands Set and userdefined commands.
Versions of the Point I
are available for both
monochrome and color
graphics cards. A 4K-byte
EEPROM is available as an
option. In sma ll quantities,
Point I costs less than
5850. An OEM kit of the
touch screen can be obtained. For complete details,
contact Microtouch Systems Inc., Suite 5050, 400
West Cummings Park ,
Woburn, MA 01801 .
Circle 568 on inquiry card.

PERIPHERALS
IBM Data Acquisition
and Coritrol
Metrabyte Corporatiori
has announced an AID
data-acquisition and controi
board for the IBM Personal
Computer. The Dascon-I
features 12 bits of digital 110,
12-bit resolution of analog
110, four analog input channels with overvoltage protection, switch-selectable
input filters, two adjustable
voltage references, two
l-mA constant current
sources, external interrupt
capabilities, and a batterybacked real-time clock .
Resolution is 500 microvolts
per bit. Optional switch
selections can extend the

What's New?
resolution to 0.5 microvolt
per bit on two channels.
Two channels contain RTD
interfaces for built-in
temperature measurements
from -200 to 650 degrees
Centigrade.
Supplied softwa re includes I/O driver subroutines and such utilities as graphics and
calib ration /set-up procedures. Options include
two channels of 12-bit D/A
output with switchselectable ranges, a screw
terminal connector, a solidstate I/O module board,
and an electromechanical
output
board.
relay
Dascon-I costs 5485, including manual, 37-pin 0
connector,
calibration

resistors, and card guide.
Options range from 512 to
5128.
Also available from
Metrabyte is a parallel digital
I/O card that provides 24
TTLlDTL-compatible digital
I/O lines. It has interrupt input and enable lines as well
as external connections to
the IBM PC's bus power
supplies. The two dozen
I/O lines are provided
through an 8255-5 programmable peripheral interface. It costs 589. For more
information on these products, contact Metrabyte
Corp., 254 Tosca Dr ,
Stoughton , MA 02072,
(617) 344-1990.
Circle 571 on inquiry card.

than 22 commands provide
printing flexibility
The Grappler comes
with all necessary cables
and its own serial ports.
Power is drawn from the
Commodore 's expansion
port. The suggested retail
price is 5139 . For the name
of yo ur nearest dealer, contact Orange Micro Inc.,
1400 Lakeview Ave,
Anaheim, CA 92807, (714)
779-2772.
Circle 575 on inquiry card.

Comprehensive Data
Encryptor
Transcryptor
blocks
unauthorized access to
computers and terminals,
generates its own encryption keys, and automatically encrypts messages upon
transmission and decrypts
them upon receipt. Transcryptor operates asyn-

chronously and it automatically adjusts to data rates
ranging from 150 to 9600
bps . It ha s an error correction feature that
causes' automatic resynchronization when linenoise errors occur. System
hardware includes a Z80
central processor and dual
RS-232C ports.
Tran scryptor can be easily installed between a computer and modem or a
direct line. The suggested
retail price is 5945. Contact
Cryptext Corp., POB 425,
Northgate Station, Seattle,
WA 98125, (206) 364-8585 .
Circle 573 on inquiry card.

SYSTEMS
.16-bit Desktop from Sperry

Interface Grapples with Printer
Th e Grappler CD intelligent printer interface for
the Commodore 64 is
marketed by Orange Micro.
The Grappler's C-1525
printer-emulation mode
provides the means for
such dot-matrix printers as
Epson, Star, Okidata, Prow riter, and NEC to produce
graphics and special
characters. Standard print
features include high-

resolution graphics screen
dumps, text screen dumps,
a transparent operation
mode, and block graphics
screen dump. Double-size,
inverted, rotated, and emphasized graphics are accessible through simple
commands. Margin and tab
settings, page length, and
skip-over perforation are
among the Grappler's textformatting features. More

Sperry 's 16-bit Personal
Computer has built-in communications capabilities .
The basic unit contains an
8088
microprocessor,
floppy- or hard-disk drives,
an asynChronous adapter
for mainframe communications, and expansion slots .
Standard hardware includes switch -selectable
4.77- or 7. 16-MHz clock
rates, 128K bytes of RAM.
and seven expansion slots.
Two color display monitors are offered for the
Sperry Personal Computer:
medium and high resolution . The I 5-inch mediumresolution display has an 80

or 40 by 25 format. 16Kbyte buffer, 320 by 200 or
640 by 200 resolution, and
up to 16 colors. Character
size is 5 by 7 in an 8- by
8-dot block . The 12-inch
color monitor has four resolutions, ranging from 320
by 200 to 640 by 400, a
192K-byte buffer, and the
ability to display up to 256
characters. Its character size
is 7 by 14 dots in an 8- by
16-dot block . A monochrome display is also available.
Mass storage is provided
by 320K- or 360K-by te
floppy -disk drives or by a
10-megabyte hard-di sk
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drive. MS-DOS level 1.25 or
level 2.0 is standard, depending on disk storage.
Some of the applications
programs currently offered
are Multiplan, Wordstar,
dBase II, and Mail Merge .
Th e Sperry Personal
Computer is available in
seven models, differing in

regard to monitor and storage selections. A dot-matrix
printer is optional. Prices
range from 52643 to
55753. For more information, contact Sperry Corp .,
Computer Systems Division, POB 500, Blue Bell ,
PA 19424, (215) 542-4213 .

Data Systems Group, 2
Crescent Place. Oceanport,
NJ 07757 , (201) 870-4768.

Circle 590 on inquiry card .

Royal Business Machines
has introduced the Alpha tronic Personal Computer.
This Z80A-ba sed machine
comes with 64K bytes of
RAM and 32K bytes of
ROM. It has a BASIC interpreter in ROM and interfaces for a cassette recorder,
two disk drives, and a parallel printer. It can be used
with a home television or
an RGB monitor; the display format is 80 or 40 by
24. Character resolution is
formed in an 8- by 12-dot
matrix. A 79-character keyboard w ith six programmable-function keys and
separate cursor controls
and numeric keypad is provided. For game and tutorial software, the Alphatronic has a built-in cartridge slot.
Slimline 51'4 -inch floppydisk drives and software
ca rtridges are options. The
suggested price is 5695. For
details, contact Royal Bu siness Machines Inc., 500
Day Hill Rd ., Windsor, CT
06095, (203) 683-2222 .

M68000 Computer
Runs Uniplus
Perkin-Elmer's 7350 Professional Computer is a
desktop computer founded
on the M68000 microprocessor. The 7350 is a
modular machine consisting of a display unit detached keyboard, a 15megabyte Winchester
hard-disk drive, and two
double-density doublesided floppy-disk drives. The
furnished DOS is Uniplus, a
Bell Labs Unix System III
derivative. The 7350 is offered in single-user. color
graphics, and multifunction
cluster console configuration s.
The Single-user workstation comes with 320K bytes
488

of user memory The color
graphics version has 448K
bytes of memory and a
palette of 27 colors, 16 of
which can be displayed
simultaneously.
The
I-megabyte multifunction
cluster console can accommodate three terminals. Its
satellites have complete access to all host programming facilities and most applications. A number of applications packages are
available for all versions of
the 7350.
The single-user workstation begins at 58400. The
cluster console starts at
5/1, 750. For more information, contact Perkin-Elmer,
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Circle 587 on inquiry card .

Royal Introduces Personal Computer

Circle 586 on inquiry card .

plan . The 2000 has a 90key keyboard with 12 fun ction keys and is offered in
two configurations, both of
which can accommodate
up to 768K bytes of RAM.
The basic 128K-byte 2000
has twin 51'4 -inch floppydisk drives, totaling 1.4
megabytes of storage. It lists
for $2750. The 256K-byte
2000 HD system has a 10megabyte hard-disk drive
augmented with a single
floppy-disk drive. It costs
$4250.
A 12-inch monochrome
and a 14-inch eight-color
monitor are offered. The display format is 80 by 25.
High-resolution 640 by 400
graphics are optional. Other
options include a mouse
and a monitor stand .
The Tandy TRS-80 Model
2000 is available at more
than 1100 Radio Shack
Computer Centers. Contact
TandyCorp.lRadio Shack,
1800 One Tandy Center,
Fort Worth, TX 76102 .
Circle 585 on inquiry card .

Tandy 2000 Is
Powered by 80186
The 16-bit Tandy TRS-80
Model 2000, an MS-DOSbased system, is powered
by Intel 's 8-MHz 80186
microprocessor. Under MSDOS, the 2000 can run
such software as MS-Windows, Ovation, and Multi-

MISCELLANEOUS
Tool Identifies
Dead Components
Metrifast's Thermoprobe
lets you quickly identify
dead components w ithout
coming into direct contact

What's New?
with the PCB. A solid-state
device consisting of a thermistor probe connected to
a modified Wheatstone
bridge circuit Thermoprobe
measures minute temperature changes of 1/25 degree
Fahrenheit (1/45 degree
Centigrade). Beca use dead
ICs, resistors, transformers,
and diodes do not emit
heat, they can be readily
identified on the unit's builtin S-meter, which indicates
null to warm as the device
is passed above the components.
Thermoprobe is sma ll
enough to fit inside a shirt
pocket. It's powered by a
9-volt battery Thermoprobe
is available for 521.95, postage paid, from Metrifast 51
South Denton Ave., New
Hyde Park, NY ll040.
Circle 593 on inquiry card.

Money Talks
The American Founda-

tion for the Blind is marketing a device that identifies
and voca lizes the value of
US. paper currency. The
machine, known as the
PMI (paper money identifier), uses an optical scanning device to identify 51.
52, 55, 510, and 520 bills
and a voice syn thesizer to
announce the value. If a bill
is fed into the machine face
down, the vo ice says
"over" PMI will also say
"please try again" if a bill is
tattered or otherwise unrecognizable.
The rectangular PMI
measures 3 V2 by 6 by 15 3/ 4
in ches and weighs 6
pounds, 2 ounces. Two
controls, an on/off switch
and a volume selector, are
located on the front panel.
PMI plugs into any standard

three-prong, 120-volt outlet
and can be used with a
talking cash register developed by the Foundation .
PMI costs 5600. Purchasing details are outlined in a
free catalog, Products for
People with Vision Problems, which is available in
print or braille from the
American Foundation for
the Blind, Consumer Products, 15 West 16th St.. New
York, NY 100ll .
Circle 591 on inquiry card.

Rewrite Labels
When used with their
complementary marking
pen, Holman Data Products' Rewrite Labels can be
erased with a damp cloth
and reused. These 4- by
4 V2 -inch labels have seven
lines for information. A
package of 100 Rewrite
Labels with one marking
pen costs 59.95. Quantity
discounts are available.
Contact H olman Data
Products, 2059 West Lincoln, Oroville, CA 95965,
(916) 533-5992 .
Circle 595 on inquiry card.

Workshelves Adjust
to Your Taste
The Stack *Rack line of
computer workshelves
comprises nine models that
can be adapted to any
microcomputer on the market. Produced by California
Design Works, Stack*Racks
feature adjustable shelves
that can be set level, sloped,
or vertically to suit personal
tastes. They are made of
solid red oak with an oil
finish .
Stack*Racks are available
with 14-, 18-, or 22-inch

shelves in single- or double-shelf configurations.
Prices range from $38 to
$ I 18. For complete details,

contact California Design
Works, POB 3052, Monterey, CA 93940.
Circle 596 on inquiry card.

Micro Charts Aid Programmers
Micro Logic Corpora tion's Micro Chart #7 is a
double-sided, full-page reference card for 8086 and
8088 programmers. Micro
Chart represents the reconstruction of the bits, codes,
and specia l conditions
found in data manuals. Th e
data are presented in a fully
decoded format which facilitates programming, debugging, and patching.
Areas covered are conversion of instructions to and
from hexadecimal,instruc-

tion descriptions, cycle time,
addressing modes, flag
codes, register map, memory map, pinouts, and ASCII
codes. Diagrams and cautionary notes are provided
as well.
Micro Chart #7 is made
of the same type of plastic
as a credit card. In lots of
one to nine, it costs $5.95,
plus 5I postage. Order
Micro Chart directly from
Micro Logic Corp., 100 2nd
St.. POB 174, Hackensack,
NJ 07602, (201) 342-6518.

Where Do New Products Items Come From?
The information printed in the new products pages of BYTE is
obtained from "new product" or " press release " copy sent by
the promoters of new products, If in our judgment the infor mation might be of interest to Hie personal computing experimenters and homebrewers who read BYTE, we print it in some
form . We openly solicit releases and photos from manufacturers and suppliers to this marl<etplace, The information is
printed more or less as a first -in first-out queue, sut ject to occasional priority modifications , While we would not 'lmowingIy print untrue or inaccurate data, or data from unreliable companies, our capacity to evaluate the products and companies
appearing in the " What 's New?" feature is necessarily limited,
We therefore cannot be responsible for product quality or
company performance,
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RIBBON RE-INKERS
T"

Introducing the Pika-Ink, an incredibl e new device
which extends the life of your fabric printer ribbons
by a factor of TEN! Works with any fabric ribbon
with Y,-i nch or narrower width. Automatically re-inks
your ribbons either on or off the printer for consistent dark black print. Pays for itself on the first ribbon!
The Pika-Ink"is a kit which includes
Stainless
ball bea ring assembly
steel ink reservoi r
transfer felts • 115v 60Hz electric motor • power
cord
special computer ribbon ink (extra ink
available). Comes with .complete instructions. Requires assembly and fabrication with hand tools.

each

3+

~ $M

Pika-Ink kit

RS-232
BREAKOUT BOX

\,

10+

$713

The Pika-BOl;" RS -232 I/ O tester is the most advanced
breakout box on the market today. An absolute
necessity for anyone who uses or works with RS·232
peripherals, interfaces, or data lin es. Saves hours of
aggravation . Available in standard or deluxe t ri-state
models. Lifetime warranty!
•

connectors.

•

Individual LED's
monitor pins, 2,
3,4 ,5,6,8, 15,
17,20,21,22,25,
plus MARK and
SPACE .
• 24 DIP switches
allow signa l lines to
be individually
interrupted .
• 25 test pins for

prices!
T

DeviceA ~
DeviceB ~
Device C ......,..._
Common
Device 0
...,.
Device E

monitoring or cross

patching with included jumpers.
• Tri -State model displays signals as high, low, or
invalid.
Gume GVT-108
$850· F its in shirt pocket. 2 .9"x 5.5 "x 1.5", wt. 8 oz ,
with batteries (in clu ded ).
Gume Sprint 11 / 40 $1495
Sprint Inte rface
$90 • Fully assembled, ready to use.
Sprint Tractor
$235
list
each
3+

Pika -Box
. Tri-State Pika-Box

Allows several dev ices to share a single RS -232 data
line. Enhances flexibility of your system and puts an
end to juggling cables. You've heard them called AB
switches or T-switches, and they have outrageous
The Pika_Switch " is an economical alternative in kit
form. You asse mbl e it yourself and save 40% to 80%!
Available in two models: 2-device (AB + common)
with 3 female connectors, and 5-device (ABCDE +
common) with 6 female connectors. Switches any 8
lines. Silver plated switch contacts, gold plated connector contacts. Complete, nothing e lse to buy .

25-pin male DCE
and female DTE

TERMINALS & PRINTERS
Micro-Term E301 $875
Visual 55
$850
Visual 102
$1050
Gume GVr-102
$675

RS-232 SWITCHES
SAVE 40% TO 80%!

I

$179
$2;9

$199
5249

$174
$211

Pika-Switch # 2 (A B)
Pika-Switch # 5 (ABCDE)
Male Connector Option

each

3+

$79
$145

$75
$135

No Charge

TERMS : All Sales excl usive ly by mail / phone order ..
Cash , c'heck, money order, MC, Visa. No COD . Add
$4 .50 shipping, NM residents add 4% tax . (Foreign
customers: payment must be in U.S. funds drawn
on a U.S , bank , add 10% for air shipme.ntl .

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984
Jan .

52 .75 53 .25 53 .25

Prices include postage in the US. Please add 5.50 per copy for
Canada and Mexico; and 52.00 per copy to foreign countries.

53.70 54.25

Feb .

52.75 52.75 53.25 53.25 53.70 53.70 54 .25

March

52.75 52.75 53 .25 53.25 53 .70 53 .70

April

52.75 52.75 53.25 53.25 53.70 53.70

May

52 .00 52.75 52.75 53.25 53 .25 53.70 53 .70

June

52 .00 52.75 52.75 53.25 53 .25 53.70 53 .70

o

52.00 52.75 52.75 53.25 53.25 53.70 54.25

Card #

July

~2 . 00

Aug .

52.00 52.75 52.75

Sept.

52.75 52.75 52 .75 53.25

Ott.

VISA

o

Master Card

Exp.

Signature

53.70 54.25

53.25

53.25 53.70 54 .2 5

Please allow 4 weeks for domestic delivery and 8 weeks for
foreign delivery.

52.75 52.75 53.25 53.25 53.25 53.70 54.25

Circle and send requests with payments to:
BYTE Back Issues
P.O. Box 328
Hancock, NH 03449
490

Check enclosed
Payments from foreign countries must be made in US funds
payable at a US bank.

52.75 52.75 53 .25 53.25 53.70 54.25

Nov.
Dec.

53 .25 53 .70 54.25

o
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name
address
city
state

zip

MONITORS
AMDEK COLOR I PLUS
AMOEK COLOR II PLUS
I\MDEK COLOR I I I

294.95
424. 95
369 . 95

1\MDEK COLOR IV

749 . 95

AMDEK VIDEO 300 ( GREE N)
AMDEK VIDEO 300 (AMBER)
AMDEK VIDEO 3 10 (AMBER)
8He 121'.U 12 " GREEN
BMC AU9 191U 13" COLOR
BMC 140 1 13 " RGB COLOR
BMC AU9 19 1MU 13" RGB IBM
COMMODORE COLOR MONITOR
COMREX 13" COLOR "/SOUNO

134. 95
144.95
164 . 95
89.95
299.95
349.95
629 . 95
269.95
269 . 95

CDMREX
COM REX

1]4.95
1 29 . 95
129 . 95
269.95
129 . 95
144. 95
379.95
359 . 95
89.95
154 .95
109. 95
289.95
164 . 95
479 . 95
489 . 95
264 . 95
499 . 95
679.95
104.95
124. 95
129.95
294 . 95
439.95
11 9.95
99.95
389.95
129.95
119.95
149 . 95
1 39.95
289.95

12 " HI - RES AMBER
1 2 " HI - RES GREEN
COM REX 12" HI - RES LT GRN
COMREX 13" RGB COLOR
ELEc'rRoHOME 9 " GREEN
ELECTROHOME 12 " GREEN
ELECTROHOME 13 " RGD IBM
ELECTROHOME 13" RGB COLOR
GORILLA 12" GREEN
NEC 12 " GREEN SCREEN
NEC 12 " EeaNO GREEN
NEC 12 " LO- RES COLOR
NEC 12 " AMBER SCREEN
NEC 12" COLOR - IBM
PRINCETON GRAPHICS HX- 1 2
SAKATA 13" COLOR
S"KATA 13 " RG8 COLOR
S1\KATA SUPER RGB MON ITOR
SAKATA 12 " GREEN
TAXAN 12" GREEN
TAXAN 12" AMBER
TAXAN RGB V I SION I
TAXAN RGB VISION I I I
ZENITH 12 " AMBER
ZEN ITH 12 " GREEN
ZENITH RGS COLOR MONITOR
US!
9 " AMBER MON ITOR
USI
g il GREEN MONITOR
US! 12 " AMBER
USI 12 " GREEN MONITOR
USI 14" LO- RES COLOR

PRINTERS

COMPIITERS

ANADEX Dl>- 9725B COLOR/SCRIBE

COMMODORE 64
COt1MODORE 154 1 DRIVE
IBM
PC

"NADEX DP - 9625A

1339.95

ANADEX DP - 9620A
ANADEX WP - 6000

1129.95
2 199.95

AN"DEX DP - 6500TR 500CPS 2329 . 95
C.ITOH 8510SCP COLOR
C . I TOH A 10 DAISY WHEEL

NEW ! !
539 . 95

C.ITOH 85 10SP

569 . 95

COM REX CR-I DAISY WHEEL
629.95
COM REX CR-II DAISY WHEEL 469.95

DAISEYWRITER 2000
DIABLO 630R155
EPSON FX-80 W/TRACTOR
EPSON FX -l 00 F/T

1129. 95
1784.95
LOW! !
LOW! I

EPSON LQ-1 500 LETTER QU ALITY
EPSON MX- 100 F/T
EPSON RX- 80
EPSON RX- 80 F/T
GEMINI 10X
GEM INI 15X
GORILLA BANANA PRINTER
IDS MICROPRISM

LOW! !
LOW ! !
LOhll!
WW ! !
LOhI! I
189 . 95
479.95

IDS PRISM 13 2
1299.95
IDS PRISM 132C - COLOR
1499.95
JUKI 6 100 PRINTER (P)
549 . 95
MANNESMANN TALLY MT160L
599.95
MANNESMANN TALLY M'l'180L
MANNESMANN TF,LLY MT440L

799 . 95
NEW! !

NEC 3550 SP I N"RITER- IBM 1754. 95
NEC 8025 120 CPS 136 COL 719.95
OKIDATA MICROLINE 80
299.95
OKID ATA
OK IDATA
OKIDATA
OK IDATA

PACEMARK
PACEl-1ARK
PACEtlJ\RK
PACEMARK

23505
2350S
24 10P
24 1OS

OKIDATA 821'. W/GAAPHICS
OKIOATA 83A W/GRAP HI CS

1999.9 5
2 199.95
2329.95
2499 . 95
579.95

1049. 95

OKIDATA 84S
OK IDATA 92P

1 129.95
449 . 95

729 . 95

OK IDATA 93S

829 . 95

PRINTMASTER (DAISY)

SILVER- REED 550 DAISY

699 . 95

S'fAR DELTA- 10 160CPS
STARWRITER DA I SY WHEEL

LOW! !
1099 . 95

ANCHOR MARK I (RS-232)
ANCHOR MARK I I (ATARI)

TOSHIBA P- 050 LP
TAANSTAR 315 COLOR

1579.95
449.95

ANCHOR MARK I I I (TI99/4A)

TRANSTAR

79 . 95
79 . 95
99.95
ANCHOR MARK V (OSBORNE)
94.95
ANCHOR MARK VI (IBM PC)
199 . 95
ANCHOR MARK VII (RS-232) 109.95
ANCHOR MARK XII (RS-232) 279.95
104.95
NOVATION J-CAT
NOVATION 2 12 AUTO CAT
579 . 95
SMARTCAT 212 ( 1200 BAUD) 429 . 95
194.95
SMARTMODEM 300 BAUD
SMART MODEM 1200 BAUD
484 . 95
449. 95
SMARTMODEM 1200B - IBM
US ROBOTICS AUTODIAL 2 12 44 9.95

120P

14CPS

TAANSTAR 130P 18CPS
TAANSTAR 14 0S 40CPS
EPSON SERIAL (RS- 232)
GRAF ITTI CARD
GRAPPLER +
MICROBUFFER 11 16K
PKASO INT ERFACE
WIZARD BPO 16K
WIZARD SOB 16K

CORVUS CONCEP'!' MC68000
$3199
256K , 8 " FLOPPY DRIVE
COMPLE'fE SOF'fWARE PACKAGE
BI - DIRECTIONAL 8 - 1/2X 11 SCREEN

CORVUS CONCEPT 5 12K

$3599

EAGLE PC I I 128K SYS1'EM 2649.95
EI\GLE SPIRI'l' XL
3649 . 95
PO RATABLE
128 K RAM EXPANDABLE
TO 64DK RAM ON BOARD ,
1
320K
FLOPPY
1 0 l-lEGABYTE HARD DI5K,
IBM
COMPATABLE
KEYBOARD,
MONOCHROME MONITOR, 2 SERIAL &
1 PARALLEL POR'r,
MS 005
2. U ,

GW BASIC, CP/r1 86
KAYPRO I I

AI.S CP/M CARO
AHDEK AMDISK 3" DISK DR
APPLE - CAT I I
APPLE DUMPLDIG GX
4TH DIMENSION ORIVE+CTRL
4TH DIMENSION DRIVE-ONLY
HAYES MICROMODEM lIe
KENSINGTON SYSTEM SAVER
KOALA GR/TABLE'T W/SFTWR
LAZER MICROSYSTEM DRIVE
MICRO- SCI A2 DR I VE ONLY
MICRO-SCI A2 W/C'fRL - CARD
MOUNTAIN MUSIC SYSTEH
ORANGE MICRO SMAR'I' CARD
PREMIUM SOFTCARD I I e
QUADRAM 64 K80 COL eRD lIe
RANA EL I TE I W/CTRL- CARD
MNA ELITE II W/CTRL
RANA ELI TE III W/CTRL
SOUNDCHASER NUSIC SYSTEH
50FTCARD (Z- 80 CARD)
SWEET P PLOTTER
'fG JOYSTICK w/'r OGGLE I I e
'fAANSMODEM 1200
WIm APPLE MOUSE

299.95
239.95
264 . 95
11 9.95
289.95
199.95
249 . 95
64.95
99.95
189.95
239 . 95
299 . 95
289 . 95
NEW ! !
334.95
1 24.95
3 4 9.95
499.95
649.95
6 19.95
234 . 95
459 . 95
49.9 5
499.95
124. 95

1449.95
)CBM

LEADING EDGE
IBM COMPATABLE COMPUTER
8088 MPC 7. 16 MH z
7 EXPANSION SLOTS, BUILT IN
CLOCK, PARALLEL AND SERIAL
PORTS , 128K RAM, MONITOR,
WORD PROCESSING SOFT\vARE.
CALL FOR LOW PRICE!
NEe APC - HQ 1
NEC APC- H02
NEe APe - H03

$2049
$2549
$3049

5ANYO MBC 550 SYSTEM
SANVO WBC -l OOO

769.95
1529.95

TELEVIDEO 16 - BIT DESKTOP
128K 8088 5MHZ DUAL 360K DRIVES

INCI;UDES CP/M $3499 . 95

KOAIJ\ PAD TOUCH TABLET
99.95
KRAFT JOYSTICK
54.95
MICROSO IT SYSTEMCRD 256K 449 . 95
MICROSOFT MOUSE
134 . 95

MOUSE SYSTEMS PC MOUSE
224 . 95
QUADLINK APPLE EMULATOR
489.9 5
289.95
QU"DRN1 QUADBOARO I 6 4K
229 . 95
QUADRAM QUADCOLOR I
524.95
QUAD RAM QUADCH ROME MON
1549.95
QUADRAM QUADSCREEN HON
259.95
RANA DS/DD DISK ORIVE
S'fS SUPER I/O MULTI F'UNCT 169 . 95
TG JOYSTICK W/TOGGLE
49 . 95
TRANSEND P.C . r-tODEH 1200 399 . 95
VERSAWRI TER GRAPH TABLET 239.95
239
. 95
WI2ARD SPOOLER PIS 16K
CBM64 HARDWARE

1399. 95

SANYO PR5 500 DAISY WHEEL 659.95

MODEMS

COLUMB IA VP POR'fABLE
23 4 9 . 95
COLUM13IA COMPLE'rE SYS .
2649 . 95
IBM- PC COMPA'I'IBLE SYSTEM
l28K , 2 - DS/DD DRIVES , KEYBOARD
AND COMPLETE SOFTWARE PACKAGE

1549 . 95

PROWRITER I PRINTER
344.95
PROWRI TER I I PRINTER
6 19 . 95
QUADJET COLOR INK JET PRINTER

QUME SPRINT 1 1/40+

WW!!
LOW! !
LOW! !

379.95

OKIDATA 84P
OKIDATA 93p

APPLE HARDWARE

464 . 95

699.95
1229 . 95
134.95
8 4. 95
11 9.95
144 . 95
129 . 95
129.95
179 . 95

Ol'HER PRINTERS AV AILA.BLE

TELEVIDEO 9 10 1'ERMINAL
TELEVIDEO 925 TERMINAL
'rELEVIDEO 970 'l'ERMINAL

549 . 95
789 . 95
11 99.95

ZENITH z- 120 ALL-IN - ONE
BUI LT- IN GREEN SCREEN
DUAL DRIVES SPECIAL $2999 . 95
APPLE /

Ie

NOW AVAILABLE

WILDCAT STARTER SYS'I'EM 64K 20R .
65 02 & zao APPLE- CL ONE
1499.95
DISKETTES

SS/SD ELEPHANT

16.95 OPUS

15.95

SS/DD ELEPHANT 19 . 95 OPUS 17.95
DS/DD ELEPHANT 25 . 95 OP US 24.95

CARDBOARD/S 5 SLOT EXPAN. 54.95
CARD? GRAPHICS INTERFACE
64 . 95
DA'fA20 Z80 VIDEOPAK
224.95
GRAP PLER CD NEW PRINT INTERFACE
KOALA GRAP H TADLET hI/5FT
79.95
MSD - SD 1 DISK DRIVE
339.95

VOICE BOX

Circle 24 on inquiry card .

99 . 95

Circle 346 on inquiry card .

- ' it"

..

~

Video Monitors
AMBER 9" .
.. 119.00
GREEN 12" . . . . . 124.00
AMBER 12"
.. 127.00

. . ._ :_._,i......... .

. - ; - * .; -...

•

AFDC-l Floppy Disk Drive
Controller.
. ....

Includes: Drives. Vid eo Card, Perfect Soft-

ware Package. MS-DOS , CPIM,
Fa st Graphics, BASIC, CP/M-S6,
Home A cco untant and Com·
munications Program.

PC 1600-1 .
. .only $2850.00
COLUMBIA VP (Portable) .... only $2750.00
AST SIXPACK CARD
Six·function card with 64K-348K RAM
Memory, Parallel Port, Serial Port. Clock
Calendar. Super Drive and Super Spool.

AST Sixpack Card .
. .... only 291 _00
MSI DUAL 110
2 Serial/2 Parallel Ports, Clock . . . .. 175.00
MSI 256K RAM Board
256K RAM Soard with 64K . ....... 199.00
256K RAM Board with 256K ......... Call
MSI 256K w/Paraliel or Serial Port
256K wlParaliel Port and 64K
. 259.00
256K wlParaliel Port and 256K ...... Call
256K wlSerial Port and 64K .
. . 259.00
256K w/S'e rial Port and 256K
.. Call
VISTA DISKMASTER
Diskmaster Floppy and Hard
Disk Controller .
. ........... 225.00

APPRATE IBM PROM Blaster .
. 129:00
CABLE for IBM Parallel Printer ....... 29.95
CABLE for Columbia MPC
Parallel Printer

........ ..... 29.95

MOOEM Novation 103 Smart-Cat .. $21 0.00

=:..=....

-~
~.

Apprate PROM Blaster ............. 119.00
"ALS" 80 Column Card ..
. ... 159.00
"ALS" Z-CARD (Z80 CPU) . . ........ 149.00
API Apple Parall el Printer Interface card.
Centroni ~S Compatible .
. .. $45.00

Software
WORD PROCESSOR (Benchmark,
For IBM .or MS-DOS ............ . $299.00
MAILING LIST (Benchmark)
For App le II. ..................... 140.00
For IBM or MS -~OS ............. 140.00
SPELLING CHECKER (Benchmark)
For IBM or MS-DOS .............. 105.00
TELECOM (Benchmark)
For IBM or MS-DOS .......... ..... 85.00
CDEX
IBM Training .
.. .. 52.00
TALLGRASS
(J format) .
. 50.00

General Products

home computerl

wi th 400 dots at

the center.
919 1U ... 249 .00

~

SUNTRONICS CO., IN.c.

10 up

100 up

1.75
2.50

1.55
2.30

BX-80 dot matrix printer
wit h 80 cps, 9 x 7 prin t
head. Ou;el. ,"n,ble and
priced for

:~~.Yu~~~el

-

$25900

Note: Please add $10.00 shipping and hand·
ling for the video monitors or printer.

EPROM & RAM SUPER SALE
PIN

Description

8·24

2Sup

2716
2732
2764
4164
6116P-3

1450nS)
(450nS)
128 pin)

3.95
4.40
8.95
Call
6.10

3.95
4.40
5.95
Call
Call

(in stock)

(150n5)

SLOTS

Bare ad

6
8
12

519.00
24.00
29.00

KIT

A& T

544.00 559.00
56.00 , 81.00
75.00 110.00

I

I

I

I

,

I

:

'

I

$155

ma x. power, Bank Se lect plus Extended
Address ing allows for multi-memory
board set- up. 4 ind epe ndant 16K Blocks
make easy u se with multi-user system s. Any 2K RAM m ay be replaced by

a 2716 EPROM .
SBC-880 Z80A CPU, A&T ........ . .$169.00
SBC-880 Z80A CPU. Kit. ......... . .. 149.00
4MHz Z80A CP U boa rd s
with Seria\/Para\\e\ Pons.
UFDC-l Floppy Controlle r, A&T .. . .. 245.00
UFDC-l Floppy Controller. Kit ..... . 225.00
Th e UFDC-1 Floppy Controller uses the
WD1795 chip which rllns ei th er
an d/or 8"/5%" Di sk Dri ves.

CLOCK CALENDAR A& T.
CLOCK CALENDAR Kit .

$64.00
116.00
150.00

MON .-FR!' 9 :00am to 6 :00pm

. 115.00
. . . ... 95.00

Thi s 5-100 Clock Calend ar Board has
4 interrupts, Tim e, Day of Wee k
and Battery Backup.

S ecial Sale Items

w /CAGE

lOMHz. No termination. Includes power indicator and
wiring for muffin fan. Uses OK connector for solderless
. installalion and removal of power & reset lines.

STORE HOURS :

.~

!

00
64KSM A&T without RAM .. .
64KSM A&T w /64k RAM 132-6116·s). 339.00
5-100 Board Uses 6M Hz 61 16's. 'I, Amp

Mother Boards & Card Cages

DISKETTE SALE
H

SV4 Diskettes

BMC PRINTER

~

I

l' - "'i-;-!~l >q

video game display. Offers 350 x
350 reso lu tion

Mitsubishi Disk Drives, 5W' and 8" Slim
5%" Thin 0500' 40 Trac k : .......... 310.00
8': Thin 0500 80 Tr ac~ ............. 450.00

55/00 (100% certilied)
05/00 (100% certified)

t

BMC 1r COLOR
monitor fo r your

patible 5%" disk drive. (2 drives each ca rd) .
Does not read % track.

'I

.

$6995

Runs DOS 3.3 with any standard Shugart com·

COLUMBIA PC 1600-1

-

-

,

It'll\< -~.- ·~f'"-· '"
I'A-'- ,.--:'-t.""" .~"-'~-

,- {t"··

Apple Keyboard Assm & Tested .. $49.95
SUN-721 5-100 Prototype Board ..... 9 .95
SUN-722 Appl e Pr.o totype .Board . . ... 5 .95
See our January 1984 BYTE Ad for above item
description s. au ~ ntities are limited.

SATURDAY 10:00am to 5 :00pm

MailOrder-MIn Ord er $10. Vi sa or MasterCard (pl ease Include expiration date). Add $2.00 (shipping and handling) for

12621 Crenshaw Blvd .. Hawthorne, CA 90250

first 3 pounds plus .50 for each additional pound to your order. CA residents add Caltf sales tax.

MEGA BYTES FOR MICRO BUDGETS

Why pay more for top q u ality peripherals and accessories when our prices are consistently among the lowest anywhere? Expa nd you r system and
shrink your cost. We invite you to compare prices , then call us.

MICROSOFT.

SALE PRICE

.

.

MULTIPLAN .. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . $176_00
MUL TIWORO . . .... WITH MOUSE . .. .• . . . ... . . · • . . . . 339_63
MULTITOOL FINANCIAL STATEMENT .. " . , .. _. , .. . . . . . . 70.49
MULTITOOL BUDGET . . . . . . . . ... ... . ... . .. . .. . · ... . . 104.96
SOFTCARO SYSTEM CARDS .... . . . . ... .. . . . . . . .... . . CALL
SALE PRICE

MISC . ITEMS

92P , .. OKIDATA . . . PRINTER .... . ........ . . . .... . . 485,10
. . . . . . . .... . 812.70
93P . .. OKIDATA . .. PRINTER .. . .
NEC JB1260 . . . . . . MONITOR . ... ... .. . .. . ... ... . . . /12 _50
NEC JB 1205 . . . . . . MONITOR . . . . . . . . . - ... . . . . . .. . 177.50
AMOEK COLOR II .. . MONITOR . . . . .... .. .. . . . . . . .... 466,50
PEGASUS .. . .. . . . DISK DRIVES ...•. _ . . . . . .. . ... . . . CALL
CORVUS , . .. . , . , . DISK DRIVES . . . . . . .- .•.. _ . . . . . . . . CALL

. .. ..

. .

.

DYSAN DISKETTES (Boxes of 10 eachl

104/1 . . ........ .
104/10 . .. . . , .. . .
104/20 .... _ . ....
3740/1 ..........
3740/10 _ . . . • . . ..
3740/2 . _ ..... . . .
3740/20 _ . . .• ... .

SALE PRICE

5.25" .SS.SD . . . . . . . , . . . .. ... . . . .. $32_83
5 .25" .SS.SD .. ... , .•..•. . . . . . . . . . . 34_72
5 .25" . DS.DD . . . . . .. . .... . . · ..... . 41.04
8 '1 .SS.SD .. . . . . . •. _ . .• _ •. , . , . , . . . 34.09
8" .SS . DD . .. . . . , •... . . . . . .. . . . .. 42.29
8" .DS.SD . ... .. ...... . .. . . .. . . . . . 42, 29
8" .DS . DD .. . " , _ ... . _ .. ... . . . . . . 49.24

ORDERS ONLY 800-858-4810
IN CAL. 800-821-6662

I

VIDEX

SALE PRICE

UL-OO .. .. . ... . ..
VT-600 . . . .... .
VT-601
VT-602 . . .. .. . .
PS-OOO
.. . .. .. .
ENH -OOO
... .
ENH -FS -OOO . ... ..
ENH -FS-001 . . .
..

. . ....

ULTRAT E RM . . ... . . . . ... . ... .. S282.39
V ID EOTE RM 60.H z . . . .. . .
. .. . 207.87
VlD EOTERM 60.H z SOFTSWITC H. · .230_22
VIDEOTERM 60.Hz SOFTSWITCH INVER. · .237.68
PSIO . . . . . .
..... . . .. . .. . .... . 170.61
ENHANCER II ...... .. . . .... . . .. . 111.04
FUN C TION STRIP.
. . ... . . ...... . 29.06
ENHANCER II. FUNCTION STR IP. .. . 133,3 7

SALE PRICE

MODEMS
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
OB
09
10
11

HAYES . . . ... . C HRONOGRAPH
5200,79
HAYES . . . . . . . . SMARTMODEM 300. ....... . . .... 232.37
HAYES . .. . .. . . SMARTMODEM '200 .... .
· . 568.29
HAYES .. . . . .. . MICROMODEM II ... .. ..
. · .3 13.60
NOVATION ... . DC AT .. .. . .... . . ..... . . ..... . . 180,58
NOVATION
AUTOCAT . . .
... . ..... . . .. . .. . 657. 95
NOVATION ... lCAT ..... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 122.30
NOVATION ... . SMARTCAT '03 12 ' 2 ... . . ... . ..... .488,35
NOVATION ... . SMARTCAT '03 .. .. . .
. .. · .204.43
U .S . ROBOTICS .. PASSWORD . . . . . . . . . .. . .. ... . ... 395. 75
U.S . ROBOTICS .. AUTO DIAL. . . .. .. ... . . . . . . . · .525.00

S2858COMMERCIAL BUSINESS SYSTEMS

S_ ROBERTSON BLVD , LOS ANGELES, CA 90034

.. .... .
.. ....

.

.... .. .

•

I

IN FOR MA TlO N
(213) 559-0596

Phone orders accepted on Visa and Mastercard only . California residents add 6 . 5% sales ta x. No C.O.D. Actual shipping and handling charge added t o all orde rs. Prepaid
orders as follows : Money orders or cashier ' s check-merchandi se shipped upon rece ipt. Per so nal c hecks mu st clear before shipping . 20% res t ock ing f ee. Prices and
availability subject to change. $100 minimum order .
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Circle 60 on inquiry card .

The Chennel Connecting You And Computers
APPLE SOFTWARE
' AST Versa form
5245.00
139.00
Qbase
Templates POIINV @
39.00
MLiCAJ I EJ @
33.00
99.00
ARTSCI Magic Window
49.00
Magic Mailer
49.00
Magic Words
Magic Calc
99.00
. 385.00
' ASHTONE·TATE" dBase II
279.00
Bottomline Strategist
419.00
Financial Planner
198.00
Friday!
BEAGLE BROTHERS
28.00
Alpha Plot
22.00
App le Mechanic
22.00
Beag le Bag
17.00
Doss Boss
Double Take
27.00 ·
22.00
Pronto Dos
Utility City
22 .00
39.00
BLUE CHIP Millionai re
BPI GLiAP/ARIiNV / PR@
295.00
25.00
BRODERBUND'" A.E.
25.00
Choplifter
45.00
Bank SI. Writer
26.00
Lod e Runner
305.00
G. W/ AP
AR / PR @
275.00
CENTRAL POINT Copy II Plus
32.00
15.00
Filer
CONTINENTAL'"GLI AR I AP/PR@ 158.00 .
49.00
Home Accountant
68.00
FCM
2g.00
CRANE Menu Generator
27.00
DATA SOfT (laxxo n)
Mi cropainter
25.00
~IG/TAL RESEARCH"
CALL
OOW JONEs'"Market Analyzer'" . 2i5.00
Ma rke t Manag~r
235.00
I'
Market Microscope
525.00
In vest me nt"Ev a[uator
129.00
Connector
85.00
EDUWARE
CA LL
fOX & GELLER'"QuiCk Code
195.00
dGraph
195.00
. :69.00
dUtil
Qu ick Screen
1)9.00
HAYDEN Pie Writer
99.00
89.00
HAYES® SmartGom I.
INFOCOM'"Dead line
34.00
lork 11111111 @
27.00
INSOfT Electric Ouet
22.00
GraphForth
56.00
KENSINGTON ® Format II
113.00
LOTUS'" E xe~ uti ve Brie/ing
System
149.00
59.00
MICROCOM Micro Terminal
259.00
MICRO PRO'" Infostar
169.00
'M ICROSOfT Multiplan'"
109.00
Budget System
69.00
Financial Statement
CALL
Other products
79.00
MONOGRAM Dollars & Sense
MUSE® Supertext Home Office
73.00
73.00
Supert ext Pro . (lie)
22.00
Castle Wollenstein
PENGUIN
49.00
Complete Graphics System II
39.00
Graphics Magi cia n
29.00
Special Eff ects
PERFECT SOfTWARE'"
Perf ect Writer
149.00
Perfect Speller
99.00

Perfect Writer ISpeller
199.00
Perfect Filer
199.00
Perfect Calc
99.00
Writer IS pe ller I Fil er/Ca lc
489.00
PHOENIX loom Grafix
34.00
QUALITY Bag of Tricks
29.00
SENSIBLE Speller
83.00
SIERRA ON LINE
Screen Writ er II
85.00
Dictionary
69.00
Screen Writer I Dictionary
135.00
Frogger
25.00
Ultima II
39.00
SILICON VALLEY
Word Hand ler
39.00
List Handler
35.00
SIRIUS Type Attack
28.00
Pascal Graphics Editor
75.00
SOfTWARE PUBLISHING '"
(Specify 11+ or li e)
pfs : Fil e
84.00
pfs : Report
79.00
pfs: Graph
84.00
pfs : Write (lie only)
84.00
SPINNAKER'"
up to 30% off
SSM Tran scend I
69.00
Also SEE MODEMS
STONEWARE D.B. Master
145.00
D.B. Master Ver. 4
229.00
SUBLOGIC Flight Simulator
2~. 00
TERRAPIN Logo
119.00
VISICORP Vi sica Ie
(11 / 11+) (lie)
169.00
Other Products
CALL

APPLE HARDWARE
CENTRAL POINT Alaska Card'"
99.00
DANA ® Fan
59.00
319.00
EPS Keyboard
Prom @
29.00
GIBSON LABS LPS Light Pen
279.00
HAYES Micromodem II W/SC I
249.00
KOA LA'" Graphic Tablet
85.00
49.00
KRAfT Joystick
39.00
Paddle
219.00
MICRO SCI A2 w/o Controller
79.00
A2 Controller
299.00
A40 w/o Contro ll er
399.00
A70 w/o Controller
79.00
A401 A70 Controller
69.00
MICROSOfT® 16K Ramcard
219.00
Softcard
449.00
Softcard Plus
479.00
Softcard Premium
369.00
Premium Softcard lie
See MODEMS
NOVATION
ORANGE MICRO'"
179.00
Buffered Grappler 16K
PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS
199.00
Microbuffer II plus 16K PAR
CALL
Other Products
See MODEMS
SSM
TG Paddles
Joy Stick
Select a Port
Track Ball
Joy Stick (lie)
TENCAL Cool & Time
VIOEX Vid eoterm w/ss
Ultraterm
WICO Joy Stick

29.00
45.00
45.00
49.00
49.00
75.00
239.00
279.00
59.00

IBM SOFTWARE
' AST Versa Form
245.00
Qbase
139.00
Templates PO/ INV @
39.00
MLiCAJ IEJ @
33.00
' ASHTONE·TATE" dBase II
385.00
Bottomline Strateg ist
279.00
Financial Planner
419.00
Friday!
198.00
BLUE CHIP Millionaire
39.00
BPI" GLiAP/A A/PA @
459.00
CENTRAL POINT Copy II PC
32.00
COMPREHENSIVE
PC Tulor 1.1
45.00
PC Tutor 2.0
45.00
CONTINENTAL'" FCM
79.00
Home Accountant Plus
89.00
Property Management
329.00
OATAMOST Write On
89.00
OIGiTAL RESEARCH'" CP/M 86
45.00
Concurrent CP/M 86
235.00
Dr. Logo
79.00
Other Products
CA LL
DOW JONES'" Market Analyzer'" 275.00
Market Manager'"
235.00
Market Microscope
525.00
Inveslment Evalua tor'"
129.00
Connector
85.00
FOX & GElLER Quick Code
195.00
dGraph
' 195.00
dUtil
69.00
HAYDEN Pi e Writ er
135.00
HAYES Smart Com II
89.00
INFOCOM'" Deadline
34.00
lork IIII/III@
27.00
INSOFT Data Desjgn
169.00
MICROCOM Micro Termina l
69.00
'MICROSOFT" Multiplan
169.00
Budg et System
109.00
Financial Statement
69.00
Word
275 .00
Word w/Mouse
339.00
Oth er Products
CA LL
MONOGRAM Dollars & Sense
MUSE'" Supertext Pro
' PEACHTREE Peac htext 50QO
'PERFECT SOFTWARE'"

119.00
73.00
235.00
CALL
59.00
29.00
29.00
219.00

PETER NORTON Utilities
SIRIUS Type Attack
Gorgon II
SOfTWARE ARTS TK Solver
SOfTWARE PUBLISHING
pis: File
94.00
pts : Report
84 .60
pis: Graph
94.00
pis: Write
94.00
SPINNAKER'"
up to 30% off
STONEWARE
D.B. Master Advanced
449.00
SUPERSOfT Personal Database
90.00
VISICORP
CAll

IBM HARDWARE
AMDEK MAl Board
AST
HAYES Smartmodem 1200B ISC II
KOALA'" Graph ic Tablet
KRAfT Joysti ck
Padd le
MICROSOfT® Mouse
System Card 64K
System Card 256K

519.00
Call
439.00
109.00
49.00
39.00
149.00
295.00
465.00

QUADRAM Quadlink
Quadboard 64K
Quadboard II 64K
Quad 512 plus 64K
Quad 512 plus 256K
Quad 512 plus 512K
64K Aam Chips
Quadchrome
Quadscreen
TG Paddles
Joy Stick
Track Ball
WICO Joy Stick

MODEMS
HAYES® Micromode m II
w/SC I (II)
SMartcom I (II)
Smartmod em 1200B
w/SC Il (PC)
Smartcom II (PC)
Sma rtmodem 1200
(RS232)
Smartmodem 300
(AS232)
Chronograph (RS232)
NOVATION Appl e Cat II
(300B) (II)
212 Apple Cat II (300/1200B)
(II)
212 Appl e Cat II
Upgrade Kit
Cat (300B) (RS232)
D·Cat (300B) (RS232)
J-Cat (300B) (RS232)
Smart Cat 103
(300B) (RS232)
Smart Cat 103 1212
(RS232)
212 Auto Cat(RS232)
SSM Modemcard w/SOU RCE II
Transmodem 1200 (II)
A10-2 Ser/Par Inlerface

MONITORS
AMDEK Video 300
Video 300A
Co lor I
Co lor I plus
Co lor II
Co lor III
Co lor IV
DVM Interface (II)
DVM Interface (lie)
NEC 12" Green JB1 201
12" Color JC1215
12" RGB JC1203 (PC)
JC1203 to PC Cable
PGS HX- 12
QUADRAM Quadchrome
Quadscreen
TAXAN 13" Color
12" Green
12" Amber
RGB Vision 1 12" Lo
RGB Vi sion 3 12" Hi
PRINTERS
EPSON FX 801100
OKIDATA Complete Line
DISKETTES
DYSAN® 5'1. SS/SD
5'/,' SS/DD
5'1,' DSIDD
Plastic Box Add

485.00
285.00
285.00
265.00
420.00
675.00
79.00
519.00
1.595.00
39.00
49.00
49.00
59.00

249.00
89.00
439.00
89.00
499.00
205.00
189.00
269.00
559.00
319.00
139.00
159.00
109.00
199.00
409.00
569.00
259.00
499.00
169.00

135.00
149.00
289.00
319.00
439.00
389.00
895.00
169.00
169.00
159.00
299.00
559.00
24.00
539.00
519.00
1.595.00
319.00
145.00
149.00
319.00
559.00
CALL
CALL
32.00
37.00
43.00
1.50

TERMS: Add 3% for shipping & han dling . $3.00 minimum . Allow 2 weeks for checks to clear. Add 6% for Ca li f. Sal es Tax. Add 2% to total for Visa &
Master/Charge. All sales fina l for software, accessories & diskettes. Defective Hardware, Monitors. Printers returns must be within 10 working days of
purchase accompanied by RMA # for exchang e only . Apple is th e Registere d Tradema rk of Apple Computer Inc. IBM is the Registered Trademark of
International Business Machines Corp .

ORDER DESK: National: 1-800-821-4381 Calif: 1-800-421-3245
Product Support: (805) 683-1779 Local Orders: (805) 68~3006
STORE HOURS: M-F 9-6pm. Sat. 9-5pm ORDER HOURS: Mon.-Sat. 8-6:30pm

Circle 50 on inquiry card.

Circle 345 on inquiry card.

No. 806 & No. 516

S-100 & DISK POWER SUPPLIES:
ITEM
S3

+ 5V OVP
5A

12 SLOT & 2 FLOPPY
(1 Floppy & 1 Hard Disk)
6 SLOT & 2 FLOPPY

S4

4A

1A

Kit 1, 2 & 3

Mainframes

OPEN FRAME , ASSY . & TESTED ,
- 5V (or - 12V) + 24V(OR + 12V)
+ 8V
1A
5-7A PEAK
13A
4-5A PEAK

for S-100

R2,R3fo r 2 Drives( Floppy &Hard)

6 OUTPUTS, ADJU . & FUSES PROTECT.
± 16V

8A

3A

SIZE W x D x H
10" X 6" X 5"

3A

83fa"

X

5" x 4% "

PRICE
105.95
95 .95

DISK POWER SUPPLIES:
ITEM
RO
R1
R2
R3

IDEAL FOR
2 x 8" SLiMLINE
2 x 8" or 2 x 5'14' DISK
f3x8 " (or5 '14' )FLOPPYj
~ 1x Floppy & 1x Ha~

OPEN FRAME , ASSY. & TESTED , REGULATED, ADJUSTABLE & FUSES PROTECT.
+ 5V OVP
- 5V (or -1 2V)
+ 24V (or + 12V)
+ 8V Unreg.
.+ 12V
SIZE W x D x H
PRICE
2.5A
2.5A - 5A Peak
5" x 4" x 4"
51.95
4A
1A
3A - 5A Peak
2A
8" x 4" x 3%"
56.95
6A
1A
6A-8APeak
10"x 4?1a" x 3"14'
71.95
6A
1A
6A - 8A Peak
1A
9" x 6'14' x 43fa"
98.95

AC & DC POWER CABLES WITH CONNECTOR FOR 2 DRIVES

S-100 POWER SUPPLY KITS
ITEM

(IDEAL FOR)

+ 8V

KIT 1
KIT 2
KIT 3

15 CARDS
20 CARDS
DISK SYSTEM

15A
25A
15A

- 8V

1A

8.00

(OPEN FRAME WITH BASE PLATE , 3 HRS. ASSY . TIME)
+ 16V
- 16V
+ 28V
SIZE: WxDxH
PRICE
2.5A
3A
3A

2.5A
3A
3A

5A

12" x 5" x 41fs"
12" x 5" x 41fs"
13'12" x 5" x 4'1a"

54.95
61.95
69 .95

SHIPPING FOR EA. PWR SUPPLY: $5.50 IN CALIF. ;
$8 .00 IN OTHER STATES;$18.00 IN CANADA.
FOR EA. TRANSFORMER : $5.00 IN ALL STATES;
$12.00 IN CANADA. CALIF. RESIDENTS ADD
6.5% SALES TAX .
DEALER
INQUIRIES

, i·*,%N(;I\)f'.i;llj;i~\\jlj)W!ic~'f'!) i§Pi~~;

ASSY . & TESTED ONLY ~
+ SHIPPING $18.00
EACH MAINFRAME (ITEM NO. 806 OR 516) CONTAINS : EMI FILTER. FUSE HOLDER. AC POWER CORD . POWER SWITCH & INOICATO'::'TED
RESET SWITCH. 4 V," COOLING FAN. S·100 BUS 6 SLOT CARD CAGE . (110/220 VAC. SO/ 60 HZ.) POWER SUPPLY FOR DISK DRIVES & S'loo
SLOTS . 2 EA. DC POWER CABLES WITH CONNECTOR AND MOUNTING HARDWARE FOR DISK DRIVES. 9 EA. CUT·OUTS; 7 FOR OB25
CONNECTOR. 1 FOR so PIN CONNECTOR & 1 FOR CENTRONICS . CUSTOM FINISH & LOGO·LESS • COMPACT SIZE . LIGHTWEIGHT. 28 LBS.
'~~~lA~V~OR ~V~~A 8~ ~~~~~~~iZL~~i:\~~~~~"T~S:~~~.M48'2 OR EOUIV.). OR ONE HARD DISK. POWER SUPPLY +8V/8A. ± 16V/3A.

6 SLOT MAINFRAME

S:l,S4forS-loo&20rives

$299.95

~

I

No. 806
Mainframe

~l

l~J

MAILING ADDRESS :
P.O. BOX 4296
TORRANCE, CA 90510
TELE X 182558

SUNNY INTERNATIONAL
(TRANSFORMERS MANUFACTURER)

(213) 328-2425 MaN-SAT 9-6

SHIPPING ADDRESS :
22129 1/2 S. VERMONT AVE
TORRANCE, CA 90502
~

r..J

••• TheGRAY MARKET
We don't play games
Lowest Prices Anwhere! Here is why:
1. Low Advertising Budget
2. Large Volume Buying
3. No Support
4. No Repair Service
Our advertising budget is kept low, we
sell in large volume and you benefit by
getting the best prices anywhere. You
may use Visa, MasterCard, American
Express or prepay (cashier's check or
money order).
We carry so many products that we are
unable to list them all. However, call us
for your specific needs. We have listed
examples of some of our products and
prices. Believe it or not, all our products are priced the same.
ALL PRODUCTS ARE NEW
IN SEALED CONTAINERS

IF YOU WANT THE LOWEST
AND BEST PRICES CALL US

(714)
494

557-3934

BYTE February 1984

COMPUTERS
MONITORS
ALTOS
. '. SCALL AMDEK CO LOR I .... SCALL
VIC 20 .......... . • ". SCAll NEC ...... . ...... . SCAll
COLOMB IA .
' . SCAll ZENITH ... ........ SCAll
CORONA .
SCALL SANYO . . .
. . '. SCALL
NORTH STAR .
'. SCALL TAXAN . . . .
'. SCAll
FRANKLIN . . .
'. SCAll USI .
. " SCALL
DEC RAIN BOW.
. . '. SCAll COMREX.
. " SCALL
TELEVIOEO . ....... .... . SCAll GORILLA
.. SCALL
SANYO . . . . . . . . . . . .
'. SCAll MODEMS
TEXAS IN STRUMENT .... '. SCALL HAYES 300 BAUD . '. SCALL
ZENITH
'. SCALL NOVATION S . . .. . ... SCALL
PIED PIPER ..
. ... ' . SCALL SIGNALMAN ....... SCALL
ZOR BA . .
. '. SCALL TERMINALS
PRINTERS · DDT MATRIXES
TELEVIOEO 925
.. SCALL
EPSON FX·80 .
. ... S519.00 QUME . . .
. . " SCALL
OKIOATA 92A .......... S429.00 ZENITH ... . ...... . SCALL
STAR MICRONIC S ........ SCALL AMPEX DIALOG ... '. SCALL
C. ITH O ................ SCAll TERMIFLEX ..
. ' . SCALL
PROW RITER
. '. SCALL DISC DRIVES
IDS. . . . . . .
. . '. SCALL SHUGART ........ ' . SCALL
DATASOUTH
SCALL TANDON .
. .... SCALL
ANADE X .
. .. ' . SCALL SIEMANS
. '. SCALL
NEC .
. .... '. SCALL REMEX . . . .
. ... SCALL
TOSHIBA. .
. '. SCALL RANA ....... . ... '. SCALL
RITEMAN . . . . . . . .
'. SCALL COMMADOR 64 DRI . . SCALL
MANNSMAN TALLY .
'. SCALL APPLE PERIPHERALS
OLIVETTE .
. ........ '. SCALL GRAPPLER PLUS ... $115.00
RIKO . . . .. .
. ....... '. SCALL MICROTEK .... . .... SCALL
LETTER QUALITY
OTHER PARALLEL
BROTHER HR' 1
..... 559.00 INTERFACES
OYNAX OX' 15 .
. .. S449.OO SERIAL INTERFAC ... . SCALL
COMREX . . . . . . . . . .. . '. SCALL 80 COLUMN CARDS . " SCALL
NEC ........... . . . . '. SCALL CPM CARDS . . .. . ... SCALL
DIABLO
'. SCALL 16K RAM CA RD S .. .. . SCALL
QUME .
. '. SCALL LANGUAGE CARDS . " SCALL
C. ITH O
...... '. SCAll APPLE DI SK DRIV .. " SCALL
STARWRITER . .
' . SCALL BU FFERS ........ '" SCALL
SILVER REED .
". SCALL COMPLETE STOCK OF
.JUKI .. . ... ... . . .•.... '. SCALL CABLES . ........... SCALL

IBM PERIPHERALS
RAM CA RD S . .
.. SCALL
QUADRAM .. .. ....... SCALL
RAYTRONICS ......... SCALL
AST ................ SCALL
CO LOR MONITORS .... SCALL
10 MEGA BYTE HA .... SCALL
GRAPHICS CARDS . .
SCALL
DI SC DRIVES . .. . ..... SCALL
MODEMS ....... . .... SCALL
COMMADoR 64 . VIC 20
PERIPHERALS
DIS DRIVES .
. .. SCALl
MONITORS . . ........ SCALL
INTERFAC ES ........ SCALL
CARDCO .
. . " SCALL
THE CONNECTION . .. SCALL
SOFTWARE . .... ..... SCALL
PAPER ClIP .. ... . .. .. SCALL
DATA 20 .
. ... . SCALL
WORD PLUS .
. . .. SCALl
EXPANSION BOARD ... SCALL
PLonERS
HEWLETT PACKARD. " SCALL
BAU SCH & LOMB . '" SCALL
AMDEX .............. SCALL
BMC .
. ... " SCALL
STROBE ............ SCALL
HARD DISC DRIVES
SWITCH BOXES
ACCESSORIES
DUST COVER S. . .
. S7 .95
PRINT WHEELS.
' . SCALL
RIBBONS .
. .. ..... SCALL
DISKETTE CAS ES ..... SCALL
SURGE PROTECTOR .... SCALL
DISK ETTES OS/ OO .
S28.95
10 ea.

Circle 156 on inquiry card .

AST
Combo Plus (Serial/Par/ClK 64 to 256K).
249.00
Si x Pak Plus (Serial/Par/ClK 64K Expands to 384K). 289.00
Meg-A-Plus (SerlaI/ClKl64K Expands to 256K) .... . 269.00
.. _ 269.00
Meg-A-Pak (Expands Meg-A-Plus to 512K)
1/0 Plus (SP) . .. . . .
. . .. . .. .. .
. .. 129.00
PC-Net(with Shared User Software) .
. . 556.00
PC-Net Starter Kit. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . 1,192.00
AST-5251 (Allows connection of IBM PC to System
. . 700.00
340038) .
MANY OTHER OPTIONS AVAILABLE.
ASHTON·TATE
D-Base II
.... ..... ....... . . .. ... . . . 400.00
Bottom Line Strategist. .
. .. . ..... 279.00
Financial Planner
.. . ...•.•..... 499.00
Friday ....
..........
... 189.00
D.C. HAYES
Smart modem 1200B-Smartcom 2 software included 429.00
Smartcom 2-Telecomputlve for 300/1200 on disk .... 89.00
lOTUS DEVELOPMENT
lotus 1-2-3 (on disk) . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. 369.00
KRAFT
Joy Stick
... 47.50
Paddle (pair) .... . ........... .
. ... 37.00
KEYTRONICS
Enhance your PC-with a superior keyboard . . . . . . 210.00
M.P.I.
B-52 (DS/DD) 320K .

. . . . . . . . _...... 210.00

MAYNARD
Floppy Controller ........ . ...... .
.. 155.00
.. 225.00
Floppy Controller (Serial)
Floppy Controller (PAR)
.. 205.00
Sandstar MOD-FDC
(for 5 '1." or 8" drives) .. 200.00
MODULAR
Pararrel MOD . . ........ 60.00
ADD·ONS FOR
. ..... . 79.00
Serlal·MOD.
SAN DSTAR
Clock Calendar MOD .. .. 69.00
MOD·FDC
Game Adapter MOD .... . 49.00
Sandstar Multi-Function Bd (Holds up to
6 modular add-ons . __ _. . . _. . .
.. 82.00
PLANTRONICS COLOR PLUS
Color + Color Display Card (16 colors) . . .... .. .. 395.00
PRINCETON GRAPHICS
. ... 469.00
PGS HX12-H I-Res Color, The Best ....
aUADRAM
Quadlink-Allows Apple Software to be used in IBM
PC HAS 64K Ram-Game Port Display Gen-Disk
Inti. w/software . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ..... . . 499.00
Quadboard 2-84K Ram (expands to 256K) 2 Ser Port
ClK and software . .
. ... . ......... 289.00
Quadboard - 84K (expands to 256K) Par and Serial Port
ClK and software
.............. . 289.00
Quad 512 - 64 Ram (expands to 512K) Serial Port and
software . .
. ... 259.00
Quadchrome - Color Monitor . . . .
499_00
Tilt Table . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . 40_00
Chronograph ClklCalendar BD.
229.00
SHUGART DISK DRIVES
SA455l-1I2 HGT 320 K DS/DD w/BRACKETS ___ 225.00 ea.
440.00 for 2 ea.
TANDON DISK DRIVES
. . . ..... 225.00
TM100-2A 320K DS/DD ...
TM55-2 1/2 HGT 320 K DSIDD w/BRACKETS

AlS
CPM 3.0 Card .
Z-Card II . .

. . ... . . . . 289.00
...... ... 139.00

ASHTON·TATE
D-Base II .............. . . ... .

.. . . 400.00

ASTAR
RF Modulator
COOL TIME
Fan, Clock, Surge Protector .. . .

.... 19.00

Vista Solo (35TR) .. . . ........ .. . . ........... . 189.00
Micro-Sci A-2 (35TR) . . .. . .• .•. • .• . •...•.• _... 209.00
Micro-Sci A-40 (40TR) .. ...•.•.•.• . . _. . . . • . ... 289.00
Micro-Sci A-70 (Quad) .. ... .. __ ....... _.... __ . 329.00
Micro-Sci Controller ....... .. •. . .•. • . • ........ 70.00
Rana Elite I .. . ... ... .. . _•.• .•.•.•. • .•.•.... 249.00
Rana Elite II ..... . . ..... ...... .............. 399.00
Rana Elite III ... ..... .......... ... __ . ...... _ 509.00
Rana Controller .... . .......... .. . . . .... ...... 65.00
Super 5 " THINLINE" I size 163K 40TR Green .. .... 189.00
Super 5 "THINLINE" V. size 163K 40TR
(TEAC DIRECT DRIVE) Red .
. .. .... ... 225.00

... 80.00

GENERIC
Z-80 Card (Emulates Micro-Soft) . . . .
. .... _ 99.00
60 Col. Video (Videx Compatible) .
. .... 99.00
60 Col. Video w/Soft Sw itch . .
. . .... 125.00
Joy Stick . . . . . .
....... .. .•.
. . 20.00
... • .•.•... . .. 79.00
E-Prom Writer
Pararellinterface . __ .
. ... . •.•.• ... . 49.00
. . .. 65.00
Pararellinterface w/Graphlcs . . . . . .
16K Ram Card
..... ... . . ..... . .•... . .. 40.00
RF Modulator
. .. . . ...•... .. . 13.00
HAYES
. . 29.00
Joy Sticks
Micro-Modem II . . . ......... .
. . 259.00
.. .. 279.00
Micro-Model II w/terminal package ....
KENSINGTON
System Saver/Fan & Surge Pro ... ... . . . •.• .•... . 75.00
KOALA TECH
Koala GrfTablet w/Software
• ... ... 89.00
KRAFT
Joystick for II E .. ... ..... ___.... . _. . . .
.. 44.00
lOTUS DEVELOPMENT
139.00
Executive Briefing System ... .. .
MICRO·MAX
View Max SO (80 Colfor II +) .. .. ..
.. . 139.00
View Max 80E (SO Col w/64K Memory Exp to 12SK) . 129.00
MICROTEK
Dumpling 64K1lnterface and Graphics 64K Buffer .. 235.00
Dumpling GX-P/Par Interface Card and Cable . ... .. 99.00
Parallel Interface Board (RV611C) . ....... .. . . .. 61.00
BAM 16 (16K Add-on Memory) . .. . ... . .. .. .. . .... 45.00
NOVATION
Apple Cat II w/software ...
. .. 269.00
. _. 625.00
212 Apple Cat
Handset ..
.. .... 29.00
ORANGE MICRO
Grappler + (Graphics Interface). . .
. . . 119.00
Grappler + 16K (Buffer and 5 to 84K) _. . . . . . .
_ 175.00
Buffer Board
...... ___ . .
. ...... 135.00
PRINCETON GRAPHICS
Interface Card allows use of HX12 Color Monitor .. 156.00
aUADRAM
RAM SO-SO Col64K card . .. . .. . . .......... .. . 119.00
APIC-Par Inti. card
..........
60.00
. .... 65.00
APIC/G-Par Inti. w/Graphlcs .
CPI-S' Cable (APIC to Cen. Printer) . . . . .
. . 34.00
APIC III-Par Printer Inti. for Apple w/S' Cable . . ... 95.00
TG PRODUCTS
Joy Stick-For Apple II +
... . 38.00
......
. . 29.00
Paddles .
Selecta Port .... . ...... ... ................... 38.00
VIDEX
Ultraterm .. .
.. .. 279.00
. . . .. 189.00
Videterm .... .
VISTA
ASOO Floppy Controller for S" Drives
.•........ 300.00
A-800-1 Cable . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. ... 27.00

Sprinter K (5MHZ Speed-up) .. .. . ....... .
K-Clock (Batt Backup ClklCal) .... .... .
Video Output BD~allows use of video monitor) .... 125.00
Kaypro II Upgrade Disk Drives (DS/DD) . ... ...... . 239.00
(Trade In Allowance $75 lor SSlDD Drive)
.: : "

LOTUS 1·2·3 ... ..... . ................ _. . .. 389.00
aUADRAM TI-64 64K Ram Card . _... . . . _. _. .... 208.00
QUADRAM TI-92 192K Ram Card . . . .. .......... 339.00

WIZARD BPO (Same as Grappler + 16K
Specify Printer) . .. . . .. . __..... .. .. ... ....... 149.00
WIZARD IPI (Same as Grappler + Specify Printer) .. 89.00
WIZARD EBO (Internal Buffer for Epson) ......... 109.00
WIZARD 80 Coll64K For II E
.. . . ...... . . .. 139.00
WIZARD 80 Coli For II + . ...
. _. ..... 139.00

.'
_ i.

RS232 Connectors
SOLDER TYPE
' , , , , , , , , 2.SO S·100 Connectors , 10125.00
DB25P ,
DB25S . , , , . , , , , , , ,, 3.00 DE9P " " " . , , , , .. , 2.00
DB25 Hood . .
, ,, 1.00 DE9 Hood . , . , ..... . 1.00

8" CABINETS
8" DDC88V28 wlPS vertical for 2·8" drives ...... 269.00
8" DDC88T·1 wlPS vertical·for 2 or 4·8" thlnllne
drives . . ,
... . ... . .. . . .... ....... 269.00
8" DDC88T·2 w/PS verti cal for 2 8" thlnlin e drives 200.00
8" DDC8V wlPS vertical lor 1 8" drive
, ... 249.00
8" DDC88H wlPS horizontal for 2·8" drives . ..... 269.00
5'1." CABINETS
5';' '' DDC5H wlPS horlzontal·for 1·5'1,,' drive ..... 55.00
5 ';. " DDC5V wlPS vertical·for 1 ea. 5 '1,, ' drive .... 65.00
5 '1, " DDC55V wlPS verti cal·for2·5'I, drives (NEW) 85.00 '

SHUGART
5 VO' SA400(35TR)160K . , ..
. ." ,
SVO' SA400L(4O TR) 190 K . . ........• ... ......
5 VO' SA455L (40 TR) 320 K 'h HGT ... , , . . .• .. .. '
8" SA601 R(SS/DD) 600 K ....... ... ......•.....

169.00
169.00
225.00
355.00

QUME
SVO' 142 (40TR) 320 K 'h HGT ............ . ..... 225.00
8" DT8 (842) ... ................ , .
. ...... 490.00

MITSUBISHI
5 %" M-4853 V. size 96 TPI same as TM 1()()'4 .. . . 410.00
M 289fl.63 (DS/DD) 220V ........ .. . . .......... 449.00
8" M·289fl.63 Thinline 8" DSIDD 1.2 MG .... . ... .. 419.00
8" M·2894·63 (11DV) STD 8" DSIDD 1.2 MG . . . 399.00

CDC
TAN DON

CENTECH
Color code your flies: S colors In each pkg. (Red,
Yellow, Blue, Green, Brown)
5 VO ' Sgl sldeldbl den ....
. ........ . . , 23.00110
S'I, " Obi slde/dbl den .
. . , 30.00110
5VO' 10 sector ..... . .. , . , . . • . • .•. • . .. . . .... 24.00110
5VO ' 16 sector ........... . .• . • . • . . .• . . ..... 24.00110
8" Sgl slde/dbl den ..... , ............ . . ..... 30.00110
8" Obi sldeldbl den ..... , , , , , ... , , . , ........ 40.00110

1SO.00
225.00
339.00
425.00

SIEMAN'S
8" FD1Q0.8(SSIDD) 110V 801 R ........ . .. . .... . 169.00
8" FD100-8 (SS/DD) 220V Compatible .. . . .. , ..... 199.00

MPI
SVO' B·S1 40TR SSIDD 180 K ......... . . .. ...... 145.00

Grizzly (200W) unlnterruptible power
system + surge protection ... . ... .... ..... 750.00
Grizzly (500W) unlnterruptlble power
system + surge protection . . ...... .. .. . .. 1,802.00
Hawk AC power monitor wlsurge protection .... 160.41
Lemon (6AC outiets·3 prong) .. .. ... . .......... 44.00
Lime (5'·3 prong pwr cord wlon·off switch . . . ..... 69.00
Orange·AC surge + EMI filter (6 outiets) ... . . , .. 95.00
Peach (3 outlets) AC surgelEMI filter . ...... . . .. . 69.00

8" DSC 88-2SKHor 2-8" drYs wlskl. conn . .. . , .. . , , ,
5 '1" 'DSC55-2SKT·for 1·5 V.. ' dvs wlskl. conn ... .....
RS232MM·5' (male to male) .
. ...
IBM to PAR . . . .
...
. ...
Osborne to PAR ..... .... . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . ....
Kaypro to PAR ... .... .• . .. . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . ....
OKI·Data Serial . ... .. .... , ... . . ..... .... ... . ,

20.00
20.00
19.00
32.00
32.00
32.00
24.00

OUR BEST BUY'S
8" SUB ASSEMBLY
DDS + 0 2EA SSIDD Siemens FD1Q0.8 Dri ves
wlcabinet. .
. . . . .... . ... . . . 595.00
DDS + 2 2EA DSIDD Mitsublshl M2894-63
. ..... . 1,075.00
wlcablnet ... . ..... . .....
DDS + 4 3EA DSIDD 8" Thlnllne Drives wlcablnet 1,ISO.00
Specify- Vertical or Horizontal Cabinet
5 W' SUB ASSEMBLY
DDS + S 1EA SSIDD Disk Drive (SA400L) ......... 239.00
DDS + 6 2EA SSIDD Disk Drive (SA400L) . , .. ... 489.00

FOR APPLE, ETC.
. .... . , . . 17.00110
5 VO ' Soft Sector SSIDD . . , . , . .
For IBM PC & PARTNERS for Qty of 100 (15% Discount)
5 VO' Soft Sector DSIDD .
. .. 24.00110

5 VO' 94()9.DS/DD . .. . . ......... ... . . . .... . . .. 225.00
SVO' TM1()()'1 SSIDD 160K ... .. .. .. . ...... ....
SVO ' TM1 ()Q.2A DSIDD (320K) FOR IBM·PC ......
TM101·4 (96 TPI Ouad Den) .... .. . ......... ....
8" TM848-2 (DSIDD) 1.2 MG ........ .. . ... ... ...

OUV·T8/1 H (hobby) ... .. . .. .. . . . ... .......... 49.95
OUV·T8/21 (Industrial version) , . . .
. ........ 68.95
OUV·T812P (wltimer & safety switch) . . . . ...... 97.50

Sgl. sl
den 5'/4".. ..
.. ...
ObI. sldeldbl. den S V, " '.',.
. ..... , ...
ObI. sldelquad den 5 'I, " ........ , .............
MEMOREX, TDK, VERBATIM . . . . .
. ..

Ii1

:\ ltl~!:I~,el

t.·

r

'I,

24.00
36.00
45.00
CALL

ili:

AA·5 (Holds 82 Disks) ..
. .. . . 17.00
AA-8 (Holds 82 Disks) ... ,
. .. , 28.00
Smoked Plexlglass Disk Tubs
LIBRARY CASES
CAS·SVO' . . .
. . 2.SO
, , , , .. , .... • .. , , , . 3.00
CAS-8" . . . . .
Color Burst(Pack of 5) .. . .. , ....... .. . ... ...... 12.00
FLIP "N" FILE
Flip " N"' File 25-5 VO' (holds 25) wllock ...
" . . 21.00
Flip "N " File 51).5'; ' (holds SO) wllock
.. 27.95
Flip "N " File "'Original·5" (holds SO) ..... .
..21.00
Flip "N " File "'Original 8" (h olds SO) ....... .
. . . 29.95

- - --

I

GREEN
BMC 12AU (15 MHZ) 80 Co1112" ................. 80.00
Dynax GM 120 (20 MHZ) HI·Resl80 CoI112" ........ 129.00
SakataSC-1000(18MHZ)80CoIl12" ......... . .. 119.00
USI PI·1 (20 MHZ) HI·Resl9" ................. . . . 119.00
USI PI·2(20 MHZ) HI·Res/12" ... . . ,....
. .. 129.00
AMBER
Dynax AM121 (20 MHZ) HI·ResI80 Co1112" , .. . .... 139.00
USI PI·4 (20 MHZ) HI·Res/80 Coll9"
..... 125.00
USI PI·3 (20 MHZ) Hi·Resl80 Coll12" . . , . , ... . .... 129.00
COLOR
Amdekl·12" Composlte(ForApple) , ..... ,
. . . 259.00
.. 429.00
Amdek 1I·12"·RGB(ForIBM·PC)wlaudlo
Amdek I + Composite wlaudlo .... . . .. . , .. .... 275.00
Princeton HX·12·RGB (For IBM· PC) ., ........... 469.00
Sakata SC·l()Q.13" Composite (For All) .. . . .. . ... 260.00
Sakata SC·2()Q.RGB (For All) .. ...... , . . . ....... 489.00

Colors Available; color burs r ass t., beige, black, blue. red, gray

'IEEE.69&No termination required
w/eard bare card
Ba", Bd
A+T
cage
eago
40.00
80.00
20.00
4
15.00
6
20.00
48.00
70.00
22.00
25.00
69.00
100.00
31.00
8
12
30.00
99.00
140.00
41.00
18
45.00
lSO.00
200.00
SO.OO
22
80.00
185.00
75.00
All card cages will accommodate a 4" fan
Add $20.00 for 1 fan·Add $30.00 for 2 fans
51010

11

For 2 Standard 8" Drives
M F + DD6 (6 slot MIB) ........ .
MF + 008 (8 slot MIB) . ... . .
MF + 0012 (12 slol MIB) ..
For 2 Thlnilne 8" Drives
IMF + DD6F ... , ....... .... .
For 2·5'1, " Disk Drives
MF + MD12 (12 slot MIB)
. ....
Stendard Plain Front
MF + 12(12 slot MIB) .... . ,
...
MF + 22 (22 slot MIB) ,
' ... ..... ,

PNTC·2OS48BCB2/es4t CBpaUre(SBBoaCrd88S0e)t Available
300.00 O OTC·EXP + III 256K (CT256) Memory
580.00 bd.lExpandable to 1MG
OTC·FDC 5/8 Floppy disk controller
499.00 Bare Board Set . ..... .... . ... .. ... $lSO.00
5SO.00 1) Includes manuals & assembly Instructions
2) Parts available
:~ii lllliRJll i~ll~il':
mainframes
except
IMFDB25,
+ DD6F
have
", ","" •• "." ". All
filter,
2 AC outlels,
15 ea.
2 ea,
SO EMI
pin, 3) Monilor & B10S available. Add $30.00.
,
,
2
ea,
34
pin,
1
ea.
Cenlronlc
cutouts,
power
SDS·SBC-l()Q.Z8Q (4mhz) master 2 serial
~,
'·
2 parlfloppy controllerl64k ram . . . . $655.00 supply for 8" MF (- 5V1Al + 5V6Al + 8V16Al
. $SO.OO
± 16V3Al + 24V6A)
SDS·SBC·100S4mhs slavel2 serial 2
$26500
parl64k ram . . . . . ....... . .... ... $565.00
. . . . .. $28'00
SD8-ZSI014-4 serial port 110 bd .... . . $2SO.00
..
.
SD8-MUX·RS232 multiplexer bd . . ... $235.00 8-100-Tlme in hrs, min, sec. -AMIPM or MIlitary DYNAMIC (64K1256K or 1 MEG)
III
B
Bd
(CT256)
$7500
Format-Date In Mo., Day, Yr, Day of Week & OTC. EXP +
SDS·HDI·M·Hard disk bd for
are
.
.......
.
m lcropolls ....... ........... .. $129.00 Leap Year recognitlon-4 hard interrupts (1024 OTC·EXP + 11164K A + T (CT256) ... .. $375.00
Hz, 1 Hz, 1 min, 1 hr) - On board battery (will OTC-IIO + BB 2 SER 2 PAR A + T ...... $75.00
SDS·CPMIB105-cplm for SBC100
OTC-I/O + A + T . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . $300.00
wlBIOS . .. .... ............... . $ISO.00 last 14 mos. wino power on)
OTC·CCS·BB (S·1 00) . .. . .
.. . $45.00 OTC-ADA ADA Converter A+ T ...... $400.00
SDS·Turbodos·Multl·user for master &
,. $100.00 OTC·Dual GPIB·488 IEEE 488lntfc. bd. $795.00
slaves ...... . .. . .. ......... ... $645.00 OTC·CCS·A(A + 1) forS·100 .

••

.: j.i; ;llj·;'\j";I·'·j

20 Slot M B . .
. . ..... ......
CPU 8085188 ........ . .... .. . ..
CPU 808618087 ..... . . . . .......
Disk I . . . . . . . . .
....
CPM 2.2 for Disk I ... . •. •.. • ....
Disk It . .. . ......... . ... . •. . . .
Ram 16-64K ........... . ..•....
Ram 17·64K ... . .. .. . . . . .......
Ram 21 ·128K . . . . . .
. ...

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

I~(~• •·• •.• • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .:• .• • •. •.• Interfacer 21 . . , .. .... . .... ....... . CALL
I nterfacer 3 . . . . . . .
. ...
Interfacer 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
System Support I ......... • ....
Active Terminator ..... .. . .•....
Enclosure 2 (Desk) . .......... . .
Enclosure 2 (Rack M1) .. . .......
CPU·Z ., ... ......... .. . .. . ...
M·Drive H .
. ... . ......
6 Slot M B .... .. . . ..... ... . ....
12 Slot MB . .........•.• .. , ....
CPU 68K .....• . • . • . •. . . .... . .

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

SUPERMARKET SERVICE

• •~
~

~imf&tlmr

8 YEARS (1976) EXPERIENCE IN
COMPUTER MAIL ORDER BUSINESS
CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS SAVE 6% SALES TAX

* ALPHACOM
• FOR ATARI, COMMODORE
or TI.
• 40 or 80 COL.
• 80 CPS
• FULL CHARACTER SETS
• LIGHT WT. 4 TO 6 LBS.
• GRAPHICS
• FRICTION FEED
ALPHACOM 42 (40 col) w/lnterlace
. . .. 89.00
ALPHACOM 81 (80 coO w/lnterlace ... ........ .. 149.00
40 COL PAPER (perrolO . . . . . . . . . . .
. . 2.80
80 COL PAPER (per rolO .
. ..... . . .•..... .. 4.50
BROTHER
HR·1A 17CPS Daisywheel3K Buff
.. . . .... 550.00
HR·1A 17 CPS Daisywheel3K Buff ..... .•. ...... 589.00

*

*

CENTRONICS
351P-200CPS, Par 100 CPS CORR.
...... 1,795.00
8085P-800CPS, Par w/cabinet . . . . . .
. .. . 6,500.00
. . .. 7,000.00
6085S-800CPS, Serial w/cabinet . . .
. .. . • ... .. 7,500.00
8085IBM-800CPS w/cabinet . .
358 3 or 4 Automatic cut sheet feeder
... . 895.00
DATA·SOUTH
OS 180 180CPS/Serial or ParlTractor . . .
. .... 1,400.00
DAISYWRITER
Dalsywrlter2ooo·48K Buffer/20T040CPS LTRIPar . 1,095.00
Dalsywrlter Cable
.............
. 40.00
DalsywrlterTractor ... .......... .... ......... 140.00
DIABLO
620 (25CPS/Serial) . .
. • . . . • .• ...... 920.00
630 (40CPS/Multi·lF) ..
. .. .. 1,790.00
630 ECSIIBM .
. ......... ....... .. • . .. ... 2,100.00
DYNAX
Dynax·15 Par-1 3CPS Daisywheel
2 color PTG-3K buff .. .
. • .... 475.00
Dyanx 15 Serlal·13CPS Daisywheel .
...... 525.00
EPSON
FX80(160 CPS·Par 10") ................. .. . .... CALL
FX100 (180 CPS·Par 15").
. .. CALL
C. ITOH
Pro-writer I (8510A) Par 120 CPS . .
. .... _. 350.00
Pro-writer I (8510A) Serial 120 CPS . . . .
. .... 529.00
Pro-writer II Parallel·15" ........
. ...... 669.00
8800 (I80CPS) Par or Serial 18 PIN 90 CPS LTR ... 1,099.00
. ... 1,125.00
F-l0 40CPSIDiabio/Par or Seria l .
F·l0 55CPS/Diabio/Par or Serial.
. ... .... 1,425.00

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Demand Document Printers
3400-400CPS SeriallTractor to 60 Hio CPS Carr. 2,175.00
3404-400CPS SeriallTractor 100CPS Corr_ .. ... 2,459.00
JUKI
6100-18 CPS/Diablo Compatible ParlDalsywheel ... 589.00
MANNESMAN·TALLY
Spirit 80CPS ParlO" . . . . . . ............... .. 330.00
16OL(16OCPC-40CPS LTR 10") .... .• . . . . . . •... .. 589.00
180L(16OCPS-40CPS LTR 15"). . . .
. ... 829.00
MPI
MPI·Portable Sprinter/160CPSIIBM Port/4K Buff. up to
64K 100 CPS CORR. Keyed avlb.. . . .
CALL
CALL
MPI-99G (9") Par ........ .. .. ....
MPI150 BI (15") Par2K Buff w/Graphics.
CALL
MPI150 AI (15") Par 4K Buff w/Graphlcs.
CALL
MPI150 AI (15") Par 16K Buff w/Graphlcs . . . .
CALL
NEC
NEC2010 20CPS Serial Daisywheel . . .
. .. ... . 950.00
NEC2015 20CPS Diablo Camp Daisywheel. . . .. 950.00
NEC2030 20CPS Par Daisywheel
... . . 950.00
NEC2050 20CPS for IBM Daisywheel . ....... .. 1,050.00
NEC3510 35CPS Par Daisywheel .............. 1,595.00
NEC3550 35CPS IBM
........ . 1,850.00
NEC7710 55CPS Serial Daisywheel. . . . .
. . . 1,995.00
NEC7715 55CPS Diablo Camp Daisywheel.
. 1,995.00
NEC6023A l00CPS·Par·G raphics-l0" . _. . . . . .. . 389.00
NEC6025A l00CPS Par Graphics 15" .
. .... 699.00
Serial Card . . . . . . .
. . 139.00
OLYMPIA
Typewriter/Printer Daisywheel 14 CPS.
.. 649.00
OKI·DATA
2350-350CPS 2 color tractor
... CALL
2410P 350CPS 2 color tractor.
.. CALL
.... _ CALL
Microline 82A (SER & PAR·120CPS 10")
Microllne 83A (SER & PAR·120CPS 15")
.. CALL
Microline 92 (PAR·16OCPS·LTR·l0") .. _..
.. .. CALL
Microline93(PAR·160CPS-LTR-15") .. .
... CALL
Mi crol ine 64P (PAR-200GPS·LTR·15") .. .
... CALL
Microllne 84S (SER·200C PS·LTR·15") ... .
. .... CALL
STAR MICRONICS
Gemini lOX NEW VERSION (PAR·120CPS·l0") ..... CALL
Gemirii 15X(PAR·120CPS·15" ) .... _. ... ...... . _. CALL
Gemini Delta 10(Par·16OCPS·l0" 8K buffer serial) .. CALL
SILVER REED
EXP 550p·17CPS Daisywheel·PAR
..... 669.00
EXP 550S·17CPS Dalsywheel·Serial .
..... 899.00

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

'*

*

*

APPLE/FRANKLIN
APPLE II E Starter-Includes CPU 1 F.D. Monitor
and Stand . . . . . . .
..........
. .. 1,395.00
FRANKLIN 1000 w/color . .
. . 799.00
FRANKLIN 1200 Starter includes CPU 1 F.D.
80 col.
. ............ _
..... 1,625.00
FRANKLIN 1200 OMS includes CPU·2 F.D. and
bundled software . . .
. .. 1,825.00
IBM·PC TYPES
COLUMBIA (1800·1) 16 bit 128K Ram 2 ea.
320K Disk Drive-2 SER, 1 PAR, Key Bd. 8 slots,
Display Cd., bundled software . .
. . 2,775.00
IBM P.C. 16 bit 64K Ram 2 ea. 320 K Disk Drive,
Princeton HGI2X·Color Card ............... 3,395.00
EAGLE PC·2 16 bit 128K Ram 2 ea. 320K Disk
Drive 12" Green (HH·Res) bundled software .. . 2,650.00
EAGLE PORTABLE 16 bit 128K Ram 1 F.D.ll0 MG HOI
Green Screen MS·DOS 210 bundled software .. 4,000.00
KAYPRO
KAYPRO II w/bundled software. .
. ...... 1,475.00
KAYPRO 4 w/bundled software .... . . . . .•..... 1,795.00
2,695.00
KAYPRO 10 w/bundled software
MOLECULAR SYSTEMS
MICRO 1CH1 CPU 1 ea. 8" F.D.- l ea. 10 MB HD-64K
Ram expands to 256K up to 8 users w/additlonal
application processors- CP/M and CP/M 86 ..... CALL
MICRO 1&-8 CPU 1 ea. 8" FD.-l ea. 15

*

TOSHIBA
P·135O (192CPS·12OCPSLTR PAR or Serial) .... . .. . CALL
TRANSTAR
120 P 14CPS Par Diablo Camp .. . _.
. .. 479.00
315 Color Printer 500CPS Par . . . . .
. .... 489.00

"

........ ........ .•.. ... ............ ..

*

*

*
*

*

*

*

*

\..

Mtl
256K up to 8 users
w/additional application processorsCP/M and CPM 86. . . .
. .. ...... _. .
CALL
AP 8001-ASYN C/9600 BPS Application Processor 589.00
AP 8003-ASYNC/19,200BPS Application
Processor .. .
. . , . .. . . , .
....... 839.00
AP801.1-SYNC/50K BPS .
.... .... 1,079.00
NEC
PC8201A·Portable 2.4 MHZ CPU 16K Ram/Expands to
64K-32K RAM LCD Display-Keybd (67 key·5 function)
Modem, Serial and Par Port-FD and CasseUe
Interface -Uses 4 AA BaU-bundled software .... 660.00
.... . 16.00
PC8201A·90-Nl Cad Pak
PC8221A-Portable Printer
.. . . 149.00
. •. • .• . .. . ... . . 15.00
PC8271A-02-AC Adapter
5·100
. _ 4,250.00
COMPUPRO 818A
.. 5,595.00
COMPUPRO 818B
... .. .. 7,150.00
COMPUPRO 816C
TELEVIDEO
T$o803 4 MHZ CPU-64K 2 ea. 360K F.D.Graphics 12" green. . .
. .... .. . .. 1,900.00
T5·1603 5 MHZ CPU·128K 2 ea. 360K F.D.Graphics 12" Green CP/M
.... 2,400.00

*

*

DIABLO
Diablo 620·Uni·DlrectTractor .. .. . _.. . ... ..... 110.00
Diablo 620·Sheet Feeder . ............ . . _• .... 720.00
Diablo 630·BI·Direct Tractor . .. . .. . .•.... ..... 275.00
Diable 630·Tractor Sound Cover . . ....... ...... 29.00
Diablo 630·SGL Sheet Feeder .. . .... _. • ... . . . 775.00
Diablo 630·DBL Sheet Feeder . .... _.• .•.. . .. 1,395.00
JUKI·6100
Serial Interface ..... .............•.• . _..... . 55.00
BI·Dlr Tractor . _.............. .. _•. . ... . .. . 120.00
Unl·Dlr Tractor . .. . ..... ...... ..•.•. . _... . ... 90.00
MANNESMAN·TALL Y
Factory Quick Tear ...... . . _. . . . • . . . . . . . . . 230.00
Auto Front Feed .... . ......... .. . . . . • . . .. . 1,150.00
NEC
Thimbles ....... ... . . . . . • . •.. .. .. ... . . . .... _ 20.00
Vertical Tractor . ..... .. • •.• ... . • .•.... . .... 219.00
Horizontal ... . ....... •. • •.• . .. _.. • .•....... 152.00
BI·DIr. Tractor ........ • . • •.•.•.•. . . ... •. .... 330.00
Cut Sheet Feeder .. .. .
.. .. ... .. _.. .. . 1,100.00
OKI·DATA
84 Cut Sheet Feeder ..... ........... . . . ..... 515.00
82/92 Tractor .. _........... .. . ..... . . . .. .... 55.00
Seriallntf. w/2K Buffer (For 82A) .. .. ..... ..... 125.00
Serlallntf. w/2K Buffer (For92 & 93) ....... _.. . 110.00
Oklgraph I 82A or 83A Graphics ROM ..... _. __ .. 45.00
Oklgraph 1\ 82A or 83A Disk for Apple .... • . .. ... 55.00
STAR·MICRONICS
Seriallntf. Bd . . . . . . . . . . .. .
. . _ 70.00
Seriallntf. Bd w/2K Buffer .. ..• .• . . . . .. •. .. .. 120.00
Commodore 64 Inti. Bd. _.... . . ... . . . •. • ..... . 72.00
TOSHIBA
P·1350 Cut Sheet Feeder ..... .. . . • . • . ... ..... 800.00
P-1350 BI·DIr. Tractor . . . . . . . .......... ... . 210.00

*

ADDS
Vlewpolnt·Al (White) ... ... . . . . • .•.• . .. .•.. ..
Viewpolnt·A2 (Green) .............. .... •. ...
Viewpolnt·3A + (Green) .... ... . . . . - ... . • ... .
Viewpoint 60·Same as Televideo 925 .. . . ..•....

509.00
539.00
509.00
715.00

*

aUME
QVT·l02 80 Col. Green (910 comp) . .
. . 549.00
QVT·l02 80 Col. Amber ......... .... .. .. .... . 560.00
QVT-l03 80/132 Col. Green .. ... _...... _.. ... . 865.00
QVT·l03 80/132 Col. Amber . . . .. .. .. . .. _. . __ . 895.00
QVT·l08 80/132 Col. Amber (925 Corp.) ....... . . 715.00

*

TELEVIDEO
TV910
................•.•. .... • .... .. 529.00
TV910 + . .. .... ................. ... . ..... . 565.00
TV925 w/2nd page memory .. ...... ... _.. . .... 715.00
TV9~0 w/2nd, 3rd, 4th page memory ........ .. . 925.00
TV970 . .. .. . .. . ......................... . 1,019.00
RG1000ITV60 Graphics Upgrade for 925/950 ... 1,100.00

*

WYSE
WYSE·100 ... . .. _... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... ... .. . 725.00
WYSE·300 (Color) .. ... .. . .... .... . ... .... . 1,125.00

Lyco Computer Marketing & Consultants
TO ORDER

TOLL FREE

CALL US

In PA

. 717-327-1824

PRINTER PAPER
AVAILABLE
lor IBM PC . Apple. Atarl . Vic 20 & Vic 64

EPSON

SAVE

SMITH CORONA TP2 ... S449.OO

DIABLO 630 . . $1719.00
ALPAHCOM 42 ........ S89.OO
ALPHACOM B1 ....... 5129 .00
NEC B023 . .... . . . .. .. $389.00
NEC 8025 .. .... . ..... 5899 .00
NEC PC·B2oo
COMPUTER ..... .. .. . 5CALL

93 ............ . ... ..... In·Stock
PACEMARK 2350 ... PRINTERS

STAR MICRONTICS
ATARI850
REPLACEMENTS
IN-STOCK

SPIRIT BO .. .. ... ... .... SCALL
MT 180L. .... ... ..... ... 5CALL

DUST COVERS

Sakata Color ......... 5229 .00

.......... · $155 .00
.. · 5115 .00
···· 5279 .00

400 . . .... . ............... $3 .99

1200 ....... .. .... .. .... .. $3 .99
410 ...... .. . ... .. ...... .. 53.99
B10 ...................... 53 .99
1050 . .... .. .............. $5 .99
PROWRITER ............ 55.99
GEMINI10X ........ .. ... 55. 99
•

_ _iiiiiiiiiiiDiiiIS.K.ii··iiiiiiiliiiiiiillll APPLE DUMPUNG 64

Grldrunner .... . ..... . . 519 . 75

Cardprinter I L01 ....... $499 .00
C.rdprint oM1 ...... . . .. $109 .00
5 Slot Exp.nsion 84 . .... $54 .00
64 Write NOW . . ....
. 539 .00

2J Write NOW ..
··
Univers.1 C ••• . In!. . . ...
Printer Utility .
. .....
6 Slot Exp.n.ion ..
3 Slot Exp.n.ion ..... . ..

$29 .00
$29 .00
529.00
529 . 75
519 . 75
579 . 95
524 95

PRINTER INTERFACE .. " '" $39.75
PRINTER INTERFACE with
lull graphics .... .. ... . . .. 585.75
LIGHT PEN .. .. .. ........... 529 . 75

Kindercomp
.. .... $21 . 75
Story Machine
$23 . 75
F~ce Maker. . . ..
523 . 75
Snooper Trooper .. ..
.. $29 . 7 5
Delta or.wing
... 534 . 75
Shamus II c / d .... ......... $24 .95
Pinhead
........ .. . $22 .95

AlARI'

CompUltrs for ptoplt:
0 0..

Voice Box 2 . $99 . 75

BLANK DISKETTES
ELEPHANT
Singi. Sid. SO (10) ...... . . 17 .75
Singi. Sid. DO (10) ....... . 21 .75
Doubl. Sid. DO (10) ...... 5211 .75

MAXElL
RANA
DISK DRIVE

MD I (10) ....... .. ...... .. . 1211.15
MO" (10) ........ .... .. .. . . 311. 75

CERTRON CASSETTES
CC·10 12 'or .. ............ . ,5.00
CC· 20 12 for . . .... .... . ... 517.00

COMPUTER CARE
BIB

INNOVATIVE CONCEPTS

5'1. DISK DRIVE

Dlak Storage (holda 10) . ... 14 .g5
Dlak Sto,ag. (holda 15) .... 59 .95
olak Storage (holda 50) . . .. '211 . 95

CLEANER ........... . $"2 .75
COMPUTER CAnE
KIT ... .. ........ .. .... $19.75

TO ORDER
CALL TOLL FREE

800-233-8760

commodore

VISA

0' send order to

Lyco Computer

P .O . Box 5088

ustomer Service 1-717-327-1.825 Jersey Shore . PA 1774C

BRODERBUND 64
BANK STREET
WRITER ....... .. .... . 549.75
CHOPLIFTER ....... . . . $24 . 75
LODE RUNNER . ....... 524 . 75
oROL. ... .... ........... 524 . 75

EPYX 64

1050 DISK DRIVE ... . 5SAVE5

AT· D1 ........... ...... 5379.00
AT· D2 ................. 5399 .00
PRINTER CABLE .... .. 522 .95
Software lor ATD· 2 .... 522 .95

Zork I. II . or III
Deadline ., .... . . .. . ..... .

SYNAPSE 84
ZEPPELIN CI O . .... ... 524 .75
BLUE MAX CI D ........ 524 . 75
DIMENSION X CI D . .. . 524.75

600XL ... $CALL
800XL. ....... for
1400XL. .. Lowest
1450 ..... Prices

TRAK DISK DRIVES

/1 6 BuHe<15179 75

INFOCOM

SSI
Battle 01 Shilo . . .... .. 528 . 75
Tigers in the Snow .... $28.75
Cosmic Bal.nce .. ... . 528 . 75

SPINNAKER 64

CARDCO

GEMINI10X .......... 5289 .oo
GEMINI 15X .. .. ... .. .. . SCALL
DELTA 10 ..... .... .... 5479 .00

800 . .. ................. .. 53.99

Amdek Color I ........ . . $275 .00
Alndek 300 Green . .... $149 .00
Amdek 300 Amber .... $149 .00
Gorilla Green ....... . .... $99 .00
HES 64
Sound Box ....... .. . .... $9 .95
84Forth .......... ... ... 555.75
Hesmon ..... .. ..... . .. . 525.75
Turtle Graphics .. . .. .. . 537 . 75
Heawrlter ......... .. ... 52B. 75

CITOH
GORILLA GX100 ..... S179 .OO
PROWRITER B510 ... S339 .OO
PROWRITER II .. .... . S859 .OO
B800 ................ S1025 .OO
STARWRITER ....... S1099.OO
PRINTMASTER ..... 51499.00

92 ................ . ... on th •• e

MONITORS

ANCHOR MARK I .. 579 .00
ANCHOR MARK II . 579 .00
HAYES SMART ... 5·239 .00
HAYES MICRO II 5309 .00
Micro B it
PP· 1000 .. . .. . ... 5129.75
NOVATION
.. 5144 .00

In 's tQ ck

OKIDATA

MANNESMANN
TALLY

MODEMS

on th es e

BO .... ........ .... ..... SSAVES
B2A ..... .. .. .. . . .. .... CALL lor
B3A ............ . .... . . LOWEST
84 .... .. .... .... ....... PRICES

RX·BO ................. SSAVES
RX·BOFT .. .. .... ............ ON
FX·BO ... ..... .. .. ..... In·Stock
FX· 1oo .. .. .. . .......... EPSON
MX: BOFT ..... ... ... PRtNTERS
MX·1 00 ......... .... 5SCALLSS

LETTER QUALITY

800-233-8760

Tutankham R ...... $33.75
Super Cobra R .. .• 533 . 75
Astra Ch . . e R ..... $33 . 75
Frogge, R ..... .... 533.75
OBert R .. . ... .... . $33 . 75
Popey;' R .. . .. . .... 533 . 75

HARD DISK
DRIVES for
APPLE

IBM-PC

5MEG ..... $1349.00
10MEG ... $1599.00
15MEG .. _$1999.00
20M EG ... $2359.00
'Ac l cl S ,\ 11 Oil liII TRS UO D.

· \11 · ...

TEXAS
INSTRUMENT
Disk Drive ... $245.00

FOR ATARI
COMPUTERS
AT88S1 ..•• $299.00
AT88S2 .. . . $535.00
AT**S1 PD ... $439.oo
RFD40S1 ... $399.00
RFD40S2 ... $675.00
RFD44S1 ... $449.00
. AT88 doubler

POLICY
In-stock i tems shipped within 24 hours or order . Personal
chec k s require four weeks clearance before shipping . No
deposit on C .O , O. orders. Free shipping on prepaid cash orders
within the continental U . S. PA re s idents add sales tax . All
products subject to avails b i lity and price change . Advertised
prices show 4 % discount offered for caSh . add 4 00u for Master
Card r Visa '. DEAl r R INQUIRIES INVITED .

DISPLAYED VIDEO IS DRIVING DOWN
PRICES ON DISKS! FREE SHIPPING!

DV'S EXCLUSIVE "YOU CANT LOSE"
SIX MONTH WARRANTY!

' 1 1 1 1 1 1 1"
1 "11111 ' ·

-

•
-

TEC'S NEW HALF-HIGH 40 TRACK DISK DRIVE
N/CASE & POWER SUPPLY AT AN INCREDIBLE
LOW PRICE!
$195.00!!!!!
~EW!

TRUE HALF HEIGHT DRIVES! 1 5/8 INCH
NOT 2 INCH OR 27/16 INCH! DIRECT DRIVE!
NO DRIVE BELT! 3MS TRACK TO TRACK!

f EAC's New Slimline 40 Track w/case & power supply .......... $235.00
randon 40 Track TM·100·1 w/case & power supply ............ $220.00
(DOUBLE SIDED 40 TRACK DRIVES ADD $75.(0)
;hugart New Slimline Double Sided 40 Track w/case & P.S ....... $299.00
;hugart New Slim line Double Sided 80 Track w/case & P.S ....... $379.00
andon Single Sided Slimline 8" Disk Drive w/dual case & P.S . . .. $545 .00
r andon Double Sided Slimline 8" Disk Drive w/dual case & P .S .... $625.00
fwo Drive 5 1/4" Cable (FOR MOST COMPUTERS). . . . . . .
. ... $23 .99
(WITH GOLD PLATED CONNECTORS)
)V's Color Computer 1st Drive Only. . . .
. ... . ...... $389.00
ONE YEAR WARRANn' ON lEAC & SHUGART DRIVES/ISO DAYS ON n:C & TANDON
iayes Smart Modem 300 Baud ....... $225.00
1200 Baud ..... $525.00
10dell Double Density Board ..... ........ . .. . . .... . .. . ..... .. . $89.00
)V's Une Filter W/Surge Supression . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. ... ... . $45.00
)iskette File Box "Holds 70 Diskettes". . ..... .. . . . ........ . . . ... $29.95

"NO YOU'RE NOT SEEING THINGS, THA T'S FOUR
INTERNAL DRIVES IN A MODEL 4, WITH UP TO 4 MEG,
DISK STORAGE AVAILABLE NOW!

DV IS DRIVING DOWN PRICES ON DISK!
DISPLAYED VIDEO is now offering TRS·80' MODEL 4 with T ANDON/
TEC/TEAC disk drives , one of the most reliable disk drive systems on
the market , for INCREDIBLY low prices.
MODEL 4 with 64K dual 40 track double . density disk drives, complete
system with TRSDOS 6.0 and 1 BOX OF DISKETTES

PLUG IT IN AND GO . . .... $1599.00/128K .. $1679.00
MODEL 4 with 64K dual 40/40 track double denSity disk drives, complete
sys tems with TRSDOS 6 .0 and 1 BOX OF DISKETTES

PLUG IT IN AND GO . . .... $1899.00/128K .. $1979.00
MODEL 4 with 64K dual 80 track double density disk drives, complete
systems with TRSDOS 6.0 and 1 BOX OF DISKETTES

PLUG IT IN AND GO .... . . $1899.00/128K .. $1979.00
MODEL 4 with 64K dual 80/80 track double density disk drives , complete
systems with TRSDOS 6.0 and 1 BOX OF DISKETTES

PLUG IT IN AND GO ... ... $2199.00/128K .. $2279.00
MODEL 4 with 64K four 40 track double density internal disk drives,
comple te systems with TRSDOS 6.0 and 1 BOX OF DISKETTES

PLUG IT IN AND GO ...... $2299.00/128K .. $2379.00

PRINTER PRICES

1X80 FT w/Graphtrax Plus. $459.00 Gemini 10. . . . .
. . ... $349.00
1X100 w/Graphtrax Plus . $659.00 Gemini 15 ............... $479.00
:X80 w/Graphtrax Plus ... $389.00 Citoh Prowriter 8510 . . ... . $395.00
X80 w/Graphtrax Plus ... $569.00 Starwriter FlO .......... $1169.00
X100 w/Graphtrax Plus . . $779.00 Smith Corona TP1 ........ $595.00
'rinter Cable 10' long w/gold plated connectors starting at. ........ $25.99

MODEL 4 With 64K four Internal dnves of any conhguration available to
achieve up to 4 meg of disk storage.
. . . . . . . . . . . CALL
MODEL 111/4 Internal Two Drive Kit: Includes controller board, dual drive
mounting bracket , dual power supply, a ll hardware cable; and connectors
..................
. . $399.00
(gold plated) & TEC Drive. . .
4 DRIVE KIT MINUS DRIVE. .. .
. .... $349.00
MODEL 100 8K. ..... .... $679.00
24K .... ... . $839.00
DV'S MODEL I DOUBLE DENSITY BOARDS ..... ........ ..... $89.00

WE CARRY TRS·80. IBM, LNW. EPSON & FRANKUN COMPUTERS

Visit our retail location at:

III Marshall Street
Litchfield, MI 49252 •
(313) 426-5086
(313) 482-4424
(517) 542-3280
(517) 542-3939
(517) 542-3947

DISPLAYE':I)

--V,DEO

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
DV'S SIX MONTH
PARTS AND LABOR WARRANTY

Authorized Dealership at:
.
III Marshall Street, Litcilfield, Michigan 49252
PI42
~0 Orden: ' all (313) 426~; (313) 482·4424; (517) 542·3280
(517) 542·3939; (517) 542·3947
OR WRITE:
Displayed Video, 111 Marshall St., Utchfield, M! 49252
• TRS·80 is a trademark 01 the Tandy Corporation

Prices subject to change without notice.

Circle 112 on inquiry card.

SPECIALS on INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
6502 @ 4.90 6520 @ 4.00 6522 @ 5.00 4116 @ 1.85

~~~?--~-~.~~--~?-~~--~-~~~~-~~-!~-~--~:~~-~~-~~-~--~:~~

~cornrnodore
See us lor Personal, Business. and Educational

----~!~-~~~-~!-~!~--~-~~~!!~~~~!--~!~~~~-~!~,-~~~~~~~~:---

Anchor
Automation
Signalman
MODEMS

PETSCAN I

FREE SOURCE MEMBERSHIP WITH SIGNALMAN
All Signalman Modems are Direct Connec~ and provide the
best price-performance values. Deller/OEM inquiries invited
Volksmodem with computer cable
68
Mark VII Auto Dial/Auto Answer
99
Mark XII Smart Model 1200/300
299

IifH-Am-siiiiiriiit-odem--------------------------------ifg
p.~_~_~r_~~_~~?_~!:l_~~_~~_~_~~g!~g_~ ________________________ ~~_~

PROM QUEEN for VIC

170
Call
95
29
129
20
64
56

Apple Emulator for Commodore 64
STAT Statistics Package for C64
Solid Oak 2 Level Stand for C64 or VIC
C64/VIC Switch (networking)
BACKUP V1.O tape copier for C64 or VIC
CARDBOARD/6 Motherboard - VIC
CARDBOARD/5 Motherboard, C64
CARD PRINT G Printer Int with Graphics
72
CARD PRINT B Printer Interface-C64/V1C
40
CARDBOARD/3s Motherboard - VIC
22
CARDCO C64/VIC Calculator Keypad
32
CARDRAM/16 RAM Expansion - VIC
44
Complete CARDCo Une In stock
CIE and VIE IEEE Interfaces in stock
MSD SuperDrive for C64 or IEEE
365
MAE Assembler for C64
50
Koala Pad Touch Tablet-C64 or VIC
79
CBC 4/12 Analog to Digital 4 chuJ12 bit
199
MULTIPLAN for C64
79
Dust Cover for C64 or VIC
6
Grand Master Chess for C64
24
COMAL Language for C64
17
with sprites, color graphics, sound, turtle graphics.
Super BusCard by BaHeries Included
159
ULTRA BASIC - 64 with Turtle Graphics
37
Super Disk Utility - C64 - includes backup
19
MicroChess - C64 - 8 levels of play
17
HES MODEM with software
55
Commodore 64 Programmers Reference Guide
16
Word Pro 3+/64 with Spellright
85
VIControlier (also C64) - BSR Controller
50
COM VOICE Synthesizer for C64 or VIC
139
VIC products in stock - call for extra discounts.

__

__

__

!I~~~~ ~~_~!~_~-'~!_!!~ ~~_~_~_~~J~ ~~~!____________________

APPLE-FRANKLIN ITEMS
FRANKLIN-complete line in stock
QUENTIN Drives for Apple/Franklin
Swapper Stopper
automatic switch between paddles and joystick
KRAFT Apple Joystick
Kraft Appte Paddte Pair
Koala Pad Touch Tablet-Apple/Franklin
SPINNAKER Software In stock
Broderbund Software In stock
16K RAM Card for Apple
Mulllplan-Mlcroioft
solid Oak 2 Level Stand for Apple
Serial Card for Apple
MCP RAM/80 column card for lie IAP/TX1i
zab Softcard and CP/M (Microsoft)
RANA Elite I with Controller
Parallel Printiwlnterface/Cable
Mlcrotek and Mep Interflcu In stock
Grappler + Interface
DC Hayes Micromodem II
PFS: File or PFS: Report or PFS: Graph
Videx 80 Column Card
Apple Blue Book

215-822-7727
252 B tht h
P-k
e e em I e
Colmar, PA 18915
500

BYTE February 1984

219
26
40
30
90

$245 base price

Allows you to connect up to 30 CBM/PET Computers to
shared disk drives and printers. Completely transparent to the
user. Perfect for schools or multiple word processing configurations. Base configuration supports 2 computers. Addi!~~~_~~.<:~~p.~!~!._~~_~~p.~_~_:~g_!:~~_~~ __________________ ---------

COMPACK/STCP

$115

Intelligent Terminal Package lor PET. CBM. C64
Includes ACIA Hardware / STCP Software
------------------.---------------------------------------------------SCREEN MAKER 80 Column AdapterlorC64 139

Scotch (3M) 5"
Scotch (3 M) 5"
Scotch (3 M) 8"
Scotch (3M) 8'"

49

ss/dd
ds/dd
ss/sd
ss/dd

10/ 220
10/ 3.05
10/ 2.30
10/2.85

50/2.00
50/2.80
50/210
50/ 270

100/ 1.95
tOO/ 2.75
100/ 2.06
100/ 2.65

We stock VERBATIM DISKS
Write lor Dealer and OEM prices.
Sentinal5" ss/dd
Sentinal 5" ds/dd

10/ 1.90 50/ 1.85 100/ 1.75
10/ 2.55 50/ 2.50 100/ 2.35

We stock Dysan disks
Wabash 5" ss/sd
Wabash 5" ss/dd
Wabash 5" ds/dd

10/ 1.50 50/ 1.45 100/ 1.40
10/ 1.90 50/ 1.85 100/ 1.75
10/ 2.60 50/ 2.50 100/ 2.40

We stock MAXELL DISKS
Write lor dealer and OEM prices.

Provide big screen capability for business applications.

Copy-Writer Word Processor lor C64

II

DISK
SPECIALS

Full-featured package with 800 lines of text in memory.
Includes double column printing, graphic capability, full printer support.

Disk Storage Pages 10 for $4 Hub Rings 50 for $6
Disk Library Cases 8"-3.00 5"- 2.25
Head Disk Cleaning Kits 12
AMARA Y Disk Storage Systems in stock.

~~~~~~!_~~_~~~~_~~~~!!~~p.t~!i_t_~~__~_~~~~__________I}~

!~_~~~_~~~~~_~~~~~p.~~_~_~!~_~~~£!~_~~_~~_~!?_~~: ______-----------

VICTORY Software for VIC and C64
Metamorphosis
16
Creators Revenge
Labyrinth of Creator
16
Galactic Conquest
Kongo Kong
16
Annihilator
Chomper Man
16
Grave Robbers
Bounty Hunter
16
Adventure Pack I or II

CASSETTE TAPES-AGFA PE-611 PREMIUM
16
16
16
13
16

----------------.--------------------------------------------.----------

PAPER CLIP Word Processor- C8M/C64
75
ORACLE Data Base from Batteries Included
109
SPINNAKER Software C64, Apple. IBM, Atari
Compute!'s First Book of PET/C BM
11
POWER ROM Utilities for PET/CBM
78
Word Pro 4+ - 8032, disk, printer
295
VISICALC for PET, ATARI, or Apple
189
10,40
Compute's First 800k of 64 Sound & Graphics
40
SM-KIT enhanced PET/CBM ROM Utilities
PET Spacemaker II ROM Switch
36
1040
Compute's First Book of Games
Dust Cover for PET, CBM, 4040, or 8050
8
CmC Interfaces IADAI800, ADAI45o, SADI in stock)
Compute's Reference Guide to 64 Graphics
10.40
Compute!'s Machine Language for Beginners
11
HES Software and Hardware in stock

___________________________________________ _

~~-'J~_~~~_~~_~~_~_t~_~~

FlexFile for PET/CBM/C64

$49

DataBase, Report Writer with calculations, Mailing Lists.
Easy to use, and can be modified.

------------.-.------.--------------------------.-.--------------------

FORTH for PET/C64 full FIG model - Cargile/Riley 50
includes all FORTH 79 Standard extensions, structured 6502
assembler with nested deciSion macros, standard 16x64
screens, agility to read/write BASIC sequential files, sample
programs, introductory + reference manual.
Metacompilier for FORTH for independent object code 30
~~~!~~~_!~-'!1.!_~~~_~_~_~!~
~~
KMMM PASCAL IV for PET/CBM/C64
99
Virtually full Jensen-Wirth implementation is now suitable for
advanced placement courses.
EARL for PET/CBM Disk-based ASSEMBLER
65

______________________________________

SuperGraphics - BASIC Language Extensions

45

~~~_t.!!~~P_~~~~!_~?_~~~,_!~!_~~_!!~~P~~~~_~?_~~~~~~!.<:~~~!!~~~:
RAM/ROM for PET/CBM

4K $75

8K $90

59
185
29
89
139
235
389
69

CiM-Pubiic-tiiiRiiiii-soiiWire=C64/P-ETZ"i"itlSki---------j"5

129
299
95
209
19

PageMii-e-6-u:Coriiniand"Word-Processo;---------------"4o

STAT for PET/C8M/C64 and Apple
95
Comprehensive Statistical Analysis Routines
Includes complete file handling capabilities, summary statistics, confidence intervals, hypothesis tests, exponential mean
tests, multiple and power series regression, analysis of variance, /listograrns, and non-parametric tests.

Full-featured package for all Commodore computers (incl. VIC
with 16K). Full screen editing, and supports disk, tape, and
. all printers.

A B Computers

C-l0
C-30

10/ .61
10/ .85

50/ 58
50/ 82

100/ 50
100170

Hewlett Packard

Write or call for prices.

---------------------------------------------------.-.----------------DATASHIELD BACKUP POWER SOURCE
$265
Battery baGk up Uninterruptible Power Supply with surge and
~_~~~~_!~!~!!~_~~!~!:_~~_~':':~~_~~}_~~!_P_~':':~!_P_r_~?!~_~_~~ _________ _
MuiliPIllI--lBM or Apple
185
Quadboard for IBM available
KOALA PAD Touch Tablets-Apple, Alari, IBM, CBM
Peachtext 5000 Software Package
2119
PFS Software for IBM and Apple in stock
SPINNAKER Software C64/VIC, Apple. IBM, Alali
VOTRAX Personal Speech System
280
BMC 9191 Color Monitor
229
BMC 12A 12" Green Monitor
79
Oynax IBrothe~ DX-15 Daisy Wheel Printer
469
Brother HR-25 Daisy Wheel Printer (25 cpsj
169
Itoh Prowriter. Parallel Printer
379
Panasonic 1090 Printer with Correspondence Mode
279
Daisywriter 2000 with 48K buHer
1020
Gemini lOX
299
EPSON, Okidatl, Star Micronlcs printeilin stock
USI CompuMOD 4 R F Modulator
29
We Stock AMDEK Monitors
Amdek DXY-l 00 Plotter
590
A P Products
15% OFF
COMPUTER COVERUPS IN STOCK
BROOKS 6 Oullet Surge Suppressor/Noise Filter
54
Surge Suppressor-6 outlet
29
Electrohome 1302-2 13" Hi-res RGB Monitor
335
Panasonic 12" Monitor (20 MHz) with audio
135
Synertek SYM-I Microcomputer
189

AlL BOOK and SOFTWARE PRICES DISCOUNTED
USI Video Monitors-Green or AMBER 20 MHz hi-res.

_______________~~~~~~_~_~~_~~~_!~_~~!~~~__i_~!!~~~_______________ _

7'NI'* I systems
data
ZVM-122A
109
ZVM-123G
ZVM-131
300
ZVM-135
Z29 Terminal (DEC and ADM compatible)
ZT-l0 Intel. Terminal with Serial Port
Z100 16-biU8-bit System
We stock entire Zenith line.

95
490
680
340
CALL

ATARI- WE STO"CK ENTIRE LINE
SPINNAKER and Broderbund Software in Stock.

WRtTE FOR CATALOG. Add $150 per order lor United Parcel.
We pay balance of UPS surface shipping charges on all prepalooroer s
(add extra for mall, APO/FPO, air) Prices Include cash discount
Regular prices Slightly higher Prices sublect to change
Circle 7 on inquiry card.

lOWEST

5A POWER SUPPLY
With BUILT-IN
COOLING FAN

PRICE EVERI

Slim disk drive for
Apple lI ®computer. New

v,

_

-~""~--

il\1i1

inab~

,1','

~~ .. ~ ~

A sturdy
cabin et and 3' cable are included.
Runs on Apple controller or our
optional controller.
ORDER NO.

$229.95

83-APL-DD-1

CONTROLLER
CARD
For two disk dri ves

OROER t/O

'49.95

113-APL-CTL-1

SPECIAL
MPI
MODEL
8-51
sing le side,
double density
BRAND NEW
Neve r used , no cabinet.
ORDER NO.

REPLACEMENT
KEYBOARD FOR
APPLE 11"

.--

")1flf;.t!:»,n)tr

f!I

IBM COMPATIBLE
JOYSTICK .. • "_,
Heavy duty ~
'_ ?'
:
all metal.
,.. ,
Featuring
. .
~
ultra linear
pots , se lf
~
centering, dual fine center
adjustments. The finest industrial /
commercial joystick available.
ORDER NO.

$44.95

83-IB-XY-23

APPLE®COMPATIBLE
JOYSTICK With double
trigger feature. (Four total)
light weight, linear pots

$149.00

83-MPI-B51

~

l' iM

~

11'1

".'."~jDl~

r .. -

~ t", ~

.~ ,#

t.~

!

11' (,'

~i!J(JlP'~'II.".:J

,-

I

"

~

ORDER NO.

$79.95

APPLE®COMPATIBLE
JOYSTICK

R ..'

','Y../

"

~ -

plug. Ou r mas!
popular joystick.

.

ORDER NO.

$16.50

83-APL-XY-9

RF MODULATORS

~i~~~

With double trigger
feature . (Four total)
light weight,
linear pots.

I.

.

Use your TV as a monitor. Converts video Signals into RF. Hooks
up to Apple with no modifications.
FCC listed . Two vers ions: With
sound and without sound.
ORDER NO.

83- VM-42
ORDER NO.

83-CRM-320

Without
Sound
With
Sound

ORDER NO.

$89.95

83-APL-PS-53

DATA SPEC™ SUPER CABLES

83-APL-KB-7

~

$79.95

,

Heavy duty - error free switches.
Switchable N key rollover, last
key repeat. Upper/ lower case
capability. Alpha lock , cab le
included.

~~~inated
with 16 Pin

ORDER NO.

83 -A PL-PS -51

Newly patented Apple II ® compatible 5A power supply. Fits
completely into Apple II case.
Eliminates the need for external
cooling fan .

,"

..... ,"-,01,-

B3-APL-XY -10

ORDER NO.

.-

Full 2A more than the original
power supp ly. Heavy duty. 110/
220V operation . Mounts directly
into Apple II case. AC cord
included .

Full y shielded - shock proof - low loss.
25 Conductor RS232 cab le assembly
with 100% alluminex sh ield . ' Special
underhood molding
and shielding.
The best
cables
currently
made'
ORDER NO.

LENGTH

83-MRS232MM-3
83-MRS232MM-5
83-MRS232MM- 10
83-MRS232MM-25
83-MRS232M F-3
83- MRS232MF-5
83 - MRS232MF-10
83- MRS232MF-25

3'
5'
10'
25' ,
3'
5'
10'
25'

SOLDER TYPE 25 PIN
"D" (RS232)
CONNECTOR

I~I~
.
ORDER NO.

PLUG/JACK

PRICE

Male/Male
Male/Male
Male/Male
Male/Male
Male/Female
Male/Female
Male/Feniale
Male / Female

$24.95
27.95
29.95
37.95
25.95
28.95
3n95
38.95

RFCc;.e.
RCA to RCA. Con nects
computer to monitor, etc.

1·11

12-49

83-DB25M Solder Type $2.25 $2.00
Male
83-DB25F Solder Type 2.90 2.60
Female
83-DH25H Hood With
1.30 1.20
hardware

ORDER NO.

83-BRR-3
B3-BRR-6
83-BRR-12

PRICE

3'
6'
12'

$1.95
2.50
4.50

Please Nole: ORA Electronics products are intended to be sold to persons with a working knowledge of electronics and computing. If you do not have such

I.

knowledge, please visit your local deal er for products and information.

.

MINIMUM ORDER $25.00. VISA. MASTER CARD accepted. No surc harges. Exact UPS charges will be added. PREPAID: Certified checks
and money orders, send exact amount . No shipping. hand ling or insurance cha rges in the continental USA. PERSONAL CHECKS: add 5% shipping charges .
allow 3weeks to clear. INTERNATIONAL BUYERS: US currency and 20%extra for shipping . CA Residents. add sales tax .
OEM / DEALERS: send for special prices on your company lette rhead .
NO PURCHASE ORDERS OR OPEN ACCOUNTS-NO EXCEPTIONS.
VISA

BYTE February 1984
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HALF· HEIGHT SHUGART DRIVE
SYSTEM FOR IBM· PC
Choose 2 or 4 320K byte hall heights
or2 hall·heights plus a hard disk.
• Powered by energy efficien t direct drive
DC motor
• Mounting kits available for most popular
systems
• Clear and sim ple instructIons
• Full one year warranty
IBM-PC 10 Megabyte Half-Height Hard Disk
Up grade your PC to an XT' Call
609· 799·4440 10 Megabyte Half·Height Hard Disk
also avai lable for your COMPAQ.
Ca lli
SA· 712 Hall· Hgt. 10 Meg Hard Di sk .
SHUGART
HALF·HEIGHT
DRIVES
Shugart SA465 DS/ DD
Half· Height 96T PI
New! Allows reading
and writing in single
or double density 5.25
diskettes. Plug compatible w ith
SIEM ENS FDD·22 1·5 and similar driv es.
1 YEAR WARRANTY 5350 each
2 @ $295 each
700K bytes
Formatted sinq le density
SHUGART SAB50 DS/ DD
Hall·HeightB"
A double sided half
height B" high
disk drive. DC
only operation.
Same as used on Zenith
1 YEAR WARRANTY $495 each
Formatted
Tra r: k to tra ck

ENCLOSURES
MODEL

APPLE HALF·HEIGHT DISK DRIVES

502

BYTE February 1984

Call lor pnce

PRICE

2 s ta ndard 5'.

hOrizon tal

l r Lx 12" W x5 " H

external chaSS IS

5125.00

verti ca l

11' l " L)( 3 ',," W)( 6" H

1 s tandardS'. '

vertical 5'1. ' case

555 00
or
575.00

for 2 half-h e tght
drives

lor' 1 height

585.00

DV5A& T

2 s tanda rd 5',. '

ve r1lca l

l1 W' L x6" W,I( 7"H

D5HHHA& T

2 hall-heighl +
space lor sing le
boa rd co mputer

horiz ontal

17"L)( 12' :W x 3 1h" H

1 slandard 5 '1. " o r
2 half-heighl dri ves

horizontal

12" L x 8" W x 4" H

blank plate
ext. chassis conn,

$95.00

1 standard or

horizontal

12"L x8" W x4" H

blank plale

$165.00

5SHA&T
5SHHDMT

blank plates

$125 .00

exl. chaSSIS conn ,

2 half· height
hard disks

8" ENCLOSURES
AliI OO%ourdesign, theseS" enclosures feature a tront panel power switch designedwilh 1,. clearance over the drive to
accomodate a big board computer or a hard disk controller. AllIS gauge metal construction with DB 25 cutouts on the
rea r panel. CP-20S supply mounting holes, whi ch are standard tor the 8 " drive industry.

DHHH8A& T

Inc rease you r on-line storage capacity by 2.5 megabytes with Our new B" double sided hall height disk
drive. Styling matches IBM-PC. Utilizes Shuga rt halfheight 8 " double sided disk drives. Allows readi ng
CP·M data files with oplional patch.
FD- PCB System ..
$ 1270
Ma ynard Controller . . ... .. . .. . ..... ...... $245
(Allows use of two internal 5 '1. " and Ih e Iwo outboa rd
B" system. Add $70 for parallel)
JFormat .
$50
JFormat·2 . .. .. ... .. .
.. $50
We have half-height mounting kits fo r IBM and
COMPAQ computers.

ALSO
AVAILABLE

SV5A&T

2 @ $ 4 75 each
1.25 megabyte
... 3 ms

W.S. T_ DISK DRIVES (formerly Siemens)
W.S.T. FDD-100'5B4 Same model used In Heath
co mputers. Added " Flippy" ope ralion feature.
Works wi th almost any SA·400 compalible sys tem:
RS Modell , North Star, S·100 and more. 5235 each
C3·5 195 each (wilh Shugart type Bez el)
W, S.T. FDD· 211·5
Dual headed 5 '1. '. Records data in single or double
densi ly, using hard or soft seclortechniqu es. An exac t
TM - 100-2 replacemen l Use in Nort hstar and IBM. or
any system u si ng dual head 4B tpi drives. Same as
COMPAQ. $265 each.
NUMBER OF HEADS ......... ..
2
FORMA nED DATA CA PACITY ....... 320K bytes
extended 360K bytes
W_S.T_ FDD·221 · 5
A double headed, 5'1., 96 Ipi (80 Irac k) disk drive.
Capable of hard or solt sec tor, single or double density, it's an exact replacement lor the TAN DON
100-4. $335 each
2 (@ $295 each

DIMENSIONS

connector/
blank plates

SH8A& T

HEATH ZENITH HBB, B9 or90TWOET SYSTEMS
Dual internal half· height disk drives
Now you can replace you r built-in drive with two
double-sided. double or si ngle density, internal half·
height drives in ei th er 4B or 96tpi fo rm at. wi th all hardwa re, cables. power connector adaptors, 'a nd documenlation included. Our double-sided 4Blpi works
per1ecllyasa si ngle sided righl oul of Ihe box. You ca n
eve n use thi s system with your H-1 7 coni roller. Andwe
have the softwar e drivers (at additional cos t) so you
ca n run oul 48 or 96 tpi double-sided. single densi ly
drives on it!
TWOET455
TWOET465
2 SHUGART SA-455
2 SHUGART SA-465
half-heig ht
half-height
96tpi doubl e-sided
4Btpi double-sided
$59 5
$695
Both models are shipped complete with all hardware,
shielded metal mounting plates, data cable with c hassis c onnectors, and comp le te documentation.
WHAT TO DO WITH YOUR INTERNAL DRIVE:For
only$60 extra plu ss ~ipping , we'll send you asingle5 '1.
case with power supply and data cable - ready to receive your SIEMENS internal drivel A regu lar $BO
va lue. The exte rn al chassis disk I/O connec tor comes
with YOllr 1W()FT ~ys t A m

STACKING

DH5A&T

DHBA3T

SHUGART SA455 DS/ DD
Haff·Height 4BTPI
Adouble headed minifloppy disc drive wit h up t03 20K
on· line slorage c apaci ty. Plug compatible wilh any
standard 5''1. drive. Eleclricallythe same as TM·100·2
and FDD·211 ·5
1 YEAR WARRANTY
$245 each
Formatted ...... 320K bytps. extended 360K bytes
Trac k to trarlc'
~m~

CONFIGUARTION

2 standard 8"
(such as
SHUGART 80D·R
sertes or SIEMENS
FDD ' 100 senes)
1 slandard 8" or
2 hall ·helg rd dnv es
+ space lor Sin g le
board com puler

lor SHUGART
TAN DON 848

horizontal

21"Lx 17 '1. " W x S';, " H

ext. chassis conn.

529500

honzontal

lS" L x 12 W'W x 6)'i ' H

blank plates
ext. c ha SSIS co nn

528500

hOrizontal

205 " Lx 17" Wx4 " H

blank plate s
ext. cnassls con n

532000

blank plates

5320.00

or Similar 8"
hall· height deSigns

FOPC8

lor SHUGART

hOriz onta l

810·8S0 matches

IBM · PC or
Zenith sys tems

MULTI DISPLAY
For I BM -PC, contains both mono and colo r display
plu s printer port, all on o ne card .
5575
PGSMONITOR
Th e best RG B monitor going
5475
SANDSTAR MODULES FROM MAYNARD
Sandstar Serial Port Module
~
Totally compatible with
_
1\ \\soft ware wntten for
, . ~_ : -' __ , ~
IBM Asynchronous
Adaptor. Connects to MODEM. serial printer, or any
Slandard RS232-C Inler1ace deVice. Port may be conl igured as Serial p (;rt # 1 or #2. Can use IBM diagnost ics.
M SEI 30 1 ... $ 105.00
SandStar Clock Calendar Module
Fea ture s c lock and ca lend ar wi lh battery backup. whic h
run s when PC power is turn ed oft or plug is disconnected.
Correc l time and dale loaded each time sys tem is
powered up. Software inc luded. MCl 1303 ... $B5.00
SandStar Parallel Port Module
A Ce nlronics compatible I/O port. Use as general purpose I/O port or connecl 10 printer. Ul ilizes sa me type
connec tor and pins as IBM Parallel Prinler Adaptor, and
is 100% compatible wi th ils software. Configure as Port
# 1 or #2. Can use IBM diagnostiCs. MPA 1302 .. $75.00
SandStar Memory Module
Use w ilh SandStar M emory Card. Expands memory by
320 K byles lur 640K byt es l otal sys lem memory. Uses
on ly one IBM expansion ca rd. No configuration req uired
before plug In.
Module may be purcha sed with any 64 K inc remenl and
easily expanded to 320K Eleclronic disc and pnnl
spooling soft wa re are also available.
MMODOOO .
OK $t 15.00
MMOD064
64 K $205.00
MMODI 2B ..
12BK $300.00
MMODI92 .
t9 2K $390.00
MMOD256
256 K 5485.00
MMOD 320·.... . ... .... ...... . 320 K 55BO.00
SandStar Game Adaptor Module
All ach up to 4 paddles and 2 ioyslicks 10 your IBM PC
Ca n be used for gene ral purpose input. with4 digita l and
4 analog inputs. 100% c ompalible With I BM PC sol!wa re. Uses same Iype 15 pin " D" subm iniature I/ O connec tor as the IBM Game Conlrol Adaptor.
Maynard Electronics Multi-Function
Memory Expansion Board
Adds form 64K bytes 10 256K bytes 10 your IBM-PC.
Expandabl e with either 1 or 2 oplional asynchronous
se rial (RS232-C) port s Engineered for 10 lal com patiblility wilh IBM I/O specs. Parity generati on and detec lion inc luded. Read y 10 plug into 64 K byte sys tems.
Opliona lly availa ble wilh 1 or 2 RS232-C ports with
20 mA c urrenl loop. 100% compatible wi th IBM hardwa re and software, and may be used 10 connec t you r
computer to a modem serial printer or other devices with
~o mpuler inter1ace. Board ports may be en ab l&d or disabled and assigned as CO MI and/or COM2.
MM F 1000 .
OK $210.00
MMF 1064 ..
64 K $305.00
MMF 11 2B .
128 K $4 10.00
MMFI19 2 ..
192K $5 10.00
MMF 1256 .
256 K $6 15.00
MMFISER
$ 100.UO
(Wi th one senal port addedl
MMF2S ER
$ 160.00
(with Iwo se nal port s
(No

Maynard Disk Co nlrollers
Description
MODFDC (Controller w/ mod port s)
FDCB (B" ConlrolleQ .... .
FDC 5 '1. (5 '1, Controller) ......... .... .
FDCPARAllEl (Co ntr. and para POriS) .
FDC SERIAl fConl r. and sena l pon sl ...
FDCB PARA \B" Contr. and para ports) .
HDM (hard di sk rrodule)

RET.
. 5265
S24 5
5195
5275
52B5
..· 5315
5495

CONTROLLERS Magnolia Micro·systems
for the H·B9 & Z·90 Dou ble Density Disc
controller including CPi M 2 . 2
Comple le hardwa re & softwa re suppon for:
- Fou r 5'/4" and Four 8" Si ngle or double Sided d ri ves
-48 TPI (40 track) drives
-9G TPI (BO Irac k) drives
-3-5Vo" dnves supporled by Healh Zenllh c on tr ol ler
H-17
This package Includes:
- double density controll er card
- CP/ M 2.2 on ei ther 5' , ' or B" media
- new I/O decoder and monttor PROMs
Shipping weig ht 7 Ibs
DATA
- .
CONNECTORS

----

50 pin edg e ca rd

609·5015 50 pm Inltne end connec to r

34 pin edge ca rd

609·34 15

50 pin Inline c ha SSIS
609-5016
34 pin IOhne c haSSIS

609·5001 M
34 pm IOllne end con nec tor

609'3 401 M

609-3416
POWER
CONNECTORS
stac king brac kel lor
AC socke t 8 ' . Single Sided
51.' Of 8" half· height drives C1 120
S85 or SBB
51. DC c onnecto r
C1 11 6

SA 8101860 DC power
5'. OC soc kel
Cl 115
PCB-8 DC
SA 850185 1 FDD-200'8-AC Iree-slandlng 8 '

C1 119
C1122

8" doubl e Sided
C11 14DC connector soc ket
8 " AC connec tor standa rd.
8 DC standard
Sing le Sided
Cl l 13

Cl1 2 1
Cl112

We sell many other disk drive models too
numerous to list here. We encourage you to call for
our latest priCing and catalog. Due to productton dead·
lines, prices are 50 days old. Please call' Dealer
inqUiries invited. In our 5th yea~
Prices and speCifications sublect 10 change
without notice
MasterCard, VISA accepted. NJ residents,
add 6% sales tax.
Shipping charges: $3.00 first 4 Ibs" $.40 each
additlonallb
COD charge $5.00.
TOll FREE ORDER LINE : BOO-223·0306
In NJ, Call: 609· 799·44409 :00 am-5:30 pm est.

~

FLOPPY

.DISK
SERVICES

_INC ,_

rlOPPY DISK
SE RVICES, INC
741 Alexander Road
Pnncelon. NJ OB540

Circle 145 on inquiry card.

~

Juki 6100

-,,'~---.
It's a Piece of Cake I

Ill.

Novation
J-CAT

For Price Quotes and Ordering, Call:

1-800-821-4128
,

For Technical Information and
Order Status, Call:

602-952-1057 or 602-954-6127

II.
,

'

FREEDOM
COMPUTER MART
. . INC.

~
~

3370 No rth Hayden Road. Suite 123-314
Scottsdale. Arizona 85251

Prices listed reflea a cosh discount and are subjea to change withou t notice. C.O.D.s are shipped with a minimum C.OD. ch"9.e. Allow 3-7 days for personal checks to clear. Produa is subject to
availability. EqU ipment is in facto')' sea led boxes with manufacturer's war~.nty. There will be a re-stocking charge for returned merchandise. Call first for an RMA number. SofuNare not warran,teed for

~
~
~

BROAD LINE OF

wabasH

AID PRODUCTS
FOR APPLE II®
TIMER/CLOCK - HEAR CALENDAR,
TIMES INTERVALS TO THE
MILLISECOND , INTERRUPTS .. $175

12-BIT AlD - 40,000 SAMPLES/SEC.
0.1 % ACCURACY , 8 INPUTS . .. $375

8-BIT AlD - 60,000 SAMPLES/SEC.
0.4 % ACCURACY, 8 INPUTS .

$165

FULLY DIFFERENTIAL AlD 1 MILLIVOLT RESOLUTION
12 SAMPLES/SEC, 4 INPUTS ... $1 95

When it comes to
Flexible Disks, nobody
does it better than
Wabash.
MasterCa rd, Visa Acce pted.
Ca ll Free: (8 00 ) 235-41 3 7

THERMOCOUPLE THERMOMETER·
2 OR 6 CHANNELS .... $1 35 or $1 55

ALSO: INPUT MULTIPLEXERS,
OUTPUT CONTROLLERS,
AND CUSTOM SYSTEMS

LAWSON LABS, INC.
5700 RAIBE ROAD
COLUMBI A FALLS, MONTANA 599 12
406·387·5355

Circle 284 on inquiry card .

Circle 209 on Inquiry card.

Circle 333 on Inquiry card . .

5%" DISK DRIVES

* QUME 142A

Half Height, Double
Sided, 40 TRK/Side .

8229

* TANDON: TM 100-2
We're bringing In the
specials on qUality 3M
processing products. InclUdlri9:
• DISKETTES • MAC. TAPE
• DATA CARTRIDCES
PLUSI Specials on many other pro-

ducts in our full-range discount
catalog of computer supplies. call,
write, or utilize reader service to
obtain your FREE catalog of 1984 3M
specials.
LYBEN COMPUTER SYSTEMS
125(}E Rankin Dr., Troy, MI 48083
Phone: (313) 589·3440

SimpI'( #1 In service & Reliability
. . . Authorized Distributor
~1JIlnformation Processing Products
Circle 223 on Inquiry card.

SMARTERMl'MDOES IT! .
• full e mulation
• ·powerful file transfer
• full printe r support

multiple selups
"smart" so ft keys
132 column support availabl e
online help screens
30-day ret urn policy

Available rhrough your focal software dealer
or directly from :

Software for Professionals . .

* CDC: 9409

Double Sided,
40 TRK/Side .. . ... .... . . . . . ..
Free Shipping

8235

* SHUGART: SA 455

Ha~ Height, Double Sided,
40 TRK/Slde . ..
. .....
Free Shipping

8229

Order Toll Free:
1·800-531-5475 (OutSide Of Texas)
(512) 250-1489 (In Texas)

CCompuAdd

IZl

Corp

2740 Ski Lane
Madison , WI 53713
(608) 273·6000
by Professionals.

Opto-Isolated A32 1/0 Board
• Indi vidua ll y Con fi gurab le
• Co mpati ble wi th SSR Modu les
• Opto-Iso lated In terrup t Inputs

$295

2 Axis Stepper Motor Interface
• Pos itioning Control
• Pul se Co unting !Timin g
• Frequency Measurement s

$195

ROGERS LABS (714)751-0442

13010' Research Blvd.,Sulle 101
Auslln, Texas 78750

2710 S. C ro ddy Way , Santa Ana, CA 92704

Circle 316 on Inquiry card.

MODEMS .

BA~~

SIGNALMAN • . Free hour on 'SOURCE'
300/1200 AU m DIALIANS
$319
'Hayes Co mpatibl e'
300 BAUD AUlD DIALIANS
$119
300 BAUD direct connect
$ 69
US ROBOTICS • . . 300/1200 ..• MODEMS
'Hayes Compatible'
'Password' with cables, sp kr
$339
' S100' car d
$339
'Auto 212' d l xe . .
. , . $419

~~R1X

PRINTERS

Qt~TI~

GEMINI 10 x 120 cps graphiCS $CALL
PROWRITER 120 cp s h i d en sity
$359
JUKJ daisys w h eel 18 cps
$529

$3 t7

OKIDATA
MICROLI NE 84
EPSON
MX100
MIN . ORDER 6

$7 84

LABELS • CONTINUOUS FORMS
Peach'J:'ext 50.0.0.

•

-Dealer Inquiries Invited

Circle 178 on Inquiry card.

COMPU·ME DIA
SO FTWARE, I NC.

92007
VISA/MC

ADD 3%

275°0

' Terms: V isa, M.e. or C.O.D.
- Dealer Inq uiri es In v it ed

IMAG E COMPUTERS

p.o. Box 1164, Cardiff, CA
CALL 10 ORDER:
(619) 942-7373
(619) 436-7669

REG 395'"

complete line of
EDUWARE SOFTWARE
plus other major brands

HARD DISKS

IBM
CPM
10 Mbyte.. .. $1295 40 Mbyte ... . $2495
23 Mby te ..... $199565 Mbyte . .. $CA LL

(619) 270-3600

Circle 292 on Inquiry card.

III

Tex. . Resident. Add 5'141 S.I8. T.x.

~~UD

1. DEC VT100?
2. DEC VT125?
3. DASHER D400?

::::;=::====== Persoft
= = Inc.

(SOFTWARE INCLUDED)

'235

.......
Free Shipping

Circle 65 on Inquiry card.

IBM PC =

•
•
•
•
•

Double Sided,
40 TRK/Slde

Free Shipping

Apple 11/11e®
Industrial Control
Plug-In Boards

AUTHORIZED
DISTRI BUTOR

159 M ain SI. S. I.N .Y. 10307
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-248-2418

tm

in N.Y. State 212 -967 -1700

Circle 390 on Inquiry card.

Ideal for
• COMPUTERISTS
• OEM MANUFACTURERS
• DEVELOPMENT LABS
• UNIVERSITIES
• INDUSTRIAL
APPLICATIONS

THE ULTIMATE OEM/PC
COMPATIBLE SINGLE
BOARD COMPUTER

DEALERS AND OEM MANUFACTURERS
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

FULL IBM - PC*
COMPATIBILITYl
Hardware Reset
(Overcomes reset flaw
in PC)

Peripheral
Support Circuits
(Same as PC)

Wire Wrap Area
To facilitate special custom
applications!

I ORDER NOW!!!

Board Size

I

10.5 inch X 13.5 inch

II Mega-Byte Ram Capacity!
board!
parity)

Includes highest quality PC board
with gold plating, silk screen,
solder mask

o 256K Bytes using 64K chips

o 1 Mega Bytes using 256K chips

o MEGA-BOARDTM with full assembly instructions . .... $99.95
o USERS MANUAL with theory of operation ,
schematics , block diagram, application notes .. .. . . . .$19.95
o MEGA-BIOS™fully compatible MS-DOS/ PC-DOS BIOS $29.95
1M

l~JW~DISPLAY
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CORPORATION

4100 SPRING VALLEY ROAD TERMS: Shipment made 2 to 5 weeks from
receipt of order. VISA, MC, money order.
SUITE 400
company check accepted. COD'S require
DALLAS, TX 75234
$25 deposit. Balance UPS COD. Please
(2 14) 991-1644
add $2.00 shipping and handling per order.

' 18M and IBM PC are trademarks of International Business Machines
Circle 111 on inquiry card .

ORDER NOW!!!
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED I
1O-day money back guarantee if not completely satisfied

© 1983 Display Telecommunications Corporation
BYTE February 1984
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Analog and Power
Control I/O .....
in a Sin Ie Board
Com

ADD/NET"'

USED PERSONAL
COMPUTER
BROKERAGE
• A na ti onwide database service matching
buyers and se ll ers of used P.c. 's a nd periphera ls.
• UPCB acts as midd lema n, pro viding
secu rity fo r bot h the bu yer and the sell er.
• All eq uipment tested a nd warra nli ed by UPCB
• A ll makes and mode ls accepted for lis ting
• Bonded and insured
• Reasonable li s tin g rates and com mi ss ions

For more information mail today!
I am interested in Buying 0 Selling 0
Name
Address

Cily. Sia le, Zip

Telephone (

Mai l to: UPCB Fulfillment Dept.
Suite 21 • 1116 A 8th Street
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266

S TOP GAMBLlNG-

Circle 12 on Inquiry card,

Circle 370 on Inquiry card,

Circle 388 on Inquiry card.

2· B

HARD DISK DRIVE

Use 00 personal computer lor expert
handicapping like the experts do - - -

SEND FOR
TA
FREE OA
USFL
oN
SySTEM

INDUSTRIAL/LASORATORY
LOCAL AREA NETWORK
ADD/NET provides a modular, low cost, easy to use
approach to focrory and laboratory networking.
ADD/NET modules may be used stand-alone or
linked together in an extended network. Features
include:
.Up to eight portS per module; interfaces include
RS232C, RS422, RS449, IEEE-488, and industrial 110
• Transparent communication from any port to any
other port within the network
• User friendly menu permits easy interactive setup
from a terminal
• Command mode permits computer concrolled
setup for dynamic linking of portS
• Multiple baud rates supported. with automatic
baud rate lock-in and baud rate conve rsion
• Up to 2000 feet between network modules
• Error checking and co rrection for re liability
.Ideal for linking your factory and lab eqUipment
with your mainframe. P.e. and peripherals
CAll TODAY (3051 293-2002
Adroit Electronics, Inc.
Dept. A , 3790 Silver Star Rd.
Orlando. Fl 32808

• Predicts game scores
• Situation analysis program
• Trend analysis program
• Unique handicapping guides
• Simple operating manual
Use with Radio Shack. Apple
Commodore 64 and others
• Order today·Wln tomorrow

•

SURPLUS SALE!

your....,

SaM
pooIIIeam. buill~.m1lCl!
- . t D\IMn ...... All onion ohIpped
....... otodo. wIIt*I :u houra. c.a IlOl1 FREE
(Il00) 2M-4137 .... . . . - end ..........-.
VIA and MMtK Card ~ed.

STARTWINNING WITH

High reliability 8 " Shugart SA 10Q2 5 .33
Mbyte drives for $380. ea., unused in
their original factory packed cartons .
1000's of pleased customers . Also
available: new Western Digital controller
card ($350.); interfaces for IBM , Apple,
S-100, STD, Heath/Zenith, SS-50, SS-30.
Shipping for drive, $12. Call before
they 're gone LIQUIDATORS, 803-877-9828 , or send
check or money order to 105 S. Main St.,
Greer, S.C. 29651 .

Send $225. tor USFL Syslem Includes tree
money mgt. program Iworlh $50.1 Enclose
check, money order or Vlsa/MC card No.

COMPUTER
HANDICAPPING
SYSTEMS
P.o . Box 33034
Cleveland Ohio
44133-0034
Circle 113 on Inquiry card.

A Spooler that
will Spoil You
Addmaster Paper Tape Handler
with Big New 7W' Reels

Circle 284 on inquiry card.

DISK DRIVES

(For PC, Mod I, II I & IV)
Tandon TM 55-2 .
Tandon TM100 -l .
Tandon TM 100-2 .
Tandon TM101 -4 .
CDC 9409 . . . .
Case and PS. .

. $229
. $175
. $229
... $315
. $239
. . $ 45

PC EXPANSIONS
MAYNARD
Disk Conlroller . .
. .. $162
Sandslar Series .
ca ll
Internal 1OM B DriveSystems . .. from$969

Smlth-Corona Yr. f Daisy Wheel rrtnter

0(\\~$36900

UNBELIEVABLE!

• fu Hy.lormect ch"'''ClefS
• compAtible with mosl
m!cro·compulel!.

• serl,,1 or pcUc'lUel In ferf" ce
• choice of 10 Of 12 crl
models

Also tor your Tr-1 letter quality prlnter -

the Smlth-Corona Tractor Feed
• Adlusf"ble (rc\clor wld l hs

$129 00

• fo r continuous forms

QUADRAM
Quad boa rd (64 K) .

. ... $269

AST
Optional serial interfaces for RS232C or TTY
or parallel interface/TTL. X-on/X-off
capability, bi-directional reading and slew,
reads 150 CPS , rewinds 300 CPS . Stops on
character, contains power supply and
Addmaster Model 601 paper tape reader.
Sensibly priced . Addmaster Corporation,
416 Junipero Serra Drive , San Gabriel , CA
91776 . (213) 285-1121.

Circle 11 on Inquiry card.

Six Pak Plu s: 64K SPC.
Mega Plus: 64K & SC ..
I/O Plus (SC) ....... .
2 nd S o r P or Gam e.

64K CHIPS
Set of nin e .

.. .. $269
. .... 5269
. ... $ 114
. ...... $ 35
. ... $ 55

HAYES
Smartmodem 1200 B

. S435

VLM Computer Electronics
10 Park Place . MOrristown . NJ 07960
(201) 267 -3268 Visa. MC. Check Or COD.

Call Collect
(214) 826-6521

"GURl-LOGtC BUSINESS EQUlrMENT,INc.
6408 Gaston Avenue / Dalias, Texas 75214

Circle 142 on Inquiry card.

'ii,'j HandUlellcorp

74S00

4962 EL CAMINO REAl. SUITE 1 19 • LOS ALTOS . C A 9402 2
(41 5) 962-9265 .

TLX

171947 HANDWE LL LTOS . l-(800) 821

7400
7400
7401
7402
7403
7404
7405
7406
7407
7408
7409
7410
7411
7412
741 3
74 14
7416
7417
7420
7421
7422
7423
7425
7426
7427
7429
7430
7432
7437
7438
7439
7440
7441
7442
7443
7444
7445
7448
744 7
7448
7450
745 1
7453
7454
7459
7460
7470
7" 72
7473
7474
7475
7476
7479
7480
7482
7483
7485
7486
7489
7490
749 1
7492
7493
7"94
7495
7496
7497
7" 100
74 107
74109

19
22
.22
.22
22
.23
2.35
2.35
26
.23

7 4116

I 95

74 12 1
741 22

29

.22
29
29
39
59

.29
.29
22
35

29
29
29
29
25
45
23

.29
25
.29
29
19
79
.57

95
.95
79
79
65
79
. 19
19
19
19

25
23

29
29
.34
.34
.38
34
4.60

49
95
.55
65
35
1 75
.39
57
45

,45
69
.65
69
290
2.90
32
37

39

74125
74126
74128
74132
74136
74139
74 14 1
74142
74143
74144
74145
74147
74148

74150
741 51
74152
74153
741 54
741 55
74156
74157
74158
74159
74 160
74 16 1
74 162
74 163
74 164
74 165
74166
74 167
74 170
74172
74173
74174
74175
74176
74177
74179
74180
7418 1
711182
74 18 4

74 185
74186
74188
74190
74191
74 192
74 193
74194
74 195
74196
74197
74 198
74 199
74221
74251
74273
74276
74279
74823
74284
74285
74290
74298
74365
74366
74367
74368
74390
74393

74LSOO
39

,44
59
.69
75
.95
.79
2.95
2.95
2.95
62
1.95
1.20
1.09
67
67
.67
1.19
.78
78
.69
1.65

74L SQl
74L S02
74L S03
74L SQ4

14lS0S
74LSOB

74lS09
74L S 10
74lS11

74l S12
74lS13

74 L$20
74lS21
74 L S22
74L S26
7.:llS27

74l S28
74lSJO
74,LS32

.88
_89

74LS'12

1.95
169
475
79
89
.85
.75
75
1.34
.75
1 75
.75
2.25

2.25
9.95
3.90

1.15
1 15
85
.85
85
_68
_85
_85
1.39
139
1 19

95
1 05
189
.75

1,40
3.90
3.90
125

95
68
.68
68
68
1.45
1.90

33
26
33
33
33
33
33
26
33
55

74lS15

.88

_87
_87
87
1.20

"95

74LS1 4

74l S33
74lS37
74l S38

2,49

26
28
28
28
35
28
28
35
28
39
33

7'::L SOO

·'5

7<1L S47
74 L S48
74LS5 1
74L S54
74L S55
74L S73
74L S7 <1
74 LS75

39
26
79
79
95
26
29
29
'5
142
59

74lS76

;'5

74LS 40

74L S78
74L S83A
74LS85
74LS86
74lS9Q
74L S9::?

·'5

74l S93

79
19
45
57
75
75

74LS95

88

7<1lS96
74 l S 107
70ll S 109
74l S 11 3
74lS114
74L S 122
74L S 123
74l S 124
74l S 125
7-1L S 126
74lS132
7,IL S 136
7.llS 138
74lS 139
74lSI·1 5
74lS1.IB
7.llS151
74 LS 153

98
' 5
45

I

43

I

43
55
19

1 35

89
52
79
49

85
85
1 25
1.19

79
79

7~ l S15· 1

1 ;0

; .lL $IS5
7.l LS 156
7.ILSI Si
7.JL S 158
;.IL SIGO
i -1L S16 1
74l S 133
74lS 2·1 1
74lS2BO
7<ll S299
74L S339

1

19
99
85
75

lOS
I

15
65

1 69
290
200
1

95

1 05
105
1 19
89
248
1 15

74LS162
7t1lS1 63
74LS16"
74LS1 65
74L S 166
74LS168
74LS1 69
I IILS1 70
74lS17 3
74lSlid
7"lS 175
7.l lS181
74LS130
74lS191
74lS192
74lS193
74lS194
74lS 195
74LS196
74LS 197
7t1 lS22 I
711lS240
7"LS2·:Z
7.1lS2·13
74 LS244
74 LS245
74 lS24 7
1<llS248
7" LS249
7"LS251
74lS253
i4lS257
74 LS258
74 LS259
7,' lS260
74 LS261
74lS266
74LS2 73
74LS275
7,llS279
701LS283
74 LS290
7"lS293
7.lLS295
74L5298
7.IL S32:'
7JL$3·17
7,I LS3.1S
7.1LS352
7.IL S353
7:1LS363
711lS365
7JlS3G6
74LS367
74LS3GB
74LS 373
].ILS3 74
7,llS 375
illlS3 77
7.ILS38:;
7·ILS 3813
74LS390
7.ILS393
/.ILS395
7.1l S399
/.ILS:l 24
7JlS668
i ·:LS6 iO
74LS 378
74lS379
i' 4L S381
7·1lS 640
7,IL S645
74lS690

115

199

89
89
89
220
I 15
I 15

98
98
I

15
95

89
89
1 15
169
169
169
149

220
I 10
I 10
I 19
1.10

140
85
98
295
65
2 '9
59
I 15
4'0
59
99
99
99
I 10
I 19

74500
74502
74503
74504
74505
74508
74$09
745 10
74511
74515
74520
74522
74530
74532
74538
745 40
74S51
7 4564

74S65
; 4$ 74
74586
74S112
745 11 3
7451 14
745 124
7451 33
7 451 3 4

7451 35
745 136
745138
745139
745139
745140
74515 1
745153
74515 7
745158
745 160
7:1S 174
74$ 175
745188
745 194
745 195
745196
745240

39
43
45
52
52
49
49
42
42

42
42
42
42
49
1 19
49
42
46
46
69

72
72
72
72
369
54
66
1 15
1 69

1 29
1 29

1 29
73
1 29
1 29
1 29

1 29
279
I 49
1 49
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IN, LINE
PRINTER BUFFER

1 89
1 89

FOR A N Y COM P U TER
A N Y PR I NTER

189
275

'64K Byte
'P ara ll el to Parallel
· Pa rall el to Seri al
' Se rial to Para lle l
·Seri al to Se ria l
Model BF64S ' 225,00
For single computer
single printer
Model BF64M '395,00
For mUlt i-com put er
sin g le pri nter
A ll ow up to four
co mpu ters
Share o ne printer

745241

275
299
299
299
1 35
1 35

69
1 95

745242
745243
745244
745251
7452 53
74525 7
745258
745260
745 280
745287
7452 88
745373
745374
74538 7
745 47 1
7454 72
74$473

195

745474

1 75

195
\ 95

19
I 19

1

1.19

69
69
69
69
189
1 89

65
195

1 95
1 70
235
295
I i5

229
195
1 95
295
295
295
1 50

Tel: 1-(800)-821-3628

745475
745570
745571

745 572
74 5573
745940
745 941
745132
745 16 1
745 163
745 181
745 189
745225
745283
745289

1 29

1. 29
75
279
299
255
3 10
3 10
2 75
795
795
795
995
9.95
5.75
5 .7,
895

DIP SWITCHES
. I PO~ III O ' l

85

5POS I' IUr1

9U

6PoSI't0r1
7 PoslI.o n

90

SPOS"lon

9U
95

SOUND CHIPS
761177

76 J 89
AY 3 -89 10
AY3-8912
MC3340

Z80 SERIES
8000 SERIES
8200 SERIES
6800 SERIES

2 95
895
995
12 95

CALL FOR
PRICE

1 49

MOS PROMS
2708
2758
2716

27 16-1
TM 52516
TMS2716
TM52532
2732
27 32-250
2732-200
2764
271>1-250
2764-200
TM5256"
MC6876"
27 128

3 95
:; 95
395
595
550

7 95
5 95
495
895

11 95
8.95
10.95
16_95
12 .95
39 .95
25.90

210 1
5 10 1
211 1

2112
2114
2 114-2 5
2114L-4
2114L-3

21 14L-2

2147
HM61 16-4

HM61 16-3
HM6116-2
HM6116LP- 4
HM6116L P-3
HM6116LP -2

1 95
395
2 49
299
8 995
81095
8 1295
8 1345
8 13 95
495
4 75
495

8 95
5 95
695
1095

DRAM
TM 5 4027
UP0411
MM 5280
MK4108
MM 529 8
4 1 16-300
4116-250
4116·200
4 11 6-150
4116- 120
2118
4164 -2 00

I 99
300
300
195
185
81175
81195
8 1295
8 1495
82995
495
5 95

LOGIC PROBE
WITH MEMORY
FUNCTION

895
290
290
2.15
2.95
315
2.15
2.95
7.75
4 15
3.95

Miscellaneous
6502
68000
8 748
8255- 5
825 123
825129
82S131
93422
93 L 422
93425
93427
D 2 125AL-2
02 104
AY5-3600
68 10
8304

LINEAR
LM301CN
LM304H
LM305H
LM306H
LM307CN
LM 308CN
LM309K
LM310C N
L M3110 /CN
LM312H
LM317T
LM318CN
LM319N / H
LM320K-XXLM320T ·XX ·
LM320H -XX '
LM323K
LM 324 N
LM337K
LM338K
LM339N
LM340K-XXLM340T·XX·
LM340H-XXLM344H
LM3 48N
L M350K
LM 358CN
LM360N
LM372N
LM376N
LM377N
LM380C N / N
L M38 1N
LM383T
LM386 N
LM387 N

4 _95
49.95
24 _95
5 .95
2 _55
2.99
3.99
8 .95
9 .95
3 .95
8.95
3 .95
1.95
12.95
3.95
3 .95

32758 khZ
1 Qmhz
1 8432

20
2097 152
2 4576
32768
3579535

40
50
50688
5185
57 143

60
6144
65536
80
100
10738635
12 00
14 3 1818
IS 0

160
17 1130
180
18 432
200
22 11 84
320

I.

,

1.75
3 .95
3 .95
2 .95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2 _95
2.95
2.95
295
2 .95
2.95
2.95
2 .95
2.95
2 _95
2 .95
2.95
2 .95
2 .95
2.95
2.95
2 95
2 .95
TE RM S : Fo r sh i ppi n g incl ude S2 for U PS Grou n d or S3

for UPS Blue Label Air. Items over 5 pounds requ ire
addit io na: shipping charges .
$10 minimum order.

~ Handwellc'orp'"

4962 EL CAMINO REAL , SUITE 11 9 • LO S ALTOS , CA 94022
•~1I1I1I1I1I1I1I1I"1I1I1I1I1I1I1I1I"""I'iili"IIII..6191511 (41 5) 962-92 65 . TL X: 171947 HANDWELL L TOS
Circle 164 on inquiry card .

BYTE February 1984
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5-100 EPROM PROGRAMMER

EPR0I'1-J2

ANALOG_ DIGITAL
DIGITAL_ ANALOG
CONVERSION MODULES

SOFTWARE
GAIN CONTROL

- High Qualily S·100 boar~ meels or excee~s IEEH96.
• Programs lK Ihrough 32K (byle) EPROMs.
• Textool zero-insenion-force programming socket.
- EPROM is p rogramme~ Ihrough 1/0 pons an~ can be ve r ilie~
through lIDports or located in memory space lor verification.
• Programming voltage generated on-board.
• Personalily M o~u l es simplily adaptation 01 b oar~ 10 ~ i " e re nt
EPROM types:
PM·I - 2508.2758 PM·3-2732, 2732A PM·6- 68764
2516,27 16 PM-4-2564
PM·8-2712B
PM·2-2532
PM·5- 2764
• CP I M·compallble control software
includes commands lor programming,
5269.95 •
verillcalion, ~isk 1/0 and e~ il i ng .
IA & TI

"lcroDynamlcs
Corporation
6363 Poplar Ave • Suite t05
Memphis TN 381t9

ORDER DESK
1-800·237·8400,,1440
Tec hnica l Inquiries'
1901 )·682·4054

'Price inclu~es EPROM·32, documentation and Iwo Personalily
Modules (specily), Addilional Mo~ule s - 51.95. Control software

~~.~~s~~~~~slk~g~l~r~~n9id~~~ gr8~~~N:~dO~%Uiare;ila-;

For ad dition al detail s about the AD ·10Q· 4 an d o th er
fin e California Dat a Corporation 100% Individuall y
t ested , high r eliability produ ct s, circle tIl e r ea der

service card number below or for faster response

write or call us.

CALIFORNIA DATA
CORPORATION

347 5 Old Conejo Ro ad. Suit e C·l 0
Newbury Park , CA 91320

1805) 498-3651

VISA and MASTERCARO welcome.

Circle 125 on Inquiry card.

Circle 45 on inquiry card .

Circle 245 on inquiry card .

PRINTER RIBBONS
PER
PER
RIBB ON DOZEN
13.50 147. 00
An adex 9500
5.95 68.40
Appl e DMP .. .... ... ....
7.00
81.00
Centroni cs 150/152
5.95
68.40
C. Itoh Pro wri t er
7.00 81.00
Commodore Pet 8023P
5. 25
60.00
Epson MX-FX 70/ 80
9.95 108.00
Ep son MX-FX 100
2.50
27.00
Gemini - 10
NEC 3500 M/ S Singies iii"ed··· ·· 6.95
80.40
9.75 114.00
NEC 3500 Nylon
5.95
68.40
NEC PC 8023A
2. 50
27. 00
Okidata 80/ 82183 / 92
57 .00
5.00
Okidata - 84 .... ....... .. .......... .
5.00 57 .00
Radi o Shack D.W. II M/ S
6.75
78.00
Rad io Shac k O.W. II Nylon
7.50 87.00
Radio Shack DMP - 210~
Ra dio Shack LP I II III I V & V 6.00 69.00
Sil ve r Reed EX55 Singl e Strik e 5.00
57.00
Toshiba - 1350
7.50
87 .00
Wa ng Bearclaw .. ...... .
9.00 105.00
Xerox 610 / 620 MI S .................... 7.75
84.00
Add $2.00 Shipping
To Orde r Ca ll (313) 569-3218 or
Write f or our Cat alog

Radio Shack TRS-80™

PRICE

DWIGHT COMPANY, INC.
15565 Northl and Drive - Wes t Tower
Southfield , Mi chigan 48075-6496

At Guaranteed Savings

maxell.
Floppy Discs

CALL NOW-TOLL FREE
1-SOO-32S-DISC
Dealer inquiries invited. C.O.D.'s and
charge cards accepted.
All orders shipped from slock.
within 24 hours. Call loll FREE.

~N{
"-

Norlh Hills Corporation
35 64 Roll i ng Vie w Dr.
Wh ite Bear Lake . MN 5511 0
1-800-328-DISC
MN Call Collect 1-612 - 770 -0485

BOOKS la , Al AR I 4001600 XLISOOXL
1200X l
ATAA I BA SI C - Lu rning by U, ing
lin ~ ."~lIe nl bo ok la, Iht beg inne • .
Many , hO I1 1)'0']1 1 00' and IUln :ng Ut, ·
~' le\ .AII
,m pon,nl IUl u'tl 01 I""
dflCfll)ftf 1.c'H n
ATAR I c a mpul.',

SO FTWARE IN MACHI NE LANGUAG E
FOR ATAR I
ATM ONA · l
Ml(h in e l.nuu loIJI! manI IO' . A MUST
10' Iho~ who ..... nl 10 ge l In lO 650 ]
"""ch,,,,,langUlI]f
0 .d.r·No. 70 22
IC]
S 19.95

o.~:;.NC~~1 1 ~~I1).

~6~0'~.nlll:10~ T ~IR \":.~O~~I~O~I::I~

=~~~~.~~n'"

~~~.tf~~~~~,~~~~~~~:l;;~~~~

ar.

~~~r~~~:~r~~~~~~:~~~E~~F:~:;; ~~,~~~A;~ac., Idebu9\lf , 1 Ih , .
Soltw. <e 10' . lI ATAR I

SUPER MAIL 1500 .dd ' ''~1 o n 1 d ISk )
Co mp lel! lv .... " Hen in FORTH. Comu on
aUlobook dilk . No cam idge, no ~OS. no
F ORT H langU it<Je~ tQui 'W ,

O'de,· No . 7J12
SU PERIN VENlORY (1000 l\t "" p.d i.... )
COmp lt lt lV .... ' ;II.n ,n FO RTH Sa m. u
abo' • . IOi.konly l
O,dtr· No. 7320
BUSIPACK · ' 1"' «lIen in FOfllH ). Com ·
p lt l. o,d~, enuv . In,tn lo , v. m"l ing Ind
InvOIcing. (Ou k onIV) .
Q, dI . ·No . 73 13
ATCASH
ConY ~ '1 you , AT ARI BOO ,nt o. POwe. lul
ca , h . ~ g; Il. ' . 10"k only ).
O.dI, ·No . 730 3

~~~O::.i~: .p;~'," m
Q,do ,· No . 72OO

,n

B~~:C
10)

129.95
139.95

TO O RDER
CA LL TOL L FREE

800·531-7466

THE PCT -100 I S A CONF I GURABLE I N-L1 NE
RS-232 PROTOCOL AND DATA TRANSLATOR .
THE PCT-1ee CAN PROVIDE :
• TERMINAL OR PRINTER EMULATION
• DEC OR IBM SYSTEM COMPATIBILITY
• MACRO-FUNCTION KEYS
• "TYPE- AHEAD" AND DATA BUFFERING
• BAUD RATE CONVERSION
• HANDSHAKE PROTOCOL TRANSLATION
(E,G. CTS/RTS. XDN/XOFF)
THE PCT-1ee IS CONFIGURED USING A
BUILT-IN COMMUNICATIONS TRANSLATION
LANGUAGE. PROGRAMS CAN BE EAS I LY
ENTERED & EDITED FROM ANY ASCI I DEVIC~
PCT-1ee-PCB (PCB ONLY), • • •• $ 289
PCT -1 ee-ASM (PCB wi CASE l. _$ 339
PCT -512-tOJ (POWER SUPPLY). $ 59

dV1 ~ !7

I V1~' I

METHOD SYSTEMS INCORPORATED
19751 SOUTH LAKESHORE BOULEVARD
EUCLID. OHIO 44119
(216) 531-e4e4

Circle 233 on Inquiry card.

CP U m.V be th..n~.Incl uo ., Al mon • . I .
O, d.r ·NO.7049
u ...
14".95
0, de , ·No . 70 S0
d i....
1 54.00
AlMAS
M,c ,o · A,wmble, t o. "'1 ARI·800,"8.:.
One of ,,,- mOil powe, l ul d OlO'
&lllm bl. n on ,h. m" ~.I . V. ,n l ll, edl lor
.... ' 111 Icroll'n;. Up 10 17~ o l lCu,n ·cod_
V., V f. lI. lr. n,la l • • 5k so u,c_ · c o~ .n
, bou , 5 !.econO,. Sou. u cod. un be
uv.dond il ko'C.lItll .UtlC "' lmOl\I · lI
O,d •• ·No . 7099
d i, k
Orde ,· NO. 1999
u rtJ;d ll"
S IN.OO
ATMS APf'l1 CATION O IS K
AU o'og"m\ an d mlC h ln" I.n ~u~. l ub '
' OUl lne , h om hook nQ. l Ii90nd i ,~ .
0'dI, ·Na . 73 11
'20.00

II.

119.00

"AS

S'ln1! II AlMAS bU I w lihoul "'ICIO '
tap. bll iIV. (3 2K and 48 K RAMI
O<d.,· No.7 098
PR INTE R IN TERF ACES

~~~~1:~~~~~~:~:~.~ ~91'

g,

~¥.~;~~~~p"a~::::

~~~;::~;~:,~~~~:;:d'~e~~;:

Circle 126 on inquiry card.

PROGRAMMABLE
COMMUNICA TIONS
TRANSLATOR

ffi

IllS YOU

~:~~~.t ~:·;~l :ASIC (e)
.. and ' 01t"'1II . No
O,d.,·No , 72 13
10J
Inv. nlorv oontr o l In BA SIC
O. d .. ,No . 721l
S HU"
0,d.. ·No. 12 14
l CI
1 19.95 RS23 2, JOOB lud , 5 V
O,d., ·No, 1215
10 )
124.95 Ord. ,. No . 129 1
'19 ,95
O.. I." nd O,llrrbu l OI ,nquIII"'" ;nv lI..! . <Al A'l l ,' • •~ ". ~.m. '" (l ' 1\ 1 1\~ 1 1 ,,< I

:J!::;

Telex 767339

Full Un e
Comp uters ,
Pri nters &
Peripherals

Circle 286 on Inquiry card .

Circle 117 on inquiry card .

HOFACkER

Bo oks _ Software _ Hardware Add ·Ons _ fo r your ATAR I 600Xl /
80 0 Xl. Com modore·6Q . VIC·20. Sinclair . Timel!. . Apple II.Osb orne.. OSr

computers

Verba1im

flexible disks
Call Free (800) 235-4137 for
prices and information. Dealer
inquiries invited. C.O.D. and
charge cards accepted.

-

V/S4 '

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd.
San Luis Obispo, CA
93401. In Cal. call
(800 ) 592-5 935 or
~~---"""~J (805) 543-1 037 .

Circle 284 on inquiry card .

lJ'ft
•

MICRO
•

SALES

* MADE IN USA * BUY FACTORY DIRECT *
DISK DRIVE SPECIALS
We've Lowered Our Prices

4I~~
~~~~~:er
~
Systems
SAVE $61.00
New CCS2066 64K Dynamic Memory
• 65,536 bytes 01 Dynamic MM' /·80/8080, S'IOO compaible ' Port bank/16 levels
0164K = syslem memory 011024K • Independenlly addressedin16Kblocks' 200ns
access anddala lines ' Hysteresisdrivers'andreceivers 1(1' high noise immunity and
minimal bus loading ellecls. Part #B·5000·50 .. .. . .......... ONLY $299,00

YEAR END SYSTEM SALE

CCS CALSTAR SYSTEM

~~~ !v~:~ta~~e~~h FREE SOFTWARE: • Pertect W
oter ·

THE LOWEST PRICES IN BYTE '.

8" Shugart 801R SSIDO - The Industry Standard ............ S355,00

~' 13'S

YEAR END SALE

• 2300A Mainlrame
• 2422 Disk Controller
• 2066 64K Memory
• CP/ M Operating System
• 2810 Z-80A CPU
• 2719 2-Port RS-232 Serial
• All AC/ DC & Data Cables
• 8-bit Parallel I/O
A powerful package at ONLY $1495.00

Offering A Complete Selection And _ _ _

FANTASTIC SAVINGS!

IMect Calc' Pertect Speller
This powertul single box sy.;tem inctudes: • /-80 with t2BK at RAMexpandabte to
256K · An,tworking intertace ' SASt hard disk intertace !Dadd-on aWinchester ' CP/M
3.0 operatingsystem . One[Brallel and twoserial ports' Reads and writes the IBM
374010rmat Icompatibte with XORI AND ' Twodouble-si!l!d double-density8"ftoppy
drives tor 2.4Megabytes ot ~rmatted slorage AND' Wil run two or more 8" or 5y, "
f:oppys. Part IS·1500-05 ON SALE NOW

HELD OVER
ON THE ORIGINAL 8-100 MOD

For engineers, hobbiests, and anyone who wants to save abundle, the St-MOO
is the answer. Full regulated power torun up to tour floppy disks coupled with
amamoth S-100 power sup~y and 12 slot bus, makes the SI-MOD an exceptional computer base, Single board design means no wiring from the power
suppply to the motherboiJd. Thiseliminates all ground loop problems associated
with other brands of mainframes who are forced to use termination. The SI-MOD
is being offered this month with amatching S-100-12cabinet. Fan cooled, fused,
with reset and keylock the cabinet is also enam~ painted and silk screened,
Four A,C, outlets are provided for peripheral hookup and plenty of cutouts
available for RS-232, cenlronics + others, Our rBJular $225.00 price for the
SI -MOD and 250,00 prire for our 12 slot cabintt is being SLASHED!
SPECIFICATIONS:
SAVE
Regulated Unregulated
VER
+5V @5A +8V @30A
'
+24V @3A+16V @QA $100
_ 5V @lA -16V @6A
Oon 't settlefor those cheap6 slot immitations you'lIl seen elsewhere in this

0

r~~m~~~11~-~~~~
&M.~!R~e!gU~I;M~~~~_~:-~o~u~r~~~~~e~o~n~t!Y!$~U~9~5~~~0~~:m~~~.0~W~N2T!HE~B!~~.T~!X~O!R~~~1M~0~D!~~d!~~10~~~12~C~~~~!.~..~..~,S~~~5!.~!~
8" Oume Oatatrak·8 DS/oo "THE BEST" of the floppys . . ..... 479,00
8" Mitsubishi Full Height Double Sided 1 Year Parts t Labor .... 445,00
8" Mitsubishi Thinline DSIDD 1Year P+L Direct Drive......... 465,00
8" Tandon 848-1 SlimlineSS/DD600K BYTESD.C. Motor ....... 355,00
8" Tandon 848-2 SlimlineDouble Sided 1.2 Meg. D,C, Motor .... 475,00
8" Siemens 100·8 ss/oo ON SALE NOW!!! But How long? .... ..169_00
limit 5 per customer
5V,' Mitsubishi Full height 96TP1 DS /DD750K M4852 ....... 295,00
5'/," Mistubishi Slimline96lP.I. DS /OD 750K M4853.......... 315,00
XOR-500 DAISYWHEEL PRINTER
Isv." Qume 142 Slimline ffi /DD .. .................... ... .. 375,Om Aletter'quality ifaisy-wheel printer at anunheard of wholesale price. This
HORIZONTAL OR VERTICAL
5'/," Tandon TM-l00-2I.B.M. PCAdd-ani DS/ DD 48lP.I.
.259,00
20 cps workhorse features a daisy-wheel compatible witil QUME 's
products. Full 132column format with 256 character buffer, serial AND
Fully Assembled and Tested Units
5V," Tandon TM 100-4 DS /DD 96T.P.I. 750K ...... ............ 369,00
parallel interlacing (standard), 8 level automatic impression control WINCHESTER HARD DISKS
ONE YEAR P + L WARRANTY
original and 3copies. The S450_00 priceis not a misprint. High reliability
and quality performanre sums-up the XOR-500 Daisy-wheel Printer,
On Shugart aod Mitsubishi Subsystems

-

*

SPECIAL

DUAL DRIVE SUBSYSTEMS '

ONLY

$450.00

*

SPECIALS

5 V4" Miniscribe Hard Disk
*5 Meg $589
*10 Meg $749
8' Quantum 20' MegaOyte Winchester - Two Hatters ......... 1895,00
8" Quantum40' Meg liIur Platter - Most Popular ..... .... ... 2395,00
8" Quantum 85' Megab~e - Special Order on this Monsterl .... 2895,00
8" IOMEGA 10- Meg' Pemoveable Disk Drive wHh SCSI Controlled Interlace Board. Runs uo to four drives .............. ... .. ... ... 1895.00
8" IOMEGA 10 Meg' Cartridge Drive - No Contra IntErlace ., ... 895,00
8" 10 Meg' Removeable Cartridge Media #M- 2000·51 .
.50,00
*lAST MINUTE SPECIAL'!' Buy any Winchester hard disk drive above and get a
Western Digital hard diskintertace board AT COST! .
. ..... ONLY 295,00!
'Total storage spaceaHer l(I'ma"ing.

XOR-500

SA\..Et

MS/DOS

XPC

Cut another $50

wllwo Siemans 120-8 SSIDD Assem. t Tested 1.2 Meg ..... 675.00

.

That's right! A 700_00 terminal
for $445 _00, a special
deal for our customers_
Features: *Screen tilt * Detached keyboard *9 cursor control keys *5 function keys * 7 screen attributes *25th status
line *50-19.2 Kbaud *Column plus field tab *AND MORE
* All these features w~h a full 6 month warranty makes this
terminal the best buy on the market.

wllwo Shugart 851R DS /DO Assem. t Tested 2.4 Meg .

with

features:

~

5'/," Subsystems - Cabinet - Power Supply - Drives - Cables
wltwo 48TPI SS/ DD includes all cables Assem . + Tested .... .. 495.00
wllwo 48TPI DSIDD includes all cables Assem. + Tested
... 595,00
w!lwo 96TPI DS/DD includes all cables Assem. t Tested ....... 695,00

* EAST * 800·435~9357 * WEST .*

O~"

*MS / DDS standard ,
CP / M-86 operating system

$1895

0-

_ __

available at only $65_00
*64K memory
*Green CRT
"
* 2 serial , one parallel port
_.
*2 floppy drives for a
.::--=-==~~
total of 750K storage
*Optional EPROM to 32K
11111111111111111
*Optional Hard Disk add-on
\\
* Oplional floppy add-on
*Optional 8087 math co-processor
*Multi-function keyboard (this is one part
of the system that 's NOT like IBM 's, it's better)
* Fully expandable memory On-Board to 256K
PLUS 5 expansion slots (all IBM compatible)
HII available through U_S_ Micro Sales and
YES it's all fully IBM compatible

:ircle 366 on inquiry card _

THEXPC
A New Model PC by XOR
SO close to the I BM PC you'll have to look twice,
Due to the thousands of requests we 've been
receiving by phone , mail and visitors , we 've
responded by getting XOR to design this fantastic
16-bit IBM duplicate. We ' re offering a ONE YEAR
warranty (vs _90 days), Need more information?
Order the manual for $5_00 (piUS shipping)_ This
low price includes drives, controllers , monitor,
power supply , etc. About the keyboard. " If
you 've ever seen or used the IBM PC keyboard ,
you ' ll understand why we HAD to come up with
something better - and we did! As a matter of
fact , for those of you who own an IBM PC - it's
time to take a hammer to that keyboard and call
Toll Free to pick-up one of our compatible replacement keyboards at only , ..... , " " $239_00

. .. .1225,00

w/two Oume DT-8 DS/DDAssem. t Tested 2.4 Meg .
.1250,00
Cabinet Assem. &Testedwi Power Supply and Aces.
. .235,00
Cabinet Top and Boltom\'lith Mounting Hardware . . .... Only 69.50
All cabinets A& Tand subsystems include all AC/OCwiringand 50 pindata
cabte except the horizontal model which includes the internal 50 pin cable and
requires an externat 50 pin cable pan #C-6000-01 . .
. .$ 25,00

800·854·8174
TO PROCESS
YOUR DATA?

IBM-PC 1-6-BIT COMPUTER

COMPLETE SYSTEM
Model

wllwo Misubishi OSIDDAssem. t Tested 2.4 Meg
... S1170,00
Hllwo Shugart 801R SS/ DDAssem. t Tested 1.2 Meg . . ..... 975,00

Only $445.00

ORDER TOLL FREE
DO YOU
NEED AN

SLASHED'

TERMINAL

BASIC COMPUTER
ONLY

$895
The Features:
*64K RAM memory
* Expandable to 256K

_

.

*Full monitor P~~~
iJlt!e(/·,,":","'." "FI" I'
*IBM ,PC co~patlblltty /til ~ .".', "/':":f~,!J
,1.1
*MU~I-funcllon key- ~-"--~-......c~
board and cable
*Runs MS/DOS and CP/M-86 (not included) Hower
Supply +5V @10Amp, + 12V@6Amp, -12V@1 Amp
*EPROM expandable on-board to 32K *5 expansion slots
with room for 4 more

,!

INCLUDES: *8 level interrupt *2 serial and one parallel
port *3 timer channels *4 DMA channels Heset port _
*Speaker port *and MORE!
BYfE February 1984

509

ScreenWiz
1984 EDITION - THE UNDERGROUND
COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARD WORKBOOK AND GUIDE

FIRST TIME BETWEEN TWO COVERS
No matter what type of computer you own, this
book will get you on·line IDDAY!
Complete information on computer bulletin board
systems including:
.What they are (and what's happening).
.Kinds of information available.
.Public domain systems.
.Free software (and how to get yours).
-Slitz course in telecomputing.
• Buyer's guide to modems.
Over 400 verified listings. Periodically Updated.
On·line Logbook. Electronic Mail Address Book.
$14.95 P.P. Make checks payable to:
Computer Food Press
Div. of Coltrane & Beach
31754 Foxfield Dr.
~,
• _
Westlake Village, CA 91361 ~
Voice Ordel'l-i213) 838-7716

Modem Orders-(213) 5SS09033

HOOK IN NOWII
SPECIAL OFFICE
When ordering, refer to this AD and
receive your FIRST UPDATE FREEl

Circle 73 on inquiry card.

MEMORY FOR IBM PC-Xl

FULL SCREEN CONTROL
An assem bler subprogram you call from you'r
programs to handle screen input/output as
tBM mainlrames do.
Define full screen format specifi ca tions
outside your program , and ca ll ScreenWiz to

re tri eve the formats , and do all th e 1/0 for you.
• One command input/di sp lays a full screen
• Use all qf your CRT video attributes
• Define up to 24 fun c tion keys
• Define template s for displ ay and input.
• Vafidate input while keying. In sert and
delet e characters to correct fi elds
• Tab fields forward and backward
• Draw figure s using vertical field displays
• Save memor:J as only one format needs to
be in memory at one tim e. Make the
constants to display virlual , and they don't
use any memory al all.
• Build hel p sc reens. Call them with one
fun cti on key then return to where you were.
Available now for most popular -

BASfC
}
COBOL
FORTR AN
PASCAL

- $159.95
- $319.95
- $359.95
-$439.95

InTERDATA

• Uses 64K Drams
• Gold Fingers - Solder Mask
• Addressing On Any 64K Block
• No Parity
Add 6% sales tax in California. Add
$2.00 for shipping. Add $2.00 for C.O.D.
Send check or money order to:

In Sync
5738 Commerce Blvd.
Rohnert Park, CA 94928
(707) 585·2793
Circle 180 on inquiry card.

Scotcti Diskettes
Rely on Scotch- diskettes to keep your valuable data safe. Dependable Scotch diskettes
arb tested and guaranteed error-free. The low
abrasivity saves your read/write heads.
They're compalible with most diskette drives.

~3S.00«

ParallelALTOS
ATTACHE
ATARI
CENTRONICS
COLUMB IA
EAGLE
fBM·PC
KAYPRO
OSBORNE
SANYO
TI·99

-

IBM PC, APPLE, etc ...

-

.......

Dealer Inquiries
Invited

Circle 284 on Inquiry card.

-

1m

..

CABLES UNLIMITED
4030 Wabaska Dr.
San Diego, CA 92107
619-222-3366
fJ ' , ..... 111· ...

.-..""
I

$3
S.OO*

101 \

(~2

,

l~!\ Ally CPU

$3
S.OO*

ATTACHE COM .
RS232 (DB25P)
(9 conduc lor 1·8. 20)

S

gA
Printer 1
Dot Malrix

Printer 2
Leit er Qualrly

MANUAL UNITS
2- 6 Pari S
seleclo·swrlcll

OR

..

""--

~

Modem or
01her Pfmplleral
AUTOMATIC UNITS
2- 7 PariS
Aulo 'swll ch

Serial I RS 232) / ParalieII Cenlrorll cs)

LOW COST
~~

A~~-ONS FROM THE MAIN
MANUFACTURER

<:¢Giltronix
\11

Circle 391 on inquiry card .

t,; '-l

3780 Fabran Way Palo Alia . CA 94303
(41 5)493· 1300

Circle 152 on inquiry card.

The Statistician
CPM

IBM-PC

TRS-OOS
• Multiple Regression
Stepwise
Ridge
All Subsets
Backward Elimination
• Time Series Analysis
• Descriptive Statistics
• Transformations

(800)235-4137

780 Trimble Rd., Suite 605
San Jose, CA 95131

SHARING AND SWITCHING PROBLEMS?
GILTRONIX HAS THE SOLUTION!

SERIAL-

'( 1\ f.!1' ''' ldl'nh Add

Dealer Inquiries Welcome

Circle 127 on inquiry card.

Printer Cables

Sl-ftflft

Power Supply ... ............ ... Call
Disk Controller Card ...... .. . .. Call
Color Graph' ic/ Monochrome/ Printer
Interface Card ..... ... ...... Call
Compatible Bare PCB ..... ..... Call
3M Diskette SS / DD . ... . ... $201box
3M Diskette DS/ DD .... ... $28lbox

ELECTRADE CO. (408) 946·2541
SYSTEMS INC.

Circle 185 on inquiry card .

~

Slimline Disk Drive .... . $215.00 ea.
(Shugart SA 455 . DS.DD 320KB)
Slimline Hard Disk ..... $495.00 ea.
(Shugart SA 7065MB)
Computer Case ............. ... Can
Keyboard
..... .. ... ... . Call

$99
fBM PC
CPIM · 80
$99
Shipping
$ 6
Source code included

-

64K
320K
384K
512K

IBM PC COMPATIBLE

XENIX
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Survey 'Research
Nonparametrics
x·y Plots
ANOVA
Random Samples
Data Base
Search & sort
Hypothesis tests

Please call TOLL FREE

1-800-334-0854 (Ext. 814)

Q

for more information
or write:
Quant Systems
Box 628
Charleston , SC 29402
VISA·M/C Accepted

Circle 308 on inquiry card .

Best Prices On
lRS-BO Computers
Our 6th year of discounts
Ed or Joe McManus
Fgt. Prepaid. Save Tax.
Toll Free 800-231-3680
Marymac Industries, Inc.
ll511 Katy Fwy., Katy
(Houston) Tx 77450
1·713·)92-0747
Telex 774112
See us in the Wall Street
!oumal evert Tues., We<J .. Thurs .
Circle 231 on inquiry card.

.,.
......
.
•••• " ...........

TM
.

THE PC SYSTEM SPECIIiLIST

---------- --- --- 00
=':'::';':

COMPLETE SYSTEM
VERY SPECIAL PRICE
64K, Two Disk Drives, Floppy Disk
Controller, Video Card and High Res
Monitor . . . .. .... ......... . .
2S6K RAM, 360KB Disk Drive,
FDC, Video Monitor & Adaptor 10MB
Hard Disk Sub-System.

"

PRICES AND AVAILABILITY SU BJECT 1'0 CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

PERSONAL
COMPUTER

Special
of the
Month!
IBM PC OOCOMPLETE LINE

$2590
$3990

APPRICOT An IBM PC Compatible Computer WITwo Drives & Monitor W/$1250 worth of Software$2999

Complete System.

WE WOULD LIKE TO START THE NEW YEAR BY INTRODUCING THE TAVA PC!
A Superior quality IBM PC Com·
patible Personal Computer. Runs
DOS 1.1, 2.0, 2.1, CPIM86Cf UCSD
p-SystemCf Runs Lotus 1-2-3Cf MultiplanCf Word StarCf PFSCf dBASEIICf and
many more! Hardware includes 128K
CPU, Floppy Controller, Two DSI DD
Disk Dr ives, Video Monitor, Video
Adaptor, Parallel & Serial Ports.

•

~

TAVA PC TM

~

ALL FOR $1995
Suggested List
$2395

SLIMLINE DISK DRIVE FOR IBM PC
DSIDD 320KB By TAVA CORP . . . . . . . . . . . . . $190
JlDD·ON Disk Drive for IBM PCjr® . . . . cil.LL
HIlRD DISKS FOR IBM PC®

CD

10 MB Hard Disk Sub-System by TAVA CORP
includes Software, Cables, etc. Internal. $1295

MEMORY BOJIRDS
CONOGRJlPHIC

PRINTERS
DIiISYWRITER 2000 .... . . .. . . ...... .... CIILL
OKIDATII
82A .............. $440 84A ... . .. ........ $975
83A . .
. .. . .. $690 92A ... . . . . .. . .... $575
93A .. . ...... ....................... . . . . ... . $970
BROTHER
. . $750
. . $450

HR-1.
DX-IS ..

High Res. Color Graphics Card . . ... . . .. $995

MONITORS

QUIIDRAM

300A . . . . . . . .. $190.00 I . . . . . . . . . . . .. $340.00
300G . . . . . . . . . $160.00 II . . .... . ..... $690.00
310A ....... . . $190.00 III .. . ... . . .. .. $390.00
IV ....... . ........ . ..................... $1190.00

Quad Card. Fully pop. 2S6K ... . . ......... . .. $450

QUIIDLINK .... . . ....... ....... . ... . . .. . . CALL

AMDEK

AST SIXPAK 384K ••••••••••••••••• CALL

PRINCETON GRAPHICS SYSTEMS

HERCULES Graphics Card . ... . ............ $490
APPLE lie

Hi-Res Color . ..................... . ......... $490

Computer System, Controller, Two Disk Drives,
. .. $1590
Monitor . . . .

ROMAR II AppJe CompatibJe Computer W/Z-Card
Controller, Two Disk Drives and a Monitor for $1195

DISK DRIVE FOR IIPPLE

NEC TANDON TAVA IBM APPLE QCS MAYNARD
LNW ROMAR PRODUCTS AVAILABLE - - - -

... .. -..
.....................

Slimline, or Standard ........... . . ..... .. . ... $190

,.~~

631 E. First St., Tustin, CII 92680

17141838·9100
Circll) 248 on inquiry card.

:~:A;i'l~: ;·~·~~/~~~·~l~~d7::A~~.t~fBfr!s~¥ffN-TA7'E, Inc.

LOTUS /-2-3

IS

a registered trademark of Lotus Development

~~~g:!~~·s sr:~~:~rer~;/:~e;i~aa;: ;f~~~~~~~~ trademarks of Mlcropro InternatIOnal

Multiplan :s a registered trademark of Microsoft Corp.
PFS IS a registered trad€mark of Software Publishing Co.

f/%.~~ Ij~ ~ 1;~~~lte:,~~ frr~~~~~~t o:r ~;~~~irsf~~~~' Inc.

UCSDp

IS

a reg istered trademark of So{tech Mlcrosystems

BYTE February 1984
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DISKETTES
3M Scotcti BRAND

ZENITHI

AT SUPER LOW PRICES .
WE WILL SHIP YOUR ORD ER
WITH IN 24 HOURS AND WE PAY
TH E SHIPPING CHARGES
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. CO D ACC EPTE D
DE AL ER INQU IRIES INVITE D
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Heath
Users

Double Y our
. 5%" disk stol'age
capacity without addin g a drive.
Get tw ice as mu ch from your H88 or
H89 mi crocom puter . Our F DC-880 H
floppy disk controll er. i n conjunction
w it h your 5Y." drives. [or exam ple.
expands mem ory capacity from 256
bytes to 512 bytes per sector.
A nd it handles single and double·
sided. single and double·density. 8" and
5W' drives - simul taneously.

tal

IN CALIFORNIA

800 468-1068

c. D. R. System s In c.

Tay eo Buai n ... For m a
Compute r Suppll • •
Post Office Box 605
Newbury Park . CA 91320

Circle 450 on inquiry card .
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THE FULL·FEATURED KEYBOARD EXPANDER
Redefine any key 10 send a sIring of chara clers.
MagiKey 1 M does more.
aufomales application software. integrales
funcfion or cursor keys
"help" menus displayed of any time
built·in batch processing more powertul
than SUBMIT or XSUB
slrings can redefine keys. pause for filt·lhe·
blanks keyboard input. or contain nested
key definitions
invisible 10 syslem and software
* for any 8080 ·8085·Z80-CP1M 2.2. no
syslem or software modifications

*

*
*
*

*

$100
8" SSSD, Kaypro 5Y." - inquire about other 5Y." lormots
check. VISA. Me
odd 611 lox in CA

micro Systems

All of th i's on a si'iigle "8- 100 board
o Full 512 col or mapping pall ett e
o TTL/analo g RGB color or 8 level grey
o 680x480 4 color and / or 340x480 16 co lor
• Tran spare ncies, ove rl ays , multiple pag es
o B086. EPROM. 12BK RAM ex pandable
on-ca rd
• Full ed itin g te rmi nal/g raphics firm ware
o Tex t throu ghput is greater th an 2000 cps
o 10 windo ws. ind ividually scrall able
e Prog rammabl e te rminal fo rma ts to 113x40
• 64K x 64 K virtual screen g raphi cs with
clipping and sca le
• Drawnlfill ed circle, pi e, arc. polygo n
• Complex fill pa tt ern s and line st yles

CONVERSE ~d~~ COMPUTER
Created a', MIT in 1966. ELIZA has become ,ho world 's mos. colebrated
arlilidal intelligence demonstration program. ELIZA is a non-ciircclive
pSychotherapist who analyzes each slatement as you type it In and then
responds with her own comm e nt or question - and her remarks ale

oltc n amazingly appropriate!
DeSigned to run on a large mainframe. ELIZA has never belore been
available to personal computer users except in groatly stripped down
versions lacking the sophistication which made t he orig inal program so
lascinating.
Now. our new microcomputer velsion possessing the FULL power and
range 01 expression 01 the original is being ollered al the introductory

price of only $25. And il you want to lind out how she does II lor teach
her to do morel. wo will include the comple te SOURCE PROGRAM tor
only $20 additional.
Order your copy of ELI ZA loday and you'lI never again wond er how 10
re spond when you hear someone say. ~ Okay. leI's see what this c om·
puter 01 yours can actually do!"
ELIZA IS AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING FORMATS:
1. 5Y. inch d isk lor the 48K Apple II . " Plus. l ie or III

$25 lor Protected Version-$45 lor Applosol! SourCD Version
2 , 5 Y. inch disk lor the 64K IBM Personal Computer
$25 lor Protected Version-US lor IBM Disk BASIC Source Version
3 , 5 Y. inch disk or lape casselle lor tho Commodore 64 (specily which)
$25 lor Protected Version-US lor C-64 BAStC Source Version
4, Standard a inch single density disk for all CP/ M bnsed computers
$25 fo r ELiZACOM - $45 wUh Microsoft BASiC-aD Source
5, S\{, inCh disk lor most CP/ M based computers (specHy computer)
$25 tor EliZACOM-$45 wilh Microsof1 BASIC-SO Source
Please add $2.00 shipping and handling to all orders
(California residents please add 6% salas lax)

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE RESEARCH GROUP
921NorthLaJollaAvanue. Depl.B

~ t213~~~:~g:~s'(i~3m:~2214

•
_

Call Free (800)235-4137
for prices and information.
Dealer inqumes invited.
C. O. D. and charge cards

-

VISA'

Advanced Graphici Engineering
P.O. BOI 3403, Relton, VA 22090

(703) 435·8110

Circle 284 on inquiry card .
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Tektronix 40XX
Terminal Emulation

~~ARE'INC.
The Apple Users Gn)l,jp
SoftwiJl'e Library BoniJnza

"EMU·TEKTM IS NOW AVAILABLE FOR
IBM PC, Xl, AND MOST COMPATIBLES

At tr uly a fford a ble pri ce s!
For the first t Ime enlOy you.'
Apple to Its fullesl capacIty .
uSIflQ specially pa cked d isks

fcy a package price 01 only $389 Postage Pald l

• Access powerful mainframe graphics using:
-PLOT 10 (trademark of TEKTRONIX. Inc.)
-OISPLA (registered trademark of ISSCO)
- DARe (available from QUESTEL. In c. )
-and most similar packages and se rvices .
• Upgrade with complete software compatibility.
• Increase versatility with options such as:
-High resolution board support
-Local pen·plotter support
-Hard copy on matrix printer
-Advanced communications program features
-Other terminal emulations. including:
-VT100 (trademark Digital Equipment Corp .)
-RETRO·GRAPHICS (trademark Digital
Engineering. Inc.)

~~ t~~~~, ~~~~l~~·I~I~S~~~~~~!~JJI~~()

• 30 DAY NO·RISK TRIAL PRIVILEGE.

w ith oller 60 Duts t a nding

r~~g;:a~asb!:af~~~ any other source]
Each packed (hsk Includes an extensive va" lel y of
IntereSllllQ. useful and entel't.illnulQ progl'ams .
Indispensable to aU compul enSls l Each mixed categOlI'
packed disk Inc!udes
BUSINESS· EDUCATIONAL. DATA BAS E . GAMES
UTILITIES· SCIENCE · MUSIC· GRAPHICS· FINANCE

l ibrary Disk s I. II and Iii are mixed categories Dedicated
disks are ,

• GAMES • UTILITIES · GRAPHICS • INTEGER •
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY , Ea ch packed dis k is
alla ila bl e for only 559,95 each . .

WHY PAY MORE?
Order dwect from thiS ad and S alle up to $150 . BllY

~I::~~ ~I;~.~ ~~~a~~~:~s ~~~ $f~c9~b~S3dISk

~~~~16Bri~~ ~~ ~:~~ ;~~a~~~~: :~I; ~15~s .!~~tttng
lJ\·a.latJ!e. crdc Readers Scrvce Cam fur'

For Orders Only Ca ll now
TOLL FREE, , · 800-327·8664
Florida : 1-305-987 ·8665
COi'npal ihlc ,',/llh II. II .

"!!.

III

EffiI~

. nnd

MC. VISA and checks accepted

Circle 28 on inquiry card .

flex'i bls disks

Ava ili ble soon : Fully int eg rated expansion
ca rd adds s peeCh . sound effects. serial and
parallel ports. and time·o(· day clock .

Circle 14 on inquiry card .

AT LASTI A FULL IM PLE MENTATI ON 01 th e Original ELIZA pro gram is
now available 10 run on your microcomputer!

~TDK

Lo w intro ductory prices : Asse mbled and
tes ted $895 . Partia l kit $295.

16609 SOgewood Lane
Poway Ca1lfornla 92064
(619) 693·1022

Circle 304 on inquiry card.

I!!!I!!!!I!!!!!

Circle 47 on inquiry ca,rq .

The INTELLIGENT
GRAPHICS TERMINAL

I

cae

(619 ) 560·1272

Circle 349 on inquiry card .
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CP /M (1m ) Digital Reseofcn

ControUed Data Recordinl Systems Inc.
7210 Clairmont Mesa Blvd .• San Dieso, CA 92111

Circle 25 on inquiry card .

complete cawtog

[_1'1 _
D.r

.

Fran~lll
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V/S4

Ace [For 3 3 OOSI

FTG will soon become PC INNOVATIONS

Circle 139 on inquiry card .

@pinecom

OM

Pioneer 01 Low Cost
Apple* Compatible Computer

No Copyright Problems!

Compare These Features with Our Competitors:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Powerful Utility Program (100% Apple Compatible)
68-Key Upper & Lower Case Keyboard with Numeric Keypad
25 Pre-programmed Function Keys
2 Speed Auto Repeat Funtion
64K User Memory-expandable to 192K
5A Switching Power Supply (110/220VAC)
All ICs Are Socketed for Easy Service
Nation-wide Dealer Network for Convenient Technical Support

And best of all, the

with New
Improved
Keyboard
and 64K RAM

......... $499°0

Assembled and Tested is

•

plnecom DP-64
™

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dual Processor (6502 and Z80A)
Detached Keyboard
64K RAM Expandable to 192K
25 Function Key Keyboard
Auto Repeat Keys w/Upper/lower Case
2 Slim Disk Drives (optional)
100% Apple " Compatible
40/80 Column Display (optional)
Runs Both Apple Soft and CP/M Software
Assembled ...

$650°°

AP-II COMPUTER AIT
Apple Look Alike
48K User Memory
Supports Upper & Lower Case
100% Apple 11* Compatible

$455

MICRO-II COMPUTER
100% Apple Compatible' No Copyright Problems!
.
Model I 48K RAM ..... .
Model II 64K RAM .. ... ..

.

00

Model III 64K RAM w/Dual CPU ..
(6502 for Applesoft & Z80A for CP/M)

AP-II MOTHERBOARD
Apple 11 +* Compatible
48K Memory Space
8 Expansion Slots
Bare Board . .. . .. . . ... . ..
Assembled & Tested . ...

.

Case and Keyboard Only . . . .... .... $159.95
All above models are standard with Numeric Keypad, Function Keys, Auto
Repeat Keys, Upper/lower Case Function , Fully Assembled and Tested.

$69.95 ea.

$295.00 ea.

----------------------1

PRINTER by Super-5

Parallel Interface (Centronics
Compatible) S tan d ard
Microprocessor Electronics
80cps Bidirectional with Logic Seeking
96 Character ASCII
Adjustable Sprocket and Friction Feed
Model CP-80. . . •

$475°°
$515°0
$555°°

PERIPHERALS
Autoterm aD-Col. w/Softswitch .
. $99.95
aD-Column Card . . ....... . ..... . . .. 99.95
a~-Column for Apple lie' . .
. . 49.95
zao CP/M Card (no software)
... 99.95
16K RAM Card w/Cable ....... ....... 47.50
Parallel Printer Interface . . . . . . .
. . 85.00
Buffer for Printer Interface (16-64K) . .. 85.00
Serial Printer Interface Card w/Adj . Baud . 85.00
Disk Controller . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. 65.00
Disk Controller DOS 3.2/3.3 Auto Select. . 75.00
EPROM Writer Card (271
... 75.00

...

$265 00

3M
DISKETTES
SALE
Single Sided / Double Density
Soft Sector

C LANGUAGE
PROGRAMMERS
c-sylltema
C COMPILER

c-window™
The complete c language source level
program testing and debugging tool.
• Single step by c source line,
• Set breakpoints at line numbers,
• Display and alter variables by symbo l
name. using c expression syntax,
• No more printf or assembler level
debugging!

c-window™ is a support pockage for
the c-sylltem. C COMPILER for
8086/8088 based systems,
Contact.

c-sy.em.
p,a . Box 3253

Fullerton. CA 92634

714-637 -5362

APPLE COMPATIBLE
Disk Drive
.. $150.00
Controller Card . . . _ . .. . . $35 .00
Computer Case .
. . , . $55 .00
Keyboard .... . .. . ..... . $70.00
(Numeric and Function Keys)
Switching Power Supply. ,$49. 50
Joystick (Heavy Duty) .. . . $17.50
Slim Fan .. . ...... . ... $2 5.00

ea .
ea .
ea.
ea .
ea.
ea .
ea.

Prices for dealers in quantities of 25 or more,
End Users Inqu iri es welcomed,

ELECTRADE CO . (408) 946-2541
780 Trim b le Rd . Suite 605
San ose CA 9513 1

TM c-systems

Circle 128 on inquiry card.

"CONTROL YOUR WORLD"

~ WITH YOUR

Apple Hardware
IBM PC System
.. . ..... ... '
Dynax
Gemini 10X .. " . ... .
Okidata 92/93
NEC 8023
NEC 3550
Amdex 300/3100
Lotus 123
Rana Elites
Tandon TM100-2
Slim Dr. 5 1/4" Appie/lBM
Password
Anchor Mark XII 300-1200
Hayes 1200/12008
Koala Appie/lBM
Micromodem lie
Quadram 64K
Software 30% OFF

Computer Price Club

•

16783 Beach Blvd.. Hunti ngton Beach, CA 92647

Circle

714-841-6160
NO CLUB FEE

T1. on inquiry card .

Ko~TI: CCOMPILER

till

for 8080/8085/Z80

VIC·20 ~II

vl'r . . ioll

N('\\

With sim ple ci rcuits using low cost parts and our
program supp li ed on cassette tape, we 'll show
you how to use your COMMODORE VIC-20 fo r:
• Digital Thermometers • Digital Cloc~ . .

•
•
•
•
•

CALL
2550.
449.
279.
439/799 .
399 .
1850 _
129/167 .
319 .
239.
239 .
199.
329.
289.
469/429 .
78198 .
259.
269.
CALL

(II

til(' (Illllplit'r I~

.lVtlildhll' 'H)\\' ~

Th" ohjP,t cod"

8urglar Alarm· 2 Zone, Time Controlled
Fire Alarm· 2 Zone, Time Controlled
Dusk to Dawn lighting with Photo Celt
Furnace and Air Cond., Clock and Thermostat
Clock Controlled Appliance Switches

,11)(1

i,

FASTEST

ill

j,

COMPACT

(UIWIlI

(.

«II11pil(·".

Our "Sit'VI'" pr()gr.llll run ... ·ill

8.0 Sl'(o",b l,t.lIld",d)
6.2 >t'( ollcb (oplillli/(·d)

Sim ple prog ram variations in basic can operate
lights, molors, furn aces, machines , heal pumps,
radios, soun d syste ms, lesl equipment, swimming pools, ga rden watering, and more.
Yo ur video scree n will display simult aneously:
• Two Digital Temperatures . Digital Time. Two
Analog Inputs . Five Input Ports Statu s . Eight
Ou tput Ports Status.

,lIld

(Sc'c' 1.lllll,ICY 19tH IlYll. PI' 2B'\-'\2h)

p,i«'

GET A LOW COST EDUCATION IN COMPUTER CONTROL.
ORDER YOUR CASSEnE AND INSTRUCTION BOOK NOWI
$39.90 PRICE INCLUDES POSTAGE.
Terms: MASTER CARDNISA

51!)" (f Oil /"1""')

for pamphl et wri te:
P.O.Box SOB STA. CRUZ
CA, USA 95062
fm itm ll cf m((J/mall o n ("fm/.l el :

LSI JAPAN COo. LTD.

The Continental Press. Inc., Elizabethtown, PA 17022
Toll Iree 800·233·0759 Collect ,n PA (717) 367·1836

2·2 -1 ·9 YOY O Cl SHIU UYA·1\U TOKYO ( 15 1) J""A N
I'I I ON[(OJ)]79-~ 4 27

Circle 89' on inquiry card.

Circle 79 on inquiry card.

CORONA
$2395
"'II

~~;;;;~~

.2 Dr. 320K
.128K
RAMea.
• software
.RAM Disk

Your choice of DESKTOP or PORTABLE
e NEC 8201A note book computer .. . . $677
eIBM-PC 64K, 2 Drs, color graphiCS . . $2499
e COLUMBIA 2 Drs, Kybd , software .. $2495
e EAGLE-PC 2 Drs, Man, 128K, software $2495
e SANYO-550 IBM Compatible, 128K , , . $899
eFRANKLIN Ace 1200 OMS package . $1699
eFRANKLIN Ace 1000 Pro package .. $1199
e SIGMA DESG 10MB expsn chassis . $1799
eDATAMAC 10 MB Internal (IBM-PC) , $1499
e EPSON FX-l DO the best of Epson .. , . $739
e EPSON FX 80 .. . .. , , . .. , , , , .. , , .. . $535
eDYNAX DX-15 letter quality, 16 cps .. $429
eSILVER REED EXP-550 20 cps. 16' wide $599
e OKI 92 160 cps DP, 40 cps correspdn . . $445
e OKI 84 200 cps DP, 50 cps correspdn $948
-Call for other items not listedWe meet or beat any price

MICROLAND

5223 Beechnut
Houston , TX 77096
(713) 668-4695

Add 30A> for MCNISA
COD 15% deposit
(ship same day order)
$2 credit for long distance phone order

Circle 247 on inquiry card.

• TeleVideo

Circle 221 on inquiry card.

DEALERS

• Fasl Dump/Reslore
over 600k per disk
, , . S60
~ Type Ahead wilh Prinl Screen
64 Character Type Ahead Buller, .
. , .. , . ,560
• 3270 & 2780/3780 Bisync Communications
lrom Phone 1 & Batech .
, ,5700 & S300
• TurboDOS lor TeleVideo
. , , , . , , ,Start at 5225
• LYNC" Communications
Package ,
...... .. ..... , .. S155
• 8" Disk Drive for 802 Computer
Drive & Software
, . , .51,100
• RM Cobol" for TurboDOS
Full System ,
. , . ,5525
Run Time ,
5175
• Standby Power System
200VA·400VA-800VA .
, , . , , ,As low as 5363
RM/COL Is a registered trademark of
Ryan-McFarland Corp.
CP/ M® is registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc.
TurboDOS is a reg isiered trademark 01Software 2000. Inc.

~ ScotcH
W
DISKETIES

3M

Call Toll-Free
1-800-328-DISC for prices and information. Dealer inquiries invited .
C .O .D. and charge cards accepted.
All orders shipped from slock . within 24
hours. Call loll FREE

PLUS OTHER GOOO TELEVIOEO STUFF!

COGITATE, Inc.
SPECIALISTS IN UNIQUE TELEVIDEO SOFTWARE

24000 Telegraph Road , Southfield, MI 48034

(313) 352-2345
VISA/MAST ER CARD Accepled

Circle 57 on inquiry card .

North Hills Corporation
35 64 Roll ing Vi ew Dr .

Wh ile Bea r Loke . MN 55 11 0
1 -8 0 0-32 8 -DISC
MN C a ll Coll e ct 1-612 -770-0485

A.LD.S.
APP LESO FT COMPILER
BASIC COMPILER
COBOL COMPILER
FLIGHT SIMULATOR (IBM)
MOUSE (IBM)
MULTI-TOOL BUDGET
MULTI-TOOL FIN. STMT.
SOFTCARD II
SOFTCARD PREMIUM (lIe)
64K IBM SYSTEMCARO
WORD

CDP 16K RAM CARD

BPI (GL. AP, AR, PAY.INV)
299.99
BRODERBUND Arcade Machine
44.99
Bank Sireel Wrller
44.99
Drol
21.99
Loderunner
26.99
CE NTRAL POINT Copy 11+
25.99
DATA MOST Allec
26.99
Kids & Apple. VIC. COM M, ea.
14.99
DATASOFT Canyon Climber
11.99
laxxon
29.99
DLM Alien Addilion ScI1-31.99, H-21.99
Alligalor Mix
SCI1-31.99, H-21.99
Demolilion Division ScI1-31.99, H-21.99
Dragon Mix
Sch-31.99,H-21.99
Meleor Mulliplicalion ScI1-37.99, H-21.99
Minus Mission
Sch-37.99,H-21.99
Verb Viper/Word Invasion
37.99
Word Man/Word Masler
31.99
Word Radar/Spelling Wil
37.99
EPYX Crush Cr umble Chomp
22.99
HAYDEN Piewriler
94.99
Sargon II
26.99
L&S Crossword Magic
39.99
LEARNING CO Bumble Games
29.99
Bumble PIOI
26.99
Gerlrudes Puzzle
29.99
Juggles Rainbow
19.99
Magic Spell
26.99
Moplown Parade
26.99
Rocky's Boois
33.99
LIGHTNING Maslerlype
29.99
MICRDLAB Dala Faclory
229.99
Miner 20-49er
27.99
OD ESTA CHESS
53.99
Odin
31.99
PENGUIN Graphics Magician
38.99
SIE RRA ON LINE Frogger
24 .99
Screenwriter II
89.99
Ullima II
44.99
General Manager
169.99
ULTRASO FT Serpenls Slar
29.99
MaSk 01 !he Sun
29.99
VI SICORP
Sca li

M.CROPRO
'nfoatar/ Wordatar
Wordatar Pro

ALPHA PLOT
APP LE MECHANIC
BEAGLE BASIC
DOS BOS S
DOUBLE TAKE
FLEX TE XT
FRAME-UP
PRONTO DOS
TIP DISK # 1
TYPEFACES
UTILITY CITY

19.99

ALL OF ABOVE 234.99

Primer Card & Cable
Fan w/s urge, 2 oullels
39.99
DAN PAYMAR Lower Case I (rev 1-6) 25.99
Lower Case 2 (rev I)
19.99
DARK STAR Snapsholll
B9.99
EASTSIDE Wil dcard
I 19.99
FOURTH DIMENSION Drive
219.99
HAYES Micromodem lie
SCALL
HOME Repeal Key
19.99
KOA LA PAD
89.99
KRAFT JOYSlick
44.99
KRAFT Paddles
31.99
LEGEND 128K Ram
359.99
MICRO-SCI Drive
219.99
MOUNTAIN CPS Card
159.99
NOVATION Applecal II
259,99
Appleeal Upgrade 1200 Baud
309.99
ORANGE MICRO Grappler +
119.99
Buflerboard
119.99
Buflerd Grappler +
119.99
PADDLE ADAPPLE
24.99
SA TU RN 128K Ram
379.99
Aceeleralor II
444.99
Neplune 64 K
199,99
Neplune 128K
299.99

ALS CP/M 3 _0

Surge Suppression
Fits Apple Stand
Dual Outlet
U_L. Listed
Great Gift!

APP LE WRI TER PRE-BOOT
CHARACTE R ROM S
ENHANCER II
FUNCTION STRIP
HARDSWITCH
MICRO MDDEM CHIP
PS10
SOFTSWITCH
ULTRATERM
ULTRATERM PRE-BOOTS
VIDEDTERM
VIOEOTERM W SIS + INV
VISICALC PRE -BOOT

~i8v~~lg~s~ Cat
NOVATION t 031212 Auto Cal
NOVATION 103 Smart Cat
NOVATION Expan sion Mod.
Power St rip w/ surge
Printer Sland Small (plxgls)
Printer Sland Large (plxgls)
RIBB ONS - Brother
MX & FX 80
MX & FX 100
OKI 82, 83, 92, 93 & Gem
USI Com pumod RF MOD

279 _99

SYSTEM SAVER
•
•
•
•
•

3 Ring Disk Sheels (10)
Flip 'n File (original)
Flip 'n File w/ Lock lray (25)
Flip 'n File w/Locklray (50)
HAYES 300 BaudSmarimodem
1200 Baud Smarlmodem

AMDEK
PRINCETON RGB Hl- 12
OUADCHROME RGB HX- 12
TAXAN 12" Amber 18 mh
TAXAN 12" Green 18 mh
USI Pi I 9" Green 20 mh
USI Pi 2 12" Green 20 mh
USI Pi 3 12" Amber 20 mh
USI Pi 4 9" Amber 20 mh
USI t 400C Color Compcsi te
OSBORNE Monitor Ca~le
li e to Princeton

Y, Height DS/DD Drive
239.99
ALPHA Data Base MGR II
169.99
Apple-IBM Conneelion
129.99
Execu tive Package
115.99
Typefaces
19.99
ASHTON TATE dBa se II
SCALL
Encyclopedia
59.99
Friday
.
SCALL
AST Boards
SCALL
BRODERBUND Serpenline
26.99
CENTRAL POINT Copy II PC
25.99
29.99
EDUWARE Alge bra I
EPYX CrUSh Crumble Chomp
22.99
Curse of Ra
14.99
Oil Baron s
74.99
Temple of Apshai
22.99
Upper Reache s of Apshai
14 .99
HAYDEN Piewriler
129.99
HAYE S 1200B Modem
439.99
KENSINGTON PC Saver
SCALL
KRAFT Joystick
44.99
lIFETREE Volkswriter
119.99
LIGHTNING Maslerlype
36.99
LOTUS 1-2 -3
SCALL
MICROLAB Highrise
22. 99
Miner 20-49er
21.99
NORTON Ulililies
59.99
PC CRAYON
49.99
PC TU TOR
47.99
POOL 1.5
27.99
PLANTRDN ICS ColorPlus .
409.00
SIERRA ON-LINE Frogger
26.99
Ulysses & Golden Fleece
29.99
SIR-TECH Wizardry
44.99
SUBLOGIC Pinball
29.99
44.99
TG JOYSlick
TITAN 64K BOARD
499.99
VISICORP, Visicalc or Visidex
164 .99
Visilil e. Trend/Plol. Schedule ea 199.99
Visilink
SCALL
Vi si·on
SCALl
Visispe ll
119.99
Visiword
269.99

$CALL

APP LE SOFTWARE 1983 BOOK
ATARI SOFTWARE 1983 BOOK
APP LE GRAPHICS BOOK
CPA (GL, AP. AR. PAy) ea
FCM/F L l Si CLASS MAIL (AP)
FCM/FL I stCLASS MAIL(I BM)
HOME ACCOUNTANT+ (I BM)
HO MEACC NT. + (KAYPRO. OSB)
HOM E ACCNT.+ (TI PRO)
PROPERTY MANAGE MEN T
TAX ADVA NTAGE

HOME ACCOUNTANT
44 _99

DYSAN 5" SS/DD (10)
DYSAN 5" SS/DD 1100)
MAXELL 5" SS/DO (10)
MAXElL 5" SS/OO (100)
MAXELl 5" DS/DD (10)
MAX ElL 5" DSiDD (I 00)
VERBATIM 5" SS/DD (10)
VE RBATI M 5" SS/DD (100)
VE RBATIM 5" DS/DD (10)
VER BATIM 5" DS/DD (100)

ElID" Ir.-lTERfflCE .~
1':15 - a U[] B[] fl RD
AUTOflUJT1V( INOUSTRlAL ROeOTlt APPLICATIONS

PERIPHERALS FOR
APPLE II AND lie

• 16 CHANN(l CAPAC lTY

• OPTICALLY ISOlAl(D 1/0 1 ,
• LATCHCD ouTPuTS
• CQfl\PATABLE IiIJTH roSl mICROPROCE SSORS
• USED IN 5't'5T[1'I5 wITH R6502, 18671 AND
1fC660D CPU ' ,

• CAPABLE Of ORJVJNC; sauo STAT( RCLAYS
IIIH(N LARe(R A.C. LOAD IS RCQutRtD
• HICH SP( [ O ,"ACHINE CONTR OL
• A1..L.OWS INTERrACINC or INDUSTRIAL SENSORS
OPERATINC AT VOL TACES UP TO 30 vae TO
THE S vDC If,JCRO BUS.

speCIAL ORQCAS fOR I / O eOARDS TO flt(CT YOUR
$vSTtfl'S HEEDS AVAILABLE UPON R(Ou[ST.

ONLY

117S .00

(O .L •• DISCOUNTS)

REeiSTeRED PRorcSSIDNAL [HCIN((RS ON STAH

NOWI
Sh'-,gart Disk Drives.

ONE YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS
ALL PRODUCTS BUILT IN U.S.A.
APPLE/SHUGART ORtVE (5",'1
DISK CONTROLLER (DOS 3.2·3.3)
80 COLUMN CARD
(VloEX EOUIVALENT)
80 COLUMN WITH 64K RAM
(FOR lIe ONLy)
GRAPHER PRINTER INTERFACE
WITH 16K TO 64K BUFFER
AND GRAPHICS
aUAD CARD 14 FUNCTIONS)
(PARALLEL SERIAL BSR, CLOCK)
(PRINTER GRAPHICS ROM)
lBO SOFTCARO
(M ICRO SOFT EaUI VALENT)
5V.. • FLOPPY DRIVE ENCLOSURE

EACH

P.C.B.

St 59
49
129

$

Guaranteed to Work,
Used S Inch Drives.

9
19

t29

28

179

19

159

19

29
89

19

SA-BOO SIS, %
SA-SSO D/S, %

Call or write for Information on
our Low cost data acquisition,
for Industry or Home.
"Add 51000 shipping charge Inside
conttnentat us.
While Supplies Last.

call or Write: 1513/435-5440
See Data Corporation,
P.O. Box 773,
Dayton, Ohio 45459

COLORADO COMPUTER PERIPHERALS
THE P.C.B. COMPANY

290 N(III CHuRCHmNS ROAD
N(III CASTLE, OELAIilARE 19720

R,R, 6. BOX 7-0

519000 *
529000 *

We accept Via & Manercard.

GOLDEN. CO B0403

Ohio

~Idents

add 6% sales tax.

(303) 278-7172

J01 ... 3:n .. 7656

Circle 58 on inquiry card.

Circle 196 on inquiry card .

Stepping-Motor Driver Box
with on board BASIC in ROM

Controls Motion from any CRT or Computer

Circle 328 on inquiry card.

DATA ACQUISITION

and control for ANY computer
~

-'a~
Is now oflering thei r OEM qualily high
performance Z80 based single board
microcomputers at a substantial saving s

$495
HOOKUP AND GO!
Provides all required power
Drives 4 motors at up to 5 amps per winding
while sensi ng 8 limit switches
STEPPING -MOTOR TIPS COOKBOOK: $8
with 3-D software & schematic
BIG STEPPER:
Parallel Version
$495 / card only $195
Smart Version (RS232) $850 /with BASIC $985
Centre Computer Consultants. (814) 237·4535
P.O. Box 739. State College. PA 16804
Circle 48 on inquiry card.

00

-

• .,
•Includ
CP/M22
• Dilvldge Utilities
• Completely assembled.
burned In and tested

These Boards Feature:
. 4 or6 MHl '
_ 2or 4 serial ports'

The Model 8232 communicates via
RS·232, and has 8 analog Inputs (0·5 VDC;
8 bits), 8 digital inputs and outputs, and a
2000 point buffer. Suitable for field data
logging or lab use, the 8232 costs only
$540. Direct bus·connect unit for TRS·
801111 & 4 is $295. Detailed manual, $6.
Phone our applications engineer or write:

**

STARBUCK
DATA COMPANY

•
•
•
•
•

5 1/4" and 8" floppy disk controller
2K Baal ROM wilh monil0r
64K RA M
• Centronics parallel pon
High speed bidi rec tional parallel port
DMA Controller
_ SASllnterface"
' OplIOns

Send Check or Money Order to:

Davidge Corporation
1951 Colony Street. Suite X
Mountain View. Calilornia 94043
or Call (4t5) 964-9497

**

PO Box 24 , Newton . MA 02162 (617) 237·7695
Circle 343 on inquiry card .

Circle 108 on Inquiry card.

.~

PROMPT DELIVERY!!!
SAME DAY SHIPPING (USUALLY)

PERSONAL SERVICE/FRIENOIoY ADVICE
_ _-.lDlSCDU
IC"",E""
S_~--.
MOOEMS
RIIIII (III

DYNAMIC RAM

256K
64K
64K
64K
t6K

5

1.1."
1'4

Specify Soft
10 or 16 Sectors

150
200
150
120
200

ns $85.00
ns
5.97
ns
6.09
ns
6.97
ns
1.56

Hayes Smartmodem1200 8 $599
Smartmodem 1200
$699
New: Hayes Mlcromodem11e
with Smartcom for Apple 11e $329

prlces/10

27128
2764
2732
2716
2532

300
250
450
450
450

Diablo 630
$2350 $1720
Dalsywrlter 48K with Buffer $1495 sa99
Panasonlc 1090 & 1160
Cell

ns $19.20
ns
6.30
ns
4.25
ns
3.60
ns
4.75

TERMINALS
Televldeo 925
950
970

STATIC RAM

8"

Specify Soft or 32 Sector
FD34·9000 1 side/sgl dens ........... 28.00
FD34·6000 1 side/dbl dens ..... . ..... 30.00
0034·4001 2 sides/dbl dens ....... .. . 35.00
Checks·VISA·MC·C.O.O.lAdd $2 Shipping
Call or write for our discount catalog.

LYBEN COMPUTER SYSTEMS
1250·E Rankin Dr.. Troy, MI 48083
Phone: (313) 589·3440

6264P-15
6264Lp·1 5
6116P·3

150 ns
150 ns
150 ns

brands not mentioned above.

C/rcultl WGIId Eltctnmlc., Corp.
156 Depot Rd. HunUngton Station, N.Y. 11746

CALL COLLECT (518) 423·9100 ~

DATA LIFE • THE NAME IS THE PROMISE
THE WARRANTY IS THE PROOF

Circle 222 on inquiry card.

:~t~~;iveCt;I~!06r~t'g~~~~~:Dr~fa~~g~r~gu~~~~~~

.JJPoo

~~~SS~U~h i:4o;~a A,. (918) 267-4961

1695
899
985

Panasonlc (New) 01300
25%
composite color; compatible
011
with IBM-PC.
Inquire about other Panasonic Monitors.

MasterCard VISA or UPS CASH COD

Factory New, PrIme Parts

$995
$1195
$1495

MONITORS

$35.97
40.00
5.75

MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED

$239

PRINTERS

EPROM

MD525 1 elde/dbl dens .. . .. .. . .. . .. $24.90
MOSSO 2 sldes/dbl dens.
. .. . . . 35.00
MD577 1 side/quad 96tpl.
. .. 33.75
MD55? 2 sides/quad 96tpl. . . . .. ...... 44.50

$439
$484

.

Circle 250 on inquiry card .

.

Visa. Psrsonal Checks Accepted.

Circle 52 on inquiry card .

iIIiiiitI

DIGITAL RESEARCH COMPUTERS
(214) 271-3538

64K S100 STATIC RAM

32K S-100 EPROM CARD

\$59.951

~
o

w

;:)

~

Blank PC Board -

iii

$34

W

ASSEMBLED & TESTED

IL
W

ADD 530

a::

iil
:5

NEW!
LOW POWERI
RAM OR EPROM I

USES 2716's

z
o

.

$199~,q

PRICE CUT!

SPECIAL: 2716 EPROM's (450 NS) Are $4.95 Ea. With Above Kit.

BLANK PC BOARD
WITH DOCUMENTATION
' - -_ _.....:$""5.=..5_ _- - '
SUPPORT ICa + CAPS
$17.50
FULL SOCKET SET
$14.50
FULLY SUPPORTS TH

C
>
C
!!!

E

NEW IEEE 696 S100
STANDARD
( AS PROPOSED)

~

~

FEATURES:
*
*
*

Ules new 2K x 8 (TMM 2016 or HM 6116) RAMI.
.F ully supports IEEE 696 24 BIT Extended
Addressing.
64K draws only approximately 500 MA.

* ~~MNiol~!~: t~~~ :!alnO~a~ds. Vg;~~tfR ~~~e~
SPEED APPLICATIONS.)
* SUPPORTS PHANTOM (BOTH LOWER 32K
AND ENTIRE BOARD).
* 2716 EPROMs may be Installed In any 01 top 48K .
* Any 01 the top 8K (EOOO H AND ABOVE) may
be disabled to provide windowl to eliminate

:~:k ~~':tlr~~e~~~:~.cta with your IYltem monitor,

FOR 56K KIT $185

a:

ASSEMBLED AND

a::

* Perlect lor small systems since BOTH RAM and
EPROM may co· exist on the same board.

; II-:~~~~-:~=-~~~~-:~~~~-=~=-__________~________~~~=T~E~S~T~E~D~A~D~D~$=5~0~~_*~B~0~A~R~D~m~aY~b~e~p~a~rt~ta~lI~y~p~0~p~u~la~te~d:;al~56~K:'~
III

~

IL

o
rL
o

WE CALL THIS BOARD THE "LlGHT-SPEED-100" BECAUSE IT OFFERS '
AN ASTOUNDING INCREASE IN YOUR COMPUTER'S PERFORMANCE
WHEN COMPARED TO A MECHANICAL FLOPPY DISK DRIVE.
FEATURES: "
~5:~~;. board, using + 5V 64K

*
*

U
C

*
*

~

Z
oC'
~
C

*
*
*

:J
Q

~

*

j
:J
>-

*

BLANK PCB

~
lit

PAT~~~~ ;~~~~~~ALL
__

o
W

W

~

o~
~

U

...til

W

;:)

III
W
Q

~
W

~

i
~

~1I

Runs on 8080 or Z80 S100 machines.
Up to 8 LS·l00 boards can be run
together lor 2 Meg. 01 On Line Solid
State Disk Storage.
Provisions lor Battery back·up.
Snttware to male the LS·l00 to your
CP/ M' 2.2 DOS Is supplied.
The LS·l00 provides an Increase In

~~t~~~I~~ ~:~~r~~ 10 times on Disk
Compare our price! You could pay
up to 3 times as much lor similar
boards.

KIT)

NEW!
LOW POWER!
RAM OR EPROM!
FEATURES:
* Uses new 2K x 8 (TMM 2016 or HM 6116) RAMs.
* Fully supports Extended Addrelslng.
* 64K draWl only approximately 500 MA.
* 200 NS RAMs are standard. (TOSHIBA make.
TMM 2016. as last as 100 NS. FOR YOUR HIGH
SPEED APPLICATIONS.)
* Board is conllgured as 3·16K blocks and 8·2K
block. (within any 64K block) lor maximum
Ilexibility.
* 2716 EPROMs may be installed anywhere on

BLANK PC BOARD
WITH
DOCUMENTATION
$52
SUPPORT ICs + CAPS
$18.00
FULL SOCKET SET
$15.00

Board.

____

* Top 16K may be disabled In 2K blocks to avoid
any I/ O conlilcts.
* One Board supports both RAM and EPROM .
* RAM supports 2M HZ operation at no extra
charge!
* Board mey be partially populated In 16K
Increments.

56K Kit $219

~#~L=S~_1~0~0 ~(~FU~L~L~2~5~6K~K~IT~)~

64K Kit $249

__

THE NEW ZRT -80

III

CRT TERMINAL BOARD!

:I

a::

Uses new Intel 8203·1 LSI Memory
Controller.
~~q~~~t~.onIY 4 Dip Switch Selectable

$179 ~~K

PROGRAM ON DISKETTE)

~~ ~=====$=6~9=9=5====~
~

__

256K S-100 SOLID STATE DISK SIMULATOR!

A LOW COST Z-80 BASED SINGLE BOARD THA T ONL Y NEEDS AN
ASCII KEYBOARD, POWER SUPPL Y, AND VIDEO MONITOR TO MAKE A
COMPLETE CRT TERMINAL. USE AS A COMPUTER CONSOLE. OR
WITH A MODEM FOR USE WITH ANY OF THE PHONE-LINE COMPUTER
SERVICES.
FEATURES:
* Uses a Z80A and 6845 CRT
Controller lor powerful video
. capabilities .
* RS232 at 16 BAUD Rates Irom 75"
to 19,200.
* 24 x 80 Itandard lormat (60 Hz).
* Optional lormat. Irom 24 x 80
(50 Hz) to 64 IInel x 96 characterl
(80 Hz).
* Higher density lormats require up to
3 additional 2K x 8 6118 RAMS.
* Ulel N.S. INS 8250 BAUD Rate Gen.
and USART combo IC.
3 Terminal Emulation Mode. which
are Dip Switch lelectable. Th...
Include the LSI-ADM3A, the Heath
H-19, Ind the Beehive.
* Compo.lte or Spilt Video.
Any polarity 01 video or Iync.
* Inve,.e Video Capability.
* Small Size: 8.5 x 9 Inches.
* Upper & lower cale with delCenden.
7 x 9 Character Matrix.

Requires Per. ASCII keyboard.

..,~

y.,..

..

'

'11;'1:1 '-- 1
;

~L

Air ":PROM
ADD 135.00

_!

)

r-t;:
,

l\~

seo.OO

if

~

,~~~

-'--,-'-

-::\:"--=-~---_

1:1. ' .

•

_

We took our very poputlr 32K S100 EPROM Card and added
additional logic to creete a more versatile EPROM/RAM Board.
FEATURES:

BLANK PCB WITH 2716
CHAR . ROM, 2732 MON. ROM

*
*

II

_.. _-...... . ... _-_... -

...

iIIIl

FULL
£PROM KIT

*

*

...

SOURCE DISKETTE - ADD $10
SET OF 2 CRYSTALS - ADD $7.50
(COMPLETE KIT,
2K VIDEO RAM)

Digital Research Computers
P.O. BOX 461565 • GARLAND, TEXAS 75046 •
*TM OF DIGITAL RESEARCH INC. (CALIF.)

$18

This one board can be uled In anyone of tour ways:

A. AI I 32K 2716 EPROM BOlrd
B. AI I 32K 2732 EPROM BOlrd (Ullng Every Other Sock,t)
C. AI I mixed 32K 2716 EPROM /2K x 8 RAM BOlrd
D. AI I 32K StltlC RAM BOlrd
* UI.. N,w 2K I 8 (TMM2018 or HM8116) RAM'I
* Fully Supports tEEE 6116 BUll Stlndlrd (A. Propo •• d)
* Support. 24 Bit Extend,d Adrlliing
* 200 NS (FASTI) RAM'S Irl Itlndlrd on thl RAM Kit
• Support. both Crom.mea and North Star Bank Sellcf
* Support, Phantom
• On Board Wilt Sla'e Generator

$59 95

WITH 81N.
SOURCE DISK!
(CP/ M COMPATIBLE)

*

FULL
SOCKET SET

271-3538

* Every 2K Block mey be dll.bled
Addrllltd II two IIp.rl•• 18K Block. on Iny 64K Boundlry
Perlect tor MP/ M- SYlteml
* RAM Kit II very low power (300 MA typlc,l)

*
*

32K STATIC RAM KIT - $129.95
For RAM Kit A& T - Add 540
TERMS: Add $3 .00 postage . We pay balance. Orders under $15 add 75¢
handling. No C.O.D . We accept Visa and MasterCharge. Tex Res . add 5%
Ta x. Foreign orders (except Canada) add 20% P & H. Orders over $50, add
85¢ for insurance.

WE ARE NOT ASSOCIATED WtTH DIGITAL RESEARCH INC. (CALIF.) THE SUPPLIERS OF CPM SOFTWAflE
BYTE February 1984
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,~~~~
of looking for reliable
Source of Supply?

5 ~"
'4

IRilIJJW~gg

104'10
104·10
104·20
, J4 '1O
204·20

from Looking???

w~~~~
about
QUALITY??

RIBBONS

+

ALL PRINTERS

SUPER SALE
DISCOUNTS
Call Bob Kelly Now. . .
Kelly Computer Supplies
1811 Carl St.' SI. Paul, MN 55113
Toll Free ... 800-447-2929
MN Res. Call Collect. .. 612/644-9030

3M/MAXELL DISKS
Circle

~OO

8"

CONTROL THE WORLD!

on inquiry card .

The SYS-3A is a low cost. powerful microcontroller
card with a Tiny BASIC language. Used in robotics,
energy management. process control. science and
education. Contains everything needed to write.
debug, and permanently store programs that auto
run on powerup. The 46 inpuVoutput lines include
AID, D/A. TTL 110, and high current drivers . Multi·
pie input ranges and drive capabilities. 4K RAM ,
4K EPROM space. 2K software, & Tiny Basic in·
eluded. 110 and memory expandabl e. Programs
both EPROM' s and EEPROM's. RS·232C port
connects to CRT term inals, printers, or person al
computers. Software, hardware, peripheral cards
available. 4.5 " x 6 .5" . SV operation.

OCTAGON SYSTEMS CORPORATION
6501 W. 91st Ave. , Westminster, CO 80030
(303) 426-8540

u . S. Robotici 1200/300 Baud
. . .............. . 359 ,00

IBM PC Modem Card

..... . .... .. 359.00

wit h 64K Ram . ..

. . . . .. 559,0\1

wi th 2S6K Ram ..
S 100 Modem Card
Aulo Dia l

. 925.
. 359.0;)
.......... 469,00
00

R~;I~I~~'~.~"~;If!='l:J

iii

Sliver Reed
EX? SODP (16 CPS Da isy Wheel 10" PAR) .. 489. 00
EXP 500S ( 16 CPS Oa isy Whee l 10" SER ) .. 539. ~
Dal.y Writer
2000·4BK Bull.r (20 · 40 CPS/ PA R) ... 1099."
OKI- OATA
Microline 82A (Se r/ Par 120 CPS 10") . 349.00
Microl ine 92 (Pa r 160 CPS 10 " )
. .. 489. 00
(Free shippi ng & handli ng in Contj~en l a l U SA)

$1 95 $2 70
ea :-';~4~~00

Cly. 20

51/,,° 0500
(745)-.

ea .

Cly. 20

SPECIALI
Save even morel
Order 50 or more 3M diskettes before March 15,
1984 and eave an _
ten cents per diskette.
5wosoO-96TPl h471 .
B" SSSO (7 40) __ __ __ __ __
B" SSOO 174 1) ..
B" 0500 (743) .

SSSD
SSDD
DSOD
SSOO
DSOO

Y!

33.00
35.00
41.00
41.00
48.50

~'50 .CLOO
"
160.00
172.00
200.00
200.00
240.00

310.00
340.00
395.00
395.00
475.00

~10 ~50 ~OO

Un/ormatled

167.50 330.00
210.00 415.00
247.SO 490,00

34.00
42.SO
SO.OO

SSSD
SSDO
OSOD

3740' 1
3740'10
3740'20

~.
'0/10

(408) 252-4210

CALL TOLL FREE

800-824-7888

M.F,e:OOAM·5:00PM
FOR NEXT OAY
SHIPMENT

OPERATOR 1I0Cl
(VISA. M.C .. CO O.
ORDERS ONLy)

Inquiries Also

70sys .. Week, 24 Hours 8 Dlly

e"eativit.JL. ~
Unlimited

, Add $2.00 Shipping "
Per Order

• CA Residents Add Sales Tax.

1741 Sa ra toge Avenue, Suite 1t201
~t\ l OH, C.\\'om\.a ~129

Send for Our Free Catalogue . Dealer Inquiries Invited
Circle 96 on inquiry card.

Circle 273 on inquIry card.

WHOLESALE
Pa ssword

SpeclfySo/t.
10 or 16 Sectors

.. . . . . :

Shfpping : 5 V4 ~ DiSKettes Only: $1 .75 Handling

+

EPROM
PROGRAMMERS
+ UV ERASERS
FROMS49.95
LOGICAL DEVICES INC_

~~::~ ::

52.07 ea .
52.54 ea .
53.30 ea.

.20 per 10

g!;rk~ge~is~~t~~;ctor~·e~~~8~~:m~~r JI~g~ ~:~~~n~C~R~~
C.O.D. ($3 .00 extra charge) or check . Taxes: Illinois custom·
ers only add 8% .

SEE OUR AO ON PAGE 18

For l ast se rvice c all

Order Toll Free 1-(800) 821-5339
or Call 1-(801) 298-0872 .•
or Rush Check or Money Order To:

Z

Nationwide: 1-800-621-6827
In Illinois: 312-944-2788

DISK WORLD!

C. R. E. Wholesale Products

Suite 4806 · 30 East Huron Street · Chicago. IJlinois 606 11

P. O. Box 361 N.S.L., Ut. 84054

Authorized Distributor
...
Information Processing Products .;R••

Circle 94 on inquiry card.

Circle 217 on Inquiry card.

'11"131. 1+1

51/ . " Soft Sector Bulk/ 10
SS/ SD
SS/ DD
DS/ D D

PERSONAt SERVICE/FRIENDLY.ADVIOE
DISCOUNT PRICES

Bul k/ l00

17.50

15 .95110

lB .50

16 .95110

23 .95
19 .95110
7 Year Gauran l ee !
$3 .00 Shipping & Handling in Con tinen tal U SA

Ijll:I:'eUf.1
Ribbon Type

12

5 .t ~ ea ,
Appl e DMP . .
C . Itoh Prowriler (a ll models) 5.· ' ea.
C . lIoh F1 0 40/ 55 Multi-Strike 5.·' ea .
Oiab lo Hytype II M ulti- Strike 5.9 ) ea.

Epson / l BM FX/ AX/ MX·80 .
Epson/ lBM FX/ RX / M X-lOO .

5,'9 ea .
5."' ea .
4.99
4."

ea.
ea .
ea .

S.U ea.

4."

9.n ea.
2." ea .

8," ea .
2. ') ea .

Gemini 10 / 10X / 15 / 15X .
N EC 3500 Mu lti-St rike ... ... 7.n ea.
Okldala 80/82 / 8319 2/93 ..... 2.1' ea.
Sh ip . .. Hand . 10 ConI. USA .

ea.
4." ea.
3." ea.
3." ea .
4 .') ea .
6." ea .
4,"

2." ea.
6." ea . 5." ea .
2. '~ ea . 2." ea .

Other Ribbons . .

CA L L
3.iXI

Free

C. R, E. Wholesale Products
P. O. Box 361 N.S.L., Ut. 84054
CIrcle 95 on inquIry card .

Retail
SuperCalc III $395
SuperCalc 1&11 .. .... ....
Lotus 1-2-3 $495
PFS: File
IBM .... . $140
Apple .. $125

CIUI

$259
Call

$325
$105
$95

We sell a complete line of software and games;
specializing in Educational and Business Pro·
grams.

Free

Order Toll Free 1-(800) 821-5339
or Call 1-(801) 298-0872 . .
or Rush Check or Money Order To:

Z

APPLE USERS:

~(tCIIE~

WHOLESALE

REGAIN CONTROL!

APPLE STOP CARD

'FREEZES THE ACTION OF ANY PROGRAM OR
GAME WITH THE FLIP OF A SWITCH
'HANDLE INTERRUPTIONS WITHOUT ABORTING
YOUR PROGRAM
-GREAT FOR GETTING HIGHER GAME SCORES
AND FOR DEBUGGING
' INSTALLS THROUGH SIDE VENT SLOTS
'NO TOOLS REQU IRED
'USEABLE IN APPLE II AND COMPATIBLE
COMPUTERS

'90 DAY LIMITED WARRANTY
'$29 .95 PLUS $2 SHIPP)NG . CHECK. M.O..
MASTERCARD OR VISA
ANTElOPE

Cln:uIta world Ellctrlnlcl, Corp.

158 Depot fI!I. Hunti'!9ton Station. N.Y. 11746
CALL COLLECT (516) 423·9100

MasterCl)arga. Visa. Personal Checks Accapted.

Prtce. lub)1Ct '0 c".nge witheM notice.

CI rcle 53 on inquiry card.

.

ICK5l

ffi

~

IIiiiiiIIII

~

COMMUNICATIONS
P.O, Box 4116
Madison, WI 53711

Apple Is a trademark ot Apple Computers. Inc.
wise residents add 5% sales tax.

Circle 23 on inquiry card.

CCT

CUSTOM COMPUTER
.
TECHNOLOGY
'
1 CRAFTSMAN COURT - BOX 4160 - SEDONA, ARIZONA 86340

TOLL·FREE
ORDERING:

800·222·8686
FOR TECHNICAL SUPPORTI
SERVICE liN ARIZONA:
602-282-6299

Purchase your Hardware and Software directly from an OEM/Systems Integrator. Take advantage of our buying power! We
stock a full line of Board Level Components, Software, and Peripherals. Call for your needs . We'll give you the Lowest
Prices , and the Technical Support and Know-How we are quickly becoming well-known for, Satisfied Customers Nationwide! The Nations 's Custom Systems House for Business, Education qnd Science. Call for a system quote.

• FOREMOST QUALITY • ADVANCED SUPPORT • REASONABLE COST •
OF PRIME INTEREST

Our prime interest at CCT is service and
support. We build and sell hundreds of
systems per year to the serious corriputer
market. We rigidly adhere to our strict
policy of reliable machines, and reliable
people behind them . We feel the CompuPro product line to be the state-af-theart of the computer industry.

(COmpupro" 1

THE CCT EXCLUSIVE WARRANTY

With any system we build, we provide,
in writing, an unconditional 12 month
direct warranty on the entire system, including mainframe, boards, drives, power
supplies , cabling and' peripherals! We offer guaranteed 24 hour ir-hou'se repair
and lor replacement with just a toll-free
phone call. We can offer this, since we are
so sure of our level of quality and reliability. It's great to know that in the event of a
problem, you're not out of business
waiting on service turnaround . We deliver!
Our various OEM contracts with all the
manufacturers of the components we integrate, allow us this unprecedented flexibility. No factory O.K.'s necessary - just
get it running - NOWI
Wyse 100 terminal- 14" Green .. . $699
WS Prom Option -Installed ........ $50
Mitsubishi 8" OS DO drives, full or half
height. Set-up FREE OF CHARGE .. $449
Okidata 82 .. ... $3891 83 . . . .. $619
84 .. $1029/92 .. $4691 93 .. $n9
Ashton-TaiedBASEII8"orMD ... $299
Supen:alc 86 -for CP/M B6 & MP/M . $99
Visual Terminals in stock ...... ... Call
Lear Siegler APM 20
. $499
Freedom 50
. .. $499/100-$549
Hays Modem-$259 • DiabI0620-$1029
We carry a full line of software in all
available formats at discount prices.

TECH TIP CORNER
dBASE " USERS - CUSTOM TERMINAL
KEYS! Implement your arrow keys;
emulate Wardstar edit commands - send
an SASE with $2.00 - (ATIN: TIC). Tell us
your arrow key codes . We'll return easy,
detailed instructions to change almost
anything . It 's beaut!ful- Pat ..

PROFESSIONAL LEVEL BUSINESS SYSTEMS
STATE-OF-THE-ART QUALITY, PERFORMANCE, RELIABILITY
OUR O~N IN-HOUSE ENGINEERED
. _ CUSTOM COMPUPRO SYSTEMS

CCT ANNOUNCES
* * * * *

CCT·1 - ENTRY LEVEL S·100 BUSINESS SYSTEM

• Enclosure 2-Desk-20 Slot Mainframe"
• CCT 2.4 Dual 8" Mitsubishi
INTRODUCTORY PRICE:
• CPU 8085 /88 - 6Mhz 8085/8Mhz 8088 •
OS DO Drive System - 2.4 Megaby1es •
• CP/M 80 - 2.2 LD/M - CCT Modified •
• Disk 1 - DMA Floppy Disk Controller •
• All Cabling, Complete CCT Assembly,
• RAM 16 - 64K Static RAM - 12 Mhz •
• Interfacer 4 - 3 Serial/2 Parallel 1/0 •
Testing, and Minimum 20 Hour Burn-in.
RUNS ALL STANDARD 8" CP/M SOFTWARE -INCLUDES OUR EXCLUSIVE 12 MONTH DIRECT WARRANTY
CPI M MPI M NOTE : Each copy we furnish is.CCT modified for the target system. M-Drivel Hand hard disk drivers are furnished ,
and the BIOS optimized for the fastest disk step rate , as well as terminal and printer compatibility.

$3,399

* * CCT-2 -

* * * * *

THE FASTEST MICROCOMPUTER IN THE WORLD!!

**

Enclosure 2-Desk
•
90K Baud Parallel Terminal Board
•
78 Key Professional Ergonomic Keyboard
CPU 8086 -10Mhz • Disk 1 • 512K M-Drive/H . ' High Resolution Amber Monitor. INTRODUCTORY PRICE:
128K -16 Bit Memory • CPI M 86 - CCTModified • CCT 2.4 Dual DSDD Drive System
Interfacer 3-8 • SS1 • All Cabling, Complete CCT Assembly, Testing, & Minimum 20 Hour Burn-in
,
RUNS ALL CP/M B6 SOFTWARE - ULTRA FAST -INCLUDES 12 MONTH DIRECT WARRANTY
CCT-3 - 10Mhz 68J( System similar to above, with 128K RAM $6,699
We are the largest in the custom configuration of complete state-of-the-art S-1 00 systems, at package pricing, with integration,
burn-in and programming . We custom build CompuPro systems I hard disk systems for business applications . Call for CompuPro literature, CCT system configuration data and technical information. We can save you money!

$6 799

**

* SUPER PRICES *

**

COMPUPRO COMPONENTS

* IN STOCK *

SYSTEM SPECIALS - ALL CCT A&T, BURNED IN:
816A-$4299
816B-$4999
816C-$6499
M-Drive CPI M - Blowout-$39
•
Disk 1w/CP/M-$449
•
M-Drive/H-512K-$1149
CPU 8085/88-$319 • CPU 8086 / 87-$579/10Mhz-$659 • CPU 68K-$519/10Mhz-S639 • CPU-Z -$249
CPU 286-$1249/10Mhz-$1359
Disk 1-$369
•
Disk 2-$599
•
Disk 3-$599
RAM 17 (12Mhz)-$329 •
RAM 16 (12Mhz)-$359 •
RAM 21 (128K)-$n9 •
RAM 22 (256K)-$1399
Interfacer 1 - $229
•
Interfacer 2-$249
•
Interfacer 3-5-$399/3-8-$459
Interfacer 4-$349
System Support 1-$299
Enclosure 2-Desk-$5991 Rack-$649
•
20 Slot Motherboard-$210
CP/M80-$99
•
CP/ M86-$15O
•
MP/M8-16-S699
•
CP/M68K-$279
•
UNIX-SOON
86 Upgrade Kit : Consists of CPI M 86, 64K Ram, System Support 1, Cable - $749
Call for CSC Boards - New Releases - Operating System Mods/Updates

* PRICE
BREAKTHROUGH *
Hanl Disk Subsystems

? ? HARD DISK DECISIONS ? ?

* NEW DISK 3/5V4" HD SYSTEMS *

Hanl/Roppy Combinations
2.4 Megabyte Floppy Systems
An exclusive eCT innovation . CCTI Fujitsul Mitsubishi
CCT/Mitsubishi 2.4 Megaby1e Dual DSDD 8" system
CCT I Fujitsu 51J." subsystem, includes Disk 3, custom
ultra-system : 5'I." hard disk next to a 1.2 Meg . DSOD
Inc!udes c~stom horizontal enclosure, all cabling , A&T,
enclosure & power supply, all cabling, A&T, formated,
8" floppy. Includes Disk 3, custom horizontal enclosure
burned-in. This is the fastest system available : $1149
burned·in . Ready for'any CompuPro or similar S-100
With stacked half-height drives :
$1175
system:
CCT-5 (5.5 Meg)-$1599 and power supply, all cabling, A&T, formatted, burnedin . Will stand alone in any CompuPro system :
CCT·10(11Meg)-$1899 / CCT-20(22Meg)-$2299
CCT-511-$2099 CCT-10/1-$2399 CCT-20/1-$2799
All Systems cany Our exclusive 12 Month Warranty.
Prices &availability subject to change. All products new, and carry full manufacturer's warranties . Call for catalog . Free technical help toanyone. We can configure boards & soitware for your system. Plug-in and go. Arizona Residents add sales tax .
CompuPro® Trademark - w.J. Godbout; CP/M® MP/M® Trademarks - Digital Research

Circle 101 on inquiry card.

BYTE February 1984
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WE LOVE TO PASS
THE BUCK!

LIFETIME WARRANTY

(mNIU\I(~ SI~IUIUJ
(~O)nI1JN((~lfl'ION (~lUln

"~ \\-ill do our

best to heal an),
l:UmlK!lilor's price .

Dr.AMIC RAM

STATIC RAM

EPROM

4184
4184
4118
4118

201)11
15IN
20IN
ISQ,.

15.30
5.50
1.80
1.15

8118P·3
81 18LP·3
B284P·15
58725

IS!)!.
IS!)!.

15.1 0
5.80
35.00
5.00

2784

30IN
25()\.
.5IN
35()!.
45!k1.
35&,

.5.80

CPU. CTC, PtO
DART
OMA, S1OI012
CPlI. CTC, PIO

13.00
9.00
13.00
11.00

280A
1808

.,-, •.·.w'.

'--'--'-"--- --.

USS360

IS!)!,
151kl.

2784
2732
2732
2716
2718·1

liD FAMilY

:_!iJ:.'

5.BO

4.10
US
3.50
4.70

IOIlTHWlST M1QIOCIIIPS DlSTIII.UTOAS
1730 Vlow Orin S.L ,.,. 0 _ WA

mil

~O.II1I.. m ......_1
TERMS: $10 .00 Minimum Order . Money Order. Cashiers Check, UPS
COO , Washington Residents add 7.8% lax. Shipping and Insurance
extra. Quantity discounts available. Ask tor our catalog .
PRICES SU8JECT TO CHANGE.

r(¥fo/fif(!*f~r:·:t~f1'~

"',;. .....=\~
~""'-~"'"uss;;;-

;~,~

•

•

;.<"

>-.

t1 .

,j

(~:'~;X0&('>~; iflti

;' IBM pc look 81ik~ case
& keyboard
USS4S0

-(Above prices exclude drives. monitor)

-Add 5% as shipping charge
(Detail brochure forwarded on request)

-We also sell cases, keyboards, power supplies,
motherboards. components separately and Interfaces.
-Full repair & guarantee available

'Assembled in Conada with C.SA (Shipment from WA., U.S.A.)
ABC COMPUTERS LTD. (6 store. in B.C. Canada)

allows definitions to be changed retroactively ,
All source code is included . Versions are cur·
renely available or under development for
68000, 6809, 8080, 280 , 8086, 8088 , and

6502.

==

~Iti

New Products Division
1704 Moon, N.E.
Albuquerque, N.M. 8711 2
(505) 298-0942

Circle 80 on inquiry card .

Serial .111111111. Parallel

INDUSTRIAL CONTROL
MICROCOMPUTERS
We have six single board computers , two
video boards and 20 other control products.
You can use our products for security
systems, heat control , light control ~ uto
mated slide show, traffic lights, irrJgation
systems, home computer systems, automated process control, and robot control just
to name a few . OEM prices available. For
catalog call or write to:

10844 Deerwood Sf
Lowell, MI 49331
(616) 897-5672

1014 CENTER STREET
SAN CARLOS, CA. 94070
(415) 592-8411

The Mini-Disks
with maximum quality.

Circle 35 on inquiry card.

Cl-lIPS&

THE INFLATION FIGHTERSI
4116
4116
2114L
2114L
4164
4164

200ns
150n5
300m.
200ns
200ns
150n5

6116
6116

150n5
200n5

Dealer inquiries
invited. C. G.D' s
accepted. Call

FREE (800) 235-4137 .

~PACIFIC EXCHANGES
100 Foolhill Blvd .. San Lu is
San Lui s Obispo. CA 93401.
In Cal. call (800) 592-5935 or
(805)543-1037

Circle 284 on inquiry card .

2716·1
2716
2732
2532

2764
2564
8087
66000

5V
5V
5V
5V
5V

350n5
450n5
450n5
450n5
300ns 28 pin

5V

10655 N.E. 4th St., Suite 400
Bellevue. WA 98004

Circle 51 on inquiry card ,

• AS232 Serial

• 8 Baud Rates
• latched Outputs

• Centronics Paraliel
• Handshaka Signals

• Compact 3y' x .." x 1:\

Buller Product.
Coming Soonl
1501 ·8P1n,SfrM!
Po,tOfficeBoIl :ttl3
Olln.rcI.Ct(,/tlfn,-93OJO

CALL (605) 487-1665 or 487-1666
For FAST Delivery

:::!Q

SMITH-CORONA

Memory Correct /II Messenger

PRINTER & TYPEWRITER

8/$12.00
6 1$ 13 .75
6 1612.00
6 1613.00

55 .50 each
$5 .95 each
55.20 I!lIch

$4.85 each
65.85 each

520.00 each
$ 16.75 each
63.50 each
$4.00 each
54.00 each
54.25 each
81$4.25

$5.00 each
53.35 each

8 15 4.25

$5 .00 each
55.95 each

53.85 ea ch

CALL
CALL
CALL

Allow up to 3 wks. for personlll check s to clellr. Please include
phone number. Prices subject to change without notice. Shipping (.
HlindUng for Chips S3.50. FOB EkUevue. WA. for all else.
Wlishington state residents lIdd 7.9 % Sales Tall .

CHIPS (, DALE

Convert What You Have
To What You' Want!

Circle 132 on inquiry card ,

P'I
DALE ....

6116LP
150n5
1791
Disk Controller
1771
Disk Controller
Z80A,Z60ACTC
Z60A PIO
6251A
825 5

~

= - : = - §is

;;=ii!

~~I:u::r, ~n~~g lstered trademil;~~c{tlleccePted

Dealer Inqulrl.. "",leoma

Apple Is a registered tradaml(1( 01 Apple Computer Inc.

JOHN BELL ENGINEERING, INC,

Maxell Floppy Disks

{

Computer Technology Associates

PH: (804) 254-2834 & 254-1062

RTL Programming Aids

Circle 318 on inquiry card.

o

plus shipf;ing
and hand ing.
Dealer Pricing' Available .

SISO

RTL is a new language which retains the
speed and extensibility of Forth but adds many
additional advancages as a result of its more
structured dictionary. Names. code, and variables are all stored in separate areas for easy
gener ation of headerless , romable code . All
code is relocatable. RTL supports local variables, multitasking, redirected 110, and even

($

Price
Only

Specifications subject to change without notice.

RYL
RelQcatable
Threaded
Language

79 95

Specla( Introductory

683 E. HASTING ST., VANCOUVER, e.c. CANADA V8A 2Z8

Circle 8 on Inqulry' ca rd,

Circle 271 on Inquiry card,

For Apple II +. and Apple lie
The Generic Serial Communication Card
(GSCC) Is an asynchronous davlce that supports all protocol needed for full handsh~ke
communication (Hardware DTR, CTS, RTS and
Software .XON, XQFF) . The board features 3 selectable options: Baud Rate from 110 to 9600,
Full or Ha(f Duplex and Auto Llnefeed On or Off
that are software selectable. And the 3 o~tlons
can be controlled without bumlng a new E RON! .

1-206-451-9770

UNBELIEVABLE!

·$539.00
CALL COLLECT: 214/826·6521

FIGURE LOGIC
BUSINESS EQUIPMENT, INC.
6408 Caslon Ave. ' D.II.s, Tex.s 75214

Circle 143 on inquiry card _

ACCESSORIES
for your .:r~X»::S
IBM PC
Computer Products
,

SIX PAK PLUS-AST

HI-RES COLOR MONITORS

Up 10 384 K RAM , Clock ca lendar with battery back-up
Serial pOrI. Parallel pri nter port, o ptional game po rt.
Su per drive and supe r spool software included FREE!

Only the best: Quadch rome or Prince to n H X-1 2. 690 x
480 resolution . 16 brilliant cOlo rs, specia l .31mm dot
pit ch l u be. inc ludes FRE E! cab le

5269 .95
64K , C ,S,P (List Price 395 .00)
256K , C,S,P (LIst Poce 665 .00)
5489 .95
For Game Pori Option Add (list Price 50.00) _ 539.95

auadram Ouadchrome (Lis t Price 795 .00) _ S549.95
Princelon Graphics HX-12 (List Price 695 .00) $529.95

MEGA PLUS-AST
Up 10 512K RAM. c lock calendar wilh batt ery back'up,
2 senal por ts . parall el printer port. game porI. Super
drive and supe(spoo\ soHware Included FREE!
64K, C ,S (List Price 395 .00)
$289.95
256K , C , 1 serial (List Price 665.00) _ _ _ 5429.95
512K , C , 1 serial (LIst Poce 1059.00 ) _ _ _ 5795.00
Second serial pori oplion (List Price 50.00) _ 539.95
Prlnler pori oplion (LIst Price 50.00) _ _ _ 539.95
Game por1 oplion ( List Pflce 50.00) _ _ _ 539.95
Each addilional 64K, Add (List Price 89.95 ) _ $44.95

64K . C.S,p (LIst Price 395 .00)
256K. C .S,P (LIst Pflce 695.00)

$269 .95
5419 .95

1/0 PLUS-AST
Up 10 2 se ria: ports. para ll el prin ter port . clock
calendar wit h ba ttery back-up. Sup erd rive an d su p erspool so ft wa r e included FR EE '
Clock & 1 serial pori (LIst Pflce 165.00) _ _ S129.95
Prinler pori oplion (Lis t Price 50.00) _ _ _ $39.95
Second serial pori oplion (List Price 50.00) _ 539.95
Game por1 oplion (List Price 50.00) _ _ _ 539.95

QUADBOARD I-QUADRAM
Up 10 256K RAM . seflal porI. paral lel porI. clock
ca lendar . RAM disk . and printer spooler softwa r e
Ouadboard wl o RAM (List Price 295.00) _
5214.95
64K Ouadboard (LIst Poce 395 .00) _ _ _ 5275 .00
256K Ouadboard (List Pric e 595 .00) _ _ _ 5399.95

, QUADBOARD II-QUAD RAM
T wo serial ports , c lock/ calenda r , memory expansio n,
and Ouadmas ter software
Ouadbo ard II . 64K I L,st Poce 395.00) _ _ S275.00
Ouadboard. 256K (LIst Poce 595.00) _ _ _ S399.00

QUADLlNK-QUADRAM
AllowS IBM PC 10 run Apple software. Includes Interface
card and so ftware 10 a ll ow your I BM PC 10 r un bo th
Apple DO S and PC DOS
Ouadlink (LIs t Pflce 680.00) _ _ ~ _ _ _ _ 5485 .00

NEC 3550 LETTER QUALITY

Full lin e of high quali ty monochrome an d co lor video
moni tors

O nl y fully IBM PC compa ti ble le ll er quali l y pr,nler
ava ilab le-why seille l or less? (35 CPS)

Video
Color
Color
Color

NEC 3550 prinler (List Price 2350.00 ) _ _ S1799.95

310 Amber (IBM) (Lis t Price 230.00) _
II (RGB) (List Price 529.00) _ _ _ _
III (RGB) (List Price 449.00) _ _ __
IV (Analog RGB) (Lis t Price 995.00) _

$159.95
$429.95
5399.95
$775.00

Two pages of ultra-high resolut ion text an d g ra phi cs
720 x 348, compali bl e wi l h L Olus 123. Visica lc. dB AS E II .
etc . Includes para ll el printer port

$359.95

PLANTRONICS COLOR PLUS
Up to 16 co lors, 80 charac ters, bi -p lanar technology,
inc ludes parallel pri nter port
Planlronics Color Plus (List Price 559.00) _

5MB syslem (List Price 1995.00)
$1395.00
10MB syslem (Lis t Price 2495.00) _ _ _ $1699.00
15MB syslem (List Price 2995.00 ) _ _ _ S2199.00

KEYTRONICS KEYBOARD
Similar to the IB M PC keyboard . but Wit h all the keys In
Ihe right places l
KeylronlcsllBM (Lis t Price 299.95) _ _ _
$199.95

$429.95

QUAD COLOR I & QUAD COLOR II
Quadco lor I de livers slandar d IBM P C co lor and
graph ics, add Quadco lo r II and hi- resolutio n (640 x 200)
color gra ph ics are possible
Ouadcolor I basic board (List Price 295.00) _ $234.95
Ouadcolor II add on (List Price 275.00) _ _ $229.95

64K RAM UPGRADE For IBM PC
H igh sp eed RAM upgrade kit with
detection) and one year warranty

HARD DISK For IBM PC
H ard disk wit h controller. software. and PIS

HERCULES GRAPHIC CARD

parity

(error

64K killor IBM PC (LIst Price 89.95) _ _ _ $49.95

320K DISK DRIVES
T andon T M- 100-2 double-sided . double- denslly 320K
disk drive. Orig inal equipmen t drive on IBM PC
Full size Tandcin (List Price 395.00) _ _ _ 5224 .95
Half- heighl320K drive (List Price 395.00) _ 5199.95
T eac Half-helghl ( List Price 395.00) _ __ S239.95

BEST MONITORS AVAILABLE!
Ultra-high reso lu tio n. up t o ~2 MH z. 1000 lines per
in ch. am ber o r g reen phosp h o r. FREE! tilt and swive l
b ase . U S man u factu rer

THE BEST SOFTWARE For IBM PC

12 inch green , 22 MHz Lis t Price 249.00 _
5149 .95
12 inch amber, 22 MHz Lis t Price 249.00 _
$149.95
9 Inch green , 18 MHz List Price 239.00 _ _ $139.95
9 Inch amber, 18 MHz Lis t Price 239 .00 _ _ $139.95

We have taken th e top r:al ed p rogram s and reduced
the price for a su per va lue!

12-inch GREEN MONITOR-Zenith

LOTUS 1 2 3 Besl spreadshee l
Lolus 1 23 (1A) (List Price 495.00) _ _ _ S329.95

15 M H z. 40 or 80 colu m n
12 inch Green LI st Price 149.00 _ _ _ _ _ $94.95

dBASE II Besl Dala base
Ashlon-Tale dBASE II ( List Price 700.00) _

S429.95

CROSSTALK Best communica tions package
Mi croSlulf Crosslalk (List Price 195.00) _ _ S129.95

SYSTEM CARD-MICROSOFT
From Ihe au lhors 0 1 PC-OOS-up to 256K RAM , seri al
port . parallel printer port. c lock ca lendar. plus RAM
drive disk emulation so ftware . prinl spoo ler. time
utitit ies. and te rminal emu lation software. DOS 1.1 or
2.0 compallble
64K syslem card (Lis t Price 395.00) _ _ _ 5279.95
256K syslem card (List Price 625 .00) _ __ $429.95

JADE IS AN AUTHORIZED DEALER
FOR EPSON, OKIDATA, TOSHIBA,
MANNESMAN-TALLY, C.ITOH, etc.
CALL FOR BEST PRICE!

AMDEK MONITORS

Hercules graphic card ( List Price 49 9.00) _

COMBO PLUS-AST
Up to 256K RAM. Clock wilh ballery back-u p. Seria l
port . Paral lel port. supe rspool soft wa re included FREE!

'

DISKETTES For IBM PC
HIgh quality double-s ided . doub le-dens ity diske tt es.
cerrlfled to be abso l utely error free. Box of ten .
warranteed f or one year

Box 0110 w/ FREE! pl aslie case (LIs t Pflce39.95) S24 .95
Verballm Dalalile (List Price 49.95) _ _ __ $34.95

AMDEK MONITORS
Full lin e o f high qua lity monoch rome and color video
m oni to rs

Video 310 Amber (IBM) List Price 230.00 _ 5159.00
Video 300 Green List Price 179.00 _ _ _ _ 5135.95
Video 300 Amber Lis t Price 199.00 _ __
$149.95
Color-I (composlle) List Price 379.00 _ _ _ $289.95
Color-II (RGB) List Price 529.00
5429 .95
Color-II plus (analog RGB) List Price 559 .00 $439 .95
Color-III (RGB) List Price 449.00
$399 .95
Color-IV (analog RGB) Lis t Price 995.00 _
S775.95
DVM -2 (Apple 11111+ ) List Price 179.00 _ _ $129.95
DVM -80E (Apple lie) List Price 195.00 _ _ 5139.95

PLACE ORDERS TOLL FREE!
Continental USA

Inside California

Los Ange.les Area

(BOO) 421-5500

(800) 262-1710

(213) 973-7707

e accept cash , checks. credit c~rds , or purchase orders from qualified firms and insti·tutions . Circle 190 on inquiry card.
Prices quoted are for prepaid orders orly and are subject to change without notice.
4901 West Rosecrans
Minimum prepaid order $15.00 California residents add 6 V2 % tax. Export customers outside
the U.S. or Canada please add 10% to all prices . Shipping and handling charges via
Hawthorne, California
PS Ground 50¢/ lb UPS Air $1 .00/ lb min imum charge $3.00

Ave.
90250

EPSON PRINTER $29995
OKIDATA PRINTER $34995
,

'

5 % inch DISK DRIVES
TANDON TM 100-1 SS D D 48 TPI
Lis I 349.00
$225 ea 2 for $195.00 ea
SHUGART SA 400l SS D D 48 TP I
Lis / 299.00
S209.OO ea 2 for .$199.95 ea
TANDON TM 100-2 DS DD 48 T PI
Lis/399.00
5229.00 ea 2 f or S225 .00 ea

GEMINI 10X & 15X

EPSON PRINTERS
SAVE At Least $150.00!

Sta r Mic ronl cs-up to 120 CPS. ful l graphics. fn c tion
and tractor feed , Epson FX-80 compatib le

CALL US FOR THE BEST DEAL ON THE WORLD'S
BEST SELLING LINE OF PRINTERSI

EPSON RX-aO 100 CPS w/ lrac /or. graphics
PRM -29082 A 499.00 Value. Save 200.00 _ $299.95
EPSON RX-aOFT 100 CPS with FREE graphics
PRM -29084 Fric/lOn & /rac/or leed _ SAVE 5150 .00
EPSON MX-80FT 80 CPS wit h FRE E g raphics
PRM -28082 Fric/ion & /rac/or l eed _ SAVE 5150 .00
EPSON MX-l00 100 CPS 15" plalten
PRM-28100 Fflc/ion & /rac/or _ _ SAVE 5150 .00
EPSON FX-80 160 CPS WI/h FREE graphics
PRM-29080 Fflclion & /rac/or leed _ SAVE 5150.00
EPSON FX -l00 /60 CPS IS" pIa lien
PRM-29100 Ffic /lOn & /rac/or leed _ SAVE 5150.00

Gemini lOX
SAVE $150.00
Gemini 15X
SAVE 5150.00
Serial board. G-l0. G-15 Lis l Price 129 .00 _
$69.00
Serial board. G-l0X. G - 15X Lis/ Price 59.95 _ 555 .00
lOX. 15X 4K serial Lis/ Price 119.00 _ _ __ 599.95

LETTER QUALITY PRINTER $289.95
T rue leIter quality printing al 12 CPS . Wordstar
compatib le. handles 8 '/z" x 11 paper. fric tion / single
sh eet feed . compact and po r table . standard Centronics
paral tel interlace

SAVE! Hundreds of Dollars!!

160 CPS. true core rpondence qual;ly prin ti ng . fu ll
graphics . IBM PC compatib le (opl ional) . handles
single sheet as we ll as fan-fo ld paper. pro fessional
design construction and quali ty
Okl 92 paraliel Lisl Price 599.00
$479.95
Okl 93 paraliel Lis/ Price 999.00
$795.00
2K se rial board Lis/ Price 120.00
599.95
IBM PC ROMs for 92 Lis/ Price 59.95 _ _ _ 549.95
IBM PC ROMs for 93 Lis/ Pflce 59.95 _ __ $49.95
Extra Ribbon (2) Lis / Price 19.95
59.95
Tractor for Okl 92 Lis/ Price 89.95
554.95

160 CPS. up to 16K bu ller. senal and para llel Interl aces . g raphIcs friction and tra c tor. FX M80 co mpatible

120 CPS (82. 83) 200 C PS .(84). indus lry sta ndard
printers . senal and paralle l inte rfaces . true lower case
desce nders , hand les sing le-sheet as well as fan fo ld
O kf 82 Lis/ Price 499.00
Oki 83 w/ FREE tractor Lisl Price 749.00 _
Oki 84 paraliel Lis/ Price 1399.00
. Oki 84 serial Lis/ Price 1499.00
2K se rial board Lis/ Price 190.00
Extra ri bbons 82 / 92. 83/ 93 Lis/ Price 19.95 _
Tractor lor Oki 82 Lis/ Price 89.95
Ribbons tor 84 Lis/ Price 19.95

SAVE 5150.00

5349 .95
$629.95
5925 .00
5995.00
5159 .95
59.95
554.95
$9.95

8 inch DISK DRIVES
SIEMENS FDD 100-8 Single sided . double density'
Lis / 399.00
$179.00 ea 2 l or $175 .00 ea
SHUGART SA 801R Single sided . double density
Lis / 502.00
5355.00 ea 2 lor $349 .00 ea
SHUGART SA-851R Double sided . double density
Lis/605.00
5459.00 ea 2 tor 5455 .00 ea

TAi'wON TM 848 -1 SS D D Ihin-l ine
Lis / 499.00
5369.00 ea 2 for 5359 .00 ea
TANDON TM 848 -2 DS D D thin -Ime
Lis/599.00
5439.00 ea 2 for 5435 .00 ea

COMREX CR-II

NEC FDl165 OS DO /hin-l ine
LlsI 599 .00
5450.0 ea 2 for 5440 .00 ea

Best buy In letter quality prin ters . NEW! fr om Comr ex!
fu tl featured letter quali ty printer. FREE! 5K buffer,
logi c seeking b,Mdir ec ti ona l pnnting . boldface
p r oportiona l spacing. double-strtke. backspace.
underline . true superMscript and subMscript. dropMin
daisy wheel cartndge

NEC FD1164 SS DD thin-line
Li s / 499.00
5360.00 ea 2 l or $350.00 ea

CR -II paraliel Lis/ Pflce 599 .00
CR -II seri al Lis / Price 644 .00
Tractor option L,s/ Price 120.00
Cut sheet leeder L,s/ Price 259.00 _ _ _ _
Keyboard option Lis/ Po ce 199.00 _ _ _ _

$495 .00
5589 .95
599 .95
$199.95
5179.95

STARWRITER F10

MICROLINE 82, 83, & 84

Single cab w/ power supply Lis/ Price 99.00 _ 569 .95
Dual Cab wi power supply Lis / Price 129.00 _ 585.00

QUME DT-8 Double sided. dou ble density
Lis/ 599.00
5479.00 ea 2 for 5459.00 ea

NEW! DELTA 10
Delta 10

OKIDATA-Microline 92 & 93

$289 .95

5%,' CABINETS/POWER SUPPLY

H igh speed leiter quality printer. 40 or 55 CPS daisyw hee l. Extensive bu ilt- in word processing func tions. up
to 15 inch paper wid l h . Uses standard Diablo style print
wheels
40 CPS. Fl0 / paraltel Lis / Pflce 1895.00 _
55 CPS . FlO / parallel Lis / Price 1995.00 _

51125.00
51599.00

MANNESMAN- TALLY
Spirit. 80 CPS 10 inch paraliel Lis/ Price 399.00 5329 .00
160l. 160 CPS 10 inch Lis/ Pflce 798 .00 _
5588.00
180l. 160 CPS 15 inch Lis/ Price 1098.00 _ S828 .00

DISK SUB-SYSTEMS-Jade
H a n dsome m eta l cabinet with proportional,y
ba lanced air fl ow system . rugged dual drive power
suppiy. cab le kit. powe r switch , line co rd, fuse holder,
coo ling fan . nevermar rubber feet. all necessa ry
hardware.to mount two 8 inch disk drives, power supply.
and fan. Does no t inc lude signal cable

Dual 8" Sub-Assembly Cablnel
. Bare cabinet Lis/ Price 75.00 _ _ __ _ _ $49.95
Cabinet kit Lis / Price 299.00
$199.95
A & T Lis / Price 349.00
5249 .95
8" Sub-Syslem-Slngle sIded. Double Denslly
Kit w / 2 Siemens FD100-8Ds Lis/ Price 950 .00
A & T w / 2 Siemen s FD100-8Ds Lis/ Price 995.00
Kit w/ 2 Shugart SA-801 Rs Lis/ Price 1195.00
A & T w/ 2 Shugart SA-801Rs Lis/ Price 1295.00

8 " Sub-Syslems-Double Sided, Double Density
Kit w / 2 Qume DT-8s Lis/ Pric e 1495.00 __
A & T w/ 2 Qume DT-8s Lis/ Price 1595.00 _
Kit w / 2 Shugart SA -851 Rs Lis/ Price 14 95.00
A & T w/ 2 Shugart SA -851 Rs Lis/ 1595.00 _

MICROFAZER-Quadram
Th e mlcrofazer stand-alone printer buffers are
avaIlable In any configuration o f serial or pa ral lel
input. with seria l or pa rall el output. A ll a re expan d abl e
up to 64K 01 memory (about 30 pages of 8 1/, x 11 lexl) :
the paratJeHo-paratlel verSion is expandable to 5 12K
copy and pause leature included

Parallel/ Parallel
8K L,s/ Price 169.00 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5139.95
32K Lis/ Price 225 .00
5164.95
128K Lis/ Price 445 .00
5269 .95
SerIal/ Parallel
8K L,s/ Price 199.00 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5169.95
S199.95
32K Lis/ Pflce 260.00

Parallel/ SerIal
8K L,s/ Poce 199.00 _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ $169.95
32K LIS/ Po ce 260.00
$199 .95
Serial/ Serial

8K L,s/ Pnce 199.00
5169.95
32K L,s / Price 260 .00 _ _ _ __ _ _ _ $199.95

5579.00
5595 .00
S939.00
5969.00

51 229.00
51249.00
51199.00
51219.00

MICROBUFFER
Practical Peripherals, Inc
DUAL SLiMLINE SUB-SYSTEMS

Stand-alone Mlcrobuffers
Parallel . 32K Lis/ Pfl ce 299.00
Parall el. 64K Lis/ Price 349.00 _ _ _ _ _ _
Seriaf. 32K Lis / Price 29 9.00
Serial , 64K Lis/ Price 34 9.00
64K add-on board Lis l Price 179.00 _ _ _

5229 .95
5269.95
5229 .95
5269 .95
5149 .00

Mlcrobuffers for Apple II
Parallel. 16K LIS/ Price 259.95
Parallel. 32K L, s / Po ce 299.95 _ _ _ _ _
Serial. 16K L,s/ Price 259.95
Serial. 32K L,s/ Price 299.95 _ _ _ __

5189.95
5229.95
5189.95
S229.95

Mlcrobuffers for Epson Printe rs
Parallel , 16K L, s / Pflce /59.95 _ _ _ _ _ S129.95
Serial. 8K Lis/ Pric e 159.95 _ __ ____ $129 .95

Dual 8" Slimllne Cabinel
Bare cabinet Lis/ Price 75 .00
559 .95
A & T w/ o drives Lis/ Price 249.00 _ _ _ _ S164.95

Dual 8" Slimline Sub-Syslems
Kit w/ 2 SS DD drives Lis/ Pr ice 1195.00 _ _ 5869.00
A & T w / 2 SS DD drives L,s/ Prrce 1295.00 __ 5879.00
Kit w/ 2 DS DD drives Lis/ Prrce 1395.00 _ 51060 .00
A & T w/ 2 DS DD drives Lis/ Prrce /495 .00 S1099.00

DISK DRIVE POWER SUPPLY
Sufficient current to power up to three 8 inch drives
Pow er supply Lis / Price /49 .00
S89.95

PLACE ORDERS TOLL FREE!
Continental USA

Inside California

Los Angeles Are.a

(800) 421-5500

(800) 262-1710

(213) 973-7107

We accept cash . checks . credit cards, o r purchase orders from qualified firms and instituti ons.
Prices quoted are for prepaid orders only and arEi' subj ect'to change w ithout not ice .
lII\inimum prepaid order $15.00 California residents add 6'h % tax. Export customers outside
the U.S. or Canada please add 10% to all prices . Shipping and handling charges via
UPS Ground 50 ~/ lb UPS Ai r $1.00/ Ib m inimum charge $3.00

for your APPLE

I

SUPER DISKETTE SPECIAL!
We boughl out a major manufaclurer's overstock,
and we are passing Ihe savings on 10 you! Single sided
double density, package of l en wilh FREE plaslic case
BOl 01 10 w/ FREE plastic bOI List Price 34.95 $18.95

DISK DRIVE For APPLE

CP/M 3.0 CARD For APPLE-ALS

TOlally Apple compatible. t 43.360 byles per drive on
DOS 3 .3 ful l one year warranty. h alf-track
capab ility. reads all App le so ftwa re , plug s right into
Apple con i roller as second d rive. DOS 3. 3. 3.2.1
Pascal. & CP/ M compa tibl e
Standard Disk II size List Price 299.00 _ _ S199.95
Controll er onty List Price 99.00
560 .00

The most powerfut card available for your Apple!
6 MHz. Z-80B . additional 64K RAM. CP/M 3.0
plus . 100% CP / M 2.2 co m palibli l y. C Basic, CP/ M
9raphics . 300% fasler Ihan any olher CP / M for Apple

HALF-HEIGHT DRIVE For APPLE
T olall y Apple compa li ble. Wo rks with all Appl e
so ft ware and control lers. Fas ter and quieter than most
other drives . yet only half the size!
Hail-hei gh t drive List Price 249.00 _ __ _ 5199.95

DUAL 8-inch DISK DRIVE SYSTEM
Up 10 2 Megabyles for your Apple . Iwo doub le density
8 inch slimline disk drives. cabinet. power supply.
cable. control ler. and software. Compatible wi th DOS.
CP/ M . Pascal and IBM 3740 fo rmals
1 Megaby te Sub -system List Price 1995.00 _ 51195.00
2 Megabyte Sub -s ystem List Price 2495 .00 _ $1395.00

ALS CP I M 3.0 card List Price 399.00 _ _ _ 5299.00

BUFFERED GRAPPLER PLUS
Combines Ihe flexibilit y of Ihe Grappler-t with Ihe
co nvenience of the Bufferboard. all on a si ngle board
Buflered Grapple" w/ 64K List Price 245.00

$175.00

FAN/POWER CENTER For APPLE
Cooling fan for your overheated Apple II . 11 +. o r lie:
also In cludes power switch and two swi tched ou tl ets
with vollage pro tec tion circu try
Apple tan List Price 99.95

559.95

_ _ _ $239.95

Koala Pad L, st Pflce t24 .95

64K STATIC RAM-Jade

DOUBLE D-Jade Computer

$99.95

Uses new 2K x 8 Si alic RAM s. fully supports IEEE 696

High reliabili t y. double densi ty disk con tr olier

Bare board List Price 69.00
Kil less RAM List Price 149.00
32K kit L,st Price 229.00
56K kit List Price 299.00
64K kit' List Price 399 .00
Assembl ed & Tesled Lis t Price 50.00 _

Bare board & hdwr man List Pflce 75.00 _ _ $59.95
Kit w / hdwr & sft wr man List Price 399.00 _ $299.95
A & T w/ hdwr & sltwr man List Price 449.00 5325.95
CP/ M 2.2 with Doubl e D L,st Price 200.00 __ $99.95

5398.95
$464.95
$524.95
5589.95

Bare board Lis t Price 89.00
Kit List Price 249.00
A & T List Price 299.00

Two serial 110 pariS plus Iwo para llel 110 parIs
110-4 A & T List Price 290.00

S245.95

$59 .95
$179 .95
$199 .95

VERSAFLOPPY II-SD Systems
Double density disk contro ller for 5 1/ /

1/0-4 SSM MICROCOMPUTER

'

and 8"

Versafloppy II with PROM List Price 400.00 _ $344.95
Versafloppy 11 /696 A & T Lis t Price 400.00 _ $349.95
CPI M 3.0 with VF-II List Price 200 .00 _ _ _ $80.00

THE BIG Z-Jade

ISO BUS-Jade Computer
Si lent. simp le and on SA LE! A better motherboard

2 or 4 MHz swi lchable Z-80 CPU board wilh seria l I/O

6 Stat ( 5'/,' x 8%") 19 MHz
6 SIal Bare board List Price 40.00 _ __ _ 522.95
6 Sial Kil List Price 60.00 _ _ __ _ __
$39.95
6 Slot A & T List Price 75.00
$49 .95

B are boa rd w / manual L,st Price 50.00 _ _ _ 535 .00
Kit w/ manual Lis t Pflce 249.00
$179 .95
A & T LIst Price 299.00
5199.00

12 Slot (9'1,' x 8%,,) 10 MHz
12 Sial Bare board List Price 54.00 _ _ _ _ 534.95
12 Slol kil List Price 110.00
569 .95
$89 .95
12 Slot A & T List Price 140.00
18 Stol (14'/,' x 8%") 6MHz
18 Sial Bare board List Price 70.00 _ ___ 554.95
18 Sial Kit List Price 150.00
599 .95
18 Sial A & T Lis t Price 200.00
$139 .95

SBC-200 SD Systems
4 MHz Z-80A CPU with ser ial and parallel 1/ 0

A & T List Price 350.00

5299 .95

ISOBAR
The ISOBAR looks like a slandard mulli -ou llel power
slnp. but co ntains surge suppressio n c ircu itry and
bUIlt-in nOIse filters. plus 15amp ci rcu it breaker
4 recep'acle List Price 89.95
8 receplacle List Price 99.95

559 .95
$69.95

' $119 .95

80 column x 24 tine video card for Apple II addressable
25th status line. normal/i n verse o r high/ low video. 128
ASC II c haracle rs . upper and lower case. 7 x 9 dOl
matrix with true descenders. C P/ M , Pascal and
Fo rtra n compalible. 40/ 80 col umn seleclio n fro m
keyboard . 2 year warranly. Best 80 <oolumn ca rd
'
Vlewmax 80 List Price 21 9.00
$139 .95'
Vlsicaic/ Easywriter Prebool Lis t Pfice 30.00 _ $24.95

(!)Hayes·
SMARTMODEM-Hayes

THE BUS PROBE
Best selling inexpensive $ -100 diagnostic ana lyzer

High densily memory board. 64K. 12 8K. or 256K

GRAPPLER PLUS-Orange Micro
The ultimate parallel printer graphics interface card
w ith man y ne w features, now a t a new low price!

80 COLUMN CARD

Micromodem lie List Price 299.95 _

Printer card & cable List Price 119.95 _ __ 549.95

64K Lis t Price 475 .00
128K List Price 595 .00
192K List Price 709 .00
256K List Price 825 .00

Z Card with CPI M 2.2 List Price 169.00 _ _ 5139.95

Grappler Plus List Price 175.00

A touch sensitive pad that fun ct ions like a joys tick or
mouse . allOWing you to move the cursor around the
screen w Ith the touch of a finger . Complete with
so ft ware

EXPANDORAM III

T wo com pulers in one. Z-80 and 6502. m ore Ihan
doubles Ih e power and polential at your Apple,
inc ludes Z-80 CPU ca rd . CP I M 2.2 and co mplele
manual set. Pascal compa tible . One year warranty

NEW! MICROMODEM lie-Hayes

For Apple : standard cent ronics pa r allel interface for
Epson . Okidala. C . Itoh . Gemini. NEC. Comr ex. etc.
Includes pnnter cable and suppor t graphics

549 .95
$89.95
S169.95
S225.95
S265.95
add 530.00

Z CARD For APPLE-ALS

The standard in direc t-connect. plug-tn-modem cards
for Apple . 110-300 baud. Incl udes FREE Smarlcom I

KOALA PAD-Koala Tech.

PRINTER CARD AND CABLE

Expand your App le II 10 64K. use as language card.
full one year wa rranly. Wh y spend S175.00?
16K RAM Card List Price 99 .00 _ _ _ __

ULTRA-VIOLET EPROM ERASERS
Inexpensive erasers for Industry or home
Speclronics w / o l imer List Price 99.00 _ _ _ 569.95
Speclronics with IImer L,s t Price 139.00 _ _ $94.95
Logica l Devices List Pflce 89.00
$49 .95

Sop hist icated direct-connect auto-a nswer/ auto / dial
modem. lauch ton e or pu lse dialing . RS232C interlace
programmable
Smartmodem 1200 List Price 699 .00 _._ _ $475.00
12008 for IBM PC List Price 599.00 ._ _ _._ $.39!1.95.
Smartmodem 300 List Price 289:00 __
. _ _ $19g.0q
Hayes Cronograph List Price 249 .00 _ _ _ S199.95
Mlcr omodem 100 List Price 399.00 _ _ _ $299.95
Mlcromodem lie List Price 299.00 _._ _ _ $239.95

1200 BAUD SMART CAT
Novation
. .
103/ 212 Smart Cal and 103 Sma.it Cal. 1.2QO· and 300
baud. built-in dialer. auto re-dial if busy. auto answe(/
disconn ect. di rec t con nect. LED re adou t disp lays
mode ana log/di gital loopback se lf lesl s. usable with
multi- line ph o nes
300 Baud 103 Smart Cal List PriGe 249.00 _ $199.95
1200 Baud 212 / 103 Smart Cal List Price 595.00 $449.95

J-CAT MODEM-Novation '
1/ 5 th e size of ordi nary modems . Bell 103. manual o r,
au to- a n swer. a utom ati c answer /o rgin a te, direct
connect. built-in se lf- test. two LEO s and audio beeps
provide st atu s in fo rmation

Novation J-Cal List Price 149.00

$114 .95

.:r~!!,~
Com P

Circle 191 on inqUiry card .

.'
50 '
Hawthorne, Califorma 902
4901 west Rosecrans Avenue,

21111
51111
2102·1
2102L·4
2102L·2
2111
2112
2114
2114·25
2114L-4
2114L·3
2114L·2
2147
TMS4044-4
TMS4044-3
TMS4044-2
MK4118
TMM2II111-200
TMM2II111-15O
TMM2II111-100
HM8116-4
HM61111-3
HM61111-2
HM6116LP-4
HM6116Lp·3
HM6116Lp·2
Z·6132
LP

~

256 1 4
256 1 4
1024 1 1
1024 1 1
1024 1 1
256 1 4
25614
10241 4
1024 1 4
1024 1 4
102414
102414

40911 1 1
4096 1 1
40911 1 1
40911 1 1
1024 1 8
2048 1 8
2048 1 8
2048 1 8
2048 1 8
2048 1 8
2048 1 8
2048'1 8
2048 1 8
2048 1 8
40961 8

Low Power

450nl
450nl
450nl
450nl
50nl
450nl
450n1
450n1
250nl
450nl
3OOnl)
2OOnl)
nl)
450nll
300nl
200na
250nal
200nl
150nl
l00nl)
2OOnl)
150nl
120nl
200n1
150nl
120nl
300nl

1.90
3.90

(cmol)

.58

.98

ILLPP)
)

1.45
2.45
2.95
819.90
8/9.95
(LP)
an1.95
an2.45
ILP)
LP)
anU5
4.90
3.45
3.95
4.45
9.90
4.10
4.90
6.10
(cmol)
4.70
4.90
cmOl1
cmOI
8.90
5.90
cmol
cmOI (lP
6.90
cmOI (LP
9.95
Qllal)
33.95
01111 ~ QUIII·Slatic

(lP1

DYNAMIC RAMS
TMS4027
UP0411
MM5280
MK4108
MM5298
41111-300
41111-250
4116·200
41111-150
4116·120
2118
4164·200
4164·150

4098 1 1 250nl
4098 1 1 300nl
40961 1 300nl

1.95
2.95
2.95

8192 1 1 200nl
81921 1 250nl
163841 1 300nl
16384 1 1 250nl
16384 1 1 200nl
16384
lsonll .
16384 1
11
1120nl
16384 1 1150nl !5Vl
65538 1 1 200nl 5v
65538 1 1 lSOna 5v
5V

~

1.90
1.80

anO.75
8/10.95
8/11.95
an3.95

8128.95
4.90
CALL
CALL

lingle 5 volt Iupply

EPROMS
1702
2708
2758
2716
27111-1
TMS2516
TMS2716
TMS2532
2732
2732·250
2732-200
2764
2764·250
2764·200
TMS2564
MC58764
27128

256 1 8 lUI)
10241 8 450nl
102411 8
2048
8
2048 1 8
2048 1 8
2048 1 8
40961 8
4098 1 8
40961 8

450nl
450nl
350nl
450nl
450nl
4SOni
4SOni
250nl

!5V!
5v
5v
5v
!5V
5v
5v

:ml:~:
~:
81921 8 250nl 5v

81921 8 200nl 5v
81921 8 4SOni 5v
8192 1 8 4SOni 5v (24 pin)
16384 1 8 ell
5v

4.45
3.90
5.90
3.90
5.90
5.45
7.90
5.90

4.90

74LS92
74LS93
74LS95
74LS96
74LS107
74LS109
74LS112
74LS113
74LS114
74LS122
74LS123
74LS124
74LS125
74LS128
74LS132
74LS133
74LS136
74LS137
74LS138
74LS139
74LS145
74LS147
74LS148
74LS151
74LS153
74LS154
74LS155
74LS156
74LS157
74LS158
74LS160
74LS161
74LS162
74LS163
74LS164
74LS165
74LS166
74LS168
74LS169
74LS170
74LS173
74LS174
74LS175
74LS181

74LS363
74LS364
74LS385
74LS366
74LS367
74LS368
74LS373
74LS374
74LS377
74LS378
74LS379
74LS385
74LS386
74LS390
74LS393
74LS395
74LS399
74LS424
74LS447
74LS490
74LS824
74LS640
74LS845
74LS668
74LS669
74LS670
74LS674
74LS682
74LS683
74LS684
74LS685
74LS688
74LS689
74LS783
81 LS95
81LS96
8: LS97
81 LS98
25LS2521
25LS2569

1.30
1.90
.48
.48

.44
.44
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.13
1.30
1.85
.44
1.15
1.15
1.15
1.45
2.90
.36
1.90
3.95
2.15
2.15
1.65
1.65
1.45
9.60
3.15
3.15
3.15
3.15
2.35
3.15
23.95
1.45
1.45
1.45
1.45
2.75
4.20

6500
lMHZ
...•. • . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . .• . . ... ..• 4 .90
.. . •. .. .. .. . . ...........• . .. . . . .. 6.90
.. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . •.. .• . • . . .... ... . 8.90
•• . . • .. . .... • .... • . • •.• ...... . . . . 9.90
. . .. . .. . ....... . . . • . . .•.•.. ... . . . 4.30
• . .... • . . . • ...•. • . . . . . .... •. . .. .. 7.90
. . . • . .. . .. . . .. . . • .• . .. • . • . ... . . .. 9.90
.. ..... . . .... ... .. ... ... .... .... 21.50
.. • . ..•.•. . ... . ••. .... .• . • ... . . • 10.85
2MHZ
6502A . . . .•.• .. ..... . . .•...•. • . .. . .... 6.90
6522A .•..• • . ... . • .... .. .. • . . • .... . . .• 9.90
6532A • ... . • . • .•.. . ...• . . . • . •. •. . .. . . 10.95
6545A ....•.•. . . ...... . .. .. ..• . . . .. . . 26.95
6551A • . • • .•. • .. . . .. . . . .•. .. •. • . ... . . 10.95
3MHZ
65028 .. • •. . • . • . ..... • • . ....•.••.. ... 13.95
6502
6504
6505
6507
6520
6522
6532
6545
6551

6800

9.90

68000 ... .. . .. .. . ....• • ......• • . • . . . . 58.95
6800 .. • .. . . •. . .. . • ... . ... . . . . •... . . . . 3.90
6802 ... ..•.. . • . • . • .• . .. . •. • . • . . . . . . . . 7.90
6808 . .. ... . •. .. ... . . • . . .. .. •.. . . .. .. 12.90
6809E . .. . . ...... ... ..... . . .... ... .. .. 18.95
6809 .. ..•. • . • . • • .. . ..... . • . •. • .. . . . . 10.95
6810 .....•.. .. . .. .. . . .. . • . •.••... .... 2.90
6820 . . . .. • . •. .. .... . . .. .• . • . • •.. .. . . . 4.30
6821 . .•. . • . . .•... • ..•.. ... • . . .. . . . . .. 3.20
6828 .... • . . . . . ... . . .... • ... . .. . ... . . 13.95
6840 ..•. ...... ... . . • . •.... . . •. . •. .. . 11 .95
6843 . . ... •.. ... . .•.•. • . . .. • . . . .. • .. . 33.95
6844 .. . . . . . .. • .. .. . .. •.. . ... . . . . . ..• 24.95
6845 •. . . .. .• . .• . . . .. . .•. • . ... • . . . ... 13.95
6847 . ... • .. . . . .... . . . .• .. .... . . . ... . 10.95
6850 .. . • . . .. ... •. . . • . . . . .. • . • .. .• .... 3.20
6852 .... . . . ... . ...... ... .. .. .. . .. ... . 15.70
6660 .. ... • • ....• . . . . .. ..•. . .. •• . . . . . . 9.90
6862 .. .. .... • . •..... ... • .... . .. . . ... 10.95
6875 . .. ... .• .• . • . .. .. . •....• . . .. . .. . . 6.90
6880 . ... . . .•. .. . ..• . .. • . . . .... .. ..... 2.20
6883 . . ....•. . . • . • . • .•.. . . • .. . • .•. . . . 21 .95
68047 ... . . . . ... . .. .. • . . .. . . .... ..... 23.95
68488 . . ...... . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . . 18.95
6800
lMHZ
68800 .. ... .. .. . ..• • . • . . . . .. .. ....... . 9.95
68802 . .. . . .. . . .. . ... . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. 21 .25
68809E . . .... . .• . .. .. .. . • . • .•. . ... . . . 28.95
68809 . . . ..• . •. • . . ... • . . • . • . .. . . .... . 28.95
68810 . . . • . •. . .• ..... . • . •..... . .... .. . 6.90
68821 . . • .. • .• . .. . •. • . • .•. . . . . •.•..... 6.90
68845 .... .. .. . . . . . . . . ... ..... ... . . .. 18.95
68850 •. .. . . . ... . . .... .. . . ..... . • . .. . . 5.90

13.95
23.95
16.95
38.95
Call

= Single 5 VoII Supply

.23
.24
.24
.24
.23
.24
.27
.28
.24
.34
.34
.44
.58
.34
.24
.28
.24
.28
.28
.34
.24
.28
.54
.34
.34
.24
.48
.74
.74
.74
.24
.28
.28
1.20
.38
.34
.36
.38
.48
.59
.68
.38
.54
.88

8.90
.88
.88
.78
.78
.88
.68
.78
.78
.88
.94
.98
.98
.98
1.25
1.45
.74
.98
.98
.58
.58
.58
.58
2 .70
.58
.54
1.45
3.30
.48
1.95
.68
.88
.88
.98
.88
1.70
3 .45
1.70
1.25
1.25

8.90
10.95

74LSOO
74LSOO
74LSOl
74LS02
74LS03
74LS04
74LS05
74LS08
74LS09
74LS10
74LSll
74LS12
74LS13
74LS14
74LS15
74LS20
74LS21
74LS22
74LS26
74LS27
74LS28
74LS30
74LS32
74LS33
74LS37
74LS38
74LS40
74LS42
74LS47
74LS48
74LS49
74LS51
74LS54
74LS55
74LS83
74LS73
74LS74
74LS75
74LS78
74LS78
74LS83
74LS85
74LS86
74LS90
74LS91

74LS189
74LS190
74LS191
74LS192
74LS193
74LS194
74LS195
74LS196
74LS197
74LS221
74LS240
74LS241
74LS242
74LS243
74LS244
74LS245
74LS247
74LS248
74LS249
74LS251
74LS253
74LS257
74LS258
74LS259
74LS260
74LS266
74LS273
74LS275
74LS279
74LS280
74LS283
74LS290
74LS293
74LS295
74LS298
74LS299
74LS323
74LS324
74LS352
74LS353

.54
.54
.74
.88
.38
.38
.38
.38
.38
.44
.78
2.85
.48
.48
.58
.58
.38
.98

.54
.54
1.15
2.45
1.30

.54
.54
1.85
.68
.68
.64
.58
.68
.64
.68
.64
.68
.94
1.90
1.70
1.70
1.45
.68

.54

.54
2.10

8000
8035 .. .. . .. . • ..... .. . ... . . . . . ... . . . .. 5.90
8039 .... .. . . . .. . . . .. . .. . .. ... . •... ... 6.90
INS·8060 .. .. . . . . .. . ... ... .. .• • . • . . . . . 16.95
INS·8073 . . •.•. . •.• . . . ... . . ... .. .. ... 49.95
8080 .. ....• .• . .• . • .. . ... . . . .. . . .. ... . 3.90
8085 . . . .. . . . • .... • .. . .. . . . .. .. ... . . .. 5.90
8085A·2 .... . . . • .... . .. . . .• . • ... ..••. 10.95
8086 . . . . .. • . . . . . . •.. ... . • . •... . .. ... 28.95
8087 . ... ...• . • .... . . . . • . •.. . •..... . . CALL
8088 .... . .• •. •. •. . • . . .. • • . ..• . . •. . . . 38 .95
8089 ... .• .•• • . .. . . •... •. . ... . ...•.. . 88.95
8155 .... .... . . ... . • . • . • . •. •. •. .. . .. . . 6 .90
8155·2 ...• . . ..... .. • . . ..... •. . . . • .. .. . 7.90
8156 ... . .•.. . . ... . .. • . • .• .• . . • . •. .. . . 6 .90
8185 . • . . .. .. .... . . •.• . .. . •... . . • .. . . 28.95
8185·2 . . .. •.. .• .... • .. ... .. • .. .. •. ... 38.95
8741 . . ... ....• . .•. • .... . ... . . . .. .. . . 38.95
8748 . . ......... .•. . . . . ...• .. •. •. . . . . 49.95
8755 . . . . . . . . .• . .. • ...... . • .. .. ..... . 23.95

I

8200

VOLTAGE REGULATORS

8202 . • . . . . . . . .•. . . ... ... . ... • .. . . . . . 23.95
8203 ... . . .. . .. .......... .. ... . . • ... . 38.95
8205 .............. .. ............ . .... 3.45
8212 ....•...•... . . . .......... .... .... 1.75
8214 . .. .. • . • . • •. ... .. .. ........ •..... 3.80
8216 . . ....... .. . ... ............ ... ... 1.70
8224 ... ............ • .• . • .• .• . •.. . .•.. 2.20
8226 .... . .. .. . .... ..... .. ....... . .. . . 1.75
8228 .....•... . ..... • .. . • . • . • .•.. ..... 3 .45
8237 ................ . . .. ............ 18.95
8237-5 .... ..... . . . . . . . . . . . ... . ....... 20.95
8238 . . . ........... . .•. . . ... . .......• . 4.45
8243 . ... .. . ........ . .. . . . . . .. . .. . .. .. 4.40
8250 .......................... .. . .. .. 9.95
8251 ...... . .... . ....... . ...... . •..... 4.45
8253 ......... . ......... . ....... .. : ... 6.90
8253· 5 .. . .•. . . • .•. . • . • . ....... •.. . . .. . 7.90
6255 . ... .. .•••....... • .. . •.•. • •• . •. . 14.95
8255·5 . ..•. • . • .•. • . • ... • ..... • . •. . .. 18.95
8257 ... ....... . . • .. . ... ....... . . ..... 7.90
8257·5 .. .. •.• . •. • . • . •. •.•. •. •.•.•. . ... 8.90
8259 .. ... .. . ...•.•. • . • ... •.. ... • . . . . . 6.85
8259·5 . . ..• .. . . . . .. . .. . ... . • ... . . ..•. . 7.45
8271 .. . ...... . ...................... 38.95
8272 . .. ...... . . . ... . • . . .. •.. . . . •.. . . 38.95
8275 .. .. .. • . . ..... . .. .. •. . . ..• . ..... 28.95
8279 . .. ....... . ...... . ... . . . . . ....... 8.90
8279· 5 .... . ...... . ..... ... . . ... . .... . 9.00
8283 ..... . . .•.•. • .. . . ... . . ... . •... . .. 6 .45
8284 . . . .....•........... . .. . ... ..... 14.95
8286 . ...... ......... . . ... . . ... . ...... 6.45
8287 ........ ... ... . ... . . . . . ... ... .... 6 .45
8288 . . . ..... •.• ... . ... •.• . • . •....... 24.00
8289 . . ............ .. ...... . ......... 48.95

Z-80
2.5 Mhz
Z80·CPU ........... . ......... . ..•..• . . 3.90
Z80-CTC ... . .... . .... . ... ... .. ... ..... 4.45
Z80-DART . ...... • ... . ...•. . . . . .. .... .. 9.95
zeO·DMA . ... . . . •... . .. . .•.•. .. • • . ... 13.95
Z80-PI0 ..... . ........• .• . • ... •.• ..... 4 .45
Z80·S10/0 ......... . ....... ........... 15.95
Z80·S1011 . .. ... • .• . •.... .• ••... • ... .. 15.95
Z80-SI0/2 ..• • . . ..•........ . ..•.•... . . 15.95
Z80·S10/9 . ...... ... .. . .•.. . . . • ... . .. . 15.95

4.0 Mhz
Z80A-CPU ..... .. .. . .. .......• .. . ...... 4.90
Z80A·CTC . ......... .... ... . .... • •... . . 4.90
Z80A-DART ...... .. . . .....• . .. . .... . .. 10.95
Z80A-DMA . .. .... .. ...... .. .. . ....... 15.95
Z80A·P10 . •• ... .....• . •.•. .. ... . .... . . 4.90
Z80A-S10/0 ........... ..• . • . • .•. • ..... 15.95
Z80A-S1011 . .....• . .•.• • . . • . • ..••..... 15.95
Z80A-S10/2 .... . . . . . .. . ...... ... . ..... 15.95
Z80A·S10/9 . . . . ........ . ............ . . 15.95

6.0 Mhz
Z80S-CPU .. ..... ..... .. . . .. ...• .. ...
Z80S-CTC .... . . . ... . ..... .. . . . . ... ...
Z80S-P10 ... ............ . . . . . . . ......
Z80B.DART . ............. .. .. .. .. . ....

12.95
12.95
12.95
18.95

ZILOG

Z6132 . . . • .•. . . . ... .... ... . . .. . . . . . . . 33.95
Z8671 . . . . ... . .. . . .. ... . . .... .. .. . . .. 38.95

DISC CONTROLLERS
1771 ............. .. ..... .. ..... . .... 15.95
1791 • ... .•.......• . ..... . ... . . . ...•. 23.95
1793 . .. .... •.. . • .... . ... ... . . ... ... . 25.95
1795 ...... . .• . . . . ..• .•. • . •.......... 48.95
1797 .. . ...... . . . .. . .. . ....... . ... ... 48.95
2791 . . . ... . .... .. . . . .• .......... . . . . 53.95
2793 •..• .. ....... . . • . •. • .. . . .. .. .. .. 53.95
2795 .... . .... . ..• . .•... . . .. ...•.• •.. 58.95
2797 ... . .. .. . •.•........•.•. • .• . .... 58.95
6843 .... . • . ....•.. . . . ... •. •. • .•... .. 33.95
8272 .... . .. • . • . ...... • •.• . .. • .• ... . . 38.95
UP0765 ...... . .... . ... .. ..... . ...... 38.95
MB8876 .... • ... •. .. .. . • . • .. . .. • ..... 28.95
MB8877 .... • ...•. •.. .... • . • . . . • .... . 33.95
1691 .... ... . . . .• . . • •. . . . . • ..... . .• •• 16.95
2143 ...••.. . ...... . ... .•. . . . •. .•. •.. . 17.95

UARTS

AY3·1014 .... . .............•. . . ..• . . . .. 6.90
AY5-1013 . ......... . ..... . . .. ......... . 3.90
AY3·1015 ............ . .......... . ...... 6.90
PT·1472 ... . .•. . ...••. . ...• .•.•. ..... .. 9.90
TR1602 . .. ... .• . . . . ..•. .. • .•. •. •.• .... 3.90
2350 . .. .. . ... . .... .. .......... . ... .. . 9.90
2651 ......... . .... . •....••. . •. ..... .. 8.90
TMS8011 ........• • • .•. .. . ..... . . . ..... 5.90
IM6402 ........ . •.. .. .•.•.......... ... 7.90
IM6403 ......... . ....... .. .......... .. 8.90
INS6250 .... .. ..•.. . ....... . .• ... . .. .. 9.95

INTERFACE

8T26 ..... .... . .. ... ... .. ..... .. .. . . .. 1.54
8T28 .. . ... . . . . . ... .. . . .............. . 1.84
8T95 .................... . .......... .. .88
8T96 ......... .. ...... .. ..... . . .. . . . . . . 88
8T97 ...... . . • . . . • .•. . . . . . . .. . . . • ... .. .88
8T96 ........ .. .. • .•... . . . .. . ...•. ... . . 88
DM6131 ..... . ...... . ... . . . ..... .. . . ... 2.90
OP8304 . . . ..• .. •. • . • . • .... .. .. • .•. . .. . 2.24
OS8835 ... . ...... .. .. ... . . ..... .. .. ... 1.94
098838 ............... ... .... . ......... 98

7805T
78M05C
7808T
7812T
7815T
7824T
7805K
7812K
7815K
7824K
78L05
78L12
78L15
78H05K
78H12K
C,T

~

.74
.34
.74
.74
.74
.74
1..34
1.34
1.34
1.34
.68
.68
.68
9.90
9.90

TO·220

4 POSITION
5 POSITION
6 POSITION
7 POSITION
8 POSITION

7905T
7908T
7912T
7915T
7924T
7905K
7912K
7915K
7924K
79L05
79L12
79L15
LM323K
UA78S40
K

~

TO·3

.84
.84
.84
.84
.84
1.44
1.44
1.44
1.44
.78
.78
.78
4.90
1.90
L

~

DIP SWITCHES

TO·92

. .. . . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . • . . . . ..
..... . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . • . . . . . ..
......... ... .. . .. . . .. . .... . .
. . . ... . . ..... ..... ...... .. . .

APPLE ACCESSORIES
eo Column Card ........ . . . .. ... .
.. 129.95
16 KCard .. ..
.. 42.50
Fan ......... .. .•. . ..•. • .. .. .
.. 36.95
Power Supply . . .. .......... .. ... .
. 84.95
RFMod . .
. .. .. 24.95
. .. 29.95
Joy Stick (Apple II). . . . .. . • . . . . • . . . .
Paddles Apple . . .......... . ... .. ... . ..... 9.95
zeo Card . .
. ... . . . • ..... . . . •.... 129.95
SCRG Swltch·A·Slot
..... . ............ 19.95
Paddle Adapple . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .. 24.95
Extend·A Slot. . . .. . . . . . • . . . . . . • .. . . . . 195.95
Dis k Drive .. .
.. 224.95
Controller Card
.. ... . . . • . . . • . .•. •..... 69.95

.84
.89
.89
. 94
. 94

ICSOCKETS
8 pin ST
14 pin ST
16 pin ST
18 pin ST
20 pin ST
22 pin ST
24 pin ST
28 pin ST
40 pin ST
64 pin ST
8plnWW
14plnWW
16plnWW
18plnWW
20plnWW
22 pin WW
24plnWW
28 pin WW
40 pin WW
H~~F

1·99
.12
.14
.16
.19
.28
.29
.29
.39
.48
4.20
ST ~ SOLDERTAIL
.58
.68
.68
.98
1.04
1.34
1.44
1.64
1.94
WW = WIREWRAP
6~

100
.10
.11
.12
.17
.26
.26
.26
.31
.38
call
.48
.51
.57
.89
.97
1.23
1.30
1.44
1.75
~

24 pin ZIF
9.90
call
28 pin ZIF
9 .95
call
ZIF = TEXTOOL (Zero Insertion Force)

CRYSTALS
32.768khz ... .. ... . ..... .. .... . ... • . .. . 1.90
1.0 mhz .. ........ . . . ..... . •. .. . • .. ... 4 .90
1.8432 . .......... • .•. • .• . . . • . • . •.. . . . 4.90
2.0 ... .. . . .... ..•.• .• .•. ..• . .. .. ... . 3.90
2.097152 ........... • . •. • ... • .• .•.... . 3 .90
2.4576 .......... • . • . • .•. . .•. • . • . .. .. 3 .90
3.2768 ........ .. . . .. •. •. . . • . • . • ... . . 3.90
3.579535 . ... . .. . . .. . . . • .. . .. •.• . . . .. 3 .90
4 .0 .. • .... .... .• ....•.•. . . ..•.•.. . .. 3 .90
5.0 .. . ... ..... . .. .•.• .•... •.•. •. ... . 3.90
5.0688 .. . ......... • . • .•. . .•. •.• . .... 3.90
5.185 .... .. .... . ..................... 3.90
5.7143 . .. . . . . . •.. • .• • • . • . •. •. ..•.. . . . 3.90
6.0 .. . . ... . ... . . • . . . • . •. • .. . • . . .. ... 3.90
6.144 ... ...... . .. •. •...• . •.•.• . .•. . .. 3.90
6.5536 . • . •....•. . .•.•.•••.• .• •.. . ... 3 .90
8.0 . ... . • .. . . .. . . . • .•...•.• .•.. ... .. 3.90
10.0 ...... . • . ... . . ..•• • .• .•.•. •.. .... . 3.90
10.738635 ... . . . .•• . . . . . . •. ..•.• . . . . ... 3.90
14.31818 .... .. ..• . •.•.•. . ... • . . .....• . 3.90
15.0 ........ .. . . • . • . •. • . . . . .•.•. . .. .. . 3.90
16.0 . ... .. . . . . • . • . . .•. • . .. ..• . . .. .. . .. 3.90
17.430 .... . . . .....• . • ..••...•......... 3 .90
18.0 .... .. . ...• . • . • .• . •.....• . . . ...... 3 .90
18.432 . . .. . . .. • . • . • . • .. . .... •......... 3.90
20.0 .. ....... •.. ...•... . ..... . . . ..... 3.90
22 .1184 ..... . .•.. ... . .. . . ..... • . . . . .. . 3.90
32 .0 .... . ........ .... ... . ... . ..... .. . 3.90

RESISTORS
14 WATT 5- CARBON FILM ALL STANDARD VALUES
FROM 1 OHM TO 10 MEG OHM
50 PCS . . . ... .. ......... .. .... . ... . .. . . 1.25
100 PCS . .. . .. . ..... . ... .. . . .... . ... . .. 2.00
1000 PCS . ..•... . ... . .. .•. . ....••..... 15.00

The Flip Sort Plus™
The 'Flip Sort Plusn.~ adds new dimensions to
storage. Designed with similar elegant lines as
the original Flip Sort™, In a transparent
smoked acrylic. The Flip Sort Plus™ has astor·
age capacity of over 100 diskettes and has all
the outstanding features you have come to ex·
pect from the flip sort Family. 24.95 each

BULK DISKETTES
5'/4 " DISKETTES
ATHANA OR NASHUA
SSSD ....... . . . . .. ... .• . ... .. . . ..•... 18.95
SSDO . . . .. . .. . . ... . ... .. .. .... . .... . 22.95
DSDO ... . .. . . .. . .. . . .. ...... .. .... .. 27.95

5'/4" DISKETTES
NO LABEL
SINGLE SIDED DOUBLE DENSITY
(WITH JACKETS AND HUB RING)
Pack of Ten .. .. ........ .. ........... $ 16.95
Pack of 100 . . . . . • .• . . .. ........•.. .. $149.00

2100 De La Cruz Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA 95050
525

CALL TOLL FREE
LOWEST POSSIBLE
Specials from your Largest Computer Dealer
Ouadram

Sanyo PC (MBC 550)

ALS

• Color Card for PC
• Fully PC Compatible

• IBM Compatible
• 16 Bits, 8088 cpu
• 128K Ram , Hi-Res.
capabil ities
• Centronic Printer Port
• Detachable Keyboard
• Free Software
Much, Much More

• Cpm 3.0
• 6 MHz - Z80B
• 64K Ram

$219
BMC Printer
• BX-80
• Epson MX80FT Compatible
• Friction & Tractor Feed
• Centronic Par. Interface

$239

$849
Apple liE

NEC ~023A
Better t an C.ltoh
• TOp Quality
• Better Than a 8510AP
• Full Graphics, Friction &
Tractor Feed

$339

• Starter System

$1326
Franklin 1200 OMS
• 2 Disk Drives
• Wordstar & Ace Calc &
Mail merge
• CPM & Apple Compatible

$1699

$269

USI
• 12" Amber
• 20 MH z Monitor

$119

Diskettes for IBM PC
• 5 year Guarantee
• ObI. SideIDbl. Density
• Reinforced Hub

$22
100 for $210

We accept all P.O.'s from Universities

CALL 800-847-1718
we OFfer More Than

'~." Low Prices!!!

~

E~

800-847-1718
:10:-s:,,,.
PRICES IN THIS MACAZINE r

", (/$400/0

PRINTERS
Dot Matrix & Letter Quality

Circle 61 on inquiry card.

Computer
Components
Unlimited

RETAIL STORE &
MAIL ORDER:
11976 Avi ation Blvd .
Inglewood , CA 90304

All m er chandise new . w e accept MC.
v isa. wire Transfer . COD Call. Cert ifi ed
CI, eck. P.O. s from quali f ied flrl11 S. APO
accep t ed . Slllpplng : MII'II'lum 54 .50 firSt '
5 p o unds. Tax: Ca lifo rl1la Res. On ly add

6' ?"n sales [ax .

Pri ces Subject to Cilange

Sales Desk
(800) 847-1718 (215) 645-5188
Outside California

Inside Calif orn ia

customer Service & Technical
(213) 645-5188
Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Sat. & Sun. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
This Ad supersedes All Others
NO Surcharge for Credit Cards

.

Plastic library
case supplied
with all diskettes
purchased from
California Digital.

FIVE INCH SINGLE SIDED DOUBLE DENSITY

~:: ~:~:
Sl~tcen

Each box

10 Boxes 100 Boxes

CAL DIGITALmm 19.9518.5016.50
EE5:H:::g 26.50 24.50 21.75
VERBATIM

m:m:i 26.5025.2523.50
Emm 26.50 22.2518.75
I

Shugart 410

't"

The se Shugan 410 5'~ dIsk drives arc all
fresh 1983 production. recenlly purchased Irom t
Foul Phase DIvISion 01 the Motorola Corporation .
These disk drives arc s ingle sided80track(96 TPI)
SUitable lor use wllh the Radio Shack Modell and Model 3 .
apphcatlon thai can support an 80 track second dllve such as the
,lt D IS full heigh t and funclionally the same as the Tandon TM 100·3
Y,'llh po'.... er connectOr and Installation manual
Wil en these Sllugart 410's are hquldated the prIce will rev erl to ou r regutar
price o! 5249 . SHU· SA4 10

:m::::~:::g 26.50 24.50123.25

m:lfiilg 35.00 33.00 30.50
FIVE INCH DOUBLE SIDED DOUBLE DENSITY

CAL DIGITAL~f,P~: 24.95122.7520.50

S~5J:i:!~ 39.95 37.95 31.25
VRB·550 /01

VERBATIM ~=::~~g:lg 39.95137.9532.75
MEMOREX
35.00 31.25 26.25

5Snm
M XL·MD2

.

MAXELL
:::~t::::g~:l~ 39.95137.95 34.75
MAXELL I 96MX:::! "2I··45.00 43.00 41.25
DY 5·104/2D

DYSAN

•

m::gl:~g 42.50\40.50 35.50
196 DY~it'2D 49.95 47.95 45.75

2764 EPROM

SALE 1$.9$

EIGHT INCH SINGLE SIDED SINGLE DENSITY
MMM·740/Q

MEMOREX MAX-30G2
VERBATIM VAB -34/ 9000
DYSAN
OY5·374011

29.50 27.50 23.80
27.7526.6022.25
31.50 29.50 25.60
35.75 32.75 29.75

EIGHT INCH SINGLE SIDED COUBLE DENSITY

VERBATIM VAS-34/BOOO
DYSAN
OY5-374011 0
MAX ELL • MX L·FO'

37.7535.1529.15
35.50 33.50 27.1 5
35.2533.2528.75
40.7538:7532.25
45.50 39.75 35.15

EIGHT INCH DOUBLE SIDED DOUBLE DENSITY
MMM·743/ 0

VERBATIM VAS-34 / 400'
DYSAN
OY5-3740/2 0
MAXELL
MX L-F02

47.5044.25 1,37 •50
39.2536.75 ,31.50
41.7537.50\32.25
54.65 49.75 40.50
52.50 48.75 40.45

In F.anltlorllCoucmg 'rnpor1 duty lIna hc.ght charges

'

~~~~ri~~tf>~~'~~~a;i~U:~ ~~;~htrTve~s.a ~~~~xqi~at~~tyo~ty ~~~~I~ ~1~~4:e
dflve that has an double gimbal mounled head assembly thai guarantieS IQINef
head traCking . This drive is mechamcally solid. Rer:nex has always been
known for'prodlJci~g. premiere products for the floppy.dIsk market. The Remex
company IS a Subsidiary of the Ex·cell·o Corporation. a Fortune SOOCompany .

Eight Inch Single Sided Drives
One Two
SHUGART 801 R
385 375
SHUGART 810 Half Height
385 375
SIEMENS FDD 100-8
169 169
TANDDN 848E-1 Half Height
369 359

MXL·MD1

SCOTCH

Cahlornia Digital has recently
I
the purchase 01 severa!
FDD 100·8 Itoppy disk drives. Th ese unlls are
Slm lliar 10 tha t 01 the Shugan 801 A. All units are new
sealed boxes. Manual and power connectors supplied free upon reques t. Your
chOIce 115 Vall. 60 Hz . or 230 Voll . 50Hz .
NOTE! Eu.opean cuSlomers. we /lave a l:I.oe Quantity 01 230 volt 50 HZ uMS wa.e/louse<llll
FranklOl1 Germany AII1IIl!lcments can be maO(! 10 w,ll caU these drNes III Qual11,lIes ol50cw mole

DYNAMIC MEMORY

..

1·31

.IO;>i-ll(ayO<lml(;:!SOIl$
.11 16150115 16K
.11 16200ns 161(
-1 11;.1 1500s 6·IK 12B 'chcsn
.11 256 ISOn5 256K
01'8·:09 O"t'na"'IC CQOirOIlC '

IC M' ~ O"7250

,

ICM·.:II 6 1500

l iS

JCM~II I 6200

'"

ICM..116-1150
ICM·.11 256 150
1C1·8-109

STATIC MEMORY
ICM·2 IL02200
ICM 2 1L02-150
ICM·2 112·150

2 I LO? ZOOns 1K Sinloc
2 1L02 ol 50ns II( SlililC
2 11 2·1S0"s2K SI:U'C
2 1 I·: 300ns lK. ·'
.10.,.nMS ol 5On.:; .I K • I

~ M · 21 14 JOO

~2s7300n5 -IK. I

0 1 16P.1200l1s 21<,,8
6 11 6 P3 150ns :!K ~ 8
fi1!i7,;>!f;7 l OOn~ HjK . 1 ,200,nl

ICM·-IOol·I-ISO
ICI.-I·5257300
ICr.I·GI1 6200
IC I.I·6 116150
ICM·6 167 100

31 .

100 ..

," '"
'" '"
' 65

,"

129

,,'

50.
555
AV:J,llInJe Ma, 8-1
3500
2900
3900

'"

".,,.

299

lOS
3 otO

250

n,
795

-165

'" '"99
'"
29'

2a5
185

325

,.,

225
'50

' 25

ol 55

~

750

7.0

.1 75

.1 55

3S

EPROMS
2i06 .: S0115 IK. B
27 16·I!>On:; 2K.8
27 16TMS·1 50"s r,, ·,OIlage
2732.\50Ils -IK. B
2732350ns ~ K . 8
2532 -1 50ns olK .. 8
276-135Ons 8K ~ tI
27 126350ns 16K. 6
:'8 17 EEROM 2K_ 8

ICE·:!706
ICE ·27 IG
ICE·2716TMS
ICE ·2732
ICE'2732 35O
ICE 2532
ICE ?7 6-1
ICE·27128
ICE ·2S17

.195

397

'",,, '"
.90
,., ,.,

' 50

'"SO
·1

850
' 050

189:'
.15 00

765

3!:>S

800

760
950
535

1825

17 75
3650

3000

---."., -TORS
DB25P

calalog each 10·99 l00 ~
IrnS<1 ' ~ I 250 CNE· I~.l S
295 250 2 19
Sull,ns Himel CNE·H l OO ~ 19 385 J .1 7
S, ' OOWue W CNEW IO 395 J 50 :! 19
AlII!!! lolO sfl CNE ' I 00A .1 95 ~ 50 .11 9
. , 56" CEN T ER EDGE CARO CO NNECTORS
22/ 4.1 Eyelel
CNE·ololE
250 2 IS 195
-13/ 72 MOlo s" CNE ·72S
660 6 15 575
J61720l G Sl1 CNE72S
595 550 519
OttlC. connecto'5 ;lVallable UIlOf' .aQUCSI

nth 10·gg 100 +
! 60 t olO 1 30
225 200 1 30
I SO 135120
2352 10190
3253 10290
160 135 1.30
1 95 1 751.35
2952 551.65
1 35 l i S
77
.120 395 J65
595 575 550
225 195 165
550 5 10 -175
260 2 -10 2 10

Eight Inch Double Sided Drives
SHU GART SA851 R
495 485
SHUGART 860 Half Height
485 475
QUME 842 " QUME TRACK 8"
459 459
TAN DON 848E-2 Hall Height
459 447
REMEX RFD-4000
219 219
MITSUBISHI M2894-63
379 375
MITSUBISHI M2896-63 Hall HI.
459 449
Five Inch Single Sided Drives
SHUGART SA400L
235 229
SHUGART SA41 0 96TPII80 Trk.
129 119
SHUGART SA200 213 Height
159 149
TANDON TM100-1
189 179
Five Inch Double Sided Drives
REMEX RFD480 IBM compatible 199
SHUGART SA450
319
SHUGART SA455 Half Height
259
SHUGART SA465 Hall HI. 96TPI
289
TANDON TM50-2 Half Height
215
TANDON TM55-4 half HI. 96TPI
329
TANDON 100-2
279
TANDON 101-4 96TPI80 Track
369
MITSUBISHI 4851 Hall Height
259
MITSUBISHI4853 '12 HI. 96TPI
339
MITSUBISHI4854 '12 HI. , 8" elec . 465
QUME 142 Half Height
239
TEAC FD-55B Half Height
299
Three Inch Disk Drives
SHUGART SA300 with diskette
229

189
309
249
279
209
319
269
355
249
329
449
229
389

Ten
365
365
159
349
475
459
449
465
209
369
409
225
call
139
175
175
299
239
269
199
309
259
350
245
319
439
219
275

219 209

Five Inch Winchester Hard Disk Drives
SHUGART 612 13 M/Bytes
895 865
SHUGART706 6 M/Byte, Half Ht 795 775
SHUGART712 13 M/Byte, '12 HI. 895 865
SEAGATE 506 6 M/Byte
465 445
TANDON 503 19 M/Byte
895 875

825
755
825
425
855

Upon request, all drives are supplied
with power connectors and manual

ENCLOSURES

~;~I'g~~~~~lftl:~k~~ruu~;:~~~~,~~s~~~~tn~~it~'~c~:~g;~~'~~c?~~~~'k,~
your application . The follOWing stock dIsk drIve enclosures ,lie avallablo
All Include power supplies the 8 . enclosures are supplied Wllh exhaust fan s

I~' WESTERN UNION

~.,

EasyLink

California Digital has recently contracted with the Western Union Telegraph Company for the privledge of offering subscriptions to Western Union's new Easylink data
communications network ,
Subscribers are able to transmit and receive domestic
and international communications fro m a network of over
1,5 millon Worldwide Telex subscribers, Easylink also
allows access to other Western Union services that till
recently have been available only to dedicated Telex
installations,
Send telegrams, Mailagrams and computer letters as
easy as telephoning Western Union's toll free access
line , Your personal compute r and modem become your
link 10 the World ,
One time $35 ,00 Installation fee includes Easylink setl
teaching user manual, Telex directory and your Easylink
access password ,

I.,

Your Cho ice

Second Drive or Manito .

SANYO
IBM COMPATIBLE

Sanyo Electronics has just released the Jor.) awaited IBM / PC look-a - like , th e
MBC-550 . This is a complete mi c rocomputer that includes 128K/ byte o f
memory , a 5 1/'1" l60K / byte disk dri v e upgradeable 10 320K / byle drives . Also
includes both color composi1e and RGB graphic s interface, low profile key ·
board, and parallel printer port . Ex1ens ive softwa re such as Sanyo Ba s ic, disk
ut ilities , Words tar word proces sing softwa re , Calcstar s pread sheet & Eas y
Wr iter I. MS-OOS is supplied with the Sanyo comput e r . Most programs
written for th e IBM / PC will opera1e on the MBC- 550 .

1991

Along with all this California Digital off e rs " FREE " your choice or ei1her a
second di s k drive , or a high resolulion green or amber sc r e en monilOr. All at
th e supe r low price 01 only 5995.

We

are c urrently experien c ing an initial shorta ge or 1hi5 compu1er. Please
p la ce your orders e a rly. The MBC-550 will be shipped on a li rst crde r e d basis .

PRINTERS

256 KILOBYTE
MEMORY BOARD

1491

. $lIr lJ'mini
MATRI X PRINTERS
S!arGernlm.IOX 120chaff~
STR·G IOX
Slar Gem,nl·ISX 100dltlf 'sec 15 !lape,
S TR·GI 5X
Sla, Gemm, Delta!O 160 Ch.1r l sec
S TROIO
Sial Coc~ 60FT 1II(IIOn & IrliC IOI
VST·C60FT
T05Mlil P1 350 192cha1lscc IC l!clQu aJoty
TOS· 1 3 ~O
QI.'Cla !,l a2.\ sc"(II ~ p::llalleI9'.' pa per
OK I·62A
o;.,:jala92Ap,lfal!elllllt!lloJClI 160c.har sec
01<1·92;'
O ~ oaa1a 83/, t oalal~eI IS PM)(;r
OK I·63A
()j..>dala8.:A&p.1HlIleI15 papel
QKl-I'-IA
teala 23~ (ocw ) 350 cnal/sec
01<1·2350
Epson FX80 10 160 Ch ill /sec ..... 'lll glnpflU (.x
EPS ·FX€O
Epson l.\XH)Ow,1I'I91i1llhll (lJl 15 pilp(!r
EPS· MXl oo
NEGa023A IllllaHcl9· ~ PollX-" g.aph,cs
NEC·B023A
o\rtaec ~ 9501 f, hogn SPOOd .... ,ln grolp:lICS
AD)(·95QIA
,\nace. 9620;. 200enar s.ec p.1r t6 Whal
.\DX·962!)A
Ou.ame . iOJOrorCSPOf'(lcrocoQualrly 180chll!l5CC
QTX·70JO
GClIIUalowCOSltlOI mol1n . prm lcr
PRO·7500
Pro ~. " lc'85 1 0p,lt,1I teI9' . 1)01 1)(:.
PRO·6510P
Pro·... lllc'l! '),I1.1I1eI15 p.:IIICf graph,cs
PRO'2P
D,llolp'oouCI:I 6()(!.J band punier 600 LPt.!
DPS·B6QO
P/If'llfon, . PJOOtugr spe(!(1 p"nter 300 1,1'\0)5 !)(I' rrunute
PT X.PJOO
PT)(· P600
Pr"t:roo .. PtiOOu!r'an gns;xoca 600 hoes per m,nute
Translar rJOP I).l,1 ' 87-.1 , PC ComP,11lCJC
TNS · r30P

68900
698500
-l25Ooo
579500
629 00

W ORO PRO C ESS ING PRINTERS
NEc niO 55 c.ho1rsecond !t(lfIal,nlerlace
NEC·i7 10
NEC;'7JQ 5~cl'\a' scc pa.lfIllC!1acl!
NEC·17JO
t:EC'l~50 POCU"l' pnnlCt oe~9nca '0' inC lBMIPC
NEC'3550
NEC20SO !!CSof;.... CdIOllfiM PC 20 char sec Pillf
NEC·20SO
5,lvCI RetId EXP5QO I·: charls.ec p.1rlmlerto1cc
SRD· EX P"...oo
Silver ReecJ EXP550 17 Cha rf5ec pal' .nlello1cc
SRD·E XP550
D<aolo 630 40cn.l l. sec ::,e"al
DBl·6JO
OtoiokJ6ZO plOf)Of1'O<1alstlaCIl1g not!: S veri lab 20CPS OBL·620
JU ~J6 1 00 IBCI,lf ' sec gapr1lcll'lOdoJ
JU K·61CX)
BlOi/ltlr HRl f, (lll,SV .... ncQl onfllfillllnlerlaCI!
8TH ·HR IP
Blo!l'le' HI1 1.\ s<waJIIlr{¥Jolce
BTH·HR I 5
S!<lr.-.r.ICt FIO se,,;!) -lOc/',1'.sec
PRO·fIOS
5".r\·.lIlor fIOp.l.allcl -lOcfla. ~cc
PRO·fI OP
Conr.e •. CAl WOfdp.ocessm91l" .... WI S(!"illuu,
CRX·CR IS
CO"" c . CR2 !jk Duller )lrOQOti,Qnal spac,nG p,lrl
cnx CR2 P

197900
197900
179900
99500
.15900
65900
176500
87900
" 9 00
69500
i7900
112500
11 2500
72900
.19500

e

289 00
-: 1900
22900
149500
37900
-l 7900
61900
10 19 00
199500
52900
589.00
36900
109'.l00
119900
159500
TII900

MONITORS

St_1C 12Agr~np/loiPhOf 15 MHz CompQS'I 'IiOeO
SMC 12 r"<,in resolulion 2QMH!
ZeOllhZVMI 22Ambl!.PhOSptlOf 12 40180coJumn SWI:ch
ZonllhZVMI 23g,eenphosphQ. 12 ~O/80column swl " h
NEC JSI ZOI Ij rcen Il hoSPflO' III MHz compoS' I 'IIOOO
NEC J!3 1260 eornm(fClal grade com posn
US1Ambe, sClcen 12 composnmon,lo,
MOlo.oIa 23 open Irame tj~ / .... n'IC comPOs,t vlOCO
t. :0'0101 12 opclll' amC'QqWCS
lIndpo ..... el
Con.oe9 OlXintrame ' IlQIJ ~C5
12v s upply

:.o_-,,_coo:

:_-'·""'''1"' compU!Cr
!)!

10rISI,\ PC

BMC· 12A
BMC·I2 EN
ZTH·I 22
ZTH·ZI23
NEC·Ja l20 1
NEC· J61260
USI·12A
MOT·8W23
"..IO T·e WI 2
CON·B\'.'9

7900
13.1 00
11900
105 00
16900
129 00
16900
15:J 00
69 00
5900

~~~~~P50.5~c,~:~:r~1',~c~c~~~~~t~gi~c~~~~~'rtgs

V,sual50 GreCflSClccn
VtSllill330 emulator I.!ooch~recnpnospno<
.\mpe. Dialogue 125g'een screCll l"' OP3ge lune ~ il V S
Ampc. Dlalovgc 12Sa'Ttbc. SCft.'Cn MO Pilge lunc ~e~s
V" yse50 l-l g lCi!nl)fl,spnor
WyStl 100 ho rl& vc ri S,ll ,I SCICCrl nrOlill cnclosurc

~~~~,l~ 9~'8W1C~IC;;:~:;60~"1 SCII'cn
Tele~lc<1-0925 cClalc"aOIC"~oo.l'd 22 h.nChQl'lkOlS
Tclevl(lco950 g,apflocc"-ll 5DlilSCI('{;n 221unc
Tctc'l'dC0970 I·: 9'Ctnscrecn 132cooumn EU! o~an
Zenm, 23 Ic. m,n;a1 VT52compal.tl!e tloJllltcnall:C ~cyco:uu

LIB·F50
VSL ·50
VSL·5QG
'1SL ·3JOI.IG
APX DI 25G

.17500
61900
65000
92500
67500

APX ·D I ~5.,

WYS·50
WVS· lOO
WVS·JOO
TVI·9IOP
TVI·925
TVI·9!;.O
TVI·9iO
ZTII·Z19

68~00

59500
79500
115900
57500
75900
95000
!095 00
76500

33900
37900
32900
3 29 00

MODEMS

!~~,;ra~~~~;~t~~n~~~~~~~l~~r~b~~~g~e,;;~~~;~g~:~~~d~~~~1~~~11 7c~·I ~~;rr2~y~t:;~~~" ir.r~;:rSh~~:r,:~~

feature ca n OO IOmpCf(W ro any of the IIIle rrupl lines. a slal u!Op(l r1 ERROR lED or rEEE·696 ' ERRO R stg/l;'i 201 01 !60,r
add reSSIng Wl lh memory manageme nl

~~~~~CI~t'la~~n~:~1 ~~~~ ~lrn~~;(l~~'~r ~:=";;:;'~~l ~;~n~onC~S~~~d ~~ 11~~'~~~~I~r~~~'!."fth~~g~~~~~~

de lay IlI1tls lor pIo pe. opc.a hon ovel !llcenh ro ope ralll1g 111ll1IJC,a luro rolOlJ(l

~~~~k~'!,'~ ~~~ ~e;gI7~~eo~~,~~;'~k~I?Wl~~~~a~;S'I~~~~:~~I?~'~h~I~~:,~~;r.?~:~h'~h;~~:~·:;'~:~~

sepa ralc vollage .eg ulators One lor II'Ie DRAMs and onc 101 Ine IIl lcrtace Iog'c Inc.easrng Ille no,se Immu/lily 01 the ',1m
aHa y Typ,c;!' power d'SSlplliOI'l IS 8 waus
Oocume nmhOflIllClutleS Ir cOl y 01 ope/ai'on. 001l109u ra li01l 9wClc a scnilMilllC _ana apP/lCal,on no les on JIle use of 1/1(l
me mo, y manilUemCll1 OplionS C,\L-256K 2 Lbs

S-IOO BOARDS
1 6 BIT MICROPROCESSORS
OClagonlluaICPU8088 '11J{) g CO"II Olicr OCT·88Z80
79500
GOIlIIOul8086Iaoa;mlcrocom~. Hi 1111
GU1 ·8687
~95oo
GOUIl01JIUu,liproc esso rIJ{)858J88Sf I6GBl ·6588
35900

Apple II / e. 64 K compuler only
Apple IIl e starter kit mamlor, dIsk. 80 col card
Advanced Busnes5 Tech. ' 3 Key Pad
Calif. Computer 7710A Async. Scnallnterlace
Calif. Computer 7710Bsame bullor modem
Calif. Computer 7114A 12K PROM module
CallI. Computer 7720A paraliel lnleriace
Calli . Computer 7724A Calandar/clock moduat
C alif . Computer 7729ACenlronlCS interlace
Calif. Computer 7740A programmable timer
Ca lifornia Digital 16Kcard for standard Apple II
Hayes M icromodem II lo r App le II
Kensmg ton M icro. System save r Ia n
M icrosofl S oflca rd With CP/ M .
Mount a in C o mpu ter "T he C loc k
Mount a in C o m pu te r A D/ DA 16 Input, 8 bll
Mou n ta m Computer ROM P lu s Wllh keybd Il it e r
Mount ai n Compute r ROM w rll c rlsockel s ocket
O rang e M ic ro " GRAPPLER parallctln lerlac c
Sorrento Valley S " co nt rolle r double sid e DID.
TEAC 5 1,," d isk d n ve lo r Appl e II

z·ao

APL·2E
APl·2 ESK
ABT · 138
CCS-77 10
eCS·77 10B
CCS-71 14
CCS·7720
GCS-7724
CCS ·772!)
7740

ecs·

C A l -A 16
HYS -MM2
KEN-SF I
M S F ·SFTC D
MTN -T ClK
MTN · ADDA
MTN· RMF
M TN · RO MW
O MS · G 2
SVA223
TE A·A 2

~~~2.:~~lM ~~: ~:~:: ~jS~~~kSc~n~~o71~rud~Z~:~I~o~ ~t7DAPPIO II ~~::X~~o
NEC·JCI201
ZTH·ZI 3-l
COM·6)(Xl
AM K· lOO

• 256 kllollyles 01 memory u ing 64K dyni mic RAM .
-: • Owe r one me'i11ly1e 01 memory us ing Ille new
256KdynllmlcRAMcllips
• Errordeleclion·lrapcapability.
• Individual 16K block un bt relouled 10 any
boundrywilllinamegallyleoiRAM .
. 24billdd!Ullnga ndpha. lommodenpabiliry.

$989
1365
109
125
125
99
99
99
99
99
39
279
75
239
225
269
169
13 9
135
395
269

~~~
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KEYBOARD
ASCII
•

STATIC MEMOR Y BOARDS
GOClboul RJln 16 ij.:K Ii) UIIIl.tIJl!ans GST·H I6
~ 59oo
GoallOulR.lml~ 6-:K8:l11]JMadClress GBT· RI7
35900
GOabOI/I Ran ,? I 128KOyW81lij lr,lnsler GST·R? I
85900
fulc rlJ mOltllURan,8 1 6 1 rallSlcrn~n\'
fCM·RS IS
39500
CJ ll lo r n~Cumou l e. 2 11 <; IIMOIIIy
CCS·2116
?~ 900
DYNAMIC MEMORY BOAROS
Cahlom,a D;q 1.11 25GKe~OJnd i O I Mel!
CA l·D?~
~:l5 00
C~IIIUIl1I.tConp ?066 6~ K ban . selec!
CCS·2(1ti6
19500

8 BIT MICROPROCESSORS
GOllnou! l80 2 ~ b,1e~ lenCl/!llaCCl
GS T·lSO
25000
CJhtorntaCOntp~ lerl80mICloproce5sor CCS·2f1 10
27500
larbelll80w,lh lwo RS2J2poriS
TAII·ZBO
33900
FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLERS
GOilOoul Ol5 k 1 lloublellensl!y
GSl05Kl
39500
Call rornIJCompul er2~ 22Aw'lhCPI.!
CCS·2·12?
33900
Morrow Dls k Joc~ey 11 .... ,111 CP M2 2
~ms· OJ?
3:,0 00
MOIIOw Ols k Joc~ey I Wlln CP t.! !iII1 Ocn MnS ·OJ I
225 00
larnell [ leclr onlcsdo unl cllens lli
TAR·ODC
.119 00
IJrDe UElec lr onI CSSIIlI!IC (lCn$lly
i AR·SDC
2i900
Fulcrum DMA Olll ntOIS~ 11010 N nl IIJS~ rCM·OOI
38900
C PM O P ERATING SYST EM
DIUllal ResearCII CPIM 3 0 8 sgi tl en ORC·CpMJO N9DO
Go ~ bO IJl CP M 2 2 1ar Dis k I
G B ! · CII M ~2 15900

¥~i~~?IU~I;~;~~~~oC~~~~ ~ncl 8086

12it~~tl~~ ~~~ gg

HARD DIS K CONTROLLERS
OC lagon lI~ rd (lIS~ COnlr ollel v;'ln E,C
Gmlbou l 0ls k2 8 &1-1 halll(lfSk
Go(J boul0lSU lor 5' . Wmc/lCl lcrs
1.1011010/ Oesl!lllStolluotie r lor 5' , w",
WesltmD'Qllall1ew WD·lOOltncIS· lOOI

OCI ·HO I
GBT ·DS K2
G!lI ·OSK3

1l1OS· W~06

WDI·IOO I

EPROM BOARDS
Il lIIe r Access EPRO M B(l ~r tl!l rill~ S 2i1Z81 AC·1' 100

4 7 ~ 00
56900

No~

':9500

INTERFACE BOAROS
Inle.laccrI2r.eualpo r1 5
GBl·
IrtleJlatcrl1 Isellal3pa.lports G8 T·
Imctl,lccrI11 . wllh5serl3lp.o ns GB I
IlIlerl dccrll l ....11h 8 sel ~lllHl n s GBT ·
. ?par al1d
GB T·
se'jJlputts CCS·

~W~~ par

SPECIAL FUN C TIO N BOAR OS
HayesS'IOOMlCrornOCIem JOOU.1UO
HVS·I.! IOQ
J2500
OTC(;mou:er(
Uier,lIal bal!ery
OTC·CC100 139VO
GOII DOUISysltllr5~pponDodrd ':1([PRO MG81 SVS I
350 00
GOl1bool Sysl~lltsu llpo n b;)a'll 95 11 111.111'1 GB1·S!l511
~J9 00
DualSyslen l5 ·1cha ll ll el T2MOlAconv DSC·I.UMI 2 61900
OoalSySlem I :?~ll l eSolul l\l11 nell AID OSC·AI MT 2 62~OO
MulhnsOI!:u l';"Wol conlro1sBcn
I.1 Ul·ICBIO 1;<)00
M ullmse~:en-c"rOOJrC ·,o; II:-tloglC t.prDOe MUl lSJ
i900
r,O lecrulC'Ior;, .\!I e "' I~ lIpIOllllypc
101·\'JIOO
~9 00
AII CC fI~G:wnICS "" lle wrap prololype
ARI· \WJ IOO Z~ 00
Allee lIcClro lUcs y ei\l~r,l l PU IIIO$t solucr AR I·GI' I()[l
25 00
MAIN F RAMES

&

MOTHER BOARD S
,' OP,IOO
Gi:ir Mf2D

~9~OO

~:';u~£~~!'~~~~S~~I~~:

~ 65

Co1II10rIllJCOr1l~ule!2200 12sl01
C,II II01 n,a Dl g,1.111 8 slOI mOilll!l bOJIO

00

I ('C5·

por I Stllal
Morrol'>' eSlgns ,IulllllO<lrd 3S.2P

CCSZ;>OO
CAL· M!Jl /!

~i900
3!l 00

",,,,,=""",,,,,,".::::REC;~~;E~:.
ltIJif!l
; ~r il£1
i cit/ill"
SOFTWARE"
~ : :~:;!';,!,".:.: , 3~f~~;'~d~;'~:~ : ; ;"''''''' :~:~::,"r:.~D ;;;gg ....
_"-~
~~~:~~~~~; 1~~·~~dluloan5.-;(!r

a urOd',1l
uS RODOI1C5212A 300112(lOoaud auIOd.aJ lanS..... e.

~~~:~.;~D:l~g~~';.C;;::::.~

a ns .... cr60"9'Mle

,~~Z:;~~:g~:~~g~L;ioo'6:f~n~~I~fduPle. onIY

~UI :S~R:C'2~I ~993"9g 0
..,!232
~ ....

~~~: :~~~p ~~~:

UOS' IOJLPJ
Unlve,sal Ddl 0 212L P
hllCOOwcr
Nova!!OnJ Cm dlloX!COIVIt;!Ct aulo a ns .... e'
NOV·JCAl
No~ahonC(JI acotJS!'CCOIVICC!
NOV·CAl
Novall()llSmolriCall03 aUloans....-er aul0d,al
NOV·SCI03
NO . lI!lonSnHl'ICal 103212 1200 oaUd ,h.l!Od,al
NOV·SC2 12
S'Gnalman Mal, I. (lIL'" connecl Wl1Ii 1C,mmi\1 cable SGl·'.If( I

lu!ll200DAUd duptc~

~

2 19 00

~g~:~~it~ 5~~ :

11500
15900
2 19.00
52900
6900

Cahlo.ma 0 19''''"'' .",",,""

~;~~~so:r::s::,~'g~r:~rDynamIC5 Cor po<al oOn

-~

93 ASCII enCOdOO Hilil e lloCI

~~'~~I~ ~~,~~U;~~O~II~S~~cn ~~.9~gJ~~: nume"ccluslCf ma~e tillS ~eyboalCl a n

Wcalso n nveavalla Dlo nfT'...uch lng Gone rotOyna mICSSIOO!l/lmpanel 5 10
Non·oncodeo Hy!ek 58koy me1a lconlact keyOOa rd H1K·58 S2~95 Malcn,ng l 5 kc y
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AdaSoft

CP / M

ADA-445C

~~fM

395 . 00

S upersoft
3. 0

Mailmerge

AMSpHR-_01 1857CC 342 9 : °°0
09 0
MPR-392C 169 . 00

Spel.lstar
MMu ltl Pla8nO
aero

MMSF - 48
8 37C
-1

D-oBrad Sse
t atrt

M~~ - 429g 16~ . gg

18 ' 00
1 39 .

Despool

~~~~I:SlllS
MP / M

II

gg~~:~~g 2:~: gg

MPR- 309C

t 4 9 , 00

DGR-367C

45.00

gg~-~~~g ~~~ . gg

DGR- 208C 379 ' 00
.

==
=

GEMINI 10X 6 15X
120 CPS DOT MATRIX PPJNTER
Pirl Number

-

Descriptio.

U•• Price

SALE PRICE

BBSY00M8012CX Black & White Display

$240.00

BBSYOOlH012CX B & W w/audio
BBSY00M8112CX Green P31 Display

$260.00

$149
$165
$149
$165
$149
$165

BBSYOOM9112CX Green P3 1 w/audio

$240.00
$260.00

BBSYOOM8212CX Amber Display

$240.00

BBSYOOM9212CX Amber w/audio

$260.00

13" RGB COLOR MONITORS wI AUDIO
BBSYOOM8500
BBSYOOM1500
BBSYOOM8500

$349
High Res. H480 x U240 dots $725.00 $499
Ultra High H690 x V240 dots $1 085.00 $ 799

BBSTRGEMIOX
bBSTRGEM15X
BBSTRSERINTX

BBSTRSERINTUK w/4K prinl buller lor lO X and 15X

BBSTROELTAIO
BBSTROELTAI5

BO column 120 Ibs.)
132 column (20 Ibs.)

BBBBT5I088
BBGBT5I588
BBGB151086
BBGBT51586
BBGBT5I061
BBGBT5I561
BBGBT5I060
BBGBT5I580
BBGBT5I060
BbGBT5I580

• Price SII

rice
CPU 68K A& T 8M Hz
$ 695.00 $ 595.00
CPU 68K CSC 10MHz
$ 850.ob $ 185.00
Co-Processor w/80B6 only A&T$ 750.00 $ 615.00
Co- Processor w/80B6 only CSC $ 850.00 $ 165.00
CPU 8086/80B7 A&T
$1050.00 $ 939.00
CPU BOB6/B087 CSC
$1150.00 $1065.00
CPU 8085/88 MT
$ 49500 $ 3B9.00
CPU BOB5/BB CSC
$ 595.00 $ 491 .Bl
3/6 MHz CPU-Z A& T
$ 325.00 $ 219.00
3/SMHz CPU-Z CSC
$ 425.00 $ 341.Bl

DISK CONTROLLER BOARDS
BAPOB1J1ACPM

DISK I IA&n w/CP/M® 2.2

$670.00 $489.00

When pu,chased with two 8 " disk d,i.es:

BBGBTs'Ult8
BBGBT41000
BBGBT41050

==

BBGBT54025

e;;;;;;;;;;;;;
e;;;;;;;;;;;;;

BBGBT54030

DISK I Floppy coni roller IA&n $495.00
CP/M" 2.2 lor ZBO/BOB5
wlmanuals & BIOS. 8" SID Disk
CPIM-86' lor CPU 80B5 /8B
& CPU 80B6/B7 CPUs
w/manuals. BIOS 8" SI D Disk
DISK 2 8" hard disk conlroller $79500
w/CPIM' 2.2 IA& n
DISK 3 ST·506 Iype 5'1," hard $79500
disk controller w/CPIM-BO' &
CP/M-86" IA& n

$450.00
$425.00
$148.95
$249.00

$125.00
$125.00

$64900
$799.00

$469
$699

PRINTER CABLES
BBPGC36CP72CP Centronics Male to Male 6'
BBPGC25DP72CP IBM PC" to Cen',onics Parallel 6'
8BPGC251P6P 6' 9 conductOl shielded RS-2:i2

GmpuPro The World's Largest Supplier
of ~1 00 Boards!
CPU BOARDS

$289
$419
$ 59
$119

DELTA 10 6 15 160 CPS
DOT MATRIX PPJNTERS WITH
8K PPJNT DUFFER

Medium Res. 350 x 350 lines $495.00

Shipping weights on above mooilors' 12" 24 Ibs. ea.. 13" color 30 lbs. ea

BO column (20 Ibs.)
$399.00
132 colu mn (26 Ibs.)
$649.00
Serial Intertace lor lOX and 15X

524.95
$34.95
519.95

u.t Price SALE Price

SBC-300 4MHz ZBOA CPU A& T$ 7~ 1.00 $ 619.00
SBC-300 6MHz ZBOB CPU A&T$ 825.00 $ 689.00
ZBO Slarter Syslem A& T
$ 450.00 $ 399.00
ExpandoRAM IV 256K A&T
$1 145.00 $ 915.00
ExpandoRAM IV 256K
$199000 $1615.00
wlEDC A&T
BBS0S38D91
ExpandoRAM 111/696 256K
$ 825.00 $ 149.00
BBS0S38016
PROM;100 w/soltware A&T $ 285.00 $ 219.00
RAM Disk 256K M T
$ 875.00 $ 175.00
BBS0S38062
BBS0S360Bl
ROM Disc 128 K MT
$ 350.00 $ 319.00
BBS0S3B096
I/O-B 4- Port Async Ser. MT $ 600.00 $ 549.00
8BS0S36098
I/O-B B-Port Async Ser. M T $ 695.00 $ 589.00
I/O-B 4 Sync, 4 Async. 8-Port $ 795.00 $ 699.00
8BS0S38094
Serial I/O A& T
BBS0S38099
Versafloppy III Floppy & ST-506$ B95 00 $ 759.00
Hard Disk Controller
BBP08VF339145' w/5'/," un banked CP/M" 3.0 $10B3.00 $ 8BB.00
BBPOBVF339148' w/B" unbanked CP/M· 3.0
$IOB3.00 $ 8BB.00
BBPOBVF339141' w/5'1," banked CP/M" 3 0
$t OB300 $ 8B6.00
BBPOBVF339148' w/B" banked CPI M' 3.0
$1083.00 $ 8B6.00
BBS0S36093
Versalloppy 11/6961A&n
$ 400.00 $ 344.00
BBPOBVF239141' w/5 '1' unbanked CPIM' 30 $ 5B8.00 $ 424.00
BBPOBVF239142' w/8" unbanked CPIM' 30
$ 58B.00 $ 424.00
BBPOBVF239143' w/5 'W' banked CP/M' 3.0
$ 58800 $ 424.DO
BBPOBVF239144' w/B" banked CP/M' 30
5 58B.00 $ 424.00
'CP/M-Plus" (30) cOllligured 101 Ihe SSC·300
BBSDS36095
BBS0S38092
BBSDS38007
BBS0S380B6
BBS0S3BOB9

Letter Qualitv Dot Motrix Printer

0'

Fo, Complete spei:ftlcatlons, Sea pa"e 41
our
new '83/'84 En"/neer/n" Selection Qulde

BBTALMTIBOL

80 column/I 60 cps (21 Ibs.)

BBTALMTIBOL

132 column/160 cps (28 Ibs)

$589
$829

BBTALMTRIB180 Replacement Ribbon lor MT160L
815.15
BBTALMTRIB180 Replacement Ribbon lor MT180L
811.80
Order Interlace Cables at Lett

PIXY 3 PLOnER

High OUiIIty. eco.ollliCiI 3 calor plaHer•. III plge 31 II our '83/'84
Engineering SelecUo. lor dill H•.
BBTALPIX3P wlparallel intertace (sh. wl 16 Ibs.)
BBTALPIX3S wl serial interlace (sh. wI, 16 Ibs.)

$699
$769

Super Six 6MHz 12BK Maste! S995.00 $"9.00
wl l AOC PSI RS232 Serial Adapter
BBAOCSPRSLV6128 Super Slave 6MHz 12BK
$695.00 ~595.00
Super Quad lor 5 ,!," drives $750.00 695.00
BBADCSBCI5
Super Quad for B" drives
$750.00 695.00
BBAOCSBCI8
BBADCSUP6128

, SOFTWARE 6110 PORT ADAPTERS
BBAOCPSI
PSlNetl RS232 Serial Adapter
135 00
BBADCCPSP
Centro",cs Paraliel Port Adapler
35:00
BBAOCCPM22't
Advanced Digital CP/M· 2.2
150.00
BBAOCCPM3D' t
Advanced Digital CPIM Plus'" 13.0)
350.00
BBAOCTOOS4U't TurboDos" 1. 2. or 4 Multi-user
550.00
'Replace ' with 0 10 specily Super Ouad: S lor Super Six
t Replace t with 8 lor B" IBM ' 3740 lormal 48 lor 5'1," 4BTPI format or
96 lor 5W' 96 TPllormat.

ST506/SA1000
HARD DISK CONTROllER
ST506 5 '/. Winchester Cant. $500.00 p50.00
B" Winchester Cont.
$500.00 50.00
Install program lor use wi th non-A DC
10.00
CPU board (Supphed on 8" CPIM"
compatible disk)
See Complete Specifications on Pages 14·21
our '83/'84
Selection Guide

8BADCHOCI DO I 5
8BAOCHOCl0018
8BAOCHOCINSTL

0'

See Complete Specifications on Pages 12-25
Of Our '83/'84 Engineering Selecti on Guide

The MACRDTECH MAX is a 256K to I Megabyte 5-100 IEEE/696
dynamic memory board Th3t'S righl up to I Megabyte on a single
standard sIZe 5·1 00 board. The lirst 384K is on the Host card thai plugs
into your motnerboard. The remaining 640K is located on a unique"piggyBi t 6 Sil SBC IA& n
$ 895.00 $ 195.00
BOB7 for CPU B/l6
$ 300.00
BBDCTCPM86
CP/M-86'
$ 150.00
BBOCTCONCPM86 Concurreni CP/M-B6'
$ 195.00
880CTMPMB6
MP/M-B6"
$ 495.00
BBOCTHDC
ST-506 Hard Dose Contr oller $ 595.00 $ 525.00
BBDCTHDSUBI9 19.2 Mb Hard Disc Subsyslem $2295.00 $1995.00
BBOCTS256TDD 256K Static RAM (A&n
$185000 $1719.00
BBOCT0512K
512K Dynamic RAM IA&n
$14 50.00 $1345.00
See Specifications on Pages 12·2 7
Of Our '83/'84 Engineering Selection Guide

BBVCTB800GFB Intertacer I 2-SeriaIIA&n
8BVCTBBOOGF28 Inlertacer2. 3· Par.. I -Ser IA& n
BBVCT8BOOBRI7B RAM 17 64K 10MHz '
Stalic RAM IA& n

$295.00 $219.00
$325.00 $239.00
$450.00 $369.00

BBOCTBI8SMPM w/256K Static RAM & MPIM-86'"
$1350.0D
BBOCT1I16SCCPIW w/2 56K Static RAM & Concurrenl CP/M-86 $7350.00
BBDCTB16DMPM w/5 t 2K Dynamic RAM & MP/M-B6
$7350.00
BBOCT1I160CCPM w/5 t2K Dynam,c RAM & Concurreot
$1350.00
CP/M·B6
See Complete Speciflca/ions on Page 5 Of Our
New '83/'84 Engineering Selection Guide

.ORDER TOLL FREE (800) 423-5922

back" card fhat allrlches to the host The MAX family IS Ideally suited to
applications where densi ty. speed. and so ftware flexibili ty are essential

See Page 1601 Our New '83/'84 Engineering Selection
Guide for Complete Specifications

Onlerl.g InformaHo.: The 256 K and 384 K versions mclude the lully
sockeled Hos t card. The 512 K and larger versions also include Ihe lully
socketed "piggy-back" card.
U.t Price SALE Price
BBMACMAX256 256K DynamiC RAM (A&n 51 125.00 $1165.00
BBMACMAX384 3B4 Dynamic RAM (Mn
$1467.00 $1395.00
BBMACMAX512 512K DynamiC RAM IA&n $IBBO.OO $1195.00
BBMACMAXM
I MEG Dynamic RAM (A& n 52449.00 $2325.00
BBMACMAXTM MAX Technical Manual
$ 15.00
88MACMAXVOSK MAX Virtual. Disk Soltware supphes
$ 25.00
on 8" SID Disk
BBMACM3
Memory Mapping Oplion
91.00
Altenlto. CompuPn CPU 8085/88 Users: You must Older th e CPU
modification hardware to insure complete r.nmp._at_bi _ili..:.tv_ _ __
BBMACGBTMOO Hardware modification 1o,
CompuPro CPU BOB5/BB

CA. AK. HI CALL (818) 709-5111

$ 10.00

Circle 303

8811PI51'
88MPI52'
88MPI91'
88MPI92'
88MPI501
88MPIS02
8BTNOTMIOOI
8BTNOTMI002
BBTNOTMIOl4

8SSHU801 R
8SSHU8S1 R
8SSlEfOOl008
BBOMETRAK842
BBIIITIIlI8.U38
B8MP141S
BBMP142S
BBMPI4ID
BBMP142D
BBMP1411!
B8MP1421!
8BTNOTM8481
BBTNOTM8482

Shugart Full Heighl 55 (18 Ibs.)
Shugarl Full Heighl OS (18 Ibs.)
Siemens Full Height 55 (18 Ibs.)
Oume Full Heighl OS (18 Ibs.)
MilSublShl Full Heighl OS (18 Ibs.)
MPI Full Heighl 55 (11 Ibs.)
MPI Full Height OS (11 Ibs)
MPI Dual 'I,- Height 55 (22 Ibs.)
MPI Dual 'h -Heighl OS (22 Ibs.)
MPI 'I,-Heighl 55 (9 Ibs.)
MPI 'i.- Heighl OS (9 Ibs.)
Tandon 'I. ·Heighl 55 (9 Ibs.)
Tandon 'I.- Heighl OS (9 Ibs.)

$349.00
$479.00
$169.00
$459.00
$375.00
$380.00
$480.00
$760.00
$B30.00
$380.00
$480.00
$359.00
$435.00

maxe" ~

BBPOBIIIFOE2S2
BBPOBIIIFOE2M2
BBP08I11FDE202
BBPDBIIIF0E2851
88PD8111SIE

necessary power
I
hard disk drive& Just imagine. you can have 1OOMbytes 01 storage using
two 01 the Micropolis 5'14" Winchester disk drives and this cabinet! Power
supply: +5V@6A and + 12V@6A. The rear panel is punched lor two 20.
two 34, and one 50 pin header conneclor. Fan cooled
BBIIIH05002 Oual Hard Disk Enclosure
$381.00

w/2 SHU801 R Orives
w/2 MFM289463BS Drives
w/2 OMETRAK842 Drives
w/2 SHU85t R Drives
w/2FDDt008 Drives

Combinations with DTLD02

BUY CABINET WITH DPJVES AND $AVE!

t

B8P08111TNOI
w/2 TNDTM8481 Orives
878.00
B8P08111TN02
w/2 TNDTM8482 Olives
1038.00
BBPD8111MPI1
w/2 MPI41 M Drives
878.00
B8P08111MP12
w/2 MPI42M Drives
1038.00
DUll. UPS Regull".n., drives and clblnll, will bI.hlppld IIporllely.
PII .. I Includl .hlpplng I.r IIch dl,k drill and cablnlt.

B8P08501H05 w/2 TM501 Drives
$1598.00
88P08502H05
w/2 TM502 Drives
$1898.00
BBP08503H05 w/2 TM50 3 Drives
$2149.00
B8P081302H05 w/2 MCP1302 Drives
$2989,00
8BP081303H05 w/2 MCP1 303 Drives
$3798,00
8BPOB13D4H05 w/2 MCP1304 Drives
$4388.00
Duel. UPS Regullll •••• dl•• drl". _III bl .~Ipped .Iporllily fr.m clbI.el•. O.n'l I.rgell. Include ,hlppln. I.r IIch dl.k drive cabl.lt.

1200 BAUD MODEM SA L E
I'i'i;\ u .s .
~

ITS WORTH IT!
PI~

AUTO DIAU
AUTO ANSWER

ROBOTICS -... ,

FREE
SOFTWARE!
N• .,ber
O.. crlptl ••
u.t
SALI
~CI

88POBPASSTElJ

Password Modem w/Com '
munication Software 8" CP/ M'~

$528.00 $378.00

88P08PASSTflS

Password Modem wlCom·

$528.00 $379.00

88POBAOIAlTElJ

AUla Dial 212A Modem

munication Software 5%" Apple

88PDBAOIAlTElS
88P08SIOOTElJ

D,C. HAYES
Part Numbar

OllcrlpHon

Ult PrIce

OIr PrIce

880CHD400P
880CH02DOP
880CH03DOP
8BOCHOIOOP
880CHOOOOP
8BOCHI2D08

1200 Baud Smart modem
300 Baud Smartmodem
Chronograph
MicroModem 100
MicroModem II
IBM-PC'· Modem card

$695.00
$279.00
$249.00
$399.00
$379.00
$599.00

$514.95
$229.00
$199.00
$349.00
$299.00
$499.00

$678.00 S$485.00
w!Commumcation Sollware 8" CP/ M;>"
AU la Dial 212A Modem
$678.00 $485.00
w/Communlcafion sot1ware Sit." Apple
S-IOO Modom Card w/operaling
S528.00 $378.00
software on 8"

CP/ M ~

i

Far _arl dlllll, ••
••dl••, 'II PillS
38139.1 •• r
h_ Clliio.

PJXON
1200 Baud Direct Connect w/l0 Number Memory
1200 Baud Stand Alone unit
1200 IBM PC' modem(2Ib&)

diskelte

$495.00
$495.00

5%" DOUBLE DENSITY DISKETTES 1_________________.....~.....:~;;;;~.;;,~c;.;,;~~e~.;.;~~e;~OI~~~':';,;re...;;are~(~1I~b.)~;;;:.,,;;;,;;;;;~
Pari Number
B8MXLMOIM
B8MXLMHIIOM
BBMXLMHII8M

Sect...

Tracks Sides! Price Per 8••• ,10
Hlld.
I
2 .r m.re

Soft
10 hard
16 Hard

40
40
40

$28.00
$28.00
$28.00

$25.00
$25.00
$25.00

BBMlLM020M Soft
BBMXLMH2100M 10 Hard
BBMlLMH2180M t6 Hard

40
40
40

$42.00
$42.00
$42.00

$38.00
$38.00
$38.00

BBMXLMOIOOM Soft
8BMllMOZOOM Soft
8811XllIH21600M 16 Hard

80
80
80

$36.00
$44.00
$44.00

$33.00
$40.00
$40.00

AU m inI disks with exceplJon 01 MOl DDM M02HO. & M020DM are with hub ring

8" DOUBLE DENSITY DISKETTES
88MllF01126MI200
8BMXLFH132M1200

Soft
Hard

$36.00
$36.00

$33.00
$33.00

8BMllF02l0M1200
BBMllFH2320MI200

Soft
Hard

$45.00
$45.00

$40.00
$40.00

@ -!jxr~9tt~ DUAL
TRACE SCOPES
NOW WITH A
5 YEAR WARRANTYII
NEW LOWER PRICES!
FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICA TIONS ON
IN OUR '83/'84 ENGINEERING SELECTION

40MHz with
Delay Line

Go on The Gold Standard!

60MHz with
Trigger View

88HIT'I422 Lisl Price. $895.00

88HITV8~('uSI Price: $1195.00

SALE PRICE:

SALE PRICE:

$749.00 $995.00
IShipplng Weighl 17 Ibs.!

(Shipping Weight· 3 t Ibs.l

Phone Today and Get On Ou,
P,io,ity Interrupt Mailing List!

~

PRIORITY

100MHz Delayed Sweep!
Quad Trace
BBHITVI D50F List Price: $1595.00

SALE PRICE:

$1395.00
(Shipping Weight: 31 Ibs.)

)]
Circle 303 on inquiry card .
ONE

ELECTRONICS

9161 Deering Ave. Chatsworth. CA 91311-5887
ORDER TOLL FREE (800", 420-5922 - CA. AK. HI CALL (818",

_

I

-

709-5111

,

Terms us VISA. MC. BAC. Chetk. Money Ord ... U.S ~nd s Only. Ca residenls add 6V,% Sales Tax. MINIMUM PREPAID OtlDER $1 (0 0. Include MINIMUM SHIP· . ~

PING & HAND LING of $3.00 for the lirst 31bs. plus 40¢ for each addi~ional pound. Orders over 50 Ibs. sent freight collect Just in case. include your pMne numbef Prices 1
sublect to change without notice. We will do our best to maintain prices through February. 1984 Many Quantilies are limited. Son. 10 rainchecks. r() refunds or el( - !
changes on sale merchandise Credit ca rd orders will be charged approriate freIght. Sale prices for prepaid orders only We are not responsible lor typographical errors :

RETAIL STORE PHONE NUMDERS: (Chatsworth:) (818) 709-5464 - (Irvine:) (714) 660-1411

===
=

5N7400N
s,mOI N
5N1402N
SU7403N
5N7404N
5N740511
5N7406N

..
.
...
....."
..
.
.
.
14

5N7401ti

5N740Bti
5N7409N
5U74 10N
5N74 11 N
5N7412N
SN7413N
5N7414"
51/H 1611
5N7411N
5N7420N
5N7421N
5N74 22 N
5N742311
5117425tl
5NH2611
5N742111
SN7428'1
5N7430N
5N7432N

U

U

14
14
I.
U
U
U
14

MICROPROCESSOR COMPONENTS
_ _ _ MICROPROCESSOR CHIPS _ __
.25
.25
.25
.25
.25

.25
45
.19
.25
.25
.25
.25

49
.39
.49
.25
.25
. 19

.49
.49
.59
.29
.19
.25

."

.59

U

.25

5N143811
5'1743911 U
51H440N U
5N7441N I.

.19

51/743m

.25

.19

" ."

5N1442N

5U7443N
5tH444N
5t/7445N
5'17446tl
5N7447N
SN7448N
5tl1450tl
5N145m
5N7453N
5N7454t1
SN1459N
SN7460N
SN7470N

. 19

.89
.45
1.25

"
""" '"
""

.9

.69
.69

I.
U

..."

.• 9
. 19
. 19
19
19
.25

.39
.29

SH1412H

.29

5N7473N

5117474N
SN7475N
SN7476N
5N7479N
5N7480N
5N7482N
5N7483N
5N7485N
5N7486N
SN7489N
5N1490N
5N749 1N
5tH492U
5N149311
5t11494N
5tj]495N
5/H496N
5N7497N
51174100N
51174104t/
5N74'05N
SN74101 N
SN74109N
5N1411 6N
5N74 121N
5N74'22N
5N74123N
5N74125N
5tl74126N
5N74'32N
5N74136N
5N74141N
5t174142N
5N74 1431/
51174144 11
5N74145N
5N74147N
5tl14148N
5t174150N

.J5
J5
.45
.J5
4.95
U
.89
U 1.49
.59
. 59
U
.J5
I. 2.25
U
. 39
U
I.
I•

.

""

..

.19

.39
U
.39
U
.89
U
.49
.49
I. 3.25
1.95

"
"
14
U

14

""
14
U
I.
U

u

14
U

1 19
1.19
. 29
. J9
1.49

. 39
.69
.49

.45
.45
49
.• 9

89
3.95
3.95
3.95

,.",."
" ."
,.
."
,."
I.
I.

SN74151N

51174152N
5N74153N
SIH4 154N
SNl4155H I.

741504
74lS05
14l50S
741509
741510
74l5'1
741512
14L513
74l S14
741515
141520
741521
74LS22
741526
741527
741528
74l5JO
74LS32
74L533
Hl537
14lS38
141540
141542
741541
74L548
741549
741551
74lS54
NLS55
741573
74 l S74
74LS15
741516
741518
74L583
741585
741586
741590

SN74156N
SN741 51H
5N74160N
5N74'6 UI
SN74162N
5N74163N
5N74164N
5N741 65N
SN74,66N
5N74167N
SN74 110N
5N14172N
5N7417JN
5N74174N
5N74175N
SN14176N
51174 177N
SN741 79tl
5N74 180N
SN74181N
5N74182N
5N74184 11
5N74185N
5//741 901/
SN74191 N
5NH1921/
51/74'93»
5N74 194N
SN74 195N
5N 74196N
5N14'91N
5N74198N
SN74199N
5N74221N
5N74251N
5N7427611
5N74279N
5N742BJN
SN74284N
5N 14285N
SN74365N
5N74366 N
5/174 361N

SN74368N
SN7439011
SN74393N

\6
I.
I•
I•
I•
I•

.
I•

"
,.
I•

"
I•
I•
I•

u
u

.59
.59
. 69
.69
.• 9

. 69
.69
.69
.89
2.95
1.29
4.95
.• 9

.69
.69
.• 9
.• 9

I•
14

""
I.
I.
I•
I•
I.
I•
I•
I•
14

.,.

"
I.
I.

2D

I.

I.

I.
I.

14

.59

.• 9

.69
.• 9
.• 9

.69
1.19
1.19
1.19
1.49
.69
.69
2.95
.89

.
.
.....
.."
..
14

I.

CA3010H
CAJ03911
CA3046N
CA3059U
CA3060N
CA3065E
CA3080E
C04000
C04oo,
CIl4IX12

C04006
C04OO7
C04OO'!

.99
.99
.99
.99
2.49
1. 19
119
1.49
1.49
1.49
1.49

40
ZO
24
24
16
16
16
28
28
24
18
ZO
28
28
40
28
24
40
40
28
.4Q

':.
.. 6.95
.. 2.49
2.25
Priori!ylnlefruP!Conuol ..
2.95
BHX.edioo.1I lkis Dnyer . .
. 1.95
ClcckGeoeraIOl'/ IlriYer ..
.. 2.25
Bus[)\ver .......... . .. ... "
.. 2.25
5ysternConI.l8uSOrivel'(14S42B) , . . . 3.49
5yslemConllollef(14S4J8) .
. 4.49
1I0Expatl()!ft0l'48Series . . . . . . . 3.95
16'KeyKeyboarIlEnaxIef(74CSn)
.4.49
2O-Key KeyIXlaIIl EnclX!ef (74C923)
. 4.95
lMpIay Contrtaler (74C9 11 )
8.95
DispiayConlfoller{14C9 12) .
8.95
Asyn. CUml. Etemenl .. . ...
. 10.95
Prog. Caml. 110 (USART ) .......... 4.49
Prog. lnleNaITlme' . . ... .
. . . 6.95
Prog. PeriphefaIIlO(PPI)
... 4,49
Prog. OMAControi . ..
5.95
Prog. lnl!rfUPlConIroi
.6,95
Prog. CRTConlrol'.er .....
.. 29.95

DP8J04
DP8307

20

745243
74S244
745251
745253
745251
74S258
745260
74S280
HS287745288·
745373
745374
745387·
74S47\ '
74S472"
14S473"
74S474 "
145415'
745510'
74S571'
745572 '
745573'
745940

I•
I•
I.
I•
14

"

I.
I•

20
20

"

20
20
20

,.
"
""
20
I.
I.

2.49
2.49
1.19
1.19
1.19
' .19
1.19
1.95
1.95
1.95
2.49
2.49
1.95
5.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
2.95
2.95
4.95
4.95
2.49

I.
I•

..

"
"

I.I.
""

.."
"" .",
."
"

C04040
C04041
C04042
C04043
C04044
C().4046
C04047
C04048

""""

C04050
COCOSI
C04052
C04053
C04056
C04059
CQ4060
C04066
C040ti8
C04069
C04070
C04071
C04012
ClUI)1J

C().40l5
C04076
C04018
CIl4081
C04082
C0409J

I.
"
I.
"
"I.
I.
I.
I.

I.
I.

I.
I.

""
I.

""
"
..".

14

.
.".

I.

14

BYTE February 1984

1.19
1.19
.89
.79
. 79
1.19
1.29
. 59
.39
.39
.99
.99
.99
2.95
7.95
1.49
.59
.39
.29
.39
29
.29
29
.29
1.19
.49
.29
.29
.49

1.95
(450ns) •..... 1.49·8/9.95
(450ns) loP.
1.95·SI13.95
(200ns) .
. 1.n,·S/11.95
(2oonS)lP.
225·8/14 .95
(70ns) . . . . . . . .. .4.95

~~4:4045

C04506
C04507
C04S08
C04510
C0451 1
C045 12
C04514
COC515
C04516
C04518
C045 19
C04520
C04526
C().4528
C0452<J
C04543
C04562
C04566
C04583
C04584
CD4723
C04724
MC144Q9
MC144'0
MCl441 1
MCI4412
MC14419
MC14433
MCI4538
MCI 4541

::

:~~:~: I~~~~~i ..

MM52S1
HM6116P·3
HM611 6'4
HM6',6 LP·4

18
24
24
24

,,
",."
I.

"""'1m

"
""
I.

".

"
""

I.
14

I.

16

"
I.
I.

24
16

.

4096.,
204818
204Bx8
204818

7489
14C920
74C921
74C929
14C930
145189
145200
14S206
145289
825 10
82525

16
22
18
16
18
16
16
16
16
16
16

.. :'::. ~~:~~
(SOns) 3101
.... 2.25
(250ns) - ...
. 3.95
(250ns) CMOS .
.. 3.95
(250nsI CMOS (6501) ... 3.95
(250ns ) CMOS (6518)
3.95
(35n5) 93405
. 1.95
3.95
341 1 :
.... 3.95
101
. . ... . 2.25
.C. (93415) .
3.95
(SOnsjO.C. (745289) . .. 2.2S

16x4
256x4
256x4
1024.,
1024xl
'6.4
256x l
2561 '
16x4
1024X1
16x4

- - - - PROMS 1 EPROMS---~

:~:rs

1702A
2708
2708·5
TM52516
11.452532
11.152564
TM52716
2716
2716· 1
27160·5
2732
2732A·3

24
24
24
24
24
28
24
24
24

25618
1024x8
102418

2732A·4
27320·4

~~~:?/

U
24

4096x8

~: ~~~~~~ I:ro~~l

2764 ·3
MM52040
MCMB8764
27128
745 18B
74S281
14S288
745387

28
24
24
28
16
16
16
16

8192x8 (300ns) .
.. 14.95
512_8{1us) ...
.... ..
.. 4.95
8192x8 (450ns) . . . . ....... 24.95
16.384x8!450ns) 128KEPROM . . 59.95
32.8
PROMO.C. (6330· ,) ..... 1.49
25614
PROMT 5 (6301·1)
1.95
32a8
PROM T.5. (6331·1)
.. 1.95
256x.'l
PROMO.C. 16300·1) .. .. 1.95

~:~:~~

145473
145474
745475
74 5476
745478
745570
145511
145512
745573
82523
825115
825123
82S126
825129
825 1JO
825 185
825190
825191
OM875180N
OM815181N
DM815184 tl
OM87S18511
OMB15190N
OM875191 N

(Ius)
4.95
(450ns)
... 3.95
(550ns)5M00246 ..
. . 2.95
2048~8 (450ns) 27 16
,
.... 5.95
409Gx8 !450ns) NMC2532 , ..... 6.95
8192x8 (450ns)
14 .95
2048x8 (450ns)3vollalle
9.95
2048x8 (450ns) ..
.. 4.95
2048x8 (350ns) .
. 5.95
24' 2048x 8 (550ns)
. ... .. . 4.49
24 4096x8 (450ns) ...... ... ... 6.95
24 4096x8 (300ns)
7.95
(450ns)2IV
!550ns)

6.95
5.95

..... ~:~~

~~ ~~~:~ :~~~~tlg~~~:ll :: ::: U~

20
24
24
18
24
16
16
18
18
16
24
16
16
16
16
11
24
24
24
24
II
18
24
24

51Z.8
512x8
512.8
1024x4
1024)(8

5' 2x4

5' 2x4
1024.4
'024x4
32.8
512x8
32x8
256)(4
256.4
512x4
2048x4
2048x8
2048x8
1024x8
IONx8
2048.4
2046x4
2046x4
204Bx8

PROMO.C. (6348) . ... . . 4.95
PROM T.5. (D M815296N) . 4.95
PROMO.C (6340) .. .... 4.95
PRO MT 5
, 6.95
PROMT.5
8.95
_ PROMO.C (6305)
2.95
PROM T.5. (6306)
.. 2.95
PRO MO.C. (6352) ... .. 4.95
PROMT.5, (8 25137) . •.. ,4.95
PROM O.C. (27518) . . . . 2.95
PROMi 5. (275 15) .
9.95
PROMi.5 (2 1519)
2.95
PROMO.C. (27520) .. .... 2.95
PROMi.S . (27S2 1) ..
. 2,95
PROM Q.C. (27512) .. . .. 3.95
PROMT.5. (TBP24581) .9.95
(80ns)
.. . . . '4.95
(80ns).
.. _.
'4 ,95
PROMO C. (8251 80) ... 9.95
PROMT .51825IBl)
9.95
PROMO.C. (825184)
9.95
PROMT.5 (825185) .... 9.95
PROMO.C. (825 190) ... 14.95
PROMT .S . (825191)
. IUS

I

0T1050
Oigijalksr T•
. .. $34 .95 sa.
MM54104 Processor Chip .
.$14 .95ea .
0T1057 - Expands Ihg 011050 vocabulary lrom 13710 ovor 260
words. Includes 2 ROMs and specs.
Part No. OT1057 _
*fWB/ua'/on
Kits

7Q.151PI
7Q.1SEV/Kil ·
71Q6CPl
FE0203D
7106EV/Kit·
7107CPl
7'07EVIKil'
7116CPl
72011U5
12051F'G
1205EV/KII'
1206CJPE
7206CEV /Kil'
7207AIPO
1207AEV/ K,t'
72151PG
7215EV/Kll'
721SAIJI
721SCIJI
72160lPI
1217IJI
7211AIPI
1224'PL
7226AIJl
7226AEV/Klt'

..

""
""
""
"
""
28
"
28

"

...".
2B

••

~1II1

CM05 PJedsion nmel
5topwalchChip. X1L . .
3'h Oigj'AiD{LCOOfr.'!)
3'h l!i9JIlCO OIsplay lor 7'06& 7116
tC. CucuiIBoa.d. 0i5ptay
3 'h Digil AlO(lEO Drive) .
IC.CifcuiIBnard. Oisplay
3v, DlgnAlOlCOo.s . HLO
lowBallef)'VoIlJndicalOf
CM05 LEO Stopwalth/ Timef
5!opwalchCnlp.XTl .
Tone Genefalof
ToneGenera'orChlp.XTL .
O5CIIIaIOlConhotler
FreQ. CounlerClllp . XTl
4 Func. CMOS 510pwalchCKT
4 f unc5Iop .....alcnCn,p.XTl
8 OIgit Umy. CounterC.A.
8 Digrl Fleq , Coun!efC,A.
BDigllFreq . COIJnlerC.C..
4 [)ig1,lEO Up / OownCounlerC A
40ig1llEDUp/ DownCounler CC
lC04 'h[);gIIUpCoun'elQJ!1
8Dilli'Unrv. Countef
5 FunclronCoun'er i

'"

~~tIi"~

'495
199!.

991
t9.9534.95
11 .95
. 29.95
16.95
2.25
1295
'4 .95
4.95

'95
'95
'95

13.95
14.95

"95

. 24.95
1995
10.95
1195
. 1095
.. 299:'
. 74 .95

..

I".

20
"
"2020
"20"
20
20
"
""
""
""
"""
""

14HCIO
14HCI1
74HCI4
74HC20
74HC27
14HC32
74HC42
14HC51
74HC58
74HC7J
14HC74
74HC75
74HC76
74HC85
74HC86
74HCIOl
74HC109
74HC1 12
74HC1'3
74HC1J2
14HCI37
74HCI38

74HC4543 16 3.49
All others ~re buUered.

~'''Programmable
PatiNo.

Array Logic (PALS)

··Pln,funcUoR

Prlc.

OclaIIO·lnputAND·ORGateArriy(llighOulput)
Hex 12·lnpul ANO·ORGaleAffay(H lg hOu' PUI)
Oua~ 14·lnpul AtIO·OR Gale Array (High OUlpul)
Dela' 10·lnput AIIO·OR·lnverl Gale Alfay (low OuIPu')
Hex I
I .r
(lowOulpul)
Ouaa"
(lO'l'o'Dutpul)
Octal
I
rGaleArr3Y
Oclal
I
t
I
·1

I

S3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
395
3.95
9.95
1.95
1.95
7.95

,."

•,

1·9

10·99

.1.
.17
.19

. IS

.49

1·9

1.19
1.49
1.49
1.69
1,95
&.95
\ ,39
2.49
.• 9
1.19
1.19
13.95
13.95
11.95
'3.95
1.95
13.95
1.19
1.19

...... : J~~
(450ns) 4044
.. .4.95
(150nsjCM05
...... 5.95
(200ns) CM05
... 4.95
(2oons)l P. CM05
. .. . 5.49

The OTI 05O Is a s' andard OIGITALKER kit encoded wIth 137 separate
and useful words. 2 lanes. and 5 different silence dura lions. Tho
word s and lones have been assigned dlsc.ole addresses. making 11
possIble to output sIngle words or words concalenaled Into phrases
or oven sentences. Tho "yolce" ou'pul 01 th e OT105O Is a h ighly In·
leUIglb'e male Yolce. Female and ch lldren's voices can be synthoslz·
ed. The voca bulary Is chosen so thaI it Is applicable to many products and ma,kots.
Tho OTl050 conslsl s 01 • Speech Procel8or Chip, MM ~lD4 (4o.pln)
end Iwo 121 Speech ROM e MM52164SSRI and MM52164SSR2 (24' pln)
.'ong with • Mnler Word HII and I recommended Ichem.lle
diagram on the application shut.

PROFILE
(TIN) SOCKETS

24

I.

. ..... :: ~:~~

Applications: Teaching aids,
appliances, clocks, automotive, telecommunlca"
tlons, language translations, etc,

DuaI M05C1cck[)ivef15Ml) ... . ... 2.49
Dual MOSClOCkOriveI(5MZ) .
. 1.95
CamlunicaIionChrp . .
..
. . . 8.95
FklppyOiSkRead Alnp5yslem
..... 4.95
Microprocessofl\ealflmeCl«k . . .... 8.95
Micro. CrJnpabbill nrreClock .
. 7.95
40 MIcttr.:on'rUier W/64-digit RAM
i1nd OifCCI lE DOIiYe
COP402MN
40 MlcroprOCe5S01'w/64·dlgitRAM . .. .. 5.95
& [)iroc, lED DriYew/N Buss In1.
20 32·segVACfIuor Drvr. (zo.pinp~g) .. 325
MM5369AA111
ProoOso,lallxlDMder/600z) . •
179
MM5369E5T
Prog. OsciI\i!tor/DMder (IOO1izl ..
1.95

..

I•
I.

..........

Digitalker'"

Dual Denslty/SideSMt True . . . . 29.95
FIoppyDi5k Connol1er(1 MH z) ..
. 29.95

...

100·up
.13

."
."

. 17
.24

.2J
.25
.26
.28
.35

.27
.28
.lD
.37
.42

..

."
.43

SOLDERTAIL (GOLD)
STANDARD

24

~~~:: l:ro~!l ~~~

.:::: ~ : ;~

~~~~i4P. ' 5 ~: ~~~~~8 l~~~il~pMOS

:~ ~~::~~'6ens'~i,n~") ::. . :': ~:~~
:~ ~~:v~~ru!~.) .... ::. ~:~~

0s0025C,j
OSOO26CN
IN52651
MC3470P
MM58'67AtI
MM58 174AN
COP402N

"
I•

1.49
2.49
. .. 89

(4~ns)810'

~
DT1050 -

- - - - SPECIAL FUNCTION----

I.
14

""
"

(65Ons) .

~~05,40L47-45 ~~ ~~~:~4 I:~~~~l CUDS"

8·bilBHMllCIionalReceivef ... , . . . . 2.95
8·bi'Bl-[lifedIonalReoBiYet ....... 2.95
2.95
DctalLalchedPetipheralDiwr
... 4.95
40 8·bi!UniY. Petipl\eralln,er1ace
29.95

.3D

.29
1.1 9
.29
.59
. 59
.29
. 29
.39

RAMS---~

1024x4
1024x4
1024.4
1024x4
4096xl

ro

.31
.33
.40

.29

(2S0ns)MK4096 .
. ... 4.95
(2oons) 2107
. . 3.95
16 . 384x l ( l ~n$)
1.89·8/14 .95
16.384xl(200ns)
1.69 ·811295
'6,384xl(250ns) .. .. , 1.49·S/ 10 .95
8192., (200ns) ..
. ... 1.69

16
18
18
18
18
18

~ ~·T~~~~'~~~~:s .. ". ~:~~

.2.

.20

4096x'
4096x l

2112
2114
211 4L
211 402
211 4l·2
21 47

Octal oflip Flop Trf·5tat!{14C314)
8·bitlnpu'/(AJlpu'(74S412)

40
40

~~ ~%~~x', 15~~r;;~)·..·.·::::: :!~ ~ ~~:~~

18
22
16
16
16
16

m~2

20 8·bitBi·Di!ec:tionaIReceivef .

FOI797
6843P

... .........:"2.:~

p50n5)
.. 1.89-8 /1 4.95
161 6.384xl(200n5) .
. 1.69-8112.95
16 16.384xl(250ns) . . . . . 1.49 -8110.95
16 65.536. ' ('50ns)
. 6.95-8/49.95
16 65.536x l(2oon5)
. 5.95-8/44.95
'6 . 384~1

(350ns) .
(450ns) loP

ro

~~~~~' .1
~g:~

I.

""
"

RAMw~hIlOP'onandTirne.

~~i~X;1 I~gg~s~i

Price

16 256. '
22 256x4
16 1024x'
~: 1024.,

8755- - -40 DISK
16KEPAOMWllhIl0
..
. 24 .95
CONTROLLERS----

."•
""

:~ ~~~ItiI~Mo.:~m:~~.(~~RC)

0P8310
8741

14

C04010
CD401t
C04012
C().4013
C04014
I.
119
.30
C040'5
C04016
14
.49
C04011
I.
1.19
C04018
.99
CQ4019
.59
C04020
119
COC021
1.1 9
CG40Z2
I.
1.19
C04023
.29
C04024
14
.69
CD4025
. 23
C04026
2,49
I.
CG40ZJ
C04028
C04029
1.29
C040JO
.39
C04034
2.49
CD4035 I. 1.49
(MOll In Cr"leg)

532

"

I.

8156
INS82C06
OP8212
OP8214
DP8216
OP8224
0P8226
0P8228
DP8238
mS8243
INS8245
fNS8246
IN58241
IN58248
INS8250N
OPS251
OP8253
OPS255
OP8Z51
OP8259
OP8275

0P830B

.
..
t;:E~T:"~r.Dllmll'-~~1~~-1
2'
.
.
I.
.""

CPU . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.95

~~

.• 9

.....

40

~~~~'

1.29
.• 9
.69
.69

14504
14505
74508
74509
74SI0
7451'
74515
74520
74522
74530
74S32
74S38
74S40
1455 '
74564
74565
74574
74585
14S86
1451' 2
7451 1

1101
210 1
2102

... 3.95
...• 10.95
. 9.95
.•.•• 3.95
12.95
12.95
Seria\l/0 (lAcks5VNC8) ..
. .. 12.95
StriaIIIO ... . .. . . ...
. 12.95
CPUIMK3880N·4)!lBOC·1)4MHz .... . 4.49
CO'.mterTIffiefClfcuil . ,
..... 4.95
...... . 9,95
...... . 12,95
.. 3.95
. 12.95
SeriaJ'/O(lacksOTRB) ....
12.95
SetialI/0(l.1c1!.s5YtICB) .
12.95
SerialI/O ...... _.. ..
. .. 12.95
CPIJ(MK3880IH)6MHz .
. .. 9.95
Countel TIrN!r Circui'
. 12.95
CR.la1Asyr.ch.Roceiver/Transmi'!i!r .. 1995
ParaJletl/OlnleriaceCoouollef _.,. 12.95
CPU Segnen,ed
. 44 95
CPU lloo-Segnen'ed ..
34.95
SerialGanm. Contrater
.
44.95
CounlerlTimef & ParaIJeI 110 unn ... 29.95

INS8080A

::16

DYNAMIC RAMS

----STATIC

08, zaDOO SERIES . "'.95

28
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
28
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
28
40
40
48
40
40
40

----S080A SERIES----

.19

.55
.45
.5O
.69
1.39
.89
.89
. 55

2so.CTC
zao.DART
Zao·OMA
ZBO·PIO
Z80·SIOIO
Zso.51011
Z8I}51012
zao.510/9
Z8QA
Z8QA·CTC
Z8QA·OART
Z8QA·OMA
l8QA·PIO
Z8QA·510/0
Z8OA·510/1
l8OA· 510/2
Z8QA·510/9
ZSOB
ZSOIJ.CTC
looS·OARl
lSOB'Pl0
l8001
l8002
l8030
Z80J6

MM5262

MM5270
MM52SO
MM5290· 2
MM5290·3
MM5 290·4
MM 529B·3

. 29.95
... 2995
.4.95
.. 24.95
... 29.95
6,95
, ... 24 .95

40 MPU wilh clock and RAM (2Mllz) ... 6.95
olD Peliphelallnte' . Adapler
4.95
40
PU .
. 2.95
40
7.95
40
. 14.95
40
2,95
24
... 15.95
24
. 9.95
24
•... 3.95
24
. 5.15
24
7.95
64
49.95
40
.9.95
40
. 24 .95
28
........ 9.95
24
. . . 24,95
40
.7.95

.39
.89

745114
145133
745 ' 34
145135
74S136
745138
14S139
745140
74S151
745153
745157
745158
74S160
745174
145175
145188·
745194
74S195
745196
145240
74524 1

~·(~:~·:U:~~t~ ~) .
CPU (&4 byles RAM) ..
..
CPUw/ Ba:sicMicrolnlerpmer
CPU ..... .
CPU 16·bi,5Mllz ,
CPUSlI6·bil .... .........
HM05RAMI/Oflorl·Tlrrer....
HMOS EPROM MPU ..

; ; - - zaO..

I•
I.

.59

14

8088
8'55
8748

4116t~ ·3
411611·4
41 64N· 1SO
4164N·2oo
1.11.45261

. :.: 1rs

:40

40
40
40
40
olD
40

B086

"'''
4116N·2

--6500 / 6S00 / 68000 SERIES--

."
..""

74503

m~6~.6

""
"

.89
.39
.39
.39
.39
.39
.49
.89
.59
.49

74500
74502

Part No.
··pwFunetIan
P1tct
COP1S02
.w CPU . ......
.. .... S2.95
MCS6502
.w MPUw/Clock . . . .
. 5.95
MCS6502B
.w MPUw/Clcck a13MHz ......
.9.95
6809
.w CPIJ-8·bit(ln1ernaiClock)IMHz.
'4.95
6B09E
41) CPU- B-bit(ExlernaIClock)I M1il. . . . 14.95
INS8Ol5N·6 40 MPU-8·bit(6Mliz)..... . .. ... ... . 5,95
INS8070N
INS8073N
P8085A

··Plnl

Put No.
1103

8 pin SG
Upln SQ
16 pin SG
18plnSG
24 01" SO
28 pIn SG
36 pIn SO
40 pin SG

10·99

100·up

LP

.43

.43
.47
.53

iiif

.69
.BI

1.09
1.21

$10.00 Minimum
California Residents Add 6% % Sales Tax
Shipping - Add 5% plus $1 .50 Insurance
Send S.A.S.E. for Monthly Sales Flyer!

J

.4.
.67

.95

SG

ST

.lD

.27
.32
.36

1·9

8plnWW
10p!nWW
14plnWW
16pinWW
18 plnWW
20 pIn WW
22 pin WW
24pinWW
I WW

.49
.• 5
.65
.• 9

."

1.09
1.25
1.29
1.59
1.85
1.99

10·99

."

.62
.62
.65
.85
1.05
1.19
1.23
1.50

1.15

100·up
.42

.59
.59

.61
.79
.90
1.1 5
1.18
1.45
1.69

Sheets - 30c each
$1.00 Postage for your
FREE 1984 JAMECO CATALOG
Prices Subject to Change

~
..

MI!i!H@¥@§mtHe.,
.. . . . . .
ameco~

1355 SHOREWAY ROAD, BELMONT, CA 94002
ORDERS WELCOME 592-8097 Telex: 1

,
",
"•

TlO7?CP
Tl074cn
TL081CP
Tl082CP
9
TL084CN
LM30 1CN
l MJ02H
LM304H
lM305H
lM307CN
lM30BCN
LMJ09K
LM310CN
lM311CN
LM312H
l M317T
lM317K
l M31 8CN
lM3'9N
lMJ20K·5
ltA320K·12
l M32DK· 15
l M320T·5
lM320T-12
lM320T·15
lM323K
lM324N
lM331T
UA338K
lM 339N
lM340K·5
LM340K·12

,

"

lM340T-5
lM340T·t2
1I~J4 DT·15

1.25
1.75
.69
2_49
1.19
J ,95
1.95
1.95
1.35
1.35
1.35
.B9
.89
.B9
5.95

" "

"

l F347N
LM348N
lIA3SOK
'95
LF355N
1. 10
lF35611
1.10
lM370H
"9
Lt.1373N
'91
lM317t1
14 1.95
LM380N
14
.B9
lM381N
1.19
lM3821l
1.39
lMJ8411
179
LM386N·3
B9
Tl494CN
3.95
Tl 496CP
1. 19
IIE53 IV
NE544N
2.95
NE550A
1.95
NE555V
35
LM556N
NE564tl
I • 2.95
lMS65N
1.19
LM566CN
1.49
U.I56JV
9
99
NE570tl
395
tM70JCN
l M709N
lM7'ON

""

A'
.69

1.95
6.95
.• 9
1.35
1.35

79
79
.79
"9
.'l9

,
•
""

""",

",
• '"

""•

" "

I

",
",
""

.55
LM733N
1.00
lM1J9N
LM741CN
l M747N
.69
l l.4 748N
.59
WI310N
1.49
lMI458C tI
l M' 488N
B9
lM1489N
89
LM1496N
1.95
l M1BOON
2.49
l M1871/l
2.95
lM1 872N
l MI811N·9 14 2.49
UII889N
lM'896N
2.95
LM200U
1.95
LM3189N
1.59
lM3900N
.59
lM3905CN
1.19
lM3909N
99
lM39 14/1
295
lM391 5N
'95
LM39 16N
'95
RC4136H
1.25
RC4t51NH 9 1.95
RC4'94TK
tU:S~'2
. .9
IlE5534
IClB0388
3.95
l M' 3080N
1.19
1.19

'"

"• "
",
"" "
""" 32'
"
"" '25
""
•,

""

.

""
.,

'"

Circle 192 on inquiry card.

KEYBOARDS - POWER SUPPLIES

HOME COMPUTER ACCESSORIES
VOICE SYNTHESIZER
FOR APPLE AND COMMODORE

.

"

."

.. . - - .. ...

•• a ••• " •• aa ••• • •

III:
- ::::::::::- - I:::
-.;: :::

':~'ta~~\~~~':,~~~=

DISK DRIVES AND CABLE

1OS-Key 8-Bit Serial ASCII Keyboard

PANASONIC JA551-2

" Numeric and cursor keypad " 10 user definable keys" 7 LEO function displays" Security
lock· N-key rollover " Color: white with black
panel ' Documentation included' Weight: 6'k
Ibs.

Double-Sided Half·Height 5%" DRIVE
Shugart SA455 Equivalent

KB139 .. ... ...... ... . .. $59.95
Micro-Switch 106-Key
8-Bit Serial ASCII

2 17,,! "L x 9.8"W x 3 \'! "H

"Numeric and cursor keypad" 8 user definable keys' Japanese/English characters " 8
LED lun c tion displays' Documentation
incl. . Fits DTE-22 enclosure ' WI: 3\7 Ibs.

KB106SD29-4 . .. .. . . ... .
SMK 103-Key Unencoded Keyboard
Numeric and cu rsor keypad" SPST mechanica l keyswitches . 40~pin header connection
"Fits DTE-22 enclosu re" Weight : 3112 Ibs.

JE520CM

KB9000 .. . .... . ........ $19.95

• Over 250 word vocabulary · affixes allow the formatron of more

than SQQ'f(on1s.. %'l\\\-\n lmp\\1iet , speaker, volume control. and t----'.::cc-=.:.'-T'-'-:...::...:..::..:..:...--....L---------------f

audio jack· Recreates a clear, natural mala voice. Plug-in user

ready with documentatIon and sample software • Case size:
7 1h"l x

3 V~"W

• Teaching
-Instrumentation

JA551·2 . ...•. ••.•• . ••.••........•.. ... $239.95

TEAC FD55A
Single-Sided Half-Height SW' Drive
" SIngle or double den.lty " 48 TPI • 40 track •• Sml track to Irack • 5W
power consumption' Bru.hless DC direet--drl.... e motor' 160KBytes 101'
matted .Iorege - One year WlIrt8nty parte and lebor
Double your work spac o with Ihe TEAC 51-0 FLOPPY DISK DRIVE. Because
the TEAC FOS5A Drive is hall the height 01 con .... entional drives. you can Ii! up
to lour TEAC drives In the same space where two con .... entional drives Ii\. Or.
have room lor two Hoppy disk drives and 8 hard disk dri.... e. lncludes operat·
Ing manual. ROQu ire s: + 5VDC @ .SSA and + t 2VOC A .3A. Size: 5:..o"W x
11!1r"H x 8"0 . WI: 3 Ibs.

FOSSA.............. . . . . ... . . . . . .. .... $249.95

SHUGART SA455
Double-Sided Half·Height 511." Drive
"Single or double density • 48 TPI • 40 u.ck•• 409Keytn formatted
.torage • Sm s tnrck to track' Bru5hleu DC dlrec;t--dri.... e motor · One year
walTllnty parts and Jabot' • Media and Interface compatible with the SA450
Backed by the Industry·s targest and most eJperiencod engineering sales
and service organlzaUon. lhe SA455 Is the smart solution lor a wide range 01

~~~k~01p2e~i~a~~o5n~. ~7;!~~~es8~~a:J.6~"~a;~!~. ~~~.rrfb;5VOC til .7A

x 1·3/S" H

APPLICATIONS; • Security Warning

" Singleorcloobledenaity' 48m" 4OlrKks' 6m.ndrtotld · 321K8yt_
formaned storage" One yeer warranty parts and laool
The JA5S1 is perl octlorword processor s. personol and portable compuler s,
small business compu ters and lermlnal add-ons. lncludesoperoUng manual.
Requires: + 5VDC S.9Aand + 12VOC (i I A. Size: S.SS'Wx t ,63 -H xS "D. 'Nt:
3.3Ibs.

' Inpul: 105·125 / 210· 250V AC al 47·63 Hz • OutpuI: 5VDC@ 3.0
Amps/6VDC @2.5Amps· Size: 4',, "L x 4"W x 2l>"H' Wei9 ht: 2lbs .

• Telecommunication
• Handicap Aid
• Games

SA455. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .

. .... $259.95

UV·EPROM Eraser

ThtJESiD VOICE SYNTHESIZER wiU plug light Inloyour compul.r.nd Illowyou Ia

;;::~~. ~1::~~:;~~Pt~~~!I~Dn~1 U~~:I~! ~:=~~ St~~~:;.~~:I~~;2~IG~!~~~1~1: t-----'--+-p-o-w-e-r-'-M-a-t-e-c-o-r-e/-o-ra-t-io-n------------/
The rUult II.n .xtr.mely clur. natural vOCiliutlon,

0 ......"

Part No.

(S Chips -

51 Minutes 1

YOCAIIULARY EXPANSION MODULE
• Expond, I, over tODD basic .. ~,
• AJlows u leclion 01 up 10 6 additiollll wurd sats

.... _._. ,~ _

~
.. ..:c, ::~
&...'::-

REGULATED PO ER SUPPLY

naIUfJI,p •• ch ln\a dlglll i mlmary.lncludlng Ihl orlgln.llnflltIIO"I .nd emphulS .

• Input: 105-1 25 / 210-250VAC at47-63 Hz' Output: 5V @6amps/6V
@5amps • Size: 5':1"L x 4f, "W x 2li "H • Wei9hl: 4 Ibs.

.,+

~~_

I.

rI1:-::C::ch::lp------;3;::7;-;M=ln"'u:-:te""'
s

.

Erasas 2108, 2116. 2732. 2764, 2516. 2532, 256-4. Erases up to 8 chip s
wlthtn 51 minutes 11 chip In 37 m inutes). Ma intains conslant exposure
di stance 01 one Inch. Special conductive foam liner ellmlnales s Ialic
bulld·up. Bulll·ln sa laly lock to prev ent UV exposure. Compacl- only
g,OO " x 3,10 " x 2.60'. Compllte with holding Iray lor 8 chip s.

O•• c:rlpllon

For Commodore 64 & VIC·20
For AppleU. U+ , and /Ie
• Input: 105·125VAC, 47-440 Hz ' Output: + 5V @ 12 amp; + 12V@
1.7 amp; · 12V @ 1.7 amp' Size: 14.25"L x 4.87"W x 2.75"H · Wei9hl:
11 Ibs.

DE·4

$79.95

UV·EPROM Eraser ...
Bulb . . .. $16.95

5114" APPLE!"
COMPATIBLE
DISK DRIVE

DBB-105W. ...... .. ... . .. ...... .. .. .. . $59.95
POWER SUPPLY + 5VDC @ 7.5 AMP , 12VDC @ t.5 AMP SWITCHING
Inpul : 115VAt . 50·60Hz @ 3.mpI2JOVAC. 50Hz @ I .6Imp . Fan vDII.Jpowtf supply nllct IWI!·
chu 1115I2JOIIAC). Oulpul: 5110C @ 1.S8mp. 12VOC @ t .61mp. BII. blk. pow. tord. l1'h " W x
13 '1' 0rJ1to ·' H. Wt.6Ibs .

Part No. PS94VOS . .

JE664 EPROM PROGRAMMER

• UIIS SlIuglr1 SA390 m.ch.nicl • 10K

. .......... . . .. ...... $39.95 each

8K to 64K EPROMS - 24 & 28 Pin Packages

POWER SUPPLY 4·Channel Switching - Apple Compatible

Compl.I,I,S,II·ContJlnod-R,qulre,N,lddltl,naISI'l,molarOp.ntl,n

M~~:r~O.o,c~J~~rc 1~~~·;~~:.u ~e~ipt~rm~n~~0~I~c~~~~~~~c'~ ', P~°,c:~~i@tlfl~~f~t~~a@. 11~:
110.: :t 0.2% . Rlppll: 30m\l p.p. Load /eg .: :t 1% . O..... rclllllni protection. Adl: 5\1/N11I out·
pu t :t 10% . 6·J f B~ l. 1 ·7f8 ~ W I 4·15116 ~ H . WI. l 'lr Ibl .

lorm.Hld Ilor.ge . 35Ir.tkl- comp.llbl.
wi\hAppleconlrolier' Compl tt. wllhconn.t·
tor Ind c.ble -11111 plu~ Inloyollrdl,kcon·
Iroller CI/d • Sin: 6 ~ L )( 3 ."W :II
"
8·9/1S-0.Welgllt : 4V.lbl.

1;

11

~ln.

• Programs and .... alldates EPROMs • Chack$ lor prope r l~ erasod EPROMs
• Emutates PROM s or EPROMs ' RS232C Computer tnterlace lor editing and
program loading ' Load s data into RAM by keyboard' Change s data In RAM
by keyboard ' Loads RAM Irom an EPROM' Compares EPROMs tor conten t
dil1ercncos ' Copies EPROMs' Powtlr Input: I 15VAC. 60Hz, les$than lOW
power con sumption' Enclosure: Color· coordlnal ed. lighl Ian panels wilh
molded en e pieces in mocha brown ' Size: I S"'"L x 8*"0 x 3",,'H • Weight:
5l" lbs.

Part No. FCS·604A

Part No . AOO-514 $195 .95

... $69.95 each

DISKETTES AND ACCESSORIES

s~

5% " and 8" Diskettes
!>500_SlngIISI_OouDllo.n"lr

ULTRA MAGNETICS

64K·Brlmemorycap.at;lly.oatacanlleenlere!llnlotneJE!i&4·s inltrnaI8KJ8-BrtRAM ,n lh ree
way:s: (II Iroma ROl.4 or EPF!OM: I2Illoman external compulel VIa theqrlional JE665 RS232C
IllS, (3) 110m ts panel ktytxI.Jld. TheJE£64's RAMs may lie accessed b" emulalron purposes
110m tne panrfs lesl 50Cktl 10 an eJlelllal mrcrogrtaS5O(. ln PlO!IIiIIIIlIMg ¥oil emuiatron,lhe
.£664 allows 1)1 I!UlTUnatron, cIIanOe aM validallOfl 01 PfOlPam COOlell The JE664'5 RAMs
can be Plooraffimed qurcklytoall ~ 1 "s (or any va lue). allowing unused addresses In the EPROM
10 be proo ramrned ~ lel "",hhoul n('QlSSlfy ol "W " erasJn~, The JEW (ll$plays DATA and
ADDRESS In (0fl'1eII'tII1 hexadecimal (a!ph.anlllTleric) lonnal A ~DlSP..AY EPROM DATA"

• Single-Sided
• 77 Tracks

OSOO . Doubll 5Jd lMl Doubll Olnlll,
osOO _ OoubIISldldOuldolnllr,_ __

SSOO _ SJ n Ql.S Id IMlOu .d ~nol l y

The JE664 EPIIOMPr ogrammer emulates and programs varIOUS 8·BrlWor d EPROMs 110m 8K 10

5'1. ~ DISKETTES

Dole.'pllon
5 ' . ·sSOO5aI1SIC1 ...... 'mH~D~ 'nO~(Je".I IOIHI

ICIHlIOOTPII

----

aaIIMI

• 400/800K Bytes

PRrCf

Capacity
• Industry Standard

~

""1Da- ---ut:ii""

~
~
~
~

41.15

bUnOO~IheDAT " readoutlrom RA.\\ WOfd lo EPROM wordard ls dlSpiayedin bOth
~a'\dblnalycorxThftlanlpanellea1uresaQ:lnVttl!tr1 t optriting~urde, The JE664

51/. · DISKETTES

PrO!lr3111!1l11!r IIC.lucIeS one JJ,416A Jumper ModUle (as lisle!l below).

JE664·A EPROM Prognmmar• •••••••• • ••• $995.00
Assembled & Tested (Includes JMI6A Mod ~le)

?U5
'H.U .

JE6fi5 - RS232C INTERFACE OPTION - The RS232C lnler\aceOplron impiemenrs
comPUter access 10 th e .1£664 '$ RAM Thi S allows Ihe compuler to manlpulale. store i!IId
t~s!er EPAQM!l.Jt.:IIOand 110m lheJE664.1. samp!e proglam ~sling is su pplied in MBASIC lor
cp,'", computers. Oocumentatron IS PlowIt<I l0 ~tthe so/I'oI'IIe to otI"er comP!l1ers With an
RS232P01't 9600 BaUd. 8-tlrl word. odd parrtyillll 2 stop bilS.

FDD100·8 .. $169.95 ea.

,.,"

FOR A L1MITEO TIME A SAMPLE OF SOFTWARE WRITTEN IN BASIC FOR
THE TAS-80- MODEL I. LEVEL II COMPUTER 'Mll ALSO BE PROVIDED.

5'.. " DRIVES USE 34-PIN ASSEMBLIES
8 " DRIVES USE 50·PIN ASSEMBLIES
·S = SOCKET CONNECTOR
'C = CARD·EDGE CONNECTOR

JE664-ARS EPROM Prog. w/JE665I1ption ••••• $1195.00
Assemblod & Tested (Include s JM16 A Module)
EPROM JUMPER MODULES - The .lE664's Jt)MPERMOOUlE (?£rsonalrry Module) isa

--

plug·rnModulelhatpre·sets lneJE664 lortheprOPer proorammIllOPUI~ lo theEPOOM and
CUlIro~es

the EPROM SOCkel

,l.tl£i1

corrroea.ms lor \hal part;CuIar EPROM.

11oIS21(61).YII

SINGLE..DB.IVE CABLE_ _

S....... S'J,+ I ZV~

'L

·c
Style Perl No.

'$

Drive

.~

,..

H

5+

7.95
8.95
10.95
12.49

7.25
8.39
9.95
10.95

••

5 11. "
5 114
8"
8"

• Al\ racl lve, functional dIsk sl0/ aga system . SO(8 1 or 75
j5V, 1 disk Sl orage capa city " Easy Wing and rtlllleving
• Prottlcts di sk from dust conlam,natlon • Moldod fr om
duratllesmoked Olasll: wiltlIrOllt ca rly lngtlandlo . Size'
7-W )( 6';' "H )( 9 V,·D.Welg tl t;2IbS

4·Digit Fluorescent

PlrlN o.

Oooctipllon

OM7S
DM50

Stores 75 f 5 ',~ "J D,skel1os
510r es 5O(8 "'10IskolI 05 .

• Brigh t 4·d lgU 0.5 - h igh dIsplay· 10 minute snooze alarm
• AMfP M Indica lor • Automatic di spla y dlmmar

The JE750 Clock Kit is a versatile 12·hour digital clock
with 24·hour alarm. The clock has a bright 0.5" high
blue ~gr een fluorescent display, The display will automatically dim wi th changing lighl conditions. The 24·hour
ala rm allows the use r to disable the alarm and immediately re-enable the alarm to activate 24 hours laler. The kit
includes all documentation, co mponents, case and wall
transformer. Size: 6 ~" L x 314"W x l :V. "O.

Alarm Clock Kit. .. . . .. .• $29.95

PorlN g.

o.oe,lpIiGII

StOIO!> lO,5 V. l DIskel1 es •

$10.00 Minimum Order - U.S. Funds Only
CalifornIa ResldBnts Add 6 %% Sales Tax
Shipping - Add 5% plus $1.50 Insurance
Send S.A.S.E. fOf Monthly Sales Flyer!

.O•...cO"

H

S34·36·C
S34·60·C
S50·36·C
S50·60·C

DUAL DRIVE CABLES

'5

5 1/ .

Spec Sheets - 3Qc each
Send $1 .00 Postage tor your
FREE 1984 JAMECO CATALOG
PrlcBs Subject to Change

JameCO"I"
V~:
ELECTRONICS

·c

H

Orl .....

• SlOr0 5 10 (5 '/, 1 dls1(el1eS • PrOle!;15 disk Irom dU51
conlamin.l10n · Ourable ,mokee olaslic " S'lO. 6'L >(
5?,'H )( I ~ .-O
Mp·IO

M
N
M
N

;8

SI11'O~Sly\.p \ 1

M1NI·PAK

Circle 192 on Inquiry card .

SI,ltN

~V

"",""cU.Hil. );EC. l~
AY(J. ~l .lk4lO.. .

" lei.

II ·

·c

'5

Styta Pan No,

"

0

5'1. "
8"
8"

P

0
p

S34·36C-18C
S34·60C·24C
S50·36C·18C
S50·60C·24C

·c

,.,

5+

12.59
14.29
16.49
18.95

11.19
12.69
14.49
16.95

" "

c

Power Cable Kits
Kits include: Connector she lls, connector
pins , and power cables.
Power Cable Kit tor 51f. " Drive
Price

.1

1355 SHOREWAY ROAD, BELMONT, CA 94002
PHONE ORDERS WELCOME 592·8097 Telex: 176043

Part No. PCK·5 .......... . . $2.95
Power Cable Kit for Full-Sized 8 " Drive

Part No. PCK·8 ............ $3.95
Power Cable Kit for Qume Full·Sized 8· Drive

Part No. PCK·Q

. . . . ... . $4.95
BYTE Febru ary 1984

533

APPLETM COMPATIBLE ~~flfjiI~_ _"
DISK
CONTROLLER
95
. .Only

$49

HARDWARE
AST Meg_plul ·· C.ud

IBM PC COMBO CARD

Also, with purchase of Oisk Drives

:

. -.~
00

ACP HAS DISK DRIVES

APPLE II ™ COMPATIBLE
Thin
..
Line
Drive ~
~
.: :.

~
TANDON 100-2

PC Compatible· Double Sided

$28900

319
.. 9

COEX BOFfT BOcps
DYNAX Daisywheet
SILVER REED
EXP500 132 Column
STAR MICRONleS - NEW t
Gemini lOX 120Cps
Gemint 15 IS"
EPSON FXBO
FXlOO
BROTHER HR·lIBMC
OAISYWRITER
TTX Daisywheel
NEC Spinwriter 3550
IBM PC 10 Parallel Cable

39'
680

596

279
525
279
190
488
449
479
299

39'
695

229
399

49S
249
299

249
729
329
199
199

...

$299

$199
S25
649

399
'99
699
89'
1195
1495

319
399
549
"9
895
1295

PC Compatible· Double Sided

$249

00

OTHER DRIVES WE STOCK

5V (il 5A

+ 12V
- 12V
-

(i/

(/I

3A
.25A

SV (/I .25A

APPLE COMPATIBLE
~~ .. ~
JOY

i~:"~ onl;S15

AMOEK CORP
300 Green 12"
310 Amber 12"
Color I Composite/Hitachi
Color II AGB H)·Res

~ Computer Company
VISTA V1200

3.

$199

$155

210
399
899

175
339
69'

6 .2 Cartridge Drive w/Controlier
Apple or IBM Compatible
Please Specify
with Order

12" Green
PRINCETON GRAPHICS
AGB IBM Lookalike

129

89

700

54S

Apple lillie
Compatible
Disk Drive

DISKETTES
sv.

OYSAN
55 SO
101$55
OYSAN 5V." OS SO
10/65
IBM SV." 55 SO
10160
IBM 5 '/, S5 DO
10165
VERBATIM 525-0 1 SS
tOl45
VERBATIM 550·0 1 OS
10155
MAXELL MOl 55
10lSO
tOI60
MAXELL Mo2 OS
Flip Storage Box 5V." (80 disks)
BULK SPECIAL SS
10125
With Sleeve and Box
1001195

COMPUCABLE
Keyboard & Drive Covers (set)
CURTIS
PC Podestal
PGS or Quadchromo Adaptor
Vertical PC System Stand
IBM Mono ExtensIOn Cable
Koyboard Exl. Cable (3-9' )
EPD PROTECTlON DEVICES
The Lemon (Surge Protector)
The Peach (Surge Protector)
The Orange (with EMURFI)
The Lime
INTEL 6087 IC
KOALA PAD
KRAFT Joystick IBM
RAM EXPANSION
16K Motherboard (16 IC's)
64K MetnOfy Exp. (9 tC 's)

S38
48
43
47
23
34
29
39
19
19
"9

S19
64
10
20

50

.
.
,.
34

43

122
76
70

99
40

19
50

~S.OU.R.CE.S."b=IE;PI""m!l3i1iI§l

$40

$999

95

VISTA "SOLO"

BMC

COMPUSERYE Subscription

95

649

Totally compatible to Appl e Drives.

Only

$199

95

Controller . . . . , ... $49.95
Just plug in and run.

~
~

zao

Apple II 16K
RAM CARD

Compatible with
SoHcard '· . PASCAL CP/M'·

Full 1 year Warranty. Top Quality by COEX

NEW LOW

ACP PRICE
Also from COEX, NEW EPSON
Parallel Interface for Apple.
With cable .
. ... $49.95

VISTA A800
8" Disk Controller

7.' for Apple

•••

TOSHIBA Half·High

+

1875

60

US1
$1395.00
1995.00
2 195.00
545.00
395.00
249.00
195.00
165.00
\ 25.00
295.00
695.00

ACP
$1105,00
1695.00
1895.00
4-4g,OO
359.00
189,00

168.00
139.00
249.00
529.00

" Apple Produeb Available Io-Store Only"

MORE HARDWARE
UST

MICROSOFT
zeD Softcard
16K Ramcard

$395.00
195.00

ACP
$249.00
" .00

225.00

17i.OO

149.00

115,00

SSM
AIO-Il 4 Function SeriaU
Parallel
EASTSIDE
Wildcard AppIo II
KENSINGTON
System Saver
KEYBOARD COMPANY
Numeric Keypad
Apple II Joystick
Apple II H and Conlrollors
KRAFT
Joystick
Hand Controller

B9.95

159.00

149.95
49.95
29.95

124.95

44.50
25.95

49.00
40.00

MPC

Can

n,

DOT MATRIX PRINTER

with
Surge

439
39S
339

Hi-Res Graphics Adaptor

cas"e, ~• • • •Ii!jIi!RIiit!IiI§• • • •

OHor LImi ted! Factory Warranty 90
Shipped Immediatelv from Siock! 'OEM

$99

95

APPLE COOLING FAN

Call

s.

'Slaman's SSDD FDD100·8 ..

$24900

...

Apple lie Compatible
80 Column
Card w/64K

379

PIN SP64, (64K, elk, S, PI
ColOr plus'· Card
CUADRA" Quadbolrd (£4..25&K)
PIN 064. 64K wl4 functions
OuadUnk Apple Card
Ouadboard 64K
Mlcrolazer Print Buller MP-64
Quadchrome (Hires AGB)
PC212A Modem I/O
RI XON
SSM Transmodem 1200
USI Mullidisplay Card
VISTA " Muilicard "" (exp_ 64-25f1K)
PI
PIN V-064 (64K, Clk.
PIN V-256 (256K. Clk. 5_ P)
. " Maxlc.rd ·· .. (up to 576K)
PIN V-576-64K
PIN V-S76-S76K
. " PC Ma.ter" (10 If0)
. " PC Extender" (up to 10 If0)
. " Dlakm••'er"
ea" Thlnltne Dual Floppy
.VI200 6.2Mb Cartridge Drive

You can now purchase Shugart
compatible S" Oisk Drives below your
existing factory direct pricing I
These Prices are the lowest ever
r

$199

40
69

PLANTRONICS

SIEMEN'S SALE

Interface Card to Apple .... . .... $49.95

115
299
29
3S

. /Apple to Epson Cabla

$4995

PERSYST Spectrum (64·256K)

Assembled and Tested

and Feed

16S

ORCHID

Unbelievable
Price!

Selectable Char Pilch. Une Spacing

PIN If0 (C, 5)
. "SIX PACK"

Mouse plus Multilool Word

100 64K "CMOS" RAMCARD

-,.

27.

M&R 6 Slot Eltpanslon Chassis
lor IBMPe/XT or Eagle etc

$229
00
CO EX 256 SPC with 256K $399

Bi·Directional

39S

MICROSOFT

00

CO EX 80·FT

PIN MC·064SPC (64K, S, P, C)
.PC 110 Plu. II '· Clrd

PIN SP064SPC (64K, S, P, C)
COEX E)(tendBf Card
Prototype Card
HERCULES
Hercules Graphic Card
MOUSE SYSTEMS Mouse for IBM

Now! "Multicard" expandable
from 64-256K with
(1) PARALLEL
(1) SERIAL
(1) CLOCK/CALENDAR

you can buy the Vlata V· 1000 Dual
with Power Supply and Cable
for only $375.00 . ,. Regular Price

ACP
$279

.Comboplu. ,. Card

MEMORY PLUS AT LOW PRICES!

CO EX 64 SPC with 64K

Apple Printer Interface
Lilt
39S

PIN MG064 (64K, S, C)

Apple lie w/64K
Apple lie Systom
Apple lie Sys wJExt TeXl
Disk II w/Conlrolier
Disk II wlo Controller
Monitor III Green
Super Serial Card
Parallel Interface Card
SO Column Text Card
Extendod eo Column Text
Dol Matrix Printer

$29995

VISTA "DISKMASTER"

166.00

299.00
799.00
248.00

199.00
411.00

35,00
219.00

129,00
30.00
8'.00
220.00
253.00
109.00

21'.00
33'.00

34'.00
2411.00
675,00
49.es
49.95
19,95
19,95

.....
CaU

139.00
139,00
179,00
439.00
129.00

269,00
4l1li.00
135.00

415
169.00
335.00

299.00
129,00
2611.00
49.00
49,00

AlS
The CP/M Plus l80 Card
Smarterm 8Ox24 Card
The Synerglzor Package

399.00
349.00
699.00

329.00
279.00

5411,00

SAVE UP TO 40%
BUSINESS
ASCII E~prs. Prot
Screen Writer
$129 HOBBY
BoMasl er
155 Zoom GraphLCS
1. . UlilityCity
Visicalc " 3.3
Visiplol
15" lockSmith 4.0
PFS. File II
115 Nibbles Away II
PFS. File III
155 GAMES
VisltrendlVisipiot
25 ChopIif1er
PFS, Graph II
115 FU)Qger
PFS. Graph III
155 W,zardy
Multiplan
Snack Attack
Versaform
279 Cannonball Blitz
Wordstar
299 Knight Diamonds
dBASE II
439 lont I
Supercalc
,.9 lork III
PFS, Report II
95 Starcross
PFS, Report III
"5 Serpentine
AccI Plus GIl.
299 Slar Blazer
GIL. AlP. AlA
5. . Doadline
Above + Inventory
799 Tubeway
Magic Window
115 Aighl Simulator
HOME
Space Vikings
Home Accoun tant
Sargon II
TranSOnd 1
76 Spil1ire Simulator
Transend II
Apple
Panic
"9
VisitenTI
Olympic Oecath

.

,

5.

••

IBM Compatible

.$19995

6GG,OQ

12BK Bubble Memory
875.00
PROMETHEUS
VERSAcard Foot·in·l
199.00
VI$T A COMPUTER CO.
A800 B- D isk Control
379.95
Quanet Disk Drive 5V_"
849.00
Solo Disk Drive w/Conlr
299.00
249.00
Solo Drive wlo Conlr
Vista 5 V(~ Disk Contr
92.00
Typehead Buffer
49.95
VIDEX
VideotenTI 80x24 Card
345.00
149.00
Keyboard Enhancer II
Soft SwitCh
35.00
79.00
Function Strip Kevs
PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS
16K Microbuffer
259.00
32K Microbulter
299.00
Snapshot Option
149.00
VOTRAX
Type n'T alk Speech
249.00
Personal System
395.00
VYNET
395.00
Apple II Voice Syn.
Apple II Telephone 110
295.00
SCO" INSTRUMENTS
799.00
Voice Recognit'n VET80
COEX
16K RAM Card
99.00
Parallel Card w/Cable
99.00
Apple Protocard
29.00
Apple Extendercard
29.00
Apple lie Exl RAM card
199.00
CORVUS
ORANGE MICRO
The Grappler 110 (Plus)
175.00
The Butferboard
175.00
SATURN SYSTEMS
219.00
32K RAM Card
12BK RAM Card
499.00
STREET
ECHO II
149.00
LEGEND
64KC lillie
321.00
128KC lillie
599.00
18SAC lBK Slatic
149.00
MICROPRO Wordstar w/CPIM
499
MOUNTAIN COMPUTER
CPS Multifunction
239.00
Music System
395.00
AlO plus OIA
350.00
ROM Plus
155.00
M&R ENTERPRISES
Sup'rterm 80x24 Card
395.00
Sup'rMod II
69.00
Sup'rMod V (IBM)
69.00

Apple '· Apple

Trade~

.
32
22
90

,.
..,.
...
24
24

29
29
29
25
25
39
25
25
43
29
29
22
23

01 Apple Computer

..... $479.00
..... 299.00
(PC Compl .' 259 .00
..... 279.00
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Circle 13 on inquiry card .

If You're Thinking IBM PeN,

A~;N~~i~~,as~ C)

~~~t~5~~r?64K, 5 , p , C)

ACP
5279
395

279

165

115

READ THIS!

. PC I/O Pl u. II" Cord

•.f;!~ ~<ib~. 5)

PIN SP0645PC (64K. 5 . p . C)

COEX

299

Extender Card

40
69

Prototype Card
HERCULES

M~~~~';SY~~ff~~ ca~~use lor IBM
MICROSOFT
Mouss plus Multitool Word
ORCHID
Hi·Res Graphics Adaptor
395
PERSYST Spoctrum (64-256K)
PIN SP64, ~64K . Clk, 5, P)
PLANTRONI S Color /I'US - Card
QUADRAM Quodboard 64-256K)
PIN 064, 64K w/4 functions
395
OuadUnk Apple Card
Ouadboard 64K
Microfazer Print Buffer MP·64
Ouadchrome (Hires AGB)
RIXON PC212A Modem I/O
596
SSM Transmodem 1200

sao

29
35
359
269
Call
339
319
399
279
525
279
190
488
449
479

~~T~U!!~~Ftl~r~~!~ (exp. 64-256K)

299

PIN V-D64I64K. Clk. S. P)
PIN V-256 256K, Clk. S, P)
. .. Me.lcard ·· .. (up to 576K)
PIN V-576-64K
PIN V-576-576K
. " PC M • • ter" (10 I/O)
."PC Extender" (up 10 10 I/O)

395
695

229

495
249
299

249
729
329
199
199
Call

e" Dllkmaster"

~~ ~n:_~t.~~!~:r:r::Drlva

399

999

$299

COEX 80FfT 80eps
DYNAX Daisywheel
SILVER REED
EXP500 132 Column
STAR MICRONIC5 - NEW!
Gemini lOX 120Cps
Gemini 15 15"
EPSON FX80
FX100
BROTHER HR- t /BMC
DAISYWRITER
TTX Daisywheel

399
599
699
895
1195
1495

~~c ~t~ow~~~~?~5gable

60

AMDEK CORP
300 Green 12"
3 10 Amber 12"
Color I ComposilefHitachi
Color II RGe Hi-Res
BMC
12" Green
PRINCETON GRAPHICS
RGB IBM Lookalike

700

545

DYSAN 5'1,- 55 SD
DYSAN 5V. DS SD
IBM 5V~" 5S SO
IBM 5'1. SS DD
VERBATIM 525-01 55
VERBATIM 550-0 1 D5
MAXELL MDI SS
MAXELL MD2 DS

10/$55
10/65
10/60
10/65
10/45
10/55
10/50
10/60

:llK~ts~aatl:~XS~W'

(80 disks) 10/25

$38
48
43
47
23
34
29
39
19
19
149

$19
$80
50

i~: b~:;~e(~~rt~e:~~)~~wr)
The Lime
INTEL 8087 IC
KOALA PAD

~:~7i~X~~:'6~M

16K Motherboard (16 IC's)
64K Memory Exp. (9 IC-s)

HAYES
Smartmodem 300
PC Modem Software 1.3 (above)
Smartmodem 1200
PC Software 1.4C (above)
Smartmodem 12008
Smartcom II
Smanmodem to IBM Cable

70

SuperCalc 2

$17900

Multiplan

$18900

Wordstar

$29900

Lotus 1-2-3
T. K. Solver!

319
469
549
749
895
1295
549
1875
39

89

PC Pedestal
PGS or Quadchrome Adaptor
Vertical PC System Stand
IBM Mono Extension Cable
Keyboard Ex!. Cable (3-9' )
EPD PROTECTION DEVICES
The LemOn (Surge Protector)

$9900

Call!

129

COMPUCABLE
c~~t?Sard & Drive Covers (set)

SuperCalc

649

5155
175
339
695

100/195

$38900

$t99
525

$ 199
21 0
399
899

With Sleeve and Box

Condor

64
10
20
44
34
43
68
122
76
199
99
40

Call!
Flight Simulator

$45 00

Context MBA

Call!
Computer
Inovations
CS6C Compiler

$369 00

Copy II Plus

$32 00

Visiword

$289 00

MULTI CARD II Plus
(The optimum PC ExpanSion Card)

* OK to 384K RAM
* ASYNC Serial Port
* Clock/Calendar
** Joy
Parallel Printer Port
Stick/Game Port
* RAM Disk Software
* Spooler Software

w/NiCad Backup

64K $229 00
384K $499 00
only

only

Zero "K" Version Available Only $199.00

PLUS! . . .with Purchase of either
Memory card above
SUPERCALC TM . . ...... only $89.00 (195.00 value)
Disk Emulator ......... . ... FREE
Print Spooler . ....... . .... . FREE

ACP PC "FEATURE OF THE MONTH"
1. DISKMASTER "_ Disk Controller for IBM PC or XT adds both 5v." and 8"
floppy drives. Complete wil h SoHware. Same card can also handle
List
the Amly n 6.2 Mb Cartridge Add-on Subsyslem .
. ... $299
2_ VISTA 1200 with DISKMASTER" ............ .
3. M&R "SUP'R EXTENDER"". IBM PC & XT Expansion Chassis wilh (6) Siois. Power
Supply and Fan . Your price!!1 only $439_00_ You cannol aHord 10 live wi lhoul one.

Digital Research

TANDON 100-2

Pascal MT + 86 _.. . . ___$295.00
Concurrent CP/M 86 .. .. 260_00
CBASIC 86 ___ _______ __ _149_00

pc Compatible' Double Sided

Plus More Great
Softvvare Values
In Our
19Sa Catalog!
Send For
Your Copy NOVV.

TOSHIBA1f2 High
PC Compatible' Double Sided

$28900

!1~~M2S~~~~ f;ra::~:s~~~!~n~ri":'~~~'J:~~;:~~~~~~ MAIL ORDER: P.O. Box 17329 Irvine, CA 92713
~~:'i~&v~aa~~~Eo~s;~~!~;!~!v!~~e:~~~d~('~~ Retail: 1310 E. Edinger, Santa Ana, CA 92705
foreign orders or US Parcel Post. Include Telephone number. NO
(714) 558·8813
CODs. Prices sl,lbjoct to change without notice. Some items
subJoct to prior sate. We reserve the right to substitute manufacturer. Relal! prices may vary. Wo are not an authorized IBM
.dealer. IBM '· trademark ollnlernational Business Machines.

$249°0

2101
256.4
5101
256.4
2102-1
1024.1
2102L-4
1024.1
2102L-2
1024 • 1
2111
256.4
2112
256.4
2114
1024 • 4
2114-25
1024.4
2114L-4
1024 • 4
2114L-3
1024 .4
2114L-2
1024.4
TC5514
1024.4
TC5516
2048 • 8
2147
4096 • 1
TMS4044-4
4096 • 1
TMS4044-3
4096 • 1
TMS4044-2
4096 • 1
MK4118
1024.8
TMM2016 -2 00 2048 • 8
TMM2016 -150 2048.8
TMM2016 -1 00 2048.8
HM6116-4
2048 • 8
HM6116 -3
2048 J( 8
HM6116-2
2048.8
HM6116LP-4 2048 • 8
HM6116LP-3 2048.8
HM6116LP-2 2048. 8
Z-6132
4096. 8
HM6264
8192.8
LP :: Low Power

(450no)
(450no)
(450no)
(450no)
(250ns)
(450ns)
(450n8)
(450ns)
(250ns)
(450ns)
(300ns)
(200no)
(650ns)
(250ns)
(55 no)
(450n5)
(300ns)
(200ns)
(250ns)
(200ns)
(150ns)
(100ns)
(200ns)
(150no)
(120ns )
(200ns)
(150no)
(120ns)
(300ns)
(150no)

1.95
3.95
.89
·99
1.49
2.49
2.99

(cmos)
(LP)
(LP)

(LP)
(LP)
(LP)
(cmos)
(cmos)

8/ 9.95
8/ 10.95
8/ 12.95
8/ 13.45
8/ 13.95

(emoo)
(cmos)
(cmos)
(emas)(LP)
(emas)(LP)
(emas)(LP)
(Ostat)
(cmos)
aslal '= Quasi· Static

DYNAMIC RAMS
TMS4027
4096.1 (250no)
UPD411
MM5280
MK4108
MM5298
4116-300
4116-250
4116-200
4116-150
4116-120
2118
MK4332
4164-200
4164-150
MCM6665
TMS4164-15

4096.1
4096.1
8192. 1
8192.1
16384.1
16384.1
16384.1
16384.1
16384.1
16384.1
32768. 1
65536 • 1
65536.1
65536 • 1
65536 • 1

(300ns)
(300ns)
(200ns)
(250ns)
(300ns)
(250ns)
(200ns)
(150ns)
(120ns)
(150ns)
(200ns)
(200ns)
(150ns)
(200ns)
(150ns)

2.49
9.95
4.95
3.49
3.99
4.49
9.95
4.15
4.95
6.15
4.75
4.95
8.95
5.95
6.95
10.95
34.95
49.95

1702
2708
2758
2716
2716-1
TMS2516
TMS2716
TMS2532
2732
2732-250
2732-200
2732A-4
2732A
2732A-2
2764
2764-250
2764-200
TMS2564
MCM6876 4
MCM68766
27128

256.8
1024 • 8
1024 • 8
2048 • 8
2048.8
2048 • 8
2048 • 8
4096 • 8
4096 • 8
4096.8
4096.8
4096 • 8
4096.8
4096 • 8
8192.8
8192.8
8192 • 8
8192.8
8192 • 8
8192 • 8
16384 ~ 8

" SIn91e 5 Volt

Sup~ly

(5v)
(5v)
(5v)
(5v)

(200~0)

(450no)
(250ns)
(200ns)
(450no)
(250no)
(200no)
(450ns)
(450ns)
(350no)
(300ns)

4.50
3.95
(5v)
5·95
(5v)
3.95
(5v)
5.95
(5v)
5.50
7.95
(5v)
5.95
(5v)
4.95
(5v)
8.95
(5v)
11.95
(5v) (21vPGM)
6.95
(5v) (21 vPGM)
9.95
(5v) (21 vPGM)
13.95
(5v)
6.95
(5v)
7.95
(5v)
19.95'
(5v)
14 .95
(5v) (24 pin)
39.95
(5v) (24 pin)(pwr dn.) 42.95
(5v)
29.95

21vPGM =, Program al 21

EPROM E ASERS
gSPECTRONICS
CORPORATION
Capacity
Intenolty

Timer
1.99
3.00
3.00
1.95
1.85

8/ 11.75
8 / 7.95
8/ 12.95
8/ 14.95
8/ 29 .95
(5v)

(lu8)
(450ns)
(450no)
(450ns)
(350ns)
(450ns)
(450ns)
(450no)
(450no)
(250ns)

Chip
9
9
12
30
25
42

(uW / Cm' )

8,000
8,000
9,600
9,600
17,000
17,000

32.768 khz
1.0 mhz
1.8432
2.0
2.097152
2.4576
3.2768
3.579545
4.0
5.0
5.0688
5.185
5.7143
6.0
6.144
6.5536
8.0
10.0
10.738635
14.31818
15.0
16.0
17.430
18.0
18.432
20.0
22.1184

1.95
3.95
3.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95

AY3-1014
AY5-1013
AY3 -1015
PT1472
TR1602
2350
2651
IM6402
IM6403
INS8250

6.95
3.95
6.95
9 .95
3.95
9.95
8.95
7.95
8.95
10.95

GENERATORS
BIT-RATE

4.95
9.95
5.95
6.95
8.95
8.95

MM5307

11.95
11.95
12.95
16.95
10.95
10.95

FUNCTION

68000
49.95
6800
2.95
6802
7.95
6803
19.95
6808
13.90
6809E
14.95
6809
11 .95
6810
2.95
6820
4.35
6821
2.95
6828
14.95
6840
12.95
6843
34.95
6844
25.95
6845
14.95
6847
11 .95
6850
3.25
6852
5.75
6860
7.95
6875
6.95
6880
2.25
6883
22.95
68047
24.95
68488
19.95
6800 = lMHZ
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6502
6504
6505
6507
6520
6522
6532
6545
6551

6500
1 MHZ

6502A
6522A
6532A
6545A
6551A

2 MHZ

3 MHZ

3.95
1.49
3.75
4.95
6.95
8.95
9.95
4.35
6.95
9.95
22.50
11 .85
6.95
9.95
11 .95
27.95
11 .95

DISC
CONTROLLERS
1771
1791
1793
1795
1797
2791
2793
2795
2797
6843
8272
UPD765
MB8876
MB8877
1691

16.95
24.95
26.95
29.95
49.95
54.95
54.95
59.95
59.95
34.95
39.95
39.95
29.95
34.95
17.95

8035
8039
INS-8060
INS -8073
8080
8085
8085A-2
8086
8087
8088
8089
8155
8155-2
8156
8185
8185-2
8741
8748

CRT
CONTROLLERS
6845
68B45
HD46505SP
6847
MC1372
68047
8275
7220
CRT502'7
CRT5037
TMS9918A
P8350

14.95
19.95
15.95
11.95
6.95
24.95
29.95
99.95
19.95
24.95
39.95

8202
8203
8205
8212
8214
8216
8224
8226
8228
8237
8237-5
8238
8243
8250
8251
8253
8253-5
8255
8255-5
8257
8257-5
8259
8259-5
8271
8272
8275
8279
8279-5
8282
8283
8284
8286
8287
8288

24 .95
39.95
3.50
1.80
3.85
1.75
2.25
1.80
3.49
19.95
21.95
4.49
4.45
10.95
4.49
6.95
7.95
4.49
5.25
7 .95
8.95
6.90
7.50
79.95
39.95
29.95
8.95
10.00
6.50
6.50
5.5Q
6.50
6.50
25.00

2.5 Mhz
Z80-CPU
Z80-CTC
Z80-DART
Z80-DMA
z80-pio
Z80 -SIO / 0
Z80 -SIO / l
Z80 -SIO/ 2
Z80-SIO / 9

MISC.
14 .95
3.95
11 .95
11.95
11 .95
11 .95

4.0 Mhz
Z80A-CPU
Z80A - CTC
Z80A-DART
Z80A - DMA
Z80A - PIO
Z80A -SIO/ 0
Z80A - SIO/ l
Z80A-SIO / 2
Z80A-SIO / 9

12.95

6_0 Mhz
Z80B - CPU
Z80B - CTC
Z80B-PIO
Z80B-DART

UPD7201
29.95
TMS99532
29.95
ULN2003
2.49
3242
7.95
3341
4.95
MC3470
4 .95
MC3480
9.00
llC90
13.95
95H90
7 .95
2513-001 UP
9.95
13-002 LOW

4000
4001
4002
4006
4007
4008
4009
4010
4011
4012
4013
4014
4015
4016
4017
4018
4019
4020
4021
4022
4023
4024
4025
4026
4027
4028
4029
4030
4034
4035
4040
4041
4042
4043
4044
4046
4047
4049
4050
4051
4053
4060
4066
4068
4069
4070
4071
4072
4073
4075
4076
4078
4081
4082
4085
4086
4093
4098
4099
14409
14410
14411

.29
.25
.25
.89
.29
.95
.39
.45
.25
.25
.38
.79
.39
.39
.69
.79
.39
.75
.79
.79
.29
.65
.29
1.65
.45
.69
.79
.39
1.95
.85
.75
.75
.69
.85
.79
.85
.95
.35
.35
.79
.79
.89
.39
.39
.29
.35
.29
.29
.29
.29
.79
.29
.29
.29
.95
.95
.49
2.49
1.95
12.95
12.95
11 .95
12.95
7.95
14.95
.95
.65
1.95
.85
.85
.85
1.25
1.79
1.55
.89
.39
.79
1.25

4528
4531
4532
4538
4539
4541
4543
4553
4555
4556
4581
4582
4584
4585
4702
74COO
74 C02
74C04
74C08
74Cl0
74C14
74C20
74C30
74C32
74C42
74C48
74C73
HC14
74C76
74C83
74C85
74C86
74C89
74C90
74C93
74C95
74Cl07
74C150
74C151
74C154
74C157
74C160
74C161
74C162
74C163
74C164
74C165
74C173
74C174
74C175
74C192
74C193
74C195
74C200
74C221
74C244
74C373
74C374
74C901
74C902
74C903
74C905
74C906
74C907
74C908
74C909
74C910
74C911
74C912
74C914
74 C915
74C918
74C920
74C921

Circle 193 on inquiry card.

74LSOO
74LSOl
74LS02
74LS03
74LS04
74LS05
74LS08
74LS09
74LS10
74LSll
74LS12
74LS13
74LS14
74LS15
74LS20
74LS21
74LS22
74LS26
74LS27
74L528
74LS30
74LS32
74LS33
74LS37
74LS38
74L540
74L542
74LS47
74LS48
74LS49
74LS51
74LS54
74L555
74LS63
74LS73
74LS74
74LS75
74LS76
74L578
74L583
74LS85
74LS86
74LS90
74LS91
74LS92
74LS93
74LS95
74LS96
74LS107
74LS109
74LSl12
74LSl13
74LSl14
74LS122
74LS123
74LS124
74L5125
74LS126
74LS132
74LS133
74LS136
74LS137
74LS138
74LS139
74LS145
74LS147
74LS148
74LS151
74LS153
74LS154
74LS155
74LS156
74LS157
74LS158
74LS160
74LS161
74LS162
74LS163
74LS164
74LS165
74L5166
74LS168
74L5169
74LS170

.24
.25
.25
.25
.24
.25
.28
.29
.25
.35
.35
.45
.59
.35
.25
.29
.25
.29
.29
.35
.25
.29
.55
.35
.35
.25
.49
.75
.75
.75
.25
.29
.29
1.25
.39
.35
.39
.39
.49
.60
.69
.39
.55
.89
.55
.55
.75
.89
.39
.39
.39
.39
.39
.45
.79
2.90
.49
.49
.59
.59
.39
.99
.55
.55
1.20
2.49
1.35
.55
.55
1.90
.69
.69
.65
.59
.69
.65
.69
.65
.69
.95
1.95
1.75
1.75
1.49

74LS173
.69
74LS174
.55
74LS175
.55
74LS181
2.15
74LS189
8.95
74L5190
.89
74LS191
.89
74L5192
.79
74LS193
.79
74LS194
.69
74LS195
.69
74L5196
.79
74LS197
.79
74LS221
.89
74L5240
.95
74L5241
.99
74LS242
.99
74LS243
.99
74L5244
1.29
74L5245
1.49
74LS247
.75
74L5248
.99
74L5249
.99
74LS251
.59
74LS253
.59
74LS257
.59
74LS258
.59
74L5259
2.75
74L5260
.59
74LS266
.55
74L5273
1.49
74LS275
3.35
74LS279
.49
74LS280
1.98
74LS283
.69
74L5290
.89
74L5293
.89
74LS295
.99
74L5298
.89
74LS299
1.75
74LS323
3.50
74LS324
1.75
74LS352
1.29
74LS353
1.29
74LS363
1.35
74LS364
1.95
74LS365
.49
74LS366
.49
74LS367
.45
74LS368
.45
74LS373
1.39
74LS374
1.39
74LS375
.95
74LS377
1.39
74LS378
1.18
74LS379
1.35
74LS385
3.90
74L5386
.45
74LS390
1.19
74LS393
1.19
74LS395
1.19
74LS399
1.49
2.95 .
74LS424
74LS447
.95
74LS490
1.95
74LS624
3.99
74LS640
2.20
74LS645
2 .20
74LS668
1.69
74LS669
1.89
74LS670
1.49
74LS674 14.95
74L5682
3.20
74LS683
3 .20
74L5684
3.20
74LS685
3.20
74LS688
2.40
74LS689
3.20
81LS95
1.49
81LS96
1.49
81LS97
1.49
81LS98
1.49
25L52521 2.80
25LS2569 4.25

Circle 193 on inquiry card .

74S00
74502
74503
74504
74505
74S08
74509
74510
74511
74515
74520
74522
74530
74532
74537
74538
74540
74S51
74564
74565
74574
74585
74586
745112
745 11 3
745114
745124

.32
.35
.35
.35
.35
.35
.40
.35
.35
.35
.35
.35
.35
.40
.88
.85
.35
.35
.40
.40
.50
1.99
.50
.50
.50
.55
2.75

74S132
745133
745134
745135
745138
745139
745140
745151
745153
745157
74S158
745161
745162
745163
745168
74S169
745174
745175
745181
745182
745188
745189
745194
745195
745196
745197
74S201

1.24
.45
.50
.89
.85
.85
.55
.95
.95
.95
.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
3.95
3.95
.95
.95
3.95
2.95
1.95
6.95
1.49
1.49
1.49
1.49
6.95

LM301
LM301H
LM307
LM308
LM308H
LM309H
LM309K
LM310
LM311
LM311H
LM312H
LM317K
LM317T
LM318
LM318H
LM319H
LM319
LM320 (see
LM322
LM323K
LM324
LM329
LM331
LM3 34
LM335
LM336
LM337K
LM337T
LM338K
LM3 39

.34
.79
.45
.69
1.15
1.95
1.25
1.75
.64
.89
1.75
3.95
1.19
1.49
1.59
1.90
1.25
7900)
1.65
4.95
.59
.65
3.95
1.19
1.40
1.75
3.95
1.95
6.95
.99

74S225
745240
745241
745244
745251
745253
745257
745258
745260
745273
745274
745275
745280
745287
74S288
745289
74S301
745373
745374
745381
745387
74541 2
745471
74S472
74S47 4
745 482
745570
745571

VOLTAGE
REGULATO'RS

7.95
2.20
2.20
2.20
.95
.95
.95
.95
.79
2.45
19.95
19.95
1.95
1.90
1.90
6.89
6.95
2.45
2.45
7.95
1.95
2.98
4.95
4.95
4 .95
15 .25
2.95
2.95

LM340 (see
LM348
LM350K
LM350T
LM 358
LM359
LM376
LM377
LM378
LM379
LM380
LM380N · 8
LM381
LM382
LM383
LM384
LM386
LM387
LM389
LM390
LM392
LM393
LM39 4H
LM399H
NE531
NE555
NE556
NE558
NE561
NE564

.75
.35
.75
.75
.75
.75

7805T
78M05C
7808T
7812T
7815T
7824T
7805K
7812K
7815K
7824K

1.39
1.39
1.39
1.39

78L05
78L 12
78L 15

.69
.69
.69

78H05K
78H12K
C, T

9.95
9.95

.85
.85
.85
.85
.85

7905K
7912K
7915K
7924K

1.49
1.49
1.49
1.49

79L05
79L 12
79L 15

.79
.79
.79
4.95
1.95

LM323K
UA78S40

=TO·220
K = TO·3
L = TO·92

LM565
LM566
LM567
NE570
NE571
NE590
NE592
LM709
LM710
LM711
LM723
LM723H
LM733
LM741
LM741N· 14
LM741H
LM747
LM748
LM1014
LM1303
LM1310
MC1330
MC1349
MC1350
MC1358
MC1372
LM1414
LM1458
LM1488
LM1489
LM1496
T = TO·220

7800)
.99
4.95
4.60
.69
1.79
3.75
1.95
2.50
4.50
.89
1.10
1.60 ·
1.60
1.95
1.95
.89
1.40
1.35
1.95
' .69
1.29
4.60
5.00
2.95
.34
.65
1.50
24 .95
2.95

7905T
7908T
7912T
7915T
7924T

.99
1.49
.89
3.95
2.95
2.50
2.75
.59
.75
.79
.49
.55
.98
.35
.35
.40
.69
.59
1.19
1.95
1.49
1.69
1.89
1.19
1.69
6 .95
1.59
.59
.69
.69
.85

LM1558H
LM1800
LM1812
LM1830
LM1871
LM1872
LM1877
LM1889
LM1896'
ULN 2003
LM2877
LM2878
LM2900
LM2901
LM3900
LM3905
LM3909
LM3911
LM3914
LM3915
LM3916
MC4024
MC4044
RC4136
RC4151
LM4250
LM4500
RC4558
LM13080
LM13600
LM13700

3.10
2.37
8.25
3.50
5.49
5.49
3.25
1.95
1.75
2.49
2.05
2.25
.85
1.00
.59
1.25
.98
2.25
3.95
3.95
3.95
3 .95
4.50
1.25
3.95
1.75
3.25
.69
1.29
1.49
1.49

CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA

7400
7401
7402
7403
7404
7405
7406
7407
7408
7409
7410
7411
7413
7414
7416
7417
7420
7421
7425
7427
7430
7432
7437
7438
7442
7445
7446
7447
7448
7451
7473
7474
7475
7476
7482
7483
7485
7486
7489
7490
7492
7493
7495
7497
74100
74107
74109
74116
74121

3023
3039
3046
3059
3060
3065
3080
3081
CA

TL494
TL496
TL497
75107
75110
75150
75154
75188
75189

.19
.19
.19
.19
.19
.25
.29
.29
.24
.19
.19
.25
.35
.49
.25
.25
.19
.35
.29
.29
.19
.29
.29
.29
.49
.69
.69
.69
.69
.23
.34
.33
.45
.35
.95
.50
.59
.35
2.15
.35
.50
.35
.55
2.75
1.75
.30
.45
1.55
.29
.45

RCA

2.75
1.29
1.25
2.90
2.90
1.75
1.10
1.65
3160

CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA

TI

4.20
1.65
3.25
1.49
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.25
1.25
75494

81
TL071
TL072
TL074
TL081
TL082
TL083

74123
74125
74126
74132
74136
74143
74145
74147
74148
74150
74151
74153
74154
74155
74157
74159
74160
74161
74163
74164
74165
74166
74167
74170
74173
74174
74175
74177
74181
74184
74185
74191
74192
74193
74194
74195
74197
74198
74221
74246
74247
14259
74273
74276
74279
74366
74367
74368
74393

.49
.45
.45
.45
.50
4.95
.60
1.75
1.20
1.35
.55
.55
1.25
.75
.55
1.65
.85
.69
.69
.85
.85
1.00
2.95
1.65
.75
.89
.89
.75
2.25
2.00
2.00
1.15
.79
.79
.85
.85
.75
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.25
2.25
1.95
1.25
.75
.65
.65
.65
1.35

3082
3083
3086
3089
3096
3130
3140
3146
1.19

75365
75450
75451
75452
75453
75454
75491
75492
75493
.89

FET

TL084
LF347
LF351
LF353
LF355
LF356
1.40
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CAPACITORS
TANTALUM

(ASTEC UM1082) QUANTITIES LIMITED

* PRESET TO CHANNEL 3
* USE TO BUILD
TV-COMPUTER INTERFACE
* +5 VOLT OPERATION

NOW
ONLY

6V

$695

20V

DISC
25V

.40

.27

.40
.40

.47

.35

.50
.45

.68
1.0

ASTEe AA11190

1.8

.40

1.5

NOW
ONLY

$5990

.40

.45

.45
.35

.40

2.7

.40

.45

3.3

.45

.50

3.9

.45

4.7

.50

.45

.55

.45
.60

.65

.60

.65

.65

.85

.65

.

.75

.85

.80

.85

.85

.90

.90

1.00

1.00

.90
1.35
2.25

1.50
1.35

4116

250NS

8/7.95

50V .18
:047ul-mono50V .15

RADIAL
.47ul
50V
1
25V
2.2
35V
50V
4.7
10
50V
47
35V
16V
100
220
35V
25V
470
2200
16V

3.25
3.75

26,000ul 30V

BYPASS CAPS
1.00
1.10
.69
1_75

1.25

1.25
1.00
1.50

MCA-7
MCA-255
IL-1
ILA-30
ILQ-74
H11C5
TIL-111
TIL-113

DIODES

5.1 volt zener
12.0 volt zener
(lN914) switching
400PIV rectifier
200PIV 1.5amp bridge
400PIV 1.5amp bridge
Bridge

4.68" Square
3.125" Square

HEAT SINKS
SWITCHES

538

BYfE February 1984

2N918
MPS918
2N2102
2N2218
2N2218A
2N2219
2N2219A
2N2222
PN2222
MPS2369
2N2484
2N2905
2N2907
PN2907
2N3055
3055T
2N3393
2N3414
2N3563
2N3565
PN3565
MPS3638
MPS3640
PN3643
PN3644
MPS3704

.50
.25
.75
.50
.50
.50
.50
.25
.10
.25
.25
.50
.25
.125
.79
.69
.30
.25
.40
.40
.25
.25
.25
.25
.25
.15

MPS3706
2N3772
2N3903
2N3904
2N3906
2N4122
2N4123
2N4249
2N4304
2N4401
2N4402
2N4403
2N4857
PN4916
2N5086
PN5129
PN5139
2N5209
2N6028
2N6043
2N6045
MPS-A05
MPS -A06
MPS- A55
TIP29
TIP31
TIP32

.15
1.85
.25
.10
.10
.25
.25
.25
.75
.25
.25
.25
1.00
.25
.25
.25
.25
.25
.35
1.75
1.75
.25
.25
.25
.65
.75
.79

.05
.05
.05
.05
.05
.05
.05
.05
.07
.07
.07
.10
.12

MONOLITHIC

.14
.14
.15
.15
.15
.18
.18
.20
.30
.60

COMPUTER
GRADE

1.75
100

50V
50V
50V
50V
50V
50V
SOV
50V
50V
50V
50V
12V
50V

470
560
680
820
.001ul
.0015
.0022
.005
.01
.02
.05
.1
.1

.47uf-mono SOV .25
.01 ul-mono 50V .14

ELECTROL YTIC

1.25

OUR BUYER BLEW IT...
I BOUGHT TOO MAny OF THESE!

.05
.05
.05
.05
.05
.05
.05
.05
.05
.05
.05
.05

.1uf-mono

.75
1.00

.55

50V
50V
50V
50V
50V
50V
SOV
SOV
50V
50V
SOV
50V

.65

.55

.70

10

10pl
22
25
27
33
47
56
68
82
100
220
330

.90

8.2

$1995

.45
.75

2.2

6.8

NOW
ONLY

35V

.22ul

IDEAL FOR HOBBYISJi BENCHWORK & DO-IT-YOURSELFERS! OO-DAY ARRANTY! NEW & UNUSED!
QUANTITIES LIMITED!

* DESIGNED FOR DEC EQUIPMENT
* FUSE PROTECTED * LINEAR DESIGN
* AUXILIARY AC OUTLET
* +5 @ 4A; -15V @ 1.5A; 12.25" x4" x4.75"

15V

.33

POWER SUPPLIES

* QUAD OUTPUT SWITCHING
DESIGN AS USED IN APPLE III
* +5 @ 4A; -5 @ .25A
* +12 @ 2.5A; -12 @.30A; 15.5"x4.5"x2"
SIGMA InSTRUMEnTS
Model2PC2241

10V

.43 "
.3 "
.3 "
.375"
.5"
.5"
.270"

CC
CA
CC
CC
CC
CA

3.95

lui
4.7
10
10
22
47
100
100
150
220
330
500
1000
1500

AXIAL
50V
16V
16V
50V
16V
50V
15V
35V
25V
25V
16'1
16V
16V
16V
16V

.14
.14
.14
.16
.14
.20
.20
.25
.25
.30
.40
.42
.60
.70
.85

100
1-99
.13
.11
.15
.12
.17
.13
.20
.18
.29
.27
.30
.27
.30
.27
.40
.32
.49
.39
64 pin ST
4.25 call
ST = SOLDERTAIL
8 pin WW
.59
.49
14 pin WW
.69
.52
.69
.58
16 pin WW
18 pin WW
.99
.90
.98
20 pin WW 1.09
22 pin WW 1.39 1.28
24 pin WW 1.49 1.35
28 pin WW 1.69 1.49
40 pin WW 1.99 1.80
WW = WIREWRAP
16 pin ZIF 5.95
call
24 pin ZIF 7.95
call
28 pin ZIF 8.95
call
ZIF =TEXTOOL
(Zero Insertion Force)

RESISTORS
'I. WATT 5% CARBON FILM ALL
STANDARD VALUES
FROM 1 OHM TO 10 MEG OHM

DIP
SWITCHES

Circle 194 on inquiry card.

2732

32K EPROM

MICROCOMPUTER
HARDWARE HANDBOOK
FROM ELCOMP - $14.95
O ver 800 pages of manufacturers data
sheets on most common ly used IC's.
Includes:

* T TL - 74 /7 4LS and 74F
* C MO S
* Voltag e Regulators
* Mem ory - RAM , ROM , EPROM
* CPU 's - 6800, 6500 , Z80 , 8080,
*

8085 , 8086/ 8
MPU support & interface 6800, 6500 , Z80, 8200, etc .

$495

2764

DISK DRIVES

8-lnCH
DISKDRIUE
SALE

TANDON
TM100-1 5V'" (FOR IBM) 55/ 00
TM100-2 5V." (FO R IBM) 05/ 00
SHUGART
SA 400L 5V'" (40 TR ACK) 55/ 00
SA 400 5 V..· (35 TR ACK) 55/ 00
PERTEC
FD-200 5 V'" 55/ 00
FD-2S0 5'/." 05/ 00
MPI

FD 200-8
SHUGART 801 EOUIV.
SS / DD -10/ $175 EA.

SHUGART 851 EOUIV.
DS/ DD - 10/ $220 EA.

$189 00 $239 00

BEST SELLING
BOOKS

CABINETS FOR 5114" DISK DRIVES
CABINET #2 $79.00
CABINET #1 $29.95

OSBORNE/MC GRAW-HILL
Apple II User's Guide ... .... ... 16.95
CRT Coni roller's Ha ndbook .. . . . .. 9.95
68000 Asse mbly Language
Programming . ........ . .... 16.99
CBASIC User Guide ..... . . . ... 15.00

* DIMENSIONS 8% X 5'0/'6 X 3'5/'6" * COMPLETE WITH POWER
SUPPLY, SWITCH , LINE
* COLOR MATCHES APPLE
* FITS STANDARD 5'14" DRIVES, CORD, FUSE & STANDARD
POWER CONNECTOR
INCL. SHUGART
* DIMENSIONS: 11 % X 5% X 3'0/16"
* INCLUDES MOUNTING
* +5V @ 1 AMP, +12V @ 1.5 AMP
HARDWARE AND FEET
* FITS STANDARD 5'14" DRIVES
* PLEASE SPECIFY
NOTE: PI.a • • Include sufficient amount '0'

SYBEX
Your First Computer. . . . • . . . . ..

$695

64K EPROM

8.95

The CP/ M Handbook ........ . . 14.95
The PASCAL Handbook ...... .. 18.95
Microprocessor Interfacing

Techniques ...... . .. . ... . . . 17.95

TRANSFORMERS

GRAY OR TAN

FRAME STYLE
12.6VAC
12.6VAC CT
12.6VAC CT
12.6VAC CT
25.2VAC CT

2amp
2amp
4amp
8amp
2amp

DIP CONNECTORS
DESCR IPTION

PLUG CASE STYLE
12VAC
12VAC

12VAC
12VAC

ORDER BY

250ma
500ma
lamp
2amp

CONTACTS 8

36 Pin M ale
36 Pin Female

NOTE : Please Include sufllcient amount tor
on above Items.

SINGLE COLOR
l'
10'

10
16
20
25
26

.50
.55
.65
.75
.75
.98
1.32
1.38

34
40
50

4.40
4.80
5.70
6.60
6.60
8.60
11.60
12.1 0

.83
1.00
1.25
1.32
1.32
1.65
1.92
2.50

DESCRIPT IO N
ORDER BY
C ONTACT S 9
15
25
37
50

7.30
8.80
11 .00
11 .60
11.60
14.50
16.80
22.00

.65
.75
.85
1.00
1.25
1.25
1.35
1.50
2. 10

IDPxx
1.45
1.65

2.50
4.15

For orde r ins tru c t ions see " I DC C on nectors" b elow.

36 Pin Mal e

COLOR C ODED
l'
10'

.99
.99
.99
1.69
1.89
1.89
1.99
2.49
2.99

14
16
18
20
22
24
28
40

DC ADAPATER
6, 9, 12 vec selectable with universal
adapter
8.95

CONTACTS

HIGH RELIABILITY COMPO NENT
TOO LE D ST IC
CA RRIERS
(D IP HEADERS)
SOCK ETS
AUGA Txx-ST
ICC..

RIGHT ANGLE
PC SOLDER
FEMALE MALE FEMALE
DBxxS DBxxPR DBxxSR
2. 18
2.66
1.65
2.20
3.03
3.63
442
3.25
3.00
7.11
4.83
6.19
9.24

SOLDER CUP
MALE
DBxxP
2.08
2.69
2.50
4.80
6.06

IDC
HOODS
RIBBON CABLE
GREY
MALE FEMALE BLACK
IDBxxP IDBxxS H OOD-B HOOD
1.60
3.37
3.69
1.60
5.13
4.70
1.25
1.25
6.23
6.84
2.95
10.08
9.22
3.50

For order instruc ti ons see " IDC Con nectors" below.

MOUNTING HARDWARE

1.00

IDC CONNECTORS
DESCRIPTION
ORDER BY
CONTACTS 10
20
26

34
40
50

RIGHT ANGLE
SOLDER HEADER SOLDER
HEADER
IDHxxS
IDHxxSR
'".82
.85
1.29
1.35
1.68
1.76
2.20
2.31
2.58
2.72
3.24
3.39

IDHxxW

RIGHT ANGLE
WWHEADER
IDHxxWR

RIBBON
HEADER SOCKET
IDSxx

RIBBON
HEADER
IDMxx

RIBBON
EDGE CARD
IDEn

1.86
2.98
3.84
4.50
5.28
6.83

2.05
3.28
4.22
445
4.80
7.30

1.15
1.86
2.43
3. 15
3.73
4.65

--5.50
6.25
7.00
7.50
8.50

2.25
2.36
2.65
3.25
3.80
4.74

WW HEADER

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS: Insert the number of contacts in the positio n marked "xx" of the "order by" part number listed . Example: A 10 pin ri ghtangle solder style
header would be IDH10SR.
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APPLE COMPATIBLE
POWER SUPPL'

JDR Microdevices

* Use To Power AppleType Systems
* +SV @ SA +12V @ 3A
-SV @ .SA -12V @ .SA
* Instructions Included

180US'''OS SOLO'

JDR 16K RAM CARD FOR APPLE 11+

* Expand your 48K Apple to 64K
* Fully compatible with Apple Language System *
*

Use
in place of Apple Language card
Highest quality card features : gold edge connector,
sockets for ali IC's .
2 YEAR WARRANTY
Kit with Instructions ...... $40.95
Bare PC Card ............ $14.95

$4495

GET
SLIM In 1984!
JDR HALF-HEIGHT DISK DRIVE

$7995

* Shugart Mechanism Made in U.S.A.
* Direct Replacement for
Apple Disk II
* Compatible with Apple
*

aMG
aMII-ao PRinTER

Controller or other Apple
compatible controllers
Specially designed
electronics with low power
consumption
DOS 3.3 and 3.2 compatible
One Year Warranty

* 35 Track if used with

*
*

*

CONTROLLER CARD

Apple Controlier
40 Track Controller and DOS
Available (Call for Price)

* 80 CPS Dot Matrix Printer
* Prints Bi-Directional in 40, 80,
*

71 or 142 Columns in Normal,
Double Width or Compressed
Text.
Print Superscript As Well As
Superb Graphics in Character
or Bit Image

$20995
VIEWMAX-80
NOW ONLY $159 95

* 80 Column Card for Apple 11+
* Video Soft Switch
* Inverse Vid~o
* 2 Year Warranty

5'1'" WITH HUB RING
MD1 SOFT SECTOR. SS/SD ......••••
MD1D SOFT SECTOR. 55/00 ..... ... .
MD2D SOFT SECTOR. 05/ 00 . . . . . . . . .
MD2F SOFT SECTOR. DS/ QUAD DENSITY
MD110 10 SECTOR HARD. 55/50 ......
MD210D 10 SECTOR HARD. DS/ DD . .• ••
8" WITHOUT HUB RING
FD1 SOFT SECTOR. SS/ SD ••••••• •• ••
FD1D SOFT SECTOR. SS/ DD •••• .••••

MONITOR STAND
MODEL PA·900
Your Display Will
Tilt & Swivel

$29.95

$4760

MONOCHROME

GRAPHMAX $129 95

* Hi Resolution Graphics
* Printer Card
* Centron ics Parallel Interface

540
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* Real-Time Clock Calendar
* Software Included
* Mountain Software Compatible
* BSR Control Options Available

BMC

* 80 Column Card for Apple lie
* 64K RAM Expandable to 128K

$149

THUNDERCLOCK $129.95

moniTORS

NEW $129 95

Graphmax with Color
& Zoom Options .. .

24.75
30.00

OTHER ACCESSORIES
FOR APPLE II

SOFT SECTOR. DS / DD •• •• ••• .•

VIEWMAX-80e

64K RAM Upgrade

19.95
26.25
30.75
45.00
19.95
30.75

95

* ATTRACTIVE, FUNCTIONAL
DISK STORAGE SYSTEM
* 75 DISK STORAGE
CAPACITY
* MOLDED FROM' DURABLE
SMOKED PLASTIC WITH
FRONT CARRY·
99
ING HANDLE

$16

BMC BM 12AUW GREEN 12" • •. ....•. . .•. $89.95
BMC BM 12EUY 18 MHZ AMBER . .•....• $139.95
BMC BM 12EUN 18 MHZ HIGH RES GREEN $115.00
NEC JB1201M - 20 MHZ GREEN . • •.•. " $169.00
ZENITH ZVM·121·15 MHZ GREEN .• •• .• $99.00
COLOR

BMC BM·AU9191U COMPOSITE 13" •...•

Circle 195 on inquiry card .

Unclassified Ads
WANTED: IBM 5100-5120 with APL. 64K. RS-232C serial 110
option. I am developing an adaptive pharmacokinetic system for
medical application s. Also. looking for prospective associates and
programmers versed in C APL. or ZBO/BOB6 assembly language.
Peter A. Orner. MD. PhD. Suite A-204. 3737 Moraga Ave ... San
Diego. CA 92117. 1619) 272-67BI.
WANTED: Tax-exempt. not-for-profit organization seeks com puter donation for compi lation of reference information on AIDS.
W ill be used in a ne twork to provide up-to-date information to
local AIDS groups. Certified receipts. Paul PalOski Jr" MD, National
Gay Health Education Foundation Inc .. 114 Willoughby Ave .
Brooklyn. NY 11205. 1212) 622 -3000.
WANTED: Tax-deductible donation of Apple computer. diskdrive. monitor. and/or primer to be used for financial records,
membership drives. state and federal yearly reports. updating

anlmaJ-care sheets. etc. References and IRS information on request.
We pay shipping and give receipt. Carol Odell. Wildlife Rescue
Team Inc .. Route 2. Lincoln. NE 68505 .
FOR SALE: Lot I: BYTE: July. November. December. 1977: 1978
to 19BI. complete: 19B2 and 1983. less two issues. Lot 2: Kilobaud
MlCfocompuung: June. September to Decembe r. 1977: 1978 to
1980. complete: 1981. less December; 12 issues scattered thru
1982-1983. Lot 3: Creative Computing numbers 2. 4. 5. and 6
011978: 1979 to 1981. complete: numbers 2. 3. 4. and 12 of 1982:
1983. complete. Will accept best offer FOB lor each lot. Duncan
Bailey. 609 Echo Glen. River Vale. NJ 07675. 1201) 666-3992 .
NEEDED: Phvsically disabled Vietnam Veteran needs Smartmodem fOf access to college computer from home. Used OK
Irvlnq J. Goldfarb. 116 Court SI.. Plattsburgh. NY 12901.
FOR SALE: Multiuser CP/M computer. one 6D-megabyre Winchester disk drive. one tape backup. expandable to 32 users. floppy and rape backup. demo unit with new guarantee: lists for
532.000. sell for 516.000. Allen Cohen. Amencan Bar Code
Systems. Suite 376. 5757 West CentUlY Blvd .. Los Angeles. CA
(2J3) 642-1101 .
FOR SALE: MorlOW Designs MD-3 microcomputer with CP/M.
64K RAM. and two double-sided disk drives. Includes standard
software piUS lots of extra programs_ Used only 4 months: 51300
or best offer. Heath H-29 terminal: 5695 firm . Richard Haendel.
POB 22152. Oklahoma City. OK 73123. (405) 721-92 15.
FOR SALE: ELF computer. not completed with regulated
power supply and heavy·duty transformer. enclosure cabinet for
computer boards. ASCII keyboard. and monitor. Giant board and
110 board have been rEsted. Documentation included. Tom Acuff.
3109 15th St .. Moline. IL 61265. 1309) 764-5977.
FOR SALE: ELF II computer with 4K RAM. giant board. expansion power supply. UHF and VHF video modulators. light pen.
vario us programs. and complete manuals: 5250_john Chorlton.
23 16 View Ridge Dr.. Bellingham. WA 98226. (206) 733-5 122 _
FOR SALE: DEC computer system _ Includes a MINC -II processor. an RX02 dual8-inch DSDD floppy-disk drive. a DECwriter
III 180-cps printing terminal. and a VTI05 video terminal with
graphics capability. System comes complete with the MINC BASIC
and RT-II operating systems and includes both FORTRAN and
assembly language compilers. May be willlng to sell terminals
separately Excellent condition; price negotiable. Herbert \Mendell.
405 Northfield Ave .. \Mest Orange. NJ 07052. (201) 736-8259.
WANTED: Atari 800 games and other programs on disk. Send
name. address. and disk: I'll return a disk with different programs.
Sen Can. 3717 Diamondhead Dr.. St. Louis. MO 63125 .
FOR SALE: OSI·(3-A. 56K with dual 8-inch SSSD drives. CP/M
package. printer interface. and cable. Lifeboat X8ASIC COBOL.
FORTRAN _OS-65D 3.0. OS-65U 1.1. OS-DMSA nucleus. OS-65D
extended editor. and \X.k)rdsrar 3.0. All disks and documentation:
51800. FOB Wilton. Wm_ E. Ritchie: RD 2. Wilton. NH 03086.
(6031 654-6157
FOR SALE: Memorex 651 hard-sector 8-inch floppy-disk drive.
Used but in good condition. Make offer or will trade for 5-100
boan:!s. etc. Kevin Cardon. 1500 North 1220 East. Lehi. UT 84043.
(BOI) 768-9567 _
FOR SALE: Four Shugart SA800 8-inch floppy-disk drives in
excellent shape: 5150 each. Two Memorex 552 8-inch floppy-disk
drives. double-sided: 5175 each. Roger Wilson. 922 Dunbarton
Dr.. Richardson. TX 75081. (214) 690-1895 after 6 p.m.
FOR SALE: OSI system consisting of Superboa rd Imounted in
cast·aluminum cove r) and Leedex 12-inch monitor. cassette. and
ASR 33 teletype. In very good condition with good system documentation. Will sell for best offer or trade for dot-ma trix printer.
Edward Crovella. (716) 839-3468 after 6 p.m.

FOR SALE: IMJrking S-IOO boards. 16K static RAMs: 565 each _
8K static RAMs: 530 each. 8yresaver II with 102708s: 575. Pro cessor Tech 1200 bps cassette interface: 535. OP-BO optical papertape reader: 520. Two partial SOUOs: 515 eaCh. Mostly Processor
Technology software. Martin Eberhard. 307 East Healey #10.
Champaign. IL 61820. (217) 398-0077 evenings_
FOR SALE: Vector Graphics MZ with S-IOO. Z80. 4MHz. 56K.
dual300K disks. Centronics and RS-232C ports. SOROC 120 terminal. Selectric printer/typewriter. CP/M. Pascal-Z. and other
goodies: 52500 or offer. Also. PDP-8M CPU. 8K core. autostart.
and I/O interface: 5500 as is_ TI-59 Calculator with printer-base.
all accessories and software. like new: 5250. PROM-8laster Apparat for Apple II: 575. M ike Hughes. P08 393. Rapid City. SD
57709. 1605) 341-6755.
FOR SALE: Microtek MT80P printer: 5250. Microterm ACT-I
terminal : S100. Sw TPC 6800 computer With 44K . Two serial and
one parallel I/O boards: 5425 . SwTPC AC30 cassette interface:
550. Send for complete list. Jim Hall. 2063 108th Ave .. Otsego.
MI 49078. (616) 694-9760.
WANTED: Infomnation on the IBM printer Model 3284-2: serialinterface location on the logic control unit. it's pin definition and
location. Would like to interface it to a Z80 microprocessor. Also.
would welcome and answer all correspondence related to computers. programming. etc. Tony-A'damse Veerk. 41F The Hague.
Holland.
FOR SALE: H-14 printer with RS-232C serial cable: excellent
condition, checked by factory. Extra ribbons and aJi manuals included : 5125 . Will pay shipping. Tom Dorsett. E 2726 Golden
Rd .. Spokane. WA 99208. (509) 466-0585 _
WANTED: Apple software to swap. Will trade for games.
utilities. or whatever. Send typed list o( programs and I'll send
mine_Wade Tsai. 1309 South Port 81vd .. New Iberia. LA 70560.
1318) 367-8860.
FOR SALE: Epson MX-IOO printer. Epson interface board for
Apple. and Graphicwriter: all 5600 or best offer. Apple Disk II
Drive: 5299. Rana Disk Elite One: 5250. Versawriter: 5199. DOS
Toolkit: 540. Gorgon: 527. A8M: 515. Swashbuckler: 520. Other
software at varying prices. Peter Su, 14 Devonshire Or.. Barrington.
R102806.
WANTED: Computer and electronics enth usia sts who want
to correspond with a 22'year-old malE elecrronics engineer. I am
interested in the exchange of ideas. programs, and circuit designs.
I use an 5-100. Z80-based system. AlSO. anybody who wants to
communicate about the electronics and computing scene in India.
Kim Agrawal. Sri Aurobindo Ashram. Pondicherry 605 002. India _
FOR SALE: Heavy-duty power-supply system. Metal case (12
by 6 by 30) . two Lambda power supplies: (LGS-EE-5-0V-R: 5 V
@ 110 amps) and (LNDXI52: ± 12 V @ 2.5 amps) With AC-power
fail-detection board. Package price: 51400: asking 5700. jim
Kitchen. (713) 644-2841 days. 251-0723 nights.
FOR SALE: 48K Atari 400 with BASIC cartridge. manual. d ust
cover, and various cassettes: all for 5250. Also, an Atari 16K memory board that I will swap for back issues of BYTE. Creative Computing. or Compute Best offer. send your list. Jim W. Prickett. 2142
Cross Rd .. EI Centro. CA 92243 .
FOR SALE: 8ase II dot-matrix printer in top condition with
RS-232C serial. Centronics parallel. 20-mA-current loop. and
IEEE-488 interfaces. Also. has tractor feed. graphics. and extended
buffer options. Asking 5450. Will consider trading for 1200-bps
computer, external modem. or item of equal value . Walter Vase
Jeffries. H81630 Dartmouth. Hanover. NH 03755.
FOR SALE: LNW 80 computer board With gold connectors.
most capacitators, resistors, and sockets. All manuals and the BYTE
construction article: 5125 or offer. Also. three S-IOO Vector Graphics
boards (1977 Rev. I & 2) including the hi·res boan:!. 8K RAM board.
and the Flash-writer board: all three for 5200 or best offer. James
E. Shephard. 15634 Northeast 107th Court. Redmond. WA 9B052.
12061 883-6052.
WANTED: Schematics and operationa l information on the Seals
Electronics 32KSC a 32K-byre S-IOO static RAM board. Also. for
sale: five new, unused boards needing some logic parts and new,
prime RAM chips: TI TMS 4044.4116. 21L02: and 80lR-compatible
disk drive. Prices negotiable. Steve Fritts. P08 13057. SI. Paul. MN
551 13 . (612) 771-8264.
WANTED: Student would appreciate the donation of an Apple
II with disk drive and 64K to be used in the development of educat ional programs for schools and to further my knowledge of
computer languages. Mark Zwich. 1821 1MJ0dsfieid Dr.. Richfield.
WI 53076.

UNCLASSIFIED POLICY: Readers who have computer equipment to buy, sell, or
trade or who are requestinq or qivinq advice may send a notice to BYTE for inclusion
in the Unclassified Ads section. To be considered for publication, an advertisement must
be noncommercial/individuals or bona fide computer clubs only/, typed double-spaced
on piain white paper, contain 75 words or fewer, and include complete name and
address. This service is free of charge; notices are printed once only as space permits _
Your confirmation of placement is appearance in an issue of BYTE as we engage in no
correspondence . Please allow at least three months for your ad to appear. Send your
notices to Unclassified Ads, BYTE/McGraw-Hili, POB 372 , Hancocl<, NH 03449_
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FOR SALE: North Star Horizon II. 5-100 bus. 32K. dual 5 V. -inch
drives, RTC. two seri al and one parallel ports. oak cabinet.
manuals. etc. Lots of software. Offers7 Also. two IBM 744111980
Selectric ball-communicating primers, financial keyboards. and
RS-232C interface. Will include Z80 and/or 6502 softwa!e drivers.
and documentation: 5230 each or 5420 (or both. FOB. Also.
TTY model 43 KSR with modem: 5475. Rich Adamson. 7310
Adams. Lincoln. NE 68507. 1402) 464-0718.
FOR SALE: Apple II 48K computer (ha s (ull uppercase and
lowercase keyboard). 16K language card. disk drive with controller
and green monitor: S1000 or best offer. Also. MX-80 friction· feed
kit: 570. Lester Bartel. 1907 8arham. Dodge City. KS 67801. (316)
227-7536.
WANTED: I am Interested in corresponding with other
Cromemco C-IO owners, users. and groups ro share and swap
programs and informaCion. Steven E. Martin. 7751 Gamid Dr..
Springfield. VA 22153. 1703) 664-4251 days and 451-2992
evenings.
FOR SALE: Okidata Microline 80: 5195. IDS 440G: 5345 _
Okidata Slimline 160: 51195 . Decis Data 6540: 5995. Mountain
Apple Clock: 5145 . Apple Parallel Can:!: 570. Apple Communicate
Card: 51 15. visual V200 CRT: 5545. Microfinesse Fin Model (new):
5290. Panasonic NV8200 VCR: 5550_ All clean. in working condition, manuals included . Dave Drucker, 5 Norbert. Hawthorn
1MJ0ds. IL 60047. (312) 541-2122FOR SALE: Tektronix 60-MHz dual trace. delayed-alternate
time-base oscilloscope. Model 2215 with accessory pouch: like
new: 51000 or best offer. Stephen Rao. 9001 Watertown Plank
Rd .. Milwaukee. WI 53226. (414) 257-8567_
FOR SALE: OSI C4P MF. 48K RAM. two 5-inch disk drives.
battery backup clock/calendar. four joysticks. programmable tone
generator. DAC 32 by 64 redefinable character or graphic in 16
colors. OS-65D with Microsoft BASIC assemb ler and debugger
With all manuals and lots of software. Over 53500: asking 52500
in Canadian funds. Daniel Filteau, 1471 Bourgeoys. Longueuil.
Quebec j4M IZ5. Canada. 1514) 468-3820.
FOR SALE: Tektronix 4054 graphics terminal. 300 hours tota l
time used. Less than 50 hours on CRT tube. Options: #Ol-Data
Communication Interface: #24-64K-byres total memory: #30Dynamic Graphics. Also, Trans-Era NO converter unit and Trans·
Era 8CD-8inary I/O unit. Walt Hedges. 4635 \Mest Euclid. Laveen.
AZ 85339. (602) 237-4080.
WANTED: S-IOO boards. Three Compupro RAM 20 32K static:
5125 each. Two Tarbell DD controllers with CP/M 2.2: 5200 each .
Compupro I/O: 5100. Compupro CPU-Z: 5200. All boards perfect
with manuals. jim Blair. (318) 367-8455.
WANTED: Student would appreciate an unwanted. new. or
used copy of 8eneath Apple DOS IlMJrth & Lechner. for Apple
DOS 3.3) and/or 8ag of Tricks_ Wi lling to pay. or trade software
or a copy of 6502 Asse mbly Larguage Programming (L . Leventhal) in new condition. Darryl Dueck. 59 Pinecrest Bay. Winnipeg.
Manitoba R2G IW2. Canada. (204) 668-5176 .
WANTED: Used Olivetti Praxis 30 electronic typewriter. Long
Kha. 7322 Mesa College Dr.. Apt. 18. San Diego. CA 92111.(619)
277-4277.
WANTED: TRS-80 software to swap. Also. need help in repairing a TRS-80 logic board Modell G version: need two ROMs set.
I have some TRS-80 upgrade p lans for trade . Looking lor 80column TRS-80 Modell upgrade plans. Send SASE for replies. Tim
Cochrane. POB 176. Industry. PA 15052 _
FOR SALE: Apple software: Wizard and the Princess for 518
or best offer and Ultima for 525 or best offer. Both in original packing. Also, will buy or borrow used adventures and games. Darrin
Rothe. 310 North Main. Deer Park. W I 54007. (715) 269-53 13 aher
5 p.m. and weeke nds.
WANTED: Percom Doubler A (the one discarded when you
upgraded to Doubler II) for TRS-80 Model I: Level II ROM chips
for newer Alps keyboard (the set that mounts directly on main
board). and airc raft navigation software on disk. H. Sherwin. 609
South Main St .. Clearfield. UT 84015. 1801) 773-8005.
FOR SALE: Persci 270 dual8-lnch Ss/SD floppy-disk dnve and
power supply. Very fast and factory maintained: 5395 . A lan
\Mesthagen. 6814-20th N E. Seattle. WA 98115. (206) 524-7335.
WANTED: Anyone who wants to exchange programs & soh·
ware for a Processor Tech SOL-20. T. and N . Eliasson. G05gatan
15 S-72348 Vasteras. Sweden _
WANTED: V IC-20 books. tapes. cartridges. or other new or
uled equipment. Please send list when corresponding. Bart
Kreuser. 1695 Blemeret. Green 8ay. WI 5~30~ .
FOR SALE: Two Ca lcomp #142 SSDD 8-inch drives. one
Calcomp #142M SSDD B-Inch drive: both need !epair. Also. Tarbel
SD FDC. Calcomp Jumpered. Shugart adaptor: IA ZBO 2·MHz CPU
with CP/M boot PROM: Cromemco Z80 monitor PROM: 16K
Godbout Econoram IV static RAM: 16K WMC MEM·2 static RAM:
and four 8K Godbout Econoram II static RAM . Complete
documentation on each item. Make an offer. Dave Raibert. (2011
444-4600 and 529-3595.
WANTED: Young robotics A.1. experimenter would like contact with others with same interests_ Peter J. Skelley. 16121 59th
Ave. SE. Snohomish. WA 98290.
FOR SALE: A ltos 16-bit multiuser computer with hard disk.
The system has Horizon WP. Accounting. and Multiplan running
under the Xenix operating system. New: 516.700. asking 57200.
Mike Hughes. 1245 West Huntington Dr. #207. Arcadia. CA
91006. 12 131 287-7385 .
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FOR SALE: Fortune 32:16 computer with hard disk. Unix operating system. WP. MUltiplan. and accounting software. Asking
hall 01 what the system costs. Russ Sharer. POB 3535_ Arcadia.
CA 91006. 12131 445-B720.
WANTED: To trade a one-month-old Radio Shack TRS-80
IMCIOI with some money. lor a used Jupiter Ace with some soltware and documentation . William V PetlD Jr.. 30047 Regent.
Wick lirre. O H 44092. 12161 944-5903.
FOR SALE: Radio Shack TRS-80 Model I with Level II BASIC.
Comes wirh functionjng keyboard. moniror, cassette recorder.
several games. and complete documentation. Will trade lor IBM
PC softwarelhardware or best orrer. Michael Beauchamp. 313 O ld
Post Rd .. Wa terloo. Ontario N2L 5P3. Canada. 15 191 BB5-0B91.
WANTED: People who are interested in or use the Logo language. I would like to exchange programs. ideas. and inlormation. Keith Robison. 113 Morris Rd .. Exton. PA 19341.
WANTED: TDL Assembler. Chess. and Sta tistics software in
source listing and on 5 V. -inch disk lor Osborne I in single density. Will give you other software in exchange. Hermann Locarek.
Fuggerstr. 4. 8901 Stadtbergen. \ilkst Germany.
FOR SALE: Xerox 820 computer with two 5 V. -inch DSiDD
drives or two 8-inch WDD drives. Also. Xerox/Diablo 630 letterquality plinter. James Long. Rt. 3 NO. 6 Autumnwood. Holts Summit. MO 65043. 13141 896-5989 aher 7 p.m.
FOR SALE: Back issues 01 8YTE. vol. I. no. I (1 9751 thro ugh
1982 . complete except for vol. I. no. 2. 3. 5. and 9. Mint condition. S250 includes U.s shipment Bill Schweber. POB 543. Sharon.
MA 02067.

FOR SALE: Netronics Explorer-85 system. Complete with keyboard. 64K memory. two 8-inch disk drives. and CPIM . All in
perfect working order. will sell for best orrer. Larry Katz. 854 North
Krome Ave .. Homestead. FL 33030. 13051 248-7561 days.
FOR SALE: TRS-80 Model I 48K. RS-232C. modem. DEC printer.
software. manuals: S975. CCTV Security System with two
cameras. monitor. more: S500. 3M 257 desk copier: S175. Also.
TRS-80 Model 16 256K. two drives. real-time clock. XenixlUnix
software. modem. printer. terminal. hard disk. more: S7950. Jim
Thomas. POB R. Pine Lake. GA 30012. 14041 498-1401.
FOR SALE: BYTE January 1981 through December 1982 124
issuesl and Microcomputlng January 1977 through October 1982
170 issuesl: S170. prepaid. Will consider VIC-20. T199. etc. as partial trade. Paul Schmidtke. 4308 East Little Creek Rd .. Tucson. AZ
85712. 16021 326-0442 .
FOR SALE: BYTE. 7176 thru 10176 and 1177 thru 12182. missing one issue: S200. Interface Age. 1177 thru 12182. missing 7178:
SISO. Kilobaud. 10177 thru 12182. missing 3 issues: S125. Creative
Computing. 3177 thru 6181. missing two issues: S100. Personal
Computing. 7178 th ru 12181. missing I issue: S75. All plus shipping. Also dr dObbs. etc. George Lang. 306 East 96th S1.. NY.
NY 10128. 12121 348-3610.
WANTED: Texas Instruments Model I computer. D. Jones. P08
778. Daly City. CA 94017. 14151 877-8676.
FOR SALE: Hardware maintenance and service library package
lor IBM Personal Computer XT: #6936809. never opened. sealed:
USS80. I pay shipping. Luis Baez. 7922 East Drive. North Bay Village. FL 33 141. 13051 756-5687 evenings.
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WANTED:

Byte Nybble document #112 I''''n M6800 LISP In·
terpreter." 19791; MIT Artificial Intelligence Lab "HakMem" Memo
#239 Ion Collatz' problem. 197 21; and a textbook. " Computer
Approaches to Mathematical Problems" by J. Nievergelt IPrentice·
Hall. 19741. Will pay copy costs and postage or will buy your
original at your price. 8arry Knapp. 4695 Osage Dr.. Boulder. CO
80303. 13031 494·8390.
FOR SALE: 2708 EPROMs. 200 EPROMs were removed when
equipment was upgraded to 27 16. All were working when reo
moved; perfect for the hobbyist I to 25: S1.25 each; 25 or more
at SI each. Rich Matthews. P08 80685. Baton Rouge. LA 70898.
15041 291-0832 evenings and weekends.
FOR SALE: Codata CTW 3001201f8 8-user Unix computer.
20·megabyte lixed disk. 386K floppy. 256K RAM. C. Pascal. FOR·
TRAN 77. excellent condition: SI1.95'0. Tom Cole. 1207 Ceder·
wood Dr.. Joliet IL 60435. 18151 729-0300.
WANTED: Atari 810 disk drives. used but in good working
order. Also. 1200·bps modem with software fo r Atari BOO.
8O-column board. 48K RAM plug·in board. and business-oriented
software. Orrers 01 game programs given consideration. Stephen
A . Risik. 10224 Windsor View Dr.. Potomac. MD 20854 .
WANTED: Technical and service inlormation for a G.E. TN·l 200
impact Ichainl printer. Also. nonworking printer lor parts. Russel
Hill. clo Industrial Counseling Services. POB 278. Ashland. OR
97520. 15031 488-0220.

BOMB Cites Chaos Manor
Jerry Pournelle's User's Column,
"The Latest from Chaos Manor."
won top spot in the November
BOMB. Dr. Pournelle wins $100. The
five authors of "Technical Aspects of
IBM PC Compatibility," Charlie Montague, Dave Howse, Bob Mikkelsen,
Don Rein, and Dick Mathews, will
divvy up the $ 50 prize for second
place. " Concurrent CP/M " by Joe
Guzaitis grabbed third place.
Lawrence J Curran and Richard S.
Shuford's inteNiew with " IBM 's
Estridge" was a close fourth . And
Bobbi Bullard's " Comparing the IBM
PC and the TI PC' placed fifth .
Heartiest congratulations to these
authors.

Correspondence
Address all editoria l correspon dence to the editor
at BYTE, POB 3 72. H an cock. N H 03 44 9 . Unacceptab le ma nuscripts w ill b e returned if accompa n ied
by sufficient First-class postage . Not responsible for
lost manu scripts o r p hotos. Opin ions expressed by
the a uthors are not n ecessarily those of BYTE. Entire contents copyright © 19B3 by BYTE Publica'
tions Inc. All rights reserved. W h ere n ecessary. permission is g ra nted by the copyright own er for libra ries an d o thers reg istered w ith the Copy right
Cl earan ce Center Iccq to pho tocopy a ny a rtic le
h erein for the flat fee o f I .50 per copy of t he article o r any part thereof. C orresponden ce and paym en t sh o uld b e sent directly to th e CC C , 2 1 Congress St.. salem, M A 01 970. Specify ISSN 03605280/83. I .50. Copyin g don e for o th er th a n person al or internal reference u se without th e perm iSsion of McGraw -Hili is p rohibited. Requests for
special permiSSion o r bulk o rders should be add ressed to th e p ublish er . BYTEI!l is availab le in
m icro form from University M icroFIlms International.
300 N o rth Zeeb Rd .. D ep t. PRo An n A rbor. MI
48106 USA or 18 Bedford Row, Dept. PRo London
W C I R 4EJ England.
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15
16

19
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24
25
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28
29
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31
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32
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34
35
36
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38
39
40
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42
43
391
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52
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57
58
59
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62
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63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
113
74
75
76
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Page No.

1 SUPER WAREHOUSE 400
1ST PLACE SYSTEMS 336
800 SOFTWARE 134
A.S.T. RESEARCH 239
AB COMPUTERS 500
ABC COMPUTER LTD 520
ABC DATA PRODUCTS 423
ACL INC. 460
ADDMASTER CORP. 506
ADROIT ELECTRONICS, INC. 506
ADV. COMPo PROD. 534, 535
ADV.GRAPHIC ENGINEERING 512
ALF PRODUCTS, INC 306
ALPHA BYTE 314
ALPHA NUMERIC INTL. 273
ALPHA OMEGA COMPUTER 14
AMDEK CORP. 55
AMER. BUYING & EXPORT 426
AMER.SQUARE COMPo 357
ANADEX 429
ANTELOPE COMMUNICATIONS 518
ANTEX DATA SYS. 116
APPLE COMPUTER INC. CII , 1
APPLE COUNTRY LTD. 491
APPLEWARE, INC. 512
APPLIED DIGITAL DATA SYS. 192
APPLIED SOFTWARE TECH. 437
ARTIFICIAL INT'L. RESEARCH 512
ASHTON-TATE 73
ASHTON-TATE 345
ATARISOFT 115
AVATAR 339
AVOCET 445
BASF SYSTEMS 287
BAY TECHNICAL ASSOC. 98
BECK MFG 78
BELL, JOHN ENGR. 520
BHRT 283
BIBLE RESEARCH SYSTEMS 139
BOEING MILITARY AIRPLANE 411
BORLAND INT'L. 99
BOTTOM LINE, THE 189
BROWN DISC MANUFACTURING 234
BYTE PUBL. INC. 368, 369
BYTE PUBL. INC . 463
BYTE PUBL. INC. 490
BYTEK COMPo SYS. CORP. 246
BYTEWRITER 20
C WARE 262
C-SYSTEMS 514
C.S.D. INC. 476
CABLES UNLTD.-DIV.
WORSWICK IND. 510
CADMUS COMPUTER 110, 111
CALIF. DIGITAL 528, 529
CALIF. DATA CORP. 508
CALIF. MICRO COMPo 124
CAPITAL EQUIPMENT 334
CDR SYSTEMS 512
CENTRE COMP.CONSULTANTS 516
CHANNEL CONNECTION 493
CHIPS & DALE 520
CIRCUITS WORLD ELECTR. 516
CIRCUITS WORLD ELECTR. 518
CLEO 448, 449
COGITATE 514
COLORADO COMPo PERIPH. 516
COLUMBIA DATA PROD . 385
COMMAND SERVICES CORP. 378
COMMERCIAL 8USINESS SYS. 492
COMPoCOMPNTS. UNLTD. 526, 527
COMPoWHLSLRS. OF FREDERICK 364
COMPANION COMPo 300
COMPAQ COMPUTER CORP. 10, 11
COMPETITIVE EDGE 174
COMPLEXX SYSTEMS, INC. 149
COMPUADD 504
COMPUPRO 25
COMPUPRO 401
COMPUPRO 439
COMPUSERVE 330
COMPUSHACK 447
COMPUTER CHANNEL 204
COMPUTER CLASSIFIEDS 354
COMPUTER DISCOUNT PROD. 515
COMPUTER FOOD PRESS 510
COMPUTER HANDICAPPING 506
COMPUTER HUT OF N.E. 341
COMPUTER INNOVATIONS 120
COMPUTER MAIL ORDER 166, 167
COMPUTER PLUS 459
COMPUTER PRICE CLUB 514
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85
86
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88
89
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94
95
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450
101
208
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410
411
104
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107
395
396
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112
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130
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132
405
135
136
137
412
78
138
139
140
142
143
458
145
146
147
212
148
149
150
151
152
154
155
156
158
159
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COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY 514
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY 520
COMPUTER WAREHOUSE 333
COMPUTERS AND MORE 180
COMPUTERS AND MORE 120
COMPUTERS WHOLESALE 379
COMPUVIEW PROD.INC. 263
COMPU-MEDIA, INC. 504
CONCURRENT CORP. 126
CONROY-LAPOINTE 156, 157
CONROY-LAPOINTE 156, 157
CONROY-LAPOINTE 156, 157
CONTINENTAL PRESS INC, THE 514
CONTROL DATA CORP. 305
CORONA DATA SYS. 67
COSMOS 75
CRE WHOLESALE PROD . 518
CRE WHOLESALE PROD. 518
CREATIVIT'Y UNLTD . 518
CROMEMCO 5
CRYPTRONICS INC. 72
CUESTA SYSTEMS 512
CUSTOM COMP.TECH . 519
DANA COMPUTER DISCOUNT 467
DATA MANAGEMENT ASSOC . 261
DATA STORAGE SOLUTIONS 93
DATA STORAGE SOLUTIONS 93
DATA TECH INDUSTRIES 163
DATA TRANSLATION INC. 453
DATASOUTH COMP.CORP. 335
DATASOUTH COMP.CORP. 470
DATA SPEC 471
DATA SPEC 471
DAVIDGE CORP. 516
DELUXE COMPo FORMS 398
DIAMOND SFTW.SUPPLY 205
DIGITAL RESEARCH 216, 217
DIGITAL RESEARCH COMPo 517
DIRECT SOFTWARE 195
DISCOUNT SOFTWARE 352
DISKWORLD 290
DISKWORLD 518
DISPLAY TELECOMMNCTNS. 505
DISPLAYED VIDEO 499
DOKAY COMPoPROD. INC. 524, 525
DOW JONES SOFTWARE 101
DOW JONES SOFTWARE 315
DWIGHT CO., INC . 508
DYNAX, INC. 103
DYSAN CORP. 47
DYSAN CORP. 231
EAGLE SOFTWARE 152
EASTERN ENTERPRISES 213
EASTMAN KODAK CO. 170
EASTMAN KODAK CO. 171
ECOSOFT 404
EDUCATIONAL MICROCOMP. 508
ELCOMP 508
ELECTRADE CO. 510
ELECTRADE CO. 514
ELECTRONIC SPECIALISTS 360
ELEK-TEK 184
ELLIS COMPUTING INC. 187
EMPIRICAL RESEARCH GROUP 130
ENGINEERING SPECIALTIES 520
ENGLISH I COMPoTUTORIALS 378
EPSON AMERICA 86, B7
EPSON AMERICA 413
EXCEL 128
EXCEL 140, 141
EXECUTIVE MGMNT. SYS. 127
EXPERT COMPUTERS 480
EXPOTEK 270
F.T.G. DATA SYS. 512
FALCON SAFET'Y PROD . 85
FIGURE-LOGIC BUS. EQUIP. 506
FIGURE-LOGIC BUS. EQUIP. 520
FLAGSTAFF ENGINEERING 155
FLOPPY DISK SERVo INC. 502
FORMULA INT'L. 513
FORMULA INT'L. 513
FREEDOM COMPo MART 503
FUJITSU PROFESS.MICROSYS. 291
FUTECH INT'L. CORP. 104
GENERAL TECHNOLOGY 355
GIFFORD COMP.SYS . 399
GILTRONIX, INC. 510
GMS SYSTEMS 367
GOULD, INC. 181
GRAY MARKET 494
GREAT SALT LAKE COMPo 495
GREAT SALT LAKE COMPo496, 497
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167
168
169
414
157
170
172
173
174
176

177
178
180
181
182
457
183
184
185
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187
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400
190
191
192
193

194
195
196
197
19B
199
200
203
205
206
215
207
209
210
211
3B9
216
217
218
219
220
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222
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224
226
227
229
230
402
231
232

233
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235
236
237
398
238
240
241
242
243
245
246
247
248
249
250
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GTEK INC. 53
H&E COMPUTRONICS 13B
H&M DISK DRIVE SERVICES 376
H.E .1. INC. 26
HANDWELL CORP. 394
HANDWELL CORP . 507
HAYES MICROCOMP.PROD . 94
HAYES MICROCOMP.PROD. 95
HAYES MICROCOMP.PROD. 397
HEATH COMPANY 129
HITACHI 69
HUMAN DESIGNED SYS. 375
HYPERGRAPHICS 225
I.B.C. 19
I.T.M . 226
110 TECHNOLOGIES 351
IBM CORP. 232, 233
IBM SYSTEMS SUPPLY DIV. 435
IDEA WARE 259
IMAGE COMP.PROD. 504
IN SYNC 510
INCOMM 456
INFOCOM 240, 241
INMAC 426
INTEGRAND 66
INTERACTIVE STRUCT. 295
INTERDATA SYSTEMS, INC. 510
INTERFACE, INC . 135
INTERFACE, INC. 135
INTERTEC DATA SYS. 13
INTEX MICRO SYS. 462
IQ TECHNOLOGY 202
J .M.1. SOFTW. CONS 182
JADE COMP.PROD. 521
JADE COMP.PROD. 522, 523
JAMECO ELECTR. 532, 533
JANUS 136, 137
JDR MICRODEVICES, INC. 536, 537
JDR MICRODEVICES, INC. 538, 539
JDR MICRODEVICES, INC. 540
JOSKO ENTERPRISES 516
JUKI INDUSTRY OF AMERICA 209
KADAK PRODUCTS 154
KAYPRO SOFTWARE DIR. 431
KELLY COMP.SUPPLIES 518
KEYTRON ICS CORP. 299
KNOWLEDGE SYS. 45
LABORATORY MICROSYS. 122
LANGLEY-ST.CLAIR 405
LASER MICRO 380
LAWSON LABS 504
LEADING EDGE PROD . CIII
LlBERT'Y GROUP INC. 382
LIQUIDATORS COMPANY 506
LOGIC PROGRAMMING 340
LOGICAL DEVICES 18
LOGICAL DEVICES 51B
LOGITECH, INC. 132
LOMAS DATA PRODUCTS 165
LOTUS DEVELOPMENT 242
LSI JAPAN CO. 514
LYBEN COMPo SYS. 516
LYBEN COMPo SYS. 504
L YCO COMPUTER 498
MA SYSTEMS 301
MACROTECH INT'L. 173
MANNESMANN TALLY 177
MANX SOFTWARE SYS. 24
MARK OF THE UNICORN 433
MARYMAC INDUSTRIES 510
MAYNARD ELECTRONICS 71
MC-P APPLICATIONS 381
MCGRAW-HILL BOOK CO. 465
MCGRAW-HILL BOOK STORE 407
MCGRAW-HILL RECRUITMENT 422
METHOD SYS. INC. 508
METRO SOFTWARE, INC. 203
MFJ ENTERPRISES, INC. 186
MICRO AGE COMP.STORES 425
MICRO CONTROL SYS. 16, 17
MICRO CRAFT CORP 81
MICRO DATA BASE SYS. 185
MICRO MANAGEMENT SYS. 454
MICRO MART 340
MICRO MINT 455
MICRO-TAX 183
MICRODYNAMICS 508
MICROHOUSE 337
MICROLAND 514
MICROMAIL 511
MICROMATION 360
MICROPROCESSORS UNLTD. 516

To get further information on the products advertised in BYTE, fill out the reader service card
with your name and address. Then circle the appropriate numbers for the advertisers you select
from the list . Add a 20-cent stamp to the card, then drop it in the mail. Not only do you gain
information, but our advertisers are encouraged to use the marl<etplace prov ided by BYTE. Th is
helps us bring you a bigger BYTE. The index is provided as an additional service by the publisher,
who assumes no liability for errors or omissions . ' Correspond directly with company.
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283
284
285
286
408
337
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290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
319
300
301
302
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303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
401
316
318
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
461 ·
327
328
329
331
333
334
335
336
288
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
348
349
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MICROSTUF, INC. 281
MICRO TECH EXPORTS 366
MICROWARE 188
MID-AMERICA WHOLESALERS 410
MILLER, J.w. 340
MINI MICRO MART 403
MOORE BUSN. CENTERS 56, 57
MOUNTAIN VIEW PRESS 275
MPI297
MTI SYSTEMS CORP. 164
MUSYS CORP. 271
MYTEK 442
NATIONAL COMPUTER LTD. 124
NAVAL UNDERWATER SYS.CTR. 409
NEBS COMPUTER FORMS 364
NEC INFORMATION SYS. 353
NESTAR SYSTEMS INC. 105
NETWORK CONSULTING , INC. 250
NETWORK CONSULTING , INC. 461
NEVADA COMPUTER 434
NORTH HILLS CORP. 508
NORTH HILLS CORP. 514
NORTHWEST DIGITAL SYS. 64
NORTHWEST MICROCHIPS DIST. 520
NRI SCHOOLS ELECTR .DIV. 417
NWS 434
O'HANLON COMP.SYS. 197
OCTAGON SYSTEMS CORP 518
OMNISOFT B2
OMNISOFT 83
OPEN SYSTEMS, INC. 266
ORA ELECTRONICS 501
ORYX SYSTEMS 190, 191
OSBORNE/MCGRAW·HILL 327, 328, 329
P.C. NETWORK 325
PACIFIC EXCHANGES 340, 378,
434, 504,506, 508, 510, 512,520
PACIFIC INFOTECH CORP. 126
PAN AMERICAN ELEC. INC. SOB
PC PIPELINE 300
PC WARE, INC. 316, 317
PEGASUS DATA SYS . 459
PEOPLE & TECHNOLOGY 172
PERCOM DATA 9
PERSOFT 118
PERSOFT 504
PERSONALIZED COMP.PAPER 154
PHONE I, INC. 321
PIKA-BOX, DIV.APPLIED COMPo490
POPCOMIP.RENTICE CORP. 248, 249
PRACTICAL PERIPH. 260
PRACTICAL PERIPH . 269
PRACTICAL PERIPH . 363
PRIMAGES, INC. 419
PRINCETON GRAPHIC SYS. 313
PRINTER STORE, THE 52
PRIORIT'Y ONE 392, 393
PRIORIT'Y ONE 530, 531
PRO MICROSYSTEMS 512
PROMETHEUS PRODUCTS 359
PURCHASING AGENT, THE 70
QUAD RAM CORP . 22, 23
QUANT SYSTEMS 510
QUARK INCORPORATED 41
QUBIE DISTRIBUTING 307
QUELO 215
RADIO SHACK CIV
RAN A SYSTEMS 27
RELMS 424
RHINO ROBOTS , INC. 237
RIXON 277
ROCKY MTN . SOFTWARE 133, 139
ROGERS LABS 504
RTL PROGRAMMING AIDS 520
S C DIGITAL 276
S-100 DIV. 696 CORP. 477
S.E.1. INC. 462
SAFEWARE 152
SAGE COMPo TECH. 361
SAKATA 125
SCOTT FORESMAN 312
SCOTTSDALE SYSTEMS 131
SO SYSTEMS 65
SEATTLE COMP.PRODS. 44
SEE-DATA CORP. 516
SEEQUA COMP.CORP. 6
SEMI DISK SYSTEM 77
SILICON SPECIALTIES 76
SOFTCON 342
SOFTRENT 504
SOFTWARE AUTOMATION 79
SOFTWARE BANC 221
SOFTWARE SERVICES 340
SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS, INC . 117
SOFTWARE TOOLWQRKS 272
SONY VIDEO PRODUCTS 46
SORCIM 264, 265
SOURCE EDP 441
STAR MICRONICS 415
STARBUCK DATA CO. 516
SUN SOFTWARE 427
SUNNY INT'L. 494
SUNTRONICS 492
SYSTEMS STRATEGIES 272
TAVA CORP. 255
TAYCO BUSINESS FORMS 512
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351 TDK ELECTRONICS 150, 151
TEKTRONIX, INC. 112
352 TELETEK ENTERPRISES, INC. 49
399 TERMINALS TERRIFIC 464
353 TEXAS COMPUTER SYS. 408
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 144, 145, 302
299 THIRDWARE COMP.PROD. 201
354 THREE M COMPANY 223
355 TINNEY, ROBERT GRAPHICS 54
356 TITAN TECHNOLOGIES 206 '
357 TOPAZ, INC. 107
358 TOSHIBA AMERICA, INC. 420
359 TOSHIBA AMERICA, INC. 421

Inquiry No.
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
368
369
370
407
372
373

Page No.

TRANSACTION STORAGE SYS. 257
TRANSTAR 121
TRANSTAR 451
TRISTAR DATA SYS. 164
TSK ELECTR.CORP. 247
U.S. ROBOTICS 377
U.S. MICRO SALES 509
UNIPRESS SOFTWARE, INC . 284
UNIVERSAL DATA SYS 21
USED PERSONAL COMP.BRKRGE 506
VANTEC 300
VAULT CORP . 285
VERBATIM CORP. 153

inquiry No.
374
375
376
381
382
383
384
456
385
386
387

Page No.

VIDEX 15
VISUAL TECH, INC. 28, 29
VISUAL TECH, INC. 119
VLM COMPUTER ELECTR. 506
WADSWORTH ELECTR.PUB.CO. 348
WANG ELECTR.PUB.INC. 80
WANG LABS, INC. 323
WAREHOUSE SOFTWARE 102
WASHINGTON COMP .SYS. 215
WESTERN AUTOMATION 376
WESTERN TELEMATIC 352
WHITESMITHS LTD 146
WILLIAMS. MARK CO. 443

Inquiry No.
388
392
393
394

Page No.

WINTEK GORP. 506
WRITING CONSULTANTS 354
WYSE TECHNOLOGY 367
XOR CORP. 123

*Correspond directly with company.
INfERNATIONAL ADVERTISING
SECTION
501
500

ABTEX COMPo SYS. LTD. 320 B
ULTRA SPECIALTY, INC. 320A
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